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PLATE I.

A SHORT-HORNED BULL.

Phcenix (10608) calved March 28, 1848, bred by and the property of Mr. Thomas Crisp, of Hawk
Hill, Alnwick, got by Ronald (8507), dam (Duchess) by Guy Faux (7062), g. d. (Young Red

Duchess) by The Peer (5455), gr. g. d. (Red Duchess) by Bachelor (1666), — Duchess) by WelUng-

ton (683),— (Bright Eyes) by Admiral (4), — by Sir Harry (1444), — by Mr. R. Ceiling's Colonel

(152), — by a grandson of Hubback (319), — by a son of Hubback (319), has won the following

premiums :
—

1849. As a yearling, first prize at Border Union Agricultural Society,

1851. For best old bull, first prize at Border Union Agricultural Society.

„ Ditto, ditto, at Northumberland Agricultural Society; likewise Silver Cup with

Five Sovereigns added, for best of all prize bulls exhibited at the above meeting, held at

Newcastle-on-Tyne.

1852. For best old bull, first prize at the Royal Agricultural Society of England's meeting at Lewes.

„ For best old bull, first prize at Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland's meeting at Perth;

likewise Sweepstakes at the above meeting, open to all ages, including winners of premiums

in former years, and Silver Medal to breeder.

„ For best old bull, first prize at the Royal Irish Agricultural Society's meeting at Galway, and

Silver Medal for best short-horn bull of any age exhibited, hkewise Gold Medal for best prize

bull of any breed or age; and Silver Medal for breeder of the above.

PLATE II.

A PATENT MACHINE FOR PICKING UP STONES;

INVENTED BY MR. J. T. FOSTER, OF NEW YORK.

This important machine was recently invented and patented by Mr. J. T. Foster, of New York, who
is well known to the agricultural interest of the United States for several of his previous inventions.

The great utility of such an implement as herein represented will be readily appreciated by every

farmer, and will open a new era in agriculture. It is calculated to clear of stones from 7 to 10 acres of

land per day, with the aid of a good team of horses ; making a saving of at least 200 per cent, over hand
labour, and does the work effectually, leaving no stone in its track, and completely harrowing the

ground.

To describe the machine more fully, we refer to the steel engraving annexed. Letter C repre-

sents a cyhnder containing four rows of teeth, or lifters ; this cylinder is secured to the axle, and is

made to revolve by the friction of the wheel G, which is also secured to the axle, the other wheel

running independently to accommodate itself in turning. B represents the rake, held in its place and

supported by the arms F F, through which the axle passes ; by such means the rake hangs on the

OLD SERIES.] B [VOL. XSJCVIII.—No. 1.
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centre of its own circle, which is considerably greater than the cylinder to admit a stone of the size of

a peck measure to pass between, and is capable of being adjusted by the crank and shaft seen just

behind the rake, not indicated by letter, and held in its required position by the dogs or palls A A.

It will now be perceived that as the machine moves forward the rake collects everything that is not

capable of passing between the teeth, which are but three inches apart ; and at the distance of every

four feet the rake is relieved of what it has accumulated by the revolving lifters, which convey them

into the hopper, E, which is on a sufficient angle to allow them to roll into the box, D D. When the

box has accumulated a load, the driver, by turning the crank, raises the rake to a height to clear any

obstacle that might be in the way, locks it, drives off, and dumps as with an ordinary cart, and is

ready to repeat the operation by simply dropping the rake.

A machine to pick up stones we have ever considered among the last of inventions, but now we

have a simple, efficient, labour-saving implement. This machine is well adapted for harvesting

potatoes : and while doing this, as well as picking stones, cultivates the land. We deem this

invention of great importance to the farming interest, and one of those that will affiard the facilities to

practical agriculture that are requisite to place farmers on a footing with those in other arts of life.

Every considerable improvement in the labour of the farm has an important bearing in national pros-

perity and the general interest of humanity.

THE FARM LABOURER.
HIS ACCOMMODATION AND TREATMENT IN HEALTH AND UNDER DISEASE.

BY JOHN DONALDSON,

Late Professor of Agriculture and Botany, at Hoddesdon, Herts, and author of Prize Essay on the Cultivation and
Management of Underwood, awarded by the Royal Agricultural Society of England.

The best arranged social systems that have yet

been enacted in the world assign a very large portion

of the human race to the performance of labour, in

order to obtain a remuneration wherewith to live

and procure the necessaries of life. In civilized

communities, labour is the most valuable of all pos-

sessions, and the exertions of it produce all the

elegancies of life, and render the existence of

mankind comfortable and happy. Labour is

the real measure of the exchangeable value of all

commodities : nxoney the nominal price only.

Like other commodities, it has both a real and a

nominal price. The real price is the quantity of the

necessaries and conveniences of life which are given

for it ; the nominal price is the quantity of money.

The labourer is rich or poor, is well or ill rewarded,

in proportion to the real, but not to the nominal

price of his labour.

The rent of land and the profits of stock are

measured by labour, and the component parts of

price are included in the quantity of labour which

they can each of them purchase or command. In

every society the price of each commodity resolves

itself into one or all of the three parts—labour,

rent, and profit; and in every improved society all

the three enter, more or less, into the price of the

far greater part of commodities. There are some
cases where the price of a few commodities resolves

itself into the two parts of the wages of labour and
the profits of stock, and a smaller number consists

wholly in the wages of labour.

The produce of labour forms the natural recom-

pense or wages of labour. In that original state of

things, which precedes the appropriation of land

and the accumulation of stock, the whole produce

of labour belongs to the labourer, as he has no

master or landlord to share with him. But this

original state of things could not last beyond the

first introduction of the appropriation of land and

the accumulation of stock. As soon as land be-

comes private property, the landlord demands a

share of all the produce which the labourer can

either raise or collect from it. The rent is the first

deduction from the produce of the land ; and the

second is the profit that accrues from the produce

of the labour that has been so employed. The pro-

duce of every kind of labour, in any art or manu-
facture, is liable to the hke deduction of profit. The
common wages of labour depend every whereupon the

contract that is made between the two parties towhom
belong the profits of stock and the wages of labour,

but the interests of these parties are by no means

the same. The workmen desire to get as much,

and the masters to give as little, as possible. The
former are disposed to combine in order to raise,

the latter in order to lower, the wages of labour.

The masters commonly succeed ; for, being fewer

in number, they can more easily combine : and the

law does not prohibit their combinations as it does

those of the workmen. In all disputes the

masters generally have the advantage, and reduce

the wages to the lowest point. Wages should

be sufficient to maintain the labourer, and some-

what more, or it will be impossible for him to
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bring up a family. The demand for labourers in-

creases with the additions to the revenue and stock

of every countiy, which is the increase of national

wealth. The augmentation of wealth, and not the

overflowing abundance of it, causes the highest rate

of wages ; and the increase of population has a most

decisive ett'ect. The liberal reward of labour is the

necessaiy consequence and the natural symptom of

increasing wealth. The scanty maintenance of the

labouring poor is the plainest proof that things

are at a stand, and the starving condition that they

are going fast backwards. The hberal reward of

labour, as it is the effect of increasing wealth, is

also the cause of increasing population.

Various causes combine to fix the price of labour;

and it is not a little remarkable, that unproductive

labours are the best paid. By unproductive

labour, is meant that which adds no value to the

materials on which the work is performed. The
employment of the higher orders in society is

unproductive of any value, as it does not fix itself

on any vendible commodity, or permanent object,

which endures after the labour is past, and for which

an equal quantity of labour can be afterwards pro-

cured. The declamations of the actor, the harangues

ofthe orator, and the tunes of the musician all perish

in the very instant of their production. Yet, not-

withstanding this very evident fact, unproductive

labour is ever the best remunerated, as the per-

formances require more expense and greater ex-

ertion in acquiring the necessary parts of the art.

Coarse and vvilgar practices which admit of an easy

performance, and which are accessible to a greater

number of performers, are valued at a much lower

rate than others which require a greater quan-

tity both of VcAue and labour in acquiring the

aptitude of execution. Grossness and refinement

find in this case, as in most others, the remuneration

for the expenditure of labour and its value. The
coarser'materials form the pedestal of society, and

the value increases upwards till the top ceases to

perform any necessary function, owing to the

elevation being supported by the joint-efforts of

the nether contributions.

The position of the farm labourer ranks him
among the worst paid of the labouring classes, as

his employment is menial and coarse, and requires

very little or no preparation for its performance.

The exertions are of the rudest kind, and are ac-

cessible to the most untutored human being that is

at all capable of observation and imitation. And
though a superior skilfulness can be sho\vn in that

art as well as in all others, yet it fails to attract

much notice, or to elevate the performance to any

superior remuneration. The number of persons

who are capable of acting the labourer, and the

want of the means that are necessary to advance to

a higher station, have fixed and kept the wages of

agricultural labourers at the very lowest amount

that is capable of supporting a living frame of use-

ful action. This position in the social system en-

titles the objects of it to the kindly feeling and bene-

volence of the class that employs them, and to

whose benefit the current of circumstances directs

a large share of the produce of labour. This ex-

tension and 'application of the better feelings of

human nature is very loudly and most imperioi.sly

called for, in order to rectify in some measure the

defects of the social system in not giving to every

fellow-creature a competent share of the essential

necessaries of life. It is the serious blunder of all

systems that have yet existed ; but it seems to be

the fate of mankind, throughout every variety and

degree of error, ere they arrive at the happy termi-

nation by finding the right path. No super-struc-

ture can stand steadily without a safe and durable

foundation : it must be wide and comprehensive,

or the top may overbalance it ; the structure

must bear equally on the underparts, or too much
pressure on one place may crush and destroy

some of the supports, that will disconnect and

break the combination of tlie whole edifice. The

want of this most valuable and essential considera-

tion has produced every revolution and rebellion

that has happened on the face of the earth ; want

induces discontent, and being fed by other evils,

proceeds to canvass the propriety of the immea-

surable distance between the bottom and the top

of the social fabric, and to enquire if a nearer ap-

proach could not be made with mutual advantage.

Having said thus much we will now consider the

size of the farm and the form of building to be

occupied by the labourer. The size of farms

that are most proper for the active and useful

development of capital may vary from 200 to 500

acres. The first extent could not be lowered

without cramping the energies and restricting

exertion ; and the last amount of acres could not

be exceeded without too much increasing the indi-

vidual possession, and preventing the employment

of a moderate amount of capital. The intervening

numbers between 200 and 500 may aflFord the suit-

able employments for the varying sums of money in

the hands of individuals. It is however necessary

that the labourers live upon the farm, and that they

be located at an easy distance from the farmery;

the dwellings must be erected at the expense of the

landowner, as they are a permanent property in

which the farmer has only a usufructuary interest;

the site of the dwellings may be so chosen as not

to interfere with the shape of a field— a common or

a cut oflP space of ground which projects from or

abuts upon any field or plantation that has been

laid out and settled. The required number of

B 2
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single dwellings may be formed in a square with an

open south front, or in the form of a circle or a

polygon. If the ground be naturally dry, the first

floor may be on a level with the earth ; but if the

soil be clayey and wet, the floor must be raised one
foot at least, and the space filled with broken stones.

This precaution will secure a dry flooring, which is

very desirable, and highly conducive to health.

The base of the excavation must have an inclination

to one corner to discharge into a drain the oozings

of the wet soil, which might form a body of water,

and throw upwards a cold dampness that would
prove injurious to inmates. All wetness must be re-

moved from dwellings; the broken stones must be
rammed hard into their position, and then covered

with dross or very small gravel, on which the floor-

ing of bricks is laid ; one stone step will be required

outside the door to reach the floor. All cottages

must have two apartments on the ground floor, of

about 20 feet by 1 5, and a stair in the centre that

leads to the upper accommodation. The kitchen

must be provided with a fixed iron fuel grate,

a boiler and a small oven at the sides; the

better apartment may have only a common fixed

grate, but the windows must be made to open in

warm weather; and the walls are to be well

plastered.

The very first step in the improvement of human
dwellings is to separate the sitting from the sleep-

ing apartments. When a family is huddled to-

gether in a single apartment, where they sit, mess,

and sleep, the decencies of life cannot be preserved,

and a vitiation of character is insensibly produced.

Neither can propriety be observed where cooking
is done in the sitting apartment ; an unavoidable

degree of filthiness occurs in cooking, which is dis-

agreeable to the person who sits by and looks on.

Every dwelling, therefore, should consist of two
rooms on the ground floor ; one for common pur-

poses, and the other for sitting and taking the

meals. On the second floor there must be at least

three sleeping apartments, formed partly in the

roof by means of a height of one story and a-half

of building. These apartments are floored with

boards, and surrounded with lath and plaster. The
window may be in the roof. Light bedsteads

might be fixed here, belonging to the house.

Four apartments might be occasionally formed, to

accommodate families of a greater number of indivi-

duals. A small room for a dairy may be formed
below stairs, and a door should open backward
into the garden. This latter appendage is indis-

pensable, for the purpose of growing vegetables,

which are the most wholesome and essential of

all human food. The width of the garden must
be the length of the house, and extend so far back-
wards as to form a space of 600 square yards at

least, divided into the number of separate pos-

sessions by a thin fence of hedge or boards. In a

corner of the garden, and covered by some low

trees or tall shrubs, the privy may be placed, with

a box receiving the excrements, which can be pulled

backwards, lifted up, and emptied occasionallj', and

the contents mixed in compost. A few fruit-bearing

bushes will subdivide the garden.

Behind the house, at the distance of fifteen feet,

there may be placed a range of low buildings, form-

ing the back premises, for the purpose of conceal-

ing the necessary utensils, which never should be

seen or exposed to view. The back wall may be

the highest, and form a lean-to ; and the houses

may include a washing apartment—a fuel-house

and a lumber-room. The wash-house must have a

boiling-vat and a fire-place. These back premises

are most essential to any comfortable dwelling.

The ashes may be very beneficially mixed with the

contents of the privy or with earth.

In the congregated form of the buildings which

we have now recommended there will be an open

space in the centre, where a pump must be sunk for

the common use of all the habitations ; and a large

oven or a bakery should also be raised for the general

use. A longitudinal range of low buildings must
be built for pig-sties, the back wall carrying the

lean-to roof, and the front wall forming the low

front of the shed for the pig. Each dwelling must
have a single accommodation for fattening two pigs

yearly with the potatoes and other vegetables. We
mention this accommodation as a most essential

part of the labourers' real wants.

The eaves of the roofs of the houses must be

provided with spouts, to catch the rain water and
convey it to casks fixed at proper places, to give

it out as soft water for washing purposes. Water

of this kind is a very useful possession in localities

where the spring water is impregnated with mine-

rals, which is often the case. The intercepting of

the water from the roofs prevents it from falling on
the ground and wetting and damping the front area

of the dwellings. Though water be an essential

element in every kind of hfe, yet dampness is very

hurtful in its presence, and should be most carefully

removed.

We have ever very strongly advocated that the

farm labourer have a cow kept, as a part of his

wages ; and in order to secure to him a constant

supply of milk throughout the year, we further ad-

vance an opinion that the cow belong to the far-

mer ; and that when one goes dry before the time

of calving, another be given for the use of the

labourer which is in the full flow of milk. Of all

the varied productions which the habitable globe

affords, and whose use is known to man, none can

be compared with the milk of the cow for the use
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of a young family, and the products of it in the

shape of butter and cheese. The value of it is

reckoned 4s. or 5s. weekly, according to the price of

the articles in the locality. We also recommend

that a quantity of potatoes be planted in the field

for the labourer, along with the crop of the farmer,

in a quantity not less than ] ,000 yards of drilled

length ; this allowance to be valued as a part of his

wages, as the use of the cow is accounted for. This

jiotato ground will yield roots for the use of the

famil}', and for feeding two pigs yearly ; and also

food for ducks and hens which it may be con-

venient to keep. The garden will afford the early

potatoes till the field growth come into use, and

also the smaller culinary vegetables in their season.

In Scotland and the north of England the farm

labourers are paid nearly the whole amount of their

wages in kind, and very beneficially ; but whatever

part of his wages he may receive in produce, we

recommend the use of a cow and a quantity of po-

tato ground as the most essential values that can

be given him. The paying of wages in the produce

of the farm saves the farmer the labour and e.\-

pense of converting it into money, and it saves the

labourer the trouble of finding the articles to be

bought with the money he has got from the farmer,

and which are often difficult to obtain. When
he gets them from the farm, the value is enhanced

by the ease with which they are got. The money
wages should be paid weekly, and on the Friday

evening, which gives the Saturday to lay out the

necessary items for the succeeding week's provi-

sion. "Where the sum of money is small, on ac-

count of a large part of the wages being paid in

kind, the payments in cash may be monthly,

quarterly or half-yearly.

The amount of the yearly wr.ges of the labourer

should be the highest that the social circumstances

of the country can afford, and assisted by every

indulgence which an active and willing benevolence

can suggest and bestow. Employers have ever

committed a very fatal mistake in depressing wages,

and grinding down to the very lowest ebb the al-

lowance of support to their fellow-creatures. A
willing mind is ever a fruitful one, and will perform

any action that is within the reach of possibility.

On the other hand, harshness and ill-usage alienate

every affection, and render the services of labour

to be the mere efforts of compulsion, devoid of any

care or interest in the result of the object. Every

agent of performance should have an interest in

the productive return of the labour.

The hours of labour should not be too many.

In summer the commencement of work may be at

7 .\.M. and continue till noon, and begin again at

2 P.M. and stop at G in the evening. Nine hours

are quite suflScient for the performance of the due

amount of labour, when the horses and the labourers

are all in the proper condition and temper : an

hour less might even suffice. A long number
of dreary hours tires the spirits, exhausts the

energies, and keeps a quantity of work too long

in hand. Quickness and dispatch are great and

invaluable requisites in every business.

During winter, or from the beginning of No-
vember to the middle of March, the commencement
of labour may be with the broad appearance of

daylight, and end with the beginning of darkness

;

allowing one half-hour at noon, in which to give

the horses a feed of oats, and the labourers to take

luncheon. Short intervals between refreshments

are beneficial both to man and beast. During

rainy and stormy weather in severe climates all

out-door work must be suspended, and confined to

in-door operations. It is inhuman to expose men
and animals to the rigours of the external ele-

ments.

The dwelling-houses, having at least three sleep-

ing apartments, will give accommodation to the

junior branches of the family, some of whom will

be brought up to rural toil, and enter upon the

profession of their parents. These labourers will

be paid wholly in money, weekly, according to the

rate of the locality. Proper accommodation and

kind treatment will do much to incline the

children to the rural occupation. On the other

hand, a pinched allowance in every shape tends to

drive them away from the most necessary and

useful of all employments, to seek a better remu-

neration and more kindly feelings in some other

grade of operations.

We think the practice of the young plough-

men lodging with their parents is preferable to

their being boarded in the farmer's house : the

example and authority of the parents are longer

continued, and the contagion is avoided which

always arises from a number of persons being

congregated together, and which induces the one

to follow the evil habits and customs that are pre-

sented to their observation by the other.

Nothing adds more comfoit to the dwelling of a

human being than an ample supply of fuel where-

with to cook the victuals with the necessary dis-

patch, and by the influence of warmth to banish

every tendency to moisture and dampness, and pre-

serve every perishable article in the proper condi-

tion of a dry existence. For this purpose, where

coals abound and are cheap, the farmer incurs the

expense of the carriage of the fuel, and the labourer

pays the prime cost. A store of this most essen-

tial article is very conveniently provided when the

teams of the farm are not particularly busy. In

countries where timber forms the chief article of

ombustion the farmer ought to incur the expense
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of carriage, and further assist in arranging the

purchases, and in making the payments easy.

The means of procuring the necessary education

must not be overlooked, as it forms a very primary

arrangement in every condition of civiHsed society.

Reading, writing and arithmetic are branches that

are most essentially necessary to every human
being, and they must be carried to the utmost ex-

tent possible. For this purpose the communica-

tion of it to the labourers must be wholly " gratis,"

owing to the very low rate of wages which the cir-

cumstances of the present social system allows

them, and which precludes them from being able to

pay for their education. Every parish, according

to its extent, should be provided with two or more
schools, within easy distances that the labourers'

children can walk from at a very early age, and

continue till the time of entering upon the em-
ployment of labour : the funds necsssary to up-

hold the schools to be levied upon the landed pro-

perty. To this arrangement no valid objection can

be made.

In all civilised and estabhshed communities no

out-door work should be performed by females.

The quality, as well as the quantity, of work has a

very strong and visible etFect on the female frame,

both bodily and mental: the woman is thus de-

graded to the level of a beast of burden, and

becomes destitute of the beauty and delicacy of

her sex. Light work on the farm—as the harvest-

ing of hay and corn, the hoeing of turnips, and

the barn-work in winter—may be tolerated where it

cannot be done without ; but it must be observed

that all out-door work has the most certain effect

of vitiating the female character, and debasing

every finer feeling. No better criterion of the

civilisation of a people need be required than the

general treatment of woman— in the respect v/hich

is paid them, and the estimation in which they are

held. Any debasement of the human species must

be avoided, and even prohibited.

As the wages of the labourer are utterly in-

adequate to enable him to obtain the comforts of

life, and as labour is the most essential and valu-

able ingredient in all established communities,

and consequently is entitled to the most humane
attention, it is suggested that every parish clergy-

man be educated so far in the medical art as to

prescribe in all common cases of illness, and thus

join together the charge of the body and the soul.

In extreme cases a professional man would be

necessary, when the common means were found

to require assistance. The medicines to be afforded

by the landed proprietor would be a trifling item,

but a vast advantage to the labouring poor.

A legislative enactment would be required to en-

force the medical qualification, of which no person

can doubt the vast benefit. Such an enactment is

immeasurably superior to the ordinary occupa-

tion of legislation. Every consideration should

be banished from the human mind, that has no

relation to the well-being of our fellow- creatures,

and for which reason can assign no grounds.

As labour is the power that produces every enjoy-

ment in life, it ought and must be the primary and

chief consideration, that it be rewarded ; and if not

in the first award of value, that it be redressed and

assisted by subsequent considerations, and for

which the labourer has a just and inahenable claim.

Every breath that is passed between the lips, every

word which is uttered, every muscle of the body

that is exerted, every footstep that is moved for-

wards, all the conceptions of the mind, and every

feeling of the heart, joined with the actions of the

hand, must point steadily and unerringly to that

object which is the only sphere of occupation that

is worth the time and attention of rational beings,

that are in a state of sanity. The physical

necessities claim the first notice, for upon them the

mental superstructure is built. An improved

animal physical condition may be obtained without

a corresponding moral development ; but no great

mental improvements ever will be reached, without

the essential physical nutrition that arises from a

competence of the necessaries of life. No mental

emanations can proceed from a starved physical

condition ; the senses are callous, and the deposit-

aries of transmitted intelligence are weak and in-

capable of entertaining ideas, and of making the

proper deductions. Every faculty is benumbed,

and every nerve of action is unstrung. Hence
arises the very slow pace of human improvements

;

the greater part of mankind are placed and held in

a condition that most completely and effectually

forbids any attempts of individuals to emerge from

it, except in a few cases of desperate resolve,

severe struggle and privation. The emancipation

and rise of the lower orders would accelerate and
hasten the grand events of human perfections, not

only in the numerical ratio of the multitude that

would be brought into the path of onward
progress, but in the multiplied aggregate of the

mind, and the glorious manifestations that would

accompany the imbinding and setting loose of so

many imprisoned sparks of etherial essence. To-

wards this purpose, the very first step is to place

the objects within reach, and to shorten the dis-

tances of approach ; to commence the ascent by

affording the necessary aliment of an existence that

looks to a more elevated and better state of being.

Every individual class of society should be placed

within the tangible reach of the upper gradations,

and have a stable foundation whence to begin the

ascent. When this stepping-stone is denied, the
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flight will be very rarely attempted ; and the world

is deprived of the incalculable benefits that would

accrue to the human race, from the mental aspira-

tions and the practical resolutions of the number of

intellects that are thus confined. Such an enlarged

development of mental exertions would far outstrip

the eftbrts of societies and of individuals, who join

in a comparatively weak concert, in order to

promote advancements in a ratio that is very

frightfully reversed from the universal estimate

that ought to prevail. Luxury is supported Ijy

labour ; and it is fair, it is just, it is reasonable

—in fact, it is imperative that the duties which

nature has imposed on the possession of the

refined enjoyments of life, ])e on the other side

performed. Humanity and duty in this case join

their powerful voice in calling for the performance

of the most necessary of all obligations, viz., the

commencement of the extinction of the vast and

accumulated debt of property to poverty, a debt

that has no figures of calculation, nor any measure

of extent.

THE WOOL TRADE AND MEAT TRADE-FORESHADOWL\G THE CHANGE THAT
MUST BE MADE IN OUR AGRICULTURAL SYSTEM—EXPLAINED.

BY AN EX-FARMER.

By taking warning we are often able to avert an

impending calamity; and, by proper exercise of

judgment, that which threatened to eclipse any

branch of trade, or other ordinary occupation of

life, may be dispelled, and the comfort of usual

light maintained. Those persons who take warning

in these cases, and turn their attention to proper

account, are they who are rewarded for their

trouble and industry, and this because they have

acted for the relief of others of the great family.

Great countries, that are divided and subdivided

into interests, will ever experience, or rather exhibit,

real oppression in some branch of trade or trafHc

that is followed by numbers of their people ; but

when these are foretasted, they are generally light-

ened by the exertion of the number or numbers

that are likely to be directly interested. The

natural jealousy of men has begotten an impression

that the suffering of any branch of civihzed occu-

pations is relief and comfort to others ; that is, it is

thought that the loss of money by any branch of

trade, or the prosecutors of it, is the gain of others.

But this is a great mistake ; for it is by maintaining

the prosperity of itself that any interest can add to,

and increase, the comforts of other parts of the

community. Money is a very fascinating element

of our present system of exchanging our produc-

tions ; but it is a great error to suppose that it will

add one fraction to our comforts if by obtaining it

another class is deprived of the means of exertion.

Experience will teach many of our present preten-

ders to philosophy, that it is to prosperous interests

that we must look for increased comforts, and not

to the result of depriving them of the means they

require for exertion.

A great branch of trade, in which farmers are

closely interested, is now threatened with suf-

fering that it has never before experienced
;

and this by a serious falling oflf in the supply

of the raw material of the goods which

form it. It appears that manufacturing of, and

ti'ading in, woollen goods of all kinds, and parti-

cularly of fine qualities, have increased very rapidly

within the last twenty or thirty years, which have

been maintained and encouraged by increased sup-

plies of wool from our colonial possessions. The

flocks of New South Wales have increased to so

great an extent, that it is stated, on good authority,

that the amount of about 120,000lbs. (which was

exported from thence in 1828) has increased to the

quantity of above 40,000,000lbs. per annum—at

least this was exported last year. But now it is

stated on good authority, and the imagination will

assist in causing it to be accepted as a truth, that

the gold mania in that country has tempted shep-

herds to forsake their flocks and masters, either

without notice, or with that peculiar manner and

speech which become the most prominent parts of

iUiterate people, when outward evidence beget an

inward principle, that fortune and future indepen-

dence may be obtained by a change in their actions.

The discovery of much gold there has had that

influence over the people of this character, that they

have abandoned their former and accustomed mode

of Uving, leaving the master of a flock to attend to

and shear it himself. Ships have been deserted in

the same way; and in both instances the love of

the glittering metal was so powerful that no tempta-

tion in the shape of high wages would induce these

shepherds and sailors to stop where they were.

What will be the future result, as well as the present

loss to the proprietors of these flocks, and the large

number of industrious people that compose the

class which depends on the supply of wool from

that country for employment, it is impossible to

predict. For if shepherds cannot be kept to protect

the flocks from native injuries, such as ravages by

wild dogs, and losses by straying and losing them-
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selves in so wild a country, why it is very clear that

the number of sheep will decrease as fast as they

have increased, and the amount of wool we shall

receive will decline in the same ratio.

It would not be a display of wisdom to retort

upon this interest for the manner in which it has

despised the home produce of wool, which has

given employment to workers of the coarser cloths,

and the supply of which has been materially reduced
by the manner in which forced sales were effected

in past years, and in 1848 in particular; and which
reduction of flocks of this country was caused by
the amount of expenses having to be made up by
quantity of sheep sold ; thereby causing that which
was, or should have remained, as fixed stock of the

farmer, to be marketable or circulating stock. It

would not be compatible to follow the line of de-

scription and argument which we have been in the

habit of receiving ; but to exhibit in practice that

which experience will teach people^ in general in

due time—that in proportion as one influential in-

terest suffers other interests must suflfer indirectly,

by participating in such deprivation. It is a loss to

ourselves, moreover, to do the one ; and it is pro-

fitable to do the other. Practical relief is profitable

;

for by supplying the demand of a number of people

we receive a profit for ourselves, let that supply be

composed of what it may. The probability of a

rise in the price of wool, from the above causes,

and the certainty of a rise in the price of mutton,
are suflScient inducements for persons to turn their

attention to the increase of their flocks of breeding

and "feeding" sheep; and to consider them before

the produce of corn of any kind, as we are so inun-

dated by foreign countries as to cause a doubt as

to whether it can be produced at the ordinary rate

of interest on employed capital.

The importance of the above question may be
pretty well understood by the fact that a large

meeting of the manufacturers of the West Riding
was lately convened, resolutions read and adopted,

and a deputation appointed to wait upon the

Colonial Secretary, with a view of inducing Govern-
ment to adopt means by which this branch of trade

might not be diminished. It is considered proper

to send out English shepherds and shearers to

protect and clip the flocks. But if this be done, it

will be requisite to send a soldier to a shepherd

;

and the probability would then be that the two
would connive together and start for the diggings.

However, it may be remarked, without prejudice

or ill-feeling, that if, as these manufacturers say,

farmers must depend on their own exertions, with-
out any reUance on Government— if this is to

be the policy of the day, as they or their represen-
tatives say it must, why it can hardly be fair that

a portion of the revenue of this country should be

appropriated to conveying men over the water to

serve their end, by making wool cheaper, and

thereby keeping down the price of home growth, the

producers of which are unjustly contributing to the

revenue in the shape of taxes on their own produc-

tions, and articles in which they are directly inte-

rested. If farmers are to depend upon themselves,

and have no help from Government whatever, how
can it possibly be expected that manufacturers can

have their immediate interests and misfortunes in-

terfered with ? It seems but fair that they should

practise their own policy ; and, instead of fleeing to

Government in such cases as these, " depend upon

their own exertions." To accomplish the object

they have in view, if as important as they say it is,

they may soon raise a private fund for the purpose.

Whilst manufacturers are devising schemes to

protect the supply of wool abroad, it is the farmers'

business to endeavour to increase that division

of their produce which they may reasonably

expect will advance in price. I have already

urged the necessity of paying as much attention to

the growth of sheep and wool as circumstances

would possibly allow, as I was then confident that

these would prove more profitable than any other

part of the productions of the British agriculturist

;

inasmuch as more corn may be grown by sheep

feeding than cattle feeding, as much weight of

mutton as beef if made from a given quantity of

feed, the fleece constituting extra profit—and the

greater the price of it per pound, of course the

greater inducement there is to carry out the system

to its utmost possible extent. Mutton cannot be

imported into these islands to any great extent, as

no neighbouring country produces a large super-

abundance, and what is imported is of an inferior

quality. But cheese, butter, pork, as salted, and

hams and bacon, can be forwarded across the

channel and Atlantic of good quality, being already

very much improved, and in as good a state of

preservation as they can be sent from any county

in England to the London market.

The change necessary to be made in our pre-

sent system of management is, the greatest possible

amount of green crops must be grown, and instead

of growing beans and peas between barley and

wheat on middling land, a crop or two of some
kind must be produced, such as rye and tares,

winter oats, and so on, for spring feed, and then a

crop of early white turnips (after the system

already recommended) for autumn feed, which

will leave the land in a far richer condition for

after-crops of corn. Clover must be fed for the

most part ; and if there should not be enough feed

for horses under this system, the deficiency must

be made up by foreign beans, oats, and so on; or

those persons who have been in the habit of buying
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English feed for their trade horses must depend on

foreign countries for a supply.

These are the changes that must be made in this

particular part of our agricultural system, and this

has been suggested by the increase of persons to an

acre of land in our country, the readiness with

which corn can be imported, and the perishable

nature of animal matter. The prices of meat will

shortly be high, considering we are open to

competition with the whole world in corn, and

what is produced by inferior sorts of it—meat.

It is the i)erson that watches the course of

things, and has in readiness what he for-

sees thereby will be required, who makes the

greatest profit by the turn of the times. And we

have evidence enough to show that the supply of

meat will shortly be limited throughout this

country. Those persons who help to prevent its

being too limited will be they who will be-

nefit themselves. It will not be dear, although the

demand will be greater than the supply, and this

for no other i-eason than because much money is

thrown out of circulation by the present policy of

the populace. Prices will, however, rise as much
as the amount of money afloat will admit of.

In regard to the management of sheep, they can-

not be changed too often, as food of different fields

varies in quality, and therefore flavour, and that

which is trodden and pressed down rises and be-

comes sweet and tempting to the appetite. Fields

should therefore be divided in proportion to the

size of the flocks to be kept through the summer.

If artificial food or corn be used, the kind and

quality should be changed according as the weather

changes the quality of the feed. Nothing can be

so unskilful as to buy that which is cheap or

weighty for money. "When the air is moist for a

day or two, and the weather wet for another day or

two, that which will act as an antidote to the food

of the fields, made relaxing thereby, should be

given. Rye is the best ; wheat of inferior quality

is good ; and old beans, particularly those that were

grown in hot climates, as Egj'ptian. Price is so

little to be considered, that it is here out of the

question, as there is seldom a great variation from

the usual relative value of such like commodities.

AVhen the weather becomes hot and dry, such things

as act contrarily should be given as trough food.

Bran, and other refuse of the mill ; barley, which

if " speared" or germinated would be the finest }.os-

sible food for cattle of all kinds in hot, dry weather

(and this may be urged as another element of the

past reasoning against that odious tax on malt,

rendered still more so by our present policy, as the

excise would soon be about, not only the ears, but

the effects of any one who had his barn floor, or

any other floor, stji'ewed with wetted barley) ; some-

times this trough food may be greatly reduced

with propriety, and the stock of the granary re-

served for a future time. When this may be

done is when the season is advanced and there is

plenty of seed in the clover, and the weather is at

the same time genial, and therefore a fair quantity

of leaves is admixed with the stalks and heads.

The system of wetting barley for a day or two can-

not be too strongly impressed on the minds of the

readers, as I will stake the value of my inquiry into

these matters on its efficiency ; and there is no waste

from grinding and " tolls," and no expense of cart-

age to mill and charges for the process, which

amount together to more than the labour would

be to prepare it for, and put it into, the troughs in

the way suggested.

In cattle feeding it must not be forgotten that

the faster any animals are fattened the greater profit

there is upon them—when they are treated as

nature intended they should be. For it requires a

certain amount of food to support the ivaste of

them under any circumstances, and this waste is

no more per day when they are skilfully fed and

fatting rapidly, than when they are increasing

slowly in this way. Indeed, it is often less under

the former circumstances, as they then rest con-

tentedly, whilst under the latter they run what they

had off their back again.

In regard to the produce of wool by manage-

ment, there is, I believe, one material point over-

looked ; at any rate I have never heard it remarked

upon or seen it in print. It is the dressing used to

prevent the " fly" in sheep. The caustic proper-

ties of ordinary "fly-powder" jsrecew* more tcool

from growing than the " fly" would cause to be cut

off if no dressing were used. Some of this is so

drying to animal texture, from the quantity of

mineral poison it contains, that it turns the wool

black, as is often observed where it has been ap-

plied. It does not require much consideration to

conceive that the growth of this wool is stopped.

Indeed, the backs of sheep are often made flat by

it, and to appear as if they had been " top'd."

Half a pound is frequently lost in this way; on

long-wool sheep it is more. This subject is worthy

of close attention; and any one who can give

a receipt, or recommend the preparation from

experience of its efficacy on the one hand, and

harmlessness on the olher, has the opportunity

granted to him for distinguishing himself for his

ingeniousness of disposition and honourable desire

to increase the comforts of others when it can be

done cheaply and without alarm for his own safety.

The seasonfor this application is coming round,and

I know of nothing that would be more important to

the readers of an agricultural journal than such in-

formation as that which I have said is more re-
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quired than persons in general seem to be aware of.

We are not manufacturers, and look upon our craft

as suspiciously as if each competitor was a knave.

By showing others how to increase the bounty of

nature we increase our own happiness. There is

some philosophy at the bottom of that sentiment.

METEOROLOGY, ITS CONNECTION WITH AGRICULTURE.

BY CUTHBKRT W. JOHNSON, ESQ., F.R.S.

In a previous number of this valuable Magazine

(vol. xxxvii. p. 382), I alluded to the evaporation of

water from the surface of soils. This exhalation is

found to be materially increased when the ground

is tenanted with plants. This portion of our en-

quiry has been well examined by Mr. J. Prestwich,

in his able work " On the Water-bearing Strata

around London ;" and, as he well remarks, p. 118,

we must not forget, in examinmg the rain-fall of

any district, that the existence of vegetation must

intercept a large portion of the rain. This, he adds,

has been partially allowed for in the experiments of

Dalton and Dickenson, in both of which the sur-

face was covered with a growth of grass. But this

is hardly enough ; the more active and vigorous

vegetation of the corn crops and of trees is pro-

ductive of a far greater evaporation. What it may

amount to has not yet been determined by a suffi-

cient number of direct experiments. As an indi-

cation of the importance of vegetation in absorbing

the rain-fall, I may mention that a tree of average

size is supposed to yield by evaporation from its

leaves about 2 to 2 \ gallons of water daily ; and in

some recent interesting experiments of Mr. Lawes

{Jour. Hort. Soc, vol. v.) three plants of wheat or

barley, grown in pots, gave off in the course of six

months of their active growth nearly 1 1 gallon of

water ; for every grain of dry produce, from either

wheat, barley, peas, beans, or clover, 200 grains

of water were evaporated.

This will enable us to form some general esti-

mate of the evaporation caused by the same de-

cription of vegetation on any given area. Professor

J. F. Johnston, in his Lectures on Agricultural

Chemistry, p. 927, calculates that the average

gross produce per acre of these crops, supposing

the wheat to yield per acre 25 to 30 bushels, the

barley from 35 to 40 bushels, the beans 25 to 30

bushels, the peas 25 bushels, and the clover 2 tons,

will be as follows :

—

Seed, Straw. Total,

lbs. lbs. lbs.

Wheat . . . 1750 3300 6050
Barley . . . 1986 2300 4285
Beans . . . 1700 2950 4650
Peas . . . 1650 2700 4350
Clover . . . 4480 — 4480

To these totals, continues Mr. Prestwich, we

have to add the weight of the stubble and roots,

which may be taken roughly at one-half of the

weight of the straw {Johnston, p. 745, and Bous-

singauWs Rural Economy, by Law, 408) ; and

then, as I am informed by Mr. Lawes, to subtract

one-seventh of the weight as harvested, for water.

We shall then obtain the following proximate re-

sults :—The rain-fall we may suppose to be 25

inches, which is equal to an armual fall of 564,934

gallons of water per acre, or 357,911,335 per

square mile.

Evaporation of Water during Growth.
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It \^iU also be useful, as well as interesting, to

notice not only the ordinary mean amount of in-

sensible vapour in the atmosphere, but the propor-

tion needed to saturate a cubic foot of air. This

will be found in the following table, which shows

both these objects of agricultural meteorology, as

they presented themselves in the year 1S47, and in

the quarters ending June 30 and September 30,

1848, at difterent stations. In this the weight in

grains is given : columns marked I. being the

weight present, and columns II. the weight needed

for complete saturation {Phil. Mag., vol. xxiii., p.

374; vol. x.xiv., pp. 192, 271)—

1848.

In Quarters ending

1847. June 30. Sept. 30.

I. II. I. II. I. IT.

Helston . . . 4-1 OG 4-0 10 48 09
Exeter ... 3-5 1-1 37 1-4 40 09
Brighton . . 3-6 0-G 4-0 1-1 — —
Southampton . — — 40 OO o'O 7

Uekfiekl . . 3G 1-1 39 1-7 45 IS
Beckinston . 37 0-5 38 1-0 4-4 0*9

Greenwich Obs. 3-6 0-8 3 8 1-4 4-5 11
Avleshurv . . — — 3-8 1-5 4-4 12
Highfield, Not-

tinghamshire 3-7 0-8 3-8 M 4-4 1-0

Liverpool . . 3-3 0-6 3-G 0-8 4-2 08
York ... — — _ _ _ —
Whitehaven . 32 06 3-7 I'l 4-3 12
Durham . . 3 1 8 3-5 TO 4-1 M
Newcastle . . — — 39 1-2 4 5 1-2

As I bad occasion to remark in another place

(The Farmers' Almanac, 1852), closely connected

with the influence of the rain-fall on the agriculture

of a district, is the mean cloudiness of the chmate

;

since it is evident that, all other things being the

same, those districts which are the most clouded

will need, to produce a given result of vegetable

growth, less rain than where the sunshine is less

impeded. Now in the years 1847 and 1848, at

thirteen different English stations, the degrees of

mean cloudiness (supposing complete cloudiness to

be equal to 10) were thus recorded {Phil. Mag.,

vol. xxxii., p. 517 ; vol. xxxiii
, pp. 194, 37-^ ; vol.

xxxiv., pp. 192, 271)

—

1848.

Quarters ending

Mar. June Sep. Dec.

1847. 31. 30. 30. 31.

Helston ... 5-9 6-4 43 52 G'B

Falmouth. . . — 7-3 5-6 6-3 7-4

Brighton ... 6 6-4 4-3 — —
Beckingtou . . 49 7'1 5-4 5-8 6 3
Greenwich . . 6-8 80 5-9 6-4 6-9

Lewisham . . 4-9 — — — 6-5

Walworth . . 63 8-2 5-7 40 —
Aylesbury . . — 7-5 58 66 6-8

Cambridge . . 6-9 — 6-4 — —
Highfield House 6-1 7-5 6*2 6-3 6-7

Liverpool . . 5-7 6-3 5-9 6-7 7-0

Stonyhurst . . — 8-0 6-8 7-4 7-2

Durham ... — 6-4 6-0 58 61

Then, again, the nature of the prevalent winds,

their degree of dryness or moisture, materially in-

fluences the success of the husbandman's crops.

This, however, will form the subject of a future

paper.

The farther we advance then in these researches,

the more we study the ultimate connection which

exists between the meteorology of a district and the

crops which tenant it, the more interesting and

practically instructive they become. It is idle to

say that they tend to no practical result, for they

lead to many (and it is probable that others will be

discovered hereafter). They teach and serve to

explain many a phenomenon in vegetation—they

explain and promote the adoption of improved

systems of cultivation. We may remember that

the modern English agriculturist adopts systems of

tillage—courses of cropping, which the genius of

Jethro Tull long since, in a far less informed age,

led him to unsuccessfully advocate; Tull, in fact,

was perhaps the first English farmer who saw the

vast amount of nutriment existing in the air—he

was not, indeed, aware of what that food was com-

posed ; the term gas was then hardly known; the

word air in his time expressed all the ideas of his

chemical contemporaries upon gases of all kinds.

In spite of this want of chemical knowledge, Tull

had somehow or other discovered the 'great fact

that the atmosphere contained something which

operated as the food of plants ; from this know-

ledge proceeded his warm recommendation of the

deep and fine tillage of the soil, and of planting

crops in rows by the drill, and at wide intervals,

so as to promote the circulation of the air. The

whole history of the Tullian system of agriculture

— of the difficulties it encountered, of the ridicule

it met with, and the solemn arguments it had to

answer—offers indeed an instructive and amusing

commentary upon the very subject of this paper,

viz., the connection of the meteorology of a district

with the cultivation of its soils ; indeed, we may,

in the course of these examinations and gather-

ings, have more than one occasion to note how

very injurious to the progress of our knowledge is

a tendency to undervalue any discoveries, or any

knowledge which appears contrary to the popular

notions of the existing generation.
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PREPARING LAND FOR A GREEN CROP.
BY G. DUNCAN.

To the farmer of the present day it is indispens-

able to have a part of his land in green crop—that

is to say, turnip, potatoes, carrot, mangold, beans

in drill, and sometimes cabbages. One, or all of

these plants are decidedly required in good far-

ming, and where they are grown to perfection, the

land must be in good condition, and clean and

clear of weeds, else the green crop will suffer " high

robbery." Where the soil is a dry friable loam,

some farmers are in the practice now of cleaning

their green crop land in the end of autumn by

grubliing and harrowing, till the weeds are brought

to the surface and destroyed. This plan does re-

markably well .vheie it is practicable to do it, but

in heavy loams and stift' clays it cannot be well

followed out. On heavy land intended for green

crop it should be made as clean as possible before

either manure or seed for a crop is put into the

land ; to accomplish this, put four horses to the

plough for the stubble furrow in the end of au-

tumn, and if the furrow can be turned over a foot

or more deep, so much the better ; don't be afraid

to turn up the subsoil, winter will temper that

;

frost acts with more effect on subsoil than it does

on surface that has been long exposed to the

weather and under cultivation, and a green crop

luxuriates in subsoil when it is well mixed through

the old surface. Be it remembered that although

four horses are employed in one plough, and half

the ground gone over that would be done by two

ploughs, yet there will be no loss by the end of

spring in the forwardness of the work, because

the spring ploughings will be comparatively light,

as half the depth of furrow will be sufficient then,

and two-thirds of the weeds are buried to rot, and

trouble no more, at least what are generally called

root-weeds, and the seeding or annual weeds will

be easily dealt with on the fine mellow surface.

It is no doubt evident to those well versed in far-

ming, that where summer fallow is in disuse, there

is no other crop in the rotation when the land can

be cleaned effectually, but in the year that it is in

green crop. It is yet a custom with many to de-

pend on cleaning their land among the green crop

while that crop is growing, instead of doing it be-

fore the plants or the seeds are put into the ground

at all ; this is a slovenly way, and the sooner that it

is thrown out of fashion, the land and the farmer

will be the sooner benefited.

The practice was too long followed of giving the

fauching, or autumn furrow, as shallow a furrow-

slice as could be turned over, just covering the stub-

ble and weeds, and no more, and having full inten-

tion of ploughing 2 or 3 inches deeper in spring.

Spring came, the bottom soil under the thin fur-

row had got so hard and dry that two horses were

not able to draw the plough at the required depth,

and four horses to the one plough could not be

spared at this season ; the consequencewas, aninch

or two deeper than the autumn furrow was turned

up ; then the surface presented a mixture of clods

and weeds, that took a severe round of labour in

rolling, grubbing, harrowing, &c., to make it ready

for manure and seed, and after all not half cleaned.

In early summer the weeds were doing battle

against the sown plants, and appropriating for their

own use half of the manure at least. The wonder

is that so many farmers still go on in this defective

way of managing their green crop ; certainly, they

cannot expect to clean their land. No doubt that

sometimes a very fair crop is raised, but still there

is considerable loss in the long run.

There are many well-managed farms where the

land is comparatively clean at all times ; on such

farms the land has little use for the deep four-horse

furrow at the autumn ploughmg, as when the field

presents a fine clean stubble and few perennial

weeds. Allowing the weather to be good, and the

land to be in a dry state, a good plan is to cart on

the dung, and plough it in by the autumn furrow

;

this way saves poaching the land in spring by

carting on it, for the carting on stiff loam and

clay soil should be avoided as much as possible,

should they be at all rather wet. Some people

may say. Why write about this, it is all knoivn

already ? Allowing it is known and acted too, yet

it is the exception, not the rule ; and moreover a

good tale is no v/orse of being twice told, and I

know it to be a prevailing notion with many far-

mers that deep ploughing and turning subsoil up

to the top is injurious : I own it is, in some cases,

when followed by the cereals or white crop, but

never to the green crop. When a gardener trenches

his ground, we do not find him keeping the surface

soil always uppermost ; he pays no respect to this !

he turns the subsoil uppermost without the least

concern about its qualities ; his crops may be said

to be all green ones, and the weather of one winter

puts the subsoil all to rights for a superior crop in

the following summer, and for years afterwards.
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One grand point in the cultivation of land is to keep

a proper equilibrium of the organic and inorganic

portions of the soil, and it will be found that in

almost all land that has been long under cultiva-

tion, the organic constituents of the soil predomi-

nate sometimes to such a degree as to give the land

theterm "worn out." To cure this, turn up a quan-

tity of the subsoil, and this operation can be best

performed in the end of autumn, or in the begin-

ning of winter, and it is not of much consequence,

although the land be rather wet at the time of this

deep ploughing. In the final cleaning and work-

ing the green crop land in spring, never allow a

horse or an implement to go on it when it is too

wet. Better to have men and horses idle in wet

weather, and strive to do extra work on a fine

day.

Ayrshire, Nov. 12, 1852.

DICK'S CHEESE PRESS

This admirable press, made mostly of cast-iron,

was lately exhibited at Geneva on the grounds of

the New York State Agricultural Society by J. E.

Holmes, of Holyoke, Mass., from which we have

made the above figure. This press is remarkable

alike for its ingenuity, simplicity, efficiency, and

durability—and may be used for centuries without

getting out of order. Figs. 1 and 2 show the

manner in which the platform supporting the cheese

is elevated by depressing the lever and weight.

Fig. 1 exhibits the appearance with the lever a

raised, and Fig. 2 the same borne down ; the sur-

faces in contact merely rolling over each other,

there is little or no friction. It is regulated by the

screw operating in the upper bar. In order to try

its strength, one of these machines was strained

till l^it broke, when it was found that the pressure

was equal to sixteen tons. Hence they are war-

ranted to sustain a force of ten tons. We placed

blocks of wood as large as a brick in the press,

and found by the force of one hand on the lever

that these blocks were flattened and the sides

swollen out as if they were but bags of sand.

The price of the press is 25 dollars, and it is

doubtless the cheapest thing of the kind for large

dairies.

Fig. ?. rig. 1.
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EXPERIMENTS ON THE FATTENING QUALITIES OF THE
HAMPSHIRE AND SUSSEX DOWNS.

We have this day noticed Mr. Lawes' experi-

ments on the fattening qualities of the Hampshire

and Sussex downs, and given a very epitomised

synopsis of the results of his experiments. It is the

beginning of a series of interesting tests to show

the mutton-producing power, in proportion to the

food, consumed by the different varieties of sheep.

Mr. Lawes has carried on his plans, and subjected

the Cotswolds to the same course ; having, how-

ever, originally intended them for a comparative trial

with the New Oxfords ; but failing in this, he tried

the fifty sheep alone, on different qualities of food,

and subjected them to a comparison with the two

kinds of downs he had before tried, as to their

fattening adaptation.

He commenced with the flock selected by Mr.

Game, on the 24th of October, and fed them on

turnips in the field until the 21st of November,

when he put them on boards or rafters, and then

fed on oil-cake, clover-chop, and as many swedes

as they would eat.

The same proportion of dry food was allotted to

the Cotswolds iti proportion to their weight, which

was llSs lbs. average per animal. The food at

first given was 1 lb. per day each, of clover chaff,

and the same of oil-cake—near the conclusion of

the experiment the oil-cake was increased by one

half. The average weight on the 1st of December
was 119 lbs. 14 oz. ; but there was a difference

between the greatest weighted animal 146 lbs.,

and the smallest 103 lbs., which showed how great

a variation there may be in a lot pretty nearly

equal in appearance.

Mr. Vernon Harcourt showed what great differ-

ences of produce would take place in the same
field in various parts similarly treated, and Mr.
Lawes' experiments show the same thing of the

different animals.

In the first month of the experiment after the

weighing alluded to, the increase was in a margin
from nil to 22 lbs., nor could previous weight or

any other element account for the difference. The
weekly average gain per head was 3 lbs. lOil oz.

during the month.

In the second month the extreme variations of

increase were 1 lb. against 22 lbs. ; but it is very

remarkable that it was neither the one which had
been the greatest gainer the preceding month,

which increased the most, nor vice versa. Though
it comes out in the long run that the one which

gained the most was that which reahzed the greatest

amount at the end of the experiment. The aver-

age gain in this month was less, being only 3 lbs.

Spj oz. per Jiead per week.

In the third month the greatest increase was

again 22 lbs., and the smallest 3 lbs. ; and it is

again remarkable that the one which gave the

smallest increase in the second month was that

which progressed the most in the next. The ave-

rage gain fell, however, to 3 lbs. 6ioz. per week.

In the fourth month the lowest increase was

again 3 lbs,, and the highest 28 lbs., the latter

being the same as stood highest in the second

month. The average increase was 3 lbs. 5 oz.

per head per week.

Without pursuing the subject further, we may
say that the final mean weight, without wool, was

174 lbs., the highest weight 2 1 4 lbs., and the lowest

147 lbs. The highest average per week, increase

was, as we stated, the one before particularly re-

ferred to, which averaged 4 lbs. 7 oz., the lowest

1 lb. 14 oz., an average of 3 lbs. 2i oz.

The increase in twenty weeks per 100 lbs. of live

weight took 259 lbs. 11 oz. of oil-cake, 219 lbs.

1 oz. of clover hay, and 3,608 lbs. of swedes.

Now the comparison with the Downs of the two

kinds before referred to is as follows ;—The

lbs. oz.

Cotswolds gained per week 3 2k
Hampshire Downs „ 2 12

Sussex Downs „ 2 If

But there was a difference in the food. The
Cotswolds consumed more food—more of every

kind than the Sussex Downs; and more, very

slightly, of all but the clover-hay, than the Hamp-
shires. But then they had a larger frame, and

produced greater I'esults. Taking the 100 lbs. in-

crease, for instance, as the test, as it ought to be,

the result is in every way in favour of the Cots-

wolds, as the following will show :

—

Cotswolds. Hampshires. Sussex,

lbs. lbs, lbs.

Oilcake 239| .. 294 .. 314
Clover Hay.. 219 .. 259 . . 304
Swedes 3601 .. 3941 .. 4086

The increase in weight per 100 lbs. was about 2

per cent, greater with the Cotswolds.

The " balance-sheet," always so satisfactory, is

not here of the same consequence as the experi-

ment. It is not likely that when the animals are
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so confined and often weighed, so raucli can be

defined as to make profit a clearly guiding element.

The cost of his sheep he makes £66 10s.; the

quantity of purchased food consumed by oilcake

and clover-hay, £29 6s. 5^d.—a total of £95 I6s.

5id. ; while the proceeds of the sale were £92 3s.

7H-, a small difference of £3 r2s. lOd. in the lot

with the manure, for the risk, return for capital, land

crop and Swedish turnips ; but they were sold at

a "heavy" market, and thus may partly account

for the loss.

There is one curious fact in this and the pre-

ceding experiment, which we cannot help noticing.

Mr. Lawes observes that there is some general

uniformity observable in the quantities of food in

theirfresh state, consumed by all the three kinds

of animals, per 100 lbs. live weight weekly. "But
when the quantities of the respective foods are

calculated each to their contents of dry sub-

stance, it is found that the total quantity con-

sumed to a given weight of animal, within a specified

time, is all but absolutely the same for the three

breeds."

Now this opens to our view a wide field of the most

difficult and delicate investigation. Are all breeds

to be considered so nearly similar that they take per

100 lbs. live weight nearly the same amount of dry

food per week ? Of the three dissimilar kinds—at

least, two of them—this seems to be correct. How
far it is so of the other breeds, time only will de-

cide. But is the farmer to say that they are there-

fore all ahke to him ? No such thing. Take the

Sussex Down, for instance : it consumed 9 or 10

ounces per week, per 100 lbs. weight more of clover-

hay than the Cotswold ; but it consumes several

less Swede turnips. Now in some locahties, and

to some farmers, turnips are difficult, and clover-

hay easy of attainment. Here a class of sheep is

indicated, which, if this experiment is an invariable

test, will answer his purpose. Besides, weight for

weight calculated dry, vegetable matter differs in

price very materially ; and as this is the real ques-

tion with the farmer, may he not some day be able

to apportion his kind of sheep to his description of

food, and so make profit ? We hope so, or what

will become of him r

recommeud sowing' ia tillage or stubble laud, with a deep,

boggy soil, which had beeu thorough-drained, aud at what

time ? 4. Please say whether sugar beet would bear carriage

to market, what may the average crop be per acre, aud average

price per tea?"—1. The Silesiau beet, the most esteemed

varieties of which are the greeu-topped and the rose-coloured;

41b3. of seed will be ample for the statute acre. 2. Nitroge-

nous manures, of any sort, though applicable to the production

of large roots, is not applicable when sugar is the object—in

short, the best mode of producing roots abounding in sugar

is, to cultivate the crop after corn, 6r other crops which have

been preceded by a manure crop, and not to apply the manure

directly to the beet. 3, Beet is produced of fine quality in

reclaimed bog, subject to the above management ; but the best

soil for sugar beet is a deep, rich, alluvial one. The crop should

be sown by the end of April or beginning of May ; and its

cultivation is similar to that of mangel-wurzel in every parti-

cular. 4. It bears carriage ; but its saccharine qualities are

much injured by wounds or bruises. The weight of crop

depends altogether upon the quantity of manure applied, and

may be from 20 to 30 tons per Irish acre. Under like circum-

stances it yields in roots about one-fourth less than mangel-

wurzel. The manufacturers expect to get it at from 123. to

153. per ton.

—

Irish Farmers' Gazette.

SUGAR BEET.—"W. F. B.," County Cork, asks— 1.

What is the best seed to use, and what quantity would you

recommend to the statute or English acre ? 2. As the per-

centage of sugar depends much on the manure used, what cul-

tivation would you consider most judicious? 3. Would you

EXTRAORDINARY SALE OF COCHIN-CHINA
FOWLS.—One of the most interesting sales we have ever

witnessed came off under the able auspices of Mr. Strafford,

auctioneer, at the Bazaar in Baker-street ; and we hope it is a

prelude to something better, for with the growing feeling in

favour of poultry, both as au amusement aud an important

feature in our dome&tic economy, we must have a metropolitan

show of poultry, aud no longer oblige their admirers to travel

far into the country for au opportunity to compare their spe-

cimens. We are led to the foregoing observations from

noticing what has taken place at the above yard ui November

last, in the sale of Mr. Sturgeon's Cochiu-China fowls, and

again on Thursday and Friday in last week : there cannot be

8 second opinion but that the Bazaar is the best place for such

an exhibition. At the sale of Mr. Sturgeon's splendid fowls,

wet as the day was, the place was filled, and all were much

delighted with the sight as a show, and a first-rate one too, as

surprised that 170 almost faultless specimens could be pro-

duced in one yard. Of the sale itself there seemed to be but

one opinion—adrairalion of the fowls, and among the unini-

tiated, surprise at the prices ; and certainly we must consider

it one of the most e.xtraordinary sales that ever took place, and

there must have been much confidence in the breeder, quality

in the birds, and emulation amongst those in attendance, to

have produced £609 for 170 chickens ! ! It ia true that Mr.

Sturgeon's breed stands at present unrivalled ; but superior as

his birds unquestionably are, an average of £3 lis. is what we

were not prepared for. Amongst those present we noticed

Lord Ducie, Mr. Wakeley, Sir Eneas M'Douald, Messrs.

Punchard, Johnson, Gilbert, Steggal, Fletcher, Catlm, Ambler,

Reynolds, &c. &e. A curious fact occurred at the sale of lot

12 ; when the hammer fell at £7, a foreign gentlemen present

exclaimed, " Seven pounds—can that be for von hen /"

The highest price was £12 10s., given by Mr. Hodginson for a

cockerel by " Jerry," hatched the first week in April last.
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SIMPLE CHURNING MACHINE

The above is an illustration of the old-fashioned

pump churn, in every-day use throughout the

country. The best description of pole is a young
larch tree ; it may be large or small, according to

the size of the churn, and the quantity of milk to

be churned. The end of the pole is pinned fast

to a stake, and a little further on, it must rest on
some kind of support, no matter what, so that it

is solid, to which it must be made fast, or held

firmly by, as it is from this point the spring com-
mences. The degree of elevation must altogether

depend on circumstances, such as the height of

the dairy ceiling, that of the churn, &c. ; but it will

be perceived by the sketch that this can be readily

effected. The dash should be affixed about two
feet from the top of the pole, this part forming a
lever to assist the force necessary to pull down the

pole ; its own spring rises up the dash, and, once
in motion, the least force keeps it going. Stakes
may be put down outside the dairy window, through
which the pole may come, and be set up or taken
down in a few minutes. 'J'here is a great object

gained by this simple contrivance—one person can
do the whole of the churning, without stopping
the dash for an instant.— Irish Farmers' Gazette.

CHLORIDE OF LIME A PREVENTIVE OF SMUT IN WHEAT.
By William E, Steele, M.B., Assistant Secretary to the Royal Dublin Society, &c., &c.

An experiment, of which the following is a detailed

account, with the view of determining the value of chlo-

ride of lime as a dressing for wheat, was conducted in

the Botanic Garden of the Royal Dublin Society, under
my superintendence. In the spring of 1850, 41bs. of

the finest and cleanest wheat-seed was procured, lib. of

which was set apart without any preparation. The re-

maining 31bs. I caused to be mixed with a large quan-
tity of smut or bunt (Uredo caries), sufficient to colour
the seed uniformly of a light brown colour, in order to

infect the seed with the fungus. One pound of this in-

fected seed I then steeped for hours in a saturated solu-

tion of chloride of lime—common bleaching powder

—

and, in separating it from the solution, mixed it with
some dry sand, in order to render it more easy to be
sown. The third pound was steeped in a saturated so-

lution of Glauber's salt ; and after two hours, it was
taken out, and dried by sifting some quicklime over it

—

a dressing found by the French Commissioners who re-

ported on this subject to be the best which they em-
ployed. The fourth pound of seed (infected) was not
subjected to any further treatment. These four parcels

of seed, thus differently treated, were then sown in four

separate plots of ground. No difference in the period

of sprouting or germination of the seed was observed.

But the result of the experiment, which was apparent
while the crop was standing, is set forth in the annexed
table. Plot No. 1, sown with lib. of clean undressed

wheat-seed; No. 2, lib. of infected seed, steeped in

solution of chloride of lime ; No. 3, lib. of infected

seed steeped in solution of Glauber's salt, and dried

with quicklime ; and No. 4, lib. of infected seed, un-
dressed. One pound of the ears of the produce of each

plot, cut close off, was counted, and the number of the

sound and smutted ears recorded. In the same manner,
the number of straws in one pound, deprived of the

ears, was ascertained. The following are the numbers
of each :

Plot.
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AGRICULTURAL BIOGRAPHY
(Continued from page 499->)

LXXXL—TuLL, 1731.

Jethro Tullwas a gentleman of an ancient family

in Yorkshire, which had been seated in the county

of Oxford, and possessed a landed estate there.

He was horn on the paternal property in that

county, but not known at what precise date of

time. He was educated at one of our universities,

adopted the legal profession, became a member of

Staple Inn, and was called to the bar in December,

1693, by the benchers of Gray's Inn, though

generally said at the Temple in most accounts of

his life. He made the tour of Europe, and was a

keen observer of the soil, culture, and vegetable

productions of the countries which he traversed.

On his return to England he married, and settled

on his paternal farm in Oxfordshire, where he

began to introduce a number of agricultural expe-

riments, among which he contracted a pulmonary

affection, which sent him to Montpelier to seek a

cure in the mild latitudes of Italy and the South of

France. Here he attended most diligently to the

culture of those countries—writing facts and

drawing inferences with a very keen and ardent

speculation. He returned to England with re-

paired health but dilapidated fortune—part of the

Oxford estate was sold before his departure, and

he now settled with his family on a farm of his

own, called "Prosperous Farm," near Hunger-

ford, in Berkshire, where he adopted the firm

resolution to perfect his fonner inexperimental

undertakings.

Mr. TuU had very early observed the chance

practice of gardeners in planting beans in rows,

and in Lombardy he saw leguminous crops hoed

and cleaned of weeds by means of the seeds falling

into the seams of wide ploughing, and rising in

rows or drills, which had descended as practice

from the ancient Romans. He conceived that all

plants used for crops should be placed in rows,

and hence came the theory of drilling the ground

for being planted. Tuil had also noticed the great

benefits of the soil being pulverized, or minutely

severed in the particles ; he had read on the sub-

ject, as the observation was as old as any records

exist. On these two principles he set to work on

his farm, and experienced the usual diflficulties

that a;tcnd all new undertakings. The soil of the

farm was not favourable to the drill cultivation
;

the old implements were unsuitable and clumsy

;

the workmen were awkward and unwilling, and, as

usual, would break the new implements in order to

continue the lazy working of the old ones. In the

midst of these difficulties the expenses were much
enhanced, and the usual condemnation was passed

on the absurd attempt. But the utility became

evident, and TuU was induced by the neighbouring

gentlemen who saw its value, to publish his theory,

which he did in 1731, in folio, price 6d., called

" New horse-hoeing husbandry, or an essay on

the principles of tillage and vegetation." This

work was only a specimen, and was followed, in

1753, by " Horse-hoeing husbandry," folio, price

10s. It has lately undergone some alterations and

additions, and was published by Mr. Cobbett in

1829. Tull died in January, 1 740, at his seat at

Prosperous Farm, He had a son, John Tull, who

proved an adventurous genius, being a good me-

chanic, and had various success in different inven-

tions. He first introduced into England the

travelling by post-horses, for which he obtained a

patent in 1737. He served in the army, resumed

his schemes, and, not having capital to forward the

undertakings, he was arrested for debt, and died

in prison in 1764. His exit is often erroneously

attributed to his father, who ended his days on the

farm in Berkshire, as above stated.

Jethro Tull commenced his system of husbandry

by making the ridgelets of land three feet apart,

and planting upon each ridge two rows of vege-

tables in a nine inch distance. The wide intervals

were wrought by the )iorse-hoe, and the narrow

ones by the hand-tool. It does not appear that his

ideas ever advanced beyond this conception, or

that he had ever contemplated the uniform ridging

of land over extensive fields. His construction of

new implements would necessarily be imperfect, as

all new ideas must be on almost any point, and

hence the bad success of tl>at, and most similar

undertakings, where many influences concur to

present an opposition. Ardent temperaments are

generally deficient in the solidity that is required

for an efficient practice, and it needs much longer

time than the life-term of one individual to bring

into any degree of perfection the attempts of geniu'",

however they may be plausible and easy of attach-

ment. Tull succeeded as well as circumstances

would allow— his means, time of life, nature of soil

and climate, unmatured state of ideas, and the cus-

tomary oppositions. He showed a grand principle,

and left to others the development of its action.

C
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Our author derived the idea of sowing grains b}'

machine from the rotary mechanism of an organ,

which laid the foundation of all sowing imple-

ments. His drilling of land produced every ridg-

ing of ground that has been done, and his ideas of

the pulverisation of soil superseding the use of

manures have led to the continued practice of re-

ducing land to the finest possible state. It re-

quired more loamy soils than are found in South

Britain, and a cooler climate, with more frequent

rains and dews, to show the full value of Tull's

conceptions on the drilling of green crops. Where
he operated the main elements were against him, as

is now evinced by the best modern practice. On
the other hand, the drilhng of grains succeed well

in dry climates ; but the placing of these vegetables

in rows yet remains to be of doubtful value. Tull's

practice died with him ; but his book got into the

hands of Tweedside farmers, one of whom failed

in his attempts to establish the system on an un-

favourable soil, and the other succeeded on
gravelly loams, and pushed a most unexampled
success. The Norfolk two-horse plough led to the

single drilling of land, and Tull's hoeing and
scarifying of land by frequent movements of the

soil have completed the modern system of green-

crop cultivation.

The name of Tull will ever descend to posterity

as one of the greatest luminaries, if not the very

greatest benefactor, that British agriculture has the

pride to acknowledge. His example furnishes the

vast advantages of educated men directing their

attention to the cultivation of the soil, as they

bring enlightened minds to bear upon its practice,

and look at the object in a naked point of view,

being divested of the dogmas and trammels of the

craft with which the practitioners of routine are

inexpugnably provided and entrenched. His sys-

tem most completely revolutionised the whole
practice of British agriculture—a proud pre-

eminence certainly for any individual to attain.

The full benefits have not yet been derived, for the

clay lands remain to be subdued by the action of

pulverization after the loamy soils and light lands

have been exhausted by the application.

Tull pushed his theory to the extreme of sup-

posing that a very minute pulverization of the soil

would supersede the use of manure, and that the

process would enable the land to produce a con-

tinued succession of crops in any kind of the suit-

able plants, even of the same vegetable in the

yearly growth. Experience has not yet sanctioned

this result ; but if Tull failed to show this extreme

use of pulverization in superseding the use of

manures, he has amply succeeded in proving a

comminuted condition of the soil to be very highly

favourable to the action of every fertilizing sub-

stance. It is an inherent quality of genius to make
erratic strides ; and as the danger of mistakes is

ever much greater than the means of avoiding

them, a satisfaction must be entertained when the

success bears any tangible degree with the failures.

In Tull's case the ratio is large and the fall insigni-

ficant.

Amateurs in farming yet make pilgrimages of

curiosity to the " Prosperous " farm of Jethro

Tull, where the out-buildings remain in some part

of the houses as they were used by the father

of the drill husbandry. The dweUing-house is

modernized, and the locahty is found in the parish

of Shalborne, under the Coomb Hills, about four

miles south of Hungerford. No stone or memorial

of any kind marks the grave of Tull—it is even

unknown where his mortal remains were laid.

Such was the reward of a genius which was always

genuine, and never went to bed.

LXXXIL—Miller, 1731.

Philip Miller, F.R.S., was gardener and bota-

nical demonstrator to the Apothecaries' Company,

at Chelsea, which office was held by his father,

whom he succeeded in 1722. He was born in

1691, and died in 1771. Miller published largely

on gardening and botany, and translated into Eng-

lish from the French language, " The elements of

agriculture," by Duhamel. No work of Miller's

is written expressly on agriculture, but bearing a

close relation to it ; his name is usually included in

the lists of authors on rural subjects. His works

are—" Gardener's and florist's dictionary; or, a

complete system of horticulture," 2 vols., 8vo.,

17'20. This work passed through six editions.

" A method of raising some exotic seeds, hitherto

reckoned impossible," appeared in the *" Philoso-

phical Transactions" of 1724. " An account of

bulbous roots " had a similar publication. " A
catalogue of trees, shrubs, and flowers, which bear

the open climate of England," 1730, folio,

coloured plates. "A catalogue of the plants in

the Botanic Garden at Chelsea," 1/30, 8vo. " The

gardeners' calendar," 8vo., 1731. This work had

much popularity, and passed through several edi-

tions. " Figures of plants to illustrate his diction-

ary," 2 vols., 1730. " The method of cultivating

madder," 4to., 1732. "Elements of agriculture,

from the French of Duhamel," 2 vols., 8vo., 1734.

Besides several essays and letters on scientific

subjects.

LXXXIII.—Ellis, 1732.

William Ellis was a farmer of Little Gaddesden,

near Hemel Hempstead, in Hertfordshire, and evi-

dently a person of intelligence. He travelled much
both in this country and on the continent, and gave
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to the world the following works, as the over-flow-

ings of his knowledge :—" Practical Farmer, or

Hertfordshire Husbandman ; containing many
improvements in husbandry," London, ir3'2, 8vo.

•• Chiltern and Yale Farming explained," London,

1733, 8vo. "New Experiments in Husbandry,"

London,, 1736, 2 vols., Svo. "The Timber Tree

Improved, or the best practical mothods of improv-

ing different lands with proper timber," London,

1738, Svo. "The Modern Husbandman, or prac-

tice of farming," London, 1744, Svo. " The

Country Housewife's Family Companion, or profit-

able directions for whatever relates to the manage-

ment and good economy of the domestic concerns

of a country life, according to the present practice

of the country gentlemen, yeomen, and farmer's

wives, in the counties of Hertford, Bucks, and

other parts of England," London, 1758, Svo., price

OS. "The Complete Planter and Cyderest, or a

new method of planting cyder-apple and perry-pear

trees, and the most approved ways of makin cy-

der," London, 1757, Svo. " Ellis's Husbandry

abridged and methodised," London, 1772, two

vols. Svo., 10s. 6d. A sort of compound of the

whole of Mr. Ellis's works on agriculture.

" Chiltern and Vale Farming explained" forms

an octavo volume of 400 pages ; and treats the crop-

ping of sour clay lands, Avith the common grain

and luguminous plants ; the natural and artificial

grasses; ploughing in general; seeds; weeds; liquor

for a corn steep ; horse-hoeing ; turnips, use and

value ; manures in general. The wheel-plough,

with two mould-boards, is figured and largely de-

scribed ; and the author seems very fond of its sup-

posed value. The management of the works is

confused ; the planting of oak and fruit trees being

introduced in the very middle of a book on arable

lands. The grains are separately discussed in the

management and value, and the following estimate

is given of beans :

—

Rent of an acre of land in one year. . £0 i;2

Ploughing once, straining in the beans,

and harrowing 7 6

Seed four bushels 8

Mowing and cocking an acre of them 5

Carrying four loads out of the field ... 6

Thrashing and cleaning thirty bushels

of beans 5

Taxes and tythe 4

£2 7

Whereof received for 30 bushels of

wheat £2 14

For straw and chaff 1

£3 14

PrdHt .. .. £1 (3 6

Oats yield a [.rolit of £1 lb.; and in the year 1732,

quoted by the author, wheat cost 10s.9d.,and barley

3s. Od. on an acre. The artificial grasses are white

and red clovers ; sainfoin, lucern, ryegrass, and

cowgrass. The latter plant means the cowgrass, or

Trifolium medicum of botany. The manures are

well described ; but no new substance is added to

former lists, only hoofs come very near to the know-

ledge of bones. Of lime the author thinks that

calcination sets free and enables to act a balsamic

alkaline salt that is coagulated in the crude stone

or chalk, and till the acid barren quality is evapo-

rated by fire, the salts in them are of little or no

signification to the land. Fire, fermentation, and

putrefaction cure the dead quality and bring out the

dormant powers. Lime is used in three ways—by
mixing it with turf or mould, by being sown over

the ground when pulverized, and over the ground

with turnip seed, on a clover ley sometime

previous to being ploughed. He thinks hot lime

kills the small animals of the soil, and that it must

benefit lands of every kind in'some degree. Chalk

is reckoned an excellent alterative, and corrects

every kind of acidity.

"The Practical Farmer, or the Hertfordshire Hus-

bandman," is of 223 pages of small octavo size.

It has gone through five editions. It treats the

mehorating of soils, the grains, grasses, cows,

sheep, and suckling of calves ;
pigeons and rab-

bits ; forest trees ; manures, hops, foreign wheats ;

comparison of different methods of farming. The

author recommends horse-hoeing of peas and

beans, and burnt clay as a manure, and seems

fully aware of the vast benefit to light lands from

consuming the turnips on the ground by sheep.

Cows pay £4 a-year clear profit by suckling fat

calves, or from butter and cheese, and last for ten

years. The diseases are treated and cured. The

author reckons sheep the most eligible of all ani-

mals, and where they are not kept a farmer's des-

tiny may easily be read. The rot is the great

misfortune, and is caused by water, and grows.

It is cured by salt and dry food. Fruit trees are

not forgotten for the farmer's use, and the making

of cyder anrf perry. Manures are mentioned, but

not at much length, and hops are noticed ; the

comparison of the farming of different counties

;

states the practices of use, but does not enter into

the merits of preference,

"The Modern Husbandman" is an octavo of 21

chapters, which describe the sowing of grains, tur-

nips, use of manures, wheel-carriages, and the arti-

ficial grasses. This work came out periodically;,

and was completed in 1744, in eight volumes, Svo.,

price £2 2s. It was subsequently abridged, aifti

much reduced in price. The volume above quoted

seems designed for the beginning of the year.

C 2
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" The Timber Tree Improved" occiipiea 1 10 8vo.

patreH, and is Ijound with other tracts into a volume

of good size. The different trees of timl>er and

fruit are separately considered, and the value duly

estimated. The proper soil for each kind of vege-

table is accurately ascertained, and the management
discussed.

"'New Experiments in Husbandry" for the

month of April occupies 124 octavo pages, and is

bound with the last mentioned work. It treats

several processes of ploughing; the transcendent

uses of the late-invented Hertfordshire douljle-

])lough; improvements of grain, grasses, manures,

and trees
; prevention and cure of rotten sheep,

also of the red-water and foot-rot; keeping of hogs,

cows, and horses from diseases ; the bites of

jockeys exposed ; of pickling pork, and the proper

vessels to keep it in. The breeding of fowls, and

new invented rowl. Letters and answers concern-

ing husbandry, with other beneficial matters tending

to the improvement of this most useful science.

"A Complete System of Experienced Improve-

ments made on sheep, grass lambs, and house

lambs, or the country gentleman's, the grazier's,

the sheep dealer's, and the shepherd's true guide

in the most profitable management of these most
serviceable creatures," is an octavo volume of 383
pages, showing how the best of sheep may bebied,
how to preserve them from surfeits, scabs, wood-
evil, white and red-water, the rot, and other dis-

temjers. How to cure sheep when wounded or

diseased, so that there may be no loss in that way.

How to preserve sheep from hoving or surfeiting,

and to promote their fattening. How to make
ewes take the ram at any time of the year. How to

secure lambs from being killed by foxes. How to

convert fallen shee]) into profit. How to teach dogs

for the shepherd's use. Many impositions exposed

relative to sheep and lambs. The newest method
of suckling house lambs in the highest i)erfection.

The author reckons a lame shepherd and a lazy

dog the best attendants on a Hock of sheep ; be-

cause they drive the animals leisurely, give the due

time for feeding in the places where the best living

is found. This conclusion approaches the opinion

that in enclosed countries which maintain heavy

sheep, the shepherd should be without a dog, or

the beast must be severely broken into discijjline.

The kinds and qualities of dogs are described at

engthj and the following verses on a dog con-

clude the chapter :

—

The dog among the quadrupeds
For sport and faithfulness exceeds

All other beasts. He best attends

His master's call, his horse defends
;

And tho' he's driven away with spurns,

With wagging tail he still returns.

When you his excellence display,

He's sensible of what you say.

And in dumb show his thanks does pay.

He swims where'er you take the ford.

"Where'er you sail he goes on board.

With you o'er rugged Alps he goes.

And guards you through a crowd of foes.

Still all the day he keeps in view,

Nor is he in the dark less true.

He loves not him that loves not you.

Through all the windings of the wood
He toils to make your pastime good —
Runs down for you the nimble hare.

And it, untore, in's mouth doth bear

—

Pursues all game through bush and brake,

Not for himself, but for your sake.

When you repose he couches by,

Or bears his chain contentedly

—

Your houses, and your poultry guards.

Drives thieves and foxes from your yards

—

In sleep secures your household store.

He drives all treachery from your door.

—

He asks no dainty bit or cup
Profuse to keep his spirits up;
Content your dirty plate to lick,

A crust to gnaw, or bone to pick.

—

Who would not such servants please ?

Who would not love and harbour these I

In this volume the author enlarges on the great

value of turnips to the sheep farmer, and thinks it

the most valuable plant yet known in agriculture.

He describes well the drawing of the btst store

sheep after harvest to be fattened on turnips, and

calls the cultivator of ground an " afternoon far-

mer," who does not grow large bi'eadths of tur-

nips and rape for the use of the sheep flocks. The

feeding of turnips by handling the animals on the

ground, was as well done then as now, and is most

correctly described. The folding of sheep on the

summer culture of lands is much recommended,

and to be done by the store flocks. The suckhng

of fat lambs is amply described ; the artificial foods

to be given in troughs, as meals, pollards, and

powdered chalks— the diseases and cures are not

neglected, and the volume concludes with a notice

of wool and the shearing of sheep ; the value of

skins, hoofs, and horns.

As Bradley's work was the first publication on

the animals of the farm, so this first work of Ellis's

is the first book in the agricultural world on the

subject of sheep, which it treats exclusively. It

shows large knowledge of the subject in every de-

tail, and a very useful mode of conveying the infor-

mation. The works of Ellis are differently stated

in every list of authors that has been compiled j no

two catalogues give them a hke, and use the same

titles or dates. Our list of the whole works by the

author is taken from the "Bibliotheca Britannica,"

and the books noticed and described were found in

the British Museum. It is curious that the last
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mentioned work " on slieep" is not found in any

but of Ellis's works, not even the " Bibliotlieca

Britannica—our research found it in George the

Fourth's library in the British Museum, It is pro-

bably the most valuable of all the author's works.

Ellis was not the author of any originality on

the subject of agriculture, nor did he write any

conception that merited that appellation. But he

was a large promoter of the art both by precept

and example, and consequently occupies a niche of

no low standing in the temple of agricultural

fame.

LXXXIV.—RowE, 1734.

Jabob Rowe, Esq., Gent., wrote, " All Sorts of

Wheel- carriages Improved, with cuts," London,

1 734, 4to., i)rice 1 s. This essay occupies 38 quarto

pages, and is illustrated with copperplates of wheels

and axles. To cancel friction, the author says that

the axle must revolve with the wheels, and the axis

must not fouch any part of the bottom of the ma-

chine during the turnings. He seems to have

adopted the idea of low wheels of two feet in dia-

meter, and without any cylindrical concavity, as is

now used.

LXXXV.—Phillips, 1735.

Robert Phillips wrote " Dissertation concerning

the Present State of the High-roads of England

—

especially those near London—wherein is proposed

a new method of repairing and maintaining them."

London, 8vo. This essay occupies 62 pages of small

octavo, and is embellished with many cuts of the

fTrmation of the centres of roads, sides, ditches.

It was read before the Royal Society and much

approved. The author recommends to screen the

earth from gravels, and to make dry the beds of

roads ; to make deep side ditches, and keep them

in clear running order.

LXXXVI.—Thomson, 1735.

Weston states George Thomson to be the author

of an account of a thrashing-machine invented at

Dalkeith in Scotland, which in a minute gives ]3'20

strokes, as many as 33 men. It goes while a wa-

ter-mill is grinding, but may be turned with wind

or horse.

Our research altogether failed to obtain any no-

tice of this work, or even of the author, in any

catalogue of books or lists of authors, except the

above noticed by Weston, who ascribes to the same

author " Short Method of Discovering the Virtues

of Plants." It is known that the first idea of a

thrashing-mill in Scotland conceived the notion of

a number of flails, and that sometime elapsed be-

fore the cylinder with scutchers and rollers found

way into use, or even into an ideal existence; and

curiositv would have been much gratified by a pe-

rusal of this early notice of an implement in which

Scotland can justly claim the whole originality.

LXXXVII.—MooRR, 1735.

John Moore wrote " Columbarium, or the

pigeon-house, being an introduction to a natural his-

tory of tame pigeons," London, 1735, 8vo. The

essay occupies GO pages octavo, and gives an ac-

count of the several species known in England,

with the method of breeding them, their distem-

pers and cures. The author had been an educated

person, both from the language he employs and the

practical directions on every point of detail. The

pigeon-house is very correctly explained, the food

for the animals, their usefulness, and the value of

their dung. It is a valuable work of the kind.

LXXXVIII.-Brackf.n, 1735.

Henry Bracken, M.D., wrote several works on

farming, which were esteemed, and passed through

several editions. Weston ascribes to him " Gen-

tleman and Farmer's Guide," 8vo., price Is. 6d.

The books on farming are found in the British

Museum, and are printed with the author's name

in the " Bibhotheca Britannica—but no notice is

made of Weston's " Farmers' Guide" which rests

on his sole authority,

LXXXIX.—Trowel, 1739.

Samuel Trowel, gent., wrote "Treatise of Hus-

bandry and Gardening," London, 1739, 8vo., and

in German at Leipsig in 1750. It is a plain and

practical method of improving all sorts of meadow,

pasture, and arable land, &c., and making them

produce greater crops of all kinds, and at much

less than the present expence.

Under the following heads ;—

1. Of wheat, rye, oats, barley, peas, beans, and

all other sorts of grain.

2. Turnips, carrots, buck-wheat, clover, hemp,

rape, flax, and coleseed, &c.

3. Weld or would, woad or wade, madder, saf-

fron, &c.

4. Meadow, pasture grounds, and the different

manner of feeding cattle, and making other

improvements agreeable to the soil of the se-

veral counties in Great Britain.

5. Hops, forest and fruit trees, vine and garden

fruits of all sorts.

G. All kinds of flowers, shrubs in general, and

green -house plants.

7. A curious scheme of a farm, the annual ex-

pense of it, and its produce.

With many new, useful, and curious improve-

ments never before published. The whole founded

on many years' experience.

The book is a thin octavo of 1G4 pages, in a
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well-arranged and concise order. No mention is

jnaue of manures, except of an artificial mixture

which has no name put to it, and a manure liquor

'or soaking grains to be sown. The author has not

risen above joining with agriculture the description

of fruits ; which continues the evidence that the fo-

rest yielded the food of man before the grains were

known, and therefore formed a long standing con-

sideration. It required a time beyond the date of

our notice to separate the herbs and fruits into

special departments.

Trowel may have been of the legal profession, as

his work is dedicated to the Treasurer and Masters

of the Inner Temple, to whom he had acted as

steward. He shows himself to have been an edu-

cated person, and had travelled much over the

kingdom. The annual expence of a farm of 180

acres of arable land, and 20 acres of meadow and

pasture, let at £100 per annum, is culculated to

amount to £567 Is. 3d., and the produce to £910,

earing for clear profit the sum of £342 18s. 9d.

Five quarters per acre is stated as the produce of

wheat, barley, oats, beans, and peas.

Educated amateurs are more deficient in practical

calculations than on theoretical conceptions. The
former too often overturn the stability of the latter,

and throw a discredit on the most plausible enter-

tainments. Practice with all its dogmas is ever

required to guide and sober down the flights of ideal

Rtates of existence.

XC—Murray, 1740.

The " Bibliotheca Britannica" states that Sir

Alexander Murray, of Stanhope, Bart., wrote

''True Interest of great Britain, Ireland, and our

Plantations, or a ])roposal for making such a imion

between Great Britain and Ireland, and all our

plantations, as that abready made between Scot-

land and England." To which is added "A New
Method of Husbandry, by greater or lesser canals

in Scotland ; also a letter and remonstrance to Lord
Hardwicke, on the miserable state of Scotland,"

London, 1740, folio. This work is nowhere else

noticed, either in a list of authors or of books, so

that nothing can be known how, or by what means
it was proposed to introduce a new husbandry by
canals, or what were the very particular modes of

proceeding. It is always pleasant to know the ideas

of men, and when no result follows the inspiration

must l)e allowed the consideration of reality.

XCL—Blackwell, 1741.

Alexander Blackwell, M.D., was a native of

Aberdeenshire. He studied physic at Leyden, under
Boerhaave, took the degree of M.D., practised as

physician at Aberdeen, and afterwards in London

;

but meeting with no success turned printer, and
%vas bankrupt in 1738, About 1740 he went to

Sweden, became projector, and laid a scheme before

His Swedish Majesty for draining the fens and

marshes. He was suspected of being concerned in a

plot with Count Tesin, and was beheaded in August,

1 748. His wife EUzabeth was the author of a curious

herbal. Blackwell wrote "A New Method of Improv-

ing Cold, Wet, and Barren Lands, especially of Clayey

Grounds," in 8vo. The book was printed in Swe-

dish, at Stockholme in 174G, in 12 mo.

This author is noticed, as has been now related,by

Loudon in his Catalogue of British Authors on

Agriculture, and also by Weston ; the " Bibliotheca

Britannica" does not print his name, and the libra-

ries of the British Museum do not possess the

book. Both the last mentioned repositories contain

the " Herbal," published by Mrs. Elizabeth Black-

well, and totally omit the husband's name. The

work of Blackwell may not have acquired any de-

gree of notoriety.

XCII.—Robinson, 1744.

James Robinson is stated by the " Bibliotheca

Britannica" to have written " Harlean Miscellany,

seu coUectiorariorum tractatuura," London, 1744,

8vo. These consist of several articles on agricul-

ture and botany. The names are not found in any

other collection of writers or titles, and the work

does not appear in any library.

XCIII.—WiCKHAM, 1755.

The " Bibliotheca Britannica" prints Moses

Wickham, of Hatfield, in the county of Hertford,

as the author of " The Utility and Advantages of

Broad High Wheels demonstrated rationally and

mathematically, so far as to be understood by the

meanest capacity," London, 1755, Svo. No other

notice occurs of this author, or the work on wheels,

except by Weston.

XCIV.—Lisle, 1756.

Edward Lisle, Esq., of Crux Easton, in Hamp-
shire, was the author of " Observations on Hus-
bandry," 4to., price 18s. The work was published

from the author's manuscript by his son Thomas
Lisle, D.D., and a second edition followed in two

volumes, Svo., price 10s. The book forms a quarto

volume of 450 pages, and treats arable land ; ma-

nure and manuring
; plough and cart tackle ;

ploughing; harrowing; picking up stones; sow-

ing ; rolling ; corn in general ; wheat, rye, barley,

oats, buckwheat, beans, peas, vetches ; reaping

and mowing; raking; carrying of corn; thrash-

ing ; reeks ;
granaries ; thatching ; malt and malt-

ing ; hops; grazing; foddering; fatting of cattle;

turnips ;
grasses ; meadows ; pastures ; downs ;

bulls and oxen, cows and calves ; diseases in cows

and calves ; the dairy sheep and lambs ; of shear-

ing sheep, of folding sheep, of feeding and fatting
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sheep ; diseases in sheep and lambs ; horses, asses,

and mules ; wood j fences ; orchard, and fruit gar-

den; kitchen garden ; weeds ; water and watering
;

workmen and work ; of the farm-yard ; hogs, poul-

try, pigeons, bees; hay ; wool; hides; rise and fall

of markets and their causes ; weather ; enemies to

husbandry.

Lisle's book has ever been very deservedly es-

teemed—his enquiries had been very extensive, and

the observations and deductions are acute and very

honest. Turnips were well known to the author,

and the broadcast raising of the crop of plants is

most accurately described; the over cropping of

lands after being limed, and pared, and burned, is

well understood, and to be avoided. A complete

body of husbandry is not pretended ; some things

are slightly touched upon, and some others, as

hemp and flax, are not mentioned at all—and many
other useful observations might no doubt have been

added ; for, as Mr. Lisle as observed, " the variety

of the subject is never to be exhausted." Every

day produces new inventions and improvements in

agriculture—pei'fection is unattainable—and every

candid tiller of the soil must acknowledge a defi-

ciency in some particulars relating to his profes-

sion. The author's son, who published the work,

gave it to the world as he was able to copy the ma-

nuscript, and hoped it would assist those who were

already practitioners ; show them the opinions of

others in doubtful and disputed cases, and the

usages of distant counties of the kingdom ; encou-

rage them to make trials— caution them against

many errors, and often save them much labour and

expence, by communicating experiments already

made to their hands. He regrets that his father

did not live to revise and put into form the obser-

vations he had made, as they would have become

much more acceptable to the public than could be

done by his own professional ignorance. The ad-

vertisement is dated from Burclere, Hants, Sept.

1st, 1756, Thomas Lisle.

The book is embelUshed with a portrait of the

author as a frontispiece, and is certainly a fine en-

graving, showing the breast and face, in the loose

mantle and large flowing wig of those days, in a

style fitted for the bench of any judicial court.

Lisle was a very superior person, and promoted the

art of agriculture, though he did not originate any

thing wholly new, or devise any better mode of

executing the old performances. He collected the

best ways, and put them forth to be imitated.

XCV.—Sheldrake, 1756.

Weston ascribes to Sheldrake, M.D., " A
Treatise on Welch Farming," price Is. It appears

that this author was a scientific surgeon of West-

minster, and that the name and authorship extended

from father to son. The professional works are

printed in the " Bibliotheca Britannica," and are

found in the British Museum -but no notice is any

where made of the treatise on farming, which rests

on the sole authority of Weston.

XCVL-HiLi., 1757.

Weston ascribes to John Hill, M.D., "A Com-

plete Body of Husbandry," with copperplates, in

foho, price £1 lis. Gd. This work is nowhere

found in attachment with the name of Sir John

Hill, who must be supposed to be the author men-

tioned by Weston.

He was born about the year 171C, and after serv-

ing as an apothecary, failed in London in that pro-

fession. From it he caught a rehsh for botany,

and studied, and published on that natural science.

He was much noticed and recommended, and wrote

largely on diflTerent subjects, on natural history,

essays, articles, novels, and romances. He had

superior talents, but was not very happy in the

application of them. It is unrecorded how he ar-

rived at the honour of knighthood.

In connection with our special purpose. Sir John

Hill published " Eden, or a Complete Body of

Gardening, GO plates coloured," London, folio,

"The Gardener's New Calendar," with plates,

London. " An Idea of a Botanical Garden in Eng-

land," " The Sleep of Plants, and cause of motion

in the sensitive plant explained." " The Gardener's

Pocket-book, or country gentleman's recreation,

being the kitchen, fruit, and flower garden dis-

played. Hill died in 1775.

The list of the works of this author occupy near-

ly a column and half of the very small type of the

''Bibliotheca Britannica," but among them is not

found the work on husbandry, and the libraries of

the British Museum no not possess it. Here has

been seen a large folio work of two volumes, with

many plates of the date of our notice, and without

any author's name attached, called "A Complete

Body of Husbandry," To this book Weston may

have fixed the name of Sir John Hill without any

authority, and probably with some assumed suppo-

sition that prevailed in his time. Subsequent

quotations may have been copied from Weston, in

the same way he forms our authority for the above

notice.

XCVIL—Claridge, 1757.

This person published " The Country Calendar,

or the Shepherd of Banbury's rules to know of the

change of the weather." This work is in octavo,

and occupies 64 pages of twenty-six chapters or

divisions, each of which states a mark or sign of

prognostication. The statements are said to be

grounded on forty years' experience, and were much
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reputed at the time of publication. The following

old sajnngs are used in the work itself;—
Janiver freeze the pot by the fire.

If the grass grows in Janiveer,
It grows the worst for't all the year.

The Welchman had rather see his dam on the bier.

Than to see a fair Februeer.

March wind and May sun
Makes clothes white and maids dun.

When April blows his horn.
It's good both for hay and corn

An April flood

Carries away the frog and her brood.

A cold May and a windy
Makes a full barn and a findy.

A May flood never did good.

A swarm of bees in May
Is worth a load of hay.

But a swarm in July
Is not worth a fly, &c„ &c.

Our author inserts this name in compliance with

other lists of authors, though the work is very

trifling. Weston does not print it in his catalogue

of authors, but the name appears in Loudon's
list, and the book is found in the British Museum.

XCVIII.-HoME, 1757.

Francis Home, M.D., was Professor of Materia

Medica in the University of Edinburgh. He
wrote " The Principles of Agriculture and Vegeta-

tion," being a prize essay, written for a society in

Edinburgh, established for the encouragement of

arts and manufactures. The book is a thin octavo

of 179 pages, divided into five parts of sectional

portions. The plan of the whole is subjoined, as

it is the first regular attempt to put agriculture on
scientific grounds.

Part 1.

Sect. 1 . Causes of the slow progress of agriculture

connection of chemistry with it, and divi-

sion of the subject.

*2. Of different soils.

3. Of the rich black soil.

4. Of the clay soil.

5. Of the sandy soil.

G. Of the chalky soil.

7. Of till.

8. Of the mossy soil.

Part 2.

1. The natural method of providing vegeta-

ble food.

2. Of manures, or the artificial method of

providing vegetable food.

3. Of marl.

4. Of unburnt calcareous bodies, and quick-

lime.

5. Of vegetables in an entire and in a corrupt-

ed state, and of dung-hills.

G. Of manures from burning vegetables.

7. Of animal manures.

Part 3.

1. The effect of different substances with

regard to vegetation.

2. Of the food of vegetables.

Part 4.

1

.

Of opening and pulverizing the

2. Eflects of the atmosphere.

3. Change of species.

4. Of ploughing.

5. Of composts.

G. Of vegetation.

Part 5.

1. Of weeds.

2. Of a wet soil.

3. Of rains.

4. Of poultry seeds.

5. Of diseases of plants.

G. Plan for the further improvement of agri-

culture.

The knowledge of this book is of a high order,

and conveyed in language that shows the educated

scholar. The time now appeared when any single

subject was not being clogged with extraneous

matters, which most completely bewilder the wri-

ters of early times, and buried the subject almost

beyond being at all discovered. But in this work
the intended subject is never dropped, nor any irre-

levant matter introduced. The sections are short,

pithy, and concise, and the work is not exceeded

by any similar pubhcation of the present day. In

order to promote agriculture the author proposes a

larger spirit of experiment making over the country,

to be communicated in the results by means of the

appointed channels. Agriculture must proceed

upon facts and experience—reason has not much
to do with it, but chance and design have the

chief influence. The author adopts the common
opinion of the action of quick-lime, that it dissolves

animal and vegetable substances, and converts them

into mucilaginous matters. He very judiciously

advises lime and farm- yard dung to be applied to

the land at the same time, but not in mixture.

Home's book must have been a valuable produc-

tion at that early time, and is such at any time.

XCIX—Maxwell, 1757.

Robert Maxwell, of Arkland, wrote "The Prac-

tical Husbandman, being a collection of miscella-

neous papers on husbandry, &c., dedicated to the

Right Hon. William Pitt, Esq." Much information

is conveyed in the letters of enquiry, and the an-
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swers thereto, by the leading improvers in Scotland, I the Rotherham plough, as constructed by Lummis,
where the spirit began to move about this time, the first maker of that implement. The beam is

The volume contains 43'2 pages, and there is figured ' straight and the handles short.

ON THE ADVANTAGES OF PORTABLE FARM BUILDINGS,

SUGGESTKD AS A RRMRDV, IN SOMK DEGREK, FOR THE SCARCITY OF FARM LABOURERS.

BY BARUGH ALMACK.

1. On the 24th of July, 1852, a friend wrote for

my opinion as to the best plan for a complete set

of new farm buildings ; and, as I had reason to

suppose that they were to be erected on a farm not

yet enclosed, or in any manner fettered by roads or

other artificial works, it seemed that, as these would

be unusual circumstances, the more caution was

necessary to begin in a right mannei", because if

the best plan was not adopted there would not be

the usual and unanswerable excuse of old buildings

being in the way.

2. It seemed obvious that, as the general fault of

old plans was that they did not leave space for

adopting all subsequent imjjrovements, it would be

desirable to discover, if possible, some new plan

that would expand and adapt itself to circumstances,

so as to admit of future improvements, as well as

include all those known when the buildings were

first erected.

3. Each building should be, not only the right

thing in itself, so far as knowledge in such matters

has advanced, but also so contrived, if possible,

that it may be, on each occasion for using it, in the

very best place on the farm for economising labour,

and whatever else is valuable, so as to obtain the

largest value in produce at the smallest cost.

4. Knowing that some of the best plans hitherto

produced have obvious faults of position, when
I

tried by this economical t»6t, and believing it to be
|

almost impossible to fix a whole set of buildings
j

so as to prevent the chance of this being i)roved by

experience, or by improvements in the mode of car-

rying out agricultural operations, I was forced to i

the conclusion that to make the buildings portable,
;

or reraoveable from one i)art of a farm to another,
j

would be one of the most likely means, if not the
j

only means, whereby to correct errors of jiosition,
'

and to give room for expanding or contracting the
,

general plan as circumstances might prove to be

necessary.

5. I have known cases in which it was clearly

proved that some of the best farm machinery was

worse than useless (leaving the cost of the machi-

nery itself out of the question), because more extra :

expense was incurred by bringing the farm produce

to and taking it from the machinery than the value I

of the work done by the use of the machinery ; but
if this machinery had been " portable," it could

have been applied with decided advantage.

G. Thus it appears that the word portable ex-

presses a very important quality ; and as Mr.
Thompson, one of our Implement Stewards, has

very properly intimated a wish to diminish the use

of the word " impossible," perhaps I may be

allowed to suggest that it is very desirable to draw
general attention to the importance of the word
" portable," as without it I do not see how we can

have the right buildings and the right implements

in the best places for general use.

7. If necessary, every building on a farm might

be made so as to be " portable ;" therefore, the

chief question will be—AYhat is likely to prove

beneficial under the circumstances of any particular

case ? And to decide that question, all the circum-

stances of the farm must not only be known, but

have due consideration, as what might pay in some
situations would not in others.

8. It may be said, with truth, that portable farm

buildings would be more generally beneficial in

the colonies, or in other countries where the land

is at present unenclosed and in its natural state
;

but the same remark would api)ly more or less to

almost every other agricultural improvement, and
particularly to all such as relate to railways, tram-

ways, trucks, carriages, and modes of conveyance

generally; but as some of the inhabitants of other

countries are likely to adopt real improvements

whether we do or not, that is a reason why we
should apply them so far as they are likely to

be beneficial under our circumstances, but no

further.

9. In a case where all was to commence, that is,

where there were no roads, fences, gates, jjonds,

nor buildings, it might, but / do not say it ahcays

loould, be desirable to have a'l the buildings move-
able.

10. Where the reverse of all this was the case,

and the farms were also small and compact, pro-

bably there would generally be so much less neces-

sity for moveable buildings.

11. Where the farms were large, and the land

scattered, or far from the present building", it
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might be good economy to have new and portable

buildings for the outlying fields.

12. In no case should present buildings be pulled

down hastily, especially if they are in good repair,

and likely to cost little by remaining where they

are.

13. In short, I wish it to be clearly understood

that I do not advocate rash and costly changes, or

any changes that after due consideration are not

likely to be profitable.

14. When new buildings are intended, I would

suggest for consideration whether any of the new

buildings, or any portion of each building, should

be made so as to be " portable."

15. The Crystal Palace of 1851 was a practical

proof that in some cases it may be well to make

parts of a building in some degree moveable,

so as to make the materials useful for different

purposes.

16. If any one doubts the value of having farm

buildings moveable, let him bear in mind what a

saving of labour there would be, in some cases, by

having portable cattle-boxes,.&c., to take to one end

of the farm, instead of bringi ng the turnips and

straw, &c., from that end of the farm, and then

taking them back again as manure.

17. Unnecessary labour causes other labour that

would not otherwise be necessary ; for instance,

unnecessary carting on roads causes labour in re-

pairing them.

18. By avoiding the first error, and consuming

the produce, or part of it, near to where it was

grown, the number of operations saved would vary

according to circumstances, so I will not attempt

to enumerate them ; but in some cases the saving

in the cost of labour, and in the quality of the corn

by harvesting it more rapidly, might be equal to

the whole rent of the land.

19. It may be said that, to do this, the cattle and

their " boxes," &c., would want a labourer to look

after them ; and " where would he Hve?"

20. My answer is—Why should not he live in a

portable cottage close by his work, if that would

pay the landowner and occupier the best as a means

of enabling them to cultivate the land ?

21. When 1,000 men can live in a portable

Ijuililing at sea, surely a labourer, and his wife if

necessary, may be provided with a portable resi-

dence on land that would contain more comforts

and conveniences than they are accustomed to.

22. If horses had portable stables close by their

work, they would lose less time in going to and

from it, therefore they would be able to do more

real and necessary work in the same time.

23. They could be comfortable in the stable close

by, when not wanted on the land, and what is more,

they could be making the best manure by eating a

green-crop of lucern, tares, or whatever else was

most likely to be profitable to grow close by, and

the manure so made would be close by where it

was wanted.

24. Besides all the numerous advantages which

might be derived from having healthy horses in

portable stables, it should be borne in mind that, if

illness attacked any of them, it would be very im-

portant to be able to move the sick stable and

horses from the rest.

25. This last consideration would apply more or

less to all sorts of stock ; and although I have only

gone into some details respecting cattle and horses,

those who reflect on the subject will generally agree

that in some cases portable buildings would be

desirable for every kind of stock that is common
on Enghsh farms.

20. I have no doubt it is quite practicable to

make every necessary farm building moveable, and

in many cases I am quite certain that it would pay

well to make part of them portable, especially now
that there is a probability of an increasing scarcity

of farm labourers—which proves how important it

is to employ such as there are on labour that is

really necessary and profitable.

27. It always was important, and it is now be-

coming quite essential, that time and labour should

be applied to their best purposes; therefore the

manager of a large farm should act somewhat like

a skilful player at chess, who makes no false moves

either to or from any part of his board.

28. When the produce of the farm is unneces-

sarily carted a considerable distance to the build-

ings, so as to incur the otherwise imnecessary

trouble of bringing manure a great distance to

supply its j)lace, the first was surely a false

move.

29. The move, although clearly a bad one, is yet

very common on some farms.

30. The remedy, to a certain extent, may be ob-

tained by giving due importance to the word

"portable."

31. If "portable" farm buildings saved tiie labour

of men, they would also save the work of about

twice as many horses ; and thus the question

becomes one of great importance to the community

at large as well as to individuals.

32. These thoughts occurred to me within a day

or two of receiving the letter referred to above, but

until very recently I have not felt at liberty to draw

general attention to them.

33. I am not aware that any one has previously

suggested the trial of " portable" farm buildings,

and I am prepared to receive the usual proportion

of ridicule as a proposer of a new plan j but I wish

to submit it to the fair consiileration of all persons

who take an interest in ;^uch subjects, and I am
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more particularly desirous of drawing the attention capital and skill, and a means of being useful to

of agricultural implement makers to the idea that, others to an almost unlimited extent,

if some farm buildings, such as cattle boxes, were 34. Perhaps it is scarcely necessary to state that

made '* portable," they would afford to them an- there are several modes by which farm buildings

other source of profitable employment for their could be made " portable."

ON MANURING CROPS
Perhaps there are few phases of agricultural skill

which require more judgment, or which are more

difficult to manage, than the application of sound

and known principles to specific cases. Many a

man knows the great outlines of the soundest prin-

ciples of farming, but is quite at a loss when and

where, or how to apply them in detail. "Within a

certain range he may have a vast mass of selection,

and he may be unable to determine what course of

cropping, what manure, or what mode of cultivation

to adopt, so as to pay the best for the present, and

act the most successfully for the future. To ascertain

this is always a very important matter in the agri-

culturists' opinion, and much gain or loss may take

place through a very slight deviation from what may
be the proper and practical course.

We are always most ready to assist with our ad-

vice any party who, being supplied well with dis-

crimination himself, furnishes us with facts on

which to give him an opinion, based on practice as

well as on scientific research : and as a specimen

we copy a letter we have lately received from the

sister island—just a case in point with the one we

have supposed. The writer has given us the his-

tory of the cropping of his land, and some informa-

tion of the nature of the soil and subsoil; and it

will be seen that a very scourging system of crop-

ping had been previously adopted, and that the soil

itself is not very first-rate. Two questions arise :

which will be the most successful mode of securing

lasting fertility ? and which will ensure the most pro-

fitable return in the time intervening ? They are

both important questions.

Castle Garden, Durrow, Ireland, November
8th, 1852.— I have got a field of 6 acres, with a southern

aspect, very strong stiff soil (such as in this country is

termed good vsrheat land), and a yellow clay bottom. It

had been for five years in grass, up to the harvest of

1849, when it was ploughed in setts, well coated with

good short dung (which I procured cheap from a person

living near, for it is too great a distance to think of

drawing dung there from my farm-yard), wheat harrowed

In, and the furrows shovelled. From this I cut an ex-

cellent crop of wheat in the harvest of 1850. I again

sowed wheat on the following year, and had a good crop

in the harvest of 1851 ; and on last year I sowed oats

which were a fair crop. I am now ploughing the oaten

stubble, and am anxious to let out the field, and would

wish to manure it before so doing, but such a chance of

obtaining dung as I met before may never occur again :

I must try lime or guano. The cost of G cwt. of guano,

which is the complement I propose, per acre would be,

at lis. per cwt., £3 Gs. Lime would stand me in

exactly the same amount. If I lime, I shall have to

summer fallow, take a crop of wheat, and let out with a

spring crop the year following (for grass seeds never

take in a winter crop in this land). By this means my
field is a year idle, and I am relying on a wheat crop to

pay two years' rent—a very doubtful thing these times.

I would prefer to sow a crop of turnips next spring,

applying 6 cwt. of guano per acre, and let out with a

spring crop the year following, if I thought the land

would be in good heart to do so ; for some assure me
that guano is of no avail after the turnip crop—that it

gives but the turnips, and is of no use to the spring

crop or grass. Others, again, assert that 6 cwt. of

guano is as good for all purposes as any dung ; and that,

by giving that complement per acre, I will have my land

in good heart to let out, with an oat crop the spring after

I remove the turnips, and that the grass after will be

good also. As I have never tried guano, you will much

oblige me by giving me your opinion on this subject,

with such advice as you think fit under the circumstances.

—McIvoR.

The question Mr. Mclvor wants solving is this :

Which is preferable—to give a good coat of lime,

with a summer fallow, and sow wheat ? or a good

dressing of guano, and sow turnips ? the one in-

volving two years' operations, the other only one,

and all having an eye to present pay and to future

condition. Now we must bear in mind that the

soil has been three times corn cropped ; all has

gone oft" except one dressing of manure. For cora

it is manifestly impoverished ; and what, under the

circumstances, will lime do for the soil? The

fallow will clean it ; for it must, after three corn

crops, be somewhat foul; the summer action of

sun and air and water will disintegrate some of the

inorganic materials locked up in the particles of

granitic rock which the clay drift may be most

likely to contain ; and the addition of lime will

supply a quantity more of mineral matter, and tend

to render active the vegetable matter which may be

inert in the soil. But is it likely there may be

much of this? We think not. There can be no

very great quantity beyond the roots of the corn

crops, and possibly the stubble, and this will not

be anything but easily dissolved and active. Hence

lime appears hardly what the soil requires under
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the circumstances : we should not expect from its

application any large produce of wheat—and yet a

large produce ought to he ohtained, to pay for the

labour, outlay, and deferred letting.

Take the other alternative. The preparation for

turnips would also clear the soil of weeds, while

the after-hoeings would complete that operation.

Then the guano would supply all the elements of a

vigorous crop of turnips. It would do more : it

would be questionable to us if 6 cwt. per acre is

not an over- dose at one time, even to this very ex-

hausted land. But the Irish acre may be here

intended, though not expressed ; so that the 6

acres may be 10 statute acres, and the application

of 3G cwt. of guano less than 4 cwt. per acre. If

it is not so, it were best to apply 4 to the turnips,

and 2 to the following crop of oats. Now the '

guano will supply all the elements the soil wants,

and more—will supply them in a state fit for imme-

diate assimilation. Hence we quite prefer the guano

application.

It is a delusion to imagine that a dressing of

nearly four cwt. of guano per acre can be carried

off by any one crop, much less a crop of turnips.

The experiment made by the Duke of Somerset to

test the comparative durability of guano and lime,

both mixed with equal quantities of pond mud, and

spread ovei' three years, with but one application,

was most decisive, and is a case in point for our

correspondent : only it applied to grass, a circum-

stance not material as far as the general principle of

duration is concerned. On lot No. 1 he applied

six cubic yards of mud, mixed with 1 \ hogsheads

of lime, in 1847. The produce was

—

1847.. 353 lbs.

1848 337 ,,

18.i9 538 „

Total in three years. . 1,228 ,,

To No. 2 he applied 6 cubic yards of mud, with

90 lbs. of Peruvian guano, in the same year. The

result was —
1847 930 lbs.

1848 550 ,,

1849 725 ,,

Total in three years. . 2,205 ,,

or upwards of ninety per cent, advantage.

But it was not only that he had more gross pro-

duce by nearly double—he had more every year ;

and the third year of the guano application had

nearly 50 per cent, more produce than the third,

the most favourable year for the application of lime.

We well know from ample experience that the

guano will manifest ample symptoms of advantage,

at least for three, but generally for four crops after

the apphcation. When it is appUed to a green crop

the case is by far the strongest.

Sprengel well says, as a deduction from one of

his experiments with a soil
—" phosphoric acid is

the first substance which will require to be sup-

plied ;" and if we supply potash and soda along

with it and ammonia, " it will be long before we

need to add any more hme."

The guano supplies all these materials, and hence

we think there can be no doubt that whether pre-

sent advantage or future condition of the soil is

considered, Mr. Mclvor must make turnips on his

soil, and apply the Peruvian guano.

INSECTS NJURIOUS TO THE
INTERESTING

The following report of a highly interesting

lecture, delivered to the Armagh Natural History

Society, by Professor Allman, will be found well

worthy the attention of our farming friends :

—

The professor first pointed out the distinctive

characters of insects—he showed that they all be-

longed to the great articulate sulj-kingdom ; that

they were provided with antennae or feelers, had

exactly six legs, and were mostly furnished with

wings ; they breathed by a most elaborate network

of curious tubes, which pervaded every portion of

their bodies ; and that they underwent a metamor-

phosis. This metamorphosis is a most striking

feature in the economy of insects, and may be

easily observed in the moth or butterfly. The pa-

rent insect will be seen to deposit her eggs on the

plant most suited to afford food to the young pro-

geny ; after a variable time these eggs are hatched,

CROPS OF AGRICULTURISTS.
TO FARMERS.

and there proceeds from each a voracious worm
or caterpillar. This is called the larva. It imme-

diately begins to eat voraciously and to grow so

rapidly as soon to become too large for its distended

and overstrained skin, which finally is unable to

contain the corpulent body of its owner, and split-

ting along the back, frees the larva from its restraint

;

but a new and more capacious skin has been

formed beneath the old one, and the larva loses no

time in returning to its occupation of eating and

growing, till it again becomes too large for its skin,

and the old process of moult has to be renewed,

and this is generally repeated several times during

the lifetime of the larva. After continuing for some

time in the condition of larva, it all at once ceases

to eat, casts it skin for the last time, and changes

into a pupa or chrysalis, which, in the case selected

by the professor for illustration, is an oval body.
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clothed in a hard dry shell, without any mouth,

and totally deprived of the i)owcr of locomotion.

In this state, plunged apparently in a deep sleep,

the insect may remain for an indefinite period. At

length, however, the destined moment has arrived,

for which all that had jireviously taken place is

only a preparation ; the walls of the chrysalis are

rent asunder, and there issues forth not a crawling

and voracious larva, with an organization chaining

it to the ground, but a bright and joyous being,

whose empire is the sunbeam and the air, with

rapture in all its motions, and hues of beauty on

its wings. This is the perfect insect : it lives

through a few summer months, deposits its eggs

and dies ; and from these eggs proceed another

progeny, destined to repeat the wondrous cycle of

changes.

From the general view thus taken of the struc-

ture and metamorphosis of insects, the professor

next proceeded to descril)e the various insects in-

jurious to the crops of agriculturists, and the best

remedies for arresting their ravages. Those upon

which he more particularly dwelt were the turnip-

fly, the black caterpillar, the wireworm, aphides,

and the wheat-midge.

FIRST.—THE TURNIP-FLY.

This is a little beetle which hops away on being

approached, and may easily be known by the

thickened thighs of its hind legs, which ai*e so

constructed, in order to give room for the powerful

muscles, by means of which it is enabled to leap to

a distance when alarmed. It is called haltica by

naturalists, and there are two species of it which

attack the turnip crop : the more common one is

known by a pair of yellow bands which run down

along the length of its back. The other species is

destitute of these bands—both appear to be equally

destructive.

The professor then proceeded to detail the habits

of the turnip-fly. He showed that the parent

beetle laid her eggs on the under side of the turnip

leaf, chiefly during the summer, and after the leaf

had arrived at its rough and fully developed state;

that the little larvre which were hatched from the

eggs burrowed into the pulp in the interior of the

leaf, and fed on this substance, to the great injury

of the leaf. He, however, showed that it was not

at this period that the farmer had anything to fear

from the turnip-fly, because the turnips were now
in their rough leaf, and so strong as to suffer the

attacks of the haltica with almost entire exception

from injurj- ; the larva, however, goes through its

various stages and changes— first into a pupa, and

then into the perfect beetle. Towards the approach

of winter the beetle conceals itself beneath the

loose bark of trees, and under stones and fallen

leaves, and in otlier situations where it may rest

secure from the ajiproaching winter. It then hy-

bernates, or falls into a winter sleep ; but, on the

return of spring, millions of these insects issue

from their hiding places, ready the moment the

young turnips are above ground with their two

little smooth leaves, to fall on them and devour

them. It is at this period, therefore, that the far-

mer has to dread them ; and all his efforts must

now be directed to arresting the destruction threat-

ened by them to his crop.

The next point considered was the proper means

to be employed against the attacks of the turnip-

fly. It was shown that, as it was only during the

time when the turnips were in their smooth leaves

that any harm was to be apprehended, the

great object of the farmer should be to force the

young plants as rapidly as possible out of the

smooth into the rough leaf. This is mainly to be

effected by having the land properly prepared—in

such a condition, in fact, as experience proves is

best adapted to the promotion of a vigorous and

healthy vegetation—the employment of hand ma-

nure, as guano, put in with the seed, has been

found very eflfective in promoting this vigorous

growth ; and a most important rule is to sow thickly,

and to have all the seed of the same age. By adopt-

ing these precautions a luxuriant and healthy vege-

tation will be sure to take place, and the young

plant will be forced beyond all injury from the flj-.

Lime and soot have been used, but with doubtful

effect- Drawing a freshly tarred board over the field

has been practised ; the fly being disturbed by the

board will leap up and stiek to the tar, and in this

way multitudes of them have been destroyed ; but

the grand reliance of the farmer must be on

thick sowing, and having his land in the best pos-

sible condition. If these precautions are not

neglected, the farmer need seldom dread the attacks

of the turnip-fly.

SECOND—THE BLACK CATERPILLAR.

Fortunately the visits of the black caterpillar are

"few and far between ;" otherwise, so great are its

destructive powers, that the cultivation of the tur-

nip in these islands would probably have to be al-

together abandoned. It first appeared in England

in 17o6, and since then the turnip crops have had

frequent visits from it. In 1835 one of the most

destructive attacks of this insect on record appears

to have occurred. In many cases scarcely a vestige

of green remained in the principal turnip counties

in England^the crop was altogether a failure.

The agent in all this terrible destruction is the larva

of a four-winged fly, called Atharia spinarum by na-

turalists. Thislarvaisof ablack colour, and about an

inch in length. The parent fly deposits her eggs
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on the edges of the turnip leaf; from these eggs

the young caterpillar comes forth, at first vejy

small, but it grows rapidly, and becomes more
and more destructive every day. Unhke the hal-

tica, or turnip-fly, it is not alone the young smooth

leaves of the plant that fall a victim to its attacksj

but the leaves of the full-grown plant.

The black caterpillar has not yet visited Ireland

;

but when we bear in mind that the cultivation of

the turnip to any extent in this country has been

comparatively recent, we shall find an explanation

of the hitherto impunity, and ought to be prepared

against a future attack.

As to the remedies, several have been proposed,

such as quick-lime, soot, passing a heavy roller

over the field in the evening or night—each of

these methods has been partially successful ; but

the grand reliance must be on hand-picking, or

the use of ducks and poultry. A few children

may, in a short time, collect t)0 or 100,000 cater-

pillars ; and ducks, driven into the infected fields,

have been found to save all the turnips committed

to their care.

THIRD—THK AVIREWORM.

The wireworm, unlike the insects already de-

scribed, does not confine its ravages to a single kind

of crop, but almost every crop, either of the field

or of the garden, may become its victims. It is a

cyhndrical worm, of a yellowish colour, marked

by very distinct rings, and covered with a hardi

horny skin. It is not a perfect insect, but the larva

of a beetle called Elater. It lives for five years in

the state of larva, becoming more and more de-

structive all that time, and then changes to an inac-

tive pupa, from which the perfect beetle finally

emerges. The perfect beetle, or elater, is quite

harmless.

Numerous remedies have been proposed against

the wireworm. The use of the roller is by some

strongly recommended : also, the folding of oxen

and sheep in the infected fields. Several chemical

applications have also been used, such as lime,

soot, and common salt. A curious discovery has

been recently made on this subject, namely, that

certain plants have the power of expelling the

wireworm. These plants are woad and white mus-
tard ; and it is found that if a crop of either of

these plants be taken from a field infested with the

wireworm, this pest will be completely expelled,

and the field may be sown with the ordinary crops

the following year. Hand-picking is an obvious

and most useful mode, and the farmer should be

warned to protect rooks, which, though they do a

little hann in eating up some of his corn, or root-

ing out a potato or two, do infinitely more good in

destroying Avireworms and other injurious insects.

FOURTH—APHIDES.
These will attack almost every plant; but the

species which the farmer has most to be on his guard

against are those which infest his crops of turnips,

peas, and beans. An attempt had been made a

few years ago to explain the potato disease by refer-

ring it to the attacks of a species of aphis, called

Aphis vastator; but this attempt has quite failed, and

Professor Allman stated his belief that no valid

explanation had ever yet been offered, and that we

are just as much in the dark as ever concerning the

cause of this utterly inexplicable aflfection.

The aphis which attacks the turnips is of a green

colour, and is called Aphis rapae. The infected

leaves are obseiTed to be curled up and distorted,

and the insects may be found in multitudes, shel-

tering in the folds, towards the end of summer and

in autumn.

The aphis which attacks the bean crops is of a

sooty black ; it is called Aphis fab.T ; it shows itself

first on the tender uppermost shoots of the plant.

The aphides multiply to an enormous extent; a

single insect may be in one year the progenitor of

100,000,000,000,000,000 of young ones.

The only remedy on which we can rely against

the different species of aphis is the removal of the

infected leaves ; as soon as ever they show them-

selves they should be carefully carried away and

burned.

FIFTH—THE WHEAT MIDGE.

A short time before the proper period of ripen-

ing, several ears in a field of wheat may be seen to

present a yellow and prematurely ripened appear-

ance ; on examining these ears, there will be found

in each a multitude of little yellow worms lying

between the husk and the young grain ; they eat

up the pollen, and thus prevent the grain ever

coming to maturity. The destruction thus caused

sometimes amounts to a third of the entire crop.

Tliese worms are the larvae of a small two-winged

fly called Cecidomya tritici, which deposits her

eggs in the position where the little larvas are sub-

sequently formed.

It is by no means easy to suggest a remedy

against the wheat midge, and perhaps all that can

be done is to take care that the pup?R, which are

sometimes found in thousands among the corn, in

barns, should be separated from the corn and

destroyed; this may be easily effected by a Avire-

gauze sieve placed beneath the Avinnowing machine.

The insects now described are all injurious to

the farmer. The professor next went on to point

out certain insects, which, instead of being inju-

rious to the farmer, Avere his friends ; for they

Avere destined by the Creator to keep the others

Avithin bounds. These friendly insects chiefly
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belong to the tribe of Ichneumons. The ichneu-

mons deposit their eggs in the bodies of the

destructive insects, and the latter thus fall victims

to them. The beautiful little beetle called the

Ladybird, or, as designated by naturahsts, Cocci-

nella, should also be carefully ])rotected by the

farmer, for its lar\'a commits great devastation

among the destructive aphides, on which it feeds.

Another beautiful insect, called the Lace-wing, or

Chrysopus, has a larvae equally destructive to the

aphides, and should be taken under the special care

of the farmer. Drawings were exhibited of the

useful, as well as of the injurious insects, so as to

enable the farmer to become acquainted with their

difl'erences, and, by not mistaking one for the other»

do harm instead of good in his attempts to save

his crops.

The i)rofessor then concluded by showing how
rich a field for observation was possessed by the

farmer, and by impressing on him the importance

of omitting no opportunity of turning his facihties

of observation to the welfare of himself and of his

fellow-men.

The diagrams and pictorial illustrations were

remarkably apposite to the lecture, which was

heard with marked interest, and hailed with fre-

quent applause by an assembly constituted of the

^lite of the citizens of Armagh.

THE CULTIVATION OF WHEAT.
We can remember the time when the excitement of

obtaining new varieties of wlieat was as great as the

railway mania, the South-sea bubble, or the still

more ridiculous rage for Dutch tulip-roots. New
varieties were advertised day after day at prices of the

most um-easouable kind, while the puffing proprietors,

trusting to the mania and the acknoAvledgcd gulla-

bihty of John Bull, attributed to their wares quahties

the most inconsistent both with themselves and with

truth. Wc remember as the acme, a friend who had

caught the mania sent for a teu-shilUng parcel of a

new variety of great promise, and he obtained twenty-

five grams of a most coarse-grained, unpromising

kind, costing nearly sixpence per grain—a price

per bushel and per acre which we will not take the

pains to calculate, as it would only gratify curiosity;

but at harvest time, the sample from which so mucli

was promised turned out a miserable specimen ; no

extraordinary production, but a sort of coarse Sardi-

nian variety, doubtless imported, and much injured

in quahty by being re-sown in this country.

And yet we beheve all this did good. Not that

any great amount of absolute good was effected by

the introduction of new varieties, but the fact was

ascertained that the mere change of seed did good.

Those who had never changed a seed—never removed

it from a high to a low, a strong to a light, a wet to

a dry vicinity, and vice versa, got new varieties from

Sussex, from Kent, from Norfolk, from Gloucester-

shire, and from Scotland, for all new khids were

rapidly sought up, even if they had to be found at

the antipodes, and were there either approved or not.

;Most failed. But next year, either from this break

of the habit, or from necessity in selling off the kind

newly imported, a change of seed of the old kind

became a matter no longer of choice. And a good

deal was discovered, too, of elasticity and adaptation

in the various kinds of newly-introduced wheat to

peculiarities of soil and climate, The wheat in

general is unsuited to a light, porous soil. It cannot

bear oxygen in any large quantity to its roots. It

requires, as a rule, a tenacious soil ; and to get wheat

to grow at all successfidly on a light soil, it had to be

" daubed in," or there was but Httlc chance of suc-

cessful cultivation.

The Spalding wheat can bear the oxygen in a

much larger degree than the older cultivated varieties;

and lience take a light soil, and sow Spalding and

creepmg in the same field, and you will find six to

eight bushels per acre on such soils more on the one

than the other. Again, where spring-sowing of wheat

is an object, it is often either too late a season in

the month of May, or the frost sets in too early in

October to admit of its being fairly rnaturcd. Here

the April wheat will answer the purpose. It requires

to be sovm in that month to answer at all.

These, however, are special cases, and arc by no

means in favour of any great inducement to try any

variety not usually grown in a district. When an

old variety is moderately successful, it is far best to

be satisfied with sowing the same kind, only changing

the locaUty, and, if possible, the kind of soil.

Mr. Pawlet, of Beeston, has made some experi-

ments on several kinds of wheat, with a view to test

their productiveness, and some other experiments also

on other points connected with then- cultivation.

The latter are of more consequence, we think, than

the former. As indicating care and experimental

skill, they deserve recording. The trial was made on

a poor gravelly loam after clover ley.

The three w/iUe wheats gave the following results :

Imperial white. ... 37 bush, per acre.

Couscns' unrivalled 34 bush. 2 pks. 1 gal. per acre.

Kent brown chaff. . 27 bush. 3 pks, 1 gal. do.

As showing the first kind to be the most remune-

rative, it sold for 46s. per quarter, and the second

only 44s. ; and it produced more money per acre

than either of the dther by upwards of a guinea.
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His red wheat trials, made the same day, the whole

being sown on the 20th of October, at the rate of 7

pecks per acre, gave the following results :

—

Defiance 48 bush. 1 gal. per acre.

Golden drop 41 bush. 1 gal. do.

Golden goody .... 42 bush. 3 pks. 1 gal. per acre.

Spalding 41 bush. 1 pk. do.

Here, again, is a marked difference in tlie produce

per acre. A small area in an experimental piece is of

very little value—it absolutely indicates nothing, for

the same field, as Sir A'eruon Harcourt shows, will

vary in a very considerable degree.

The price obtained for the whole was the same,

and the maximum difi'erence was o3s. per acre !

In another trial between Browick and Sandon's,

two red Mdicats, the one gave 47 bushels and 1 gallon

per acre, the other 44 bushels and 3 pecks ; and

both kinds sold for the same price, showing a dif-

ference of some lis. per acre.

Now these trials would have been more satisfactory

if we had known thai any of these kinds had been

tried against the kinds ordinarily cultivated in the

district, for it is not surprising that a difference as

great and even greater would take place between

kinds all new to the locality. We quite imagine

that if it had been a light gravel instead of a loam,

the difference would have been just reversed, and the

Spalding turned out far more than any other variety,

but have been likely to sell for a less sum per bushel.

We do not think much can be made out by any

extensive adoption of new varieties, nor would we

venture to go to any length in drawing a conclusion

from the experience of one year, or on one soil. The

peculiar season of 1S51-2 is not by any means to be

taken as a test of the general qualities of the diffe-

rent kinds of wheats ; and if it were, any experiments

at Biggleswade w^ould go no further, with any degree

of safety, than to speak in favour of the kind to the

locality, even if it were substantiated by next year's

trial.

"

Thougli the wheat plant has been cultivated for

nearly six times two centuries, the whole of the

phases of its cultivation are by no means fully

understood. In patriarchal times we are informed

of one who sowed wheat and obtained in the same

year "an hundred fold." One half that quantity,

nay, one quarter, may now be said to be a large re-

turn. If two bushels of seed be sown and fifty

bushels reaped the one is by no means a plentiful

seeding nor the other an inferior crop ; indeed we

may say it is far more seldom arrived at than ex-

ceeded.

The discussions on thick and thin seeding have

now pretty fully disappeared. Thin seeding for

the North of England and for Scotland has been

thoroughly exploded ; but the questions relating to

the different kinds of sowing, the modes and cir-

cumstances of it, are by no means settled.

So long ago as 1850 Mr. Pawlett, of Beeston,

near Biggleswade, made some experiments on the

hoeing of wheat. He had a portion of land sown

with Hessingland wheat on white clover ley, pretty

free from weeds, hand-hoed thoroughly, and the

remainder left alone. The result, which was care-

fully marked at harvest time, was as follows :

—

Bushels, recks.
Wiieat hoed produced 30 2 per acre.

Wheat unhocd „ 28 1 ,,

In 1851, for the present year, he repeated the ex-

periment. He sowed a piece of land after red clover.

The result was very much in the same direction as

in the preceding year ; but we are sorry he has

not given the full advantage of his experiment

by stating precisely the kind of soil as to calibre

and tenacity. It was as follows :
—

Bushels. Pecks.

Wheat well liocd with hand.. 42 per acre.

Wheat uuhoed 44 3 ,,

Making a ditference in the one case of nine pecks

per acre, and this year of two bushels and three

pecks . Now, how could this be accounted for ?

It seems to set at naught all our previous notions

of things. It ignores Jethro Tull and Garrett's

horse-hoe— it shows hoeing wheat, in fact, to be

absolutely injurious. But let it be well understood :

the land was free from weeds ; there was no ad-

vantage in this respect in the first instance, and

this it may be said is a strong reason why it did

no good to the land ; but how it came to be in-

jurious is another question not so easily solved.

It does not seem to be due to season ; for though

there was a difference in degree, it was certainly

injurious in both cases, and no two seasons are so

thoroughly similar as to completely overturn twice

over the ordmary and real nature of the operation.

We are obliged to conjecture as to the reason,

and we must conjecture only from the fact before

mentioned, viz., that we are unacquainted with the

nature of the soil — that it must have been some

very open and light soil, and that the stirring of it

where it did no good only tended to open the land,

and so to render the access of oxygen more easy, of

which, as we have said, the root of the wheat plant

has a direct impatience.

We have no means of getting at the nature of

his soil. In a previous experiment he calls it a

" gravelly soil," in another a " gravelly loam;" but

neither of these quite comes up to our notion of that

kind of soil which might be supposed to be injured

by opening to the freer access of the air.

We have enough evidence, however, to perceive

that it was not much benefited by great consoh-

dation, a state of things which we think must have
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been the case had the soil been of a very open cha-

racter. 'I'he same experimenter had two plots se-

lected, which he drilled with white Lainmas wheat

on a clover ley, one part lightly rolled, and the

other rolled three times over with a very heavy

roller. The result at harvest was as follows

—

Wheat heavily rolled, 38 bush. 2 pecks per acre.

"Wheat lightly rolled, 38 bush. 1 peck „

The expense of this operation was very conside-

rable, and the result not at all more than a mere

variation of the productive quality of one part of a

field over another side by side of it would occasion.

But these facts open out no little of the (juestion

how necessary it is to go to first princi[)les, and to

begin all our pre-conceived notions with experi-

ments de novo as to the modes and principles of

wheat sowing. AVhile on the subject of experi-

ments in wheat sowing, on hoeing, and collateral

subjects, we cannot help recording Mr. Pawlett's

experiments in 1850 as illustrating the diiference

beUveen drilling and hand-cast sowing. It turned

{

out, indeed, in favour of drilling, but not to any

!
very great degree, taken with the fact of natural

i

difterences which will take i)lacein any field between

j
one i)art and another. 'The drilled corn gave a re-

j

turn of 34 bushels and 3 pecks per acre, and the

I broadcast gave 33 bushels and 3 peck?.

!
We think, notwithstanding the many points of

i
difiiculty which invariably present themselves in

i wheat cultivation, that a drill depositing the seed

' deeply, and care being taken, if possible, to sow in

damp season, and to secure mechanical consolida-

tion, is the most advantageous system for the bulk

of soils. And this not so much for any other rea-

son as for the irregularity of seeding which often

attends hand sowing, how well soever it may be ex-

ecuted—as for the uniformity of depth and the me-

chanical compression of the soil when sowing takes

place in a damp state of the soil.

THE EFFECTS OF THE NEW GOLD FIELDS ON AGRICULTURE.

Wii have hitherto argued that the gold of Aus-

tralia and California, even if the present large sup-

ply should continue for fifty years, is not likely to

afl'ect prices to a greater extent for the nineteenth

century than they were affected by the sui)plies of

the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries—namely,

from 20 to 30 per cent., that advance being spread

over the whole period.

Let us now assume a revolution in prices equal

to that of the sixteenth century. This—though we

admit the difficulty of obtaining anything approach-

ing to accurate data—we estimate at 300 per cent.

Let us consider what the effects of such an advance

would be on the agricultural as well as other pro-

ducing classes, and also on the consuming classes.

Let us suppose the advance to be sudden : so

that everybody on waking some fine morning should

find everything v.^hich they had to dispose of worth

three times as much money as when they turned

into their beds the night before. What glorious

times those would be for the farmers!—wheat up to

1203., barley 60s., and oats 50s. per qr. ; beef and

mutton Is. 6d., and butter 2s. 6d. to 3s. the

l)ound. What merry faces we should see

at market tables ! Come, neighbours, let

us drink to the continuance of these golden

limes, in another bottle at the wine-di inking

George, in another tumbler at the punch-drinking

Lion, in another pint at the ale-drinking Chequers.

How joyous all the country tradesmen v/ould be to

find theix stock of goods tripled in value! How
cheerful the commercial travellers would be, as they

ran from ordinary to ordinary— plenty of orders,

money abundant, " clients" cashing up to the day,

no bad debts, no bankruptcies, no compositions of

half-a-crown in the pound ! The war of classes

would be at an end. The farmers, and the shop-

keepers, and the commercial men who represent

the manufacturing interest, would take their extra

potations together to the continuance of such pros-

perity. These feelings, however, would soon

subside— sooner than the fumes of the liquor with

which they were celebrated. They would subside

as soon as the farmers began to buy groceries and

clothing; end the grocers, tailors, shoemakers, and

haberdashers began to pay their butcher and baker.

The farmers and shopkeepers would find them-

selves in precisely the relative same position as be-

fore the advance took place. In exchanging their

respective commodities with one another they would

give the same quantity of one which they gave for

the quantity of another which was its equivalent

before the rise took place. Of the counters called

"money," which serve as the medium of exchange,

and measure the comparative value of the respective

commodities, each would receive a greater number;

but the difference which he received with one hand

as a seller, he would jmy with the other as a buyer

;

and at the year's end all would wonder how, with

money so abundant, and with such high prices,

they were none the richer. Then they would

begin to learn the difl'erence between value and price.

The value of a tiling we have already explained

to be its power of purchasing other commodities.

Its price is its power of purchasing money. The

value of some commodities may, from various

D
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causes, be raised or lowered with respect to otlieis,

but the value of all cannot be raised. If the value

of corn rises with respect to groceries and clothes,

groceries and clothes must be reduced in value with

respect to corn, and vice versa. On the other hand,

money, from its abundance, may be so reduced in

value, that a larger quantity of it must be given in

exchange for every other commodity ;
prices will

then rise. A general rise of prices there may be,

and has been. A general rise of values there can

never be. We will suppose that the wages of la-

bour rise in the same proportion as the prices of

food, clothing, and other necessaries. We will also

suppose an Act of Parliament to be passed enacting

that, in consequence of the revolution in the value

of money, three pounds sterling .-^hall be paid in

discharge of all existing rents, debts, mortgages,

and annuities, where the contract was to pay one

pound, and that the same enactment shall be ex-

tended to all existing taxes. It is very evident that

under such circumstances all classes would be in

the same position, as if no revolution in prices had

taken place. Now this is, the point ultimately at-

tained during a gradual rise of prices, whenever

the advance is complete and prices become sta-

tionary.

While the advance is in progress some gain

at the expense of others—producers gain at the

expense of consumers. The greater portion of

every community are both producers and con-

sumers. They who consume as much as they pro-

duce will be none the richer : they who consume

more than they produce will grow poorer : they

who produce more than they consume will grow

richer. Producers will gain by the increased jirice

of the raw material which takes place during the

course of manufacture ; since this increase will be

added to the ordinary profits of their business.

Producers will gain as employers of labour at the

expense of the labourer whose wages generally lag

behind the advance in the necessaries of life. Such,

at least, has been the case hitherto; but in the pre-

sent instance there appears every i)rospect of the

tables being turned, by the rage for emigration to

the new gold fields. There appears unequivocal

symptoms that, from this cause, we shall have two

masters in search of one man, instead of two men,

as heretofore, in search of one master. The la-

bourer will thus be enabled to command wages not

only pi-oportioned to the increased price of all he

consumes, but even in advance of it. Producers

gain also at the expense of those who are depen-

dent on fixed money incomes. Debtors gain at the

expense of creditors. The greater portion of the

producing classes are debtors under fixed money
engagements—carrying on their business, in part,

with borrowed capital. Besides borrowed capital

the farmer is a debtor for a fixed annual sum, as

rent. During an advance of price, arising from the

depreciation of money, these obligations can be dis-

charged by the sale of a smaller quantity of pro-

duce than was contemplated by the debtor and

creditor at the time the debt was contracted.

This, however, only afifects existing contracts.

Capitalists, in making fresh loans, will demand a

higher rate of interest; and as a period of advancing

prices is always a period of speculation, capital will

be in demand, and they will be able to make their

own terms. With high prices, too, a larger capital

is required to carry on the same amount of busi-

ness, and there will be as much necessity for bor-

rowed capital in the farmers' business as before.

He who required to borrow £1,000 to take a farm

of a given size, must borrow £3,000 if prices are

tripled. The farmer who holds under a corn rent

will find his rent rising with the rising price of pro-

duce. The yearly tenant can have his rent

raised on half a year's notice. The leasehold

tenant will be liable, when his lease ex-

pires, to an advance proportioned to the increased

price of produce. Tithes, poor-rates, and other

charges on the land will increase with increasing

prices, though, in consequence of the tithe com-

mutation, the titheowner will not reap the full be-

nefit of it for seven years. But the burthen of

the national debt, we are told, will be lightened by

a reduction in the value of money, because the

interest will be paid with a smaller amount of

produce. Let us look at this a little closer. The

public taxes are raised for two purposes— to pro-

vide for the expenditure of the nation in its quality

of a consumer, and to pay the interest on a debt

incurred in past times. That proportion which it

pays as a debtor may be called twenty-nine mil-

lions ; while that which it pays as a consumer, for

the support of the civil and military establishments,

is about twenty-five miUions. As you diminish

the former by an alteration in the value of money,

you increase the latter. The agricultural share of

the difference will be but trifling; and great suffer-

ing will be inflicted on a numerous class little able

to meet the change. Out of 280,869 holders of

funded property, 256,858 receive dividends of less

than £100 a year, whilst of these 236,653 are under

£50 a j^ear.

It must be conceded to those who consider an

expanding currency a blessing, that industry is

stimulated by a period of rising prices. At such

a time the manufacturer gains, as we have al-

ready said, by the increase which takes place in

the price of the raw material during the course of

manufacture ; and he thus adds the advantages of

the speculator to the ordinary profit of his business.

It is the same with the stock of goods in the ware-
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houses of the merchant and sho^jkeeper. All pro-

ducers, therefore, are eager to maintain an increased

supply of goods, and all dealers to get into stock.

The reverse takes place during a season of declining

prices.

The stimulus thus given to production is, how-

ever, of a very evanescent character. It lasts

only vvhile the diminution in the value of money is

111 progress. When prices again become stationary,

it ceases ; and if we reflect on the privations which

rising prices impose on the numerous class of

small annuitants, from this diminished command
over the necessaries of life, and over the comforts

to which they have been accustomed ; and if we

take into account the misery inflicted on the still-

more numerous labouring class by the advance of

prices preceding an increase of wages, we can

scarcely doubt that the advantages of such a state

of things are more than counterbalanced by their

disadvantages.

It appears to be the very essence of a standard

or measure of value that it should be invariable.

That immunity from sudden fluctuations in quan-

tity which has been imposed by the laws of nature

on the distribution of gold and silver in the earth

has been the cause of their universal adoption as

the best medium of exchange. Why should it be

more desirable to have a variable pound sterling

than a variable pound weight or an expanding

inch ? Each of these would furnish a new way of

paying old debts quite as efficacious as a sovereign

diminishing year by year in value. These points

are well worthy of consideration by the advocates of

an expanding currency, whether metallic or non-

metallic.

If we appeal to experience, we shall find that

during no period of our history were complaints of

distress louder among all classes in England than

while the great monetary revolution of the six-

teenth century v/as in progress. Great as was that

change, it took place so gradually that the advance

of prices was scarcely perceptible, except by com-

paring periods of from ten to twenty years with

one another. It was attributed to every cause but

the right ; and the grand object of the legislation

of that age was to counteract the mysterious in-

fluence which produced it, and to cause artificial

cheapness by laws against enclosures, sheep-walks,

regraters, and forestallers, and by penal enactments

against those farmers " who, of their greedy and

covetous minds, killed their calves as veal, instead

of rearing them to be beeves." Passing by the in-

vectives of Latimer against such delinquents,

and against step-lords and rent-raiaers, all con-

cluding with the celebrated climax in his sermon

b-fore the House of Lords, " Verily, my masters,

if things continue at this rate, I fear tli:it ere lung

wc shall be constrained to pay for a pigge a

pound."

Leaving this, let us turn to a small book printed

in 1581, under the title of " A Briefe Discourse

touching the Coramonwealthe of this Realme of

England, by W. S." — which was republished

about the middle of the last century, as the work of

Shakspeare, but there is conclusive evidence that

he could not have been the author. This little

volume consists of a dialogue between the repre-

sentatives of the different classes of society as they

existed at that time—a knight, or large landowner

;

a husbandman, his tenant; a shopkeeper in a large

country town, dignified with the name of a mer-

chant ; a capper, or manufacturer of hats ; and a

doctor of divinity. Each of these descants on the

grievances of his own class, caused by the exces-

sive " dearth" of all articles, both of home growth

and imported from foreign parts ; and that, not-

withstanding abundance of everything. Our agri-

cultural friends will perhaps be surprised to find

that a period when prices were continually advanc-

ing, till they were tripled at least, was a time of

agricultural distress. " These inclosures," says

the farmer, " doe undoe us all ; for they make us

pay dearer for our land that we occupy, and cause

that we can have no land, in manner for our money,

to put to tyllage, all to be taken up in pasture

;

and where threescore persons or upwards had their

livings, now one man with his cattle has all; which

is not the least cause of former uprores ; for by

these inclosures many doe lack lyvings, and are

idle; moreover all things are so dear, that by their

day wages they are not able to hve." The capper

and the merchant— the Manchester men of those

days— confirm their statements about the effects of

this dearth on the labourers whom they employ.

They describe most of the towns of England as

going to decay, and join the tenant farmer in at-

tacking the landlords. The knight stands by his

order, and defends them in a way which completes

the picture of agricultural distress, by representing

the sufferings of the owner as well as the occupier

of land under prices increasing threefold. " Since

ye have plenty of all things, of corn and cattel (as

yee say), then it should not seem this dearth should

belong of these inclosures ; for it is not for scarce-

ness of corn that yee have this dearth ; for (thanked

be God) corne is good cheap, and so hath been

these many years past. Then it cannot be the oc-

casion of the dearth of cattel, for inclosure is the

thing that nourisheth most of any other ; yet I

confess there is a wonderful dearth of all things ;

and that doe I, and all men of my sorte, feel most

grief in, which have no way to sell, nor occupation

to lyve by, but only our lands. For you all, with

other artiliccrs, may save yourselves meetly well;

D 2
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for as much as you, as all thinj^s are dearer, do

aryse in the price of your wares and occupations

accordingly." The farmer retorts that the land-

lords raised their rents, and took farms and pas-

tures into their own hands, which used formerly to

yield a living to ])oor men like him. The merchant

and capper confirm the charge, which the latter

clenches with the declaration that it was '" never

merry with poor craftsmen since gentlemen

turned graziers." The knight admits the fact, but

justifies it on the score of necessity. Landlords
being, he says, the chief sufferers by the high

prices they must either reduce their establishments

or raise their rents. He paints in dismal colours

the hardshi])s endured by many of the gentry who
have departed out of the country of late ; driven to

give up their households, or to keep either a

chamber in London, or to wait on the court un-

called, with a :nan or lackey after them, when they

were formerly wont to keep a score of clean men in

their houses, and twenty or twenty-four other per-

sons besides, every day in the v/cek. ITc declares

that "such of ns as still do abide in the country

cannot, with two hundred a-year, keep that we
might have done with two hundred marks sixteen

years ago." Since they could not raise the rent

of their lands which were let on lease, they were

forced to keep in their own hands such as fell in,

or to purchase some farm of other men's lands,

and to .store it with sheep and cattle. The clergy-

man being appealed to, as to the cause of tliis dearth,

seeing all things were so i)lentiful, wisely lays it

down as a " thing to be mused upon, whether if the

husbandman were forced to abate the 'prices of his

stuff, this dearth would be amended : if he should

be commanded, for instance, to sell his wheat at

8d. the bushel, rye at 6d., barley at 4d., his pig

and goose at 4d., his hen at id., and his wool at a

mark a todd, the landlord to return to his old rent,

would goods, in that case, from beyond seas be

brought as good and cheap after the same rate ? A
man would think yes; for example, if they now sell

a yard of velvet for 20s. or 228., and jiay that for a

todd of wool, were it not as good for them to sell

the velve: for a mark a yard, so they had a todd of

wool for a mark ?" He then discourses very

amiably on the subject of money, and resolves the

origin of the increased prices to the alteration in

its value ; and accounts for the preference given

to sliecp farming over tillage, by the higher com-
])arative price of wool than of corn, which he traces

to the freedom of export permitted to the former,

while tlie export of the latter was too much re-

stricted ; and then argues that by giving equal

liberty to both, the balance would be preserved,

notwithstanding inclosures, since the farmer would
chang from corn to sheep, and from sheep to

corn, as he found one or the other the niosi; pro-

fitable.

This is a hint well worth the consideration of the

farmer at the ])resent day, when the value of wheat is

so low compared with that of other descri))tions of

agricultural produce, and when sheep and dairying

do not involve the necessity for permanent pasture.

The chief moral, however, which we would draw

from the preceding dialogue is, that California and

Australia, should they cause as great a revolution

in prices cs marked the sixteenth century—of which

there is no probability—will furnish no remedy

either to the owners or the occupiers of land for

agricultural distress. The farmers have been led

by their political friends in pursuit of too many
Will-o'-the-Wisps already; let them not be de-

luded into the pursuit of any more. Let them re-

gard present prices as permanent, and not give a

farthing more of money rent for land which they

may be about to take than its present value. Let

tliem not cease—we do not say to ask—but to de-

mand l)o]d]y, from their landlords, a reduction of

existmg rents proportionate to present prices, for

they arejustly entitled to it.

Will California and Australia continue to

yield gold at the present rate for the next fifty

years ? is a question which must be discussed

on geological principles. It depends in a great

measure on the fact, whether the gold is found

there under conditions different from those of

other gold fields which have been exhausted

more or less com])letely, in proportion to the time

during which they have been worked, or the num-

bers em])loyed upon them. The large quantity of

gold derived in a short time from the new gold fields,

where we admit that the auriferous deposits exceed

the average richness, have led many to assert that

the observations of our best geologists, respecting

the state in which gold is found, and its general

scarcity, have been falsified by facts. They who
make this assertion forget the numbers and ener-

gies of those engaged in gathering the golden

harvest. They evidently know nothing of the

rocks in which gold is found, either in California

or Australia. They belong ta that class who dis-

dain to study natural facts, and who veil their

ignorance under the specious name of being

practical. They belong to a body who think that

not gold alone, but coal, and every other useful

mineral and metal, instead of being limited to cer-

tain rocks, may be looked for with success any-

where and everywhere. In the matter of coal,

this belief has led many landowners and farmers

into expensive trials, which have cost collectively

hundreds of thousands of jiounds, in situations

where the slightest knowledge of the elements of

geology would have prevented this absurd waste of
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money. But our present object is gold. We
><hall show that both in California and Australia, as

in other auriferous regions, nearly the whole of

the sup])ly is derived not from the solid rocks, but

from gravel, sand, and clay, formed from their

ruins ; that tlie rocks which constitute the ori-

ginal matrix of the gold are the same as those in

which it occurs in every olher gold field ; and that

the gold follows the same mode of distribution,

both in the rocks and in the superficial accumula-

tions. We must premise that of rocks there are

two great divisions, the stratified and the un-

stratified. The former liear pali)able marks of

having been deposited beneath the sea : the latter

present evidence, equally satisfactory, of having

Ijeen in a state of fusion like modern lavas. The
mass of the stratified rocks has, in its maximum
development, a thickness of several miles. Had
the strata preserved the original horizontal posi-

tion in which they were deposited, we should have

known nothing of any but the uppermost. The
disturl)ances which they have undergone have ex-

posed the lowest to our view ; and the sections

afforded by ravines and sea cliffs exhibit the strata

more or less inclined, emerging from beneath each

other. We are thus enabled to measure their

thickness, and to ascertain the order of succes-

sion. The same characteristics which have been ob-

served in our own little island are found to exist in

every other part of the world. The base of the

stratified series consists of a great group called the

pneiss and mica slate systems, which are destitute

of fossils, and appear, after having been deposited

from water, to have undergone a great baking from

subterranean heat. To them succeeds the great

palaeozoic group, or group of ancient life, so called

from the peculiar characters of the remains of

j)lants and animals which it contains. It is com-

posed of four sub-groups, of which we need only

concern oiu'selves with three : the Silurian, the

Devonian, and the carboniferous systems, because

gold rarely ascends so high in the series as the

last. The Silurian rocks are represented in this

country by the slates of Wales, Cumberland, and

South-west of Scotland; the Devonian strata, in

their unaltered state, by the old red sandstone of

Herefordshire and Scotland—in their altered state

by the slates, sandstones, and limestones, of a

great part of Devonshire and Cornwall, The car-

boniferous system comprises the coal mines of

Northumberland, Staffordshire, and South Wales,

with the mountain, or carboniferous limestone, on

which they rest. Now, gold is found in no other

rocky matrix than in these three members of the

palaeozoic group ; in the gneiss and mica slate

groups below them, and in certain intrusive

igneous rocks which have ))urst through them.

These igneous, or unstratified rocks, form the cen-

tral nucleus of mountain chains ; and the strata,

thrown into a highly inclined position, dip away
from this nucleus in op])osite directions, becoming
more horizontal as they reach the level country,

where they are concealed by an overlying mass of

other rocks. Here is one limitation to the distri-

bution of gold. It is only to be looked for along

lines of disturbance which have brought these

lowest rocks to the surface. The igneous rocks

appear to have been forced through the strata in

two different conditions, namely, as solid masses,

and in a melted state. In the former case they

have produced little or no alteration in the strata

with which they are in contact ; in the latter case

the strata are much altered, so that in the vicinity

of the igneous rocks, clay slates, shales, and sand-

stones assume the mineral characters of flinty

slate, micaceous, chloritic, and tulcose slate, and

quartz rock, which are usually associated with the

great non-fossiliferous gneiss and mica slate group.

The igneous rocks, moreover, have shot up into

these altered rocks in the form of veins. In the

auriferous region of the Ural the gradual change
'

from the Silurian, Devonian, and carboniferous

strata, is very evident as the igneous rocks are ap-

proached ; as is also the absence of gold from the

unaltered, and its presence in the altered portions.

Here, then, is another limitation to the abundance

of gold. It is only to be looked for along those

lines of disturbance where the palaeozoic slates

have been altered as well as u])heaved. There is a

third limitation in the manner in which the gold is

distributed through these rocks. It does not

occur in large veins in which the metal is combined

with sulphur and other substances, like the ores of

copper, lead, and silver; but is either dispersed in

small grains of pure gold, often so small as to bo

invisible to the naked eye, through the substance

of the rock, or as small strings and nests in small

quartz veins which traverse the altered and the

igneous rocks. The hardness of these rocks, the

irregular distribution of the gold, the extreme

richness of one spot being no guarantee against the

extreme poverty of another part of the veinstone

immediately adjoining, and the fact that auriferous

veins, unlike other metaUic veins, are richer near

the surface than in depth, all combine to render

the raising gold from the solid rock unprofitable.

Natural forces, however, have performed, in by-

gone ages, those operations of breaking down the

rock and reducing it to small fragments, which are

too costly when ])erformed by human labour.

Atmospheric action has decomposed the surface of

the auriferous veins, which is their richest portion ;

and jiowerful aqueous currents have, in jiart,

effected, by the sorting action of water, the separ;;-
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tion of the metallic and non-metallic particles,

leaving for man only to complete the separation by
the last process of washing. The gold detritus of

these superficial diggings is of two kinds : that

which has been transported by aqueous currents of

old date acting irrespectively of the existing lines of

drainage, and spreading the fragments over plains

and hill slopes, and that which has been collected

in the river beds by the constant erosion still in

operation of the streams upon their banks, com-
posed of these ancient detrital deposits. The
former constitute the dry diggings of the gold-

washers, the latter are the wet diggings. These

are the conditions under which gold has been

found in every gold field of ancient or modern
times previously known, and they are repeated in

California and Australia. The nature of the rocks,

the distribution of the gold in the rocks, its distri-

bution in the superficial deposits of clay, sand, and
gravel, and the dependence of the supply on those

deposits, are precisely the same. The identity of

conditions is evident from the fact, that Sir

Roderick Murchison, from a comparison of Count
Streletoke's descri])tion of the rocks composing the

Australian mountains with those of the Ural, which

he had personally examined, predicted, five years

ago, that Australia woidd prove auriferous, and

advised the then unemployed Cornish miners to go

out and dig for gold. It is evident, also, from the

fact that Mr. Hargreaves arrived at the same con-

clusion from a personal examination of the gold-

bearing rocks of California. Had he been a geolo-

gist he might have satisfied himself of this without

the trouble of a visit to California, by reading Sir

R. Murchison's book on Russia, and being able

at the same time to understand what was meant by

the names of the rocks described as yielding gold.

There is nothing new, then, in the geological relations

of gold in the new gold fields. The cause of the

abundant yield, which dazzles the eyes of so many,

and with whicli it is wished to distract the atten-

tion of the farmers, remains to be considered.

If the gold-bearing rocks of California and

Australia are the same as in other gold-fields ; and

if the distribution of the precious metal be analogous

both in the rocks and in the superficial deposits,

bow, it may be asked, are the extraordinary supjjlies

to beaccounted for,inwhich the produceis reckoned,

not by ounces and pounds as heretofore, but by

tons ? Something must be attributed to the gold-

fields being of more than the average richness

;

but far more must be evidenced by the numbers

and energies of those who work them. There are

probably at the present moment not less than

150,000 of the Anglo-Saxon race engaged directly

in collecting the gold of these regions ; besides

the numbers employed indirectly in supplying their

wants. When, in any period of the world's his-

tory, was such a force employed in collecting the

treasures of any other gold-field ? The very nature

of auriferous regions, confined as their chief riches

are to the superficial deposits, renders the amount

which they are capable of producing limited in

extent. Assume two such regions, each con-

taining fifteen hundred milUons' worth of gold.

One hundred and twenty thousand hard-working

Anglo-Saxons will exhaust the one in fifty years,

at the rate of thirty millions a year ; and so long as

it yields an annual thirty millions, it will rank as a

new wonder of the world. The other, in the

hands of a few thousand Spaniards, or roving

savages, or negro slaves, or Russian serfs, will

yield five millions a year for three centuries, and

will be deemed scarcely worthy of notice.

The Cdlifornian and Australian gold seekers,

moreover,are at present skimming the cream of these

fields by picking out the richest spots. At Mount
Alexander they appear, by recent advices, to have

struck out a new kind of work, called " dry nug-

getting," whic consists in collecting only the

larger lumps, without taking the trouble to wash

the earth in order to extract the small dust. This

is all tending to the more rapid exhaustion of the

gold field, because there are many deposits which

might be worked remuneratively if worked syste-

matically, the poor and the rich together, but which

will not pay for working after being robbed of their

more productive portions.

There are three classes of persons hostile to any

attempts to reduce the wonders of the modern

gold fields to their true dimensions—those who
delight in the marvellous ; those who have shares

to dispose of in the numerous gold companies with

which Capel Court abounds; and lastly, those who
would make the new golden discoveries their excuse

for leaving the tenant farmer to grapple with his pre-

sent difficulties as best he can : to whose shame be it

written when we reflect upon the consequences thus

entailed by thethewand sinew of the country vieing

with each other to quit the shores of our sea girt

isle, the consequences of this process of depopula-

tion, at a time when the Government are urging

upon us, by every means in their power, the neces-

sity of strengthening our defences by sea and land

with a precipitancy known only to the realities of

wai'.

You forget they cry the boundless extent

of these new El Dorados. In California there

is an auriferous region five hundred miles long by

fifty miles wide, and in Australia there is another

more than one thousand miles long by a hundred

broad. Yes, Sir, and in the Ural there is another

six hundred miles long, which has yielded its

millions worth of gold, and is now on the de-
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cline. As its produce began to decrease, new

discoveries were made in Siberia, from which the

portion of the Russian gold is now derived. In

all these cases it must be understood that deposits

of gold are scattered at intervals over so many-

square miles of country, the productive portions

being separated by large tracts of barren ground,

while, even in the richer parts, the gold is very

irregularly distributed, occurring in some cases

near the surface, in others in the middle, of the

detrital masses ; and again in contact with the

rock, beneath a head of fifty or sixty feet of clay,

sand, and gravel. The variations of productive-

ness, horizontally, in a rich deposit, appear equally

arbitrary, though they are probably reducible to

rules by reference to the action of powerful cur-

rents flowing through valleys of a given form, in

sorting and arranging the materials according to

their specific gravity. Some traces of rules of this

kind, deduced from observation, exhibit them-

selves in the official descriptions in the Australian

blue books. As the source of the gold in the

mountains is approached, the particles of gold be-

come coarser. These, and the nuggets, are either

the surface of veins— the surface, be it remembered,

of a gold vein is its richest portion—decomposed

in situ, or the weight of the nuggets has prevented

them from being transported far. Then, again,

in narrow valleys having a winding course, there

are alternations of rich and barren deposits on

opposite sides. Every barren blufl:' in the course

of the valley has a long slope opposite to it, in

which the detrital gold has been deposited

in considerable quantities. In broad and straight

valleys, on the other hand, like the Turon,

the particles of gold are smaller and more regu-

larly distributed. These, however, yielding to

continuous labour moderate and regular returns,

have not the attractions of the more exciting dry

nuggeting, with its prizes and its blanks.

Tlie size of the nuggets is insisted on by ill-

informed persons, who think the modern gold-fields

are such as the world never yet beheld. In that too

we can find them a parallel.

Whatever may be the derivation of nuyget it is

a word of good Saxon sound, but it is only our old

acquaintance j^epite introduced under a new name.

In the size of their pepites California and Australia

have not only not exceeded other gold-fields : they

have actually fallen short of them. The famous

Grano d'Oro found in Hispaniola in 1502, which is

now at the bottom of the ocean, having been lost

in the shipwreck in which Bobadil and Rinaldo

perished, weighed nearly 33lbs. In 1821 a pepite

of 48lbs. was obtained from the gold-washings of

North Carolina, with many others of 13, IG, and

24lbs. This was deemed the largest gold boulder

on record until the Russian works of Zarzov

Alexandrofsh in the Ural yielded, with several of

smaller size, a pepite of 7Slbs., now in the Museum

of St. Petersburgh. Humboldt has remarked that

of all the auriferous regions with which he was

acquainted, in both hemispheres, the washings of

the Alleghanies were the most remarkable for the

abundance and size of their pepites ; adding, how-

ever, that neither there nor in the Ural are these

large masses deemed indications of the general

richness of the deposits in which they are found.

All these nuggets or pepites were lumps of pure

gold, unmixed with any of the adhering veinstone

in which they had been originally imbedded. It

was otherwise with the mass of gold found in Aus-

tralia by Mr. Kerr's black servant. That was a

block of quartz partially decomposed, which con-

tained in separate masses onehundred weightof gold.

Had the process of disintegration been complete,

these would have constituted so many separate

nuggets, of smaller size than some of those which

we have enumerated from other gold regions.

The quartz veins whicli are to yield uj) their

glittering treasures to science, skill, and capital

when the superficial deposits shall be exhausted,

form the last stronghold from which we shall be

tempted to drive those who think that the world is

on the eve of a golden revolution by which agricul-

ture is to be made rich.

We have already stated, that though many a gold

mine has been opened in the solid rock, it is very

rarely that they are sufficiently productive to repay

the labour of extracting the precious metal. Of all

that have been tried in the Ural, one only has stood

its ground ; and that, with all the science and ^kill

of the mining engineers employed by the Russian

Government, is found less remunerative than the

superficial diggings of the average degree of rich-

ness. We were told for some time that California

was an exception to this rule. The truth, however,

is now beginning to transpire. Two or three of

the quartz-crushing establishments are for the pre-

sent remunerative; but from the irregular distribu-

tion of the metal in the rock, they may speedily be

reduced to the condition of their neighbours. Of

these the majority are either falling into debt,

even in the hands of the go-ahead Anglo-Ame-

ricans, remarkable as they are for engineer-

ing skUl, or where the owners have not

had the good fortune to sell them to some

English company, they have abandoned them.

We do not hear much, as yet, from Australia

about quartz-crushing. When we do, we may be

certain that, as it resembles the Ural and California

in so many other points, it will resemble them also

in the general unproductiveness of gold-works in

the solid rock.
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At an early ])criod in the history of the CaU-

fornian g(jlcl-\vashings, it was estimated by an ex-

perienced and practical miner resident at the

diggings, and quoted in an article in the Quarterly

Revietv, that in 1849 California would turn out

gold to the vaUie of £15,000,000, the earnings of

40,000 diggers ; that in 1850 the produce would

be £18,000,000, earned by 60,000 diggers ; that in

1851 the numbers employed would have increased

to 100,000, with the yield of gold diminished to

£15,000,000; and that in 1852 the produce would
j

liave fallen off to £7,500,000, and the population to

50,000. It was estimated that, after this, the i

diggings would gradually fall into the condition of

those of Brazil, where the annual sum extracted

by a slave does not exceed £4 ; or those of Co^

lumbia, where a work emi)loying Go slaves, and

yielding 20lbs. weight of gold, of IS carats, is con-

sidered a good estate. In two respects this estimate

has not been borne out. Theyieldof 1850 did not

reach £18,000,000, nor has the population of 1852

fallen off to 50,000 ; but there are indications that

the golden produce of California is passing its

zenith. The Kern York Herald for October 31,

1851, stated, on the authority of the Custom

House Books, that California produced gold to

the value of £13,770,000 in 1850, and the yield

for 1851 was estimated at £15,000,000. Ita])j)ears,

however, that the gold actually exported from Cali

fornia between Jan. 1,1852, and Sept. 29, amounte

to somewhat less than £G,000,000, equal to abou

£8,000,000 for the whole year. In Australia, the

newest discovery is always represented as the rich-

est. Mount Alexander—about which we have

been told such marvels—appears by the most re-

cent advices to yield an average weekly return of

24,238 ounces, which, divided amongst its G0,000

gold-seekers, will not give to each of them 30s.

a week.

We conclude then, at any rate for the present, our

notice of the new gold fields in their relations to agri-

culture, with reiterated advice to the tenant farmer

not to be deluded into the expectation that California

and Australia will extricate them from pecuniary

difficulties, or produce—even though their present

rate of yield should continue for fifty years, which is

very problematical—any material alteration, during

the longest period of an agricultural lease, on the

metallic prices of agricultural produce, as they ex-

isted before the Bank Restriction Act at the close

of the last century. Let them neither take land,

nor hold land from which they can escape, at a

rent higher than they consider it worth at those

prices, with the " looming in the future " of ad-

vancing wages in consequence of extensive emi-

gration.

ON THE ABSORPTIVE POWER OF THE SOIL
It may be remembered we several months ago

alluded to the most important discovery made in

agricultural science for the last century—the power

of clay soils to absorb and retain the manurial

elements of substances passing through them. We
say it is a thorough discovery, and pregnant with

greater results than all the rest put together of

what have been called new in the science of farm-

ing. It was made by H, S, Thompson, Esq., and

Professor Way, almost simultaneously ; and the

latter has now elaborated and further investigated

this most important subject, and the results ap-

peared in the last number of the Joxtrnal of the

Royal Agricultural Society.

It may be remembered his previous experiments

showed that when any substance containing am-
monia, phosphoric acid, potash, or other similar

materials, was passed through finely-jiounded clay,

the most, if not all, of the substance was retained

in the soil, and the water filtered through generally

in combination with sulphuric acid and lime. He
also discovered that the very filthiest sewage, the

dunghill drainage, and even the urine of the stable,

became not only deodorized, but absolutely tasteless

when it had passed through the ])ounded clay.

Nay, more : he found that mere mixture produced

the same effect, and that the clay seemed rather t

lose the effect of detaining the manure by incinera-

tion, and that sand did not possess the property in

any appreciable degree.

But what was the cause ? Was it chemical, or

mechanical, or both ? Professor Way instituted a

series of very ingenious and satisfactory experi-

ments to decide the question, and seems to have

settled the difficult, abstruse point almost to de-

monstiation. His first attempt was to determine

if this absorbing or detaining power was due to

the little known but most potent class of silicates.

He first tried the silicate of lime as the most likely

to be present in soils of this class, but found that

substance incapable of detaining the ammonia.

He then imagined that the compound silicates

might have this wonderful power, derived from the

remains of granitic rocks which were present in

most of the clays, and fragments of which, especi-

ally of the feldspar, exist undecomposed in such

soils. These he finely pounded, and digested with

a solution of sal ammoniac; but they formed in

them no power whatever to absorb the ammonia.

He next conceived that artificially-formed double
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silicates might have an absorbing power, while

naturally-fonneil ones had not, on the principle

of all recently-formed combinations being more or

less fickle, especially when in a highly divided

state ; and hence he comi)ounded a double silicate,

of silicate of allumina and silicate of soda, and a

substance resembling natural albite was obtained.

We will not follow his process of manipulation and

combination ; it may suffice to say that this com-

l)ination, when digested with ammonia and washed,

contained a considerable quantity of that substance.

The composition of the substance he gives as

under :

—

Silica 52"4 1 parts.

Alumina 29'08 „

Soda 17'91 „

This he describes as a substance very slightly

soluble in water, not more than three and one-third

grains being dissolved in a gallon of water.

But more: he found a similar double silicate of

lime, where tlie latter substance nearly occupied

tlie place of the soda. Similar experiments were

made to form double silicates, with ammonia, with

notash, and w ith magnesia, and which were found

replace each other without any apparent injury

the effects of the material.

Nay, more : he found that with silicate of alumina

and any one of the bases we have before men-
tioned, the base will be dislodged by any of the

other salts in the list, only in the following order :

Soda,

Potash,

Lime,

iMagnesia,

Ammonia.

Thus, he says, nitrate of ]5otash will turn out

soda from its silicate, and a potash silicate will be
formed, whilst ammonia will replace any of the

other bases.

Hence we find it to be wisely ordered that the

very substance so very volatile, and so very neces-

sary and valuable, is just the one which will replace

any of the other materials which seem to occujiy a

slighter jdace in their usefulness as manures.

The Professor goes on to say that it is possible

some day to manufacture this readj'-made manuie-
holder at a reasonable cost, and so to give us far

greater power over the fertility of soils. With his

practical deductions as to growing wheat for a

great number of years in succession by the appli-

ances of the chemist—with these we must say we
have less sympathy.

THE AGRICULTURE OF THE BIBLE

THE IMPLEMENTS OF TILLAGE.

(Continued.)

An opinion is often expressed that the first im-

plement of tillage was simply a strong limb of a

tree with a projecting branch. This is mere con-

jecture, and seems opposed to evidence. Adam
was the first cultivator of the soil ; he was " put

into the Garden of Eden, to dress it and to keep it
;"

and he had higher skill and nobler work than any

other gardener who ever broke ground. But he

did not cultivate by spell or miracle; he did not

achieve results without the use of corresponding

means; and, since he performed nice tillage, he

must also have possessed nice tools. If he did

not obtain these in some intuitive or supernatural

way, he must have speedily invented them. He
wasnotsetto make bricks without mortar—toprune

trees withoutapruning-knife — todo angel-like work

with savage-like implf-ments. The infinitely gra-

cious Being who " planted" the garden for him,

and appointed him to dress it, doubtless furnished

him, directly or indirectly, with all suitable appli-

ances.

Adam dressed the garden, and Cain tilled the

ground. The Hebrew word in both cases is the

same, and has the sense of labouring or serving.

Adam served the garden, and Cain served '1 e field.

Both laboriously tilled the soil; the former not

with pain indeed, but nevertheless with energy.

They did not merely scratch the surface, or stir

what was loose and friable ; but they worked the

land to a due depth, and reduced it to powder.

They performed all the service, hard and searching,

which was requisite to maintain fertility. May
they not be presumed, therefore, to have had the

same or similar implements ? Adam, in becoming

a sinner, did not forfeit his physical knowledge ;

and though, when driven from Eden, he may have

left all his tools behind him, he yet carried with

him ability to fabricate others of similar form, and

probably out of similar material. He could scarcely

fail to fashion all his agriculture in the field after

the model of his horticulture in the garden. The
very stubbornness of ihe soil in resisting him, and

the sweat, and fatigue, and exhaustion which now
accompanied his labours upon it, would rouse him

to recollect well, and to imitate closely, the imple-

ments of his Edenic tillage, And whatever good
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things were made for himself, were made also for

his children, and would be preserved or imitated

throughout many centuries.

But working in metals seems essential to the

constructing of any good tillage implement ; and

this is commonly supposed to have been unknown

till the time of Tubalcain, who belonged to the

seventh generation after Adam. He is called, in

the authorised version of the Bible, " an instructor

of every artificer in brass and iron." But these

works, even as they stand, do not say that he was the

only instructor in the workirig of metals — still less

that he was the inventor of the working of metals;

and, if closely translated from the Hebrew original,

they will read, "he was a fabricator of every cut-

ting instrument of brass and iron;" and, if inter-

preted according to the light thrown upon them by

some other passages, they may mean that he was

the fabricator of every peculiarly sharp kind, or

every very nice kind, of ploughing implement. In

any case, the previous use of the metals seems

distinctly imphed. Tubalcain was not an inventor,

but an improver. What he did was not to intro-

dixce metallic powers to the services of husbandry,

l)ut to give them finer forms and a keener edge.

Assume tillage implements at the time of the

flood, and down to the time of the dispersion, to

have been in a state of pretty high perfection, and

they must soon after have become widely diversi-

fied in adaptation to diflferent soils and cUmates.

Some of the dispersed tribe.-: settled on low, hot,

thirsty plains, which derived all their fertility from

the floodings of turbid river-water ; and they must

have been forced to make their implements light

and toj'ish— fit only for covering seeds and pro-

moting after-culture, and expressly suited to avoid

disturbance of the ground, or to make that dis-

turbance a minimum. Others settled on high, hot,

wettish uplands, which derived their fertility partly

from rains, and partly from artificial deposits ; and

they must have been forced to possess more imple-

ments than the former, and to make them heavier,

and to adapt them to a decided working and pow-

dering of the soil. Others settled on cold, stiff

lands, situated far from the tropics, drenched with

excessive moisture, and owing their main fertility

to thorough culture and abundant artificial deposits;

and they must have been forced to have a still

greater number of implements, to make them pro-

portionably heavy, and to adapt them to deep til-

lage and laborious georgy. Others settled on ter-

ritories of still diflferent character, and others in

many kinds of land of intermediite character; and

all these, in the degree in which they preserved and

applied the primeval skill of the Noahic patriarchs,

must have modelled the implements into new varie-

ties. To take a right view of a known ancient

agricultural implement, therefore, we must treat it,

not as a specimen of all the implements of the

period, but only as the implement of the particular

country to which it belonged ; we must look, not

at its adaptations to the tillage of all lands, or of

any lands, but only at its adaptation to the tillage

of the one land on which it was employed.

The earliest agricultural implements certainly

known to us is the sarcle of the Egyptians. This

was like a very light pickaxe, somewhat in the

form of the letter A, with the one limb longer than

the other. It was worked by hand, in the easy

manner of a draw-hoe, and usually made very

small ruts and stirrings, far more resembling

scratches than furrows. It no doubt comprised

several varieties, which differed somewhat widely

in weight and work ; but in all of them it was

exceedmgly simple, almost like a plaything, and

suited to make scarcely larger ruts than a common
walking-stick. Some moderns have ignorantly

denounced it as a barbarous toy ; and others have

absurdly cried it up as the germ of the modern

])lough. It was really not a tillage implement at

all, for the use of breaking up the ground, or pul-

verising it, or otherwise making it ready for the

reception of the seed ; but was an implement only

and expressly for effecting the peculiar culture of

the valley of the Nile. The soil on which it oper-

ated was a fresh deposit of river silt—clean, pow-

dery, porous, uniform—reeking beneath the hot

rays of an unclouded sun—skinning or cracking

over an open or thirsty subsoil—all ready in tex-

ture and fertilisement for receiving seeds and

nourishing plantlets—and capable of no other aid

from man than a few slight scratches to cover the

seeds, and to let in free supplies of air. Tillage, in

every ordinary sense of the word, was there im-

practicable. Any attempt at it would have done

much injury, and could not possibly do any good.

The mere silt itself, just in the state in which it

was left by the river, possessed all requisite pow-

deriness and fertilisement, and was in the fittest

possible condition for the germination of seeds and

the growth of crops. The very sarcle woidd have

hurt it by a too deep rutting, and could scarcely

be too light in its own structure, or too lightly ap-

plied, in order to do its proper work with the

largest amount of benefit. If all the other kinds

of agricultural imjilements throughout the ancient

world were as suited to their respective countries

as the sarcle was to Egypt, they must have been

truly edmirable.

The chief tillage implement of the Israelites was

a plough. But this was very much lighter than

almost any plough now used in Britain, and at the

same time very much heavier than the Egyptian

sarcle, Its work was to break up and stir clean,
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light, open land, and to cross-plough it, and cover

seed. Fertility was derived partly from natural

disintegration, partly from artificial deposits, partly

from rain, and partly from artificial irrigation.

The soil was thin and pulverulent, and was natu-

rally cleaned of weeds by the parching heats of

the dry season. The subsoil was open, and too

greedily drank up all the water which ever reached

it. Nothing, or very little was needed for cleaning

the ground, for making it porous, or for pulver-

ising and mixing it. The chief requisites were the

opening of the soil to the weather, the turning in

of manure, the covering of seed-corn, and the pre-

vention, rather than the promotion, of all escape

of moisture. The utmost care was necessary not

to occasion either a rapid or a deep evaporation,

and not to create a too great thirst for the waters

which were afterwards supplied by artificial irriga-

tion. The plough, therefore, was small and sharp ;

it worked lightly and shallowly ; and it was drawn

by asses or by bullocks, yet could readily be car-

ried by a man from field to field.

All light lands situated in warm climes, and re-

quiring the aid of irrigation, even so far north as

Lombardy, are in essentially the same case as the

lands of the ancient Israelites. They afford very

trifling lodgment to weeds, and owe their fertilisa-

tion mainly to substances conveyed in rain and in

irrigation-waters, and have comparatively easy

work to do in the digesting of nourishment for the

crops, and require but slight stirrings, either to

keep them well open, or to make them equable and

uniform. They maintain of themselves, with

scarcely any help from the plough, all the proper

conditions of porosity; they spontaneously imbibe,

through all their parts and down to the subsoil,

the hqnid fertilisings periodically conveyed to them;

and they undergo, from year to year, no further dis-

turbances by the action of crops than can be readi-

ly put to rights by very easy tillage. To under-

stand the Israelitish plough, therefore— either in the

beauty of its adaptation to the soils of Canaan, or

in the beauty of the Bible's allusions to it for the

illustration of certain great moral lessons—we

must look, not at the depth or weight, but at the

sharpness and efficiency of its action.

It consisted of parts which British farmers

might call stilt, beam, coulter, and bridle. But

the stilt was single ; the beam was small and light;

the coulter performed the office of both coulter

and share, and seems also to have assisted the end

of the beam in slightly doing the office of a mould-

board; and the bridle was butlimitedly an integral

part of the plough, and comprised all the separate

or connected apparatus for yoking the team. The

characteristic part was the coulter. This, in the

authorised version of the Scriptures, is called the

ploughshare. It was made of a kind of steel, and

did not diflfer much in hardness and temper from

the finest cutting instruments. Hence the beauti-

ful prophecy :
" They shall beat their swords into

ploughshares,and their spears into pruning-hooks."

Steel was invented prior to the age of record ; or

perhaps it was the invention of Tubalcain ; and it

was used by the Israelites, both in a softer variety

for forming their edge-tools, and in a harder variety

for keeping them sharp. Hence, in the days of

Samuel and Saul, when the Philistines had got the

upper hand in Canaan, and had drawn all the

workers in metal into their own territory, " all the

Israelites went down to the Philistines to sharpen

every man his share, and his coulter, and his axe,

and his mattock ; yet they had a file for the mat-

tocks, and for the coulters, and for the forks, and

for the axes, and to sharpen the goads." What
these several implements, or parts of implements,

were, cannot be very precisely defined ; but at

least two of them belonged to the plough, and

probably were different varieties of the coulter,

adapted in edge, form, and depth, to widely dif-

ferent kinds of soil, or to different stages of til-

lage. These two are designated in the Hebrew by

words of the utmost possible kin to each other,

and both of the same radix as the word which

ought to be translated " cutting instrument," but

which the authorised version unfortunately trans-

lates " artificer," in the passage about Tubal-

cain.

The modern mould-board plough, in almost all

its varieties, while differing widely from the ancient

Israelitish plough in structure, differed still more

widely from it in action. It cuts land into furrow-

slices, so as not properly to stir, or pulverise, or

work it, but to dispose it in a series of thin paral-

lel disseverments. It upheaves each furrow-slice

by pressure, in the manner of a lever uj) on a ful-

crum, so as to consolidate the subsoil, or to form

over it a kind of floor, technically called a " pan."

It effects the perpendicular cut in the driving man-

ner of a wedge, so as to compress each furrow-

slice, or at least the most resisting portions of it,

into firmness and cloddiness. And it deposits the

furrow-slices, not invertedly, but about three- fourths

over, shoulder to shoulder, like the solid loads

from a wheelbarrow, so as to convert the land into

an alternation of packed tubes and open Hues.

Hence arises a necessity for mighty contrivances

and labours—draining, trenching, subsoil-plough-

ing, grubbing, harrowing, rolling, and clod-crush-

ing—to make the subsoil porous, and the surface-

soil powdery. But the plough of the ancient

Israelites neither squeezed, nor wedged, nor com-

pressed. It produced all its simple, direct, good

efl'ects, without any accompaniment of bad ones.
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Its coulter went through the land almost as liglitlj'

as a grubber-tine, or a harrow-tooth, or a pointed

walking-stick. It helped to break clods, but never

helped to make any ; it cut the ground when cut-

ting was necessary ; it stirred and mixed, and did

nothing more, when nothing more was needed ;

and, in general, it left the soil once and for all in

a state of either comparative or complete readiness

for the seed. In the case of a cloddy field, indeed,

an additional implement of mongrel character be-

tween harrow and roller was probably used ; but,

in the case of all ordinary friable fields, the plough

alone seems to have been enough. No such array

of pulverising implements was either known or

needed as crowds the yards of our agricultural

shows—no scarifiers, or cultivators, or Norwegian

harrows, or flexible harrows, or grooved rollers,

or subpulverisers, or trenching tools, or any imple-

ments in the least allied to them ; and the absence

of these has often been ignoiantly regarded as evi-

dence of the rude condition of the husbandry of

the Israelites ; but it really proves, if it ])rove

anything, that their plough, as compared with ours,

and as adjusted to the conditions of the particular

kind of tillage it had to perform, was an eminently

excellent tool.

THE WORK OF TILLAGE.

The Israelites, and the Hebrews before them,

knew well the value of pulverisation. They were

not such dolts as to think that large croj)s would

be produced by clods. Tliey therefore levelled their

fields, or made them smooth or powdery, but they

did not therefore harrow or roll them. Three texts

of Scripture indicate their pulverising usages ; and

one of these, in our version, s]ieaks of harrowing,

and the other two of breaking clods ; but all, in

the original, have a word which signifies simply to

make plain or smooth. " Canst thou bind the

unicorn with his band in the furrow ? or will he

harrow the valleys after thee ?" " Doth the

ploughman plough all day to sow, doth he open

and break the clods of his ground ?" " I will make
Ephraim to ride : Judali shall plough, and Jacob

shall break his clods." To " harrow the valleys"

was simjily to smoothen the alluvial fields ; and
" to open and break the clods of his ground," was

simply to level and smoothen his land. The last

of the tlu-ee passages may imply, that the smooth-

ening process was distinct from the ploughing one

;

and the other two may imply that they were the

same. The fact of the smoothening is certain

;

but the means by which it was done, whether the

plough alone, or some additional implement, is left

doubtful. A " harrow of iron" is elsewhere twice

mentioned in the Englisli authorised version of

!?cripture; but the thing so designated was the

thrashing-sledge, or " sharp thrashing instrument,

having teeth," used only for beating out the corn

on the thrashing floor, and utterly incapable of

any kind of tillage-service in the field. Some
writers think that the Israelites used a harrow,

formed of a thick clump of wood, with spikes, and

held into the soil by a man sitting upon it ; and

they possibly may be somewhat right in their con-

jecture
; yet they have no better evidence for it,

than that something similar is at present used by

some of the people of the East. The plough

clearly was the grand implement of tillage, often

the only one, and was worked, from the earliest

times, with high skill and adroitery. Job and the

other patriarchs, as well as the kings and the pro-

phets, were acquainted with it for traction by bul-

locks, and for smoothening the land. It was

worked " all day," not only to break up the soil,

but to prepare it for the seed. It was handled with

such nicety of cut and regularity of furrowing,

as not only to stir the land, and turn in the ma-

nure, but to make the surface uniform and finely

grained.

The Israelites were brilliantly distinguished from

all the great commercial tribes of antiquity as a

nation of agriculturists ; and they are no less re-

markably distinguished from all the great farming

communities of modern times as a nation of plough-

men. Allusion is often made, in British literature,

to the plough, as a metonymic name for all tillage,

or for all agriculture ; but the same allusion in the

inspired writings has immensely greater force.

Among Britons, ploughing is only one of many
processes of preparing land for seed ; but among
the Israelites it was the main part of that prej)ara-

tion— the whole of the working of the soil, every-

thing which they did or could do, except manuring

and sowing, to obtain from Heaven the blessing

of a corn harvest. To " ])lough iniquity," there-

fore, is to make iniquity the business of a man's

life. To " plough in hojie," is to use every means,

obey every command, observe every ordinance,

requisite or conducive to hope's fulfilment. And
to " put one's hand to the plough," in the matter

of religion, is to devote to it heart and soul— to

adopt its faith and its duties as the grand end of

all existence.

The furrows made by the Israelitish plough were

ruts, similar to those made by the Egyptian sarcle,

but larger; and they appeared on the land like the

close parallel lines of laid paper, or like the close

parallel grooves of ribbed cloths. Any imagina-

tion might picture them as stri|'es inflicted on the

soil. Hence the church's complaint of the con-

duct of her persecutors—" The ploughers ploughed

upon my back ; they made long their furrows."

The "ridges," loo, or the things so miscalled in
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the authorised version of the Scriptures, were

j^rooves, made in precisely the same way as the

furrows, but with a different breadth or different

action of the coulter ; and they ought to be called

ducts, or incisions. The design of our ridges is to

throw off excess of rain water, and the design of

0/0- furrows is to carry the water readily away— the

former acting like umbrellas, and the latter like

drains ; but the design of both the ducts and the

furrows of the Israelites was to retain ter,

whether coming upon it naturally in the way of

rain, or artificially in the way of irrigation, and to

assist the equal distribution of it through every

l)art of a field. Drought and watering had nearly

the same relations to vegetable growth in the 0])en

grounds of Palestine, as in the glazed hothouses

of Britain. To neglect making artificial irrigations,

or to omit a due provision ol ducts and grooves

for effusing these overall the soil, and for catching

and economising all the direct fall of rain-water,

was a sure cause of sterility or of meagre crops.

Hence the force and beauty with which the allu-

sions of Scripture link together tlie ideas of fur-

rows, water, and fertility. " If any land cry out

against me," said Job, " or that the furrows like-

wise thereof complain, let thistles grow instead of

wheat, and cockle instead of barley." " Behold,"

said Ezekiel, " this vine did bend her roots toward

him, and shot forth her branches toward him, that

he might water it by the furrows of her jilantation.

It v.as planted in a good soil by great waters, that

it might bring forth branches, and that it might

bear fruit, that it might be a goodly vine." And
said David, in his hymn of gratitude for the bene-

ficence of God in the weather and the seasons,

"Thou visitest the earth, and waterest it; thou

gieatly enrichest it with the river of God, which

is full of water; thou preparest them corn, when
thou hast so provided for it ; thou waterest the

ducts 'thereof abundantly; thou settlest the fur-

rows thereof ; thou makcst it soft with showers;

thou blessest the springing thereof ; thou

crowncst the year with thy goodness, and thy paths

drop fatness."

The management of the plough— of any kind of

\)lough—is now, and always was, a task of great

nicety and difhculty. It cannot be taught by

verbal instruction ; it cannot be learned without

great rellection, and practice, and perseverance. It

often fails to become good, or tolerable, after many
years of constant trial ; and it needs to be learned

over again^ or ver}- materially modified, when even

the expertest proficient in it puts his hand to a

different kind of plough from the one to which he

has been accustomed. Bad ploughing, even with

the prime ploughs of Britain, is very common,
very various, and exceedingly mischievous, some-

times causing a serious deficiency in the crop, and

occasionally damaging the land for years. The
simpler the ])lough is, the higher is the skill re-

quisite for working it, and the greater may l>e the

amount of evil from mismanaging it. Hence was

good ploughing among the Israelites a very ticklish

and dexterous affair. The ploughman needed to

exercise many of the same attentions which are

requisite in Britain. He required, also, to conduct

his operations with sj)ecial reference to the equal

distribution of the rain and irrigation waters ; and

he was all the more bound to make regular depths,

and breadths, and parallels in the furrow, that his

work was final, and could not, like that of a British

ploughman, be modified or amended by subsequent

operations. He required, in particular, to i)lough

strictly in line, to keep firm hold of the handle, to

lean forward to the beam, and to look keenly and

constantly on the coulter, in order that every part

of every furrow might be straight and rmiform.

Whoever did otherwise was no fit ploughman in

the land of Israel, and might, by his slovenliness

or his errors, do tenfold more mischief than all his

labour was worth. How beautiful, then, was our

Lord's allusion, and how forcibly must it have

struck the mind of every Jew— " No man, having

j)ut his hand to the plough, and looking back, is

fit for the kingdom of God !" The tilling of the

ground was the type of all the routine duty of re-

ligion : the " peculiar people," the nation of agri-

culturists, whose code of agrarian law came to them

from the Most High, were the type of the Christian

Church ; and " the promised land," which they

held by direct tenure from Heaven, and which was

maintained in equal distribution among all their

families by a jubilee institution, was a type of the

Christian dispensation, or reign of the gospel, or

" kingdom of God." And, as no man was a pro-

fitable or proper member of the Hebrew common-
wealth who did not take earnestly to the plough,

and work it dexterously, so no man is a worthy or

true subject of the Christian economy, who does

not go into its duties with all his heart, and make
them the earnest aim and end of his existence.

Ploughing out of line— a thing which was certain

to be done when any man " put his hand to the

plough, and looked back"—was in such bad re-

pute, even among the Romans, that the Latin ex-

pression for it (delirarc) came eventually to signify to

dote, or rave, and, in fact, is the etymon of our own
word delirious.

The Roman ploughs, in the time of Christ, had

accjuired much variety, and become well adapted

to the peculiarities of Italian tillage, and were pro-

bably not unknown to the Jews. Cato mentions

two—the Romanicum, proper for stiff soil, and the

Campanicum, proper for light soil. Varro de-
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scribes one, with seemingly two moukl-boaids,

which was used for turning in seed. Pliny speaks

of adjusting or modifying one plough-frame to

different uses, Palladius mentions a simple plough

and an eared one, and says that the latter was em-

l)loyed on low flat land for laying up sown corn on

a higher furrow, in order that it might not be in-

jured by stagnant water in winter. " It is i)roba-

ble," said the Rev. Adam Dickson, in his work on

the " Husbandry of the Ancients," in 17S8, " that

I shall be considered as very partial to the ancients,

if I do not allow that the moderns excel them in

the construction of their j^loughs. We are not,

indeed, so well acquainted with the construction of

the ancient ploughs as to make a just comparison.

I shall only observe that, from the few passages in

the rustic author's concerning them, it appears that

the ancients had all the different kinds of ploughs

that we have at present in Europe, though perhaps

not so exactly constructed. They had ploughs

without mould-boards, and ploughs with mould-

boards ; they had ploughs without coulters, and

ploughs with coulters ; they had ploughs without

wheels, and ploughs with wheels ; they had broad-

pointed shares, and narrow-pointed shares ; they

even had, what I ha\'e not as yet met with amongst

the moderns, shares not only with sharp sides and

points, but also with high raised cutting tops.

Were we well acquainted with the constructions of

all these, perhaps it would be found that the im-

provements made by the moderns in this article

are not so great as many persons are apt to ima-

gine."

These *' ancient" ploughs were ancient only in

comparison with our times, and were modern in

comparison with the times of the early Israelites.

All were Roman ; and they contrast as strongly to

the simple ploughs of the Israelites as the entire

circle of the Roman agriculture contrasts to the en-

tire circle of the Israelitish agriculture. Yet the kind

and conditions of the tillage by them, as well as the

kind and conditions of that done by the Israehtish

ploughs, are possibly essential to a full illustration

of some of the agricultural allusions of the New
Testament. They were fitted for stubborn work,

and went through it sternly, and yet sometimes

failed to maintain fertility, and had to be aided, or

superseded, after a very few years, by the process

of burning. Hence, perhaps, the statement, " The
earth which beareth thorns and briers is rejected,

and is nigh unto cursing, whose end is to be

burned." The Roman ploughs too, though so

various in character and complex in structure,

owed no mean degree of their power to the selec-

tion and preparation of the materials out of which

they were made. Virgil's well-known recipe for

manufacturing them illustrates the niceties of their

fabrication, and suggests how very much skill and

artificership were ])robab]y employed in making the

very simplest of the ancient ploughs :

—

Form'd for the crooked plough, by force subdued.

Bend the tough elm, yet green amid the wood ;

Beyond eight feet in length the beam extend.

With double back the pointed s^hare defend.

Double the eai'th-boards that the glebe divide,

And cast the furrow'd ridge on either side

;

But light the polish'd yoke of linden bough.
And light the beechen staff that turns the plough ;

These long suspend where smoke their strength

explores.

And seasons into use, and binds their pores."

Any account of the intrinsic qualities or domes-

ticated habits of the animals of the farm, does

not properly belong to a notice of the work of til-

lage. Yet we must remark on the fact that the

only beasts of draught used by the Israelites were

bullocks and ses. This startles many Britons,

and appears to some of them ludicrous, and to

others contemptible. But, even at the present

hour, and amid the entirely altered circumstances

of European agriculture, horses are not everywhere

the best draught animals. Many a consideration,

in many a place, makes oxen preferable— such as

their cheapness, their permanency of price, their

comparative freedom from disease, their available-

ness for the shambles, the perfectness of their

adaptation to rural life, their freedom from every

association of pomp and war, the simplicity of their

harness, the graminivorousness of their appetite, and

the abundance of pasturage or forage ; and these

considerations, together with some ideas of typical

accordance with the prefigurative ordinances of the

Mosaic religion, gave most decisive verdict in fa-

vour of the Israelitish bullocks. Some of the same

reasons, or similar ones, were scarcely less in favour

of the asses. Both the bullocks, and the asses

too, particularly the latter, were of far finer kinds

than ours—less affected by the climate, more do-

cile in disposition, and far better suited to the yoke.

But there were then no heavy draught-horses hke

ours : and such horses as could be had resembled

the modern Arabs and barbs, and snorted and

pawed for war. The same benignity and wisdom

which pervaded all the beautiful peculiar system of

the Hebrew commonwealth, and adapted every law

and observance to the peaceful, rural, religious

circumstances of the people, is clearly ajjparent in

the farm-field use of the bullock and the ass, and

in the rigid prohibition of the horse.

The bullock and the ass were of such different

size, and power, and disposition, that they could

not profitably pull together in one team ; and the

divine law looked so closely to the interests of every

man who might be inadvertent to this as to say,
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" Thou shalt not plough with a IjiiUock and an ass

together." Bullocks were subject to impulses of

fury, and asses to fits of stubbornnoss, though in

a much less degree than with us, and they greatly

complicated the ploughman's labours by their occa-

sional unsteadiness. But any very turbulent bul-

lock was made easily manageable by means of a

hook of iron in his nostril, or a ling of rope on

his lip, with an attached cord to check or jerk it,

and to make it i)lay on his respiration. Hence the

metajjhor in the divine denunciation against Sen-

nacherib, '• Because they rage against me, and thy

tumult is come up unto mine ears ; therefore I will

put my hook in thy nose, and my bridle in thy lips,

and I will turn thee back by the way by which thou

earnest." A long stafi" or pole, too, was carried

by the ploughman, or suspended on the plough, for

goading the cattle, and this terminated in a sharp

iron spike, and was capable of being used in war

as a spear. Hence do we read that " Shamgar, the

sou of Anath, slew of the Philistines aix hundred

men with an ox-goad, and also delivered Israel."

POTATO DISEASE
The Legislature of Massachusetts^ in the year

1S51, oflered a prize of 10,000 d. to any one who

should satisfy the Governor and Council that, by a

test of at least five successive years, he had disco-

vered a sure remedy for the potato rot. Several

communications have been received on the subject,

which are pubUshed by the authority of the legis-

lature, of which we publish the following summary

by the Hon. Amasa Walker, Secretary of State :

—

Although these communications may not furnish

any perfect cure or preventive of the potato disease,

yet they agree in so many important points, and
offer so many valuable hints, relating to the nature,

cultivation, preservation, and improvement of the

potato, that they cannot fail to be of great public

utility. The similarity of views expressed by the

most intelligenced writers, relating to the nature,

cultivation, disease, and cure of the potato, is truly

remarkable, and we think auspicious. Among the

])rincipal points, relating to which there is a gene-

ral concurrence, are the following :

—

Soundness and Vitality of the Seed.—Renewing
the seed from the ball of healtliy vigorous plants

every few years, even resorting to the native place

in South America, and taking the seed from the

wild potato, is considered important. When pota-

toes are to be raised from the tuber, sound, healthy,

whole potatoes are i-ecommended for planting. Cut-

ting potatoes is decidedly condemned. Anything
which impairs the vitality of the seed increases the

liability to disease.

Quality or kind of Soil—A dry, light, loose,

warm soil is considered necessary to the soundness
and health of the vegetable, as well as to its rich-

ness and flavour, the latter depending Cjuite as

much on tlie quality of soil as on the variety of

seed. A wet, heavy, compact soil, directly pro-

motes the disorder. Far up on the side of a moun-
tain or hill is a favourable location for the growth
of the potato ; and new land contains more of the

qualities requisite for its nourishment and health

than old or worn out soils.

Influence of Atmosphere.—Potatoes should be as

little exposed to the air as conveniently may be.

Their natural place is under ground. By too much
exposure they become poisoned, and turn green.

Some recommend depositing them for the wnter

in holes under ground in a dry soil ; or if kept in

a cellar, to preserve them dry, in small quantities,

in sand ; and to keep them cool. Keeping large

quantities in a body in the cellar is by some sup-

posed to promote heat and putrefaction. Planting

in the fall is recommended by some, as potatoes

left in the field over winter are observed to come

forward earlier in the spring, to grow more vigor-

ously, to get ripe earlier and before the blighting

rains of August, and to be more sound, fair, and

healthy.

Manures.—All antijiutrescents, such as lime,

wood-ashes, pulverized charcoal, plaster, salt, ni-

trogen, &c., are believed to contribute directly to

the health of the potato, as well as to add to its

richness and flavour ; and, of course, to prevent

putrefaction and disease Of other manures, well

rotted compost is preferred. Stable manure is too

strong and heating, and produces ill-flavoured, un-

healthy potatoes, and is decidedly condemned.

Disease, Contarjion, Old Acje, and Death.—
These are common to vegetables as well as to

animals. All are liable to disease, some more,

some less, according to circumstances, predisposing

causes, and preventive means. Some vegetable

diseases are believed to be contagious. The pre-

sent disease is thought by many to be of that class.

One field of potatoes is liable to take the disorder

from another field. Potatoes are predisposed to

disease by bad cultivation, old age, bad soil, bad

manures, sudden changes of weather, warm
rains, &c.

Ravages ofInsects, Fungi, Syc.—The best writers

consider the ravages of insects as at most but a

predisposing cause, rendering the potato more

liable to disease by enfeebling the plant. By many
writers insects are considered as remotely affecting

j

the potato ; by others, as having no effect at all.

' The fungus on ])otatoes is not the cause of the rot.

j

It finds the potato, previously diseased, a fit sub-

j

ject for its operation.

j

The general conclusions to which the facts pre-

! sented in these various communications seem to

! lead us, are

—

i
1 . That the disease has a striking resemblance to

the cholera, and probal)ly exists in the atmosphere.

2. That it is doubtful whether any specific cure

has been, or ever will be, discovered ; but
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3. As in cholera, certain j)revenlives are well

ascertained, by the application of which the liabilities

to disease maybe greatly lessened.

4. That by obtaining the soundest seed, by
planting in the most favourable soils, and by using
the most suitable manures, we may have a good
degree of confidence in the successful cultivation of

this useful vegetable.

5. That we may expect that, like the cholera, the

potato rot will become less and less formidable

from year to jear, and eventually subside into a

mild and manageable ejjidemic, if that term may
be used in such a connexion.

The several points on which tliere is an unanimity

of opinion are worthy the especial attention of far-

mers. By a careful selection of seed, and locality,

and particular reference to the kind of manure used,

very much of this disease may be avoided. If facts

like the above, well substantiated by experiments

in all sections of the country, could be presented to

the entire mass of farmers, and they would govern

their modes of culture by rules so established, we
cannot well estimate the increase which would re-

sult in a single year in a crop so extensively culti-

vated as the potato.

THE CHEMICAL CONSTITUENTS OF WOOL.-INJURIOUS EFFECTS OF THE LATE
INCESSANT RAINS ON THE HEALTH OF SHEEP.

Wool is one of the best paying articles of the

jjresent day which the farmer has to dispose of,

and it is more than probable that this may be the

case for some years to come, as it cannot be in-

creased but by a slow and gradual ]irocess ; and

the mere time which is necessary to do this may
be considerable ; for there are checks, whenever

life is concerned, which always jirevent illimitable

extension of individual species. Under these cir-

cumstances, it cannot be unimportant for us to

reflect a little u])on the natural character of the

material suljmitted for consideration.

Wool chemically consists of 98 parts of organic

matter, including suljjhur, which is chiefly driven

ofl'by burning, and 2 per cent, of ash. The organic

part is composed of the following elements :

—

Carbon 50.65
Hydrogen 7.03
Nitrogen 17.71
Sulphur combined with oxygen .... 24.61

100

Van Laer made the ash to contain

:

Soluble chlorides and sulphates 0.51
Oxide of iron 0.39
I'hospliute and suljiliatc of lime, jdios-

phatc of magnesia, and silica 0.20

1.1

Now, though there is .some difierence between

this and the average per-centage of ash found in

the generality of wools, yet it is abundantly sig-

nificant of the fact that a vast quantitij of sulphur

is necessarrj to the formation ofvwol—the sulphur,

first of all, which unites with the oxygen in the

organic portion ; that which unites with the lime,

and other alkalies of the ash, making the whole a

considerable amount— not less, perhaps, than

six per cent., if not a greater proportion. Hair,

which nearly resembles wool in its chemical com-

position, contains five per cent, besides the sulphate

of the ash. Hence, assuming an acre of land to

carry ten sheep the year round, including turnips,

and these to produce 80 lbs. of wool, they will an-

nually withdraw from the soil 4.8 per cent, of sul-

j)hur. Bui, taking the whole at five per cent, only

of the fleece, at least five millions of pounds of

sulphur are taken from the soil of Great Britain.

These united with oxygen in the shape of sulphuric

acid, v/il! be equal to S,300,000lbs. of that material.

So much for the chemical constituents of wool,

showing that it absorbs nitrogen and sulphur from

the soil, as well as phosphorus ; and therefore

those who expect to obtain a projjcr quantity of

wool from their soil— in other words, must give that

animal the power to secrete this from the food on

which it feeds— should take care to supply it. Let

this be deficient, and an immediate deterioration in

quantity or quality of the wool or hair will take

place, llie same precisely haj)pens when the lambs

absorb the vivifying material in the shape of the

milk they extract. And, indeed, all ewes which

have nourished lambs are more or less deficient.

The wool is nature's covering of the skin. The
hair of the hot climate, of which the sheep was most

probably an early denizen, is by colder climate, con-

verted into a substance softer, more curly, and better

suited to resist the cold, being a slow conductor of

heat. Mandeprives the sheep of this coveringat a sea-

son when the animal can well spare it, and converts it

into clothing for himself ; while the sheep in

summer, by the growth of its wool, has provided

for it another coat against the chills of the succeed-

ing winter. The wool, like the hair of a human
being, is not at all unlike a plant. Grown in a re-

ceptacle for it, to which nourishment is conveyed

by a great number of vessels, and so supplied with

the means of support. In its progess from its

roots to the surface it passes through that which is

abundant in all healthy animals, especially al)out

the breast and shoulders, but really covering the

entire animal in the finest wool-producing breeds :
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this is an alkaline material, composed of the car-

bonates of potash principallj', and mixed with a

little animal oil. Hence it is a real soap ; and this

is one of the elements of sheep-washing—assisting

any stream of soft water to cleanse the dirtiest

fleece, if it only be not stained, which even soap

will sometimes not remove.

The use of this, either in the animal economy or

in the formation of the wool, is not yet decidedly

understood, but probably it is one of the means

by which it is lubricated, kept from matting or felt-

ing, and preserved in a soft and pliable as well as

fine condition. AVe see this somewhat exemplified

in the fact of those sheep which have the largest

amount of yolk— the Merinos—having the finest

wool; and also those animals which have suffered

from fever, or other similar diseases, and where the

yolk is thus dried vip, the fleece will become a

perfect felt, called cotting.

Furthermore, the soils on which sheep feed,

should have plenty of alkaline materials. How far

the specific potash may be necessary we will not pre-

tend to say. The animals may in their economy

have the power of substituting one alkah for an-

other, as we are persuaded plants have, between

some alkalies—hme, for instance, and magnesia,

and probably potash and soda. But more extensive

analyses of wool ought to be made ; and we would

suggest it to be a very proper subject to investigate

by the Royal Agricultural Society of England and

the [Highland and Agricultural Society of Scot-

land, by their chemists, Professors Way and

Anderson.

The flockmaster should always consider the ob-

ject of his operations. He has to produce both

wool and mutton. Wool alone will not pay, and

possibly mutton-producing will not. The re-

muneration is to be sought between the efForts of

the two put together. But the breeder must be-

ware lest either be altogether sacrificed to the other.

Wool has certainly given way to mutton in general

estimation and practice ; and the time is probably

come when a little reverse of this ought to take

place. Whenever, if it should arise, that the luxu-

rious habits of the people of this country will make
fine wool pay, irrespective of mutton, the Merinos

will become the breed in general cultivation.

The incessant rains which have fallen during the

last six weeks have had a serious effect upon sheep

fed on turnips, and we hardly remember a season

when the skill of the farmer has been more required

to keep them in health, not to say in a fattening

condition.

The sheep is an animal which cannot bear ex-

posure to wet. To know this, it is only necessary

to see the caution and care with which they select a

clean place when walking, and how it requires ab-

solute force to induce them to step into wet or into

dirt.

But on the fleece the rain has by far the most

injurious influence. The yolk, consisting of ole-

aginous and alkaline mixtures, washes out, and

thus the vital energies arc to be set at work to re-

place this loss, in lieu of growing fat and muscle ;

while the fleece, instead of being a cold-repeller, is

literally a " wet blanket," and thus converted into a

source of evaporation and waste of animal heat.

The wonder therefore ceases to be whether they

can thrive and fatten when on turnips, but

whether their vital powers are sufficient to over-

come this terrible tax upon the nature of their con-

stitution.

Nor is this all. The sheep, though a close biter,

is a clean animal ; but in the condition in which

the soil and turnips have been for the last few

weeks, a clean bite has been impossible, and

many sheep have suffered and died from irritation

and inflammatory action, if not from inflammation

of the bowels.

Now the only remedy for this is one which most

light-land farmers are utterly incapable of putting

into practice : that is, taking off the sheep from the

arable land altogether, and carting turnips to the

grass, so as to keep the feet free from dirt as much

as possible, and the animal as clean as circum-

stances will admit of. But the hght-land farmer

wants consolidation and treading as well as the

droppings on the soil, or all other crops must be

sacrificed, and hence he must more or less run the

risk of loss or damage to his stock ; and it is a

serious question for consideration what he can do

to counteract the effects of such unfavourable

weather.

Mr. Mechi would suggest, doubtless, board feed-

ing, and in such a season as this might have some-

thing to boast of, which, however, would not be

likely to apply in any other. Lord Bathurst would

claim a vast superioiity for his stall-feeding of

sheep under these circumstances ; and it may be

safely granted that shelter from wet is an impor-

tant consideration ; but these cannot be put into

practice with any degree of advantage to the flock-

master in general.

The farmer's first object is clearly to keep the

animals alive—this is a question antecedent to all

profit.

There can be no doubt but the shcing of the

turnips and feeding in troughs is one of the best

modes of clean and so far healthy feeding. It

not only saves labour in mastication and search for

their food, but preserves it free from the aroma of

the exudations of the skin and the fsecal matter of

the animal, and may be expected to be far more

free from sand than those which are trodden upon
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and fouled both by the feet and what falls from
the animals.

Another precaution is to afford a drier bed.

This is not very easy. To erect temporary sheds

for large flocks of sheep is out of the question, and

to recommend it would be utterly useless; but it is

easy to take a few cart-loads of material per day.

Straw being a bad conductor of heat will retain much
of it in the animals' systems, which the damp
earth uncovered will often absorb ; while, sup-

plied dry day after day, it will absorb the moisture

from their woolly backs, and tend much to pre-

serve them in health.

Another excellent addition is the daily supply of

a small quantity of fine dry sweet hay. The bene-

ficial effects of this on the system of the animals, es-

pecially the stomach, consist in affording the bitter

principle, and so supplying the means of healthy

action in the animals' internal assimilative organs.

Upon the same principle salt is a valuable addi-

tion. It is a question whether salt at all assists the

animal to fatten : but as the question is how shall

they live, and not how rapidly they b\\^\\ fatten, it

becomes an imperative condiment. Some may
die after all ; but it is a precaution by no means
unwise to adopt, in relation to the trying effects of

the atmosphere.

There are, doubtless, cases where the salt is

found to have no beneficial tendency, especially

when added to the food. This is not what we
intend. The rock salt, if covered over by a slight

roof to protect it from the dropping rain, is by no

means a bad mode of affording this material ; and

it has at least this recommendation, that the ani-

mals can take or reject it as they choose, and thus

have that supply which nature instinctively de-

mands. In a state of wildness the Angola, or wild

sheep, excavates the earth to a considerable depth

to obtain it ; as does the antelope, who visits the

salt springs to search for it, and to feed on its sahne

herbage.

The North American animals are kept in a state

of domestication almost exclusively by the use of

salt, for they will be tamed by a supply of that

material more than by all other processes together.

Moreover, in very wet weather the sheep may be

temporarily removed from the arable land alto-

gether, and have afforded to them a night's comfort

on the old grass. This will at least invigorate them,

and enable them the better to resist the evil influ-

ences of such a season as the present.

Possibly the half corrujjt state of some of the

turnips will but assist the injurious effects of the

rain ; and we know of no mode so likely to obviate

that injury also, as the supply ad libitum of a

quantity of salt.

LONDON FARMER'S CLUB
THE ECONOMY OF FARMING.

The usual monthly meeting took place on Tuesday,

Dec. 10, at the Club Rooms, Bridge-street, Blackfriars—

Mr. W. Bemiett in the chair. Subject for discussion,

" The Economy of Farming."

The Chairman, in opening the proceedings, said the

subject they were about to enter upon derived additional

importance from the fact that farmers were now thrown
upon their own resources (Hear, hear). In such a

state of things it was most important that they should

obtain as much information as possible, and he had no
doubt the question would be discussed with that calm-

ness and propriety which had always characterized their

proceedings.

Mr. Baker, of Writtle, then rose to introduce the

subject. He said :—
The economy of farming consists of the well-ordering and

arraiigiug the prcceedings of farm management, or, in other

words, the doing everything at the proper time and in the

proper manner; the carrying out every proceeding and opera-

tion with the strictest economy to ensure snecess ; and the

adopting and applying every new discovery that will affect the

better management of the farm, and will conduce to the

greatest return at the least risk and outlay. The farmer who
cultivates to obtain a livehhood and profit by his occupation,

ought to combine intelligence, activity, and perseverance. On

his practical experience will his success he based. His intel-

ligence will enable him to select and apply experiments in

fairaing with caution and sagacity. With these qualifications

and a love of his profession, aided by the assistance of suffi-

cient capital, he will hardly fail of snecess. But as the first

power of a machine puts the whole machinery in motion, so it

must ever be with the farmer who undertakes the carrying out

of the details of agriculture. Upon the amount of power will

depend the velocity ; upon the velocity will depend the amount

of labour executed ; and upon the execution of that labour in

a judicious and able manner, will depend the result—this,

however, upon the supposition that all other things are equal.

But the farmer has a peculiar material to work upon. "What

is applied to-day is realized months or years in advance. The

effect of climate, weather, and casualties of seasons may acce-

lerate or thwart his endeavours to such an extent as either

to elevate him to prosperity or thrust liim into adversity.

Hence it frequently hapf ens that two persons of similar habits

and experience finish their career with very different results.

And although it does fo'low that in proportion as we apply

our talents so will be the increase, "God helps them that help

themselves" is frequently quoted, or in the words of Tusser

—

" Man does his best,

God gives the rest,"

—yet the cultivator of the soil ought never to forget that it is

man who sows, but God who giveth the increase. Without
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his blessing it is vain to " rise up early, or to late talic rest."

The winged messengers of destruction frequently overtake him

when he fcudly anticipates that his hopes arc ahout to be rea-

lized : blight and mildew, fire and hail, murrain and disease,

follow in such quick succession, that when, fond man, he thinks

his prospect brightening, " a frost, a chilling frost o'crtakes

him, and nips them iu the bud." It will, therefore, net be out

of place at this portion of my address to allude to the neces-

sity of guarding against such visitations as one point of eco-

nomy deserving especial notice, to say nothing of accident.

The blast from heaven or the brand of the incendiary may in

one short hour reduce a farmer from opulence to beggary ;

the destruction from hail and tempest may destroy the harvest of

whole districts ; and the murrain and pleuro pneumonia among

cattle, the rot and small-pox among sheep, or the nifluenza or

furr among horses, may sweep away the whole or part of either

description of live stock. And yet, with all this casualty and

chance, how few avail themselves of the present oppor-

tunities of insurance ! Tiie various insurance offices established

for that purpose testify, and it is notorious that all those es-

tablished and open for the insurance of horses, cattle, and

sLeep, hardly obtain encouragement, although the rates of

premium are really low ; and iu those who have all their ca-

pital embarked iu such " frail merchandize, " it is almost

madness to run the risk for a single moment, seeing how much

their future position and happiness depend upon the venture.

Now, here, I hope, I shall be pardoned if I make a slight

digression from that which applies to the economy of farramg,

to that which comprises the economy of life. Perhaps there is

no other class of men, except those who carry on their occu-

pation upon the wide sea, who are really so dependent upon

fortune as the farmer. To-day he may be in possession of

considerable capital, embarked or floating in the concern in

which he is, to all appearance, safely engaged ; to-morrow, or

in a few years at furthest, all his hopes nioy be destroyed, all

hia capital exhausted, and himself and family reduced to

beggary or the union-house. Where will then be found the

helping hand? Charity, let it be recollected, is cold ; and with

8ham.e I say it, farmers are not exempt from finding it cold.

I have reason to know that powerful, bat vain appeals are

frequently made, through the medium of the press, to the feel-

ings of the public, in behalf of farmers who have fallen into

decay. In a recent instance, when a farmer who was aged

had broken a limb, having too a blind daughter, and a wife

and children, all dependent upon him, was sold up for arrears

of rent and tythe, and became positively destitute of a shilling,

a public appeal was made ; and, although, the most respectable

references were given as to the character of the family,and the ap-

plication of the funds, the subscriptions were onlyfive innumber,

consisting of three half-sovereigns and two half-crowns. Ought

such things to be, in a highly civilized country, that a class so

extensive in numbers, so great in influence, and I had almost

said so powerful in wealth, have no barrier interposed betwixt

the utmost prosperity or the most abject poverty, when by a

small annual contribution from each, such results as I have de-

scribed might be prevented ? Two classes of insurers might be

accepted, and two rates of remuneration fixed, to provide

against the case of adversity overtaking them or their families,

and, without entering into detail, I may say that by the ap-

plication of £1 per annum from each individual all that is re-

quired might b3 ensured. It will be recollected that some

time since a subscription was raised for the purpose of pre-

senting a testimcnial of the esteem of the farming classes

towards the Duke of Eichmond, and which that nobleman

with the utmost generosity recommended the farmers to apply

towards the establishment of a fund for the purposes I have

alluded to. Will the farmers of England, after such a noble

example, suffer themselves still to be pointed at as the most

heedless and helpless class in existence, especially when their

own comfort and happiness is at stake? So far I have been

speaking upon the economy of farming with regard to the

well ordering of those things that will ensure the farmer, to a

certain extent, against risk and loss. I will now, so far as the

limits allowed me will admit, enter upon such points as have

been, and are still to a certain extent, mooted points in con-

nection with farming ; and in the outset I leg to be under-

stood that I shall treat every subject upon the principles of

tenant farming. The point to be considered is, how the farmer

may produce the largest return proportionate to the outlay

and risk. This is the very germ of the question ; although

many persons look upon the whole affair as an experiment,

and will argue that in proportion to the outlay will be the

return. I deny the proposition in toto. I say that in proportion

as the outlay iijudicwiisly made will be the return; bearing

in mind that in proportion as we endeavour to extract a

greater amount of produce from the soil, does the expense

become increased, and the risk greater. Nature has set her

limits up to a certain point : she may be led, but she can

rarely be forced. To produce root crops a soil can scarcely be

too rich. To produce grain crops the case may be otherwise,

as it is only necessary to produce the crop of such strength

that an excess of straw will not endanger success. Upon this

disposition of management much depends, and in it really

consists the economy of farming. The true object is to pro-

duce equally good crops upon every field ; and unless this be

partially attained, but little profit will be found to result in

the end. How frequently do we observe upon large farms that

whilst one moiety of the crops yields a fair profit, the othermoiety

does not meet the expenses incurred in production? This is

the point to be obviated, and the first endeavour of the cul-

tivator should be to raise the poorest portion of the occupation

to a level with the richest, rather than to throw additional ex-

penditure upon the latter to the entire neglect of the former.

Draining is now considered the first operation necessary upon

land requiring it. Every one admits its necessity and

utility at the same time. Every one weighs the expensiveness

of carrying out the c peratiou. In some districts landlords

undertake the draining wholly or in part themselves, and

treat the cost as an investment ; and, indeed, this is the only

mode by which it can be carried out most beneficially to both

landlord and tenant ; for, unless the latter is guarded by a

lease, or a provisional agreement to repay him the investment

he has made, in proportion as it may be unexhausted at the

termination of his occupancy, it will be too much to expect

that he will apply it in such a manner as to become beneficial

to the extent it deserves. Much has been said about perma-

nent draining. I believe that no such description of draining

has ever been, or ever will be, discovered. Such are the con-

tingencies to which the best systems of drainage are exposed,

that, however carefully the operation may be performed upon

most desciiptiona of soil, a few years will terminate their

utility cither altogether or in part. The elfeet of roots of

trees, of various descriptions of vegetables, of several species

of plants, (;f tie brfsk?ge <r disruption of the pipes by in-

juries fr:ira above, or by the fcr.c < f rurrer.ts of water below,

and by the concretion of subst'inces dei^osited from the water^

E 2
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such as silica in combination with iron—the effect of all this

is, that the continuance of drains ia limited to fewer years

than would be given as the purchase valae of the laud itself
;

nor ought we to calculate beyond from twenty lo thirty years

as the probable limit of their duration, where subtoJs are of

an alternating quality. The application of the means to en-

sure success must always depend upon these points—the cost

of the drainage, the benefit produced, and the duration of the

drains ; and these are governed also by the cost of the labour

and of the materials. It would b e useless to carry out deep

draining, as it is tf rmed, where the outfalls are limited to a

certain depth ; and it would be useltss to introduce the sys-

tem cf hollow drainirg by the mole-plough, and ramming th

soil upon spongy loams or gravels alternating in beds. The
means must be adapted to secure the end at the least outlaj',

taking all other contingencies into consideration. Upon the

chalk clays of Essey, Herts, SuPo'k, or Norfolk, the long-

established system has been to plough the drain six inches,

then to dig twenty-four inches more. These are filled below

with wood or brushes suitable, and covered with straw or

haulm, at a cost altogether of about 403. per acre ; and these

drains, if well executed, are calculated to act well for ten to

twenty-eight years. The molc-plcugh upon these soils is used

also with decided advantage, and in many instances, if judi-

ciously executed, will work successfully from six to twelve

years, at a cost of only I us. per acre. In the first instance,

the cost per acre per annum will be at the rate of 5s.,

in the latter Is. Cd. per acre. These systems, when brought

into comparison with pipe, tile, or stone drainiug, differ largely

in amount; the latter at the same distance, viz., six yards, vary-

ing from £4 to £6 or even £7 per acre. It must be obvious

that a tenant ought not to embark his capital in the expensive

modes unless he has the land at a proportionately reduced

rent, with a term of sufficient duration to repay him ; and

without a lease an agreement ought to be made for the repay-

ment of a proportion of the improvement. Next to draining,

I will advert to the manuring and restoring the fertility of the

soil as it becomes exhausted by crops ; and the manufacture

of manure is a point deserving of especial attention. Upon the

production of a large quantity of manure the success of farm-

ing mainly depends, and this cannot be effected unless means
are taken of producing it by cattle and sheep upon the farm,

or by purchase from external sources. By the assistance of

guano, superphosphate of lime, and various artificial manures,

large crops of mangold wurzcl and Swedish and other turnips

may now be obtained ; and there is scarcely any description of

soil to which they may not be applied with the fullest benefit

except in seasons of drought, and even ia such soils they may
be incorporated some time previously, by turning in the guano
with a shallow furrow, and rolling down the land immediately

the ammonia becomes fixed, and scarcely any portion of it will

be lost. Then, when the time of sowing arrives, the succeed-

ing ploughing will bring the manure within reach of the young
plants, with scarcely any hazard of loss. With proper jna-

iiagement, large crops of green food for summer, and of roots

for winter stall and yard feeding, may be produced ; and when
it is considered that a single acre of Swede turnips or mangold

wurzel will yield more cattle food than treble the quantity of

grass laud, it will be found equivalent to extending the feeding

qualification of the farm, the same as if twice or even thrice

the quantity of grass land had been added ; the average cost

of this extraneous aid will vary from SOs. to SOs. per acre, the

ploughiugs being considered as applying to the preparation for

the successive grain crops. Upon the lighter soils rye is taken

before turnips. This may, after manuring, be mown for the

fodder of horses early in the sprhig, and it will siipply food for

all the teams, as well as other stcck, from the middle cf April

until June, the yiell being upon an average about three tons

per acre, with an addition of 15 or 20 tons of Swede turnips

in the same season. The amount will exceed atjy of the pre-

ceding or succeeding green crops in point of value. The ap-

plication cf these green crops is the next subject for conside-

ration. The feeding a portion of the turnip crop upon the

land is always desirable, provided the sjil is of a suitable cha-

racter. The cost of carriage of the manure ia saved, and the

treading of the laud secures every portion of the manure as it

becomes deposited by an instant incorporation with the soil,

whereby its saline and amraoniacal salts immediately become

fixed. Where sheep are fed in yar.ls, layers of earth should be

from time to lime introduced into the yards, or much of the

quality of the manure will be dissipated by evaporition and

loss. Care should also be taken to prevent the loss by fer-

mentation, by applying it immediately^ to the land after re-

moval from th.e yards. The feeding of oxen and other auiraals

should be carried out so as to enable the food to maintain the

stock until grass and other crops may be had in the spring.

By cutting the straw and hay irito chiff, and mixing bruised

or sliced turnips with it, the roots can be more or less econo-

mized; and bruised linseed cake, cr linseed steeped in cold

water, combined with the chalT, may be given. With

machines that pluck the roots, the process is better carried

out thau by slicing them ; and the desirableness and benefit

of the plan will be at once exhibited by the animals. The

mode generally adopted of feeding with roots alone, and then

feeding with the dry chaff, is more wasteful and costly; the

cattle will eat one-third more of roots, and will not eat the

straw chaff ia sufllcicnt quantity to benefit thcra. All rumi-

nating animals require a large quantity of food to fill their

stomachs, and the quality of the food is belter extracted the

longer it is retained—a requirement for which this mode of

mixing the food provides. The morning feed should be mixed

upon the previous night, and the chaff overlaid with the lin-

seed meal, steeped, as before described, twenty four hours in

cold water, in the proportion of l^lbs. of mral for e.ich bul-

lock of 80 stones weight. To this three or four pounds of

barley meal should be added, with from two to three bushels

of cut or pulled Swede turnips or mangoU-wurtzel, mixed with

the chaff, each per diem, in three feeds. By pursuing this

plan, the growing of the bullocks will also be prevented.

There are four modes cf feeding ; first, by covered yards;

next, by box-feeding ; then, by stall-feeding; and lastly, by

open yards, surrounded in part with sheds and walls. The

three former modes are expensive, as regards the erection of

buildings. The difference is, however, trifling between the two

first modes. The manure oltaiuei in this way is less in quan-

tity, but more highly concentrated, and requires to be applied

thinly and sparingly. The latter mode presumes that the

sheds and buildings are well supplied with water-shoots and

under-gr.:und drains for its passing along quickly. The ma-

nure made in this way is larger in quantity, but more diluted.

Provided the fystera is well carried out, but little advantage

is derived if the cost of the several modes and their advantages

are fairly estimated. With highly-concentrated manures it is

necessaiy that an immediate incorporation with the soil should

take place. This cannot so well be effected with the manure

made under covered buildings, on account of its great conso-
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lidition. On the other hand, in open yards the manure at

some periods may become too much saturated ; and during

heavy rains a large proportion of the best quality may be lost.

In covered yards the space is generally too limited, and the

oxen require to he secured to prevent them from driving each

other about. This applies to open jarJs to a certain extent,

but it is entirely obviated by open boxes, where each ox has

the space allotted in quiet to himself; and of all the modes it

i3 t\e one which most recommends itself. Stall-feeding does

not allow of the manure being so well incorporated ; and

proper care should daily be exercised to mix it, as well as that

arisir.g from the stables, with the other farm-yard dung.

The after-management of manure depends upon the crop to

which it is to be applied. If to the production of root crops,

j U9t such a degree of fermentation should be excited as merely

to decompose the straw by which it is absoibed, without ut-

terly destroying its texture, so as to allow it to be spread

easily and to divide readily; and although some loss will take

place, it h impossible to reuder it sufficiently portable without

fermentation. The nature of the mangel-wurzel, and all the

turnip and Brassica tribe, lequire decomposed manure, the

woody fibre of which is sufficiently brolien down to enable

them to take it up by their rootlets; and especially with

mangel-wurzel, the manure will, if not pretty much reduced,

allow the land sufficiently to couso'.idate to resist the effects of

drcuglit during summer. If the manure is carted out for use

at a future time, it should be kept as much concentrated as

possible by carting heavily upon it, and covering and mixing

it v\ith alternate layers of earth ; and if of a loamy character,

the end sought to be attained will be more fully secured. In-

organic manures form an important item in general farm-ma-

nagement. The quality of every soil depends upon the

amount and quality of the various substances of which it is

composed. Vegetable matter, alumina (or clay), silica, and

calcareous matter form the chief ingredients of all good soils.

If any of these are deficient, it will be necessary to add them

;

and it frequently happens that one portion of a farm contains

exactly what is required upon another, and when this is the

case, the cultivator has a mine from which be can extract

wealth. The siliceous soils of Norfolk were formerly of little

utility, and, until the application of marl dug from below upon

the surface, produced but little return for the cultivation be-

stowed. The application of superphosphate of lime or ground

bones to the blowing sands of that county produces the finest

turnip crops in the kingdom ; and the recent improvement

made in that application by reducing the bones with sulphuric

acid is, perhaps, the greatest triumph that chemistry has

effected towards the furtherance of agriculture. The day

found in every direction may be applied beneficially to all

lauds deficient in that substance. It acts by causing gravelly

and saudy soils to become more retentive of moisture, and less

impervious to the action of the sun's rays and atmospheric

air; but, beyond this, clay has great affinity for ammonia and

the volatile substances of manure, which immediately become

fixed whenever they are brought into contact. The fens of Lin-

colnshire, naturally unproductive, are rendered mote fertile than

almost any other district by digging it from below, aud spreading

it over the surface in sufficient quantity to combine with the

peat soil of which the surface is composed. Calcareous matter

in its various forms is partly decomposed sheUs, carbonate of

lime—as chalk, marl, lime— or, in combination with other

substances, as chalk, in admixture with clay. Lime is lime-

stone after the action of heat ; it comes more or less within

the scope of almost every farmer, and it is such a general

fertilizer that it might be used upon almost all soils with ad-

vantage, those alone excepted in which it already exists in large

proportion. Upon every description of clay, without the

previous admixture of carbonate of lime, and upon all alluvial,

or peaty soils, it frequently produces improvement to an as-

tonishing extent. But the agriculturist should guard himself

against its indiscriminate use; taking it as an established

maxim that every description of strong clay that has never

had an application will be benefited to a greater extent than

those to which previous applications have been made ; npon

all grass layers converted to tillage it is indispensable, and

upon every description of pasture and meadow-landi, in dis-

tricts where chalk is not prevalent, it will produce great im-

provement bath in the quality and the quantity of grass.

Upon the proper admixture of soils also much of good farm-

management depends. Where portions of a farm, or even of a

field, consist of soils of a directly opposite character, either

or both may be benefited by a proper intermixture ; and in

making composts attention should be always paid to this sub-

ject. Another very important Jtem in the cultivation of

a farm is the manual aud horse labour. Upon most

faruis it amounts to upwards of two-fifths of the entire

cost of cultivation, and the cost of maintaining a horse

differs little in amount from the cost of employing an

able-bodied labourer throughout the year ; and when it is

considered that every 100 acres require about two men and

horses in the aggregate for their cultivation, the importance of

the subject will be too self-evident to be passed over lightly,

amounting as it docs to a sum varying from £250 to £300
upon an average npon each 100 acres of arable land. The
system pursued by farmers in this respect is one which, of all

others, is least likely to be attended with benefit. For the

most part, when labourers are kept at day-labour they

lose all disposition to exert themselves, and many of

them take every opportunity to rest themselves and de-

fraud their employers. For this reason no system

will be found so beneficial as piece-work, provided proper vigi-

lance is exerted upon the part of the employer to prevent the

workman executing his work in a slovenly, hasty, or improper

manner. To well arrange thi?, the first essential is order ; and

the next a thorough knowledge on the part of the employer of

what amount ought to be paid for the various services per-

formed. The hours of labour should be fixed, and adhered to.

From half-past five in the morniug until half-past five in the

evening, when the light would allon', would perhaps, under all

circumstances, be the proper hours for working. Those who
have the teams to attend to would require to be at least one

hour earlier aud later in attendance ; and all those not engaged

with horses should commence and finish their meals at the

same time. Another very important point is to concentrate

the labourers upon a particular portion of the farm. It is better

to complete a portion of labour off-hand than to have a number
of labourers at an equal number of eraploymeuts. Above all

things, just and upright conduct on the part of the master is

indispensably necessary towards the honesty, energy, and

conduct of the labourer. If work is put out, and the labourer

raises a sum beyond what the farmer considers would meet the

occasion, aud he reduces the price or deprives the labourer of

the opportunity he has obtained of earning a sum beyond

his daily payment, depend upon it eventually he will pay a

larger sum for his labour than if he had liberally paid what he

had agreed upon in the first instance. If a labourer finds that
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his exertions are not compensated, he vrill take care upon future

occasions to cheat his employer and wron;? !u;nself rather than

submit to have his labour unrequited. Upon the example of

the master the conduct of the labourer depcuds. Au adhe-

rence to the principles of morality and justice, with a proper

aud kind deportment at all times from the master to the men,

will ensure their regard ; wliilst, on the other hand, honesty,

sobriety, and punctuality should be insisted upon, and any de-

parture from either should be attended with dismissal or punish-

ment. With regard to the management of horses, the expense

of maintaining an inefficient team is greater than that of main-

taining one fully equal to the work. Horses should be pur-

chased from two to five years old ; the cost of horses advanced

in age beyond eight or ten years is much greater proportionately

than of those that are younger. A horse may be supposed to

be able to work upon an average from 12 to 14 years ; conse-

quently, if his value at three years is £30, at ten years he

would only be worth £15 ; but at that age he gene-

rally produces two-thirds of his original cost, or

£20. By introducing a pair of two or three years

old colts per annum, where fourteen horses are kept, the

stock will be kept up. The risk and hazard depend

greatly upon the feeding and management. Horses well and

sufficiently fed will wear longer than those that are ill attended

to. Cart-horses should have cool, well-lighted, and ventilated

stables, and covered yards or sheds at night. If possible, they

should be kept apart ; but if this cannot be accomplished,

only those shoidd be kept together that agree. Their food

and work should be regular ; irrCi^ularity in either being in-

jurious to them. The food required by a working horse is

about 401bs. per diem, of which froia lOlbs. to 121bs. should

be sweet oats mixed with cut chaff, clover, and straw, in equal

portions. Upon very strong soils some beans might be added
;

but, whatever mode of feeding is adopted, it should be at all times

sufficient to keep the horses in a sleek and healthy appearance,

and good condition. It is not necessary that the bones of tbe

ribs should be hidden ; but tlie nearer the approach to that

state is carried out the better. During winter some vegetable

food should at all times be given ; and when the laborious por-

tions of the wheat aad spring-seed timea are over, carrots,

Swede turnips, and potatoes may form a large proportion of

their food. In spring the approach of the time for feeding on

green food should be guarded, by admixture of early-cut rye,

clover, or vetches with the dry food upon which the horses

have subsisted during the winter months. Such green roots

and leaves may be combined with tlic dry food, and cut into

chaff, with great benelit ; and so in the autumn, when the

transition takes place from green to dry food. Another main

point conducive to the health of the cart-horse is the insisting

upon their coming home to some sheltered place during the

time of the mid-day ; but if a horse is at work at six o'clock it

will be requisite that at ten o'clock he should rest one hour,

when he should be well fed and watered. lie should proceed

again until three o'clock, at which time his labour should con-

clude. The improvident mode of allowing the ploughman to

take provender into the field cannot be too greatly con-

demned ; for most of the diseases of an inlldmmatory nature

are to be traced to this source. How can it be otherwise

when a horse is stopped at plough, and suffered to be exposed

to the cutting winds of April or March for the greater portion

of one hour, without auy shelter whatever ? I made some
inquiries, and obtained answers, upon the manegement of farm

horses, as carried out in most of the English counties; and

the opinion I come to as best, after weighing all those that I

received, is what I have already stated. The system pursued,

however, is exceedingly various. In the Lothiaus and some

parts of Norfolk and other counties the horses rest from

eleven o'clock until one o'clock ; in other districts

they do not stop at ail from sis o'clock until two

o'clock; but in most districts the time of rest is half

an hour in the fields. To all these modes I object.

In the first place the stomach of the horse does not qualify

hiin for seven or eight hours' incessant labour. His strength

requires recruiting about every four hours ; and the old maxim

of feed well your horse as often as you require food yourself is

pretty nearly the correct method to be adopted. But of all

systems, that is most to be condemned which exposes the horse

unnecessarily to the action of cold currents of air after the

blood has been excited and unusually heated. The next great

division of expenditure is that which includes the sums paid to

the smith, wheeler, and farrier, and for the repairs of tlie farm,

which are frequently, especially in the southern and eastern

counties, imposed upon the tenants, who are bound not only

by custom, but by covenants, to keep and maintain the pre-

mises in repair. Upon these points I have little to urge beyond

the propriety of keeping weekly accounts of every item of ex-

penditure where tradesmen are employed ; but where the farm

is of sufficient magnitude a smithy would be found a desirable

and economical addition ; aad if a man can be found to fill the

situation of wheeler and carpenter, another important and

beneficial addition will have been made. In connection with

this subject I shall briefly advert to a source of expenditure

connected with the southern and eastern counties, viz., that of

finding the labourers ale during all extraordinary employments,

and table beer at all other seasons. At times every labourer

requires the luxury of the beverage of his country in the shape

of good home-brewed beer, but this the tax on malt almost

precludes his obtaining. The enormous tax imposed upon

malted barley had almost precluded the use of that article upon

farms, except during the period of harvest ; and the high

price of beer arising from the monopoly, and from the circum-

stance of the tax upon it being imposed in the first stage of

manufacture, enhances the price to the consumer at least 200

per cent. ; or, in other words, beer that costs only 8d. per gallon

is charged to the consumer 20d. But independently of this ex-

action both from monopoly and taxation, the farmer is entirely

precluded selling his second-rate class of barley for purposes of

malting ; and it frequently happens that barley only 61b. in

weight lighter than other barley sold from 15 to 20 per cent-

less in consequence. Nor can the agriculturist avail himself

of the opportunity enjoyed by the foreigner, of malting his

barley for the purpose of feeding cattle, or for the support of

his workmen, who toil in its production. " Thou shalt not

muzzle the ox th.it tresdeth out the corn " is a proverb that

has reached us from earliest antiquity
;
yet the common beve-

rage of the people of this country is so highly taxed that

scarcely anything like it is to be found in this or any other

country. If the tax remains in whole or part, all restrictions

shouldbe removed from the sale of beer, and none but the licensed

victuallers ought to be allowed to sell it to be drunk upon the

premises. The enormous number of beer houses that have

been established in every village have tended to demorahze

the labouring classes, whilst the ruinous effects upon the

houses of the licensed victuallers have reduced the profits

of their business to such au extent that travellers

in vain ask the accommodation they were wont to



obtain, and are entitled to expect upon every farm where

the custom alluded to prevails. The tax upon malt alone is

equivalent to one shilliut,' per acre ; and, in ray opinion, a

greater anomaly never existed than that of removing nearly

every portion of the tax from bread, and imposing a tax of

from eighty to ninety per cent, upon malt—both equally

necessaries of life. The personal expenses of the farmer are

especially deserving of attention ; for, as his means are more

or less limited, so must his command of the comforts and

necessaries of life be more or less diminished. The thrift o(

farmers, however, in most districts is proverbial, and is carried

out to an extent that few who have not experienced it would

believe. I could give numerous instances in which the whole

expenditure of a farmer living upon his own farm worth £150

per annum does not exceed half that sum, and frequently a

much less sum is devoted to that purpose ; and although it

may it be too true, that the economy necessary to the farmer's

well-doing is exceeded, it has now become rather the exception

than the rule. The expenditure consequent upon cultivation

has now been treated upon generally ; but, as production is

the foundation of expenditure, I shall briefly state a few leading

points upon the modes of production pursued and most worthy

of our acceptance. Science has of late unfolded her pages for

our instruction ; and foremost we rank chemistry, natural

physiology, geology, and mechanics. The first not only

teaches us what are the constituent properties of plants, but

opens to our view the elementary substances of which soils are

composed, by which vegetables are supported, and the rotation

of crops is most beneficially carried out. So wide a field

opens for discussion, that I feel it impossible to limit my

observations within the ordinary space of time allotted to

these discussions. I do not feel disposed to occupy the time

of others to the extent of the Chancellor of the Exchequer

(laughter), even had I the astonishing ability of entertaining

you for the same length of time. But there are still topics

untouched upon, in this interesting subject, which I cannot

entirely pass over without comment. The nature of ordinary

farming is prescribed by covenants or fixed by custom, both

of which are more or less trammels on the enterprising culti-

vator, and whdst they bind the bad farmers, materially iujure

the good. The proper rotation of cropping must depend upon

several causes alike distinct and diflfereut in different situations,

including the elevation and quality of the soil, so that no

general rule can be laid down for different districts ; nor

can the same plan be applied even to adjoining farms.

The cultivator should first determine to what extent roots and

grass crops can be applied advantageously in connection with

green crops ; and this will depend upon the locality and

quality of the soil, as well as the convenience of application.

It is matter for consideration how far the land cau be brought

into and maintained in cultivation for the production of green

crops, on the assumption that present prices are to govern for

a succession of years. It will be useless to carry on the cul-

tivation of green crops upon the poorer lands if the expenses

of such cultivation cannot be realized. Land incapable of pro-

ducing more than 22 bushels of wheat and 32 of barley or

oats cannot, under ordinary circumstances, be cultivated at a

profit, independently of rent ; and therefore in all such cases

the cultivator should determine to lay them down in grass, to

be fed with cattle and sheep untd a chance of remuneration

opens to him. The cultivation of the remainder must be

adapted to the quality of the soil ; and, if of a quality suitable

for feeding sheep during winter upon the root crops, it is pre-
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sumed that no more profitable application cau be made ; and

the direct incorporation which took place by the treading of

the sheep, from constantly fixing the deposits of the sheep,

will enable a larger amount of surface to be manured than

could be effected by yard feeding. If, on the other hand, the

laud is of too tenacioiis a character to bear the sheep during

the process of feeding, the mode recommended of yard feeding

must bs resorted to. Whenever the land cau be made avail-

able for the growth of roots, at least one-fourth should be

applied annually to their production ; and upon farms requiring

improvement, the largest portion should bo produced from the

application of artificial manure. Upon a farm well managed

every 100 acres of arable land should have 33 devoted to crops

of clover. Vetches, rye, and food for summer feeding cattle

and siieep, to be succeeded by the common or swede turnips ;

as well as by mangel wurzel from the commencement. The

advantages to be derived will be, first, a great quantity of

summer and winter cattle food from the same land ; secondly,

a larger quantity of grain by the improved rotation ;
and,

thirdly, a progressive improvement of the whole farm. This ma-

nagement will enable the cidtivator to carry oxen 1,100 weeks

to eveiy 2o acres so cultivated during the winter months ; for,

assuming the average produce of the roots to be 15 tons per

acre, and that each ton will feed an ox three weeks, every acre

will yield food for 45 weeks; and the 25 acres will permit a

productive power equivalent to 1,125 weeks' keep, or 11

weeks' keep ou each acre of arable land for a full-growu ox

;

and upon the ordinary calculation of one ton of roots for the

production of one stone of meat, the net return of the roots

with meat at 4s. per stone will be equal to 3/. feeding value ;

but in connection v/ith the other food, that, however, would be

increased 25 per cent., leaving the net feeding value at 4?. per

acre upon the land in roots, or 1^. per acre as the gross feeding

value upon each acre of the farm. This increase will be

independent of the sum to be derived by the

amount of feeding value for the summer produc-

tion estimated at one-third of that amount. There

will if course be much increased expenditure upon a

farm so managed, both as regards the cost of producing the

root crops, and their conversion into meat ; and the cost of the

artificial manure wdl also have to be deducted. I have entered

upon this calculation in order to exhibit the advantage of cul-

tivating root crops, as opposed to maintaining whole districts

in grass. Assuming that one hundred acres of grass land

would feed as many oxen through the year, we then have 1735

weeks only as the result, against 1125 weeks upon the same

quantity of land, one half of which would be in green crops

;

and takiug the feeding value of the clover and vetches into

consideration, it will then appear that the arable land will

maintain the larger number of cattle throughout the year. I

know that different cultivators will imagine a different result

;

but my object is to shew that the economy of farming does

not consist in keeping a large number of cattle and sheep upon

grass land entirely devoted to that purpose, but rather in

producing a large quantity of corn, and a large

quautity of meat also, upon the same land. In

the cultivation of grass land little remains for the labourer or

even the grazier to effect. There is more in the exercise of

judgment in the selection, management and sale of the cattle

and sheep, than in the management of the land ; b\it in the

cultivatirju of land of a mixed character every talent should be

brought iuto play to enable the manager to succeed. In the

production of green crops the main object should never be lost
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sig'it of—to obtain the largest quautUy of the finest quality at

the least expense. The arcana of the science are contained in

this sentence; and although a large outlay sometimes jields a

corresponding return of profit, it more generally hap-

pens that the profit attendant upon an extraordinary

application of capital is more than counterbalanced by the risk

iaeurrcd, and the deficiency of energy exercised, or skill de-

veloped, in securing the object. It is a notorious fact, that,

just in proportion as increased production is sought to be

attained by extraordinary cultivation, so inversely does the

risk become greater. Nature may be assisted in her efforts,

but if she is forced, the danger increases with the stimulus.

Upon highly cultivated farms, in seasons like the present, the

application of manure in quantity barely sufficient in a dry

season would be utterly destructive of the green crops. The

object of the farmer should be to avail himself of every oppor-

tunity of collecting to the homestead as much hay and clover

during the summer as may be made available for winter use.

An acre of broad-leaf or red clover, if mown twice, will

yield from three to four tons per acre, of from 50s. to

6O3. feeding value per ton ; whereupon, on the other

hand, if fed with horses and sheep, it is difScult to ob-

tain more than one third of that value per acre ; and, in

addition, the quantity of manure that can be produced from

it as hay is iufiaitely greater than, could have been produced

by feeding during the summer months upon the land. The

situation of France has of late years become of increasing im-

portance. The vicinity of towns, railways, canals, and good

roads give facilities of improvement that a cultivator in a

remote district is unable to estimate. In 1 emote districts,

with bad roads, a large portion of horse-labour is of necessity

sacrificed, and work that might have been advanced is retarded

to such an extent as to call for the assistance of the teams

when they are absolutely requisite in other departments of the

farm. Every possible attention is requisite for keeping all the

horses employed w henever an opportunity presents itself. The

time of horses is rarely estimated at the same rate and npon

the same principle as the time of man. This arises from the

one being represented weekly by a money-payment, and the

o.her going on from the beginning to the end of the year

without any intermission. So little is the importance of this

portion of farm economy attended to, that horses are fre-

quently turned off during the summer for many weeks, to

enable the horsekeepers to assist in other descriptions of

farming work ; and upon very many farms the operation of the

plough Is suspended entirely duri:g the month of harvest—

a

season when its application would become mere valuable than

any other portion of the year. The present state of the law

of landlord and tenant is destructive of that proper and gradual

improvement of the soil that would take place under a well-

regulated arrangement. So long as tenants are subject to the

caprice of landlords under yearly hiring, without the possi-

bility of being repaid any portion of the outlay made for im-

provements, it would seem strange if there were any improve-

ments at all; much more if heavy investments were made
without any security beyond that which an ordinary occupa-

tion gives with six months' notice for its determination. As
Ifgards farm-buildings, and other erections which a tenant might
require to enablehim to realise his produce with greater advantage,

he must resign them altogether, or be contented with the risk

under which he retains them. But let us hope ihat the policy

of the present Government, as declared by the Chancellor of

the Exchequer a few nights since, will, if carried out, strike at

the root of every description of unjust or unfair legislation

and that the law of landlord and tenant, as carried out in that

period of our history when the one party were tyrants and the

other slaves, will not be perpetuated in these days of advance-

ment and civilization. If one thing be less understood in its

results than another, it is that which constitutes the profit or

loss of farming ; and during the late controversy, arising from

the alteration of the corn laws, it is matter of astonishment

that such a discrepancy in the various published opinions

should have existed. It is to be lamented that no system

exists in our ordinary schools, of teaching the youth destined

for an agricultural life the mere data of good farming. Even

afterwards, in very few instances, is any system of manage-

ment propounded beyond that which a routine carried out

upon particular farms would ensure; and when we reflect upon

the errors in practice which are to be seen in every direction,

there is little cause to wonder why the progress of farming

has been so tardy. [Mr. Baker concluded amidst loud applause]

Mr. Nesbit said, as no other gentleman seenocd at

present disposed to rise, he would make one or two ob-

servations relative to the use of artificial manures. They

were probably aware that in thehilly districts of this country

the application of such manures had been exceedingly

beneficial ; and the cheaper they could be obtained the

better would it be for the farmer. The adoption of

Liebig's suggestion of the use of sulphuric acid with bones

and other phosjihates, in order to render them soluble,

and therefore available by plants, was the first practical

application of chemistry to agriculture ; the mixture of

two or three bushels of bones with an equivalent quan-

tity of sulphuric acid, enabling farmers to secure good

turnip crops. In cases in which land had long been

suffering from exportation, there was often a deficiency

of phosphates ; but many races of animals having lived

before those which now existed, there were found in many

counties millions of tons of fossil remains, which had

only to be dug up and acted upon by sulphuric acid to

supply what was wanted ; and these fossils might be had

much cheaper than ordinary bones, because they were

more plentiful. Now, the Royal Agricultural Society

had, on the motion of Mr. Fisher Hobbs, recently offered

a prize of .£1,000 to any person who could discover a

manure which could be sold at £5 per ton, and which

should be at the same time equal in value to Peruvian

guano. The object of the society in making that offer was

to lower the price of the article ; and what he wanted to

point out was, that while there were many millions of tons

of these coprolites in the soil, forming a manure which

would be exceedingly valuable for all root crops, and

while the society was offering the reward which he had

mentioned, there was in the council of the society a gentle-

man who had attempted to prevent any one from

using these substances without his permission, and who

was actually bringing an action against a party for

using tu^phuric acid with coprolites (Hear, hear).

There was nothing new in the supposed discovery

;

Liebig suggested it many years ago.

Mr. Walton said many of Mr. Baker's remarks

were inapplicable to the county in which he lived, viz.,

Hampshire. In that county it was almost u.selcss for
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farm tn to attempt making improvements, owing to the

want of adequate buildings ; and he believed that three-

fourths of the farmers of England were subject to tha

disadvantage. It was impossible to carry dung two or

three miles— the distance which he had to carry it

—

profitably; and no man would make improvements him-

self without due security. In the Mark Lane Express

of the previous week he perceived an announcement

that Mr. Crosskill had invented a machine of eight-

horse-powcr and four- horse-power for grinding copro-

lite bones, obviating the necessity for using sulphuric

acid. He should certainly buy one for himself, being

satisfied that bone-dust, if reduced to a very fine state,

was far preferable to dissolved bones. He quite agreed

with Mr, Nesbit that the use of sulphuric acid with

fossils was the first application of chemistry to agricul-

ture ; he would go farther, and say it was the only one

(laughter). As to the want of improvements in farm-

ing, it was chargeable upon landlords who would not

grant leases or any kind of security.

Mr. S. Bennett said, as it appeared now to be a set-

tled point that they were only to have a very moderate

price for what they produced, he had hoped that Mr.

Baker had some new scheme or other by which they

might cultivate the land at a smaller expense, and so be

enabled to live, notwithstanding the bad times. (Hear,

hear.) Mr. Baker, however, appeared to have thought

that any such attempt would be futile ; and he had there-

fore adhered to sound principles of economy, in con-

nection with good farming and prudent management.

Conceiving that nothing could be out of place on that

occasion which had to do with " the economy of farm-

ing," he would ask the meiting whether that was not a

time for them to take some step with regard to the malt

tax. (Hear, hear.) At a period when the subject had

been mooted in the House of Commons, and when they

had been offered, or rather the public at large had been

offered, half the tax, which was a considerable boon,

though he would have liked better to have the whole of

it—(Hear, hear)— at a period, too, when the Chancellor

of the Exchequer had admitted that the farming interest

was in a very bad state in comparison with any other in-

terest in the country— at such a period he really thought

the farmers should go to the Chancellor of the Exche-

quer and ask for a drawback on the malt which tliey

used in agriculture—(cheers)—and in his opinion they

ought to take some step with that view before separating.

There might be some little difficulty in allowing a draw-

back in the case of malt used for agricultural purposes,

but it was not insurmountable ; and if the Government

really meant to assist them, why not ask them to do so

in a manner in which the assistance would be of so much

use to them ? (Hear, hear.) He hoped they would all

be united on the subject ; and if they were, he thought

they would be able to accomplish the object. He knew

there were some who said that there was as much fatten-

ing power in barley as in malt. Admitting that, he

might still say^that animals had not the same induce-

ment to eat barley as to eat malt. (Hear, hear). Malt

sweetened everything that was given to them —
(Hear, hear)—and was conducive both to health and

growth.

Mr. BiDDELL spoke strougly in favour of the adoption of

covered homcstalh. He had paid much attention to the sub-

ject, and he was perfectly satisfied they were not more expen-

sive than a set of farm buildings erected on the old-fashioned

plan. As much manure was to be made in the covered home-

stalls as in the open yard, and if they tied their beasts up three

times a day for the purpose of feeding, it would be found that

they quarrelled less in a covered than in an open yard. Tiiis

he stated as the result of his own personal experience. Then if

the other improvements which belonged to covered homestalls

were taken into consideration—namelj', the greater warmth

they afforded to the stock, and the protection they gave against

bad weather—he thought he might say that that description

of homestalls was quite consistent with true economy in farm-

ing. His friend Mr. Baker had showed that no improvement

could be adopted in agriculture without increasing the risk,

and that position he (Mr. Biddell) did not dispute. There

couU be no doubt, if a man resorted to expensive modes of

farming, his risk was thereby increased—that no step could be

taken in the way of improvement, without some additi ona

risk. He had yet to learn, however, that it might not be con

sisteut with true economy and prudence to take a more liberal

view and farm better, even if by so doing they incurred a

larger expense. (Hear, hear).

Mr. R. Smith said the question of the economy of farm-

ing was of great importance to them all, and he was confident

that every one who was present whilst the paper of Mr. Baker

was being read, would be deeply thankful to that gentleman

for the extensive information he had been the means of im-

parting upon this subject. The economy of farming embraced

a variety of matter, all of which were of paramount interest to

the farmer. And he had no doubt whatever that, if they were

in future to be enabled to grapple with the times, they must

devote more of tlieir attention than they had hitherto done to

such questions as the growth of root crops, the application of

artificial and other manure to the soil, the purchase of imple-

ments, and the building of covered sheds and stalls. ITe

trusted, therefore, that they would let the past go as the past,

and that from the present moment a new era might be dated

of progress and improvement in the history of the agriculture

of Englaud. The oldest and the best of them might always

learn something in the school of science, and from the expe-

rience and skill of other men. In the remarks of Mr. Baker,

with respect to manual and horse labour, he perfectly con-

curred. They might depend upon it that every idle horse re-

presented an idle man ; and that, if ever they found a horse

standing idle, they would be sure to find an idle labourer not far

off. Care and attention in the employment of their horses were

consequently essential requisites upon every farm. Mr. Baker

had made frequent reference to the subject of growing rye for

spring purposes. Now, as a profitable food to the farmer.he (Mr.

Smitli) would name a cropping which he had found exceedingly

applicable to the climate. It was a convenient course, though

not a new one ; for he remembered that 20 years ago his father

practised it inLincolushire. Under the modern system of high

farming, they might rely upon it that they woidd have to turn

their attention a little more from corn to stock ; and if to sheep

farming, they would find that they must use an abundance of

manure, keep their lands in thehighest state of cultivation, and

take their root crops first. He would first sow the land with
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turnips, aiid the followiug year seed it with rape, to be fed off

by. the sheep. Having done that, about the end of October let

the land be shut up, after sowing it with Italian ryegrass and

timothy, and the result would be a supply of food for the spring

which nothing could surpass. With regard to carting manure

loug distances on the farm, according to the present system,

half the occupation of their horses was to carry corn home on

the one hand, and to carry out muck on the other. His advice

wag, that the artificial manures being more compact and con-

centrated, should be carried to a distance, and the farmyard

manure kept nearer home. Upon the subject of the prize of

1000/. offered by the Royal Agricultural Society for a manure

which would compete favourably with Peruvian guano, as a

result of that offer he was happy to state that letters bad been

received from various parties connected witli the guano trade

—and from one eminent firm in particular—to the effect that

they would consent to lower the price of guano to the public

by 21. a ton rather than that such a manure should be supplied

(Hear hear).

Mr. S. Bakek. -Would Mr. Smith tell them what was

his rotation when he bad taken his ryegrass and rape for the

fallow crop ?

Mr. Smith.—With the four-field course, the old system

was to take the crops in this order : turnips, barley, seeds, and

wheat. His plan would be turnips, then seeds, next wheat,

and finish with barley. But the five-field course was the more

convenient one, and this he took as follows : 1st, turnips

;

2nd, seeds and rape ; 3rd, seeds again ; 4th, wheat ; and 5th,

barley to finish.

The Chairman (Mr. W. Bennett) said he agreed with Mr.

Baker that a vast degree of useless toil was imposed upon

farm-horses, and that they were made to perform too long

journejs without feeding. He did not see, however, that it

was possible to feed them more than once duriag the day. A
plan which he had found to be highly advantageous, was to

bait the animals about 11 or 12 o'clock, according to the cha-

racter of the season, whether busy or otherwise.

Mr. Baker had recommended one stoppage as being neces-

sary, from 10 to 11 o'clock in the forenoon.

The Chairman : To give the horses a bait about the

middle of the day was an exceedingly good practice ; to work

them hard until three or four in the afternoon, was to kill

them by inches ; but to give thein a little water and a bait iu

the interval was good husbandry (Hear). The question to

which his excellent brother (Mr. T. Bennett) had referred, he

(the Chairman) did not consider to be at all out of place in a

discussion upon the economy of farming, particularly as at

that moment it was under the consideration of the legislature.

They no doubt all of them concurred with him in the opinion

that the moment they were called upon to compete with the

whole world as regarded the introduction of foreign agricultu-

ral produce iu the English market, that moment the malt tax

ought to have been entirely and for ever abandoned (cheers).

For under such circumstances it was totally unfair to prevent

a man from using the produce of his own farm as freely as his

own or his horse's labour. The farmer grew the barley, and

his labourers cut it down and thrashed it out ; but before he

dared use it iu the shape in which it would be most advan-

tageously used, the excise officer came in, made his dip, and

by virtue of that operation enhanced its cost to the farmeia

in that shape as much again as it was originally. Now,

he contended that the power of the agriculturists of

England ought to have been sufficient to force any

Minister of the Crown, whoever he might be, to

repeal the whole ot thi.s obnoxious and oppressive

tax, especially if iu future the principle of " unrestricted com-

petition" was to be carried out in every other department of

their pursuits (Hear). In the proposition of the Chancellor of

the Exchequer recently put before Parliament t'lere was one

point of serious moment to them—that was, the period from

which the reduction was to take place. In all the markets of

England barley was iu a depressed state. In Mark-lane, on

Monday, it went down, whilst wheat went up ; and he be-

lieved, if the Chancellor of the Exchequer's plan of taking off

half the duty iu October, and allowing a drawback on the

stock of malt then in hand, were carried into effect, they

would see the price of barley lower still ; for every brewer

would take care that he had not a single barrel of beer ou

hand more than he required for the supply of the ordinary de-

mand until the period when the duty came off. Thus they

might evpect a further depression in the sale of barley for the

next three or four months ; and the plan of the Government

would, consequently, at first, do harm instead of good. His

opinion was that it would be better to remit the duty from

the 1st of January next, and leave the parties who had stocks

on hand to deal with them as best they might. True, the

Government would lose a small amount of revenue by adopt-

ing that course ; but, as a set-oft", the farmer would get a

better price for his produce.

Mr. Baker then replied, and in reference to what had fallen

from Mr. Biddell upon lie subject of covered homestalls, ex-

plained that he had not put the covered homestall in competi-

tion with box feeding- ; he had merely stated that, of the two,

box feeding was preferable for the advancement of the animal,

though it was the most expensive. But he quite agreed, that

if he could, he would have all co\ereJ homestalls. The diffi-

culty was, however, that the landlord could not be induced to

improve the homeitalls at his own expense. (Hear, hear.) He
concurred with Mr. Smith in the opinion that the more they

brought root crops into their cultivation, the more corn they

would be likely to grow, and the greatci profit obtain. With

regard to the malt tax, the observations of his friend Mr. Ben-

nett were most pertinent, and he agreed with him that, if the

contemplated scheme were carried out, it would have a mate-

rial effect iu depreciating the value of barley for some months

to come. If the drawback were to take place in October, no

brewer would brew more than v. as absolutely necessary to meet

the ordinary demand, and would keep his stock at the lowest

possible point. ^Moreover, iu his (Mr. Baker's) Judgment, the

drawback should be allowed on all beer brewed from malt be-

tween this time and the 1st of October, as well as upon the

malt itself. (Hear, hear.)

The following resolution was then unanimously adopted :

—

" That it is the opinion of this meeting that the economy of

farming may be greatly promoted by discreet attention to the

successful employment of the manual and horse labour of the

farm ; also by giving the utmost facility for producing an in-

creased quantiiy of manure, which would be greatly promoted

by landlords furnishing good and convenient farm homesteads,

and most of all by giving security to the tenant that such im-

provements in farming may be available to his own benefit, and

that of his family."

A vote of thanks to Mr. Baker for his lecture, and to Mr.

Bennett for presiding, terminated the proceedings.

'

LONDON FARMER'S CLUB.
THE ANNUAL DINNER.

The annual dinner took place, on Thursday evening,

Dec. 10, at Radley's Hotel, Bridge-street. Mr. Ramsay,

of Dervvent, Newcastle-on-Tyne, was in the chair ; and
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amongst the company were Mr. Baker, of Writtle, IMr.

W. F. Hobbs, Mr. R. Smith, Mr. Cuthbert Johnson,

Mr. Hudson, of Castle Acre, Mr. Jonas Webb, Mr. T.

Davey, Mr, Buckley, Mr. H. Overman, Mr. W. Ben-

nett, &c. The dinner itself was worthy of the reputa-

tion of the spirited landlord, Mr. Holt.

After the loyal and national toasts had been dis-

posed of,

The Chairman said the next toast which he had to

propose was what was termed the toast of the evening

—

" Success to the London Farmers' Club" (cheers).

They were all so deeply interested in that toast, that it

could not be otherwise than perfectly acceptable. In

looking at the progress which the club had made during

the past year, it was impossible not to observe what im-

portant subjects had been brought under consideration.

The benefit of the discussions was not confined to them-

selves, but the other farmers' clubs in the country were

led to follow the example of tlie Loudon Farmers' Club

(Hear, hear). In glancing at the important topics which

had been discussed, he could not help singling out the

repeal of the malt-tax, which was very forcibly intro-

duced by his friend on his right (Mr. Fisher Hobbs) and

responded to generally by the club, which felt that the

legislature was bound to attend to the just demands of

the farmer by relieving him from the malt-tax ; and

without trenching upon politics, he might observe that

the efforts of the club in connection with that question

appeared to have produced beneficial effects. Another

question—it was introduced by their friend Mr.
Shaw—was that of tenant-right (Hear, hear). There

could be no doubt that something was required to place

landlord and tenant in a better relative position ; and

whether the plan laid down in the paper read by one of

their most valuable members was the proper one or not,

unquestionably some plan was needed which would meet

the wants and wishes of agriculturists on that subject.

Another question of great importance to agricultu-

rists was the settlement of the poor-lav question.

On that subject they had had some excellent papers, and

one in particular from Mr. Gordon. Mr. Chadwick also

had assisted in the discussion with information obtained

by him as Secretary to the Poor-law Commission. The
whole subject was one of great national as well as agri-

cultural interest ; and, for his own part, he would re-

mark that when the fever of politics had died out, the

question would be settled by the adoption of a national

rate. It was, he conceived, of great importance that

such subjects as those should be duly discussed by in«

telligent farme-s ; for it was hardly possible that dis-

cussion should not tend to the removal of difficulties,

and to a satisfactory settlement. No one present pro-

bably would deny that chemistry had done a great deal

for agriculture. He believed there was scarcely any

person now, who professed to be a good farmer, without

having some chemical rules to guide him. The time was

gone by when they were contented to guess at everything.

It was now considered necessary to have the aid of

chemical science in order to bring crops to the best

condition, and to enable the land to meet the various

requirements of the times. Chemistry had, he thought,

within the last few years done more for agriculture than

anything else. Formerly agriculturist could proceed

slowly ; but now, so great was the struggle for a liveli-

hood, that no portion of her Majesty's subjects were

called upon to make greater exertions. (Hear, hear). It

was not to be expected that every farmer should himself

be a chemist ; but they had chemists to advise and assist

them, and amongst these he could not help mentioning

their excellent friend IVIr. Nesbit. (Cheers). The
question of " the economy of farming" had been intro-

duced by a gentleman on his left (Mr. Baker), who had

contributed greatly to the instruction of the club, and

to whom the club was much indebted for his excellent

remarks. (Hear, hear). The subjects which had

been discussed were so various thjt it would

be impossible for him to notice all of them

;

there was not time to do so, and he would only

remark generally that the questions discussed were of

the deepest practical importance. He considered the

" London Farmers' Club" one of the most important

bodies in the kingdom. From it everything useful

emanated ; and he regretted that farmers had not joined

it in larger numbers, feeling confident that the details

entered into, and the information given, combined with

the smallness of the subscription, made it one of the

cheapest and best means of obtaining information placed

within the reach of agriculturists (Hear, hear). There

was perhaps less difference than there had been for some

time back with regard to some great questions which had

agitated the public mind, and which were now partially

settled; there was less contention among the agricultural

community on those points ; and they must now Sdt

their shoulders to the wheel, and endeavour by industry,

by talent, and by every means which they could possibly

bring to bear upon the matter— when those things to

which he had referred were passed away they must en-

deavour to pay more attention to the working out of the

agricultural system, and the placing it on a sound and

rational basis. All other trades and manufactures in

this country were made prosperous by great efforts. It

was not for them to quarrel about what was past, but

to look forward to the future : and he believed that if

they followed his advice in the matter they would soon

improve their position, and in a few years would have

no mere reason to complain than other portions of Her
Majesty's subjects (cheers). It would ill become him
to detain them long ; but the club having done him the

honour to place him in the chair, he thought it his

duty to point out, as well as his humble abilities enabled

him to do so, the leading principles which in his judg-

ment ought to guide the club in future (Hear, hear).

He thought there wtis sufficient talent, sufficient energy,

and sufficient good-will among the farmers of England

to maintain the position which they had always occupied,

that of the first agriculturists in the world (cheers). A
great deal had been done, but a great deal also remained

to be done ; and he must say that while they talked about

large crops of wheat, fat cattle, and so on, the grand

point always to be ascertained was the cost, and the

balance of profit and loss must show whether a particu-

lar course was profitable or not (Hear, he;u). If to the

industry which as a body they undoubtedly possessed

were only added the knowledge for the acquisition of
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which they had now so many facilities, 'their position

would in the end, he believed, be very much improved

(Hear, hear). He would not detain them longer, but

would at once ask them to drink " Success to the Lon-

don Farmers' Club."

The toast was drunk with honours.

Mr. Baker said he had been requested by the com-

mittee to respond to the toast ; and although the task

might have fallen to much better hands, his anxiety to

serve the club and the agricultural interest generally

would not allow him to refuse. The advancement of

that club mast to all of them be a matter of great solici-

tude. He was certain that there were few present who

had not always watched its proceedings with great in-

terest, and who were not exceedingly delighted that it had

attained such a degree of prospeiity. Much, however,

remained to be done ; many important subjecls required

yet to be discussed : and what was most essential was,

that a larger number of tenant farmers should be in-

duced to join the club. It was evident that if some of

the first men belonging to their class met together to dis-

cuss subjects specially interesting to that class, the re-

sult must be an emanation of light as from a common
centre, which would benefit the agricultural community

generally. The discussions of the club did not end with

the club ; by means of the press they found their way

through the whole area of the kingdom, and a vast

mass of information was diffused which was of the ut-

most importance to agriculture. The origin of farmers'

clubs was of recent date, and it was to be attributed, ne

believed, to some of the members of that body, which he

trusted was not the least among the existing clubs in

point of utility. They would not take upon themselves

the assumption that that wi;s the first club in the king-

dom because it was the London one, for they knew that

there were other clubs, especially in the north of

England, which were remarkable for intelligence and for

the value of theirdiscussions (Hear). Let it be their effort

to continue to make progress. Let every one put, his

shoulder to the wheel on behalf of the club. Let every

one endeavour to make additions to their number, as

these would bring not only subscriptions but intelligence.

He regretted exceedingly that, owing to the great

distance at which many of the members resided from

London, the attendance was not always so large as could

be desired. Persons could not come from a long

distance without incurring considerable expense ; and

the position of farmers of late had been such as to pre-

clude them from spending so much in that way as they

otherwise would do. He trusti.-d, however, that the

clouds were passing away, and that the time would soon

come when they would be alike independent of the

operation of any political causes on their profession, and

of any peculiar depression of their pecuniary resources

(Hear, hear). Although they might not be in so flat-

tering a position as they had been, he trusted that such

was the energy of the British farmer that he would

always be, as he had been hitherto, the first farmer in

the world. He had long felt that farming was, to a

certain extent, in its infancy ; that a vast deal remained

to be unfolded to their view; that the sciences might be

brought to bear upon agriculture more than they had

been ; that machinery might be introduced to a greater

extent, in order to lessen the expenses of cultivation

;

and that, being free from any political trammels like

those to which they were subject for nearly the last half-

century, they might work more for their own advantage

in the end (cheers). He would recommend every one

present to attend the meetings for discussion as often as

was practicable ; not only for the sake of the informa-

tion which they would oblain, but also in order to

convey information to others (Hear, hear). In conclu-

sion, he thanked them on behalf of the committee for

the manner in which they had responded to the toast

;

and assured them that as long as he belonged to the club,

his best exertions should not be wanting to advance its

interests (cheers).

Mr. Fisher Hobbs said that, since entering the

room, he had been most unexpectedly called upon to

propose the next toast. This he regretted the more,

because he was persuaded that he could not do full jus-

tice either to it or to his own feelings in proposing it

;

and also because his friend Mr. Pusey, to whom the

toast was to have been entrusted, and who had accepted

the invitation of the Committee to dine there that day,

was unavoidably absent, in consequence of the state of

his health (Hear, hear). With these preliminary re-

marks, he would give them " The health of their excel-

lent President, Mr. Ramsey" (loud cheers). That gen-

tleman's abilities, and his uniform kindness, were well

known to the members of this Club; but it was not that

club alone, amongst the agricultural community, that

was indebted to him. When they remembered Mr.

Ramsey's exertions in the formation of the Newcastle

Farmers' Club, in the establishment of a cattle market

in the same important town, and, indeed, in the cause

of agriculture generally ; the ability and integrity with

which he performed the duties of a magistrate ; and the

universal respect he had acquired as a mercantile man

—

he (Mr. Hobbs), as one who had enjoyed his friendship

for many years past, was confident they would agree

with him when he said the Committee had acted wisely

and well in asking him to preside as Chairman that day

(cheers). In the course of his address, Mr. Ramsey

had alluded to certain matters of business, and had

mentioned a few of the subjects which had been dis-

cussed at the meetings of the Club during the past year.

Amongst these, he had referred to the malt tax, and had

told them that the London Farmers' Club had, in some

degree, been instrumental in forcing that question upon

the attention of statesmen, and possibly of promoting

the partial, and it might be, ultimately, the total and

entire repeal of that obnoxious and oppressive tax.

(Hear, hear). Now he (Mr. Hobbs) would take it upon

himself to stale, as his own opinion, and that of the

farmers of England, that, although something had been

promised them in that respect, the farmers were not

satisfied with the proposition which had been laid be-

fore Parliament. (Cheers). For what was the fact ?

Why, that every feature of the tax that was most objec-

tionable, and which constituted it a nuisance, so far as

the farmer was concerned, would still remain in all its

force. He would still be deprived of the right to use

his own produce on his own farm in the manner most
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profitable and advantageous to himself; and tliat curse

of the country— the beershop system—would be con-

tinued, with all its accompanying evils. In his opinion,

the only just and proper measure to be adopted was a

total repeal of this oppressive impost; for a total re-

peal would cure both evils—allow the farmer to use his

barley as he pleased, and at the same time root up that

moral pest, the beorshop. (Loud cheers). Everyman
who was anxious for the welfare of the labouring classes

would regret the imperfectchaiacter of the contemplated

measure of the Government in this respect ; whilst, on the

other hand, hemust admit that now the English farmer was

called upon to compete with the whole world, the least

that could be done on his behalf was to allow him to use his

produce in the manner he might deem most beneficial to

himself (loud cheers). Surely no one would contend

that there was any fairness in a system under which,

before the agriculturist could make use of the corn he

grew, the exciseman stepped in, and levied a tax upon it,

without a drawback being allowed in any circumstances,

though the linen manufacturer received a drawback on

the whole of the soap he used in his processes (Hear,

hear). If, then, the London Farmers' Club desired to

be of any use to the country, he trusted they would not

think it too late, even now at the eleventh hour, to ex-

press their opinions, and the opinion of the agricultural

body at large, upon this most oppressive and obnoxious

tax (cheers). His friend, the chairman, had stated that

this club had not received the amount of support from

the agricultural interest generally to which it was un-

doubtedly entitled. He (Mr. Hobbs) hoped, however,

now that the jealousies and ill feelings which had hitherto

existed amongst them were about to vanish for ever, that

the farmers of England would do their duty to them-

selves, unite together in the assertion of their rights, and

assist in cirrying into effect such practical measures as

would be for the advantage and the welfare of every class

and interest in the state (cheers). In conclusion, he

begged to give them the health of Mr. Ramsay, thanks

to him for coming so great a distance to preside over

them on that occasion, and might he live many years to

continue an active and useful member of the London

Farmers' Club.

This toast was drunk with three times three, and one

cheer more.

The Chairman returned thanks, and bore testimony

to the utility and value of the London Farmers' C!ub to

the agricultural community at large. The improve-

ments which had been effected of late years in the

farms of the north of England were often spoken

of in terms of praise. Undoubtedly there were many
very excellent farms in the north, but he could tell

his countrymen there that equally good farms were

to be found in the south (cheers). It was only

by meeting together in assemblies like those of the

London Farmers' Club that they would be able to at-

tain to any perfection in the science of agriculture ; for

they should remember that in their pursuits there was

no " bottling-up" of secrets—(Hear, hear, and laughter)

—no taking out of patents for the production of wheat,

barley, oats, and turnips ; but that every intellectual

and improving farmer was always ready to impart in-

struction to his neighbour (cheers). The landlords might

perhaps be termed monopolists, but the farmers were by

no means so ; they were ever anxiously desirous of com-

municating their knowledge to their neighbours (renewed

cheers). As one deeply interested in the welfare of agricul-

ture, he (Mr. Ramsey) hesitated not to say that he did

not despond, and that he believed a bright day was open-

ing upon them (Hear, hear). No doubt it had been a

great struggle on the part of the farmers to maintain

their position during the last few years ; but they might

rely upon it, that the interests of the landlord and the

produce of the farmer would in the end, like all other

commodities, be regulated by the state of the market of

dem.-.nd and supply. One thing was true. It was, that

heretofore they had not looked into their affairs from

that mercantile point of view, which in a country like

this was indispensable. In fact, it was absolutely ne-

cessary that the English agriculturist should be a mer-

cantile agriculturist. We were in a totally different

position from continental countries, where the labourers

contented themselves with poor fare and low prices.

Here we were in a more artificial state. The various

classes were not so widely different from each other. And
he believed that the beautiful show of cattle by the

Smithfield Club this week, the meetings of the London
Farmers' Club, and the associations arising out of them,

would ultimately conduce materially to improve the

interests of agriculture (cheers).

Mr. CuTiiBERT Johnson said he had had committed

to his care the toast of " Success to the Royal Agricul-

tural Society of England." As had been well observed

by their excellent Chairman, there was in agriculture no

bottling up of secrets (Hear, hear). The English

farmer, when he had made a discovery, did not attempt

to keep it to himself, but endeavoured to make it known
for the benefit of his neighbourhood. It was in that

noble spirit that the great Society whose name he had

announced had for many years operated (Hear, hear).

Whether at the periodical meetings which they held in

Hanover- square, or in those visits which they paid to

various portions of this vast empire, they had borne in

mind their own motto " Practice with Science ;" and

had endeavoured to glean from all sources, and to lay

under contribution all the sciences, for the general

beneiit of the agriculture of their country (cheers). With
what success their labours had been attended he need

hardly remind the company. It would be remembered

that, under their auspices, many great and important

movements in agriculture had been fostered, if not first

suggested ; it would be remembered that in their time

had been introduced that inestimable fertilizer, guano-
that in their time had been introduced what was one of

the greatest improvements of chemistry with regard to

agriculture, the use of super-phosphate of lime. He was

old enough to recollect that, when these agents were

first announced, they were greeted, especially by those

who understood the least about them, with a considerable

degree of ridicule. He was old enough to recal the pe-

riod when it was said that, to add sulphuric acid to any-

thing good for the soil was a most ridiculous idea, and

was to be classed with the visions of Johanna Southcote,

or with the squaring of the circle. But they had lived
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to see these things take their stand amongst the most

valued instruments of the farmer (Hear, hear). The

great Society on whose merits he had spoken had en-

deavoured to bring to the aid of the English farmer

sciences of every description—sciences in aid of the

mechanical implements of the farm, as well as the sci-

ence of chemistry : even meteorology had not been for-

gotten ; and all their efforts had been attended with no

small practical success. It was true that they made a

mistake now and then ; for instance, they were now of-

fering a reward of ^'1,000 for the discovery of a manure

equal to guano, which could be sold for £5 per ton.

When they reflected that, if such a discovery were made,

the secret could be sold in the City to-morrow for

^£100,000 at least, they could see that there was no rea-

son to offer i£'l,000 for any discovery of that kind

(laughter). Its own value would be a sufficient reward

(Hear, hear). However, the offer was made with the

best intentions ; and although, without pretending to

have Elijah's mantle, he would predict that the reward

would never be paid, he must say the good, and ardent

spirit in which it was offered was worthy of the

greatest Agricultural Society that had ever existed in

the world. He called upon them, then, as English

farmers, to drink the toast with the greatest cordiality,

and with it he would couple the name of a true English

farmer, who had endeavoured, and successfully endea-

voured too, to carry out the Society's motto in his own

practice—his friend Mr. Hudson, of Castle Acre. The

toast was drunk with the utmost enthusiasm.

Mr. Hudson thanked the company for the honour

conferred upon him. He trusted and believed that the

Royal Agricultural Society of England had been of

some use to this country ; and not only to this, but to

many other countries in Europe and other parts of the

world. Mr. Johnson had alluded to a recent proceed-

ing of that society. His hon. friend said he thought the

reward the Council had offered would not be claimed.

He (Mr. Hudson) hoped, however, that some scientific

man would be found to claim it, though whether he

might take out a patent or not he did not pretend to

say (cheers). The produce of their farms was subjected

to three great charges in the shape of rent, labour, and

manure. Under the last-mentioned head there were few

of them now-a-days who did not expend large sums in the

purchase of guano ; and he must say he should prefer sav-

ing£300 or £'400 a year in the cost of this valuable manure

to going a begging to his landlord for a reduction of rent

by that amount. (Hear, hear.) The question of manure

was a most important one ; and though some gefttlemen

might live upon rich soils which did not require artificial

manures like guano, yet he could assure them that

even the richest of soils might be benefited by its

use. In another department also—that of farm-

ing implements, he believed the Royal Agricultural So-

ciety were effecting' great good by means of the piizes

they offered for improvements (Hear, bear). They had

endeavoured as much as possible not only to cheapen

the cost of production, but to effect such improvements

in agricultural machinery as would lessen, not so much

the amount of labour employed, as the excessive pres-

sure upon the labourer, whose work was now, by the in-

troduction of new and improved implements, rendered

much lighter than it was some 20 or 30 years ago

(cheers).

Mr. Robert Smith gave " Prosperity to the Smith-

field Cattle Club" (cheers).

lyir. Davey responded.

Mr. Gordon proposed " The Health of the Com-
mittee of Management."

Mr. Trethewy acknowledged the compliment.

Mr. Sidney gave " The Local Farmers' Clubs."

Mr. Overman replied to the toast.

The Chairman in very complimentary terms gave

the health of the " Secretary," to which Mr. Corbet

briefly replied ; and the Rev. C. Day afterwards re-

sponded to "TheVisitors," the company broke up about

ten o'clock.

SMITHFIELD CLUB CATTLE SHOW,
Judges of Cattle and Long-woolled Sheep.—

Robert Smith, Saml. Bloxridge, Chas. Stokes.

Judges of Ckoss-bked Sheep, Shortwools, and
Pigs.—E. Pope, Jno. Farncombe, Wm. Tanner.

Stewards of Beasts and Long-woolled Sheep.—
John Buckley, William Loft, J. Tanner Davey.

Stewards of Short-woolled Sheep and Pigs.—
James Burgess, J. Saxby, John Claydeu.

LIST OF PRIZES.
DEVONS.

Class 1.—First prize of 251., to Mr. John Ayre Thomas,

Witheredge, Devon, and the silver medal as the breeder

;

purchased by Mr. Copeland, of Windsor : second prize of 10/.,

to the Earl of Leicester, Holkham Hall, Norfolk ; purchased

by Mr. CoUingwoorl, of Lamb's Conduit Street.

Class 2.—First prize of 251., to the Earl of Leicester,

Holliham Hall, Norfolli, and the silver medal as the breeder;

purchased by Mr. Collingwood, of Lamb's Conduit Street

:

second prize of 10/., to Mr. James Quartly, MoUand House,

South Molton ; purchased by Mr. James Ratcliffe, of May Fair^

Piccadilly.

Class 3.—First prize of 15/., to Mr. T. W. Fouracre,

Durston, near Taunton, and siker medal as the breeder;

purchased by Mr. Story, Thames Ditton : second prize of 5/.,

to Mr. Samuel Farthing, Stowey Court, Bridgwater; pur-

chased by Mr. Thos. Cook, Clapham Road.

Class 4.—First prize of 20/., to Mr. Thomas Bond, Bishops

Lydeard, near Taunton, and silver medal as the breeder;

purchased by Mr. King, of Paddington Street : second prize

of 10/., to Mr. T. W. Fouracre, Durston, near Taunton ; pur-

chased by Mr. J. Harman, of High Wycombe, Bucks.

HEREFORDS.
Class 5.—First prize of 25/. to His Royal Highness Prince

Albert ; silver medal to the breeder, Mr. Thos. Roberts,

Leominster; purchased by Mr. G. Orris, 1, Prospect Place,

De Beauvoir Square.

Class 6.—First prize of 25/., to Mr. Daniel Maydwell,

Ashstead, Surrey ; silver medal to the breeder, Mr. Wm.
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Stedman, Bedstone-hall, Ludlow ; purchased by Mr. Baunister.

of Threadneedle Street : second prize of 10/., to Mr. Josh-

Phillips, Ardington, near Wantage
;
purchased by Mr. J. G.

Stevens, of Oxford.

Class 7.—First prize of 15?., to Mr. Samuel Druce,

Eynsham, Oxon ; silver medal to the breeder, Mr. Edmund
Lewis, Breinton, Hereford; second prize of 5/., to Mr. Fre-

derick King, Nursling, Southampton ;
purchased by Mr. Wat-

son, of Wey bridge.

CL.iss 8.—First prize of 20?., to Mr. John Dunne Cooke,

Brampton Brian, Ludlow, and silver medal as the breeder

;

purchased by Mr. T. Randall, London Road : second prize of

10/., to Mr. Edmund Herbert, Powick, Worcester.

SHORTHORNS.
Class 9.—First prize of 25/., to Mr. Joseph Stratton,

Manniugford Bruce, near Pewsey, Wilts; silver medal to the

breeder, Mr. Richard Stratton, Broad Hintcu, near Swindon
;

purchased by Mr. Smith, of Salisbury : second prize of 10/., to

the Duke of Rutland, Belvcir Castle, Grantham ;
purchased

by Mr. 'W. Bottrill, Rochester Row, Westminster.

CLAS.S 10.—First prize of 25/., to Mr. Richard Stratton,

Broad Hinton, near Swindon, and silver medal as the breeder

;

purchased by Mr. W. Turner, Sheffield: second prize of 10/.,

to Mr. Thomas Pulver, Broughton, near Kettering.

Class 11.—First prize of 15/., to Mr. Joseph Phillips, Ar-

dington, near Wantage; silver medal to the breeder, Mr. Thos.

Game, Northleach; purchased by Mr.W. Copelnnd, of Abing-

don : second prize of 5/., to Mr. John Tucker, The Abbey

Print Works, Stratford, Essex; purchased by Mr. J. T.

Justice, 9, Crown Court, Pall Mall.

Class 12.—First prize of 20/., to Mr. Charles Towneley,

Townelcy Park, Burneley ; silver medal to the breeder, Mr. J.

S. Crosland, Burbage House, Hinckley
;

purchased by Mr.

W. Turner, Sheffield : second prize of 10/., to Mr. Stephen

Gooch, Heningham, near Norwich ; purchased by Mr. T. Ran-

dall, London Road.

SCOTCH, ^VELSH, OR IRISH BREEDS.
Class 13.—The prize of 10/., to the Rev. Joseph Arkwright,

Mark Hall, Harlow, Esses ;
purchased by Mr. W. Jeffery,

Foubert's Place, Regent Street.

Class 14.—The prize of 5/., to Sir John Cathcart, Bart.,

Cooper's Hill, Chertsey; purchased by Mr. Baunister, of

Windsor.
OTHER PURE BREEDS.

Class 15.—Withheld.

Class 16.—The prize of 10/., to Mr. William Dunning,

Friar Waddon, Dorchester, and silver medal as the breeder ;

purchased by Mr. Dale, Walton on Thames.

CROSS OR MIXED BREEDS.
Class 17.—The prize of 15/., to Mr. Joseph Phillips, Ar-

dington, near Wantage ; silver medal to the breeder, Mr. John

Rayer, Eastington, near Northleach.

Class 18.—The prize of 15/., to Mr. James Futcher, jun.,

Fovant, near Salisbury ; silver medal to the breeder, the repre-

sentatives of the late Mr. John Sherrin, Hazlebury, near

Blandford.

Class 19.—The prize of 10/., to Mr. Robert Beman,

Moretonin-Marsh, Gloucestershire; silver medal to the

breeder, the executors of the late Hon. Lady Ccckerell, Sezin-

cott.

LONG-WOOLLED SHEEP.

Class 20.—First prize of 20/., to Mr. Thomas Twitchell,

Willington, Bedford, and silver medal as the breeder ; pur-

chased by Mr. Barclay, Great Titchfield Street : second prize

of 10/., to the Marquis of Exeter, Burghley House, Stam-

ford ; purchased by Mr. Griffiths, of Poland Street, Oxford

Street : 3rd prize of 5/., to Mr. G.S. Foljarabe, Osbevton Hall,

Worksop; purchased by Mr. E. Bassett, Crown Court, St.

James'.

Class 21.—First prize of 20/., to the Marquis of Exeter,

Burghley House, Stamford, and the silver medal as the

breeder
;
purchased by Mr. Miller, of Netting Hill : second

prize of 10/., to Mr. Thomas Twitchell, Willington, Bedford;

third prize of 51., to Mr. Lawrence Willraore, The Newarke,

Leicester.

LONG WOOLS (not Leicesters.)

Class 22.—The prize of 10/., to Mr. Wm. Hewer, Seveii-

hampton, near Highworth, and silver medal as the breeder

;

purchased by Mr. Minton, of Windsor.

CROSS BRED SHEEP.
Class 23.—First prize of 10/., to Mr. W. S. Stevens, Gate-

hampton, near Goring, Oxon; silver medal to the breeder, the re-

presentative of the late Mr. Wm. Cowdery, Steventon, Berks

;

second prize of 5/. to Mr. John Robt. Overman, Biurnham

Sutton, near Bnrnham market
;
purchased by Mr. W. Covell,

of Sydenham, Kent.

CL.'iss 24.—The prize of 10/. to Mr. John Robt. Overman,

Burnham Sutton, near Bnrnham Market, and silver medal as

the breeder; purchased by Air. T. Randall, London Road.

SHORT-WOOLLED SHEEP.
Class 25.—First prize of 20/., to Mr. William Sainsbury,

West Lavington, near Devizes, and silver medal as the

breeder; purchased by Mr. King, of Paddington Street:

second prize of 10/., to the Duke of Richmond, Goodwood;

purchased by Mr. Anderton, Queen's Road, New Cross, Surrey.

Class 26.—The prize of 10/. to the Duke of Richmond,

Goodwood, and silver medal as the breeder ; purchased by Mr.

W. Jeffery, Foubert's Place, Regent Street.

Class 27.—First prize of 20/. to the Duke of Richmond,

Goodwood, and silver medal as the breeder; purchased by

Mr. E. Flicker, Church Street, Fulhatn : second prize of 10?.

to Lord VValsingham, :\Ierton Hall, Thetford, Norfolk ; pur-

chased by Mr. King, of Paddington.

SHORT-WOOLLED SHEEP (not being Southdowns.)

Class 28.—The prize of 10?. to Mr. William Humfrey,

Oak Ash Farm, Chaddleworth, near Wantage, and silver medal

as the breeder ;
purchased by Mr. Jas. RatcUffe, of Hillington,

Middlesex.

PIGS.

Class 29.—First prize of 10?. to Mr. John Coate, Ham-

mond, near Blandford, and silver medal as the breeder ; se-

cond prize of 5/. to Sir John Conroy, Arborfield Hall,

Reading.

Class 30.—First prize of 10?. to Sir John Conroy, Arbor-

field Hall, Reading, and silver medal as the breeder ; second

prize of 5/. to his Royal Highness Prince Albert.

Class 31.—First prize of 10/. to Mr. Samuel Druce, juu.,

Eynsham, Oxford, and silver medal as the breeder ; second

prize of 5/. to Mr. Fredk. Crockford, Harrow Weald Park,

Stanraore.

Extra Stock.

Silver medal, to the exhibitor of the best beast, to Mr. Ro-

bert Beman, of Moreton-in-Marsh.

Silver medal, to the exhibitor of the best loug-woolled

sheep, to Mr. William Sanday, of Holme Pierrepoint, Notts ;

purchased by Mr. H. Green, Kingsland Road, Sboreditch.

Silver medal, to the exhibitor of the best short-wooUed

sheep, to his Grace the Duke of Richmond, of Goodwood.

Silver medal, to the exhibitor of the best cross-bred sheep,

to Mr. J. R. Overman, of Burnham Sutton, Norfolk; pur-

chased by Mr. John Mason, Queen Street, King's Road,

Chelsea.
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Silver medal, to the exhibitor of the best pig, to Sir John

Conroy, of Arborfield Hall, Reading.

Gold Medals.
Gold medal, to the exhibitor of the best steer or ox in the

1st, 2nd, 5th, 6th, 9th, 10th, 15th, 17th, or 18th classes, to

Mr. Richard Stratton, of Broad Hinton, near Swindou.

Gold medal, to the exhibitor of the best heifer or cow in the

3rd, 4th, 7th, 8th, lltb, 12th, 16th, or 19th classes, to Mr.

J. D. Cooke, of Brampton Brian, Ludlow.

Gold medal, to the exhibitor of the best pen of one-year-old

long-woolled sheep, in the 20th, 21st, or 22nd classes, to the

Most Hon. the Marquis of Exeter, of Burghley House, Stam-

ford.

Gold medal, to the exhibitor of the best pen of one-year-old

short-wool!ed sheep, in the 25th, 26th, or 28th classes, to Mr.

William Saiusbury, of West Lavington, De^izes,

Gold medal, to the exhibitor of the best pen of pigs in the

29th, 30th, or 31st classes, to Mr. John Coate, of Hammoon,
Blandford.

HIGHLY COMMENDED.
His Royal Highness Prince Albert's Devon ox

; purchased by

Mr. Minton, of Windsor.

The Right Hon. Lord Sondes' short-horn ox; purchased by

Mr. J. Mason, Queen Street, King's Road, Chelsea.

Mr. Richard Stratton's short-horn cow.

Mr. W. Hewer's cross-bred ox ; purchased by M. Moorkens,

of Antwerp.

Mr. W. Abraham's Leicester sheep ; purchased by M. Moor-

kens, of Antwerp.

Mr. W. Hewer's Cotswold sheep; purchased by Mr. W. H.

White, of Shadwell.

Mr. Samuel Druce's pen of cross-bred wethers ;
purchased by

Mr. G. Chiug, Warren Street, Fitzroy Square.

Mr. Samuel Davis's pen of cross-bred wethers; purchased by

Mr. E. Williams, Bermondsey Market.

Mr. W. P. Salter's pen of cross-bred wethers
; purchased by

Mr. Withers, of Guildford, Surrey.

Mr. W. Rigden's pen of Southdown wethers
; purchased by

Mr. Davy, of Brighton.

Sir R. Throckmorton's pen of Southdown wethers
; purchased

by Mr. W. Glass, Lambeth Walk.

Mr. James Sharp's pen of improved Hampshire Down wethers;

purchased by Mr. C. Walker, High Street, Hampstead.

The Riglit Hon. Lord Walsingham's Southdown sheep
;
pur-

chased by Mr. Jas. Radcliffc, May Fair, Piccadilly.

Mr. W. S. Wood's pen of Sussex and Neapolitan pigs.

The Right Hon. the Earl of Radnor's pen of Coleshill pigs.

Mr. W. J. Sadler's Berkshire pigs.

COMMENDED.
Mr. John Carwardine's Hereford steer; purchased by Mr,

ShepparJ, of HoUoway.

The Earl of Radnor's Hereford ox ; purchased by Mr. Stimp-

son, of Wandsworth.

Mr. T. W. Hick's Hereford cow.

The Earl of Radnor's Hereford cow.

Mr. Wm. Allatt's Hereford cow.

Mr. James Stratton's short-horn steer ; purchased by Mr. T.

Ford, Kinton Street, Brunswick Square.

Mr. R. Bull's Durham ox
; purchased by Mr. Caldwell, Port-

laud Place, New Kent Town.

Mr. Richard Spraggett's short-horn steer.

The Right Hon. Lord Feversham's short-horn heifer
;

pur-

chased by Mr. Craig, of Mount Street.

Mr. W. H. Goodwin's short-horu heifer.

Mr. Thomas Crisp's short-horn heifer; purchased by Mr.
Bri'lge?, Earl Street, Manchester Square.

Mr. Featherstone's short-horu heifer.

Mr. George Carringtou's short-horn cow
;
purchased by Mr.

W. Jordan, of Barnet.

Mr. J. H. Gurney's cross-bred ox ; purchased by Mr. Coclrill,

of Newgate Market.

Mr. Edward Newbatt's short-horu heifer ;
purchased by l\Ir.

R. Harris, Chertsey.

Mr. L. Wiil-nore's Leicester wether.

M. G. S. Foljambe's Leicester wether; purchased by Mr.

Peaty, of John Street, Portland Town.

Mr. John Ilitchmnn's pen of cross-bred wethers.

Mr. John Williams's pea of Southdowns.

Mr. H. S. Hayward's pen of Southdowns; purchased by Mr.

Deacon, of Kilburn.

Mr. William Rigden's Southdown sheep
;
purchased by Mr.

Davy, of Brighton.

Mr. M. Newman's pen of pigs.

Mr. Chamberlain's pig.

COJIMENDED GENERALLY.
Mr. J. II. Gurney's cross-bred ox.

Mr. Edward Newbatt's short-horu heifer.

Mr. L. Willmore's Leicester wether.

Mr. G. S. Fo'jambe's Leicester wether.

Mr. J. Hitchman's pen of cross-bred wethers.

Mr. J. Williams's pen of Southdowns.

Mr. II. S. Ilayward's pen of Southdowns.

Mr. Wm. Rigden's Southdown sheep,

Mr. M. Newman's pen of pigs.

Mr. Chamberlain's pig.

B. F. Br.^ndreth Gidbs, Hon. Sec.

The first is generally the least crowded day of the

show, but on Tuesday, notwithstanding the unfavour-

able state of the weather, there was a good average at-

tendance of visitors. Many came as buyers, and before

the exhibition closed a large proportion of the stock had

changed hands. The advantages of the new arrange-

ments, both with reference to the animals themselves

and the space for their accommodation, were very appa-

rent, and gave general satisfaction.

A more careful survey of the whole display than it

was possible to take at a late hour on the previous night

confirms our first impressions as to its sustained excel-

lence in all the classes. There arc not more than half-

a-dozen beasts shown of a decidedly second-rate cha-

racter ; and the two worst of these are foreigners. It

is to be hoped that the introduction of continental stock

at these annual exhibitions may not be discouraged by

the overwhelming character of the competition to which

they are unavoidably exposed. They have established a

place for themselves in our markets, and our agricul-

turists can take no harm, and may derive some useful

hints from seeing the best Dutch cattle once a year

placed in juxtaposition with their own. Among other

features of the present display may be noticed the skill

with which our breeders, in each class, are rearing their

animals so as to approach certain standards of shape.

Their unremitting exertions have enabled them to get

rid of old defects, which were at one time regarded with

favour, and so to manage that their stock shall carry the

greatest amount of fine meat in the best places. The

North Devons have always had, and still retain the ad-
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vantage ia this respect ; but it is wonderful what im-

provements towards the same end have been made in

other breeds, and especially the Herefords and short-

horns. If any one wants an illustration of this, let him

compare with any of the prize cattle an old-fashioned

short-horned cow exhibited by the Marquis of Exeter

—

not a bad specimen of her kind, but still illubtrating, by

contrast, the increased symmetry of younger animals.

The most remarkable beast in the yard is certainly

Mr. Richard Stratton's ox ; its shapeliness and enor-

mous size unite in giving it an advantage to which,

were either of these qualities considered separately, it

would, perhaps, not be so clearly entitled. Among the

cattle we notice one rather singular fact, that while three

is a fair show of West Highlanders, Angus, and polled

Galloways, there is not a single entry of Welsh or Irish.

How comes it that our northern agriculturists, even from

as far as Shetland, are thus represented, while from the

rich pastures of the Emerald Isle and from the hills of

the principality nothing is sent ? The classes devoted to

cross-breeds contain some capital specimens, and as

these, after all, show the staple which supplies our

markets with beef, they will be examined with propor-

tionate interest. Among them will be found one re-

markably fine steer, exhibited by INIr. Joseph Phillips, of

Ardington, Berks, and an equally handsome heifer, shown

by Mr. Robert Beman, of Moreton-in-the-Marsh, Glo-

cestershire. If in their awards for cattle the judges

have made any mistake, we should be disposed to say

that it was in giving a prize to Prince Albert's Hereford

steer, which seemed to us not comparable to that of Mr.

W. Heath, of Ludlamhall, Norwich, standing next to it.

Early maturity, economy in feeding, and a carcase

affording the largest quantity of meat distributed in the

best joints, ought to be the tests of a good show of fat

cattle. The judges point out the finest beasts, but with-

out, we fear, the essential reference to those other con-

siderations upon which the practical value of the

exhibition depends.

In the display of sheep, the present show comes out

very strongly, and here again, in all the classes, great ex-

cellence is attained. The Marquis of Exeter carries off the

gold medal for the beat pen of one year old Leicesters,

and Mr. Sainsbury, of West Lavington, shows the best

one year old South Downs. There is also a considerable

display of cross breeds of extraordinary merit, and to

which some of our most eminent agriculturists have con-

tributed. We would draw particular attention to the

pens exhibited by Mr. G. R. Overman, of Burnham
Sutton, Norfolk, and Mr. W. S. Stevens, of Galthamp-

ton, Oxfordshire. One point which occurs forcibly to

the visitor of these annual shows is the preference which

the Smithfield Club appe:irs to give to pure over cross-

bred stock, notwithstanding that first crosses are of all

the most profitable to send to market, that Smithfield is

necessarily supplied with a small proportion of pure

bred sheep, and that an exhibition like that in Baker-

street is one where strict attention to purity of blood is

not requisite, and can be dispensed with. The tendency

of such predilections is to shut out practical men from

the competition, and leave it in the hands of the breeders

and amateur agriculturists. The cinb, it will be per-

ceived on reference to the prize-list, gives no gold medal

except in the pure breed classes, and their money pre-

miums for those classes are on a larger scale also. There

is an obvious risk in making such distinctions with their

new classification, for they will thus be insensibly drawn

on until all difference between their exhibition and that

of the Royal Agricultural Society disappears.

The present show of pigs is quite equal to that of

former years ; and the pen to which the gold medal has

been awarded will for the next few days occupy no small

sipace in the attention of visitors. Those who cannot

work their way through the crowd to see them will do

well to examine the porkers sent to Baker-street by that

enterprising and skilful agriculturist. Sir John Conroy.

They are excellent of their kind, and have won him no

less than three prizes.

To the existing attractions of their show we under-

stand that the club contemplate adding next year a dis-

play of poultry, which cannot fail to be popular. One

of the smaller evils of Protection was that it brought

into unmerited contempt an interesting and profitable

branch of rural industry, which being neglected, our

poultry and eggs became so dear and bad that we bad,

and still have, to draw our principal supplies of them

from France and Belgium.

As an offshoot of the exhibition of stock, the bazaar

contains also a great coUeetion of agricultural imple-

ments supplied by the best makers, and two collections

of farm produce, which are of a very remarkable excel-

lence, and deserve the careful inspection of every visitor.

The first of these is by Gibbs and Company, of Half-

moon Street, seedsmen to the Royal Agricultural So-

ciety. It is beautifully arranged, and shows great care

in the selection of the specimens. The second is a con-

tribution from that valuable institution, the Royal

Dublin Society, and illustrates the capabilities of the

Irish soil and climate for the growth of green and root

crops in a manner truly wonderful. Mr. Corrigan,the

society's curator, has brought over this highly creditable

display of farm produce, which, we understand, is the

residue of the society's last autumnal show, and is com-

posed of contributions from the best agriculturists in

Ireland.—Times.

EXHIBITION OF AGRICULTURAL
IMPLEMExXTS.

The number as well as the usefulness of the

variety of engines, machines, and agricultural im-

plements generally which crowded the galleries of

the Smithfield Show yard, are well deserving of

some especial notice, the more particularly as little

remark has yet been offered on them by those

journals which necessarily precede us in publication.

We so turn to our note book for what we have

been able to jot down somewhat hastily, but, as we

hope, will be found altogether impartially.

Of ploughs there were exhibited by Messrs. Ransome

and Sims of Ipswich, Busby of Yorkshire, Howard and

Williams of Bedford, Bentall of Essex, some excellent im-
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plements, tiie merits of which aie widuly and beneficially

known throughout our country. There were also a

number of American ploughs exhibited by Dray and
Co., Burgess and Key, and others. These ploughs,

or a modification of them, are calculated in a peculiar

manner for the cultivation of all free-working soils

;

we therefore think they will become extensively used

by light-land farmers ; their lightness of draft, while

they turn a wide furrow completely over, in the act

shaking and cracking the earth to a great extent, insur-

ing expedition, combined with the nearest approach to

fork cultivation.

In the stand of Messrs. Howard and Williams, of

Bedford, we found again exhibited their widely-known

zigzag harrows.

Amongst corn and seed drills Messrs. Hornsby,

Garrett and Smyth, have taken and kept the lead

for a great number of years, their long lists of prizes

being the evidence of a cloud of witnesses ; indeed, we
think many of their drills are perfect. Mr. Hensman,
of Woburn, exhibited his improved Bedford steer drill—

the latest and greatest improvement in which rests in

hanging the seed box and sowing apparatus in such a

way that it maintains its level while the drill is going up
or down hills ; thus, under all circumstances, insuring

equal sowing.

In manure drills and distributors Hornsby and Gar-

rett take the lead ; in fact, the perfection of this class

of machines is mainly due to these two gentlemen.

Mr. Barton showed a liquid manure drill of great

merit and utility. We understand that the idea was

given him by Col. Challoner, who has found vast ad-

vantage from its use on light dry soils, especially in

forcing the young turnip plants out of the way of the fly.

We observed a guano tester onCogan and Co.'s stand,

which, if correct in its powers, ought to be in the hands

of every farmer, as well as every honest manure dealer.

Perhaps, however, the most striking advance upon for-

mer shows was in the reaping machines. There was a great

variety of modes of cutting, each claiming merit, and no

doubt possessing great advantages for certain purposes

;

but which of them is the best for cutting the grain crops

of England time has yet to prove. First Bell's, on the per-

fect scissor or clipping principle ; Crowley's and M'Cor-

niick's, the drawcutwith a sickle edge ; Dray and Co.'s,

the Husseyan or chopping plan; Garrett's, a combination

of the clipping and chopping principles ; Crosskill's, a

combination of the drawcut and clippieg principles, with

a fine serrated edge. All these plans have been more or

less used, and found to answer in different degrees. The

clipping has had the longest practice, and has retained

the highest merit wherever it has come in competition

with the others, as the farmers require a reaping machine

—and no machine can be fully entitled to the name, ex-

cept it cuts and lays down the crop in a continuous

swathe, or in parcels large enough for sheaves. Thus

the success of such an implement will not be dependent

upon the activity and muscular strength of labourers,

who are a class of men that do not like to be put much
out of their old pace of moving ; this, coupled with the

past wet harvest, and heavy crops, proved almost fatal

to the American reapers ; while Bell's, under the same

disadvantageous circuaistauces, was applauded wherever

it went. Wc are convinced that its great success lay

much in its cutting, gathering, and laying down the cut

crop in a beautifully arranged swathe, without the aid

of man, except as far as driving the horses is concerned ;

and here the driver using a pair of reins, and steering or

guiding it like a plough, soon feels himself at home,

because the mode of action is thoroughly understood by

him. We are convinced that if the harvest had been

as dry as usual, the American machines would have

gained a fair shvire of confidence among the farmers, and

with some improvements, we are of opinion, they will

become a popular and useful branch of machinery.

Of hay tedding machines there were Smith and Asbby's,

and Wedlake's, both excellent ; from what we know of

Smith's, we have no hesitation in pronouncing it about

perfect.

Horse-rakes of great merit were exhibited by Messrs.

Howard, of Bedford ; Williams, of Bedford ; and Smith

and Ashby, of Stamford.

The spades, draining-tools, forks for all purposes that

are required in agriculture, manufactured by Mr. Winton,

of Birmingham, were exhibited by various firms. These

hand-tools are all of the most beautiful make ; their

lightness, combined with extraordinary strength and

power of withstanding continuous wear against stones

and other hard substances without losing their edge,

makes them appear more like magical than farming

tools ; indeed, if we were to go into a calculation of the

amount of human labour thrown away annually by

wielding clumsy tools in the various agricultural opera-

tions, we feel satisfied the result would be found as-

tounding.

Mr. Barton exhibited a new plan of hoe of various

sizes for manual use. This tool is worked on the same

principle as the breast or thrust plough. On a similar

handle or shaft to that used in the breast-plough are

fixed from two to four hoes ; the labourer thrusts these

before him, hoeing as many drills of corn as there are

hoes. In green crops two hoes are fixed oa the handle,

just far enough apart to allow the row of young plants

to escape being cut up, as the labourer proceeds thrusting

this tool before him, with a hoe on each side of the drill

of turnips, or any other green crop.

Mr. Hill, of Brierly Hill, exhibited a variety of

his wire and iron fencing, as well as a variety of gates,

sheep and cattle hurdles, all of which have been long

and widely known for their general utility and economy.

Of one-horse carts there were some of good form and

simple construction exhibited by Crosskill, Busby, and

Crowley; but for excellency of materials, beauty of

workmanship, simplicity, lightness, and strength, we

saw few equal to those on Crosskill's stand.

We observed that Mr. Hornsby had made an impor-

tant improvement in Burgess and Key's turnip cutter,

which will do much towards spreading its merits for the

benefit of the farmers ; Gardener's well-known turnip

cutter too has lost none of its merits in the hands of his

successor, Mr. Samuelson, of Banbury.

In horsehoes there was an excellent show : Garrett's,

of Saxmundham ; Smith's, of Kettering; and Williams',

of Bedford amongst the most perfect. The latter is
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Smith's, greatly improved by Mr. Nicholsou : these im-

provements are such as enable the man with ease to guide

the implement against irregularities and the swerving of

the horse out of tlie straight line. The low price at which

this implement can be made, and its general utility, will

make it a formidable rival to Garrett's justly famed im-

plement. Messrs. Busby, Howard, Edward Hill, of

Briefly Hill, and others, exhibited useful turnip horse-

hoes for ridge cultivation.

In thrashing machines there was but small competition

,

owing to the rule that nothing above a ton in weight is

allowed. There was a very pretty little combined thrash-

ing, shaking, and winnowing machine exhibited by Clay-

ton and Shuttleworth, of Lincoln ; while Garrett, Holmes,

Hensman, and Ransome exhibited their well-known

machines, as improved and approved.

In corn-dressing machines there was good competi-

tion between Hornsby, Cooch, Pridmore, and Holmes,

all possessing great merit, and improved on since last

year.

In chaff-cutting machines Richmond and Chandler

have sfolen a march upon all others, by effecting a per-

fect draw-cut with a serrated edge, through spiral blades.

This machine is acknowledged by all engineers and

mechanics to be the most correct in all its principles

and details ever brought before the public.

There were other good chaff- cutting machines exhibited

by Comes, Smith and Ashby, Hornsby, Garrett^ Ran-

somes and Sims, and Richmond and Chandler.

In metallic grinding mills there was a variety for com-

petition, from the noisy roller mill to Harwood's still,

smooth-running, steel mill, which grinds, or rather cuts,

all sorts of grain and pulse into small or the minutest

parts, with less power than any other sort of mill we
know of ; and if the agricultural public could be satisfied

that this steel mill was as lasting and economical in its

grinding parts as it is easy and economical in the power

required to drive it, few farmers would be without one.

There were also stone meal and flour mills shown

by Clayton and Shuttleworth and Mr. Hayes, all of

simple and good construction.

Messrs. Richmond and Chandler (Manches'.er), and

Stanley (Peterboro'), exhibited their first-class cook-

ing apparatus for preparing food for farm stock, es-

pecially useful for dairy cows and pigs.

Cogan and Co. showed their milk testers that immedi-

ately proved the quantity of water used by milksellers

to increase their profit ; and with them their lactometers

that prove the per centage of cream produced by milk.

Mr. Ewart brought his improved cattle and other

gauges ; they are very useful assistants in ascertaining

the weight of fat animals, and the weight of hay in

stacks ; while bis excellent spring horse halter is well

calculated to prevent those accidents that so often arise

from horses getting their feet over the halter.

J. II. Cuff exhibited his widely-known cattle and

horse medicines. Mr. Bigg, his sheep-dipping appara-

tus and solution ; which, wherever used, has given pro-

portionate comfort to the flock and profit to the master.

Mr. Long had also his sheep-dressing, and a simple

means of holding the sheep while being dressed.

Mr. Read, of Regent-street, exhibited his well, but

not sutticienlly known, combination of those useful (we

might say indispensable) instruments, the probang,

stomach-pump, and injecting-pump. This set of instru-

ments has saved the lives of great numbers of cattle and

horses, that must have died had any time been lost in

going any distance for relief; there ought to be at

least two or three sets ia every village, and one at every

lone farm-house.

The show of steam-engines was capital : the exhibitors

were Messrs. Clayton and Shuttleworth, of Lincoln

;

Barrett, Exall, and Andrews, of Reading ; Tuxford and

Sons, of Boston; and Garrett and Son, Saxmundham ;

Hornsby and Son contenting themselves with exhibiting

a long list of prizes obtained for their engines. The fixed

six-horse power engine shown by the Messrs. Tuxford

was compact and simply-arranged.

Mr. James exhibited a variety of weighing machines

for weighing all sorts of live farming stock and other

produce of the soil. We are strongly of opinion that

the time is not far distant when farmers will use the test

of weighing the food for their stock, and the stock occa-

sionally while growing or fattening ; thus the farmer will

be able to detect the errors he committed in selecting or

breeding his stock, and the feeding value of each descrip-

tion of farm produce. In fact, we were the more im-

pressed with this idea as we mused over the immense

size and weight of the fruit, roots, and plants we saw on

the stands of the eminent seedsmen ; and especially on

the produce of the Emerald Isle, sent over from the

Dublin show, which spoke louder than words that both

the soil and climate of Ireland are all that can be desired.

STEAM ENGINES.

The yard adjoining the premises was visited in the course

of the day by numerous scientifi; and practical agriculturists,

the source of attraction being a number of portable steam-

engines, at work, by the most emineut makers, iucludiug

Messrs. Garrett and Son, Messrs. Tuxford and Sons, Mr.

Hornsby, and Mr. Burrell. The engine of Messrs. Garrett and

Son was shown in connection with their very complete thresh-

iug machine, to which we yesterday alluded. The engine of

Mr. Burrell was also shown drivinjj a threshing machine. The

engine, however, of Messrs. Tuxford and Sons excited the

greatest amount of attention and interest. The advantages

of the portable housed engine of this firm are self-evident, and

the number of them which has been made by the firm proves

tliat they are duly appreciated. At the late Great Exhibition

this engine was selected by the engineers of the French and

Prussian Governments as tlie best shown, and two of them

were purchased for deposit—one in the Conservatoire des Arts

et Metiers, and the other in the Museum of the Royal Society

at Magdeburg. The workiua; parts of the engine are effectually

protected when at work from the destructive grit and dust

especially given out in most agricultural operations. They

are secured from the weather at all times ; and from auy in-

terference with their working parts, bein;; under lock and key.

They may be managed by any ordinary farm labourer, with a

few (lays' instriictioii. They have upright cylinders, this, it is

conlendeJ, being tlie best position to ensure the cylinders not

wearing oval, as is tlie ca=e with the horizontal cylinder. The

"governors " of the engiue act in a very simple and effective

F 2
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manner direct upou the throttle valve, and, from their arrange-

ment, cannot well be put out of order. The boiler is made of

Lox-moor iron, and has water-space flues leading from the

fire-box and returning through lap-welded iron tubes, thus

avoiding immediate contact of the tubes with the fire. The
total weight of a six-horse engine, mounted on four wheels, is

but 54 cwt. ; the consiimptiou of coal does not exceed the

extraordinary low amount of 4 cwt. per day of tea hours.

Every precaution is adopted, by means of " spsrk traps," to

avoid accidents arising from flying sparks. Few questions are

of greater interest to the agriculturist than the applicaticn, in

as simple and as economical a manner as possible, of steam

power to the varied operations of the farm ; and it is pleasing

to find the energies of the most eminent agricultural machinists

devoted so strenuously to the subject.

—

Morning Chronicle of

the 9th December.

SMITHFIELD CATTLE MARKET.

Monday, Dec. 13.

THE GREAT CHRISTMAS CATTLE MARKET.
From the fact that the past season has been an un-

favourable one for the production of fat stock, it was, at

one period, pretty generally imagined that the supplies

of Beasts fit for Christmas consumption, and which are

invariably shown at this particular period, would I'.ave

exhibited a material falling off, both as to number and

quality. The result of this day's proceeding, however,

has completely falsified the anticipation. We have in-

timated above that the rearing of good stock this year has

been a most difficult affair. All who have narrowly

watched the numerous changes in the temperature, must

agree with us that the graziers have had to contend with

numerous disappointments, and, in some instances, with

heavy losses. For instance, the country suffered con-

siderably from the want of moisture during the month

of April and nearly the whole of May ; hence the quan-

tity of grass in the pastures was quite inadequate to

meet the usual consumption : both Beasts and Sheep

were kept upon dry food quite two months beyond the

usual period ; and the whole of the winter stock of hay

was speedily consumed. Later in the season, succulent

food became somewhat more abundant ; but, during

the last twelve weeks, such has been the " puddled"

state of the land, at least two-thirds of the stock which

ought to have been depastured have been taken into

yards, closes, &c. It will, therefore, be perceived that

good grounds existed for supposing that the show here

this morning would have exhibited a great deficiency

compared with former years. As a proof that we have

not over-estimated individual losses, we may observe

that fully one-half of the Beasts derived from the northern

counties this year have been in very little more than

a half-fat state. There is one redeeming point which we
must not fail to notice, viz., the uniform good health

which the Beasts and Sheep have secured ; indeed, the

losses by disease and other casualties have been small in

the extreme—certainly not one-fourth of many preceding

seasons. It has been observed that, since the passing

of the Tariff, the value of meat has never ruled so steady

as during the whole of this year. That such has been

the case we do not deny ; but our readers will bear in

mind that the home production—although the numbers

of stock on sale here have been extensive—has not kept

pace with the demand, which has been freely met by the

importers from the Continent. It is not enough for us

to be informed that there have been large arrivals : the

question for us to consider is, what is the available sup-

ply of food? Again, the advance in the value of hides,

rough fat, &c., has given a slight impetus to the trade

;

but, above all, we may refer to the enormous consumption

of meat now going on. This consumption is very little

more than half met by Smithfield. Railway communi-

cation, and the great activity in most branches of com-

merce in our leading districts, have opened up markets

which, at one time, were entirely closed against those

who have embarked their capital in various ways. The

rise in the price of rough fat, since December last, has

been very nearly Id. per lb., it being now quoted at

2s. 8d., against 2s. Id. in 1851. This, of cmrse, tells

largely; but the improved price is almost wholly the

result of the small shipments of Tallow from Russia

and other quarters, including South America.

The proceedings in Baker-street, last week, are cal-

culated to inspire us with much confidence on the future

success and increased usefulness of the Smithfield Club.

The numerous changes in the mode of classifying the

beasts have given great satisfaction to those immediately

interested ; nevertheless, all parties are agreed that more

might be done by which the show would be greatly im-

proved. Now, it does not require much consideration

to prove that the very best stock has been neglected,

owing to the miserable prize offered for it. The Scotch

breeds have long stood pre-eminent for their fine quality

and splendid symmetry, and yet the leading object of the

promoters of the Society has been defeated from a want

of due consideration to, perhaps, the best description of

beasts ia the whole world !

Railway accommodation has been severely put to the

test to bring up the enormous number of bulky animals

shown here, and it is calculated thai from five to six

hundred engines were employed yesterday upon the

various lines to bring the stock to market. The mode

in which they have come to hand reflects great credit

upon the officials, and has secured to the graziers a much
larger return than if the stock had to travel on foot. No
accidents worthy of notice have been repoited, and, taken

as a whole, the proceedings have passed off remarkably

well. This is, perhaps, the last time that we shall have

occasion to report the holding of a " great" market in

Smithfield, as it is pretty generally hinted that the next

great day will be held in Copenhagen Fields. Whilst ad-

mitting that the area of the market was inadequate to

contain the whole of the stock, large numbers being ex-

hibited in Giltspur-strcet and on Snow-hill, every effort

was made by the City authorities to prevent confusion

and inconvenience.

At an early hour the influx of visitors was very great,

and they continued to pour in throughout the day. To
the numerous foreigners present the sight must have been

a most remarkable one, for we can scarcely imagine that

a similar exhibition to the present has ever been met with

on the continent.
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As regards the merits of the Beasts shown, we may
observe that we have seen them equalled, but never ex-

celled. In the first class for weight we may place the

Shorthorns ; in the next, for weight and symmetry, the

Hcrefords ; in the nest, for general usefulness, the

Devons. The sliow of Scots was a remarkably good

one, and not a few were of heavy weights, especially

those from Norfolk and Aberdeen. From nearly every

county in England stock came to liand, and amongst

which we noticed some fine Sussex Oxen and Pembroke-

shire Runts in first-rate condition, and which sold at

comparatively high prices. There were several remarka-

bly fine short-horned Keifers from Lincolnshire, as will

as some old Durhams, and a small sprinkling of Irish

breeds. Very few homebreds were on offer, and it is a

cause of regret with some parties that this peculiar breed

has been so much neglected of late years. The following

are the numbers of Beasts exhibited, and the prices ob-

tained for them on the great days, during the past thir-

teen years :
—

Year. Beasts shown. s. d. s. d.

1S39 0,074 3 4 to 5

1840 3,528 4 4 ,, 5 8

1S41 4,500 3 8 „ 5

1842 4,541 3 4 „ 4 8

1843 4,510 2 8 „ 4 4

1844 5,713 4 „ 4 6

1845 .... 5,326 3 6 „ 4 8

1846 5,470 3 6„4 6

1847 4,282 4 0„5 8

1848 5,942 3 4 „ 4 8

1849 5,765 3 4„4 6

1850 6,341 3 „3 10

1851 6,103 2 8 ,, 4 2

The imports of foreign stock into London, last week,

were seasonably good, but of very middling quality. The
total supply amounted to 4,869 head, against 3,628

during the same period in 1851 ; 5,734 in 18.50 ; 3,720

in 1849; 3,155 in 1848, and 1,913 in 1847. On the

Dutch coast the navigation is still open.

IMPORTS INTO LONDON LAST ll'EEK.

From whence.

JTamhro'

Amsterdam
Dordt
Oslend
JIarlingen

Antwerp
Rotterdam

Beasts. Sheep. Calces. Pigs.

26
83 912 34 3

21 .. 12
254 7

S4 1313 10

23 37
211 1432 403

Total. 399 3935 503

The Yearly Comparison of Weekly Imports is as under:—
1851. 1850. 1849. 1848. 1847.

Beasts 567 859 533 625 258

Sheep 2574 4473 2937 2432 1584

Calves 462 369 239 96 71

Pigs 25 33 11 2

Imports in Ten Montlis in the present and two previous

Years:—
1850.

Oxen 23,424

Cows 13.641

Calves 6,728

Sheep 103,677

Lambs 5,828

Pigs 5,no

1851. 1852.

29,000 33,348
18,048 20,016

20,579 22,301

142,668 170,931

8,578 12,339

13,554 9,113

We have already observed that the show of Beasts

here this morning was a most excellent one, and we now
proceed to detail individual merits. Mr. Robert IM organ

had certainly the finest lot of Beasts in the market.

Amongst the stock consigned to Mr. Morgan were some

wonderful Shorthorns and other breeds, fed by Mr,

\\m. Goodall, of Deeping; Mr. W. Goodall, of the

same locality; Mr. Robert Cook, of Portland ;
and Mr.

Cooper, of Swineshead. There were likewise shown on

the same stand some splendid cattle from Scotland, be-

longing to Messrs. Knowles, Milne, Cooper, Thompson,

and others, from Aberdeenshire. Seveial fine animals

came from Norfolk, bred by Mr. Felton of Dunton, Mr,

Robert Leods of Lexham, and Mr. Postle. One of

the Beasts shown by his Royal Highness Prince Albert

in Baker-street was offered by Mr. Morgan. Mr. Da-

niel Maidwell had a very fine show of Scots, especially

the 30 sent by Mr. M'Combie from Aberdeenshire. Mr.

Vorley exhibited several very fine Heifers, the Property

of Sir Charles Knightley, and some prime ones fed by

Mr. Cooper of Hilbray, near Aberdeen. Mr. Thomas

Dixon brought forward several lots of well-fed animals,

sent by Mr. T. Clark, of Banbury, and Messrs. Wal-

sham and Taylor, of Long Sutton, Lincolnshire. He
had also on sale a very fat Heifer belonging to the Mar_

quis of Exeter, and some fine Heifers the property Of

Messrs. Duckett of Bermondsey. Mr. Carrier had an

extraordinary fine show of Scots.

The supply of Sheep was a good one, and by far the

finest lots offered were by Messrs. Weall, who had 30 very

fine Downs, fed by E. F. Whittingstall, Esq., of Langley

Bury, Herts ; 100 superior Gloucester Ewes, forwarded

by R. Rowland, Esq., of Creslow. and several

lots from Oxfordshire, Berks, and Herts. Messrs. Gib-

lett and Gurrier exhibited 20 fine Cotswolds bred by

Mr. W. Hewer, of Northleach, Gloucestershire. We also

noticed some well-bred Sheep in Messrs. Whitbread and

Starkey's pens.

STATE OF THE TRADE.

Notwithstanding that the number of Beasts was not

in excess of the corresponding market in 1851, and that

the attendance of both town and country butchers was
extensive, the Beef trade— owing to the heavy rain which

fell throughout the day, and the unfavourable state of

the weather for slaughtering—ruled inactive ; neverthe-

less prices were supported. The general top figure for

Beef was 4s., but a few very superior Scots realized 4s.

2d. per 81bs., and a good clearance was effected.

About 3,000 Beasts came to hand from Lincolnshire,

Leicestershire, and Northamptonshire ; 1 ,800 Here-

fords, runts, Devons, &c., from other parts of England,

and 800 Scots from Scotland.

For the time of year, the supply of Sheep was very

moderate. All prime breeds commanded a brisk inquiry,

at an advance in the currencies of Monday last of fully

2d. per 81bs. The general top figure for Downs was 4s.

8d., but several lots realized 4s. lOd. per 8lbs. Heavy
Sheep were not so much in demand as the Down
qualities.

We were fairly supplied with CalveSj in w^hich only a

limited business was doing, at Friday's decline in prices.

The sale for Pigs was in a very sluggish state, at last

week's quotations.

Per 8 lbs. to sink the offals.

s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

Prime coarse wool-

led Sheep 42 10
3 2

3 6

4

4 4

4 6

Coarse and inferior

Beasts 2

Second quality do. 3

Prime large Oxen 3

Prime Scots, ^c... 3
Coarse and inferior

Sheep 3
Second quality tZo.3

Suckling Calves, 193. to 233.; and quarter-old store Piga

173. to 229. each.

Prime South Down
Sheep .

LargecoarseCalves2 6
Prime small do.. . 3 8

3 e' Large Hogs 2 10
3 lO\Neatsmall PorkersS 8

4 8
3 6
4
3 6
3 10
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THE ADVANTAGES TO BE DERIVED FROM PROVIDING ADEQUATE COTTAGE
ACCOMMODATION FOR AGRICULTURAL LABOURERS.

At a late meeting of the Croydon Farmers' Club,

Mr. Page, of Merton, in the chair,

Mr. Churcher (West Wickham) brought

forward the subject of " the advantages to be de-

rived from providing adequate cottage accommo-

dation for agricultural labourers," as follows :

—

Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen, in the first place I

wish to point out the inadequate cottage accommo-

dation for our farm labourers in this neighbour-

hood, and it may be the case in many other places,

particularly on those farms from 200 to 600 acres.

If the owners of farms were to build a cottage on

every 150 acres, or contiguous to the farm, to let

with it, the tenant having the control over it in

letting to the labourers, the landlord and tenant

would find their interests more identified, i think

where cottages are so built, two good sleeping-

rooms, a kitchen, washhouse with a small copper

fixed, shed with an oven to supply two or more

cottages, and about 20 rods of ground to each

cottage for a garden, would be the best kind of

cottage for farm labourers, the rent not to be more

than £4 or £5 a-year. I think cottages may be so

built, and pay five per cent. If so, the advantages

would be great to the rising generation and to

society at large— the labourer would be nearer his

work, and have more leisure to cultivate his garden

than having to go, as many now do, two miles in

the morning to their work, and the same distance

to travel back at night, which adds 24 miles walk-

ing to his other labours weekly. The next ad-

vantage would be still greater; his children would be

brought up more industriously, and kept away from

the temptations of the beer-shops, as he would be

farther fiom them, and if the duty should be taken

off malt and hops he would have a copper to brew

his own beer, which is the national beverage, to

gladden his heart after his day's toil, and to

provide for the comfort of others, which every

well-wisher to the labourer would be glad to see.

We all know the labourer ought to live by the

sweat of his brow, and if those in a higher sphere

can alleviate his condition, they confer a national

benefit upon society. When I go through Ad-

dington, I cannot but admire the nice cottages and

neat gardens belonging to his Grace the Archbishop

of Canterbury; they would be a credit to any

neighbourhood. I remember when Sir John

Lubbock dined with the farmers at the East Surrey

Agricultural Association in 1831, he advised us to

inspect Prince Albert's Model Lodging Houses,

which I have done, and admire them much for

their convenience, nnd for being well adapted for

densely-populated towns, but I do not think them

at all suited for agricultural districts, being too

confined, and too expensively built to be let for

£4 or £5 per annum. I would now say a few

words upon the disadvantages of farm labourers

living in cottages without gardens, where they pay

2s. 6d. or 3s. per week rent. The labourer earning

10s. a week would have but 7s. or 7s. 6d. left ; but

if living in a cottage on the farm it would leave

him 8s., besides what his garden produces, which

is a great help ; but the greatest disadvantage is,

that having no garden for recreation, he is induced

to resort to the beer-shops, spends his money, gets

in debt, and his family is often induced to follow

the bad example ; but if away from this temptation

he would bring his family up to industrious habits.

In many cottages there is not sufficient accommo-

dation for the family to sleep, or for cleanliness,

washing, &c. One means of remedying the evil

would be for the principal owners of property in a

parish to form themselves into a company, to pur-

chase apiece of land and build appropriate cottages

with from 15 to 25 rods of ground to each, and for

the rent not to exceed £5 per annum ; and that the

tenants take in no lodgers without the consent of

the landlords in writing; gentlemen and land-

owners following either of these plans would confer

a great advantage on the rising generation of

labourers, and improve their condition, which

would tend to do good in many ways.

Mr. Still said he had had the cottages built,

and had found it a great convenience ; he had no

place before for his shepherd. It was to every

man's advantage to have cottages on his farm.

Mr. Cressingham thought Mr. Churcher had

been very moderate in recommending one cottage

to 150 acres—How many men do you think suffi-

cient to cultivate 150 acres ?

Mr. Churcher said two, but the proportion

would depend on the number of married and single

labourers.

Mr. Walker thought there ought to be one

cottage for every hundred acres, and that appeared

to meet general concurrence.

The Chairman said, the necessity for more

cottage accommodation was so obvious, that it

scarcely required discussion, and it was the para-
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mount duty of the landlord to provide it ; but the

main root of the evil was the law of settlement,

operating so that the landlord was rather anxious

to get cottages down, to keep down the poor-rate,

than to build new ones. That was the mainspring

of the evil, and until that was removed little good

could be done, he feared. Even this town afforded

a striking illustration of the state of things pro-

duced. Many of the agricultural labourers resided

here, excepting in their hours of work, knowing

little of their masters, and becoming identified with

the refuse of the town population. Certainly that

was not the way to keep men sober and honest,

because the labourer, not being able to afford a

good lodging, got into a bad one, where he con-

tracted bad habits, and became the father of a dis-

eased offspring. The evils of the system were

obvious, and it was, too, excessively unjust, for it

increased the rates of one parish to a great degree,

.vhilst it lowered those of another. It was the duty

of those who legislated for them to consider how
fr.r this militated against the labourer's comforts,

and, if it did, let it be done away with. It was

most desirable that labourers should be lodged on

the spot, not only for the convenience of the

farmer, but for the comfort of the labourer. It

was the more recessary to see to the comforts of

the latter, because, with the increased temptations

to emigration, the time was fast arriving when they

might be seriously inconvenienced in cultivating

the land (applause).

Mr. Johnson thought that objection had been

removed. If a pauper belonging to one parish

lived in another, his relief was chargeable to the

former ; and if he became irremovable under the

industrial residence clause, the b'lrthen fell on the

unions, so that landlords could not sustain the

shghtest injury. The building of cottages must

rest with the landlord, and must very much depend

on the situation people were in as to the want of

labourers. If a farm was near a village, there were

generally labourers enough ; whilst,- if it was at a

great distance, it was often very awkward to get

them. He thought the evil was now curing itself.

In Woldingham there were but two or three cot-

tages in the whole parish ; they got men from the

neighbouring parishes, but they now derived not

the shghtest benefit from that fact, which formerly

perhaps they did. But that time had gone by, and

certainly it would he a good thmg for all parties

concerned, if landowners would build cottages

which would give proper accommodation to fami-

lies, to let at about 2s. per week, lie had seen a

great many instances in which a man, with his wife

and a family of boys and girls, lived in a cottage

of one or two rooms only. There the children re-

mained till they greM'to manhood, being necessarily

obliged to remain in one room. Now, it was not

likely that a girl brought up in that way would

make a very well-conducted servant, with such a

sense of propriety and good behaviour, as if she

had m her youth been better and more decently

lodged. And yet that was the class from which

they had to obtain their servants. It v/as a very

common thing in the parish in which he lived for

cottagers, who had not half accommodation for

themselves, to take in lodgers, and he did think it

behoved every tenant who had the command of

cottages, and every landlord who owned them, to

prevent that sort of thing, and to take care, if cot-

tages were built, that they were secured for the

decent lodging of the labourers and their famiUes.

They would then be of the greatest possible service

to the community (applause). Very lately he had

gone to Tunbndge Wells, to look at the cottages

built there by the society for the improvement of

the labourers' dwelhngs. They were built very

nicely, indeed ; but they were open to the objection

^Ir. Churcher had named, that was the expense.

They were 3s. or 3s. 6d. a week ; that was more

than the agricultural labourer could afford to pay

(Hear, hear). But good cottages, with proper ac-

commodation, might be built to let at the sum Mr.

Churcher mentioned, and it would be an immense

advantage to the labourers if the rising generation

of landlords would take the subject into considera-

tion, and give that accommodation which was re-

quired. On a property in this neighbourhood, of

which he knew more than of any other, the cot-

tages had been made sufficient in every instance,

and no cottager was allowed to take a lodger with-

out permission, and that permission was not given

unless the family was small, so that it could be

done with decency. If that was rather more gene-

rally done than it was, it would be a great benefit

to all classes, for he thought the labouring class

required to be considered very much in these

things, and that doing so would be an advantage

to us all (applause).

Mr. Brown said, that at present, however much

he might wish to engage a married man as a shep-

herd, he could not do so, because he had not a

house for him.

The following resolution was then moved by the

Chairman :

—

"That it is the unanimous opinion of this club

that considerable advantage to the agricultural

community and the nation at large would be de-

rived by more adequate cottage accommodation

for agricultural labourers."

Mr. Cresstnoham seconded, and it was carried

unanimously.
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THE AGRICULTURAL DISTRICTS OF ENGLAND.

[from the times' commissioner.]

In our last letter we showed the advantage, both

to the landlord who receives, and to the teuant who
pays rent, of cultivating as much as possible that

description of produce which has a tendency to in-

crease in value in this country. We need be under

no apprehension of thereby unduly diminishing the

growth of corn, for the more stock an arable farm

maintains, the more productive will be its yield of

corn. And if corn should rise in price so consider-

ably as to effect its comparative value, it is an easy

process to extend the growth of it. With the pre-

sent prices, and the knowledge of the fact that the

rich corn provinces of the continent are open to us,

and are daily becoming more accessible by the exten-

sion of railways and steam navigation, there seems

good season to anticipate the permanence of a low

range of prices. The safe course for the English

agiiculturists is to endeavour, by increasing his hvc

stock, to render himself less dependent on corn,

while he at the same time enriches his farm by their

manure ; and is thus enabled to grow heavier crops

at less comparative cost.

Before this can be done with full advantage wet
laud must be thoroughly drained, unnecessary ob-

structions to economical tillage should be removed,

convenient farm-roads ]n-ovidcd for economizing la-

bour, and well-arranged buildings constructed for

accommodating the cattle, accumulating the manure
and manufacturing the crop. Let any man compare,

as we have done, two farms in the same neighbour-

hood, the one of which is neither better nor worse

provided in these respects than the average of the

country, and the other with all these improvements

effected and turned to account. The tenant of the

first uses nearly double the quantity of seed w])ieh

the second finds sufficient ; for much seed perishes in

undrained land, and mucli is carried off by the birds

which harbour in straggling fences. Every opera-

tion of tillage is more difficult, and, of course, more
expensive ; the crop is not so good in quality nor in

quantiiy. He has tried to grow turnips to feed

stock, but the land was insufficiently prepared, and
the crop a comparative failure ; such as it is, it can-

not be consumed where it grows, owing to the wet-

ness of the soil ; and, while the land itself is cut

up, the horses are distressed in drawing it home
through the miry fields ; there being no proper ac-

commodation for the cattle, the turnips arewastefuUy

consumed, the animals do not thrive, and the manure
is imperfectly made, and much of it allowed to rim

to waste. The other farm has been drained and
trenched—the land turns up mellow and dry—it is

easily and thoroughly wrought at the proper season,

and the turnip-seed sown ; the air and rain permeate
the soil and dissolve the well-made manure; the

tender rootlets of the plant find food and flourish
;

the crop is heavy, and does not disappoint the far-

mer. The land is so firm and dry that a portion of

the crop is left on it to be consumed by sheep ; the

sheep thrive, and enrich the ground. The rest of

the crop is carried home easily on convenient roads,

and given to stock, housed in well-arranged covered

boxes, where warmth and shelter economise the

food, and the facilities of intercommunication cheapen

the cost of the attendance. The stock of all kinds

thrive under this generous treatment ; it is worth

the farmer's while to study what is best for them,

their food is given at regular intervals, roots, corn,

and cake each in due proportion ; they fatten rapid-

ly—and pay. The rich manure, all of which has

beeu safely preserved, is laid on the ground without

stint. Tlie fields are fruitful, and the farmer pros-

perous.

Are the men who occupy these two farms com-

peting with each other on equal terms ? Can the

man who sows three bushels of wheat and reaps 24

sell it with a profit at the same price as he who sows

two, and reaps 10 ? The man who starves his

scanty stock in winter, can he profit equally with

the other, whose well-fed and comfortably-lodged

animals leave plenty to enrich tiie land and fill their

owner's pocket ? As well might the hand-loom

compete with the power-loom, the wiudniill with

the steam-engine, or the stage-coach with the rail-

way.
What, then, is the actual state of England in re-

gard to these important improvements ? Drainage

in the counties where it is needed has made con-

siderable progress, the removal of useless hedge-rows

is slowly extending, but farm-buiidings everywhere

are generally defective ? The inconvenient, ill-

arranged hovels, the rickety wood and thatch barns

and sheds, devoid of every known improvement for

economizing labour, food, and manure, which arc to

be met with in every county in England, and from

which anything else is exceptional in the southern

counties, are a reproach to the landlords in the eyes

'of all skilful agriculturists who see them. One can
hardly believe that such a state of matters is per-

mitted to exist in an old and wealthy country. Buil-

dings of such a character that every gale of wind
brings something down which the farmer must re-

pair, and of so combustible a nature that among
ill-disposed people he lives in continual dread of

midnight conflagration,—with accommodation adap-

ted to the requirements of a past century, the far-

mer is urged to do his best to meet the necessities

of the present. The economies of arrangement and
power, which are absolutely necessary to ensure pro-

fit amid the active competition of manufacturers,

are totally lost sight of hear. And even the waste

of raw material, which would be ruinous in a cot-

ton-mill, is continued as a necessary evil by tin; far-

mer, whose landlord provides him neither sufficient

lodging for his stock, nor in that lodging, such as it

is, the power of economizing food by warmth and
shelter.

We do not advocate expensive buildings, or urge
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upon landlords a heavy cxpenditui-c yiithout a pro-

portionate result. In many parts of the country

we have seen money squandered on expensive and

ill-contrived buildings, from which the tenant reaped

little advantage. But, if the farmers of England
are to be exposed to universal competition, the land-

lords must give them a fair chance. If they refuse

to part Avith the control of their property for tiie

duration of a lease, they must themselves make such

permanent improvements as a tenaiit-at-wiU is not

justified in undertaking. The fanners of that part

of the continent nearest our shores have far better

accomraodatiou for their stock than the majority of

English tenants. The substantial and capacious

farms of Belgium, Holland, the north of France, and

the Rhenish provinces, contrast most favourably

with the farm buildings common in most Enghsh
connties.

But how can landlords afford such an expenditure

as would be required to improve their estates, and
maintain and increase their value ? They must make
themselves acquainted first with what is absolutely

requisite, and then with the best and most econo-

mical mode of carrying that into effect. The funds

necessary must also be forthcoming, or rent will fall

to a far greater extent thaa the annual amount of a

sinking fund to repay this outlay.

A work so necessary could not have been so long

neglected, if the great body of English landlords

had been practically acquainted with the manage-
ment of land. In the beginning of this century,

and for 20 years afterwards, young men of family

very naturally made tlie army their profession, and
committed the management of their estates to agents,

who, in those days of high prices, had little else to

do tlian to receive rents. But that time has passed,

and we trust tlie young men of the present genera-

tion will not be obliged to make war their profes-

sion. War prices also are gone, and the rude prac-

tice which flourished with wheat at SOs. a-quarter

is altogether ruinous with wheat at iOs. The te-

nant may be the first to feel this change, but the

landlord is the man on whom it eventually falls. Let
him learn his profession—that of a landowner. He
will soon discover the benefits of improvements, and
therefore its necessity, the advantage of drainage,

the evils of numerous hedgerows, the destructive-

ness of game preserves, and the economy to the

farmer, and by consequence to himself, of good
roads and well-arranged buildings. He will appre-

ciate the difference between an improving tenant

and a sluggard, and will encourage the one and get

rid of the other. He will see the advantage of

promoting the investment of capital in cultivation,

and the necessity, therefore, of giving his tenant the

security of a lease. He will perceive the hardship

of stringent covenants to a good tenant, and their

inefiicacy in preventing deterioration by a bad one.

And, if his estate is so extensive that his personal

attention is required for public as well as private

objects, his knowledge will enable him to select an

agent properly qualified, whose advice he will himself

be capable of estimating and controlling.

The present age is eminently practical. Every
business in the country requires previous ay)plication

in those who practise it, to render it profitable. The
labourer must perfect himself by years of patient

application in the peculiar department of work in

which he hopes to excel ; the tradesman must serve

his apprenticeship ; the professional man must study

and work hard to obtain a knowledge of his business.

The success or failure of these men affects them-

selves only. But the landlord's influence for good

or evil extends to his tenants and labourers, and, in

its general results, regulates, in no \rnimportant de-

gree, the productiveness and welfare of the country.

Yet, of all classes in the community, he is the only

one M'ho receives no special training. He comes to

the important functions of his station frequently

without knowledge of its duties, and, with a con-

sciousness of his own inability to perform them, he

resigns all into the hands of Ids agent.

Tlie selection of a properly qualified agent or

steward is, on every large estate, a matter of the

utmost importance. Honesty and uprightness are

indispensable ; capacity and personal activity, with

an enquiring and unprejudiced mind, sound judg-

ment, and decision of character, are all necessary.

An agent should be capable of choosing a class of

tenantry who would aid him in the improvement of

his employer's estates ; he should be able to con-

sult with and advise them in the management of

their farms, pointing out resources which they may
have overlooked ; he should study the proper sub-

division of farms and fences, the best arrangement

of farm-buildings, and the most economical mode
of constructing them ; he should be competent to

decide on the fields that require drainage, so that,

while necessary improvements are not neglected, the

money of his employer may not be needlessly ex-

pended. The presence of such an agent is visible

at once in the general air of comfort, activity, and

pregress which animates all classes connected with

the estate which he superintends. Some landlords,

while they admire and envy the improvements

effected by such a man, yet fear to employ him, on ac-

count of the expense which his operations entail in

the first instance. Expense is a comparative term.

If all improvement is declined, there will, of course,

be little outlay. But the most bigoted are conscious

that, if rents are to be maintained, their farms must
afford the same facilities to the farmer as those of

their neighbours, and that progress must be made.
An experienced, sensible agent, will, with the aid

of a wilUug tenantry, make £100 go further than

an inexperienced or incompetent man can effect

with £200; and it is not only in this way that he

economises, but by timely and wise encouragement
he carries the tenantry forward in a course of im-

provement which enables them better to withstand

the pressure of low prices of corn, by adapting their

management to altered circumstances. The loss

unconsciously sustained by some of the large pro-

prietors of land in this country irom the incompe-

tence of agents is quite inconceiveable. We recol-

lect having met with a weakly old man, a retired

officer, who had the management of a very exten-

sive and valuable estate in the vicinity of a great

town, which, within the last twenty years, has in-

creased immensely in population and wealth. Dairy

produce and vegetables are in great demand, and
there is a cheap and abundant supply of manure.

The land, considering its situation and advantages

and its quality, was moderately let, and an active
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tenantry should have prospered amid circumstances
in every way so favourable. It would have been
reasonable to expect that the rental woidd have been
gradually creeping up, where the increasing wants
of a well-employed popidation ought to have made
itself so strongly felt. But that was not so. The
tenants M-ere hereditary, and so was the system. A
certain quantity of wheat paid the rent in former
times, and it ought to do so still. The supplies

which were now most remunerative were fimiished

by others, and the men who had a market at their

door for commodities wliich they and others within

the circuit of a few miles could alone supply, con-

tinued to look almost exclusively to an article in the

production of which the whole country could com-
pete with them. The resiUt is what, under such
management, might be expected. The agent felt

himself bound to recommend a reduction of rent

over the whole estate some years ago, and was, at

the time we saw him, again prepared to advise a

second reduction ; both amounting together to nearly

25 per cent. We have not a doubt that the arrange-

ments for the gradual improvement of the agricultural

management of the estate which a competent and
able agent would have adopted might in this case

not only iiave prevented any reduction in the annual
value of the property, but' have laid the foundation

for its gradual increase, in the prosperity of an active

and intelligent tenantry.

But there is one barrier to improvement which
the present state of agriculture must force on the

attention of the Legislature—the great extent to

which landed property is encumbered. In every
county where we found an estate more than usually

neglected, the reason assigned was the inability of

the proprietor to make improvements, on account
of his encumbrances. "\Ye have not data by which
to estimate with accuracy the proportion of land in

each county in this position, but om- information

satisfies us that it is much greater than is generally

supposed. Even where c slates are not hopelessly

embarrassed, landlords are often pinched by debt,

which they woidd clear off if they were enabled to

sell a portion, or if that portion coidd be sold with-

out the difficvdties and expense which must now be
submitted to. If it were possible to render the

transfer of land nearly as cheap and easy as that of

stock in the funds, the value of English property

would be greatly increased. It woidd simplify every

transaction, both with landlord and tenant.
' Those

only who coidd afford to perform the duties of land-

lords would then find it ])rudent to hold that posi-

tion. Capitahsts would be induced to purchase un-

improved properties, for the purpose of improving
them and then selling at a profit. A neglected estate

would thus become a matter of choice to men of

capital, and the progress of improvement would be
rapid beyond precedent. A measure which would
not only permit the sale of encumbered estates, but
facditate and simplify the transfer of land, would be
more beneficial to the owners and occupiers of land
and to the labourers in this country than any ques-

tion connected with agriculture that has yet engaged
the attention of the Legislature.

Nor is this matter of opinion or conjecture. We
have the experience of neighbouring coimtries to

show that their system of registering rpal property.

and the comparatively cheap cost of transferring

it, makes it the most eligible security either for pur-

chase or loan. Tlie security on which a banker in

Frankfort or Hamburgh, as we learnfrom j\Ir. Stewai't,

advances money with the greatest facility and at the

lowest rate of interest, is real property, whether

houses or land. In this country, on the contrary.

Consols are the most available security. The owner
of real property who is in need of temporary assist-

ance finds himself embarrassed at every step by
technical difficulties of title and legal doubts, which

compel liim either to pay a high interest, or get, if

he can, collateral security, or abandon the attempt

altogether. These expensive, and sometimes inex-

tricable doubts and ditficulties, are the cause of the

market price of laud in this country being lower

than on the continent, where from 30 to 33 years'

purchase is said to be the common rate. Now, of all

countries in the world, this, with its immense and

increasing manufacturing and commercial popula-

tion, its limited territory and its superabundance of

capital, is the place where land should rise in relative

value above all others. We have seen that the

average rent of cultivated land in England has

doubled within SO years. The prospect for another

period is better, from the extraordinary supplies of

gold and the increasing comfort and wealth of the

mass of the people. We see no reason to doubt

that if the transfer of land were simplified, its value

might be increased by five years' purchase, for per-

sons seeking investment wordd look not merely to

an immediate return, but to the certainty of a pros-

pective increase of value which land in this country

affords. A rise in value to this extent would free

many an embarrassed landlord from his difficulties,

and would, at all events, enable him to borrow money
for the improvement of his estate on more reasona-

ble terms. And, if many should be compelled to

sell, tlie permanence of our national institutions and
respect for the rights of property would be better

insured by admitting to the class of landowners

sagacious and prudent men, the architects of their

own fortime, than by artificially mamtaining families

in a position the duties of which they cannot per-

form.

In the transfer of land it is necessary that the

parcels be clearly identified, and any special privileges

or duties attached to them intelligibly described. This

and some other public objects might be accomplished

by opening a record, in which any proprietor should

be entitled to have his lands inserted under due pre-

cautions. An authenticated extract from this record

might become the foundation of many successive

transfers by short endorsements, the title being com-
pleted by tiie entry of these in the principal record.

A system resembling this has been described to us

as having long been established with success in an
eastern country ; and, although the question may be
embarrassed with the technical refinements in which
it has been enveloped, it would seem to common
sense that these are not necessarily inherent in the

subject. Apart from these, the chief practical

difficulty would be to devise a scheme of record

which would avoid repetition, and yet admit of easy

reference. It might be open to those proprietors

who should choose to avail themselves of its advan-

tages, with out being compulsory upon others.
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ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.
The annual meeting of this Society took place on Sa-

turday, Dec. 11 , at the Society's Rooms, Hanover Square.

The chair was taken at 1 1 o'clock by Cdl. Challoner, in the

absence of the President. There were present, amongst

others, the following :—Col. Challoner, in the chair;

Lord Camoys; Sir John Johnstone, Bart., M.P. ; Mr.

Fuller, M.P. ; INIr. Bramston, M.P. ; Hon. Spencer

Stanhope ; Mr. Towneley, M.P. ; Rev. Jas. Linton
;

Dr. Somerset ; Professor Simonds ; Professor Way
;

Mr. Raymond Barker; ISIr. Fisher Hobbs ; Professor

Sewell; Mr. Grissell, M.P. ; Mr. Jennings, &c., SiC.

The Secretary (Mr. Hudson) read the following report

of the Council :
—

REPORT.
The Council have to lay before the Members at the

present General Meeting of the Society, the following

half-yearly report of their proceedings.

Since the last General Meeting in May, 45 Members

have been lost to the Society by death, and the names

of 82 others have been removed from the list on retire-

ment or otherwise ; while 80 new Members have been

elected during the same period. The Society accordingly

now consists of

—

91 Life Governors,

149 Annual Governors,

720 Life Members,

3,955 Annual Members,

19 Honorary Members,

making a total of 4,934. In the list of deceased

Members on this occasion, there occurs the illustrio'is

name of the Duke of Wellington, one of the earliest

Life- Governors and Vice-Presidents of the Society
;

who, though not himself a practical farmer, took a lively

interest in everything tending to develop the resources

of his country. In filling up the vacancy thus occa-

sioned in the list of the Vice-Presidents, the Council

have elected Sir John V. B. Johnstone, Bart., M.P., to

that office ; a gentleman who from the earliest period of

the Society has given his unremitting attention to its

affairs. They have also placed among the general

Members of Council, in the vacancy thus occasioned by

the transfer of Sir John Johnstone's name to the

list of Vice-Presidents, the name of Mr. Francis Wood-

ward, ofWorcestershire ; one of those intelligent practical

agriculturists to whom the Society owes so much of its

public utility, and also one of the oldest members re-

siding in the district of the ensuing year's country

meeting.

The Finances of the Society are in a satisfactory con-

dition, 8s is shown by the Auditors' Balance- Sheet to the

30th of June last ; since which time the Finance Com-
mittee have reported, that all claims against the Society

submitted to them up to their last meeting had been

discharged, and that the funded property invested in the

names of the Trustees of the Society now stands at

£9,990 Stock.

The Council receive with satisfaction the testimony of

the Members to the still increasing value of the S(jciety's

Journal, and to the immediate and extensive influence

resulting from the almost simultaneous transmission of

the copies, free through the post, to the numerous Mem-
bers of the Society diffused throughout the kingdom ; as

well as to that secondary and local influence arisinir from

a knowledge of the facts and practical statements in its

pages, personally communicated by each member to

other parties residing within the sphere of his own par-

ticular neighbourhood.

The Chemical Investigations continue to be steadily

pursued by Professor Way, with valuable results ob-

tained at each stage of his inquiries, leading on step by

step through the labyrinth of nature's operations to new
discoveries of the machinery by which she works in

secret, and to the prospect of entirely new applications in

the economy of agricultural laws for the cultivation of

the soil and the manuring for crops. The Society have

also been indebted to Professor Way for an interesting

and valuable lecture, delivered by him before the Mem-
bers, during the past half-year, on the elucidation of

Jethro Tuli's principles of agriculture by modern

science, and their illustration by modern facts.

The Council have on former occasions reported to the

Society the communications in which they have been

placed with the Foreign Office in reference to the ques-

tion of a reduction in the price of Guano. They have

now to report, that they appointed in June last a Depu-

tation to wait on the Earl of Derby, the Prime Minis-

ter, for the purpo.'^e of re})rcsentiug to him the great

importance of every means being taken to effect this

object. His lordship received the Society's Deputation

most courteously, and assured them of his desire to take

every measure that might at any time be in his power

to promote the views and wishes of the Society on this

subject. Since that interview the Council have lesolved

to offer, in addition to their current prize of ^£"50 for an

essay on the geographical discovery of netv supplies of

Guano, a prize for the discovery of a substitute for

Peruvian Guano, under the following terms and condi-

tions :

—

I.

—

Terms op the Prize :

" One Thousand Pounds and the Gold MED.-iL of the
" Society will be given f r the discovery of a Manure
" equal in fertibsing properties to the Peruvian Guano,
" and of whicli an unlimited supply can be furnished to
" the English Farmer at a rate not exceeding Five Pounds
" per ton."

II.

—

Conditions of Competition:

1. That in the offer of £1,000 and the Gold Medal of the

Society, as a Prize for the discovery of a manure equal in every

respect in its fertilising properties to Peruvian Giiauo, the

£1,000 shall be offered in one undivided sum.

2. That the standard of such Peruvian Guano shall be as-

sumed to be the averajre result ohtained hy Prof. Way, the

Consnltiag-Chemist to the Society, and published in hiu paper

in the 10th volume of the Journal, pages 20.5—208.

3. That each competitor claiming the prize shall send in
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with his sample a chemical analysis under seal, together with

such practical proofs of the successful application of the ma-
nure to growing crops of grain, roots, and grasses, as he can

produce duly certified by growers. That such samples of ma-
nure shall be liable to be subjected to all such further tests,

and for such period of trial, as the Council may deem requi-

site.

N.B.—All claimants shall, on application made to Ihera by the

Secretary, Ije expected to supply, free of expense to the So-
ciety, such quantity of their respective manures as may be
required for trial.

4. That no claim for the Prize will be entertained unless

the claimant can satisfy the Council that an unlimited supply

of t!ie manure at a price not exceeding £5 per ton, will at all

times be within the reach of the agriculturists of the United

Kingdom.

The Council Lave already reason to believe that the

attention which this prize will call to the whole economy

of manuring, and to the agricultural as well as sanitary

question of the manurial lesources of the kingdom, will

lead to new and important results.

The Council, after full deliberation upon the following

amended Conditions, proposed to them by their Veteri-

nary Committee, and which have been accepted by the

College, decided lust month to renew the grant of .£200

for the current year to the Royal Veterinary College :

—

1. That Members of the Society shall have the privilege of

sending cattle, sheep, and pigs to the Royal Veterinary

College on the same terms as if they were Members
of the College.

2. That the College shall investigate particular classes of

diseases or subjects as may from time to tmie be directed

by the Council.

3. That, in addition to the increased number of lectures

given by Prof. Simouds, the Lecturer on Cattle Pathology,

to the Pupils in the College, he shall also deliver lectures

in the Council Room befoie tlie Members of the Society.

4. That the College shall supply a detailed Report of the

cases of cattle, sheep, and pigs treated in the Royal
Veterinary College.

The Council have had their attention called by His

Royal Highness Prince Albert to the process of inocu-

lation so extensively carried on at the present time in

Prussia, Belgium, and the Netherlands, with a view to

modify the severity of the symptoms of pleuro-pneumonia

in cattle. In consequence of the information furnished

by His Royal Highness to the Council, they authorised

Professor Simonds, as the Veterinary-Inspector of the

Society, to proceed to Belgium, in August last, for the

purpose of making himself personally acquainted with

the facts connected with the conditions and results of

the employment of this process. The Report which

Professor Simonds has made to the Council on this visit

of inspection will appear in the next part of the Society's

Journal, along with a second report on the occurrence

of pleuro-pneumonia in the extensive herd of dairy cows

belonging to Mr. Paget, of Ruddingtou Grange, near

Nottingham, and which that gentleman has with great

liberality placed at the disposal of the Society for any

experiments the Council may direct to be made on them.

Professor Simonds has accordingly selected a certain

number of animals for the purpose of experiment at

Ruddington, and a further number to be brought up to

the Royal Veterinary College in London for experiment

under his own immediate superintendence. The Council

have expressed to Mr. Paget their warmest thanks for

the invaluable opportunity he has thus afforded to the

Society, of having direct investigations most satisfac-

torily made on the nature and cure of this fatal malady.

The Council have also been favoured by Lord Stanley,

H.M. Under-Secretary of State for the Foreign Depart-

ment, Sir Emerson Tennent, Secretary to the Board of

Trade, and Dr. Willems, of Hasselt, in Belgium, with

communications on this subject.

The Country Meeting of the Society at Lewes in July

last was in every respect satisfactory, excepting in the

number of visitors, which, although amounting to 18,000

in the Show-yard, and 500 at the Pavilion Dinner, was

only one half of the usual number. This comparatively

deficient attendance, however, was owing to peculiar

circumstances, over which the Society had no control

:

namely, a remote locality, unusually oppressive heat,

and a general election going on throughout the country

at the very time of the Meeting. The reports of

the Senior Stewards of Live Stock and Implements re-

spectively at that Meeting will appear in the Society's

Journal. The thanks of the Society were voted at the

time to the Authorities of the Borough, to the Railway

Companies, and to Professor Simonds, who delivered

before the Members an interesting lecture on Parasitical

Insects producing internal and external disease in the live

stock of the farmer.

The Council have decided that the Gloucester Meeting

for the South Wales district shall be held in that city in

the week commencing IMonday, the 11th of July. They

have decided on (he Prizes to be offered for Live Stock,

and for the Prizes and Conditions of Implements for

that occasion, deferring until after Christmas the final

arrangements for the Poultry Prizes. They have also

decided on the prizes to be offered for the Essays

and Reports of next year. They have agreed to the

arrangements for preparing the land for the trial of

Implements, and have accepted the offer of the Con-

tractor of \Yorks to undertake their execution at the

same rate of charge as in former years. They have re-

ceived from the Professors at the Royal Agricultural

College, at Cirencester, the offer of co-operation in

any w ay by which their services may be thought, by the

Council, best to promote the objects of the Society at the

Gloucester Meeting.

In order to consider the most effectual means of ob-

viating the over- feeding of live stock for breeding pur-

poses exhibited at the Country Meetings of the Society,

the Earl of Ducie, as its late President, undertook, after

the Lewes Meeting, the task of entering into communi-

cation with the greater number of those gentlemen who
had acted as Judges at the former Country Meetings of

the Society, and the great majority of their opinions

being in favour of decisive measures to put a stop to an

evil so generally complained of, a committee was ap-

pointed, who have made the following recommendations,

which have been since adopted by the Council :
—

1. To appoint three Juries of Condition for the three divi-

sions of (1) Cattle, (2) Sheep, (3) Horses and Pigs ; each

Jury to be drawn by lot by the Steward of each division

from the whole of the Judges comprised in it, and to con-

sist cf 9 Judges and 1 Steward : the Steward himself not

to vote, but to take the decision in each case by a show of

hands, the majority of votes to decide.

2. The following notice to be printed in red ink at the foot

of each Certificate of entry : namely—" All animals sent
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for exhibition which sVall in the opinion of the Jury be in

an over fed condition w ill be disqnalitied by the Jury be-

fore inspection by the Judges:"—and a placard to be

placed over the standnig of every animal that shall be so

diiqualified, stating the reason of such disqualification.

3. The age of Bulls in the two classes of each division of

cattle not to exceed four years and two years respectively

on the 1st of July in the jear of show for whiclt they are

entered.

4. No Bull in Class I. of each division of cattle to be

eligible for a prize unless a certilicate is produced of his

having served not less than three dilTcreut cows within

the three months preceding the 1st of June in the year of

the show.

5. No alteration to be made in the limit of age for Cows ;

but that every Cow in-milk and not in-calf must be certified

to have had a live calf within the twelve mouths preceding

the date of the show.

6. No Heifer entered as in-calf to be eligible unless certified

to have been bulled before the 1st of March in the year

of show, and not to have been again in bulling subse-

qneat'y to that date ; nor her owner afterwards to receive

the prize, unless on the production of a further certificate

that she has produced a live calf before the Ist of Feb-

ruary ensuing.

7. No Cattle or Sheep to have been fed with milk subse-

quently to the 1st of January in the year of the show.

8. No Boar or Sow to be shown that cannot walk on account

of over-fatness.

The District (or the Country Meeting in 1856 has

been cleternained to consist of the counties of Hunting-

don, Cambridge; Bedford, Buckingham, Hertford, and

Essex.

The Council have the continued satisfaction of refer-

ring to the successful manner in which the practical

operations of agriculture are directed by improved prin-

ciples gradually adapted to each particular case by an

extendi d knowledge of conditions ; and of witnessing the

same spirit of improvement that has so long sustained

and encouraged the Society in the prosecution of its

objects, now animating other agricultural communities

in every part of the civilized world, and leading them to

find their mutual advantage in friendly communication

and the interchange of scientific and practical results.

By order of the Counc 1,

James Hudson, Secretary.

London, Dec. 1st, 1852.

Mr. C. TowxELEY said he had been requested to

move the adoption of the report, and he was perfectly

willing to do so, as that document showed that the Coun-
oil had been actively endeavouring to promote the objects

of the Society, and to extend its usefulness throughout
the country. If he might be allowed to make one or

two remarks, he would observe that he thought the de-

termination of the Council with regard to the jury for

cattle would prevent numbers from exhibiting. To him
it appeared impossible to declare what was the state to

which a breeding animal should be brought. He had
himself a cow which he could not keep thin, and he was
obliged to keep her in the house instead of the field.

He thought that, provided an animal were a bondfide
breeding animal, it would be very difficult for the jury
to decide precisely what amount of fat there should be.

As he did not belong to the Council, the only course

open to him was thus to bring this subject before the

meeting ; but he had no hesitation in moving the adop-
tion of the report.

The Rev. James Linton felt great pleasure in second-
ing the adoption of the admirable report that had just

been read by their able Secretary ; and he would be de-

ficient in proper respect for the Council if he did not

tender his own thanks, and he thought he might couple

with them tliose of the Society, to the Council, for their

indefatigable exertions ; for it was entirely owing to

those exertions that the Society had attained the pre-

eminent position it now occupied. There were one or

two points in the report which appeared to him espe-

cially deserving of acknowledgment. For the course

which they had taken on the guano question the Council

were eminently entitled to their gratitude. The Council

had, by all the means in their power, endeavoured to

induce the authorities of this realm to intercede with the

authorities of Peru to allow guano to be imported into

this kingdom at a less exorbitant rate. He thought,

too, that in offering a prize to any person who should

discover a substitute for guano, equal to it both in qua-

lity and quantity, and procurable at half the price of

guano—whether they succeeded or not in their laudable

attempt, he thought the Council deserved the warmest

thanks of the Society. If they did not succeed, he could

not help thinking that in these times of unrestricted

competition ships might be equipped, to be sent out to

the Lobos Islands, and help themselves (laughter). But

in that the Council would take no part. (Hear, hear.)

They had endeavoured to frustrate the monopoly of

Peru by legitimate means, and not by infringing the law

of nations. (Hear, hear.)

The motion was then agreed to.

Mr. R. Barker read the following cash statement

:

HALF-YEARLY ACCOUNT ENDING THE 30th

JUNE, 1852.

Receipts.

Balance in the hands of the Bankers, 1st Jan., £ s. d.

1852 L020 8 11

Balance of Petty Cash in the bands of the Secre-

tary, 1st Jan., 1852 29 13 11

Dividends on Stock in the Three aud-a-QuBrter

per Cents 176 10 11

Life Compositions of Governors . . .

.

189

Life Compositions of Members . . .

.

230

Annual Subscriptions of Governors . . .

.

545

Annual Subscriptions of Members . . .

.

2,229 7

Eeceipts on account of /o!(»Hai .. .. 199 2 6

Receipts on account of Country Meetings .. 1,518 10

£6,137 13 3

Thos. Raymond Barker, Chairman"!
-piQangg

Thomas Austen
f Committee.

C. B. Cualloner J

Payments.

Permanent Charges .

.

Taxes and Rates .

.

.

.

Establishment
Postage and Carriage .

.

Advertisements

Payments on account of Journal

Veterinary Grant—one year .

,

Chemical Grant—half-a-year
Chemical Investigations—one-third of a year.

.

Prize Essays
Payments on account of Country Meetings .

.

Transfers of Subscriptions

Sundry items of Petty Cash .

.

Balance in the hands of the Bankers, 30lh

June, 1852
Balance of Petty Cash in the hands of the

Secretary, June 30, 1852

£ 8.
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Mr. Barker invited comment on the items, but none was
made.
The Hon. Spencer Stanhope moved a vote of

thanks to the auditors, for their care in auditing the ac-

counts.

The motion was seconded by Mr. Fuller, M.P., and
adopted.

Mr. Dyer, one of the auditors, returned thanks.

The following gentlemen were then re-elected auditors:

Mr. R. Barker, Mr. Knight, and Mr Dyer.
Mr. W. ToRR moved a vote of thanks to Professors

Way and Simonds for their valuable lectures. The benefit

of those lectures was not confined to those who heard

them, but through the Journal of the Society and the

public press the information conveyed in them was con-

veyed through the length and breadth of the land. Al-

though it was clear that a purely scientific farmer must
cut a poor figure in the present day, it was equally clear

that a good practical farmer might be rendered a still

better farmer by the knowledge of the scientific princi-

ples Dn which his operations ought to be conducted.

He thought, therefore, the Society was very much in-

debted to its Professors for the scientific knowledge
which they gave the practical farmer (Hear, hear).

Mr. W. Jones seconded the motion, which was then

carried.

Professor Way felt exceedingly obliged to the meet-

ing for the compliment which had just been awarded.

All he could say was, that both his own services and
those of Professor f-jimondb would, he hoped, always be

rendered willingly ; and for himself he would say that

whilst the pursuit of those subjects which bore upon the

daily life of the agriculturist must necessarily be ex-

pected by practical men to yield practical results, and
whilst it was pretty well known that these results must
be exceedingly slow, his best encouragement to proceed

was the confidence shown by a Society like that, and the

kindntss with which his efforts were accepted (cheers).

Professor Simoxds did not know that he could add
anything, unless it were to say that, in the relation in

which he stood to the Royal Veterinary College, he felt

it his duty to do all in his power to promote the interests

of this Society. He had thought from the commence-
ment that they bad nothing to gain by hiding their

knowledge under a bushel ; but that they would best

advance the interest of the Society to which they be-

longed, while at the same time they promoted the cause

of agriculture, by giving the greatest publicity to the

knowledge of those principles which guided them in re-

ference to the diseases of animals. (Hear, hear). He
felt perfectly sure that those who took a contrary view

were mistaken, and that they would discover ultimately

that their view was fallacious. Many veterinary surgeons

had thought that by making agriculturists their own
cattle doctors they would injure their profession. His
reply to tliat argument was that farmers were continually

complaining of want of knowledge, and that he believed

that in many cases ignorance prevented them from
applying to those who really possessed knowledge. He
need not say that the pursuit of an opposite course to

that which he had advocated nearly led at one period to

a severance between that Society and the Royal
Veterinary College. That, however, had passed away,

and he was now able to offer his sincere congratulations

upon the good understanding and harmony which
existed between the two bodies.

The Chairman said, the business having terminated,

it now became his duty to ask whether any gentleman
wished to put any question to the Council, or to make
any remark for its consideration and guidance ?

Mr. C. ToAVNELEY begged to take the liberty of re-

newing the subject of the fattening of animals. He
certainly thought the new regulation would tend to

prevent the exhibition of many excellent animals. He
had a cow wiiich had won the first prize at many agri-

cultural meetings, and which had twice gained the gold

medal of the Royal Agricultural Society, and that

animal might, nevertheless, be objected to as being

over- fed. She was an excellent bondjide breeding ani-

mal ; but, notwithstanding that, it was a question in his

own mind whether he should not show it at the next

annual meeting of the Society. He must say that he

much regretted the decision of the Council on that

subject.

Mr. Fuller, M.P., wished to mention a rather cu-

rious case. A bull, which he sent recently to London,
became unwell. No one could tell what was the matter

with him ; but, on the farrier's recommendation, he was

killed. There were found on his chest six pailfuls of water,

and the lungs were quite wasted. The farrier, who was

a very old man, said he had never met with such a case

before ; but the butcher by whom the animal was killed

said he had known several such cases, and that the dis-

ease was very infectious. The honourable member for

Shropshire, too, Mr. Clive, told him that it was infec-

tious, and added, that when any such complaint arose

the animal should immediately have hot brandy and
water (laughter).

Mr. R. Barker said, having been chairman of the

Veterinary Committee, he felt it his duty to make one

or two observations in reply to Mr. Towneley- The
Council would greatly regret that gentleman's being in-

duced to withhold the exhibition of his stock, because

there was every reason to believe that his animals had

hitherto had most fair and proper treatment up to the

time of their arrival at the yard ; and they would be very

happy to see him a successful competitor in future. It

was desirable, however, that the object of the Council

should be clearly understood. From the commence-
ment it had been an instruction, to the judges that they

should award prizes for the value of animals as breeding

stock, and not for their value to the butcher ; but in no
instance had animals been excluded from competition.

It was perfectly well known that in more classes than

one animals exhibited were perfectly useless as breeding

stock, and the object of the Council was to prevent such

a state of things from continuing.

Mr. Grissell thought that, although Mr. Towneley
might suffer individually, the public generally would
benefit greatly by the new regulation. It was, he

thought, universally felt that animals of all descriptions

had been very much ovtrfed ; and it was a crying evil

that the competition was not fair, because persons were
permitted unduly to fatten their cattle. Before sitting

down, he wished to make a remark on the guano ques-

tion. He quite felt the importance of discovering some-

thing resembling guano, which could be sold at a cheaper

rate ; but they should not shut their eyes to the fact

that they had very good manure within their reach, if

they could but make use of it. The other day, being

upon the Sheffield and Lincolnshire Railway, he was
astonished to find that there was an enormous train of

trucks belonging to the Corporation of Manchester,

which was constantly engaged in conveying the offal

and manure of Manchester to the low lands of the

county of Lincoln. If the corporation of London and

the other metropolitan authorities would only adopt a

similar plan, the sweepings of the metropolitan streets

might be conveyed east, west, north, and south with

immense benefit both to agriculturists and to the whole

community.

Mr. Fuller, M.P., said he sent a bull to Lewes. It

had gained a prize before, and on this last occasion he was

told that the only fault was that it was not fat enough.

Mr. W. F. HoBBS said, as an agriculturist and as a

member of the Council, he felt obliged to Mr. Towneley
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for having brought forward this hubject. The Council

had paid the greatest attention to the matter for years

past, but had found great diflSculties attending it. It

was very desirable not to impose unnecessary restrictions ;

but, having regard to the complaints which had been

made of the over-fatnessof animals year after year—many
of the exhibitors having shown stock more fit for the

Smitbfield show-yard than for that of the Royal Agri-

cultural Society—the Council thought it best to adopt

the only plan which appeared practical in order to check

the continued exhibition of these very tat animals in a

yard intended for breeding stock (Hear, hear). If be

were still a breeder of stock he would not fear to pass

through the ordeal of the judges (Hear, hear). Great

difficulties had arisen heretofore from the fact that the

judges did not like incurring the odium of rejecting

animals, even though they did not approve of theni. He
believed that the judges would perform their duty under
the new arrangement in a satisfactory manner ; and were
he one of them, supposing an animal not to have been

fed with milk, meal, or oil-cake, he would certainly not

reject him on account of his being properly fattened.

Mr. TowNELEY said it would be open to a fraudulent

breeder to conceal his mode of feeding. He did not

believe his cow had ever had meal, oilcake, or anything

of the kind.

The Rev. J. Lintox highly approved of the new re-

gulation, and was convinced that it would be productive

of great benefit,

A Member asked whether, if a heifer had been re-

jected on account of having too much fat, there would
be any tribunal of appeal.

Mr. R. Barker replied that there would not. He
could not help mentioning that one of the most eminent
stock breeders in the midland counties told him that,

having wondered that he did not gain prizes like others,

on inquiry he found the reason to be that he did not give

his animals milk up to the lasc minute ; and upon adopt-

ing that practice he obtained nearly all the prizes (Hear,

hear). It was not the intention of the Society merely

to encourage the feeders of stock.

Mr, TowNELEY thought that heifers, in order to ob-
tain the prize, should have a live calf.

Mr. R. Barker said that was included in the condi-

tions.

Mr. BuLLEN (from Ireland) mentioned the case of a

celebrated heifer in that country which obtained several

prizes at agricultural shows ; and with respect to which,

after the prize bad been awarded at Cork on the suppo-

sition of her being in calf, it was discovered that she did

not calve, and she had never calved since.

Mr. W. F. HoBBS, in reply, said the committee had
recommended the Council to encourage the exhibition of

young animals, and to allow no bull to be exhibited after

it was four years old. With regard to cows, the regula-

tion was that a cow must have produced a live calf

within twelve months. The prize would not be givt n

for heifers unless they produced a live calf before the

1st of February succeeding the show. All such points

had been duly considered, and he hoped the arrangement
would, in spite of difficulties, receive the approval of

most practical men.

The subject then dropped.

On the motion of Lord Camoys, seconded by Mr. S.

Druce, a vote of thanks was voted to the Chairman.

The Chairman, after expressing his acknowledge-
ments, said that he was glad that his friend Mr. Towne-
ley had brought forward the subject that he had done

;

for, though he did not agree with him in any one point

that he had advanced (laughter), he considered it useful

to have the opinions of practical men elicited (Hear,
hear). As regarded manure, unless landlords provided
their tenants with tanks and other conveniences for its

preservation, there was little chance of its being turned
to the best account. In conclusion, he observed that,

as one of the oldest members, he was exceedingly glad
to perceive that the Society was progressing, not only as

a society, but also in public opinion.

The meeting then separated.

A Monthly Council was held at the Society's

House in Hanover-square, on Wednesday, the 1st

of December. The following members of Council and
Governors of the Society were present : Lord Ashbur-
ton. President, in the chair ; Sir John Villiers Shelley,

Bart., M.P. ; Sir Charles Lemon, Bart., M.P. ; Col.

Austen ; Mr. Raymond Barker ; Mr. Barnett ; Mr.
Hodgson Barrow, M.P. ; Mr. Brandreth ; Mr. Burke;
Captain Stanley Carr ; Mr. W. G. Cavendish ; Colonel
Challoner ; Mr. Evelyn Denison, M.P. ; Mr. Brandreth
Gibbs ; Mr. Grantham ; Mr. Fisher Hobbs ; Mr.
Hornsby ; Mr. Lawience ; Mr. Marshall, M.P. ; Mr.
Milward ; Mr. Mainwaring Paine ; Professor Sewell

;

Professor Simonds ; Mr. Simpson ; and Professor Way.
Finances.— Mr. Raymond Barker, Chairman of the

Finance Committee, laid before the Council the monthly
report on the accounts of the Society, from which it

appeared that the current cash balance in the hands of

the bankers was £9'db.

Pleuro-pneumonia.—Mr. Raymond Barker, as

Chairman of the Veterinary Committee, then laid before

the Council the following report connected with inquiries

on the subject of inoculation for pleuro-pneumonia, and
direct investigations into the nature and cure of that

fatal disease :

—

The Veterinary Committee have liad under their considera-

tion the various communications referred to them by the

Council. They beg to offer the loUowing recommendatioLS :

—

1. That Professor Simonds be allowed the personal expenses
iucurred by him during his recent journey into Belgium,
undertaken for the purpose of malting himself acquainted,

as the Veterinary-inspector of the Society, with the actual

facts of the process of inoculation, reported to be actively

in operation on the dairy cattle of that kiuifdom, with a view
to mitigate the severity of the symptoms of pleuro-pneumo-
nia so prevalent at the present time in various parts of the
continent.

2. That Mr. Paget'a handsome and liberal offer to place his

entire herd of dairy-cows in Nottinghamshire at the disposal

of the Society for direct experiments, to be instituted for the

Society in that county, and also at the Royal Veterinary
College, be accepted with the best thanks of the Council

;

and that the Society bear the charge of bringing up to town
and keeping such animals as may be selected for the pro-

posed experiments.

Mr. Barker explained that Prof. Simonds' Report of
his visit of inspection into Belgium had been ordered by
the Journal Committee to be printed for insertion in the
forthcoming part of the Journal of the Society ; and
that Prof. Simotids had that morning delivered to the

Secretary a report on his examination of Mr. Paget's

herd, and of his selection of animals for experiment,
which would then be read to the Council and afterwards

referred in like manner to the Journal Committee. This
report having been read accordingly, Mr. Denison,
M.P., favoured the Council with a statement of the

circumstances under which his friend Mr. Paget had ap-
plied to him on this subject, and consented to place his

animals at the disposal of the Society. On the motion
of Mr. Denison, seconded by Sir John Shelley, the
Council agreed to a vote of their warmest thanks to Mr.
Paget f(!r this instance of his great liberality to the

Society, in affording it so invaluable an opportunity of

investigating under the most favourable circumstances

the nature and progress of this fearful malady.

Guano-substitute Prize.— Sir John Shelley, Bart

,

M.P., brought up from the Guano-substitute Committee
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the following Report of that Committee on the con-

ditions recommended to be adopted for the Society's

Prize, and agreed to at a meeting of the Committee
held on the 10th of November last, of which Sir John
Shelley was the Chairman : namely,

—

I.

—

Terms of the Prize.

"One Thousand Pounds and the Gold Medal of the

Society will be given for the discovery of a manure equal

in (ertilizius; properties to the Peruvian Guano, and of which

an unlimited supply can be furnished to the English farmer

at a rate not exceeding 51. per ton."

II.

—

Conditions of Competition.

1. That in the offer of £1,000 and the Gold Medal of the

Society, as a prize for the discovery of a manure equal in

every respect in its fertilizing properties to Peruvian guano,

the £1,01)0 shall be offered in oue undivided sum.

2. That the standard of such Peruvian Guano shall be assumed

to be the average result obtained by Prof. Way, the Con-

sulting-Cheraiit to the Society, and published in his paper

in tlie 10th volume of the Journal, pages 205-208.

3. That each competitor claimnig the prize shall send in with

his sample a chemical analysis under seal, together with

such practical proofs of the successful application of the

manure to growing crops of grain, roots, and grasses, as he

can produce duly certiGed by growers. That such samples

of manure shall be liable to be subjected to all such further

tests, and for such period of trial, as the Council may deem
requisite.—N.B. All claimants shall, on application made
to them by the Secretary, be expected to supply, free of

expense to the Soc'cty, sucli quantity of their respective

manures as may be required for trial.

4. That no claim for the prize will be entertained unless the

claimant can satisfy the Council that an unlimited supply of

the manure at a price not exceeding 51. per ton, will at all

times be within the reach of the agriculturists of the United

Kingdom.

The Report was unanimously confirmed and adopted

by the Council.

Gloucester Meeting.—The Earl of Ducie, chair-

man of the General Gloucester Committee, transmitted

to the Council the following report.

The General Gloucester Committee have to report to the

Council :

—

1 . That every arrangement has been completed for the pre-

paration of the land for the trials of implements at the en-

suing country meeting.

2. That Mr. Henry Manning's offer to undertake the contrac-

tor's work at Gloucester at the same rate of charge as in

former years has been accepted.

3. That the period for holding the Gloucester meeting be fixed

as the week commencing Monday, the 11th of July, 1853.

This Report was received and adopted.

Trial of Implements.— Colonel Challoner, chair-

man of the Implement Committee, laid before the Coun-
cil the following Report, which was adopted by the

Council.
The Committee have had referred to them by the Council

the consideration of the Conditions and Regulations of the

Gloucester Implement Prize Sheet, and a special instruction

on the best means for enforcing greater punctuality in the

presentation of the judges' reports at the conclusion of the

business of each country meeting.

The Committee have in the first instance confined their at-

tention to the consideration of the Conditions of the Prizes

;

and they accordingly recommend the adoption of the conditions

of last year with the following alterations :

—

1. That in adjudicating tie relative merits of the drills for

general purposes, and the Turnip drills for flat and ridged

work, especial consideration shall be given to their power of

depositing smalt and large quantities.

2. That in adjudicating on the merits of the portable steam-

eugines, reference shall be had to the portability of the en-

gines, without losing sight of the strength required for safety,

and which, in the opinion of the committee, will be best se-

cured by the free use of wrought-iron in lieu of cast.

3. That every exhibitor of drain-tile or pipe-machines will he

expected to bring with hira a die 2| inches in diameter,

and a button or triblet of two inches in diameter, with dies

of other sizes varying from 1 to 4 inches, or larger, and

buttons or triblets of correspondicg dimensions.

The Committee beg to recommend that in future the trial

of the steam-engines be commenced one day earlier ; and that

thr following special regulation be mcludcd in the prize-sheet

—

namely

:

Exhibitors are requested to be in attendance during the

trials, and iu the implement-yard, while the Judges are in-

specting the implements, in case any explanation may be re-

quired from them ; and they or their servants must give every

facility to the Stewards and Judges, by having their imp'.e-

ments ready for inspection and trial ; and any exhibitor, after

having had due notice, will be liable either to have his imple-

ment tried at his own risk, in his absence, or to have it re-

moved altogether from the show, as the Stewards may decide,

and without any responsibility attaching to the Society in

consequence.

The Committee think it will be desirable to postpone the

consideration and final settlement of the General Regulations

of the Show, and the Instructions for the Judges and Stew-
ards, until the monthly meeting of the Councd in February.

Vice-President.—On the motion of Mr. Raymond
Barker, seconded by Sir John Shelley, Bart., M.P., the

vacancy occasioned in the list of the Vice-Presidents of

the Society by the death of bis Grace the Duke of

Wellington, was filled up by the unanimous election of

Sir John V. B. Johnstone, Bart , M.P., to that office.

Member of Council.— In the absence of the Hon,
R. H. Clive, M.P., Mr. Raymond Barker moved the

resolution of which Mr. Clive had duly given notice—
that Mr. Francis Woodward, of Little Comberton, near

Pershore, Worcestershire, be elected one of the General

Members of Council, in the vacancy created by the

transfer of any name from that list to the list of Vice-

Presidents ; which, being seconded by Mr. Fisher

Hobbs, was carried unanimously, and Mr. Woodward's
name was placed accordingly in the list of the Council,

in the vacancy created by the election of Sir John
Johnstone to a Vice-Presidency.

Steward of Cattle.—On the motion of Mr.
Milward, seconded by Mr. Brandreth, Mr. William
Simpson was unanimously chosen one of the stewards

of the cattle yard at the country meetings of the So-
ciety, in the place of Mr. Samuel Jonas, who retires this

year by rotation.

Standing Committees.—The following standing

committees for the year 1853 were agreed to :

Finance Comm'Utee.— Col. Austen, Mr. Raymond Barker,

Mr. H. Blanshard, Mr. Brandreth, Colonel Challoner, Mr.
Jonas, Mr. Wilson.

House Committee.—The President, Chairman of Finance
Committee, Sir John A'illiers Shelley, Bart., M.P., Mr. Ray-
mond Barker, Mr. Brandreth, Colonel Challoner, Mr. Bran-
dreth Gibbs, Mr. Fisher Hobbs, Mr. Kinder.

Journal Committee.—Mr. Pusey (Chairman), Duke of Rich-

mond, Lord Biaybrooke, Lord Portmau, Hon. R. H. Clive,

MP., Sir John V.Shelley, Bart., M.P., Sir C. Lemon, Bart.,

M.P., Sir John V. B, Johnstone, Bart., MP.. Mr. Burke,
Mr. Childers, Mr. E. Denison, M.P., Mr. Hyett, Mr. Miles,

M.P., Mr. Milward, Mr. Shaw, Mr. Thompson.
Chemical Committee.—Mr. Pusey (Chairman), Ijord Port-

man, Sir John V. B. Johnstone, Bart., M.P, Mr. Dyke Ac-
land, Dr. Daubeny, Mr. Hoskyns, Mr. Hudson (of Castleacre),

Rev. A. Huxtable, Mr. Hyett, Mr. Jonas, Mr. Lawes, Mr.
Miles, M.P., Mr. J. M. Paine, Mr. Shaw, Mr. Sheridan,

M.P., Mr. Thompson.
Veterinary Committee.—Mr. Raymond Barker (Chairman),

Duke of Richmond, Lord Portman, Sir John V. Shelley,

Bart., M.P., Sir J. V. B. Johnstone, Bart., M.P., Mr.
S. Bennett, Mr. Brandreth, Col. Challoner, Mr. E. Deni-

son, M.P., Mr. Brandreth Gibbs, Mr. Hamond, Mr. Fisher

Hobbs, Mr. Miles, M.P., Mr. Milward, Mr. Pym, Prof.

Sewell, Mr. Shaw, Prof. Simondg, Prof. Spoouer, Mr. Thornp-
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General Gloucester Committee.—Earl'of Ducie (Chairman),

Duke of Richmond, Earl of Chichester, Lord Portman, Hon.
K. H. Clive, M.P., Sir John V. Shellev, Bart , M.P., Sir M.
W. Ridley, Bart., Sir J. V. B. Johnstone, Bart., M.P., Col.

Austen, Mr. Raymond Barker, Mr. Barnett, Mr. Brandreth,

Col. Cballoner, Mr. Gibbs, Mr. Hamond, Mr. Fisher Hobbs,

Mr. Hudson (of Castleacre), Mr. Jonas, Mr. Jones, Mr. Law-
rance, Mr. 'VVilward, Mr. Pusey, Mr. Shaw, Mr. Simpson, Mr.
Woodward.
Implement CommiUee. —Colonel Ch.iUoncr iChainnsn; Karl

of Ducie, Lord Portman, Sir John V. Shellev, Bart., ^l.V., Sir

M. W. Ridley, Bart., Mr. Brandreth, Mr. Garrett, Mr.
Gibbs, Mr. Hamond, Mr. Fisher Hobbs, Mr. Hornsby, Mr.
Miles, M.P., Mr. Shaw, Mr. Thompson.

Guano-substitute Com)/iittee.—Eat\ of Ducie (Chairman),

Hon. R. H. Clive, 'M.V., Sir John Villiers Shelley, Bart., M.P.,

Mr. Raymond Barker, Colonel Challouer, Mr. Hamond, Mr.

Fisher Hobbs, Mr. Hudson (of Castleacre), Mr. Shaw, Mr.
Thompson, Mr. Pusey.

Fat Cattle Committee.—'Eid of Ducie (Chairman), Lord

Berners, Sir John V. SiieOpy, Bart., M.P., Mr. Barnett, Mr.

Bennett, Mr. Brandreth, Mr. Druce, Mr, Gibbs, Mr. Fisher

Hobbs, Mr. Kinder. Mr. Milward, Mr. Shaw, Mr. Simpson,

Mr. George Turner.

Fines Committee.—Y.Ail of Ducie (Chairman), Mr. Barnett,

Mr. Brandreth, Colonel Challoner, Mr. Druce, M. Brandreth

Gibbs, Mr. Fisher Hobbs, Mr. Jonas, Mr. Milward, Mr. Shaw,

Mr. Simpson.

Fines.—The report on fines incurred for roa-e.\hi-

bition at the Lewes meeting was referred to the Fines'

Committee,

IxTERX.\Tiox.\L POSTAGE.—A Communication from
the International Postage Association was referred or

consideration to the nest monthly Council.

The Council then adjourned to their weekly meeting,

for practical communications and discussions, to beheld

on Wednesday next, at which, as usual, all members of

the Society would have the privilege of attending.

A Weekly Council was held at the Society's House,

in Hanover-square, on Wednesday, the 8th December ;

present, Mr. Pu.sey, Trustee, in the chair ; Lord Ber-

ners, Hon. R. H. Clive, M.P., Sir John Villiers Shelley,

Bart., M.P., Sir Robert Price, Bart., M.P., Sir Digby
Neave, Bart., Colonel Austen, Mr. Raymond Barker,

Mr. S. Bennett, Mr. Catherall, Colonel Challoner, i\lr.

Cobon, Mr. Dyer, Mr. Flack, Mr. Fuller, M.P , Mr.
Gales, Mr. Hamond, Mr. Fisher Hobbs, Mr. Hudson
(Castleacre), Mr. Jonas, Mr. Kinder, Mr. Milward,

Mr. Paine, Mr. Pawlett, Prof. Sewell, Prof. Simonds,
Mr. R. Smith, Mr. Stokes, Mr. Thompson, Mr. C.

Hampden Turner, Prof. Way, Mr. Jonas Webb, Mr.
Wingate, and Mr. Wrench.

The following communications were received :—From
the Hon. Col. Gery, by command of H.ll.H. Prince

Albert, letters on the subject of sound untainted potato-

seed, proposed for cultivation in Leland; from Mr.
Wright, of the United States, a communication on im-

provements in the reaping-machine, and a set of the

"Prairie Farmer," of which he was the editor; from

the Hon. Andrew Stevenson, late American Minister in

England, a letter offering his services of co-operation as

an honorary member of the Society, and specimens of

wool and monumental wheat ; from Mr. Palin, of

Cheshire, a statement on the beneficial and long-con-

tinued effects of marling for the turnip -crop, with

specimens of roots grown by him on marled and

unmarled land; from Mr. Dyer and Mr. Whitear,

results of the cultivation of Russian Turnips in this

country ; from Mr. Reynolds Solly, a favourable state-

ment of the value of the Spanish Beans presented to the

Council in the spring by Mr. Majendie ; from Mr.
Saunderson, specimens of Potatoes grown for three years

without manure ; from Mr, Morton, Mr. Waldron, and

Mr. Jackson, information respecting farm-buildings

;

from Mr. Arkwright, of Sutton H.ill, Derbyshire, a very

cheap, simple, and efficient grubber for raising large

strong tufts of coarse plants having deep-seated roots;

from Captain F. Wilson, a proposed new plan of

barrow for general purposes ; from Miss Banister,

various communications connected with cottage farm-

ing; from Dr. A. Thaer, a plan of the Moeglin Model

Farm in Germany ; from Mr. Brotherton, a communi-
cation oa the importance of cultivating the Rape crop

for its oil ; from Mr. Metcalfe, on reaping machine ;

from Mr. Fowler, on Barley; from Mr. P. Dixon,

balance-sheet of his farm ; from Lord Berners, a further

statement of his mode of draining in Leicestershire
;

from Mr. Witt, a specimen of paper made from Wheat-
straw ; from Mr. Clayton, a statement of improvements

in his tile-machine ; from Mr. R. Shaw, of Bristol, a

communication on town- sewerage ; from Mr. E. Oliver,

various notices of agricultural facts ; from Mr. J. Hill

Dickson, a statement on his Flas-mill ; from Mr. Hardy,

on sowing, with specimens ; from Mr. Lang, on manure ;

and from Mr. Fuller, M.P., on disease in his stock—for

all which the Council ordered their usual acknowledg-

ments to be made.

A Special Council was held on Thursday, the 9th

of December, for the purpose of deciding on the prizes

for live-stock to be ofiered next year at the Gloucester

meeting; present, Mr. Raymond Barker, Vice-Pre-

sident, in the chair ; Lord Berners, Colonel Austen,

Mr. Barnett, Mr. S. Bennett, Mr. Brandreth, Mr.

Fisher Hobbs, Mr. Holland, Mr. Hudson (Castleacre),

Mr. Jonas, Mr. Kinder, Mr. Milward, Mr. Pusey, Mr.

R. Smith, Mr. Thompson, Mr. Turner (Barton), Mr.

Jonas Webb, and Prof. Simonds.

The Council having received and considered various

memorials and suggestions addressed to them, in re-

ference to the special business of the day, proceeded

to the arrangement of the prizes to be offered by the

Society for live-stock at the Gloucester meeting in July,

13.33
;
postponing, until the monthly Council to be held

on the 2nd of February next, the final settlement of the

prizes for poultry, the general regulations of the prize-

sheet, and the special instructions to be given to the

judges and stewards on that occasion.

The Audit of Accounts was held on Friday, the

10th of December; present, Colonel Austen, Mr. Ray-

mond Barker, and Colonel Challoner, on the part of the

finance committee ; and Mr. George Raymond Barker

and Mr. Dyer, auditors, oa the part of the Society.

The accounts being found correct, were certified ac-

cordingly, and the signatures of the auditors affixed to

the balance-sheet to be reported on the following day to

the general meeting of the Society.

A Special Council was also held on Friday, the

10th of December, for the purpose of taking into consi-

deration the report to be made by the Council to the

ensuing General Meeting of the Society ;
Colonel Chal-

loner. trustee, in the chair. The Council having re-

ceived from Mr. Raymond Barker, chairman ot the

Finance Committee, a special report on the state of

the Finances of the Society at that date, and a copy of

the Auditors' Balance-sheet of the accounts for the pre-

ceding half-year, proceeded to the arrangement of their

report to the General Mee'.ing ; which on the motion of

Mr. Bramston, M.P., seconded by Professor Sewell, was

agreed to and adopted.

The December General Meeting was held at

the Society's House, in Hanover-square, on Saturday,

G
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the llth of December; Col. Cballoner, T-uslec, in the
chair.

The Meetings of the Council stand adjourned over
Christmas, to Wednesday, the 2nd of February.

N E W MEMBER S.

Jonathan Rigg, Esq., of Chester-place, Hyde-park-
square, London, was elected a Governor of the Society.

The following new members were elected :

—

Addison, Richard, the Prior's Mesne, St. Briavell's, Glouc.
Bodenhara, Charles, Herel^ord
Brown, James, Aroiston, Co. Edinburgh
Clark, William, Shareshill, Wolverhampton
Elwes, John Henry, Colesbourne House, Cheltenham

Glasier, William Richard, 41, Charing-cross, London
Goddard, Henry, Lincoln

Harding, George, Ternbill, Market Drayton, Salop
IJaygartb, Rev. J. S , Pros, of Royal Agri Coll., Cirencester

! Hellier, Thomas Shaw, Woodhouses, Wolverhampton
! How, John, Barnstaple, Devonshire

j

Huskinsou, T., Epperstone, Southwell, Notts.

i
Hutchings, Rev. R. S., Moukton Wyld, Charmouth, Dorset.

Howard, James, Bedford
Jones, Mordecai, Brecon, South Wales
Morrish, William, Dartmoor, Devonshire
Playford, Edward Harlee, East Wyke, Farnham, Surrey
Sparrow, John William, Penn Hall, Wolverhampton
Vernon, Hon. Aug. Henry, Upper Belgrave-street, Loudon

I Yates, William, Hadley Park, Wellington, Salop.

ROYAL DUBLIN SOCIETY'S EXHIBITION OF IRISH-GROWN FARM-PRODUCE
AT THE LATE SMITHFIELD CLUB SHOW, LONDON.

Name of Pro
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sister country, and tend, more than anything which could

be written, to demonstrate the \ast capabilities of the

soil of Ireland for the production, not only of cereal,

but greeu crops. The Royal Dublin Society is now
established by charter more than a ccutury : its object

and aim is the piomotion of husbandry aud other

useful aits, and over one thousand members are now
oonnected with it in the advancement of husbandry and
every other brancn of industry that can promote the

welfare and well-being of the inhabitants of that portion

of this kingdom. To the kindness and courtesy of the

curator of the society, ]\Ir. Corrigan, who attended the

stand daily, and afforded the numerous visitors the

most minute information, we are indebted for the fol-

lowing particulars of some of the crops exhibited. A
specimen of mangel wurzel from the National Model
Farm at Glandore, the most southern point of Ireland,

raised on a reclaimed bog, manured with sea weed, was
very fine ; the produce was 80 tons the Irish, or 50 tons

the statute acre.

The prrceding table of the crops exhibited will be in-

teresting ; but the reader must bear in mind that the

Irish acre is larger than the English acre in the propor-

tion of 8 to 5 ; so that, in the produce given, as well as

the manure applied, to the Irish acre, may easily be cal-

culated, and show what the proportion would be to the

English acre.

The rent of an Irish acre at 10s. will be at the rate of

6s. 2d. the English acre ; at £1 15s. the Irish it will be

^1 Is. 7d. the English.

There were also some splendid cabbages, one sample

of which got the prize at the late exhibition of the Royal

Dutdin Society, and was grown on strong clay land ; the

property of R. C. Wade of the County Meath, the pro-

duce was 80 tons the iicre : it was the drumhead descrip-

tion. The specimen of field cabbage sent by F. Donagh,
Esq., of Drogheda, was very fine, the produce 75 tons the

acre : and a flat Dutch cabbage grown by R. Hawkins on
theworkhousefarm,Enniscorthy, was partof theproduce,

at the rate of CO tons the acre. The swedes contributed by

Sir Wm. Betham, Ulster King at Arms, Blackrock, near

Dublin, were immense ; some of tiiem taken after a crop

of potatoes and cabbages, being the third crop taken off

the same field in one season. Nothing can more strik-

ingly illustrate the wonderful fertility of the Irish soil,

and must naturally attract the attention of persons wish-

ing to embark their capital in the purchase of land, to

the splendid climate and soil of Ireland. Mr. Dargan,

whose name will be found as a producer in the above

table, has also contributed a specimen of most excellent

butter, made upon the best system adopted in this coun-

try, and pronounced by competent judges equal to the

best Dutch. This gentleman deserves well of his coun-

trymen for his unwearied exertions in their behalf: his

farm operations are carried on under the most approved

English system ; he has lately commenced the manufac-

ture of cheese on one of his farms, and that on a most

extensive scale. This gentleman it is, also, who in a

princely spirit advanced the money necessary to erect the

building for the Great Industrial Exhibition which is to

take place next year in Dublin ; and who, as a large

railway contractor, by his employment of the labouring

))oor contributes so much to the benefit of the working

classes. Filty such men as William Dargan in Ireland

would do much for its restoration. We must not

forget to mention that the Earl of Leitrim contriliuted a

mammoth gourd, the weight of which was no less than

lOSIbs., and which was produced by common garden

culture, and being the largest one of thirteen, all of great

weight, produced from the same plant. We conclude

this notice with the following remarks, in which we en-

tirely concur, and which we extract from a cotempo-

rary :

—

" We can assure our frieuds in Ireland that it is by indulg-

ing iu peaceful rivalry of this kind that her gaping wounds will

be healed and her strength invigorated ; that the boundless

resources ot her fertile soil will be developed, her hardy sons

profitably and reproductively employed; he:- geutry made

careful to their duties, and all joined in the noble career uow
opened before them of unhmited and unrestricted competi-

tion."

TABLE OF WEIGHTS OF PRIZE AND OTHER SUPERIOR SHEEP EXHIBITED AT
THE SMITHFIELD CLUB CATfLE SHOW, DECEMBER, 1852.
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TABLE OF WEIGHTS OF PRIZE AND OTHER SUPERIOR ANIMALS EXHIBITED AT
THE SMITHFIELD CLUB CATTLE SHOW, DECEMBER, 1852.
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CALENDAR OP HORTICULTURE.

Plant Houses.
Pelargoniunis.—The air for the last two months

has been so abundantly charged with moisture, and

generally so dull and stagnant as to render the keepins;

of these plants in a perfectly healthy state a very

difficult matter. Still much may have been done by

paying attention to previous directions, such as keeping

the plants tied out thin, giving all the air possible, and

withholding water to the roots, even to the flagging

point. These directions must still be followed out in

this the most critical period of their management.

Keep them as near the glass as possible, but avoid

letting cold draughts of wind play directly on them.

The above directions, however, are principally a|<pli-

cable to plants thoroughly dormant, and required

for the main and late flowering purposes next year.

Such as are required for forcing, and also large speci-

mens, should be in a partially excitable state, and will

require more water, and a closer and warmer atmo-

sphere. Those for forcing may be top-dressed and

favoured with good situations near the light, and they

will soon begin to show the trusses for bloom. Ob-
serve that these must not be shifted, as that would

only cause renewed attempts at wood growth, and

spoil the early blooming. On the contrary, plants

required to make large specimens may, for the same

reasons, be shifted into larger pots, using a tolerably

rich compost, in a rough state, with plenty of sand

intermixed, and paying the most particular attention

to the drainage, because they must have more water
;

and if this does not pass off freely, you may expect a

good portion of the old foliuge to decay and fall off,

besides creating too moist an atmosphere, resulting

in drip, and causing even the newly-formed

foliage to spot. The fancy varieties are the most

tender, and should not be exposed to very free circula-

tions of air. Unless under very favourable circum-

stances, they will all require a little tire occasionally, in

the day-time, to dry up damp ; and a slight fumigation

sometimes, to check the great enemy, green fly. The
fancy varieties are such free flowere rs as to be peculiarly

well adapted for forcing ; and such as are required for

that jiurpose may have the incipient trusses retained
;

the rest, for later purposes, should have them frequently

picked out, to strengthen the growth of the wood and
foliage.

Conservatory —The Camellias in this structure, par-

ticularly large permanent plants, will now be fust ad-

vancing into an abundant bloom, and for some time to

come will be one of its grandest features. See that the

plants are kept perfectly clean, and the roots well sup-

plied with water, to which a little liquid manure should

sometimes be added. Oranges, too, with their bright,

cheerful-looking fruit, are very beautiful now. They
require but little attention at this season. Watering at

the roots, unless under very particular circumstances as

to dryness, caused by the use of fire -heat in severe wea-

ther, must be entirely withheld for a month or two«

Syringing must also be discontinued : care, however,

must be had to keep the foliage quite clean and glossy.

Lachenalias throwing up flower-stems should be kept

near the glass. Gardoquia Hookerii, a very nice

autumn-blooming plant for the Conservatory, may now

be removed to the stove, and kept growing freely. Give

a shift when started, and keep them well stopped and

tied out as they advance. The present is a good time

to shift the different varieties of Kalosanthes ; for, if left

until the spring, it is likely to produce a fine growth,

and but little bloom. Should frosty weather come on,

take care that you have a good portion of your soils and

composts turned over, and thrown up rough, or other-

wise exposed to its very beneficial influences. See, too,

that the bins under cover are kept full of soils in a state

ready for use.

Forcing Houses.

Fineries.—K previous directions have been attended

to with regard to the regulation of the bottom heat and

temperature, the principal crop intended for nest year's

fruiting will now be in a dormant state, and require very

little attention. Let them have air more or less every

day according to the state of the weather, and when very

mi!d leave a little air on at night ; the night temperature

generally need not exceed 58'', and in sharp weather,

when extra fire is put on, if the temperature is 55° early

in the morning, it is safer than more. The day tempe-

rature should not exceed G5° ; the younger successions

will be safe with a degree or two less, taking care to

maintain dryness both in the air and at the roots ; for

where there is much moisture a higher temperature must

be maintained to keep out frost, the inevitable conse-

quence of which is to induce a tendency to growth fatal

to success. For Pines in a more advanced state previous

directions are still applicable.

Vineries.—Early started Vines which are now begin-

ning to make growth must have very careful attention.

The night temperature should be raised gradually to 60°,

with a tendency toward? an increase as tiie Vines advance

into bloom. The day temperature will much depend on

external circumstances, but do not attempt more by fire

heat than a range from 65° to 70°, with an abundance

of air moisture, and a ch^rnge of the interior air when
practicable. Do not be in a Lurry to disbud.

Peach House.—In this house, in accordance with for-

mer directions, let the excitement be very gradual ; over-

heating is the first step towards failure. I have known
Peaches in bloom in severe frost submit with impunity

to a temperature of 35°, and appeared to benefit by it

;

but as a general rule for Peaches in bloom, from 40° to

45° is a safe night temperature, and 50° to 55° in the

day, taking care to secure a free admission of air as often

as practicable. Keep up a healthy moist atmosphere,

and when the bloom is not expanded syringe constantly

with tepid water. If any portion of the roots are out-

side, see that they are amply protected. The same
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remarks will apply to Cherries, which, however, will be

far better if they hare not been started, as the first week

in the new year is very preferable for starting both

Peaches and Cherries.

Cucumbers.—As soon as the bed is made up and the

heat nicely rising, j!;et in a first sowing ; and beware of

mice, which will often take po-session at the same time

as yourself. Keep the lights tilted, to let off the super-

abundant moisture ; and let the coverings be regulated

by the v.eather and the interior temperature. You will

find it a good plan to thatch the bed all round with long

dry hay, which can be fastened on with pegs and rope

yarn, or even hay bands.

Flower Garpex.

One of the best preventives of the unsightly appear-

ance of worm casts on lawns is constant rolling with a

heavy iron roller immediately after rain, as it plugs up

all their holes in a most effectual manner, and no doubt

induces a new set of excavating operations before the

holes are again open for traffic ; it also consolidates the

groun'l, and renders it much pleasant* r for walking on.

The same may be observed of gravel wulks, on which, as

well as the grass, the broom and the roller must be con-

stantly plied in open weather. When frosty lose no

time in wheeling out the composts, which should now

be in a free pulverized state for adding to the beds and

borders ; some of the cleanest and best may be spread

all over the borders containing herbaceous plants, which

will help to protect them from inclement weather. Con-

tinue to trench up all vacant beds ; and, as the leaves

are now all down, commence forking over the outside

shrubbery borders, in order to bury the leaves which

always accumulate in such places, and take the oppor-

tunity to prune and regulate all shrubs requiring it as

the operation of digging proceeds.—C.

AGRICULTURAL REPORTS
GENERAL AGRICULTURAL REPORT FOR

DECEMBER.
An unusually moist and damp atmosphere, ac-

companied with southerly winds, has been the

leading characteristic of the weather since we last

wTote ; indeed, as was the case in the two pre-

cedinop months, there have not been three consecu-

tive days which may be called fine. As a matter of

course, agriculture in general has been kept in a

state of abeyance, and little or no progress has been

made in the fields. Up to the present time, not

more than one-third of the winter wheats have

been sown, whilst the plants above ground are

looking sickly and otherwise unhealthy. The
backward state of ploughing and sowing is wholly

the result of the long-prevailing wet, which has so

saturated the soil as to render it impossible for the

plough to pass over it. In many parts of the

country serious damage has been sustained by the

extensive floods, and in many cases stock has been

carried away and lost. We need scarcely observe

that some time must of necessity elapse ere the

land can become sufficiently dry to be worked with

advantage; hence unfavourable consequences are

anticipated from the present l^ackward state of

things. At the time we are writing there is every

appearance of large additional falls of rain. Should

they continue much longer, and should a sharp

frost follow, all further progress in the field, should

it be attempted, will be immediately stopped.

The quantity of new wheat as yet thrashed out

having been very moderate, the corn trade has

assumed a firmer tone, and prices have steadily ad-

vanced. Flour has improved in value to some ex-

tent, but the quotations of all spring corn have not

materially changed. The imports from abroad

have shown a material falling off ; but it is pretty

evident that, owing to the rise in the markets on

this side, they will increase to some extent in the

spring months.

The demand for both fat and store stock has

ruled somewhat active, and very large transactions

have taken place at improved quotations. That

fat stock is now tolerably r emunerativ^e, none can

deny ; but we perceive that oilcake is getting more

and more in use in all the leading districts ; hence

its value has further improved, with every prospect

of higher currencies. Our correspondents state

that sheep are now less abundan: than have been

recollected for several years past ; and further,

that very high prices may be looked for during the

next two or three months. Certainly, the prospect

is more in favour of an advance than a fall in them.

The supphes of hay are very abimdant, and

cheap. In London, meadow hay has sold at from

£2 15s. to £4 2s. ; clover do., £3 15s. to £5; and

straw, £1 4s. to £l 13s. per load. The carrot and

turnip crops have turned out remarkably fine, and

of good quality. In all quarters they are selling

at very moderate prices. This is a great boon to

the graziers, who are not likely to stand in want of

stock food during the whole of the winter, even

though they have not hnd the usual opportunities

of taking advantage of the pastures, unless indeed

in high situations.

At this time of the year the imports of guano

are usually large ; but this season they have been

unusually small. The limited quantity of field

work going forward has completely checked the

demand, and prices have ruled almost nominal.

Peruvian has been quoted at from £9 to £9 53. per

ton. The excitement on the subject of the .guano
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monopoly appears to have subsided, as we per-

ceive that no efforts are being made to break down
a system which entails heavy pecuniary losses to

the British farmers. This is to be much regretted,

because the present system deprives the soil of
England of an invaluable manure.

^.Ye regret to state that the accounts from most
quarters respecting the winter stock of potatoes

are of a most unfavourable character. The exces-

sive moisture has been productive of rot in the

pits, and a jiortion of the supply has been thus

rendered unfit for consumption. Large quanti-

ties have been forced for sale ; but really sound
parcels have realized good prices, viz., 130s. to

140s. per ton. From the continent the imports

have been on a liberal scale, viz., about 3,500

tons, which have come to hand in fair average

condition. The quantity of potatoes grown in

France, this year, has increased to some extent.

The arrivals of Irish stock into London direct by
sea have almost wholly ceased. The fact ap-

pears to be that the shipments in the early part

of the year entailed serious losses upon the

owners. France has forwarded no supplies for a

considerable period, and the same remark may
be applied to Spain. It is clear, from the heavy
expenses of shipment, and the low prices obtained

for Spanish beasts in London, that farther ar-

rivals of moment cannot be anticipated. If we
except the arrivals of sheep from Germany, Hol-
land may now bs considered as having the ex-

clusive privilege of sending stock to England in

any quantity.

The upward movement in the value of grain

in London has had a corresponding influence

upon the demand in tlie leading continental mar-
kets, to which large orders for the purchase of

wheat and other articles for spring shipment
have been forwarded by our merchants.

In Ireland and Scotland, a full average busi-

ness has been transacted in grain and fat stock.

Prices, almost generally, have advanced, with a

good consumptive demand.

REVIEW OF THE CATTLE TRADE
DURING THE PAST MONTH.

The metropolitan, and nearly the whole of the

leading provincial markets have been seasona-
bly well supplied with fat stock, during the month
just concluded ; nevertheless, the trade generally
speaking has ruled steady, and a very extensive
business has been transacted at improved quota-
tions.

The great day in Smithfield brought forward

large numbers of exceedingly well made-up beasts

and sheep ; indeed, the supply on that occasion,

taken as a whole, was a remarkably fine one, in

spite of the extremely unfavourable season for the

rearing of stock in general. It may be remarked,

however, that the supplies exhibited have fallen

considerably short of those shown in the preceding

month, when 23,063 beasts and 108,975 sheep

were exhibited; yet we must bear in mind that

their condition and weight were inferior, and that,

consequently, fully a moiety of them were unfit for

the leading butchers. Much surprise has been

expressed at the fact that the arrivals of live meat

in the metropolis do not keep pace with the in-

creasing consumption. This point is easily ex-

plained. Many years since, the numbers of each

kind of stock shown were fully equal to the pre-

sent ; but then we had not the extensive railway

communication which we now enjoy, and of which

advantage is taken by most of the graziers, job-

bers, &c. The result is a great saving of food

—

because it is evident that stock brought by railway

loses considerably less flesh tlian when it has to

travel some 200 miles on foot— and a great increase

in the slaughtering business in several parts of the

country, especially in the neighbouihoods of the

large hide and skin markets. The advance in the value

of rough fat has tended to increase the price of

both beasts and sheep, whilst the full currencies

offered for rawhides have had considerable influence

upon the minds of the buyers. Compared with

last year, beef has sold at about stationary prices,

but mutton has risen fully one penny per i)Ound.

This advance must be wholly attributed to the

small number of sheep brought forward, and, we
fear, to the decreasing supplies to be met with in

most agricultural counties. The foreign imports

have, to an extent, failed to have much influence

upon the quotations ; but the question arises

whether or not the neglect of sheep breeding, from

its being so very unprofitable some two or three

years since, has not been principally caused by the

free importation from abroad.

Notwithstanding the almost continuous rains

during an unusually lengthened period, and that

the pastures have been in a wretchedly damp con-

dition, the stock has been well preserved in health.

The long-complained-of disease has not made its

re-appearance amongst the beasts; but we much fear

that we shall shortly hear of numerous cases of

rot amongst the sheep. The great abundance of

the turnip and carrot crop has been productive of

great advantage ; but we understand that large

quantities of hay and oil-cake have been consumed
during the whole of the month.

'

The following are the total 'kdpf|yK48 shown in

Smithfield !— - '-v>'
,
;uHiiJiw i^its^v^ lur--
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<nor8iBe«b6t8rJi.f«

Head
21,018

540
8G,8SO
1,89S

2,259

Cows.

, Lalves
^^''- Pigs
nallui 9Vh

., COMPARISON OF SUPPLIES.

Dec. Dec. Dec. Dec.

1848. 1849. 1850. 1851.

Beasts 19,01G 23,853 24,239 20,554
Cows 490 442 316 451
Sheep 87,240 119,180 99,944 93,402
Calves .. 1,113 1,413 ],8G4 1,201

Pigs 1,549 2,139 2X'19 2,872

Thus it will be perceived that the aggregate supplies

shown in the metropohs have been small compared

with some former years, but we think that the

quantity of food has not fallen off.

The average prices have ruled thus :
—

Per Slbs. to sink the offals.

s, d. s. d.

Beef from 2 2 to 4

Mutton 2 10 to 5

Veal ... 2 8 to 4 4

Pork 2 S to 4

Dec. 1849.

s. d. s. d.

Beef 3 4 to 4 6

Mutton 3 6 to 4 6

Veal . . 3 2 to 4
Pork .. 3 4 to 4 2

Dec. 1850. Dec. 1851.

s, d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

2 8 to 4 2 10 to 4 2

2 6 to 4 2 2 10 to 4 4

26to3G 3 to 44
2 8 to 4 2 8 to 4

Up to Newgate and Leadenhall, the arrivals of each

kind of country-killed meat have been immense,

especially from the west of England and the mid-

land counties ; nevertheless, the quotations have

ruled firm, with an active demand. Beef has sold

at from 2s. 2d. to 33. 8d. ; mutton 2s. to 4s. Gd.

;

veal, 2s. 6d. to 4s. 2d. ; pork, 2s. Gd. to 4s. per

8lbs., by the carcass.

As is invariably the case at this period of the

year, the imports of foreign stock have materially

fallen off, and we have observed no improvement

in their condition. The total supplies received into

London have been :— Head
Beasts 1,397
Sheep 14,G09

Calves 1,818

Pigs - 46

Total 17,870

Same month in 1851 21,594
Same month in 1850 20,435

Same month in 1849 16,368

Same month in 1848 12,346

Same month in 1847 1 1,028

Letters from Holland state that both beasts and

sheep continue in great abundance, and that very

large numbers are being "forced" for shipment in

the spring months. As the navigation will now
shortly close we may anticipate decreased arri-

vals.

SUBSTITUTE FOR GUANO,
From tlie great interest excited at the present

moment by the discussion on this question, and

the fact that the Royal Agricultural Society of

England has offered a reward of £1000 and their

Gold Medal for the discovery of a manure equal

in fertilizing property to guano, and at a less cost,

we are induced to call the attention of our readers

to the prospectus of the Chemical Manure Compa-
ny, which will be found in our advertising sheet.

The interest excited is not confined to those en-

gaged in agriculture; many classes of the mercan-

tile world feel that the subject is one of the deepesr.

importance, not only to the landed interest, but

also to every department of British industry. The
London Mercantile Journal has the following ob-

ifiSfrvations on the formation of this company :

—

•o • "Anything calculated to be of advantage to that

large and important body interested in the cultiva-

tion of the soil, must, to a greater or less degree,

have an influence on monetary affairs, and conse-

quently on banking. If the cost of cultivating

the soil can be reduced, and at the same time have

the attendant advantage of producing larger crops,

with greater eertainty, notwithstanding the vicisbi-

tudes of climate, one of the great sources of mone-

tary disarrangements, owing to occasional, partial,

or extensive failures in our cereal, leguminous, or

bulbous crops, will be much alleviated.

" We, therefore, with no inconsiderable amount of

satisfaction, point out to the notice of our readers

the formation of a company having for its object

the prevention of the sale of spurious manures,

and at the same time the manufacture of a genuine

fertihzing substance as a substitute for guano. It

does not fall within our province, not will it be ex-

l)ected from us by our readers, that we should enter

into all the pro and con details as to the absolute

feasibility of accomphshing what is promised in the

prospectus of the Chemical Manure Company

;

manufacturing chemistry is of too recondite a cha-

racter to render a disquisition thereon either agree-

able or possibly intelligent to our readers. Of the

' bona fide' character of the undertaking we are,

however, in possession of sufficient data in the cha-

racter and high standing of the trustees, directors,

bankers, and brokers, the list embracing names

well known in agriculture, mercantile, and monetary

circles.
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"The superintending management is placed in the

hands of a gentleman of well established reputation

as a scientific and manufacturing chemist, who, we
are informed, is so sanguine of the success which
will attend the operations of the Company, that he

has expressed his willingness to permit his pecu-

niary recompence to be dependent on the success of

the undertaking, and not to participate in any profits

until the shareholders have received a dividend of

five per cent, on their paid-up capital. This is a

feature which might be advantageously adopted in

most new schemes. It would be impossible to

overrate the important results which may arise out

of the successful issue of this undertaking, to which

it is needless to say we wish every success. The

capital proposed to be raised is apparently small

for so vaJt an enterprize ; but it has been deemed

advisable to commence with the lowest practicable

amount, and seek for powers from the legislature

to increase the same from time to time, as it will

gradually devolope itself."

REVIEW OF THE CORN TRADE
DURING THE MONTH OF DECEMBER.

Before what we are now about to write shall

have met the eyes of our readers the year 1852

will have been numbered with the past. It has

witnessed the rise and fall of the Derby Ministry

—

the ostensible friends of the agriculturists. We
are inclined to think that the Government were

disposed to endeavour to mitigate some of the evils

which the total abolition of the duties on corn in-

flicted on the farmers of Great Britain, but pubhc

opinion decided against them ; and it is now clear

that nothing is to be expected from the Legislature.

The only remedy which farmers have is to make
the best bargain in their power with their land-

lords, and to use their utmost exertions to obtain

such reforms as will tend to lessen the burdens

pressing heavily on the land. The House of Com-
mons having decided, by a majority of 415 to 53,

that free trade is beneficial to the country at large,

it would be vain to talk of a return to protective

duties ; it appears, therefore, to us, that it would

be wise to give up the subject. But there may be

means of lessening the cost of production ; and it

should be the work of farmers, and those who wish

them well, to direct their attention to that point.

We sincerely trust that our agricultural friends

may yet be enabled to surmount the difficulties

with which they are surrounded ; and now that it

lias been definitely settled that free trade is to be

the foundation of our commercial legislation, we

can scarcely suppose that any party holding the

reins of government can refuse to afford all the re-

lief to the cultivators of the soil which the lighten-

ing of special burdens may be capable of afford-

ing. We do not deem it necessary to go further

into this matter in this place, and shall now pro-

ceed with the more legitimate subject of our review.

At the close of the year, it may not be amiss to

take a short retrospect of the fluctuations which

have occurred in prices, and the changes which

the trade has undergone during the twelve months.

At the opening of 1852 considerable confidence

was felt, and it was then thought that the point of

the greatest depression had been passed. This

belief sufficed to give an impetus to business, and

wheat advanced 4s. to 5s. per qr. at Mark Lane

during January. The excitement was, however?

of short duration, and in the following month

nearly half of the rise was again lost. The weather

during the time was favourable for outdoor opera-

tions, and farmers were in general busily occupied

preparing the land for spring sowing. In March

the tendency of prices continued downwards, and a

further fall of 2s. per qr. took place. During

Afiril very little rain Tell, and the temperature was

low for the time of year ; some uneasiness began,

consequently, to be felt, more especially in regard

to spring corn, pulse, and grass crops; and

grinding barley, oats, &c., rather advanced in

value. The wheat plant up to this period

wore a healthy appearance, and the suppHes

from abroad being at the same time some-

what liberal, a further reduction of Is. to 2s.

per qr. took place in prices of the article in May.

Before the close of that month the long-wished-for

supply of moisture was afforded, and the tempera-

ture rising at the same time, vegetation received

so great a stimulus that an early and plentiful

harvest began to be reckoned on, in spite of the

backwardness of the spring. The weather experi-

enced in June tended to strengthen this favourable

impression, and prices of wheat declined 2s. to 3s.

per qr. at Mark-lane, whilst the value of other

articles receded in proportion. Thus far every-

thing had gone on prosperously ; for though there

were complaints respecting the potato crop, and the

bean blossom was said to have set badly, the gene-

ral aspect of the country was all that could be

desired, and very sanguine expectations were en-

tertained in reference to the future. The heat in

July was intense, and early in the succeeding
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month it began to be discovered that this had

caused premature ripeness in wheat, many of the

ears having died otF before the grain was duly

formed ; this was, however, a minor evil compared

to what followed : just as the crops had approached

maturity and were ready for harvesting, rain set in :

this continued tliroughout August and September,

two dry days in succession being a rarity. A very

small portion only of the wheat was secured before

the fine weather broke up ; a considerable quantity

was carried in the worst possible condition, and

those farmers who delayed carting until late in

September did not gain much by so doing, as the

corn by remaining in the fields exposed to drench-

ing rain sprouted extensively in the ear. Harvest

was not concluded in the southern parts of the

kingdom until the beginning of October : in the

north it was even later. We bave on former occa-

sions given our estimate of the general result of

the harvest, and need therefore only remark here

that the damage done to the quahty of the new

wheat was not overrated at that time : this has

since been amply proved. Considering the ex-

treme danger in which the crops were placed for

several consecutive weeks, the months of October

and November passed off very quietly. There was

comparatively little excitement in the trade ; and

though prices of wheat underwent a rise of a few

shillings per qr., even this advance was not main-

tained. The opening price for new wheat at Mark-

lane was 32s. to 40s. for red, and 40s. to 50s. per

qr. for white. These quotations afford a good

idea of the great variety in the quality. For some

months after the completion of harvest business

remained very quiet : that the crop was short of an

average and inferior in quality was generally

admitted; but as foreign supplies continued to reach

us regularly, no scarcity was at anytime experienced.

Matters went on in this way all through October

and the greater part of November ; it began, then,

however, to be discovered that the continued and

regular importations of foreign wheat and flour

had caused no accumulation of stocks—in fact, that

demand had kept pace with supply. The idea

suggested itself, therefore, that the former might

possibly during the winter months (when the

arrivals from abroad generally fall off) overtake the

latter, and merchants and millers who had until

then conducted their operations with the utmost

caution began to purchase somewhat more freely.

Still no rise took place until towards the close of

November. Since then the advance has been rapid

;

and it may be fairly estimated at 63. per qr. The

highest point was attained about the middle of

December. Subsequently a slight re-action has

occurred ; and it may not be amiss during this

calm to consider in how far this rise has been war-

ranted by circumstances, and what may be the

probable course of prices hereafter. That the origin

of the upward movement was perfectly legitimate

we feel qiute satisfied ; but that the rise has since

been considerably assisted by speculative purchases

cannot be questioned. Such having been the case,

it is not unlikely that a portion thereof may again

be lost; but we are inclined to think, if this should

occur, the decline would after a while be recovered.

The inferiority of the quality of the last crop of

wheat in all the southern parts of the kingdom, and

the very great loss of potatoes, both on this side of

the channel and in Ireland, must have caused an

immense deficiency in the total produce of human
food in the United Kingdom. This, we think,

cannot be disputed ; meanwhile low prices, and the

generally prosperous state of the trade and com-

merce of the country, have caused an enormously

increased consumption. The summer and autumn

supphes from the Baltic, the Black Sea, and

America have been absorbed before winter has well

set in ; and though the deliveries from our own
growers have been tolerably good, stocks have not

accumulated at any of the principal markets.

We have now arrived at a period of the year when,

in the ordinary course of affairs, the arrivals from

abroad usually fall off, and though this may

—

owing to the extreme mildness of the weather thus

far—not occur so early this season as in ordinary

years ; still the probability is that after the supplies

which may yet be on passage shall have reached

our shores, the receipts of foreign grain will be

comparatively small till March or April next. An
open winter would, of course, upset this calcula-

tion, but on this we cannot reckon with safety

;

and we are therefore disposed to believe that

prices will rule higher the first three

or four months in 1853 than they bad done during

any time since the commencement of free trade.

The foregoing conclusion is not based in any way
upon the weather which has been experienced

during the last two months, though that ought not

to be altogether overlooked.

The almost incessant rain in November and the

first fortnight in December must have done more
or less injury to the autumn-sown wheat ; but this

we do not consider the worst feature. The wet set

in so earl}', that only a comparatively small breadth

of land was finished at the time the fine weather

broke up ; and the seed which has since been com-
mitted to the ground cannot possibly have gone in

in a satisfactory manner. There can be no doubt

that the very unfavourable character of the autumn
must have occasioned a much less breadth of land

to be put under wheat than would have been the

case if outdoor work liad been practicable in No-
vember. The prospects for next har^'est are, there*
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fore, not such as to admit of a full average being-

calculated on, even if the seasons should hereafter

prove pro])itious. We shall here close our specu-

lations on the probable future. The last few years

have proved most trying to the agriculturists of

Great Britain : that the future may prove more

prosperous, is our sincere wish ; and with this hope

for the new year we shall conclude this part of our

subject, reserving the remainder of our space for

our accustomed remarks on the changes which

have taken place during the month at Mark-lane.

The arrivals of wheat coastwise into the port of

London have been small, nor has the quantity

brought forward by railway been by any means

large.

The more remunerating rates which have lately

prevailed have thus far failed to tempt farmers to

bring forward more liberal supplies. This, no

doubt, has been caused in a great measure by the

extremely unfavourable state of the weather for

thrashing ; indeed, it has been almost impossible

to get in the wheat from the rickyards, owing to

the constant rain.

The small supplies brought forward having met

with an active demand for shipment to the north,

and the town millers having also been rather free

buyers, the rise in prices has been quite as great

in the London market as in other parts of the

kingdom. During the first fortnight in December,

the advance amounted to fully 5s. per qr., and

48s. was paid on the 13th inst. for moderately

good, and 50s. per qr. for fine runs of red wheat.

During the succeeding week the demand

slackened, and these rates were scarcely ob-

tainable on the 20th. The Christmas holi-

days having since intervened, business has

been interrupted ; still, there has been no actual

giving way in quotations. The town millers have

held off for the last week or two, in expectation of

better supplies : whether they will succeed in

buying cheaper remains to be seen : many have,

we know, worked up their stocks rather closely;

and should the demand for Yorkshire and the

Channel ports again revive, which is not impro-

bable, they might fail in effecting their object.

The transactions in foreign wheat were on a very

extensive scale in the early part of the month ;

buyers visited our market from difterent parts of

the kingdom, and considerable quantities of wheat

were taken ofi' the market for shipment coastwise.

Subsequently, speculative investments to some

extent were made, and the total rise in prices from

the lowest point in November to the highest in

December may be fairly reckoned at 6s. per qr.

Within the last eight or ten days matters have as-

sumed a quieter tone, the inchnation to buy on

speculation has in a great measure ceased, and

some of the parties who bought early have mani-

fested a disposition to take their profits. The

country demand having at the same time fallen off,

and the local millers having acted with much
caution, they have been enabled to secure what they

have required forimmediateuseon rather easierterms

than they could have done at the period when the

excitement was at its height. Importers have, how-

ever, in general, displayed great firmness : many
reckon so confidently on high prices hereafter, that

they have withdrawn their samples.

Good red Baltic wheat in granary has not been

offered below 50s. ; and for fine parcels 52s. to 54s.

per qr. has been asked. Other sorts have been held

with equal firmness, and the best high-mixed

Danzig could not be bought below 57s. to 5Ss.

;

indeed, picked qualities are held for 60s. per qr.

The arrivals of wheat off the coast from the Black

Sea having been small, the transactions in floating

cargoes have been comparatively imimportant

during the last week or two, but earher in the

month large purchases were made, partly on spe-

culation and parily for Irish account, at very full

terras. For Polish Odessa as much as 48s., for

Ibraila 46s. to 47s., for Berdianski 50s., and for

Egyptian 39s. to 39s. 6d. per qr., cost, freight, and

insurance, having been paid. These terms continue

to be asked for cargoes on passage, but the dispo-

sition to purchase has not been so active during

the last fortnight as it was previously, and compara-

tively few bargains have consequently been closed.

The offers from the Baltic l^have, in most cases,

been at too high prices to tempt speculators.

Eai'ly in the month a good many contracts

were closed for Lower Baltic red wheat

at 41s. to 43s. per qr., free on board in

spring; but 46s. to 49s. having afterwards

been asked, the demand has been checked during

the last fortnight, and comparatively little has been

done in this branch of the trade. The prices de-

manded for Danzig wheat, free on board in spring,

have varied from 50s. to 54s. per qr., according to

quality, and these are the rates still insisted on ; it

is, therefore, not surprising that purchasers should

have been deterred from operating.

The great rise which has taken place in the value of

wheat has obliged the town millers to put up the price

of flour; early in the month they rose it 3s., and on

the 13th inst. a further rise of 3s. per sack was

established, making the quotation for the best marks

46s. per sack. The bakers got into stock rather

largely before the advance, and have since bought

with much caution : but sooner or later they will

have to concede to the enhanced rates. Country

flour has come to hand sparingly ; indeed, owing to

a too abundant supply of water, many of the mills

have been unable to work* Norfolk households
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sold currently at one time at 38s. per sack ; since

then, however, the price has given way about Is.

per sack. The arrivals of flour from America at

this port have not been large, and considerable par-

eels having been taken on speculation, good brands,

.s^ch as were worth 238. to 24s. per brl. at the close

oif November, have risen to 27s. and iSs., and the

best Baltimore to 29s. per brl. The demand has,

however, within the last week, slackened, and a re-

duction of about Is. per brl. has taken place.

Until about the middle of the month, no increase

took place in the supplies of English barley : the

receipts of this grain have ever since harvest been

on a moderate scale, and the article has commanded
relatively higher prices than wheat. Within the last

week or two we have, however, had better sup-

plies ; and the maltsters and distillers having bought

less freely than before, the value of the article has

suffered some decline. Really fine quahties have

not been influenced so much as secondary descrip-

tions, but even the former have been parted with

at an abatement of Is., and the fall on other kinds

has been at least 2s. per qr. The supply of foreign

barley, without having been large, has proved rather

more than the demand has required, and the turn

has been in favour of the buyer.

Malt was very difficult of disposal so long as a

doubt existed as to the Derby Government being

enabled to carry their measures; but since it has

been settled that the duty is not to be reduced,

prices have again stift'ened, in spite of the dull state

of the barley market.

The arrivals of oats were liberal up to the end of

last month; since then the receipts have fallen

oflf materially. From our own coast the quan-

tity received has been quite trifling. Scot-

land has sent forward a fair supply, but the

arrivals from Ireland have been much less than

calculated on; and the receipts from abroad

having also fallen short of expectation, factors

have considered themselves warranted in de-

manding an advance. No rise could, however,

be estabhshed until the 13th instant, and it did

not then exceed Gd. to 1 s. per qr. Several thousand

quarters Archangel oats were taken at 20s. per

qr. on that occasion, and this description of corn

is now held at 20s. 6d. to 21s. per qr., making the

total improvement since we last addressed our

readers is. to 2s. per qr. Other qualities have not

risen to quite that extent—indeed, on soft new
Scotch it has been difficult to establish any advance.

Opinion is strongly in favour of a rise in the value

of this grain ; in Ireland prices are relatively higher

than in the English markets, and latterly quotations

have got up faster in Scotland than with us. This

we attribute to the increased consumption of oat-

meal ; and cons^idering the high value of wheat and

Indian corn, the use of oatmeal may be expected to

be much extended, botk in Scotland and'Ireland, .

potatoes being too d^ar to, bs largely consumed by

the poorer classes.
V

Though English beans haVe come to market

sparingly, and the arrivals from abroad have been

moderate, this article has not excited much atten-

tion
; prices have consequently remained very

nearly stationary.

We may make the same remark in regard to

peas, the consumption of which has been much
lessened by the unusual mildness of the weather.

The transactions in floating cargoes of Indian

corn have, during the month, been on an extensive

scale, and prices have risen materially. The
greater part of the cargoes which have arrived off

the coast have been eagerly taken for Ireland, and

there are now few parcels remaining undisposed of.

For Ibraila as much as 34s. per qr., cost, freight,

and insurance, has lately been asked ; and fine

Galatz has realized 35s. per qr. The use of this

article in Ireland is very great, and the prevailing

belief is, that notwithstanding the great rise already

established, that prices will go still higher.

The establishment of the electric telegraph be-

tween London and most of the principal towns on

the continent enables news from Mark Lane to be

transmitted to the most distant Baltic ports in a

few hours. A rise or fall in prices here is, there-

fore, almost immediately followed by a correspond-

ing movement abi'oad ; and the fluctuations we

have recorded as having occurred in prices of

wheat in the London market have been very quickly

responded to on the other side.

Whilst prices were rising here, the greatest ex-

citement prevailed there ; but within the last week

or two the Baltic advices have assumed a more

subdued tone. The reaction has, however, not as

yet been sufficiently great to bring down quotations

to a level with our prices. At the Lower

Baltic ports there are no sellers of good red wheat,

61 to 62lbs. per bushel, below 46s. to 47's. per qr.

free on board in spring, and from Danzig the latest

quotation for fine high rrixed is 54s. to 5Gs. per qr.

The weather having been nearly as mild on the

continent as with us, the principal rivers and har-

bours have remained free from ice, and shipments

have continued to be made to a much later period

than usual. The scarcity of vessels, and the very

high freights demanded, proved a bar to extensive

consignments to England; still some quantity has

been despatched from time to time during the

month, which, with what was shipped in Novem-

ber, will afford a good supply on the first shift of

wind to the northward. Altogether we calcu-

late there may be about 50,000 qrs. of wheat on

passage from the Baltic for London. When this
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supply shall have reached us, the receipts will, how-
ever, in all probability, be small for some time af-

terwards. At the near continental ports there are

no stocks of consequence, which has prevented
much being done for export to Great Britain. A
few shipments have taken place from Hamburgh
to Hull, but the entire quantity has been trifling.

At Amsterdam and Rotterdam high prices have
been paid, and what may reach us from Holland
must stand in, here, considerably more than it would
at present bring. In France, quotations have all

along been, and still continue, relatively higher

than in the English markets.

Our advices from the Black Sea inform us that

the scarcity of vessels had greatly curtailed the ex-

tent of the shipments, and it would seem therefore

that the arrivals from thence will not be on so ex-

tensive a scale as was at one time expected. By
the latest accounts from Odessa we learn that the

total stock there consisted of about 500,000 qrs., of

which quantity a considerable proportion would, it

was stated, be required for local consumption, and
for the supply of the Mediterranean markets.

On the other side of the Atlantic stocks appear

also to have been greatly reduced by the summer
and autumn shipments to Great Britain. At New
York only about 350,000 brls. of flour remained in

store, and as an early closing of the inland navi-

gation was expected, it was thought that but little

addition would be made to the quantity till the

spring. Under these circumstances, the exciting

reports from hence had produced great excitement,

and prices had risen so rapidly as to render the ex-

ecution of the orders received from England ex-

ceedingly difficult. The very high freights de-

manded (3s. to 3s. 6d. per brl.) for Liverpool had

been a further obstacle in the way, and the ship-

ments had therefore been less extensive than the

encouragement held out by the state of other mar-

kets might be supposed to have induced.

IMPERIAL AVERAGES.
For the last Six Weeks.

j

Wheat.

Week Ending: s. d.

Nov. 13, 1852..

Nov. 20, 1852.

.

Nov. 27, 1852.

.

Dec. 4,1852..

Dec. 11, 1852.,

Dec. 18. 1852.

,

39 11

40
40 5

41 2

142 1

43 10

Aggregate average

of last six weeks 41 3

Comparative avge.

same time last year 37 2

Duties 1

Barley.; Oats.

s. d.
;

s.

30 2 1 18

30 6
1
18

30 7 1 18
30 ! 18
29 9jl8
"" "18

28 735 2

26 10 18 4 26 2 29 10

1 Ol 1 1 Oi 1

Rye.
s. d.

27 8
29 9

27 1

30 11

26 11

29 2

jBeaiis

d.

4

6

2

5

Peas.

s. d.

32 6

33 3
32 3

32 8
31 10
32

!9 1

1

COMPARATIVE PRICES AND QUANTITIES
OF CORN.

Averages from last Friday's

Av.
s. d.

43 10
29 9

18 5

29 2

32
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PLATE I.

HEREFORD BULL,

The subject of our plate, the property of Mr. Samuel Farthing, of Stowey Court, near Leominster,

is the winner of the following prizes : in 1850 he took the first prize at the Taunton show, and in

the same year the first prize at the Bath and West of England show. In 1851 he was awarded the

first prize in the second class at the Royal Agricultural Society's show, at Windsor ; and in the same

year he took the first prize as the best bull of any age, at the Taunton show, at the Bath and West of

England show, and at the Bridgwater show. In 1852 he took the first prize at the Royal Agricultural

Society's show at Lewes. The sire of this animal was bred by Mr. Farthing, and was also the winner

of several prizes, and one at the Royal Agricultural Society's show. Mr. Farthing has four fine

young bulls, got by the subject of this plate, which he expects will take all the prizes wherever he ex-

hibits them this year.

PLATE II.

COPENHAGEN,
THE FAVOURITE CHARGER OF HIS GRACE THE DUKE OF WELLINGTON.

Of all the great winners that we have from time to time given in our pages, none ever carried his

rider home to victory with such general Mat as Copenhagen. Scarcely one, perhaps, who looks on his

portrait but \v\\\ be able to say what he did, and how he did it ; still, though Copenhagen of all others

may the least require them, we yet think it only right to offer the usual particulars as to pedigree and
performance our readers may now be in the habit of looking for.

Copenhagen derives his name from the city in which he was foaled, his dam having been taken out

there in the expedition of 1807, by the late General Grosvenor. Like most of our celebrated horses,

he was not only thorough-bred, but very fashionably bred, being by Meteor (by Eclipse), out of Lady
Catherine, by John Bull, dam by the Rutland Arabian. The turfites of those days will recollect the

renoiATi of the Meteor and John Bull blood, as well as the Olympic honours it brought to the

Grosvenor family. The General, however, did not keep Copenhagen for any length of time, but sold

him to the Marquis of Londonderry, then adjutant-general of the Peninsular Army, who sent him, with

other horses, to Lisbon early in the year 1813. While here he was selected and bought, with another

horse, by Colonel Charles Wood, at the price of four hundred guineas, for his Grace the Duke of Wel-
hngton, with whom he soon became, as he continued, an especial favourite. In the battles of Vimieru

and Waterloo the Duke, we believe, used no other horse; and in the latter, it is said, was eighteen

hours on his back ; but Copenhagen gave httle signs of being beaten, for on his rider patting him on
the quarter as he dismounted after the battle, the game little horse struck out as playfully as if he had
only had an hour's canter in the park. For endurance of fatigue, indeed, he was more than usually

remarkable ; and for the duty he had to fulfil as proportionately valuable. However hard the day,

Copenhagen never refused his corn, though he eat it, like the Roman of old, at full length on his

couch.

For many years Copenhagen was one of the most interesting of the " sights" at Strathfieldsaye, on

which domain he was pensioned off, and where he at length died in illustrious old age. It was not,

though, the stranger alone who asked for the famous old horse ; the Duke himself rarely omitting to

\\sii him, and the ladies of the family making him, as he deserved to be, an especial pet. Audit would

OLD SERIES.] H [VOL. XXXVlII.—No. 2.
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luive been extraoi binary had they not; for, in acklition to his \vell -earned renown, Copenhagen had one

of the surest and best characteristics of true courage—an extremely good and docile temner. He \vas,

in fact, one of those " noble creatures," as the high-born dames delighted to call him, who liked being

noticed, and who -kissed hands. and eat his apples with all the grace becoming the scene and the occa-

sion.

Copenhagen, in colour a full rich chesnut, stood scarcely more than fifteen hands high; he possessed,

however, very great muscular power, and, as will be seen from the engraving, had nearly all the good
useful " points" to be looked for. His general appearance rather favoured the Arab cross in his pede-

gree, which his lasting qualities tended yet more to confirm. From his size he was not much adapted

for crossing a 'country, though we beheve the Duke did occasionally ride him with hounds. But in

any field he must have sustained that repute for gameness with which the old-fashioned sportsman

6)ioke of his favourite, and in a line that would not be out of place on the tomb of Copenhagen :

—

"Thk one good horse who carried him throughout the longest day."

ON INCREASING THE SUPPLY OF MEAT.
BY JOHN DONALDSON,

Late Professor of Agriculture and Botauy, at Hoddesdon, Herts, aud Author of Prize Essay on the Cultivatiou and

Management of Underwood, awarded by the Royal Agricultural Society of England.

The Conversion of all inferior Grass Lands into a state of Cul-

tivation—The better Cultivation of Arable Lands—The
more general Use of Green Crops—The Improvement of

all Waste Lands—The Use of the best Breeds of Animals
—The Increase of the Sources of Supply of the Lean Ani-

mals, to answer the demands of improved culture—Breed-

ing Animals on the ground where they are fattened

—

Suckling of Calves, and good subsequent treatment—Al-

lowing a good Maturity of the Animal—Improved Culti-

vation of every kind, both of the Soil and of the Animals.

lu the kingdom of Great Britain, where the use

of animal food enters so very largely into the list of

articles of general cousmuption, the augmentation of

the supply of that special commodity, in order to

meet the demands of the rapidly increasing popula-

tion, aud also to extend the use of it among the

lower orders of society, becomes a point of import-

ance that is not exceeded in value of considera-

tion by any national object in the whole ch-cle of

social aud political economy. Food is the essential

element of life ; and being composed of different

articles, the value of which stauds in a relative posi-

tion to each other, attention must be directed to

the providing of them in the ratio which the index

of the commercial interchange has established. Bread

and beef are known to form the food of the strongest

quality : labour is supported by these articles much
longer than by vegetable productions, and the bodily

vigour that is necessary to intellectual energy must

be raised aud upheld by the same means of primary

articles. The value of these articles has been raised

to the top of the highest scale of superior quality,

and that value has placed them beyond the reach

of the poorer population. Fluctuations occur of high

and low prices, for which no cause can be seen, nor

can any prerentive be applied : all commercial uses

are exposed to it, and the occurrence in the end is

not deemed to he hurtful. But the special quantity

must be steadily mcrcased in proportion to the uni-

form rise in the po])ulatiou : demand necessarily calls

for a supply, and incites the finding of the means of

production. These means are advanced along with

the other improvements that are effected in the cul-

tivation of the soil, which i.s the source and sup-

port of all organized existence. As the quadruped

part of the animated world is wholly dependent on

the earth for its support, both in the quantity and

quality of the food which sustains existence, pri-

mary attention must be directed to the cultivation

of the laud, in order that it may produce the greatest

possible amount of necessary articles. The per-

formance of this most essential requisite becomes a

duty and an inquiry of the very last im]5ortauce.

It is now admitted as an indisputable fact that

green crops form the basis of improved agriculture,

both for the production of corn and cattle. On
whatever lands gi-eeu crops can be got, other crops

win invariably follow. Notwithstanding these most

undeniable maxims in agriculture, a most unfortu-

nate prejudice yet exists against the use of those

crops, on the plea of requiring much labour and ma-

nm-e, aud an undue degree of attention. A very strong

predilection for grass lands is stUl entertained, aris-

ing from the latent barbarism of the mind, which

adopts and adheres to the customs aud practices

which chauce aud accident have placed in use. Grass

lands of the very best quality will yield a quantity

of human food as large as if the laud was under

arable culture ; but the case is whoUy different on

the inferior soils, which produce few grasses and

mostly weeds. T\Tierc such soils arc wet, close

draining will wholly remove the evU, and adapt them

for the green-crop cultivatiou. Aud for this pur-

pose a most convenient accommodation is now af-

forded by the Government loans of money at 6^ per

cent.
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The couvei-siou of all lauds of this dcscrii)lion

froia the present unproductive state iuto the alter-

nate system of cropping and grazing, may be very

justly placed as the first step towards augmenting

the supply of corn and beef, which are always con-

sidered to be the stafi' of life. Inferior articles of

food can only support animals of an inferior descrip-

I ion, and also fewer in number, than when the land

is used in the production of the best known articles

of nutriment. Green crop plants are now known
that, can be raised on all soils except the very stitt'est

clays—an advantage which very much encourages the

arable culture of every possible kind of lands. With-

out this well-known employment of the soil, the con-

versioa of it to aratiou might be more justiliably

refused. The retention of lauds in grass, under such

disadvantages, arises wholly from ignorance and pre-

judice.

The introduction of green crops forms the most

valuable revolution that ever has happened in the art

of agrieidture, and one of the most extraordinary

events that are recorded in the annals of the progress

of human improvements. The practice of cultiva-

tion has been completely revolutionized : better ani-

mals have been produced, and the supply of every

kind of food has been most amazingly increased. It

is a fixed lav.- in the alterations of auimal organiza-

tion that the more the points of it are refined, the

fjuality of the food must be correspondingly raised,

and consequently the arable culture of the land must

advance with or rather precede the improvements in

the animal kingdom. The foundation nnist be laid

on which to build the superstructure, and the diu-a-

bility of it must be continued, to support the con-

stantly increasing quantity of operations. Expe-

rience has shown that the dry food of hay and

straw does not nourish and invigorate animals in any

just comparison with roots : the juices are want-

ing, and tiie useful saliva that is engendered by the

mastication of the esculent materials. The manure

is also very inferior from culmiferous food, aud

becomes very much increased in value when mixed

with the urine and juicy ficces that come from

the use of rooted vegetables. This property forms

one of the chief recommendations for the use of

esculents.

The fattening of animals never reached any degree

of perfection till turnips and other roots were culti-

vated in a quantity to show its general advantages.

The growth of the animal was slow, and tlie quality

of the flesh was tough aud meagre, and wholly want-

ing in the flavour and elasticity that are now pro-

cured. The number of the animals w\as also very

deficient. The improvements that have been effected,

and which are now permanently established in the

organization of the animals of the farm, could net

have been supported without a corresponding refine-

ment in the initrition afforded to the organic func-

tions : both quantity and quality become requisite to

uphold and mamtain an enlarged and improved car-

cass of living aud inorganic parts of conjoined ele-

ments. Any material, cither animate or manimate,

that is improved in the condition of its existence,

and rendered finer in the natui-e of its essences, will

sink and become deteriorated, unless it be supported

and upheld by the association of elements that are

correspondingly improved aud elevated in quality.

This necessity exists in every department of organic

life.

The earth being the basis on which cvei'y human

effort is exerted, the first attention must be directed

to the condition of its capability of production, and

to the means that arc required for the development

of its resources. The legitimate appropriation of

its uses, according to the best modern knowledge of

cultivation, is the most important inquiry, in order

that the quantity may be increased both of animal

and vegetable food. After the breaking up of the

inferior grass lands that have been mentioned, the

chief object of attention must be to fit them for the

production of green crops, by draining where it is

necessary, and by paring and burning where much

foggage covers the surface. As has been before

mentioned, wherever green crops are got other crops

will follow, and consequently more cattle can be kept,

and animals of a better quality.

Next to the conversion of the inferior grass lands

into the arable state, the better cidtivatiou of the

lauds that arc and have been under tillage may be

placed, as an infallible mode of increasing the supply

of the necessaries of life. On a very large part of

these lands sufTieient capital and labour are not ex-

pended—injudicious cropping is practised, and over

the breadth of the kingdom the returns of crops fails

by more than " one-third" of the very easily avail-

able produce. Draining is mostly everywhere wanted,

and the facility which is now offered in the loans of

money by Government for that pm-pose is not gene-

rally accepted. Green crops are not used to the full

extent, even in the fittest localities : prejudices re-

main to be overcome, after the experience of the

inestimable benefits of more than three-fourths of a

century. The produce of every kind is thus cur-

tailed—the animals of use are lessened in number

and reduced in quality, and the prices of value are

imnecessarily enhanced. Every enlightened ob-

server never fails to record the universal prevalence

of hurtful prejudices, antiquated customs, aud bigoted

practice, which most effectually retard the progress

of improvements, and limit the supply of food. In

order to bring about the most desirable result of the

most enlightened practice, the minds of the operators

must be first enlightened by education, which will

enable them to see the object in prospect, aud then

H 2
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to liud the means uecessary to effect the attainment.

Liberality of mind is essential to the introduction

of improvements, and it can only be obtained by the

expansion of the intellectual faculties that arises

from a varied and comprehensive Icarniug. This

enlightenment of the mind bears, in the first place,

on the cultivation of the earth, and is next applied

to the use of the better implements of every kind

—

dead, animal, and vegctaljle. The first improvement

IS required in the primary agents of operation : it

must perform the first and most essential part, and

provide for the gradual and regular progression of

a connected chain of improvements. Without this

fundamental requisite, no lasting benefit will be de-

rived ; the parts will not be duly apportioned, and

the necessary mutual support will not be afforded.

The radical improvement must begin in the en-

lightenment of the minds of the cultivators, in order

to introduce known practices of the greatest value,

which will at least double the quantity of the pro-

duce of land of every kind, and the number of

cattle among other articles. In order to rear ani-

mals to the useful maturitj"-, green crops must form

the foundation of the system of proceeding : by these

crops the animals are quickly pushed into value, the

manure that is made on the farm is greatly increased

both in quantity and quality, and by that means,

and by the working of the land for the growth of

esculent roots, the production of the future culmi-

ferous and leguminous crops amounts to an absolute

certainty. The greater the number of cattle, the

greater will be the produce of grain. The want of

green crops limits the number of cattle, and the exist-

ing quantity is reared in an imperfect and profitless

manner.

The next step tc be taken in order to increase the

supply of meat is the cultivation of "waste lands"

of every kind, where physical obstacles are not wholly

insurmountable. These obstacles arc formed by the

position of the ground, and the geographical aspect.

But much land remains uncultivated which eujoysall

the necessary properties for the useful cultivation

:

social obstructions and artificial regulations are al-

lowed to interfere and to continue in existence, for

the very hurtful purpose of impeding the production
of food—by far the most important consideration

that can be contemplated. Cultivation must be in-

troduced on every spot of ground where the least

approachable similarity exists, and where the pro-

duce will repay the labour, and afford some small

encouragement for the outlay. There is certainly a

daily progressing advancement in the way of im-
provement, both in new attempts and in the aug-
mented repetition of the old modes of proceediug.

But the journey is much too slowly performed, and
the increase of the population creates demands that

cannot bear so long a delay. The vast quantity of

labour that would be usefully and remuneratively

employed would afford a livelihood to many thou-

sands of families, and add very materially to the

strength of society by the contentment which com-

petence creates, and by the quietness which is shown

when the necessaries of life are abundant. "V\hcn

individual inclination does not apply itself to the

performance of such attempts, and where energy

shrinks from the prospect of remuneration, it be-

comes a national concern that the earth be applied

to the legitimate purpose of producing food for the

population. Government having now recognised the

principle in the Drainage Act accommodation, that

objects of this nature demand legislative atten-

tion, an extension of the principle very naturally

points to " waste lands" requiring the same applica-

tion and the use of the soil as is given to wet lands

to free them of superfluous moisture. And the em-

ployment of capital in that way would be more gene-

rally useful; for draining benefits wet lands only,

whereas the former case extends to lands of every

description.

When a complete intersection of the country by

railway communication has been effected, the facility

of transit will be most wonderful, and will afford the

means of sending and fetcliiug that cannot faD to

exert a very powerful effect on the point we are now-

discussing. Many artificial manures are now known,

and are or will be prepared in most towns in the

kingdom, and can hence be carried to stations and

depots, for the use of the neighbouring lands. These

fcrtihzers are best used in raising turnips ; and where

that invaluable root can be grown, other crops will

follow, and very speedily introduce the rearing and

fattening of animals. The same conveyance will

carry every kind of produce to the markets in towns,

and will bring in retui-n everything that may be

wanted. A very great recommendation consists in

these manures being dry, light, and easily handled,

and conveniently transportable. The possession of

them offers a very great inducement to remote cul-

tivation, where other conveniences are not avail-

able. The price is moderate, and the carriage is not

a large sum, and the efficacy is now well established

under all ordinary cii-curastances of application. The
first crops being raised by these adventitious assist-

ances, cattle will be introduced to consume them,

manure will be produced, grain crops will follow,

and a systematic production will be established. A
steady increase will be thus promoted, both in ani-

mal and vegetable food.

It is sufficiently evident, without any need of de-

monstration, that the utmost possible cultivation of

the earth must be first effected, as it constitutes the

foimdation of every improved state of animal and

vegetable life, both in quantity and quality. The
use of it supports every living thing, and therefore
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the state iu which it exists must form the primary

consideratiou. Food of au inferior quality, or a

piuclied supply of the better kinds, will not rear aud

fatten auimals in number, nor of the most improved

organization : the growth is stunted, the maturity is

deferred, aud the carcass is deficient in every re-

spect of quantity and quality. The very first exist-

ence of the animal is rendered nugatory by the feed-

ing of the calf from the pail with the milk, instead

of sucking, and by the substitution of the broths

and juicy preparations for the nutriment of the dam.

These insufficient materials spoil the animals at the

very first outset : the intestinal ofials are enlarged,

the growth is slopped, aud also the acquisition of the

siuinina of organic vigour, which forms the very

first property in the value of animal life. Without

constitutional vigom- the organic functions are un-

able to perform their offices, and the food of the

very best quality is not properly decomposed and

assimilated. Every experience shows that no sub-

stances yet known will nurse a young calf so well as

the mother's milk : the exposure of the milk dissipates

the volatile juices, which are the most valuable parts,

and the quantity of saliva is wanting which is engen-

dered by the mouth sucking the teat, aud wliich is

so very useful in promoting the action of the stomach.

Young auimals that are fed by the two methods are

very easily distmguished from each other : the one

being large in the belly, unthrifty in the coat, and

dull in the eye ; the other being sprightly, sleek aud

shining in the coat, and the intestines confined iu

size. The suckling of the calf forms the foundation

of the futui-e animal. For the purpose of making

butter and cheese, it only remains to allot a portion

of the cows for that purpose, and the others for suck-

ling ; each purpose being kept separate and distinct,

without the hurtful intermixture of starving the

animal to procure the other products of milk. Each

purpose must be so distinct as not to hurt the

other.

All lands that are capable of being cultivated,

having beeu put into a productive state of bearing

the most esteemed crops, aud the l)est known way

of using these crops beiug adopted, it remains as an

imperative consequence that the best breeds of ani-

mals be used in the respective localities ; for after

tiie utmost artificial improvements have been made,

a peculiarity will always remain, which requires a

special adaptation in the use of the productions.

Fortunately, the special breeds of animals are well

knov.n at tlie present day, which are fitted to the

different situations of soil and climate : they require

only the legitimate adaptation in order to derive the

full benefit, and by raising the necessary aud essen-

tial aliment in quantity aud quality. Without this

provision, the introduction of improved animals will

be wholly useless. It is owing to this neglected

point that so many failures occur in making the

changes iu the stock of animals. But in many very

favourable situations, both of soil aud climate, very

inferior animals are yet kept, after a long experience

of the superiority of other breeds. By this means

both the quantity and quality of the animal food is

lessened ; for ill-shaped and slow-growing animals

eat more food than a compact and refined organiza-

tion, and converts it more slowly to a less beneficial

purpose ; a smaller quantity of flesh is carried on

the bulk of bone, and the quality is inferior. And
the most absurd custom yet prevails of starving the

animals, iu order that they may be reared at little

cost. The latent barbarism of the mind adopts and

continues the customs and practices which chance

aud accident have placed in use, and it rejects with

contempt aud dread the innovations that have been

proved to be highly useful in exactly similar cases.

A look into Smithfield Market shows the improved

auimals to form a small exception to the number of

coarse, ill-shaped, and half-fatted carcasses that are

weekly exhibited there -. the best sorts are found in

the hands of a few individuals only, who have seen

advantages and have used the necessary means of

securing them. This very hurtful prejudice arises

from the want of educational enlightenment among

the cultivators of the earth aud of animals, which is

unable to see the advantages of the improvements,

but suificiently strong to resist the dictates of reason

and experience. But, as has been before observed,

the first improvement must be done on the condition

of the laiul, which has to support auimal existence.

Lean auimals are of necessity produced by loca-

lities where, by reason of the natural formation of

the ground and the geographical position, the ne-

cessary articles cannot be produced for the purpose

of fattening the animals at the proper age. But, iu

addition to these localities, which do not admit any

other applications, there are many situations of the

high low-laud character, where the necessary articles

are raised, and which are applied to the rearing of

animals up to the period of fattening, aud which are

consequently of a better size aud quality thau the

former, which are nurtured almost wholly on Na-

ture's growth. These two sources afford the sup-

plies of lean stock, and increase with the demands

that are made for their produce, in order to yield

the materials of fattening on the best grounds of cul-

tivation. Both these sources have increased, are

increasing, and will increase along with the greater

demand, aud with the improvements that are made

in every department with which they have any rela-

tion. The first Avill be pushed to the utmost verge

of Nature's capability, and in the ratio of the im-

provements that are done in the daily expanding

prospect of human entertainments. Constant obser-

vation never fails to make suggestions, which will
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meet with attention from the demands that are of

daily creation, and which require the most impera-

tive consideration. The limits of the supply from

the sources where cultivation is wholly or nearly

altogether denied by Nature, may be reached, and

the means exhausted ; but even in these situations

the natural circiunstauces admit of improvemeuts

which have enlarged and will increase the quantity

of animals that browse the herbage. Mountain ii'ri-

gation has been very successful, and the introduc-

tion of the Cheviot breed of sheep upon the lower

grassy lauds has increased both the quantity and

quality of the flesh and wool afforded by these loca-

lities. The supply of lean stock from this source

has very greatly increased, and continues to enlarge

as the demand increases, and as the means are deve-

loped of sustaining the necessary requisites. Such

means must not be reckoned to be exhausted, though

they are certainly more confined by Nature's fixed

boundary than in more favoured situations, which

admit the inHuenee of a greater number of physical

agents.

The second source of the supply of lean animals

from the highest cultivated lands, and even on

grounds of good quality and favourable position, will

go on increasing with the superior modes of cultiva-

tion which science and experience may suggest and

establish, by wluch a gi'eater number of articles will

be produced that are required to maintain animal

life. This source of the supply of the raw materials

is equally susceptible of advaucemeut as the best

lands, where the process of the manufactory is com-

pleted by the fattening of the animal ; a better

cultivation of the soil will raise articles in greater

abundance, and of a superior quality for the purposes

of use. But on all lands where the rearing of ani-

mals is done by the fruits of cultivation, the fatten-

ing may be done by the same means ; for fattening

is only rearing iu the superlative degree, and requires

a superior mode of using the elements. And on the

finishing farms it may be very safely affirmed that

the aniaaals should be bred on the ground, which

would convert a quantity of cultivated lauds into a

regular manufactory, in which the raw materials are

found and forged for the ultimate purpose. By this

means the farmer avoids the frequent losses by job-

bing iu the markets, owing to the fluctuations iu all

commercial transactions ; and the certainty will be

increased of better animals being brought forward

under the farmer's eye and constant discrimination.

Animals always thrive best on the lands where they

are bred : there is ever a very strong and marked
identity between the soil and the auimal which it

rears and feeds, which arises from the food and the

external influences to which the body is exposed.

The transportation of animals from a rich and mild

situation to a poor and exposed locality is attended

with immediate deterioration and ultimate ruin ; and

if the breed does survive, the qualities arc wholly

altered, and reduced to the capable standard of the

natural provisions. And even when the contrary is

practised, as is geuerally done, the thick and un-

kindly coat of the half famished animal requires a

" time " to relax the stiffness, and to adopt the

resiliency of the recipient of fat, and the weak or-

gans of digestion are unaccustomed to the necessary

action of the larger quantity of better food. The

altered circumstances are wholly different, and an

alteration is required iu every function that is ex-

posed to their influence. When animals are bred

on the ground the alterations are imperceptible, or

none at all : the rearmg is a partial and preparatory

feeding, which is finished by regular and continued

gradations from the birth of the animal upwards.

The onward progress of the animal is not exposed

to any violent changes, either in the food or in the

influences of external agency ; the organic functions

are not oppressed by the appropriation of larger aud

better supplies of nutrition. A vigour of constitu-

tion is most essentially necessary to the thriving of

any organic body, and that vigour in every peculiar

situation will be most fittingly obtained by being

procreated under particular influences of expo-

sure. It is a very important point in the suc-

cessful nurture of animals that no stoppage takes

place in the onward progress—that the food aud

treatment be regulated to the capabilities of age,

and that the advaucemeut be regular and constant.

There caimot possibly be a greater blunder iu the

management of animals of any kind than to pinch

the quantity of food, especially in the first year of

existence : a stunted growth never attains a pro-

fitable bulk, and the flesh is juicelcss, meagre, and

dry in the fibre. The first step is iu the calf suck-

ing the dam, as before mentioned, and the successive

steps consist iu a regular supply of juicy food iu

the esculent cultivated green crops. Animals that

are bred on the land enjoy all these advantages,

from the birlh upwards, and yield a full fruition of

their use ; whereas strange animals are wanting in

the primary treatment, and arc unable to derive the

benefit of the last portion of the system, Evoy lo-

cality in Britain affords materials for raising the

identical local breed of animals, if the best be se-

lected for the purpose of procreation; and tl]is

system being perseveringly adopted, every situation

may have its own breed, which will enjoy many
advantages over foreign importations, unless the

qualities be not very dissimilar, and habituated to

infiuenccs that are not very widely distant. Any
farmer is able in this way to raise a breed of his own
selecting, rear them to the proper age, and fatten the

number that can be supported by the utmost possible

cultivation of the land, This S3'steni being properly
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an-anged caud corresponcliugly carried out applies

the laud to the legitimate purpose, or the miue aud

the workshop of food for the populatiou of any

country.

All organic bodies arc subjected to the universal

law of a fixed period of existence, when the active

powers of advancement are exhausted, aud decay

commences. Reproduction is the grand oljject of

Nature, and that purpose being accomplished, all

the different species of organized Nature die, aud

afford, by the decomposition of their bodies, new
elements of life to the succeeding generations. Ve-

getables are pushed to the point of the seed being

matured, and fit for future propagation ; the body

then perishes, and next season other bodies are

raised from the seeds that were produced. Animals

are under the same regulatious—each genus differing

in the length of the periods of matiuity, aud liable

to alterations by the effects of cultivation. All bo-

dies that are quick in growth are shorter lived than

slow-growing bodies, whose elements arc longer in

beiug knit, and are more rigose and durable after

being connected. A refiuement in the organization

of animals, and improvements in their treatment,

and also in the quality of food, naturally urges pro-

gression to maturity, and produces the quality of the

elements beiug more loosely connected than where a

longer time is spent in the collection and arrange-

ment. An early maturity is most desirable in every

case of progressive advancement to a certain point,

and in the case of animals it remains to determine

the point at which the carcass has reached the period

of beiug most useful, in relation to cost of keep

for the time past, and of prospective value for

futm-e progress. Even in the most improved state,

animal flesh requires a certain time to reach the con-

dition of profitable use, aud to unite the quality of

consistency with the juicy mellowness of youthful

vigour. A proper ripeuess cannot be obtained uutil

the constituent parts have had time to incorporate :

a forced earliness induces the separation of fat aud

lean, and the collection of the former in lumps and

clusters. Yery early maturities are to be avoided,

as producing flesh of an inferior quality, and not

allowing time for the development of the valuable

parts of the animal on which the quantity is borne.

In the case of cattle of the most improved breeds,

the age of foui' years may be stated as the most

proper time of being finished in fattening : the

animal has had four summers, and as many winters,

in which to collect and arrange the materials, aud

the period is very distant when retrogression would

commence. This was the opinion of the late Earl

Spencer, and no higlier authority can be given. It

may be suggested that a year more would not be

misapplied in the most improved cases, both of the

animals and the treatment ; the flesh would be firmer,

and tlic juices more eouceutrated. In the case of

Highland-bred cattle, of any denomination, the age

of five or six years is required in order to develop

and bring forward the qualities that are slower in

growth, owing to the coarser organization, the in-

ferior quality of the food, and the rougher external

influences to which the animals are exposed. The

flesh of these animals is more "marbled," or

streaked, than in the early matured breeds ; the fat

and lean arc more regularly mixed, which is owing

to the time that is allowed to arrange the parts of

composition. Consequently these animals, when

they have been well kept on then.- native grounds,

and are afterwards finished in the fattening on lands

of a richer produce, yield the best meat, in the qua-

lity of the delicate fibre and juicy flavour. But they

are spoiled in this superior quality by beiug starved

on the native grounds, on the plea of being only

reared there, and are then sent to the lowlands to be

fattened. This latter process hardly recovers the

effects of early starving, and is by no means of

sufficient duration to produce a carcass of useful

parts. Hence arises the very inferior quality of a

great part of meat that is used, and hence comes

the deleterious effect on the human frame. Equally

objectionable is the production of lumps of fat aud

oily secretions, by the earliness of a forced maturity;

these parts are comparatively of little value, and

bear no useful comparison with a weight of flesh of

regular mixture of fat and fibre. A carcass is much

the most useful that has all the bones covered with

flesh, the fat regularly distributed, and the inside

richly furnished wth loose secretions, rather than

the outside clustered with useless lumps. In order

to attain these qualities, the time that is necessary

must be allowed.

The improved breeds of sheep are under the same

predicaments as cattle—the same means have been

used, and the same results have happened. The

Leicester breed is something earlier than the South-

down, though in many situations the difference will

not be perceived. The very early maturities pro-

duce a flesh wanting in firmness and deficient in the

enduring quality as food ; aud the fat is not mixed

with the lean, as in the same case of cattle. Expe-

rience has fixed the best maturity at the age of two

years, or after the second fleece is shorn : very abun-

dant turnip districts will fi' the animal for use with

the fleece on their backs. The bulk that would be

acquired after that age, aud the quality that tliC

flesh might collect, would not repay the cost of main-

tenance and the risk of existence. The Highland

breeds of sheep are slower in growth, and require

two years more ; the Cheviot breed is best at the age

of three or four years ; and the Welsh and Scotch

hill sheep at four or five years. When prepared be-

fore that age, bv means of richer food, no advantage
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is derived ; the flesh is smaller in biilk, lighter ia

weight, and wanting in jnicy firmness.

The same (observations are applicable to swine. A
time musl be allowed inwhicli the flesh may acquire

substance and fii-muess, and the food must be selected

which will produce that effect. Tlie pig is best fat-

tened after the age of one year, and from that time

till the expiry of two years. It is a delicate and

short-lived animal, quickly matured, and soon decays.

The early flesh is very deficient in substance, and it

soon contracts the toughness of age, when the period

of ripeness lias been passed.

In every kind of animal life a maturity must be

allowed to reach a full ripeness, but not to run into

the change that quickJy follows the completion of

Nature's object.

THE WHEAT PLANT.
BY CUTHBERT W. JOHNSON, ESQ., F.R.S.

At a period when incessant rains have so largely

retarded wheat sowing, a few pages taken from a

little work on which I am now engaged, may he

useful for those for whom I have so long had the

pleasure of labouring.

The varieties of wheat commonly cultivated in

this countrymay be divided into two chief sections

—

the red, and the white. Of these the red is by far the

most extensively sown, since the most remunerating

crops of white wheat are only raised in certain

lands.

With this distinction, the varieties of wheat used

by the English farmer are very numerous—they

are many of them well adapted to certain soils and

climates, and too often are continued in culti-

vation by the mere force of custom and prejudice,

when other and better varieties have arisen which

might much more profitably, to the cultivator, take

their place.

The following varieties of the genus Tritictcm are

enumerated by Professor Low as admiting of cul-

tivation for their seeds:

—

1. Triticum ccstivum—summer wheat.

2. Triticum hybernum—winteror Lammas wheat.

3. Triticum compactum—comj)act wheat.

4. Triticum compositum—Egyptian wheat.

5. Triticum turgidum—turgid wheat.

6. Triticum atratura—dark-spiked wheat,

7. Triticum hordeiforme—barley-like wheat.

S. Triticum lea—far.

9. Triticum spelta—spelt,

10. Triticum monococcum—one-grained wheat,

11. Triticum polonicum—Polish wheat.

Triticum aestivum (Summer wheat) is the de-

scription cultivated in the warmer wheat-growing

countries. Its vegetation is completed in a much
shorter period than any of the other varieties. Its

produce, however, both of seeds and straw, is

smaller than that of some of the winter varieties.

It may be sown, however, late in the spring ; and it

ripens early. In this island it can be successfully

sown as late as the beginning of May.
Triticum hybernum (Winter or Lammas wheat,)

—

This is distinguished from the spring wheat by

ripening more slowly; it has usually five or six

florets, of which two are barren,

Triticum compactum (Compact wheat) is pro-

bably only a variety of the two last named,

Triticum compositum is remarkable for possess-

ing a branched or compound spike. This is what

no other variety produces ; and even this species

does not do so but in a good soil and favourable

climate : then its produce is abundant. In less fa-

vourable situations the appearance of the wheat is

the same as the ordinary kinds. It is the wheat

chiefly cultivated in Egypt, and the south of

Europe,

Triticum turgidum, or turgid wheat,—This is the

Rivet, Grey Pollard, Duck-bill wheat, &c., of the

British farmer. It is a bold, tall-growing wheat,

abundant in straw and in seed, but the last is

coarse. They are largely cultivated on the stiff

clay soils of England,

Triticum atrutum (Dark-spiked wheat) is re-

garded by Professor Low as closely allied to, if not

a variety of, the turgid wheat,

Triticum hordeiforme (Barley-like wheat), so

named from its resemblance to barley, is supposed

to be of African origin. It bears a close resem-

blance to spelt wheat,

Triticum lea (Far) is of the class of spelt wheats,

and distinguished by its spikelets being closely at-

tached to the rachis. It is cultivated successfully

on some of the inferior European soils,

Triticum spelta, or spelt wheat is distinguished

like the last named. This is a hardy wheat, and

is extensively cultivated in the south of France, and

in the northern Spanish provinces.

Triticum monococcum, or one-grained wheat; it

is cultivated on some of the poorer soils of Europe,

but does not appear to possess any very remarkably

good qualities.

Triticum ]}olonicum (Polish wheat).—This is ex-

tensively grown in Poland and Germany ; it has

also been tried in England. Its produce of flour is

considerable, but its florets are too often infertile.

There appears to be little real diflference between

winter and spring wheat, Tlie produce of wheat
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sown in spring (observes Professor Low) acquires

the habit of ripening earlier than the i)ro(luce of

wheat sown in autumn ; hence the farmer, when he

sows wheat in spring, should sow the produce of

that which has been already sown in spring, and

not the produce of that which has been sown in

autumn. This change in the habit of ripening takes

place in the case of all the cerealia, and many other

cultivated plants.

On a farm of 400 acres of ordinary fertility, remark

Messrs. Way and Ogston (Joiir. It. A. S., vol.vii.,

p. 654), and cultivated on the four-course system,

we might fairly consider that the average produce

would amount to 2S bushels per acre, each bushel

weighing Ollbs. On the calculation of the propor-

tion of straw and chaff already deduced from our

experiment, their united weight from the 100 acres

(the grain being in weight 75| tons) would amount

to rather more than 95:^ tons, including 14f tons

of chaff". Were, however, the weight of straw and

chaff' to be, as is supposed, at any time equal to

twice that of the grain, instead of 95J tons the

quantity would be 152 tons.

At the same time we must in fairness remark

that all observers agree in ascribing to the charac-

ter of the season the most marked influence on the

quantity of straw in relation to the grain. Boussin-

gault mentions crops grown at Bechelbron, in two

consecutive years, which differed most materially

in this respect. In the first year (1840-41) the

season was very wet; the second (1841-42) was re-

markable for extreme drought. In these opposite

conditions the weight of grain to straw was

—

In 1840-41 as 100 to 40

In 1841-42 100 900

or to state it another way.

In 1840-41, . .1000 grain to 4162.2 straw

In 1841-42... 1000 „ 1116

Boussingault states the ordinary relation of strav/

to grain at Bechelbron to be—grain 1000, straw

2631 ; and he quotes in support of this being the

probable average the following results of other con-

tinental observers:

—

Thaer, grain 1000—straw 2000
Podewils, 1000 „ 2857
Berger, 1000 „ 2292

Block, 1000 „ 3030
Dierexen, 1000 „ 2564
Schwertz, 1000 „ 2272

It is not stated whether the chaff" is included in

this calculation, but we suppose that it is. One valu-

able variety of spring wheat, the Belle-vue Talavera,

is thus described by Colonel Le Coutcur, in his prize

essay on several new varieties of wheat {Journal

R. A. S., vol. i. p. 119) : "This variety was raised

from a single grain. This admirable variety is in-

valuable, where it is adapted to the soil and climate.

"This wheat has succeeded in the north of Scot-

land, and is suflliciently hardy to withstand the

winter in its grassy state, but it is otherwise more
valuable as a spring crop : without doubt it may
be sown as late as the first week in February, in all

the milder parts of England, with a prospect of

reaping quite as good an average crop from it as

from any other wheat, but with a certainty of ob-

taining more flour than from most. A celebrated

Scotch agriculturist wrote of it on the 12th of Sep-

tember last
—

' Talavera is nearly ripe ; but such has

been the untowardness of the season, I do not ex-

pect any other wheat to make any return.' This

testimony is in favour of its early habits and hardi-

hood also. It is what the French have long sought

for—both a winter and a spring wheat.

"The wheat appeared in 25 days, on the 1st of

March ; it was in bloom on the 30th of June, and
was chopped on the I7th of August, a week sooner

than the Whitington, which was sown nearly a

month before it.

" There is no tendency to degenerate observable in

this wheat, as far as the experience of five or six

years goes ; nor from its early habits is it at all

likely to become intermixed by fecundation from

other varieties, though sown about the same period,

as it will, in such cases, flower a fortnight or three

weeks before them. It is not more hable to disease

than ordinary white wheats, and affords a very fine,

clear white straw : it is indeed one of the Italian

bonnet making-varieties. There is, however, one

disadvantage in it, which is, that the ear is so heavy

that it is apt to break down, though not break oft",

when swept by a gale about the period of ripening
;

but it has a countervailing good quality, of ripening

the grain equally well though bent down ; as is the

case with spring wheats, which ripen their seed

well though quite laid, which with winter wheats is

doubtful. Another peculiarity is the tenacity of

the chaff" to the ear, more remaining on it after

passing through the threshing-machine than any

other variety I am acquainted with.

" The amount of produce in grain was 52 imperial

bushels to the acre ; the grain is so large that it

tells in the measure ; the sample very beautiful, as

a bushel of it, to be produced at the Oxford Meet-

ing, will show—uniform, clear, and thin-skinned.

Hence the weight in grain at 6 libs, the bushel was

31 72lbs.5 the weight of chaff" 282lbs., and of straw

5480lbs. The quantity of flour obtained was

2485lbs., the quantity of pollard 38lbs., and of bran

or offal 588lbs. The bread made from this flour

is incomparably the best that I ever met with ; it

is light, very white, and preserves its moisture al-

most as long as bread made from spring wheat. It

is, moreover, so sweet and well-flavoured as to ap-

pear to some palates more like cake than ordinary

bread. Independently of the large proportion of
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flour it affords, it makes much of this fine bread

;

ISlbs. of the flour, having absorbed more water

than the last described, gave 25lbs. of bread.

Crop. £ s. d.

48 bushels, at Ss. per bushel 19 4

4 ditto taihngs, at 5s 1

Strav/, 4St cwt., at Is. the cwt 2 S 9

22 12 9

Charges to deduct, as per Whitington, = 14

Profit £ 8 12 9

"The weights of 18ll)s. or 271bs. used for the flour

to be baked are intended to be comparative exjierl-

ments of weights of nines, it being generally under-

S MAGAZINE.

stood, especially in baking bread and serving it out

to troops, that Qlbs. of common flour will make

lllbs. of bread. All those, however, that I have

experimented on aftbrded more : the two lov.'est

having afforded, from ISlbs. of flour, 22lbs. 9oz.,

and 23lbs. ; the former of my own growth, the lat-

ter made from wheat im]50rted from Rostock and

Dantzic mixed."

The sowing of spring wheat will in all probability

be this year very considerable, on every soil adapted

for its growth; every fact therefore which tends to

aid the farmer in the novel circumstances in which

he is now placed will hardly fail of being produc-

tive of good.

WHAT SCIENCE MAY DO FOR AGRICULTURE-ILLUSTRATED IN RESPECT TO
THE ARRANGEMENT OF HO]\IE-MADE MANURE.

BY AN EX-FARMER.

The application of the sciences to agricidture has

now had a pretty good run of attention and discus-

sion. Many have been the experiments of the

enthusiastic, and anything new tliat lias found its

way into print from some heated brain, has been

tried with certainty of success by these " experimen-

talizcrs," as they term themselves, but who, too

often for their own scieutifio reputation, proved that

tlicir seats of intellect were scarcely less properly

tempered for exercising that calm judgment which

is necessary to successful cultivation of laud. As

often as these men have become farmers in the ap-

plication of sciences, so often have they fallen, and

as rapidly, after reaching the uppermost point, unless

their schemes were protected by the "sinews of

display." It would be useless to give a list of names,

and the numerous technical terras of the projects

that have been "established." Both names and

schemes have fallen a prey to Time, the element of

Nature that brings the action of mankind to proof;

and alreadysome of both the former and the latter have

curled their existence, and the remainder are linger-

iiig out their pampered lives, struggling hard to ward

o!f that Avhich is sure to arrive, and effect what is

sometimes somewhat stingily termed " a natural

death." Nature will follow her course, let the at-

t-i-mpt to divert her l^e what it may ; and she will

t:ikc her time, let the desire and means used to

liasten her be as strong as possible. Earth and air

cannot be made into wheat, by the same powers that

this produce can be manufactured when gathered

:

and meat must have the time to grow that nature

allotted to it, or it will be vimatund food, and there-

fore not suitable to the nature and habits of men,

for whom it was sent.

In applying the sciences to agriculture, the influ-

ence of scientific productions upon the human frame

must not be forgotten ; and it is perfectly clear to

such minds as have considered these things in all

their bearings, that the same u'ritability, nerveless-

ness, and physical weakness in general, that are

exhibited by the inhabitants of pent-up hovels and

thickly populated towns, arc produced, or rather

suffered to exist, when such food is eaten as was

produced without having the due influence of

natural elements. It may be said that this is over-

drawn ; however, when men pretend to be scientific,

they should not coufine their thoughts and consi-

derations to the mere production of ireif/ht and bulk

of such things by means of which mankind live. And
as this is a scientific journal of agriculture—such

questions as these must not be forgotten, when any-

thing of the kind is introduced iuto its pages in the

form of cUscussion. Furthermore, as this journal has

great influence on what systems are pursued through-

out the country, as the influential agriculturists of all

counties and districts study its articles ; what is

hollow in practice, and which science cau detect,

must be exposed as we go on ; for if this hollowness

be left to be discovered by experience, what will be

the amount of the loss incurred by both producers

and consumers ? I have not the slightest hesita-

tion in saying, that if the schemes recommended

by many " scientific persons " were carried into

practice throughout this country, cm* cattle and

corn would be affected with aU sorts of diseases,

and the inhabitants would become nerveless and

irritable, and incapable of prosecuting the necessary

occupations of life. These things would happen,

even as the population of cities would become ex-

tinct in a few generations, if calmer temperaments

and stronger constitutions were not infused by the

migration of country-bred people. What the

next generation of scientific agricidturists will
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Ihiuk of the notions tliat prevail in those days, I am

at a loss to coujcctmc ! But, wJien a proper enquiry

has I)ccu made, and the present narrow ideas have

vanished, and more eomprehcusivo principles have

taken their places, then will the application of the

sciences to agriculture bo available, as they will

point out the way by which nature may be followed

with more certainty than it can be witliout such

knowledge.

The true meaning of scientific agriculture, is a

knowledge of the maimer in which plants are

formed of earth and air, and how animals arc sup-

ported by eating them. To practise this know-

ledge, is to facilitate nature by legitimate means,

and not to turn things up -side down, as a feverish

imagination may suggest. Many principles may be

formed by this enquiry, and discoveries made ; but

these must be applied to the improvement of ap-

proved practice, and not to the overthrowing of all

past experience. What practical chemistry may dis-

coverby wayof artificialmanure,in the form of alkalies,

and silicates, is apart from the study of the scientific

agriculturist, as the cultivators of the soil will

never become practical chemists. An explanation of

wliat the commodity manufactured is composed of,

will be enough for a farmer, when an elementary

knowledge of scientific agriculture will enable him

to apply it as his experience.

An important description of the way in which the

sciences may assist agriculture, I am now aljout to

give ; and this is only one of the many expositions

that a close inquiry into the subject naturally

effects. Practical farmers have been in the habit of

applying opposite qualities of soil to fields, with a

view of improving them, as clay to light soil, and

sand to clay and bog earth. This method of

increasing the quantity and improving the quality

of grain has invariably been etfectual. Now, the

question is, how has this method acted advanta-

geously ? The principal cause has been a chemical

action. It is true that a good coat of clay on sandy

soil will make it more retentive of water ; and a

good covering of sand on clay will make it more

porous, and therefore cause the air to circulate

through it more freely, increasing oxidation and ab-

sorption of carbon. But it is the chemical action

of the opposite quality of soil that causes the im-

provement of quality ; therefore, we must enquire,

of what this ehemical action consists.

The ehemical term for the oxide of clay is alumina,

the base of which is aluminum ; and the peculiar in-

fluence that the oxide of tliis base (alumina) has on

vegetation is, it makes it tough and more insoluble

than that which grows on mixed or sandy soil.

Some popular professors of agricultural chemistry

state in their works, that it cannot be detected, that

alumina exists in, or forms any part of, any kind o'

vegetation. But there are numerous open proofs

that it has an important iiillucnce on nearly all

kinds of vegetation. Timber and straw are, and

grain itself is, tougher when grown on this soil,

which can be proved by boiling the latter; as white

peas will not dissolve M'hen they grow en this kind

of soil : therefore, if anfilytic chemists cannot detect

it in vegetable matter, it must arise from their want

of skill, as peas grown on sandy or other hght soil

will dissolve readily. Alumina is formed, too, by

the action of the acid that is exuded from the roots

of plants, and also by the decay of roots left in the

soil after the crops are taken off. A quantity of

clay on very light soil is soon dissolved by these

means, as the affinity acid has for it is great, whilst

sand retains but a small quantity of carbon, which is

proved by its never aequiruig a very dark colour.

Whilst this clay is present in the soil it was spread

upon, the crops will be better than where no foreign

compound has been applied. It does not matter

particularly how long a given quantity of clay upon

an acre woidd last, so long as we know that it would

be gradually consumed, so to term it, by the crops

sown on the soil containing it. The amount of cul-

tivation, and kind of crop sown, woidd vary the time

it would last. It is enough to know that it improves

the crops, and how this is done.

Sand, or silica, as it is technically termed, acts in

the same way in respect to improving crops ; and

this is done by dissolving, so that it suspends in

water, which is thereby sucked up by plants, in con-

nection with the dissolved clay. It requires no fur-

ther argument to show that it is the chemical action,

and not the mechanical, that effects the superior

quality of straw and grain, when soil is applied to

opposite qualities. Every farmer and miller knows

the difference in the appearance of wheat that grows

upon clay, sand, or soil tliat contains a large per-

centage of fixed air, and which is commonly termed

boggy or peaty soil. The productions of these qua-

lities of soil seldom or ever make a first-class quality

of flour; and as this is also known, a mixture of

dilTcrcnt and opposite qualities is generally made,

when a good sample is produced. The effect

realized by this mixing arises principally from the in-

fluence of the eartlii/ properties of the flour upon

each other, as the atmospheric agents are always the

same, let the earthy matters of the same kind of

plants be what they may ; and there is generally veiy

little variation in the proportions, although tlie qua-

lili/ of carbon is very much influenced by the heat

and dryness of the season, and so on. The counter-

action of the supposed extreme eompoiuids of t lie

soil on the fermentative agent (carbon) of tlie bread,

during the process of manufacture, is why a mixture

of extreme qualities answers so well. This is why

foreign whc:it and flour improve onrEiigli^.h so much.
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Our superior cultivation aud produce of green crops

have made it necessary to use some alkaline or min-

eral compound, as alum, unless there was to be ob-

tained such v^heat as grew upon soil that contained

a greater amount of alkaline or developed earthly

matters than fixed air. It will be perceived by this,

therefore, that much of the plausible argument about

Ihe use of alum beiug so injurious is fallacy. It

made the bread more wholesome, when the superior

cultivation of English soil produced enough food for

its inhabitants. There are several pounds of alum

in a sack of flour that grew on an ordinarily culti-

vated clay soil. Aluminum, alumina, and alum, are

merely terms used to distinguish the degrees and

qualities of an element of the earth, as it is changed

by natural influences and art. Grain is formed

partly of earth as well as aii-, and alum is only earth

purified. What then can be adduced to prove it to

be injurious, when judicious quantities are used?

In a wet and cold season, bread would often produce

diarrhoea, unless such a mineral were used, to govern

the acid the bread would contain. Medical men may,

however, get up a " popularity letter " for the paper

of their neighbourhood, that will afford some pleasure

to the consumers at the expense of the bakers ; al-

though the latter may, at the same time, have lessened

or prevented much sickness, and this too by the me

of alum. Good bread must be made ; and to accom-

plish this, it is necessary to resort at times to arti-

ficial correctives. Too much may be used by persons

ignorant of its effect ; but no great evil arises here,

for such bakers loses their trade. However, now
that foreign corn is so abundant, it is seldom re-

quired, and smaller quantities are generally used

;

and in seaport towns, where much foreign " bread

stuff " is imported, it is entirely dispensed with in

many instances, as half foreign and half English flour

is used ; and a small quantity of Indian corn (as it

is often called, although much of it is grown in

America), is used by millers, when their flour would

otherwise be too " soft," or too fermentative.

This indirect discussion has so fully exposed the

effect of one property of the earth upon another, and

the counter effect of these on the qualities of the

fixed air they are united with, that a few words will

suffice to show how the producer of food or the

fanner may not only improve the quality, but in-

crease the quantity of it by a little preconsideration

and display of skill. There are very few farms, the

soil of which is uniformly alike. Every variation of

soil produces, not only a different quality of grain, but

atraw also. The principal difference lies in the

earthj constituents of it, whatever they may be.

If it grew on clay, it will contain alumina ; if on

sand, soluble glass, as it may be termed ; if on bog

earth, but little earthy matters will be present, as

this is principally composed of air, as I have said

;

therefore, its quality wUl be very different to the two

former, which is always indicated by the softness of

it to the feel when squeezed in the hand. These

qualities are about the extreme qualities that are

found on farms, and to reason upon them will suffice

to develope the pruiciple m view.

The straw of a farm is that portion of its produce

that is returned to the soil, as a manure to increase

production. Now, it is the earthy properties that

have the most influence when it has fermented and

decayed, as the carbon that united with them has

been taken away as grain, and they arc left to act

again in the formation of ])lants and gram, by attract-

ing and governing carbon after the usual process of

plants' growth. Therefore, it is perfectly clear that

such an arrangement should be made at harvest time

as will admit of the straw that grew on one extreme

quality of soil beiug made into manure, so that it

can be applied to another extreme character of soil.

If the field to be manured first is a clay soil, then

the corn that grew on sandy or gravelly soil should

be put into the barn, as it may then be threshed

first, aud the manure it is made into applied to the

clay field. If the contrary to this supposition should

be thought proper, then an opposite arrangement of

corn must be made. And if there is any boggy or

peaty soil on the farm, the produce of straw on it

should be applied, not to mixed and rich soil, but to

sandy or gravelly, as both of these are generally defi-

cient in "vegetable matter" (as it is eroneously

termed) or fixed air ; and the produce of this soil

contains, as we have seen, air united together, or

formed into gum by the influence of heat unassisted

by earthy matter.

A little individual consideration will make this

reasoning seem to be of some considerable import-

ance, although at first it may be read suspiciously by

those persons who change their systems with due

care. There are many months before harvest will

be begun, and an occasional return to this subject

will, I am sure, fix it as a principle in the mind of

every reader who desires to improve his crops with-

out an outlay of capital or hazard of failure. There

is this in favoiu- of the sceptical, in respect to the

sciences : in this practice on the strength of them

no injury can be done ; whilst, by the application of

guano and artificial manm-es, less corn is often pro-

duced, and stUl oftener no profit is afforded. It must

not be understood that this implies that a change of

straw from light to heavy soil, and vice versa, wUl do

as much good as a good covering of soil after the

same rule would ; as clay on soil of a light character

assists the growth of plants on it, by retaining a

greater amount of moisture and acid, as it is parti-

cularly adapted for holding both in union with it

;

and sand, as shown, makes stiff soil like clay more

porous, and admits of the action also explained. But
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to improve a fiekl by these means is very expensive
;

whilst the same clichiical advantage—and which will

prove iu the long run ecpially effectual, as the greater

produce of straw will make more manure—may

be obtained by a slight exercise of mind, and arrange-

ment of stacks and manure, and tliis, too, without

the slightest inconvenience to cattle in the home-

stead, or outlay in implements, or as a permanent

improvement. Any one that may feel disposed to

carry this out (and who will not, where it can be

done ?) must do so by the force of his own reason ;

and he must also be satisfied after the same manner.

for it will be impossible to test this by weighing and

measuring—two operations that are of very little use

in the broad principles of managing a farm, as what

answers as an experiment one year fails the next.

And I think I may conclude now mth the satis-

faction of knowing that I have said enough to impart

this novel principle to the reader, and also to show

him its importance ; and having done this it will l)e

practised, and although he cannot report that he

grows more corn to a named amount over what he

has hitherto done, he will be capal)!c of perceiving

that his crops improve year by year.

AGRICULTURAL BIOGRAPHY.

C.~Wood, 1757.

Weston states John Wood to have been the au-

thor -of "New compendious treatise of farming,"

in 8vo. No other list of books or authors con-

tains this name or title ; the Bibliotheca Britannica

gives to John Wood "Compendious treatise on

farriery," in 8vo., 1757, and as the statement dif-

fers from Weston only in farriery for farming, the

supposition may be just that the person is the

same, and that Weston may have inadvertently

placed farming for farriery.

CI.—Brown, 1758.

Weston makes R. Brown, of Hill Farm, Somer-

setshire, to be the author of " Complete farmer ;"

2 volumes, in 12 mo., price 6s. The name of this

author, and title of the work, have no other au-

thority that can be found.

CII.—Morris, 1759.

Corbyn Morris, Esq., F.R.S., wrote " Plan for

arranging the accounts of landed estates ;" Lon-

don, 1759, folio. This author wrote on various

subjects, as insurance, the currency, growth and

policy of large cities, and the laws of mortality.

The accounts of a landed estate . occupy 39 folio

pages, and contain a Dr. and Cr. side of sums and

disbursements, in which are entered all receipts and

payments without exception, and having annexed

the particulars of every transaction. Next is an

entry-book, with each farm on the estate separately

placed on both sides of the account, the receipts

from the farm occupying the Dr. side, and the Cr.

side sho\ving the disbursements made from the

special extent of ground. The abstract shows

the succinct state of all the branches in any

period, best of one year—the Dr. side exhibiting

a Ust of all the branches of the estate, and of the

several tenants or agents, with the gross income,

and any casual produce attached ; the Cr. side

shows the gross receipt during the fixed period, so

(Continued from page 2b.)

that the gross income and gross receipt are easily

compared.

The author possessed a landed property, and

devised this account book for bis own use, and it

has a very considerable merit.

cm.—North, 1759.

Richard North, nursery gardener, near West-

minster Bridge End, Lambeth, wrote " An account

of the different kinds of grasses propagated in

England for the improvement of corn and pasture

lands, lawns, and walks, with directions for sowing

and manuring them ; and an account of the sound-

growing Norfolk willow, with directions for propa-

gating it with advantage, the whole chiefly done

from the observation and inspection of the authorj"

London, 1759, Svo., price Is, This writer is men-

tioned by Weston, and in the Bibliotheca Britan-

nica, but the book is not found in the libraries of

the British Museum.

CIV.—Mills, 1759.

John Mills, F.R.S., must have been a person of

very considerable eminence, though no record ex-

ists of his life, except the bare name as above

quoted. He was member of Royal Agricultural

Societies of France and of Berne, and shows a

comprehensive knowledge of the cultivation and

use of the ground ; he wrote " A new and complete

system of practical husbandry, containing all that

experience has proved to be most useful in farming,

either in the old or new method, with a compara-

tive view of both, and whatever is beneficial to the

husbandman, or conducive to the ornament and

improvement of the country gentleman's estate
;"

London, 1 763-5, 5 vols., 8vo., price 30s. A treatise

on cattle, showing the most approved methods of

breeding, rearing, and fitting for use horses,

asses, mules, horned cattle, sheep, goats, and

swine, with directions for the proper treatment of

them in their several diseases. To which is added
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a dissertation on tlieir conlageous diseases., care-

fully collected from the best authorities, and inter-

spersed with remarks." London, 1776, 8vo., price

6s. "An essay on the management of bees;

wherein is shown the method of rearing these use-

ful insects, and that the practice of saving their

lives when their honey and wax are taken from

them was known to the ancients, and is in itself

simple and easily executed ;" London, 1766, Svo.,

price 5s. " An essay on the weather, with remarks

on the shepherd of Banbury's rules forjudging of

its changes, and directions for preserving lives and

buildings from the fatal effects of lightning ;"

London, 17/0, Svo., price 2s.

Mills translated " Duhamel's husbandry;''

London, 1759, 4to., price 16s. 6d, And also

"Natural and chemical elements of agriculture,

from the Latin of Gustavus Adolplius Gyllenborg ;"

London, 1770, 12 mo., price 2s. 6d. He was the

reputed author of some essays, moral, philosophi-

cal, and pohtical.

The five volumes of a new and complete system of

husbandry, by Mills, is the first publication on
agriculture that presents all the branches of the

art within the compass of one work. Worlidge

began the attempt, but failed in the comprehension

that is required. The first volume of Mills treats

" soils" in the diflFerent kinds, clays, sands, and

loams; manures, animal and vegetable, and com-
posts ; of the improvement of moors, and boggy
lands and all uncultivated lands ; the culture of

grain and pulse ; the sewing and change of crops
;

the culture of wheat, and rye, oats, barley, maize,

or Indian corn, millet, panic, rice, buckwheat;

culture of pulse, viz., beans, peas, vetches, lentils,

and lupines.

Volume II. contains the horse-hoing husbandry

of grain and pulse ; the distempers of corn.

Volume III. treats the enemies of corn; pre-

servation of grain, turnips, potatoes, cabbages,

clover, sainfoin, lucern, cytisus, burnet, natural

grasses ; enclosing, and the situation of farms and

farm houses.

Volume IV. contains " Gardening, and the cul-

ture of hops and olive«!."

Volume V. treats " The making and managing of

fermented liquors," and concludes with hemp,
flax, madder, woad, v/eld, or dyer's weed, and a

long appendix to each volume.

Mills leads all the previous authors in the ar-

rangement of his work, which undoubtedly carried

away the palm of agricultural writing at the time

of its appearance. He joins extensively with Eve-
lyn and Duhamel, and does ample justice to the

system of cultivation proposed by Jethro Tull.

Turnips and potatoes were in general use, and the

Rothcrliam plough is figured in the work, as are

also thirteen of the natural grasees.

Potatoes are entered in this work for the fir^t

time as a vegetable in the field cultivation, being

about 150 years after the use of the plant was

known as an esculent root. Mills quotes the au-

thority of Miller in proof of its value and exten-

sive utility.

This author conveys his meaning and intelligence

in the true style of writing—cool and plausible,

and \\\i\\ becoming difiidence on all scientific dis-

quisitions. No dogmatism mars the placid tenor of

his story.

The treatise on cattle is an octavo volume of

491 pages, and treats horses, asses, mules, horned

cattle, sheep, goats, and swine, with the cures of

their disorders, which have a dissertation on their

nature. The matter is more descriptive than that

of Bradley, but not so practical in the application,

though much merit is attached to the knowledge

it shows of the origin and progress of the different

animals.

Mills was a great stickler for small farms, almost

cottier allotments ; he did not see that any single

bodily labour can effect but very little unless in

combination, and that extensive projects employ

most labour, and produce the largest results. A
thick m/ist long clouded the human vision on that

and similar points, and is not yet dispelled.

CV.—Ball, 1760.

"Weston writes Ball as the author of "An essay

on agriculture," in 8vo., and " The farmers'

guide," in Svo. It appears that John Ball was

an apothecary, and wrote several works

on that business, but the list of them does not

contain the two works on agriculture, as above no-

ticed. The libraries of the British Museum do

not possess the books, and the use of the name

rests on the sole authority of Weston.

CVI.—HtTT, 1760.

Thomas Ilitt v/as gardener to Lord Manners,

at Bloxholm, in Lincolnshire, and wrote "A treatise

of husbandry, on the improvement of dry and

barren lands," London, 1760, Svo., price 2s. 6d.

The author was a native of A])erdeenshire, and

after much serving as a gardener, he became a

nurseryman and designer of gardens in Kent.

He died about 1710, and it appears the books were

afterwards published from the M.S. found after his

death. His treatise on fruit trees was much es-

teemed.

The treatise of husbandry makes a volume of

208 octavo pages, showing the many advantages

which would arise to the nation in general by de-

stroying of warrens and converting the lands into

tillage, pastures, &c ; pointing out new and cheap
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methods to make growing? fences ujiou llie most bar-

ren soils, and how to till and manure the same at a

low expense. IIow to prepare the land, and raise

upon it various sorts of plants to produce both

poles and timber. The author writes very perti-

nently on enclosing waste lands—bringing the

grounds into cultivation, and the raising of timber

trees.

CVII.—RocQUE, 1760.

Bartholomew Rocque, of Walham Green, wrote

"A practical treatise on cultivating lucerne grass;

containing such methods as are found by expe-

rience to succeed, including the practice used in

several parts of France ; and some hints relative to

Burnet and Timothy grass. The whole essay oc-

cupies only 45 octavo pages of very sound direc-

tions on the cultivation of the specified vegetables,

which have not been superseded by the ])est mo-
dern practice.

The ground must be deeply ploughed or trenched

for lucerne, thoroughly cleaned of weeds, and mi-

nutely pulverized, and the bed of plants scarified

by harrowing, and top-dressed with a fine manure,

after the mowing of the herbage.

CVIII.—Miller, l76o,

Philip Miller, F.R.S., was a celebrated gardener

and botanist of Chelsea, v/here he was born, 1691,

and died 1771. He was author of several first-

rate works on gardening—translated the " Ele-

ments of agriculture" from the French of Duhamel,

and pubhshed the " Method of cultivating madder

in Zealand and in England." Miller's direct aid to

agriculture was not large, but as he did look into

it, and his labours bore not very remotely upon its

illustration, a place is always given to his name
among agricultural authors.

CIX.—Mordant, I76l.

John Mordant wrote " The complete steward,

or the duty of a steward to his lord ; containing

several new methods for the improvement of his

lord's estates ; showing the ind irect practices of

stewards tending to lessen any estate, with tables

for the measurement of timber ; interest of monej%

and the value of ancient and modern coin com-
pared. Together with several law precedents re-

lating to the duty and office of a steward." London,

1671, 2 vols., 8vo., price 12s.

The above statement of an author and his work

is used by Weston and Loudon, in their lists of

British writers ; and is also printed in the Biblio-

theca Britannica. But the libraries of the British

Museum do not contain any book or author of

that name or title ; and a regret may be expresed

for the absence of a work which from the contents

of two volumes might have conveyed some intelli-

gence of the systems that were pursued and con-

templated in those days in managing the estates of

land.

ex.

—

Stillingfleet, 1761.

Benjamin Stillingfleet, grandson to the Bishop

of that name, was an ingenious naturalist and mis-

cellaneous writer ; born about 1702, died about

1771. He wrote on various subjects, and was the

author of " Miscellaneous tracts relating to natural

history, husbandry, and physic." The second edi-

tion was illustrated with copperplates of the

British grasses, and the work was printed both in

Sweden and Denmark. Weston ascribes to Stil-

lingfleet " An essay on the theory of agriculture,

intended as an introduction to a rational system of

the art;" in 12 mo., price 3s. No other notice

appears of this essay in any list or library.

Stillingfleet's observations on grasses are very

correct and judicious. He thinks scarcely half-a-

dozen plants admit cultivation by the farmer. The

figures of the plants arc fairly executed. This

short treatise led to the subsequent works on the

subject.

CXL

—

Farmer of Many Years, 1762.

This name vvTote " A treatise on agriculture ;"

Edinburgh, Svo., 1762. The work occupies 427

pages octavo, and the contents are divided into

four books. 1. Of vegetation ; 2. Of tillage ; 3. Of

manures and their operation ; 4. Of soils.

The author manages all these subjects in a su-

perior manner, and the work was much estimated

by the Scotch society for encouraging arts and

sciences; under whose auspices the publication

was effected. The dissertation on soils shows no

scientific knowledge, but a plain description of very

common notoriety. A sprinkling of science adorns

the threadbare terms of vulgar phraseology.

CXIL—Dickson, 1762.

Adam Dickson, A.M., was minister or clergyman

of the parish of Dunse, in the border county of

Berwick, in the south of Scotland. He was con-

sidered a good classical scholar, and an excellent

practical farmer. He wrote " Treatise on agricul-

ture;" Edinburgh, 1762, Svo. ; second edition,

2 vols., 1769, Svo. New edition in 1785.

" The husbandry of the ancients ;" Edinburgh

and London, 177S.

Tlie preface to the first work is very long, in 65

pages, and the first volume contains vegetation,

tillage, manures, and soils. The second treats

farm management ; culture of particular plants

;

different schemes of management—improvements

in management.

This work says nothing about animals, and con-

sequently does not constitute a system of agricul-

ture. The portraits of the plough show much

improvement. The author's ideas are very forward,
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and show a large acquaintance with the subject on

every point,

" The husbandry of the ancients" was pubhshed

after the death of the author, and may be v/anting

on that account. It has always found a high value

in having made accessible to all the customs and

practice of ancient agriculture ; containing the facts

expressed in the language of the author. This

mode is preferable to a pure translation, as the

benefit is derived of the author's observations and

professional knowledge. Dickson has ever been

very justly reckoned to be a first-rate writer of the

time.

CXIII.—Martyn, 1762.

Thomas Martyn, F.R.S., was the son of the pro-

fessor of botany at Cambridge, where he succeeded

his father in 1761. He took several literary de-

grees, and was Bachelor of Divinity in 1766. He
died in 1825, in the ninetieth year of his age.

Both father and son of this name and profession

published largely on botany, and were reckoned

persons of talent and high moral worth. Only

one work of the son, who is our present notice,

has any relation to agriculture, and is entitled

" Flora Rustica, exhibiting figures of such plants

as are either useful or hurtful in husbandry;

with scientific characters, popular descriptions, and

useful observations ;" London, 1792, 4 vols, in 2,

6vo. The figures of the plants are coloured, and

pretty correct in the likeness ; but grasses, legumes,

and herbaceous plants, are all intermixed, and no
distinction is made to separate utility from hurtful-

ness. Still the work is highly useful, the descrip-

tions are very concise, and the observations most
appropriate. The aid of such persons as Martyn
is of vast importance in propelling the advance-

ment of a gross art as agriculture.

CXIV.—Randall, 1764,

John Randall was some time master of the aca-

demy at Heath, near Wakefield, in Yorkshire. He
wrote " Semi-Yirgilian husbandry, deduced from

various experiments, or an essay towards a new
course of rational farming, formed from the de-

fects, losses, and ^disappointments of the old and
new husbandry, and put on the true basis of na-

ture in the production of vegetables, and in the

power of every ploughman with his plough to exe-

cute;" London, 1764, 8vo., price 6s. "Construc-
tion and extensive use of a new invented seed

furrow plough, suited to all soils—of a draining

plough, and of a potato-drill machine, with the

theory of a common plough, illlustrated with seven

plates;" London, 1764, 4to., price 5s.

The preface of the work occupies 52 pages, and
enters largely into the spirit of the contents. The
whole work is a valuable one, as it embraces widely

the new system of pulverization, or the drill culti-

vation, and applies it in very tolerable perfection.

The author drills the crops of every kind, and sca-

rifies the intervals throughout the summer. A
spiky roller is figured, and two portraits of skele-

ton ploughs for the purpose of moving the intervals

of wide drills. The education of the author enabled

him to treat the subject scientifically, which he has

well performed, and afterwards applied the princi-

ples to the field in the process of cultivation. The

books are octavo of 400 pages.

CXV.—Ladhar, 1764,

Mr. Ladhar of Kray, in Yorkshire, wrote " The

farmer's new guide for raising excellent crops of

peas, beans, turnips, or rape; and cleaning the

ground while they are growing, to prepare it for

raising good crops of wheat, barley, or oats, in the

common way of sowing the seeds clear of these

weeds, which so often ruin the farmer, or keep him

poor, being experiments on the various soils of

stiff and light;" London, 1^64, Svo., price Is.

This statement appears in the Bibliotheca Britan-

nica, and the author's name is written in Loudon's

list of authors, but no other work is attached to it.

Weston does not mention the author, and neither

the book nor the name is contained in the libraries

of the British Museum.

CXVL—Billings, 1764.

Robert Bilhng wrote " Account of carrots and

their great use in feeding and fattening of cattle;"

London, 1764, Svo., price 6d. The Bibliotheca

Britannica prints this notice, and Weston does the

same : Loudon makes no mention of the author,

and the name nor the book are not in the libraries

of the British Museum. In this case Weston is

supported by the general register.

CXVII.-Bourn, 1764.

Samuel Bourn wrote "Treatise on wheel-car-

riages, showing their present defects, with a plan

and description of a new-constructed waggon,
which will effectually preserve and improve the

public roads, and be more useful, cheap, and handy

to the proprietor;" in three parts ; London, 1764,

Svo., price 4s. 6d. Weston and the Bibliotheca

Britannica are the only authorities for this name,

as it is not mentioned by Loudon, nor in any library

of the British Museum.

CXVIIL—Harte, 1764.

Walter Harte was canon of Windsor, and a per-

son of literary note, as was his father before him.

He was the intimate friend of Pope, and published

essays on painting, reason, satire, and other sub-

jects. He was tutor to Lord Chesterfield's son,

who got him the canonry of Windsor. The times

of his birth and death are not certain. He died
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unmarried, and devoted muclitime to solitary read-

ing. One notice dates his birth about 1697, and

that he died in 1768.

Harte wrote " Essays on husbandry, and a treatise

on lucerne ;" London, 1764, and 1670, 8vo., price

6s. Weston and tlie Bibliotheca Britannica make

this statement ; Loudon does not mention the au-

thor, and the libraries of the British Museum do

not possess the book on agriculture, though the

other works of the author are in the catalogue.

The essays have always been reckoned good : our

own opinion can say nothing of them.

CXIX.—Baker, 1765.

John "Wynn Baker wrote " Expei'iments on

agriculture, made under the directions of the Dub-

lin Society;" Dublin, 1765, 8vo. These experi-

ments form a thick octavo, and contain a mass of

information on many points of agricultural practice.

Clovers and potatoes are largely treated, and tur-

nips rather slightly. "Wheat on fallow and clover-

ley, is well discussed. On the whole the contents

of this work are of the most enlightened practice

and prospect.

CXX.—FoRDYCE, 1765.

George Fordyce, M.D.F.R.S., was born at Aber-

deen in 1736; being the only and posthumous child

of George Fordyce, the proprietor of a small

landed estate near that city. He was suitably edu-

cated for the medical profession, and ultimately

settled in London, as practitioner in physic, and as

lecturer. He attained a very considerable eminence,

and died in 1802.

Fordyce published many works on medicine,

which have maintained a just reputation. He had

delivered privately to some young friends lectures

on agriculture and vegetation, which having been

revised and corrected, were published as a book

in " Elements of agriculture and vegetation."

The bulk is 75 pages of octavo size, and the con-

tents are wholly chemical—on the attraction and

dissolution of bodies, substances in soils, structure

and economy of vegetables, and nourishment of

plants. The little work has always been esteemed

as a very scientific treatise.

CXXL—LiGHTCOLES, 1766.

Weston makes J. Lightcoles to be the author of

" The gentleman's and farmer's architecture

;

being plans for parsonages and farm-houses, with

pineries, greenhouses, &c. ;" with 25 plates, in folio,

sewed, price 6s. No other notice of this author

or book is found in any list or repository. Weston

often stands alone in this respect.

CXXIL—Homer, 1766.

Henry Homer, rector of Birdinham, in War-

wckshire, an excellent classical scholar, was born

in Warwickshire, 1732, died in l791. He wrote

" An essay on the nature and method of ascertain-

ing the specific shares of proprietors ujion the

inclosure of common fields;" London, 1766, Svo.,

price Is. 6d. "An enquiry into the means of

preserving and improving the public roads of this

kingdom;" Oxford, 1767, Svo., price Is. These

books are not found in the libraries of ihe British

Museum, though the writer's name is not omitted

m any list of authors.

CXXnL—Templemax, 1766.

Peter Templeman, M.D.,was the son of an emi-

nent attorney at Dorchester, in the county of Dor^

set, and born in 1711. He received a university

education, and studied physic both in England and

on the continent. He published some professional

works, and was keeper of the reading room of the

British Museum, when it was established in 1753.

He left it on being appointed secretary to the So-

ciety of arts, manufactures, and commerce. He

died in 1769.

'Templeman wrote " Practical observations on

the culture of lucerne, turnips, burnet, timothy

grass, and fowl meadow grass ;" London, 1766,

Svo. The Bibliotheca Britannica and Weston

make this statement; Loudon does not mention

tlie name, and the libraries of the British Museum

do not contain any work of that title, by the writer

of that name.

CXXIV.-Wall, ^766.

Richard Wall wrote " A dissertation on breeding

horses upon philosophical principles;" London,

1766, Svo., price 2s. 6d. The Bibliotheca Britan-

nica and Weston have used the name and title, but

neither is found in any other register or library.

CXXV.—Whitworth, 1767.

R. Whitworth, Esq., one of his majesty's justices

of the peace for the county of Stafford, wrote on

the highways, inland navigation, and " A scheme

for the improvement of broad wheels ;" London,

1767, Svo. The above statement is made by the

Bibliotheca Britannica, and the book is mentioned

by Weston ; but it does not appear in any library,

or in any other list of authors.

CXXVL—Catesby, 1767.

Mark Catesby, Esq., F.R.S., an eminent natural-

ist, was born in 1679, and after spending a great

part of his lifetime in America in the pursuit of his

favourite science, he returned to England, and died

in London, in 1749. He published several works

on natural history, and Weston ascribes to him

"The practical farmer, or Herefordshire husband-

man ;" in 12 mo., price 3s. " A plan of an experi-

mental farm, addressed to Lord Clive ;" in 8vo.,

price 6s. "Uniting and monopolizing farms,
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jtroved disadvantageous to the landowners ;" price

is. 6d.

None of these books are contained in the libra-

ries of the British Museum, in which are found the

other works of Catesby ; nor does the BibUotheca

Britannica mention them in the hst of the author's

works. Loudon does not notice Catesby at all,

and the insertion of his name rests on the sole

authority of Weston.

CXXVIL—Young, 1767-

Arthur Young, F.R.S., was the descendant of a

very resi>ectable family, who had resided on their

estate at Bradfield, Cowhurst, near Bury St. Ed-

monds, in the county of Suffolk, for more than two

centuries. He was born at London in 1741. His

father, the Reverend Arthur Young, rector of Brad-

field, had three children, two sons and a daughter,

of whom our notice was the younger son. He was

educated at Lavenham, a school about six miles

from Bradfield, and was entered into a merchant's

counting house at Lynn when he was seventeen

years of age. In this occupation he commenced to

be an author by writing notices and novels. In

1763 he returned to the residence of his father,

unsettled in life, and not fixed to any particular

pursuit. He became the manager of his mother's

farm of eighty acres, and enjoyed the income of

£20 from the copyhold inheritance of his female

parent. He always acknowleged that in this busi-

ness much money was squandered, and that he

was wholly deficient in the knowledge which is re-

quired for success. In 1765 he was married, and

in 1767 undertook the management of the farm of

Stamford Hall, in Essex, which contained about

300 acres of land. He may not have had sufficient

capital for this farm, or a concurrence of circum-

stances soon induced him t© give to a farmer the

sum of £100 to release him from it, and ou the

same farm the new tenant realized a fortune. He

wrote some essays while he farmed here, which

were published in 1772, in one volume, 4to, He

advertised for a farm, and he was drawn by the

answers he received to undertake journeys which

gave the materials to the " tours" that were after-

wards written. He hired a farm of 100 acres in

Hertfordshire, and upon it the success was not

mediocre; the soil and climate were execrated,

while the chief blame must have been his own.

He engaged as reporterJo the Morning Post news-

paper, walked from London to his farm every Sa-

turday evening, and returning on Monday morning,

a distance of 17 miles, and worked, in his words,

"as a coal heaver." At this date of 1775 he had

received the sum of £3000 for his writings.

In 1784 he began the publication of "The an-

nals of agriculture ;" in which he acted as editor

and author— a work that was continued to the

time of his blindness : it comprises 45 volumes

octavo, and presents a vast store of information

upon subjects of agriculture and political economy.

It was favoured by the assistance of able corres-

pondents, and received very high regards. During

the progress of this work. Young travelled in

England, Ireland, and France. He had always

entertained a favourite idea of speculating on

waste lands, and he now purchased 4,400 acres of

waste in Yorkshire. But other fates occurred.

The Board of Agriculture was formed in 1793, and

he was appointed to the post of secretary, as he

was thought to be a qualified person, from his ac-

tivity, zeal, professional knowledge, and general

education. Like to all ardent temperaments.

Young had hailed the French revolution as the

dawn of a bright prospect to the human race; but

being now placed under the shade of aristocracy,

he rested quietly "sub silentio," and never said a

word more about revolutions. He probably thought

his income was more certain than anything that

might lapse during the violent whirlings of a civil

turmoil. He was right.

Arthur Young continued at the board till his

death ; he became blind, and was afflicted with an

incurable disorder. He died in 1S20. The fol-

lowing agricultural works were pubhshed by him :

" The farmers' letters to the people of England

;

containing the sentiments of a practical husband-

man on various subjects of great importance ; the

present state of husbandry; the importance of

timber and planting;" London, 1767, Svo., 6s.

"The farmer's letters to the landlords of Great Bri-

tain ;" London, 1772, 8vo., 4s. "A six weeks' tour

through the southern counties of England and

Wales;" London, 1768, 8vo., price 5s.—chiefly

with regard to agricultural aflfairs. "Treatise on

the management of hogs, including experiments

on the curing and fattening of them ;" London,

1768, Svo. "A six months' tour through the

north of England ; containing an account of the

present state of agriculture, manufactures, and

population in several counties of this kingdom ;"

illustrated with plates ; London, 1770, 4 vols., Svo.,

24s. "The farmer's guide in hiring and stocking

farms, with plans of farm yards, and sections of

the necessary buildings;" London, 1770, 2 vols.

Svo,, 10s. 6d. " Rural economy, or essays on the

practical part of husbandry ; designed to explain

some of the most important methods of conducting

farms of various kinds, including many useful hints

to gentlemen farmers relative to the economical

management of their business;" London, 1770,

Svo. 4s. " A course of experimental agriculture,

containing an exact register of all the business
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transacted during five years on near 300 acres of

various soils ; including a variety of experiments

on the cultivation of all sorts of grain and pulse,

both on the old and nevv' method ; on the manage-

ment of live stock;" London, .1770, 2 volumes,

4to., 30s. "The farmer's tour through the east of

England, being the register of a journey through

various counties of that kingdom, to enquire into

the state of agriculture, manufactures, and popula-

tion;'' London, ]7ro, 4 vols., Svo., 24s. "Pro-
posals to the legislature for numbering the people;''

London, 1771, Svo. "Observations on the present

state of waste lands in Great Britain ;" London,

1772, Svo, " PoUtical arithmetic, containing ob-

servations on the present stats of Great Britain,

and the principles of her policy in the encourage-

ment of agriculture;" London, 1774, Svo., 4s.

" Tour in Ireland, with general observations on the

estate of that kingdom, made in 1776-7-8 and 9 5

Dubhn, 1790, 2 vols., Svo. " An essay on the

culture of cole-seed for feeding sheep and cattle;"

Svo. " Annals of agriculture and other useful arts ;"

pubHshed in nuT.bers. Bury St. Edmunds, 1786 to

1S04, 40 vols. Svo. "The question of wool

stated;" London, 1787, Svo. "The example of

France a warning to Britain;" London, 1793, Svo.,

2s. 6d. "Travels during the years 1787-S and 9,

undertaken more particularly with the view of

ascertaining the cultivation, wealth, resources, and

national prosperity of the kingdom of France
;"

Bury St. Edmunds, 1792, 4 vols., 32s. " General

view of the agriculture of the county of Suffolk,

drawn up for the Board of Agriculture;" London,

1797, 4 vols., Svo. "An enquiry into the state of

mind among the lower classes, and on the means
of turning it to the welfare of the state ;" London,

1794, Svo., Is. "General view of the agricul-

ture of the county of Lincoln, drawn up for the

Board of Agriculture ;" London, 1798, Svo., 9s.

" An enquiry on the propriety of applying wastes

to the maintenance and support of the poor;"

London, 1801, Svo,, 2s. 6d. "The farmer's kalen-

dar, containing the business necessary to be per-

formed on the various kinds of farms during every

month of the year;" London, 1800-1812. " Es-

say on manures;" London, 1804, Svo. "General

view of the agriculture of Hertfordshire, drawn up

for the Board of Agriculture;" London, 1804, Svo.^

12s. "General view of the agriculture of the

county of Norfolk ;" London, 1804, Svo., Ss.

" General view of the agriculture of the county of

Essex ;" London, 1806-7, 2 vols., Svo., 12s. " Ge-

neral report on enclosures;" London, 1807-8, Svo.

" General view of the agriculture of Oxfordshire
;"

London, IS09, 8vo., 14s. " General view of the

agriculture of the county of Sussex, drawn up for

the Board of Agriculture;" London, 1809, Svo., 14s.

"Advantages whichhave resulted from the establish-

ment of the Board of Agriculture;" London, 1809,

Svo., 9s. " On the husbandry of the celebrated

British farmers, Messrs. Bakewell, Arbuthnot, and

Duckett;" London, 1811, 4to., 5s. " Inquiry into

the progressive value of money, as marked by the

price of agricultural produce;" London, 1812,

Svo., 2s. 6d. "An essay on manures;" "Nichol-

son's Journal," vols. 18, pp. 120, 1809.

Arthur Young was a person of ardent tempera-

ment, and much vivacity of thought. His zeal,

enterprize, and energy, were quite characteristic of

himself, and his labour was untiring and assiduity

indefatigable. He had a strong bias to calculationi

which led him to a speculative policy on most

points, and was much assistedbya very quick imagi-

nation. His services to agriculture were impor-

tant, and the value would have been greater if he

had confined himself to the sole object of agricul-

ture, and avoided the political and party themes of

which he was ever ready to be the champion and

asserter. He carried this rampant feeling with him

to the Board of Agriculture, by which he severed

the claims of its utility, and ultimately effected its

dissolution; he and its president working its

ruin.

The writings of Young are very carelessly per-

formed, and most immethodically arranged. Let-

ters, dates, signatures, compliments, and quotations,

do not convey a meaning as it should be done in a

concise essay, having a beginning, a middle, and

an end—stating the purpose, the doing of it, and

the application of the result. He projected nothing

new or original, nor devised any different scheme

of agriculture in any point; but he collected a

huge mass of miscellaneous information, which had

no small eflfect on the progress of agriculture. His

ideas do not seem to have been very practically

clear on any point. The vision was too hastily

decisive, and the prospect dimmed by some

crochetty opinion. It cannot be denied but that

he reflected lustre on the age and country in which

he lived, and that he filled a large space in the

public eye for a long series of years. He was

much esteemed abroad, and had many presents

sent him from the occupants of thrones, and pupils

came to him from various nations to be instructed

by his precept and example. In the private rela-

tions of life he has never been impeached—his

individual worth has met no accusation, and his

moral integrity has never been assailed. The

strays of temperament are not very hurtful, and

the times in which he lived must be charged with

the political crochets of Young. His services sink

the quibbles of party beneath an overwhelming-

load of the most meritorious deservings.

I 2
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Lot 2 increased 1 cwt. 3 qrs. 21 lb. during the

month in the haramels, having been fed on vetches

and ItaUan ryegrass, with no cake. (These
two lots in the hammeJs increased in weight, dur-

ing the course of the month, 3 cwt. 3 qrs. 21 lb.)

cwt. qrs. lb.

No. 1 10 1 7

„ 2 8 3 14

„ 3 8 1

27 1 21

Lot 3 increased 1 cwt. 2 qrs. in the course of the

month in stalls, with 3 lb. of cake to each animal
per day, making the quantity 270 lb., and the

cost, at three farthings the lb., I6s. lO^d. They
had vetches and Italian ryegrass besides,

cwt. qrs. lb.

No. 1 10 3

„ 2 9 14

„ 3 8 1 14

28 1

jOt 4 increased 1 cwt. 2 qrs. in the month in the

stalls, on vetches and Italian ryegrass, without
cake. (The two lots in the stalls increased in

weight, in the course of the month, 3 cwt.)

cwt. qrs. lb.

No. 1 9 1

,, 2 ,.., . 8 2

„ 3 8 1

26
Lot 5 increased 2 cwt. in the course of the month,

on pasture, with 3 lb. of cake to each animal per

day, making the quantity 270 lb., which, at three

farthings the lb., gives a cost of l6s. lO^d.

cwt. qrs. lb.

No. 1 9 1

„ 2. ...

.

9 1

„ 3 8

2G 2

Lot 6 increased only 2 qrs. in the month, on pas-

ture, without cake. (The two lots on 'pasture in-

creased, in the course of the month, 2 cwt. 2 qrs.)

cwt. qrs. lb.

No. 1 9 2

„ 2 8 2

„ 3 ..6 2

24 2

The cattle in the first four lots of this table re-

ceived three feeds of Italian ryegrass and one feed

of winter tares every day, each lot receiving the

same quantities. The lots on pasture were in dif-

ferent fields, but the grass was equally good in

quantity and quality.

In seems imnecessary to continue such details

for each month to the 5th of February, 1852;*
suffice it to state the particular circumstances ob-

servable in each month. In July the elements of

feeding were precisely the same as in June. The

* It is but justice to Mr. Templeton to state that

he furnished tabular statements containing as

minute particulars as the above for every month, to

the 5th of February, 1852.—Editor.

grass and vetches were not so good as in June, and
the cattle in the hammels and stalls, in consequence,

did not improve so much as in that month. Those
on pasture had good grass.

In August, the cattle in the hammels and stalls

were fed on Italian ryegrass and clover, instead of

winter vetches. The Italian ryegrass was given in

three feeds a-day, and the clover one feed, both being

very succulent and good. The cattle in the hammels
and stalls, as well as on the pasture, had 279 lb. of

cake to each lot, which enhanced the cost to l7s.

S^d. The pastures were good, and the cattle made
more improvement than in any other of the months.

In September, the cattle in the hammels and
stalls were fed on Italian ryegrass ; but neither it

nor the pasture was so good as in August, and the

cattle, in consequence, did not make so much im-

provement. The quantity of cake given to each lot

was 270 lb., ^vhich reduced the cost again to

16s. 10§d.

In October, the cattle in the hammels and stalls

were fed with two feeds of grass and one of yel-

low turnips and hay every day. Both the grass

and pasture being deficient, the cattle made no im-

provement, except those in the hammels, of which

one lot gained 2 cwt. 2 qrs. 21 lb., and the other

1 qr., in the course of the month. The quantity of

cake given to each lot was 279 lb., and the cost was

again enhanced to r7s. Si^d. On the 5th of No-
vember, the cattle on pasture in Lot 5 were put

beside those in the hammels in Lots 1 and 2, vv'hile

those of Lot 6 were put into stalls beside Lots 3

and 4. The cattle now received the same kind and

and quanthy of turnips.

In November, the cattle in both hammels and

stalls had each 84 lb. of yellow turnips, and 14 iD.

of hay, at three feeds. No. 2 of Lot 6, in the stalls,

lost 28 lb. in the course of this month, and made
no improvement during the experiment, which

caused a great drawback in this lot. No reason

could be assigned for this state of the animal, as it

seemed as healthy as its companions. Each lot had

270 lb. of cake, at a cost of l6s. lOkl.

In December, all the cattle received 84 lb. of

Swedish turnips, and 14 lb. of hay, at three feeds.

The improvement of the cattle on the Swedish tur-

nip was very strikingly exemplified over that on

the yellow turnip. The quantity of cake consumed

by each lot was 279 lb., at a cost of l7s. S^d.
'

In January, 1852, all the cattle were fed in the

same manner as in the preceding month, both as

regards turnip, hay, and cake. The improvement

in the condition of the cattle in the course of the

month WHS very manifest, and would have been as

great as in August, had it not been for the sta-

tionary state of No. 2 in Lot 6, as already referred

to.

The following table exhibits the particulars of

each lot of cattle, and of each animal, from the 5th

of June, 1851, to the 5th of February, 1852, giving

the increase of each animal for the eight months,

and the increase of each lot for the same time, to-

gether with the qualities and cost of the cake con-

sumed, as also the difference of increase in the

different modes of treatment, and these between the

three lots that had cake, and those which had

none :

—
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ARTERIAL DRAINAGE.
One good will result from the present long-con-

tinued deluge of rain—like that which closed the

last century, it will stimulate the least energetic

among farmers and landowners to drain their lands.

The extensive and rich alluvial tracts on the banks of

our principal rivers, which have now been inun-

dated for nearly two months in a manner that must

])rove injurious to the crops for several years, will

enforce with greater urgency than any other argu-

ment the necessity of improving the present defec-

tive arterial drainage of many important districts.

It is impossible to have travelled of late along the

valleys of the Thames, the Severn, and the Trent

— to say nothing of rivers of less note— without
having been struck with this fact, and without being

convinced that works of arterial drainage are an es-

sential prehminary to theeflectivefurrow-draining of

those lands which are but little elevated above the

floods. As the drainage of the uplands proceeds,

the importance of improving the main lines of

watercourse will become more urgent. The health

of the population, no less than the productiveness

of the soil, is suffering from the want of it. From
various quarters we hear of the prevalence of

typhus fever in rural districts; and the malady

will increase with the first warmth of spring and

the exhalations which it will cause from the satu-

rated land.

For the effectual remedying of the evil, it will be

necessary that two impediments should be removed.

Old commissions of drainage will, in many cases,

require to be remodelled, and powers to remove

mill-dams and other obstructions of that nature, and

to compensate the owners for their removal, must be

given to the new commissions. Such obstructions

are often more injurious to the adjoining lands

than natural impediments in the river channels

;

and the damage which they cause to the land is,

in many instances, greater than the benefit which

they confer on their owners.

It is common to see these water mills accompa-

nied by the tall chimney of a steam-engine, to be

used during that not inconsiderable portion of the

year when the operations of the water-wheel must

be suspended without such aid, in consequence

either of floods or of drought; there are, more-

over, many cases in which steam, as the most

economical motive power, might wholly supersede

water.

Many Commissions of Drainage will require

to be remodelled, both as regards their constitution

and their jurisdiction. With respect to jurisdiction,

it is essential that its bounds should be not terri-

torial but natural ; not limited to hundreds or

counties, but co-extensive with the whole catchment

basin drained by a river and its tributaries, over

whatever counties or parts of counties it may ex-

tend. Along the valleys of our principal rivers there

aremany separate Boards of Drainage, all working at

a disadvantage, if they work at all, because they work

without any combined system of operations. The

proprietors near the head waters lay their own lands

dry at the expense of those immediately below them.

These cannot relieve themselves of the additional

waters poured down upon them, because they have

no command over the outfall, which is under the

jurisdiction of other commissioners, who regard

—

and with their present limited powers, very properly

regard—only the immediate interests of the locality

under their special care. These local boards not

only are without the power of systematic action,

but they are encumbered with the expense of more

than one staff where one would suffice. Their

local establishments, generally inefficient, cost

more than the sum which would command the

best professional services for a large district.

The success which has attended the con-

solidation of the local road trusts round

London is a strong argument in favour of

the consolidation of the separate and independent

Commissions of Sewers at present existing within

one natural area of drainage. Their composition

closely resembles that of the old and inefficient road

trusts ; and it is not surprising that the same kind

of tree should bear the same kind of fruits.

The principal landowners of the district are

nominally members, but, in reality, take little or no

part in the proceedings. There is a host of the

small gentry and of clergy among the commis-

sioners, quahfied for the sake of the position in

society which the office is supposed to indicate, and

for the social parties which close the meetings

for business—or quasi business. Among a body

so constituted a knowledge of the principles of

engineering, and competence to judge of the merits

of any plan of improvement laid before them, is

not to be expected. Such knowledge is not ex-

pected in the officers who have charge of the works.

It would even be held a disqualification, as being

theoretical ; and the preference would be given to
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some body, who veiled his Ignorance under the name

of being "practical;" and whose greatest recom-

mendation would be that the salary was an object

to him, and that he had sufficient interest to com-

mand a majority of votes. All power is virtually

in the hands of the clerk and of a noisy clique, who

bear down all attempts at administrative reform

and improvement of the drainage. Rates sufficient

to pay the salary of the clerk are passed without op-

position; but a plan for strengthening the embank-

ments, or widening and deepening the main chan-

nels and enlarging the outfalls, if brought forward,

is resisted, on the plea of economy, as a job.

Such plans, which are usually distasteful to the

governing powers of the commission, are kept back

to the close of the meeting. Any motion brought

forward then is sure to be postponed. Those who

come only to dine are anxious for their dinners :

and even the eloquence of Burke was lost on his

hearers when he " thought of convincing while they

thought of dining." The most business-like,

active, and energetic, are disgusted and wearied

v.ith the perpetual disputes raised on every ques-

tion even of mere routine, by the impracticables

abounding in a body on which the owner of two or

three acres has an equal voice with the proprietor

whose stake is the greatest in the lands liable to be

rated. In addition to these constitutional impedi-

ments to the proper discharge of their functions,

so:ne commissions are clogged with the provision

that a verdict by a jury in favour of any new work

shall be had before any plan for its execution can

be entertained by the commissioners. Such are

the evils of most of our present Commissions of

Drainage. How they may best be remedied— how

combined, systematic and efficient action may be

secured, without the introduction of too much

ofcentralization—is an important question, the dis-

cussion of which must be postponed to a future

opportunity.

In treating of the disadvantages under which our

present Commissions of rural drainage labour, we

adverted to the want of knowledge on the part of

their officers of the commonest principles of engi-

neering, on which the success of the works depend

which are entrusted to their care. We adverted

also to the incompetence of the majority of the

commissioners to form a judgment on plans laid

before them, which it is their business to sanction

or to reject. When the means of a scientific and

industrial education shall be placed within the

reach of the agricultural class, and when they shall

have availed themselves of the advantages which it

will offer, commissions of drainage constituted as at

present will work belter than they do. Their failure

arises from their being constituted on the erroneous

principle that men possess intuitively the knowledge

necessary for the proper performance of certain

duties, which knowledge is only to be obtained by

study, and is studied at present only by a few, in

order to qualify themselves for a special profession.

With the diffusion of education in applied science

a larger proportion of efficient commissioners will

be found among any ten men taken at hazard, and

a greater amount of professional knowledge will he

possessed by the lower grades of professional men.

This, however, will be the work of time. One ge-

neration must, and probably several will pass away

before this desirable state of things can be attained.

In the meantime our local boards require to be

rendered subject to some central control, exercised

by men of science, who have had practical expe-

rience in its application.

Many of our readers are, we have no doubt, at

present engaged in draining their own lands, or are

exercising (under a system of municipal self-

government) functions, the well or ill discharge of

which affects the interests of others as well as them-

selves. They are acting without any knowledge of

the principles on which the works which they direct

should be conducted ; and they are acting by

means of officers whose knowledge of the subject is

often no greater than their own. For the benefit of

such readers we offer a few remarks on the funda-

mental principles of arterial drainage and embank-

ing. We offer them not with the presumptuous

expectation of being able to communicate the neces-

sary amount of knowledge, but with the hope of

awakening some to a sense of their deficiencj', and

of stimulating others to correct it by self-education,

and to supply it in the meantime by calling in the

aid of the best professional assistance.

Rivers are the ultimate or main channels by

which the surplus waters of every district are con-

veyed to the sea. They are the arteries in which

the minor veins unite ; hence the regulation of

rivers as water-courses is called arterial drainage.

Its execution requires a knowledge of the action of

rivers, and of the motion of fluids in general, or of

hydraulics. The whole area of which any river is

the main drain is called the catchment basin of the

river. The catchment basin of every large river is

made up of a number of minor basins, through

which the fall of the ground, or the gradients of

the river, vary considerably. The fall, usually

stated in the number of feet to the mile, is gene-

rally greatest in the upper portions, and diminishes

to nearly a dead level as the sea is approached.

Where the fall of the ground, and consequently

the velocity of the current, is the greatest, a smaller

channel will suffice to convey a given volume of

water than on a more level tract. With the addi-
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tion of each successive tributary the vohune of

water is increased, and with the increased vohime

an addition is made to the velocity of the entire

mass ; hence, by one of the beautifully s-imple pro-

visions of Nature, rivers are fuinislied with the

power of enlarging their channel when they require

it, from entering the tracts near the sea, where the

fall diminishes. The increased velocity arising

from increased bulk causes increased action on the

bottom and sides, by which the channel is widened

and deejiened, unless in those cases in which such

increased action is prevented by the hardness of

the bed or the tenacity of the soil. To remove

these impediments, and to assist Nature in her

operation, constitutes the art of arterial drainage
;

and if we would work successfully, we must woik

in accordance with the laws of Nature, and copy

her mode of working.

In determining the extent to which the dimen-

sions of a river require to be enlarged, in order to

])revent the adjoining lands from being flooded,

and in order to allow of their being furi'ow-drained

to the most advantageovis depth, when the nature

of the soil is such as to require that it should be

furrow-drained, we must first ascertain the area of

the catchment basin of each part of the river,

the quantity of rain which falls on it in a given

time, and the proportion of that rain-fall which

enters the rivers in that time, during periods

of the greatest floods. We have then to ascer-

tain the dimensions of channel required to carry

it oflf. And first, with regard to catchment

basins. For determining their area accurate

maps are required, exhibiting the physical fea-

tures of the country. The O.'dnance maps, on

the scale of one inch to the mile, are the best

public maps which we at present possess for the

purpose in England. In Ireland they have Ord-

nance maps on the scale of six inches to the mile
;

but here every commission of drainage requires a

special map of its district, with the contours or

levels accurately defined, and on a sufficiently

large scale. From these we can calculate the num-
ber of acres or square miles whose surplus waters

are discharged into a river or portion of a river or

tributary. Commencing at the source, we have

first to determine the catchment-basin of the river,

till the junction of its first tributary—that is to sa)',

the area around it which it unwaters, up to the

ridges or watersheds of the surrounding high

grounds. To this must be added, at the junction

of the next tributary, the area of its basin ; and so

on through the whole course of the ri\-er. The
number of acres or of square miles in a catchment-

basin having been thus found, the next step is to

ascertain the number of cubic feet per minute

vvliich it may be expected to yield during the times

of greatest flood. Assuming half an inch in depth

as the maximum discharge into the river in twenty-

four hours— the reason for which will be stated

hereafter—we have 1815 cubic feet upon each acre.

This multiplied by the number of acres in the

catchment-basin (if the area is calculated in acres),

and the product divided by 1440 (the minutes in

twenty-four hours), will give the discharge per

minute, which must be provided for. As a more
expeditious process, suflSciently accurate for prac-

tice, the area in acres increased by one-fourth will

give the discharge per minute in cubic feet. If, on
the otlier hand, the area of the catchment-basin be
given in square miles, the amount multiplied by
807, or, for simplicity, by 800, which is quite cor-

rect enough for practice, will give the number of

cubic feet of discharge per minute, on the assump-
tion that half an inch is the greatest proportion of

the rainfall which enters the river in twenty-four

hours. If from the circumstances of the locality a

greater or smaller depth is expected, the corre-

sponding discharge per minute in cubic feet may
be found by a simple question in proportion, or by
inspection of tables which have Ijeen calculated for

that purpose.

In former articles on arterial drainage the method
of calculating the discharge j)er minute in cubic feet

from the catchment basin of the river, or the area

to be drained, was explained. We will now endea-

vour to showhow the dimensions ofchannel capableof

accommodating that discharge are determined. The
quantity of water which a channel will discharge

in a given time depends upon its sectional area, and
the mean velocity of the current. It will be neces-

sary here to ex2)lain these and other technical

terms.

The sectional area of a river or conduit consists

of the number of square feet or inches contained

in a vertical section at right angles to the stream.

The velocity of a river, or the rate at which it

flows, varies in different parts. It is greatest on
the surface and in the middle of the Btream, and
least at the bottom and on the sides, where it is

retarded by their friction. The mean velocity is the

half of the sum of velocities at the surface and at

the bottom. The determination of the mean velo-

city of a stream is a point of the utmost importance,

because upon the product of that, and the sectional

area of the channel, depends, as we have said, the

discharge or expense which, it is capableof effecting.

Its particular place in the stream cannot however

be ascertained, because it varies with the velocity.

In moderate velocities it is more than one-fourth of

the depth from the bottom ; in very great velocities

it is much higher, but never in the middle of the

depth. The superficial velocity, however, is easily

determined hy observation. We have only to note
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the distance which a float, in the middle of the

stream, is carried in a given time. From this velo-

city of the surface the bottom and mean velocities

may be obtained by calculation. The rule, divested

of its algebraic dress, may be thus stated in words.

Take unity from the square root of the superficial

velocity, and the square of the remainder will

be the velocity at the bottom. The mean velocity

is the half of the sum of these two velocities.

It is of great importance to know the bottom

velocity, because ujjon that and the kind of soil de-

pends the stability of the bed. No bed is more

durable than one of very fine clay, if the bottom

velocity is less than fifteen feet per minute. It has

been ascertained that a bottom velocity of fifteen

feet per minute will just begin to tear up very fine

clay

—

30 feet per minute will remove fine sand

;

40 feet, sand as coarse as hnseed

;

60 feet, fine gravel.

120 feet, round pebbles of an inch diameter.

180 feet, angular stones of two inches diameter.

Other terms in hydraulic engineering which re-

quire explanation are the following :

—

The border of a river is that portion of the

bottom and sides which are- in contact with the

water.

The hydraulic mean depth is the depth which the

river would occupy in a channel, having vertical

sides and a flat bottom, of equal area with the natural

channel.

The form of the section of river beds is trapezoidal;

the slope of the sides generally one to one—that is,

one foot horizontal to one of depth. These, how-

ever, are sometimes found too steep to be perma-

nent, and in the upper portions of rivers and in the

steeper grounds a slope of 4 to 3 is frequently

adopted, being a slope common in nature, and

found to stand well. The sectional area, the border,

the mean hydraulic depth, the fall or declivity, and

the mean velocity of the current, are the elements

of calculation in determining the quantity of water

which a channel will carry off" in a given time.

Supposing the sides to have a slope of one to one,

the sectional area is found by multiplying the

breadth of the bottom by the depth, and adding

the square of the depth.

The border is found by multiplying the depth by

the square root of 8, and adding the breadth of the

bottom. To find the hydraulic mean depth, divide

the sectional area by the border thus found. The
hydraulic mean depth (see the explanation given

of it above) is required for the determination of

the mean velocity; and the mean velocity is such,

that if the whole stream moved with it, it would

produce the same discharge as results from the

compound motion of its parts. To calculate the

mean velocity, multiply the hydrauhc mean depth

by twice the fall in feet per mile, take the square

root of the product, and multiply it by 55, or,

which is the same thing, by the decimal fraction

,9166 multiplied by 60, the seconds in a minute.

Lastly, the mean velocity multiplied by the sec-

tional area gives the discharge per minute in cubic

feet. The discharge may also be obtained by mul-

tiplying the sectional area by the mean velocity,

deduced by calculation, in the manner previously

described, from the observed surface velocity.

In the preceding calculations the sides were sup-

posed to have a slope of one to one. There are

other processes by which the discharge of channels

having sides of a greater or less slope may be

ascertained. By these means the quantity of

water which a channel of certain dimensions, and

having a given fall, is capable of discharging in a

specified time, is found. Converse processes give the

dimensions of channel which are necessary to pro-

vide for a given quantity of water. These calcula-

tions are tedious and laborious ; and therefore, to

save time and trouble, tables constructed from them

are generally used in practice. Many useful tables

of this kind, and others, for ascertaining the water

power of a stream, and the cubic contents of earth

work, will be found in a little work on hydraulic

engineering, by John Dwyer, C.E., engaged in

the Drainage Department of the Board of Works
in Ireland; a work which has been already noticed

in our paper. The author describes it as de-

signed for the use of engineers, mill-owners, land

surveyors, and inspectors of drainage. We would

conclude by strongly recommending the study of

it to Commissionei-s of Drainage—not without great

doubt, however, whether many will be found capa-

ble of calculating, even with the aid of these tables,

whether the dimensions of channel proposed for

the improvement of the drainage of their district

are suflRcient to carry ofli" the water which it will

receive from the area to be drained. The want of

this ability frequently prevents those commissioners

from forming a correct opinion, who are conscien-

tiously desirous of doing so. An eminent engineer,

for instance, will have been consulted. His plan

is expensive because he gives the channel the requi-

site width, to carry off" the quantity of water to be

provided for, with such a moderate velocity as

shall secure the permanence of the bed. In every

district there are plenty of local geniuses, who un-

der the name of " practical men" are supposed to

understand intuitively any business that has a good

remuneration attached to it. Such are ever ready

to rush in where others fear to tread, and are sure

of plenty of support from the members of " Saxon

institutions " like our present Commissions of

Drainage, which are better adapted to the times
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practical men undertakes to effect all that is re-

quired at less expense. His plan is adopted be-

cause the commissioners do not know enough of

hydraulics to be able to detect its errors. The

works are executi^d ; and when a great outlay has

been incurred, it is found that the channel is insuf-

ficient to carry off the surplus water of the district

;

or that its declivity is so great, and the slope of the
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sides so small, that the steam is constantly under-

mining its banks, and entailing annual expense for

repairs, to which the local practical man has of

course no objection. Even the straightening of the

bends of a river requires more study of the action

of running water, and of the rocks and soils over

which it flows, and more calculation, than is usually

supposed, in order to render it beneficial, or to

prevent it being worse than useless.

THE FALL OF

The year just dosed has been distinguished by its heavy

falls of rain, which were chiefly in January and Febrnary, then

iu June and August, and again in the three last months of the

year. The north of England had its share of this fall in the

earlier parts of the year; but iu the latter period, the midland

and southern parts of England seem to have had more heavy

rain than has been experienced in Lancashire and Yorkshire.

Before proceeding to notice the actual fall of rain during the

year 18.J2 iu various places, it may be as well, by way of data for

comparison and just estimate, to cite the average or mean fall

at different places, taken for greater or less periods—at the

same time guarding the reader against any conclusions drawn

as to average quantities, from periods shorter than 18 or 20

years. To begin with Manchester, the late Dr. Dalton re-

corded the fall here, monthly and yearly, during 47 years,

a3 follows :

—

Monthly and 1794-1801, 1802-1818, 1819-1840, 1794-1840,

annual mean 8 years. 17 years. 22 years. 47 years,

of rain-fall. Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches.

January 2.06 2.357 2.257 2.257

February .... 2.26 2.631 2.373 2.444

March 1.77 2.283 2.521 2.304

April 2.42 1.663 2.330 2.109

May 2.92 2.653 2.189 2.460

June 1.76 2.417 3.244 2.691

July 3.51 3.349 4.053 3.706

August 3.73 3.109 3.672 3.478

September... 4.16 2.431 3.434 3.195

October 3.96 3.628 3.731 3.733

November.... 3.14 3.490 4.089 3.710

December.... 2.91 3.585 3.501 3.431

RAIN IN 1852.

Total year. . 34.60 33.596 37.394 35.518

First quarter.

.

Second quarter

Mean, 1825-1834.

Inches.

.... 5.880

7.847

13.727

Third quarter . .

.

Fourth quarter.

.

Mean, 1835-1844.

Inches.

7.865

7.090

14.955

11.025

10.309

Second half 21.3

Year 35.115

During the remaining eight years from 1845 to 1852,

21.334

36.289

both

1845.

1846.

1847.

1848.

Inches.

..38.35

..31.95

..40.30

..41.35

inclusive, we give the actual yearly fall of rain each year :—
Inches.

1849 36.15

1850 33.00

1851 31.50

1852 39.40

This would give the annual mean for these eight years of

36.50 inches ; that for the previous 20 years 35.702 inches ;

and for the whole 28 years 36.10 inches.

Again, if we take Dr. Dalton's mean for 47 years, including

1840, and give each succeeding year from Mr. Buchan's rain-

gauge at Ardwick, we shall then cover the whole of the period

since 1794 :

—

Year. Inches. I Year. Inches.

1841 41.50 1843 39.80

1842 33.45 |
1844 26.03

(The years 1845 to 1852 are given above.)

The annual mean of the 12 years since Dalton is 36.60 inchts

at Ardwick ; or assuming the whole to be a continuous series of

I

registers for 59 years, the annual mean would be 36.05 inches.

We come next to the year just closed. The following table

j
exhibits the monthly fall at three places in or near Manchester

It will suffice for all our present purposes to regard, as the

result of observations extended over 47 years (the rain-gauges

beiug placed, we believe, in the premises of the Mayfield print-

works, where they were not much influenced by buildings),

that the mean annual rain-fall for that period in Manchester

is about 35^ inches. But we are enabled to extend the annual

mean rain-fall to the present time, by the kindness of Mr. L.

Buchaa, who has had a rain-gauge, ftee from all overshadowing

building, near his residence at Ardwick, and has regularly

registered the rain-fall, from the year 1825 to the present time.

During the ten years from 1825 to 18S4 inclusive, the yearly

mean fall of rain was 35.115 inches; and in the following ten

years, from 1835 to 1844 inclusive, the annual mean was

36.289 inches. Mr. Buchan also took the mean fall for each

quarter of a year in both these decades as follows :

—

during each month of 1852

whole year :

—

Month. Manchester.
Inches.

i January 5.69

I

February.. ..

1 March
April

May
June
July

August
i
September ..

' October ....

November ..

December ..

and also the actual fall of the

L81

0.63

0.56

1.35

6.02

4.17

5.42

2.45

3.79

5.23

5.61

The whole year . 45.73

Botanic Gardens.

Inches.

5.50

4.10

0.70
0.50

1.60

4.80

2.70

5.20

2.50

3.50

5.20

4.70

41.00

4.73

Ardwick.
Inches.

5.20

3.05

0.60

0.55

1.60

5.2§

3.00

4.60

2.10

360
4.70

5.15

39.40

6.33
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The Manchester register is from Mr. Casartelli's rain-gauge,

which is so remarkably above the otiiers, that some doubt has

been cxprcsaed as to its accuracy. The rain-gauge at Ardwick

is that of Mr. L. Buchan, an experienced and careful observer

and recorder. The gauge at the Botanic Gardens registered

4.73 inches less rain in the year 1852, than that of Mr. Casar-

telli; and Mr. Buchau's gauge at Ardwick registered 6.33

inches less than Mr. Casartelli's. We will next exhibit, iu

juxtaposition, the monthly rain-fall of 1836—the heaviest in

Manchester for more than a quarter of a century—with that

of each month in the last four years :

—

183G. 1849. 1850. 1851. 1852.

Months. liiches. Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches.

January 370 4 20 4.96 3.15 5 20

February .... 2 60 2.00 2.30 1.70 3.05

March 3.60 0.70 0.90 3.40 0.60

April 280 1.15 2.50 0.60 0.55

May 60 2.90 1.80 1.95 160
June 4.30 2.00 5.60 5.25 5 25

July 5.40 5.30 2.80 3.55 3.00

August 1.70 • 2.60 3.95 2 80 4.60

September... 4.60 4.55 2.80 1.50 2.10

October 3.55 3.55 3.00 3.95 3.60

November... 6 80 4.35 3.80 1.70 4.70

December ... 3.95 4.95 2 25 1.60 5,15

Total year 43.60 36.15 33.00 31.50 39.40

In the above table we have two years below the average, one

slightly, and two considerably above it. It will be seen, if we

take the three last months of the year, that in that period, ia

1836, the fall was 14.30 inches, and in 1852, 13.45 inches—

the usarest approach to that excessive fall for some years past.

The following are the only years since 1825, in which the

annual fall has exceeded 40 inches at Ardwick :

—
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ou which it (the disease) prevails is still, lithcr blaclf, and

deep. Here I must put myself io direct opposition to him

again, as I have never seen the disease in that description of

fo!l, but always upon a red loam wilJi a hard retentive subsoil,

or dry red soil, with grcvelly bottom.

In his 3rd and loth paragraphs, Mr. Singer states, sowing

in wet weather has a very powerfnl effect in developing its

evils. Now, all practical farmers must agree that it is most

desirable to have the land in dry working order at seed-time;

yet sometimes this cannot be obtained : and I am convinced

that wet ploughing, hoeing, &c., has nothing to do with the

disease.

Mr. Singer, in the 4th paragraph of his letter, gives us an

account of his mode of manuring for turnips, which, if it suc-

ceeds, must entitle him to the £1,000 prize offered by the

English Agricultural Society for a substitute for Peruvian

guano. If Mr. S. can manure one cere oi land for turnip

withHcwt. of superphosphate of lime and two bushels of

undissolved bones, I cannot see the use of going to Peru for

guano. The fertilising power of superphosphate of lime may

be very great, but it would require to be greater still before

the generality of the farmers in the south of Scotland could

be convinced that the disease in Mr. S.'s turnips was not

owing to the want of manure.

I agree with Mr, S. in what he states in paragraphs 5th

and 6th, as to the time at which the disease shows itself, and

as to its being partial in its ravages— affecting one end of a

drill or field whilst the other may be entirely free from it—the

reason, as I shall afterwards show, being the difference in the

nature of the soil.

With what !Mr. S. states in paragraph 7th, about insects

being the effect of the disease, and not to some extent the

cause, I cannot agree. Were there no insects, there would he

no fingers and toes, in my opinion.

Neither can I agree with what he says of the preventive

influence of draining, liming, and subsoiling, as I have seldom

or ever seen the disease in damiy land.

The remaining paragraphs of Mr. S.'s letter I must, in the

meantime, pass over for want of room, and conclude by briefly

stating my own opinion of the cause of the disease, leaving

the public to judge to what extent I have succeeded in ac-

counting for it.

1st. Let me describe the nature of the soil upon the farm to

which my observations refer. It is of two kinds ; the one a

red loam, the other a grey loam j but both on the same kind

of subsoil, viz., hard retentive till. The fields on the farm are

so laid off as to leave four acres of red loam in the end of

every field, and the remaining portion of the field grey loam.

Now, I have always found the grey loam much more moist

than the red ; whilst on the dry red soil the turnips were al-

most entirely destroyed by the disease ; the grey soil, retain-

ing its dampness, was seldom if ever visited by the disease at

all. Why was this ? I was led to ask myself. The seed was

the same, maniure the same, time of sowing the same, and yet

the crop was entirely destroyed on one part of the field, and

on the other part unhurt.

2nd. !My decided conviction is, that Wire Worm is the

cause of the disease, and that this will enable us to account for

many other facts for which we have often been at a loss to

assign a cause, such as the disease prevailing much in land

from which clover has been lately cut, and its absence from

moist soils.

The idreworm, ready for operations when the crop has been

in the soil >i.lout si.\ weeks, seizes on the niaiii root of the plai.ts

some of these he cuts entirely through, and others are but

wounded: this latter is most generally the case, The

plants whose roots are entirely cut through die, and £re

carried away by the first blast. Those whose roots are

but partially cut by the worm at first may be seen, when

the strong noon sun beams upon them, sickly and droop-

ing ; but when the evening comes, and its invigorating dew

is felt, they revive. The wounded plant in the mean time,

by an effort of nature, endeavours to ward off its doom, by

making up for the loss it has sustained in its wounded main

root. Immediately above the place whore the worm has

wounded it, it sends out small tendrils. The superabundance

of nourishment which its leaves derive from the atmosphere

force it to do this ; but these small tendrils, owing to their

inability to force their way deep into the soil for that strength

which the soil alone can afford them, cannot make up to the

plants for the loss of the wounded main stem. The consequence

is that it dies, the root being entirely eaten through, or lingers

out a stunted and profitless existence, to the farmer's sorrov/.

I have said above that the supposition of the ivireworm being

the cause of the disease enables us to account for many other-

wise unaccountable appearances. It accounts fully for the

disease not making its appearance on the grey moist soil, and

for its ravages in the dry red soil ; the moisture being destruc-

tive to the wireworm, and the dry soil that which agrees with

it. It accounts for the disease prevailing in land which has

been ploughed for turnip after clover having been either cut or

eaten off it. The flowers of the clover attract the parents of

the wireworm. Those parents deposit their eggs upon the

flowers, or near them. These eggs are left to be ploughed

deep down out of the reach of frost by the autumn plough
;

and the coming spring and commencement of summer, having

undergone the needful transformation, they are ready to seize

on the tender root of the turnip so soon as it reaches them in

the soil.

It enables us to account for another fact ; viz., that where

the oat crop is damaged with wire-worm the turnip crop will

be damaged even to a greater extent. How shall we account

for this but by attributing it to the same agency ? Having

thus stated my opinion of the cause of the disease, and given

some reasons to sustain that opinion, I might well leave the

matter in the hands of your readers ; but, with your kind

permission, I will make a remark or two, ere I close, on some

causes to which farmers generally have attributed this disease.

First. It has been attributed to over ijreen cropping. This

is not true. The land on which our turnips have become in-

fected with the disease has not, I may safely say, gro'.vn

turnips for a century.

Secondly. The disease has been ascribed to the sort of

manure used. Now I have tried all, or almost ail, the manures

used for green crops ; in every possible combination, but with

no favourable result. The kind of manure, in my opiai

has no effect on the disease.

Thirdly. It has been said, again, that the disease is owing

in a great measure to the time of sowing. I think there is

some truth in this. The common turnip has not suffered with

the disease to the same extent as the swede ; neither have

swedes sown in June been hurt by the disease to the same

extent as those sown in May. I attribute this to the time of

sowing, and that the wire-worm had then other food which it

preferred to it ; or, perhaps, at the time when the common

turnip had reached the period at which other kinds were
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attacked, the wire-worm might be preparing to undergo its

transformation into an insect, to make war on the leaves

instead of the roots of the turnip, as we experienced, to our

cost, last season.

But I feel, Mr. Editor, I have trespassed already too much

on your valuable space ; I must have done. If the observa-

tions I have made lead men of experience carefully to consider

the matter, and communicate the result of their observations

for the benefit of all, or if it afford a hint which may be useful

in leading to a satisfactory solution of the difficulty in the

curing or preventing the disease, I shall be more than rewarded

for thus directing attention to it.

I am, &c., &c.,

Dnmgin, Jan., IS53. Thomas Limond.

—Wigtownshire Free Press.

AGRICULTURAL IMPROVEMENTS.
Were it possible for some old intelligent farmer, who lived

in this country 150 years ago, to revisit the former haunts of

his industry, and take a cursory review of the improved sys-

tems and increased productions in agriculture since his time,

we wonder what his sentiments would be.

In his youthful and sunny days, he had often, on his way

to the distant lime-craig, left that old thatched range of build-

ings ere break of day, and with his good old " Malley," led by

a stout hair-halter, trudged along the foot-tracks here and

there bisecting the wide-spread heath, for many weary miles.

Once at the kiln, a bag filled and thrown over Malley's

back, formed the fitting load for a returning journey.

A bag of lime each day for two or three of the summer

months, the thistles pulled from amongst the corn, and carried

to the stable-manger, formed the heaviest portion of the work

upon the farm. The winter's labour consisted of the thrashing

of the grain and the ploughing of the land for a succeeding

crop.

The amusements of ice-playing in winter, and quoiting iu

summer, required and got the largest share of the farmer's

time and attention. Kents were low, and prices high; by

little labour all could live ; and if so, what need for more ?

To any one accustomed all his life long to look on such a

state of things with perfect satisfaction, merely because of

his innocent state of ignorance, the utilitarian practices of the

agriculturists of the present day would certainly cause consi-

derable astonishment. Looking at the present state of things,

it can scarcely be doubted that farming is destined soon to

assume its legitimate position as a business, requiring as

great aptitude in the discharge of its numerous duties, and as

much scientific and general knowledge, as any other profes-

sion of the age in which we live.

Great as have been the agricultural improvements of a bye-

gone century, and however far we may have outstripped the

practices then so general, we cannot rest contented with this

result. No ! prejudice, if not eradicated, must cower out of

sight ; and " onward !" in scientific and practical acquire-

ments, must become the motto of ail who would wish to

become successful improvers.

Keeping this in view, we are justified in inferring that in a

century hence the improvements eflFected in our agricultural

systems, and the increase in our agricultural productions will

be far in advance of anything we can at present conceive. By
what agency has the heath-clad sheets of land in many

counties been converted into productive soil? How does it

happen that a cold wet piece of land, let as a feu to an indus-

trious man, speedily assumes under his management a very

different power of production, and in the component parts of

its Soil is almost changed in its very nature ?

All this is the result of judicious and systematic manage-

ment ; and in the case of the feuar, the beneficial effects of a

suitable concentration of capital are very strikingly illustrated.

If increased production has been profitahly secured on a

limited breadth of land, it may also be obtained on a farm,

provided capital, skill, and perseverance—the lever, the

fulcrum, and the agent—are properly applied. If there is one

system in agriculture more than another which is likely to

effect great and important results to the farmer and the com-

munity at large, it is the application of manures in a fluid

form, conjoined with the thorough disintegration of the soil.

By liquid manures, we do not mean the discharge from cattle

stalls applied to the land by itself, but what may be more pro-

perly termed liquefied manure, being the fa;ces dissolved in

water along with the urine, and in that state applied to the

soil.

In this way, and by mixing the liquid with such portable

fertilizers as the particular plants to be grown may require,

they may be supplied in a soluble form, with all the ingredi-

ents necessary to develop their structures.

By thorough arterial drainage of the soil, and deep and

pulverizing cultivation, suitable drill and other implements,

superior house accommodation for stock and the preparation

of manures, and by all the aids of science now so happily

brought to bear on agriculture, there cannot be a doubt that

ere many years the productiveness of this country will be

greatly increased.

As the productive power of land increases, its value will

also advance ; and accordingly, it is perfectly in accordance

with sound business calculations to estimate, that the intrinsic

worth of land has yet to reach its maximum standard.

Such being the case, the proprietor has his property en-

hanced by the improvements of his tenant, and will therefore

find it to be his interest to let his land to none but improving

tenants. On the same principle, it is equally his interest to

encourage an improving farmer, by every assistance which can

be regarded consistent with sound judgment, for landlord and

tenant mutually hang upon one another, and it is only when

they both feel this, that they can each be benefited by agri-

cultural improvements.

J. LocKHART Morton,
Edinburgh, January, 1853.

YORKSHIRE AGRICULTURAL SO.
CIETY.—We understand that the above society

has determined on holding a Christmas show of

fat stock and poultry in addition to its summer
show. The prizes are, we are informed, on a

very liberal scale, as much as £lOO being intended

to be offered for poultry alone.

HIGHLAND AND AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.—
The half yearly general meeting of this society was held on

Tuesday, in Edinburgh, the Earl of Rosslyu in the chair, when

the Duke of Hamilton was elected president of the society, in

the room of the Duke of Roxburghe, whose presidency has ex-

pired.
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AGRICULTURE AND F R E E -T R A D E

.

TO THL tUITOR OF THK TI.MLS.

Sir,— It is now a ( .velvf rnonlli since the series of letters

appeared in which I concluded my suivey of the agricul-

tural districts of England as your Commissioner. I then

ventured to indicate the measures of a public character

which, in addition to those within the power of individual

landlords and farmers, appeared to me requisite, on the

part of the Legislature, to place the agricultural interest in

asafe position. During the interveningtimeagreat change

has taken place in the agricultural feeling, and, " unre- i

stricted competition" having now been declared by all
|

parties to be the rule of fature legislation, it becomes I

those who are more immediately connected with land, as
1

owners or occupiers, to consider whether any trammels
j

huider (hem in entering on this course, and in what
j

manner they may best turn to advantage the means which
j

an increased circulation of money and a lower rate of

interest have given them. The opportunity which I had,

as your Commissioner, of personally investigating the
;

state of agriculture in nearly every English county, and
,

my familiarity with the subject in North Britain, lead me
to hope that I shall not be deemed presumptuous in try-

ing to draw attention at the present moment to our po-

sition.

The suggestions with which my letters closed in 18.51,

and which the experience of another year has greatly

strengthened, arc these :— Facilitate the transfer of land;

render it more easily available as a fund of credit
;
give

a partial power of sale, under sutticient safeguards, to

the owners of settled estates; encourage leases with

liberal covenants ; alter the law of settlement, and e.xtend

the labourers' opportunities of receiring education ; and

collect agricultural statistics.

To most of these measures Parliament has now given

its sanction, for Ireland. The entire prostration of that

country was needed to convince the Legislature of the

impolicy of perjjetuating encumbered property in the

hands of owners who had all the responsibilities of that

position without the means of discharging them. The

same necessity has not arisen in this country, but in

many quarters it is more imminent than is supposed.

Nor are just and beneficial measures to be postponed

merely because injurious practices which exist have not

yet become ruinous. The frustration of land improve-

ment in a country with limited surface is a positive evil

which it concerns the Legislature to remove.

Since the report by the committee of the Lords in

1846, the most important recommendation of which was
" the improvement of the law of real property, the

simplification of titles and of the forms of conveyance,

and the establishment of some effective system for the

registration of deeds," repeated attempts have been

made to facilitate the transfer of land. The expenses,

including stamps, upon a sale of ^50 value were proved

before that committee to amount to 30 per cent., upon

a sale of £100 value to 15 per cent., upon a sale of

^'600 value to 7i per cent., and upon i.1,.500 to 5 per

cent. The difficulty and expense of raising money on

landed security, and of transferring the mortgage, is

also very great, and both circumstances are found

seriously to diminish the murketable value of real

property and to hinder it from becoming a favourite

subject for investment, except for men of large fortune.

It would be a waste of space to dilate on the public

and private disadvantages thus occasioned, for they are

acknowledged by all who have studied the subject, and

seriously felt by those who are affected by it. But, be-

sides this, much of the land of England—a far greater

proportion of it than is generally believed—is in the

possession of tenants for life so heavily burdened with

settlement encumbrances, that they have not the means

of improving the land which they are obliged to hold.

Hitherto the gradual increase, in the course of years, of

the rent of land has saved them from fatal difficulties,

but their position is a precarious one. The unprece-

dented incre;ise in the supply of gold will, no doubt,

favourably affect the prices of agricultural produce.

But this ^ill not necessarily mend their position, for a

rise of rent is dependent more on the increasing num-

ber of applicants for farms thun on the increased value

of farm produce. In ordinary circumstances the one

would act on the other, but the temptations of Australia

are becoming so extraordinary as to alter all former

grounds of calculation in matters of this kind. To far-

mers of large capital, who are willing and able to avail

themselves of every modern improvement, Australia

presents no temptation, and the owners of farms

who can afford to make such outlays as will place

th(ir lands in a condition to be occupied by this

' class are in a safe position. But the great bulk of

I

the farmers, especially in the midland and western

counties, and in the clay districts of England, are in-

dustrious men with small capital and large families,

I

who have long carried on an arduous struggle without

bctte:ing—nay, even hardly maintaining their condition.

These are the very class of men that Australia wants,

and there is probably not an instance in which such

;
families, inured to habits of agricultural industry, and

j

needing no assistance in their domestic concerns, have

not been entirelj' successful by going to that coun-

i

try. Its extent and capabilities are so enormous, that

! no possible immigration can diminish that success, or

lessen the inducements which it holds out to similar

: classes to follow. It would be a serious mistake for

I landlords to shut their eyes to the possible consequences

i of a wholesale emigiation of this, the most numerous,

' chss of English farmers. Consider the collapse which

has taken place in Ireland from the flight of the farmers

to America. The competitors for land were no doubt

1 too numerous there, and that country will be in a sounder

stale when it passes into the hands of extensive grnzing

K
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and stock farmers. But to the embarrassed landlord the

result is the same —a rental diminished by one-half, the

consequcuce not of low prices, but of absence of com-
petition, or competition confined to a class of capitalist

farmers who will only be tempted by low rente. A neg-

lected property in this country, the nominal owner of

which is incapable, from his embarrassments, to im-

prove it, will not be looked at by tenants of capital, and

tenants of limited means on such a property must be

overborne in unrestricted competition with farmers of

capital, cultivating land where every convenience and

accommodation which an unencumbered landlord finds

it his interest to give has been supplied.

The temptations to Australian emigration are even

stronger to the agricultural labourer. No possible rise

of wages in this country that we can conceive is worth

comparing with those which the labouring man can earn

in that colony, and the ties of home to the man whose

weekly toil has been hitherto so unproductive will be

severed without regret. The expense of the voyage is,

in fact, the only tie we have upon him, and, sooner or

later, we must face a considerable rise in the rate of

agricultural wages throughout England. The landlords

of this country, therefore, would do well to contemplate

in time events which are inevitable— « diminished com-
peiitionfor tmimprovcd farms, and a considerable in-

crease in. the rate of wages. The first, if it finds them
unprepared, will be as ruinous to the embarrassed owners

of neglected estates in England as it has already proved

in Ireland ; and the only remedy for the second is to

give every facility which "practice, with science," can

suggest for the successful application of well paid labour

to a soil where neither want of drainage, ill- arranged

buildings, nor unnecessary fences, diminish or dissipate

its effects.

How is this to be accomplished ? By free trade in

land ; by facilitating and lessening the cost of its trans-

fer, and by giving to embarrassed owners the power,

under sufficient safeguards, of partial sale. Measures

directed to this object are vitally important at the pre-

sent time. The capital which is flowing into the coun-

try, and floating about in search of secure investment,

would be attracted towards land. Men whose encum-
brances deprived them of the power of fulfilling the

duties of a false position which the law compelled them
to occupy would be restored to credit and self-respect

by taking a station the obligations of which were corres-

pondent with their true income, while the fresh enter-

prise of capitalists, imbued with that commercial spirit

which has thriven by free competition, would carry a

vigorous life into the cultivation of their newly-acquired

estates, which would never rest satisfied with "half

crops and whole expenses."

The next point to which I would refer is the " encou.
ragement of leases with liberal covenants." This is of

much importance in England, where it is supposed that

not more than a tenth of the land is held under lease.

The larger investment of tenants' capital which is now
required for profitable cultivation, and the greater degree

of personal independence which is the eft'ect of a more
liberal education, both point to the general adoption of

the system of letting lands for a term of years. " Tenant-

right," or compensation for unexhausted improvements,

is advocated by many influential farmers as a good sub-

stitiite for leases ; but the claims which arise under such

a right are very indefinite, and practical men differ

among themselves as to many points, which some con-

sider fairly to fall under this right, and others think

should be excluded. In Scotland a term of 19 or 21

years, with an agreement embracing the operations of the

last three or four years, is found to secure the fair rights

of both parties in all the ordinary outlays of cultivation.

This is a business contract between men, who have them-

selves to blame if they admit any conditions which are

inconsistent with their mutual rights. For durable im-

provements, such as buildings, drainage, roads, and

fences, some of the principles of the bills introduced by

the late Government for Ireland might be advantageously

applied to this country. These bills (which are substan-

tially the same as those introduced by Lord Lincoln and

Sir R. Peel's Government in 1846, though they are not

so precise in their enactments) permit the inheritance

to be burdened to the extent of four years' rental for

specific purposes of improvement, to be paid off by an

annual rent-charge in twenty-two years. The im-

provements may be executed either by the landlord or

tenant, a certificate from the Board of Works (the Irish

Board of Agriculture), certifying that their execution

would be beneficial to all parties interested, being neces-

sary before they can become chargeable against the laud.

If they are executed by the tenant, he becomes entitled

to compensation on a certain scale, according to the

nature of the improvement, if he is evicted from his

farm before the expiry of the compensating periods ;

but the landlord gets rid of all payment by permitting

the tenant to continue his occupancy until those periods

expire. It is presumed that these measures would have

been accompanied by land improvement loans, for

which the present state of the money market is particu-

larly favourable.

As an inducement to landlords to grant improving

leases, and to tenants to enter on them with spirit, a

land improvement loan would be of the greatest advan-

tage to England and Scotland. The loans of 1846 and

1850 were limited to drainage, which was an injustice to

the owners of property in England naturally so dry as

not to require drainage. The erection of desirable

buildings is scarcely second in importance to drainage,

and the present state of the farm buildings, in the

southern counties especially, is altogether inconsistent

with proper economy either of labour in preparing the

crop for sale, or of the food which is given to the live

stock, by adequate shelter and comfort. The rambling,

rickety, thatched wooden hovels, constantly needing re-

pair, with a court or a shed added here or there, as

suited the immediate wants or taste of successive occu-

pants, might do with war prices or protection; but their

inconveniences, and the waste of food which they occa-

sion, are incompatible with unrestricted competition.

Inconvenient farm roads, and a multiplication of useless

fences, are equally opposed to due economy of labour,

and their reform might very properly be included in the

objects of a land improvement loan.

It must be admitted that Government loans are not
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the right means of promoting woiks which ought to be

left to private enterprise. But everything connected

with landowning is so hemmed in by legal difficulties

that, if we wait for their removal, another generation

will go by without satisfactory progress. It is possible

that 20 years hence, as the last instalments are being re-

paid, a way out of these difficulties may have been dis-

covered which will render a repetition of the loan un-

necessary.

The recent great floods in England have shown that

there is a want of outfall in our rivers and principal

watercourses, whose sluggish course is impeded by

many obstructions, the removal of which would be a

public benefit. These obstructions to the free outlet of

the water are becoming every year more injurious, from

the extension of land drainage over the country, the

effect of which is to bring down into the main water-

courses, in one day, a fall of rain which might have

slowly and gradually percolated through the soil during

a fortnight. The system of arterial drainage, intro-

duced with such good effect in Ireland, is not less

needed in England ; but there is no department of

Government here to attend to these matters, as there is

in Ireland; and the isolated complaints of individuals,

without any general disaster, are not listened to by Par-

liament.

The condition of the labourer has undergone a consi-

derable improvement from various causes, and will con-

tinue to do so. As labour becomes more costly, it is

the interest of the employer that it be more efficient.

The power which the present state of the law gives to

landowners in " close" parishes to drive the labourers

to seek a residence in " open" parishes, by which they

are often compelled to reside some miles from the place

where they are employed, impairs this efficiency. The

contrast in this matter presented by the manufacturer is

very ably adduced by Mr. Mechi, in a lecture delivered

by him lalety at Chelmsford. The cotton-spinner, in-

stead of sending his tired labourers, by a four miles'

walk, to their crowded unwholesome hovels, provides

cottages with every convenience close to his factory
;

and, to economize their energies, he carries his work-

people from floor to floor by steam. The plough- horse

in a " close" parish is carefully provided for in the im-

mediate neighbourhood of his work, but the ploughman

must trudge his weary way to his distant home ! Now,
taking the low ground of economy, and excluding all

humane considerations, there could not be a more mis-

taken practice. The manual labour of an arable farm

in England exceeds, on the average, one-third of the

entire cost of production, inclusive of rent ; and yet the

energies of this costly power are heedlessly wasted I It

is the clear interest of the employer, as well as that of

the employed, to alter a law of settlement which encou-

rages such a system, or ivhich prevents an equalization

between the demand and supply of labour. It is equally

their interest to promote every means for making the

labourer more intelligent and skilful, by extending the

opportunities for education to parts of the country where

these are deficient.

The next topic to which I shall refer is one the

national advantages of which are greatly undervalued

—

agricultural statistics. What the returns of the Board

of Trade are to the manufacturing, commercial, and

moneyed interests, the statistics of agriculture would be

both to them and to the statesman, the landowner, and

the farmer—a safe and trustworthy guide by which to

shape their transactions. No man in this country knows

how much of the different kinds of corn is annually pro-

duced ; whether any particular kind is increasing or de-

creasing; whether we have after any given harvest ten

months' or twelve months' consumption. Wc cannot

tell with anything like precision whether the live stock

is becoming more or less numerous—a matter of much

importance to the consumer, and not less so to the agri-

culturist, of whose capital they form an increasingly

valuable element. We do not know whether pasture is

encroaching on corn, or whether, by better management,

an equal quantity of corn is reaped from a diminishing

extent of corn land. Wc hear every day of emigration,

but have no means of judging whether, and in what par-

ticular quarter, agricultural labour is becoming scarcer,

and the means of production more expensive or difficult.

An annual return of the produce of the previous

harvest, with quarterly returns of the state of the crops,

would, if properly taken, classified, and analyzed, sup-

ply the country with information the importance of

which can hardly be over estimated. We should then

know the quantities of the several kinds of grain dis-

posable for the consumption of the country ; whether

any, and what kind, v/as most deficient ; whether that

deficiency could be made good by an abundance of any

other kind of produce, for the season that rots the corn

may be favourable to the root crops. Probably not less

than a third of the entire corn produce is consumed by

horses and cattle. If it were known that corn was de-

ficient and roots abundant, a very large proportion of

this could be saved for the consumption of the people.

These are matters of national concern. To the agri-

culturist the returns might be made peculiarly instruc-

tive. The extent of farms, the proportion in the various

crops, the average yield of particular counties as com-

pared with others, the quantity of seed used for the

various crops, the animal power employed in raising a

given produce, the extent of grass and corn land, the

proportion in roots, the number of labourers employed

on a given area, the rate of wages, the numbers of live

stock and how distributed over the country, these would

be all learnt from the returns. The landowner and

farmer would see whether they were keeping pace with,

or falling behind, the general progress ; in what par-

ticular they excelled or were deficient; whether they

employed animal labour wastefuUy as compared with

other counties ; whether they fed as much live stock as

their neighbours. The progress of improvement would

be recorded, and the skilful farmer of one district might

be tempted to transfer his skill to another where the

average produce of corn and live stock indicated a pro-

fitable field for improved management ; while he could

also form some opinion of the kind of crop which a

striking difference between the demand and supply would

render most certainly remunerative.

But I need not insist on the importance of this matter

to you, for, in publishing my concluding letter last year,

K 2
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you urged on the Government the advantage of collecting

full and authentic agricultural statistics. The only ob-

jection ever ofl'ered is the cost of collection—a bugbear

which some of the official men thiovi' in the face of every

successive Minister who attempts to grapple with it.

Mr. Henley recently repeated the same answer which

has been given every year since the attempt to collect

these statistics was first made by Sir Robert Peel's Go-

vernment in 1846—acknowledging the importance of

the subject, but afraid of the expense. Now, what is

the importance, and what the ex])cnsc ? The annual

produce of corn of all kinds in this island is computed

at something more than 10,000,000 qrs. The fluctuation

of prices since la'-t harvest, partly caused by the want

of accurate information as to the stock of corn in the

country, has been not less than 8s. per qr. ; that is to

say, we cannot tell within £16,000,000 sterling what

the crop of last year is worth I Now, what would it

cost to get this precious information ? From the expe-

rience which I acquired in my survey for you I know

what can be done in this way, and I am prepared to

show that accurate returns of the total corn produce of

this country could be procured, within two months after

harvest, at a cost below half a farthing per qr., or under

£20,000. The cost is, indeed, unworthy of considera-

tion in comparison with the value of the information.

It would not be a mouthful in the i slimates of a royal

dockyard ; it is little more than " Mr. Moore's" annual

stipend ; it would hardly pay the expense of one of Ge-

neral Godwin's war- steamers for a month in the mud of

the Irrawaddy ; and would be granted without an in-

stant's hesitation to chase an Amatola chief from some

obscure corner on the banks of the Great Fish River of

Caftraria.

There is but one other point to which I shall refer

—

the supply of guano. Among the leading members of

the present ministry arc several men who have a thorough

knowledge of the agricultural question, and to whom
the great advantage of a cheaper supply of guano to tlie

British farmer is practically known. The increase of

crops obtained by the u>e of that valuable manure has

done much during Ihc last four years to mitigate the

pressure of the sudden alteration of the corn law. The

continued monopoly has now clucked its sale, and the

importers, finding it a dead weight on their hands, have

diminished the supply— the returns of imports for the

last ten months showing a decrease of 70,000 tons as

compared with the corresponding ten months of the pre-

vious year. The supply is known to be practically inex-

haustible, and nothing but the monopoly price prevents

an enormous increase in its consumption. In June last

I suggested, through your columns, that if the I'eruvian

Government could be induced, by friendly negotiation,

to sell the guano at a fixed price, free on board ; at the

guano islands, they would increase the sale greatly. It

is impossible to say how soon other islands with a simi-

lar deposit may be found ; but such a discovery, or the

discovery of a natural or artificial substitute for guano,

would atonce destroy the monopoly ; so that it must be

the obvious interest of the Peruvians to sell as much as

possible of the article while they have the monopoly of

it. According to their own statements, their present

expensive system of agency in this country leaves them

only about JIZ per ton, after payment of freight and all

other charges. Persuade them to levy that sum as an

export price when the ship takes in her cargo on the

Peruvian coast, and to throw the trade open to all who

choose to come on these terms. Without any inter-

ference with the rights of Peru, this would introduce the

wholesome principle of competition among sliipowncrs,

to whom the jirospcct of return freights for their Aus-

tralian emigrant-ships is becoming a matter of anxiety.

For this purpose some go to India, some to China, but

the bulk of the shipping would cross the Pacific, load

guano, and make their run home by this route faster than

any other. All that is needed is the certainty of obtain-

ing cargoes, as there would be a sufficient margin between

the £'i of prime cost and the value of the article here to

induce plenty of competition. A reduction of the price

by i,2 or i.'3 a ton, which would be the effect of this

competition, would be followed by an extraordinarily in-

creased consumption. Twice the present importations

might be taken for the wheat crops alone. The Peruvian

Government would gain an increase of revenue, with less

risk and less expense in the collection. The landed in-

terest in this country would benefit by the reduction in

price, and the shipping interest by an increase of em-

ployment,

I have, by your permission, taken advantage of the

present pause between the accession of the new Govern-

ment and the announcement of their policy to draw

public attention to the agricultural question. It is not

enough simply to acknowledge that unrestricted compe-

tition is to be the rule in this country. Every remediable

condition which, without benefit to any class, continues

to embarrass the free action of Lndlord, tenant or

labourer, or impedes the improvement of the soil, should

now be removed. Wlien that is done, the true interest

of landowners would be to give up the chimera of party

political advantages and become Financial Reformers, in

which, from their jiosition, they have the deepest interest

of any class in the community. If the wonderful re-

sources of Australia should attract thitherward any great

movement of our population, on the fixed property of

this country will fall at last the additional burden of a

national debt, towards the payment of which there will

be a diminished number of contributors. No class has,

therefore, a greater concern in keeping down all extra-

vagant i)ublic expenditure, and thereby encouraging good

order, prosperity, and stability. The home market is

theirs, though with diminished prices, which must be

met in agriculture, as they have been in manufactures,

by increased production. Where three quarters of wheat

were formerly grown ve must try to raise four or five
;

where 30 cattle were formerly fed we must try to feed

40 or 50. This can be done. The best farmers in all

parts of the country will be ihe first to acknowledge it.

But capital must be expended— by the owner of the soil

in drainage, farm buildings, and roads ; by the tenant in

adequate cultivation j by the labourer in skilled labour.

The owner pleads want of capital ; the tenant want of

security; the labourer insufficient moti'^e.
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I trust that thesuggestionscoataine.il in this letter,

which are the result of a very extensive inquiry into the

subject) tnay help in sotne degree to indicale measures

which would reconcile and promote these mutually

dependent in'frests. I am, Sir, youvs faithfully,

James Cairo.

IS.-.].

C08.{I6G
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gyjie foUowiiis; are extracts from the ngrinillnral letunis:—
I'ART I.— (ROl'S.

From the accompanyiui? tables it will appear that the total

iiiiinijer of liuldiun's has continued to decrease. The entire

reduction between the years 1330 and 1851 is 20,156—whicli

is, however, 2,707 less lliau that which took place between

18-1!> auil 1850, altliouj<-h at tlic same time the returns f...r

1851 exhibit an increase of 2,402 in the holdings under one

acre.

Tliis lessening ratio of decrease in the total lunnber of

holdings, year by year, is naturally to be expected ; but as

that circnnisfance, as well as the gradual increase during the

last two years of the smaller class, is worthy of ('l)scrvuti.on,

the following figiires are annexed :
—

Total holdings.

-^331 riJiT?
, ]g4() 'iSrA).

-fiHaihr^t. 051,1 45 028,222

i,j.^nnnal decrease .. — 22,92

J

Holdings not exceed. ng one acre.

'No 31,989 35,32C,

Annual increase .. — 3,337

Holdings exceeding one acre.

No 019,156 592,896

Animal decrease .

.

— 20,200

The Census ('oramissioners of 1311 omitted from their i\-

turns all holdings not exceeding one acre : ami owing to the

dilTicidty of accurately ascertaining their exact number, and

the fact that occupiers of this class are mingled to a con-

siderable extent with persons not depending on agriculture

for their support, more particularly in the vicinities of

towns, their omission from the number of landowners has

numerous advantages when treating of the chBiiges in the

division of laud which is now in progress in this country

;

yet their importance in other respects is so great that a

rep'.rt of this kind would be imperfect without some notice of

tlieiu.

The table pi-esents an apparent anomaly when compared

wlih the tillage returns, the latter showing an increase in the

total quantity of cultivated land, whereas the former shows a

decrease in the number of farms of all classes.

Similar results were observed upon by Major T.arconi in his

remarks on the agricultural returns of 1850, and a higher

classification than 30 acres suggested, in order to do away

with the seeming contradiction, as it is evident that it arises

from t1ie increasing number of farms of a larger class—farms

of 300, 400, and 500 acres absorbing many of those " above 30

acres," which was the maximum in former inquiries. An ex-

tended classificatiou has therefore been ailopted in tliese re-

turns, dividing tlie entire number of holdings aljove 30 acres

iu 1851, into the five following classes, viz. :—

Above 30 and not exceedinjc 50 acres 70,093

50 „ 100 , 49,940

„ 100 „ 200 „ 19,753

„ 200 „ 500 , 7,847

„ 500 acres 1,457

The details of this cla«sification by counties will be found iu

the summary tables. This being the first year iu which an

extended classilicition was adopted, no coropari-jous with

CENSUS OF I R E L A N D— 1 S 5 1 .

former years having reference to these classes, ran at present

be made. The original returns of the pre/iuus years have,

however, been carefully preserved, and abstracts from them,

according to this or any other classification, may hereafter

be compiled, should the subject lie considered of sullicient im-

portance.

The following table shows the changes which have taken

place in the several classes of lioldings exceeding one acre in

extent, between 1841 and 1851 :—
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1850.

Acres.

V/i.eat 604,876
Oats . .

,

Barley
Bere .

.

Rye ..

Beans
Peas .

.

2,142,596

263,350
.'57,811

18,342

] 62,590

1851.

Acres.

504.248

2,189,775
282,617
53,347
19,697

r 28,535

1 21,182

Total of cereal crops .

.

3,149,556 3,099,401

Potatoes 875,357
Turnips 347,331
Mangel wurzel 20,390
Other green crops 74,404

Total of green crops ., 1,317,572

91,040

.'.'.'.'.'.'.'!.
1,200,124

Flax .,

Rape ..

Meadow

140.5:^6

20,291

1,246,408

General total 5,758,292 5,858,951

Another table shows the proportion which each description

of crop, as cultivated in 1851, bore to the 100 acres on each

class of holding.

The distinguishing featnres of the table are the diminishing

proportions which oats, barley, potatoes, and flax, as grown

upon the larger farms, bear to the proportions of these crops

on the smaller farms ; the difference is supplied by increased

quantities of turnips, "other green crops," aud meadow.

Wheat was most extensively grown upon farms from 50 to

100 acres ; but the largest proportion of cereal crops (57 2-10

per cent.) is shown to belong to farmers holding from 5 to 15

acres, though but little difference, in this respect, exists be-

tween the four classes above 5 up to 100 acres. The greatest

extent of flax is grown upon holdings from 1 to 15, and from

15 to 30 acres.

The largest proportion of meadow (45 6-10 per cent.) be-

longs to the class " above 500 acres ;" on this class is also

cultivated the greatest proportion of turnips, "other green

crops," beans, and peas ; but wheat and other hard grains, as

also potatoes and flax, are cultivated to a comparatively limited

extent.

The rate of produce of the wheat crop in 1851, though

somewhat higher on the average than in 1850, is yet very low.

Oats also show a slight improvement. The rates of produce of

barley and bere exhibit little or no change. Slight increases

appear ia rye, beans, and peas, potatoes, turnips and mangel

wurzel.

An estimate of the quantity of corn, beans, and peas grown

annually in Ireland since 1847 has been made from the re-

turns, of which the following is an abstr-act :

—

Crops.

Wheat .

.

(brls. of 20 st.)

Oats .... (brls. of 14 st.)

Barley .

.

(brls. of 16 st.)

Bere
"

(brls. of 16 st.)

Rye .... (brls. of 20 st.)

Beans and

1847. 1851.

4,916,599 .

.

2,508,963
18,433,390 .. 17,232,874
2,489,330 .

.

2,482,992
423,973 .. 442,752
102,273 .

.

157,537

Peas .. (bush, of 8 gala.) .. 675,649 1,2 1,610

The variety of measures in general use in Ireland, and of

necessity adopted in these tables, renders the quantities unfit

to be added together, until reduced to one common standard.

The following table exhibits the total produce of the above

crops, reduced to tons of 2,240 lbs. each :

—

Years. Tons of produce. I Years. Tons of produce
1847 2,548,503 1850 2,113 327
1849 2,182,514 | 1851 2,165,854

The succeeding table shows the total produce of potatoes

and turnips, also given by tons

;
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after inquii*y, assumed an averaece rate per head for each

description—viz., horses and nmles were vahied at £8 each,

asses at £1, horned cattle at £G lOs., sheep at £1 2s., pigs at

£1 5s., poiiltry at Gd. By this means they arrived at an ap-

proximatiou to the value cf the entire stock in Ireland iulSil.

There is every reason to think that were the inquiries on this

su' ject now repeated, horses and mules, cattle, sheep and pigs

would be estimated at higher rates ; but as any alteration in

these rates would disturb the comparison with previous years,

it has been thought judicious to adhere to the prices adopted

in 1841. A geueral view is thus afforded of the extent of the

changes which ha^e taken place since that year in this im-

portant branch of farming :

—

Total value of

Years. farm stock.

1841 £21,105,808

1851 27,737,393

In coulrasting the number of holdings with the value of

stock in the years 1841 and 1851, it appears that although

tlie number of holdings has diminished by 120,776, and the

gross value of stock in the possession of landholders has in-

creased by £7,926,307, the landholders in each class have on

an average a less amount of stock on tlieir farms respectively

than they had in 1841, thus showing that stock on the two

smaller classes of holdings (i. e. from 1 to 5 and from 5 to 15

atires) has diminished more rapidly than the number of

holdings, and that, although the stock on the two larger

classes, (j. e. from 15 to 30, and above 30 acres) is increased,

tlie increase is not in proportion to the greater number of

large holdings ; and that a further augmentation of the stock

to an extent of £5,700,000 in value, is required to make the

average amount of stock on each class of holdings in 1851

equal to what it was on the same classes in 1841.

The demand for this increase necessarily arises from the en-

larged size of farms ; thus, if a farm of 5 acres with its stock

be added to oue of 15 acres with its stock—as existing in

1841—the latter becomes a holding of a higher class, but with

a stock value for only (£9 17s. 6d. added to a £22 lis. 7d.)

£32 9s. Id., being £14 under the average value per holding of

the class to which it has been raised by the union of the two

farms.

In the forms for " stock" issued in 1851, a column for the

number of deer was for the first time introduced. By the

retiu-as received, it appears that there were then in Ireland

17,175 of these animals, their distribution by provinces being:

InLeinster 4,857

InMunster 7,008

In Ulster 3.380

In Connaught 1^930

Total number of deer in Ireland in 1851. . . . 17,175

The general tables of stock show their distribution ttoongli-

out tlie country by baronies and counties.

The publication of these returns is later this year than

usual, owing to the increased size of the present work, caused

by the more detailed classification of farms, and also to part 1,

containing the towulaud census of Ireland, being in the press

at the same time. The latter work, which has been published

by counties, and is comprised in four volumes—being one for

each province—is now printed and presented to both houses

of parliament.

Ill conclusion, we beg to observe that upon reviewing the

circumstances of the country, in connexion with the foregoing

tables, and considering the painful vicissitudes through which

it has lately passed—caused by the annual blight of the potato

crop smce 1845— the diminished rates of produce of the grain

crops for some years, and the number of cattle which have

died of diseases hitherto comparatively unknown in this coun-

try—we cannot but congratulate your excellency upon the

evidence which these tables afford of the steadily increasing

amount of farm stock, and the generally im.proved condition of

agriculture iu Ireland.

We have the honour to be your excellency's very faiihful

servants, William Donelly,
| ^^^.^. commissioner.

Registrar-General, J

William R. Wilde, Assistant Commissioner.

Edwakd Singleton, Secretary.

Census-office, Dublin, Nov, 30, 1852.

THE SHOWS OF FAT CATTLE AT THE CLOSE OF THE YEAR.

The shows of fat cattle are the chief theme of

agrlcuUural interest at the close of the year. Great

as have heen the declamations against fat animals,

which have been over and over again caricatured as

" mountains of fat" and " giants of obesity/' the

public curiosity, taste, and feeling on the subject

may be easily tested by the wide spread of fat-

cattle shows, and the great public appreciation

of such exhibitions. Under the most lashing ridi-

cule which certain papers were capable of in-

flicting, the Smithfield Club Cattle Show has gone

off with the most brilliant success. Five hundred

and fifty-five entries of fat stock alone; while it ac-

cumulates animals sufficient to satiate the curiosity

of the greatest amateur, is a pretty accurate indica-

tion of the feeling out-of-doors both as to the

fattening and purchasing of this class of animals.

Then the Birmingham or Midland Counties

Show, following in the same train, is one of the

most wonderful provincial exhibitions of fat stock

;

and poultry have there been added, of dimensions

as large and proportions as outgrown as the largest

Devon ever exhibited. We are afraid almost to

give the number of entries, so many being poultry

;

but the public appreciation of this show is so high

that, last year, in the four days, they had an income,

from visitors alone, of £],630. On the private

viev»', this year, 8,000 persons were congregated in

the yard.

Newcastle has followed in the train, and a very

encouraging and successful show of fat stock has

been held there; while the celebrated and well-

managed Yorkshire Agricultural Society has ap-

pointed a committee to consider whether it cannot

found a similar show in that county, in addition to

its summer exhibition of breeding stock.

Thus, while violent attacks have been made on

fat shows, they are only increasing in number, and

popularity, and in variety of the specimens;

the demands for these enormous aggregations of
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fat iue fao ,i(reiit, that they arc Kcarccly adequate to

t!ie supjily. We heard the other day of two un-

successful animals which were sold for £70, and

the buyer had £30 offered for his bargain.

If parties knew what they were about, they

would make a distinction between breeding and fat

animals. The over-fattening of breedinjr animals

we reprobate as much as any one can do, though

we agree with Mr. Towneley— one of the

greatest prize-winners of the day, and one of

the most successful breeders of shorthorns

—

who says, that it is difficult to keep some animals

lean ; but, while we say breeding animals ought

to be kept as lean as possible, and the form

regarded more than the condition, the fatted animal

must be made fat, or it ceases to be a specimen.

The one is the raw material, whose quality is best

judged of in its undressed state ; the other is the

cloth, to which the last finish must be given, though

it disguises many of its qualities. Keep, there-

fore, the rav/ material in its natural state ; finish i

the manufactured article as. highly as you possibly

ran. To show the latter unfinished is as absurd
|

as it is to give polish an<l artificial lustre to the
j

former ; and so long as these particulars are kept
j

in view, fat cattle and poultry shows will be \'alu- I

able, as showing the cai)ahilities of each particular
;

breed and class of animals. I

It is idle to say they do not repay the cost of

feeding. Perhaps the individuals do not. But they

show the capabilities of the breed taken, with indi-

cations of quality, symmetry, and age, which no

judgment of the lean state would i)e capable of

conveying, 'i'iiey are the resull.v of yj/-ftc//cp brought

to bear on the.jiidt/iiienf of science.

Nor will tlie practical feeder altarli much imj)ort-

anip to the objection that any animal may be made
fat. There are porne which at an early age can-

not ]>e fattened at any cost or risk ; even "rum and

new milk"—Mr. Oulhwaite's wagtr-cxperimcnt

—

would not do it. So that the fact of getting fat

early, and largely in the best joints, is a matter of

no small information to the breeder and the grazier.

The records of these societies, however, are of

still moi-e value. They show the most feeding

kinds of food, or mixtures of food the most suc-

cessful, adopted by the different breeders. Thus,

the best shorthorn was fed on " hay, mangold-

wurzel, pea-meal, and oilcake" ; the best Hereford

in the like class was fed on " barley and

bean meal, linseed-cake, turnips, mangold-wurzel,

pumpkins, and hay" ; the corresponding Devon, a

small early breeder, on " hay, grass, roots, oil-

cake, flax seed, and barley." In the class of Scotch,

Welsh, or Irish, the first prize animals had " hay,

roots, barley meal, and linseed cake."

We shall not proceed to classify the whole, or,

indeed, to select any more specimens. But this is

abundantly clear—that while roots of some kinds

really produce the watery properties, and hay to fill

the stomachs of the animals, seem to be indicated,

the great sheet-anchors of feeding are linseed-cake,

or, as it is commonly called, oilcake, to afford the

fat-forming and respiration-sustaining materials

;

the bean or pea meal is equally valuable for sup-

plj'ing the flesh-forming substances.

Into the question of cost we will not at present

enter ; but it is ]iatent on the face of it that, for the

amount of flesh in a given time, irrespective of cost,

roots in abundance, with oilcake and pea meal, are

by far the best combinations for feeding animals.

A supply of malt will have a wonderful influence on

the secreting vessels of the skin, and produce a fine

coat; hence no small advantage would accrue to

the farmer in feeding his stock, by the total repeal

of that duty we have laboured so incessantly to

accomplish ; which, however, we lament to sa}-,

through a change of ministry, is again ndjonrned.

THE EFFECTS OF EMIGRATION ON THE AGRICULTURAL INTEREST.

The monthly meeting for October of the Win-
;

Chester Fanners' Clulj, was held at the Black Swan
Inn, Winchester, on Saturday Octo))er 30th,

Mr. R.Pile in the cliair.

Mr. ^V. Pain gave notice that the subject for dis- \

cussion at the November meeting would be brought

forward by Mr. John Twynam, on "Tho covenants

between Landlords and Tenant'?, as most conduce
to their mutual interests." i

The Chairman said the subject for discussion
\

on that evening v/as the effects of emigration on
the agricultural interest, which was deserving of

|

their best attention when -uch an authority as Sir

Fitzroy Kelly informed them that the produce of

wheatinEnglandsincel84Ghas decreased 1,500,000

quarters per annum ; and it is now ascertained

by Captain Larcom's report, that the wheat grown
in Ireland is less by 1,500,000 quarters; together

3,000,000 quarters less of wlieat annually is raised

in England and Ireland since 1S4G; and supposing

that an equal amount of other kinds of grain has

gone out of cultivation, which is a most moderate

supposition, seeing that ten million quarters of

foreign grain are now annually imported when
there were not two millions before, we have six

millions less quarters of grain annually raised in

Great Brifain than was done before. The defalca-

tion has been nearly as great in the supplies of
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calllo and sheep ami oilier animals bioiij^hl to the

English market, Keeitiy that 303,970 foreij,m ani-

mal-) were imported in the year endinj? 5th January.

IS 52, and i)eyond all doubt the value of the pro-

duce that is raised has sunk a fourth. The total

agricultural produce of ICngland and Ireland has

been estimated, before 134(5, at £250,000,000.

At this rate the loss the cultivators have experienced

from this source alone is above £60,000,000 a year,

or more probably £75,000,000 ; and by the follow-

ing return, shewing the emigration from the Bri-

tish islands for six years before and after 184G,

will enable you to judge of the eflect it must have

upon the agricultural interest, bearing in mind that

lione but the able-bodied and be-H labourers of

good characteremigrate, leaving the non-])roduclive,

the old and young, and infirm, and indolent, and

dishonest, to I)e supported by the parochial rates.

Immigrated in the years

1840 Q0,743 184G 129,851

1841 118,502 1847 .c. 258,270
1342 128,344 lSi8 .... 248.089
1843 57,212 1849 299,498
1844 , 70,G8G 1850 280,890
1S45 93,501 1S5I 335,906

0)559,078 0)1,552,570

Average . . 93,179 Average . . 258,701

In all probal)ility the emigration this year will

reach 350,000, or 500,000. There is also another

i)oint worthy of attention. The amount expended

for the relief of the poor in 1850 in England and

Wales was greater than any year since 1830, ex-

cept 1848 and 1849. Tiie expendiluie of 1850

was only a farthing per head on tlic population

less than the average of seven years of the highest

price of corn. The expenditure in the five years

ending 1851 was greater tlian in the five preced-

ing years by above £2,500,000, and greater than

in the five years before that by £5,717,094. The

seven yearii during which the jirice of wheat was

highest, there was the lowest amount of expendi-

ture. In 1851, levied for the relief ol the poor,

£9,778,914, in England and Wales, In 1847 the

amount in the Savings Banks fell from £3 1,74 3,250

to £30,207,1 80; in the next year it was £2 8,1 14,130 ;

in 1S49 it was £28,537,010; and in 1850

it was £27,198,503. This is the last year to wliich

the returns have been corrected. The population,

liy the census of 1851, England and Wales, Scot-

land, Islands in the British Seas, arm^', and navy,

and merchant seamen, amounted to 27,019,300 ;

in 1841, 26,825,000, The annual increase of the

population prior to 1845 v/as usually considered

to be 1000 a day, or 365,000 a year, and this was

for long a subject of congratulation and boast.

The population returns for 1851, however, showed

that, down to the end of 1840, it was only 230,000

a year. But now, as 330,000 emigrants leave the

British shores every year, there is an annual de-

crease ui)on the whole of 100,000 souls, and that

not of infants or worn out old persons, but chiefly

young men and women in the prime of life ; and,

in referring to Siiackman's Tables, at the time of

the census in 1841, there were in the United King-

dom

—

Engaged in agriculture 3,444,000

Dependent on agriculture . ... 14,125,000

Total I7,r>09,ooo

Engaged in and dependent
upon manufactures 9,350,000

Thus, out of 20 millions of inhabitants, 17'>

millions of the agricultural classes. The following

is an extract from BlackwooiVs Muyazine of last

August :
—"As theincrease of jiopulation, in a healthy

and thriving state of society, leads to an additional

increase, and constantly adds to the breadth of the

basis on which the pyramid of the national pros-

perity is rested, so a decline in the numbers of the

people is attended by a precisely opposite effect.

In the first case, the prosperity of every one class

reads upon the prosperity of every other class
;

in the last case, their suffering communicates itself

in an equally decisive way to every class around

them. As thus the great trade of every nation

is that which goes on between the town and the

country, and each finds its chief market in the

wants of the other, it is impossible that either can

sutler without the other class dependent on the sale

of its produce suflering also. Extraneous causes,

simultaneously acting on the market, may for a

time prevent this effect becoming conspicuous ; but,

in the long run, it is sure to make itself felt. If

the farmers are suffering, the manufacturers will

speedily experience a falling off in the home iriar-

kct; if the manufacturers, thefarmers are as certain

of finding a diminution in the consumption of their

produce:"' evidently ])roving that their intcrestsare

identical, and that emigration must be injurious to

them, and that it is desirable, and would be most be-

neficial, for them to be united in endeavouring to pro-

mote each other's welfare, by retaining and emjdoying

all our industrial classes at home in Great Britain,

in v.'hich there is ample employment for all the

agricultural labourers, if the capabilities of the

soil now in cultivation were fully develoiied, and
all the waste loud capalde of improvement were

brought into cultivation ; and this would be the

means of giving full employment to all the other

industrial classes, and, by the blessing of the Al-

mighty, wc should then be able to ])roduce snflS-

cient food from our native land to support our own
population, without being dependent on the caprice
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of foreigners, or the winds and waves, for our

daily bread. And, instead of class fighting against

class, if all would unite to obtain justice from the

Legislature for each class, and placing the burdens

of the country equitably upon each, and upon all

descriptions of property in this realm, and give

them freedom to take their labour to the best

market, and relieve them v.'hen requisite, were

located, at the national expense—then Englishmen

may yet again be prosperous and happy, and

England still continue the first monachy in the

world, I will now call upon Mr. Wm. Spearing

to give us his opinion and information upon tliis

subject,

Mr. Spearing, in introducing the subject on
" The Eifects of Emigration on the Agricultural

Interest," said he rose with feelings of great

diffidence to bring before the Club the subject of

discussion on that evening, knowing that there were

many present much more competent to have

introduced it than himself ; but the worthy Chair-

man, by the introduction of the statistics which he

had read, had taken a great portion of the burden

from his shoulders, and little remained for him to

doinbringingthe subject forward. I beUeve(saidMr.

S.) the system of emigration is one which will

most seriously affect the agricultural interest—that

interest with which, I may say, v.-e are one and all

more or less intimately connected, and that I

believe beyond what many anticipate. I do not

expect but that among the members of this Club

there may be some difference of ojiinion on this

subject ; therefore, I will endeavour to state my
views on it as briefly as possible. There can, I con-

ceive, be little doubt that a system which

causes the departure from their native soil

of such a vast quantity of our countrymen,

is in itself entirely wrong; but when we con-

sider its present and proba])le effects on our inter-

est, the short supply of good able-bodied labourers

caused by it, the rise in the price of labour conse-

quent on the short supply—the diminution in con-

sumption, a natural consequence arising from the

number of emigrants—and various other causes ; I

say the effects will, in my opinion be most injurious.

That you may form some idea of the vast quantity

of persons who are now migrating, and the great

increase which has lately taken place, I will briefly

call your attention to a few facts connected with

it. They are from the Twelfth General Rejjort of

the Colonial Land and Emigration Commissioners

for the year 1851, which has lately been presented

to both Houses of Parliament. It states

—

" The total emigration from the United Kingdom

in the 20 years ending 1851 has amounted to

2,640,848, but of this number more than one-half

has taken place within the last five years. During

the 15 years ending 1846, the whole migration

amounted to 1,218,174, or an average of 81,211

persons a year, the largest number in any one year

being 129,851 in 1846, In the five years from

1847 to 1851 inclusive, the emigration amounted

to 1,422,672 persons, or an average of 284,530

persons a year, being considerably more than

double the emigration of 1846." As Mr.

Pile has given you the number who have

emigrated in the respective years, it is not necessary

that I call your attention to them. I would ask,

with this continual drain on the labour market,

consisting as a great number of the emigrants un-

doubtedly do, of some of the most healthy, able,

and strong of our adult population, whether our

interest will not be seriously affected ; and in con-

sidering this subject you must bear in mmd that

these emigrants are not the cleaning out of our

workhouses, are not of that class whose departure

would relieve us in the shape of poor-rates, but

they are in a great many instances amongst the

most useful of our labourers. In the summer
months I believe a great number of us in this

neighbourhood find labourers very scarce ; we are,

in fact, dependent upon other and more populous

districts for hands to cut our corn, hoe our turnips

;

and it is a fact which I believe cannot be concealed

that the work is very frequently most indifferently

done. I know that, not far from me, there are

large quantities of turnips which were never hoed,

from want of hands ; and this want has been occa-

sioned by the emigration of such a large portion

of our population. There will be another evil

arising out of this system, and that is a rise in the

price of labour, the necessary consequence of a

short supply ; this has an effect very injurious to

our interest, inasmuch as it raises materially the

cost of producing, whilst we are selling our corn

at a very low price, and, by depriving us of such a

quantity of our best labourers, we are obliged in a

great many instances to submit to having our work
done very indifferently. It also tends to make the

labourer discontented with his lot. He sees one and

another leaving this country, and he naturally

enough wishes to improve his condition ; at least,

he considers so, but from some cause or other is

prevented ; he then becomes regardless of your

interest, and in a measure to his own. This emi-

gration will, I doubt not, make the occupier of the

soil look more to the use of machinery in the per-

formance of his labour, and I cannot but imagine

that in a few years we shall see it much more ex-

tensively used than at present; there has lately been

a great improvement in agricultural implements,

and with the vast competition in their manufacture,

I trust that they may still improve, so as to come
more within the reach (as far as regards practical
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ntility and cheapness of price) of the great majo-

rity of the tenant farmers of this country. I have

looked in vain to see where this rush of people

from our shores affects us for good ; I do not see

in the agricultural districts poor-rates materially

decrease or crime diminish, because it is not the

frequenter of the workhouse or gaol who emi-

grates. This question of emigration is one which

now seems to he engaging the attention of those

connected with agriculture. Mr. Henley, the Pre-

sident of the Board of Trade, at a meeting in Ox-

fordshire not long since, made the following remarks

—he said, " That in consequence of the exodus of

our people and the diminution thereby of the sup-

ply of labour, there was no difficulty likely to be

experienced in the employment of unnetjessary

labour." He adds, "What the effect of thus

stripping the land of its sine^ys and strength will be,

God only knows ; but the real fact is, that in Ireland,

from the misery of the people, and England from

the hope of gain, the people are rushing from our

shores in every direction." I would ask whether

the effects of such a system as this are not likely

to be seriously felt. This emigration adds

another to the list of injuries under which

we have been so long suffering, one which is

not likely to be very quickly or easily remedied,

for with the prospect held out to persons

desirous of benefiting themselves in Australia and

other places, and the slight encouragement given

in this country to those connected with agriculture,

I cannot but imagine that a still larger quantity of

persons will be induced to leave this country.

It strikes me that those who are devoting their

money to the promotion of emigration would be-

nefit that class whose condition no doubt they de-

sire to improve, in employing them a few months

in the dead of winter in some useful imdertaking,

for there is plenty of room here for the outlay of

capital in that way ; and in the summer montlis

they would be sure to find employment : by doing

this, they would be conferring a benefit on the

occupier of the soil as well as on the labourer him-

self. If you regard your own interest, you will do

nothing to promote that system ^^hich will only

injure you, either by directly or indirectly favouring

it. In drawing to a conclusion, allow me to remark

that this continual emigration is, in my humble
opinion, fraught with the most ruinous conse-

quences to the cause of British agriculture ; it is

one which is taking away from us a vast quantity

of those who help to produce as well as consume

our productions. Trusting j'ou will not attribute

my inability to do justice to the subject to any want

of inclination to support this club, I will now read,

in accordance v/ith our usual custom, a resolution,

which can be altered to suit the views of those who

are present. Mr. Spearing concluded by moving

the following resolution :

—

'• That, in the opinion of this club, the effects

of emigration are most injurious to the agricultural

interest."

Mr. Walton said that the subject brought for-

ward for discussion was most important and inter-

esting, and he was pleased with Mr. Spearing's

address, except one part, wherein he expressed a

desire not to promote emigration. It was true that

in consequence of the improved mode of cultiva-

tion now introduced, the farmers required more

hands, particularly in certain seasons of the year;

still he should be sorry that anything should come
from Mr. Spearing, or any other member of the

club, to prevent the labourers or any other classes

of the community from striving to better their

condition. He himself should be extremely sorry,

if he had ever so valuable a labourer, to throw any

obstacle to his attempt to improve his condition ;

and he hoped the farmers would endeavour to se-

cure their services by giving them constant work
and increased prices : for they might rest assured

that although some might be desirous of emigrat-

ing, a greater poition of them would miich rather

remain at home, in consequence of their family ties

and connections. He was of opinion that no steps

should be taken to prevent emigration, and read

an extract from a pamphlet, entitled Tracts for the

Million, in support of his argument. He believed,

generally speaking, that the labouring classes were

in a wretched condition; but they M'ere a great

deal better off now than they were in the dear

times. To some of his own labourers he gave

eight shillings a week, and the women earned some-

thing besides, and were able to dress in white silk

frocks and black silk polkas. Every other class

of the community was prosperous except the agri-

culturists. Now there must be some grand secret

in this ; for it was well known that other classes

v/ere making large fortunes. He had every desire

to promote the interest of the labourers, and thought

that something might be done to keep them at

home ; but this alone rested with the landlords

;

for if tliey would give security to their tenants, by

introducing substantial covenants into their leases,

they would enable the latter to raise a better supply

of food, and an excess of labour must be the con-

sequence. He contended that the landlords of

England were the principal cause of the present

state of things, because they withheld that security

which would enable theit tenants to grow food for

the milhon, and thereby benefit the condition of

the labourers; but, unless a change took place,

emigration must still go on, and that to a fearful

extent. The only remedy to prevent this was to

give encouragement to the best labourers by se-
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curing to them constant work and remunerative

wages. This boon entirely rested with the h^iid-

Jords, who must give to tlieir tenants security for

their capital, and compensation for unexhausted

manui'e left in the soil and other impro\'ements.

The Chairman inquired if it was the opinion

of the members that emigration was injurious to

the agricultural interest, observing that it was usual

for them to confine the resolution to the subject

lirought forward, for they were not now assembled

to point out a remedy, but to ehcit an opinion

whether emigration was considered injurious or

not. He perfectly agreed with Mr. AValton that

the present state of things was chiefly in conse-

quence of the farmers never having been placed in

their proj)er position.

Mr. J. Par MITER observed that as labour was

property and a marketable article, the labourer

naturally sought the best market the same as a

farmer did for the sale of his wheat, sheep, and

oxen. He dilated at some length on the advantages

derived from education, and the good effects pro-

duced by the school established at King's Som-
borne by the Rev. Mr. Daws, now Dean of Here-

ford.

Mr. iS'AisH inquired if it had been generally

ascertained that the greater number of the emigrants

v.'ere agricultural labourers, for he hail been told

tliat Bank of England and other clerks had quilted

the country.

Mr. WAi/rox said that not one hundredth part

of those who emigrated were agricultural la-

bourers.

Mr. Eastox observed that it having been sug-

gested (hat emigration had a tendency to injure,

he would, by Way of amendment to the original

resolution, take the sense of the meeting on that

(|Uestion.

Mr. W. Pain thought it must be acknowledged

on all hands that for some years past, whether it

arose from the great increase of emigration or from

increased cultivation of the soil, they were in a

position to feel a'deficiency of labourers ; although

he had not felt the want of them so much as many
others, which arose from the circumstance of a

])ul)lic road running through his farm, and laboui'-

ers from Wiltshire and Dorsetshire passing by,

which gave him a better opportunity of obtaining

their services than those who lived in more remote

situations at a distance from a turnpike road. The
farmers certainly had been short of labourers for

some time, and must no doubt call in the aid of

machinery and other things to supply the deficiency,

to enable them to compete successfully against the

foreigner. No doubt the agricultural labourers

who emigrated were the best men-'-men who had

some slight degree of education, of some talent,

who looked forward to bettering tlieir condition,

who looked beyond the jioorhouse, depending on

their own personal energies, and would sooner

leave their homes for a country where they could

get better wages, and be enabled to lay by some-

thing to support them in the hour of need. In

some parts of the country no doubt there was a

surplus population, which materially increased the

poor-rates in consequence of many labourers being

out of employment during the winter season. Now
if those gentlemen who so philanthropically exerted

themselves in promoting the emigration of labour-

ers would bring them on their own estates, and

employ them in draining, chalking, and grubbing,

they would confer a greater advantage than by

sending men out of a country where they are

wanted in summer, and in winter to consume the

produce of the soil. It had been stated that the

labourer was badly ofl'; now be contended that

the labourer was not so badly oft' as had been re-

presented, for he had many privileges which me-

chanics and men in towns did not jmssess. He
was ready to acknowledge that there were excep-

tions to the rule, for it must not be supposed that

they were all well ofl'; but where they saw superior

and industrious labourers it would be found that

they were in pretty fair condition, much more so

than they were many years ago. There could be

no doubt that the better land is cultivated the more

labourers must be employed. There was one

thing which had been advanced by Mr. Walton

with regard to the landlord giving security to the

tenant for unexhausted improvements and security

for his capital. He thought it to be utterly impos-

sible for a man to farm to advantage without he

had security for his capital. The landlord had the

opportunity of emjdoying the siu-j)lus labourers in

the winter to very great advantage; but let the far-

mer have a long lease, and security for his outlay,

there would be no necessity for this, as the tenant

could emjiloy them himself with advantage to his

landlord, and to the community at large,—for all

must be aware that the cheaper an article is pro-

duced, every class of the community must be

equally benefited by it. It had been stated by Mr.

Parmiter that labour was a marketable commodity,

and he agreed that such was the case ; but he

knew very well that, during the winter, when there

was a great surplus in labour, jieople were glad to

work for small wages, and when work became

more plentiful they a.sked higher jirices ; and he

thought it but fair that their labour should be i)aid

for as a marketable commodity. He concurred in

what had been said on the subject of education ;

but, with regard to King's Somborne, it would be

found that the labourers were not better than those

of other places. There never was a summer but
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what he had numerous application;, iruiu lahuuitrs

of Kings yambutne for work, and he had ein-

jiloyed thcirj. Init they were rather worse than any

he could liiid—in fact, not one of the whole lot

was worthy of the name of a laljourer, nolwilh-

standiny some of Uiem had been educated at King's

.Sombornc school. He could not go the whole

length with Mr. Uidton, and thought that they

were not called upon at the present meeting to

jiass a resolution that should be put forth as a

reme<ly for emigration. The subject before them
merely related to the eiiect of emigration on the

agricultural interest ; and their object was now to

I'rove whether it was injurious to them or not. If

they came to a resolution that it was so, then there

would be fair ground for bringing the sul)ject for-

ward at the next meeting.

Mr. Kearsey said that from want of education

he felt himself incora]>ctent to enter into so grave

a subject as that which now engaged their atten-

tion, but he had common sense enough to know
that emigration wat: not only injurious to all classes,

but to the community at large, for he had been

taught to believe that the poi)ulation of a kingdom
was its strength and wealth ; therefore he con-

tended that emigration was most seriously injurious

to the nation at large. One thing he regretted was

that Mr. Spearing had not brought forward any-

thing by way of remedy ; he fancied a remedy
might be easily i)roposed and easily adopted. The
evil of emigration originated with the bad and base

Government of this country injuring that important

class which had been the means of keeping those

})eople who were leaving it. He would ask how
was the land to be well cultivated without the

means of doing it : The Government had deprived

the farmers of the means of emj)loying the labour-

ers. It was impossiljJe for a man to pay a £15

debt with a £10 note. The remedy for ths state of

things was in his opinion to be found in equal and

just taxation of all classes of her Majesty's sub-

jects. As an old man he would advise them to

talk less about the farmers, and never remain quiet

till they had obtained redress from the Govern-

ment for the wrong which they have sustained -•

May landbrd and tenant join hand in hand,
To take the burthens off the land

—

that the British farmers may be placed on an

€<)uality with all other classes.

Mr. Ja.mes Reeves said the parish in which he

lived having been alluded to induced him to make
a few observations. With regard to the poor rates

they were lower before Mr. Dawes came into the

parish, and reduced from eight to four, therefore

the'school could not have had anything to do with it

"With, regard to labourers on the roads they had

some, but not so many now as ftj^merly, which

might be attributed, to the improved state of agri-

culture, and the labourers being distributed about.

With regard to eniigration he ilid not think that

at present it had produced any serious effects on

agriculture, although it might probably in future.

Mr. Walton said that the object of the discus-

sion was to suggest a remedy to induce the labour-

ers to stay at home, and ])revent the injurious

effects which must result to the agricultural interest

in conseiiuence of emigration. He perfectly agreed

with Mr. Kearsey that the i)eoi)le, generally speak-

ing, were the wealth of a nation ; but in Wiltshire,

where the j)oor lates i)ressed heavily, an excess of

population was considered to be injurious. Mr.
Kearsey had said that it rested with the Govern-

ment to alter the present state of things— now he

said it did not, for the Government had done its

duty. The price of corn must be a maiketable

commodity the aame as labour. He would not

concur in any measiu'e which would give one class

an advantage over another. His object was to

benefit the agricultural class, and to point out a

remedy by which they would be enabled to keep

the labourers at home. Mr. Walton then stated

that, in a conversation with Lord Ashburton, his

lordship had told him that in Devonshire he had

some small tenants holding three or four acres of

land, who were squatters, paying no rent, and he

had been obliged in fact to pay them to go out,

and the land was then thrown together in a large

farm. Having observed that tenants were not to

be slaves, Mr. Walton stated that some time ago

he received notice to quit a farm which he had

occupied for fourteen years, because he would not

vote for Mr. Melville Portal. The rent of the

farm was £800 a year, which he punctually paid,

and probably his then landlord now regretted the

step he had taken. He then contrasted the con-

duct of Lord Yarborough who gave security to his

tenants in Lincolnshire, with that of other land-

lords, and contended that with nine-tenths of the

evils complained of the Government had nothing

to do—it was the landlord alone.

Mr. Spearing observed that there had been a

great deal of discussion ; but he did not think the

effects of emigration on the agricultural interest

had been sufficiently considered ; in fact Mr. Wal-

ton had wandered entirely from the subject. He
should be sorry to think that the club would advise

any labourer not to strive to better his condition
;

on the contrary, he should be glad to further his

views by keeping him at home instead of sending

him abroad. He could not think where they were

to find a supply of labourers, and while the far-

mers were suffering for want of labourers thej- did

n^t find any increase in the price of corn, although
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there was an increase in the price of labour, and

no reduction in the poor rates. He conceived the

emigration of agricultural labourers to be injurious.

With regard to what Jiad fallen from Mr. Walton

on the subject of remuneration, he believed some

labourers were earning good wages. He (Mr.

Spearing) had a man who, with his wife, a girl,

and two boys, were now earning 22s. 6d. a week,

and in the summer months had earned £2 7s. a

week.

The Chairisian then put the resolution, which

was carried, two members expressing their dis-

sent.

Mr. Easton moved a vote of thanks to the

Chairman, which was unanimously agreed to.

The Chairman having acknowledged the com-

pliment, said, there was one thing on which he

differed from Mr. Walton on that evening, and

had on a previous occasion recommended him, if

he wished to carry any object, not to use such

language towards the landlords. It was unge-

nerous, and not at all likely to promote the inter-

ests of the tenantry, it being totally impossible to

drive an Englishman, and all classes were entitled

to proper respect. In this country they had as

honourable and upright landed proprietors as any

in the world; and he believed that if tenants were

more explicit, and laid their requests respectfully

before their landlords, instead of abusing them

behind their backs, they would be far more likely

to have their wishes acceded to. It was well known
that there were a large number of landlords in this

kingdom who v/ere not in a position to grant tenant

right—for instance, look at entailed property—look

at property under 21 years' lease, renewable every

seven years, and copyhold and lifehold property.

If they wanted justice done to them, they must

endeavour to obtain it from the Legislature for the

landed proprietor. All entailed property should be

charged with the cost of permanent improvements,

and all leasehold and copyhold should be enfran-

chised by the payment of a fixed annual sum, in

order to enable the proprietor to do justice. He
was not one of those servile men who would suc-

cumb to a landlord ; still he would treat him with

due respect, and make his request in a civil way

;

but, if not granted, he would not abuse him. In

many of these cases the farmers themselves were

to blame. If Mr. Walton, at a future meeting,

would bring forward the subject, he would second

the adoption of any plan to benefit the labouring

classes, to prevent their emigration.

WINCHESTER FARMERS' CLUB
The monthly meeting was held on Saturday,

Nov. 27th, at the Black Swan Inn, and numerously

attended. The subject for the evening's discussion

was brought forward by Mr. John Twynara, on
" The Covenants betv/een Landlords and Tenants^

as most conduce to their mutual interests."

The Chairman then said—Gentlemen, the sub-

ject for discussion this evening is " The Covenants

between Landlords and Tenants, as most conduce

to their mutual interests," upon which it is de-

sirable we should arrive at an equitable decision.

Two years since farm leases were discussed by this

club, and I will call your attention to the resolution

decided upon at that time, which appears very ap-

phcable to the present subject. On the 30th of

November, 1850, it was—" Resolved that, by the

abolition of import duties on foreign produce, the

farmer is thrown into competition with all the corn-

growing countries of the world, which renders it

necessary that he should meet the consequent

depreciation in price by increased production.

That this club would give full security to the land-

lord against injury to his property by the tenant

;

but they know from experience that, from the ge-

neral improved system of husbandry, a much
greater extent of corn may be now grown than for-

merly, without in any degree impoverishing the

land. That in consequence of the present mode
of framing farm leases, which usually contain

restrictive covenants, limiting the tenant in his

extent and mode of cultivation, he is debarred

from competing fairly with the corn growers of

other countries, to his own injury, and the loss of

the community at large. That a lease of a stock

farm should contain suflficiently stringent covenants

on the part of the tenant, for securing the rent to

the landlord, for guarding against the dilapidations

in the buildings and fences, and against waste in

general, for keeping and feeding on the land an

ample stock of sheep ; and providing at the end

of the term a proper entry for the incoming tenant

for his turnip and wheat crops, and that the tenant

should then be at liberty to exercise his capital and

skill m growing for his own benefit, and selling

for the use of the consumer, any of the produc-

tions of the earth without restriction as to extent,

quality, or kind ; the landlord having [sufficient

guarantee against injury to his land by over crop-

ping from the increased quantity of manure pro-

duced by a large flock of sheep, as well as from

the number of acres necessarily sown with green

crops to support them. That it is the opinion of

this club that the lease should contain a provision

for the payment to the ten int, at the expiration of
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his term, of a fair and equitable sura for unex-

hausted improvements." It the latter part of this

resohition were universally actedupon, there would

not be any occasion for the outgoing tenant to

exhaust the land to obtain remuneration for his

outlay, therefore I firmly believe that covenants

may he dispensed with; still, till that desirable

time arrives, it would be well to endeavour to as-

certain the best plan that can be adopted in accor-

dance with the present time, and existing circum-

stances ; and as the proposer of this subject is a

person of extensive practical experience, I antici-

pate that the best that can be devised will now be

presented for j'our consideration. I will, therefore,

call upon Mr. John Twynam to favour us with his

view of the subject.

Mr. TwYXAM said, as he anticipated that the

subject which he was about to introduce would

give rise to considei-able discussion, he should not

occupy time with any preliminary observations,

which would be only repeating in ettect what he

had committed to paper. He trusted that in the

evening's discussion they would prove that they

were not actuated by exclusive or selfish motives,

or hostility towards the landlords ; on the contrary,

he hoped that by the a.-guments which would be

brought forward, that the landlords would be in-

duced to hold out the right hand of fellowship to

them, and assist them to improve the state of agri-

culture in this country. He had, as it were, en-

deavoured to put himself as a sort of arbitrator

between landlord and tenant, his motive being

based upon the principle of justice. Mr. Twynam
then read the following paper -.—It has long been

a subject of just complaint that leases are burdened

with a mass of unnecessary verbiage, of no possi-

ble benefit to the landlord, as regards the protec-

tion of his land, but productive of much expense

and perplexity to the tenant. The "same remark

applies to the number and ambiguity of the cove-

nants, the greater proportion of which are only

fitted, as experience has too often proved, to dis-

courage improvement and foster Htigation ; indeed,

so completely are they at variance with the practice

of the present day that v/hile on all sides farmers

are urged to amend their system, and to avail

themselves of the discoveries of science, whereby

to improve their cultivation, they are met on the

very threshold of their efforts by a positive veto

on advancement, imposed by the illiberal covenants

which ahke distinguish and disgrace the forms of

ancient leases, after which our modern ones, with

few exceptions, are drawn. With these facts before

me, it has been my aim in the remarks I am about

to offer, to compress into as small a compass as

possible, consistent with a due exhibition of the

import of the agreement, all covenants relating to

the course of cultivation, and to adopt such prin-

ciples as the base of their foundation as shall give

the tenant the fullest scope for the exercise of his

skill and judgment, comjiatibly with due regard to

the interests of the owner ; I have, therefore, in-

troduced the different objects for which it may be

necessary to covenant, imder separate heads, in

the following order;— 1st, the system of cultiva-

tion; 2nd, the disposal of the produce; 3rd, re-

pairs ; 4th, tenant's ])rivileges and rights ; 5th, the

landlord's power and reservations. In discussing

the nature of the covenants which appear to me to

be quite sufficient to insure fair treatment to the

land, I am, of course, guided by the requirements

of that description of soil of which the county

of Hampshire is found to consist, and to the cul-

tivation of which I have been chiefly accustomed

;

any system, however, which may be deemed suit-

able for this county, may, with proper modifica-

tions adapted to meet local 'circumstances, be ap-

jilied to many others, where stock feeding on arable

land forms the chief feature of the agricultural

economy. I commence, therefore, vv'ith the consi-

deration of the rotation of crops. It is a common
covenant in Hampshire leases, that the tenant

shall not sow two white straw cro])s in succession

;

now, this, so far from being a beneficial restriction,

I think I shall be able to prove, is, in many cases,

positively detrimental to good farming. Take, for

instance, any land, except that of the lightest

chalks or downs ; who, among us, has not wit-

nessed the almost total loss of the barley crop

when it has followed turnips eaten off during an

adverse season—either too wet or too dry r and

who has not seen effects equally disastrous, v/hen,

in order to rrake the swedes hold out till the grass

season arrived, the seed was sown late, sometimes

never vegetating at all, and at others, growing with

a rapidity peculiar to vegetation on the advent of

summer, and producing almost to a certainty an

immense mass of straw, too weak to carry out its

berry to perfection ? On the other hand, if the

tenant has the choice, let wheat be the first crop,

then barley ; a season, which is oftentimes of more

consequence than the manure, will be certain of

being secured ; the land will have been fallowed

during winter, and pulverization, so indispensable

to a barley crop, easily obtained ; the seed furrow

will then be ready at the earliest spring, and eight

or ten weeks will be afforded in which to take the

advantage of the proper season, when it offers, in-

stead of being obliged to sow, as under the present

system, at the moment the food is cleared, let the

weather or the soil be in ever so unsatisfactory a

state ; in the place of a trodden, poached soil,

defying ahke all the powers of the clod-crusher to

reduce, and of vegetation to force the blade through
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the hardened surface, you have a tine, light seed

bed, both })ervious to and retentive of moisture,

arising from the one sound basis—a perfect culti-

vation—which cannot be eflccted where the tenant

is not allowed to exercise his judgment in the rota-

tion which he adopts. But the advanta^re does not

stop here : the barley l)eing followed by swedes

(rye intervening, if desired), and these swedes fol-

lowed l)y forward turnips, an incalculable benefit

would he often gained in the stock department,

—

the feeding of the swedes could be ])rotracted into

the month of May, or even June, under pressing

circumstances ; an immense addition might be

made to the hay crop by thus saving the feeding

of young grasses ; the annual bill for guano or

bone dust might be reduced ; for if both the swedes

and the turnips were fed oft' on the ground, the

wheat crop succeeding, the turnips would need no

further manure, and the yard dung, now usually

api)lied to the wheat crop, might be used for the

swedes after the barley. I would, therefore, recom-

mend that if any restriction be imposed on the

tenant as to his method of cultivation, it should be

limited to his growing nol more than two straw

ci'ops in succession, or more than two in four years,

leaving the manner of distributing the growth to

his discretion. But. gentlemen, 1 am inclined to

think the tenant might be safely left without any

restriction at all, as to his sowing, if the covenants

for keeping a large stock of shee[) or beasts were

rigidly enforced, save and except during the last

two years of his tenancy, and even then, or under

a holding from year to year, the ])resent restrictions

might be much modified. Sheep and cattle are the

sheet-ancliois of all farming in these days, and it

is imjjossible to provide liberally for a full stock

of either, and at the same time to oversow the

land. 1 think I could in a few minutes convince

any landlord willing to lend me his attention, that

by one simple covenant, securing the uninterrupted

feeding of a large stock on his land, he might

safely dispense with that legion of restrictive, mys-

tifying covenants which serve only as so many
clogs to the skilful and energetic, or as traps,

through which the unwary tenant may unwittingly

get entangled in the meshes of the law. (,'ove-

nants, I verily believe, were concocted in former

days, when lav/yers were less honest than now, with

the view of increasing the charge for the lease, or

to serve as a net whereby to catch their game. To
proceed to the second head of our subject—the

disposal of the produce. It is the opinion of many
intelligent farmers that all restrictions on this point

should be abohshed, and that the tenant ought to

be allowed to dispose of every thing he grows,

—

hay, straw, roots, &c., as well as corn. Now I

confess that, except in localities contiguous to

towns, where rich and cheap manure is at all times

easily obtainable, and where land bears a propor-

tionably high rent, in consequence of the demand

which exists for roots and green crops, I cannot

admit that it would be just to the landowner to

recommend the adoption of a system which, if car-

ried out to the extent it might be under certain

circumstances, would very m.aterially damage his

estate. I agree to the ])ro])Osition that hay might

be sold without limitation, except the growth of

the last year, when the refusal ought to be given

to the incoming tenant. The covenant for keep-

ing a large stock constantly on the farm being

strictly adhered to, it matters very little whether

they consume hay, corn, or cake : the option of

these articles, I think, should be given to the

tenant. Of this the landlord may be asstued, that,

if the occupier of a farm with a heavy stock upon

it can dispense with his hay, he must of necessity

have previously ensured heavy crops of turnips,

raised by expensive manures, or large quantities

of cake or corn either have been or must be jiur-

chased ; in either case a heavy outlay of money is

involved, and equity seems to require that, if the

tenant has the opportunity of })urchasing compa- •

ratively low-])riced commodities, whereby he is en- M
abled to sustain the fertility of his farm e(|ually T
with the use of a higher-priced article which he

produces, he should be allowed to sul'stitute the

one for the other. But it is another question, when

the modification of existing restrictions is carried

out to an unlimited, undefined extent. Hay, it has

been shown, can be dispensed with, and therefore

the right of selling cannot be exercised without

immediate supply of the c(]uivalcnt—extra crops

of green food, cake, or corn. But, to scU the

straw or root crops (unless in the exceptional cases

before alluded to) would be an illustration of the

old adage, of " cutting uj) the goose to obtain her

eggs;" it would be destroying the very founda-

tion you have laid for the future superstructure of

your system, and no artificial manures you can

purchase can supply the elements of nutrition L(j

the succeeding corn crops in anything like tlie

quantity, or of half so permanent a nature, as those

attbrded by these vegetable fertilizers ; and nothing

but the sure return and inexhaustible sup])ly of

manure composed entirely of these ingredients can

justify the sale of straw and root cro])S, even in

the immediate vicinity of large towns. But there

is another objection to this unlimited privilege,

perhaps of still greater importance. A landlord,

notwithstanding all his precaution, may get hold

of a tenant who may become embarrassed. Caj)!-

tal - or money, as our forefathers would have called

it - is of the feathered tribe, and sometimes taketh

to itself wings, and flies awav, even fnmi the most
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cautious and apparently secure. Let us for the

moment assume sucli a case. The tenant has the

power to dispose of all his produce : he manages,

by the sale of his corn and stock, to meet his land-

lord and tithe-owner at Michaelmas, but he finds

himself suddenly called on by some inexorable

creditor to pay a debt, possibly under circumstances

which will admit of no delay ; all other available

produce failing to realise the money due, the cre-

ditor proceeds to sell the straw, roots, &c.— for, I

believe, the legal gentlemen will tell you that what

the tenant can do his creditor can do— the land-

lord, remember, is paid ; there is no more rent due

for half a year; therefore, he hasno power to inter-

fere. An unprincipled tenant might connive at

this work of destruction ; the sum to be reahsed

by such produce would be sometimes very large

and tempting, and the desolation inflicted on the

farm almost irreparable. Even if covenants existed

binding the tenant to bring back certain quantities

of artificials in exchange, it may readily be con-

ceived that it would scarcely answer a landlord's

purpose to attempt to put such covenant in force

against a man deprived of all his property. There-

fore, with all deference to those who hold the

opinion that the taking a farm is purely a commer-
cial transaction, and that the hirer of it ought to

be as completely unfettered as the trader who buys

a ship-load of merchandise, I would simply sug-

gest that, while our best endeavours are directed

to remove all oppressive and injurious restrictions

on the tenant by all legitimate means, we take care

not to recommend any measures for the accom-

plishment of such object, which can only be car-

ried out at the expense of justice to the landlord.

Thirdly, we come to the question of repairs. It

appears to me to be the far preferable plan that

both the labour and materials should be found by

the landlord, in fact, that all repairs should be done

by him ; such an obligation would of course be

considered in estimating the rent, yet it would

remove the source of those constantly occurring

scence of strife, and sometimes ruinous htigation,

between the two parties, arising from the question

of dilapidations. A conscientious farmer may,

like most men with a clear conscience, rest quite

calm and contented under a sense that he has done

his duty, that he has performed to the letter all re-

quired of him by his lease or agreement ; but, poor

easy soul ! he forgets that justice is not always a

household deity of this age—the carved images of

gain and advantage are far more conspicuous idols

of our worship ; and if, by any neglect or over-

sight on his part, he lays himself open to the grasp

of either of these last-mentioned powers, he will

be a lucky man if they do not claim him as a vic-

tim. We all know that at the exi)iration of a

tenancy a surveyor is usually sent by the landlord

or his agent to report on the state of the repairs.

This surveyor, in most cases, is totally ignorant of

the state the premises were in at the commence-

ment of the holding, or under what covenants they

have been managed during the term—his duty is

simply to report as he finds them. It often hap-

pens the tenant either disputes his liability to per-

form the work in the manner and at the cost

awarded by the surveyor, a difference arises, and

after much bickering and exhibition of ill feehng,

an arbitration is decided on, with what results

most tenants can bear witness, to their great dis-

appointment, but always attended with serious ex-

pense, let the issue be what it may. Aware, from

these facts, of the disadvantageous position the

tenant is placed in by the present system of under-

taking the repairs himself, I would strongly recom-

mend that they be thrown upon the landlord, who
could then perform them to bis own satisfaction,

andfree the tenant from the interference of those un-

welcome and expensive intruders, the lawyers and

valuators. But, in this case, one thing would be

especially necessary, indeed equally so when the

tenant is only bound to do the labour : a covenant

should be introduced into all leases or agreements,

limiting the time within which such repairs, after

due notice given to the landlord, should be com-

pleted ; or in the case of labour being found by the

tenant, within which the materials should be sup-

plied ; in default of either of which, the tenant

should be at liberty both to find the material and

perform the work, deducting the whole cost thereof

out of the half-year's rent then next accruing after

the completion of the said repairs. Gentlemen, I

feel there is nothing more than simple justice to

the tenant in a provision of this nature, for the

cases where landlords do effectually and timely ex-

ecute the repairs, or supply the materials, are, or

rather, perhaps, in past days, have been the excep-

tions, and not the rule ; that a new light is dawn-

ing upon the young geneiation of landlords, I am
wiUing to acknowledge ; many of them, like their

tenants, have " put their shoulders to the wheel,"

and nobly done their best to stem the torrent of

destruction which legislative acts of wrong and

robbery have let loose on the whole agricultural

interest. But there are amongst landlords, as we

are told there are amongst tenants, " men of the

old school, bigoted to the ways of their fathers ;"

and having been witness to many cases of cruel

hardship to the tenants, under a long lease, from

the palpable neglect of landlords in putting the

premises in repair at the beginning of a term, or

of supplying the requisite materials when demanded,

although under special covenant to do so, and

knowing that the present remedy is no other than

L
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a costly action at law, which few tenants have the

pecuniary means of undertaking, and still fewer,

if they value the peaceable holding of their farm,

would venture to prosecute against a landlord, I

have thought it not an unprofitable occupation of

your time in thus going somewhat lengthily, and I

fear tediously, into an explanation of the reasons

why I recommend the shorter, and, I trust, more

equitable remedy for an evil, important in its na-

ture, as its existence is undeniable. I now pass

on to the consideration of what may be termed the

tenant's privileges and rights—not indeed very ge-

nerally recognised as such at present, but which,

I trust, may yet be taken into favourable notice,

and become ranked among the estabhshed customs

of the county; and I have no hesitation in declar-

ing that the class of society to which I have at-

tached myself, the land surveyors and valuers, are

wanting in those duties the public has a right to

expect of them, so long as they neglect, upon every

fitting occasion, strongly to recommend to all land-

lords the adoption of such a measure of tenant

right or indemnity as shall secure to the outgoing

tenants full compensation for, at least, all unex-

hausted purchased manures which may be left in

the land on quitting, and a fair allowance for all

extra work which can be proved to be of perma-

nent benefit lo the farm. Every surveyor must be

as fully aware as we are that a well matured measure

of this description would be of the first importance

to the tenant, and, at the same time, of undeniable

benefit to the landlord and the country at large

;

and there is no reason to doubt, were the arguments

in its favour fairly and calmly urged on the land-

owners by those whose duty it is to advise them
on the value of their land and the nature of the

covenants necessary for its proper usage, that this

much desired boon would be shortly obtained.

But what are the privileges as distinguished from

the riylits of the tenantry ? Amongst them we
find the liberty to remove the crowds of timber

trees which exhaust the soil, and shade the growing

crops, thus encouraging sprouting in wet harvests,

and harbouring swarms of pilfering birds ; to

grub up hedgerows where numerous, or by their

size occupying too much of the acreage, which are

often the nurseries of weeds, insects, and vermin

—

another prolific source of damage to the farmer

;

to have the power of keeping down within the

bounds of moderation, at least, the unwinged game,
which often swells the quantity of live stock to be

maintained beyond the capabilities of the land
;

these are privileges which many landlords have of

late accorded to their tenantry, and it would be well

to recommend them for general adoption. Highly

desirable, however, as these privileges are, they

must ever be considered as standing second in im-

portance to the question of tenant right or indem-

nity. The want of security for the return of

invested capital ojierates on all farms with an effect

equally baneful—it encourages the mischievous

system of sweating down to " feather weight" land

which previous good management has brought into

good condition ; it robs the community of a vast

annual amount of produce, which would be re-

turned regularly if the soil were preserved in an

undeviating state of fertility ; and it is surprising

many landlords cannot be brought to see, that in

a permanently reduced rent, or in a serious allow-

ance out of the first year's payment, they indirectly

sacrifice more to a new tenant than they would

have to ])ay the old one, for leaving the farm in a

high state of cultivation, under the system of in-

demnity, with this plain diflference—'that the former

is never returned, while the amount of compensa-

tion would be gladly repaid by the incomer. After

the calmest consideration of this much vexed ques-

tion, and deliberately weighing all the arguments

pro and con, I can come to no other conclusion

than that every landlord whose estate is under his

own controul, exhibits a want of judgment in op-

posing it ; and that where special circumstances

prevent his concurrence, the legislature ought

forthwith to provide means for their removal. We
arrive now at the last stage of our discussion— the

i-ights and reservations of the landlord, which it

may be necessary to secure by special covenants.

Under this head may be classed the privilege of

inspecting the condition of the farm during the

term of occupation; the right of re-entry for

breach of covenant ; and the much disputed point,

the power of distraining for rent. In regard to

the first privilege, I consider it one which the land-

lord may very properly reserve, to be exercised at

his discretion without any other limitation than

that it be done at seasonable times, without da-

mage, let, or hindrance to the occupier ; it is ne-

cessary to his own security, and to which no honest

tenant can oflfer any solid objection. With respect

to the second point, I consider no forfeiture of the

tenancy ought to ensue for the breach of any

covenant where money can make compensation for

the damage done ; nor, as at present, should this

power avail in cases of bankruptcy or insolvency.

Surely, misfortune, or reverses, against which, even

"the discoveries of science," or "shouldering the

wheel," whatever wondrous feats they may enable

farmers to perform in the way of cultivation, have,

as yet, provided no remedy, ought not to preclude

a man, or his creditors, from reaping the benefit of

his labours merely because he is the victim of the

common lot of humanity ! the more especially as

no damage need accrue to the landlord, whose

covenants of protection to his land would be equally
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binding on the assignees as on the bankrupt. I

am aware it may be pleaded, that under the system

of " tenant right/' the tenant would receive com-

pensation ; to a certain extent, if the lease were

properly drawn, he would ; but I hold no system

of tenant right, likely to meet the concurrence of

the landed gentry, would secure a good farmer the

full benefit of his labours if thus suddenly called

on to relinquish his tennancy. Case—Waste,

which the tenant might be unable to repair, or the

non-payment of the monied compensation deemed

as damages for the breach of any covenant, should

alone form the exceptional cases in which the power

of re-entry might be exercised. Cases have oc-

curred where great injustice has been inflicted on

tenants who may have broken some covenant of tri-

vial import, lying concealed amidst a forest of

technical phrases, and mystified by legal formalities

they probably had never read, or if reading, failed

to comprehend ; in all such cases justice would be

satisfied by stipulating that the landlord should

demand such damages as he may be advised were

incurred ; and if the tenant thought the amount
too high, each party should have the power of

calling in his surveyor, and they the usual umpire,

in cases of necessity. Last in order comes the

question of distraint, a subject much agitated of

late, and on which much diversity of opinion exists.

I have given the best attention, not only to the

arguments I have heard advanced by many able

members of this club, but also to the opinions ex-

pressed at other farmers' clubs and agricultural

gatherings, and am obliged to declare that, as yet,

I am iniable to discover any advantage to be de-

rived from the abandonment of this privilege ; and

although I am aware my sentiments on this ques-

tion are at variance with those of many highly va-

lued friends, I trust they will bear with me while I

endeavour to justify them. It will, I think, be

conceded, that if the power of distraint were

aboHshed, landlords would require first-rate se-

curity, as a guarantee for the payment of rent, and

the due performance of the covenants the hirers

of their farms might have entered into. This

must be the first and certain consequence. What
is the next suggestion which presents itself ? Why,
that the surety would himself require security from

the tenant of the most stringent nature ; who, in

these circumstances, would be satisfied with any-

thing less potent than a bond in judgment, or a

bill of sale on the whole stock ? Does any gentle-

man here contend that any friend becoming security

for the fulfilment of so important an undertaking

as the payment of rent, and due observance of the

covenants attached to a large farm, would be justi-

fied in accepting a less sweeping power over the

property of the secured than that which either of

these formidable instruments would invest him

with ? And if this be the case, what have you

efTected by the change but the transfer of power

from the hands of landlords (who, if they do not

relish any actual abatements, are generally found

considerate enough to give time for payment), to

those of a friend, or probably a money lender,

eitlier of whom, the one from occurrences not

dreamt of at the time of the engagement, the other

from distrust, when low prices or adverse seasons

temporarily embarrass you, may pounce down on

your farm, sweep away your property, blasting

your reputation by the act, and perhaps crippling

your energies for ever ? This, gentlemen, is the

true character of the change you would make, in

so far as respects the tenant. Can you point out

to me any countervailing benefits derived by the

public ? Certainly the general creditors of a man
would be in no better position while he was under

the fetters of a bond or bill of sale, than while un-

der the mercies of a distress for rent. One, or

either, is equally all-powerful, to the exclusion of

all other claimants, until its demands are satisfied.

I am told the present system encourages an undue

competition for land. The number of competi-

tors, I am free to confess, would be reduced by the

transfer of the present power from the landlord to

the tenant's surety ; but of what class are the com-

petitors 5'^ou would exclude ? Not the most mis-

chievous ones—the rich tradesman or manufacturer,

seeking relaxation, country sport, or the healthful

exercise which farming afl:brds ; nor the reckless

adventurers of the schools of science ; these would

carry on the mad and ruinous strife with undimi-

nished energy, for they could get security. Not

so the genuine ligitimate farmer, he who has

" whistled at the plough," v/hose " grandfather

lived on his honour's estate ;" he who has been

bent and broken, but perhaps not completely pros-

trated by the foul blow of free trade ; who is, in-

deed, putting his shoulder to the wheel, but who,

as has been elsewhere well observed, requires the

landlord to hold up the shafts, to go first, to guide

the waggon, while he is pushing round the wheel;

who, by that generous assistance and forbearance,

which can be hoped for only from his landlord,

may yet struggle through the difficulties a sudden

and cruel policy has inflicted on him. This man,

gentlemen, belongs to the class you would shut

out from competition, by aboUshing the law of

distraint, and substituting a power which, while it

would consign three-fourths of the old English

farmers to penury or exile, would be unaccompa-

nied by one single redeeming benefit, for your com-

petition would remain fierce as ever between the

parties with whom it first originated, and who, in

very truth, are alone to be blamed for its existence^

L 2
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viz., the rich aspirants for rural enjoyments, or the

deluded followers of a false theory. Such, gentle-

men, are the consequences I anticipate, if the land-

lord is to be deprived of a power which, I am well

aware, has been much spoken against, but I fear

without due reflection; and for myself I wi'l say,

if I am to be placed at the mercy of any creditor,

let it 1 e one of the old aristocracy ; but save me
from the clutches o ' the Jew or the modern capi-

talisi. I have now brought to a close my observa-

tion s upon what I co isider to be the leading gene-

ral covenants betweei landlord and tenant. I am
fudy sensible that I have opened a large field for

r'iscussion, and pos^bly for objection ; but I am
equally persuaded that your knowledge will correct

the errors into which I may have fallen, and your

experience supply the deficiencies which may be

apparent. I trust both the members of this club,

and gentlemen out of doors who may be interested

in the affairs of agriculture, will do me the justice

of believing, that in offering these my suggestions

on a subject so vitally affecting the onward pro-

gress of this first of sciences, I am endeavouring

to secure to the tenant full scope for the exercise of

his skill and enterprise, and a safe investment for

his capital, neither of which, I am bound to say, is

at jn-esent afforded him ; and that, in perfect com-
patibility with this possession of these great desi-

derata, I would reserve to the landlord that whole-

some supervision of his properly necessary to

insure its proper cultivation ; continue to him a

paramount claim for the recovery of his rent, and
protect him in the enjoyment of those privileges

to which, as owner of the soil, he is indisputably

entitled,

Mr. Twynam, on concluding, read, proforma
the resolutions, which are given at the close of the

report.

Mr. W. Stratton said, after the very able

manner in which Mr. Twynam had brought for-

ward a most important subject, it might appear

singular in him to oppose it. He concurred in

some of the observations which that gentleman
had made, and in others he did not. He would
not attempt to follow him through all the details,

because he could not recollect them. With respect

to what had been stated by him relating to the cul-

tivation of the soil on the four-field system, he
perfectly agreed with him that a tenant ought not
to be bound down to sow barley after swedes. He
ought to be beyond the reach of controul, and at

perfect hberty to lay out his capital in what man-
ner he pleased. With such a bond about his neck
the tenant became something more worthless than
the meanest bailiff". He supplied all the general
wants, while, if the crop should fail, he became the
Sufferer, and no one else. The tenant farmer ab-

sorbed his capital to pay his rent, and other ex-

penses ; therefore the system to which Mr. Twynam
had alluded was perfectly right. He thought that

a tenant should not sow more than two wheat crops

in succession, but with regard to two white straw

crops he disagreed with him ; because in this

county they could do better on the four-field sys-

tem. With respect to what had been observed on

the subject of building and repairs, ihe landlord

doing all the labour, he thought was perfectly cor-

rect. AVhen he took his farm the landlord was

not bound to do it ; but he liberally did so. It

was better, however, to take a stipulated portion in

the shape of rent : then there would be no squab-

bling between landlord and tenant ; for sometimes

the tenant had to complain that the repairs were

not done. To remedy this Mr. Twynam proposed

that the tenant should do them, and deduct the

expenses from his rent. With regard to the sys-

tem of tenant right, or tenant indemnity, as Mr.

Twynam had been pleased to call it, he did not see

why its name should be changed. If it was a

tenant right, let it it be called tenant right, and by

no other name, and let it not be said that they had

forgotten it. Had not the landlords rights r—why

then should the tenants not have theirs ? He hoped

that they would assert the system of tenant right,

which it was quite as much the interest of the

community at large and of every inhabitant of the

em])ire to uphold. With regard to the law of dis-

traint, he knew very well that, after what had fal-

len from a man like Mr. Twynam, of unimpeacha-

ble character, who had thoroughly considered the

subject, it might seem wrong for an humble indivi-

dual like himself to dispute such an authority;

still, without intending any disrespect to him, he

would boldly declare in that room, that to be

called upon to find sureties, and to give bonds in

judgment, would greatly impede, if not destroy the

tenantry of England. He thought that landlords

had rights by law which were wrong in justice.

They had their rights secured to them by their rents

being j.iaid quarterly, and the tenant was bound to

pay, and in default an execution might be put on
his property. He thought that if the laws of re-

straint were rescinded, the effect would be to bring

land to its more legitimate value than it was at

present. If a landlord called on a tenant to find

sureties for the payment of his rent, the latter went
to his nearest friend, who was generally a man of

business, and if not, he sent some one to ascertain

whether there was any chance of realising his ex-

penses from the rent of the farm. If the person

so sent believed the rent asked to be too much, or

greater than the apphcant could aflJbrd to lay out,

he advised him to give it up, and told him that

under such circumstances he declined to be his
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surety ; the farm then would be open to the puh-

Hc. Generally speakinj^-, farmers and valuers knew
pretty well the value of land, therefore he believed

it would be let at its legitimate, and not at its su-

perficial value, as at present. Mr. Twynam had

said that he would rather be under the old aristo-

cracy than under the Jews, and he (Mr. S.) thought

so too ; but the best plan to be secure was on the

tenant right principle—that the landlord should

have his rent, and no more ; then the land would

realise its legitimate value. He defied any farmer

to say that he had paid his expenses within the last

fourteen or fifteen years ; therefore, if the produce

would not meet the expenditure, there must be

something wrong in the system. He hoped he

should live long enough to see the law of distraint

abolished, when landlord and tenant could meet

each other on equitable and amicable terms.

Mr. CuNDELL said he could not refrain from

making an observation or two on the very inter-

esting subject which had been brought forward

that evening by Mr. Twynam. That gentleman

had remarked that vegetable produce might be ad-

vantageously sold near large towns, by being re-

placed with manure. If that were the case, he did

not see why it should not do so at a distance ; for if

the principle was good in the one case, it was

equally so in the other. All that they wanted was

to go upon the broad principle of farming. They

used iheir best endeavours to get a living on their

farms, and if one thing did not succeed they tried

something else. With respect to leases, he thought

all restrictive covenants ought to be abolished, and

that they should be allowed to farm as they liked,

and grow what they could. They all knew that

in most of their leases they were restricted from

growing only a certain quantity of wheat, without

any allowance for adverse seasons. Now he should

like to know how that was to be done this year,

when not half an average crop had been grown,

and next season they might have the opportunity

of growing an abundance, but were restricted from

doing so in consequence of these vexatious cove-

nants. With regard to the law of distraint, he

could not agree with Mr. Twynam, as it gave an

undue preference to landlords over the creditors,

and under its operation men with false capital were

accepted as tenants, in order that landlords might

obtain a large rent.

Mr. T. S. Godwin said he quite agreed with

Mr. Twynam in the former part of his proposition,

with respect to cropping the land, and thought his

recommendation exceedingly good, in order that

the tenant should have an opportunity of exercising

his skill and ability in any way he thought proper.

Then as to the subject of what was called tenant

right, he conceived it was a misnomer, and thought

it ought to be termed landlords' advantage. Every

tenant who went to take a farm, of course he in-

quired what were the conditions to which he was

to be subject, and unless he found he could not

enter uj)on it in the usual way, he would say it was

not wortli so much ; but if he had to pay for un-

exhausted manure he would be charged more, on

the principle of an insurance, say £20 a year for

the term. This capital was paid by the tenant to

the landlord, to be returned at the expiration of the

term. A landlord, let him be ever so bigoted,

could not fail to be convinced that this arrange-

ment must be for his own benefit, because he had

actually been paid the money beforehand, which

he was subsequently called upon to return. He
very much questioned if this arrangement was to

the tenant's interests, because he must first of all

find out what were the precise sums to be given by

him for the improvements alleged tohavebeen made.

The community no doubt would be benefited by the

increased produce, and all parties would reap the

advantage by the adoption of the system ; but the

question was whether the tenant would be ade-

quately remunerated to the extent of his outlay.

At the present moment the statute law of this

country did not acknowledge any other property in

the soil except the landowner of the soil ; there-

fore, if Mr. Twynam took this fact into considera-

tion, he probably might be inclined to think it

would be judicious to aboUsh the law of distraint.

He thanked Mr. Stratton for the suggestions he

had made, because they called in other persons in

addition to those who came to the land.

The Chairman- considered that they were

greatly obliged to Mr. Twynam for the very able

manner in which he had brought the subject be-

fore the clul). They must all be fully convinced

that, to insure good cultivation, the farmers must

be left free with respect to that part of the subject

introduced by Mr. Twynam, relating to leases. On
referring to the report of a meeting of the club

held about two years ago, it would be found that

Mr. William Pain had said that there should be

"a covenant in the lease for keeping an ample stock

of sheep, and to provide a proper entry at the end

of the term for turnip and v.-heat ley. The tenant

should then be at liberty to exercise his skill and

capital to the best advantage, without restriction

as to sowing, either in extent or kind of crops

;

because the landlord would have a sufficient gua-

rantee that his land could not be over-cropped if a

large stock of sheep were kei)t on it." He believed

that all would concur in opinion that a man must

be left free to exercise his skill and ability to the

best advantage, and not be bound down by any

vexatious or illiberal covenants. If a landlord

was secured by a certain amount of live stock being
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left on the land, he thought all covenants should

1)6 cancelled, and if there was sufficient for the in-

coming tenant, that was all a landlord need require.

At the present time, unless the farmer exerted his

skill and. energy to the utmost, it was impossible

for him to continue his occupation ; therefore men
ought not to he prevented from producing the

largest crops at the least cost : and in order to do

this every tenant must have security for his outlay,

and no man would be able to do justice to himself

unless he held his farm on the basis of tenant

right. Mr. Godwin had very much enlightened

him on this subject. He saw no reason why land-

lords should object to give that security, and, in

his opinion, it was the fault of the farmers that they

did not have it. The farmers liad no greater ene-

mies than those of their own class. He knew of

no system which would tend more to promote a

good feeling beetween landlord and tenant than

that of tenant right. He recollected that at the

opening of the Docks at Grimsby, when Prince

Albert was on a visit to the Earl of Yarborough,

at Brocklesby Hall, in Lincolnshire, the whole of

his lordship's tenantry, as a mark of respect to

their landlord, voluntarily turned out as an escort

to his Royal Highness, m.ounted on horses said to

be worth from 100 to 200 guineas each. They had

security for their outlay, and thence arose their at-

tachment and respect for their landlord. Nothing,

he believed, tended more to promote good feeling

amongst the landed interest than that those above

should do justice to those beneath them. He
knew that there was an ill-feeling among the la-

bourers towards the farmers, to whom they looked

for employment. The farmer knew his position,

and the risk he would run by increasing his out-

lay ; therefore he declined to employ more labour-

ers, although he did not tell them the reason. This

was the cause why labourers were so much set

against their masters. If the system of tenant

right were generally established throughout the

country, the community at large would be bene-

fited, and it would have the effect of l)Tinging back

the land to the same state as it was formerly. He
knew of nothing better than granting to the tenant

security at the time of quitting ; and unless they

obtained this, farmers' clubs and other things were

worthless ; but when this was established on a

firm basis, farmers' clubs, fat stock shows, and

other agricultural meetings, could not be too nu-

merous. But the rearing of fat stock was a very

great expense and loss to the farmer, whose only

remuneration was to be patted on the shoulder by
his landlord. He trusted, however, that the time

had arrived when the farmers would think for

themselves. His object was to lead and not to

drive J and he wished to convince the landlords

that it was their interest to grant tenant right. He
wished to perpetuate a good feeling among all

classes in the country, and they should unite toge-

ther for the benefit of the whole. With regard to

the last clause in Mr. Twynam's resolutions, he

would suggest that, as a resolution on the subject

of an opposite tendency had been passed at a for-

mer meeting, whether it would be wise to pass ano-

ther to contradict it. He would, therefore, with

Mr. Twynam's consent, propose that the last clause

should be withdrawn. His own impression with

regard to repairs was, that as the tenant was on the

spot, he was the fittest person to attend to them,

more especially as in very many cases the landlord

might reside a hundred miles distant. If the te-

nant undertook to do the repairs, he was the most

likely person to keep the premises in good order.

He wished to do justice betv/een landlord and te-

nant, for it was well known that landlords generally

were not men of business—it was more likely that

farmers would know how to get repairs done most

advantageously.

Mr. TwYNAM replied at some length, and ex-

pressed his willingness to withdraw the resolution

alluded to by the Chairman, as he v/as not aware

that the club had come to any resolution on the

law of distraint. With regard to the question of

security, he would say that a man might not have

any other capital than the capital of skill and in-

dustry, who, by the operation of this system, would

be shut out of the firm. With respect to the re-

mark made by the Chairman, that repairs had bet-

ter be done by those occupying the premises, he

admitted that it would be much better; and, in

proof of this, adduced an instance where a tenant

had applied to his landlord to get rapairs done

within a certain time ; they were partly done, and

the tenant suffered much, for the landlord dying

before his occupation ceased, the new landlord

brought him a bill to the am.ount of £500 for

dilapidations.

The Chairman then read the following leso-

lutions, as amended, and they were unanimously

agreed to :

—

Resolved,— 1. That, in the opinion of this club,

the covenants generally introduced into leases, pre-

scribing a certain course of cropping, are injurious

to their operation, and act as insurmountable ob-

stacles to the full development of the skill and

judgment of the farmer, and to the prosecution of

the improved system of agriculture;—that the

most important object to the landlord is to secure

a large stock of cattle and sheep on his land, and

this being attained, no specific covenants as to the

mode of cultivation are necessary, except such as

shall provide for a proper entry to the person who
may succeed the present tenant.
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2. That as a general rule, the spending of the

green crops on the premises being provided for, the

tenant might safely be allowed to dispose of all

other produce, without restriction ; but, in parti-

cular localities, the disposal of all produce might

be permitted.

3. That, with the view of encouraging every

measure which may prevent collision between land-

lord and tenant, this club is of opinion that all re-

pairs should be wholly performed by the landlord,

but, in case of his neglect to give timely attention

to them, after due notice, then it should be compe-

tent for the tenant to undertake the same, and to

deduct the cost, both of materials and labour, from

the next payment of rent.

4. That the agriculture of the kingdom generally

would be much benefited if the timber surround-

ing arable land were felled, and hedgerows reduced

into a moderate compass, and that it would lie only

a measure of justice to the tenantry, if the privi-

lege of destroying hares and rabbits were accorded

them.

5. That the adoption of tenant right, perhaps better

described as tenant indemnity, is absolutely indis-

pensable for sustaining agriculture in the state of

improvement already effected, and encouraging its

future progression, and this club desires hereby to

record its solemn conviction that the system of

farming will never arrive at that point of perfec-

tion it is capable of attaining, without its general

acknowledgment in all contracts between landlord

and tenant.

G. That the breach of any covenant by a tenant

should be remedied, where practicable, by a mo-
nied compensation ; and, if this provided for, the

right of re-entry, the present penalty, should be

abohshed ; that the landlord and liis agent should

enjoy the right of supervising the farm, at all con-

venient times during the tenancy.

Mr. Spearing proposed a vote of thanks to

Mr. Twynam, for the able manner in which he had

brought the subject forward.

Mr. CoLLis seconded the motion, which was

carried unanimously, and Mr. Twynam made a

suitable acknowledgment.

Mr, T. Earle moved a vote of thanks to the

Chairman, for the great ability which he had dis-

played on this and other occasions.

Mr. T. S. Godwin seconded the resolution,

which was unanimously agreed to.

The Chairman said it would give him infinite

pleasure on all occasions to endeavour to promote

the advancement of a class to which he belonged.

His only aim was to benefit his brother farmers,

and to point out to them the system which they

ought to adopt in order to insure success, and he

should feel most happy if his feeble attempt should

have the effect of placing them in a better position

than they ever had been. He trusted that the dis-

cussions of the club would always be conducted

so as to tend to promote a good feehng among the

landed interest, for he was sure that people of every

class were easier to lead than to drive. He re-

turned his most sincere thanks for the vote of ap-

probation which they had been pleased to pass on

his feeble services, and hoped that they should

prosper in future, and that the meetings would be

more fully attended.—The members then sepa-

ated.

TITHE COMMUTATION.

Sir,—As your agricultural, as well as clerical, readers may

fee anxious to know tlie result of the cora averages for

the seven years to Christmas last, published in the London

Gazette of this evening-, viz.

—

s. d.

Wheat G 0.| per imperial bushel,

Barley 3 9|

Oats .2 6J

I beg to state, for their informatiou, that each £100 of tithe

rentjharjfe will, for the year 1853, amoimt to £91 ISs. 5jd.,

which is a reduction of more thau 2 per cent, from last year's

value.

The following statement from my Annual Tithe Commuta-

tion Tables will show the worth of £100 of tithe rentcharge

for each year since the passing- of the Tithe Commutation Act,

viz.

—

£ s. d.

For the year 1S37 98 13 9|

— 1838 97 7 11

— 1839 95 7 9

— 1840 98 15 91

— 1841 102 12 5h

— 1842 105 8 2|
_ 1843 105 12 2i
— 1844 104 3 5-4

— 1845 103 17 IH
_ 1S46 102 17 8|

— 1847 99 18 lOi

— 1848 102 1

— 1849 100 3 71

— 1850 98 16 10

— 1851 96 11 4|

— 1852 93 16 Hi
— 1853 91 13 5|

]7)£1,697 19 41

General average for 17 years .... 99 17 7i

I am, sir, your most obedient servant,

Charles M, WitLicu,

25, Suffolk-street, Pall Mall East, Jan. 7.

SALE OF IKISH BEET SUGAR.—A further sale of

Irish beet sugar took place last week, at the offices of Mr.

John Stokes, Commercial-buildings, in Deblin. It was manu-

factured by the Mountmelhck Company. The quality was ex-

cellent, and the prices of the lots, comprising sixty- seven bags,

ranged from 41s, 6d. to 45s, 6d. per cwt.
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CROYDON FARMERS' CLUB,
The monthly meeting took place on Saturday, Dec. 18th,

1852, when Jonas Cressinghaui, Esq., in the absence of the

chairman of the club, who was unable to attend from indis-

position, was unanimously called upon to preside. The sub-

ject for discussion, which was "On the Application of Ma-

chinery to Agricultural Purposes," was ably introduced by

Mr. Walker, of Addington, who has for some time past had a

steam engine erected on his farm. The subject brought to-

gether a good muster of members.

Mr. Walker said : Mr. Chairman and Members, the sub-

ject I have been called on to introduce to this club is a most

important one, and requires great discrimination and judg-

ment and practical knowledge, to show its importance, and the

advantages to be reaped from having properly-managed ma-

cliiuery and implements properly constructed to suit the work

they are intended for. I think every member—nay, every

farmer iu England—ought seriously, and at once, to take this

subject into consideration, as low prices in corn have not pro-

duced cheap labour, as was anticipated; and not only that,

but our best labourers are emigrati-ng rapidly, and, to all ap-

pearance, the tide of emigration is likely to continue. Our
laws also are now frameil and settled upon the principle of

unrestricted competition, and upon that principle, as laid down
by government, every sensible man will look out for the

cheapest method of carrying out his plana. If by machinery

labour can be to a considerable extent displaced and quicker

done, and if by the introduction of lighter and quite as ef-

fectual implements we caa save something considerable in

horse-power, as well as in the displacement of one-third of the

hands that have hitherto been kept to attend to, and go with

the hoises, we shall have established something- worth our

meeting here. Gentlemen, in entering into this subject,

should I differ iu opinion with a majority of the members
of this club, I can only say I am giving you my own
convictions, founded on practice, and should any mem-
ber feel any doubt as to the practicability of what I may
assert, I shall be most happy to give him proof of my assertions

on my own farm. I will first speak of machinery. I say,

every farmer who has 300 acres of tillage land, lying together,

so as all to come to one yard, oujht to have a small fixed

steam engine, thrashing machine, mill stines, chaff cutter,

circular saw, and steaming tubs—not oidy on account of the

great saving of expeuae in performing these several operations,

but for the independence it gives him into the bargain, in ta-

king advantage of the markets for both corn and labour. In

referring to what such machinery will do, I shall confine my-
self to what we ourselves do, and not to what might be done.

We thrash about 4 quarters of wheat per hour, 4 qrs. of barley,

and 10 qrs. of oats; shake the straw clean and winnow the

corn well out of the chaff, and thumble barley. It will perform

all this much better than can be done by hand. It would re-

quire three women to loose sheaves, a man to serve the ma-
chine, one to drive the engine, and one woman to throw the

corn from the winnowing machine into the corn bin ; or, if two,

they turn it through the hand machine which cleans it. The
number of hands employed to take straw away depeiids how
far it has to be carried, and whether it is tied or not. I gene-

rally employ four Irish women, who tie it with one band, and
carry it into a straw barn or stack it. In either case a man
stacks or mows it. The Irish women have 8d. per day, and

the men Is. In grinding we average 19 qrs. per hour of barley

or wheat, and cut one load of chaff at the same time, besides

bruising oats and splitting beans at the rate of 5 qrs. per hour.

The engine requires from 7 cwt. to 8 cwt. of small coal for 12

hours' work, at Od. per cwt., cost price at Croydon. By the

circular saw, two of my men will saw more in six hours, than

they will in 12 days by hand. The steaming is done with the

spare steam, at dinner time and night. The cost of all this

machinery, without buildings, would be about £250 to £300, all

fixed complete. What I have stated I am rcgidarly practising,

and I find the ecodoray and convenience very great. Combining

the whole of my produce at one price, the cost of thrashing, win-

nowmg it once over, thnmbling the barley, and tying the straw

with one band, does not exceed 6d. per qr. Should this seem

extraordinary to any one whom I am addressing, let him re-

member I have engaged to prove practically what I assert.

Some farmers to whom I have talked about having machinery

on their farms have answered, " It may do very well for you

who understand it, but I could not manage it." Now, gentle-

men, I think this no reason at all. Why should I know better

about machinery than any experienced farmer in this room ? I

was not brought up to any such business, nor had I any expe-

rience in the makiirg of any implements till the year 1840,

when I entered upon a large tillage farm in Yorkshire ; I then

engaged a blacksmith, a young lad who had just finished his

apprenticeship, to do my work on the farm at 6s. per week,

which same young man I have at present. I found, to get on,

there required all the improvements I coidd suggest, for I paid

£900 a year rent and tithe for 446 acres of land ; I therefore

say, it was necessity that urged me to see that my implements

and machinery were constructed so as to do the most work at

the least cost ; and from my own ideas, gathered from obser-

vation, and what I gleaned at our shows of implements, &c.,

I got so much credit in the county I left (for the improve-

ments I had introduced) that my neighbours and friends pre-

sented me with a very handsome silver tea service when I re-

moved in 1847. This shows plainly that " necessity is the

mother of invention," or I should never have been addressing

this meeting on the advantage of machinery. I have merely

introduced this anecdote of myself to show that all may
understand this subject if determined ; and I think it is a

very essential part of a farmer's business to know the most
economical machinery and implements he may require, with-

out which he must go at random to work. My plans, it

will be thought by most tenant-farmers, involve a great

outlay from the estimate I have given ; but, if they could

see the great saving—the independence connected with

being able to do all at home in the way of grinding, thrashing,

sawing, steaming, &c.—they would never be satisfied till they

had obtained the same advantages. If landlords would fix

such a set of machinery on all large farms, instead of returning

a per centage, it might answer their purpose, and give the

tenant the advantages I have described, which would be much
better than a return of rent. To tenants on small farms, I

would recommend a fixed machine, to thrash, winnow, &c. (ns

I have before described), with a pulley outside the barn, to

attach a portable engine to, at each farm-house. And, pro-

viding a landlord had six or eight small farms in the same

neighbourhood, there might be one portable engme to move

from place to place, as it was required. If that could not be
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done (.though 1 thiuk it might, if i)roperly applied for), the ouly

course wouKl be for the tenants to join for the purchase of

an engine. It would be better, however, to allow the landlord

a per ceutage, which would prevent the locking up of their

own capital, if they could not well spare it. In this neigh-

bourhood, my friend Stavely can manage that for a number

of his neighbours, as soon as tliey see the advantage of his

assistance. Gentlemen, I will not occupy your time longer

upon machinery, but will now say a few words with respect to

implements, f think the plough the leading implement ; I

will, therefore, take that first. When I first came into this

neighbourhood to look at the farm I now hold, I thought the

large turnrise plough, with four horses and two men, which I

saw creeping at work in light laud, completely outrageous to

all common sense. After having had every opportunity of

judging of the merits of these large ploughs, I thick them as

ridiculous an implement for light thin land, as it w^ould be to

have a waggon to ride to market in. Vc-ry steep hillsides

would be the only places I could reconcile myself to their use

—as there is a much more profitable and more economical

plough, which is adapted for either strong or light

land. I will give you an illustration of my views

and my reasons for coming to this conclusion. When I

came here from Yorkshire, I brought some of my small iron

ploughs, which answered well there ; but when put

amongst the Surrey flints, they did not face them to my
satisfaction. I then saw no alternative for the present time

but to go to the turnrise, which I did very reluctantly, on ac-

count of the quantity of horses and men required to go with

them ; and I found in practice it was a most expensive job to

what I had been used to, or what I thought ought to be neces-

sary. Under these circumstances, my raiud was daily anxiously

at work to throw this huge plough overboard—not on account

of its work, but the expense of working it. In ray researches

I fortunately got acquainted with Mr. Russell, of Ilorton-

Kirby, and in going over his farm he was using Howard's

plough, which did its work well. He told me he had always

used turnrise ploughs, and was prejudiced in their favour over

all others; but, after a fair trial of Howard's plough, he

thought they did their work quite as well or better, and tlie

saving of horse power was so great that he did not then use

the turnrise at all. I was talking to his son, Mr. Robert

Russell, about the merits of these ploughs, when he offered to

send a man and plough over to my house (which is 15 miles)

and plough the best turnrise plough I had. I had just got a

new one of the first principle, a very good one. I had a man.

Jack, who ploughed with it, and thought himself first-rate. I

mentioned this challenge to Jack, who very eagerly accepted

it. I accordingly wrote to Mr. Russell to accent the chal-

lenge ; when he came, pnd brought his man and plough with

him. This was just what I wanted. It was in July, and they

were to plough in the worst ploughing I had. I put them

into a piece that had not been broken up, the laud very dry

and flinty. Jack, with half a hundred weight at each end of

his plough for ballast, went with a full determination to he

master ; but Mr. Rusaell's man did not seem daunted without

ballast. The}' had not been many rounds before Jack

went to peep at what his antagonist was doing. I let

them go ou some time before I asked Jack what he

thought of it, when he said he was beat; the Howard's

were better ploughs than turnrise. I encouraged

him, but it was of no use. That was the very thing that I

wanted ; I got Jack beat, and all the prejudice beaten out of

him, as well as the rest of my men. I set to work at once and

altered my Yorkshire iron ploughs to Howard's principle, and

got some of Howard's, which I am using now with two or three

horses, as the land is for draught, and the depth I wish to have

it ploughed. I never use more than three horses abreast driven

by reins, by one lad. By this means I save one man and one

horse in every team, and often two horses. Every lad haa

three horses to take care of, and I never get so much done by

two men with the turnrise and four horses, nor so well doneon

the average. I use iron harrows, which are driven by one lad,

with reins. We have them for tv/o, three, or four horses work-

ing abreast, according to the weight of harrow required. They

have also the advantage of lifting the harrows when required.

In my opinion they are very superior to wood, being much

more eft'ective with the same power employed. As to drills

for corn, I have seen nothing better than one I have by Hens-

man and Son, of Bedford, v/bieh presses the coulter in by a

lever. For turnips I like my own manure drill best, ou account

of the large quantity of compost I can drill with the seed. I

also like my own horse rake and hoe best. I forgot to state,

when speaking of machinery, that I think Hornby's winnowing

inachiue best. I also wish to mention that steam power does

not require food when not at work, like extra horses on a farm.

I will now trespass no longer upon your time ; but, gentlemen,

however unsatisfactorily I may have introduced this subject to

your notice, you have it honestly to the best of my abilities,

and as free from prejudice as any person can judge of his own

feelings. And I think you will agree with me that I have

shown to this club the practicability of producing farm pro-

duce at much less cost, on account of the great saving efTected

by machinery properly arranged, and implements properly con-

structed to suit the purpose they are intended for. In conclu-

sion, I beg to remind this club there is nothing secret in my
statements—all can see who choose.

At the conclusion of Mr. Walker's address.

The Chairman said he thought Mr. Walker had shown,

in a most satisfactory miumer, that he was a considerable

saver by the application of machinery ou his farm—that he

accomplished more than he could possibly do by common la-

bour at a much less cost, which, especially in the existing

state of agriculture, were two very important points. He
quite coincided with Mr. Walker as to the desirability of ma-

chinery being introduced upon large farms by the landlords,

and also by the smaller ones, which might be accomplished,

when a number of small farms lay contiguous, by erecting an

engine in as central a position as possible, for the service

of all.

The Vice-Chairman (Mr. Rowland) : By the tenants

paying a per-centage for the outlay.

The Chairjian : Just so. The safest way to test a theory

was by taking the experience of a practical man—a man who

could speak, as Mr. Walker had done, from experience. In

such a case, the truth became irresistible, and he believed no

one would attempt to doubt the results which had been

pointed out to them.

Mr. CiiAf5EM0RE thought that too much importance

could not be attached to the subject of the application of ma-

chinery. Events were continually transpiring which showed

the necessity of reducing the cost of production within the

smallest possible limits ; for it was now fully evident the

farmer must rely entirely upon his own exertions in the great

battle of competition (Hear).

Mr. CnuRfiiER said he had been to Mr. Walker's farm,

and had seen his machinery in operation ; and he returned

with the perfect conviction that it must be the means of

effecting a considerable saving. He (Mr. Churcher) had tried

hand-labour, and afterwards machinery worked by horses

;

but no doubt was left on his mind that the same description

of work could be done much cheaper by the application of

steam. Still, there was a great outlay of capital; and that

was a point which he thought Mr. Walker had not su Anciently
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referred to, though, even when the cost of machinery and

buildings was taken into consideratiou, he really believed the

steam machine would have the advantage in thrashing.

Mr. Walker said, he was some time ago asked to put up

a machine for a tenant farmer, for which he was to pay 10 per

cent. With such a machine he would engage to thrash 80

qrs. per day.

Mr. CnuRCHER was quite convinced there would be a sav-

ing of £100 on a farm of 600 acres by the application of steam

iiiachinery, or at the rate of Ss. 4d. an acre ; and if the land-

lords, instead of reducing rent, would erect machinery for their

tenants, they would indeed be doing them a good service. Mr.

W^alker, in that respect, enjoyed a most favourable position

—

a position they would all be glad to enjoy. Mr. Walker had

another advantage; he was enabled to employ Irish labourers,

while he (Mr. Churcher) had to pay as much for the work of

nine men as Mr. Walker had for the work of twelve. On such

a farm as he had mentioned, that was another great saving

(Hear). It was a saving of which Mr. Walker had a right to

avail himself, and was a source of economy to which they

might all be compelled to resort ; he could not help thinking

it was bringing down their labourers to the condition of mere

serfs.

A Member.—We have nothing to do with it.

Mr. Churcher said, he was looking at the broad view of

the question, and to what might possibly occur. If the pea-

santry were our country's pride, such a course would assuredly

act to their degeneracy—it would, as he had said, bring them

down to the level of foreign serfs.

A Member.—Labour is rising.

Mr. Churcher wished to show that Mr. Walker possessed

great advantages. This machinery enabled him to employ men

(and women too), whom they, whether they were disposed or

not, could not employ to the same profit. Mr. Walker had a

good landlord, and his position, taking all sources of saving

into account, was better than that of any other person occu-

pying a similar farm, by £300 or £400 a year. There was one

point to which he intended previously to allude on the subject

of thrashing, which was somewhat in favour of hand-labour of

horse-power, which was, that they got the chaif and straw

better. There was not the same degree of waste. On some

farms, where it was used as litter, it was not of much moment,

but on others it was. On the whole, he was quite satisfied that

steam machinery might be introduced to great advantage.

Mr. Walker wished to state, in reference to what had been

said about his position, that his landlord only put up his

buildings.

Mr. Churcher—He perhaps did them cheap. j\Ir.

Churcher then said a few words in reference to ploughs. He
regarded Kausome's turnrise as the best for side hills

and flinty ground, and Howaid's round plough for light land

and level ground, as being more economical through the light

draught, and consequent saving of horse-power.

The Ch.\irman thought the subject of steam machinery

might be considered further with great advantage. It was of

the greatest importance ; and he was surprised it had not

created more general attention.

Mr. J. K. RoiiiNSON thought the question might be

viewed in two lights, and both had been alluded to. One was

the philanthropic (urged by Mr. Churcher) and the other, the

practical (introduced by Mr. Walker). The farmer was driven

to the use of machinery, and the employment of Irish, thus

reducing the English labourer to a state of serfdom, by the

free-traders who were the most complete set of political

swindlers that ever existed. The farmers would be compelled,

as a matter of necessity, to adopt a system of reduction ; they

had nothing left to do but to look to themselves. They were

told, if they consented to free-trade, they would soon have a

repeal of the malt-tax, but what was the fact ? How had the

free-traders acted? The men who had been tried at Newgate

for obtaining money under false pretences had never acted

with greater dishonesty (Hear, hear). Those men (the free-

traders) were the parties who had put the farmers in the

position in which they were at present placed, and left them in

these difficulties. It was what they might have expected. Mr.

Cobden, the great Mr. Cobden, never had one idea beyond

himself; all he did was to promote the interest of " I, Richard

Cobden." Self must also be their principle of action, however

repugnant it might be to their feelings. He believed that Mr.

Churcher and many others would rather advance than diminish

the price of labour, if they could. But it was impossible;

they must now act for themselves. That was his view of the

case. His feelings went with the philanthropic view of the

question as to what ought to be, but with the practical as to

what must be. There was no alternative, for the swindling

free-traders would do all they could to sink them to the lowest

possible depth.

Mr. Walker said, that he kept a few top men to whom
he, perhaps, gave better wages than Mr. Churcher did, and to

the others he gave cottage room and fuel free. The Irish

people behaved well, and generally attended the Chuich or

Roman Catholic chapel on a Sunday. With his machinery a

large number of first-rate hands was rendered unnecessary.

Mr.E. Stenning thought the members of the club were

much indebted to Mr. Walker for introducing the subject of

machinery to their notice. He had been much pleased on the

previous day to witness Mr. Walker's machinery at work;

and after paying particular attention to the way in which he

was carrying it on, he (Mr. Sienning) felt that if he had the

same amount of land, he should like to be in Mr. Walker's po-

sition. (Hear.) It was of the highest importance to get the

landlords to assist in the introduction of proper machinery

into farms; but, unfortunately, there were not many like the

one Mr. Walker had. No farmer would object to pay a reason-

able per ceutage for the use of such machinery on his farm, but

he (Mr. Stenning) saw a difficulty in having machinery taken

round to a number of farms. They had not such great land-

lords in that part of the country as there were in some counties;

otherwise, the difficulty might be lessened. Mr. Walker had

a great advantage over his neighbours with reference to his

farm buildings ; they were altogether, and his stock was alto-

gether, which was of great importance. He also, during his

visit, saw the women at work employed by Mr. Walker, and

he must say they worked like men. (Laughter).

A Member—" The master's eye was upon them." (Re-

newed laughter).

Mr. Stenning had also seen Mr. Walker's ploughs at work

with three horses, but the land was of that nature that he

thought it might have been ploughed with two. He could

not quite understand the necessity for four horses, except in

very particular instances. He was generally in favour of two-

horse ploughs where the nature of the land would allow it,

and that, of course, must always be their guide. He was also

in favour of turnrise ploughs for steep hills. In speaking of

Mr. Walker's buildings, he had not mentioned that they were

all supplied with shoots ; there were no drippings, and a con-

stant supply of water was secured. He thought Mr. Walker's

thrashing machine was quite equal to his description of it, as

were also his wood-sawing and chaff-cutting machines. He
saw several deals cut with great expedition, and machinery

for sawing must be of great utility on a large farm. His ma-

chinery had without doubt secured to him most important

advantages ; and he repeated, that they were all much indebted

to Mr, Walker for bringing the subject forward.
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Mr. Church ER inquired the price of putting up a sawing

apparatus (supposing an engine ou the premises).

Mr. AValker said, he would engage to put one up com-

plete for £10.

The Chairman said, that he believed the use of machinery

worked by steam had not been introduced into any other

country, and it was only introduced iu Eugland to enable

the farmers to carry ou the competition with foreigners. By
it hand-labour must in a great measure be superseded.

A Member.—The usual implements of farming used in

foreign countries are of the rudest character.

The Chairman coutiuued: Machinery had been invented,

aud the question therefore was, would they not be compelled

to adopt it, or whether, under all circumstances, it was not

advisable (Hear).

JMr. Stenning thought the main question was, how they

were to get it. He was afraid there was no hope of such a

thing till half the farmers had been driven out of the country,

and the land was thrown back into the hands of the landlords.

Then, there might be a chance.

Mr. Walker said, there was evidently a misapprehension

as to the price of putting up an engine. It did not require so

much capital as some might imagine ; and there was such a

saving in connection with an engine, that any farmer who had

the means would be a gainer by having oue erected.

Mr. Stenni.ng said that, some time ago, when he paid a

sisit to the estate of a noble lord, he asked a question which

at the time he was afraid might be considered impertinent.

It was with reference to the price of an engine which was

shown to him. The question was whether it cost more than

£300, aud he was informed that it cost more than £800

;

therefore it was impossible for them, as tenant-farmers, to ob-

tain the benefit of one for themselves.

Mr. Walker said, it was not unlikely the cost included

the building ; but if they used horse machines, they wanted a

building to put them in, and very little more room was re-

quired for an engine. He could do the work of all Surrey in

the building on his farm.

Mr. Stenning—You only make us regret we have not the

same advantage (laughter).

Mr. AV'alkkr continued—He would tix for any gentleman

similar machinery to his own for £300.

Mr. Churcher said, that Mr. Walker's landlord had laid

out about £2,000, on which (as we understood) he only

charged £25 additional rent. They could not expect every

landlord to do the same.

Mr. Walker was not disposed to deny the advantages he

possessed ; but if he had only a barn he would have had a

chimney put in at one end and a steam engine erected. It was

quite safe, and he would as soon put straw in his engine house

as anywhere else.

In answer to a question, Mr. Walker said, the extra in-

surance only amounted to about one per cent.

The Chairman believed Mr. Stavely had a steam engine,

and he should be glad to hear what he had to say.

Mr. Staveley said he could do nothing more than simply

corroborate the statements cf Mr. Walker, who had entered

fully on the subject. He believed there was quite a saving of

£200 a year. With reference to what had been said as to re-

ducing the labourers to serfs, he could not agree with some of

the observations made. The saving of labour was capital, and

it was an absurdity to adhere to old implements when others

could be had. As to hand-flails, he believed there would not

be one to be found unless it was in the antiquity department

of the British Museum (laughter).

The ViCE-CiiAiRMAN thought Mr. Walker was entitled to

j

a vote of thanks for bringing the subject before them ; wbere-

I

upon

1 Mr. T. Farley rose to act upon the suggestion. Mr.

Walker had consented at his request to bring forward the sub-

jict, and for the manner in which he had done so he certainly

concurred with Mr. Rowland that he was entitled to their

thanks. Indeed, notwithstanding what had been said, he (Mr.

Farley) considered he was the true philanthropist. Mr. Farley

!
then complained of the remarks of Mr. Robiuson, which were

calculated to produce a political discussion, aud if he understood

rightly politics were contrary to rule.

Mr. Stenning said there was no rule to prevent a discus-

sion of political questions affecting the interests of agriculture,

but the subject must be properly introduced. But if Mr.

I

Farley considered the remarks of Mr. Robinson irrelevant to

I

the question under discussion he might have called him to

j
order.

The motion was seconded aud carried unanimously.

MR. BUSHE'S TURNIP GRATER,
OBSERVATIONS ON THE FEEDING OF CATTLE.

The mode of feeding cattle generally, in this country,

is very objectionable, being wasteful, while, under a

more economic and systematic arrangement, a greater

number of cattle may be fed on the same amount of

provender, thereby yielding a greater profit and a larger i

amount of more valuable manure, which is of such vast !

importance on a farm.

Hay, straw, turnips, and mangel, are the chief source

of supply to feed cattle during winter and spring, and
{

these are usually dealt out to them, the hay as it comes
\

from the rick, the straw as it comes from the barn, and

the roots as they come from the field, except being cut

in slices : they are given in proportions of each kind,

which they eat separately, usually, until they can eat no

more, while that which is rejected too often falls back

into the litter, and becomes part of their bed.

I consider that, under a judicious arrangement, the

use of so much hay may be dispensed with, as we find

that, in parts of England and Scotland (the Lothians),

farmers having large farms have no more than one or

two acres of hay (as they say for a pet horse or a sick

animal) ; but straw and turnips form the basis of their

food for animals. Hay I look on as an expensive pro-

vender, as you usually appropriate the best grass field

you have to the production of hay, which is sometimes

a difficult crop to save in humid weather, and you de-

teriorate that portion of land as much as if it yielded a

grain or root crop ; whereas, if continued in pasture, it

would support more growing cattle in proportion than

the other lands on the farm.

I now mean to give my views and practice in the

economic use of straw and turnip, and with turnip I
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include other crops, if oa the farm, such as msngfl or

carrots. Straw, whether of wheat, barley, or oats,

when well husbanded, becomes wholesome good food for

animals ; but in conjunction with turnip, &c., will keep

them in good condition, while the addition of bean-

meal, corn, or oil-cake, will make them fat. I have long

entertained the opinion that nearly all the straw on a

farm ought to be converted into chaff, and, also, the

turnips cut into small particles, and mixed as food for

cows, horses, and sheep. The difficulty that presented

itself to me was, to get an efficient machine for this pur-

pose, that, by manual labour (in the absence of water

or steam power) would cut the straw and turnip expe-

ditiously and well. A few years ago I saw, at the na-

tional cattle show, held in Derry, Richmond and Co.'s

(of Salford, near Manchester) No. 5 chaff-cutting ma-

chine, and ordered one; and I have no hesitation in pro-

nouncing it one of the best ever invented ; as three girls

(two turning and one feeding it) will cut with ease one

cwt. of hay into chaff, half an inch long, in fourteen

minutes. This, for ten hours, gives two tons cut in the

day, and forty minutes over to remove the chaflf; and

at fourpence per day to each girl, is sixpence per ton for

cutting hay or straw into chaff. The machine is made,

by an easy change, to cut three different lengths, and

cuts furze admirably for horses, &c., one-eighth of an

inch long. I was next at a loss for a. turnip. cutting

machine, to shred the turnips into fine particles, and

was fortunate to find one lately made by Mr. Bushe, of

Glencairn Abbey , in the county of Waterford ; and I

have also no hesitation in pronouncing it one of the most

valuable and efficient machines yet ever invented (in con-

junction with the above) foi economizing and preparing

food for feeding cattle. It cuts the turnip into thin

shreds, half an inch broad, by one-eighth to one-sixteenth

thick, and with precision and rapidity. Two girls turn-

ing and one feeding will cut twenty cwt. in an hour.

Being provided with two such machines, I recommend

the admixture of chaff and shred turnip, to vary in pro-

portion in the one or the other, according to the de-

scription of cattle they are intended for, viz., if for young

growing stock, less turnip and more chafl' ; if for in-

caU" or milking cows, more turnip, mangel, or carrot,

and less chaff; and so on with fatting cattle, horses, and

sheep. When intermixed (which is easily done by using

a fork with four prongs), let it remain in a heap for

three or four days, when it will ferment, thereby become

artificially prepared for the stomach and digestive

organs of the animal, immediately to leceive and assimi-

late the food to advantage. Thus you can convert all

your straw, in conjunction with turnip, &c., into a

wholesome, nutritious food, given systematically, by

measure, to each animal, in a trough or box before it,

without any of it being lost or wasted. It may be said,

What will be done for litter or bedding in the cow-house

if all the straw be consumed ? If no substitute can be

found on the farm, boards form an excellent bed for

cattle to lie on.

Since I purchased this machine from Mr. Bushe

(which no farmer growing turnips ought to be without),

I have been feeding twenty-four fattening pigs on

shredded Swedish turnips, put into tubs for three or four

days, when they have fermented, and become quite warm,

as if steamed, and sweet. A small hole being made in

the bottom of each tub as the fermentation arises, the

superfluous waste in the turnip escapes and flows off,

thereby making it more substantial as food. In addition

to this, I allow each pig some bruised oats : they eat

it with avidity, and by this means I save the ex-

pense of fuel. T am next testing this plan in the feeding

of ninety sheep in house, and I have no doubt as to the

result.

I make these observations merely with the view of

inducing others to try the admixture of varieties of

food ; and from my own success as far as I have gone, I

cannot foresee the extent to which economy may be car-

ried in the successful feeding of cattle.

Barry Drew.
Flower Hill, County of Waterford.

—Irish Farmer's Gazette.

OBSERVATIONS ON THE WEATHER
By J. Towers, Agr. Chem., &c.

1 was greatly struck, on perusing the article entitled

"Meteorology," in the 3Iorli Lane Express oi 3&n.

4, by the following remarks of the writer. Mr. H.

White observes :

—

" The past ten days have been replete with great barometric

fluctuations, and storms of wind and rain that have ex-

tended the whole length and breadth of the United Kingdom,
doing a great amount of mischief among trees, fences, chimneys,

roofs of houses, Sic, while the rains have again filled some of

the rivers, and caused them to overflow their banks, and
to lay much lard under water. The mildness, too, is as re-

markable as the storms, and forcibly reminds us of the winter

of 1821, which followed a wet summer and autumn. In No-
vember and December of that year upwards of 9^ inches of

rain fell. November, and December too, were remarkable for

storms of wind and rain, like the two corresponding months of

this year. In 1821, every httle rill became a powerful stream,

as they have done this year, so that in both cases low grounds

and marshes reseaabled seas and large lakes, while in 1821 aud

the present year (1852) there was an almost entire absence of

frost. The lields now, as in 1821 ,
present the splendid verdure

of a tine but protracted autumn. Many of our garden favourites

are still in bloom
;
geraniums still in the ground are as fresh

as they were in early autumn (some of which are still in bloom).

During both years 1821 and 1852, although the nights have

been wet and boisterous, aud drenching showers during the

days, yet at intervals we have had some lovely sunny days, with

the thermometer ranging between 40 and 55 degrees. In

November, 1821, it reached 63 degrees !"

In order to justify Mr. White's observations, and also

to extend the comparison of years, I add that in 1821

I resided at St. Peter's, Isle of Thanet, and retrace the
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mildness of the winter, which was proved by the floral

beauties of the garden, that comprised nearly if not

quite a dozen of specimens, whose names I registered at

the time, though I regret to have subsequently lost the

lists. Among those flowers were the beautiful but shy

double polyanthus in great perfection, China roses, Ike,

Sic. In that favoured locality—the soil resting upon a

vast chalk r^ck—water and flood could not remain un-

absorbed ; we observed, however, the amazing quanti-

ties of penetrating rain that fell everywhere. Bat the

most awful phenomenon (characteristic of the neigh-

bourhood) was displayed at Ramsgate harbour, into

which 700 or 800 vessels were driven, at all hazards, by

the fury of one of the tornadoes of that peculiar

winter.

There are many persons, constitutionally timid or

over- sensitive, who are apt to take a gloomy view of

every occurrence of somewhat irregular character. To

such the foregoing statements may be useful ; and, for

the same tranquillizing purpose, I refer to the Rev.

Gilbert White's Sunniu(r)j of the Weather, as I find it

in the early edition of his " Natural History of Sel-

borne." This summary commences with the year 1768.

Tlutt and the three following years do not materially

assist our purpose, but from the account of 1772 I ex-

tract the following lines :—" From the middle of

August to the end of September, rain, with storms and

thunder. To December 22nd, rain, with mild weather.

December 23rd, the first ice seen ; to the end of the

month, cold, foggy weather.—1774. After the harvest,

to the 24th of August, sultry, with thunder and occa-

sional showers. To the end of the third week in No-

vember, rain, with frequent intervals of sunny weather.

To the end of December, dark, dripping fogs : and

thence, in 1775, to the end of the first fortnight in

March, rain almost every day. To the first week in

April, cold winds, with showers of rain and snow."

1782. In this year the table rcdn-gauges com-

mences, and there I find the greatest fall on record.

—

" Selborne stands in a sheltered spot : the air is soft,

but rather moist, from the effluvia of so many trees.

The quantity of rain that falls on it is very conslderahle,

as may be supposed in so woody and mountainous a dis-

trict." In this year the average of the twelve months

was 50 in. 26^ c. Now, the mean of nine entire years

was, by the table, 41 in. 76 c. The bulk of rain in

this said year fell chiefly after January, 4 in. 64 c.
;

namely, in March, 6 in. 54 c. ; April, 4 in. 57 c. ; July,

7 in. 9 c. ; August, 8 in. 28 c. ; and September, 3 in.

72 c. The autumn then became dry. It does not,

therefore, meet the object we have in view, otherwise

than as it stands opposed to the average of the year

1788, namely, 22 in. 50 c, and thus proves, by direct

tabular estimates, that in the same locality mutations

of the most startling character may take place. The

years 1789 and 1791 represent more closely the quantity

of rain that has fallen in 1852 than any others in the

table. Thus in 1789—June, 4 in. 24 c.; July, 3 in.

62 c. ; September, 2 in. 82 c. ; October, &in. 4 c. ;

November, 3 in. 07c.; December, 4 in. 62 c. : total

of the year, 42 inches. In 1791—July, 5 in. 56 c. ;

September, in. 73 c. ; October, 6 in. 49 c. ; Novem-

ber, Sin. 10 c.; December, 4 in. 93 c.: total of the

three last months, 19 in. 58 c, followed in January,

1792, by 6 in. 73 c. of rain !

The land must have been flooded in all the low

grounds and river valleys. Have we not in these records

consolatory evidences that variations and fluctuations

of a startling character are of frequent occurrence, and

should not be regarded as prognostics of evil ?

As chastenings—instructive monitions—such perplex-

ing events may be safely considered " blessings in

disguise ;" and in proof of this, we may appeal to the

almost total failure of the potato in Ireland, and the

subsequent continuance of its disease during seven con-

secutive seasons. Have we not thus been taught that

the potato-tuber (with its seven-eighths of water—its

small portion of starch, and its mere unit of nitrogen, if

any), cannot safely be made the chief food of man?

But not further to digress, I come at once to the period

when my own observation of facts may tend to corro-

borate the evidence of others. My earliest recollection

of an autumnal saturation of the ground is referred to

1794. Before the end of December, however, the rains

had ceased ; and were followed, prior to Christmas-day,

by first a deep fall of snow, and then by a frost so severe

and persistent, that, for many weeks (the supply-pipes

in London being frozen) many persons were constrained

to obtain the house-supply of water from the fire-plugs

of the streets. Our laboratory in Clerkenwell thus ob-

tained the water required, by the men conveying it in

buckets from a temporary pool which they formed by

damming up a central gutter. The above fact gives some

force to Gilbert White's remark that " Intense frosts

seldom take place till the earth is perfectly glutted and

chilled with water, and the springs arc high: the terrible

long frosts, as in 1739-40, set in after a rainy season."

But at present (Jan. 7) the land is, and has long been

glutted, and the rain is at this moment " flushing the

saturated ground ; yet there has been scarcely an hour

of frost, a film of ice, or a flake of snow, and coinci-

dently with a temperature of 7 degrees above the general

average of December. The year 1799 was disastrous

throughout : the hay and corn crops being nearly de-

stroyed ; the water standing almost knee-deep in the

month of September. This desolation caused the advance

of bread in 1800 to Is. lO^d. and 2s. the quartern loaf;

although tliat year was one of the most sunny and hot

seasons on record. Not, however, to multiply examples,

having already alluded to the floods of 1821, it is only

necessary to observe that in my table of November and

half of December, 1839, I read—" The volume of rain

reminds us of the extremely wet and mild winter of

1821." And again—" The latter weeks have been

generally mild, with prevalence of wet, the lowlands are

flooded, more so perhaps than in 1821." Again, on
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the 5th of February, 1840—" Floods are general, owing

to the late profuse showers; 7th, Quite wet; 8th,

Showery; 15, Profuse rain came on at noon." That

winter remained mild till the equinox of March, 1840,

when a perm anent improvement was indicated. Snow

had scarcely been observed. Numbers of examples

could be referred to, all proving that there " is no rule

without an exception," " that what halh been shall

be," and " that there is no new thing under the sun."

Croydon, Jan. 7.

PUBLIC DINNER AT RHUDDLAN TO SOLER WATKIN, ESQ.

Soler Watkiu, Esq., the highly respected agent of W. S.

Conwy, Esq , haviiio: relinquished the agency of the Bodrhyd-

daa Estates, on his appointment to the superintendence of the

estates of Kinnul, the tenantry, with whom he had been use-

fully and honourably connected for the last five years, deemed

it a fitting occasion to testify in a public manner the respect

and esteem which they entertained, as well of his private worth

as his public character. In consequence of this feeling on the

part of Mr. Conwy's tenantry, and other gentlemen desirous

of marking their approval of his integrity and worth, a meet-

ing was held, at which it was determined to give him a public

dinner, ami to present him with a testimonial expressive of

their approbation and regard. Accordingly on the 30th ult.

about 140 gentlemen, chiefly tenant farmers, and others re-

siding in towns adjacent to the Bodrhyddan estates, sat down

to a most substantial repast, prepared for them by the worthy

landlord of the Marsh Inn, Rhuddlan. The room was taste-

fully decorated with various species of evergreens, interspersed

with flowers, and surmounted by appropriate mottoes and

devices relative to the occasion. In the unavoidable absence

of W. S. Conwy, Esq., the Hon. R. T. Rowley presided. The

Rev. J, W. Edwards, vicar of Rhuddlan, occupied the vice-

chair, when the toast of the evening, "Their guest, Soler

Watki'i," was given amid tremendous cheermg.

Mr, Watkin (who on rising was received with several

rounds of applause) said that had he been endowed with

powers of the highest order of eloquence, he could not possibly

express the feelingi of gratitude that animated his bosom on

that occasion. For the very handsome and flattering manner

in which his health had been proposed by the honourable

chairman, and for the warm and cordial manner in which it

had been responded to by the company, he begged each and

all to accept his grateful thanks. He begged most sincerely

to assure them that he was altogether inadequate to

express the overflowing feelings of his heart. It

was the proudest and happiest moment of his life,

and the kind token of their esteem and regard which

they had that evening presented him with would be

treasured by him as long as he lived. During his five years'

connexion with the Bodrhyddan estate it had always been his

aim and endeavour to act impartially between the landlord and

tenantry, and he had the proud satisfaction of knowing that

his endeavours had not been in vain (cheers). Difficulties had

presented themselves in his path, but he had boldly taken the

bull by the horns, and succeeded in making all right (cheers).

The agricultural interest had been greatly depressed, but he

trusted that they had reached the end of adversity, if he might

SO express himself, and that their future course would be more

prosperous. He begged again to thank them most sincerely

for their kindness, which he had assured them would be in-

delibly impressed on his memory (vehement cheering).

The following address, beautifully engrossed, was presented

to Mr. Watkin :—

"TO SOLER WATKIN, ESQ.

"We, the undersigned, tenants of W. S. Conwy, Esq., cannot

allow the occasion of your departure from amongst us to pass

by, without giving public expression to the sentiments enter-

tained towards you by the inhabitants of your neighbourhood.

" We desire to express our respect for you as an exponent of

the truth, that, while an upright and conscientious discharge

of duty is in every position and rank of life the surest path to

honour and reputation, in an agent it is the means by which

the esteem and regard of the tenantry may be secured without

any forfeiture of the confidence of the landlord.

" While we beg to offer you our warm congratulations upon

your appointment to a position of increased emolument, and

one in which your energies and influence will be extended to a

wider sphere of usefulness, we cannot but express our regret at

the termination of a connexion which has now for five years

continued with no small advantage to ourselves, and as we

would fain hope, with a degree of satisfaction to yourself.

"You will leave behind many happy impressions upon those

with whom you have engaged in the intercourse of business or

society; you and your family will take with you the good

wishes and kiud'y feelings of those amongst whom you have

lived.

" May your future oflScc be distinguished by as many satis-

factory and pleasurable associations as that you have now re-

linquished, and which the proceedings of this day conclude.

" John Roberts, Aberkinsey.

John Jones, Marsh Inn.

William Roberts, Pen-y-fiordd.

John Hughes, Morfo-cwjbr.

John Roberts, Dwylig.

Edward Ellis, Rhydyddauddwr.

John Hughes, Pendre, Dyserth.

Cornelius Edwards, Peny-bryn.

Robert Jones, Rhyddorwy Wen.

William Wynn, Crockiu.

KOGER Jones, Cwyher-bach.

Robert Roberts, Llewerllyd."
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THE EFFECTS OF THE HEAVY RAINS
LANDLORD AND TENANT IN

IN 185 2 UPON
1 853.

\Vhat effect will the present extraordinary weather

have upon the iigriculture of the future ? Ho.v will

the incessant rains we have had att'ect the prospects

of the farmer in 185;5 ? These are questions which

the tremendous quantities that have fallen naturally

suggest. The facts of the case are almost without

parallel. We have heard of flood, and destruction

of property—not confined to one or two weeks, hut

almost continuous over a succession of months.

Now on a more rigid scrutiny, a really scientitic ap-

preciation, the fall is still more extraordinary. The
annual average falls of rain are, for a long suc-

cession of years, ahout two inches per month, or

twenty-four inches and a fraction per annum.
For the last quarter of a century we have never yet

had in one year a fall of 29 inches ; while the lowest

amount has been only l6f inches. The fall of the

month of November during that period was 4^

mches ; and recently we seem to have been re-

ducing our annual and monthly average somewhat

considerably ; the amount last year being little more

than half-an-inch, and the average fall for 25 years

m November will not be more than one inch and

a-half. In the past month it has been six inches

and one-fifth;* while the two preceding months

were also so rainy that they have swelled the ac-

count of a previously somewhat dry average to a total

fall up to the end of November of 3O2 inches. This

is unequalled, we believe ; nor do we think that, with

one exception, in any month in any year since the

commencement of the present century has there

been so much rain—though in 1304 it was ap-

proached within half-an-inch.

More, therefore, falls per day, per month, and per

annum, than experience will afford us a parallel

almost in a century ; the land being literally satu-

rated with wet.

Had it not been for the drainage, now hai)pily so

general, the land would have been even more

saturated than it is ; but the drains have rapidly

carried the water away, and aided ])erhaps a little

the floods of the lowlands. But on many clay soils

the sowing is utterly out of the question. Neither

horse nor implement can come upon the land. And
where the corn has been sown, the water has so

extensively covered the soil that the seed has had

only that partial access of air, and that excess of

water, that it is to be feared it has in many cases

rotted in the ground.

* At Bowness it has been nearly ten inchea.

These are, however, only the particular and in-

cidental influences of the rains in certain locali-

ties. There are general and very important results

calculated to flow from a state of things so new— so

truly remarkable.

It is well-known that evaporation is one of the

great means of reducing temperature. It is this

which is used to produce artificial ice in the

warmest climates ; and the effect of this vast fall of

rain, continued through, we may say, four months,

calculating for all that has escaped by drainage, &c.,

will be enormous. The four last months have been

as follows:—
August 3J Indies of rain.

September 3f „
October 3f ,,

November 6i „

or a total of upwards of 17 mches of rain in that

period—nearly a foot and a-half

!

But on the land itself it must have a most

injurious tendency as regards its future fertility.

All food fitfor plants must be soluble, at least so far

as the soilsupphes them. These are held mechani-

cally or chemically in the land, or both, to be ready

for the subsequent crojis. Gentle showers will aid

the plants to appropriate and assimilate such mate-

rials ; but deluges of water like these, will carry

down the manures into the subsoil and out of the

drains, despite all the efforts of the tenant-farmer.

Professor Johnston showed long ago, durhig his

investigations as chemist to the Highland and

Agricultural Society of Scotland, that recently-

manured fields after rains send out water from

the drains distinctly impregnated with the liquid

of the manure, not only appreciable to the eye,

but to the chemical tests he afterwards applied

to them ; and though Mr. Thompson and Pro-

fessor Way clearly made out the power of some

soils to detain substances of a manurial tendency,

they have not
'
yet sufficiently experimentalized to

settle the point whether vast quantities of water will

not wash out even the detaining element. It is a

well known chemical fact that large and deluging

quantities of water will dissolve what would be re-

fused to a smaller quantity; and materials are

known which will not give out more than perhaps

one grain to a gallon. Hence, again, a fall of raui

of one inch will be powerless ; while a saturation

like what we have recently experienced will be ab-

solutely ruinous, in cases where sandy lands are

highly charged with ammoniacal and phosphated

M
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manures, they will suffer immense loss by such

unprecedented washing.

But it may truly be urged that the showers of

rain which dissolve the manure will also bring

it down from the clouds in the shape of phospho-

retted hydrogen, ammonia, sulphuretted hydrogen,

and possibly other combinations of decay and com-

bustion, and so return them to the soil ; still it

should be rememembered that the half-inch of rain

—the shower only—will effect this, and therefore

the remainder is all loss to the soil.

Mark in the manure heaps, the effects will also be

most injurious. If in one month six inches of water

fall on the surface of every manure heap, hov,^ much
will be the accumulated deposit in the farm-yard by
the droppings of eaves, &c. ? And will not all the

farm-yard manure made and in the fold be in a

state far inferior to what it would be in ordinary

years ? This is quite certain. The same may be said

of the soilings of sheep left on the land, of the con-

tents of liquid manure tanks, of the dung of cattle

and sheep spread out on the fields; all tending

to the following conclusion—that either there must
be a sad deficiency of the usual and expected crops

of 1853, or the farmer must—when the rain sub-

sides, of which there are as yet but few indications

—provide, by some means or other, the extra arti-

ficial manure for his farm, to counteract the enor-

mous injury he has sustained. Would that it could

be accomplished for him by the timely considera-

tion of his landlord in the fair reduction of his

rental; for where else can he now look for relief,

with the Protection cry given up, and the repeal of

the Malt Tax again postponed ?

Though water is an element of vast deterioration

to the soil, either stagnant in it or poured upon it,

in large quantities ; and in the one case, will starve

the best kinds of plants, and destroy the most

valuable for cultivation by the coldness produced

through evaporation ; and, in the other, will wash
out and carry away many of those materials fit for

nourishing their growth, and so defeat the efforts of

the cultivator; yet, water is the medium of convey-

ing manure to the soil as well as from it.

It is not to the rains only that we now refer. The
rivers, great and small, which run throughout the

length of England's valhes, all carry away vast

loads of wealth, both in suspension and solution,

which would make the greatest possible source of

fertility if applied to the land.

Nor is it necessary to do more than let it pass

over a soil, for that soil to be made to arrest and
appropriate its fertilising qualities.

There is scarcely a river in the kingdom which is

not valuable for this purpose. It contains at any

rate the washings of several soils, the interchange

of which with anothar, the most barren, will be

of the greatest advantage ; for, as all soils contain

nearly the same elements, only in dift'erent propor-

tions, the admixture is almost certain to comprise

the chemical constituents of the soil as a whole.

But it is not particles of soil alone. There are

but few streams which are not fed by the dissolved

particles of more or less decomposed vegetable and

washed feecal matter, and therefore must be doubly

valuable in supplying absolute manure in those

forms in which it is the most easily available for

the cultivated crops.

If we except therefore those channels which wash

mineral mines, and which serve as a drain for che-

mical works, we shall have in all streams—low

enough from their source to have any valuable

matters in solution—a ready mode of appljdng the

most valuable manure to our land.

The expense of constructing these carriers i^

generally the great obstacle to its adoption. The land

is seldom sufhciently level to admit of the applica-

tion of the principle without great original outlay

and expense; but, when this is done, it repays

amply for the benefit it confers. The Clipston

meadows are a striking instance of the vast re-

sources of a small stream, and the almost unlimited

riches which flow from it ; still the recent case of

Mr. Beckford, of Crediton, shows its apphcability

on a scale vastly more economical than any we have

hitherto had before us.

He assures us that his method was carried into

full effect by Mr. Ellis, of Newton, at a cost of 7s.

6d. per acre; while his own expenses in labour &c.

amounted to some 3s. per acre more—giving an

entire cost of about 10s. 6d. per acre; the circum-

stances, however, might be considered as pecu-

liarly favourable.

The first process in ordinary irrigation is to make
the land entirely level, otherwise the vallies get

flooded, and the hills derive no benefit; we mean,

not that there is no fall, but the incline, whatever it

may be, is on a given uniform slope.

The Beckford system, as we will call it, interferes

not with the levels of the surface. Tapping the

stream at its highest levels, it constructs a carrier at

the head of the land to be irrigated, supplied Avith

proper sluices. Assuming the surface to be un-

equal, the water would have the tendency to run

down the hollows in streams. This is prevented by
the cutting of another parallel carrier, which is cut

so as to be as nearly level as possible. This intercepts

or catches the water, carrying it again across the land

to be irrigated : and this is continued so long as

inequahties are found in the field.

As this, however, would leave the top always the

richest in sedimental, if not in soluble matter, a

contrivance of a drain feeder is constructed capable

of being stopped at any one of the parallel carriers.
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60 that the water can be turned on to the gutters or

such carriers at pleasure.

The whole of these are cut by a plough adapted

for the purpose, and seen) to be a very successful

mode of making the water of small streams available

for exciting vegetation and manuring the land.

The details of the plan are given in the Journal

of the Royal Agricultural Society,* and into them

we shall not enter, only remarking, that a fall of

1 in 396 is considered the best, and one foot

wide and six inches deep is the proper depth for

the carriage gutter.

It must, however, be borne in mind, that before

any irrigation can be useful, the land should be

thoroughly dry, or drained from land springs : and

this must be always assumed in all works for irri-

gation.

In the drier and warmer climates of the north of

England, the system will give a command of grass

from watering alone, which renders its adoption of

the very first importance.

Mr. Pusey well remarks, that if this can be done

even at a rate as high as £1 per acre, it will make

the land £2 per acre more valuable : and this pays

£100 per cent.

We have already referred to the heavy falls of

rain, as affecting the farm so far as regards the

tenant's interests, and the condition of the soil in

reference to crops as affected by the manure in the

land. But there are other considerations, of a very

serious kind, which are now influencing the more

permanent improvements of the soil, and the land-

lord is considerably interested in the inquiry.

We mean not the overcharging of sluices and

the breaking down of embankments ; though these

are circumstances dismal enough, and very serious

when they take place. The beds of rivers are altered,

new channels cut through soils, and old beds of

gravel laid bare instead of fertile land ; but it is to

none of these partial and particular cases that we

now refer : we mean more particularly the effects it

will have on the drainage of the country.

We may take the ordinary amount of rain off the

back-bone of England at some 26 or 27 inches

;

and yet up to the end of November the fall was

3o4inches, and the quantity in December mustbring

the average up to 34 or 35 inches at the very least.

Now, as the bulk of this fell in the four or five last

months of the year, we may say that since the month

of September set in with its rain, some 3,000 tons

of water per acre has been emptied on the soil.

Mr. Parkes, in his observations on draining, in

the Transactions of the Royal Agricultural Society,

some nine years ago, gave the quantity of rain per

acre as filtered through the soil in thesix months from

* P. 172.

April to September inclusive, as varying from nil

to an extreme quantity of 263 tons per acre, and the

average of the years from 1836 to 1843 as 91 tons

per acre ; the filtration of the remaining months

of the year being greater, owing to the fall being

more and the evaporation less ; and, therefore, the

filtration ranged, during those years, from a mini-

mum of 693 tons per acre to 1,574 tons. Hence,

according to his calculations, a mean of about 1,000

tons per acre— 1,052 exactly —would be the quantity

to provide for, by the ordinary drains.

Now, according to these tables, the filtration

bore the proportion of 1,052 tons to 360 tons eva-

porated ; and therefore if 3,000 tons of water have

fallen, there must be nearly 2,000 to be carried off

by the drains—constructed, in many cases, with

one-inch pipes, and calculated for carrying the aver-

age of filtration, or 1,000 tons only.

Dr. Dalton's tables show something of the same

kind. In the month of Januarj', 1796-7-8, there

was a mean fall of 2'45 inches of rain, and a mean

evaporation of 1 inch. The month of February in

these same years had a fall of 1"8 of rain, with an

evaporation of "520.

The late lamented Mr. Charnock's experiments in

1842-3-4-5-6 gave results of a similar character,

though showing somewhat less filtration in pro-

portion to the fall of rain, but all culminating in

this same point, and showing that though the eva-

poration was much more than was generally be-

lieved and understood, yet still there were vast

quantities which passed off in that manner,

Mr. Parkes shows that under his system of

drainage, all this, and even all the deluges we may

have had last year, are prospectively provided for.

He adduces an instance where, after a twelve hours'

continuous rain, amounting to half an inch, or

108,900 lbs., or 48.6 tons per acre, each drain dis-

charged 19 tons; and he calculates that these

drains could carry oft' 2^ inches of rain in 12

hours, which, he adds, " is quite unknown in this

climate."

Now, from the above it would appear quite clear

that no damage can be permanently done by any

of these incessant falls of rain to any drains pro-

perly executed. But we do find, practically, water

standing and doing damage on lands which have

always hitherto been considered as thoroughly

curative.

If we for a moment consider the practical in-

fluence of the field drain, we shall readily compre-

hend how Mr. Parkes' figures prove quite correct,

and still that the rains have really over-set the

drains.

The first action of a drain is to dry the parts of

the soil exactly above it, by the vacuum which it

creates; this dries the next particle, and within

M 2
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certain mechanical and physical hmity, a drain,

how deej) soever it may be, must eventually dry

the soil immediately above it. Now clay, when
dried, possesses the ))eculiar property of contrac-

tion; it expands by the addition of water, and

contracts when it is withdrawn. Hence the soil

dried over and by the side of the drain will be full

of minute fissures; these act as a set of branch

drains, all leading from the tile upwards and side-

ways—not to allow the water to rush immediately

into the drain, but to filter or trickle gradually

through. But the incessant wet, the absence of

dry winds, the want of any cessation of ram, has

kepi the soil conslantly wel, and so expanded it as

to contract the fissures the more the rain fell. This

process going on from month to month without

ceasing, has filled up the fissures the drains have

made more or less, and so diminished their efhcacy.

They will however soon re-open ; and a few drying

days, and a little atmospheric influence, will again

set them in action ; but in the meantime the drained

land almost resembles the condition it was in when

the pipes were first laid down, and when it did not

absorb the water at all rapidly.

INDUSTRIAL AND AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
Among the items in the budget of the late ad-

1

mmistration, there is one which, whether original t

or borrowed from their predecessors, may be ex- I

pected to be retained by whoever may succeed them
j—the vote for the jjromotion of industrial cduca-
i

tion. We trust that, whatever of this kind may
|

be attempted, the special interests of agriculture
j

will not be neglected, quite so much as in that
j

establishment in Jermyn-street, which assumes the !

comprehensive title of the Government School of

Mines, the Museum of Practical Geology and of

Science applied to the Arts. Agriculture, the most

important of all arts, has as yet received nothing^
\

or worse than nothing, from that splendid and
;

costly establishment. It is no longer a question

whether the means of acquiring an elementary

knowledge of the sciences which have a bearing on
agriculture— and what science has not?—should

be placed within the reach of the rising generation i

of farmers : the only question is, how this may be
j

best effected. Their wants will not be supplied by
[

the foundation of a central Industrial University in

London. The metropolis and the vicinity of the

court may be the most agreeable residence for the

professors attached to such an institution; but

agriculture requires that the rudiments of science

should be brought nearer to the farm-yard by
means of provincial schools, in which the sons of

farmers : without going far from home, may acquire

a sound scientific education, which they will after-

wards learn on their father's farms how to apply to

practice. For the imparting of such knowledge

our ancient grammar schools, with their course of

study modified to suit the acquirements of the age,

and with their funds enlarged from the resources
:

of the state, appear to ofi'er the most suitable basis,

as was suggested long since, at an agricultural

meeting, by Lord Carlisle. This, however, is a

wide subject, which we shall not now discuss. Our !

present object is rather to point out evidence of a
I

gradually-increasing desire for such knowledge on I

the part of the agricultural body. The appearance

of a sixth edition of the Elements of Agricultural

Chemistry and Geology, by Professor Johnston, of

the Durham University, must be deemed a satisfac-

tory proof that farmers are a more reading class

than is usually supposed. It appears that upwards

of ten thousand copies of this little book— or

rather great book in a small compass—have been

sold at home, besides many more in the United

States and the British provinces ; and that it has

been translated into most European languages.

During the contest, now happily ended, between

Protection and Free trade, Mr. Cobden boasted that

on one occasion the farmers formed a large portion

of an applauding audience at a Free-trade meeting.

The assertion having been denied, he met the de-

nial by the following retort
—" Who, then, and

what were the three or four hundred men whom I

saw before me in top-boots?" In like manner we
would meet the assertion that the farmers do not

read, by asking who were the ten thousand British

purchasers of an elementary work on chemistry

and geology in their application to agriculture, if a

large portion of them did not belong to the agri-

cultural class.

The *' Elements of Agricultural Chemistry and

Geology" constituted, in their original form, an in-

termediate step between the " Lectures" and the

" Catechism" of Professor Johnston on the same

subjects. Much which was fully examined and

discussed in the " Lectures" was taken for granted

in the " Elements," while for the benefit of the

young, and of beginners, whether young or old, a

still more condensed view of the principles of sci-

entific agricvdture was given in the " Catechism."

This intermediate position is maintained by the

present edition, notwithstanding its enlargement.

The old work has been rendered more methodical,

complete, and systematic, with much new matter

added, to bring it in unison with the more advanced

state of knowledge, attained during the ten years
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which have elapsed since the appearance of the first

edition. Of the 25 chapters and 410 pages to

which it has now been enlarged, si.v chapters,

containing 2G pages, are devoted to geology, and
the remainder to chemistr)-. The chemical part

must be regarded as the most valuable, not only

from its greater extent, but because it is that which
has been most the subject of original investigation

by the author.

A work on agricultural geology yet remains to

))e written—nay, the details of the subject are still

uncollected, for the geology of the superficial de-

posits has hitherto been too generally neglected,

and any system which does not combine the

geology of the surface with that of the substrata

must be so defective, and so opposed to facts, as to

prove repulsive to practical men. It is quite true

that the general agricultural characters of a district

are defined by the nature of the substrata; but

it is equally clear that every geological group,

whether the cretaceous, the carboniferous, the

new red, or any other, presents a great

variety of soils of very different values, those

variations being independent even of the mineral

characters of the rock on which the soil rests, and

dependent on the depth and composition of the

superficial deposits ; and this even in districts

where those deposits occur imder their slightest

development. No one is more aware of this fact

than Professor Johnston, who, while adopting

views previously current respecting the influence

of the substrata on the general characters of a

country, was among the first to point out the

necessity for special agricultural maps, which

should embrace those variations of soil and sub-

soil on which the value of land depends, but which

are unnoticed in our present geological maps.

As a short, plain, and familiar exposition of the

numerous subjects by which chemistry and chemi-

cal physiology are connected with agriculture,

Johnston's "Elements" are unrivalled, and will

long remain without a rival. They well deserve

the patronage which they have received from the

public ; and they have contributed mainly, in con-

junction with the Journal of the Royal Agricultural

Society, so ably edited by Mr. Pusey, to the diffu-

sion of those sound and reasonable views respect-

ing the value of science in its relations to agricul-

ture, which have been the growth of little more
than ten years.

The organic and inorganic elements of plants

—

the compounds of those elements the most impor-

tant to vegetable life—the nature of the seed—the
manner in which the plant is fed during germina-

tion—the combinations of elementary substances

most material to its after-growth—the changes

which take place during the formation of the woody
stem, the development of the blossom, and the
ripening of the seed—and the manner in which
one generation of plants, having jjcrformed its

functions, contributes by its decay to supply food
for another : these are explained in this little work
in the clearest, the most familar, and the most
agreeable manner. The nature of soils—the causes
of diversity in their composition and fertility— the
means of improving their natural value by me-
chanical agents or by manures containing the sub-
stances in which the soil is deficient— the compara-
tive value of tlie various products of the soil as

food for man and beast, and the principles on
which success in the feeding of animals depends :

these are all sketched with the hand of a master.
The farmei who will expend a few shillings on the

acquirement of this enlarged edition, and who will

devote his leisure to the study of its contents, will

find the work of cultivation soon tease to be with
him a mere matter of routine. He will see the

reasons for processes, which practice has hitherto

followed empirically. He will take principles for

his guide in devising new, or improving old prac-

tices ; he will become more ready to listen to the

suggestions of science ; and while through those

suggestions he obtains larger and more certain

crops at a comparatively smaller cost, he will repay

the debt he owes to science by furnishing her with

new facts—with experiments more systematically

conducted and more accurately recorded ; and by
suggesting for her investigation new fields of re«

search, by which much that is now doubtful will

be reduced to certainty, and more will become
light on which science now confesses her igno-

AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS.

At the half-yearly general meeting of the Highland aud
Agricultural Society, held on Tuesday, .Ian. 11, Sir John Mac-
NF.iLL, on the subject of agricultural statistics, stated that,

after comraunicatiug with the Board of Trade, three counties

had been fixed upon—Haddingtonshire, Roxburghshire, and

Sutherlandahire—in which to collect the stati^itics experimen-

tally. The Board of Trade had, however, requited an estimate

of the expense, and a considerable time had elapsed before that

estimate could be made. The directors had, however, lost no

time in making it up as correctly as possible. Communications

had been opened with Mr. Henley, and with Mr. Cardwell, his

successor in the Board of Trade, and the directors continued

to persevere in doing all they could to get the exjieriment tried.

He believed this to be a great national enterprise, and they

relied upon the tenant-farmers in reference to divulging the

results of their own experience. The directors had, he said,

every ptospeot of getting up these statistics with success.
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FARMERS' CLUBS OR INSTITUTES.
(By the Author of Liverpool a Feiv Years Since.)

We are not of the number of those desponding spirits

who look upon England as an old and exhausted country.

We rather contemplate her as a new and young region of

the earth, whose energies and capabilities, long dormant

or latent, have only been recently discovered and

brought to light. Their full development has yet to

come. Science has revolutionised the old ways of think-

ing and acting. Machinery has increased her trade and

manufactures. Steam has given a mighty impulse to

commerce. The most remote countries are brought

within the easy reach of the most adventurous of our

merchants. And surely, while this tremendous " stir-

ring of the dry bones" is going on in every other direc-

tion, the agricultural inteiest must not sleep. Now is

the very time for our farmers to rouse themselves to ex-

ertion. They see around them the broken wrecks of

political promises. They have been bitterly taught to

place no trust in the hollow professions of false friends.

The desperate delusion that their suffermgs or trials must

be helped from without, and not from within, has passed

away. They have learned the sounder and healthier

truths, that self-reliance is the only reliance on which

they can safely depend—that they must carry with them

through all their difficulties the settled belief that they

alone can do their own work—that in their case as well

as in that of others, the head must help the hand— that

they must confide in steady industry, and in the reflec-

tion which studies every thing, weighs every thing, and

looks into every thing. By so doing they will be enabled

to run, and run well, in the race of competition which is

set before them. And they have no choice. Necessity

is upon them : they are under its spur.

We make these remarks, because the prosperity of the

agricultural interest is an object which must ever deeply

engage the attention and feelings of the British jour-

nalists. We can affirm truly, that it is one which we are

strongly anxious to forward and promote. It is, there-

fore, with great pleasure that we have lately observed the

increase of farmers' clubs in different parts of the country.

Let us say a word or two about them to-day. Hitherto

education, both with regard to persons destined to be

farmers and those intended for other callings, has been

too vague, and general, and haphazard, if we may so

speak. Reading, writing, arithmetic, geography, his-

tory, and so forth, convey not the particular knowledge

bearing on the pursuits of after life. Education for a

trade or profession has to begin when school education is

over. The youth who is to be a farmev has everything

to learn by experience. He has no accumulated stores

of the past to draw upon, but can only say at last with

the man in the story, " I am old, Sir, I am old ; that's

why I know a thing or two." But this is a very costly

way of acquiring knowledge, and has often to be obtained

at the expense of many failures. Hence the necessity

for a farmers' club or institute in every village ; a sort of

joint-stock bank of experience, in which every agricul-

turist should have a lot and share. Such clubs do al-

ready exist here and there, although we look upon them

as yet only in the egg. But much good may be eventually

hatched out of them. Ifproperly handled, they are made

instrumental to agricultural education, and consequently

to agricultural improvement. But to produce such an

effect, how should they be worked ? At present, in too

many instances, our farmers' clubs are in danger of de-

generating into mere boisterous and convivial meetings,

held at distant intervals, and at which political toasts

are given, landlords' healths proposed, and speeches, full

of flummery and flattery on the one hand, and of " sound

and fury" on the other, are made usque ad nauseam.

Then the bill is called for and settled, and the company

disperse after a social and jovial evening. But cui bono ?

What good has been effected by all this ? We do not

here refer to any particular meetings which may have

been reported from time to time in the columns of our

newspapers, but to farmers' club meetings generally, as

well elsewhere as in this district. It is a popular belief,

but whether well or ill founded we do not stop to inquire,

that the farmers everywhere allow their landlords to

think, and act, and provide too much for them. Do not

let us be misunderstood when touching on this delicate

subject. We know that we may congratulate the tenant

farmers in this district upon the number of considerate

and highly esteemed landlords, upon whose sympathies,

and co-operation, and assistance, and advice they can

constantly depend. But even good landlords are not

immortal. As the paternal government of to-day may
pass into the stern despotism of to-morrow, so the

character of landlords, as death or the sale of estates does

its work, is liable to perpetual change. Besides, the

farmer, under any circumstances,.ought to be elevated

by education ioto intellectual independence, self-confi-

dence, and self-reliance. How much might be done to

accomplish " a consummation so devoutly to be

wished," if the plan which we are hinting at were

adopted. We find that there are now, attached to our

mechanics' institutes, what are called " mutual improve-

ment classes," the members of which meet to discuss

any given topic, and, if we may so speak, to make the

capabilities of the general brains present common pro-

perty for the advantage and instruction of all. Our

farmers' clubs might surely have their meetings for the

furtherance of similar ends. They should not be mere

social gatherings. They should not be limited to friendly

intercourse, but be employed in the collision of intellect.
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They should be devoted to, or, at all events, alternate

with, well conducted and well considered discussions on

agricultural subjects. Mutual hiuts and suggestions

would so be thrown out. Improvements might be re-

counted—the success of experiments and the fruits of ex-

perience be related. The practical man and the man of

science would be brought together, to compare notes and

report progress. The walker in the old ways and the

dashing lover of new paths might exhibit their results,

one against another. And thus endless good might be

achieved by the contributions of so many minds to one-

common stock ofknowledge on the mysteries of draining,

sowing, and manuring, the soil for such and such a crop,

and the crop for such and such a soil. Much might be

so learned. Steam thrashing machines and reaping ma-

chines were fables even in our own time. Who knows

what the colHsion of intellect, like that of flint and steel,

may yet accomplish ? Agricultural works should also be

taken, and so all the new inventions and improvements

in machinery, implements, &c., be heard of, discussed,

and tested at once. To some extent, at least, this is the

plan followed by nearly all the farmers' clubs in Scot-

land ; and that the farmers there have advanced their

profession as an art at a very rapid and satisfactory pace,

and have out-stripped their brethren on the southern

side of the Borders, no one who knows anything on the

subject will deny.

Moreover, as it has already been suggested in another

quarter, it would be a great help and assistance to such

clubs or associations if the clergy would be induced to

attend them, and take a leading part in their manage-

rs "..t and discussions. Do not let them be frightened

irom doing so by the notion that in complying with such

a suggestion they would be abandoning their spiritual

functions to mix themselves up too much with secular

and worldly objects. Not so in tais case. We are not,

they must bear in mind, inviting them to attend factious

political meetings, but to give their sympathy and sup-

port to a most laudable purpose—that of improving the

means of providing, and consequently of increasing, the

food of their fellow-men. It has been said that he who

makes two blades of grass spring up where only one was

produced before, is the greatest earthly benefactor of

mankind. If this be true, to co-operate for such an end

must not only be not unclerical, but highly clerical. And

the very presence of a body of men of superior education

would check and control any unseemly digressions from

the purposes of our clubs. If the clergy will uphold

them they cannot fail. If they do not bring to pass all

which the most ardent enthusiasm anticipates, they will,

at least, work much practical good and improvement.

When steam and science announce themselves to be

farmers' friends, the farmers themselves ought to be pre-

pared to take advantage of the valuable assistance

offered.

We confess to great interest and anxiety on the sub

.

ject of which we have been speaking. It is a matter of

high pleasure and gratification to a journalist on the

Liberal side, to find himself no longer in a seeming an-

tagonism to the agricultural interest, but working with

its members on common ground for their benefit and

profit. Our wish is to help them in every possible way

;

and if in the hint now thrown out we do this in the

smallest degree, we shall be happy to know that our

" labour of love" has not been " love's labour lost."

AUSTRALIAN GUANO.
Oue of the moat important items of intelligence received

from Australia by the recent arrivals is, that of the existence

of a large deposit of guano recently discovered in South

Australia. The attention of the local goverDment had been

immediately directed to a matter of so great importance, not

only to the colouy itself, but also to the mother country. In-

structions were issued for au analysis of a sample of the

gnano, and the following is the official report thereon, which

the lieutenant-governor had ordered to be published for

general information :

" Sir,—I beg to forward for the information of his Excel-

lency the Lieutenant-Governor, the following analysis, which

I have had made of a specimen of guano which I received

from hia Excellency some time back, but which my numerous

avocations, consequent upon the establishment ot this office,

have prevented my attending to at an earlier period,

ANALYSIS OF A SPECIMEN OF SOUTH AUSTRALIAN
GUANO, IN 100 PARTS OF WEIGHT.

Carbonate of ammonia . . . . .

.

3'5

Carbonate of lime .. .. .. 11'5

Organic matter . . . . . . .

.

200
Silicious sand .. ., .. .. lO'O

Sulphate of soda .. .. .. 2 5

Muriate of soda or common salt .

.

lO'O

Phosphate of lime 300
Water 12-5

1000
" From the above analysis it would appear that the amount

of comparatively useless matter in the form of carbonate of

lime, silicious sand, common salt, and of water, constituting

altogether 44 per cent, of the sample, is unusually large as

compared witli samples of the best Peruvian guanos. In

order the more readily to compare the analysis of this sample

with the average result of the analyses of the best genuine

guano, as given by Dr. Ure, I subjoin the following table :

FERTILIZING CONSTITUENTS.

Average of Analysis of

Ure's Analysis of South AustraUan
genuine Guano. Guano.

1. Animal matter .. .. 50 20
2. Phosphate of lime .. 18^ 30

3. Ammonia in various forms. 13 3|

81i 53i

OTHER MATTERS.
4. Silicious sand .. .. 1 ...... 10

5. Common salt, carbonate ofl q n.
lime,&c / ^ ^*

6. Water 9i 12^

Total of other matters. 18§ 46^
"The foregoing analysis of South Austrahan guano was

made by Mr. Jones, one of the chemical assistants in this

office, and does not pretend to any extreme accuracy, as the

time that could be devoted to this purpose was limited. It

should also be observed that probably a portion of the am-
monia, a valuable constituent of guano, present in the sample,

might have heen volatilized before analysis, it having been

kept some time in a warm room.
" I have the honour, &c.,

"B. Herschell Babbage,
" Mineral and Geological Surveyor.

"The Hon. the Colonial Secretary,"
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EAST OF BERWICKSHIRE E A R M E R S' C" I. U B

[The following is from Mr. Milne Home's Report on

farms where the system of liquid manuring and stall-

feeding of sheep is practised.]

CUNNING PARK, NEAR AYR,
BELONGING TO AND FARMED BY MR. TELFER,

23rd Oct., 1852.—This farm contains 48 acres, and

is entirely devoted to a dairy of forty cows. No corn is

grown on it. Hay, grass, and green crops are raised.

There are two large tanks, the contents of which are

forced through pipes into the fields by an engine of

three-horse-power. The tanks are not covered, which

is a great drawback ; Mr. Telfer hopes to get this de-

fect remedied soon.

The liquid only flows into the tanks, the solid being

kept by itself, and dibbled in for root crops. The

liquid does not nearly supply all the manure required

for the Italian rye- grass. Mr. Telfer irrigates it to the

extent of 20,000 gallons per acre after every cutting,

for which purpose he mixes guano in his tanks, and

also nitrate of soda. The latter is found most effica-

cious. About 4 cwt. per acre is the proper quantity.

Italian ryegrass is sown at the rate of 4 bushels to the

acre. The seed is supplied to him by Mr. Dickenson,

of London. Mr. Telfer does not allow his Italian rye-

grass to stand for two years, in which respect his prac-

tice differs from others. He considers that there is

more nutriment in the first year's crop—so much so as

to justify the additional expense of sred and labour.

He also mentioned that after the plant had run to seed,

it ceases to afford much herbage.

Mr. Telfer found by experiment that 2 cwt. of Peru-

vian guano produce 5f tons rye-grass, and 4 cwt. pro-

duce 7f tons per acre. Both were the produce of one

month's growth.

In middle of summer Lis fields yield weekly about

four tons of grass ; one ton of grass will yield 6 cwt. of

excellent hay.

He considers that for feeding cows, 1 ton of ryegrass

is equal for nourishment to H tons of turnips.

His cows consume each daily 112 to 130 lbs. of rye-

grass, with 2 lbs. of oilcake, so that if an acre of rye-

grass yields 45 tons of meat in the six months, which is

the case at Cunning-park, about five or six cows can

be fed on an acre in that time. Mr. Telfer grows all

the kinds of mangolds. He prefers, however, the long

to the globe ; of the long yellow he had 25 tons, the

long red 23 tons per Scotch acre.

The following is Mr. Telfer's statement of his crops

for next year, with his estimate of the expected produce

per Scotch acre, these being the quantities which he has

hitherto raised :

—

Acres. Tons.
Maugolds 6 45
Cabbages 6 60
Italian rye grass .... 6 45

On his land he lays 50 tons of solid dung per acre,

which is ploughed in, and immediately before sowing he

applies the guano or nitrate, which is followed by liquid

manuring.

Mr. Telfer's compound for his cows, at the time of

my visit, was as follows :
—

Turnips 10 cwt. "l

Cabbages 8 „ [^Divided daily among 42 cows, being

Potatoes 8 „ [ at the rate of 126lb9. to each.

Rye grass 21 „ I

47

Mr. Telfer mentions that the quantity of liquid

manure produced by a cow is nearly equal to the quan-

tity of milk she gives, and that the solid dung obtained

from each is about 12 tons yearly.

BURNTURK, NEAR KINGSKETTLE, FIFE,

THE PROPERTY OF, AND FARMED BY ALEX. LAW •

SON, ESQ., LINEN MANUFACTURER THERE.

4th November, 1852.—This farm consists of 136

Scotch acres. The arrangements for laying pipes to all

the fields were commenced last winter, so that there has

not been time yet to ascertain the effects either on the

crops or on the stock.

Only one tank is in operation. It holds 50,000 gals.

But two more are to be constructed immediately, of still

larger size. The tank has a float in it, with a rod which

rises to a conspicuous height, and which by a graduated

scale thereon shows the depth of the liquid and number

of gallons in the tank. The object of this float and rod

attached is to show by the sinking of it whenever a cer-

tain number of gallons have been distributed over a

measured portion of the ground. Mr. Lawson allows

none of the solid dung to get into the tank ; it is the

liquid only which flows from his cattle stalls and boxes.

The stalls and boxes are constructed in a very supe-

rior style. The arrangements for ventilation are espe-

cially perfect. Water is supplied by a cock to each box

and stall.

Mr. Lawson has divided his farm into fields of II

acres, each having a hydrant in the centre. To this

a hose of about 75 yards in length is attached, consisting

of separate pieces, each 25 yards in length. The first

two pieces are 2 inches in diameter, the next two 1^

inches, the last two I^ inches.

1 was conducted to a field of Italian ryegrass, half of

which was sown with nothing but ryegrass, at the rate

5 bushels per Scotch acre ; the other half had been sown

with barley at the rate of 2 bushels, and with ryegrass at

the rate of 3 bushels. The object of the experiment was

to ascertain which would yield the best return.

My attention was chiefly interested with the arrange-

ments of the buildings and machinery ; any account of

them, however, would be foreign to my present object

—

except, perhaps, to mention that it is intended to con-
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iluct the waste steam into the tank with the view of

accelerating fermentation.

In the foregoing report I have endtavoureil to abstain

from any intimation of ray own opinions or impressions,

desiring only to communicate such information as I pro-

cured when visiting the several farms referred to. It

will be for the practical farmers of the club to say

whether the system of husbandry reported on, which so

materially difters from anything known in Berwickshire,

is one which should be encouraged, or at least it affords

any hints for modifying our practice. I shall listen with

much interest to the opinions which may be expressed

on these points, being assured that there are many pre-

sent, who, from thiir experience and intelligence, are far

more able than to judge of the utility of the system I

have been describing. I confess that the impression

formed on my own mind, from what I saw and heard

during an inspection of the four farms which I have re-

ported on, and from what I have since read of other

places where a like system is practised, is favourable to

its more general adoption ; and Imt for that im[)ression,

I would not have brought the subject before the club.

But it is an impression only, and one which it would

neither grieve nor surprise me if I give up, after hearing

the matter fully and fairly discussed at such a meeting as

the present. With the view of giving a character of

relevancy and precision to our discussion, I may con-

clude by mentioning the difterent points, which, as it

strikes me, are the most material to be considered.

I. On the one hand account must be taken of the ex-

pense of the process, consisting of the wages of the per-

sons employed to manage tiie distribution, the fuel

necessary for working the engine, and the interest on

capital.

From what has been before stated in regard to My re-

mill, it appears that though the expense of irrigating by

pipes and steam power is estimated by the Board of

Health Commissioners at 14s. per acre, the amount

should not be stated at more than 10s. or 12s. per acre;

8 conclusion which is confirmed by the fact that at the

farm of Ilalewood, near Liverpool, containing 350 acres,

the working expenses annually amount to 93. 9|d, ; and

that at Mr. Liddledale's farm, near Birkenhead, con-

taining (50 acres, the expense is only 9s. O^d. per acre.

II. The other side of the account, which shows the

advantages of the system, may be divided into two heads

—one connected with the licjuid manuring, and the other

^ith stall feeding of sheep.

(1.) Under the first of these, account may be taken

of the greater economy of transporting manure out to

the land. It is shown very clearly in the Board of

Health Report that the cost of transmitting liquid ma-

nure through pipes and hose is twopence per ton,

within a distance of three-quarters of a mile. Now, what

is the cost of conveying a ton of manure by carts and

horses ? To take it out by a water barrel would be

ruinous. But in the simplest way, which is in the form

of farm-yard dung, the cost for half a mile, when filling

and spreading are included, cannot be stated at less than

sixpence a ton ; so that for every ton there is a saving

of fourpence by piping.

Now it is stated in the Board of Health Report, that

" one lot of Swedes (on the farm of Myremill), dressed

with 10 tons of solid farm manure, and about 2,000

gallons of the liquid, having G bushels of dissolved

bones along with it, was ready for hoeing ten or twelve

days earlier than another dressed with double the

amount of solid manure, without the liquid application,

and were fully equal to those in a neighbours' field

which had received 30 loads of farm-yard dung, toge-

ther with 3 cwt. guano and IG bushels of bones per

acre. The yield was estimated at 40 tons the Scotch

acre."

The cost of manuring these swedes by the pipes was,

according to the above data, Cs. Gd. per acre; and by

carts and horses, 10s. in the one case and lis. Gd. in

the other—showing a saving, therefore, of from 3s. Gd.

to 5s. per acre on the turnip break. Had the manuring

been heavier, or the transport farther, the economy of

piping would have been proportionally greater. Ap-

plying these results to the farm of Myremill, it will be

remembered that there were, this year, 157 imperial

acres of green crops, on the manuring of which by

pipes, instead of by carts and horses, there must have

been a saving of X''35 Cs. There were 87 acres of

Italian ryegrass, which, after every cutting, has between

4,000 and 5,000 gallons applied to each acre. This is

at the rate of 22 tons an acre ; and, supposing it cut

five times, 110 tons per acre would be applied during

the season, at a cost of 18s. ; whereas, if that quantity

of manure had to be applied by carts and horses, it

would have cost 55s. per acre. On these 87 acres,

therefore, a saving of 37s. per acre was effected,

amounting to X'lGO 19s.

(2.) The next item for consideration is the quantity

of produce raised. That the produce is greater, both of

grass and of green crops, seems to be scarcely deniable.

The cause of this is partly the greater efficacy of manure

when in a liquid form, and partly the nature of the ingre-

dients composing it. It should be remembered that

the tank liquid contains a larger proportion of salts,

particularly urea, than farm-yard dung. Of urea Pro-

fessor Johnston remarks that " it is far richer in nitro-

gen than flesh, blood, or any of those other richly fer-

tilizing substances, of which the main efficacy is

supposed to depend upon the large proportion of nitro-

gen they contain." My position is, that 10 tons of

farm-yard dung and 10 tons of lank manure, form, to-

gether, most probably, a richer compound than 20 tons

of farm-yard manure alone. Then there is this other con-

sideration, that the liquid being soluble, the whole of it

can at once be appropriated by the roots of jdants.

Hence there need be no surprise at the fact stated in the

Board of Health report, that 10 tons of farm-yard

dung, with 2,000 gallons of liquid manure, with G bushs,

of dissolved bones in it per acre, produced as good a
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crop of swedes as 22^ tons of farm-yard dung, with 3

cwt. of guano, and 16 bushels of bones.

Without attempting to estimate the excess of the

several crops of turnips, cabbages, mangolds, and car-

rots at Myremill, over those obtained by the ordinary

system of manuring, I will assume that the excess is

equivalent to 10 per acre of swedes on the whole green-

crop break, which at Myremill is 157 acres ; and esti-

mating the value of swedes at 10s. per ton, which seems

a very moderate price, especially when the nature of

some of the crops is considered, the profit under this

head will be ^785.

In regard to the additional produce from the grass

break, my estimate is as follows :—About 400 tons of

food per acre ai-e raised by sowing Italian ryegrass, cut-

ting and manuring it five or six times during the months

of summer and autumn; whereas by raising ordinary

ryegrass and clover about sixteen tons are got—showing

an excess therefore of twenty-four tons per acre, and

which at the price of ^10 per ton would give £13 per

acre.

But from this return must be deducted the cost of

cutting and carrying these twenty-four tons, and of ma-

nuring the land after every cutting. The cutting would

probably amoimt to 4s. and the carrying to 6s. The

cost of manuring depends on circumstances. At Enter-

kine Farm, as we nave seen, where milk cows only are

kept during the summer, Mr. Bell, to supply the de-

ficiency of liquid manure, gives to each acre sixteen cwt.

of guano. But a feeding bullock gives a much larger

supply of liquid manure—it is believed about ten gallons

daily ; so that the seven bullocks which INIr. Kennedy

says can be supported on one acre of Italian ryegrass

would, during six mouths, give altogether 12,600 gallons,

which, diluted with three waters, amount to 50,400 gal-

lons, being equal to what is required for the whole five

cuttings in the course of the season. The only expense,

therefore, is sending this liquid through the pipes, which

at 2d. per ton, is £l 17s. 6d. This, and the cost of

cutting and carrying, amounting altogether to £2 7s. 6d.,

leaves a profit of ^10 12s. 6d. for every acre of ground

cropped with Italian ryegrass, and yielding on the whole

break £924,

To these items there might be added the larger

crops of corn which are said to be raised ; but as no

precise data were obtained by me for estimating this item,

I pass it over.

The foregoing calculations are connected with the

system of liquid manuring. Those which follow are

dependent on the system of feeding sheep on sparred

boards, and under cover.

(1.) The saving of manure is one item; this Mr.

Kennedy estimates at 2s. 6d. per sheep, amounting to

£b7 10s. on 460 sheep.

(2.) The additional weight and improved quality of

the wool is another. An addition of 21bs. to each fleece

would probably add to the value of each sheep 2s.,

amounting to £46, To these should be added, the im-

proved health of the sheep, and their more rapid fat-

tening, especially during the winter and spring months ;

but I am unable to set a money value on these. Putting

together all the other items which I have attempted to

estimate :

—

1. Economy of transporting manure

—

For green crops

Italian ryegrass

Additional produce
From green crops .

Italian ryegrass

, Sheep stall-fed

From manure
wool

£35
160
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THE GREAT METROPOLITAN POULTRY SHOW.
The first show of the society for establishing in the

metropolis an annual exhibition of poultry, pigeons, and

rabbits was opened to the public on Tuesday, Jan. 11. The

society enjoys the patronage of many noblemen and gen-

tlemen of distinction, including the Duke of Rutland,

the Marquis of .Salisbury, the Earls of Derby, Stan-

hope, Cottenham, Stradbroke, Harrington, Ducie,

Clarendon, Lichfield, and Stamford ; Lord Feversham,

Lord Hastings, Lord Sandys, the IMarquis of Granby,

and Lord Guernsey ; and one of its main objects is, ac-

cording to the rules, " to afford an opportunity to the

public to improve their collections." It is therefore

provided that all the specimens figuring in the show

shall be offered to competition by public auction

during the exhibition, the proprietors being required

to state the value they place upon the birds or animals

they exhibit, although thej are not precluded from

naming a prohibitory price. The place selected for the

exhibition was the Baker-street Bazaar, where the show of

the Smithfield Cattle Club has been held, and the exten-

sive and commodious galleries of the building are ad-

mirably adapted for the purpose. On Monday night

the subscribers and a number of invited visitors were

admitted to a private view of the collection, which was of

a novel and interesting character, presenting a far more

extensive combination of that class of the feathered tribe

termed " domestic fowls " than was ever before exhi-

bited in any one place. The show included fowls, tur-

keys, geese, ducks, pigeons, and rabbits, but among

them what is ordinarily spoken of as the fowl tribe

vastly preponderates, and in this little world of fowls

the Cochin Chinese had a decided majority. The

Cochin China fowls were introduced into this country

some half-dozen years ago under royal patronage, and

now enjoy a preference over the Dorking game and

Hamburgh fowls. The respective merits of these classes

can, however, only be determined by connoisseurs, and

it is enough to say that the Cochin China fowls in the

collection were of remarkable size and beauty. Tlie

price set upon some of these birds seems almost incredi-

ble. For a pen belonging to Mr. Fairlie, of Cheveley-

park, near Newmarket, consisting of a cock and three

hens, no less than 60 guineas were required. It may,

however, be observed that all the hens have been

exhibited separately at provincial shows, and that each

has gained a prize ; so that the pen was probably as valu-

able a one as could be found in the country. In class

15, a pair of Cochin China fowls cost £"25. Mr.

Fairlie, of Cheveley (who had in the collection 29 pens),

showed a pen of light speckled Scotch fowls, from Ayr-

shire, known in the north as " dumpies " or " bakies,"

and which are remarkable for the extraordinary short-

ness of their legs. Among those which attracted marked I

attention some exceedingly fine Poland fowls, with

white topknots ; a pen of three geese, weighing together

481bs. ; a pen of gigantic pigeons from India, whose

heads are surmounted by a sort of plume, not much un-

like the feathers of a peacock's tail ; several very fine

Australian pigeons, the beauty of whose plumage was

much admired ; a large collection of pigeons, including

some very good specimens of fantails, tumblers, and

carriers ; and some remarkably fine turkeys, bantams,

and rabbits. So great value is placed upon the eggs of

many of the birds in the exhibition, that eight police-

ofiicers of the detective force were continually on the

watch to prevent their abstraction by persons employed

in the building or by visitors.

The following is the list of prizes awarded by the

judges :
—

Poultry.—Spanish.

First prize. Captain Hornby, Knowsley-cottage, near Pres-

cott, Lancashire ; second prize, Mr. Fox, Skinner-street, Snow-

bill ; third prize, Mr. Thomas Jones, Vale-place, Hammer-

smith.

First prize, Mr. Thomas Fox, Skinner-street, Snow-hill

;

second prize, Mr. T. Jones, Vale-place, Hammersmith ; third

prize. Captain Hornby.

First prize. Captain Hornby ; second prize, Mr. John Tay-

lor, Shepherd's Bush.

Dorking.—(Single-Combed.)

First prize, Mr. J. Lewry, Handcross, Crawley ; second

prize, Mr. J. Boys, Biddeuham ; third prize, Captain Hornby.

First prize, Mr. J. Lewry ; second prize, Mr. John Fairlie,

Cheveley-park, Newmarket ; third prize, Mrs.F. Noyes; Salis-

bury.

Dorking.—(Double or Rose-Combed.)

First prize. Sir J. Cathcart, Cooper'a-hill, Chertsey ; second

prize, Mr. J. Thorn, Mawley-house, South Lambeth.

First prize, Mr. Thomas Nice, Great Bradley-hall, New-

market ; second prize, Mr. John Fairlie.

Dorking.—(Double or Single-Combed).

First prize, Captain Hornby ; second prize, Mr. John Boys.

Highly Commended.

—

^h. W. Harrison, Bayworth-park

;

Messrs. Baker, Chelsea.

Dorking.—(^Vhite.)

First prize, Mr. J. Jeemens, Mozeley ; second prize, Mr.

James Oldham, Long Eaton, Derby ; third prize, Mr. Nathaniel

Anthill, Portsea. Highly Commended —Mr. Oldham.

First prize, Mr. Joseph Jeemens, Mozeley ; second prize,

Mr. H. Forster, Slarkgate-street, Dunstable. Highly Com-

mended.—Mr. Oldham.

Cochin China.—(Cinnamon and Buff.)

First prize, Mr. John Fairlie, Newmarket ; second and

third prize, Mr. T. Potts, Kingwood-lodge, Croydon.

First and second prize, Mr. T. Potts, Kingwood-lodge,

Croydon ; third prize. Captain Squire, Barton-place, Milden-

hall. Highly Commended.—Mr. J. Eaton, Thudow-lodge,

Lower Norwood ; Mr. H. Collinson, 47, Castle-street, South'
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wark: Mr. J. C. Adkins, Edgbaston, Birmingham. Com-

mended.—Mr. G.Peters, Mozeley, vVorcester.

Cochin China.—(Brown and Partridge Feathered.)

First prize, Mr. John Chater, Haverhill; second prize, Mr.

Thomas Bridges, Bridge-cottage, Croydon.

First prize, Mr. Thomas York.

Cochin China.—(Cinnamox and Buff, or Brown.)

First prize, Mr. John Bidewell, Guildford; second prize,

Mrs. George Chaldon, Coulsdon, Surrey ; third prize. Captain

Squire. Highly Commended.—Rev. C. Hall, Durham-cottage,

Uxbridge ; Mr. J. Fairiie ; Mr. M. Whittingham, Woodford-

bridge, Essex. Commended.—Rev. J. G. Hodgson, Croydon;

Mrs. George ; Mr. Thomas Potts ; Mr. W. R. Morris, Dept-

ford, Kent ; Mr. C. Cooper, Guildford.

Cochin China.—(White.)

First prize, Mr. J. Faidie ; second prize, Mr. E. I-. Preston,

Great Yarmouth.

First prize. Rev. Dr. Allen, Englefield-green ; second prize,

Mr. G. C. Adkins, Edgbaston.

Malay.

First prize, Mr. Soanes, Stepney, Middlesex ; second prize,

Mr. G. Oldham, Nether Whiteacre.

Game Fowl.—(White and Piles.)

First prize, Mr. H. Thiirnall ; second prize, Mr. W. G.

Vivian Singleton, Glamorganshire.

First prize, Mr. AV. Groom, Holt, Norfolk ; second prize,

Mr. R. Wilson, Moon-place, Stamford-le-Hope.

Game Fowl.—(Black-breasted and other Reds.)

First prize, Captain Hornby ; second prize, Mr. F. H.

Powell, Hillingdon, Middlesex; third prize, Mr. A.Connell,

Cringleford, Norfolk.

First prize, Mr. M. Wilson ; second prize, Mr. Tickell, 51,

Doddington-grove.

Game Fowl.— (Blacks and Brassy-winced, except
Grays.)

First prize, Mr. W. Detlen, Secklngtou, Warwickshire

;

second prize, Mr. R. W. Wilson.

Game Fowl.— Duckwings and other Grays and
Bli'es.)

First prize, Mr. H. Thurnall, Royston, Cambridgeshire
;

second prize, Mr. E. A. Lidgard, Snow-hill, Birmingham
;

third prize, Mr. G, C. Adkins.

First and second prizes, Mr. R. W. Wilson ; third prize,

Mr. C. Stinton, Ainsworth.

Golden Pencilled Hambirch.
First prize, Mr. J. B. Chnne, Colebrook-dale ; second

prize, Mr. J. E. Mapplebeck, Highgate, Birmingham ; third

prize, Mr. T. Acle, Norfolk.

First prize, Mr. H. Worrall, Knotty Ashhouse, Liverpool
;

second prize, Mr. T. B. Acle, Norfolk.

Golden Spangled Hamburoh.
First prize, Mr. G. Adkius ; second prize, Mr. Lighlfoot,

Markgate-street, Dunstable ; third prize, Mr, J. G. Adkins.

First and second prizes, Mr. J. Mould, Mackinney-house,

Belper.

Silver Pencilled Hamburgh.
First prize, Mr. E. How, Bromley, Middlesex ; second

prize, Mr. E. Archer ; third prize, Mr. F. Wigan, Edgbaston.

First prize, Mr. M'Caun, Malvern ; second prize, Mr. J.

Mapplebeck.
Silver Spangled Hamburgh.

First prize, Mr. J. Whilock, Birmingham ; second and third

prizes, Mr. W, G. Chambers, Portsmonth.

First prize, Mr. E. Simons, Dale-end Birmingham ; second

prize, Mr. J. Whilock.

Poland Fowl.—(Black with White Crests.)

First and second prizes, Mr. J. C. Adkins ; third prize, Mr.

T. B. Edwards, Lyndhurst.

Poland Fowl.—(Golden, with Ruffs or Beards).

First prize, Mr. J. E. Mapplebeck ; second prize, Mr. W.
G.Vivian; third prize, Mr. C.Clarke, Street, near Glaston-

bury.

First prize. Master G. Horner, Charlotte-street. Hull.

Poland Fowl.—(Golden, without Ruffs orBeards.)
First prize, Mr. J. E. Mapplebeck, Birmingham ; second

prize. Miss E. S. Perkins, Sutton Coldfield.

First prize, Mr. W. Cutler, Bathampton ; second prize, the

Hon. Mrs. Finch, Berkhamstead.

Poland Fowl.—(Silver, with Ruffs or Beards.)

Fiist prize, Messrs. Baker, Chelsea ; second prize, Mr.

E. Clarke ; third prize, Mr. G. Vivian.

First prize, Mr. G. Vivian; second prize. Master G.

Horner.

Poland Fowl.—(Silver, without Riffs or Beards.)

Second prize, Mr. C. J, Mould.

Bantams.—(Gold Laced.)

First prize, Mr. G. C. Adkios; second prize, Mr. H. T,

Leigh, Tnrnham-G'reen.

Bantams.—(Silver-laced.)

First prize, Mr. H. J. Jones, Bedford ; second prize, Mr, J.

Fairiie.

Bantams.—(White.)

First prize, the Rev. G. F. Hodgson ; second prize, Mr.

Joseph Dutton.

Bantams.— (Black.)

First prize, Mr. J. Fairiie ; second prize, Mr. T. H. Fox.

Bantams.— (Black-breasted Red
)

First prizze, Mr. W. S. Forrest, Greenhithe.

Bantams.—(Ginger or Buff.)

First prize, Mr, Dutton.

The success of this extraordinary show must have fully equal-

led the expectations of its most sanguine promoters, especially

considering that at this period of the year London is almost

deserted by those classes who maybe supposed to takethe great-

est interest in matters connected with agricultural pursuits, and

who would have been most likely to patronise such an exhibi-

tion as that now submitted to the public in the galleries of

the Baker-street Bazaar. On Tuesday, when the charge for

admission was five shillings, some hundreds of visitors, includ-

ing several members of the aristocracy, inspected the collec-

tion. On Wednesday and Thursday the entrance-fee was

reduced to one shilling, and though the unfavourable weather

on Wednesday must have prevented many persons from visit-

ing an exhibition so far removed from the centre of London,

yet, either owing to the novelty of the show, or to the extra-

ordinary mania for poultry-rearing which has been excited of

late years, the Bazaar was on both days thronged by such

crowds that locomotion was rendered somewhat difficult. On

Wednesday upwards of .^.OOO persons paid for admission, and

on Thursday the number of visitors must have been much

greater. The excellent regulations of the police, however, pre-

vented anything like disorder, and under their directions the

visitors proceeded in a continuous stream along the galleries

of the Bazaar, on each side of which the pens containing the

animals exhibited were arranged.
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We subjoin a Btatenifut of the number of classes and pens

exhibited ; and it may be observed that each pen contained from

two to four animah :

—

Foul.
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TANKS AND TANK-MAKING.—COMPOSITION OF LIQUID MANURE.

What are we to do with our Uquid manure ? is

a question we have already discussed in a variety

of forms, but all tending to show that, except

in cases where irrigation was practicable, it was

not wise nor economical to apply it in the shape

of liquid. We well remember the rage there was

for tanks and tank-making some twenty years

ago—the birth-time of agricultural improvements

in this country—and yet we hardly see one of

them in proper use at this moment. They are

nearly all diverted from their proper purpose ; and
so unsettled does the question remain, that, after a

multitude of essays and papers of great value, the

Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland still

presents the same form of heading for a premium
on the subject.

We have demonstrated over and over again that

the conveyance of water by the liquid manure cart

will not repay the cost. The raising and discharge

by hose or tubes are processes by far too com-
plicated and expensive for farm purposes, while

distribution by power seems still more questionable.

The best remedy seems to be pouring the hquid

upon compost heaps, and so, by repeated satura-

tion of the soils of which they are composed,

keep up the full supply of manurial matter till the

whole of the parts valuable for plants is absorbed

and detained by the soil and the decayed matter of

which such heaps are composed. But even this

involves trouble. Besides, the inevitable carting

of the waste material, the scraping up, the mixing,

the pouring out of the liquid, the watching of the

tank, are all operations hkely, in a season of active

farming life, to be more or less neglected. While,

in a wet season, the compost matter will be so

liable to be overcharged with wet of one kind or

another, that it may not be a wilhng absorbent at

all, and the liquid will run off in all directions.

Now we must first consider a little, what we have

to do. We have the most valuable parts of the

manure—the soluble—washed out from the rest,

but in proportions so small, to the water which

conveys them, that the liquid, as such, is hardly

worth the cost of carting, or of removal of any kind.

We have matters, too, both in suspension and
solution—some which the water carries me-
chanically, and some chemically away—and yet

there are those who have so often seen applications

of the liquid residuum of the farmyard do so little

good that they express doubts if it is really valuable.

The researches of Professor Johnston on this

head are very instructive. As chemist to the

Highland Society, he gave the following as the

result of his investigations " On the Composition

of Liquid Manure :

—

" The hquid manure of our farmyards is now at-

tracting more general attention than at any former

.

period, and tanks for collecting it are in course of

erection in various parts of the country. Both

theory and experiment show this hquid to be very

valuable as a manure, and it has been long known
to contain substances fitted in a marked degree to

promote the growth of plants. Still, no analyses,

so far as I am aware, have hitherto been made of

the liquid in the state in which it actually exists in

our farmyards, in too many cases running to waste.

" It was with much satisfaction, therefore, that I

received, a few months ago, two bottles of liquid

manure for analysis, from Mr. Houldsworth, of

Coltness, near Hamilton, a member of our associa-

tion. This gentleman had drawn up, for distribu-

tion among his tenantry, a very satisfactory and

useful statement in regard to the value of this

liquid, and the gain which would accrue from

saving it. But before circulating this paper, he

was desirous of having the actual liquor of which

he spoke carefully analyzed, and he therefore

forwarded it to the laboratory of the association.

The examination has led to some interesting results,

which I think deserving of general publication.

" 1st. The liquid contained in the first bottle con-

sisted of the drainings from heaps of cow-dung

exposed to rain. It was dark coloured, and, of

course, contained only what rain-water is capable

of washing out of such dungheaps. It was

neutral, but ammonia was given off when it was

boiled, or when quicklime was added.

"An imperial gallon of these drainings, when
evaporated to dryness, left about 480 grains, or an

ounce weight, of dry solid matter.

This solid matter consisted of

—

Ammonia
Organic matter

Inorganic matter (ash) ....

Grains.

9-6

200-8

268-8

479-2

The inorganic portion consisted of

—

Grains.

Alkaline salts = . 207-8

Phosphate of lime and magnesia,

with a little phosphate of iron 25'

1

Carbonate of lime 18'2

Carbonate of magnesia and loss.

.

4-3

Silica, and a little alumina ]3'4

268-
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" From this analysis, it appears that the rain is

capable of washing out much valuable matter from

common cow-dung. The ammonia is not so large

in quantity as in many other forms of liquid

manure, because most of those substances voided

by the cow which are capable of producing

ammonia pass off in its urine. But, on the other

hand, the urine of the cow contains no phosphates,

while these washings contain a considerable pro-

portion. It thus appears that the washings of the

dungheaps contain other valuable substances

besides those which are present in the urine.

" Those therefore, who, besides allowing the urine

from their byres to run to waste, permit the rain to

wash their dunghea])s, suffer a double loss ; they

lose the ammonia-producing substances and much
alkahne matter in the urine, and the phosphates

with a large additional portion of alkahne matter

in the washings.
" 2nd. The second hquid consisted of the drain-

ings of farmyard dung when watered with cows'

urine. It was also neutral, but gave off ammonia

copiously when boiled, or when mixed with quick-

lime.

" An imperial gallon, when evaporated, left

617^ grains of dry matter, considerably more than

the former liquid, and this matter consisted of

—

Grains.

Ammonia 21'3

Organic matter 77'Q

Inorganic matter, or ash. .
518*4

617-5

" ^Ye see here that the relative proportions of

organic matter in the two liquids were very

different. From ordinary farm7ard manure there

is, as we should expect, less of the organic part

dissolved by water than from the finely masticated

and digested excretions of the cow.
" The inorganic matter contained in this liquid

consisted of

—

Grains.

Alkaline salts 420.4

Phosphates of lime and magnesia 44'5

Carbonate of lime 31*1

Carbonate of magnesia and loss 3"4

Silica, and a little alumina 190

518-4

" In this liquid, therefore, as m the other, there

was a considerable proportion of phosphates, as

well as a large amount of alkaline salts. There

are no phosphates in the urine ; but the fermenta-

tion of the dungheap, caused partly by the

watering with the urine, decomposes the straw,

and other substances which form the dungheap,

brings a portion of the phosphates they contain

into a soluble state, and thus enables them to be

washed out by any watery liquid that comes in

contact with them.

" The urine of the cow, therefore, which has been

thrown upon the dungheap, will pass otl", if it is

allowed to escape, richer than it was at first. It

may not contain so much ammonia, or of those

substances which produce ammonia ; but it will

carry away more of those inorganic substances

which enter into the composition of our crops, and

which are no less necessary to their growth."

The above evidence gives, beyond all doubt, the

real character of the liquid drainings of the farmyards,

and we now come to the possibility of detaining

the valuable parts of this manure without the cost

of so much carting and attention.

The question, however, is one much broader,

and more extensive than as applied to mere fold-

yard drainage. It applies to the sewage of the

largest town as well as the smallest farmstead, and
the principle is in both cases the same.

The enetgy and benevolence of Lady Frankland

Russell, of Thirkleby, near Thirsk, has settled the

question, by the adoption of a detaining apparatus

at Aylesbury, which, v/hile it deodorises the water

issuing from the drain, and purifies the ioul

stream, so as to be made fit to drink—it is so

clear and beautiful—provides for the detention of

the manure without care or watching.

The drainage of a town is just an exaggeration

of that of a farmstead. The following is a section

of the tank adopted.

Here A B G is the surface of tlie ground, and
F the stream into which the drain ABC falls.

Two tanks are put down, D and E, communicating

at the bottojtn, and the tank E discharging below

the drain mouth at B H. The tank D is filled

with pounded clay, the tank E with peat charcoal.

The drainage is thus forced upwards through

the peat charcoal by hydraulic power, and through

the pounded clay by its gravitative power, and

the one and the other deodorise and detain the

manuring parts, and allow the water to flow out

pure. There are two systems of tanks on each

side of the drain, and the stream is alternately

turned into one and the other as they are emptied

respectively ; at the point B, a flood drain following

on under the surface, so that the mere flood water

may be sent over and not through the tanks.
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It will at once be been that the force, as well as the

saturation, are brought to bear on the detaining

influence; and so completely successful is the

plan, that we are informed the Aylesbury

authorities are about to purchase the whole, put

up, as we have seen, at the sole expense of Lady

Frankland. Now why should not farmers have

similar tanks, to render the manure portable and

concentrated, instead of being dissii)ated through

thousands of gallons of water?

It may be remembered that the detailed trials of

the Yorkshire Agricultural Society with peat char-

coal were not favourable. But the charcoal was

not saturated. It was satisfied with liquid manure

so far as wetting is concerned, but vast quantities

might have been forced through it and come out

jiure, so that it was a very weak solution.

We shall feel it our duty to give in a subsequent

number some evidence of its being valuable in the

hands of truly ])ractical persons, and in the mean

time would suggest that the experiment might be

tried in any quarter for a very small expense, and

we doubt not a valuable manure would be the

result.

A COMPARISON BETWEEN THE HAR-
VESTS OF 1851 AND 1852.

Sir,—lu a receut letter 1 directed your atteutiou to the

necessity of harvest statistics, of sometbiug by which the people

of this country should understaud their real position as to the

supply of food. Hitherto we find out any serious difference

at the eleventh hour, and then there is a scramble to get the

deficiency filled up. Commercial arrangements previously en-

tered iuto, in ignorance of the real state of the harvest, become

either unprofitable or ruinous, from the effect that all produce

must bend to high-priced food.

Several agricultural papers have stated that our past harvest

of wheat is deficient ; that the potatoes are materially less than

last year. The Mark Lane Express aud Economist have merely

stated the fact, without entering into details. Now I have put

together a few figures, in order better to understand the matter.

According to Mr. M'Culloch, the wheat grown in the United

Kingdom is as follows :

—

England .. 15,200,000 Seed off ;.',171,229 .. 13,028,571

Scotland.. 1,225,000 „ 175,000 .. 1,050,000

Ireland... 1,800,000 „ 300,000.. 1,500,000

The same authority assumes the potatoes grown in 15,578,571

England hs worth £10,000,000
Scotland 1,000,000

Ireland 11,000,000

£22,400,000

Now the wheat is valued at 458. ; but, in order to

assimilate the )<otaloe8 to wheat, let us divide

the above value by a higher figure, aud say the

We have here an average crop equal to. ..,..,. . 25,578,571
The iiarvest of 1851 is admitted lo hate been are-

maiKably productive one for wheat, &c., and
estimated »t 10 per cent, above an average. . . . 2,557,857

Total estimated crops of Great Britain (in addition

to this quantity, we have required and obtained

from foreign countries several millions more) . . 28,136,423

Now what is the result of the harvest of 1852 ?

Let us take the same basis as previously lo,578,571
111 quantity and quality very difl'erent from the pre-

ceding harvest, aud eniniated at the lowest,

5 per cent, below an average 778,925

Taking the potatoes pl 1 0,000,000
And deducting for disease and loss at

20 per cent 2,000,000

14,799,643

potatoes are equal to

8,000,000

22,799,643

By this there is a deficiency of nearly five millions aud a half

quarters from the previous harvest ; and I believe I am under-

stating the loss in potatoes aud the deficiency in the weight of the

wheat wheu thrashed out.

But the mischief does not end here. A large extra cousump-

tiou is going forward, which the empty condition of all our grain

warehouses demonstrates, I find the extra consumption of

sugar this year to be 10 per cent. ; and, as the same cause which

promotes the one must atfect the other, 1 will put down the extra

consumption of breadstuffs to be five per cent., so that we shall

have 1,500,000 quarters more to find than last year; and, taking

the average of the last two years, we shall require a foreign im-

portation of several million quarters in excess of the very large

one of last year. Tiie question now is, how can that large supply

be obtained? From the census returns of the United States

we find the crop of wheat for 1850 was 11,000,000 quarters ;

and, as this represents about the average crop, we must sec that

very little to\\ ards filling up such a gap as the above can be pro-

cured (hence. Moreover, besides the Euglish wants, there

are many extra demands upon her breadstuffs. The present

prices ruling in the States prove clearly that, if we want grain

or flour, we must be prepared to meet a strong competition from

other countries ; and the Americans themselves are also con-

suming more this year than probiibly they have ever done

previously.

From France we aie not likely to receive any assistance ; lu

fact, it appears that some large purchases of grain had been made

for that country. France, within the past twelve months, has

largely increased her consumption of breadstuffs, principally

owing to a better condition of the labour market, but assisted

by the very low prices which have prevailed withiu the past year.

On looking over some French statistical works, I find that, owing

to the great abundance of the three harvests (1849, 1850, aud

1851), the price of food in Paris has been lower than for any

three consecutive years since 1787. With all this most favour-

able state of things, France could not export more thau

1,000,000 quarters iu any of these years ; and the question now

is, with the deficient harvest of this year, what will she require

to import ?

From couutries bordering on the Mediterraneau there ap-

pears very little expectation. Naples has just prohibited the

exportation of the lower qualities of food.

A great fallacy is cntejtaiued by many, just now, about the

British farmer getting a better price for his grain. As above

stated, if his crop is less by ten per cent, than last year,

it is clear that what he gets iu price he loses in quantity.

—

Liverpool Courier.
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ANNUAL U El' OUT OV Till: \V O () E TRADE
LlVEKl'OOL, Ja.nlauy 1st.— The state of the wool

traJe throughout the past ytar has beeu in the highest degree

satisldctory ; eii.ployiiieiit has been plentiful ; and both im-

porters aud consiimers have found prolitable sropc for their

("iterpiijc. Considering the moderate prices of all kinds of

ptovisioiis and tlie very low rutis of interest, it is, indeed,

matter of surprise tliat wool has not more engaged the atten-

tion of the capit:;liit, as there have been opportunities where

i!iic:upIoycd funds icight have met with a good investment.

As regards the general trade of the country tlie year 185:,' may>
|

perhaps, be couaidercd the most universally prosperous on re-

co.d: throughout it;- course tlierc has been an unbroken

current of healthy feeling, unchecked by political or commercial

convulsions, which have su frequently occurred before : and

there is a strong desire among men of business against any

iiilcrfercnce willi the commercial policy which has been esta-

blished of late years, and has now been butscribed to by the

liighcit authorities in this country. As the system has been

more developed its soundness has become more apparent ; it is
|

to be hoped that our example will not be lost on foreign na-
'

tior.s, and that they may see their own advantage in pursuing
]

the same course. The heme demand for woollen goods has
|

been unusually large ; and it is uudeniable that a great im- i

provement has taken place lu the condition of the labouring
!

clrisaes, while, at the same time, pauperism has considerably
|

dimioisheJ, so that the bulk of tl-.c population, with increased

meaas at their commaml, have greatly added to the consuming i

power of the cour.try, and to this cause, chielly, we atcribe

the present prosperous state of our trade. The export of
\

woollen and worsted goods has been on a very extensive scale,

c^^a exceeding the year 1851, the highest rate ever before at-

tained ; and, from the enormons ;imouut of emigration which

h.n taken place, and still continues, an increased demand may
be expectod ; besides, the numbers who arc flocking to Aus-

iralja and the meuris of profitable employment which await

thera there, will make them very large counimers. During the

first three months of the jjast year there was a very animated

demand for wools, and most descrip'.iois advanced 10 percent,

but, as the clip appr^ched, prices receded to about the same

< xteut, and imtil October were marked by little variation

;

since then they have been steadily looking up, but it is only

during the last monlli that any decided advance has taken

place, and at present they may be quoted,, on the average, about

15 to 20 per cent, above the corresponding period last year;

nud for all lower descriptions of foreign as well as Scotch are

nbout equal to the jear 1839, if anything rather below, while

for combing (Euglisli, &c.) on the average, .'?d. below ; and for

colonial and other fine wools, notwithstandiag the advanced rates

obtained, stiil much short of the rates current at that period.

The pro;-pects of the trade are as promising as could be de-

ured, and on a tiioroughly sound basis. Wc consider present

jirices are fully wairautcd by the large scale of consumption of

the past three years, which it is well known has far exceeded

the growth ; and it is roughly estimated that equal to au ad-

ditional clip of ho:ne wo-jI has gone into coi.sumptiou during

t'l.it period, \^hich is quite sutiicicrit to account for the di-

minished stocks ws hear of on all hands.

The total import shows a trilling excess over the previous

year, hut not to an extent lo call for any part icular remavk.

I'lif esfifiil of f.Kpi!?ii and iob.nlHl Ims been mtlier It-sa ; but,

on the otlicr hand, the shipments of home wools have beeu

much larger, showing an increase of upwards of 80 per cent.

At STHALiA.— Although the arrivals have been rather re-

tarded, they have come forward more freely than, under the

circumstances, the most sangunic could have expected. The

quantity disposed of up to the close of the last sales in London^

ending 10th November, having been 132,483 bales against

149,720 bales in 1S51, and the stock now iu importers' hands

about 22,000 bales against 12,000 l)ales at the same period in

the former year. The first public sales took place in February ;

1.3,19S bales have beeu cll'ered, ami the stocks in dealers and

consumers have become e.N.hausted, an advance of Id. to l.jd.

per lb. was obtained. At the May and June sales, 24,297

bales were disposed of under some excitement, on the part of

the home trade as to further supplies, in addition to which, the

operations for export were very considerable, which cleared an

advance of 2d. per lb. At the rext sales, in .July and August,

the quantity was 53.371 bales, which being so much larger

than was expected, seemed to allay the fear previously enter-

tained on this head, and the trade operated with caution, as

there was every prospect of an abundant supply at the suc-

ceeding sales, at the same time the demand for the continent

being limited, a decline was establiahed of Id. to l^d. per lb.

At the last srdc of the year, in October and November, the

quantity submitted to competition was 41,017 bales ; the

home trade being almost the exclusive purchaser at 1 Jd.perlb.

advance. Since then some has been done, privately, at a fur-

ther advance of l^d. per lb,, and the prospects of the trade

warrant the expectation that the next public sale, the last in

the season, probably in February, will go much higher, as the

quantity is not expected to evceed 35,000 bales, both in firft

and second hands. Considering that Yorkshire is the great

seat of consumption of Australian wools, and that the trade ix

now, iu a great measure, dependent on these colonies for sup-

plic", it is not ,surprising that the schemes for promoting emi-

gration on a large scale, with a few of preserving the flocks,

should have met with hearty sympathy there, although iusomc

eases, perhaps, rather reluctantly conceded, from the opinion

that the statements were exaggerated. We believe, however,

the prospects are sufhcient to excite serious alarm, and the

difficulties seem threefold, each of itself sufficiently formidable.

First, as to clipping—lu the vicitity of the ports this may be

accomplished, although with greatly increased cost ; but at

places far distant it will be much more ditticnlt to obtain la-

bour, as it takes place at the season when water is plentiful,

and therefore very favourable to the gold washings, which

afford much more lucrati\e employment. Secondly, from the

exorbitant rate of wages and carriage, the rate for oue hundred

miles exceeding even the value of the \vool. And. lastly, the

increasing dilhculty of shipment : it n known that wools were

I shipped as late as last .Jauuary, and up to the latest dates the;e

I

was no advice of the vessels having been able to get away.

The occupation of gold digging is laborious, and requires a

large supply of animal food, which forms a small item of c;-

I

peuditure where money is so easily acq'iired ; the consumption

1
is, therefore, likely to be very considerable; at the Moui.t

1
Alexander Diggings .ilone it is estimated that 25,000 sheep

I

are slaughtered weekly, the fleeces of which are left on the

I ground to rot, not being wortli ths cost of transport ; and the

I rtaete iu ihii clisdift alruie U equnl tu .".JiJO bales wcekl_\ ! With

.V
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such facta as these it is difficult to form an opiuiou as to future

supplies ; at any rate, it seems certain that they will be spread

over a much larger period, instead of, as in former year?, the

arrivals chiefly taking place within a few months.

CaPkofGood Hope.—Woolsccutinue loimprovc, although

generally there is much to be desired as regards evenness of classi-

fication, and more attention should be paid to judicious crossing,

with the object of promoting more uniformity of quality in the

flocks. At the present time, when so much uncertainty pre-

vails respecting future supplies from Australia, these sugges-

tions are the more deserving of consideration. We believe

there is a wide field for profitably extending the growth, which,

during the past year, e.xhibits an increase from Algoa Bayalo^e

of one million pounds weight, and the high estimation in which

some of the most approved flocks from this district are held is

sufficient proof that the colony is capable of producing fine

wool, which should stimulate greater exertions to remove the

prejudice which, not without cause from the great irregularity

too frequently observed, attaches to this description.

Germany.—From the increasing demand that now requires

the whole growth to meet her own wants, and excepting the

finer qualities, suited to the west of England, and lambs for

the hosiery trade, and fine flannels, it is no longer an article of

regular inquiry.

Spanish and Portugal.—The finer qualities have been in

fair demand at prices in proportion to colonial and other similar

descriptions; but medium qualities, in good condition, have been

chiefly run upon, and have always commanded extreme rates

;

for both kinds there is at present a ready sale. During the

last three months there has been great inquiry for black wools

for the fancy trade, and prices have advanced considerably.

Mountain Oporto has met with ready sale, at prices in pro-

portion with the lower kinds of English wools, for which they

are required as a substitute ; the demand still continues, and

there is no stock whatever.

United States.—Although the growth is rapidly increas-

ing, their own wants have more than kept pace with it ; and

they have even required additional supplies from other quarters;

we nevertheless look forward eventually to large receipts from

this quarter.

Buenos Ayres and River Plate.—We are happy to

say that the anticipations we expressed twelve months ago

have been fidly realized. The receipts have been much more than

double those of the previous year, including a large portion of

Cordova. They have, generally, met with ready sale, the only

exception having been the most burry kinds, which are at all

times the most difficult to dispose of at their market value.

It is a very important feature that the home trade have been

induced at length to turn their attention to the better condi-

tioned parcels of Mestizo and Merino, and we think the de-

mand likely to extend, which will give a more fixed value to

the article. Notwithstanding the increased receipts, the

quantity retained for home consumption has been larger than

for many years past.

Peruvian and Alpaca.—On the aggregate there is a

falling oflf of several thousand ballots ; but of Alpaca there has

been a slight increase. The consumption of the article is ex-

tending ; the demand has been uniformly good, at advancing

prices. We are, at present, quite without stock, and sales

could be freely made for arrival at our quotations. Sheep's

wool has met with ready sale at current rates ; at present the

stock is confined to 700 ballots, held at prices rather above the

market.

East India.—It is with satisfaction we notice the large in-

crease from this quarter, which we ascribe to the pacification of

Scinde and the adjacent districts. This article has become so

necessary for the lower kinds of goods, that any falling oflf in

receipts would be seriously felt ; and, if the quantity were in-

creased to three times the present extent, it would still meet

with ready sale. On the whole, these wools are classed with

great care, and such marks uuiformly command better prices in

proportion than those where less attention is bestowed.

Russia.—Thetotal receipts showafallingoflfofsomethousand

bales, there having been an increased consumption, both in

Russia, as well as in Austria and Italy. Of Merino and Metis

(scoured), as well as of brook-washed wools, there is an ex-

tremely scanty supply ; they are at present very much sought

after. Donskoy fleece, autumn, and lambs are all in good de-

mand, and all kinds would readily command present quotations.

Mediterranean.—Most kinds have generally met with

very ready sale, and at present there is a very considerable in-

quiry for all descriptions, particularly for those of long staple ;

but we are entirely without stock.

Egyptian wools, for well classed and regular parcels, ex-

treme prices have been obtained ; but they are not got up with

such care as formerly, being too often mixed with inferior

kinds, and, consequently, the marks are not held in the same

estimation, which the system of selling to arrive, without

warranty of quality, has tended to increase.

Mohair has been in regular demand at advanced prices,

and, at present, is much sought after, and would readily com-

mand our quotations. The prospects for this article are fa-

vourable, and prices are likely to be higher.

MoGADOR has met with ready sale, although the prices, in

some cases, have not been satisfactory to the importer. Sandy

and inferior parcels are the most difficult to move but good-

conditioned wools are at all times saleable at their value, and,

at present, much wanted.

Iceland has been in good demand, and sales have beeu

made at full market rates of the day. A considerable quantity

has arrived at outports, which has been disposed of much be-

low the current rates here ; but a great portion was sold pre-

vious to arrival.

Domestic Wools.—Owing to the large consumption of

EnrjUsh wools, stocks are reduced to a lower rate than they

have been known for many years, and what is left in growers'

hands is held much above market rates. For Irish wools the

export demand has been very uncertain ; on the other hand,

the home trade has consumed a much larger quantity than

usual ; and, at present, are prepared to pay higher prices than

they will command for export. Scotch Wools.—Good parcels

of white Cheviots have always met with brisk sale, but both

laid Cheviot and laid Highland have for several years past been

much neglected, and prices had reached a point much below

the value as compared with other descriptions ; during the last

few mouths, however, there has been a considerably increased

demand, owing to the scarcity of other kinds, and they con-

tinue much sought after. Stocks are found to be much smaller

than was expected, as there has been more attention paid to

produce white wools.

The receipt of Sheepskins has only been to a small ex-

tent. There has been considerable inquiry, particularly for

fine qualities, which are readily saleable at full prices.

Hughes Si Ronald.

THE HOP DUTIES.—A parliamentary paper was issued

on Friday, showing how often in each year, from 1800 to the

present time, the payment of the hop duties has been deferred

to what periods, and on wliat^securities. It appears that from

1800 to 1818 the payment of the duty was not deferred beyond

the time allowed bv law—six months. In 181 9 it was deferred
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until the Ist of September, 1820, upou seciuity under bond.

In 1S20 the payment was deferred upou similar conditions till

the 1st of September 1821. la 1821 it was deferred for a

more lengthened period, viz., till the 10th of October, 1822.

In 1822 the payment was deferred lu the first instance till the

fhe 1st of September 1823; then it was further postponed to

the 18th of October ; next, the whole duty was postponed to

the 1st of April, 1S24; and finally, one half the duty was re-

mitted and the payment of the other half deferred till the

30th of November, 1824. In 1823, 1824, and 1825 there was

no extension of the legal credit. The duties for 1826 were

allowed to be paid in three uistalments, and those for 1827 in

two instalments. In 1828 the payment of one moiety of the

duty was postponed to the 10th of October, 1829 ; and the

other half of the duty was further postponed till the Ist of

March, 1830. Li 1829 there was no extension of credit. One

moiety of the duty of 1830 was postponed till the 15th of

November, 1831. In 1831 the period of credit was extended

by law ; and in the five following years there was no exltnsion

of it ; but in 1837 credit was given for the payment of the

first moiety till May, and of the second till November, by di-

rection of the Treasury. In the 10 succeeding years, down to

1S48 inclusive, there was no extension of credit beyond that

sanctioned by the Treasury directions of 1837. In 1848 the

first moiety of the duty, which was payable on the 15th of

May, 1849, was postponed to the 15th of October following ;

and the second moiety, payable on the 15th of November, 1849

was postponed till the 15th of October, 1850 ; and further post

poued till the 15th of November following. Since that year

down to 1851, the latest period embraced in the return, which

was procured by Sir John Shelley, there has been no extension

of credit bej'ond that sanctioned by the Treasury directions

,

to which reference has been made.

ALBANY, N.Y., Dec. 25, 1852.

SiE,— I send you a statement of the property left from our

canal at this place for 1852, and the amount shipfcd from hence

to the lakes, which will give you some information as to the

quantity of our inland transportation.

Products or the Forest (Fur, Lumber, Ashes, &c.)

Fur lbs. 74,082 I Boards, &c., feet 317,135.620

Shingles 31,436 Timber, cubic ft. 291,714
Staves .... lbs. 107,961,289 Asliea .... brls. 7,349

Wood cords .

.

8,297
|

Value, in 1852 6,517,526 dol.

,. in 1851 .5,285,105

Increase

.

1,232,421 dol.

Agriculture.

Pork brls.

Beef do.

Flo)ir ..... do.

Wheat .... bush.

Rye do.

Indian Com . do.

Corn Meal . . brls.

Barley .... bush.

Oats do.

Peas&Beans. do.

Potatoes .... do.

Bacon Iba.

Cheese do.

Butter do.

Value, in

26,226

36,918
1,651,789

1,495,714

81,959

2 981,938

5,456

1,386,678

1,513,145

15,213

63,299

3,610,377

2,947,978

1,216,4.^^3

1852.. ...

1851 .....

Lard.TaUow&c.lbs. 5

Wool do. 4;

Hides do.

Bran and ship

stuff do.l9,

Driei fruit. ... do.

Cotton do.

Toba:co do. 5,

Hemp do.

Clover & grass

seed do.

Flax seed .... do.

Hops.. do.

,181,788

,145,970

315,592

283,637
32,622
36,811

295,900
728,467

951,126

666,175

18,500,771 dol.

15,252,347

Increase 3,248,424 dol.

Manufactures (Domestic Spirits, Oil sweet and Ceke

Leather, and Domestic Goods).

Value, in 1852 076.985 dol.

„ in 1851 873.153

Increase 103,632 dol.

Merchandize.
lvalue, in 1852 846,089 dol.

„ in 1851 76,606

Increase 769,482 dol.

Miscellaneous Articles (Live Stock, Gypsum,
Lime, &c.)

Value, in 1852 598,015 dol.

„ in 1851 969,349

Decrease 371,334 dol.

Total A mount for 1852 27,439,186 dol.

Ditto for 1851 22,456,561

Increase 4,982,625 dol.

Total tons, 1852 1,019,307

Ditto 1851 922,710

Increase of tons 96,597

The Freight shipped from here in 1852
amounted in value to 31,476,375 dol.

Ditto Ditto in 1 851 22,862,627

Increase 8,613,748 dol.

Tons, 1852 177.034

„ 1851 135,475

Increase 41,559

The above is only for this port, showing a large increase

over 1851. The tonnage for all the ports which are not

noticed in this list will add very largely to the above.

Yours, truly,

B. P. Johnson.

THE CORN METAGE QUESTION.
On Thursday, an influential meeting of merchants and corn-

factors who signed a memorial, some few months since, calling

upou the corporation to reduce the charges for metage of

grain, &c., was held at the London Tavern, Bishopsgate-street,

for the purpose of receiving the report prepared by the com-

mittee appointed at a former meeting. John Masterman,

Esq., M.P., took the chair, and expressed his full concurrence

in the object of the meeting, for it appeared to him, from the

scale of charges for metage contained in the report, that some

reduction was necessary, and ought to be carried into effect.

A report was read, of which we give the following abridg-

ment ;

—

" That the total amouat of the said two classes of charges

for such measurement and porterage, since the reduction was

made on the 3rd day of May, 1852, average 4d. per quarter,

ex ship, and 25d. per quarter ex granary. That on the arrival

of a cargo of corn in the port of London, the consignee of the

said cargo gives to his lighterman, granary keeper, or pur-

chaser, as the case may require, an order on the captain for the

delivery of the com, and the holder of such order then pro-

ceeds to the meter's office to procure a sworn meter; upou

receipt of which intimation the meter summons to his aid and

proceeds with six, seven, and sometimes eight, fellowship

porters on board the vessel, to perform the work of unloading

the cargo, which is done by three of the porters descending

into the hold of the vessel with the meter. That in cases

where corn is delivered out of gi-anary, and a city admeasure-

N 2
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nicnt IS required, au order is given to the buyer, who applies

for and proceeds with a meter aud three or more porters to the

gi-anary. The meter and porters merely fill aud strike the

bushel and fill the sacks, leaving the rtmainJer of the labour

aud the delivery to be performed by the granary keeper; and
for this metage, ex granary, a charge of about 2;[d. per quarter

is made. That it is the duty of the master and crew of every

vessel amving at any port of the United Kingdom, to assist

ill the delivery of all cargoes entrusted to their care, aud in

the port of London all good?, iuiluding even flour, except corn,

are delivered by or at the expense of the captain ; and it is

obvious from this that the practice which has prevailed (how-

ever orifiinaiing) with respect to corn, has imposed upon the

merchants and consignees of the city of Loudon a burden and
espense which docs not of right beloug to them, aud which has

tended and is continuing to divert business from this port

;

and in fact a very large quantity of corn is now brought to

London by railways, chiefly to avoid the heavy charge of

iiietag3. That there is no duubt that if the merchants and
factors engagf d in the corn trade of the city of Loudon were

left quite unfettered to make Iheir own arrangements with

respect to the measuring and delivering of corn, they could

procure responsible parties to perform the whole for l^d. per

quarter ex ship, and Id. per quarter ex granary. The com-
mittee, however, desiring to take au extremely liberal view of

the remuneration to be paid for the work d'lne, aud having re-

gard to the guarantee afforded by the superinteudence cf the

city of London, recommend that the present numerous charges,

amounting iu the whole to the before-mentioned sum of about

4tl. per quarter ex ship, and 2f J. ex granary, should be reduced

to 2d. per quarter on heavy graiu, and IJd. on li^ht grain, ex
ship, and l|d. on heavy graiu, and Id. on light grain, ex

granary, to be paid by the importer or seller, thus avoiding

the great expense and trouble of collection from buyers in all

parts of the country. That ;as the re=nlt of the manuer in

which the privileges claimed are carried into effect, a profit

income, as the committee are assured, of from £15,000 to

£20,000 a year is derived by the corporation, and however
meritoriously this annual sum may be applied, it is submitted

that the levying of any such impost, even if sustainable in

point of law, is wrong in principle, and prejudicial in

effect, amounting, in fact, to a tax on the consumers of

grain throughout tlie most populous part of the United
Kingdom."

JVlr. Hales moved, and Mr. G.^rtord seconded, a reso-

lution that the report he adopted, aud forthwit presented to

the coi-poratiou through its proper officer.

The motion was carried unanimously.

Other resolutions expressive of thanks to the committee

aud to the chainuan, <Src., were passed, aud the business

terminated, the obsenations of the various speakers being

limited to an exposition of facts which will be found in the

report.

WHEAT SOWING.

The very prolonged wet season which we have experienced

has prevented the sowing of our usual breadths of winter

•wheats, and the many inquiries made, as to the propriety of

sowing wheat now, renders it imperative that we should give

some general rules for the guidance of our farmers ; so that

the country shall not be left wholly dependent on foreign

produce.

As a o'tiicr;i! lule, we are decidedly averse to sowing wheat

at f'e present nioment, ll'.rugb, from the mildness and 1 u-

midity of the v\eath€r, if a dry seed-bed could be obtained,

graiu sown now would very soon vegetate. Still, were we to

sow, and severe weather come on after the grain partially vege-

tates, or not at all, the grain thus sown would, in all proba-

bility, rot and jierish.

In some dry districts where a dry bed can be secured, and

the drainage perfect, wheat may be got in ; but, in general,

it will be necessary to do so by the aid of spade husbandry, as

the land cannot iu any case be fit for horse labour. AVhen the

land is sound aud dry enough, the safest mode will be to sow

in beds, and cover from the furrows with spade aud shovel.

Dibbling is an excellent practice ; but it cannot be safely prac-

tised if the land be at all wet, as the treading would work up

the best soil into an impenetrable, putty-like substance, which

would retain the wet on the surface, aud prevent the tenderllade

coming up. But by adopting the plan—sometimes put in prac-

tice by gardeners in dibbling-in plants, where the soil is too wet

to work upon—of using planks to walk upon, dibbling may be

very advantageously proceeded with. In this way two handy

boys or girls must work in company, using two planks or boards

of sufficient length to cross the beds to be dibbled—one to walk

upon while they remove the other. These boards way be

nine inches wide, oneand-ahalf inch thick, and the same

length as the beds are in width, which may be about nine

feet, in sound, pervious land. Holes, au inch iu diameter,

are to be made in the centre of the boards, and four iuches

apart from centre to centre; the dibble to be somewhat

less iu diameter, so as to be freely inserted, and at two and a

half inches from the point to have a collar, thatitinaybe

thrust down only to that t epth, which insures the seed being

deposited at an equal depth, and at distances of nine by four

inches apart, with mathematical precision, without injuriously

kneading the soil. As soon as the first board is pierced and

sown, the other is removed in advance, and so the work pro-

ceeds. The dibble may be made of any sort of hard, close-

grained wood, and if any of the holes remain open a'ter the

seed is dropped in, then a little fresh earth scattered over the

beds from the furrows by the shovel, finishes the operation.

The following information relative to the weiglit of the

animals exhibited at the Sraithtield Club Cattle Show
came too late for our last publication, or they would

have appeared in the Table we then presented to our

readers :

—

Lord Sondes' shorthorned ox, purchased by Mr. Mason, of

Queen- street. King's road, Chelsea, weighed 19t) stone, the

hide 14 stone, and had 24 st. 4 lbs. of fat. Mr. Overiaan's

sheep, numbered iu catalogue 220, weighed 19 st. 3 lbs., eid

ha I o St. of fat.

Prince Albert's Hereford ox, purchased by iMr. Turner, of

Shetlitld, weighed 183 st. 6 lbs., and had 31st. of fat. Mr.

Towuley's (Townley I'ark, Burnley) shorthorned cow, weighed

17? St. 2 lbs., and had 35 st. 4 lbs. of fat.

Mr. Sharp's (Henley-ou- Thames) three Hampshire wethers

purchased by Mr. Walker, of High-street, Hampstead, weighed

62 St. 1 lb., and had Gl lbs. of fat.

Earl Radnor's Hereford ox, purchased by Mr. Stimpson, of

Wandsworth, weighed 173st. 4 lbs., and had 29 st. 2 lbs,

of fat.

Erratum.—In our tabular statement of the weight of ani-

mals exhibited at the ^mithfield Club Cattle Show, we gave

the weight of fat of the Scotch ox pnrchasrrl liy Mr. \l:>iin, of

Crovd-'P, a? oTs-t ; i' >!.Mr,M u.i-,-,- I.e. n 'J? st.
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CALENDAR OF HORTICULTURE.
Plant-Houses.

Conservator ij.—Every week will add fresh attractions
to this structure. The Chinese Azalea will become more
plentiful, and, .as a contrast to these, the various forms of
the Acacia will come prominently forward, while Hy-
acinths and other bulbs, which before the new year
usually present very short stems, will now show their full-

sized blooms, supported the proper height above the pot or
other article it may be growing in ; while several species of
the Cytisus and Coronilla will vie with the Camellia in

the display they make. Certainly they cannot equal the
handsome foliage and gay colours of the latter flower,
but they all tend to the general blaze of beauty which
the early spring months treat us to. If the house ad-
mits of a choice of station, let the stove plants have the
warmest end ; the Begonias and other plants from them
will be too tender to endure a temperature below
45 degrees ; consequently the house must be kept up to
that height if there be any important plants of the above
section there. Water will have to be more freely ad-
ministered, and by-and-by some slight syringing of the
foliage of Orange and other trees when not in flower.
The aphides, which breed so rapidly wlien there is a

warm congeuial atmosphere and suitable food, for which
the tender young shoots of the Orange form a ready and
agreeable repast—whenever these pests show themselves,
fumigating v.'ith tobacco must be had recourse to, and,
as the season advances, this must be frequently done,
otherwise much injury will be caused. Remove from this
house all plants becoming unsightly, and replace them
by others coming into bloom in the other structures sub

-

•idiary to this one ; and maintain that neat, clean appear-
ance, which is ill itself no bad substitute for floral dis-
play.

_
Fires will be constantly wanted now, and

admissions of air on all favourable occasions, in order
that the interior may be kept as pure as possible ; at the
same time avoiding all cold currents, which the tender
foliage of many of the occupants here will be unable to
bear. Water sparingly in dull weather, except over the
healing places, but let nothing suffer for want of it; and
New Holland plants in pots require a good deal of water
even in winter.

Forcing Department.
Vineries.—A sweet moist heat is here required to

stimulate the regular breaking of vines that have not
yet started, as well as to encourage the more forward
ones which may be coming into full leaf; let, therefore,
the heating contrivance be so arranged as to give forth
that nice moist atmosphere so congenial to young and
tender vegetation. The difficulties of obtaining this
moisture are neither many nor great : the heat pro-
ceeding from an old brick flue may be modified by plac-
ing iron trays, pans, or boxes, on its top, to be filled
with water

; even a series of flower-pans may do as well
as anything, the object being to have a large surface of
water for the heated air to acton. Fermenting matter
inside the house is also useful, and many other con-
trivances may be adopted with more or less success.
See to vines that are intended for the last crop ; let them
have full exposure, unless in very severe weatlier, which
seems unlikely to come. Let all, however, that are
empty have a thorough good cleaning, which may be
done in the wet days we have been so liberally treated
with lately. Vines in pots will require water as they
progress in growth, and occasionally liquid manure may
be applied in a clean state.

Peach Homes.—The directions given last week will

still apply. Keep increasing the heat to those out and
advancing in growth, and disbud gradually as they re-

quire it, nipping out all gross shoots where not wanted,
so as to encourage the more healthy ones where well

placed and of suitable strength. Trees now in bloora

must have abundance of air whenever it can be admitted.

In order that the setting process may go on, with that

assistance which only Nature can furnish. The latest

house will now be in flower ; in fact, many trees on the

open walls are near to bursting, the mildness of the wea-
ther, &c., having so far forwarded thtir growth, that

their remaining stationary for some time is both wished
for and probable. But those in the house must be pushed
on apace ; about GO" may be the maximum fire heat for

the forward st house, and for the second some 10" or

more less : those in bloom may be less still.

Framing Department.
In dull weather everything must be done to prevent

the ravages of damp destroying young seedlings where
the heat supplied is from duntr or similar fermenting

matter. Keeping the glass perfectly clean, having the

inside wf the frame, es[)i'ci;illy the under-side of the

lights, smooth and clean, so as to allow the condensed
vapour to flow evenly down the bars to the bottom,
and thence out, will prevent drip in a great measure,
which isone of the grea'est enemies we have to tender

seedling plants from tropical climes. Keep up h

lively heat by lining, to such C-.icumbcrs ami Melons
as were planted out some time ago, and are now pro-

grcssing, and turn and pn pare dung and leaves for

making fresh hods, us well as soil and compost for the

same; the latter ought to be kept in the dry, and
ought to be taken there some time before using—in

fact, all composts for the potting-bcnch or hotbeds
ought to be kept in winter in some airy place, where
thi; wind—and it might be the frost—might have ac-

cess to them, but not the wtt. Make up fresh beds
for sucli after-crops as require attention now, and put
in a succession of French Beans to sec<md those now
advancing—about four seeds in a 9-inch pot is suffi-

.

cient, or they may be struck all together in a pan or

box, and planted out into pots afterwards when they

get their first rough leaf. Sow pans of Ctlery for

early use, and where there is convenience of glass a

slight bed might be made up for Carrots, and other

crops wanted early, which, though not often allowed
the luxury of u glass covering, are yet nevertheless

much benefited by it.

Fj.owkr Garden.
Let all additions and alterations here be assiduously

carried out, so that the important work of the spring

be not impeded by an accumulation of the unfinished

work of the winter left to be accomplished then. If

there be yet beds of Calceolarias and Verbenas
standing unhurt, as there ate with the writer of this

Calendar, batches of cutiings from each may be taken
off and struck, the latter in heat, the other in a cool

moist place, as a cold frame where not exposed to

currents of cnld drying winds, and such beds
may be also worth sornc covering or other, as they
will likely survive the v.'inter, and flower so much earlier

than those turned out early in May. We have saved

whole beds of Calceolarias by sticking boughs of ever-

greens amongst them and occasionally over theai, and
Verbenas may be done the same. About April the pre-

vailing dry N.E. wind is often as destructivfi to these
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and other plauts as the wiuter's frost, and they conse-

quently look rusty and bad ; but they speedily recover,

and become the principal ornament of the garden in this

early season. Solitary plants scattered over the ground

may be similarly treited, which remark also applies to

such tender plants as have escaped the winter hitherto,

and are thought worthy of trying to save. Fuchsias

raay likely escape without the injury to their tops, which

in other seasons occasions their being cut down ; but

the advantage of letting them stand is of k'ss conse-

quence than many imagine, as they do not flower any

earlier; certainly, when fine large specimens are wanted,

it is advisable'to retain the shoots of the past year ;
but

some plunts we have, several years old, with quite a

tree-like character, do not flower any sooner than the

same kind (Riccartonia) does when cut down, we hav-

ing repeatedly tried^thera together.

KiTCHEX Garden.

Take every advantage of the weather to finish the

diiiging and other ground work that may have been de-

layed by the wet weather, and on all frosty mornings or

dry days wheel out dung or other compost to such

squares as are vacant ; ground intended for early crops,

as onions, is.c., which had been rough digged or ridged

in autumn, may be dug or pointed over on frosty morn-
ings, and laid level so that the atmosphere may have a

month or more to act upon it before sowing time ; this

is especially necessary on such ground as retains the

moisture very much, or is of an adhesive unkind work-

ing soil. Sow Lettuce and Cauliflower on some pre-

pared bed to which a ;slight heating material has been

applied ; then, by being covered with glass for a time,

well nurse up plants to replace those the rains and dull

weather of autumn have destroyed. Take up Parsnips

that may be remaining in the ground if the worms and
other enemies be likely to prey upon them ; besides, the

mild weather has induced a growth which must be inju-

rious to them, by abstracting those stored up juices on
which their merits as an article of food so much de-

pi ': !-. Jerusalem Artichokes are more slow of growth
;

l)!.t Beet, Salsafy, Scorzonera, and other roots of alike

kind, onsht to be taken up now, if not before, and
stored away in some cool cellar, or other suitable place.

Attend also to stores of Potatoes, Carrots, and other

things, which we suppose are kept cool and dark

;

while Onions and other bulbs ought to be kept dry

and airy, though certainly not warm, otherwise a

prrowth takes place inimical to their well keeping.

Orchard and Fruit Garden.

Finish the pruning of Apple, Pear, and Filbert trees
;

the latter are pruned with a severity unknown toother

trees, in those counties where they are grown to the

greatest perfection ; the Kentish orchardists cuttin;^

and training their trees into a form much like the ribs

of an umbrella when inverted, with a slight project-

ing stem of about a foot high, and around which the

earth is all drawn away early in autumn, and left so

all winter, the roots being bare in order to check the

production of suckers, so fatal to the production of

good fruit. All gross shoots are also cut away, and
often in summer ; but if not, they are so now. And
such, instead of being cut with the knife, are done in

rather a rough manner with the saw ; this is

done in order to check or prevent a similar growth
from the same pla'^e another season . Gardeners would
do well to take a lesson here betimes ; for although it

is not applicable to stove fruits in general, on account
of the gumming and other disasters attending rugged
amputations, yet in many instances it might be useful

by diverting the current sap into channels where
'vanted by checking it where not.—W.

R K V I E W S.

Three Years with the Dukk; or, The
Private Life of Wellington, at Paris,

Vienna, Waterloo. By an ex-Aide-de-camp.

Saunders and Otley, publishers, Conduit Street.

The author of the above work had the good for-

tune to accompany the late Duke to Holland,

Brussels, Paris, and Vienna, at the most excitinjf

period of that hero's career; and with the best

taste, the most consummate tact, and the [deepest

feeling of affection, has produced a volume which

will (we venture to predict) be read by all classes.

In a hterary point of view, it possesses considerable

merit; but the greatest charm is the ease and

truthfulness which abounds in every page. It

shows Wellington not alone as a successful war-

rior, but as a most generous and kind-hearted

man. The anecdotes are most graphically given

;

now grave, now gay. Here we see the " conqueror

of conquerors " absorbed in that contest which

decided the fate of nations ; here we find him in

social intercourse with all around him, encourag-

ing every s])ecies of harmless recreation ; now lead-

ing an army to victory ; now leading a wild boar,

stag, or foxhunt. The recollections introduce other

great characters who took part in the events of

those times, and a more interesting work has not

issued from the press. We are surprised that the

author should withhold his name ; his pages re-

flect equal credit upon his feelings and literary

talent. We recommend a perusal of it to all

classes.

MUSIC.
THEY BRING GAY FLOWERS TO DECK THEE

NOW.
The Words by Miss Culley. The Music by Miss

Fazerkerley, of Yellebran'd Hall.
London : Duff and Hodgson, Oxford-street.

Since the publication of Mrs. Stowe's "Uncle Tom's Cabin"

various songs have appeared, suggested by the events related

in that iuteresting work, and prominent among all, the child-

heroine, " Eva," has formed a most graceful subject for the

poet and musician ; but though many ot these songs are pretty

enough, not one has so completely and effectually won its way

to our favour as that now before us.

" St. Clair saw her as in a dream, while she placed in tiic-

small hand a fair Cape jessamine, and with admirable taste

disposed the flowers around the couch."

Such is the passage which has suggested to Miss Cully Ii^,e^

we regret our want of space does not permit us to insert. St.

Clair, mourning by the couch of his dead Evangeline, and the

thoughts passing through his mind while " he saw her as in a

dream," are most truthfully and beautifully expressed. The
air to which the words are set may indeed be called a spirit-

melody—so tender and plaintive, with that wailing, mournful,

yet sweet strain of melody pervading it, so adapted to the

subject. We heartily recommend this song, feeling confident

that if sutig with taste and pathos, aud that the pauses and

expressions, so judiciously marked, are properly and carefully

attended to, this beautiful air will be as fully admired and

appreciated in the musical world, as the work irora which the

subject is taken has been in the literary.

POULTRY' MANIA.—The unprecedented sum of £100

has just been paid by Mr. Stamton, veterinary surgeon, of

HoUoway, a well known amateur, to Jlr. Fletcher, of Keuiiog-

tou, for ins celebrated Cochui China cock. This fowl obtained

the first prize and extra medal at the Birmingham Poultry

Show in 1831, and a cockerel and pullet bred from him took a

first prize at the Great Metropolitan Show, and sold at the

auction for £49 7s.
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A G R I C U ]. T U R A L REPORTS
GENERAL ACRICULTURAL REPORT FOR

JANUARY.
Tlie long-continiiance of unusually wet and un-

seasonable weather has been productive of tlie most
serious inconvenience in tlie an;ricullural districts.

This must be evident w hen we state that, since the

5th of August, 1S,j2, we have not had seven con-

secutively fine days. In all parts of the country,

therefore, labour is in a most backward state ; and
for many weeks the progress of ploughing and
Bowing was whoJly arrested. It would be impossi-
ble for us to point out the numerous evils which
must result from the present position of attaiis ; but
it is jilaced bej'ond a doubt that it will be absolutely

necessary for the farmers to devote a larger portion

of their at ]n'esent uncultivated lands to other

purposes thari that of wheat growing. On light

soils, a good portion of the wheats have been sown,
but the appearance of the phnts is very sickly and
unpromising. On the heavy lands, scarcely a fourth
of the wheat has been got in, and that in A'ery bad
condition. In many locaUties, large quantities of

produce have l)een completely s])oiled, from the

heavy rains and inundations ; and we need scarcely

remark that very few i eally fine samples of grain

have made their apjjcarance at the various markets.
'I'he growers had anticii)ated an improved quality

and sample about this time ; lience numbers of
them refrained from threi-hing out. knowing tliat a

better quality would produce more money. Up to

the present time, however, their hopes have been,
completely blighted, and millers have, consequently
been comjielled to jjurchase largely of fcv.eign grain
to make anything like a good quality of flour. Most
of the new wheats continue to show unmistakable
signs of a b:ul harvest : we are here particularly

.nlhidingto those grown in the Midland and ^Southern
counties. ISorth of the Humber, however, the ge-
neral sample is turning out a good one, both as to

weight and colour ; but the range in prices else-

where is still a \\ide one. Towards the close of the
month, the wind shifted round to the northward and
eastward ; hence several large jjatclies of wheat
and barley u'ere sown in difierent parts of England;
but much yet remains to be done ere agricultural

business can be considered sufiicienlly forward.
The emigration mania has taken av/ay a good
-portion of our farm-laljourers, and it thrcutens to

withdraw a large additional numbei from our soil.

The effect can scarcely be calculated upon with
anything like accuracy ; but it is clear that labour
will eventually become scarce and dear.

Tlie crop of barley grown in this country, last

year, is proving large in quantity : but many of the
samjiles are deficient in quality and weight. How-
ever, it is clear that the total yield is considerably
in excess of 1S51. For most kinds the demand
has been active, and fine malting parcels have real-

ized high figures. Oats are turning out well ; but
the yield of both beans and peas is miserably defi-

cient; henc heavy imports of those articles will :

I

be absolutely necessary. Very little old English
' wheat is now to be met with ; and the stocks of

foreign are greatly reduced.

t
Notwithstanding that we have had very unfavour-

I able weather, the health of both beasts and sheep

i
has continued good. Very few losses have been
sustained, if we except rather a heavy mortality

amongst the early lambs : the fall up to the present

i time has been a good one. The quantity of avail-

able food on most farms is still large; and the tur-

nip crop, from its extent, has proved a great boon to

i the graziers.

The hay and straw markets in the metropolis

have been extensively supplied : nevertheless, a full

' average business has been transacted in them, at

very full prices. Meadow hay has sold at from
£2 Ifis. to £4 4s. ; clover do., £3 1 js. to £5 ; and
straw £l .5s. to £l 13s. per load.

As might be expected, considering the backward
' state of ploughing, an unusually small amount of

!
business has been transacted in guano, the imports

;

of whicli have been under 2000 tons. The stocks

heie are \ery moderate, and Peruvian is still

I

quoted at from £9 to £9 5s. per ton. In English

j

wool, the demand for which for shipment to the

j
Continent and the United States has been active, a

larger business has been reported, at an advance
of fully OUl. ])er lb. Foreign and colonial qualities

have ruled steady, at extreme quotations. The
next series of colonial wool sales at which about

.35,000 bales will be oftered, is appointed to com-
mence on the lOth February.

In Ireland and Scotland the corn trade has been
steady, at full quotations, although the supplies on
otier have been on the increase. Prices have slightly

improved. Out-door farm labours, from the wea-
ther having been more propitious than here, are not

to say backward. We understand that the available

supplies of beasts in Scotland are considerably in

excess of many former seasons.

REVIEW OF THE CATTLE TRADE
DURING THE PAST MONTH.

iNotwithstanding that the imports of foreign

stock into London have been on a liberal scale for

the time of year, arising, in a great measure, from tlie

opennessof the weather on the continent, great firm-

nesshasbeenobserved mthe trade. Consumptionhas
toan extentexceeded the supplies of home-fed stock;

hence prices have continued to advance. This is

a state of things we have long since predicted, be-
cause it is evident that in many parts of the coun-
try grazing has been conducted on a false principle.

We will take for instance the breeding and rearing

of sheep. In former reviews, we have contended
that the system of getting rid of large additional

numbers of young sheep must, at one j^eriod or

another, tell upon the a\-ailable supply of stock in

the coxmtrv. We have been met with the observa-
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tion that two ytai><' old t-liccp li.ivc paid llic i^ia-

?.itTf- betler than those of three or four years' okl.

It inay he true tliat the owners have l)een in the

l)osition to insure (juick returns ; l)ut did it never
o.'cur to them that stoek of the age referred to has
never earried anything like an adequate (piantity of

consumable food, considerinj^- its weight: Bumped-
up sheep, the fat of which is little else than a mass
of oil-cake, have certainly never paid either the

butcher or consumer, and the system is now be-

ginning to tell fearfully upon the number in the

whole of the ilock districts. A mere glance at our
tal)ular statements will at once convince the most
sceptical that production has not kept pace v/ith

the increased demand. No doubt the free admis-
sion of foreign stock has had something to do with

I he falling off in the supplies of English sheep.

In the years 1S4S, 1849, and 1S')0, the quota-

tions ruled too low to admit of any additional out-

lay of capital ; in point of fact, grazing was carried

on at a loss ; hence, sheep feeding was partly

abandoned in some localities, and our markets
were heavily supi^lied with stock in a miserably

low condition. Without confidence in reference

to the future, no inducement presented itself to

produce animals sufficiently old to be positively use-

ful to any party, and without considering what an in-

creased demand might do, the grazing community
unwisely reduced their supplies, and contracted

the means of further exertions. In many instances

necessity compelled the adoption of such a course,

and such was the altered features of the t)ade that

the consumption of oil-cake fell oiV fully one-half.

Since the late important rise in the (|Uotalions

—

the result solely of deficient sup])lies—great efforts

have been made to secure additional numbers of

store sheep : but these have been obtained at com-
paratively high figures, and thus rendered it a mat-
ter of doubt to many j^arties whether they will

fully repay the outlay. X<iw when v/e consider

that nearly the whole of the working classes are

fully employed, and that money is vevy abundant
and cheap, and further, that it would be impossible
to import such a number of foreign stock as would
materially depress our markets, we arrive at the

conclusio;! that the value of both beasts and sheep
has not yet seen its highest point.

In Smithfield the general demand has ruled ac-

tive, and prices have steadily improved. Amongst
the stock shown have been 100 oxen from Spain,

the loss upon which, owing to a portion of the

cargo having been thrown overboard in the Bay of

Biscay, has amounted to nearly £400. The stock

in question was in fair condition, although it was
nearly a fortnight on ])assage to Soufham])ton.

Prime Scots have sold readily at from 4s. to 4s. ^d.

Prime Down sheep, .5s.; and prime calves, 4s. Od.

to 4s. sd. ])er lb. I'he advance in the value of

English wool—the demand for which, for shipment
to the continent and the United States, has become
active—and the high quotations offered for hides

and skins, haveno doubt had considerable influence

upon the minds of salesmen and butchers. At
the present time, polled sheep-skins are worth
from 7s. ud. to 9s. 6d. each.

The total supplies exhibited in Smithfield have
been as under :

—

licasts

Cows ,

Sheep
Calves.

Pigs .

Huid.
J0,717

ISO

96,SOO

2,148
2,360

CORRE.SI'ONDING I'EKIODS.

Jan. Jan. Jan. Jan.

1840. IS.oO. 1851. 1852.

Beasts U),G23 15,553 18,310 17,325

Cows 56s 442 36

1

442

Sheep.... 93,150 95,5(30 92,590 102,976

Calves .. 873 1,014 1,178 1,33G

Pigs 1,185 1,783 2,99S
_

2,515

The general weight and condition of the sup-

plies brought forward have been good, and we may
observe that although a few cases of foot rot have

been noticed amongst the sheep arrived from the

Midland Counties, the health of the stock appears

to have been good. Annexed are the highest and
lowest prices obtained during the month :

—

Per Slbs. to sink the offals.

s. d. s. d.

Beef from 2 6 to 4 2

Mutton 2 6 to 5

Veal ... 3 to 4 8

Pork 2 10 to 3 10

A (e\v lairdis have appeared from Dorsetshire,

Surrey, and the Isle of Wight, and which hava
sold at from 4s. Sd. to 5s. per 8lbs.

COMPARATIVE l'RieK.S.

Jan. 1819. Jan. 1850.

s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

Beef from :! to 1 2 10 to 4

Mutton 3 8 to 4 10 2 10 to 4 2

Veal 3 6 to 4 8 3 to 4

Pork 3 4 to 4 S 3 4 to 4 2

Jan. 1351. Jan. Ib52.

s. d. s. d. s. d. K. d.

Beef from .... 2 G to 3 8 2 4 to 3 10

Mutton ...3 4 to 4 4 2 8 to 4 4

Veal 3 to 3 10 3 to 4

Pork 2 10 to 4 2 8 to 3 10

The bullock sunnhers have been thus derived :
—

Head.
Norfolk and Suffolk 5,800

Northern districts 2,000

Other parts of England 1,700

Scotland 3,084

Tlieiin|)orts of foreign stock into London havebeen:
Beasts 1,693

Sheep 0,529
Lambs lOG

Calves 1,509

Pigs 10

Total 12,847
During the same period in 1852 we received

10,567; in 1851, 9,018; in 1850, 3,220; in 1849,

4,405; and in 1S4S, 5,485 head.

'i'he supplies of each kind of meat exhibited in

Newgate and Leadenhall have been seasonably

large ; nevertheless the general demand has ruled

active, and prices have been on the advance. Beef
has sold at from 2s. 2d. to 3s. Gd. ; mutton, 3s. 2d.

to 4s. Gd.; veal 2s. lOd. to 4s. Gd.; and pork
2s. Gd, to 4s. per Slbs. by the carcass.
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REVIEW OE THE CORN TRADE
DURING THE MONTH OF JANUARY,

Tlie weather has been of the most extraordinary

character throughout the winter : the quantity of

rain which has fallen during the last three or four

months has been almost unprecedented, and that

this must be felt hereafter can scarcely admit of

doubt.

Owing to the very late period at which harvest

operations were finished, the preparation of the land

for autumn sowing was delayed longer than is

usually the case, and comparatively little wheat was

sown before October. From the 2 1 st of that month
up to the close of the year, only five days were ex-

perienced in which more or less rain did not fall

;

the land therefore became perfectly saturated, and

to work it advantageously was impossible. Farmers

have, nevertheless, seized every opportunity which

has occurred from time to time to forward the ne-

cessary labours, and wheat-sowing has in many cases

been commenced and finished under very unfa-

vourable auspices. Notwithstanding the utmost ex-

ertions on the part of agriculturists, and the advan-
;

taj,^es which thorough drainage has afl[brded them, I

they have been unable to sow anything like the
|

usual breadth, and we are inclined to think that
j

from one-third to a fourth of the land intended to

he cultivated with wheat has not yet received the

seed. A portion of this will, no doubt, still be

brought under wheat culture ; but the greater part

is likely to be devoted to other purposes, and there

is reason to believe that less wheat will be grown
in 1S.')3 than has been the case in any preceding

season for many years past. Spring-sown wheat is

always regarded as a precarious crop; and as there

is no temptation to grow this grain in preference to

others, wheat having, in fact, been the least remu-

nerative crop of any for several consecutive sea-

sons, farmers will, we think, be inclined, where the

character of the soil is suitable, to substitute barley

or anything else which they may deem most likely

to pay.

The extreme mildness of the \vinter has encou-

raged a free growth of the wheat plant, and its

],resent appearance is somewhat rankly luxuriant.

This we need scarcely remark is always attended

with more or less danger, and the prospects for the

future are certainly not of the most encouraging

nature. We consider it too early, however, to enter

into predictions as to what may or may not take place

at so distant a period as the next harvest, and
the only point in connection with the future, we
deem deserving of notice, is the certaintv that

I

a less breadth of land than usual has been sown
with wheat, at the regular and natural period.

i

This has no doubt had some weight, and assisted

to cause the rise which took place in prices of

wheat in the month of November last. The ex-

pectation then generally entertained, viz., that the

upward movement would continue, has not been

reahzed; indeed, since the commencement of the

new year a portion of the advance has been lost.

Tliis reaction can scarcely be accounted for on
reasonable grounds, and we are still inclined to

think that wheat will increase in value as the year

advances. The deficiency of the last wheat crop

in Great Britain was certainly not exaggerated at

harvest time ; indeed, there is every reason to come
to the- conclusion that the yield in the north

—

which it was supposed would in some degi-ee com-
pensate for the unfavourable result of the southern

harvest—was over-rated, buyers from thence having
actually been compelled to come to the southern

markets to supply their necessities. The loss of

the potato has also been found to be quite as

great as feared; and the total deficiency in the

produce of food last year, in the United King-
dom, must, we conceive, have been very great.

In the absence of anything approaching authentic

statistics on agricultural matters, much must be
left to conjectm-e ; but there is reason to believe

that stocks of all kinds of old corn of home growth
were reduced into a narrow compass at harvest

time, and that the new produce was almost imme-
diately commenced upon. The probabilities are,

therefore, that with a short yield and an unusually
large consumption, a greater proportion of the crops
of 1 8.52 has been already consumed than is usually

the case at the corresponcUng period of the year, and
that very large importations from abroad will be
needed between this and next autumn. Under these

circumstances it is not, in our opinion, unreasonable
to expect that a higher range of prices will prevail

during the spring and summer than we have had
since the commencement of free trade, even if the

seasons should prove propitious ; whilst the occur-

rence of anything threatening to detract from the

productiveness of the next harvest might, and pro-
bably would, cause considerable excitement. It

must, however, be borne in mind that we are open
to receive supplies from any and every quarter

—

that the entire surplus growth of the whole world
will be directed to this country if prices rise suffi-

ciently to tempt foreign merchants to consign ; and
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though we believe that even this fact will not pre-

vent some iinpioveinent, still we must acknowledge

that we cannot see our way with sufticient clearness

to determine whether the supplies from abroad may
exceed or fall short of what we are likely to require.

The rise in November induced large orders to be

sent out, not only to the Baltic, but Hkewise to the

Black Sea ports, to Egypt, and to America. WJiat

was then bought at the nearer ports v/as jiartly for

immediate shipment ; and this supply would have

reached us ere now but for the constant gales from

the south-west. It is, however, known that a con-

siderable quantity of wheat is on passage ; and to

this fact we are inclined to attribute the extreme

caution which buyers have lately observed in their

operations.

The purchases made for spring shipment must,

in the aggregate, be very large ; but these cannot

be expected to reach our shores before May and

June.

The importations of foreign wheat into the

United Kingdom during the year ending 5th inst.

amounted to— 3,008,892 qrs. Wheat, 626,737 qrs.

Barley, 995,479 qrs. Oats, 371,899 qrs. Beans,

107,016 qrs. Peas, ]0,023 qrs. Rye, 1,479,890 qrs.

Maize, 3,921,035 cwts. Flour; and in the year

ending 5th January, 1S52, we imported—3,831,830

qrs. ^Yheat, 834,491 qrs. Barley, 1,209,844 qrs.

Oats, 31S,.502 qrs. Beans, 100,392 qrs. Peas, 24,612

qrs. Rye, 1,821,573 qrs. Maize, 5,363,478 cwts.

Flour.

By far the greater part of these supphes has gone

into consumption almost as soon as received; and it

is computed that the entire stock of foreign wheat in

the granaries of England, Scotland, and Ireland,

does not exceed 1,000,000 qrs. The millers and

bakers are likewise but indifferently stocked, having

for many weeks past bought only from hand to

mouth, under the impression that they might per-

haps succeed in purchasing cheaper on the arrival

of the long-expected Baltic supplies. Our posi-

tion, therefore, appears to be this—a short crop of

wheat and an extensive failure of the potato last

year, with no excess in the produce of any other

article to make up the deficiency.

The prospects for the next harvest, as far as a

judgment can be formed at this early period, are de-

cidedly unfavourable—more moderate stocks of

both native and foreign corn than at the same

period for some year.s past, but the prospect of

large arrivals during the ensuing sjiring and sum-

mer. Will the latter circr.mstance outweigh all the

others ? If so, present rates may not be supported.

We are, hov.'ever, inclined to think that our prices

are not sufficiently high to induce very large im-

mediate consignments.

Our usual retrospect of the operations for

the month at Mark-lane will, we fear, oflfer

few incidents of interest, business having

been very quiet throughout. During the first fort-

night the arrivals of wheat coastwise into the port

of London were very small ; since then, however,

the supplies have rather increased. The very

humid state of the atmosphere has caused the

greater part of the home grov\'n wheat to come to

hand in wretchedly bad condition, a circumstance

to which the languor which has prevailed may be

in a great measure attributed.

Really good dry qualities have scarcely varied in

value, and have met rather a ready sale; whilst the

commoner descriptions have given way in price

from week to week. On the 3rd inst., the first

Monday in the new year, only a small show of

wheat appeared on the Essex and Kent stands;

but so rough and inferior was the quality of the

greater proportion, that factors had to accept prices

Is., and in some cases even 2s. per qr. below those

current on that day se'nnight. No further reduc-

tion took place until the l7th, when a fall of Is.

per qr. was again in partial instances submitted to;

and though prices were not quoted lower on the

24th, the turn was decidedly in favour of the buyer.

Fair qualities of new Essex and Kent red wheat

might now be bought at 44s. to 45s. per qr., which

shows a considerable decline on the rates current

at the close of last month.

A circumstance has occurred in connection with

the foreign wheat trade which has caused a great

deal of talk and excitement. For upwards of twelve

months considerable purchases have been made in

the Dutch and German markets at prices relatively

much above those current in London, notwith-

standing which, the goods have been regularly

consigned to Mark-lane, and sold on arrival in

most cases fi-om on board ship, without any regard

to cost price. These operations naturally gave rise

to various rumours. At first it was said that the

Protectionist party were importing at a loss

to keep down prices and cause dissatisfac-

tion among farmers, in order to endeavour to

obtain a renewal of imjiort duties. Absurd as this

may appear, the report gained a certain amount of

credence. Subsequently it was seriously asserted

that the Emperor of France, fearing high prices

and discontent among his people, had determined

to kee]) the London market largely supplied at any

sacrifice, well knowing the influence which prices

at Mark Lane exercise all over the continent. This

version of the matter gained extensive belief, and

the party who was known to be the actual operator

la Mr. Pries) wa.s no longer looked upon with

suspicion. His transactions increased in magni-

tude from week to week, and the forced sales acted

very disadvantageously on the market. At last
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the bubljle buiet, and the dibcovcry was made thai

Pries had all along been the sole concocter and

executor of these ruinous speeulations. To eany

on the same he had, it seems, committed wholesale

forgeries, the consequence of which has been the

failure of the firm of Collmann and Stolterforth,

of whom large advances had been obtained by him

on fictitious securities. That this system of im-

jjorting at a loss has ke])t jirices lower than they

would otherwise have been, can scarcely adn)it of

doubt. As yet the market has not reco\'ered from

the shock, but as the trade is generally in a healthy

state, we feel satisfied that the exposure, and con-

sequent cessation of these dishonest dealings, will

benefit the legitimate trader.

The importations of wheat into the port of

London were small the first three weeks in the

month, owing to the prevalence of contrary winds,

but the wind having during eight or ten days be-

come more favourable, about 40,000 qrs. have been

received.

Importers have manifested no anxiety to press

sales fi-om on board ship, and for granaried parcels

verj'' full terms have been demanded, notwithstand-

ing the downward tendency in the value of English.

Fair qualities of red have not been offered below

48s. to 50s., and for fine 52s. up to 54s. per qr.

has been asked. Prices of Danzig, Konigsberg,

and similar sorts have been equally well supported,

and we question whether the finer descriptions

could be bought a penny cheaper than at the close

of last month. The town millers have conducted

their purchases with great caution, and the country

demand has been on a retail scale, but the prevail-

ing belief is that neither the metropolitan nor

country millers will be able to hold off much

longer, as their stocks are becoming low, and the

new wheat cannot be manufactured without a con-

siderable mixture of old foreign.

rhe operations in floating cargoes have not been

on so extensive a scale since the beginning of the

new year as they were in either of the two months

immediately preceding. Sellers have, nevertheless,

insisted on prices similar to those current at the

period when the enquiry was most active. The

prices last paid for Ghirka arrived off the coast

were 47s. Cd. to 47s. 72d., for Polish Odessa red

46s., and for Ibraila 44s. per qr.

A larger j)roportion than usual of the foreign

supply in 1852 has been from the Black Seaports;

and that a progressive increase will take place in

the produce of Southern Russia, &c., now that

they are sure of a market in Great Britain, cannot

be questioned. A gentleman who has made this

branch of trade his study estimates the probable

supply from thence during the next twelve months

at about 2,000,000 qrs. of wheat. Last year

1,600,000 qrs. were received from ports east of

Gibraltar ; of which, however, about one-tenth wab

re-exported to the continent of Europe. The

Baltic shipments dwindle into insignificance by the

side of these numbers.

The sale for town-made flour has been slow

throughout the month : this, however, we do not

attribute to a falling ofl" in the consumption of

bread in the metropolis, so much as to the fact that

all the inincij)al bakers bought freely before the

rise which took place in prices in November and

December, and have since been in a great measure

independent of the millers. Their stocks must,

however, be now nearly exhausted, and a better

demand is consequently calculated on. Norfolk

household flour, which at one time reached the

high price of 38s., has since been sold as low as

35s., but can now scarcely be had at the latter

figure. The receipts from America have not been

large, considering that the wind has been almost

constantly favourable for vessels from thence. The

dulness in the wheat trade has influenced this

article, and the extreme rates current last month

have not been fully maintained. Sour American

flour may be had at 24s. to 25s., and sv^eet at 27s.

to 28s. per barrel : these rates will not pay the im>

porter.

The arrivals of home-grown barley were very

small the first three weeks in January, and though

some increase has since taken place, the market has

not been by any means largely suppUed, This

grain has ever since harvest commanded relatively

better prices than wheat. Since our last some

furtlier rise has taken place in its value, and the de-

mand for the finer kinds has been lively. Fair malt-

ing qualities have advanced Is., and picked parcels

fully 2s. per qr.—the latter being now worth

38s. per qr. The great bulk of the supply

having consisted of ordinary descriptions, very

little, if any, improvement has taken place in quo-

tations of the latter ; indeed, inferior dark-coloured

samples have hung heavily on hand. Foreign

barley has come rather sparingly to hand, but a

fair quantity is known to be on passage ; buyers

have consequently declined to take more than

needed for immediate use, and it has been impos-

sible to establish any advance on previous prices.

The malt trade was rather active in the early

part of the month, and the best qualities com-

manded rates not before obtainable. Within the

last eight or ten days the inquiry has slackened,

but holders have remained exceedingly firm ; and,

considering the state of the barley market, they are,

we think, quite warranted in holding for full terms.

The arrivals of oats have been very small.

From the commencement of the month up to

Saturday, the 22nd inst., only 26,000 qrs. came to
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liand coastwise from Ireland and from abroad,

beinjT rather less than the quantity consumed in

London and its environs in a single week. During

the last few days several cargoes have come to hand

from German, Dutch, Danish, and Swedish ports

;

still the supply for the month falls very far short of

what is needed for the consumption. It might

consequently have been imagined by those who
are not conversant with the London trade that

prices would have risen materially, but this has by

no means been the case. The large dealers have

supplied their customers out of their old stocks,

and have bought very sparingly in the market.

This is the plan they almost invariably pur-

sue, and they certainly manage matters very

much to their own advantage. Business has

throughout the month been exceedingly inactive,

and prices have remained nominally unaltered ;

though where it has been necessary to sell

to avoid incurring demurrage, the buyer has had

the turn in his favour. From present ap])earances

we deem a small decline by no means improbable;

but wlien the dealers shall have succeeded in ob-

taining this advantage they will most likely clear

the market, and immediately afterwards advance

the price to their own customers.

Good Russian feed-oats are still worth 208. 6d.to

2ls., but light Dutch feed and out-of-conditioned

Swedes and Danes might be had relatively cheaper.

The value of English beans has scarcely varied

since we last addressed our readers ; the mild,

damp weather has prevented any improvement in

the condition of the new, which circumstance has

to a certain extent interfered with the sale ; but the

quantity brought forM-ard has been too small to

allow of buyers purchasing cheaper than before.

Egj-ptian beans have met a steady demand, at the

old prices.

The total absence of frost has caused a much
less consumption of peas to take place than usual

during the winter months, or prices would proba-

bly have ruled higher, as the receipts of both Eng-

lish and foreign have been on quite a moderate

scale.

Though a large business has on the whole been

done in Indian Corn, there has been less activity

in the demand for this article than in November

and December. The consumption in Ireland does

not appear to be quite so extensive as formerly,

which is attributed, by those best qualified to give

an opinion, to the improved condition of tlie people

in the sister isle, and a consequent increased use

of wheaten bread. Meanwhile parties having

floating cargoes to ofter have remained firm, and

we have heard of no sales of Galatz below 35s. per

qr., cost, freight, and insurance ; and for other

kinds corresponding rates have been asked.

The subdued tone of the English advices

throughout the month seems to have produced

very little influence on prices of grain abroad, and

foreign merchants apjicar to calculate with great

confidence on a large demand for corn later in the

year.

The weather on the continent has 1)een of a

similar character to that experienced here ; and as

far north as Danzig there has been no impediment

from ice to the navigation. Shipments have, there-

fore, been practicable all through the winter ; but

the scarcity of vessels, and the high rates of freight

and insurance, have acted as a check to much being

despatched to England.

Stocks at most of the Baltic ports are not by any

means large, and the bad state of the roads (in

consequence of the constant rain) has prevented

supplies being brought forward freely by the

growers. The latest quotations for fine high-mixed

wheat from Danzig are 52s. to 53s. per qv., free on

board in spring. The exports from thence in )85'2

had amounted to '26,496 lasts, of which nearly

18,000 lasts had been shipped to the United King-

dom, and upwards of 8,000 lasts to Holland, leav-

ing only about 300 lasts for other destinations.

At Konigsberg prices of wheat have been

steadily supported throughout the month. The

stock on hand on the 1st inst. was estimated at

about 60,000 qrs. ; certainly not a large quantity.

From Stettin we learn that very small supplies

had been brought forward by the farmers, and that

these had been readily taken by the merchants to

hold over at prices equal to 4os. to 46s. per qr.,

free on board, for fine qualities of red.

At Rostock the deliveries from the growers ap-

pear to have been somewhat more free, but the

demand had been suflficiently active to take off" the

greater part, and prices had not given way more

than about Is. per qr.

At Stralsund, Greifswald, and Anclam, quotations

also appear to have been well maintained ; and the

same may be said respecting prices at the near

ports.

At Hamburg rather large purchases of wheat

have been made for shipment to England during

the month, leaving but a small stock on hand.

The last quotations from thence are, for good 60

to 61 lbs. red Upland, on the spot, 47s. to 47s. 6d.

per qr., free on board.

The cessation of the purchases on account of

Pries—the party alluded to in the foregoing part of

this article—has had some influence in the Dutch

markets. The immediate effect was to cause the

stoppage of a Mr. Weherteman for a large amount,

and business has since been quiet both at Amster-

dam and Rotterdam, but prices have not receded.

From France we learn that the supplies of flour
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and wheat had about kept pace with the consump-

tive demand ; and, but little having been done for

export, quotations had scarcely varied.

The stir here in November and December caused

some excitement at the Mediterranean and Black

Sea ports, which the subsequent dull reports from

hence has not altogether allayed. That large

orders were sent out, about the close of last

year, to Odessa, Galatz, Alexandria, and other dis-

tant markets, there is no doubt ; and that a good

many of these were executed is also certain ; hence

we may calculate on receiving considerable arrivals

from thence, but these cannot be expected to reach

us until the summer shall have far advanced.

In the American markets prices have been too

high to allow of much being bought ; and it is

tolerably evident that it will require a higher range

here to induce large consignments from the other

side of the Atlantic. The fact is, that the Ameri-

cans are a large bread-consuming people, and that

as their cultivation increases so does the consump-

tion ; and we must not calculate on ever receiving

much assistance beyond the usual annual export of

flour, except we can make it worth their while by

high prices.

CURRENCY PER IMPERIAL MEASURE.
Shillings per Quarter

Wheat, Essex and Kent, white, new. . 44 to 48 fine up to 53

Ditto ditto old ..45 53 „ 60
Ditto ditto red, new 43 46 „ 48
Ditto ditto old .... 45 49 „ 53
Norfolk, Lincoln, feYorksh., red.. 43 48 „ 53

Barley, malting, new 30 32
ChevaUer 33 37
DistiUing 28 30
Grinding 26 28

MALT,Essex, Norfolk, and Suffolk, new 54 55 extra 53
Ditto ditto old 52 54 „ 56
Kingston,Ware,and town made,new 59 60 „ 63
Ditto ditto old 57 59 „ 61

Oats, EngUsh feed 17 20 fine 22
Ditto Potato 20 22 extra 24
Scotch feed 22 24 fine 25

Rye 28 30 old 28 30
Beans, Mazagan 33 34 „ 3i 35

Ticks 34 36 „ 36 38
Harrow 35 37 „ 37 39
Pigeon 36 40 „ 40 44

Peas, white boilers 37 40 „ 37 40
Maple 33 36 „ 33 36
Grey 31 33 „ 33 35

Flour, town made, per sack of 280 lbs. — — „ 41 46
Households, Town 40s. Coimtry — — „ 36 40
Norfolk and Suffolk, ex-ship — — ,. 34 35

MPERIAL AVERAGES.
For the last Six Weeks.

Wlieat.
j

Barlej\ Oats. Rye. Beans Peas.

Week Ending : s. d

Dec. 11,1852.. 42 1 i 29
d. s. d. s.

11|35 4 31 10
Dec. 18,1852.. 43 10 129 9 18 5 29 2 34 6 32
Dec. 25,1852.. 45 11129 9 18 6 29 4 34 11J32 4
Jan. 1.1853.. 46 7 29 8 18 9^29 7 35 32 9
Jan. 8,1853.. 46 1 29 8 18 6 29 134 8'32 5
Jan. 15,1853.. 45 10 1 29 10 IS 7 30 S 34 s'sO 7

Aggregate average

of last six weeks 45 I 29 9 18 6 29 2 34
10J32

Comparative avge. ]

'

same time last year 37 6 26 6 18 127 10 29 128 11

Duties 1 o' 1 1 1 1 1 Q

PRICES OF SEEDS.
BRITISH SEEDS.

Linseed (per qr.). . sowing o4s. to 583. ; crushing 45s. to SOa.

Lmseed Cakes (per ton) £8 Os. to £9 ICs.

Rapeseed (per last) new £22 to £23, fine £24, old £21 to £24
Ditto Cake (per ton) £4 10s. to £5 Os.

Cloverseed (per cwt.) 44s. to 70s.

Mustard (per bushel) new, white 7s. to lOs., brown 7s. to 9.^.

Corian.-)er (per cwt.) old 9s. to 123.

Canaiy (per qr.) 45s. to 473,

Tares, Whiter, per bush, 4s. 6d. to 5s Spring (nominal)

Carraway (per cwt.) new 463. to 47s. ; fine 48s.

Turnip, white (per bush.) Swede (nominal.)

Trefoil (per cwt.) .26s. to SOs.

Cow Grass (per qr.) (nominal) . . OOs. to 00».

HOP MARKET.
BOROUGH, Monday, January 24.

We have still a good enquiry for the better sorts of Hops,
and for the few remaiuiug on hand there is an adTancing ten-

dency. Sound old hops are also enquired for.

Mid and East KeiUs 95*. to 160s.

Weald of Kents 95«. „ 112«.

Sussex Pockets 90s. „ 108s.

POTATO MARKET.
SOUTHWARK, WATERSIDE, Monday, Jan. 24.

Since our last report, the arrivals from Yorkshire and
Scotland have been liberal, and a fair supply from
abroad, and lower prices have been submitted to virith

most sorts.

The foUowing are this day's quotations :

York Regents .... per ton SOs. to 140s.

Lincolnshire ditto 70s. „ lOOs.

Scotch ditto SOs. „ IGOs.

Do. reds and cups 70s. „ SOs.

French ivhites 70s. „ SOs.

Dutch 60s. „ —s.

PRICES OF BUTTER, CHEESE, HAMS, &c.
Butter, per cwt. s. s. s. s.

Fricslond 106<ol08 C/ieesc,percict. Cheshire 50 to^O
Kiel 100 104 Chedder 56 68
Dorset new 104 110 Double Gloucester bA 62
Carlorv] „ 90 94 Single do. ..46 51
Waterford .. „ 88 90 [Hams, Y&rk.nem..,. 70 80
Cork „ 86 92

I

Westmoreland ... 68 76
Limerick „ 80 86 Irish 60 70
Sligo „ 80 00 \Baco>i,WiUshire,green60 64
Fresh, per doz.. 13 14 Waterford 58 62

WOOL MARKETS.
BRITISH WOOL.

LEEDS, Jan. 21.—There is not any change to report iu

this market this week Prices continue firm, with an upward
tendency.

LIVERPOOL, January 22.

Scotch.—The demand for laid Highland Wool coutiuuea
good, but stocks being light, it is difficult to get hold of it in

quantity. White Highland is scarce, aiid much wanted.
Cheviots and crossed of all kinds is also in fair request at full

prices.

s. d. s. d
Laid Higldand Wool, per iAlbs 12 Oto\S
White Highland do ......... 16 16 6
Laid Crossed do.. unwashed .... 14 16

Do. do..7cashed ...... 15 16
Laid Cheviot do..U7i'cashed 16 17

Do. do..ivasUed ,.,..20 21

White Cheviot do .... Ao 26 80

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.
" A Correspondent," " A Tenant Farmer," " J. Abbott."—The

average price of Wheat, Barley, and Oats, for the year end-

ing Jan. 1st, 1853, is as foUovv's :—Wlieat, 40s. lid. ; Bar-
ley, 283. 7d.; Oats, 19s. Id. per qr.

" James Rawlence."—Price of Meat in the London markets
from December, 1851, to December, 1852 :—Bcff, 3s. 2d.;

Mutton. 3s. 8d. ; Lamb, 4s. 8d. ; A'eal, 3s. 6d. ; and Pork,

3s. 4d. per 8 lbs.

person and Tiixfnr I...i:i1..n.
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PLATE I.

HEREFORD BULL,
Bred by and the property of Edward Price, Esq., of the Court House, near Pembridge, Hereford,

PEDIGREE.

Pembridge by Sir David (349), and Sir David by Chance, dam by Hope (439), g. dam by Old

Sovereign (401). Pembridge was calved on the 6th February, 1848.

PRIZES.

At Ludlow Cattle Show, Sept. 27, 1848, Pembridge obtained the prize of £5
At Leominster, Oct., 1848, Cup, value 5 5

At Hereford, ditto ditto 10 10

At Hereford, 1849 5 5

At the Royal Agricultural Society's Show at Norwich, the first prize in the second class .... 20
At Ludlow, 1850, the prize in the sweepstakes of , 3

Also at the same meeting the first prize shown with four offsprings 5

At Hereford, 1851, first prize in the thi-ee-year-old class 5

At the Royal Agricultural Society's Show at Windsor, 1851, the 2nd prize in the 2nd class.

,

20
At Ludlow, 1851, the first prize in the sweepstakes 9

At Hereford, 1852, the first prize in the aged class 5

At the Royal Agricultural Society's Show at Lewes, the first prize in the first class 40
At Leominster, with four offsprings, first prize in the first class 5 5

Total ....£138 5

PLATE II.

PLAN OF FARM BUILDINGS.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PLAN OF FARM BUILDINGS,
The shape of the farmery is the most approved

form in an oblong square, with the front of low

walls, and facing the south to east quarter of the

heavens, as being the most benign aspect over the

whole of Europe. The building will thus be

averted from the blazing heats of the noonday and

afternoon, and the western storms of wind and

rain, and at the same time enjoy the genial warmth

of the early morning's sun. The three sides of the

square are in two rows of houses, and of the old

English style of building, with plain weather

boards and projecting eaves. The expense of this

OLD SERIES.]

arrangement is small, and the effect very pleasing.

The roofs are steep in at least two feet above the

rectangle, and covered with slates.

Beginning with the west wing, the first house

is the cowshed, which contains the animals in

double trevises, and during summer is accom-

modated with the use of the adjoining yard, in

which the cows repose during night, and are fed

with vetches and clovers. The feeding cattle are

then absent, and the cows use the yard. The calf-

house opens into the cowshed by a door, by which

the calves are led by halters to be suckled two or

[VOL. XXXVIII.—No. 3.
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three tunes a day. Each calf has a single pen,
with a box in the corner to hold chalk and rock
salt, which will be licked by the animals, and a

railed manger on the top of each partition wall, from
which the grown calves learn to eat clovers and
vetches. The floor is of boards pierced with auger

holes, which conveys all moisture into a cavity of

one foot underneath, which prevents any presence
of dampness. The single pens do not allow an ani-

mal to molest the others by sucking the ears or by
goring with the head. When the calves are fed

with milk from the pail, a slip board in the door of

each pen allows the animal's head to reach the
pail, suck the milk, and being again shut in, no
molestation of any kind happens from the process
of feeding. The hay house adjoins,' and supplies

the cows with hay, and also the riding stable,

which, with the gig house, is provided for the ac-

commodation of the dwelling house, which is un-
derstood to stand on the west side of the farmery.
There is a general house for provender, a house for

a bull or staUion, and a roomy spare house, to

be used as may be required. The height of the
side walls of the wing is 12 feet.

The straw barn occupies the width of the two
rows of houses, and affords much convenience for

the storing of different kinds of straw. The corn
barn stands at right angles to it, and discharges
the straw from the steam machinery as it is manu-
factured. The ricks of grain are placed along the
two sides of a railway, which is covered over with
a roof of corrugated iron, resting on pillars of cast

iron, which saves thatching the ricks, and a slight

four-wheeled waggon runs upon the railwa)-, and
conveys the unthrashed grain to the end of the

barn, and is pitched to the second floor, where the

machinery receives it to be scutched. In this way
the grain reaches the ground floor freed from the
chaff, but requires to be riddled, and afterwards
fanned from the light grain, and which forms a
subsequent process. The barn may be raised to a
third story, on which the machinery works, and to

it the sheaves of grain are conveyed from the rail-

way waggon ; the thrashed grain, chaffed, comes
to the second floor, and is then riddled, and put
into fanners, which separates the sound from the
light grain, and the former is received for measure
and put into sacks. This is the doing of complete
vvork by one operation, A carrier can be driven
by the machinery, to raise the unthrashed grain to
the third floor at the end of the barn.

A mode may be suggested of placing each single
rick of grain on a square four-wheeled platform,
which stands on a branch railway at a sharp angle
of divergence with the main trunk, along which
the entire rick is conveyed to the barn when wanted
to be thrashed. This way supersedes any convey-

ances on the railway, and any rick may be thrashed

when required, as each branch railway runs into

the main trunk.

The cart shed adjoins the straw barn, and has

the granary over it, as the side walls of the northern

wing of the farmery are 24 feet high. An outside

stair (shown in the plan) leads to the granary with

the dressed grain to be stored, and must be carried

on back— or better, the grain being in bags on the

ground floor of the barn, may be pulled by the

machinery to the second, and thence conveyed to

the granary, both the floors being on a level. But

the best granary is the direct sale of grain from the

barn to the market. Still, a granary is necessary

on any farm, as being sometimes wanted. A locked

tool-house adjoins the cart shed, and is floored over

with the granary. The stable is included in the

north wing, and is roofed over with the granary,

from which the feed grains are spouted into a chest

in the stable, to be measured out to the horses.

The stable is convenient for straw from the barn,

and hay from a hay house (as shown in the plan).

The east wing of the farmery contains a feeding

house for cattle, tied to stakes in double trevises

;

a house for hay, and another for roots, at each end,

supply these articles as wanted for the animals.

The interior of the farmery is divided into yards

for store and feeding cattle, with shelter sheds,

forming the inside row of houses in the double

wings. A central road of twenty feet in width

leads to the straw barn, and affords access to each

yard. A large yard for young horses is provided

with two sheds, and adjoins the provender house ;

and a yard for store pigs is much benefited by the

rough, strawy, and warm litter from the stable,

which being mixed with the saponaceous excrement

ofthejiigs, a very rich manure is produced. In

this yard the animals are fed during summer with

clovers and vetches; and in winter with raw escu-

lents, as turnips and potatoes. The warm htter of

the stable is a very agreeable bed to young swine.

The feeding yards are for two animals, or for

four— it is difficult to see what advantage one

animal in a box can enjoy over two in a yard—or

even over four, when a due assortment is made.

Such minutiae do not enter into gross performances;

at the same time a large rabble of beasts together

must be avoided. The store yards will contain

eight, ten, or twelve beasts in each division.

The superfluous litter of the farmery falls from

the yards into the cavities on the sides of the

central road, and flows to the front of the whole

area of building, where it falls through iron grates

into a covered drain, which conveys it into a tank

on the east side of the farmery, and is there ab-

sorbed by fine earths. But in all properly-arranged

farming establishments the straw htter will absorb
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all the moisture ; and after all that has been said

and written about liquid manure, the best use of it

is by that way.

Every i)art of the farmery is su]>plied with water

in troughs ])y ballcocks fed by pipes from casks or
,

tanks jilaced aloft in the spare house, to which the
;

water is raised by a force-pump from the common
j

sinking in the ground. Or a spring of water on
j

some high ground may send the water to the

tank by pipes below the earth, and which are fed

at the fountain-head by a regulated sup])ly. This

latter application will depend on the situation of

the farmery with respect to higher grounds that

contain outlets of water.

The cost of this farmery will be from £800 to

£1,000, and somewhat varied by the price of labour

and mateiials.

METEOROLOGY: ITS CONNECTION WITH AGRICULTURE.
BY CUTHBERT W. JOHNSON, ESQ., P.R.S.

The conclusion, which was once so reluctantly presence of ammonia in the air, and from hence

admitted, that practice and science ought to go deposited on the farmer's lands, may be very pro-

hand-in-hand over the farmer's fields, is now fitably rendered available in the application of new
steadily becoming more undoubted ; and it is

fortunate for the great and enterprising farmers of

England that it is so ; they indeed are the culti-

vators of the earth, who by their knowledge are best propose, in continuation of a former paper (

and powerful fertilizers, especially to his cereal

crops. On this important question I hope, on a

future occasion, to speak more at length. Now I

able to discern such truths ; they alone are the

agricidturists with sufficient energy and enterprise

to carry them into the improved cultivation of the

soil. If, indeed, there is any young farmer, who

yet doubts the value of science to his farm, let

him remember what mechanical science has done

—

let him call to mind what the Ransomes, the

Howards, and others have done with the old

English plough—what the Garretts and the Smyth es

ante, p. 10), to continue my gatherings, and in this

little essay to make some observations on the pre-

vailing winds of these islands.

The prevailing winds are of very great importance

in viewing the intimate connection which exists

between the agriculture and the meteorological

phenomenon of a district. The following table

gives the prevailing winds during the years 1847

and 1848, at 15 different stations. From this it is

•ith Jethro Tull's drill-the Barretts, and other
j
noticeable that although the moist and warm S.W.

great makers, with the thrashing machine, which

a scientific Scotch advocate first constructed, and

(omitting to name the noble improvements of many

other great implement makers) then let him say

if mechanical science has done nothing for

agriculture. If such a person is asked what che-

mistry has contributed to the farmer, let him point

to the superphosphate of lime, to the salts of am-

monia, and to the analysis of soils, and the vegetable

and animal productions of the farm. If he is

reminded of geology, let him think of thefertihzing

mixture of diflferent strata, the fossil bones and

coprolites of the crag and the greensand forma-

tions. If he is to defend the claims of meteorology,

his task will be equally easy ; he can refer to its

intimate connection with the mode of culture

adopted in different districts ; the profitable culti-

vation of particular crops, the sowing of his seed,

the gathering in of his harvests. Then again, let

him not forget that some late interesting combined

researches of the meteorologist and the chemist

have pretty clearly shown that there are more

foreign substances, mechanically suspended in, or

chemically combined with the atmosphere, than

was formerly understood ; and it is probable from

some recent discoveries, that the knowledge of the

wind is that which prevails in almost all parts of

the island, yet that in some few places the dry and

cool E.N.E. and S.E. winds prevail, and it is no-

ticeable that these are precisely the most decidedly

corn-growing counties of the island.

WIND, AND ITS GENERAL DIRECTION.

During 1817.
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The intimate connection between the amount of

rain in England and the prevalence of certain

winds was shown by Mr. Luke Howard, {Climate

of London, vol. ii., p. 204). The following little

table is the result of some of his valuable observa-

tions during a period of nine years— 180/ to 18 IG.

Years
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July

Aug
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can easily ascertain from Mr. Pearson. Wc
believe they were merely disintegrated, either by

fermentation, or by Mr. Blackhairs steaming

process. The next in order is Mr. Simpson's nitro-

phosphate, which has done such wonders on the

wheats grown u})on the chalk lands of the East

Riding of Yorkshire; and Mr. Johnson informs us

privately that, had not the plants been a little de-

ficient in one plot on the west end of the field u'here

this manure had been applied, he thinks it would

have been the highest; as it is, it will be seen, it

falls little' more than half a ton per acre below that

point.

Another important fact is also taught by this

experiment; that is, the value of nitrogenous

manure being applied to the soil. The mere super-

phosphate is almost one-fifth below the highest

weights ; while the raw bones, which would not

readily give off their ammonia, is but half a ton

per acre better. The blood tillage is, we infer,

so prepared as to prevent its giving off its nitro-

genous constituents very freely, or is mixed very

largely with non-nitrogenous matter. We are the

most puzzled with the guano standing the lowest on

the list as to produce of turnips, because we gene-

rally see it have a most wonderful effect upon them.

Nor will the very equal quantities per acre in each

case adm.it of any great waste of plant. It may
have been that the price of the best Peruvian

guano allowed so small a quantity per acre; but

this quantity, which would be about 2^ cwt. per

acre, with twelve tons of manure, ought to have

been ample to produce all the turnips the land was

capable of growing.

"NVe may add in conclusion a word of caution,

moreover, against single weighings. The plots are

not in any case quite equal, and the guano, though

the most so, presents a difference in various parts of

the field. Thus in the east end of the field the nitro-

l)hosphate and the prepared bones were nearly

equal, while the raw bones were the lou'est at the

west end of the field, and the highest but two at the

east. These are anomalies which always occur in

nature, but they show how carefully weighing

should be made in a field where the results arc

sought for with great accuracy.

The mean result, however, is clearly in favour of

the principle of phosphoric acid and nitrogen being

necessary to the growth of good turnips.

We are always glad when any of the facts and

principles we enunciate attract the observation

or even the animadversion of our correspondents.

Discussion is never so well bestowed as when in-

vestigating some agricultural point ; and the light

thrown on the subject, the interest excited by it,

and the minds set to work through it, must have a

beneficial tendency. A writer, v/uo signs his name

"Critic," (see page 231,) comments somewhat

freely on the fact of Mr. Johnson's (of Chevet)

turnips weighing so little as 17 tons IG cwt. per

acre, when, in fact, Mr. Caird spoke of his farm

as very highly cultivated, and he arrives at the

conclusion " that there is defective culture, and

the absence of the observant mind that directs

the husbandry of Lois Weedoii."

Nov/ we know no reason why Mr. Johnson's

name is brought into juxtaposition with that of Lois

Weedon's at all, unless it be to run down a " prac-

tical man" to the exaltation of a " scientific." A
little consideration will soon set the matter right,

and show that no such conclusion can be come to

with any degree of fairness. Mr. Johnson's was

an experimental plot, and as such, every one

knows that experimental plots are usually less pro-

ductive than even the rest of the farm ; the delays,

the weighing and measuring of the manures, and

the changes made from one to another, often tend

to lose the moisture so necessary to the turnip,

and causa a loss of plant, which, we are assured,

was in some degree the case in Mr. Johnson's ex-

periment ; and as some. of them answered and

others failed, it was fairer and more generous to

have taken the largest produce as the test of Mr.

Johnson's farming, viz., 20|- tons per acre.

Now, this is not bad produce— it is one of

which Mr. Johnson has good right to be rather

proud than ashamed. It may be remembered that

the Annandale Farmers' Club has for three years

made perambulations on some 3G good Scotch

farms, and weighed the results, which were as

follows for the years 1849, 1850, and 1851. The

kind of turnips were the yellows, and therefore

fairly represent Mr. Johnson's variety of turnips :

—

Per imperial

Acre
Tons. Cwts.

In 18-19 the average weight was 20 7

In 1850 „ „ 19 14

In 1851 „ „ 17

Mr. Johnson, therefore, is in good com.pany

amongst the intellectual ])ractical Scotsmen in the

beautiful vale of Annandale, in his experiment

;

and this should be borne in mind by " Critic."

We have been reminded, 7iof by Mr. Johnson him-

self, but by a neighbour, that we have made two mis-

takes, either from the manuscript, towhich we can-

not now refer, or owing to a misprint. The date

of Mr. Johnson's sowing was the 2nd of July, and

not the 2nd of June. The manure applied with

so much success for wheat in the East Riding of

Yorkshire, v/as Simpson's ammonia phosphate, and

not the nitro-phosphate as we before stated.

And now a word for the comparison with Lois

Weedon. It so happens that swedes are selected
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by ''Critic/' biittbe Scotch experience always shows

a difference of soma three tons per acre in weiglit

between yellows and swedes, in favour of the latter :

Tons. Cwts.

In 1849 the difference was 1 14

In 1850 „ „ 4 15

In 1851 „ „ 2 16

or an averaoje of 3 tons 1 cwt. more of swedes per

acre than of yellows.

" Scotchmen," therefore, " will say" that Mr.

Johnson stands very much on a par with them-

selves in turnip growing.

We do not happen at this moment to remember

the history of the land at Lois Weedon, which

produced 27 tons of swedes. Was it the field

" broken up from pasture " seven years ago, by

Mr. Smith, on which he had five crops, the last

of which might reach 40 bushels per acre ? Mr.

Johnson's farm has so such pecuharity, and is all

old-going land.

We have heard of clerical and other cultivators,

who grew large weights of turnips on very unpro-

mising subsoils, wherewith to feed their flocks;

but we will venture, having seen Mr. Johnson's

farm ourselves, to back tim year after year for as

many good acres of tu.rnips as can be found either

at Lois Weedon or any other locahty, and not on

newly broken-up pasture, but on old-going land,

and not very deep of soil naturally, lying somewhat

too near the rock to " brirg up six inches of sub-

soil" below the seven inches of staple.

We certainly think the tone and animus of

" Critic's" observations rather calculated to check

than encourage gentlemen to give their experience,

and the public the benefit of their experiments,

which are so very valuable ; and therefore we regret

the tone of his remarks.

The turnip controversy, as it was called, which

originated in Mr. Matson's remarks, many years

ago, seems likely to be recommenced. But we

shall find that so long as there are variations of

moisture, of rain, and of temperature, we can

never expect to see the same amount of turnips

grown in any two districts.

Much less fair is it, evidently, to take a single

trial, and that an experimental one, to found ob-

servations on a practical man's farming. If any

remarks are to be made on Mr. Johnson's farming,

it must not be on an isolated field, but on his

whole farm; and taking this as a test, it will bear

a comparison, we will venture to say, with that of

almost any other in the kingdom ; but to compai-e

garden allotments with it iy illusory and prepos-

terous.

We again invite practical men to send us their

experiments, and if they object to have their names

published, we vAyaW jje glad to keep them within

our own escritoir, having no wish for personal

remarks to be the result of public communi-
cations.

While on the subject of Mr. Johnson's experi-

ment on manure, we may mention that we have heard

from Mr. Pearson an account of his mode of pre-

paring the bones which were so favourably reported

on. The article consists, he says, chiefly of bones

and sulphuric acid, with ammonia, in a form

readily taken up by the roots of plants. When the

bones are treated with sulphuric acid, steam heat is

used to quicken the operation, which has the effect of

producing a large proportion of soluble pliosphate

and drawing off much of the water. Mr. Pearson

thinks that the manure, in the case of the Peruvian

guano, was in much too close proximity totheseed,

and that there was a loss of plant from this and

the peculiarity of the season. The guano was a fine

sample, containing ]8 per cent, of ammonia, and

only if of silica.

CULTIVATION OF TURNIPS.

Sir,—Havir.g noticed in your paper, of the 31st Hit., a let-

ter signed " Critic," iu reply to a leading aiticleiii your paper

of llie 21tli ult,, respecting iho useful a;id interesting esperi-

mcuts made by T. C. Johuson, Esq., Cheviot Grange, near

Wakefield, I beg to observe in rejoinder that it is just possible

that even in some parts of M-. Johnson's farm 35 tons per

acre have been grown, as " Critic" must be aware that even

what may be called " strong soils" will not produce such a

good crop of turnips as a fine loam, because that particular

soil may not be adapted to their growth. Probably " Critic's"

friend did not " top and tail" his turnips as Mr. Johnson did,

and that would add some tons per acre more in weight.

We know very well that on many farms some parts may be

peculiarly adapted for the growth of a certain description of

crop, whilst other parts are not so, and this occurs almost on

every farm in England and Scotland. Mr. Johnson seeded in

July, and not June, as stated iu " Critic'a" letter and the ar-

ticle in question.

Probably " Critic" will inform us why he selects one solitary

little patch at Lois Weedon as an instance of the prolifij

growth of turnips in juxta position to that upon a farm which

he has probably never seen ; and this without giving a de-

scription of Mr. Smith's soil, which may be altogether different

from that of Mr. Johnson's, but for some reason or oiher Lois

Weedon seems to be " Critic's" pet spot.

I consider, Mr. Editor, that you are rendering good service

to the cause of agriculture by cpeniiig your columns to this

subject, as agricultural experiments carefully conducted, like

that of Mr. Johnson's, which he had adopted for two years,

show at least that he is possessed not only of good sound

practical sense to carry the matter out as he has done where

so many experiments were made in one field and adjoining

each other ; and it is to be hoped that other farmers in Eng-

land will follow the same example, and not Lcpeud upon the

mere eyesight of a " Critic," as all agricultural experiments

should be tested in the bushel and the scale.

Ckicket.

—MarJ: Lane Express.
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ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.

A Monthly Council was held at the Society's

House in Hanover-square, on Wednesday, the 2nd

of February. The following Members of Council and

Governors of the Society were present :—Lord Ashbur-

ton, President, in the chair; Lord Southampton, Sir

Robert Price, Bart., M.P., Mr. Raymond Barker, Mr.

S. Bennett, Mr. Bramston, M.P., Colonel Chal'oner,

Mr. Druce, Mr. GaJeston, Mr. Garrett, Mr. Brandreth

Gibbs, Mr. Grantham, Mr. Fisher Hobbs, Mr. Hornsby,

Mr. Jonas, Mr. Kinder, ilr. Lawrence, Mr. Milward,

Mr. Mainwaring- Paine, Professor Sewell, Professor

Simonds.Mr. Siuipson, Captain Henry Vyner, Professor

Way, Mr. Jonas Webb, and Mr. Woodward.

William Crosskill, Esq., of the Iron Works, Beverley,

Yorkshire, was elected a Governor of the Society.

The following new Members were elected :
—

Auflerson, George, WaUon-on-Thamea
Aiiderion, David, West Nanen, Caruaustle, Forfarshire

Barrett, John, ^Milton House, Abingdon, Berks
De Trafford, Sir Humphrey, Bart., Traflford Park, Manchester
j)ovcr, Kichard, 27, Baker-street, Portman-square
Edmonds, Fredtrick Ezekicl, Wellesley House, Twickenham
Fletcher, George, Shipton, Andoversford, Gloucestershire

Greathara, M'ilUtiiu, Stiiinfield Hall, Wragby, Lincolushire

Hancock, Jolm Donne, Hake, Bishop's Lydeard, Sonursetshire

Jenkins, Thomas, Plas-y-Ward, Ruthin, Denbighshire
Lawrie, Andiew, Mount Mascal, North Cray, Kent
Marryot, Wiliiam, Kibworth-llarcourt, Leicestershire

Mello, Wdliani, Chadwell Vilia. Ware, Herts
Murray, Alexander, Eriswtll, Mildcuhall, Suffolk

Parker, Thomas, Tunbridge, Kent
Eandell, Charles. Chadbury, Evesham, Worcestcrsliire

Robinson, Thos. W. Usherwccd, Houghton-le-Spriug, Durham
Royds, Albeit Hudson, Brownhill, Rochdale, Laucashire
Simpson, John, Pinuer Park, Middlesex
Squance, Barry Parr, GUrubrydan, Llaudilo, Carmarthen
Swain, Alfred C, RadcHve, Buckingham
Trimmer, Charles, Alton, Hampshire
Weston, Jasper, Hof«yl College, River, Dover
Wingate, Wilhaiu, Ludford, Market-Raseii, Lincolushire.

The names of 36 candidates, already received on ac-

count of the election at the next monthly meeting, were

then read.

Finances.—Mr. Fiaymond Barker presented to the

Council the Report of the Finance Committee, from

which it appeared that the current cash-balance in the

hands of the Society's Bankers, was ^^3,7Sl. He ex-

plained that this balance included ^1,500 as the

Gloucester subscription towards the expenses of the

Country Meeting to be held in that city in the middle

of July ne.\t. He also laid on the table the quarterly

statemenst of income and expenditure, and of invested

capital and liabilities.

Judges' REPORrs.—Colonel Challoner, Chairman of

the Lnplement Committee, laid before ihe Council the

following special report ;—

"The Comuittee havhig taken iuto consideration the re-

ference maile to it by the Council, for the best means of

enforcing more punctuality ia the preseutatio-i of the Re-
ports of the Judges of ImplcKients, are of opinion that

all reports from the said Judges of Implements should be

sent into the Secretary (under cover) on or befoie the

1st of August after the Country Meeting."

The Committee also reported their final recommenda-

tions on the general regulations for the exhibition and

trial of implements at the ensuing country meeting,

which were adopted by the Council.

Turnip Water-drill.—Mr. Pusey's offer to con-

tribute the sum of iClO as a prize at the Gloucester

meeting, for the best water-drill, to drill four rows of

turnips with artificial manures on the flat, was, on the

motion of Mr. Bramston, M.P., accepted with thanks

by the Council.

TuLLiAN Husbandry.— On the motion of Sir

Robert Price, Bart., M.P., the Rev. Samuel Smith's re-

quest for a small extent of trial-ground at Gloucester for

the purpose of illustrating to the members of the So-

ciety the system of cultivation carried out by him at

Lois-Weedon, in Northamptonshire, was granted by the

Council, and instructions issijed accordingly.

Farm Poultry.—The Council, on the motion of

Mr. Jonas, seconded by Mr. Brandreth Gibbs, voted

the sum of ^£'100, as the amount of prizes to be offered

at the Gloucester meeting, for improving the breeds of

Poultry best adapted for the purposes of the farmer :

and referred to the Committee of last year the report

with which the Council had been favoured by the So-

ciety's Judges of Poultry at the Lewes meeting, with a

request that the Committee would offer recommenda-

tions on the subject of the particular prizes to be ofl'ered

in this department.

SHKOPdiiiHE Downs.—The offer of the Hon.

Robert Henry Clive, M.P., to place the sum of i,50 at

the disposal of the Council for Prizes to be offered by

the Society at the Gloucester meeting, for'' Shropshire

and otlier grey and black-faced Short-woollcd Sheep,"

was, on the motion of Mr. Sim])son, seconded by Mr.

Jonas Webb, accepted with thanks by the Council. At
tlie suggestion of Mr. Fisher Hobbs, the following

classes for this division of Sheep were approved and

adopted by the Council:—
For the best Ram of any age £20
For the second-best Ram of any age 10
For the best pen of 5 Ewes of any age, with their lambs 10
For the best pen of 5 Shearling Ewes 10

£50

Feeding v/itii JIilk.—The recommcndalion of

Mr. Milward and Mr. Kinder that in future years

greater restriction should be placed on feeding with

inilk the cattle and sheep intended for the Society's

shows of breeding stock, was, at the suggestion of Mr.

Fisher Hobbs, referred fur consideration to the next

monthly m;cting. As a breeder, which he still wjs of
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pigs, he might, as those animals were not affected by

the regulations in question, take the ojipcrtuuily of

remarking, that however wholesome and necessary

restrictions of feeding were to a certain extent, it would

be desirable not to carry them so far as to induce un-

principled parties to evade their operation.

Live Stock.—The conditions of the prizes for live

stock at the Gloucester meeting (with the exception of

those fur poultry), and the general regulations of the

show, were agreed to by the Council.

CiRExcESTER COLLEGE.—Thc Council Ordered their

thanks for the communications of Mr. Holland, the

Chairman of the Committee of Management, and of the

Professors at the Royal Agricultural College at Ciren-

cester, for their offer of co-operation in promoting the

objects of the Society at its Gloucester meeting, and

referred these communications to the General Gloucester

Committee of the Society for their consideration.

Committees.—On the motion of Mr. NJilward,

seconded by ]Mr. Bennett, it was resolved that in the

future recommendations made by the Council to the

General ?.Ieetings, of members to be re-elected on the

Council, their attendance on Committees as well as at

the Meetings of Council should be registered, printed,

and taken into consideration, before such recommenda-

tions were offered. .

Soils, Flax, Mangold-Wurzel.—The offer of

Professor Wilson to collect specimens of soils for I he

Society, and to deliver lectures before the members, on

the subjects of Flax and Mangold-Wurzel, were received

with the thanks of the Council, who referred to the

Journal Committee the consideration of the proposed

lectures, with a request that they would report their

recommendations at the next monthly Council.

Absoiiption op Ammonia.—Professor Way, the

Consulting Chemist to the Society, reported to the

Council the recent discovery which, assisted by Mr.

Mainwaring Paine, he had made on that gentleman's

property in Surrey, of a natural source of silica, in the

state known to chemists as " soluble silica." This de-

posit was situated in the lower beds of the chalk forma-

tion, immediately above the upper green sand, in quan-

tities that would prove inexhaustible ; and it was found

in many instances to contain no less than 75 per cent,

of the soluble silica in question. This substance, so

unexpectedly found ready-made to hand in nature,

would be invaluable in a variety of ways in the manu-

facture of manure; and he desired an early day for a

lecture, if it met wilh the concurrence of the Council, in

order that this discovery might in the first instance, and

at once, be laid before the Society, as a link in that chain

of investigations which had been originated and carried

on under its own direction and at its own charge, in

order that by such eariy announcement its advantages

might be secured, free from monopoly, to its members

and the agricultural community. The Council thanked

Professor Way for this important communication, and

decided that his lecture on this subject should be de-

livered to the members of the Society in the Council

Room on the second Wednesday in March, at 12

o'clock at noon.

Deposits of Guano.—Mr. Caird's letter, on the

desirableness of giving further encouragement to the

discovery of natural deposits of guano, was referred to

the Guano Committee.

The Council then adjourned over Ash-Wednesday to

the IGth of February.

A Weekly Council was held at the Society's House

in Hanover Square, on Wednesday, the IGth of Feb-

ruary; present, Mr. Raymond Barker, V.P., in the

chair ; Mr. Barnett, Dr. Calvert, Mr. Evelyn Denison,

M.P., IMr. Dyer, Mr. Brandreth Gibbs, Mr. Fisher

Hobbs, Mr. William Jones, Mr. Majendie, Mr. FI.

INIanning, Mr. jNlainwaring Paine, Mr. Pocock, Mr.

Rowlandson, Professor Sewell, Mr. Shearer, Mr. Rey-

nolds Solly, Mr. Crompton Stansfield, M.P., and Mr.

Wright. Professor Eugene Risler, of the agricultural

establishment at Versailles, having been engaged for

some time in an extensive tour of inquiry connected

with the progress of Agricultural Chemistry in the most

celebrated chemical schools of Germany, and being now

on a visit to this country for the purpose of continuing

his inquiries, favoured the Couucil with his attendance

at this meeting.

The names of 1 8 additional candidates for election at

the next Monthly Council were received and read.

Deodorising Sewerage Matter.—A letter was

read from the Imperial Russian Agency Office, in Pall

Mall East, inviting the Council " to witness some expe-

riments on a large scale with the sewerage of London,

for the purpose of collecting the solid matter and con-

verting it into guano." The Council ordered their

thanks for this communication, with an intimation that

some of their members had expressed their intention of

availing themselves of the invitation thus transmitted to

them.

Mr. Arther -\lbright, of Birmingham, as one of the

members of a sub-committee connected with an experi-

mental Reform.atory Institution for juvenile delinquents,

solicited information on the subject of the best arrange-

ments to be made for converting the drainage matter of

the establishment into an inodorous and valuable ma-

nure. The Council decided, that, as many inquiries

were made by members of the Society for similar infor-

mation. Professor Way, its consulting-chemist, should

be desired to favour the Council with his views on the

subject, at a future meeting.

Experiments in Potato Cultivation. — Dr.

John Malfatti, of Kueniglberg, near Hietzing, in Aus-

tria, transmitted to the Council the following communi-

cation, dated the 20th of November last.

The potato-disease, to the despair of the husbandcuan, is

still a difficult problem for natural philosophers and agricul-

turists; all their views and attempts having hitherto, alas!

proved fruitless aud unavailii^g. When I reflected on tlds

disease, I was struck wiih an idea at variance with all former

views, and instead of seeking the disease in external causes
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ouly, I thought (hat I could discover it only in some internal

principle of the plant itself. As early as the year 1848 I

made some experiments at my couulry Beat, which proved so

satisfactory, though conducted only on a small scale, that I

was strengthened in my opinion. But the unhappy revolution

which took place iiiterniptcd me in the execution of my de-

signs. However, £s the disease in question had become worse

every year since that time, and as it last year, more especially,

attained a high degree of malignity, I determined to renew my
former experiments this year on a larger scale. These experi-

ments have proved so successful that I think I have discovered

not only tl;e probabla cause of this disease atul its propaga-

tion, but also the way to remove it. According to our views,

the cause of this diicase, though accounted problematical, lies

in the decay and degeneracy of this plant in respect to its

double sex, the t-vofold stock from whence it spring?. During

the growth of the potato a remarkable and instructive observa-

tion offers itself to us at once between the two most distinct

acts of the double sex of the plaut. The first of these acts is

that of its internal principle of self-propagation, and predomi-

nates particularly during the period of its development. The

second act, on the contrary, is a consequence of th.e fir^t, and

consists in an external reproduction, and conduces to the pre-

servation of the original stock. Whilst i;ow the first act

always takes place regularly, and iiideed under adverse cir-

cumstances, knows of no disease, we perceive the disease in

the second act, on the contrary, suddenly break out, as if the

double sex of the plaut rapidly became weakness itself, aud,

instead of beirg followed by reproduction, weie followed by

degeneracy and destruction. It has long been hoped that the

disease in question would turn out an accidental aud tempo-

rary one. But alas 1 the contrary has proved to be the case,

aud there is no doubt but its propagation solely proceeds from

a sexual cause, whereby it assumes ihe distiuct character of a

disease of race. Tliough we have con;e to this melancholy

coKclusion—a coaclusion as painful iu respect to the present

as it is menacing for the future—Nature, that beneficent

mother, comes to our relief with a sovereign remedy—

a

remedy which she has raised indeed to the rank of a law

—

namely, that remedy which she has provided both as a cure

and a preservative, by means of the sexual crossing of races,

and that indeed as well in the vegetable as in the entire

animal kingdom. This provision of nature is manifestly

80 excellent, that human art has endeavoured to em-

ploy it in both kingdoms, and has done so with

the greatest advantage. Taking this point for granted,

I endeavoured, as inoculation was a thing cut of the question,

to remove this disease by crossing the potato with other plants,

and, indeed, as it were, by means of a sort of matrimony. The

three first potatoes on which I tried this experimeut I paired

and enclosed severally with the Heliauthus tuberosus, the

Dahlia variabilis, and the Cyclamen europeum. Fuv a fourth

matrimonial alliance I was indebted to chance, aud although

this was with t'ue Carduus hispanica, which does not belong to

the genus of bulbous plants, it was attended, notwithstandirg,

with the most interesting results. The means thus employed

terminated in results which, in a most surprising manner, con-

firmed the truth of the principle which we first laid down. The

longing of the potato for union with some plant of a kindred

sort, manifested itself in the most distinct mariner. Truly we

cannot be surprised, if we consider, that since the time this

American plant was brought to Europe it has existed iu a per-

fectly isolated state, without enjoying any mutual relation « ith

kiudred plants found in our part of the vegetable kiugdom ;

whilst, on the other hand, the art of Europeans has in all

kinds of climates increased the production of the potato to an

interminable extent, carrying it even to such an extent as to

exhaust its double sex. The product of this matrimonial con-

nexion was most surprising. From the pairing of two plants

a third proceeded, retaining, however, a twofold character, the

character of each. Their roots, bulbs, and stalks, had grown

together, so as to be interwoven one with another in such a

manner that it was difl^cult to separate them one from another

when taken out of the ground. The last potato harvest pre-

sented the most interestiug results, as will appear from what

follows. Whilst in my neighbours' fields the disease prevailed

as before, and I myself lost a good third part of the potatoes

which I had planted on the borders of the field in which my
experiu;ents were made, to my great surprise I found net

among them a single trace of the disease, although the whole

quantity amounted to seven bushels (iMetzen). Together with

the advantage of restored health, we obiained at the same time

another benefit equally important, viz., that of a considerable

improvement iu the race of potatoes. Not only was this new

breed distinguished for beauty, size, and rlchuess ; but the

getieral insipidity and mealy taste of potatoes has been, by the

communieaticn of the aromatic flavour and peculiar ta^te of

the plauts with which they were combined, changed into some-

thing of a very different kind and of a superior quality. This

was most obviously the case with the potatoes combined with

the C.irduus (they tasted like ailichokea). In those combined

with the cyclameu, there was a pungent taste, as if they had

been slightly peppered ; in those combined with the dahLa,

there was a sweet taste like sugar ; whilst the heliauthus im-

parted to the potatoes combined with it its own agree.-ible and

peculiar flavour. In respect to the management requisite in

forming the four above-naaicd species of combination, we

remark as follows :

—

1. The Potatoes are, as usual, cut into several parts before

they are planted (according to the position of the so-called

eyes), and are placed in the earth quite close to the germs of

the piants with which they are to be combined. The bulbs

of the Heliauthus and the Dahlia are cut just iu the same way

as those of the Potato. The bulbs of the Cjc'amea alone

remain uncut. As the Carduus has nothing but a root, the

cut pieces of the Potato are only plauted under its root.

2. In the two harvests we percei.'cd that the bulbs of the

Iltlianthus were to those of ihe Potato, iu respect to number,

as 3 to 2, whilst those of the Daidia and Potato were equal.

Here we must observe that these two plants, combined with

the Potato, continued growing without interruption, as usual,

up to the time of blossoming, whilst the contrary was the case

v.ith the Cyclamen and the Carduus.

3. But the combination with the Cyclamen was the most

remarkable of all. This wild plant exhibited so little of itself,

that for a long time I considered the tiial unsuccessful. The

same thing Lajpsned with the Canluus aud the Cyclamei:,

some single leaves of which appeared here and there close to

the stalk of the Potato, but somewhat spariugly. But so

much the greater was my astonishment whcu, in digging up

the Potatoes, I f^nnd in that very part the finest aud most

abundant crop; as if both the said plants sacrificed their

growth in favour of that of the Potato, the Cyclameu sacri,

ficiug still more, even its health as well. We perceived, in-

deed, that each of the Cyclamens had two, three, or even four

bulbs diseased to such an cx'.nt as to be rotten. As this dis-
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ea3e presented symptoms perfectly similar to those of the

Potato disease, we were irresistibly led to inquire whether or

not the Cyclimea had attracted to itself the very essence of

the disease of the Potato. Oa this occasion I delayed not to

iuijuiie of skilful botanists whether the Cyclamen, which is

generally used in feeding cattle and pigs, was subject to this

disease, and the answer was a unanimous negative.

•1. Aa I was accustomed every year to plant a great qua:>

tity of Carduus roots, I was induced to combine them with

Potatoes, the result of which suiprised me the more, be(anse

they do not belong iu the least to the bulbous genus. Juit

for this very reason, a peculiar result followed, the combination

being succeeded by a purely parasitical life. The Potatoes clung

so firmly to the Carduus roots, that they actually grew to

thera, and, as real leeches suck blood, extracted out of the

roots all the juice and flavour. Iu conseqner.ce of thi^, the

Pot&tccs (like parasitical plants) not only attained the utmost

development, both in resprct to size and beauty, but what was

very remarlable, scarcely hal any roots of their own which

they struck out. Here, on the hypothesis of the Potato being

capable of being crossed even wilh plants not belonging to

the bulbous genus, we may exclaim : What an extensive field

is opened for the agriculturist ! What singular and what

useful experiments may we not make here ? and that, too,

71-ere we not to reckon those experiments which might be made,

and made with still greater certj.iuty, in the extensive circle

of bulbous p'ants.

5. All the entire crop of Potatoes resulting from the four

combinations abave mentioned I have reserved for sets in fu-

ture. Should the next planting remain free from every

disease, as this year's plautiug was, I shall consider tlie

problem solved—I shall acknov/ledge the American plant as

a naturalized exotic.

Mv. Rowlandson remarked that he had long considered

the Potato disease to arise from a deficiency of potash

in the soil or manure ia which the tubers were grown,

lie suggested the trial of sulphate of potash, to remedy

this deficiency. This sulphate could be purchnsed iu

the market at .£16 per ton, in the state known as the

" pan sulphate," which contained about 80 per cent, of

sulphate of potash, and 20 per cent, of sulphate of

soda. This was better than the " granulated sulphate,"

which was ioapaired by an excess of common salt. This

pan sulphate might be applied in drills, at the rate of 4

cwt. per acre. He had hinaself tried it with splendid

effect. The state of carbonate in which the potash was

found in land that had been burned was much inferior

to the sulphate of the same alkali. Nor did wood-ashes

from Canada and other countries contain more than 14§

per cent, of potash. The carbonate Lad a powerful

effect in causing the rapid development of plants, but

bad no abiding and sustaining power afterwards ; and

they died away in consequence. The Brassic tribes

also took up much potash. In answer to an inquiry of

Mr. Reynolds Solly, Mr. Ilowlandson then favoured the

Council with a detailed statement of the origin and pro-

gress of that expanding concentric growth of fungi, oc-

casioning what were termed " fairy rings."—Mr. Paine

remarked that en some fields of his in Surrey (where

particular beds of the upper green sand formation,

known to be rich in potash and the phosphates, crop

out, his Potatoes grew with remarkable luxuriance in the

first stages of their growth, but were subsequently at-

tacked with the Potato disease to a greater extent than

those grown on other fields not containing a similar

amount of potash.—Prof. Risler corroborated, from his

own experience on the Continent, Mr. Rowlandson's

views respecting the action of sulphate of potash. He
remarked that, in the Vosgen sandstone, the decomposi-

tion of wliich formed iu French Lorraine a rather great

extent of very light soil poor iu potash, a great cpxantity

of wood-ashes was employed as a manure for Potatoes.

These ashes were rich in pot^ish, and their market-price

high in proportion to the amount of the soluble potash-

salts they contained ; but poor in the phosphates. The

experience of many years on a great extent of land had

proved that the Potato disease was diminished by the

use of these ashes. The f.irmers of that district never

employed farm-yard manure to their Potato-crops, be-

cause that application was invariably found to increase

the disease, a result most probably occasioned by the

circumstance of the farm-yard manure being richer

than wood-ashes in its amount of ammonia and the

phosphates. Professor Risler added, that the principal

object of Potato-culture in the Vosgen was the produc-

tion of starch ; and the general opinion of the starch-

manufacturers was, that the per-centage of starch in the

Potato crop was increased by the use of the ashes in

question. They found that diseased Potatoes gave in

general one-third less starch than sound ones; this pro-

portion, however, varying much, according to circum-

stances. Professor Risler concluded his remarks by

calling the attention of the members to the analyses of

Dr. Schleiden, Professor in the University of Jena, and

to the opinions on the subject of the Potato disease ex-

pressed by him in his work on the Physiology of Plants

and Animals and the Theory of Plant-cultivation, forming

the third volume of the Agricultural Encyclopedia,

published at Brunswick, iu 1850. These opinions are

contained in the chapter reviewing Dr. Schulze's v.'ork

entitled, " Thaer or Liebig ?"

Mr. W. Patterson, of East Cross Causeway, Edin-

burgh, transmitted to the Council an elaborate paper on

the Potato disease, including his own views on the sub-

ject, and chronological statements derived from various

published sources, intended to elucidate the circum-

stances of its prevalence and progress.

Impoa^erishing Effects of Couch-Grass.—Mr.

Miles, M.P., of Leigh Court, called the attention of

the Council to the great importance of a knowledge of

the amount of nutriment abstracted from the soil by

weeds, especially by the Triticum repcns, commonly

known by the name of Couch or Twitch. In the last

number of the Society's Journal, page 528, Mr. Hem-

ming, the author of the elaborate paper on Agricultural

Chemistry, had shown in his classification of tabulated

results of analyses, how little was known at the present

moment of the composition of weeds, and consequently
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bow much still remained to be learned of the amount
of their injurious effects. With regard to Twitch, in

particular, which Mr. Miles was sorry to say was still

fearfully prevalent in some parts of the country, he

conceived it would be both an interesting and important

inquiry to ascertain : " How much a good crop of it

must consume the nutriment which should feed the

crops of corn—say of Wheat, Barley, or Oats." He
quite agreed with Mr. Hemming in his remarks, that

the present analyses rather give a general idea of the

composition of weeds than are adapted to any purpose

of immediate practical use ; and that there is a large

field open to the researches of chemists to determine

what weeds are most injurious to the growing crop, as

far as similarity of composition would show it, as also

those that are most valuable for manure, from a like

reason. Mr. Miles urged the attention of the Council

to these investigations; especially to that connected

with Twitch, which would, he thought, form an excellent

subject for a lecture and discussion, or for a distinct

communication to the Journal. The Council received

these suggestions with their best acknowledgments,

and ordered them to be referred for a report to

Professor W^ay, the consulting chemist of the So-

ciety.

Oak-soil.—Mr, Adderley, M.P., of Hams Hall,

Warwickshire, transmitted to the Council a communi-

cation on the subject of failure iu the growth of the

Oak, in a portion of the old Forest of Arden, where the

Oaks have retained, from centuries immemorial, their

size and vigour. In a fine old Oak avenue in Mr.

Adderley 's Park, about 200 years old, two vacancies

were filled up about 40 years ago, by young Oaks,

which had grown well until tl.e last two years, during

which they had rapidly died away. Their roots were

found rotten, and covered with a fu!)gus like dry-rot;

although the neighbouring Oaks were very large and

fine, and an Elm filling a neighbouring vacancy in the

game avenue was not infected, and its roots, close upon
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the rotten ones of the Oaks in question, were quite

healthy. Mr. Adderley enclosed a sample of the top

soil, 22 inches deep, and stated that the subsoil was red

gravel to a considerable depth. The ground was dry,

and did not require draining.—The Council thanked

Mr. Adderley for this communication, and referred the

specimen of soil to Prof. Way.

The Rev. R. J. Statham, of Tarporley Rectory,

Cheshire, favoured the Council with a report on the

success of his industrial training of the cottage boys in

his central national school, in the habits and practice of

manual husbandry in field and garden work, paying tl.e

boys according to the value of their work, and their

superintendent about 2s. per day, with a commission

upon the crops raised on the school land, subject to a

strict Dr. and Cr. account : ihe earnings of the boys

being deposited in the school saving club, as an in-

ducement to saving habits, and bearing a high rate of

interest.—Mr. Dalton, of Cardiff, transmitted a sample

of Wheat from a crop sown in the last week of April,

1852, and yielding 40 clean bushels per acre on good

strong loam after Turnips, from a sowing of two bushels

per acre, the original stock having been obtained four

years ago from Australia.—Mr. Learoyd, of Hudders-

field, staled that he soaked his seed-corn about 16 hours

in strong old urine, allowing it to dry before sowing,

with great advantage to the early growth and advance-

ment of the plant (as well as to its removal of disease,

for which purpose that application with the addition of

quick-lime, and other substances, had so long been

made to seed-corn.)—Mr. J. M. Pasquier placed at the

disposal of the members several samples of prepared

seed-corn, with a request that they vTOuld test the merits

or Otherwise of the process adopted, which was intended

to supersede or lessen the amount of other manuring

matter to the crop.

The Council having ordered their usual acknowledg-

ments for the communications then made to them, ad-

journed to the 23rd of March.

REMARKS ON MR. WHITLEY'S PRIZE ESSAY ON AGRICULTURAL GEOLOGY.

The name of Mr. Whitley must be favourably

known to all who read the " Journal of the Royal

Agricultural Society," as the author of the Prize

Essay on Meteorology, which ajipeared in its

pages a little while ago. At a recent meeting of the

Probus Fanners' Club, on the health of that gentle-

man being proposed, in connexion with the above

essay, he alluded to a work which he had formerly

published on Agricultural Geology, and to an un-

fair criticism of it, as he considered, in the Ap-i-

cullural Gazette. As Mr. Whitley ajipears to

labour imder a mistake respecting the authorship

of the article of which he complains, and as we
happen to know the writer, we deem it but an act

of justice to our respected cotemporary to disabuse

the mind of Mr. Whitley of this erroneous im-

pression, and of a prejudice which he appears to

entertain against the supposed writer.

"You have all read," said Mr. Whitley, "the

valuable work in our library— Morton's valuable

work on soils. When that work came out, some

ten or fifteen years ago, it was considered a very

valuable addition to agricultural literature. The
theory advanced by that gentleman, that soils were

formed by the crqmbling down of the rocks on

which they are supported, was not only advocated

by him, but it was generally received for some time.

Mr. J\Iorton was looked on, for a time, as the great

gun of the day ; assumed a very high position ;

rode his hobby with flowing reins, whip and spur.
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and would give a lash to any one who dared to

differ from his pecuhar views and opinions. In

an xmfortunate day," continued Mr. Whitley, " I

turned my pen that way, and wrote a little work on

Agricultural Geology; and my views did not

happen, I believe, to accord with the views of the

able gentleman who had preceded me. I had a

newspaper put into my hand, and was told to read

two^columns of the Agricultural Gazette, and

keep my temper. (Laughter). Mr. Morton

appears to be the Editor of this paper ; and he

certainly did lash me, and spur me, and whip me,

till the blood got up in my cheeks as I read that

article. I do think he did it most unfairly ; and he

wound up by recommending 'Morton on Soils.'

(Laughter). He accused me of having followed

and copied a great deal from him on that occasion.

But the fact is, that my theory on the Formation of

Soils was altogether different from that of Mr.

Morton. The theory which I brought forward was,

that soils were formed by deposition from water

;

that some vast torrent of water had swept over the

whole country, tearing up the surface, and holding

its parts in mechanical suspension ; that stones and

rubble sank down first, and then the subsoil, of

various clayey materials, went down next ; and that

then the fine earthy matters were deposited over the

whole. And if you look at any section of soils,

you will be pretty sure that something like this

was the way in which soils were formed. I do not

mean to say that the above was wholly right, but

probably it was a little in advance of Mr. Morton's

theory that soils were formed by the gradual crumb-

ling down of the rocks on which they rest.

"Since that we have been favoured with an

essay by Mr. Trimmer, who vv'on the prize

last year for the best essay on the ' Agricul-

tural Geology of England and Wales.' He not

only gives up Mr. Morton as I gave up Mr.

Morton, but he goes beyond us hoth, to this ex-

tent, that the geological formation has compara-

tively little to do with the soil itself. He shows

that over nearly the whole of England the soil has

been formed by drifted materials that have gone

over other formations, and that thus we find soils

differently constituted from the rocks on which

they rest. "With all due respect for the high

authority already named, I think he has pushed

his hobby a little further than it will legitimately

bear ; for in our own neighbourhood I find that

soils are formed mainly from the rocks beneath,

and it is only here and there where we find soils of

drifted materials. A few days ago 1 was at a place

in the parish of St. Austell, and found a soil of

drifted materials over an extent of four or five

acres ; but mainly, I may say, that the soils of our

county have been formed by deposition from water,"

This is Mr. Whitley's case. Now, without pre-

tending to say who is, or is not, the editor of

the Ar/ricullural Gazette, we beg to assui'e Mr.

Whitley, on the authority of the writer of the

article of which he complains, that it was neither

written by Mr. Morton, the author of the work on
" Soils," nor by any other Mr. Morton. We can

even go further, and assure Mr. Whitley, on the

part of the actual writer of the critique, which he

considers to have been so unfair, that if he will

forward to us a copy of his book, ample reparation

shall be made for any injustice—if injustice there

was—which it received in another place. The

question of the extent to which the rock formations

influence the character of the soils which rest upon

them is a question of great practical importance to

agriculture. It is a question to be settled only by

careful observation of facts, not by framing theories

of the manner in which those soils were formed.

We have no doubt that it will eventually be settled,

by the observations of Mr. Whitley, JNIr. Trimmer,

and others who ai)pear to he now taking the matter

up in earnest. For oui'selves we should say, that

while the substrata mark out the general agricul-

tural characteristics of a district much better than

the territorial or political divisions of hundreds of

parishes and counties, it is impossible to let land

by any geological maps yet extant, even the most

perfect—an extravagant assertion which we have

heard made in favour of such maps. Mr. Whitley

is a land surveyor, in considerable practice we be-

lieve ; and he must know that on every geological

formation there are soils (excluding the alluvial

soils) of very diff'erent values, from the highest to

the lowest, and that these variations are unaccom-

panied by corresponding variations in the mineral

composition of the rock immediately below. From
what, then, do these variations arise ? From a

careful perusal of Mr. Trimmer's " Essay on the

Agricultural Geology of England and Wales," of

his lecture before the Royal Agricultural Society,

and his other writings on the same subject, we

arrive at the conclusion that he attributes them to

the superficial deposits which are unnoticed on

geological maps ; and that he divides those depo-

sits into two classes—erratic tertiaries and warp-

drift. The erratic tertiaries, formerly jumbled up

with older tertiary strata and wth the warp- drift,

under the name of diluvium—a name subse-

quently changed to northern-drift, and more gene-

rally " drifts"—have been proved, by the marine re-

mains which have been discovered in them so

abundantly during the last twenty years, to be ina-

rine strata of gradual accumulation, formed during

the most recent, or pleistocene tertiary,era ; but con-

fined to certain latitudes both in the northern and

southern hemispheres, and distinguished by certain
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marl^ed peculiarities from all other sea-born strata

which preceded or succeeded them in those lati-

tudes. The erratic tertiaries are divided by this

authority into boulder clay, or lower erratics and

upper erratics, consisting of rolled gravel and

sand, which approach more nearly the character

of ordinary tertiary strata, but still possess some of

the ]ieculiarities which distinguish the lower erra-

tics. He shows that in the districts north of the

Thames these deposits have an extensive distribu-

tion and development, and by their denudation

and re-arrangement have produced large tracts of

strong or of light land, having a considerable depth

of clay, or of sand or gravel, or of both, intervening

between the soil and the rocks which constitute the

assumed surface of geological maps. With respect

to the warp-drift, he contends that it was
formed by subsequent aqueous operations spread

over the denuded and desiccated surface of the

erratic tertiaries, when they are present, and over

the surface of other strata v.hen the erratics are ab-

sent. The organic remains associated with it, or

rather beneath it, are chiefly those of the land, con-

sisting of extinct species of the elephant, rhino-

ceros, and other large mammals, with land and
fresh-water shells, all of existing species, and, with

one or two exceptions, of species identical with

those still inhabiting the neighbourhood. It indi-

cates some degree of transportation, independent

of existing levels and river action, but inferior to

that exhibited by the erratic tertiaries. These

views, which we find first announced by Mr.

Trimmer, in a paper in the Journal of the

Roynl Agricultural Society, on the Geology of

Norfolk, before his connexion with the Govern-

ment Survey, where they met with little favour,

appear to be now in the ascendant, having re-

ceived corroboration from the researches of Mr.
Austen, for Devonshire; of Sir R. Murchison, and

Mr. Martin, of Pulborough, for the South Downs,
the Weald of Kent, and Sussex, and the neigh-

bourhood of Dover ; of Mr. Prestwich, for the op-

posite coast, near Calais. The writer contends

that the deposits which these gentlemen describe

under different names, and which they also de-

scribe as influencing the variations of soil, are

identical with those which he had previously de-

scribed, for Norfolk, Wales, and North Kent,

vinder the name of "warp-drift." The eminent

geologists whom we have mentioned differ respect-

ing the agencies to which they ascribe these de-

posits, no less than respecting the name by which
they designate them. Mr. Austen calls them
"head," and attributes them to the melting of

snow at a time when he supposes the land to have

had a much greater elevation than at present. Sir

R. Murchison, who calls them "angular flint-

drift," ascribes them to great local inundations

over the land, analogous to earthquake-waves ; and

Mr. Prestwich says that all that can be affirmed at

present of the aqueous action by which they were

formed is that it was violent, transient, and sud-

denly arrested. Mr. Trimmer offers no theory re-

specting their origin, beyond this—that it was

aqueous action of some kind or other; neither

ordinary atmospheric action nor ordmary

marine action, nor those modifications of marine

action which distinguish the upper and lower

erratics fiom other marine strata, and from one

another.

The existence of these deposits, their peculiar

characters, their extensive distribution, their in-

fluence in jiroducing soils of different qualities on

the same geological formation, and their connexion

with the economical drainage of land, are the only

points for which he appears to contend. They are,

in fact, the only points of interest in the application

of geology to agriculture. Questions respecting

the agencies by which they were produced belong

to theoretical geology, which investigates the an-

cient history of the earth, and the changes, organic

and inorganic, which it has undergone.

It appears, from the passages which have been

cited from jNIr. Whitley's speech, if we understand

them aright, that in Cornwall, which has hitherto

been the stronghold of those who maintain the

formation of soils by the crumbling under atmo-

spheric action of the rocks immediately below

them, and which is a district, moreover, known
to be very generally free from far-drifted matter,

the soils are formed from the rocks on which they

rest, but that they are deposits from water. Mr.

Whitley's theory appears, too, to be that a great

current swept over the whole country, tearing up

the surface and re-arranging the materials. If the

"whole country" includes Cornwall, we do not see

how this could have happened without producing

some intermixture of the materials of more than

one formation. If, therefore, Mr. Whitley's ob-

servations are to this effect, they amount to a re-

cognition, in that district, of a class of transported

deposits distinct from the erratic tertiaries, and in-

dicating a minor degree of transportation. This

will be a description, as a local fact, of phenomena

which Mr. Trimmer has described as a more ge-

neral fact, under the name of " warp drift." If

Mr. Whitley had previously announced this fact in

his work on agricultural geology, it is due to him,

on the principle of suum cuique, that his priority of

discovery of a point overlooked by previous geo-

logical observers of the Cornish district should be

recognized. Such recognition we shall have plea-

sure in securing for it, if we find the discovery

announced therein.
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TENANT-RIGHT.
To be faiily argued, a question can scarcely be

too closely confined to the object it seeks, or the

effect it contemplates. Digression seldom fails

to call up a number of phantom spirits, who
too often appear like the puppets in Punch's
show—for the sole purpose of being knocked down
again. The principle, however, to which they are

tacked on, gains little by such extraneous dis-

cussion ; unless, indeed, it be itself radically un-

sound ; and then, of course, the further we stray

the more likely is its innate weakness to remain

concealed.

Be it our duty to call back public attention

to the real merits of a subject, upon which

there has been just now again considerable debate,

and no little misrepresentation. That English

tenant-right, so long advocated in these

columns, has only to fear when its principle is ex-

aggerated, or its purport not understood. May we be

pardoned for once more repeating what the object

really is?—A fair compensation for unexhausted

temporary improvements, to the tenant who has

made them, but not had the opportunity for avail-

ing himself of their full benefit; such compensa-
tion to be estimated and determined by two local

valuers, one appointed by each of the persons in-

terested.

And yet in the face of so simple an arrangement

what a crowd of objections rise before us ! Tenant-

right, says one, is necessarily so complicated a

business that you can never make it practicable.

You can never hope to estabhsh one general system

for the common use of the country. Tenant-right,

affirms another, manfully avowing himself as an

opponent, can conduce to no substantial benefit ;

for it will not insure that length of tenure without

which no farmer can gradually progress to the cul-

minating point of good cultivation. A third fears,

though he owns to having for years advocated

something of the kind, that it tends too much to

fixity of tenure ; while a fourth boldly avows that it

infringes directly on the rights of property ; and a

fifth, that it can never be adopted, as it would ma-

terially interfere with the exercise of political inte-

rest, or, in other words, place the tenant in too

independent a condition.

Let us endeavour to notice and answer these

objections seriatim. Were a man to announce

that he could supply one common lease, the several

covenants of which should suit alike every county

or district in Great Britain, we should feel that his

labour must be unprofitable, and his aim impos-

sible. It would be equally monstrons to assume

—although some have done so—that any one

system of compensation for unexhausted improve-

ments would work equally well in all parts of

the kingdom. Such a notion cannot be but con-

demned, especially as no one ever yet thought of

supporting it. ^Yhat the friends of the English

tenant-right want, is only a due recognition of

the principle, leaving the detail to be carried out,

and the claim settled according to the durable value

of the means of improvement in that district in

which it has been introduced. So much for the

complicated nature of tenant-right ; a charge

which no man who has at all studied or watched

the discussion of the question, we should hope,would

ever think again of advancing.

Against the jilea that tenant-right does not in-

sure length of time sufficient to develop a proper

course of husbandry, we can only repeat what we
have very lately had to say on this point. Security

of capital and security of tenure mean much the

same thing. With the tenant-right principle con-

ceded, a man is encouraged to commence farming

with spirit, knowing that if opportunity be not

given him to v/ork bis own out, he will be allowed

in proportion. Further than this, it is a well-

known fact that tenants, with only a fair tenant-right

custom, continue to hold as long, or longer, than

those in the enjoyment of the most liberal leases.

It is amusing to see how directly the next charge

contradicts the one just noticed. Tenant-right,

complains number three, leads to fixity of tenure.

Be it understood we are taking this as an objection

to the English simple tenant-right of compensation

for unexhausted improvement. In no way let it be

confounded with any of the Irish rights that go or

did go a great deal further. If, then, this English

tenant-right puts landlord and tenant on better

terms with each other; if it keeps them together in

a feeling of mutual satisfaction and confidence, so

far, if it please any one to so call it, does it lead to

fixity of tenure. But if it be argued that it prevents

them from parting should they wish to do so, we
distinctly say that tenant-right has a tendency pre-

cisely the reverse. If the landlord is displeased

with his tenant, there need be no consideration of

justice to keep him for years, perhaps, until he

has had time to prepare for quitting. Let the

notice be issued, the valuers called in, and whaf

is right allowed. On the other hand, if the tenan

is uncomfortable, there is no necessity for hi<

long continuing so. He can give his notice, and
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have his own at the end of it. More than this, a

farm left in good condition will always let; and the

landlords of England need be in no fear of being

bound down to one tenant from the operation ol

the tenant-right principle. Of course we are assu-

ming that the owners of the soil are in a condition

to pay any fair compensation required. If any are

not, it is time they tried some other system that

might make them so. And tenant-right, let them

remember, encourages good farming, and good

farming ensures good rents.

"Tenant-right infringes on the rights ofproperty"

—because it gives the tenant more than a pass-

ing claim on the property of the other. We deny

that it does so, or that it ever has or can

do so. Agricultural improvements are divided into

two classes—permanent and temporary. The

former are the duty of the landlord, the latter of

the tenant. The word temjjorary itself defines the

extent of the tenant's interest, and to the temporary

should the right or claim only properly apply.

Tenant-farmers are seldom anxious to embark their

capital in effecting permanent improvements on the

property of another : if they do, however, it is solely

from that other's inability ; and surely they should

only be duly considered, for doing so much more

than ought ever to be expected of them. You can

have no good farming without good buildings and

good drainage ; and if the cultivator of the land

so far infringes on the rights of property as to set

about them, it is not his fault but his misfortune.

He does out of necessity what no one else can do—

a

greater reason than ever, perhaps, for his being

fairly treated. Still, properly speaking, we are

ready to admit this is not exactly the province of

Tenant-right ; although the Legislature, as regards

the erection of buildings, has already recognized

the principle we maintain.

Some two or three gentlemen have been hardy

enough to affirm at different times that tenant-right

can never come into common use, because it would

interfere so much with political influence; in

other words, as we have already explained, that it

would jjlace the tenant in too independent a posi-

tion. Could there be a stronger argument in its

favour ? Let us be plainly understood here. Our

great wish is to see the tenant-farmer in the full

enjoyment of this independent position— able to

speak and act for himself, and to make the best

use of his means, as freely and unshackled as an

Enghshman ought, and as most other Englishmen

can.

IRISH BEET-ROOT EXPERIMENTS.
Sir Robert Kane, Director of the Museum of Irish Industry,

has arrived at the following conclusions as the result of an

official inquiry into the composition and the cultivation of the

sugar beet in Ireland, and its application to the manufacture

of sugar, and has made a report to the Irish government ac-

cordingly :

—

1. That the sugar beet requires for its successful cultivation

a rich, loamy soil, thoroughly and deeply worked, thoroughly

drained and divided ; and that the presence of organic matter

in excess, or undecomposed in the soil, is an important dis-

advantage.

2. That the employment of saline or rich nitrogenous

manures immediately before, or during the growth of the beet,

acts unfavourably on the employment of the plant for making

sugar, by rendering the juice impure, and increasing the pro-

portion of azotized materials which readily ferment, and

thereby convert the crystallizable into uncrystallizable sugar,

which is the most usual and important source of loss in the

manufacture.

3. That it is fully established that the entire quantity of

sugar in the beet exists naturally as crystallizable cane sugar;

and that uncryatallized sugar makes its appearance only as a

product of decomposition in the manufacture (molasses), and

is, therefore, so far, a source of loss, which may be avoided by

improved treatment.

4. That the quantity of sugar present in Irish-grown beet

is in no way inferior to that usually found in the beet roots

used in the sugar manufactories of the continent, and that,

in some cases, the per-centage of sugar yielded by beet

approaches to that afforded by the sugar cane as usually cul-

tivated.

In considering, therefore, the position of the manufactuie

as to Ireland, it must, he says, be assumed, that the manufac-

ture should be conducted with the most perfect means, most

accurate knowledge, with careful economy, and judicious busi-

ness management ; foi-, should those conditions not be fidfiUed,

the manufacture would necessarily fail to succeed there, as it

would fail elsewhere from the like causes, and the country or

the period would be stigmatized as unsuited or improper for

the manufacture, when the fault really lay with the ignorance or

inattention of the individuals who had taken up an occupation

for which they did not possess the necessary qualiQcations.

Finally, he observes that the researches which he had con-

ducted fully points out the advantage which may accrue to

Ireland from the establishment of the manufacture of sugar

from the beet root, and it appears to him as eminently calcu-

lated to be of ser\'ice, not only as creating a new and extensive

source of manufacturing employment, but also that, as the

materials used can only be profitably obtained by means ofim-

proved agricidture, and that an important element in the profits

of the manufacture would be the careful economy of the scums

and pulp either as manures or as food for cattle, the manufac-

tories of beet-root sugar should exercise a powerful ioflaence

on the agriculture of their districts, inducing a greater variety

of cultivation, a more thorough preparation of the soil, and a

more careful economy of manures ; and that in this way, even

should the manufacturing speculation become hereafter, by

improvement in the management of the colonial sugar industry,

or by any other cause less probably successful than it now
appears to be, there should still have been conferred on Ireland

a great advantage in the improved practice of green husbandry

which would be certain to remain.
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LONDON FARMER'S CLUB
CUUKSB OLUHT 1-ARMli.RS, INDIVIDUALLY AND COLLECTI VKLY, TO PURSUE UNDER

THIi; ALTERED CIRCUMSTANCES IN WHICH THEY ARE PLACED?"

The usual monthly meeting ^took place on Monilay,

Feb. 7, at the Club House, Bridge Street, Blackfiiars.

bubjsct lor discussion, introduced by Mr. Chektiiam :

" What course ought farmers, individually and collec-

tively, to pursue under the altered circumstances ia

which they are placed ?"

The chair was taken by Mr. Trethewy, who made a

few introductory remarks on the importance of the

question.

Mr. Cheetham said : I can assure you that I have

found this subject a very difficult one, and my difficul-

ties are increased by the fact that several gentlemen who

have preceded me in opening their discussions have cut

the ground completely from under me ; Mr. Baker es-

pecially, a short time ago, by his remarks on the eco-

nomy of farming. I confess that when I sent the sub-

ject in, I scarcely expected that it would be selected,

because it afforded scope for entering further into politics

than is perhaps judicious at a farmers' club ; but as the

committee who made the select'on must have foreseen

this, I trust that if I trespass a little more on politics

than I ought to do, I shall have the indulgence of the

Club. It is not my intention to treat the subject more

politically than the case requires. It is, I am aware,

an undertaking of great responsibility to prescribe a

rule of action for the guidance of agriculturists in their

present circumstances, inasmuch as at this moment their

occupation involves more risk and anxiety than profit

;

and in complying with the arrangements of the com-

mittee, who hare selected the subject for this evening's

discussion, I cannot altogether exonerate myself from the

charge of, presumption, more especially when I reflect

upon the ability and experience of those I am now ad-

dressing, as well as of those members who are absent,

and who have both written and spoken so ably upon

agricultural topics generally, before whom this address

is probably destined to appear. To you and them I

do not expect I shall introduce anything now or

valuable ; I can only state my own convictions plainly,

briefly, and fearlessly, and leave them to be corrected

by your mature deliberation ; and should your judgment

be pronounced against me in the resolution which will

succeed these efforts, I shall bow chserfully to your

decision, my only aim bciiig the benefit of the public gene-

rally, but of agriculture in particular. Coincident with

the time that the selection of my subject was announced

to me, Mr. Caird's letter to the Times, entitled "Agri-

culture and Free-trade," was placed in my hands ; and I

am bound to confess, that, amidst much that is chime-

rical, and something that is suspicious, there are some

useful hints contained in it. I do not, however, intend

to occupy your time by a mere critique upon that letter,

and shall only notice in this place that portion of it

which seems to me st^spiciou.'?, namely, the more easy

transfer of land. When I remember that one of the

leading objects of the cottcn lords, in originating and

supporting the Anti- Corn-law League, was to reduce the

money value of land, and render it more easily attainable

by persons of their own class, whose immense wealth and

boundless ambition prompted them to aspire to usurp

the position of our time-honoured landed aristocracy, I

conceive the recommendation to make land more easily

transferable becomes suspicious, to say the least of it,

especially when it proceeds from such a quarter, and is

addressed to the recognised organ of the moneyocracy,

among whom must be numbered many cotton lords.

Moreover, I do not quite see how the tenantry are to

be benefited by the more easy transfer of land, al-

though if entailed estates could be rendered re-

sponsible for theii own improvement, as recom-

mended by Mr. Caird, it would perhaps be exceedingly

beneficial. I will now draw your attention to the more

immediate business of the evening, and I propose to

consider the subject under these two separate heads—
namely, its individual and its collective character. As

to its individual character, the first thing to be consi-

dered is the tenure under which tenant-farmers hold

their land. Mr. Caird recommends leases with liberal

covenants, but is ominously silent as to the nature of

those covenants, and also as to compensation clauses.

If one might venture to differ in opinion from him, I

should certainly not recommend leases, because of the

great uncertainty which enshrouds agricultural pros-

pects. My own belief is, that we have not seen either

the highest or the lowest points to which agricultural

products may be driven. Most persons recollect the

abundance, and conseejuently low prices of the years

1834, 1835, and 1836 ; and I am here led to ask what

those prices would have been under unrestricted

foreign competition ; and what has occurred once

may, and in all probability will, occur again. Do not

fancy that any price at or about 30s. per qr. will pre-

vent foreign competition, for I myself once saw a very

fair sample of foreign wheat offered in the interior of the

kuigdom at 25s. Taking this view of the case, then,

are you prepared at all events to accept leases? A
hundred things may occur to make a change of occupa-

tion necessary, which is not so easily effected if bound

by a lease. A yearly tenancy, then, under equitable

agreements, embracing compensation clauses, is in my

P
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judgment far preferable, particularly for encouraging

progressive improvement. Again, to meet the prices of

the present day, it will be necessary for the farmer to

economize in every branch of Lis expenditure, to bring

it on a par as nearly as possible with his income. But
how is this to be accomplished ? The Times says—
" land must be cultivated in masses," and Mr. Caird in

some measure seconds the proposition, by recommend-
ing the more extensivn use of improved machinery ; but

as it is only the large farmer who can avail himself of

that aid, what is to became of the thousands of most

useful and industrious men, who occupy from one hun-

dred acres downwards ? To these Mr. Caird says, emi-

grate. And is this the fruit of the so much vaunted

system ? Are we to denv to the hardiest and most loyal

sons of toil this or any other country ever saw the privi-

lege of providing for themselves and families by the

application of their energy, sliill, and capital, on the land

of their birth, in the home of their fathers ? And must
they be driven to sever tlieir nearest and dearest ties, to

seek a living amongst strangers and aliens on a

foreign soil, in order that a comparatively few overgrown

capitalists may arid to their (in many cases) ill gotten

wealth ? From 1786 to 1792 the average price of wheat

was 47s. per qr., and the wages of labour lOd. per day

in winter, and Is. in summer. Why cannot the farmer

get his labour at the same rate now ? Wheat will not

in all probability be higher in the present six years, com-
mencing with 1818, than it was then. Two causes ope-

rate powerfully against it— the emigration of our best

agricultural labourers, and taxation, the latter of which
would starve a man and bis family to death now, upon
the same wages as kept them in comparative comfort at

the time I speak of. Taking a farmer's rent, rates,

taxes, and labour into consideration, are his expenses

at all commensurate with his income, as compared with

the six years from 1786 to 1792 ? I believe not ; and
this in my judgment has been, is now, and ever will be,

until a radical change takes place, the great impediment

to his prosperity ; and it will be my endeavour in pro-

secuting this inquiry, to show in the second chapter,

how by combination he may in some measure extricate

himself from his difficulties ; combination amongst

our political opponents, and the want of it in our own
ranks has been the chief cause of our disasters. Drain-

ing seems now to claim our attention as the founda-

tion of all good husbandry ; but I do not propose to

go further into the question than to say, that no ten-

ant farmer ought to pay any part of the expense of drain-

ing unless he is amply secured from loss by agreement

The landlord should perform all such works as draining,

erection and repairs of premises, &c., even though he
should charge the tenant with interest upon his ex-

penditure. To him, if judiciously carried out, it would
be a safe investment, and the plan would possess the ad-
vantage of leaving the tenant's capital at liberty for

other purposes. It has been much the fashion of late

to propose "high farming" as a panacea for all the

evils agriculture is "heir to;" but that high farming

is not at all times profitable, we have a familiar ex-

ample in the celebrated Tiptree Hall balance-sheet,

although an a i tempt was made by its spiritrd owner

to explain away the deficiency, by carrying a large por-

tion of it to the improvement account—an arrange-

ment which would have been fair to some extent, if the

balance-sheet year had been the first wherein a large

consumption of artificial food had taken place, as it is

self-evident there could then have been no return for the

outlay ; but I have an indistinct recollection that when

Mr, Caird visited the place, and reported on it a few years

since, he stated that (I think) 14 quarters of corn were

daily consumed by cattle and pigs. If this large outlay

continued year after year, without m iking a suitable

return, but had to be carried to the improvement account

each successive year, it is very clear that the farm would,

in the course of time, become so improved that its value

would not be known, appreciated, or realised. I

readily admit, however, that Mr. IMechi carried "high

farming '' to excess ; and we must not forget that his

deficiency was in excess also. It is my earnest and

deeply-rooted conviction that the higher land is culti-

vated the more liable it is to blights, mildews, and other

contingencies of that character. In proof of this I refer

you to the lower portions of Lincolnshire and the Isle of

Ely, where the land is not only naturally fertile but well

farmed
; yet I believe no part of England has suffered so

much from such visitations as those districts. Allow

me also to refer to my own experience. In 1840 I had

a field of wheat which produced six quarters per acre ;

in 1844 the same field was wheat again, and again pro-

duced six quarters per acre ; in 1848 it was wheat again,

after seeds, as both the preceding crops were, and I never

saw a more promising crop in my life ; but instead of

getting six quarters per acre, I gathered just six bushels,

which sold at 32s. per quarter, when good wheat

was worth from 45s. to 47s, Here, then, was my ave-

rage reduced, as far as that field was concerned, from

six to a trifle over four quarters per acre. If land be

farmed on a scale capable of bearing six quarters of

wheat per acre, and it produces only four, the loss in

those times is severe. An intelligent Hampshire friend

of mine says—" He who farms for seven sacks of wheat

per acre will accomplish that without much difficulty,

but he v^ho farms for ten sacks does so at great risk,

because he is then wholly dependent for success upon

the seasons, and it becomes a high speculation." What
has been urged relative to high-farming applies with equal

force to the breeding of cattle and sheep, at least as far

as my experience enables me to judge. Unless the

greatest care and circumspection be exercised to

preserve the proper quantity of flesh and the robustness

of their constitutions, the further they arc removed

from a state of nature the more delicate and susceptible

of all manner of diseases they become. Whilst, how-

ever, I am no friend to " high farming" in the popular

acceptation of the term, believing it to be fallacious and

deceptive, I am nevertheless an ardent advocate for good

farming, embracing deep and clean cultivation, more
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especially for root crops. This will never deceive, and

may be recommended for general pi actice with confi-

dence, remembering " Poor Richard's " advice

—

" Plough deep whilst others sleep,

And you shall have corn tc sow, to sell, and to Veep."

In relation to this subject, I once stated in this room

the result of an experiment in deep cultivation as be-

tween the " plough and the fork," which was mani-

festly in favour of the latter. I consider the best and

cheapest mode of improving land, where it is dry

enough for the purpose, is to give artificial food to

sheep at turnips, because I have found sheep generally

pay better for expensive food than beasts ; and I am

surprised when I find people persevering in the practice

of fattening beasts in stalls for the sake of the manure

only, when they must occasionally sustain great losses

thereby—that is, if fatted chiefly or entirely with cake,

or other artificial food. If fatted chiefly on roots, I can

set very li tie down to the credit of manure, because at

best it is but a " rob Peter to pay Paul" system, and I

scarcely know a more exhausting crop than Swede tur-

nips, when taken from the land. As a means of im-

proving the farm, therefore, I do not think the plan

"north pursuing. The only method in which I consider the

practice of drawing swedes allowable, is to carry away

about a moiety, feeding off" the remainder with sheep,

and giving artificial food liberally to supply the de-

ficiency. Rather than incur great expense in foeding

beasts, why not buy guano, or other artificial manures,

so easy of transit and so convenient in their application ?

You would then know at once the extent of your outlay

for fertilizers, which in the case of fatting beasts is

often difficult to ascertain. As to the application of

manure, little need be said. A new era seems dawning

upon the minds of agiiculturists in this respect, and the

old practice of giving a heavy d-essing at intervals of

four or five years, is fast receding before the common
sense practice of manuring more sparingly, Mnd at shorter

intervals. Before I close this portion of the subject, I

must thank Mr. Caird for drawing attention to the

necessity of eradicating old and useless fences ; but why

not apply the axe to the root of the timber trees also,

which in some districts are thickly studded, and over-

hang the fields to a ruinous extent ? I admit that timber

adds much to the charm of country scenery, but I ex-

pect the time is fast approaching when it will become a

question, whether the beauty of a country, or the value

of its products will be considered of the most import-

ance. It now remains for me to grapple with the second

portion of the subject, of which malt and hop duties re-

peal, an equalization of our local burdens, and a con-

siderable relaxation in our currency laws, will form the

leading features. Fisst, in relation to the malt and hop

duties. Their operation is too well known here to re-

quire illusi ration. I will, however, observe that taxation

to be just must press equally, and that these burdens do

not press equally must be apparent to all ; for whilst the

people in the cider districts are, as consumer?, compara-

tWtly eriempt from their operation, the people in by far
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the greater portion of England are exposed to the full

weight of ihose imposts. But I believe the hop growers,

as producers and consumers, are feeling the oppression

more intensely than any other class, because it is clear

that hops, whatever their price, cannot be forced into

consumption without mult, to which the obnoxious n)alt

tax is the bar. But are those exorbitant duties upon

home production a legitimate source of revenue ? Ought

revenue to be derived from the wealth or the wants of

the people? Is it just to wring from the working

classes, who are the principal consumers in the shape of

malt and hop duties, a sum equal in amount to the in-

come tax paid by all the trade, commerce, and property

of this kingdom ? To these questions there can but be

one reply. Let us then combine with eneigy, per-ever-

ance, and determination to expunge fr'im the statute book

this abomination. And this naturally It-ads me tu ask,

where can a consistent opposition to such an act of jus-

lice originate? because it is a step in the direction of

free trade, at present the people's idol. Let us

not be led astray from our object, by those who

assert that if the malt duty be repealed, malt will be

imported largely ; for various cogent reasons, whicU

I need not state here, I most emphatically urge

upon you not to believe it. But even if malt were

largely imported, it would surely hold out no terrors

to the consumer, and the producer would most cer-

tainly have no occasion to fear it, bbcause if it came in

as malt it wjuld not come in as barley, and in the former

case we should only lose the labour upon the manufac-

ture. I conceive that the importation of wheat and

wheat flour, and barley and malt, are parallel cases ; and

further, I find that in 1850 we imported more than a

million quarters of barley. If, then, the importation of

that article increased with the repeal of the duty, is it not

fair to conclude that we could not import so much wheat,

whie-h would be an advantage to the wheat grower ?

With regard to local burdens, especially the poor rates,

Mr. Caird has recommended an alttralion in the law of

settlement—a measure fraui^ht with some benefit un-

doubtedly, but altogether inadequate to the requirements

of the case. I wish to know why all realised property

of every description should not contribute its fair share

to the maintenance of the destitute poor at least ; and

why this should not be made a government charge, the

funds to be administered by local boards as at present

constituted ? This, and more than this, may be accom-

plished by persevering combination, and without it no-

thing can be effected. But to succeed, we must be

careful to direct our energies to one subject at a time,

and when that is properly disposed of to attack another.

It must be admitted that nearly all our legislation of late

years has been directed to the extension of trade and

commerce— a very praiseworthy object, if accompanied

by other suitable measures ; but as an intelligent friend

of mine says, " they have opened the ports at'd shut the

banks." In other words, when our extended commerce

absolutely demanded an expanded currency, acts of par-

liament followed each other in succession, all tending to

2 p
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bring our circulating medium within the most circum-

Ecribed limits. It is stated by no le^s an authority than

Sir Archibald Alison, that in 1814, when our population

was only 18,000,000, we had a currency of 68,000,000/.,

or about 3/. 18s. 6d. per bead. Now (18 1 7) we have

only in the whole empire—gold, silver, and notes issuable

upon securities, taken together—a circulation of

72,000,000/. for 28,000,000 persons, or about 21.

10s. 6d. per Lead. In speaking of the immense loss of

property consequent upon the panic of 1847, the

same authority says—" The Three per Cents, in August,

1845, stood at 104 ; in May, 1847, they were at 86,

and all other public funds had sunk in the same

proportion. There was a loss of nearly 20 per cent.,

or one-fifth, on the public securities, which, on

^785,000,000, their present amount, is £^160,000,000.

Taking into view the simultaneous and still greater

decline in the value of railway, bank, and other stock,

great part of which had fallen 20 and 30 per cent., it

may safely be affirmed, that the destruction of property

experienced within the last eighteen months has been

two hundred and fifty millions sterling. This is ten times

greater than the loss which would have ensued if all the

bank-notes in the kingdom had become worthless ; and

the whole of this loss is to be set down to the monetary

laws ; no part of it, or at least a most inconsiderable

part of it, is to be considered as arising from the visita-

tion of Providence, or causes over which we have no

control." That the recent gold discoveries have pre-

vented the price of produce of all kinds from falling

lower, and have, at the same time, tended to raise wages,

is beyond all question ; but how far that circumstance

will prevent a recurrence of the disasters of 1847, is

a problem I must leave to wiser heads than mine to

solve. This is a question affecting trade and commerce
as well as agriculture, and, to insure success, ought to

be taken up by all parties with unanimity ; and I see

no reason why all opposition should not give way to

combined efforts. Before concluding, I am anxious to

say a few words on the important subject of agricul-

tural statistics. Mr. Caird has alluded to this question

;

and although I do not profess to see much relief

to tenant farmers in it, yet 1 am ready to admit that to

society generally, and the government in particular,

agricultural statistics would bs an immense advan-

tage, if properly and correctly taken ; and it occurs to

me that by re-establishing the Board of Agriculture (this

and the local clubs throughout England co-operating

with it) a scheme njight be perfected, at a comparatively

small cost, for taking statistics more certainly and cor-

rectly than by any plan that has yet been devised for

that purpose. A Board of Agriculture would, in short,

be to farming what the Board of Trade is to commerce;

and I see no reason why the still important interests of

agriculture should be committed to the care of such men
as the disciples of Cobden, Bright, and Co., whom we

have lately seen presiding at the Board of Trade. Mr.

Cheetham then coneluded his address amidst loud

applause.

Mr. Baker, of Writtle, said he had but little to say

on this question, having lately occupied so much time

on a similar one ; but there were a few points to which

he would advert. First, as to the impetus which was

said to have been given to agriculture. With great

deference to Mr. Caird, he must say he did not think it

arose from the sources to which that gentleman ascribed

it. Mr. Caird had alluded, in his celebrated letter, to a

great number of improvements which had been made in

agriculture. He (Mr. Baker) believed there was not one

subject touched upon by Mr. Caird which had not been

fully discussed in that Club, while most of the resolu-

tions which they had arrived at he had taken up (Hear,

hear). He did not accuse Mr. Cuird of copying from

them what he put forth as his own : he only mentioned

the fact to show that as a body they had entertained the

questions introduced in the letter. As regarded high

farming, he thought IMr. Caird had not fairly stated the

farmer's position. Considering the nature of the farm

which he occupied, the access which he had to large

quantities of manure suitable to the soil, and the adapta-

tion of the land for the growth of potatoes when the crop

failed in other parts of the country—taking all this into

account, he did not consider the case put before them a

proper test of high farming generally ; and he thought

there were few farmers who did not understand that.

No doubt there had been a great impetus given to farm-

ing of late years ; but he thought it was chiefly owing

to the alteration in the poor-law and the alteration in the

Tithe Commutation Act. The alteration in the poor-law

had the effect of throwing men upon their own resources.

At the time when he entered the parish in which he

resided, with corn at its present price, there were gene-

rally from 60 to 80 men out of employment during the

winter season ; and if the evil had not been cured, the

whole fee simple value of the land must have been swal-

lowed up. A remedy, however, was applied ; and from

the passing of the new law down to the present time

there had scarcely been one unemployed labourer in his

parish, except during very severe weather. The Tithe

Commutation Act also had been very beneficial. Under

the old system tithes were taken in kind, and conse-

quently but little money was invested in land. No far-

mer could wish to invest so long as he had reason to

apprehend that his investment would be taken advantage

of by the tithe impropriator. The alteration in the law

had given confidence to those who were employed in

agricul; ure ; and although the Tithe Commutation Act had

not produced so speedy a result as they had e-xpected in

reference to price, he trusted that in a year or two its

operation would be most beneficial to the farmer. Mr.

Cheetham had expressed an opinion upon which he was

at variance with him as to the mode of occupying land.

It was, that a yearly tenancy with compensation clauses

was preferable to a lease. Now he (Mr. Baker) consi-

dered that no occupation could be fo beneficial as a

lease, if it were based on a good s^'und principle (Hear,

hear). From about the commencement of the French

Revolution, many tenants having long beneficial leases
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held them very injuriously to the interest of tlie land-

lord. From about the year 1S12 to 1830 the case was

just the reverse. Tenants having taken leases which

they were unable to continue, threw them up ; and this

also operated very injuriously to the landlord. In the

first period the landlord did not receive what his land

was really worth ; in the second, tenants did not pay in

consequence of the alteration which had taken place in

the value of grain. Now a landlord who held an estate

at those periods would naturally ask himself how far he

was benefited by granting leases, and would probably

refuse to grant leases, except on a difterent principle. A
ditl'erent principle had in fact been carried out. In

Scotland the amount of rent was based on the value of

the produce, and the result of this was, that whatever

decline there might be in price, the tenant was not in-

jured. It must be evident to every one that if a person

wished to Lire a farm, the rent would be ba?ed on the

supposed value of the produce during the period over

which the hiring would extend ; and if compensation

clauses could be introduced into leases whereby the

amount of rent would be determined by the number of

ciuartirs of corn, no difficulty could arise in farming.

Whatever was due to the landlord the tenant would pay,

and no more. Much had been said as to the draining of

land. The draining of land evidently increased its value,

and if a gentleman who had an estate worth £4,000

a year, by draining enabled it to produce one-fifth more,

he clearly raised its value from i^4,000 to £5,000

a year. It had been shown that to maintain a system

of drainage required only five or six shillings per acre,

and, therefore, no one could doubt the practicability of

such operations. His opinion was, that the investment

should be made by the landlord ; and that where that

was not the case, the tenant in making the outlay should

be secured by a lease or an agreement. As regarded

mildew he quite agreed with Mr. Cheetham, that it

effected highly -farmed more than moderately-farmed

land (Hear, hear;. But he did not admit that mildew

was produced by high farming alone. No mode of

farming hitherto known would prevent it. Whenever

there were sudden alternations from heat to cold, or

from cold to heat, there would be mildew. During the

last year the weather had been particularly unfavoura-

ble. The malt- tax had always been a moot question

with them, and he was now going to say what differed in

some degree from his own former opiiiions and the

opinions of those around him. He thought the altered

circumstances of the country peculiarly afTected the far-

mer's position in relation to that tax. The exportation

of beer from this country had become very great indeed,

and was continually increasing ; and so long as the sup-

ply of gold from Australia continued, so long would the

demand for beer continue. It should be recollected,

too, that at the present time the produce for making

beer was raised from a certain area of land which they

could not increase, and that only a particular desciiption

of land could supply malt of a quality which was fitted

••o make beer fit for exportation. Barley was now one

of the dearest articles in this country. Why - Because

the demand for it was greater than the demand for other

articles, and that demand could not be fully supplied

without the aid of barley from abroad. The barley im-

ported into this country from abroad could only be

drawn from certain districts ; the barley of the last year's

growth would not make its appearance until May or

June, on account of the closing of the Baltic ; and the

consequence would be that, under the repeal of the

malt-tax, foreign barley would reach this country in the

shape of malt, and there would be such an accession of

foreign malt as would in a great degree countervail the

high prices which they were now getting for their barley.

The result would be, he thought, that the best kinds of

barley would fall in price, while the poorer descriptions

rose. Those were his opinions with regard to the aboli-

tion of tlie malt-tax.

Mr. Chowler said he was under an impression,

from information which he had received, that the ex-

tremely cold winters of the Baltic shores altogether un-

fitted them for the manufacture of malt fit for the Eng-

lish market. Every one who was at all conversant with

the matter knew that even in our own climate the

mildest weather was the best. Even suppose foreign

barley to corr.e in the shape of malt, they would only

lose the labour of it. With regard to the benefit deriv-

able by the producers of grain, he thought the benefit

would be much less on the best barley-farms than on

cold-land districts. On the present plan of cultivating

cold strong lands parties might certainly secure large

cmps of corn by using artificial manures ; but before re-

sorting to such aid, men were bound to consider whether

the prices were likely to repay them. He was aware,

too, that malted oats were almost as useful for cattle as

malted barley, and these would enable the farmer to

feed his animals during the winter without resorting to

artificial manures. As farmers generally, however, were

now exposed to the unrestricted competition of the

whole world in the production both of corn and of meal,

it was but fair that there should be no restriction on

their operations. Ihe abolition of the malt-tax would

in many cases obviate the necessity for consuming cake

;

and, if the same object could be obtained, he thought

that farmers generally would be mnch better without the

employment of guano. The feeding of sheep was, in

his opinion, the very life and soul of good farming. All

who keep sheep should ascertain the state of their land,

and how many sheep were necessary to keep the land in

good condition. He had found by experience that not

more than a given quantity of sheep should go over a

particular space within a given time. There might be

differences arising from locality, but in his own case he

found that 100 sheep should not go over more than half

an acre of land in a v.eek.

Mr. BobDiNGTON Said : With respect to the transfer

of land, he should certainly prefer a cheap and easy

method to an expensive and tedious one. The only

benefit ot the former was, that it put money into ihe

pockets of the lawyers. IManY farmers occasionally
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wanted to buy a small quantity of land, a;id they had to

pay for the mere transfer an amo^mt very dispropor-

tionate fo !he sun charged for transferring a largo

estate. With respect to wages, he ihonght the present

wages of farm labourers bore no prnporiion to the ac-

cumulated capital of the country; but that he attributed

to low prices. As to cultivation, both very high and

very low farming were attended with evils ; the medium

was probably the best. They all knew that if they

lived either too hijh or too low they suffered in con-

sequence ; and so it was, he believed, with respect to

farming. With regard to mildew, he thought it might

be prevented by the use of sulphate of copper. At one

time he had much trouble with the disease in barley, but

the use of half a pound of sulphate of copper to four

bushels of barley had entirely eradicated the evil.

A Member, asked whether the speaker meant mildew

or smut ?

Mr. BoDDiNGTON, after a little consideration, con-

fessed thiit the disease of which he should have spoken

was smut. As to the felling of timber, he thought it

might be carried to an injurious extent. In Lincoln-

shire, where there was no timber, and where the hedges

were low, one- seventh or one-eiyhth of the sheep were

lost in winter ; and he was disposed to think that the

loss arose from exposure to cold. In Warwickshire such

losses were hardly ever heard of, because there were

high hedge-rows and trees to preserve the sheep. He
was an advocate for the repeal of the malt-tax, because

it was a partial tax, and because it was inconsistent with

the principles of free-trade. He had heard of a member
of parliament standing up in the Houseof Commons, and

saying that he would not advocate the repeal of the

tis because labourers could work better upon water

than upon beer. He would like to get that member into

a field, and put a scythe into his hand, and compel him to

mow for three or four hours together without having any

malt liquor (Hear, hear). The Herculean tasks per-

formed by labourers at harvest-time were owing in a

great degree to the use or beer (Hear, hear). It had

been said that foreigners could not grow b irley. Why
they had supplied the best barley to be used this year at

Burton. The Burton brewers had bought their best

barley at Hamburgh to make pale ale, and had paid 6s.

or 7s. extra per qr. for it. He knew the man wlio was

employed to make the purchase.

Mr. Payne asked what was the price paid for it.

Mr. BoDDiNGTON replied that it was bought at 40s.

a quarter, and cost the brewers at Burton 44s.

Mr. Fisher Hobbs had come there that evening ra-

ther for the purpose of hearing the opinions of others

on th"? question upon the card than to express his own.

But he could not allow many of the remarks of some of

the gentlemen who had spoken to pass altogether un-

noticed. A great society, which had fought ably and

well in the cause of the tenant farmers, had that day

been dissolved ; and he must say that he regretted to

find that gentlemen coming from the South Sea House
to that club were not unanimous in laying down some

course for the tenant-farmers to pursue, either so far

as future legislation was concerned, or for their own in-

dividual efforts. (Hear.) He was much phased at the

manner in which Mr. Cheetham had introduced the sub-

ject, because he had gone boldly into many points which

were connected with agriculture, though he differed from

him with regard to the transfer of land. He had hoped,

now that " Protection" was gone, and they had all met

there on a friendly footing, that they would have heard

no more vituperation of their opponents, but have pulled

together ; and though they had heretofore shown their

weakness by disunion, have come united on that occa-

sion, and chalked out a line of action that would have

been just and equitable, and commanded the sympathy

and assistance of all classes. (Hear.) Nothing grieved

him more than to hear that his friend, Mr. Baiter^ with

whom he had long cooperated on the question of the

malt tax, had turned round and deserted them upon that

subject. Owing, perhaps, to the extra price which our

best barleys were realizing in the market, Mr. Baker had

been induced to think that we grew a superior quality

to that which was produced on the Continent. But he

(Mr. Hobbs) was convinced that this was a mistake, for

there were times when he had known foreign barley bring

higher prices than domestic in the English market. For

his part, he was inclined to attribute the advance on

barley to the wet weather of last harvest, and the con-

sequent fact that out of fifteen million quarters of

barli'y grown in this country there were scarcely five

millions of quality sufficiently good to warrant the pay-

ment of so heavy a duty. Now, until he saw that full

justice was allowed the home producer, he would,

through good and through evil report, advocate the

repeal of the malt tax ; for he was convinced it was

a measure that would prove most beneficial to them

as farmers in the feeding of stock, and that it would

also have the effect of breaking up the brewers' mono-

poly, altering the licensing system, and enabling the

industrious labourer to obtain a cheap, wholesome, and

necessary beverage. (Hear.) The subject which had

been brought under consideration to night was a most

important one. It behoved them to see how farthey could

supply food to the population of this country at the cheap-

est rate with a profit to themselves ; and to this end, asprac-

tical men, they must consider well the extent to which

they could adopt the improvements suggested by the

Royal Agricultural Society, or which came from any

other quarter ; for even if Mr. Cobden himself recom-

mended that which was advantageous to agriculture, he

(Mr. Hobbs) could have no objection to receive it from

him (cheers). To the employment of machinery espe-

cially they must now direct their attention, seeing how

great at the present moment was the emigration of their

labourers to the colonies. Much might be done by

the proper application of machinery, though not by

running after every new-fangled invention, but rather

by the improvement of existing methods. Another

subject of importance was the proper application of ma-

nures : and here he could not refrain from saying that he
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believed it was chiefly on account of their beins; disunited

that the monopoly in the article of guano had been kept

up for so long a period, and that they had to pay £'3

a ton more than they ought to pay for it. He was

strongly of opinion, however, that substitutes for guano

were to be found ; and if the Peruvian government, the

Peruvian bondholders, and Messrs. Gibbs and Co. did

not listen to their remonstrances, they must not cease

in their endeavours until they had discovered what

these substitutes were (Hear). By a judicious ma-

nagement of their labourers—by attending, indeed, to

the " economy" of labour—they might also benefit

themselves. And if they would carry out a system

of piece-work, instead of day work—in this follow-

ing the example of the manufacturers— he was satis-

fied they might save from a penny to twopence

in every shilling expenfled in labour. So much then

with regard to " individual effort." As to " collective"

fcffjrt,all he would say was, that one cla=s having openly

confiscated their property, and another having deceived

them, they must now depend upon themselves. There

were many ways in which by acting together they might

greatly benefit themselves. One was by the breaking up

of the monopoly created by the malt duty ; another by

an adjustment of burdens ; and if in attempting the

latter they could not make out a case, he for one would

at once give in ; but it struck him that it was only two

or three years ago that Mr. Disraeli did make out a case

that farmers were unjustly and unequally taxed. If he

had £"10,000 embarked in agricultuie, and a similar

amount in trade, wh2re was the justice of calling upon

him to pay more in taxation for the one £10,000 than

far the other ? Until such a system as that was reme-

died, he trusted the farmers would never cease their ap-

plication to the legislature. At the present moment, he

regretted to say, they had not the support of many of

those whom they sent to parliament—for he had fre-

quently seen that honourable members who had ad-

vocated a repeal of the malt tax when their opponents

were in power, became either lukewarm in its support,

or directly opposed to it, as soon as parties changed

sides and their friends assumed office (Hear). That ho

feared, however, was very much the fault of the constitu-

encies themselves, who had not generally impressed

upon their members the necessity for representing them

more fairly. In future, therefore, let them exert them-

selves in this direction, and show that they were de-

termined on the repeal of those laws which pressed so

heavily and unjustly upon them (applausej.

The Rev. Mr. Day said he trusted that although a

certain association to which many of them had been at-

tached was now defunct, farmers would not cease to con-

far together ; and he especially hoped that they would

combme in the great Metropolitan Farmers' Club, and

that similar institutions would spring up throughout the

length and breadth of the land. It had been frequently

said that the late Sir Robert Peel was a traitor. The

truth was that the landlords were traitors ; had they

never joined hands with Sir Robert Peel he could not

have carried his measures. Tenant farmers must in future

take the initiative in everything, and must prepare for

the struggle. He would be glad to see the same prin-

ciple extended to labourers. One of the speakers had

referred to water. Was he aware that the Romans, in

their best days, were water-drinkers ? and that their de-

generancy dated from the time whea they began to drink

wine? (laughter.)

Mr. Payne said there were one or two things in Mr,

Cheetham's lecture in which he did not concur. One

of the opinions which he expressed was that leasts were

not beneficial. Now he (Mr. Payne) had travelled a

good deal in this country and in other countries, and

wherever he had seen good farming—whether in Ireland,

in Scotland, or in England—he had generally found, on

inquiry, that attached to it there was a lease (Hear). It

was all very well to talk about mutual agreements ; he

would like to know where they were acted upon with the

same degree of confidence as was derived from a lease.

He had always advocated leases, on the ground that the

tenant should be able to lay out every shilling with con»

fidence. He might be dealing with one of the best of

men, and feel confidrnt that under such a landlord he

would not be turned out: but if a change came, hia

capitdl was disposed of for the benefit of the owner of

the soil. One word with respect to high cultivation. The

great art and mystery of farming was to get just as

much wheat as they wanted, and no more. But there

were two or three modes of doing this. He believed that

nothing could be more fallacious than to manure for

wheat : it was altogether a mistake. He had not seen

any high farming which, in his opinion, was likely to

produce mildew in corn, provided the corn were put in

its proper channel. The subject of drainage had been

touched upon. What could contribute more to the ex-

tension of drainage than the general adoption of the

system of leases? (Hear, be;ir.) There were a great

many landlords as well as tenants who were not over-

burdened with money ; and in many cases the tenant

would be willing to drain himself, if the landlord would

give him a lease. As regarded drainage, therefore, he

thought leases would be highly beneficial.

Mr. Sidney was glad that he did not rise before the

delivery of the thoroughly practical si>eech which they

had just heard, for he thought the general tone of the

discussion was scarcely worthy the club. The time was

come when farmers, it they wished to advance their in-

terests, must cease to isolate themselves, and combine

with other classes in seeking a reduction of taxation

(Hear, hear). He was glad to learn from that valuable

newspaper, the Mark Lane Express, to which that club

was so much indebted, that the various associations in

the country were now turning their attention to practical

matters. This was the case in Lincolnshire, Cheshire,

Gloucestershire, Wiltshire, Kent, Cambridgeshire, and

other parts of the country ; and in the last-mentioned

county a farmer very properly observed that under the

altered circumstances of the country those who paid the

county rates should have some share in their admi-
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nistratio)! (Hear, liear). The transfer of land had been
treated lliat evening as a thing which farmers had nothing
to do with. He was of a contrary opinion, and thouglit
that if land were made as easily transferable and as easily
chargeable as other kinds of (.roperty, the result would
be a general improvement in the condition of estates.
Landlords as a class were perhaps as improving as any
Other section of the community; but they did not like

publicity
, and no alteration would be made unless there were

pressure from without. As regarded theunion rates and
<!lose parishes, he would observe that the principle of a
national charge could never be carried out ; for, if they
once allowed local parties to put their hands in the
national purse, all property would soon be swalloweil up.
The best alteration would be to extend the area of the
unions. In claiming the abolition of the malt-tax,
farmers no doubt claimed only what was fair and right.

There were some, however, who seemed disposed to
make a budget in spite ; forgetting that they could not
pinch one part of the nation without at the same time
pinching the rest. The question was, after all, how the
necessary amount of taxation could be raised with the
least injury to the country ; and as there was not at pre-
sent a sufficient surplus to take oft' the ,£5,000,000
produced by the malt-tax, and as it was admitted that a
partial reduction would be of little use, he thought it was
best not to make any alteration. If they would direct

their attention to th.e probate and legacy duty, and get
it applied to landed property, they would thus secure
^£6,000,000, which would provide for the repeal of the
malt- tax, and leave £1,000,000 for other purposes. It

was by such means that they should seek to alleviate

their present condition, remembering that all Englishmen
had the same interest in an ecpiitable system of taxation.
(Cheers).

Mr. Acton said, Mr. Hobbs appeared to inlimate
that tenant-farmers should hold themselves independent
of the Legislature ; but he could not forget that they
were indebted to Parliament for numerous enclosure
acts, the enfranchisement of copyholds, and other
measures of a similar character. He hoped that iu

seeking their own beneilt they would not forget the
labourer. It appeared that the Wiltshire labourers were
now demanding an increase of wages from 7s. to 9s. a
week. He really thought that with present prices some.
thing should be done for the labourers ; and he had no
doubt that, under proper treatment, they would become
better members of society.

Mr. Rowr,AN'Dsox wished to refer to some experi-
ments made by himself and others in reference to smut.
In Lincolnshire arseneous acid, or arsenic, was found an
almost and infallible remedy; but it was a very dangerous
remedy, and parties had been known to die from eatin"-
partridges killed in the neighbourhood. The use of year-
old wheat had also been found a preventive. Something
had been said that evening with respect to the preserva-
tion of manures on the farm. He thought that if better
conveniences were to be erected, it should be done by the
landlord, as the tenant's capital was all needed for cul-
tivation. While on that subject, he begged to repeat an
anecdote. An amateur farmer lately went over a Scotch
farm for instruction. He wasconducted round byashrewd
old bailift', and was very lunch pleased with all that he
saw. After completing his survey, he asked the bailiff
what he considered to be the first principle in good
farming ? The reply was, "Well, I think muck is the
first. " Ah !" said the amateur, " I suppose every-
body admits that; but what should vou say is the second
principle?" "Well." said the bailiff, " I think I would
have muck again." " What do you say is the third
principle," said the inquirer. " Well," said the bailiff
after scratching his head. " I think I should have mair

mack." (Laughter). There was no subject on which

there was greater apathy among agriculturists than on
this, and yet none in which they were more interested.

Mr. W^ooD thought that \\a.< a very proper time to

discuss what should be done to benefit the farming in-

terest. Mr. Sydney had pointed out several measures

which would benefit them ; but the question arose, how
they were to bell the cat .' (Hear, hear.) His opinion

was, that the most likely means of attaining the end

was for them to nieet together more frequently in that

club and other associations of a similar character ; and
they ought to embody that sentiment in the resolution

to be adopted ihat evening. It was impossible to lay

too much stress upon mutual association (Hear, hear).

He thought there was now an opening for that Club to

take the position which it ought to assume. He was
satisfied that it ought to exercise a much greater in-

fluence in the country than it did.

Mr. CiiEETHAM in reply, said he was no friend to

corn-rents as recommended by Mr. Baker, believii g
them to be fallacious ; for instance, 18.'^4, ]8.'^5, at.d

18.36 were years of great abundance, and rents under

that system would be low ; but in 1837, 1838, i.nd 1831)

years of comparative scarcity, rents would be high,

without the farmers' means of paying them being im-
proved. With respect to mildew and blight, it had been

argued that it was not proper to manure for wheat, that

blight arose from the air, and so on. If that view were

correct, he would like to know why one field was at-

tacked with mildew, and an adjoining field entirely

free .' With respect to malt liquor, he would recom-
mend any one, whodoubted whether it was beneficial to

the labourer, to lead Dr. Paris's work on regimen and
diet. He had no doubt that that would convince him.

As to the transfer of land, his remarks had been in some
degree mistaken. He had not argued against making
land more easily transferable: what he said was, that

he did not see how tenant-farmers v.ere to be benefited

by it. He quite agreed with Mr. Sidney, that entailed

estates should be made responsible for their own im-
provement; but with regard to the subjecting of land to

the probate duty, he diffrired from him in (u/o : as that

gentleman had forgotten that land paid eleven out of

fourteen millions of local taxation, where then was the

justice of adding to its burdens ?

Mr. W. F. Hobbs moved the following resolution :

" That the proper course for fanueta to pursue at tlie i,ie-

seut time is

—

indiviihiaUy, to atteud closely to the economy of

farming, by the cheaper production of manure aiul more ttli-

cient employment of labour, manual and raechauical ; coUcc-
lirelt/, by more thoroughly uniting for an equalization of taxa-

tion, to which the first step would be the total repeal of the
malt and hop duties."

Mr. Payne seconded the resolution.

Mr. Bei.l expressed his dissent from the spirit of tha
remarks of Mr. Sidney, and declared it to be his con-
viction that an increase of production would injure the
farmer by keeping down prices. He could not antici-

pate any permanent relief to farmers from a change in

the system of taxation. Mr. Bell, in order to put him-
self in order, had intimated that he should conclude
with an amendment ; but he ultimately gave up his in-

tention.

Mr. Payne could not admit that it would be wrong
to encourage increased proJuction, lest it should lower
prices. He contended that they ought, if possible, to

make two ears of corn grow whei'e one grew before
(Hear, hear). It was only by quantity that they could
expect to live.

Tho resolution was then adopted unanimously, and
the proceedings terminated with a vote of thanks to
Mr. C^heetham for bis lecture.
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VARIATIONS IN THE FALL OF RAIN. — ARTERIAL DRAINAGE. — EMBANKMENT
OF LOW LANDS.—ENCROACHMENT OF THE OCEAN ON THE NORFOLK COAST.

It lias been shown in preceding articles that a

knowledge of the quantity of rain which falls in a

given time, in any district, is of the utmost import-

ance to the success of works designed for the iin-

jirovement of its arterial drainage. 'I'his varies

considerably in diflerent parts of tlie world, and

even within the area of our own little island. The

variations arise from many causes—difterence of

latitude, elevation, pro.ximity to the sea, and form

of surface which receives the rain. And first with

regard to latitude. The influence of this cause is

expressed, according to Humboldt, by the follow-

ing comparative numbers. The maximum is at

the equator, where the annual fall is ninety-six

inches, diminishing to eighty inches in lat. 20 deg.,

twenty-nine inches ia lit, 45 deg., and seventeen

in lat. 60 deg.

A greater quantity of moisture is raised into the

atmosphere by eva])oration from an extensive sur-

face of water than from land ;
proximity to the

sea, therefore, or to large lakes, increases the rain-

fall. Mountains also increase it, by attracting the

clouds, and by augmenting the surface exposed to
]

oblique showers. From tlie last cause, the sides of

valleys receive more than level districts. The ave-

rage annual fall in England is estimated at thirty-

one inches. The variations are from 23 inches in

the S.E. at London to 67.5 m the N.W, at Kes-

wick, though 29.2 inches at Bristol, 33 inches at

Manchester, 34.4 inches at Liverpool, and 59.2

inches at Kendal. The difference of 8 inches be-

tween such near neighbours as Kendal and Kes-

wick is an illustration of the effect of mountains

and lakes in augmenting the quantity of moisture

precipitated from the atifiosj)here.

Not only does the quantity of rain vary with the

locality : it varies, we need scarcely say, in the same

locality, with the season of the year. If we exa-

mine the monthly averages for a given number of

years, we shall find that in our country more than

two-thirds of the annual fall are received during

the last six months of the year. The mean monthly

quantity, however, does not indicate the monthly

proportion for any one year, which varies consi-

derably for the same month of different years, just

as the rain-fall of different latitudes varies, and as

the annual amount varies from year to year. From

a comparison of eight years in the same locality,

it appeared that May was the month of greatest,

and February that of least variation.

The quantity of rain which falls during the year,

the manner in which it is distributed over the dif-

ferent months, and the average number of wet and

dry days which may be expected in each, are points

of the utmost importance to the agriculture of a

district, as defining the course of husbandry best

adapted to it, the arrangement of the work of cul-

tivation, and the force of men and horses required

to complete it in due season. In arterial drainage,

however, the questions of the greatest import-

ance are the maximum fall in twenty-four

hours, and the proportion of this which in that

space of time enters the rivers which drain the dis-

trict. According to the generally received opinion,

these quantities are
1
J inches as the rain-fall, and

one-third of this, or half-an-inch, as the quantity

which flows off by the rivers. This opinion may
be regarded as confirmed by some experiments

made by the Government in 1831-2, to determine

the greatest rise of floods in Lough Neagh. When
not influenced bywinds, this did not exceed 4 J inches

in twenty-four hours ; while the rain-guage regis-

ters kept in the district showed that H inch of rain

occasionally fell in twenty-four hours. One-third

of this should have raised the waters of the lake,

after allowing for the discharge by the Lower Bann,

considerably more than the observed rise. The
difference is accounted for by local circumstances.

In the first place, the greater part of the catchment

basin is very little raised above the lake, and con-

sequently the rain flows slowly oft' the land. Se-

condly, the more elevated portions of it are remote,

and a longer time than twenty-four hours is re-

quired for the descent of the surplus waters. Both

these conditions tend to increase the proportion

carried off by absorption and evaporation. In point

of fact, there are in every district many circum-

stances which tend to produce variations in the

quantity of water received by the rivers in twenty-

four hours, and on this point we require a series of

observations extended over a number of years.

The same remark applies to the variations in the

quantity of rain which falls at different places under

the same latitude. Careful observations on this

point are wanted at well-selected stations, carried

on for many years on a uniform system, with in-

struments of the same construction and registered

on a uniform plan. Considering the importance to

agriculture of good meteorological observations,

surely this is a subject well worthy the attention of
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the Agricultural Society of England : there must be

among that numerous body many members quali-

fied to make those observations, who would gladly

raake them if supplied with the necessary instru-

ments. The question is of equal imjjortance as

regards the drainage and supply of water necessary

for the improved sanitary condition of our towns.

The Government might therefore be very fairly

called upon to provide the rain-gauges, barometers,

thermometers, and registers, the selection of which

should be made under the advice of the Royal So-

ciety. From such a combined system of operations

valuable results could not fail to be obtained ; but

time and patience would be required before the

harvest could be reaped.

The embankment of lands lying below the level

of high water is a duty devolving on Commissions

of Drainage, in which they too generally display

quite as much incom])etency as in works of arterial

drainage.

In works of this kind, however, even most en-

gineers have much to learn from those geologists

who have made the action of the sea upon its coast

their study. The prevalent error consists in giving

too steep a seaward slope to the embankment, and

too great a preference to solid structures of masonry

and timber, over such apparently unresisting ma-

terials as sand and shingle properly disposed—that

is as Nature disposes them. Whoever will take the

trouble to observe the destructive and conservative

action of the sea upon the land, will find the de-

structive powers to be greatest where high land op-

poses an abrupt resistance, and the conservative

action the greatest where the waves spend their

fury in rolling up the long slope of a low shore.

There the breakers pile up barriers against their

own encroachments. It is the old story of the oak

and the bulrush over again— the former rooted up

by the blast, the latter escaping its violence by

bending before it.

When waves break upon land rising abruptly

above the sea level, they exercise a twofold destroy-

ing power, caused by their battering and their

grinding action. Their battering action is the ef-

fect of the momentum of the moving body of water,

which is the product of its mass and the velocity

with which it moves, both depending upon the

force of the wind which impels the wave. The
grinding action of the breaker is caused by the

sand and small pebbles which they hold in sus-

pension ; this wears and polishes the hardest rocks,

and scoops them out into hollows and caverns.

The battering action undermines the base of the

cliff, producing falls of the overhanging upper

portion. It operates more or less on the hardest

rocks, even when they are most uniform in their

composition. The combined battering and grinding

action is greater when the rocks are composed of

several minerals of different degrees of hardness

—

greater still when the cliffs consist of strata of com-

pact stone alternating with others of friable sand-

stone or soft shales ; particularly when the yield-

ing strata are the lowest. It is greatest of all when
the coast is bounded, as near Cromer in Norfolk,

and in the district of HolderneSs in Yorkshire, by

cliffs of incoherent sand, clay, and gravel, abound-

ing in sjirings. These cause extensive landshps,

and thus materially aid the battering action of the

waves.

Falls of rock frequently arrest for a time the

work of destruction, by piling up at the base of

the cliff a sloping talus, against which the waves

break harmlessly. The respite, however, is only

temporary ; if the coast is swept by a tidal cur-

rent, in time it removes the fallen matter, and the

cliffs again give way as soon as they are exposed

to the storm and deprived of the protecting slope.

Let us now take our stand on some low shore,

and we shall see the same agencies producing very

different effects. A shallow sea agitated by storms

tears up the sand and pebbles which form its bed.

Part of these are projected by the breaker beyond

the reach of the retiring wave ; a ridge of loose

materials is thus formed. The rise and fall of the

tide during intervals of calm arrange these mate-

rials with a gentle slope towards the sea, Wa'ch

the breaker now on this sloping shore ; see how its

strength gradually dies away as it ascends the

slope. How different from its surging and foam-

ing and boiling against that projecting point of

rock ! It is now low water, and an extensive strand

is exposed to the fury of the gale ; the finer par-

ticles of sand are driven inland by the winds, and

heaped into dunes or mounds of blown sand.

Ariindo urenuria, called in some districts marram,

in others bents, quickly establishes itself, and holds

the incoherent mass together by means of its creep-

ing roots.

Such shingle beaches and sand hills, piled up by

natural forces, form in many cases barriers suffi-

cient to exclude the sea from large tracts of allu-

vial land lying below the level of high waters, par-

ticularly near the mouths of rivers.

A beautiful instance of the benefit which the en-

gineer may derive from this kind of geological

knowledge was furnished by the success of William

Smith, the father of English geology, in stopping

an extensive breach in such a barrier of sand hills,

which forms the only protection to a large tract of

valuable land bordering the Yarmouth estuary.

There is conclusive evidence that this alluvial tract,

which lies several feet below the level of high-

water, and has a very limited outfall at low water,

constituted in Koman times a broad estuary.
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extending to Norwich. The site of Yarmouth

itself was, in the ninth century, a sand hank

separated by a channel from the main land.

By theproccsses which have been described above,

a beach and line of sand-hills accumulated, stretch-

ing from the Denes at Yarmouth to near Eccles,

where chtis of boulder, clay, sand, and gravel com-

mence, and extend by Cromer to We3'bourn, with

heights varying from something less than 20 feet to

nearly 400—by these sandhills the sea was ex-

cluded from the estuary, and its oozy bed became

converted to rich marsh-land.

In the year 1800 a storm of unusual violence

effected several breaches in this barrier, which gra-

dually increased in size, till their collective length

exceeded a mile. Forty thousand acres of valuable

land in the counties of Norfolk and Suffolk were

thus inundated, and there appeared every prospect of

the marshes being again converted into an estuary.

Smith, who was at the time embanking and laying

out water-meadows for the late Lord Leicester, was

called in. He found the commissioners engaged

in a vain struggle with the elements, which they

were attempting to controul with walls of masonry

and breakwaters of timber, swept away by the

angry sea as fast as they were erected. It was three

years before he could induce them to deviate from

the established routine, and to adopt his plan of

stopping the breaches with s?,nd and shingle- a

plan which was deemed about as rational as that

proposed in the old nursery rhymes for building

up London Bridge with turnip-tops. At length

he prevailed upon some of the most influential of

the commissioners to accompany him to the shore.

He there showed the process by which Nature had

formed the barrier, and explained the means by

v.'hich he proposed to aid Nature in re-establishing

it. The astonished commissioners exclaimed, "Oh
that none of us should have thought of this

before !" Armed with full powers to pursue his

own course, Smith now commenced by laying down
faggots to assist in retaining the sand, which he

carted from the highest parts of some of the neigh-

bouring sand-hills. In forming his embankment
of loose sand, he gave it the slope which he had

observed to prevail on the neighbouring shore;

namely, twelve to one on the side of the sea, and

four to one on ihe side of the land. As fast as it

was completed to this form, he protected the sea-

ward slope by a covering of coarse shingle, such as

he had observed to remain unmoved during the

most violent gales. In this manner the breaches

were cheaply and effectually stopped in less than a

year, and the machinery set to work for pumping
out the water ; for these marshes lie so low that it

is necessary at all times to remove a large portion

of the land water by machinery.

These unresisting slopes of sand and shingle have
hitherto resisted the most furious storms of the

German Ocean : but they are now threatened with

a new danger, from the rapid destruction of the line

of cliffs which form the support of the sandhills at

their northern termination. The average waste of

these cliffs is at the rate of a yard a year, along

their whole range ; but at times, and in some parts,

is much more rapid. At Sherringham, for instance,

seventeen yards were swallowed up in five years, and
a depth of twenty feet of water was formed where,

forty- eight years before, there had been a cliff fifty

feet high. A few years ago the jetty at Cromer
was swept away during a violent storm, many
houses destroyed, and the safety of the whole town
endangered. At Cromer the cliffs have been se-

cured for a time by expensive works, which have

entailed a heavy annual rate on the town ; but the

low cliffs near Eccles are fast melting away. They
will soon be cut back entirely, so that the sea will

have access to the low tract behind them. The
tidal current will then take the sand-hills in flank,

and sweep them away; producing great changes in

the form of that part of the coast. The conse-

quences to the marshes and the town of Yarmouth
will be most destructive. The owners of property

there are consequently quite as much interested in

the defence of those cliffs, if they can be defended,

as the lands which border theiredge, and the towns
and villages which stand upon it.

We adverted, in a former part, to the dangers

which threaten the town of Yarmouth and the

adjoining valuable marshes, from the liabihty of the

sandhills by which they are protected, to be swept
away when the continued cutting back of the low
cliff against which they rest, at Eccles, shall permit

the tidal current to take them in flank and rear.

The subject occasionally excites considerable alarm

in the neighbourhood ; and then sinks into obh-

vion, apparently from despair of a remedy, and from

a hope that the danger, if inevitable, may be remote.

The local interests at stake are great ; and there

are other parts of our coasts similarly circum-

stanced. The subject, therefore, possesses more
than a local interest ; and we resume it for the

purpose of inquiiing whether there is any remedy,

of offering a few suggestions, and of eliciting dis-

cussion.

The safety of the sandhills depends, as we have

said, on the maintenance of the cliffs which support

their northern flank. The rapid destruction of the

cliffs, again, arises from two causes : first, the

battering of the sea, aided by the percolation of

springs to produce landslijis ; and, secondly, the

strong tidal current, called " the flood tide from the

north," which sweeps the coast, and removes the

materials of the cliffs as fast as they fall. These
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materials, borne southwards by the current, have

choked up the ancient estuary of the Yare, with

the exception of the narrow channel which has been

deflected several miles towards the south, by ac-

cumulating banks. They have formed the point at

Lowestoffe, called the " Ness ;" and that minor

point of lowland north of Yarmouth, called "Win-

terton Ness." If these materials could be retained

on the spot where they fall, they would protect the

chffs, and convert their face into a grassy slope,

like that of the ancient clift' at Lowestoflie, now

abandoned by the sea, and ])rotected by its Ness.

The work of defence would be comparatively easy

but for this tidal current. It would be merely ne-

cessary to reduce the face of the clift' and the shore

to a regular slope. The cliffs contain, as we shall

hereafter show, resources which would go far to-

wards defraying the cost of the necessary embank-

ment. The tidal current, however, acting along

the line of the embankment, would sweep it away ;

and works would therefore be required to arrest

the shifting shingle. The works usually adopted

for this purpose are breakwaters of timber placed

across the beach. A substitute more in accordance

with the operations of nature would be the forma-

tion of artificial nesses, or low points of land,

sloping in all dirctions towards the sea ; the slope

being protected with a pitching of stones, or with

heavy shingle. A ness is a low triangular point of

land, formed l)y a series of concentric ridges or

embankments, inclosing small areas. The ridges

consist of heavy mateiials, thrown up by gales of

unusual violence ; and the intervals between them

become filled with blown sand, which is speedily

covered with marine vegetation, to be replaced, after

a time, by a better description of herbage. Lowes-

tofle Ness, formed in this way, projects nearly half

a mile from the face of the former cliff\ and has a

length of nearly three miles.

If we examine a wasting line of chft's, like those

of Cromer, it will be found that the whole line is

not wasting at the same time, but that destruction

is going on rapidly at some points, and accumula-

tion taking place at others, and that the points of

destruction and accumulation are in a state of con-

stant but gradual change. By taking advantage of

those parts where there is a disposition to form low

spits of land, and strengthening them in the

manner proposed, and by throwing out minor low

projections at intermediate points, we should have

the best hope of forming a sufficient tract of low

ground in front of the present coast, and of deflect-

ing the tidal current. Much of the success of the

operation would depend on the gradual manner in

which this artificial ness could be made to ad-

vance into the sea. Its progress should be almost

as gradual as the formation of a natural ness, A

projection thrown too far out, or too abruptly,

would either be carried away, or, if permanent,

would only turn the current against a neighbouring

part of the coast.

These, then, are the means by which we propose

to defend this important coast-line against the en-

croachments of the ocean—a railway to Norwich,

in order to carry the clay into the interior ; the

removal of the clay which constitutes the base of a

large portion of the cliffs ; its sale for the improve-

ment of the land; the cutting back of the cliff", and

the disposition of the sand and shingle which cover

the clay, so as to form an embankment in front of

it ; and, lastly, the strengthening of this embank-

ment by means of counterforts of low ground ad-

vanced into the sea at intervals in front of it. But

who will undertake this work? If, as we have

said, the safety of Yarmouth and the marshes de-

pend on it, there is a much more valuable pro-

perty at stake there than along the line of the chffs

themselves. Their average waste, at the rate of

a yard a-year, along twenty miles of cliff", gives

little more than seven acres as the area annually

destroyed. The fee-simple of this cannot be esti-

mated at more than £35 an acre, on an average,

though some is worth much more. For estimating

the annual loss from destruction of houses we have

no data, 1 1 is clear, however, that the owners of

property distant 100 yards from the edge of the clift"

may deem themselves secure for nearly 100 years

against an action of ejectment by the ocean, and

would be ill inclined to incur expense to diminish

contingent danger at the end of that time. Even

those nearer the sea are more disposed to retreat

inland before its advance than to make much
exertion in maintaining what they deem a hopeless

struggle with an invincible foe. The value of the

clay washed into the sea is much greater than

that of the land destroyed, were there a market

for it, which, with the present means of car-

riage, there is not. It sells at present, in limited

quantities, at Gd. the cubic yard on the shore,

and Is. on the summit of the cliff". If we sup-

pose it to average seven yards in depth along the

whole line, there would be washed annually into the

sea 246,000 cubic yards, worth, at Gd, a yard,

£G,000 a year. This quantity would be sufficient,

at the rate of 20 cubic yards to the acre, to fer-

tilize 12,000 acres of land. It might be carried

thirty miles on a railway for less than it costs to

cart it six miles as it is conveyed at present. The

tract of country which the railway would open up

to this clay would be capable of consuming nearly

as much as that annually. Much of it is nov/ sup-

plied with an inferior marl or clay, either raised on

the spot from beneath a considerable head of un-

callow, or conveyed more than forty miles on an
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expensive inland navigation, and then cuited in

many instances five miles more. Farmers who

have used both ha\ e declared to us that if tlicy

could purchase the Cromer clay, delivered at the

cost we calculated on, namely, id. per ton per mile,

they would prefer it to the wiiite marl, coTisisting

))rincij)ally of chalk, raised upon their own land.

To a number of our readers these views will,

without doubt, appear somewhat extreme. That

has been the first impression on every one to whom
they have been communicated ; but we never met

with any Norfolk farmer, conversant with the

neighbourhood, and aware of the extent to which

the use of clay as a manure enters in that county

into agricultural practice, who did not change his

opinion, and admit the practicability of the plan

upon going into calculations.

We may have over-estimated the average depth

of clay available for agricultural purposes, having

never made an examination of the clifts for that

purpose, often as we have visited them with other

ol)jects. That tiiere is a very considerable quan-

I tity, does not admit of a question ; and it is

equally certain that it. commands at present the

price we have mentioned.

Considering the large property endangered by the

I

continued waste of these difls, it is well worthy the

serious reflection of those whose interests are at

stake, whether it may not be advisable to ha\'e all

I

the questions raised in this article investigated by

competent persons, in order to ascertain whether

this or any other plan of defence is jiracticable, or

j
whether they have only to sit, with folded arms,

j

waiting, with Turkish fatalism, a catastrophe which

j

is inevitable, and })robably not very distant.

The present abundance of capital otters great

facilities for the nndertaking, whether to be con-

ducted by a commission or a joint-stock company ;

I

and the owners of ])roperty in Yarmouth and in

I

the marshes are, we repeat, more interested in up-

;
holding these clifts than the landowners whose es-

tates they bound.

THE FOOD OF PLANTS,
^'ast progress is now manifested in the discoveries

made in the science of chemico-physiology. The
direction once given to scientific investigation

seems likely soon to be productive of amazing re-

sults. Step by step great advances are being

realized, and the theory and rationale of all the phy-

sical sciences involved in cultivation—and which

are not ?—are being more and more clearly under-

stood.

Sir Humphrey Davy, some thirty-eight years

ago, showed—though himself of opinion that the

food of plants passed mainly, if not entirely, through

their roots—that the vapour of decomposing dung

had a greatly invigorating influence on plants in

their natural state. Liebig following, demonstrated

that plants took up carbon from the atmosphere in

the shape of carbonic acid gas diffiised through

the air in v.'hich they were enveloped ; and subse-

<]uently he showed that ammonia also existed in

rain-water, and was brought down by it in very

uniform and appreciable quantities. Fresenius, in

his work published in German about three years

ago — and which we much regret has not yet been

translated, though we think Messrs. Longman an-

nounced such an edition— proved that certainly sul-

phur existed in the atmosphere, and phosphorus, the

one as sulphuretted and the other as phosphoretted

hydrogen ; and, more recently still, the French

chemist, Barral, found not only nitrogen and nitric

acid in rain-water, in the vicinity of Paris, with the

ammonia before detected, but chlorine, lime, and

magnesia. Here, therefore, is a source of supply

of the cultivated crops which is nearly equal to an

ordinary produce, and obtained from, and brought

down by, rain-water alone. Now, when we reflect

that the mineral portion of our cultivated crops

amounts to little more than two hundred to three

hundred pounds per acre, we see no great difficulty

in assuming that if the soil were in a proper posi-

tion to retain the materials brought down by the

rain, there might be enough to supply at least some

cultivated crops with all their elements, and all

kinds of culture with some of their constituents.

The claying of an open and porous sand or gravel

will do for it all chemically what its openness to

admit the oxygen will do for it mechanically ; and

the deepeningof this retaining and pervious medium

will just increase the chances of the greater deten-

tion.

And if all are not supi)lied, the plant becomea

a transmuting agency, which can substitute lime

for magnesia, and i)robably soda for potash when

these are deficient. A writer in the " Transac-

tions of the American x\gricultural Association

"

says—"There exists an unquestionably isomor-

phism amongst many of the mineral bodies, thus

— potash, soda, oxide of ammonium, and hydrate

of lime; lime and magnesia; sesqui-oxide of iron,

sesqui-oxide of manganese and alumina; sulphuric

and selenic acids; phosphoric and arsenic acids;

are respectively isomorphous groups. Hence soda

may replace potash ; hydrate of lime may be present

in place of either soda or potash. That this dis-

placement or substitution does occur in nature is
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abundantly proved. Thus soda has been found to

replace the potash of the oak in Lonj? Island, on the

sea coast. Marine plants, as the Salsosas, trans-

planted to an inland situation, are found to con-

tain potash. Tobaccoes from various sources,

analyzed by Berthier, yielded potash as a base,

while specimens examined by Fresenius and Will

yielded 60 per cent, of hme and magnesia salts."

But the cultivator wishes to stimulate parts of a

plant. The tuber of the potato has been stimulated

till the other fruit— the " apple"— has disappeared

from all our fields, and has become now a rare pro-

duct. We cultivate the bulb of the turnip—the

seed of the wheat; and these parts require varying

quantities of different materials. Again, " The

different parts of the same plant yield an excess of

dissimilar salts : the potato tuber contains 86 per

cent, of potash salts—the tops 61 per cent, of lime

salts. In the same way, the roots, foliage, ana

seeds of other plants give indications of an affinity

for different minerals. Hence it follows that an-

alysis will differ with the nature of the soil on

which the plant has been produced, and with the

part examined, or, if every portion be examined,

with the part used in excess. As it is usual to

publish the mere analysis without designating the

soil, or variety of the plant, it is necessary in ar-

riving at trustworthy conclusions to look somewhat

further than this. Therefore, in reaching ray posi-

tion, I have kept in view two points—the natural

habitat of the plant, and the circumstances under

which its produce becomes of great e>ccellence.

Thus in the analysis of the onion by Fourcroy and

Vauquelin, lime salts predominate ; Cadet found

64 per cent, of potash salts in the garhc ; but I

venture to place the family to which the onion be-

longs (Asphodeleae) among the soda plants, because

it is well known that asparagus, many kinds of

onion, and other genera, are indigenous to the sea-

coast and salt marshes, end because the Spanish

onion, which excels all others, is cultivated inlands

irrigated by salt-water. Cruciferous plants are soda

plants characterized by a remarkable affinity for

sulphur; yet in the analysis of the ashes of turnips

and cabbages, they appear to be potash plants, that

base acting as a substitute ; I arrive at the conclu-

sion that they prefer soda, from the fact that cab-

bages and many other cruciferous plants delight in

situations near the sea-shore. A gentleman well

known to this association has recently shown that

the grapes cultivated near the low salt plains of

New Jersey contain soda instead of potash salts,

and are, in consequence, of a very inferior flavour.

Another interesting case of the influence of

the bases on the flavour of plants exists in the

case of tobacco. The French government agents,

finding that the tobaccoes from the United States

had become decidedly inferior to the old samples,

submitted specimens to the examination of M.

Pelouze, who ascertained that lime salts pre-

dominated in the inferior specimens in the place

of the potash salts obtained by Berthier." The

agriculturist, however, must not depend on the

atmosphere alone when he cultivates a part of

a plant, requiring more of any given element than

the atmosphere will supply to a soil, how capable

.soever it may be of retaining manure. Barley, for in-

stance, contains eight per cent, of soda, while its

straw presents little more than one-half per cent.

Wheat contains nine per cent, of that material, while

its straw affords only a trace. An acre of wheat will

remove 15 lbs. of phosphoric acid from the soil,

while 51 lbs. will suffice for the straw. An acre of

barley will carry away nearly 21 lbs. of phosphoric

acid, while its straw will not remove more than

5 lbs.

This accounts for the fact of which farmers often

complain, that they can get plenty of straw but very

little corn. One man declares that his turnips are

"all top," who has probably a soil deficient in

potash, for the top requires but 28 per cent., while

the bulb requires 41 per cent. The case is still

more exaggerated when potatoes are taken by the

acre. The tubers of an acre of potatoes will carry

off 222^ lbs. of potash, while the tops require only

50 lbs. Hence, if all the manure necessary to a

crop of potato tops is present, and the potash is

deficient, and not fully supplied with its chemical

substitute, we may expect to see large and vigorous

tops and small deficient tubers. The transatlantic

authority above quoted gives a valuable list in a

table, which we have taken the liberty of adapting

to our more advanced knowledge.

fLime T
Hempseed, cotton, hop,

Seed
'

'• cultivated peas.

' bearing, J Potash,
{ C""'-

"^f"'
,^1'°**'

®' ^ '
I rice, oats, barley.

I Soda with f Rapeseel, colza, mus-
|_ sulphur, L tarHseed, linseed.

L'me / Tobacco, potatoe?.

Plants re-

quiriug

m u c h
.

azote in

the soil

Foliage or^
root

crops, Phosphorus r

I and soda-|
•^ withsulp., L

f Seed
Plants re- bearing,

I hemp,indico, maddfr
{Su};arcane, carro's,

parsnips, man^old-
wiirtz-1, beets,

spinach.

Tnrnips, kohl-rabi,

ruia haga, cabbages,

onions, asparagus,

r Field beans, pindars,

\ vetches.

{Rye, German andPolish
millet, buckweat.

{Pomaceous fruits,

lupines for fallowing

clovers, spurry, tares,

lucern, sainfoin ; all

cut before seed,

r Meadow {fras'es, Jeru-

L salem artichoke.

The table presents the groups of plants to be

employed in rotation, which are variously ex-

Phosphorus
and sodi

withsulp.

r Lime,

1 Potash,

Foliage or

root

crops.
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hausting of saline matters, and exhausting or

ameliorating as respects azote.

While new discoveries are going on as to the

amount of the elements of plants present in the

atmosjjhere, it is remarkable how others are con-

stantly made of their being in the soil in unsus-

pected quantities. The atmospheric chemists, as

opposed to the root-absorbing advocates, are vying

wiih each other to make their theories sustainable

by facts, and probably the result will be that both

are partially right and both somewhat too one-sided

in their respective hypotheses.

The real truth is, that plants take in food both

from their leaves and their roots, and derive it

both from the soil and from the atmosphere,

but what proportion of each is as yet by no means
settled. Liebig astonished the world by showing

that a soil contained more ammonia than was

necessary to supply any one crop, making it

evident that the whole of the materials in a soil

were not available to the plant. Nor can this

depend, as far as ammonia goes at least, on its

degree of fixation. Theory shows that a clay soil

will detain equally the ammonia passed through it

in solution, whether as a fickle carbonate, or a

more stable and less volatile muriate, or even

sulphate ; and practice also confirms the fact that

the one is just about as effective in producing a

crop as the other.

But it seems certain that, whether the roots or the

leaves, or both, are the main appropriating apparatus

of plants, the materials required must be brought

within their influence. Much as the roots of

plants may ramify, it seems clear that their fine

filaments do not altogether pervade the soil, and

therefore there are parts where the roots can have

no influence. On the other hand, it is abundantly

clear that the most favourable of manures may be

applied in a state by far too concentrated to be of

service. yVe well remember how we were personally

disappointed in the first cargo of guano ever im-

ported into Hull. So minute a portion must, we

thought, be drilled religiously close to the seed.

We drilled it for Swede turnips with the seed. It

kDled 90 per cent, of the seed ; and though the

odd plants which came up were a sickly and stunted

effort at vegetation at first, they certainly ultimately

became highly luxuriant. Between the two ex-

tremes of too great concentration and too minute

diffusion some proper medium must be found in

the practical application of all classes of fertilizers

;

and between the sam.e extremes of diffusion and

concentration the natural fertility of the soil ought

to be kept. M. Boussingault, along with M.

Lewry, has made some recent experiments to test

the quantity of carbonic acid present in soil. That

t is soluble in water, and in that state carried out

of the atmosphere—that it is given off by all kinds

of decay in the soil—that it is forced into the soil

from the nostrils of the sheep and cattle, who feed

close to the surface of the ground—is what we have

always believed, and often stated.

He detects it in his favourite soil: the grand

medium, in his estimation, of conveying food to

plants. In one French hectare (about two acres

and a half English) of arable land manured during

a year, and taking the depth of a soil at thirty-five

centimetres (about fourteen inches English), he

found there was as much carbonic-acid gas as is

contained in 18,000 cubic yards of the air of the

atmosphere. Thus, reckoning the jjroportion of

carbonic-acid gas in that bulk of the atmosphere

as from four to fourteen ten-thousandth parts of its

volume, in the air of a hectare of arable land recently

manured, as much carbonic-acid gas would be

found as would be contained in 200,000 cubic

yards of the air of the atmosphere. Then in the

loam subsoil of a forest to the depth of thirty-five

centimetres the confined air contains carbonic-acid

gas equal to thai in 5,000 cubic yards of atmospheric

air.

The three conditions of soil indicated are, as we
take them:— 1. Soil to which manure has been

some time applied, as indicative of the power of a

soil to hold and retain that important constituent

of plants. 2. Soil which has received a fresh supply

of manure, showing the capability of manure, as

conveying carbonic acid gas to the roots of tiie

plants, equal to a very large supply of that o the

atmosphere; and, 3. Soil in which carbonic acid

gas has simply accumulated by the mere operation

of natural decay alone.

Enough, we think, has been made out to show

that, whatever the atmosphere may contain and

convey, the roots are supplied with a very abundant

quantity of the important element of the turnip

plant—towitjfrom that substance existingin the soil.

Late writers have forgotten the Decandollean

theory of ladile exudation. The researches of the

Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland,

though too tedious to take as a whole, ought not,

as far as their results go, to be forgotten. The

follovN'ing were their conclusions, deduced from

experimental researches on the radical excretions

of plants :
—

Ist. That the commonly cultivated plants of the

natural orders, gramina?, leguminaca>, and
cruciferae, excrete by their roots soluble matter.

2nd. That the excretions consist of both organic

and inorganic matters.

3rd. That the organic portion principally consists

of oxygen, hydrogen, and carbon, existing as gum
and mucilage, and in some plants also of a volatile

matter, or oil, possessing the odour of the plant

from which the excretion is obtained.
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4ili. Tlnit the inorganic matter consists of saline

and earthy salts, havinjr an alkaline reaction, and
containing lime, sulphuriic acid, and chlorine, with

])0tash or soda.

5th. That the (luanlity of excretion thrown of!" by
any single plant is very small, and excretion can

only be satisfactorily examined when collected from

a number of plants.

6th. That plants having large and spongy ex-

tremities to their roots yield more excretion than

])lants which have slender, thread-like roots.

/"th. That the excreted matter is similar in its

composition and reaction, with tests, to the sap of

the plants from which the excretion is obtained.

8th. That the probable cause of excretion from

the roots of plants depends on an exosmose action,

which goes on simultaneously with the absorption

of water and saline matter by the spongioles of the

roots.

9th. That plants absorb metallic salts when in

solution in water, and that they quickly die unless

the solutions are very largely diluted.

10th. That the salts of barytes are equally in-

jurious to vegetables wlien taken into their texture

as the metallic salts ; but that those of strontia,

lime, magnesia, and the alkalies do not act as

poison unless the solutions are comparatively

strong.

nth. That plants, after the absorption of

metallic salts by their roots, excrete in some
instances traces of them ; but they are more
generally decomposed in the structure of the

plant, and retained.

r2th. That seeds impregnated with poisonous

hubstances may germinate it the quantity of the

poison be very minute, but in most cases the seeds;

perish.

13th. That plants are not injured by their excre-

tion being re-absorbed into their structure, as was
supposed by M. de Candolle.

14th. That the necessity for a rotation of cro{)s

arises from the soil in most instances being unable

to supply those earthy and saline constituents re-

quired by plants.

These views seem to have been of late entirely

overlooked ; but, though we cannot follow the

misty theories of De Candolle, still we would make
all proper allowances for his extreme views, and
confess that there is something in the general prin-

ciple which will one day tell on the art of cultivation.

The American Transactions above referred to

thus speak on the supply of root food :—Under
natural circumstances all the grain-bearing plants

require little azotised matter; but from the

development which many, such as wheat and
barlejs have acquired, they have become azotised

plants, and are not to be maintained in their present

state without a large supply of this food made to

the roots. Many garden vegetables are also of

this kind. The cabbage in nature consists of a few

tough leaves, and inhabits soils of ordinary fertility

on the sea-side; its present luxurious develop-

ment, by which it attains a weight certainly a

hundred times greater in several varieties, is the

result of sup])lying food to the root in tillage; and
if the su])ply be diminished, the characteristics of

the variety are soon lost, and the vegetable de-

generates.

BUTTER MAKING.
The object in cliurniiig is to break up the little globules of

butter. This is done by continued dashing and agitation ;

when it has been continued for a certain time the l)utter ap-

pears, first in small grains, and finally works together into

lumps.

Where cream is churned, the best practice seems to be to

allow of its becoming slightly sour.

lu many dairies t'le practice is to churn the whole milk.

This requires larger churns, and is best done by the aid of

water or animal power. It is considered to produce more

butter, and this is said by some to be finer, and of better

quality. I do not think that there have been any very decisive

experiments upon this poiiit.

The excellence of butter is greatly influenced by the tem-

perature of the milk or cream at the time of churning ; if this

be either too hot or too cokl, it is difficult to get butter at nil,

and when got it is usually of poor quality. A large number
of experiments have been made with regard to this point, and

tlie result arrived at is, that cream should be churned at a

temperature when the churning commences of from 50 to 55

degrees of Fahrenheit's thermometer. If whole milk is nsed,

the temperature should be about 65 degrees F., at commenc-
ing. In summer, then, cream would need cooling, and some-

times in winter a little warmth. It is surprising how the

quality of butter is improved by attention to these points.

Some churns are made double, so that warm water or some

cooling mixture, according as the season was winter or summer,

might be put iuto the outer part. It will be seen, that in

whatever way the temperature is regulated, a thermometer is

a most important accompaniment to the dairy.

The time occupied in churning is also a matter of much
consequence. Several churns have been exhibited lately which
will make butter in from three to fen minutes ; but the most
carefully conducted trials on this point have shown, that, as

the time of churning was shortened, the butter grew poorer in

quality, was soft and pale, and did not keep well.

If great care is not taken in washing and working, when
making butter, some buttermilk is left inclosed in it.

No matter how well the butter is made in other respects, if

buttermilk be left in it, there is always a liability to become
rancid and offensive. When paclied in firkins, it will be ran-

cid next their sides and tops ; be injured to a greater or less

depth, as the air may have obtained access. Salting will par-

tially overcome the tendency to spoil, but not entirely, unless

the butter is made so salt as to be hardly eatable. Another
reason for much of the poor butter, which is unfortunately too

common, is to be found in the impure quality of the salt used.

This should not contain any magnesia or lime, as both injure

the butter—they give it a bitter taste, and prevent its keeping

for any length of time. Professor Johnston mentions a simple

method of freeing common salt from these impurities. It is

to add to SOlbs. of salt about two quu'ts of boiliag water,

stirring the whole thoroughly now and then, and allowing it to

stand for two hours or more. It may be afterwards hung up
in a bag and allowed to drain. The liquid that runs oft' is a

saturated solution of salt, with all the magnesia and lime w hicii

were pretcnt. These are much more soluble than the salt,

and are consequently dissolved first.

Want of caution as to the quantity of salt nsed, and of care

in separating the buttermilk, cause the spoiling of very great

stocks of butter every year.

—

From Professor Norton's " FJe-

ments of Scientific Agriculture."
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AN HISTORICAL RESEARCH AS TO INOCULATION AS A PROTECTIVE IN

THE EPIZOOTIC PNEUMONIA OF CATTLE.

BY DR. BOINET.

In an interesting communication, published in

the Gaz'dle Mcdicale, on inoculation as a protec-

tive in the cjuzoolic pneumonia amonf^st cattle, it

was mentioned that the question had been brought

before the Academy of Belgium, and that a govern-

ment commission had been appointed to investigate

the question. I believe that the French govern-

ment is also engaged with the subject, and have

even oflered a prize for the best essay on :t ; also,

that savans of our country have been sent to Bel-

gium to investigate the results of the discovery.

Without wishing to disparage the value of the me-

thods of inoculation used by the Belgium i)hy-

sicians, it apjieared to me interesting to inquire how
far the jjlan is novel, and to show the different expe-

riments that have been performed at different times

with the same object in view. It is the result of

these inquiries I have the honour of now bringing

forward. The first use of inoculation, as a pro-

tictive in this disease, has been ascribed to the

English ; but the credit of it cannot be refused to

Camper, a celebrated Dutch i)hysician, who first

particularly drew attention to the matter, and made

a series of experiments on this important subject.

The exi)erimenls of Dodson, Layard, and Bewley,

in England, of Grashuis and Sandifortin Holland;

also those of Noseman, Kool, and Tack, although

performed with ingenuity, have not obtained confi-

dence. The same may be said of the experiments

made in Denmark, Brunswick, and Mecklenburgh.

But before we describe the results of these trials,

it will be necessary to say a few words as to the

investigations of Camper, Vandcevran, and Mun-
nicks, in this matter, as all the rest have followed

in their footsteps.

Camper commenced by inoculating calves, then

heifers, and finally all horned cattle up to three

years old.

He found that cows in calf, for the most part,

aborted from the effects of the disease, which has

also been observed in France, for which reason he

recommends that they should not be inoculated.

But, notwithstanding all his precautions, he was

not able to save more than one half of the inocu-

lated cattle, and the per-centage was frequently

below that.

Camper vras not discouraged, and his persever-

ance was ultimately crowned with success. I can-

not give a better idea of his researches than by

quoting the account given of them by Munnicks,

It is to him that Camper intrusted the completion

of his experiments, and to him, therefore, we may
fairly look for information on the subject.

The description which Munnicks gave of the

epizootic of Holland manifestly coincides with the

disease which i)revails in the Belgic provinces, the

' symptoms being identical. Munnicks proceeded

I

as follows :

—

He made use of a large, double thread, saturated

with the discharge which flowed from the nostrils

of a beast aflicted with this disease, while the affec-

tion had not attained its most advanced stage.

The most recent matter is to be preferred ; and

when it is possible to employ it before it has lost

all its heat, the result will be more certain.

Munnicks having passed this thread through the

eye of a sharp, flat needle, a little curved towards the

point, and about two inches in length, he intro-

duced it under the skin of the thigh ; he directed

it perpendicularly, so that the exit of the purulent

matter would be the more easy, and brought the

needle out, after having traversed about one inch.

He knotted the ends, as is done with a seton, and

left it in for from twelve to twenty-four hours,

which time wdl be sufficient for its communication,

if the animal is susceptible of it.

There is no change to be seen for five or six

days. The aj)petite continues unaffected ; but

some beasts will not take their food in the inteiTal

of the fourth to the fifth day.

About the seventh day the milk commences to

be scarce, the eyes swell a little, and the conjunctiva

is inflamed.

Grinding of the teeth, shivering, and loss of ap-

petite are also observed. The ears are at one time

hot, at another cold. The dung becomes more

consistent.

On the eighth day rumination generally ceases.

On the ninth, the animal heaves heavy and fre-

quent sighs; it breaths with difl!iculty, and the de-

jections become more abundant.

On the tenth or eleventh day the nostrils are

filled with an unhealthy discharge. The crisis usually

occurs on the twelfth or thirteenth day.

These observations have been made on more than

eleven -hundred horned cattle that Munnicks got

inoculated in his presence, and wliose disease he

watched accurately.

Q
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From his experiments he draws the following

inferences :

—

That, whether he employed for inoculation

threads dipped in the discharges of animals slightly

or severely affected, the success was always the

same ; it entirely depended on the constitution of

the inoculated animal. This assertion has heen

contradicted by those who inoculated in Mecklen-

burgh.

That the course and intensity of the inoculated

disease was not changed, whether one, three, or

many were used, i)rovided that the traject of the

thread was more or less considerable, and that it

remained long enough in the part ; the same took

place if cuts were made, and contagious matter

introduced into the wound.

That the dog, the cat, and the horse, also the

stag and the hind, although these last are rumi-

nants, are not susceptible of this contagion ; and,

although inoculated, do not contract the disease.

. That the skin, the flesh, and the fat are very

virulent, even several days after the death of the

animal.

That the excretions which yield the most conta-

gious matter during the disease are inert during

convalescence; and, what is well worthy of re-

mark, in cases where a well-marked crisis occurs,

immediately after that has taken place the excre-

tions cease to be contagious, and are no longer fit

for inoculation.

Lastly—and this result is a very important one—
that the advantages of inoculation, performed with

the greatest care, were not sufficiently successful

to be pubhshed and looked on as an eflficacious

preservative.

The experiments undertaken by Vicq. d'Azyr, in

1776 and 1777, were analogous to those of Mun-
nicks. They took place on the Condonnais, a dis-

trict where the disease was very fatal. All the full-

grown beasts that were inoculated died. In the

suburbs of Auch, v^^here the disease was not so

violent, one was saved out of twelve ; and the fol-

lowing year, when the disease had lost some of its

virulence, three out of ten were cured.

If the proportion of beasts successfully inocu-

lated is larger in Holland than in the central de-

partments of France, it is to be attributed to the

fact that in Holland young cattle were chosen, and

the disease was of a milder form.

In a very well-written memoir, ])ublished in Abbe
Razier's journal, Mauduit proposes to try if the

nature of pestilential virus could not by some
means be altered.

Vicq. d'Azyr is reported to have mixed the con-

tagious matter with different acids, none of which

prevented inoculation.

He searched in the pits which contained the re-

mains of the cattle v/nich died of the disease for

several months past ; and having saturated threads

with their discharges, it communicated the disease

with great ra])idity. He also is convinced, as well

as Camper and Munnicks, that a beast cured of the

disease is no longer susceptible.

Although the most skilful physicians have in

vain exhausted all the resources of their art to ren-

der inoculation useful, in Holland, an intelligent

farmer, named Geert Reindcrs, and who had him-

self practised inoculation, as recommended by

Carajier, made an observation, from which princi-

ples have been deduced on which is founded the

present plan of inoculation.

Munnicks gives him credit in his memoir, as also

Camper, in a memoir pubhshed in 1776, where he

attributes to this farmer the honour of being the

first who made the following remark :

—

Geert Reinders observed that, in a large number

of calves which he was rearing, while the disease

was rife amongst them, that those born of cows

which had prenously had the disease and been

cured, were very slightly attacked, and all recovered,

whilst nearly all the others died. This interesting

fact was a ray of light to Munnicks and Camper,

who then resolved to recommence their trials on a

new plan. Numerous experiments, which would be

too tedious to report here, demonstrated the following

facts :—That calves out of cows previously attacked

and cured of the disease are so constituted as to

resist, for some time, the contagion of the disease,

and to be easily cured when attacked by it.

That the time they enjoy this immunity being

passed, they are liable to be attacked m as danger-

ous a manner as the others.

That the time in which calves are so disposed is

for a short time after birth ; that its limits are not

determined : it sometimes is prolonged to six

months.

That calves so disposed, and who during this

time contract the disease, whether by natural con-

tagion or inoculation, are often so lightly attacked,

that one would be tempted to believe their health

suffered no alteration ; yet, notwithstanding, a

thread dipped in their humours is capable of in-

oculating other beasts, which fully proves the exist-

ence of the epizootic virus in those calves.

Two obstacles prevent this plan carrying all the

success with it which ought to attend it.

The first is, that, not knowing the exact time for

inoculation, the operator is liable to inoculate either

before the animal has attained the necessary dispo-

sition to be affected by the virus, or after this dis-

position has passed, and at times when the opera-

tion may place them in the greatest danger.

To hold a safe course in these extremes, they

fixed on the age of a month or six weeks to inocu-
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late calves born of cows which had sufferetl from

the disease, and repeated the operation in a month
after, if no certain signs of the disease were pro-

duced by the first inoculation ; sometimes even

they repeated the process at the end of the fourth

or fifth month, so as not to be misled by the mild-

ness of the symptoms.

By following this process with twenty beasts they

lost but one. M. Munnicks declares that, in one

year, 1,500 calves were preserved in this way, and

during the same year inoculation succeeded with

more than -2,000,

After liaving thus explained with care the experi-

ments of the Dutch physicians, we will now, in the

like manner, show the results of those performed

in various cantons of Germany.

An author, who is not known, published in 1763

observations made in Brunswick on the inoculation

of this disease. According to him that plan is the

only one which has had any success in that coun-

try. The chief advantage which he derived from

it was that, knowing the time the beast would be

attacked, it could be prepared for it.

The author recommends to put the beasts on low

diet, during which time they are to be bled and

purged once ; they are then to be inoculated, by

introducing a piece of wick, wet with contagious

blood, in an opening in the jugular vein, or into an

incision made in the dewlap. He recommends the

inoculation to be repeated if it does not succeed

the first time. In twelve beasts inoculated, at the

first trial, six died; in a second trial on eight, four

perished—one was killed, and the other three were

cured. The humour from the nose, the blood, and

milk appeared alike contagious.

The epizootic disease having prevailed in ISIeck-

lenburgh from 1764: to 1769, Claus Detlof then

made trials which were not very encouraging. He
made use of a flat needle, cutting at both edges,

to introduce a wick or a sponge wet with the con-

tagious matter. Out of sixteen beasts inoculated

thirteen died. Claus Detlof attributed his want

of success to having used all sorts of matter, with-

out taking into consideration the malignity of the

disease under which the animals whose humours
he employed were suffering.

Denmark having been visited by the disease in

1770, 1771, 1772, inoculation was tried by Witer,

a surgeon, under the direction of Q^der, professor

of botany. Berger, the physician to the king, sent

to Camper for instructions, with which the latter

immediately furnished him. After several trials,

he differed, in some respects, from the method
which had been laid down. They made but one

insertion in the side, in front of the hind leg, and

made use of one thread of cotton, wet with the

nasal mucus of an affected beast, taken during the

first few days ; because, if the crisis was at hand,

or the animal convalescent, the matter is not equally

contagious.

Q:^der divided the Island of Dawnou, situated to

the south of Zealand, and where he made his ex-

periments into three parts. In the first division

were the beasts destined for inoculation; in the

second, those inoculated, up to the time when the

syratoms appeared ; and in the third the diseased

animals.

In 1770, 61 beasts were inoculated; IS were

cured, 42 died, and one would not take the con-

tagion. In 1771, 160 were inoculated; 91 were

cured, one died, and 6S gave no signs of the disease.

In 177"2, 149 were inoculated ; 123 were cured, 2

died, and 144 were not attacked. The total for

these three years amounted to 390 beasts ; of which

232 were cured, 45 died, and 103 resisted the con-

tagion, Bergius, a celebrated Swedish physician,

in a work which he published on the inoculation

of this disease, says, that this affection not being

excuthematous in its nature, cannot be inoculated

with success. The following may support this

opinion :

—

A company was established at Zevol, in Germany,

in 1776, to prosecute inquiries as to the preserva-

tion of cattle from contagion ; they tried the plan

of Geert Reinders. Out of 100 beasts thus in-

oculated, 20 perished, 12 were severely, and 36

shghtly affected ; some signs of the disease were

perceived in 44, and 8 absolutely resisted it. In

the following year, Holle published in the periodi-

cals of Mecklenburgh a discouse, in which he

avowed that the inoculation of adult beasts had

not been successful.

Finally, the epizootic having manifested itself

again in 1776, 1778, 1779, in the Duchy of Meck-

lenburgh, a rich lord, named De Bulow, resolved

to make new experiments on inoculation, the other

rem.edies, both corrective and preservative, being

manifestly usef"ul.

De Bulow observed that the disease was benign

in some places and malignant in others ; he took

his contagious matter from the first only. In the

province of France, where the disease prevailed, it

has showed itself less malignant in some cantons,

but the diminution of malignity was never so much
that the epizootic could be at all called benign.

Out of ] 77 beasts, inoculated by the orders of

Bulow, at various times, 42 died, and 135 were

cured. In one case, where contagious matter had

been used taken from a beast very severely affected,

all the animals inoculated perished, De Bulow
remarked that calves under six months invarialdy

perished^ at least unless they were the produce of

cows v/hich had had the disease and had been

cured,

Q 2
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Eacouraged by this example, Ckua Detlof,

Grand Seneschal to the Duke of Mecklenburg,
made like experhnents on his estate, in 1778. Out
of 131 beasts inoculated in October, 13 died, and
SS were cured. Detlof observed that it was danger-

ous to inoculate beasts fatigued by a long journey,

or weakened by change of diet.

Detlof relates that an assurance company was
formed in Mecklenburgh for inoculation, but he

does not tell the conditions ; this would seem to

prove that there was a dicided advantage in the

plan of inoculation. In general the authors have

been suHiciently clever to explain the want of suc-

cess ; but none of them to discover how to j)revent

this defect. Glaus Detlof lays it down that the

inoculuted disease is always less dangerous than

the natural one ; that cows in calf, and calves un-
der six months, are very severely attacked ; that it

is very dangerous to inoculate beasts that have be-

fore contracted the disease. The contagious mat-
ter should be taken from an animal sulFering from
a mild and benign form of disease ; it cannot be
kept more than fourteen days, even in winter—

a

time which does not agree with that which Mun-
nicks determined. The infection should be inserted

into the back and side of the animal; and if the

pus has not sufficient exit, the author advises in-

cision to be made for that piu-pose.

The disease thus inoculated will ajipear on the

beventh or eighthViay— the cough, dulness, want of

appetite, and diminution of milk arc the first signs.

There are two which ought to be looked on as cha-

racteristic of the disease; these are inflammation of

the wound and running from the nose. In gene-
ral, if the disease manifests itself after the tenth

day, counting from the date of inoculation, the re-

sults may be looked forward to with satisfaction
;

on the contrary, the sooner the disease shows itself

the more danger will there be to the infected animal.

The accidents which oftenest occur are consti-

pation, diarrhoea, retention of urine, witliswellingof

the belly, inflammation, and ulcers in the

throat.

Out of 100 beasts inoculated with benign matter

Detlof lost about ten. He further assures us that

if the inoculated epizootic is communicated it still

preserves its benign character, according to him
;

that it is sufficient to put the sound beasit along with

those that are inoculated, and to rub the nose of

the former with the matter from the latter, to infect

them with a benign disease. He adds, that the

frequent inoculations performed in the Duchy of

Mecklenburgh have not propagated the disease.

In these last experiments, out of 4,073 inocu-
lated cattle, 438 died, 3,251 recovered, 290 were
still sick when he wrote, and 1 06 did not take the

disease.

Detlof thinks, as well as Camper, Munnicks,

Vicq. d'Azyr, that beasts cured of the disease do

not again contract it—at least very seldom. Such

is the summary of the experiments made in this

matter : they afford the following results :

—

In the southern ])rovince, where the first experi-

ments were made, in 1776, eleven-twelfths died.

The first trials made in Mecklenburgh, from

1765 to 1769, were very unfortunate; more than

three-fourths died.

In the second trial, in the southern provinces,

in 1777, a little more than a third died.

In 1763, at Brunswick, as in Holland, before

that they inoculated the calves born of recovered

cows, the one half where destroyed.

At Zwol a little more than a quarter jjerished.

In Mecklenburgh the result of a second trial

was, that less than a third died.

In a third trial a little less than a fourth only

died.

In Dcnuiark, in 1770, 1771, 1772, a sixth

perished.

The fourth trial in Mecklenburgh, was more suc-

cessful, an eighth only dying.

Lastly, by following the Dutch jdan, a twentieth

only is lost.

Three orders of causes, which influence the suc-

cess of the operation, can be established—
1st. Climate, season, and the constitution of the

inoculated animal.

2nd. The length of time the epizootic has been

is the country where the operation is performed.

3rd. The manner of performing it.

All observers agree that the epizootic is more

fatal in countries where it prevails for the first time :

it becomes milder as it progresses ; and if effica-

cious measures are not taken to sto[) it, it v/ill per-

petuate itself, but, at the same time, it loses its

intensity.

These variations in the disease, for example —
whether it be new or old—explains why inocula-

tion had such marked success in Holland, and

some of the cantons of Germany, whilst it did not

succeed in the southern i)rovinces of France, where

this disease had never before appeared. It will also

explain why the last experiments made in some

countries were more successful than the former.

The different plans of operation may be deduced

to three principal

—

The first is performed indiscriminately on horned

cattle of different ages, and without making any

choice of contagious matter. In the second, the

contagious matter is taken from animals affected

with a benign form, and care is taken not to inocu-

late cows in calf, or calves under six month old.

The third is confined to calves born of recovered

cows.
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The first jtlan has not had sufficient success to

be used advantaj^eously.

The second plan had complete success in the

hands of Clans Detlof, since, from the entire of tlie

inoculated cattle, he only lost one-eighth ; still.

Camper found by experience that the intensity of

the disease depended on the constitution of the

animal, and to accessory circumstances, and never

from the employment of virus from a beast severely

affected.

The third kind of inoculation, that universally

looked on as useful, is practised in Holland ; but

it does not succeed, neither ouglit it to be tried,

except on calves born of cows cured of the disease,

and, in consequence, cannot be made use of, ex-

cept in a country where the disease has grown old,

as in Holland and some parts of Germany.

Of these three plans of inoculation, the first is

not proper under any circumstances ; the second,

the success of which is doubtful, can only be tried

in a country where the epizootic, already old, has

lost its intensity ; the third can, perhaps, be only

made use of in a province where the epizootic is

sufficiently old to afford a sufficient number of

calves born of cured cows.

The follov.'ing consequences are necessarily de-

duced from these principles :
—

It would be equally unreasonable as unfortunate

to carry the germ of the destructive epizootic, un-

der pretext of inoculation, into a country where it

did not previously exist.

Any of the plans of inoculation cannot be made

use of in a country recently infected.

These j)lans ])resuppose that the disease has

made progress and spread widely for a long time ;

that no measure has been taken for its extirpation

or radical destruction ; they have also the disadvan-

tage of continuing and propagating the contagion.

Where the e])izootic may be old enough to have

become ben'gn in some places, inoculation, such

as is practised in Mecklenburg, might be tried,

taking care to determine the proportion of beasts

dead of the disease naturally contracted, and those

which perish after inoculation, which, as yet, has

not been done.

If the epizootic shows itself a second time in a

country formerly infected, the calves which would

be born of cows cured of the disease in the former

invasion might be inoculated.

If, by a very reprehensible negligence, the dis-

ease, left to itself, had so far rooted itself as not to

be possibly destroyed, and if there were a sufficient

number of calves born of cured cows, they could

be inoculated as Camper recommends.

It would be much better to endeavour to destroy

the epizootic in its commencement than to be un-

der the necessity of having recourse to inoculation

to diminish the dangers.

I will terminate these reflections, written in l/SC,

and which are not more novel than the d'scovery

just made in Belgium, by explaining what the dif-

ferent nations have done to stop the progress of

the disease.

In the Austrian Netherlands, (I am now speak-

ing of 1780) and in Brabant, all the infected beasts

are killed, and even those which are housed along

with them, although they be still healthy in appear-

ance, because experience has proved that cohabita-

tion is sufficient to communicate the disease.

The English government did not act differently.

The killing produced a like effect, the epizootic

being thus destroyed. England being an island,

may more surely defend itself against conta-

gion.

Switzerland has followed the same plan.

—

Gazette Medicale de Paris.

WINCHESTER FARMERS' CLUB
The last monthly meeting for the past year was

held on Saturday, Dec. ISth, 1S52, at the Black

Swan Inn.

The subject for discussion on that occa-

sion, introduced l)y the Chairman, Mr. Pile, was

"The best means to be adopted to enable the tenant

farmers to continue their avocations, and which

would most conduce to the interests of the labour-

ing classes, and of the community in general."

The Chairman said, —Gentlemen, I have se-

ated this subject for your consideration, now the

country and the government have decided to conti-

nue a free-trade policy, and many members in the

present House of Commons have been ungenerous

nough to assert that the Act of 184G was wise, just.

and good, which reduced the value of your produce

I

25 or 30 jier cent., although they were fully aware

j

that tlie occupiers of the soil had not been relieved

;
from one iota of taxation, or from any local burdens.

I Such injustice has comj)ellcd many of our indus-

trious farmers and best labourers to leave their na-

tive land for foreign climes ; and I woidd remind

our legislators, in the words of old Moore, that

" mankind now see more and more that it is not

ordained by the great Author of all things that any

of them should for ever toil for the purpose of sup-

I

porting the pride and selfishness of others." There

I is a woe pronounced against those " who lade men

with burdens grievous to be borne, and yet they

themselves touch not the burdens with one
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of their fingers." Let even-handed justice be dealt

out to all; then murmuring and discontent will

cease.

" 111 fares the land, lo hastening ills a prey,

Where wealth accumulates and men decay :

Princes and lords may flourish or may fade

—

A breath can make them, as a breath has made
;

But a bold peasantry, their country's pride,

When once destroyed, can never be supplied."

Let us take a retrospective view, and endeavour

to ascertain the cause of this treatment towards the

occupiers of the soil. As far as I have been enabled

to judge, from observation and past experience, it

originated in by the tenant farmers adopting a

more expensive and improved system of cultivation,

without first ensuring security for their outlay.

They did not perceive the trap laid for them, by the

exhibitions of stock and agricultural implements,

and the recommendations given them, at the annual

dinners upon these occasions, to apply more skill

and capital in cultivation. This advice they followed,

and invested a large increase of capital in cultiva-

tion : now being entrapped, the government adopted

free trade, knowing full well the farmers must sub-

mit, and would not give up their farms, with the

liability of leaving their capital invested in the sod

behind them, without payment. They held on, with

the hope that protection would be restored, and being

assured that they were in the same boat with the

landlords, who still advised them to apply more skill

and capital and energy to extricate themselves. This

advice they also followed; which when ascertained,

their supposed friends abandoned protection.

They then discovered that their landlords had not

been sailing in the same boat with them, and that

the improved and more expensive system of culti-

vation which they had adopted secured their land-

lords' rents, and prevented any redaction ; and if

they demurred they were told that if they did not

like it they may leave their farms, as there were

others that would take them at the same rents. Of
course there were—to obtain possession without

payment of all improvements and unexhausted ma-
nure. And as it has been the endeavour to retain

the farmers as yearly tenants, their votes are com-
manded by the landed proprietors ; and as the prin-

cipal part of the occupiers hold their land by this

insecure tenure, it prevents their interests being

fairly represented in parliament, which is most pre-

judicial to the whole class of occupiers, whether by
lease, or cultivating their own land. Thei'efore it

ir. is not at all surprising, seeing that the occupiers

are in this position, and liable to pay all charges

levied upon the land, that they have been compelled

to pay for the erection ofnew workhouses and gaols

and rural police stations, and lunatic asylums,

county bridges, &c., &c. Indeed, every possible ex-

pense has been charged to the poor's rate, and it

has proved totally useless to petition for the redress

of any grievance, as their requests are disregarded

by parliament ; and if a yearly tenant-farmer pre-

sumes to complain of county or parochial expendi-

ture, or excess of game, he is considered a trouble-

some fellow, and soon got rid of at six months
notice. Such injustice has ruined many industrious

farmers, and within the last few years, many others

from necessity, and many more from prudence, are

abstracting their capital from the soil, which has

been the means of lessening the produce and les-

sening employment ; and the landlords will even-

tually find their land impoverished, and with all the

present liabihties upon it, to a certainty. Such a

system must prove injurious to tlie proprietor, thfe

occupier, the labourer, and the community, and

create an ill-feeling between landlord and tenant,

and tenant and tenant, and tenant and labourer, and

which I firmly believe it has done, and will continue

to do, as long as the landlord has the power to pos-

sess the capital of the tenant invested in the soil,

which prevents the employment of extra labourers,

being apprehensive of being deprived of the outlay,

or subject to increased I'ental. This system not

being generally known amongst the labourers, they

blame the farmers for not employing them

—

hence the ill-feeUng ; and the tenant obtaining

the improvements, &c., of another tenant with-

out payment, this also causes an ill-feeling

—

hence the disunion amongst the landed interest.

The position of the yearly tenant-farmer is not

an enviable one. He is governed by laws which

he has not any voice in making, and compelled

to pay all charges levied upon him, and not

any control over the expenditure. He is per-

mitted to occupy land on conditions and covenants,

without being consulted, and obliged to pay for

dilapidations, and liable at six months' notice to

be deprived of his capital invested in the soil

without payment, and compelled to seek refuge

in foreigh climes, and his family dispersed to the

extremity of the world. I would ask a generous

British public if they consider such an oppressed

class deserves to be emancipated ? and I feel confi-

dent, if it were universally known, the same indig-

nation would be expressed in their behalf as therehas

of lateagainst asystemof slaveryin a distantcountry.

With regard to occupiers imder a lease, they are

generally prevented by covenants in cultivating the

land to the best advantage, and at the end of the

term the land is left impoverished. For a more

full explanation, I must refer you to the observations

made October 18, 1S51, when general farm manage-

ment was discussed by this Club : it was then

proved that something more than leases was re-

quired to place the tenant-farmers in a safe position.
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and this has since been confirmed by many eminent

Scotch farmers, who have decided that they would

prefer tenant-riglit to the longest lease without it.

These men have ijeen accustomed to IQyears' leases,

and rents regulated by the average prices of corn.

After occupying under such privileges, this decision

is very valuable and convincing, and ought to be

sufficient for the guidance of the occuj/iers in future,

bearing in mind there is a law for dilapidations

which has never been defined, leaving it to be proved

that an injury has been sustained before the amount
of damage can be recovered, and which proves the

equity of there being a counter law for improve-

ments, which does not require to be defined any

more than the former ; and if decided as usual, by

arbitration, it would not promote litigation any

more than the present lav/ against injury; and

if farmers were more particular in having the build-

ings and premises put in good repair when they

first enter upon a farm, there would be very few

cases of dilapidations. Those cases that are

brought into court generally arise from the belief

that if buildings and premises are left in as good

repair at the end of the term as they were at the

commencement, it is sufficient. This is quite erro-

neous, if they have engaged to keep and leave them

in good tenantable repair, as the law infers they

were in such a state at the commencement; and if

not, the tenant did not use due diligence. It would

be well for them never to forget this, and act in

accordance in their future contracts and agree-

ments ; and if farmers continue an improved system

of cultivation under the old feudal tenure, as before

described, they will never improve their condition

;

and if taxes, &c, are remitted, the amount will be

added to their rents, or they may quit, and leave

their outlay to benefit others. Therefore having

taken this review, let us endeavour to ascertain if

there is a possibility for the tenant farmers to suc-

cessfully compete with the foreigner under a free

trade policy, and to cultivate the land at a profit

;

and, judging from the discussions of this Club since

its formation (January, 1850,) and the resolutions

adopted at the present time, it is evident they can-

not, without very great alterations in accordance

with such resolutions. The most important is

tenant-right, the want of which is the cause of all

other grievances, which would very soon be reme-

died if tenant-right were universally adopted, to in-

sure which there must be a legal enactment, which

may be enforced without injury to any, as proved

by th.e observations made and resolution passed by

tliis Club, March loth, 1S51, and which you will

find in the first half-yearly report of the second year

;

and as I then stated that agriculture, that is to say

the land, must ever be the mainstay of the country.

If you abandon the land, you abandon your inde-

pendence, upon which land the labourers claim a

right to be employed, and from the produce of that

land the community claim a right to be supplied

with food. The ec|uity of these claims cannot be

denied ; and it has been truly asserted by parties in

high authority, and of ditl'erent ])olitical sentiments,

that the farmers must take example from the mer-

cantile classes, and extricate themselves from their

present difficulties, by a greater application of skill

and capital and energy and increased productions;

consequently, before they attempt this, they must

adopt the mercantile principle in their undertakings,

and commence their operations upon a solid and

secure basis — security of tenure; and security for

their outlay, with freedom of action, and equitable

taxation, and local expenses. This appears to be

the only resource left to the British farmers now the

country and government have decided that the pre-

sent free-trade policy shall be continued ; therefore

they must not again calculate vipon the restora-

tion of protection, but adapt themselves to

public opinion, and place themselves in a position

to derive benefit from the remission of taxes, or

other relief which may be granted by the Legislature

and, to the honour of the Earl of Derby and his

Government, it is their intention toreheve the agri-

culturists and industrial classes by remission of

taxes ; and, to the honour of the present House of

Commons, there is a majority that will support him,

and who would not admit that the Act of 1846 was

wise, just, and good; and I trust that the honour-

able and noble Earl of Derby will give further proof

that he wishes well to the agriculturists by passing

in the House of Lords Mr. Pusey's Tenant Right

Bill, which has twice passed the House of Commons,
only with this difference, by making it imperative

—this would be the greatest boon ever conferred

on the agriculturists—then carry out free trade fully,

and abolish the law of settlement, and let the la-

bourer have freedom to take his labour to the best

market, and be relieved when requisite, where lo-

cated, at the national expense ; and also, the county

and all local expenses, now charged to the poor

rate, be defrayed by a rate upon pi'operty and in-

come, and abohsh all customs and excise, and

adopt a system of direct instead of indirect taxation.

Let the property of the country pay the expenses of

the country ; let the community bear their fair

share of the privilege of being supplied with low-

priced food, and property jjay for its security ;

—

and not be deterred in these proceedings by such

observations as a free-trade member made recently

in the House of Commons respecting the doubling

of the house tax—that it would be a breach of faith

towards those that had invested their capital in this

description of property. Did the hon. member con-

sider this with respect to farmers' property in 1 846,
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and at whose expen&e this free trade experuient has

been tried ? It is evident by this twaddle, that such

Liberals wish to enjoy the benefits of cheap food

without equitably sharing the expense. No, no

;

let us not have any class legislation, but equity to

all ; which is the intention of the present ministry.

It is now time to come to the purport of our pre-

sent subject, first observing that security of capital

has reclaimed the fens and bogs in Lincolnshire,

and converted it into productive land, and seeing

the immense increase of produce in Norfolk by

security of tenure; therefore, by the combination of

both, it is impossible to conceive the consequent

increase of food which would be produced, and the

immense benefit that would accrue to the whole of

the community ; therefore, this must be the best

means for the tenant farmers to adopt, in future, se-

curity of tenure with security for their outlay ; this

would induce them to fully develope the capabilities

of the soil by availing themselves of all the recent im-

provments in cultivation, and the use of the best and

most economical husbandry implements, and the

aid of science to enable them to produce the largest

amount of food at the least cost. Then farmers'

clubs would be fully attended to acquire informa-

sion as to the best mode of cultivation, and exhibi-

tions of stock and implements would be resorted to

for the selection of the best description of each, and

then farmers may safely have their sons educated to

fully understand geology and chemistry, to ascer-

tain what is deficient in the soil, and to sujjply that

deficiency by artificial manure, to produce the best

crops at the least cost, and also to acquire a

thorough knowledge of the management and treat-

ment of hve stock; and as knowledge and educa-

tion are power, they will then have power to assert

and vindicate their rights. This improved system

of cultivation, if universally adopted, would require

an inci eased number of labourers, which would en-

sure their full employment, and which labour would

have to be performed by the piece, as there would

not be sufficient labourers if employed by the day.

Then two would earn what three now do, and they

must be provided with good comfortable cottages

and gardens near their work, or they would go else-

where where such accommodations were pro\'ided.

This system would improve the morality and ability

of the labourer, as every man would be paid ac-

cording to his m.erit, and not so much per week

because he has arrived at the age of manhood ; then

the industrious labourer would be enabled to have

a pig in his sty, and a side of bacon upon his rack,

and a barrel of ale in his pantry ; he would not then

want to frequent those country pests, the beer

houses ; and this system would be the means of

supplying the cominuniiy with food at the lowest

possible remunerative prices, evidently proving that

our interests are identical, and that this system

would be the best means to be adopted to benefit

each and all, and induce the industrial classes to

remain in England to cultivate their native soil;

and this system of security would be the means of

bringing into cultivation all the waste lands capable

of improvement. Then, if an extra ten millions of

quarters of corn are required for the support of our

population, the British farmers will use their best

endeavours to produce it, and the productive powers

of the land will annually increase to supply the

wants of an increasing population, as there will not

be any necessity of impoverishing the land every

time the out-tejiant quits ; consequently covenants

will not be required to prevent this injurious and

selfish practice, but will substitute instead a more

liberal and extensive view in the minds of the oc-

cupiers, and induce them to carry on their avocations

for the benefit of the whole community. The ne-

cessity of some legislative enactment to secure the

tenant farmer the benefit of his improvements, and

the great national advantages that would accrue

therefrom, has been so very ably explained by Mr.

Henry Corbett,in his prize essay, published in 1848,

that I woull recommend all to peruse it, as he

clearly proves the importance of such a measure in

promoting a sincere good feehng, and in uniting

the interest of landlord and tenant and labourer,

and the immense benefit that would be conferred

upon the community in general ; therefore this is

the system that ought to be universally adopted.

It would confine every tenant farmer's occupation

to his capital, and insure to the landlords men of

capital to cultivate their land in the best possible

manner, and insure the regular payment of rents,

and ample employment for the industrial classes

;

then there would be a sincere good feeling existing

between them ; then landlord and tenant would be

sailing in the same boat, the landlords at the helm,

and the tenants and labourers working the vessel

;

and if they take on board all impediments to a

thorough free trade, and freedom of conscience and

action, and when fairly out at sea throw them over-

board, I have no doubt, by the united exertions of

each, they will be enal)led to land at a safe haven,

and do well enough, and be disposed to do their

duty to their sovereign and their country, and de-

fend its constitution, laws, and proi)erty. Such a

bond of union sub-listing among the landed interest

would be most important and desirable, and which

I should be delighted to witness, as I have not any

wish, and I am sure I may say the same for my
brother farmers, that they have not any wish to see

our noble aristocracy and landed proprietors dis-

possessed of their propeity, and superseded by

grasping cotton lords and selfish democrats, who

have been the means of sacrificing so much of our
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projierty, and never luid the liberality to restore us

a fraction, or grant us relief in any way ; anil I feci

so confident of the ititefrrity of our nobility and

landed proprietor;.-, that they would not knowin;^ly

sanction any act of oppression towards their ten-

antry; therefore I invite them to enquire into the

present system of tenure, and then I feel assured

they will perceive the equity of granting compensa-

tion to the tenant farmers for their improvements at

the time of (putting, and appreciate the good results

that would accrue thereby to the whole community

;

and I am satisfied they will not be actuated by any

selfish motives, but will act in accordance with a

high sense of honour and justice, and they will find

that by doing as they woulil be done by is the best

safeguard to jiroperty and station. Tenant-right,

\Uien established by law, will make the system uni-

versal; otherwise it will not be beneficial : then land

will let at its real value, and not at the increased

value by the tenant's improvements ; and, in esti-

mating rents, farmers must not in future calculate

upon high prices for farm produce, and not be led

away by the expectation that a large influx of gold

will materially raise prices ; the low rate of interest

may assist them if loans are required to carry out

their improvements, and which they will be enabled

to obtain, having good security to offer, "capital

invested in the soil." This they never had before,

and this is the only system that I can discover that

will give them freedom in every sense of the word,

and without which they or any other class will

never attain eminence in their avocations ; and

after they have obtained this freedom, they must

still exert themselves to obtain equitable legislation,

and for which purpose they must bring before

Parliament such subjects as they consider j)rejudi-

cial to their interests, in which they can l)e easily

assisted by referring to the reports of this Club.

The first subject discussed was a most important

one— the taking of the corn averages, and I am
surprised there has not been any attempt made

since to obtain redress. We must all in future en-

deavour to act in accordance with the example and

precept of the late noble Duke — each to do his duty

in that station of life in which it has pleased God
to call us. Having now stated my opinions as to

the best means to be adopted under existing cir-

cumstances, and if I h.ave erred 1 am oj)cn to con-

viction, and shall be willing to be corrected, I will

now read the resolution fbr your consideration, to

lie sanctioned or amended as you think [troper.

Mr. Pile then read the following resolution :
—

" Resolved,—That security of tenure, combined

with security of outlay made for improvement at

the time of quitting, would be one of the best means

to be adopted to enable the tenant farmers to con-

tinue their avocations, and provide full employment

for the labouring classes, and by i)roducing an

ample sujiply of food for the couununity would

prove beneficial to all."

Mr. William Pain, afier a pause, said, as no

one seemed willing to i ise, he would ofi'er a few

words on the subject. Certainly, after hearing the

resolutions read, and what had fallen from the

Chairman in his address, he was somewhat sur-

prised and disappointed that he had not embodied

some of those measures of importance to which he

had alluded in his resolutions. The subject of

tenant-right had been so often discussed in that

room that all parties were perfectly conversant with

it ; and though it stood first in importance to the

tenant farmer, because there was nothing which he

stood more in need of, yet, as had been explained

by the Chairman, landlords were not always in a

proper position to grant it. It was well known
that in this country a great deal of land was held

under leasehold and copyhold tenure, where the

holders had not the pov.er to grant tenant-right.

If they did, when they came to pay a renewal, they

would be subject to a fresh valuation, and, from the

improved condition of the land, obliged to pay a

heavier fine than before. There was nothing which

could give such a zest to agriculture as the esta-

blishment of tenant-right throughout tlie kingdom.

It would provide gi'eater employment for the la-

bourer, and give increased ])roduction to the soil,

thereby cheapening the principal articles of con-

sumption, and conferring a benefit and blessing on

the community at large. The Chairman, in his ad-

dress, had touched on the law of settlement and on

the poor rates. lie thought that they were among
the greatest grievances which the farmers had to

complain of, and the labourers had still greater

cause of complaint than they had. The farmers had

hardly the means of assisting them, yet it was their

duty to do everything that lay in their power to do

so ; but this great curse remained on their shoul-

ders. Under the iniquitous law of settlement, a

man who in his j-outhful days travelled from home,

and laboured industriously, in his old age and hour

of need was sent back to get relief from the parish

in v/hich he had passed his childhood, where he

was uncared for and imknown. This should not

be so ; where the tree falls there let it lie. There

should be but one parish throughout the kingdom,

and anything short of such a change would make
the remedy worse than the disease ; because, where

it was found a person was likely to become charge-

able, he would be shifted from one narish to an-

other till the poor man did not know where to lay

his head. This was a strong illustration of the

necessity of a national poor-rate being established

by the Government. Land was, to all intents and

purposes, paying a greater share to the county rates
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and maintenance of the poor, tlian all other classes

of the community. The farmers wished for no ex-

clusive protection : all that they wanted was that

those who had property in the country should pay

for its protection in an equitable proportion. In his

opinion the farmers could do a great dpal for them-

selves, because the greatest benefits could be derived

from their own exertions. Let them establish clubs

throughout all the agricultural districts in England,

and if this were done, they would be placed in a

very different position from that in which they

stood at the present time. The aristocracy had

their political clubs— in fact, all denominations in

the country had their clubs, from the manufactur-

ing down to the labouring classes. Why then

should farmers be different from all other portions

of the community ? If they had clubs, the next

step should be to raise a fund to carry out their

views ; for it was well known that in England it

was no use to have opinions unless you had some-

thing to back them. To give full effect to them,

they must have funds. Let them then take an ex-

ample from the Manchester men, and become free

traders in the full sense of the word. He was the

advocate of free intercourse with all nations— that

was his political creed. The free traders had set

the agriculturists an example which they ought to

follow, and by doing so they would do more for

themselves than either the landlords or Parliament

had done for them. Let them, therefore, he would

say, unite as one man, and form a league, which

would give them the opportunity of returning

members to Pai'liament who would exert themselves

to carry out their ideas. With a good fund he

thought they would be able to take that position in

society which they ought to have held years ago.

Mr. Walton was dehghted to find that the Club

had acquired a character for respectabilitj% and he

believed it almost stood alone, in not having politi-

cal subjects excluded from its meetings. He was

pleased to hear from the Chairman that no wish was

entertained to dispossess the aristocracy of their

property ; but must express his sorrow at what had

fallen from him in relation to that important body,

the manufacturers— that they were disposed to take

away the benefits which would accrue from good
cultivation. This he denied altogether. Ttie pre-

sent Government six years ago sowed the seed, as

Sir James Graham said, and the effects now pro-

duced shev/ed that they had not acted wrong in do-

ing away with that monopoly which the land alone

enjoyed. He never gained any protection from

what was called protection. After some encomium
passed on the Earl of Derby, Mr. Cayley declared

that the noble lord, notwithstanding his professions,

never meant protection, he only meant place. The
agriculturists wei"e not desirous of advancing at the

expense of other classes, and all monopoly would

be useless to them, and only beneficial to the agri-

cultural landlords, clergy, and others who benefited

by the receipt of high rents. He was glad to hear

the Secretary say the farmers should look to them-

selves, and not to others ; it seemed as if they now
found out that the Manchester school had not in-

jured them. He was of opinion that if his brother

farmers had taken up the subject five years ago they

would have obtained a re-adjustment, and would

have had tenant right—in fact all that they chose

to ask within reason. With the increase of popu-

lation, the increase of cultivation, the increase of

trade, the increase of commerce, the increase of gold,

and the increase of everything which constituted

the prosperity of this island, it was ridiculous to

say that one interest could ride rough-shod, and

overpower at the expense of another. As to tenant-

right he had long been an advocate of it, and to en-

sure it the best way was to make a good bargain at

first. Twenty-six years ago he had spoken of it in

Romford Market, and stated that he found every in-

terest in England had protected itself, and all classes

but farmers had done so. He then recommended

them to follow the example ; but why had it

not been done ? Because the tenant farmers did not

think themselves, but allowed themselves to be led

by the stewards. Now they were told that they

were an important bod}-, why did they not act as

such ? He concurred with Drummond, that pro-

perty has its duties as well as its privileges. There

were few parishes in England, which he knew, that

produced a more ample quantity of corn and mutton

than in Hampshire. With improved implements

and artificial manure no doubt this could be consi-

derably increased; but it was improbable that this

would be done if the landlord did not enable his

tenant to bring forward these improvements. Po-

litical influence had been the bane of agriculture.

Look at half the places in that county—Medstead,

Wield, and up to Farnham, let them look at the

state of the pigsties and outbuildings on lands

which obtained the extreme rents which war gave

to them, and the increased improvements in the cul-

vatiou were the reason why the landlords obtained

the same rents now. With regard to v/hat had been

suggested relative to raising a fund among the far-

mers, it would require only one per cent, on their

rental, which in two years would jjroduce two mil-

lions—they would then' be "a great fact." Till

they did that they must not entertain the idea of

protection, but must depend upon their own ener-

gies as the means to benefit their condition and that

of the community generally. The only true mode
of keeping a tenant farmer was to give him security

for any improvements that he might make. The far-

mers did not ask for protection, for they had it in
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their power at that moment to cultivate better than

they did if thsy had that support from their land-

lords which they ought to demand. Look to the

tenantry of Lord Yarborough and Mr. Coke, now

Lord Leicester—how was it that they were in a

prosperous state? It was because they had secur-

ity for their improvements. These noblemen never

had to pay one farthing for compensation, because,

in the event of any one quitting, there were forty

people ready to come forward and pay the outgoing

tenant any sum which he might require. He had

known the owners of many farms, who, in conse-

quence of political coercion, had lost nearly a third

of their rental. Serve the political dogs right! He
concluded by stating that throughout his life he had

been desirous to benefit his l)rother farmers,

and would as long as he was able give them

his support.

Mr. Spooker said it appeared to him that, in

discussing the subject brought before them. that

evening, the resolution should agree as closely as

possible with the terms of the notice paper; but it

appeared to give a very prominent place to the la-

bouring classes; therefore if they passed that reso-

lution they would not do justice to those which pre-

ceeded it. He thought that the subject to which

Mr. Pain had alluded ought to form a prominent

feature in the resolution, for a greater boon could

not be conferred than the establishment of a national

poor rate, and the abolition of the law of settlement,

which latter would be nothing but consistent with

the unerring principle, that a labourer should have

the power to take his capital to any ton-n or to any

place he may think proper. Nothing, in his opinion,

would tend more to the improvement of agriculture

than this ; for it was well known that labourers were

frequently obliged to walk sometimes two or three

miles from their residence to their place of employ-

ment, and return home the same evening ; the con-

sequence v.-as, that a man's strength was half

exhausted, and he could not do justice to his master,

and became somewhat discontented with his lot

and condition, and little inchned to advance the in-

terest of his employer. In such cases landlords

ought to see that cottages were erected on their

farms, in order to encourage the men as much as

possible to become skilful labourers. Many ricks

at times were spoiled because there were not men

on the farm who could thatch, and property to a

vast extent was in consequence destroyed. With

regard to the abolition of the malt duties he thought

it would materially conduce to the benefit of the la-

bourers and the farmers. He had heard it asserted

seriously, that the remission of two millions and a

half of the malt duly would not do any good. To

this he would reply, then put on two millions and a

half more. He was very sorry to find that the mo-

tion had been thrown out ; for he did not think

that there was any sensible man who could not sea

that the whole must ultimately be swept away. He
was sorry to find that some of those who were

lauded so much as the friends of the labouring

classes, on a recent occasion had not exhibited their

love for those whom they professed to serve, when

it was proposed to take off this two millions and a

half, and helped to overthrow the Ministry on

that question. In allusion to the observation which

had been made that the agriculturists had lost time

in not agitating various subjects connected with

their avocation, he trusted the time would never

come when men would be prevented from advoca-

ting the cause which they believed to be right, for

nothing but evil might arise from such a dereliction

of principle. When Lord John Russell was for five

or six years in the House of Commons, and had a

majority there, what single measure did he bring

forward to benefit agriculture or counteract the

principles of free trade ? The noble lord had then

the finest opportunity of being the most popular

minister that ever existed. It ought to have been

his endeavour to disarm agitation by doing equal

justice to all parties, but not one single measure

had been advanced in favour of agriculture even at

the time when they put it into the Queen's mouth

to say that agricultural distress prevailed.

Mr. W. Spearing concurred in the resolution,

and perfectly agreed in the justice of tenant right,

and security for unexhausted improvements; but be-

fore they obtained this by legal enactment, they must

see larger assemblies of farmers, and he v/ished

among the hundred members of which the Club

was composed that the attendance at the monthly

meetings was more numerous. It was only by

union among themselves that these objects could

be achieved. If they showed apathy, it was their

own fault that they did not succeed. When he saw

that a great and important subject was to come

under discussion that night, he wished that the at-

tendance had been more numerous, and that men
more capable than himself had come forv.'ard to ex-

press their opinions. He agreed with Mr. Pile on

the necessity for the abolition of the law of settle-

ment, which was baneful to the labourer, who ought

to sell his labour at the best market. There was a

class of men which deterred the tenant farmer from

cultivating a good friendly understanding with his

landlord, and thereby did great injury. If they

wanted a farm, he would recommend tliem to take

it from the landlord, and not from the middle man,

the steward, vv'ho probably xmderstood little or

nothing about the quality or value of land. He be-

lieved farmers' clubs to be the best means through

which farmers could obtain advantages that would

enable them to carrv on their avocation more satis-
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factorilJ^ lie believed that a national poor-rate

would be generally advantageoua ; and if all pro-

perty was assessed alike, on the basis of the income-

tax, it would be a great relief to the tenant fanner.

Under present circumstances they must rely more

on their own resources, and have more freedom al-

lowed to them for the purpose of exercising their

judgment, which many occupiers of land were pre-

vented from doing, in consequence of being bound

down by prejudicial covenants.

Mr. T. S. Godwin thanked Mr. Pile for the able

way in which he had brought the subject forward

on that evening, and generally for the manner in

which he conducted the proceedings. Their first

consideration must be the situation in which they

were placed. As tenant-farmers they were mere

nonentities ; and he quite agreed in Mr. Pain's sug-

gestion, when he looked about and saw their situa-

tios, that they had only themselves to blame, and

thought if they connected themselves, and formed

a bond of union, all the difficulties of their position

would vanish, and unless this were done, it would

be in vain to talk of tenant-right. With respect to

what had been alluded to by Mr. Spooner relative

to the subject of discussion in the House of Com-
mons, it could not be beneficial either to the farmer

or the labourer, and had not been asked for. Many
men had said that it was very easy to calculate the

advantage to be derived, and that it was their own
fault they did not obtain it. They should plainly

tell the legislature that the only way to obtain it was
to agitate. They were told that the price of barley

would be increased by the abolition of the malt tax
;

be this as it might, he would say the greater amount
it produced the greater reason for its remission.

He quite agreed with Mr. Pain in his suggestion of

the necessity of an alteration in the law of settlement

;

Init the time was coming when they would very

soon find that this law would not be in their way,

He also concurred in the second suggestion, as to

the expediency of farmers forming themselves into

clubs throughout the country, as the best means of

having their interests well attended to,

Mr. W. Pain having read the resolution proposed

by the Chairman at the close of his address, said so

far as the resolution went, no one, he believed,

would dissent from it. He had before delivered

his sentiments; he would, therefore, if the Cliair-

man would allow him, take the sense of the meeting

on an addition which he wished to embody, to stand

as follows :
—

2. That the Legislature may relieve the agricul-
turists, and more especially the labouring classes,

by abolishing the law of settlement and the establish-

ment of a national poor-rate, as well as by the total

remission of the malt and hop taxes.

3. That the agriculturists may benefit themselves

by the establishment of Clubs throughout the coun-

ry, and raising a fund to be applied in furtherance

of their mutual interests.

Mr. Kearsey said, in his humble opinion, a

great deal of credit was due to the Chairman, for

the very able manner in which he had brought the

subject forward. He fully concurred in the recom-

mendation to petition the legislature to abolish the

period of six month's notice for a tenant to leave

and to extend it to two years. The effect of this al-

teration would be to do away, in a great measure,

the grievance now complained of, because the tenant

would have time to prepare for quitting, if he should

wish to do so.

The Ch.\irman' was pleased with the ol)serva-

tions which he had heard on that evening, because

they all bore out what he had previously affirmed.

He would assert tiiat it was far from his wish to

commit an actof injustice towards any class of men,

and he believed if the legislature would place the

landed proprietor in a right position, he would be

enabled to grant his tenants compensation for im-

provements at the time of quitting. With regard

to Mr. Kearsey's proposition for a two years' notice,

it was something in accordance with Mr. Pusey's

bill. If the system of tenant-right were fairly

adoi)ted, it would enable the tenant to be properly

represented in the House of Commons. The great

Lord Chatham had said that " taxation without re-

presentation is tyranny." It was high time for the

farmers, now that they were thrown on their own
resources, to exert themselves, and endeavour to

place themselves in the same position as the mer-

cantile classes. With regard towhat Mr. Godwinhad

said, that they had not agitated for the repeal of the

malt tax, he would remind him that a petition for

that purpose was got up in that room, presented to

the House of Commons, and thrown under the table

without further notice. Farmers had, in consequence,

become tired of petitioning, and the legislature

knew that the tenant-farmers bad no power, and

that was the reason why they were so treated. The

tenant-farmers of England would be able to olitain

tenant-right, when they could vote conscientiously

and independently; then they would be able to return

every county member in England. The legislature

would tlien reason in this way—" If we do not do

justice to the tenant-farmers they will oust every

county member ;" but as they were now, they muse

submit. Under this state of things it was impossi-

ble a tenant-farmer could join a club -he dared not

to do so, because he would Ije liable to be turned

out of his farm in six months. Was it possible, he

would ask, for any class of men to be in a more ser-

vile position ? He wished to see them emancipated,

but this could not be done unless they commenced
operations on the basis of tenant-right, and were
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guarded against being misled in carrying out ex-

pensive cultivation without security, which was a

cause from tlio eti'ects of which they were suffering.
\

Let them look back since, the act of 181(3, and see i

if any measure had been brought forward in Par-
|

liament to relieve agriculture from one iota of the
|

burthens under which it had long laboured; on the
j

contrary, every possible expense that could be de- !

devised had been charged on the poor rates. This

was tiie way in which the tenant-farmers had been

treated, and the system was likely to continue, till

they coidd vote according to the dictates of their

conscience. What the farmer wanted was freedom

to apply his ca])ital and skill to the best advantage,

and freedom of conscience, to get themselves repre-

sented in the legislature. Mr. Pile then read the

resolutions as amended, which were \nit, and

carried unanimously. —Hampshire Chronicle.

CHEESE MAKING FROM A SMALL DAIRY,

AVe have received requests from several of our
|

lady correspondents, to write a short article on

cheese-making, especially in reference to that large

class of farmers who keep Ijut few cows. It al-

ways gives us pleasure to comply with the requests

of the ladies, especially of those who are good

housekeepers—know how to milk a cow, make
good butter and cheese, and cultivate a small

flower-garden.

First-rate cheese can be made from a few cows,

but it is attended with more laljour in projiortion

to the amount made, than in a large dairy, inas-

much as the curd has to be made every morning

and ])laced aside till you have sufficient to make a

good-sized cheese. The milk is placed in a tub,

and warmed to the proper temperature (95 dcg.

Fahr., or about as warm as when taken from the

cow), by adding a ]iortion of heated milk. The
rennet is then added, the milk well stirred, and

afterwards let alone till the curd is well come. The

time this occupies varies from fifteen minutes to

two hours, according to the amount of rennet, the

temperature, &c.— the hotter it is put together, and

the more rennet there is added, the quicker will the

cheese come. As a general thing, the longer it is

in coming, the tenderer and sweeter will be the

curd. If it comes too quickly, it is owing to an

excess of lactic acid being formed from the sugar

of milk ; so that the curd has that hard, tough,

white appearance, that is the case when the curd is

precipitated by vinegar, or any other acid ; but, if

there is a very slow formation of lactic acid, the

curd is gradually precipitated in flocks, is less

dense, and very sweet and tender. It is then

broken up quite line, either by hand or a curd-

breaker made for the purpose, which cuts it into

very small pieces. After this it is allowed to stand

and settle. The whey is then drawn off' and

passed through a sieve, to remove aijy curd there

may be in it. The curd is then placed in a strong

cloth, and well "))ressed, to remove the whey. It

is then placed in a cold jjlace, and the operation

repeated daily— or every other day, if the milk will

keep sweet, as it will in the fall— till there is curd

enough to make a cheCvSe of the desired size.

When the right quantity is obtained, the curd is

all broken up very fine, salted and well-mixed. In

putting the curd in the vat to be ])ressed, a cloth

sufficiently large to cover the whole cheese is

])laccd in the vat, and into this cloth the curd is

put. When the curd has filled the vat, a "fillet"

(usually made of sheet tin, and from three to six

inches wide, and sufficiently long to lap over four

or five inches when placed round the cheese) is

placed inside the vat for an inch or so, and the

cloth drawn up straight, so that when being

pressed the fillet will not cut it. The whole of the

curd is then put in, the cloth turned over the top

of it, a smooth board placed over this, and then it

is ready to press. After it has been pressed for

some time, it is taken from under, and punctured

all over with a skewer, either of wood or iron,

I Place it in the press again, until it has become suf-

ficiently consolidated to take out of the vat with-

out falling to pieces. It must then be turned, or

inverted in the vat, and a clean cloth put round it.

Place it again under the press, occasionally turning

it and putting round it fresh cloths, till the cheese

when pressed does not wet them. It is then all

right, and should be kept in the dairy, or other

cool, damp place, for a few days, placing a little

salt round it, when it may be taken to an upper

room, where it will require turning very frequently,

or the side next the floor will mould. Let the

room be dark and well-ventilated,—Western Agri-

culturist.
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EAST OF BERWICKSHIRE FARMERS' CLUB.

This Society held an adjourned monthly meet-

ing in the Townhall, Dunse, on Tuesday, the 4tli

January last, for the purpose of taking into con-

sideration the report upon the farming system pur-

sued at Enterkine, Myremill, &c., which was

presented to the last half-yearly meeting by David

Milne Home, Esq., of Wedderburn.

Captain Logan Home took the chair.

The Secretary having read the minutes of last

meeting, the Club resumed consideration of

THE SYSTEM OF LiaUID MANURING,

by the reading of reports which had been handed

in by different members. The first was

—

FROM MR. CALDER, FAIRNEYSIDE.

About 25 years ago I experimented with liquid

manure, the produce of cattle and pigs fed at Guns-

green distillery, conveyed in a water barrel about

one-third of a mile and applied to new grass, the

crop of which was much benefited by so doing; but

finding little or no advantage to the succeeding crop

of oats, and as it would not pay the expense, I gave

up using it. No doubt liquid manure applied by

machinery would cost but a trifle compared with the

expense it cost me; but it becomes a most impor-

tant question, will it even then pay, on a farm of 300

or 400 acres, under a regular rotation of green and

white crops ? On such, there should be an abun-

dance of straw, to absorb the whole urine produced

from both cattle and sheep, provided the boxes, sheds

and pens they are fed in are nearly all covered,

and the rain water from t\\e principal buildings

conveyed away by spouts and not allowed to fall

into said feeding apartments. The manure made
entirely from the droppings of all kinds of stock, is

quite superior to that where the rain is allowed to

fall on; and a question occurs, why irrigate with

liquid manure produced on the farm at all, at such

heavy expense, when it can be all absorbed by the

straw ? Guano and other foreign manure can be

applied by the hand for a mere trifle per acre, to

such crops that may be considered would be bene-

fited by the same. Some years, when there is an

average of heat and rain, the grain crops in the

rotation often get too rank, and are injured by either

the application of guano or liquid manure. The
straw when converted into dung is to drive to the

various fields at any rate, and there is no more ex-

pense doing so, when so converted by the droppings

of stock, than when partially mixed with rain water.

The ordinary horses kept on the farm drive the

manure to the fields, often when they have nothing

else to do. On a farm all under grass or other

green crops, vv^here there is no straw produced,

liquid manuring would certainly pay better, parti-

cularly as large crops can be produced without in-

juring them. Where a farm-steading is situated on

a height, the liquid manure requires no pumping,

as it would distribute itself by gravitation where re-

quired; but it becomes a subject for calculation

whether the expense of leading the crops up to the

steading, or forcing up the liquid manure where

the steading is situated low, is the most expensive.

Of the four farms visited by Mr. Milne Home,

three are farmed by the proprietors, and Myremill

tenanted by Mr. Kennedy : but it is not said how
he is supported by his landlord—whether he pays

interest on the cost of any of the erections, or re-

ceives them all gratis. The pipmg and other

requsite erections would all require to be made by

the proprietors, as I fear no tenant would ever at-

tempt to make them.

With regard to stall-feeding of sheep (or rather

sta]\-fatteni7ig ; as all stock should go direct from

the pens to the butcher), I am of opinion it might

be profitably carried on, where there are clay land

farms. A number of tenants would likely very

soon try it, had they stalls or pens erected to en-

able them to do so. Where such farms have been

thoroughly drained, there are now ten acres of tur-

nips grown for one formerly, but the nature of such

soil prevents them from being profitably consumed

in damp weather. As already noticed, far less

straw is required under the covered shed feeding

system of cattle, so that there will be plenty for

supplying litter to the sheep in pens. The expense

of boards would be saved, as they are apt to injure

the feet of the sheep and colour of the wool. Chaff

or burnt clay, as stated in a letter from Mr. Dickson,

of Peelwall, some time ago read to the Club,

might be put in the bottom of the pens to absorb

the urine, and afterwards littered with straw when

necessary. I have for a number of years fed a few

early lambs under cover littered with straw, and

found the ewes and their lambs thrive well. I cal-

culate the expense of carting the turnips to the

pens more than counterbalanced in the saving of

turnips, the sheep feeding faster, and a more

weighty fleece. Upon good turnip farms stall-

feeding of sheep is not likely to be much practised,

as it is absolutely necessary, where there is light

land and little depth of soil, to consume a great

proportion of the turnips on the land when grown

for the benefit of the following crops.
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It would be satisfactory if Mr. Kennedy would

follow the example of Mr. Mechi, and favour the

public with his balance sheet, for the guidance of

both landlords and tenants in adopting the system

practised by hira at Myremill.

\M11 not a great part of the liquid manure escape

by the drains, particularly in winter during a long

course of wet weather, as no more can be stored

than the tanks hold ?

Before concluding, I take the liberty to observe

that Mr. M. Home deserves the special thanks of

the Club for introducing into hi;; leases the compen-

sation clause, viz., " For any lime,boncdust, or other

article i)rocured by the tenant extra of the farm it-

self, the full benefit of which shall not be exhausted

before the legal termination of said lease," the out-

going tenant is to be paid for, which will be of

great advantage to him, as well as a gain to the

landlord. In Ireland the noise made about tenant-

right applied also to buildings, as well as the above ;

I hope, therefore, Mr. M. Home will also show the

noble example of including compensation for all

necessary substantial buildings made by the tenant,

when the landlord is not inclined to make them

—

not to exceed say one half-year's rent. Some such

clause is much wanted, as the most of farm-stead-

ings are too small for the improved system of

feeding cattle in covered boxes.

From various causes a number of tenants cannot

get any additional buildings made to them even

when they agree to pay interest on the outlay ; but

such a clause in the lease would be a great boon,

as they could then make the necessary buildings

themselves.

FROM MR. HARDIE, REDHALL.
There is no means of ascertaining of what value

the liquid manure is as applied to these farms, as

the whole is mixed with guano or some other ferti-

lising substance. It is worth while to enquire when
Mr. Bell's summer begins and ends, as in this

county, put on grass what you will, it will not cut

in most springs till tOAvards the end of May; and

every one knows how the qualities of grasses fail of

nourishing properties as the year advances. First

cutting say May, to cut Mr. Bell's 6 cuttings will

then reach to October. I should think his last

cuttings would give but a small return of butter

and cheese. It is well known that cows fed on cut

grass give less of both, and of an inftrior descrip-

tion, than when pastured on the fields. It is also

clear that the land must have been very poor pas-

ture when it required two acres for one cow, as two

acres of good pasture should suffice for two cows,

and two cows so pastured would give a quantity

equal to three cows if fed only on grass in the

house, and superior in quality. It is therefore

difficult to see how Mr. Bell could have a gain of 6

or 7 pounds per acre. As regards Mr. Kennedy's

crops, they are truly magnificent as a whole. The

oats for example— 10 qrs. per acre. I cannot con-

ceive how such a crop did not lodge and rot, as in

Ayrshire and the west of Scotland the land grows

a large quantity of straw for the quantity of grain

produced, and far more rain falls there than in this

county. I know where this season oats are pro-

ducing not many more bolls than he has quarters.

They went so early down that the weight per bushel

is only 37 and 38lbs. Mr. Kennedy's mode of

feeding in the straw yards, &c., &c., is I think very

important, and I would say profitable : where there

is the fact that in Mr. Milne Home's calculations on

this head no deduction is made from the sum of

£103 10s., for the interest on capital necessary to

be sunk for the making of sheep pens, &c., I think

it will be found that the sum here stated will ut-

terly pass away. I had intended to say something as

to this system requiring, for its being carried on,

what cannot by any means be at all times and places

attained, viz., a competent supply of water ; I had

intended to remark, also, that even though the sys-

tem here reviewed had done well when practised by

one or two parties, it would not therefore necessarily

succeed as a universal practice, as such a practice

would tend at once to raise the price of things

bought, and to lower the price of things sold, and

so would tend to reduce the profit ; and to notice

also that the results quoted, as arising from a given

amount of liquid manure, occur in the case of a

farm which has now been for a considerable time

in a state of very high cultivation. But on these 1

cannot dwell. I am already thoroughly ashamed

of the length of my observations, which assuredly

I had no idea of when I began. It only remains,

that I say in conclusion, that though my remarks

may seem as altogether directed against the system

of liquid manuring, 1 should be sorry to be thought

of opinion that it has nothing to recommend it.

That there may, and that there are good things

connected with it, I am very willing to admit. But

that as a whole it is to be substituted for the pre-

sent mode of culture, I am as yet utterly unable to

see. I have stated my reasons for this opinion fully

and frankly, and though I am unable to come to

Mr. M. Home's conclusions on this subject, I am
not on that account the less able to thank him cor-

dially for bringing this subject before the notice of

the Club.

FROM MR. NISBET, RUMBLETON.
With the exception of one palpable error in

figures, in the comparison of liquid manure and soil-

ing with that of pasturage, on Mr. Bell's farm, I

will not take up the time of the meeting with cal-

culations, but leave that to more able hands. In

the case alluded to, it is stated that 16 cwt. of
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guano per acre is used along with the licjiiid. Now
as the cctni)arison is made upon two acres, there

ought to have been 32 cwt. charged, which would
have btood thus:

—

32 cwt. guano £15 4

Cutting grass for cows 13 10
Interest on capital 4

Produce of 10 cows.

Produce of one cow.

32
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are worth £4,—by the other they are worth £40.

From this there are to be deducted, however, the

following expenses, viz, :
—

1. Cost of 16 cwt. of guimo, £7 12

2. Cutting grass for 10 cows daily at

Is.Cd 13 10

3. In;;erest on capital at 7 i. per cent 4

Expenses of 2 acres, 25 2

Produce as above, , 40

Profit on the two acres, £14 18

Being a return of £7 9s. per acre instead of £2, or

a clear surplus profit of £5 9s. per acre. Now I

would have it distinctly borne in mind that the real

question for our consideration is,—what is the ad-

vantage of this liquid manuring .'' This being the

case, it humbly appears to me that the foregoing

mode of calculation is not exactly the correct mode.

To estimate the real state of matters let us take the

field in question, not as pastured in ths one case

and cut in the other. Let us take it as cut in both

cases,—in the one case without the application of

liquid manure,and in the otherivith thatapphcation.

Now, if I understand Mr. Milne Home aright, he

states that by " raising ordinary rye grass and clo-

ver 16 tons per acre are got." Let us apply this

to the foregoing calculation. If 80 tons of grass

feed 10 cows, then 32 tons will feed 4 cows. Now
let us repeat the above calculation with the change

hereby made necessary,

—

1. Cost of 16 cwt. of guano, £7 12

2. Cutting grass for 10 cows at Is. 6d,

a day, 13 10

3. Interest on capital at 71 per cent 4

Expenses on two acres,.

,

Produce as above,

2

Profit on 2 acres, £I4 IS

Now that is Mr. Bell's return for 2 acres. By my
calculations above, 2 acres cut (and observe this is

in identically the same proportion) keep 4 cows,

which at £4 each makes £16 for the two acres.

Now state the account thus :
—

Produce of 4 cows, £16
Deduct expense of cutting grass for 4

cows daily at Is. 6d., «.. 5 8

Profit on 2 acres, 10 12

Mr. Bell's profit is 14 18

On 2 £4 6

or on one acre £2 3s. instead of £5 9s., according to

Mr. Milne Home's calculation. But farther, it is

not stated what is the expense incurred by Mr. Bell

in preparing his land for his ryegrass crop. If he,

like Mr. Kennedy of Myrcmill, ploughs it and dungs

it in the previous autumn, then I apprehend that the

expense of this, together with the value af the urine

from 5 cows (in all 2250 gallons unadulterated)

which of course, is lost to all the rest of the farm, will

very much more than counterbalance the profit of

£2 3s. per acre as brought out above. Before leav-

ing this point, I would just observe in passing, that

there seems some discrepancy between Mr. Milne

Home's statement that about 10 cwt. of guano per

acre were apjilied by Mr. Bell, and the sum of £7

12s. stated as the price of guano for 2 acres. It is

of course plain that if 16 cwt. were applied, the sum

stated should have been twice £7 12s., which would

render the loss ruinous,—independent altogether of

the deductions I have made above. This, however.

I presume is a mistake, and that only 8 cwt. per

acre were applied. We come now to consider Myre-

mill, and to estimate the profits which Mr. Mdne
Home calculates to flow from the system of liquid

manuring on that farm, and these I cannot help con-

sidering more apparent than real, as I will endeavour

to show as shortly as possible. And to begin with

the Italian ryegrass. Mr. Milne Holme states the

surplus produce, above the amount to be obtained

by ordinary culture, as 24 tons per acre, which at

10s. per ton. makes £12 per acre, (it is stated £13,

1

presume by a misjirint.) From this, however, he

deducts £2 7s. Gd. for manuring, cutting, and carting

home, &c., these 24 tons. The sum of 10s. stated

for the cutting and carting home I should imagine

too little. But I will pass that over, and proceed to

the essentials of the calculation. And to throw light

on this point I would request you to look back for

one moment on what has been said in reference to

Enterkine. We have seen there that after leaving

out of view the expense of the 2250 gallons of una-

dulterated urine, &c., the profit jjer acre was only

£2 3s. Now observe the produce of both places is

stated as much the same, being about 40 tons per

acre. Now to obtain this, Mr. Bell had to lay out

a sum of £3 16s. per acre in guano ; and though

Mr. Kennedy perhaps does not need to do this on

account ofhis oxen giving more urine than Mr. Bell's

cows (I say " perhaps," because it is not expressly

stated that Mr. Kennedy does not use guano, though

I infer this from Mr. Milne Home's remarks) yet it

is obvious that this is a matter of no consequence

whatever. It is plain that if he did not use guano he

used what was as valuable as guano, and what pro-

duced as good a result, viz. 40 tons of grass per acre.

If this mode of reasoning be just (and you observe

that here there io just so much of the valuable liquid

lost to the rest of the farm) then it follows that my
conclusion and Mr. Milne Holme's will be very dif-

ferent indeed, and instead of £10 12s. 6d. per acre

brought out by him as the clear surplus profit per

acre, 1 see not how the profit can be estimated at

more than was found in the case of Enterkine, viz.,

£2 3s. or thereabout, for the produce of both places

R
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being much alike, and the means of ob-

taining it substantially the same, that conclu-

sion seems inevitable. "We have then, I ap-

prehend, to state £2 3s. or thereabout as the sur-

plus profit per acre of ryegrass on Myremill. But

farther, from this sum will fall to be deducted the

expense of ploughing and manuring the land in the

autumn, which Mr. Kennedy does for his ryegrass

crop,—besides the interest on the extra capital re-

quired for this system of liquid manuring—and I

think I am not mistaken when I suppose that these

united will more than eat up the sum of £2 3s., the

remainder of the surplus. If the foregoing reason-

ing is just I may be excused from going at length in-

to the consideration of the root crops, and may be

allowed to say, that if the irrigation system will not

pay in regard to the rye-grass crop, which is made

chiefly to depend upon it, it will not succeed better in

regard to the root crops, which oxiiy partially depend

upon it. I would just remark, in one word, that what

appears tome a fundamental and vital error in the cal-

culations reviewed is the taking for granted that the

liquid manure is all lost by the present system. Now
this need not be the case, and in point of fact is

not the case. Its valuable properties go to enrich

the general farm . We pass now to the consideration

of the expense of transporting manure to the Italian

rye grass field, and here Mr. Milne Home brings

out the large sum of £l60 19s. as saved on 87 acres

by the irrigation system. Now, if I have succeeded

in showing (which I think I have) that that system

will not pay as applied to rye grass, it seems unne-

cessary to go into the relative cheapness of trans-

port of the two systems. I cheerfully assent to Mr.
Milne Home's calculations as to this ; but for the

above reason I cannot consent to this sum of £160
19s. being put down as profit. Mr. Milne Home
brings out the sura of £35 as by the irrigation system

saved on the expense of transporting manure to the

green crops. Now this may very possibly be correct

in one sense. But even this gain is more apparent

than real ; for, on the other hand, it must not be
forgotten that the carting out of the manure is very

generally done at a time v/hen, by reason of frost, or

as of late, by excess of rain, the horses cannot be

employed at any other work.

We now come to consider the system of feeding

sheep under cover, and here Mr. Milne Home states

two items of profit, viz. :

—

From manure saved from 460 sheep £57 10
From extra wool ... ... ... 46

In all, £103 10

Now, without in the smallest degree impugning the

correctness of this estimate, I cannot help remark-
ing that there are grave drawbacks from it. At
some of these I will merely glance. Even granting

(what after all must necessarily be but a kind of

guess) that £57 10s. worth of sheep manure is lost

upon 460 sheep by the present system, account

must surely be had on the other hand to the incal-

culably great advantage arising to light soils by being

tramped by the sheep when on the turnip break, an

advantage for which nothing that I know of can

compensate. Then again let us look at the very

great expense of carting home, (and this not like

the dung in frosty weather, when horses may be

(ttherwise unemployed) storing and apportioning to

the sheep all the turnips, which if consumed on the

field would cost a mere trifle. Regard must be had

to these two points, and also to the abundance of

straw; but the great quantity of stock kept and

fattened is from his feeding with bean, meal, mo-

lasses, &c. As grass alone is only fit for rearing

cattle, I never could find that they would fatten only

in a straw yard. His apparent success with liquid

manuring arises chiefly from the foreign manure he

adds thereto. Might it not be as profitable to throw

the guano on the land as into the tank ? There is

no reason to doubt that sheep will feed under cover

—it is nothing new. 50 years ago almost every

farmer had a few sheep kept along with the cows,

and taken out every day with them during summer,

and in winter were almost wholly confined to the

house, and without turnips,— as at that period none

were grown—and these sheep produced wool suffi-

cient for clothing the family, and any ewes generally

produced two lambs, which were mostly sold for

18s. or 20s. each, and the dung made by the sheep

was considered worth double that of the cattle. No
one will deny that sorne good results from the liquid

proceeding from the byres, and I now give the re-

sults of ray experience. Many years ago Mr. Smith,

of Deanston, brought before the Gargunnock Club

his successful application of the liquid collected

from the farm then in his possession, which however

contained all the night soil, &c., produced at the

village of Deanston ; and no doubt the effect on the

field in pasture where it was applied was wonderful;

so much so that some were induced to have all col-

lected from their byres and curtains into a tank,

where a pump was placed to raise it into a barrel

placed on a cart, and thence carry it to the fields ;

and the disappointment was great when after many
waterings there was little or no visible change on

the grass, and after the land came into crop no per-

ceptible difference from that which got none ; and

after this was carried on for some years it was given

up by every one. It clearly appears that there is

but little in the liquid from the cattle of a produc-

tive nature, and that it is the infusion of other sub-

stances that produced the good efl^ects : that Mr.

Smith's was caused by what was collected from the

houses, &c., in Deanston—Mr. Kennedy and others
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fiorn the guano and other substances thrown into

the tank. I have never seen any thing brought

before the pubhc that was really profitable that was

allowed to fall into disuse. ^Vitness furrow drain-

ing, how it was scofted at. 1 once advised a friend

to begin a field in the Lothians before there was any

of that kind of draining there, and he got to hiinself

the appellation of the Little Drain Fanner, and his

landlord actually interdicted hitn from proceeding,

in the midst of the operations. Every one knows
now to what an extent it is carried out. On the

other hand the urine from cattle has always been

given up, or nearly so, after many have put them-

selves to great e.vpense. Let any one look at all

that comes from a farm- steading sent over a field

for a year or two, and how little a space it improves.

Mine has run on some grass land for many years,

and there is not an acre and a half improved by it.

It has a good effect in rotting out the whins when
j)assed among them. I would rather be for con-

verting the liquid into sohd than solid into liquid.

If all the night soil, &c., &c., of our towns could be

applied to the land all over Scotland, I hardly

think guano would be much in request, were neces-

saries so constructed as to place a barrel on wheels

beneath to receive the contents, and carry it to the

fields. The effect would dispel all doubt. I have

bought it in Fifeshire at 10s, a ton—4 tons a suffi-

cient dressing to a Scots acre, mixed with ashes and
earth.

An intelligent land agent in Glasgow (Mr. Gallo-

way)informs me that on different gentlemen's estates

in that neighbourhood, they made erections and
tried the liquid manuring with no success at all, and
that it is now given up on them all.

A few words regarding Italian rye-grass, I sowed
it without a crop in the spring of 1836, had two fair

crops. The Timothy grass sown alongside of it

produced a far greater crop, but it is not easy to

root it out again, when ploughed for corn. I still

use Itahan rye grass,mixed along with other grasses.

I am fully of opinion that good red and white clover

with rye grass, if you choose some Italian, make
the best either for cutting or pasturing. In order

to get an early cutting, I top dress with Berwick
dung, fish refuse, and earth ; also guano and soot

in April. In a good season, by giving a second

dressing,! get three cuttings, if there is plenty of red

clover. I never could make more than two with any

of the other grasses ; and last summer, though top

dressed v/ith Berwick dung mixed with fish refuse,

guano in April, and soot afterwards, I only got two

cuttings—the last not so good, as the red clover en-

tirely failed. In these remarks I only give what

occurred with myself, and although «o far short

of thai; produced on the farms in Ayrshire, and the

conclusions I have come to do not harmonize with

them, the fault may arise from my proceedings.

What in all discussions of this kind ought to be

avoided is, saying anything personal or offensive ;

the way to get at the truth is to state facts in a kind

and friendly manner; for under different circum-

stances different results are obtained, and it is for

the intelligent agriculturist to exercise his own

judgment under the circumstances he may be placed.

The difference of situation, climate, and soil, will

always have a powerful effect in causing different

opinions to be expressed on matters of this kind,

and may be at some time substantially correct in

each case. I quote the following from Professor

Anderson's speech at the monthly meeting of the

Highland Society, as reported in the Scotsman of

the 25th ult., which I think bears out my statement

on liquid manuring ; " his statement (Mr. Russell's,

Kilwhiss,) that every pound of liquid manure lost

is a bushel of wheat lost is true only in theory ; and

Liebig would himself repudiate the inference that

the mere saving of that pound of liquid manure

would enable the farmer to produce an additional

bushel of wheat—for, be it observed, we have no

practical means by which we can insure the whole

of the manure we add to the soil coming into con-

tact with and being absorbed by the plant. Much
has of late years been said on the subject of the use

and importance of liquid manuring, and various ex-

periments on the subject have recently been made

on a very extensive scale. I confess I have no ex-

pectation that liquid manuring in the strict sense of

the term will ever be found advantageous in the

long run; the old liquid manuring has been tried

in other districts and abandoned, but that is no

reason why experiments should not be made on the

new plan recently adopted in Ayrshire. I believe

that which is eventually come to will be in a great

measure one of cost." So much for Professor An-

derson.

FROM MR. DICKSON, PEELWALLS.
If liquid manure is to be used at all, Mr, Ken-

nedy's system appears to me the only feasible one;

the usual mode of leading it in and spreading it

from a barrel is both ineffectual and very expen-

sive.

I am sorry that owing to my total want of expe-

rience in its use I can offer no suggestions in regard

to it ; but I have always thought, and I continue

of the same opinion, that if the buildings in which

the cattle are fed were jjroperly constructed to pre-

vent its escape, there would be little to make use

of; and in a district like ours where such a great

bulk of straw has to be converted into manure, the

whole liquid is requisite to assist the decoinposi-

tion. Beside^;, I think in every way it. will he as

profitable for the farmer to apply it as a portion of

his dung as in another shape. It may be urged

R 2
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that Jiquid manure is more efficacious than dung
for top-dressing grass and the growth of green

crops ; but owing to the great command we now
have of artificial manures, that is rendered of much
less consequence ; and I am not certain, when all

the various expenses are taken into account, but

that they will be found as effectual and cheaper in

the end.

FROM MR. JAMES CUNNINGHAM, COLDSTREAM.
Having been invited, along with other members

of the club, to assist in discussing the meriis of a

system of management differing in some important

respects from what is usually practised in this dis-

trict, and v.-hich has been so fully and ably set

forth in Mr. Milne Home's paper, and being fully

aware of the disadvantages under which I labour,

not being myself a practical farmer, and admitting

fully that one estabUshed fact is worth se\'en opi-

nions in such matters, I merely ask permission to

draw your attention to a few of the more impor-

tant facts presented therein. Having seen it in

operation, and having read and thought a good
deal about it, I confess that I am favourably im-

pressed with its merits, and will briefly state my
reasons why. It must be apparent to every one

who has seen or read a description of this mode
of management, that it j)rimarily consists of main-

taining and feeding ujion the farm a much greater

amount of stock than has hitherto b3en thought

practicable ; 2nd, a more systematic mode of raising

green crops, and of consuming these, than has

generally existed in this district. And though

apparently these are not the all-imjiortant matters

upon an arable farm, yet upon these will it be

found that the most astounding results hinge, and

before any one sets these lightly aside, or as of

trivial importance, let him read the report of the

Board of Health upon this suljject ; let him weigh

well the facts collected and brought before us by
Mr. Milne Home in his report; and, above all, let

him go to Myremill, or any other place where the

system is fully carried out, ami judge for himself.

The additional accommodation required, and the

arrangement of the farm buildings, so that the ani-

mals may be conveniently housed and fed, and
their manure collected and prepared to be applied

to the soil, and especially to the green crops, by
the aid of machinery, all of which you know some-

thing about, and any details of this process is not

required on the present occasion, though I confess

these more properly come under my field of obser-

vation. Upon the first head I have to remark,

that where a tenant possesses the capital it will be

found that to send beef, mutton, and wool off his

farm, will be found more remunerating in the end,

than sending off an equal value of the cereals. I

have thought that any system of management

which tends to increase the luxuriance of the green

crops, will be found to be an enriching and not an

exhausting system ; and every farmer knows that

a luxuriant crop of broad clover, even though cut

and carried off the field, collects and stores up in the

soil excrementilious matter for the food of future

crops, and farmers in some districts of England

sow their fallows with wild mustard to get a green

covering, which they plough down as a manuring

only. Now if the growing of weeds (as we would

call them) is really ];rofitable, how much better to

have your land cropped with nourishing food for

animals, which will give some return in the first

place, and secure the latter object of manuring as

effectually. I would further remark, that to possess

ample and convenient housing for such additional

stock is desirable, even if obtainable by payment

of a large per-centage. The proper constructiDn

of floors, channels, tanks, engine, pumps and

pipes, are all deserving of special notice, and aie

all essential (as yet) to obtain a command of liquid

manure at all times, without which the green crojis

cannot be forced forward in time, and to the extent

necessary, that is, made available by the aid of

these adjuncts, which upon a moderate sized farm

has hitherto cost about 14s. per acre per annum
extra. Some will say that if the sum expended in

securing this supply were expended in purchasing

guano and other foreign manures, itwould produce

great results ; this is not disputed, but I question

if any application of manure in the solid state

would produce cuttings of Italian rye-grass 14

feet in length and 50 tons per acre in the season,

which this system has produced, and the value of

this as food requires not any comment from me.

I may further remark, that the aj)plication of ma-

nure in a liquid state brings it within the power of

machinery ; and we all know the saving of labour

effected by this mode when it can be made avail-

able ; and wherever a water-power exists, with a

plentiful supply of water, it would pay well to add

the extra ajiparatus for carrying out the system

fully. I think it will be obvious that this mode of

management does not at all supersede any of the

imjiorlant processes of thorough draining, plough-

ing, cleaning, sowing, and reaping, nor, in short,

any of the multifarious duties imphed in what

constitutes good farming ; bat if engrafted upon

your otherwise general good management, itwould

imjiart to the whole a more psi feet and fully de-

A^eloped system, enabling you successfully to con-

test and overcome the vicissitudes of the seasons,

by su[)i»lying proper food at the proper season,

prepared and consumed in the most advantageous

manner, and will assuredly ))roduce more profitable

results than can ever be expected from following a

system of feeding, over many of its drawbacks.
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you at present have iiltle control ; and in a season

like the present I thuik the most scejjtieal will he

convinced that something is yet required to meet

the vicissitudes of our climate even in regard to

tlie feeding of sheep.

The Chairman having asked if there was any

other gentlemen present who wished to express his

views, and having also called upon Mr. AVilson of

Edington Mains,

Mr. Wilson- said that lie had not had leisure to

give the report the consideration which lie would

have wished, nor to prepare a report such as those

very able ones which had just been read. He had,

however, been able to examine the report, and he

must say, he could not but dissent from the con-

clusions Mr. Home had arrived at; and he very

cordially concurred with most of the objections

which had been brought forward. He did not,

liowever, agree with the views expressed by Mr.

Calder and Mr. Hardie, to the effect that no benefit

whatever was derived from the use of liquid ma-
nure. That it was a most excellent manure he

considered proved; and the practice of some of

our continental neighbours, the Flemings, the

Swiss, and others, who store it up and keep it for

months, finding great advantages to result from it,

corroborated this. But although he granted that

the use of liquid manure might have very benefi-

cial etiects upon land, he did not consider that

Mr. Milne Home had at all made out a case for

the general adoption of such heavy expenses and

extensive changes as would be involved in bringing

this svstem into common use ; and this he thought

might be shown by the errors in calculation which

the report contained. Mr. Milne Home estimated

the expense of conveying the liquid manure to the

places v.here it was to be applied, at •2d. per ton,

and he considers that any sort of manure may be

conveyed for 6d. per ton, so that he makes out a

gain in the cost of applying the manure ; but it

was to be recollected that the liquid manure was

diluted with three times its own weight of water,

so that 1 ton was converted into 4, and thus,

where in tl'.e old-fashioned system there was only

the expense of conveying 1 ton, there was in this

way the expense of conveying 4 tons. Thus in-

stead of the cost of applying the manure being

reduced, it was actually made greater. Another

great objection was that the profits derived from

the use of this system were entirely assumed. He
would be exceedingly obliged to any gentleman

who could show him how a profit of 10s. per ton

could be oljtained from green crops, according to

Mr. Milne Home's calculation. He appealed to the

experience of any farmer present, if he could convert

green crops into wool or mutton or beef to realize

a profit of 10s. per ton. It was possible perhaps

to do so in daiiy husbandry in the suburbs of

Edinburgh and other largo towns, and Mr. Hardie

had even obtained so nmcb as 13s. per ton for

grass which he had sent to Edinburgh. Dairy

husbandry was, however, the exception in this as

well as in the price of land, many places in the

neighbourhood of Edinl)urgh yielding in this way

a rent of £20 \)ev acre ; but he was quite clear that

in ordinary farming it was not possible to obtain

such profits. He was not going to enter into cal-

culations as to how much could be realized from

green crops. That depends in a great degree upon

the turn the markets take, the seasons, and other

conditions. This error in calculation ran through

the whole report, and of course affected the con-

clusions considerably. The basis being erroneous,

the superstructure falls to the ground. He could

not but express a regret that Mr. Milne Home
should have entered into these calculations at all.

The experiments were very interesting, but there

were as yet no data for making the necessary cal-

culations of profit or loss. It was a pity therefore

that these calculations should have been gone into

at all, as they were both calculated to mislead and

to damage and dishearten those who might think

of attempting to carry out the system. Mr. Milne

Home, he thought, would have better consulted

his own reputation, and the cause which he sincerely

wished to advance, if he had refrained from enter-

ing into calculations which he obviously had not

the means to carry out. Mr. Wilson then referred

to the enormous quantities of auxiliaries which

Mr. Kennedy used, linseed cake, superphosphate

of lime, &c., and which were used, and might be

used, without any connection with liquid manure

at all, and the produce of which ought therefore

to have been estimated separately. Another

curious circumstance was that it was stated that

Mr. Kennedy gave a daily allowance of iGo lbs. of

turnips to his cattle, and that the number of cattle

which he kept was nearly 400. Now he could not

see how, upon the quantity of turnips stated to be

grown by Mr. Kennedy, the cattle could be kept

long enough to fatten. According tJ his calcula-

tion, taking the crop of turnijis at 20 tons per

acre, according to Mr. Home's own statement, that

number of cattle would consume the whole crop

in four months. There was, however, some con-

fusion in the data here. Mr. Kennedy's farm was

divided into two parts, farmed upon different sys-

tems, and it was possible that these might have

been in some way mixed up. Mr. Wilson then

referred to the expense attending this system of

manuring, and which Mr. Kennedy calculated at

from 10s. to 14s. per acre. By adding the expense

of constructing tanks and keeping them in repair,

and the additional expense attending the applica-
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tioi! of the inHniuc in a diluted fonn, whicli of

course increased its l^ulk, Mr. Wilson raised the

expense of applying the manure by this system to

28s. per acre. Now if the 28s. was expended upon

guano, and applied in the old-fashioned way, he

was not satisfied that the results in the one case

would not he as good as the other. Give the land

as good a share of manure in the usual form as

Myremill gets in a liquid form, and the effect will

be quite as satisfactory. He thought, in fact, that

the system was overrated altogether. He had an

exceedingly high opinion of Mr. Kennedy as a

man and as a farmer—he thought he deserved the

thanks of the agricultural world for his zeal in

carrying out these experiments. But he thought

it was a pity that he (Mr. Kennedy) had not been

allowed to carry out these experiments -for ex-

periments he maintained them to be—before they

had been brought so prominently before the public.

That, however, was not Mr. Kennedy's fault. He
had been drawn to make statements and give re-

sults, incomplete and uncertain in their character,

which he would not have done had he not been

interfered with. It was of course altogether un-

reasonable to expect him or any other man to ex-

pose his affairs by giving the balance-sheet which

many people have demanded. At the same time,

it is obviously impossible to arrive at the true results

of the system unless we have that balance-sheet.

He considered it improper to mix up the system of

soihng and feeding sheep under cover with the

system of hquid manuring. The merits of these

systems were entirely independent of each other,

and ought to be considered separately. He
thought the system referred to in a letter from Mr.

Dickson of Peelwalls, some time ago, as having

been seen by him in England—viz., that of stall-

feeding sheep upon burnt clay, and applying the

clay to the land as manure— as one much more
simple and less costly in its working, and much
more easily comprehended in its results than that

of liquid manuring. Mr. Wilson then sat down
amidst the applause of the member.? of the

club.

Professor Johnston, having been called upon
by the Chairman, said he had great pleasure in ac-

ceding to the Chairman's request to state to them
the impression made on his mind on the occasion

of his visit to Myremill with Mr. Milne Home some
months ago. Before entering on the subject, he

confessed he thought that there had not been that

candid consideration of the circumstances under
which Mr. M. Home had brought forward his re-

port, and of the purpose for which he had brought
it forward, given, which he (Professor Johnston)

thought Mr. M. Home was fairly entitled to. It

seems to me (continued tha Professor) that if you

consider what a great difFertiice there ib between

the condition of agriculture and agricultural pro-

gress, and the persons who promote it in this 1852,

compared with what it was in 1752 in Scotland, you

will see that one very great distinction is, that the

proprietors of land now interest themselves in agri-

culture; whereas at the period to which I have

alluded, it was considered beneath the dignity even

of a small proprietor to know anything about it.

The great difference is now that both in this covm-

try and in England, the proprietors are the persons

who interest themselves most in the progress of

agriculture, and I think they ought rather to be

encouraged than discouraged in their attempts

to point out and to effect improvements. I have

felt, in the observations which have been made by

Mr. Wilson, that he has not given due consideration

to the circumstances under which the information

in regard to these farms has been brought forward

by Mr. M. Home. You will observe, also, that

Mr. Gibson remarks that he considers the informa-

tion was not sufficient to justify any conclusions

being drawn in reference to the mode of operation

at Myremill. Now, I am sure, so far as this point is

concerned, if two strangers were to visit any of

your own farms for the purpose of inspecting and

noting down the particulars of your own methods,

you would not be more willing than Mr. Kennedy

is to lay j^our balance sheets before them. But as

Mr. Home is desirous of introducing this system

himself, it was natural for him to set about making

the necessary calculations ; and if you take with you

this staterrent, which I had from Mr. Kennedy's

own mouth, and which I entered in my note-book

at the time, you will see that there is a fair ground

for entering into a calculation with the view of as-

certaining whether or not a profit is to be made by

the system. Mr. Kennedy's remark to me was,

that he had £10,000 capital embarked ia his farm,

that all the means and hopes of his family were de-

pendent upon the success of his system, and that

if he had not ])erfect confidence in the success of

his system and his plans, he would not continue

them. Now, the calculations given by Mr. Milne

Home are based on data which we got from Mr.

Kennedy himself. I will now make a few observa-

tions in reference to the system itself. I will leave

out of view the farms of Enterkine and Cunning

Park, and also the Fifeshire farm, and confine my-
self entirely to the farm of Myremill. The princi-

ple upon which the profits of the system there

pursued depend, involves three considerations, viz.,

first, upon the application of manure in the liquid

form; secondly, the application of this manure to

the raising of certain crops : and thirdly, the mode
of using up these crops in feeding cattle under

cover. Now, in regard to the application of ma,-
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nure in the liquid form, it is the result of experience

all over the world, that the application of a certain

quantity of manure in ahquid form jjroduces great-

er results than when in a ?olid form. This is very

clearly shown in the application of dissolved bones

when used in a dihited and undiluted form. Now
at ^lyremill it is not merely the liquid mannre that

is used, but also the solid droppings cf the sheep,

pigs, and cattle, which are dissolved in the tank.

This is a form of manure to which the observations

of some of the gentlemen who referred to urine alone

do not apply. The eflect of liquid manure depends

upon the condition of the land and the kind of crops

to be raised. This latter observation is of particu-

lar importance in reference to the farms in Ayrshire.

Liquid manure does not produce the same effect

upon ordinary rye grass and clover that it does on

Italian rye grass, on which its effects are very extra-

ordinary. On cabbages, also, its effects are very

remarkable and highly beneficial. Another obser-

vation I would make on this subject is, that the

produce of a large quantity of grass appears to

show that the amount of produce is not dependent

so much on the nature of the land itself as upon a

sufficient quantity of manure being applied to it.

Mr. Kennedy maintained to us that he cut 50 tons

of grass an acre per year, and though he did not

tell us what quantity of guano he applied after each

cutting, Mr. Telfer says he could apply as much as

20 cwt. with a profit, he using his grass altogether

for the purpose of converting it into milk. Now,
you will observe that the principle of applying it in

a liquid state is founded not only on a sound the-

oretical basis, but is attended with sound practical

results. The profit—the alleged profit—in Mr.

Kennedy's case is derived partly from the applica-

tion of manure in a liquid state, and partly from the

kind of crops raised from it. The cjuestion, how-

ever, to be considered by practical farmers before

adopting the system is, can a sufficient profit be

realized to justify them or their landlords in erect-

ing such machinery as we saw at Mj^remill? Now
I am sorry to say that the impression upon my
mind is not so favourable as upon Mr. M. Home's.

My impression was that the expensive system of

applying the liquid manure could not by itself yield

a profit. This is irrespective of the other two con-

siderations upon which I have stated Mr. Kennedy's

farm to be conducted, and to which he looks for

remuneration as much as to the liquid manuring.

I do not mean to say that a more economical me-

thod of applying the liquid manure may not be

devised ; but my impression is that the preserving

and distributing of the liquid manure as carried on

at Myremill cannot yield a fair return upon the

outlay. (Hear, hear.) If you ask me ray reason

for saying so, I should probably find as rnuch dif-

ficulty in giving it as the rejjurters to the Board of

Health would have in giving their reasons for think-

ing that Mr. Kennedy derives a profit from his

system. At the same time, while I think the sys-

tem at Myremill is not an example which in present

circumstances practical men ought to follow, which

those who have rents to pay would be justified in

imitating, I think %ve are all very much indebted

indeed to the landlord of Mr. Kennedy for the ex-

pense he has gone to, in conjunction with his enter-

prising tenant, in endeavouring to open up a new

path in agricultural improvement. I think agri-

culturists generally are indebted to them, because

whatever may be the merits of the system at pre-

sent, and conducted as it necessarily must be in

the expensive manner in v.-hich it is at Myremill, I

cannot doubt that by and by we shall arrive at a

cheaper, a more economical method of carrying it

out, when its benefits will be extended to all. And
while remarking upon the rather ungracious man-

ner in which Mr. Wilson has alluded to Mr. Milne

Home's efforts to lay all the information he pos-

sessed on this subject before the Club, I entirely

agree with the sound and practical good sense which

characterised the remarks he made on the system.

I agree with him also in the opinion which I have

heard he has expressed in regard to the report of

the General Board of Health. I must say that up-

on the face of that report there appears an attempt

to show only one side of the question— I do not say

from design ; but the reporters have not, I think,

stated the case in the fair manner which would

justify a practical man to take it up. It is because

of the statements contained in this report that a

more favourable impression has been made on the

minds of many proprietors as to the merits of the

system than I think it deserves, and that they have

been thereby induced to incur expenses with which

I scarcely think the profits will be commensurate.

(Applause.)

Mr. Wilson said he would exceedingly regret

if anything he had said would justify the inference

of Professor Johnston, that Mr. Milne Home's re-

port had been received and considered ungraciously.

The terms in which Professor Johnston himself

had just referred to the Board of Health's report

furnished his apolog}', if apology was needed. Mr.

M. Home knew well the great esteem with which

he was regarded by the Club, and by himself per-

sonally, and he was sure he would acquit him of

any intention to hurt his feelings or treat his report

ungraciously.

Mr. Milne Home said he entirely acquitted Mr.

Wilson and the other gentlemen who had taken

part in the discussion of any personal feeling. He

expected them to do just as they had done—to

speak their opinions frankly, independently, anti
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honestly. He fully expected the enors he had
committed to be pointed out, and he thanked them
for the very able way in which his report had been

treated—it had only proved what he knew before,

that he wanted the experience of a practical farmer.

In justification of his having brought forward his

report, however, he would remind them that there

were no fewer than seven farms in Scotland now
conducted upon this system, besides others in

England. He would remind them that there were

practical farmers also, who entertained quite as high

opinions of the system as he did. He had last year

referred to the report of two Lanarkshire farmers

who had visited Myremill, and who oftered, if their

landlords would go to the expense of the necessary

erections, to adopt the system immediately, and pay

a fair interest upon the outlay. Mr. Russell of

Killwhiss, a gentleman well-known to agriculturists,

had expressed nearly similiar opinions the other

day, and Professor Anderson also viewed the system

favourably. It was no damage to his reputation

that he went wrong in such comiiany. He con-

cluded by referring to the natural prejudices

in the minds of farmers against all innova-

tion, and by pressing' upon their attention the

merits of feeding under cover, which, he said,

this winter's experience presented in a very strong

light.

AGRICULTURE AND THE RURAL POPULATION ABROAD.
LETTER No. XLIV. FRANCE.-No. XXVIL

THE VALLEY OF THE RHONE — ITS WINE> ST. PERAV AND HERMITAGE

[from the special correspondent of the morning chronicle.]

The wines of the Rhone hardly enjoy so great a
degree o'f European reputation as the olarets of llie

Gironde, or the burgundy of the Saone. Yet from
what has been aceomplislicd in isolated spots on
either bank of tlie former river, it is probable tliat a
careful system of culture, with judioious crossing of

the plant, woidd clot lie ilie ridges of tiie j)reoi])ices,

and tiie high gravelly slopes, between wliicli tlie

rapid flood of the Hhone descends, with vineyards
teeming with ami)le and high-flavoured produce.
At present there are but two Rhone wines of any-
thing like European fame—the sparkling growtlis
of St. Peray, by many considered a. fuier and more
delicately-tasted wine than champagne, and un-
doubtedly a nuich more harmless, because a jjcr-

fcctly unadulterated beverage ; the other, the longer-
famed production of those Hermitage vincyarels
which clothe with an luibroken carpet of vines the
steep slopes of the hurley hill round the buttresses
of whicli the Rhone sweep?, contracted for tlie

uouce into a narrow rock-pent stream, washing
the walls of the little town of Tain, right under the
vineyards on the one hand, and the feudal towers
of the more picturescpie and Rhine-like bourg of
Tournou on the _oth(>r. The esteemed growths ot

both tliese districts are white wines—St. Peray,
a sparkling and vivacious drink ; Hermitage, for the
most part still and dry, and highly flavoured. An
effervescing Hermit;ige is also n ade, but iu com-
paratively small quantities. In both districts the
quantity of the firti-rate wines produced is small
comjiaicd to the extent of liquor expressed from
the grapes, for home or, at all events, French
cousinnption. Red grapes of no particular value
grow among the bushes which produce the deli-
cious St. Peray, and immense quantities of red
wine are yearly sent from Hermitage to mingle
with the Bordeaux wines, and to give the weakei-
class that body and spirit which fits them for
northern sea voyages and for the palates which
they encounter upon their arrival. The Tain

people maintain that their growths impart to our

English clarets their best qualities, and complain

that the name of their wines should be totally lost

sight of after the mixing. Without going the length

i
of saying that the Garonne is quite so much indebted

to the Rhone, there can be no doubt but that the

red growths of Hermitage arc finely flavoured, genial,

and generous wines, I think the vin ordinaire

commonly used hereabouts is one of the very l)est

tipples of its class I have tasted in France—possess-

ing much more flavour and perfume than you gene-

rally find, even in favoured wine districts, in the

every-day beverage of breakfast and dinner.

As a general rule, the Rhone wines improve in

flavour as you mount the stream. The vineyards iu

the Department de Bouches du Rhone produce poor

stuff, possessing some spirit, but no flavour. The
proportion not consumed at home is sent to the

United States, to Brazil, and the old French colo-

nies of the Mauritius, St Domingo, and Martinique.

As we leave the plain behind at Aries, and begin to

find rock and hill narrowing towards the river, the

range of the Cevcnnes upon the left hand, and the

tumbling masses ef the Basses Alps on the right,

the quality of tlie wines imjiroves. The plant, raised

from the marshy exi)auses of the level country,

finds its beloved gravel and rocky slopes sheltering

it from the mistral, and spreading out their southerly

aspects all day long to tlie genial influence of the

sun, alternating with the soft and humid vent du sitd.

The greater portion of Dauphinec thus produces

floods of capital wine, the quality of which might

be immensely improved M*cre the growers to think

of anything but quantity. The fact is—and it is

not, perhaps, the least of the evils of the sub-divi-

sion of property system—that it directly tends to

deteriorate the general body of French wines, and

immensely to diminish the wealth ".vliich would

otherwise flow regularly into the country. Go where

you will, to the Claret, the Burgundy, the Cham-
pagne, or the Hermitage districts, and you will
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.•il\v;i}& find the i>iuJuctioUi uf u few lari>c proprie- !

lors ranking iiniiunsily abuvc llio^c of llicir poorer
j

ucisjlibours. Is'o tloubt the soil may do soniethint)-,

capital bfing always ready to piircii;>s(' ihobest whicli

otlers; but careful and intelligent oultivation, the

ehary selection of the fiuit submitted to the press,

in many cases long and scientific experimental

courses, and crossing and improving the plants by
means of dilferent manures, and so forth, have, it

is reasonable to think, had no small influence in

raising to the rank of famous European beverages,

wines separated jierhaps by but a dozen feet of

shingle from the i)lants producing a decoction un-

lieard of beyond the hnts and cabarets of the loca-

lity. But tiie small ]H-oprietor has no means of im-

)n'oving his jjroduetions. All his operations arc

conducted upon so miserable and handto-moulh a

scale as to preclude anything like a scientific regu-

larity. He has no intelligence or education to ex-

penit upon experiments—he has no capital to enable

him to wait for lengthened returns ; and so he pro-

ceeds year after year, striving only to extract

every possible drop of liquid from seed, skin, and

very often stalk ; and finishing by producing a be-

verage which is commonly dear at a couple of sous

the bottle. The cpiestion is, would it be better for

France to have her finest grapc-])ioducii)g districts

divided into large properties, cultivated by intelli-

gent and enterprising capitalists, employing a race

of regularly hired and paid labouiers, and producing

a beverage, which selling at a coi;.paratively good
price would necessarily pour wealth hitherto

unkuowu into wine-growing provinces ; or that the

present system should always continue—petty pro-

prietors furnishing the worst possible beverage at

the lowest possible prices ? There would always be

|)lenty of poor land giving abundance of ordinary

wine for every day cousum|:)tion, while the soils of

superior capability would be im])rovcd and caused to

render to the country at large the utmost returns of

which they are capable. Lccal wine tables, ai.d

statistical works, unite in pointing to scores of locali-

ties in the lower valley of the Khone, where the

grape might be cidtivatcd into being a source of

wealth for the district. Towards the French Alps,

to the cast of the Department of the Drome, a fine

wine, of very great capabilities, and hitherto un-

known to fame, is said to be produced. It is a spe-

cies of Sherry, but is only locally known. Near two
obscure towns in the same dei)aitment, those of

Saillons and Die, a sparkling wine, also of capability,

is, I am told, produced, a pleasant and vivacious

dinner drink. Its local name is Clairctte. Another
good wine of soniewhat extensive country re))uta-

ition, is Brestme. It is unknown in trade. An in-

land commerce in several of the less famed Khone
growths is carried on— the "' wines of Roncas,
AEonlelirnar, where the mulberry Mas first enllivated,

and a vintage of excellent qualities, that of the

Douzere district, all in the department of the Drome,
being more or less consumed in the neighbouring

large towns—from Lyons to MarseUles, and from
Grenoble to Clermont. As a general rule through-

out the valley, tiie hill vines ai-e superior even to

those grown upon the elevated gravelly plateaus

vhich frequently stretch backward from either bank
of the Rhone. Where broken and powdered gra-

nite enters into the composilioa of the tioil, tt

wines are generous and lincjy llavoured. A iliuty

earth produces the next b^*st class ; a dry chalk scuU '

conies third ; and the hpftvy Wet lands produce the ^

worst beverage of all. The llrst growths of St. Per?

and liermitagc always epriiig from a decomposed^

granite soil, the stone ai^pearing to exereisc a
|
ccH-

liarly genial and forcing iMy.gic'e n)K)u the i>!ant.

The vines are cultivated v.'ith'oPVJTffdut supports

(called chasselas) on the plains; they very frequently

serve for hedges, dividing the fields, or rather

patches, of dilferent proprietors. Occasionally, I

liave seen them trcllised along dwarf mulber-

ries. Horizontal lathes are seldom used. When
the vine slips shoot above their chasselas, as some-

times happens, they are secured to the to]) of tJie

next supporting stake, so that the vineyards have

frequently the appearance of fields of tiny green

arches. Regularly trcllised vines are pretty things

to look at ; but their appearance is always a sign of

unintelligent cidtivation, and a token of bad wine.

In such vineyards the branches of the plant are

allowed to grow too luxuriantly, and the fiuit has

neither enough of air nor of sun. Along the steeper

slopes of the hills the vineyards are frequently ter-

raced—hardly an inch of ground being lost— uji to

the very tops of hills rising at least l,-^00 feet from

the river. In ajjpcarancc these plantations are

ahno'^t identical with their Rhine brethren; and, in-

deed the picturesque little rock-built town of Tour-

non, with its high perched feudal tower, backed by
steep vineyards scrambling as it were in a flight of

long patchy steps, up the sheltering moiuitain ridge

behind, forms a perfect fac-simile of a Rhenish pic-

tiu'c. A few of the vineyards arc plouglied, parti-

odarly when lines of new plants are to be laid

dinvn. The great majority, however, both upon the

hills and the plain, are painfully cultivated by hand
labour—heavy picks (pioches) being used, of differ-

ent shapes for different qualities of sod. In rocky

ground, the blades of these instrumenlsare swallow-

tailed, and they are uniformly very short-handled

and very hca\y. The vineyard labour is consequently

severe. The people are continually complaining

—at least, many labourers did to me, in the Hermi-
tage district in particidar—of the continued stoop-

ing, which gave them pains in the back and loins
;

yet the innovation of a longer handle lo their pioches

is far too daring a flight of fancy for these good
jogtrot wine-makers. I could hear no intelligible

reason for the shortness of the manche of the vine-

yard tools. The fact is, however, that it is easier in

France to change a dynasty or overthrow a religion

than to alter the shape of a ploughshare or the

construction of the teeth of a harrow. Every day

accnmulates the number of incidents which prove

the perfectly farcical tenacity with \vhicli the rus-

tic holds on to his ancient tools. Take a couple of

instances. The collars universally worn by French
horses, although they are said to be easy and sit

well upon the animal, are of absurd size and w'eight.

Many of them cannot weigh less than 30 or 40 ll}s.

—no small additional lead to place wantonly on

an already well-burdened animal. Vast peaks

of leather, sometimes iron-tipped, tower as Ingli

as the creature's head. In the south, a couple

of curly wooden horns are added, and on these
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blight glass liugb are frequeutly luiug. Altog'cthcr

tlie affair is an absurd piece of elaborate clumsiness.

In going through the stables of M. Guebhard's
farm, near Avignon, T observed cast away in a cor-

ner some half-dozen of reasonable looking' collars, but
half buried amid cobweb and litter. "Ah !" said my
conductor, "these M'ere the light collars I got made
for the farm horses. I had all the difliculty in the

world to induce the men to use them. And now,

as soon as they have got a cliauce, the innovations

are flung aside, and the cumbrous old machine im-

mediately resorted to." A proprietor in the Craue
—where, as I have already described, the spirit of

agricultural enterprise Las been of late partially

awakened—purchased and imported at considerable

expense, the duties being very heavy, sets of Eng-
lish agricultural implements—'joloughs, harrows,

drills, and so forth—which he distributed among
his farmers. Not one would have anything to do
with the newfangled notions ; and it was at length

found that the people were in the habit of knocking
the first-rate English implements to pieces, to repair

their own barbarous ploughs and harrows with the

fragments.

To return, however, to Rhone wines. St. Peray
is a growth of the Ardeche—the vineyards lying

upon the right hand of the river, upon either side

of a ridgy glen, which here breaks through the

high rocky wall skirting the valley, and ru.ns back
from the Rhone towards the highlands of the Ce-

vennes. At the bottom of the gorge lies the village

of St. Peray—a not over clean collection of narrow
streets and steep and tortuous lanes. The southerly-

looking slopes, which rise almost immediately be-

hind the houses, and stretch away far up the glen,

are one mass of vines from top to bottom. The
opposite hill is vine-clad only about half way up

;

some small patches of corn land, scattered in the

most sheltered correys, succeed ; and then heath
and rock take the place of vine and wheat. On the

extreme and corner pinnacle of this hill is perched
one of the most magnificently situated feudal ruins

in Prance, the walls of vast thickness, towering from
the very edge, and seeming to form a continuation

of a precipice sinking'—with one inconsiderable

break—sheer downwards upwards of SOO feet ; and
the ruins of an ancient ram])art, encii'cling the

blackened and shattered debris of what was once
the village dependent upon the fortin clinging round
the peak of the rock under the shadow of tiie erown-
iiig towers. The vineyards upon the southerly ex-

posure produce, of course, the best wine ; and the

portion of them yielding the finest growths is

comprised in a waving strip running along the side

of the hill, and comprising nearly the lower third of

its bulk. Above and below this boundary, the

quality of the wines falls off. A great portion of

the hill, towards its summit principally, is divided

into small freeholds—the proprieters residing for

the most part in the village, and manufacturing
every year a quantity of still white wine, drunk in

the district. The St. Pei'ay Grand ]\tosseaux is

almost exclusively the production of the vineyards

of a single grower—M. Paure, whose chateau stands

beneath the n\ost favoured slopes. The vines of

the small proprietors would also produce sparkling

wine—probably, for the most |)art, of good quality—

but the i)roccss is very expensive. The Mosseaux
wine takes a long time to ripen in bottle, so that

without capital the business could not be carried on.

The vineyards of M. Paure are partly cultivated by
day-labourers, paid from 30 to 40 sous—according

to the importance of the work and the length of

the day, partly managed on the metayer system, the

farmers who take the management having a right

to one-third of the produce—an amount which M.
Paure generally buys from them every year at the

market price of the wine; so that even these culti-

vators are in reality paid a wage varying with the

quantity and quality of the harvest. The day
labourers are ordinarily employed in the above
ground work of the vineyard—changing the echelas

and pruning off the sarments. The operations of the

metayers are veryclosely watched. The great object of

the proprietor is. of course, the quality of the wine :

that which the metayers cannot be got to lose sight

of is the quantity; and the result is that, were they

not strictly watched, they would not trim the vines

closely enough, having always an eye to the number
of branches, and the consequent amount of clusters

of grapes. As it is, the shoots upon each plant

which 'have produced the most plentiful harvest

are cut from their junction with the stem, leaving

the whole retiu'niug vigour of the plant to develop

itself in young branches, which bear the tenderest

and most delicious fruit. The grape is of a fine

golden hue, and very sweet, frequently, about the

vintage time, bursting from excess of richness. The
earth-, or rather granite gravel, is carefully turned

up, and loosened every year round the roots of the

plants; the delicacy of' the operation consisting in

thoroughly stirring the soil without damaging the

branching or pivoting underground fibres of the

shrub. Manure is copiously applied when young
slips are planted, and for the first few years of their

growth. The older plants get on without any arti-

ficial nourishment. The compost employed is gene-

rally decaying box leaves, mixed occasionally with

the gummy fibres of the fir tree—the latter forming

a strong and pungent manure. The box grows wild

upon the hills of the Cevennes, as it does amid the

Pyrenees.

The process of preparing the sparkling St. Peray
wine exactly resembles thai of ripening and impart-

ing its sparkling qualities to champagne—with this

exception, that the former beverage is perfectly

pure, the grape giving it all its sweetness, whilst the

latter is very extensively drugged with sugar or

sugar candy, dissolved in white or red wine, and

technically known as liqueur. This stuff, besides

giving champagne its sweetness, is also used to give

it colour, the delicate hue of pink champagne being

uoither more nor less than the effect of the glassful

of bright red wine, used as a vehicle for the sugar

candy.

The vintage of St. Percy takes place in general

at an early period of the season. The grapes are

never trodden under foot—a peculiarity which

attaches itself to most of the sparkling Prench wines

—but at once subjected to the action of the pres-

snirs, very powerful instruments, yet capable of a

nice adaptation of force. The juice is at once

jionred fi'om the vats into the casks without waiting,

as is generally the practice, for the fernientatioji,
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III the folluwiiig spring, ;il the commencement of

the wanu weather, the wiuo is bottled and then

allowed to remain for several years, from three to

five, for the liquid to settle, hue, and ripen. This

mode of traeatment of course involves the necessity

of an outlay only tardily repaid. The ripening pro-

cess is made the more costly by the continued burst-

ing of the botiles as the wine passes through its

first stages. The loss incurred in this way amounts
to about 15 i"»cr cent, of tlie entire cpiantity bottled,

and it usually happens that the better the vintage

the greater the breakage. A similar misfortune

occurs in the champagne cellars at Epernay and
llheims. In the latter place it is stated that in one

year, and in one establishment, between 400,000 and
500,000 bottles have exploded. This was in a pecu-

Tarly warm spring time. In St. Peray the bottles are

piled in open racks and lath ledges, so as to admit

of the easy withdraM'al of the bi'okeu glass. The
wine having lain the requisite time, the racking

process is commenced. All the sediment has

been already deposited in the lower side of the bot-

tles, but the process of getting rid of this undesira-

ble beeswing is difficult and tedious. The bottles

are transfered to shelves pierced with holes, down
which their necks are inclined. The degree of slope

is delicately adjusted. At first the bottles are very

slightly slanted ; then day by day they are jerked

more and more out of the horizontal, the dregs by

degrees sinking towards the corks, until at length,

after months of attention, and nimble manipulation,

the bottles become placed vertically, with the whole
collection of sediment resting upon the cork. I was
astonished to learn that if the bottles had been at

once tilted to a perpendicular position, the dregs

would, nevertheless, still have been deposited upon
the sides and bottom ; and that even if the sediment

had been allowed to settle, and the flasks afterwards

at once set vertically, the deposit in the neck and on
the cork would be partial and unsatisfactory. During
the process, from beginning to end, each individual

bottle of the many thousands in store receives seve-

ral hundred shakes. Then comes the opei-ation of

degorging. Each bottle is taken up, the string

which confines the cork cut, and the sediment ai-

lovv'cd to fly with the upward burst of the eff'erves-

cing wine, the vacancy being filled with fresh liquid,

and the bottle, without a moment's delay re-corked.

The operation is one, for the adroit performance of

which a manual dexterity, amounting almost to

.=;light-of-hand, is required. The great point aimed
at, is the getting rid of as much of the dregs as

possible, and as little of the wine, the thumb of the

operator being skilfully used to control the discharge.

It seldom happens that the wine is sufficiently puri-

fied by the first degorgement. If not, the process is

several times repeated, and on each occasion the

botlle is stopped with a new cork. The process of

champagne making is, I believe, almost identical.

I had an opportunity of admiring the rapid mauipula-

tion of M. Faure's workmen in his principal depot

above St. Peray. The building in question has an

odd history. It is situated on the top of a steep and
rocky eminence, one of the spurs running from the

broken range of precipice on the top of which stands

the Chateau de Crussol. The place was once a feudal

fortres;:., and the vaulted celkrs -vyheve the good wine

lay with the cheering pop
of flying corks, were once the dungeons of the seig-

neur—enormously strong, and drearily gloomy, being

only lighted by loopholes i)laced high in the thick-

ness of the walls. The proprietor of the place, in

or after the reign of Louis XIV., seems, however,

to have been an enthusiast in the study of fortifica-

tion, and so converted the crumbling old feudal

stronghold into a mimic fort, engirdling it with ram-

parts, moats, bastions, ravelines, and so forth, all

after the most approved designs of Vauban. These

flanking walls are merely bricken toys, which, if

ever they had any use, must have served rather to

prevent people from getting out of the chateau than

to hinder them from getting in, the central building,

after it was disused as a dwelling-place, having been
occupied as a prison. It was down in these quon-
dam dungeons I saw the process of bottling St.

Peray. The corks appeared double the size of the

necks of the flask, but they were squeezed in with
great rapidity by the help of machinery. The bottle

was first placed in a sort of iron press, the cork

dipped in wine, committed to the tender mercies of

a moving vice, which, in answer to two or three

twists of the mechanism given by the workmen,
squeezed with as many jerks the lower end of the

cork to half its bulk, at the same time screwing it

forcibly down into the bottle in such a manner tliat

the circular wrenches twisted and warped the fibres

of the wood, and prevented the shghtest future

escape of gas through the pores. The bottle was
then handed to a second workman, who, with two
or three gashes of a knife, pared the cork to the

shape of that ordinarily used in champagne bottles,

and, applying wire and twine, fastened down the

impediment with marvellous dexterity. Most of

these workmen are engaged by the year, at the rate

of about 2f. per day. They are of coiu'se a difl^erent

class to the vineyard labourers, their whole work
being in-door.

The St. Peray vintage is opened by an edict of

the mayor. I was the more particular—as the point

seems to have attracted some attention—in inquir

ing of the best authorities the cause of the custom'

and was told that an official opening of the vintage
is deemed requisite in St. Peray, not so much on
account of the danger of one man's thieving his

neighbour's fruit were each to begin at different

times, although by informant believed that that

was a minor consideration, but principally in order

to check the tendency which is said to exist among
the cnltivator.s, particularly the smaller ones, to

gather in the grapes before they are fully ripe. It

is always of importance for a district that the

general or provincial reputation of the wines of each

year shall stand as high as possible. The smaller

cultivators, however, always lookiug for quantity,

are usually so eager to begin, that it is found ad-

visable to put the whole district under strict regu-

lation, and to have the condition of the grapes

examined into by a jury of experts, so that individual

opinion being laid upon the shelf, the whole body
of cultivators may start fair at the moment pro-

nounced the most anspieions, not for any one patch

of ground, but for the general interests of the whole

conimnnity. One can hardly help, however, I think,

deeming the practice but ' scantilv supported upon
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any or all of the grouado ou wliicli its existence lias

bjen placed. But the strange auoni:dies which ham-
per personal freedom of action in i'raiice are pcr-

petiial. For instance, a fire lately broke out almost

opposite the windows of my hotel at Valence, and I

was mnch strnek with the apparently instinctive

habits of discipline and military order which the

people exhibited. Almost as rpiickly as a regiment

would have fallen in, two long lines of men were
formed from the banks of a running stream which

traverses the town to the sjtot occupied by the

engines, an endless chain of full and empty buckets

flying with marvellous rapidity along the upward
and clownward ranks. Thanks to this speedy water

supply, the conflagration was soon got under, and
the assistants, who had laboured with great enthu-

siasm in the cause, so long as they had the excite-

ment of a blazing house before them, began to ])all

in their ardour, and to slink slily out of the ranks

when the water was only recpiired to slake the heated

ruin?. ]^etreat was, however, in most cases, more
easily attempted than accomplished. The spot

swarmed with gendarmes, sergens de ville, and all

the luindred agents of French military police, who
immediately, on a fellow breaking out of the ranks,

gave chase, captured, and brouglit hini back igno-

rainiously to the bucket. Xay, all idle bystanders

were seized by the sliolders, and promptly hustled

into line. One young fellow in a blouse made a

most energetic resistance, shook ofl' the gendarme
who had collared him, and took to his heels. A
brisk chase ensued, and the " authority" ])eiug longer

in the legs and stauncher in the wind than the re-

calcitrant, ciiught him right under a plaster statue

of Liberty, which stands on the Boulevard, led him
back to the scene of action, and souced him from
liead to foot with a bucket of water—no agreeable

salute on a foggy December morning. Altogether

the scene from first to last was anything but devoid

of significance and moral.

I have had several opportunities in this ])art of

the vrorld of tasting—perhaps something more tlian

tasting—the soup ordinarily used, always twice,

and sometimes three times a day, by the peasantry.

Its main ingredients are potatoes and bread, with,

in some cases, a little fat bacon—in others, a

morsel of butter. The potatoes are much boiled,

so as to make the liquid a thick vegetable soup,

and the mess is often flavoured with onions. I do
not know how I should have thrived upon the fare

three times a day as a continuance, but the dish

appeared to me a tasty and nutricious one. At any
rate, when the quantity of animal food to be con-

sumed at a family meal is very small, employing it

to stiengthen souji appears the best and most eco-

nomical fashion of using the too scantily supplied

morsel. "Were it not, indeed, for theii- skill in the

concoction of potar/e and all manner of savoury

messes of boiled and stewed vegetables, the French
peasantry would fare ill indeed. During the Penin-
sular war, the culinary skill of the French soldiers

is said to have preserved them in better health and
condition than our own brave fellows, upon the same
or, perhaps, inferior rations. The Englishmen incon-

tinently roasted or boiled their cuts of tough bul-

lock beef upon the embers of wood fires. The
Frenchmen clubbed into parties, and by soups and

stews, with vegetables, managed to make a very

iittle go a very great way. The absence of actual

pauperism was much boasted of to me in several

points upon the Jllione. "We have," I was told,

"many poor people, but none qui tenden*. la main."
In a small parish in Ardeche, in which the excellent

family of the principal lauded proprietor is resident,

I was told that there were two individuals who took
alms openly. The whole population amounted to

400. Tiiere were several others who would grate-

fully receive a little passing assistance in the extreme
dead season of the year, but ovdy if it were extended
silently and uidcnown to the neighbours. Property
here was much subdivided, and,"l fear, much bur-

dened, but the " raffe d'acheter," as I heard it

])hrased, was described as being still by far the most
striking moral point of the population. In this part

of France—indeed, throughout the south in general

—there are annual migrations of portions of the

population to a considerable extent. Winter sends

crowds of the inliabitants of the far-off hamlets of

the Alps on one hand, and the Pyrenees on the

other, down upon the plain, to pick up a living as

they best can. When I approached the Pyrenees,

it was at the commencement of an unusually early

winter, and the streets of every town, particularly

Tarbes, which is tl;e central point of the locomotion

of tlie distiict, vicre swarmiiig with boys, acting as

shoeblacks. The swarms astonished me, and I could

hardly conceive how they could get employment at

all, unless, indeed, they were to take each to polish-

ing the chaiissure of the other. At Aries the same
thing was the case. The decrotieurs were the juve-

nile inhabitants of the Piedmont mountains, and
they generally added chimney-sweeping to their os-

tensible business. In fact, ail manner of wretched-

ly paid and disgusting work falls to the lot of these

ha])py-looking Helots, who are laughing and singing

from morning to night, and who generally manage
also, small as are their gains, to carry back in the

spring time a small parcel, say from lo to 20 hoarded
francs, to the mountains. None of those boys

whom I questioned, and they were several, could

read or write. In the commencement of summer,
again, there are several hundreds of people who
descend from the Dauphiny Alps for the sheep-shear-

ing in the lowlands, before the herds are diiven to

their upland i)astures. These individuals frequently

wait for the first hay harvest, and carry back to

their hills, I am told, from 50f. to tjOf. for each

month of their sojourn on the plain. In the winter

time, the Dauphiny mountains also send down a

band of industrials, who employ themselves in comb-
ing hemp, and in clijjping horses and mules. They
gain on the average from oOf. to OOf. for their whole

stay. Fiom the Ardeche hills, some 500 or 000
individuals descend yearly for harvest-work, silk-worm

rearing, and the vintage. In some districts the

mountain ])opulation migrate to the ])lains in seed-

time, with i)loughs and oxen, and find employment
at the rate of '3'J. per man and team per day. Early

in winter, the women descend to card and spin wool.

They earn from iOc. to fiOc. per day, with board and
lodging. I may add that some of the best masons
in the valley of the Ehone are Italians from Pied-

mont, who pass the summer in France, carrying back,

it is said, from 300 to 400 francs ; and that all the
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waiideiiug artists in iron

—

-'tlie wcaiy kuifegriml-
ers," tinkers, and so I'orlh—are to a man Au-
\crijijats.

Passing upwards from St. Tcray, 1 pause lor a

moment at tlie famous vineyards of St. lierniitage.

Here occurs ouc of tliose magic colouies of stones

wliicli give to the grape one of the highest and
niost exquisite of ils fiavours. Possibly, the lioly

men—for it is said that lliere was quite a settle-

ment of hermits upon the liill—possessed some early

informalion of the virtues of tJie soil. Po])ular

tradition indeed ascribes the excellence of the wine
to the qualities of the original plants, and maintains
that one of the hermits, who had extended his

M'andcrings as far as Persia, brought to Prance slips

of the vine of Shiraz, and that hific ilhe lachrymfP.

Whether there existed such a provident hermit,

however, or uo, Hermitage has had a very long and
very deserved vogue in Prance. Boileau talks M-ith

disdain

—

" I)'uu auveruat fumuex qui mv"le dc Liguage,

Sc vcudait chez Crenct pour vin dc rilermitagc."

The wine, however exquisite as is its flavour,

was, until a comparatively recent ))eriod, unknown
out of France. At present from 5,000 to G,000 hec-

toUtrcs arc annually made, and in a great degree

exported to England and the north of Europe.

Tile vineyard of Hermitage puts one considerably

in mind of a ]llienisli vine hill. The mountains

licreabouts, on cither side of the Rhone, advance so

as to contract tlie valley of the river to a compara-

tively narrow pass. Upon the left bank the hills

rise bluii" and burly, and then, trending backwards

from the stream and sloping to the south-west ex-

pose to the long summer-day's sun the steep slopes

of Hermitage. The mountain, from to]) to bottom,

is one mass of vines, divided here and there by steep

and narrow footpaths enclosed Avitln"n walls. The
tincst wine is produced in a strip of ground stretch-

ing horizontally along tiie hill near the bottom, and

carefully walled in. The propeity of the mountain

is exceedingly subdivided. There arc a few tole-

rably large holders, but great numbers have only a

few ranks of vines. These proprietors are fre-

quently inhabitants of the adjacent towns of

Tournou, lying opposite to Tain, ou the left bank of

the Phone ; and when they are not so socially

situated as to be obliged to cultivate their patches

themselves, till and prune theii- vines by means of

day labourers.

The Pcd Hermitage is, as I have stated, sent

for the most ])art to Bordeaux to mix with the

chirets of Medoc. It is produced of two kinds, from

two species of grape, the little and the great syras.

The former, an oval-shaped fiiiit, produces the

strongest and most prefumcd wine ; but the two
growths are generally mixed. The true Hermitage

is, however, a white wine. It is produced from four

kinds of grapes—the little and the great Poussane,

and the Hltle and the great Marsanne. The lirst two

species afford a dry and strong wine : the others

give a sweeter, softer, and more highly perfumed

product. A judicious mixture of tlie twain yields

the finest Hermitage. The juice of the little and

great Marsanne produces alone an excellent

wine, and care must be taken that that of the

lit:lc and great Pioussanc is not mingled with it

in too liberal a proportion, the result in such cases
being a compound, weak, mawkish, and void of the
pure Hermitage ilavour. The juice, after being
expressed in tlie usual pedal fasliion, is allowed to

ferment from eight to ten days. It is then drawn
ofF, always into new casks. The wine imjiroves for

seven or eight years in wood, and keeps well for

three times that period in bottles. A common idea
among soi-disant amateurs is that Hermitage has a
Ilavour of the raspberry, and it is said to be a com-
mon trick with wine concocters to introduce the
essence of that fruit into their beverage. The fact

is, that the true wine has no raspberry savour what-
ever. Its proper gout is jieculiar and very subtle,

and must be tasted to be appreciated.

A peculiar species of the wine called vin de paille
deVHermitage—a sweet semi-liqueur wine—is made
by drying the grapes upon beds of straw, or in some
cases by hanging them up in clusters upon cords
for a month or six vi-ceks. The fruit is then trodden,
but only the pure juice is allowed to go into the
vat. The fermentation does not commence tor seve-
ral months. It then proceeds very slowly, lasting

sometimes for years. The result of the operation is

alv.-ays hazardous: sometimes the beverage turns
out good for nothing ; sometimes it becomes a
golden-hued and highly flavoured sweet M'iue. Tlie

wine is seldom sold until at le?st eight years after

the vintage season. Only one or two proprietors
venture upon the dangerous speculation of the vin
de paille de l'Hermitage.

The Hermitage grapes grow upon plants, each
trained to its echelas—a stick of from four to five

feet in length. Occasionally the longer shoots are
attached arch fashion to the extremities of the
neighbouring slips. The pruning operations are
conducted yearly with great care and labour ; the
main shoots being regularly cut off close to the
stem of the plant, so as to allow all the vigour
of the shrub to develop itself in fresh young slips.

As soon as any symjitoms of decay become visible,

the vine is at once rooted up and a seedling planted.

The latter begins to be productive in about five

years._ The average profitable age attained by the
vine, is from 60 to SO years. A few die previously
to the former period, and a few outlive the latter.

The degree of age attained by the vines very gene-
rally depends upon the exact quality of the soil iu
which they are set, and upon the care bestowed upon
their culture. The vineyards arc exclusively la-

boured by hand. Manure is placed only round
the young plants for the first few years of their

growth, and occasionally to the roots" of the older
shrubs which jiresent any indications of premature
decay. The compost ordinarily employed is stable

litter. A south-westerly exposure produces the best

fruit. On the hills sloping to the cast it is said

that the rays of the sun acting upon the dew droi)s

form lenses, the effects of which arc to scorch and
scathe the stems and leaves of the plant.

The general aspect of the Hermitage vineyards is

that of a steep, bluft' hill, its slopes undulating in
sweeps, its soil either masses of crumbled chalk or
granite clothed in an unbroken garment of vines,

the leafy expanse only vai-icd here and there by the
white lines of loose stone walls—marking where
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narrow tracks lun deviously along the face of the

ascent. Up these difficult patlis the whole of the

manure used has to be conveyed upon the heads or

backs of the labourers. At the bottom of the hill,

a whole range of dunghills, belonging to different

proprietors, are established ; and between these re-

positories and vineyards perhaps 000 or 700 feet

above, the work people—often children and women
—are continually toiling with their unsavoury loads.

For this species of work they earn from 10 to 15

and 20 sous per day, according to age and strength.

The labourers who loosen the shiugjy earth and

lop the vines make from 30 to 40 sous, and perhaps

something extra at vintage time. One frequently

sees and hears contrasts drawn between the too fre-

fjiteiit difference in the condition of producers rad

consumers, particularly when the articles in ques-

tion are those of luxury. But I thought 1 had ne-

ver encountered any such comparisons so striking

as that which the aspect of the Hermitage vineyards

unavoidably suggested. The wine produced, every

one knows, is one of the finest, and, for its iirst

growths, one of the dearest in the world. One
could hardly help, then, contrasting the circum-

stances and position of the class by whom the gene-

rous liquid would be consumed with the aspect of

the producers—ragged women and children, dripping

with perspiration as they toiled in Indian file up along

and severe ascent, each bending under a huge bundle

of fcetid manure borne upon the head.

ORIGIN OF THE BLIGHT IN WHEAT,
SiK,—The importance of the subjects on which I

address you will, I hope, be a sufficient excuse for

troubling you with my present communication.

Last year alnmst all the wheat in the south of Eng-

land was more or less blighted ; and when one hears

opposite and contradictory opinions expressed at

scientific meetings, farmers' clubs, and at the market

table, as to the origin of the blight, the necessity of

arriving at a correct conclusion appears more palpable

than ever.

The theory here advanced is not at all new. The
late Mr. Badcock, of Pyston, reported his experiments

on the growth of wheat to the Board of Agriculture so

far back as the year 1819. He stated his conviction

that blight commenced at the root and not in the blade

of the wheat plant. I will give the substance of his

remarks. He observes, " The infant plant sown at

Michaelmas is supported through the winter by the

seed, and also by some crown roots, which by the

month of April die. At this season the coronal roots

have shot freely, and by the time the ears are formed

have descended as far as three or four feet. At that

depth, being beyond the immediate rays of the sun,

they are not hindered !y its influence from making a

still further descent. As the land becomes parched

by drought at or near the surface, the supply of nourish-

ment to the plant depends on its support from that or

a still greater depth. By a long drought the covering

of the capillary vessels becomes weak and elastic, and
by a superfluity of water, that element, which they

have long sought for, is eagerly taken up, and pro-

pelled with unusual velocity through the vessels of the

plant. By the sudden revolution from want to super-

abundance of food, tlie vessels of the roots and stalk

become more extended than their strength will admit;

hence arise exudation of the rootsandfungusin the stalk,

which in a great measure deprive the infant grain of that

nourishment which is required to bring it to maturity."

This will explain wliy light soils are more subject to

blight and mildew than clays, and also assign a reason

why blight appears partial in Iho same field. Many
subsoils vary, though the surface may appear even.

The substratum that is retentive of moisture in a long

season of drought furnishes support to the wheat

plant; while the beds of gravel, being thoroughly dry,

cause the capillary vessels and roots to seek more

eagerly and more extensively for nourishment. If the

light soil be highly manured, the fibres are taxed to a

double extent to maintain the artificial luxuriance of

the blade. On moderately warm soils, should the

weather Cimtiuue dri/, the roots remain healthy, and

support the plant to maturity ; but should deluges of

rain take place, the sudden change is too much for the

over-distended capillary vessels—and mildew and

blight are the consequence. The scorching tropical

heat of last July, succeeded by very many hoivy

thunder showers, caused the blight of 1852.

I do not presume to suggest any remedy for this ex-

tensive disease, but I hope that attention being

directed to its real origin, there may be some slight

chance of combating the evil more effectually.

Your nortliern correspondent in this week's Express

stated that" Fingers and Toes'' \n turnips were caused

by wireivorm. It is singular that this disease often

occurs in fields where a wireworm is never seen, and

where its devastations on other crops are never felt ! Mr.

Singer says, " White turnips are most affected with

' Fingers and Toes,*" while Mr. Lemond asserts that

" Swedes are more frequently the victims." I have

seen this disease attack not only swedes and white

turnips, but also micstardand rape. At present I have

never known an instance where 100 bushels of good

lime, or a liberal dressing of ckalk or marl, applied be-

fore the turnip crop, would not cure the disorder.

I may mention a singular fact to illustrate the depth

to which the turnip rot occurs. Last year some deep

sandy loam resting on a stone brash was drained with

1^-inch pipes at 3 ft. 6 in. deep. The field was sown
with vetches, which were fed off, and followed by white

turnips. A short time since some of the drains did

not act, and it was discovered that the roots of the

turnips had penetrated to the pipes, and, in some in-

stances, entirely choked Ihom.

I am Sir, your most obpilient srrvnnt,

i6th Jan., 1853. OxoN.
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CULTIVATION OE TURNIPS
Sir,—The publication of the weight of turnip crops

is always interesting and iustructi e. It has become

fashionable for amateurs to give the result of their cul-

tivation, but the practical men have fought shy of their

deeds being known ; I therefore hail with pleasure the

announcement of the result of the experiments made by

Mr. Johnson in the growth of roots by the aid of special

manures, detailed in your journal of the 24th. Mr.

Johnson is no novice in the art of root culture ; iu a

circuit of 25 miles around Doncastcr he obtained the

prize for the be-t cultivated farm. And the shrewd ob-

server, Mr. Caird, in his English Agriculture of 1850

and '51, states that the farm of Mr. Johnson, of Cheviot

Grauge, between Wakefield and Barnsley, may be taken

as a favourable sample of the arable farming of the lower

district of the West Riding.

It is not, therefore, a Mechi or a Sir John Conroy,

" scientitics" with heavy purses, that has ventured to

proclaim to the agricultural world the result of his

turnip husbandry ; but a practical man has stepped from

the ranks, and declared that with all his skill, and with

the aid of 25s. worth of artificial manures per acre, he

has obtained 17 tons 16 cwt. of common turnips per

acre. What will the Scotchmen say to this great deed ?

and what our Irish resuscitating friends, with their 55

tons of swedes per imperial acre ? and Mr. Smith, of

Lois Weedon with 27 tons of swedes per acre, and 240

bushels of early potatoes besides ? Surely there must

be some secret in turnip growing that has not yet been

divulged in the West Riding I

Before we put the question, How is it that Mr. John-

son produces such an exceedingly low produce of tur-

nips ? it may be well to hear Mr. Caird's statement of

the usual mode of turnip culture on the Cheviot farm.

" In the preparation of the land for the turnip crop, the

wheat stubble is ploughed with three horses a- breast,

a deep strong furrow, and the only deep furrow given in

the course. In spring the land is wrought to a suffi-

cient degree of fineness by repeated ploughings and

harrowings, or ' dressings' as the conjoint operation is

termed here ; alter which six loads an acre of manure

from the farm -yard are spread over it, and lightly

ploughed in ; lime is applied once in eight years at a

cost of 36s. to 40s. an acre. The seed is then drilled

on the fiat, the drill at the same time depositing a mix-

ture of eight bushels of bones and two cwt. of super-

phosphate per acre. The rows are 19 inches apart;

and when the turnips are ready they are hoed twice and

horse hoed. About l-15th of the crop are swedes, the

rest white and other soft turnips. Almost the whole is

eaten on the ground by sheep, which are confined by

nets, and shifted from space to space as the crop is

consumed. The sheep eat the turnips from the ground,

the scooped out bottoms being afterwards ' dragged' up

to be eaten. Boxes, with cut straw-rhaff and a little

salt, are placed for the sheep to eat. The turnip crop

is reckoned to keep eight or ten young sheep for 20-

weeks."

Mr. Johnson states that the experimental patches of

turnips were seeded the 2nd of June. We may, there-

fore, presume that his practice is to sow common turnips

as early as the first week in June.

Mr. Caird further states that "The land is good

sound land, capable of growing good crops of wheat and

barley, and dry enough for eating the turnips off the

ground."

I

With the above clear statement before us, it is fair to

j

ask. Why is Mr. Johnson's practice accompanied by

i

such slight success .' Is the first week in June too early

for sowing the seed ; or is 19 inches too close to draw
the drills ? The soil appears to be suitable ; the first

ploughing in the autumn, a deep one. Mr. Caird states

that the farm is clear and in high condition. Mr.
Johnson is liberal in Lis manures, and yet his crop of

inferior turnips is 10 tons an acre below the same crop

of the intelligent farmer at Lois Weedon.

The readers of the agricultural publications may natu-

rally be surprised to know that a crack Yorkshire farmer

is satisfied with 17 tons of common turnips an acre, and
that in 1853 they are still eaten on the ground without

the aid of a " Gardener's Cutter." The climate is cool

and moist in the neighbourhood of Wakefield, favour-

able for root culture. Can any of your readers solve

the question, and give the reason why good sound land,

capable of growing, on an average, five quarters of wheat

an acre (Caird) in high condition, and with heavy

manuring, is only made to produce 17 tons of common
turnips an acre ?

The only conclusion I can arrive at is, that the fault

rests not with the land, or the quantity of food supplied

to the plant, but to defective culture, the absence of

the observant mind that directs the husbandry at Lois

Weedon. And I shall be glad if any of your readers

can assign other reasons why the practical Yorkshire

farmer cuts so low a figure amongst the turnip growers

of the United Kingdom. I am, sir, yours,

Jan. 26, 1853. Critic.

THE MOLE A SUB-CULTIVATOR.—Even your tiny

mole is a ruthless beast of the field, to sings, and snails, aud

caterpillars, and such land-sucking fry, a fierce sub-navigator,

in his way : but his track turns up some pretty cidtivation ; it

only wants xpreadiny, far and wide. It is not so wise to

throttle him as you think. I grieve to see him hanging gib-

beted, his claver paddles stopped by cruel ignorance. For he

is your only grauulation-matter ; he taught us drainage, aud

«i<6-cultivation, and we shall learn of him another and a greater

lesson some day, aud call him a prophet when we've done

hanging him, and have got some speculation in our own eyes,

whose sense is shut at present, instead of sayiosc he cant see,

—Talpa ; or the Chronicles of n Clay Form.
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T HE COCHIN-CHINA i^l A N I A

Sir,—Every few years an exaggerative idea of Ibe

profit to be gaincil by, and the essential value o*', some

particular plant, animal, or mode of culture seizes on

tbc public mind, and remains there till drawn out by

some still more extravagant whim. And among these

manias and panaceas few have been more ridiculous

than the exaggerated value set upon poultry in j;eneral,

and the enormous prices at present given for a breed of

fowls neither excelling in flavour, hardy, nor beau-

tiful, and in which this folly is exaggerated in valuing

the species not for size, early maturity, or egg pro-

ductiveness (in which they excel), but from slight dif-

ferences in plumage, shape of comb, and feathered or

naked legs, as ridiculous a system as that of valuing

rabbits by the length of their ears, or pigeons by the

spread of their tails, modes by which their owners ought

rather, perhaps, to be valued.

Farmers are not mere " farmers" cither of birds or

beasts ; and, though high prices are given for animals

ofanimpioved breed, it is because they possess, or are

supposed to possess, some real and intrinsic superiority,

and have cost the improvers or importers considerable

trouble and expense.

The introduction of new or superior kinds of do-

mestic animals from foieign countries is indeed a matter

of much importance, and, if carried out in a sys'.ematic

manner, might lead to great benefit to the country, as

well as profit to the importer.

Why should Cochin-China fowls monopolize all our

eftbrts ? And if they arc of so much importance, no doubt

great numbers superior to most that have yet been im-

ported might be obtained from the Cochin-Chinese

at very low rates, and would turn out a good invest-

ment if even half the present quoted prices were ob-

tained in England. It is very likely, however, that the

breed may soon degenerate in this country, and thus a

constant import be nrccx--<ari/,i{ not profitable.

With regard to other animals. Why should the

Australian hnujaroo and the American lla/iia be con-

fined to menageries, and not be found occasionally in

our pastures? In Texas (if Brother Jonathan be not

hoaxing us with a " reglar screamer"), it seems there

is a kind of rabbit, called, from its size, the "jackass

rabbit," often weighing as much as 501bs.

The passenger j;/j/ra/( of America is a very large and

well-flavoured variety, it being 16 inches long, and 24

inches in the spread of its wings ; its hue chiefly slate

colour. They migrate in millions, feed on acorns and

beech-mast : their most frequented roosting-places are

covered to the depth of several inches with their dung

over thousands of acres, all the trees being killed, and

nothing growing for years afterwards (what a good sub-

stitute for guano if it could be brought to us cheaply

enough). In their breeding-places, herds of hogs are

fed on the young pigeons or squabs, wliich are also

melted down as a substitute for butter or lard. The

felling a single tree often produces 200 squabs, nearly

as large as the old ones, and almost one mass of fat.

When the flocks of full-grown pigeons enter a district,

clap nets and guns are in great requisition, and waggon-

loads of pigeons are poured into the towns, and sold at

50, 25, and even 12 cents per dozen. This makes

the highest price about 2d., and the lowest Oid. each.

Why could not this large pigeon, whose migratory

habits are principally caused by search for food, be in-

troduced into this country as a tame variety, or by

crossing with our native breeds enlarge the size ? or in

the same way as fresh mutton was sent from Australia,

be sent in casks potted in their own fat, to supply us

with cheap pigeon pies.

And the same with a cross with the large Texan

rabbit, or the wild American turlicn, the latter being

far superior in size and appearance to its degenerate

descendant, the tame turkey being sometimes 4ft. in

length, and 5ft. from wing to wing.

The canvas-back dinhs of America are there boasted

of exceedingly as a delicacy, yet although a great

variety of useless water-fowl have been introduced

merely as an ornament to the ponds and streams of our

gentry, no attempt has been made to bring this kind to

our farm- yards and tables ; and even if it was found im-

possible to tame the pure breed, a cross with our own

might be effected.

I In the capercalzie, or codi of the wood, a bird of the

I

grouse species, but nearly as large as a tuikey, once

indigenous to Scotland, but now only found in the north

of Europe, and in the bustard, the largest European

land-bird, the cock weighing from 25 to 2 /lbs., we

have examples of two fowls well worth the trial of do-

mesticating by the amateur or intelligent agriculturist,

a trial which, if successful, would probably repay quite

' as well as competition about the colour of a feather, or

the shortness of a tail, and in time would be the means

, of affording a constant, certain, and moderately- priced

i supply, which is never the case while animals remain in

I

a wild or half- wild state. W.
Jan. 28.

POULTRY.
Sir,—Having long paid considerable attention to the

selection and management of poultry, I am glad to find

that your valuable columns show evidence of the inter-

est you take in the improvement of their various breeds.

Your remarks, in your impression of the 17th, on

the quality of the Cochin China breed, when put in com-

parison with the dunghill breed, having a slight tendency

to convey an erroneous idea of the former breed, I would

beg to add a few sentences on the subject.

The superiority of the Cochin Chinas over all others

(vith which we are acquainted, for the production of

eggs from October to March (when eggs are most re-
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quireJ, and dearest from their scarcity) is now so uni-

versally allowed, that no further proof is required. So

far as the " dunghill breed being able to fatten where

Cochins will starve," the reverje is the fact, if hardiness

be our guide ; for neither cold nor rain aft'ects them to

anything like the same extent. They arc therefore, of

all breeds, the mojteasy to rear. Their quietness of dis-

position not coinciding with the character of " foriigers,"

your remark thus considered meets with some qualifi-

cation. With respect to the quality of their flesh, I

cannot see how it is possible to find fault with it. The

cockerels do not look so well on the table as Dorkings,

but the pullets are so plump and fleshy that they cannot

fail in pleasing every one. In the eye of a novice the

Cochin China may bean unsightly bird ; but if you, Mr.

Editor, wish to enjoy the luxury of a new-laid egg, you

need only keep a few couples of these birds (this is easy

to do, as they can be shut into any corner, with nothing

more than a piece of wire netting about three feet h'gh),

when that unsightliness which you complain of will go

off, and then they will grow into " pets," so much will

your matured eye admire them.

I am, very respectfully,

Wm. 'J'aOTTER.

P.S.—In your paper, which has just come to hand, I

find a few short extracts taken from my essay, in the

Royal Ayr icultural Society's Journal, " On the Rear-

ing and Management of Poultry."

Healy Mill, near Hexham, Jan. 21.

Sir,— It is a great pity that your correspondent

" \V.," whose letter on the Cochin China mania ap-

peared in last week's Express, should not have taken

the trouble to form some slight acquaintance with the

matter concerning which he discoursed, and by writing

about a subject of which he kno^vs nothing, bringing

lidicule on a really useful suggestion.

The upshot of " W.'s " letter is, that it would be

much better for persons inflicted with the poultry

mania, instead of contenting themselves with criticising

the shape of a comb or the colour of a feather, to en-

deavour to add new and useful species to our farm-

yards, and consequently to our dinner tables. So far I

cordially agree with him, but he has been singularly un-

fortunate in the application of his theory.

The first three paragraphs of his letter arc as much

distinguished by good common sense as the remainder

are by the reverse. This I hope to show :
—

1. Cochin China fowls do not monopolize all our

efforts. Witness the prize lists at the late Baker-street

Show ; and those who are conversant with the matter

entertain a great doubt whether the Cochin Chinese

possess fowls superior to those which have been im-

ported ; and also whether those wc now have will de-

generate, provided that proper care be taken of them.

2. De guslihus non est disputanduin ; and kangaroo

meat may be even palatable to those who can get mutton,

and a dainty dish to those who cannot ; but, sir, why, in

the name of common sense, should we import from our

antipodes animals wliich would require fences twelve

feet high to control their spring-heeled propensities,

when we have already those which are easily restrained

by hurdles of a quarter that height, and then find we

have not been gainers by the transaction ? The chief

value of the Llama is as a beast of burthen and a wool-

bearer ; its flesh is coarse and stringy. I cai^inot, there-

fore, conceive that any advantage could arise from

domesticating it in this country, hi to the " Jackass

rabbit," I am not going to sny that it docs not exist

;

but, though I never heard of it, I hope sinceicly it may,

and be of use to our iransatUntic cousins, and, through

them, to us ; but if " W." is so anxious to increase the

size of our rabbits by crossing them with another species,

why should he not begin at home, by trying to obtain some

hybrids with the hare ? And when he has succeeded in

rearing a mixed breed, by all means let him try the

Texan rabbit, and charter a steamer—it had better be

the Great Britain—to bring it home in.

The next time " W." is in London, let him go to the

Zoological Gardens, and ask to be shown the Passenger

Pigeon, he will see a bird about half as bulky as a " blue

rock ;" and I think he will then be forced to admit that

this bird is not likely "by crossing with our native

breeds to increase their size." *' VV." is not apparently

aware that ornithologists in measuring the length of a

bird include the tail, and one bird may have that mem-

ber longer than another. " W." is also wrong in sup-

posing that its dung would be a good substitute for

guano (although undoubtedly pigeon's muck is good

manure), the chief value of which consists in its being

the excrement of fish-eating birds.

"W." is in error again when he states that the

American wild turkey is superior in size to our tame

ones ; were he to make a tour in Cambridgeshire and

Norfolk, and use his eyes, he would sej in dozens of

rick-yards young turkey-cocks which, in point of size,

would '"tarnally whip " tlic largest gobbler that ever

strutted ia a Pennsylvanian savannah.

The canvass- backed ducks of America are much alHed

to our English dun-bird or pochard ; and when " W."

has learnt to domesticate that species, then let him at-

tempt the cs'.nvass-back, but by all means have the par-

ticular seaweed they feed on sent over with them, or they

will not be worth cooking.

The capercailzie requires a pine-forest to thrive in

(although it has bred in confi:iement), and the bustard a

desert. Nothing would rejoice me more th;\n to hear

that those noble birds (both once indigenous to Great

Britain) were domesticated ; but I think any one who

knows their habits would allow that it would be impos-

sible ; and the flesh of both is dry and unpalatable.

No doubt some additions might be made to the fauna

of the farm. The Eland {Boschiphus areas) seems, in

the hands of the Zoological Society of London, to be

likely at some future day to prove of use : its docility,

great size, tendency to fat, and savoury venison, all give

promise that it may eventually be serviceable to the

farmer. And among birds there are the crowned and

white-fleshed pigeons {Goura Victoria; md G.coronata,

and Lcucomrcia piciita), the Impeyan and fire-backed

pheasants {Lophophorus Impcyaniig and Enplveomiis
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ignitus), any of the Curassows {Ciax —), and the

Cereopsis goos3 {Cereopsis N.Hollandi(je),\i\Ac\i)nay,

possibly, some day inhabit our poultry-yards.

If "W." will endeavour to propagate these and some
nearly allied species, he will confer a great benefit on the

community at large, and in particular upon

Feb. 4tk, 1853. A Constamt Reader.

A correspondent of the Leicester Journal who signs

" Thorough bred Game," addresses the ladies patron-

ising the Sparkenhoe Farmers' Club as follows—
"I lived some years ago in the south of Enalaud, and there

had an opportunity of watching a ueighbour's management of

herpoultry. The farm she occupied might number about one

hundred and sixty acres, and the clear profit she realized from

her geese, turkeys, ducks, and fowls (principally from the latter,

though) averaged £40 per annum. There was no allowance

made, however, for her time, which occupied at least four hours

a day. Now do you think this suiHcient pay ? If you take

up any work on poultry, jou will find the authors will show

you double aud treble profits on a farm of the size I have men-

tioned, and when you come to try their plans you will fiud they

have deceived you. This person's skill was great, her fowls

had almost the whole of her attention, aud, moreover, she had

a very good market ; and, from my own experience, I think

you will seldom make as much as she did. I must tell you a

little of her system. The places for the hens to lay in were

not confined to the place in which they roosted (a dirty plan),

but were in the most convenient aud retired holes and corners

of the farm yards. Her plan was not to remove the new laid

eggs evei-y day, but to leave a considerable number in the nest.

You have no doubt noticed join: hens prefer laying to a num-
ber of eggs rather than to a single oue. Nature teaches them
that they are making preparations day by day for the reproduc-

tion of their species, aud they feel mora comfortable when the

eggs increase in number. As the hens hatched they were taken

as far as possible from their general walks. You will always

fiud the chicks will grow as fast again in a fresh place, where
there has been no poultry previously ; they get worms, grubs,

ijisects, and fresh grass, the supply of which is exhausted by
the older birds at home ; and whenever a quantity or number
of fowls are together, the grouud becomes stenched, and the

air impure. The pens are moved twice a day to keep the hens

clean. The chickens have their liberty by going m and out

through the l;ars, and are fed for the first four or five days
every hour on crumbs, oatmeal, barley meal, grits, hemp seed,

or linseed, in small quantities ; but ground oats (not oatmeal)

was the favourite food, not only for the chickens, but for the

whole of the fowls ; it is more wholesome than barley, and also

much cheaper ; and they were supplied with an abundance of

clean fresh water, which is very necessary to their wel'.-doing.

This person, or her daughter, always looked after her own
fowls, and if you want yours to pay, you must do so too.

"When I alluded aboveto the profits, I meant whatyou would
generally make. At the present time, if you are fortunate
enough to have one of the fancy breeds, you will, without
doubt, make much more. For mstauce, one of the moat emi-
nent of the present fowl fanciers is the owner of some lauded
property, and he intrusts his stock to the keeping of his

tenaut's daughters, and pays them for their time and attention,

receiving the eggs and fowls when ready for sale. This season

he has paid them £150. What profit he has made I do not

know, but it must be something considerable, for he was eo

well satisfied that he gave each of his managers a new dre?s.

This gentleman sold a hen, at the late show m Baker-street,

London, for £16. These high prices cannot last, so pray don't

calculate on anything of the kmd ; the rage will subside in a

time, and then if the possessors of these liigh-priced birds are

left with a really useful breed on then: hands, they may con-

sider themselves very fortunate indeed.

"As to the best breeds to keep, if you can combine beauty of

plu:;!iige and elegance of form with profit, so much the better.

I set my face entirely agamst the fashionable Cochin China.

I believe there were 212 pens of them at the last Birmingham

show, and an endless number at the Baker-street. I prophesy

we shall not see so many of them another year. People have

been led away by their great size and altogether extraordinary

appearance. These are the reasons which I have for not hkmg

them :—They are neither useful, profitable, nor ornamental-

Not useful, because they do not come early to maturity, and

a3 fat chickens they will not bear a comparison with the

Dorking, which are sent to market at two months old. When
full grown, though capable of being made very fat, they are in-

ferior in delicacy and flavour to every other breed. Not profit-

able, because they will neither get fat nor lay a large number

of eggs without expensive keeping, for they are great eaters,

and have no idea of catermg for themselve?. When allowed

their liberty, and a good range, they will not avail themselves

of it, but will remain poking about home, which may be ac-

counted for by their coming from a warmer climate. Not or-

namental ; this may he a matter of taste, but for ray part 1

cannot like these great awkward, gawky birds, with a crow as

hoarse and discordant as a raven's cry, with plumage not

gawdy, but blotched with red and yellow.

" They are recommended as extraordinary layers, occasionally

laying two a day, and their egg% being very rich. You must

remember, though, they will not do this unless very highly

fed ; or in other words, if you lay out eighteen-pence in food,

they will produce you a shiltmg's worth of eggs ; and I must

admit that no bird so soon shows good management and feed-

ing. I was invited to see a lady's stock of Cochin China fowls

last summer, and found them very dhty, their places not smell-

ing over sweet, and their food being boiled potatoes. I went

to see them again a few days before the Bimiingham show, and

found them so much improved I should not have known them

for the same fowls. The poultry house was also very clean

and sweet. On complimenting the atteudant on the improve-

ment, ' Ah !' said he, 'I feed them now regidarly and abund-

antly three times a day on Indian corn, oats, barley, &c.,&c.'

Some of these birds were shown at Birmingham, and, if 1 had

been a judge, would certainly have awarded them a prize.

" I had a friend with me yesterday, v\ho has been in China

for the last six or seven years. He was speaking of these birds,

and saying how exceedingly fat the natives make them, so fat

(an iuch thick on the breast) that it had given him quite a dis-

like to eating fowls at all. Rice was the food they were kept on.

" From the number of breeds now brought prominently for-

ward at the poultry shows, I select three as being most profit-

able, and equally good in their respective qualities. To ex-

patiate upon these would make the present paper too long, so

will conclude."
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THE POULTHY YARD.

We hear a great deal of talk about the money which

is sometimes paid for eggs of choice kinds of poultry

for the purpose of incubation, and intend very soon to

join the hue-and-cry and talk about it too ; but, when
we consider the ease with which prodHcfirfl fowls might

be procured and kept, the prices often given for new-

laid eggs, for eating and domestic purposes, is a matter

much more astonishing.

The attention of farmers has lately been repeatedly

called to this subject, and some few are giving it the

notice which it so much merits. Poultry is a kind of

stock which fits in readily with other animals, consumes

produce which would otherwise be wasted, requires

little space, and yields a return during life, as well as

when killed for the market.

The kind of fowl best adapted to the purposes of

those who wish to supply the markets is a much disputed

question ; but, without losing a season in lengthened

deliberation, it is easy temporarily to fix on the kind

which appears best, and, while reahzing from them,

experiments on other kinds may be carried on at small

expense and trouble.

The Spanish fowl lays an egg more magnificent in

size than that of any other kind of fowl ; these eggs

have been known to weigh as much as four ounces,

while those which usually supply our markets are from

two to two-and-a-half. It may be worthy the con-

sideration of those who collect eggs for the market

whether eggs sell better for exceeding the usual size,

and worthy the consideration of the housekeeper whe-

ther such eggs are better for domestic purposes. It

has been affirmed by one of our ]»est judges that there

is so much less richness in the Spanish fowl's egg than

in that of the Cochin-China, that two eggs of the last

would make as good a custard as tliree of the first.

There is great difterence of opinion about the laying

properties of the Spanish fowls ; some persons find

theiii excellent layers, while many complain that, al-

though their eggs are very large, the number which

they lay is very small. The Spanish fowl's egg is thick

in form, and the shell is white.

The Dorking also lays a fine large egg, but her cha-

racter as a layer varies greatly in different localities ;

these fowls, like the Spanish, are sometimes complained

of as indifferent layers, and sometimes praised for being

very good in that particular. The eggs are white and

good in flavour.

The Cochin-China fowls lay a great number of eggs,

and have one good quality which would tell well in the

hands of persons anxious to have a regular supply for

the markets ; they do not, like most kinds of fowls,

leave us without eggs for months together during the

winter, but the supply from them is almost as good then

as at other seasons of the year ; winter is a time when eggs

will always realize a good price. The Cochin-China eggs

are of medium size, being larger than those of the game

fowl, and smaller than the Spanish, about as large as

those which usually supply the markets. Those Cochin-

China hens which may be considered the best layers,

will resort to the nest and deposit an egg daily, with

uninterrupted regularity, for many weeks together.

These best layers are distinguished from those which

are subject to the freak of nature of laying two eggs in

one day, for which unusual activity the owners often

have no reason to be grateful. There are few persons

who keep Cochin-China fowls who do not meet with

instances of this unnatural fecundity, but it is generally

at the expense either of regularity in the supply— of a

perfected eggshell—or of fertility in the egg. Soft eggs

are often dropped without interrupting the daily laying.

The Cochin-China eggs are particularly delicate and fine

in flavour. The shell is more deeply tinted than that of

any other kind of fowl, being variously tinged with

shades of buff and chocolate, and sometimes lettered

over with chalky-looking specks which give it a pecu-

liarly delicate, pearl-like appearance. The chocolate

tint is more admired than the yellow. As this colouring

in the eggshell is peculiar to the breed a depth of shade

is valued by connoisseurs, but it is not imperative ; for

perfectly true bred fowls, imported fowls as well as

those which have been bred here, will sometimes lay eggs

not very much more coloured than those of the game

fowl, and even the same hen will lay eggs of different

shades.

In beauty of form and plumage there are few fowls

which excel the game fowl; their quarrelsome dispo-

sition, however (although exaggerated by some authors),

exists in a sufficient degree to render keeping a number

together troublesome and even dangerous to themselves.

In producing fowls for the table these would be less

profitable than larger sorts, as giving less weight of

meat, but the chickens are very delicious in flavour, as

are also the eggs. The egg is rather small, with a tinted

shell.

The families which now go under the name of Ham-

burghs are considered good layers. These are the fowls

among which the decision of the farmer is most likely to

hesitate; but whatever breed maybe fixed on, let it be

fiept ptire, and with cleanliness and abundant feeding,

perhaps there is no kind which would not make an

ample return. Although, perhaps, 7io fowls match the

Cochin-China in the number of eggs which they lay,

most are pretty good layers, if well cared for, and abun-

dantly fed. Where food has to be purchased, and a large

supply of eggs is desired, it is the best economy to buy

the best corn and meal, and to give the fowls as much

as they can eat. When the owner possesses refuse corn

for which he can find no ready market, the case is dif-

ferent, and a little waste does not matter, as it would do

if the food were paid for.—The Field.

S 2
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REPORT ON WHEAT, INDIAN CORN, AND OTHER GRAIN
FROM THE MEDITERRANEAN AND BLACK SEAS.

KY A. MONGREDIEN.

In taking a review of (lie foreign corn trade for the

last few years, and comj)aiiug the present sources of

supply with those we have habitually considered as the

natural purveyors o! food to England, we are struck

with the change that has taken place. America and the

Baltic were formerly looked upon as our granaries in

times of dearth. They are now totally inadequate to

meet our requirements, even in ordinary seasons. Their

yearly surplus falls sh^t of our yearly want>\ It is from

the fertile districts which border the Mediterranean and

Black Seas that we now derive not only our largest and

most regular supplies, but also the most copious and

earliest relief when suH'ering from a deficient harvest.

The hiatus caused by the diseased potatoes and the mil-

dewed wheat of last season would have cost this nation

many millions more than will now be required, were it

not for the previously organized trade between England

and the porta of the Black Sea, by means of which our

increased demand will be met without that extravagant

enhancement of prices, freights, &c., which would other-

wise have taken place. The total quantity of grain

(wheat, Indian corn, &c.) imported from foreign parts

in the year 1852 was 6,750,000 qrs., of which no less

than 3,350,000 qrs.* were supplied from ports in the

Mediterranean and Black Seas ; and it is probable that

the relative quantities during the present year will exhibit

still more forcibly the importance of that branch of the

grain trade which forms the subject of the present report.

The potato disease appears last season lo have been

far more virulent in England than in Ireland. Indeed

in some parts of Gteat Britain, so great has been the

devastation, that the farmers, who have so many other

uses to which to turn their land, are disinclined to devote

much space to so precarious a c-op, and the culture of

that esculent in England will certainly be on a diminished

scale this year. Even in Ireland, where the ravages of

the disease have been less considerable, there appears,

* The above quantities include all kinds of grain and pulse,

but not meal and flour. The 3,350,000 qrs. consist of the fol-

lowing items :

—

Wheat ........ qrs. 1,700,000
Barley „ 150,000
Rye „ 8,000
Beans „ 240,000
Maize „ 1,250.000

ars. 3,348,000
Taking the articlo of wheat separ.'tely, we lind the total
imports in 1852 to have l)een about 3,200,000 qrs,, of which
1,700,000, or more than half, were from ports in the Mediter-
ranean and Black Seas. In 1841, the total imports of wlieat
into the United Kingdom were 2,400,000 qrs., of which only
230,000, or one-tentli, were from Russia, Italy, Turkey, &c.,
and the ninc-teuths were from Denmark, Prussia, Germany,
Holland, France, America, &e. At that period, maize was
hardly known as an article of import. For tlic last few years
the annual quantity imported from places within the Straits of
Gibraltar fulls Httle sliort of :i nullion aud a Im'f qnartc'is.

from the numerous opinions I have received on the sub*

ject, to be a growing indifference to potato cultivation

on a large scale ; and the area devoted to it next season

would have been still more contracted, had the incessant

rains not partially prevented farmers from sowing their

land with cereals. Agriculture in Ireland is undergoing

a decided change ; Irish farmers are more and more

throwing oft' the yoke of routine, and enlisting under the

banners of experience. They kna that their soil and

climate are comparatively ungeni^il to the growth of

wheat, and accordingly every year less is sown. On the

other hand, flax in the north, and oats everywhere,

generally yield abundant and remunerating crops, and

will be extensively cultivated.

From almost every quarter I hwe received the most

gratifying reports as to the prosperity of the labouring

j

classes. My inquiries were couched in the following

shape: " Has the prosperity of the lower classes in-

duced them to use articles of food different from those

they formerly consumed ? If so, what articles will be

chiefly aft'ected .'"' From Ireland, with the exception of

the neighbourhood of Youghal, the answers were of a

decidedly favourable character. There was more de-

mand for labour, with higher wages, less pauperism,

and better feeding than had been known for years. It

might have been inferred that with increased prosperity,

and with potatoes too dear for the masses (except in the

vicinity of Galway and Westport), the consumption of

Indian meal would be large and general. But it is not

so. With increased resources, the masses have acquired

a taste for a higher diet, and both oatmeal and wheaten

bread are now used by many of the previous consumers

of Indian corn. In spite of their diminished numbers,

the expenditure of the Irish population for food is pro-

bably as great as before, only it is food of better quality,

and more in quantity per head.

Whether the still advancing price of wheat may drive

the masses back again on the consumption of Indian

corn remains to be seen ; but at present that article

meets with severer competition from flour and oatmeal

than it did heretofore from potatoes and turnips.

But, although the present rate of consumption of In-

dian corn in Ireland is, according to all accounts, not

equal to that of last year at the same period, yet we find

that the quantity consumed throughout the year 1 852

was about the same as in 1351. The total importation

in 1852 amounted to 1,550,000 qrs., to which, if we

add the stock on hand at the commencement of that year,

viz., 444,200 qrs., and deduct that remaining on the

31st December of 428,000 qrs., it will follow that the

quantity that went into actual consumption in 1852 was

1,566,200 qrs., which is very little short of that for 1851,

which amounted to 1,620,000 qrs.
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The following is a statement of the stocks of lailian

oorn at the principal depots in Ireland, with the addi-

tion, for the sake of oomparison, of tiie stock in the

same places at the correlative period last year.

c. 1 IT J- (-. i Oii.Iaii.l, On Jan. 1,
Stock of Indian Corn at ,g-o igr,,,

Dablin (irs. 21,000 10,001)

Wexford and vicinity , 7,0. 0,700

WBterford and vicinity ,. 7S.000 42,000

Yoiishal and vicinity „ 9,000 7,000

Cork , 65,000 60,000
'IValee and vicinity , 10,000 12,000

Limerick and vicinity „ 18,000 30.000
fialwaV £0,000 16,000

Westport and vicinity „ 8,000 4 000
Sligo and vicinity „ 20,000 15,000

Londonderry and vicinity , 38,000 44,500

Belfast and vicinity „ 29,000 00,000

Newry 25,000 25,000

Urogheda and vicinity „ 5,000 18,000

Otlier places in Ireland

At Liverpool and Glasgow.. ,

403,000
25,000

350,200

50,000

400,200
44,000

Qrs. 423,000 444,2C0

Tlie aggregate stock appears, therefore, very naucli

the same as last ye.ir ; and in the distribution tiie chief

alteration seems to be tliat at Waterford the stock is

this year larger by 30,000 qrs., and tliat at Belfast it is,

by about the same quantity, smaller. It is worthy of

remark, that, whilst the supply received at Limerick

this year is barely two- thirds of that of 1851, yet the

stock at that port and its vicinity is only reduced by

12,000 qrs., showing very clearly that Indian corn is

much less used in that district than in former years.

The imports from all parts in 1352 amounted to

1,550,000 qrs., of which about 1,100,000 qrs. arrived

in vessels from the Mediterranean, &c., calling at

Queenstown or Falmouth for orders. The balance con-

sists of imports from America, France, Portugal, &c.,

and also of cargoes addressed direct to a port of dis-

charge without first calling oft' the coast for orders. I

subjoin a statement, showing of what descriptions of

corn, and of what quantities of each, the 1 ,100,000 qrs.,

before referred to, consist :
—

Received iu

1852 from

Galatz

Ibraila

Salonica . . ,

Odessa.. ..

Vessels

in 176..
iu 259 .

.

in 27..
iu 101 ..

E.^yptian . . . r . . iu 35

Italy.

Constantinople,

:Malta, Trieste

aiidotherports

intheMediter-

ranean

in 8.,

Qrs.

223,000,

362,600
35.640, in 63

219,1 70, in 47
50.960, in 54

8,250, in 131

Received

iu 1851
212 vessels

129 „ ,

110.. 190,720, in 211

Qrs.

. 286,067

. 201,779

. 95,377

. 74,065

. 80,200

. 162,544

1,202,450716 1,090,340 847

It will be noticed that the falling ofT in the impor-

tation this year from Italy has been very considerable,

viz. only 8,000 qrs. in 1852, against 162,000 furnished

US in 18ol. In fact, so deficient was the crop in Italy,

that, instead of being an export country it received a

considerable supply from the Black Sea. Salonica

and all the minor ports a'so exhibit a deficiency, which,

however, is made up by the increased receipts from

Odessa, Galutz and Ibraila, which furnished 805,000

qr.s. in 18.52, against 5G-i,0()0 in 1851.

How the 71G cargoes of maize that arrived ofT the

coast in 18.j'2 were distributed will be seen by the fol-

lowing statement, which also exhibits the number of

cargoes received at the same places during the year

1851.

Cargoes discharged at In 1852. In 1851.

Cork ..". 9G 62
Waterford 92 87
Londonderry 73 121

Limerick 64 102
Newry 59 35

Dublin 54 64

Belfast .„ 41 81

Galway 35 33

Drogheda 20 36

Sligo 15 45

Tralee 13 25

Westport 12 27
Other Irish Ports 97 84

Liverpool 38 22

London, &'c 7 23

716 847

Froin the above it is apparent that there has been a

diminished supply (probably owing to the diminished

demand) to the northern and western, and an increase

to the southern districts of Ireland.

The present price of Indian Corn is higher that it

was this time last year, but the advance is but small

compared with that which ha^ taken place in Wheat

and other biead stuffs. If the latter should continue

to rise iu value, as appears probable, Indian Corn can

hardly fail to participate in the movement, though if

it be trwe that tlie masses in Ireland have acquired a

taste for wheaten bread, which they can afford to in-

dulge, the value of Indian Corn will not improve pari

passu with that of wheat.

Last year, in making up the stocks of wheat in

Ireland, I confined my attention to Polish Ode.ssa,

but this year the statement I subjoin comprises all de-

scriptions of foreign wheat. The quantities existing

in Irish ports consist almost exclusively of Polish

Odessa, Ghirka, Danube and Egyptian wheats, and

will be found, I believe, represented with tolerable ac-

uracy in the following table :
—
Stock of Foreign Wheat
on 1st January, 1353.

Dublin Qrs. 22,000

Wexford, &c „ 7,000

Waterford, &c „ 8,000

Yo.igha), &'c ,
3,000

Cork „ 30,000

Tralee, &r „ 12,000

Limerick, &c „ 25,000

Galway , 8,000

Westport, &c „ 2,500

Sligo.&c 3,000

Londonderry, &c , 17,000

Belfast, &c „ 16,000

Newry „ 8,000

Drogheda, &c „ 7,000

Other places in Ireland .... „ 30,000

Qrs. 198,500
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Last year I ascerlaincd that the stock of Polish

Odessa wheat alone was 120,000 qrs. ; so that, in pro-

portion, 200,000 qrs. of all kinds, which is the present

stock, is certainly very much smaller, whereas for the

following- reasons, there can be no doubt that the wants

of Ireland will be much greater this year than last :

—

1°. The population is smaller, it is true ; but the

bread- eaters are more numerous than they were.

2°. Very little wheat was grown in Ireland last season,

and the stocks of native produce in farmers' hands are

(as reported to me from almost every district) smaller

than ever were known.

3°. The Irish millers are very nearly free, this season,

from the much-dreaded competition of French flour, and

will not only have the exclusi^'fe supply of their local

customers, but may, probably, partially recover their

command over some of the markets from which their

French rivals had ousted them.

Indeed, nearly all the numerous parties who have

replied to my queries on this point concur in the opinion

that the Irish millers will, between this and next harvest,

require a very large supply of foreign wheat.

But it is not only in Ireland that the demand will

exceed the average importation, even of late years :

throughout the whole of the United Kingdom, with the

exception of those districts which are purely agricultural

and least densely populated, foreign wheat will have to

be extensively used, at all events, up to next harvest. In

some localities the last crop is reported to have been an

average in measured quantity, in others below it. But,

almost everywhere, the weight, condition, and milling

properties are stated to be very inferior ; and even where

the quantity still in farmers' hands is abundant, it cannot

be used by the miller without an admixture of foreign.

It behoves us, therefore, to inquire what stocks we have

in hand, and what quantities we may expect to receive

in the ordinary course of things. If these prove in-

adequate to oar wants, we shall then have no alternative

but to outbid our competitors in the food markets of the

world, and to compel additional supplies by the tempta-

tion of higher prices.

The stocks of foreign wheat, held at the commence-

ment of this year, in the principal ports of England and

Scotland are, as nearly as I have been able to ascertain,

as under. These returns cannot, I regret to say, be

thoroughly relied on in all cases, as there is no organised

system by which stocks can be ascertained. Of all places,

London is the one in which, strange to say, there exists

the greatest uncertainty as to the quantity of foreign

wheat lying in granary. The estimate I have given is,

probably, nearly correct; but it is, after all, merely the

average of conjectures, given by the most competent

persons :
—

Qrs.
London 350,000
Liverpool 150,000
Glasgow

Hull and Goole
Bristol

Southampton
Other places iu Great Britain .

Gloucester.

Newcastle

.

1,000

65,000
30,000

Qrs.

22,000

15,000
10,000
80,000

320,000
In Ireland 200,000

1,020,000

It appears then that, in round numbers, the stock of

foreign wheat in the United Kingdom (of course exclu-

sive of what is in the millers' hands) is a million of

quarters. The ordinary annual importation of foreign

wheat, taking as standards the years 1850, 1851, and

1852 (which produced good average crops) may now be

fixed at about 3,500,000 qrs. What extra quantity will

be required in 1853 it is quite impossible to compute,

but that we shall want a larger supply than usual is

beyond dispute. Forming, however, the most moderate

estimate of our increased requirements, we cannot but

be struck with the fact that the stock of foreign wheat

bears a very much smaller proportion to its annual com-

sumption, than do the stocks of sugar, cotton, or of any

other article of similar consequence to the community.

If we suppose, for instance, that we shall this year re-

quire a total importation of 6,000,000 qrs. of wheat,

then our present stock is only equal to two months'

consumption. There is no commodity of importance of

which we place so small a store in reserve with which to

meet emergencies. What would be the effect on cotton,

if the stock were reduced to only two months' con-

sumption.'

The amount of the supplies of wheat which we de-

rived last year from ports in the Mediterranean and

Black Seas, was about 1,700,000 qrs., of which about

1,300,000 qrs. were by 637 vessels, which called at

Queenstown or Falmouth for orders, and the remainder

were shipped direct from port to port. The following

is a classification of the different kinds of wheat of

which the 1,300,000 qrs. consisted:

—

Qrs. Vessels.

Odessa wheats, chiefly Polish, white and
red, but including some cargoes of Odessa
Ghirka and hard wheats 453,700 in 203

Ghirka wheats, shipped at Marianople,

Berdianski, Taganrog, and ports in the

Sea of Azov, including a few cargoes of

hard wheat 336,050 „ 171
Danube wheats from Galatz and Ibraila . . 85,000 „ 76
Egyptian wheat 276,500 „ 143
Roumelia wheat, cliiefly shipped at Varna *

and Co:istantiuople 27,650 „ 16
Syrian wheat 7.000 „ 6
Italian wheat 30,500 „ 27
Sundries, shipped at Constantinople, Mar-

seilles, Malta, &c. ; chiefly trans-ship-

ments 68,000 „ 45

Qrs. 1,284,400 in 687

As compared with a similar statement given in my re-

port of last year, the supply of every description of

Mediterranean wheat appears considerably less than in

1851, with the exception of the Ghirka class of wheats,

which this year exhibit an excess of 240,000 qrs., the
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importation in 1851 having only been 97,000 qrs. The

deficiency in the other sorts more than counterbalances

this increase in Ghirka, the total quantity received by

vessels calling for orders having in 1851 been 1,600,000

qrs. against about 1,300,000 last year.

Of the above 687 cargoes, 372 were discharged in

Irish ports, 254 in English ports, and 61 were sent on

to the continent. The following table exhibits the num-
ber of cargoes of each description that were sent on to

each of the principal ports respectively :

—
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acreage devoted to the Cultivation of wheat, and what the

average yield per cere in weight. At present we liave

persons craployed in ascertaining and publisliing the

average prices of different kinds of EngUsh grain in a

great variety of places, whose hibours as to prices are

perfectly useless since the abolition of the sliding scale,

and whose returns as regards the quantities sold are

worse than useless, since, being essentially and neces-

sarily erroneous, they are only calculated to njisleiul. It

would be very desirable if their labours could be directed

into the more useful channel pointed out above.

It is, after all, to the Black Sea and to the eastern

shores of the Mediteiranean that we must chiefly look

for the cheap and adequate supply of our annually in-

creasing demand for foreign grain. The eastern sea-

board of America is now too densely populated to spare

us much, and will yearly be loss able to spare us any,

The capabilities of supply on the part of the Bahu: ports

have long since reached their utmost development. But

from the vast and ferlile plains of Southern RuEsii and

the rich valley of tlie Danube Ihe supjdy is susceptible

of almost indefinite extension, and for many generations

our requirements, however they may increase, will be

met by enormously elastic powers of production. Every

year more land is being there brought into cultivation,

and, stimulated by the easy and profitable outlet which

our markets aflbrd, landowners will proceed in their

career of improvement. The system of selling caig.)es

for cost, freight, and insurance has, however, powei fully

contributed to this result. If the importer could not

have realised his grain till it arrived in England, and

then only in broken parcels, his operations would neces-

sarily have been much restricted. This mode of selling

has now been tried for some years, and has been found

fully to answer the purposes of all parties.

It may not be uuintereatiag to point out that this large and

ircr.'asing trade is cxcluisvcly in the bauds of a srcall body of

mii-chaiit^i, all connected together by the ties o!

nationality, of religion, and in a great measure of

kindred. They created this cargo trade, and they

probably will keep it to themselves. The history, progress,

and position of that small but powerful commercial philanx,

the Greek merchants, present most remarkable features

lu 1820, the trade with the Levant, then of small extent,

was wholly in the hands of British merchants. In that year,

two or three Greek houses were established in Loodcn, \iith

moderate capitals and humble pretensions. Their operations,

though at first limited, were highly successfid, and received

lapid development. Other Greek establishments were formed,

and gradually the whole of the trade passed away from the

British houses into the bauds of the Greeks, who realized

rapid, and ia many instances colossal, fortunes. The tr-^de,

which formerly was confined chiefly to the districts to which

Constantinople and Smyrna form the outlet", has now extended

to the valley of the Danube, to the shores of the Black Sea, to

Persia, to the vast provinces of which Aleppo and Damascus
are the chief marts, to Egypt, whose powers of production and
consumption have only recently been stimulated into activity,

and has through the enterprise, activity, and SBgacity of the

Greek merchants, penetrated into distant and semi-barbarian

regions, where Manchester fabrics were before as unknown as

the very name itself of England. The number of Greek firms

engaged in this trade, and established in England, has in-

creased from 5 in 1822 to about 200 in 1852. The imports

and exports from and to the districts, whose trade is conducted

by the Greeks, amounted in 1822 to a mere trifle, whereas they

have now attained a magnitude which, in the scale of our deal-

ings with foreign nations, gives that trade the third or fourth

rank. A calculation has been made that the aggregate trading

capital of all the Greek houses established here in 1822 could

not much have exceeded £50,000. There is now a single

Greek firm whose yearly income is known to be more than four-

fold that amount ; and as to the aggregate capital now invested

by the Greek merchants in their gigantic operations, though

the precise number of millions it may be difticult to fix, yet this

much is certain, that many houses have large sums lying un-

employed, that the field of their enterprise, large as it is, is

nadequate to absorb their resources, and that branch houses

are diily being founded by tlie Greeks in distant countries—in

North and South Americ.i, in India, in Russia, &c., in order to

utilize their redundant capital. It is only since 1816 that the

English e^rn trade has attracted the attention of the Greeks.

As long as the extra nc fluctuations in ] rices incidental to the

sliding scale alternately enriched and ruined foreign importers,

the Greeks were far too prudent to engage in so dangerous a

trade; but when operations iu foreign corn were fi'eed by Sir

Robert Peel from fiscal influences, and brought within the

natural conditions of legitimate commercial enterprise, the

Greeks embarked with their usual energy into the trade. With

exceptions too insignificant to notice, all the graiu imported

into the United Kingdom from the ilediterranean passes

through their hands.*

It may fairly be questioned whether the system of dealing

in cargoes on passage (or still in process of loading) could have

been carried out to it^ present extent, or in its present shape,

had the importers been a mixed instead of a compact and

homogeneous body like the Greeks. The yearly amount of

transactions in this branch of the grain trade is very consider-

able. On a rough calculation it is estimated at £4,000,000

per annum, and the total, since its opening seven years ago, at

little short of £30,000,000. The admirable manner in which

so complex a system works, reflects equal credit on buyers and

sellers. Notwithstanding the necessarily intricate nature of

the transactions, the risks and nice questions they involve, and

the reliarice they necessitate on the bona fides of both parties,

htigation is unknown, and differences are always settled by

either compromise or arbitration.

f

* The grain trade, however, forms but a comparatively small
item in the general operations of the Greek merchants. Tal-
low, linseed, wool, &c., from the Black Sea ; silk, opium, fruit,

and a long list of other articles, from Turkey and Greece ; ct)t-

tou,&c., from Egypt, const'tute, with grain, a large array of
productions, which they import into England. But large as

is the amoimt of their importations, it is exceeded by that of
their exportation. Of these, the cotton manufactures of Man-
chester form the principal feature, and so extensive are the
dealings o( the Greek merchants in these articles, that whether
the ad\ ices from Manchester shall be " flat" or " brisk" fre-

quently depend on whether the " Greeks" are " in the market"
or not.

t That some improvements might, however, be introduced,

must be admitted. An understanding ought to be come to as

to deficiency (and perha;'a exeess) iu delivery. It would be
well if the standard by which both sales and freights (espe-

cially the latter) are Hdjnstfd were to be weight iustead of
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Since the commeucemeut of the present large dealiiiga iu

Bliick Sea wheats, many additioual descriptions liave Lceu in-

troduced, and a trade has been opened witli m»ny new pro-

ducing places. A few yeais ago red Polish Odessa wheat

formed by far the largest bulk of our imports from that (piar-

ter ; it now constitutes barely a third, (ihirka wheats from

Marianople, BerJianski, Taganrog, and other places have last

year been imported very largely, viz., about 350,000 quarters

against 100,000 qrs. in 1S51. This class of wheat is daily

becoming better known amongst millers, whereas its use was

once chiefly confined to Cork, Limerick, and the adjacent dis-

tricts, it is uow getting into general repute.

Danube wheats are also rapidly increasing in favour with

the millers, and deservedly so, if they continue to maintain

the same standard of quality which the shipments for some

time past have established. They are cleaner than formerly,

and arrive in better condition ; and whereas in pievious years

their value in the market was considerably below that of Polish

Odessa, they now rank higher, and obtain better prices.

Ronmelia wheat has also improved, but not to the same

extent, and its relative value remains very nearly as before.

The rise in Egyptian wheat has outstripped all expectations.

In 1350 its price was 10s. to 123. per qr. below that of Polish

Odessa; in 1851 the distance between them decreased to 79.

to 8s. per qr. ; at one period iu 1852 it converged to within

3s. per qr., and the difference is now about 5s. per qr. It is

true that con^idfrable improvement has taken place in the

iutrinsic merits of Egyptian wheat, chiefly in respect to its

cleanliness and freedom from adventitious substances. This,

however, is not sufficient to account for its increased relative

value, and it remains to be seen whether, after fcliipmont^ take

place more freely than they have for some time past, it will

maintain its position.

Our receipts from Syria consist chiefly of hard wheats, which

met with little favour from the millers, as long as they were

sent us mixed with bailey, straw, stones, and dust. Lately,

however, the shipments have been much better in all respects,

and there are some cargoes now on passage of beautiful quality

ani colour, and perfectly clean. If these, as is probable,

realise a proportionately higher price, shippers will be induced

to incur the labour and cost necessary to select, classify and

cleanse the grain.

Some very fine shipments of both liard and soft wheat have

been, and are being made from Salonica, a port hitherto chiefly

known by its exports of Indian corn, but which, as the chief

maritime outlet for the large and fertile province of Macedonia,

is likely to supply us copiously with wheat, and also with bar-

ley and rye, both which articles the district produces in great

abundance, and of fine quality.

I may mention, as a proof of the activity of the Greek im-

porters in discovering and availing themselves of new sources

of supply, that, in addition to the already numerous ports

rom which shipments have customarily been made, cargoes of

measure. The two questions of commission and of interest

on freight should be finally settled. These and some other

points now open to doubt and discusnnn should he legislated

upon by a committee appoiDtcd. ji^intly, by mfrflimits and
factors.

grain are now ou the way from, or are tliippiug at Bourgas,

Anchialos, Rodostov, Lanarka (iu Cyprus), and several other

places hitherto unknown in tl;e annals of trade.

The imports of barley from the Mediterranean are on the

increase, prices having reached that point when the cost of

conveyance from so great a distance, although somewhat aug-

mented, does not bear such a proportion to the gross value of

the cargo as to absorb all margin of profit to the importer. In

addition to the shipments direct from port to port, 74 cargoes

have arrived during the year at Queenstown or Falmouth for

orders, amounting to 121,000 qrs., against 82,000 qrs., in -13

cargoes, iu 1851. Of these 74 cargoes, 23 were from Alex-

andria, 29 from Malta and Oran, 8 from Cyprus and Syria, 12

from Odessa and Salonica, and 2 from Smyrna. Of these

London took oif.23 cargoes, Glasgow and Leith 12, and the

remainder were dispersed throughout various other places.

Of 65 cargoes of rye, which have arrived off the coast for

orders during the past year, no less than 57 were destined for

the continent, having either beeu originally ordered for that

quarter, or attracted there by higher prices than our markets

could allord. Latterly, however, a demand has sprung up for

this article from various parts of the United Kingdom, and

30a , coat, freight, and insurance, is now its current price. It

is not likely that rye will become a permanent article of im-

port, as it is only under the influence of exceptional circum-

stances that its value here can leave a margin to the importer.

Of these G5 cargoes, 43 were from Odessa and the eastern

ports of the Black Sea, and 14 from the Danube.

A large proportion of the beaos received from the Mediter-

ranean proceed direct to their port of discharge, without

touching at Quecustowu or Falmouth for orders, and conside-

rable quantities find their way to Liverpool from Alexandria,

forming portions of general cargoes. Still, 46 cargoes of

Egyptian beans, containing 96,000 qrs. arrived off the coast

ia the course of 1852, of which 12 cargoes were ordered to

London, 13 to Liverpool, 6 to Glasgow, and 8 to Hull and

Goole.

I have refrained from offering any decided opinion as to the

probable course of prices up to next harvest. It has been my
endeavour to collect all the facts I could, and lay them before

my friends, leaving them to draw their own inferences. It

has also beeu my wish to guide millers, dealers, and importers

in their appreciation of the relative values of the different de-

scriptions of Mediterranean wheats, by pointing out which had

gained and which had lost favour—which had risen and which

had fallen iu comparative value—which had increased and

which had diminished iu respect to the quantities obtainable

of each—all matters important for practical men to know, so

as accordingly to apportion their attention to the different

kinds. For instance, Ibraila wheat, which, two years ago was

considered much below the value of Polish Odessa, is now by

many preferred to it. Fluctuations are every season occurring

in the comparative intrinsic merits of different wheats, arising

from local atmospheiic, aud other causes, and those who watch

these mutations will possess a decided advantage over those

who ignore them or undervalue their importance.

3G, Mark Lane, Jan. 20, 1853.
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TO THE LANDOWNERS AND TENANT FARMERS OF ENGLAND,

Gentlemen,—I am tempted to address you on the

position in which you, as an important class, stand at

the present moment.

The late general election was unquestionably one in

which the electors of Great Britain were appealed to on

the important question of Free-trade v. Protection ; and

I regret, as much as any man, that only 310 members

were sent to the House of Commons to uphold Protec-

tion to Native Industry. The result ^as, that Earl

Derby, having stated before the dissolution of Parlia-

ment that he would abide by the voice of the people so

expressed, did, in accordance with that declaration, give

up his own opinion, and let, at any rate for the present,

the question of Protection slumber.

The late Government were bound, in justice to that

interest from which unquestionably they received their

greatest support at the late general election, to recom-

mend to Parliament measures which might atone and at

the same time do an act of justice to the agricultural

interest, and confer a great boon and benefit upon the

working and producing classes of this country. As one

deeply interested in this question, I am bound to say I

did feel deeply grateful to the late Government for re-

commending a reduction of the malt duty, not only as

an act of justice to us, but as a great boon to the la-

bourers of England : I only regret they did not advise a

total abolition of the duty, instead of a reduction, for

the expensed of collecting would remain the same.

As it sppears the question of Protection is to be per-

mitted to sleep for the present—and many may deem it

wise quietly to permit it to do so—yet I for one never

will give up that which in my conscience I believe is

best for the true and permanent interest of my country.

I am still of opinion that the best policy of a highly-

taxed country to adopt for the protection and encourage-

ment of the labour of its people, is to levy an equivalent

duty on all articles produced by foreign labour imported

into that country, equal in amount to what the local

burdens and general taxation enhance the cost of pro-

ducing articles by native labour, skill, and capital. I

have ever entertained this opinion ; and every day's

experience more fully convinces me that I am right.

But if in this country we are to adopt " unrestricted

competition" as our general policy, I say then let it be

so in every sense of the word. But let me ask, is the

present competition to which we are now exposed an

unrestricted one ? It is only on one side that it is so :

I defy either Cobden or Bright, neither of whom will

stand at trifles, to say that the agriculture of England

is unrestricted.

We could grow tobacco, but the law will not permit

us to do so.

We could make large quantities of sugar from our

beet roots ; but restriction steps in, and will not permit

the "unrestricted" use of our own produce.

Another article of our produce, used in making the

national beverage of the people, barley, is compelled to

pay a duty some years equal in amount to the market

value of the raw material. This again cannot be called

" unrestricted competition." In fact, nearly one fourth

of the revenue is derived from duties imposed on corn

produced by British capital, skill, and labour. Then,

I say, this being the case, let us no longer press the

Legislature for a duty on foreign produce (although I

still believe it the wisest and best policy), but let us, in

no mistakeable manner, go for justice ; let us not go

" whining to Parliament" to ask for Protection, but

let us, with the bold front of injured men, demand jus-

tice from the Legislature of our country. Let us de-

mand that we do have " unrestricted competition" in

the full sense and meaning of the word.

What I would advise is, that the Committee of every

agricultural society in the United Kingdom be immediately

called together, and that a form of petition be drawn up,

praying for a total repeal of the malt-tax : that a copy

of such petition be sent to every parish in the county in

which such society is situated ; and that these petitions

be signed by all the inhabitants, and every labourer, I

am sure, will be most anxious to sign them : yes, all will

do so who are desirous of having " unrestricted compe-

tition" in beer: that these petitions be divided between

the county members, and the members for boroughs

within such county ; and that those got up in boroughs

be not only presented to Parliament by the members of

those boroughs, but that a deputation of the electors of

each borough do request and urge upon their members

the necessity of supporting such petitions. Let this be

set about immediately ; and if any parish is unconnected

with an association, let some active person immediately

draw up a petition on paper ; let the prayer of it be as

short as you please, but pray lor the abolition of the

malt and hop duty.

As one instance amongst many of the way in which

the manufacturers are treated, in comparison with the

farmers, I would mention the case of the manufacturers

of woollen gooas, who are allowed a drawback of the

duty paid on the soap used in such manufacture ; but

myself, a tenant farmer, sending to be malted for my
own use about 50 quarters of barley annually, cannot

use this portion of my own produce in making a beverage

which I give to my own labourers in their work, or in

other words use in manufacturing or growing corn, until

I pay the government in the shape of malt duty £54
3s. 4d. Call ye this " unrestricted competition ?"

Agam— If an able-bodied labourer marries, and ap-

plies to the secretary for emigration, he can be boarded
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and lodged for 12 or IG weeks for £2, with a free pas-

sage to Australia : and for what purpose ? To execute

some public work ? No ! To assist the farmers in that

far distant colony in producing food for the people ?

No! But we are taxed to send these men, the very

sinews and strength of Old England, to this land of

gold, to seek for treasures, an(\ all the beer they con-

sume is free from duty ; whilst those labourers who

remain at home are compelled to submit to this oppres-

sion and unjust impost, and also largely contribute

according to their incomes to the general revenue of

the country. And it should be borne in mind, that

the thousands and tens of thousands we are expending

in sending the sinews and strength ofour native land to

those far distant treasure-bearing districts, increase in

the same ratio as our population diminishes, the amount

of taxation to be levied upon those who remain at home.

If an example of the result of untiring energy and

zeal, directed to one sole object, were necessary to

stimulate you to exertion in the cause of yourselves and

your labourers, I need only draw your attention to the

result of those few but energetic men who first advo-

cated and ultimately obtained a repeal of those protec-

tive laws which the wisdom of our ancestors deemed

necessary to protect the labour of our own people

against the lightly-taxed labour of other lands.

We have justice on our side ; and I cannot see how
those men who advocated a repeal of the tax on the food

of the people can for one moment object to or oppose

the repeal of a tax on the necessary beverage of the peo-

ple, especially when we find, on comparing the con-

sumption of malt with the population of England and

Wales for many years back, that the consumption has

but slightly increased.

The average population of England and Wales from

1700 to 1750 was, 5,768,000 ; average consumption of

malt during the same period was 26,365,460 bushels.

Population 1841, 15,906,831 ; consumption of malt,

same period, 33,067,324 bushels. Malt consumed per

head from 1700 to 1750 was 4 bushels 2| pecks ; and

that consumption we now find has been reduced to 2

bushels and a quarter of a peck per head in 1841.

Can those to whom the destinies of this mighty nation

are entrusted think that we can tamely submit longer to

allow such an act of oppression and injustice to exist ?

I call upon you, then, to arouse yourselves ; to be

up and doing, and never cease to relax in your exertions

until you obtain a total abolition of the malt and hop

duties.

I remain, gentlemen, and brother farmers.

Your obedient servant,

Ickleton, Jan. 26, 1853. Samuel Jonas.

AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
At the annual meeting of the Staindrop Farmers'

Club, the above was the subject for discussion. It was

introduced by Mr. W. T. Scarth. Mr. S. said :

—

Owing to Mr. Sedgwick's absence from home, I have been

asked to continue the subject brought before you, by Mr. Nel-

son, at the last meeting—" The best and most suitable educa-

tion to quahfy a man as a farmer." I feel some difficulty in

entenng upon a subject tliat implies so much : there are so

many different classes of farmers—as much so as in auy other

branch of trade. I will, however, con6ne my remarks to the

locality in which we reside. There was a discussion carried

forward after the reading of Mr. Nelson's paper, which ended

in one general conclusion—that a farmer could not be too well

educated, or know too much of the busmess in which he was

going to embark—that of making the most of the land he oc-

cupies ; by which, gentlemen, I wish you to understand me to

mean, turning his produce to the greatest advantage, and hav-

ing bis farm in a creditable state of management. In this lo-

cality tlie farms extend from 150 to 400 acres, wliere we may

suppose the capital employed in each farm to be from £1000

to £4,000, though, I dare say, frequently less. By alluding

to this, I want to show how impossible it is for farmers, from

the return from the capital embarked, to afford any great ex-

pense in the education of their famiUes ; and I wish to bring

before you, for discussion, the best education to be arrived at

under these circumstances. I don't think a farmer, living from

the produce of his farm, and with even a small family, which

about here is not often the case, could send his sons from

home when at an age to commence their education. He must

make the best out of that wliich is within his reach ; which in

this locality, I am told, is quite sufficient to give a youth a

thorough good knowledge of arithmetic, reading, writing, and

a httle Latin as well, and at a very reasonable charge. Then

we will believe, that at such a school as now exists in Staindrop,

a boy from the age of nine to fourteen may acquire a thorough

good knowledge of what I have mentioned, living with his

friends, which I think is to his advantage at so early an age.

The cost already incurred is small, and gives the parent an op-

portunity of expeading the money he has to embark incom-

pleting the education of his son more profitably to the youth,

who you may suppose, at the age of fourteen or fifteen, should

begin to think a litlle for himself. I would then top him off

at a good commercial school for a year or two : that brings

him to sixteen, by \\ hich time he should be a thorough ac-

countant, write a good hand, spell well, and know, as a matter

of course, the history of his own country, and other branches

of education. I should then wish to see him at home for a

little, attending to what v^^as doing on his father's farm, and

not forgetting what Mr. Bell alluded to on a former occasion,

acquiring a knowledge of the butcher's trade, wliich must be

useful, and, as I think, absolutely necessary. A young man
ought by this time to have read those preparatory works which

point out to him the advantages derived from chemistry, geo-

logy, and the like, and I should expect that during the last two

years of his schooling those sciences had not been neglected,

but made an important feature in his studies. If a young

man is anxious to become acquainted with those branches of

science, he may acquire a good knowledge from the works

within his reach ; and, in this neighbourhood, where there is an
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.A;ri';cult.iir.il Library, lie l.as a double advantage. There is no

doubt but that a younj man who has become a decent scholar

ai]d acquired some little scientific knowledge, would be anxious

to see other dislricts ; this he may do ii' he chooses, at very

little expense, but it would be absurd to think a farmer could,

after giving his sou a good common education, frank him

about the country to see all the different modes of farming.

Nor do I believe his even going to stay with another farmer,

as an agricultural pupil, would be to him of such great

advantage. If a young mau could engage himself as an as-

sistant in keeping the accounts on a large farm, I think that

would be of great use ; for I consider, generally speaking, that

accounts kept on farms are anytliing but satisfactory. Now,
I believe this a most important part of the young farmer's edu-

cation; to be a good practical accountant, as well as a practical

farmer. Gentlemen, if we have not a sufficiently good school

for these purposes in Staindrop, we most assuredly should ; but

I have every reason to believe there is such a school in Stain-

drop, as well ai others iu the neighbourhood. We have un-

questionably schools not far off as finishing schools. I will

name one, as I think it is in the best locality ; that is, Mr.

Bnice's, of Newcastle, of which Mr. Bell, I have no doubt,

could say more than I can, having a son there. I believe iu

this district, where we hive some most excellent farmers, not

one of them would object to a young agriculturist seeing what

is going forward on his farm, or answering or explaining any-

thing that might be asked him, and taking a pleasure in so

doing. We have one, I believe one of the largest and best

markets in the nortli, at Darlington ; and, in my opinion, there

is every opportunity iu this locality, for an intelligent youth

acq\>iring that knowledge which should make him a good

farmer, at a very reasonable rate. In coLtiuuiug this discussion,

I am anxious to learn the opinion of those who can speak from

experience as to the incapabilities that surround the farmer as

to the education of his family iu this district.

At the conclusion of ^Mr. W, Scarth's paper, a discussion took

place as to the sufficiency ofthe means for education iu this dis-

trict, in which Mr. Hawdon, Mr. Graham, and others took part.

Mr. Nelson also rose and said that he would join corJially in

the cry of a high authority— " Educate—educate—educate"

—

for without education there was no getting forward in these

times, and it was as beneficial to the landlord as to the tenant.

He objected to schools which were restricted by religious

opinion—he would have the pupils read the scriptures, which

were the word of truth, and from which they could learn no-

thing but truth. So anxious were some individuals, without

education themselves, for the education of their children, that

he had known them make great sacrifices to obtain it. With

present prospects, he woi\ld recommend farmers to give their

children the best education in their power.

CROYDON F A R M E R S ^ CLUB.

THE MALT TAX— UNITY OF ACTION.

The monthly meeting of the club was held on Satiirday,

Jan. 29, at the King's Arms, Croydon, Mr. Page, Mertou,

in the chair.

A communication was read from the Arundel Farmers' Club,

inviting the co-operation of this club in establishing a repre-

sentative body in London, to consist of gentlemen elected by

the members of the provincial clubs throughout the kingdom.

THE CORN AVERAGES.

A letter was read from the Secretary of the meeting of far-

mers attending Brighton market, held last November, calling

for co-operation in obtaining a revision of the present mode of

taking the corn averages.

Mr. Raincock (Woodcote) rose to bring the subject before

the club. When they considered that a rental of some millions

depended on the mode of taking the corn averages, and they

were fully aware those averages were taken imperfectly, it was

clear some means of rectifying this should be devised. Gentle-

men attending markets must be aware that the returns were

continually very imperfectly made. Those who attended Croy-

don market saw that there was literally no corn returned. In

the last three or four months there was very little more than

100 qrs. of wheat, and no barley or oats. They all knew this,

and he need say very little about it ; but if they would only

look to what their tithe had been reduced, they would find,

since the passing of the Tithe Commutation Act, being a period

of seventeen years, that the reduction had been only 23. 6d.

per cent., and he wo\ild ask those who had been farming so

long whether they had not received during those seventeen

years more than 23. 6d. less on their produce ? Since he had
been farming he had seen a depression of 80 to 33 per cent.

and he naturally expected wlien his produce was reduced, his

tithe would be reduced iu a corresponding degree. He could

see no hope whatever that under the present system they

would ever obtain this. Turing the last seven years he had a

paper showing that there had only been a reduction of 12 per

cent, in the tithe. Now many of these had been very deplor-

able years, and, if they had only experienced a loss of £12 in

every ,£100, they would find their pockets much better lined

than they really were. Every one who had considered the sub-

ject—even the clergy themselves—was fully aware that the

system did not work. They were all told now that they were

about to lose the high year 1847, but under the present system

there would always be some high year which would keep up

the price of the tithe far beyond what it was intrinsically

worth. Very possibly this year, after all their corn was sold,

they might have high prices, and thus an average be made for

1853, much the same as that of 1847 had been for the last six

years. A seven years' average would always work in a way

diametrically opposed to the true interests of the grower of the

corn. The first remedy he had to propose was, that no corn

be returned more than once. Corn, if of good quality, now
very frequently got returned three or four times over, whilst

with inferior samples this could never happen. He would give

them a case in point. Travelling lately in the north of Eng-

land, he met some parties who told him of buying some barley

at Stamford at 33s. per qr. ; they next day they brought it to

Cambridge, and it was sold at 353. ; and the following day it

was taken to Stortford, and sold at 379. Now, what he ob-

jected to was, that this sample was returned three times against

the farmer. The man who bought it at Stamford knew it»

worth at Cambridge, while the seller at Stamford did not know

its value. The result was that although the grower only got
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33j.it "as at last returned at JiT?. Tlie grower, then, only

should be allowed to return it, for the last two rfturiia, which

were diaiiifltriially opposed to his interest, were an injustice,

and it ought to be remedied. His next remedy was, that not

only the buyer should make a return, hut the grower, who was

quite as much interested in the matter. One account would

dovetad with the other, .-liid they would thus get a more accu-

rate return than at presc. (. At the same time, the high and

foolish penalty of £20 should be reduced to 203., for at present

no one dreamt of enforcing the penalty against a neighbour,

howe\er bad the system was; whde if the tine were only 20s,

to protect themselves, they would do it. His third proposition

was that the average time of seven years be reduced to three.

In many instances a man might not contemplate farming so

long as seven years. His next poiut was, that a return should

be made of ali the corn grown, for, at present, a very large

proportion of it was never returned at all. Had they not in

their own case felt it continually, and, under free trade, they

would feel it more and more every year, inasmuch as there

would be more difficulty in selling an inferior sample ? This

year there was not so much dilticulty because they did not

send in so much from abroad ; but if they had had a very abun-

dant crop of excellent corn, they would have sent them in such

a quantity that he would have defied them to get inferior

corn returned at all. If they had a large quantity of peas and

beans, their inferior wheats would hardly have been saleable.

If they had low prices now, w hat would it have been then ?

and if, instead of selling, they chose to use them on their farm

for feed, he saw no reason why they shouldjnot form a portion

of that corn which formed the general average of the country.

Many would say, how could they make a return of what was

not sold ? In all cases there was a corn inspector, and if a

grower chose to keep 100 qrs. of barley, he did not see why he

should not go to the inspector and say, " I have been bid 2.')S.

for this, but I can make use of it at home, aud I put it at 26s."

Let the inspector have the option of taking the corn, if he

pleased, at 5 per cent, above what the grower put it at, aud

they would always have a fair return. They would have the

average price of the produce oft a farm, whereas they had now

jnst the elite of a man's corn off his best land, and the bulk of

his produce did not find its way into the average. These were

the difficulties under which they laboured. The present mode

was not only imperfect, but it was unjust. They wanted a re-

turn of all they grew, not only of a few samples. Those who

professed to be interested in the land told them if a thing was

not worth selling they should put it back on the laud. They

did do so, but it formed no portion of the corn returned in the

averages. He hoped club after club would show the injustice

of it, and they had heard, whatever legislature they had—whe-

ther Whig, Tory, or Radical—if the farmers could only show

any injustice pressing on them, it should be instantly redressed.

It was possible that by their united and strenuous efforts this

unjust mode of taking the averages might be remedied. Had

it affected the manufacturing interest, it would never have been

suffered to exist so long; but, like many other things, what was

everybody's business was nobody's business, and so it was con-

tinued (loud applause).

Mr. Stenning, Godstone, was sure they must feel much

indebted to Mr. Raincock for the very able manner in which he

had brought the subject before the meeting fapplause). With

his first aud second proposals he fully agreed. Mr. Raincock

paid largely to the tithe, but the question was, in what w sy

toulH a more correct return be made, and the only way was, as

suggested by i^lr. Raincock, that the return should be made by
both the buyer and the growrr. A rorrrct return would be a

great advantage, for it would give them something like an idra

of what was growu in the country. Some might say that

ought not to be known, because their landlord? might then, in

some way or other, know what quantity of corn they grew ;

but the fact was, tlie more their lnudl.jrds knew as practical

men, the better it would be to do business with them. Matters

had been so arranged that t'-eir profits were not going to be so

great that they need he ashamed or keep back anything from

their landlords. He would willingly let them know his pro-

duce. There would be this further advaiitagc—the f ouutry,

knowing the quantity of corn produced and the population,

would know what further supplies were wanted, and thus ex-

treme speculations might be prevented. The present return

was most imperfect. The averages for the three years erding
1846 showed sales of 6,000,000 qrs., whilst for the three yeara

ending 1851 they gave only 4,500,000 qrs. If they had had a

correct return, that might have been some ground to go upon
ill the great free trade battle, but we felt that the account was
so imperfect it could not be depended upon. They should

cither petition Parliament, or memorialize the Board of Trade
on this subject, or it was of no use their meeting there. He
had been very glad to hear the remarks in the circular emanat-
ing from the Arundel Farmers' Club, because he thought it

important that there should be an origin of any subject to be

discussed in the farmers' clubs. He thought there should be

deputations from the clubs to a central farmers' club to be es-

tablished in London, so that all might discuss the same sub-

jects at the same time, and then they would derive some be-

nefit
; for they were an isolated party, and that was the reason

they were placed in their present position, or they would have

had redress long ago, and it was only by combining together

they should get that justice done them to which they had been

so long entitled. Nothing but justice did they ask for. They
were willing to accept the principle of free trade, but let us

have it in full perfection (loud applause).

Mr. R.A.INCOCK.—To get the growth of the coimtry they

must extend the 290 towns. The only question was, would
government furnish the inspectors ? They could not get it

either, unless they inflicted a similar penalty on those who sold

corn at home.

Mr. Stenning.—That was one of the subjects he meant to

notice. That might be easily remedied, because all buyers at-

tended some market, and it would be very easy for him or a

neighbour to deposit his return in the market where the buyer

agreed to go to. At Croydon, on the 1st January, there were
ouly 135 qrs. returned.

Mr. Chasejiore quite agreed with Mr. Raincock in every

observation he had made. A buyer, however, was bound to

make a return of all he bought, whether in the market or any-

where else.

Mr. Raincock.—That only makes our case the stronger.

We thought the return was only for that day, but it seems it

is for the whole of the week. Mr. Chasemore must know there

was nothing like the quantity sold returned.

Mr. CuASE.MORE.—Yes, exactly.

Mr. Raincock thought it iraportaut too the return should

be from growers ouly, and not as at present from sellers.

Tlie Chairman said, the first question was, whether the

grower should be bound to make a return under similar penalty

inflicted on the buyer. He thought that would be the first

step to correct this evil. He should also suggest that the

tr.uisattioa should not be recognised unless by law, a proper
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return was made by the grower. That woiikl be a sort of

peualty iu itself, for to a dishonest person there would then be

an opportunity ofgetting from a bargain if it turned out unfa-

vourable for him. As to the number of towns in which the

averages were taken, he certainly did think it was very limited.

But he did not think it was expedient to reduce the term of

taking the averages to three years. They had had a long period

of high averages, and he thought the coming year was more

likely to reduce than enhance them.

Mr. Stenning—1847 will soon go from us.

The Chairman—Yes, they were just emergitig from along

period of high averages, and in a year or two they would have

a low return instead ofthose unnaturally high rates. It seemed

to him, an act of very great injustice was often done to what he

called the nou-capitahst farmer, that was to the man who
was forced to sell his corn at a low price iu the winter,

whilst he paid the tithe average on the high rates of the follow-

ing summer. He did not see any advantage the buyer had in

swelling the averages ; at least, all that it did for him was, to

give him rather the advantage iu the argument as to price

between him and the dealer iu the manufactured article. A
high average might be used as a reason for keeping up prices.

It appeared from the form of the buyer's return, that he was

bound to give m all the corn he bought during the week, but that

if he lived beyond the hmits of the town it w as quite optional

;

so that if Mr. Bates or Mr. Charrihgton did not think fit to

do so, they were exempt from any penalty. He quite agreed

that if they had a grower's return, it would be very useful to

government iu statistical enquiries. In Ireland the number of

acres, and the crops, were taken by the police throughout the

country, and they fouud it very easy to get their information.

There could be no hardship nor any evil result to the grower in

requuring him to make a similar return to that furnished by

the buyer. The question was, should they adopt a duplicate

copy of the Arundel petition ?

Mr. Bates.—Wliat does it say of inferior corn that never

comes to market ?

Chairman—If its being used at home was an evil to the

grower, he must try and remedy it. Nobody helped you un-

less you helped yourself.

Mr. Stenning—I beg to propose that the Hon. Secretary

get a copy of the petition drawn up, and that it lie in the

market every Saturday until our next meeting for signature.

Mr. Castledine—I second it.

At the request of Mr. Kaincock, the Chairman read the

Arundel petition, which suggests that the grower as well as

the buyer should make a return.

Mr. Raincock thought that if an alteration were made, it

should be as complete as possible, and, if they strictly adopted

that form of petition, they should not get that alteration.

Now, as to a seven years' average, it was true after this year

they would cease to pay on 1847. They would then stand

precisely as before, and what benetit would the farmers derive

from making it seven instead of three ? If they happened to

have a high year, it perpetuated its average for seven years.

Mr. Stenning— But that high average would come to a

larger amount for three years. You never escape a high

average
; you must pay it.

Mr. Bates—You only escape the sudden transition.

Mr. Page —The legislature would act iu this matter with

reference not to the tenant-farmer only, but also to the clergy-

man. They want to avoid sudden changes iu the amount.

At the same time, after the late free-trade changes, it was

most dishonest to continue to charge them on a seven years'

average.

Some conversation followed between Mr. Raincock, Mr.

Stenning, and the Chairman, the former showing the fairness

of including bad corn used at home in the averages ; and the

latter demonstrating the impracticability of securing an ade-

quate check oa the grower's return, and stating that it was

hopeless without such a check to ask the government to accede

to Mr, Raincock's proposition. Even if it were granted, then

they would always be suspected oftamperiug with the averages.

The adoption of the Arundel petition was put and carried.

ON THE PREVALENCE OF DISEASE IN FARM STOCK
Some time ago we called the attention of our readers

to the almost certain results of the heavy and long-con-

tinued falls of rain which have been experienced. Every
one acquainted with the influence which dampness exer-

cises on the animal healt';, nust have anticipated the ac-

counts which are now becoming more general, of the

unusual prevalence of influenza in horses, pleuro-pneu-

monia in cattle, and rot in sheep. The influence which

continued falls of rain have on the health of a district

can be best considered, by reflecting that all the rain

which falls must either be carried off by natural or arti-

ficial drainage, or carried ofl' by evaporation. When the

two former are defective, the soil becomes so thoroughly

saturated that the surrounding atmosphere becomes un-

duly loaded with moisture. Even with the most perfect

drainage, a considerable portion of the rain which
falls is raised in a state of vapour. To effect this,

as much heat is required to raise a gallon of water

as to raise 5^ gallons from the freezing to the boil-

ing point. The abstraction, therefore, of caloric from
the soil and from vegetable and animal life, especially

from the latter, is very great, and the animal system can-

not part with such an amount of heat without the health

being disturbed. The constitution becomes debili-

' tated, and disease is superinduced, usually accompanied

with a typhoid fever. Fevers are, however, more gene-

rally traceable to the miasma which is produced from

vegetable and animal decay. Of course, the heavy rains

i

accelerate this decomposition. This accompaniment of

fever is one of the marked characteristics of influenza in

' horses, and to treat this disease successfully, this feature

of it must be carefully studied. The treatment conse-

quently requires to be more of a tonic than depleting

' nature ; and bleeding to excess—if bleeding at all

—

should in no case be attempted without the aid of the

;

best veterinary advice. But as this subject will be

i brought under our readers' notice in a few days by the

discussion at the Highland Society, we do not enter

upon it. To prevent, as far as possible, the disease,

,
every means should be employed to guard the animals

j

against dampness. In the season 1830-31, similar in

j

character to this as regards heavy falls of rain, f€w

farmers on the eastern coast escaped the visitation ; and

I in East Lothian, to which our attention was more par-
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ticularly directed, upon one farm 10 out of 13 horses

died, iu another 9 out of 18, and there were few farmers

indeed who did not suft'er more or less. Unfortunately

the disease was generally treated by the veterinary sur-

geons and blacksmiths of the district as acute inflamma-

tion of the lungs ; hence, bleeding and purgatives were

the common treatment, and with the result which better

knowledge would have enabled them to have antici-

pated.

Pleuro-pneumonia has been so often discussed in our

columns that we pass on to the rot in sheep.

The accounts which we received fiom England vary

considerably ; iu some districts, however, rot has deci-

dedly manifested itself in a way which is alarming to the

holders of sheep stock as to the ultimate results. Scot-

land having comparatively escaped the inundations

which have extended over most of England, Ireland, and

several parts of the continent, sheep stock is with us

comparatively healthy, although vie have heard of seve-

ral instances where somewhat suspicious symptoms have

made their appearance. But as the rearing of sheep in

Scotland is confined principally to those districts the

geological formation of which gives a soil and rock which

readily part with the moisture, the effects of long-con-

tinued wet weather are less disastrous. In Ireland, how-

ever, owing to the substitution of sheep for the cottage

holdings, great breadths in that country have been

stocked with sheep. This has been usually done with-

out any preparation being made as to surface draining

or otherwise, and as a necessary result rot has appeared.

We quote from the Roscommon Journal

:

—
" The farmers are still suflferiug severely from the wet wea-

ther. The 'rot' iu their sheep is i. creasing to an alarniing

extent. No disease with which cattle has hitherto been
visited brought so much destruction to the farmer's door as

that now prevalent amongst sheep. Sheep that cost £2 lOs.

a piece are now sold for the price of the wool on their backs."

We have seen previous notices, and we have had pri-

vate information, that in the western part of Ireland

pleuro-pneumonia among cattle, and the rot in sheep,

have been very prevalent—the former very fatal. Even

should the weather now become settled, and followed by

a dry spring, considerable loss will be experienced, while

should the weather prove adverse the loss must neces-

sarily be very serious. We believe we are right in

stating that the mania which has existed in Ireland of

late years to stock with sheep will now receive a check.

The seasons for the last year or two have been particu-

larly favourable for sheep stock, and it is only in such

seasons as the present that its profitableness or non-

profitableness, as a sheep-breeding district, comes to be

ascertained. The sheep we have frequently stated is at

home in a dry sunny climate with dewy pastures, and

the great central plateaus of Asia have, from the very

earliest dates both of profane and s.icred history, been

dotted with extensive flocks moved from place to place

by their nomadic owners—" Sheep-pasturing Asia,"

as jiEschylus, one of the earliest Greek poets, describes

it. Unfortunately, however, for sheep breeding iu Ire-

land, the stock has been introduced into districts which

are quite unsuited for the health of sheep ; that these

districts could possibly be made applicable for this pur-

pose is very probable ; but drainage, and an equally

necessary preparation— shelter for the more deli-

cate breeds, must first be provided. We believe that by

this time many Irish proprietors who have been over-esti-

mating sheep as a source of wealth, are now beginning

to see the visions dissolving into thin air. This is cer-

tainly much to be regretted, as there was something re-

quired to give a buoyancy of spirit, to lead to enterprise

in that country. But nature's laws must regulate all

profitable agricultural enterprise ; and if man intends to

work antagonistic to them, he must make nature sub-

servient to his purpose, by introducing other influences to

overcome that antagonism. Shelter and artificial feed-

ing are the most potent agents, for counteracting the

natural disadvantages of that country, for sheep stock.

To attempt to cure rot may be regarded as hopeless,

but stock can often be fattened although they are con-

siderably aft'ected. If suspicions are entertained of the

herd, they should be forced forward with oats, beans,

linseed-cake, cut bay ; in short, anything they will eat,

and as soon as they are at all in a condition for the

butcher market, they should be disposed of. The re-

moving to a dry upland pasture will also prove advan-

tageous. Some have recommended salt, but there is dif-

ficulty in getting sheep to take to this, i^ltogether, rot

may be regarded as one of the most serious diseases

which affect sheep stock ; and prevention, not cure, is

what the stockmaster should aim at.—North British

Agriculturist.

GERMAN WOOL REPORT.—Berlin, Jan. 30, 1853.—
The year 1853 is, undoubtedly, for our Geiman wool trade, a
year on which the great hopes of many for the improvement
of prices of the raw material are attached. The regular good
sales of wool, which have been effected since the clip up to the
present time, not alone to our iiilami manufacturers and
combers, but chiefly by the great and continued demand for

England and France, have emptied our stocks to such an ex-
tent as was scarcely to be expected. The increased consump-
tion, as well as the diminis'ied quantity of coloured wools
imported into the English market, and the deficiency in the
shearing of last year iu our country, account for this state of
things ; and it was natural that the prices of all descriptions of
wool should cieep up, and induce the contractors to pay higher
prices for the coming clip. Great expectation of the result of
th*^ coming wool fairs prevail throughout the whole country,
and the demands of the farmers are at present so extravagant
that no reasonable business is, just now, to be done ; but by
far the greater quantity of the wool is already secured by the
contractors. More has been contracted for than in former
years, and it is not unlikely that the quantity of wool in first

hands brought into the fairs will be comparatively small.

The month of January has been very favourable for the wool
trade ; a great deal of busiueas has been done lately. The
remaining stock of good IMarkish and Poiaeranian wools has
been taken out of our market for the Engli.Ui trade, and higher
prices have been paid for it than hitherto. In low fleeces

there has been a large business done for England, which has
created rather a sensation. The prices of this article, which
was neglected, wect up a few dollars per cwt. Prices paid for

these low fleece wools (which contain locks, &c.), ruled from
35 to 50 r. d. per cwt. The same lively demand has existed
for low coarse skin v. ools, of which large quantities have made
their way to England and Scotland. Fine sliped wools were
sold at 54 to 62 r.d. per cvrt. The weather being very un-
favourable for drying this description of wool, causes it to be
rather scarce. In lamba' wool no business coidd be done,
though it has been much wanted, as there is no stock what-
ever.
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REVIEW OF THE CORN TRADE, 1852,

UY J. AND C. STURGE.

In takiug a brief review of the coru trade for 1852, we as

usual aunex some statistical tables. The year opeued with au

advance of from 5s. to Os. per or. upcn Wheat from the lowest

point of 1851 ; but a favourable seed time, and the promising

appearance of the Wheat on (he ground, together with a largtr

yield per acre of the previous crop than was expected, had a

depressing effect on the trade, and prices rather gave way dur-

ing the first seven months of the year. Although the arrivals

of Foreign were comparatively light during this period, they

were mostly sold at a loss to the importer. The cold dry

spring and early part of summer was followed by a. very wa'ra

July, which brought the graia rapidly to maturity, and caused

a reduction in prices of 4s. per qr. In August a great deal of

rain fell ia the midland aud southeru parts of the kiugdom, in

consequence of which, and the fact thai the early crops v(erein

many cases seriously affected by mildew, a suddeu advance oc-

curred ou Wheat of 4s. to 6s. per qr. lu September the weather

improved, but it was found, south of the Humbcr, that all except

the late Wheats were geuerally much injured in quality, though

the quantity was nearly au avcage. In the north of England and

Scotland the crop proved abundant aud of fine quality. A re-

action in old Wheat of 2s. to os. per qr. took place when the

harvest was generally secured, aud the price of inferior new

opened very low, say from 289. per qr. and upwards; conf:-

dence was, however, soon felt that from having a more deficient

potato crop than any since 1847, and the high relative prices

abroad, an advance must soon take place. The unprece-

dented fall of rain from October to the present time has much

strengthened this feeling, and Ecglish and Foreign Wheats

have risen from the lowest point in 1852 about 10s. per qr.,

but the supply up to the present time both of old and new

continues liberal, so much so of the former that we thiuk at

harvest the growers in this part of the country must have held

not less than six months' consumption. Our imports of Wheat

into Gloucester last year were 144,560 qrs., being 98,495 qrs.

less than in 1851, while our stocks were 17,500 qrs. more at

the end of 1852 than the same time in 1851. The greater

part of the Wheat is yet unsown, which is much against the

yield of the next crop, which gives great confidence to holders
;

still we are iu this respect in a better position now than in

1827, which proved a productive season of all kinds of coru.

Notwithstanding au advance of 30 to 50 per cent, in freights,

large purchases have been made abroad for the English markets,

but we do not know a place from whence Wheat can be im-

ported at a profit on our present quotations. Shoidd there be

however a demand for France, or the prospect of the next har-

vest become unfavourable, we look forward to considerably

higher prices. The total quantity of Foreign Wheat and Flour

imported iu 1851 was 5,619,662 qrs., whilst in 1852 it amounted

to only 4,376,103, shewing a falling off of 1,243,559 qrs.

The yield of Barley appears to have proved fully an average,

but we think the number of acres under this grain were less

than former years, and the supplies of all kinds have not

equalled the demand ; but large arrivals are expected in the

spring.

Oats during the autumn were relatively cheaper than most

kinds of corn, and having less from the farmers at market than

usual our stocks were completely exhausted ; and last month

au advance of 2s. per or. took place, chiefly in consequence of

the speculation in Oatmeal.

The Foreign Beans at Gloucester were C-rly cleared off, and

for son.e mo iths oui consumption has been mostly on Eng-

lish, the supplies of which (both old and new) have been large ;

and the same remark applies to new Peas.

We have had no Indian Corn, Dari, or Millet, at Gloucester,

for some time.

t.STIMATKD STOCK AT GLOUCESTER.

1850, 1st Month, 1st.- Wheat, 28,500; Barley, 10,000; Cats,

12,000; Beans, 7.500.

1851, Ist Month, 1st.—Wheat, 50,200; Barley, 7,800 ; Oats,

5,900; Beans, 18,200.

1852, 1st Month, 1st.—Wheat, 55,901 ; Barley, 3,250 ; Oats,

5,366 ; Beans, 2,470.

1853, 1st Jlonth, 1st.—Wheat, 73,425 ; Barley, 8,184; Oats,

5,088; Beans, 787.

Birmingham, Ut Month, 2Uh, 1853.

AN .-VCCOUNT OF THE TOTAL QUANTITY OF WHEAT AND
WHEAT FLOUR IMPORTED INTO GREAT BRIT.\IN FROM
IRELAND FRO.M 1801 TO 1825.

Year.

1801
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AN ACCOUNT, IN aUAETERS, OP THE CORN, MEAL, AND
FLOUR, IMPORTED INTO GREAT BRITAIN IN EACH YEAR,
FROM 1st JANUARY, 1816 TO 1852.

Year.

ISIG.

1817.

1818.

1819.

1820.
1821
1822.
182.3

1824.

1825.

1826.

1827.

1828.

1829.

1830.

1331.

1832.

1833.

1834.

1835.

1836.

1837.

1838,

1839.

1840.

1841.

1842,

1843,

1844,

1845,

1846,

1847
1848
1849
1850
1851
1852,

Imported
from

Ireland.

Urs.

873S65
695651
1204733
967680
1415722
1822816
1063089
152S153
16.34000

2203962
1693392
2828460
2826590
2.307244

2215521
2429182
2990767
2737441
2792658
2679438
2958272
3030293
3474302
2243151
2327782
2855525
2083600
2721400
2460800
2992800
1625000
879900
1S27000
1175000
1212500
1136160
1580600

Imported
from the

British

Colonies.

Imported
from all

other parts

Qrs.

3

25877
56618
14257
40897
40916
23439

209
891

95059
30500
61035
21600
7335
79634

225240
129476
117745
66829
25016
18561
19060
19479
17438

178828
308382
247127
146647

312438
431075
546431
229313
210510
126533
163278
130766

Urs.

319203
1775353
3474051
1693255
1300953
216738
102365
53432

609147
962718

2218830
2550310
1272396
2680414
2355412
3316760
668422
336524
492071
296189
625032
1306870
1515250
4573660
3811694
3378599
3475970
1299776
2794357
2118707
4480302
11769728
7125688
10616388
9134220
9773733

Total

mported.

Qrs.

1193071
2496881
4735402
2675192
2757572
2080470
1188893
1581794
2244038
3261739
3942722
5439805
4120586
4994993
4650567
5971182
3788665
3191710
3351558
3000643
3601865
4356223
5009031
6834249
6318304
6512506
5806697
4167823
5583083
5423945
6536777
13196059
9182338
12001848
10473253
11073171
9556200

PRICES OF GRAIN IN FOREIGN PARTS, PER QUARTER, IN

1851 AND 1852, MOSTLY TAKEN IN DECEMBER.

WHEAT—1851.

Dantzic 36
Do. high-mixed 41

Leghorn I 31

Rostock
I
40

Trieste

Hamburg
Petersburg . . .

Genoa
Naples
Konigsberg . . .

Bordeaux
Marseilles

Nantes
Odessa
Ancoua
Stettin

Bilbao

Galatz

New York
Philadelphia . . .

Montreal
Taganrog
Alexandria . . ,

Constantinople

.

Archangel

d.

to

.,

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

s. d.

41
43
49
43

WHEAT—1852.

d. s.

to 51

.. 54

.. 30 10 23

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

9 ..

..

34 6

42

41

40
31 36
28 6

i

28

27 1
31

29 I 27
26 ; 29

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

6 ..

..

..

..

4 ..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

6 ..

..

48
48
43
46
39
42
43
51

46
46
45
32 10

40
49
46 6

27
47 4
44 8

40
34 6

35 9

34 6

34

AVERAGE PRICE OF GRAIN PER QUARTER IN ENGLAND

AND WALES, FOR TWENTY-FIVE YEARS ENDING 1852,

AND WHEAT SINCE 1801.

Year.
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THE TEN AN
" Perhaps the greatest libel urged against the

tenant-farmers of this country is their assumed
disinclination to advance, or to make the most of

those improvements offered to them." This sen-

tence will be found in our leader of last week. It

came naturally enough in the consideration of the

subject we were then pursuing, and was certainl)

written without intended reference to any particular

person or project. It may be necessary here to

fully discuss the opinion we then gave ; the more
so, especially as our own conclusions may, other-

wise, be supposed to entirely agree with those ad-

vanced by some of our recent correspondents. The
course, from the very first, adopted by this journal

has been strictly that of audi alteram partem. The
endeavour has been to keep thoroughly indepen-

dent of all party as well as individual influence,

and thus to ensure the case of either side being

fairly stated. By such means alone can we hope
to arrive at a safe and correct appreciation of

the question debated. Acting on such a deter-

mination, it is scarcely necessary to add, that it

would be simply unjust and absurd to identify the

principles of a journal with those of any casual

correspondent who might happen to address it.

With this, at times, perhaps, necessary caution,

let us return to the point with which we com-
menced. For some years now, be it remembered,
the English tenant-farmer has had to struggle

against two of the greatest impediments to enter-

prise and exertion that human nature and man's
industry have ever had to contend with. His has
been a withering depression coupled with a feehng
of uncertainty. It is only within this last week or

so that he has really known on what terms he is to

proceed for the future. He was taught to consider

that, in the otherwise general benefit effected, he
was the only sufferer; and, as is really the case,

that he alone was denied the liberty and encourage-
ment of a system, whose very title remains a

mockery until more fully carried out. Some of his

advisers, and these no doubt with the best inten-

tions towards him, almost, if not directly counselled

him not to persevere—not to do his best under
such circumstances, but to await until more equal
justice was awarded him.

So the English tenant farmer has not per-
severed—has 7iot made the most of the scanty and
comparatively unfair opportunity allowed him.
He alone has not progressed. He has shown a
want of spirit to meet the many difficulties that

surrounded him, and a want of intelligence to

T-FARMER.
grapple with them. He it is that has been stand-

ing still, with ignorance and apathy as his dearest

friends, and indolence and pauperism as his best

of arguments. Is it so ? Are we to take as home-

truth what is thus so courteously offered to us ?

And will it really bear the touch of that plain,

matter of fact personage called Proof f We are

afraid not. We believe, indeed, on the other

hand, that no class will be found to have ad-

vanced more certainly, or to have made greater

strides in comparison with what they previously

had done, than the tenant-farmers of this country,

during the last few years. We don't say that they

have run wild after every will-o'-the-wisp dancing

before them. We don't say that they have re-

ligiously done all, or half, or a third, or a fourth,

that the lieaven-born oracles have assured them they

ought to do. Mercy on them if they had ! But

we do mean to aihrm that they have increased

wonderfully in intelligence— that they have pro-

gressed as surely in the labour of their vocation

— and that they have evinced judgment in testing,

and spirit in applying the many recipes offered by

science to their notice.

Have we any "proof" here either? Where
shall we seek it ?—In the usual gatherings of the

class, in the published records of their proceedings,

in the testimony of those trades associated with and

mainly dependent upon them, or in the homesteads

of England themselves ? Let us visit their meetings

first—those of the Royal Agricultural and many other

societies—and let us see what a position the tenant-

farmer holds here. Does he show any want of in-

telligence or spirit in competing with those who
enter under so much greater advantages ? Does he

not fairly hold his own ? and does not the prize-list

show year after year how the ranks of these suc-

cessful practical farmers are widening r Is there

no progress here ? Or, turn to the Journal of that

society we have just named, and mark the commu-
nications from the practical farmers—the prize-

essays, the clear reasoning, the sound deduction

to be found in every number. Is there no intelli-

gence, no knowledge, no education, no progress

here ? Or, go to their smaller meetings,

yet more closely confined to the farmers

themselves, and hear the ability and sound sense

with which almost any question affecting their in-

terest is discussed. Are there no signs oiprogress

here either ? Or, inspect the workshops of our im-

plement-makers, and inquire if there be not a great

and increasing demand amongst the farmers them-
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selves for such of their inventions as are fully proved

to be necessary and beneficial ? And then—call

on the man himself; converse with him as you go

round, and mark what he is doing and what he

would wish to do with only fair play. The result

is but too evident. Despite his improved breeds

of cattle, his improved system of farming, his gene-
ral knowledge, and so forth, he is " an ignorant,

apathetic, selfish dolt, without one redeeming
quality but that hospitality he presses upon
you, and which in him is far more likely to

be the vice of a sot than the hearty feeling of a

It may be asserted that we have coloured this

picture of the tenant-farmer too favourably for

common use. We think not. Consider how he

has been tried, and what nevertheless he has accom-

jilished. We believe that he has shown every in-

clination to move on, notwithstanding the upbraid-

ing manner in whicli he has too often been told to

do so. Fortunately, however, for himself, he ad-

vances with some caution ; science with him must

have the recommendation of practice, and his pro-

gress be regulated by something more substantial

than the Wind confidence of mere theorists.

—

Mark Lane Express.

AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS.
Sir,—The Census Commissioners of Ireland have terminated

their labours by the production of a volume fraught with im-

portant Luformatiou bearing oa the present position and future

prospects of the sister island. It consists of part 2 of the cen-

sus returns presented to both houses of parliament by com-
mand of her Majesty, and is entitled Agricultural Eeturns,

1851.

The information thus collected forms the data of thoughtful

reflection, as it is not a little encouraging to perceive that, in

the midst of agrarian agitation, and in spite of the depopulat-

ing tendency of the exodus, the thews and sinews of the

Milesian population are still to be found willing to encounter all

risks rather than abandon utterly the soil of their fathers. It

is still more encouraging to perceive that, as regards Ireland at

least, the effect of recent legislation has not been the with-

drawal of all enterprise from the cultivation of the soil, nor the

entire prostration of the energies of the agricultural body.

The commissioners have confined their labours to three divi-

sions of inquiry—namely, holdings, crops, and stock ; and they

give a comparison of similar results for the periods from 1847
to 1851, excluding from their calculations, for obvious reasons,

the ill-fated year of 1848. Of holdings, from under one acre to

500 and upwards, there are in the 163 unions which form the

32 counties of Ireland 608,066, being a decrease since 1841 of

20,156 ; yet it is not a little remarkable that within the same
period the tUlage returns show an increase in the total quan-

tity of cultivated land, which in 1841 was 13,464,300 acres,

and in 1851 14,802,581 acres, being an increase of 1,338,281

acres. This is certainly evidence of an improvement in the

right direction ; and it is borne out by the corresponding

changes in the relative proportion of one class of crop to an-

other, indicating an important alteration in the management of

farms in Ireland, as taking the basis of the years 1847 and

1851, we find in 1847 the proportion of cereal to green crops

was in acres 4 6-lOths to 1 ; while it 1851 the proportion was

2 3-lOths to 1 ; and in the cultivation of flax alone the increase

in one year, 1850-51, has been 49,496 acres.

The commissioners give an interesting table, showing the

proportion each description of crop, in 1851, bore to the 100

acres on each class of holding, the distinguishing features being

the diminished portion which oats, barley, potatoes, and flax,

as grown upon the larger farms, bear to the proportions of

these crops on the smaller farms, the difference being made up

by the increased quantities of turnips, " other green crops,"

and meadow. Wheat, it appears, was most extensively grown

upon farms from 50 to 100 acres, but the largest proportion of

cereal crops (57 2-10th3 per cent.) is shown to belong to

farmers holding from 5 to 15 acres. The greatest extent of

flax is grown upon holdings from 5 to 30 acres. The largest

proportion of meadow (45 6-lOths per cent.) belongs to the

class above 500 acres; on this class is also cultivated the

greatest proportion of turnips, " other green crops," beans, and

peas; but wheat and other hard grains, as also potatoes and

flax, are cultivated to a comparatively limited extent.

The returns of "produce" are equally encouraging, and by

reducing the quantities of produce grown to one common

standard—say tons of 2,2401b. each—we are furnished with

the following results, showing the number of tons of produce

grown in each year :

—

1847. 1849. 1850. 1851.

Cereal crops ... 2,548.503.. 2,182,514. .2,1 13,327.. 2,1 65,851

r,. o An (Potatoes 2,048,'l95.. 4,014, 122. .3,054,990. .4,441, 022
uieen ao.

^ .j,^j.jjjpg 5,760,616. . 5,805,848. .5,439,0U5. .6,081,326

Tlie returns of " stock" are classed under the respective de-

nommations of horses, mules, asses, horned cattle, sheep, goats,

pigs, and poultry ; and the following is the result of their

classification :

—

1847. 1849. 1S50. 185?.

Horses and mules .... 5.57,917.. 648,288.. 548,719.. 543,312
Asses 126,355.. 117,939.. 123,412.. 136,981

Cattle 2,591,412.. 2,771, 139. .2,91 7,949 2,967,461

Sheep 2,186,177. 1,777, 1 11.. 1,876,096.. 2,122,128

Pigs 622,459.. 795,463.. 927,502.. 1,084,857

Goats 164,063.. 182,988.. 201,112.. 235,318

Poultry 5,691 ,055 . . 6,328,001 . . 6,945, 146 . . 7,470,694

Taking the assumed average value per head of each descrip-

tion of stock which the Census Commissioners of 1841 arrived

at after due enquiry—namely, horses and mules, £8 each

;

asses, £1 ; horned cattle, £6 10s.; sheep, £1 5s.; and poultry,

at 6d.—we find the total value of farm stock to be in 1847,

£24,820,547 ; in 1849, £25,692,616 ; in 1850, £26,951,959 ;

and in 1851, £27,737,393.

Tliis is but a summary of the main facts which the commis-

sioners give in great detail and in minute subdivisions as to

locality ; and, altogether, the work forms a complete compen-

dium of the more valuable statistical information.

I trust the more elaborate labours of the commissioners to

whom are intrusted the compilation of the census returns of

Great Britain are not to terminate without the production of

an equally valuable synopsis of agricultural statistics for Eng-

T 2
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land aud Scotland. It is surely not to be said that " They

manage these things better in Ireland;" and it is scarcely

creditable if the only authentic reference we have on a subject

of imperial importance is confined to a sectional part of the

country, and that not the one most calculated to afford a just

estimate of all we should desire to know of a subject on which

we have hitherto been greatly in the dark.

You have recently indicated what you consider as the pro-

bable co\use to be adopted by government on the meeting of

parliament in reference to questions of a purely popular nature,

which a new government is ever more desirous of taking in

hand, to the disadvantage of those minor reforms which, al-

though of a less captivating nature, are oftentimes more per-

manent in their results ; and you hazard the opinion that the

administrative capacity of the most talented and practical

ministry we have seen for years will not be unwisely directed to

the promotion of those measures which affect the every-day

concerns of life.

The question of the collection of agricultural statistics is

one of those quiet measures which the circumstances of the

times and the reiterated opinion of those most competent to

judge on the subject strongly urge upon the attention of

government. The time is most fitting for the collection and

compilation of such matter. The lurking prejudices of the

farmers have vanished with the last rays of protection, and all

really practical agriculturists begin to see that their true in-

terests are centred, not in ephemeral schemes and delusive

hopes, but in energy and enterprise, "a fair field and no

favour." This is evidenced by the encouragement shown to

the Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland in their ex-

perimental efforts on this subject, as Su: John M'Neill is re-

ported to have stated at a recent meeting of the society " that,

in reference to agriciUtural statistics, he was glad to say the

society would soon be in a position to proceed with the pro-

posed inquiry ; aud he was happy to add that they had already

met with the sjTupathy and cordial co-operation of the tenant

farmers." We have the example of the importance other

governments attach to this matter—France has her Minister of

Agriculture ; and, according to the Berlin Gazette, Prussia is

already acquainted with the results of the harvest of 1852,

under the hands of "Von Beckedorfe, Minister of Agriculture

for Prussia." Of the importauce of the subject you have, upon

more than one occasiin, spoken with some degree of authority.

The member for Wakefield, Mr. George Sandars, pressed the

matter on the late ministry, and I firmly believe, if taken up by

the present government, it will le regarded by the agriculturists

themselves in a more favourable light than anythuig liitherto

held out to them in the shape of alluring hopes by those w ho

have been styled, par excellence, " the farmers' friends."

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

London, Feb. 9. D. T.

—The Times.

CALENDAR OF HORTICULTURE.

The month of March is one of the most impor-

tant during the whole year, and its influence ex-

tends ahnost to every crop that is sown. A peck

of March dust being worth its weight in gold, is

an adage coeval with the recorded practice of

agriculture ; and, like the anvil of truth, it with-

stands all the hammers of battery and assault.

The sowing of winter crops, as common and spring

wheats, is finished in March ; oats and barley are

mostly done during its currency, and also beans

and peas. The beginning is made in preparing

the fallow lands, and grass seed may be sown, and
the lambing season is busy. All the animals of

the farm require much attention, and must be
amply provided.

In suitable weather, the sowing of grains is per-

formed with quickness and energy in this month
;

oata, spring wheat, barley, peas, beans, vetches, all

so fast as the means can be found to execute the

piu-poses ; flax-seed is sown, and lucerne on well-

prepared grounds, at 12 to 20lbs. on an acre, and
dressed with gypsum on the young herbage. Sow
carrots and parsnips on well-prepared soils ; drill

at 18 inches distance, on the flat surface, with seeds

steeped in urine, or in a solution of nitrate of

potash, six to one, and encrusted with quick lime to

dryness. Top-dress clovers and young wheats with
appHcations of powdered rape-dust, malt coombs,
gypsum, and nitrate of soda; the latter in 1 to 2 cwt.

per acre. Sow cabbage seeds for summer plants.

Put light stock on watered meadows. Set traps,

and spread mole-hills; bush-harrow, roll, and

finish the dunging of grass lands.

The planting and cutting of timbers of every

kind must now be finished. Plant hops on dry

land, trenched and well prepared ; make the hills

distant in 6 feet each way, which best admits the

scarifier ; put four sets in each pit, one in each

corner, and cover lightly with earth.

Begin to cross-plough the lands intended for

green-crop fallows ; remove all turnips from the

fields, and carry out dung in weather unfavourable

for sowing.

Send the strong lambs to the natural and arti-

ficial grasses, or to the watered meadows. The
ewes will now drop lambs very fast, and will claim

much attention. Feed amply with juicy food, as

swedes, beetroot, and cabbages, which must be

preserved in store for that most important purpose.

The feeding of hogs for bacon will cease this

month, and the foremost fat bullocks may also be

removed by sale. Remove all dung from the

yards to the manure heaps, and keep all houses

clean. Set poultry on eggs for hatching feed

well; attend to cleanliness, and provide good accom-

modation for the youngbroods. Itisbothpleasantand

profitable to have a numerous and healthy flock of

poultry on any farm.
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General Remarks.
A sudden but not unexpected change of weather has

altered the appearance of things entirely ; a fall of

snow exceeding in quantity that of many years has

overwhelmed all the outward works, and put a stop to

many things which were in hand at its commencement

;

while the fact of its coming on without any previous

frost, renders wheeling and carting equally impracti-

cable as before the storm, except in those cases where

the snow was removed from the road-ways, and other

spaces operated upon the night before a severe frost,

when it was rendered hard enough to bear whcel-car-

liuges of all kinds. Tliis duty we hear has been done

in many cases, and tliough we have no hopes of it being

ol" service to our readers after the time this reaches

them, yet it may give them a hint that may be useful

hereafter, A person with a broom will sweep a great

length of wheel-barrow roadway in a few hours, and

the unevenness being smoothed, at the same time a

nice path is presented to work upon the next day.

Plant Houses.

Conservatory.—Attention to fires will be one of the

principal duties here if the weather keeps severe, and

be sure never to, leave a fire for the night that is at all

doubtful. Many hot-water works are heated by fires

constructed more for novelty than use. An attempt

made to economize the fuel employed has often led to

preserve it altogether ; for it notunfrequently happens

that it will not burn at all, except with an amount of

labour and attendance more than double the value of

all the heating materials that ought to be wanted in a

year. On this subject we shall have something to say

hereafter ; in the meantime, while severe weather lasts

let nothing be omitted likely to endanger the proper

heatiug of this and other houses and pits used for

forcing or preserving exotic planes, as it sometimes

happens the neglect of a few hours on a sharp night

is attended with consequences to plants which years

cannot restore. But while urging the requisite care,

we do not by any means insist on the same heat being

wanted as usual in milder weather; the thermometer

may safely sink 5 degs. on a severe frosty night below

the average heat of other nights without any harm

being done— in fact it is better to do so than keep up

that severe amount of fire-heat required to maintain

so high a temperature. And while the frost lasts, let

all inside work be proceeded with, and any of an extra

kind that may be wanted should now be done.

Forcing Department.
Ice and snow try very much the efficiency of the

dung, or other fermenting materials that may be used

here. Frequent linings will, in consequence, be

necessary, and means taken to prevent frosty winds,

&c , robbing them of their heat ; thatched hurdles are

very good things for that purpose, and being portable

arc easily moved from place to place. Uncover the

glass every day, and be sure that it is clean, so as to

admit the cheering influence of sunshine inside ; a

little air may also be often admitted by a very small

opening at top, which, if only for half an hour, effects

a great exchange of air. Cover up early, and securely

— of course, guarding against steam. An oil-cloth

covering is undoubtedly the best ; but its expense pre-

vents its general adoption. Attend to the instruction

given in former numbers as regards the culture, &e.,

of the various inmates here; and prepare dung and

other things for future use.

Vinery.—While severe weather lasts do not urge on

so much fire heat ; rather let the house get warm by the

little sunshine we often get in the day time, than be over-

heated at night by the dry harsh warmth which an over,

strained fire is sure to present, while large supplies of

moisture supplied to soften the heated air is likewise ob-

jectionable ; nevertheless, a certain amount of the latter

commodity must be there, otherwise the drain upon the

tender foliage will be too great, for most plants while in

a growing sLate delight in a moist atmosphere, which

can be furnished by placing shallow vessels of water over

the heating apparatus, which replenish as required.

Those now coming into bloom had better be kept a

little drier, while those which have not yet been tied-ia

must be done now as they want it, stopping at the same

time all shoots not wanted for long canes ; the old plan

of nipping off" all such shoots one eye before the bunch

has never been superseded by any later suggestion, but

the method of thinning the shoots so as to have as few

superfluous ones as possible is one certainly worthy of

attention, and one we heartily recommend, especially

with vines that are not too strong, and probably heavily

loaded with fruit ; when the reverse is the case an op-

posite course must be adopted, for vigorous vines re.

quire a great extent of foliage to digest the food with

which these stems are charged, and to place too narrow

limits on this will be to cripple the energies of the plant,

and the result will be a less robust growth than it ought

to be.

Peach-houses.—Diminish the amount of fire heat

while the frost lasts, and be careful about letting in any

quantity of cold chilly air, except in such a way as to

modify it of most of its pernicious qualities. If the

internal atmosphere of the house becomess too warm in

bright sunshine, a portion may be let out at the top ven-

tilators, by opening them a little while, and placing

muslin, or some other check, upon the direct influx and

efflux of air : this will materially relieve the house of its

undue heat, while the portion admitted will be also

softened so as to become harmless. Water the borders

and other places wanting it, and disbud and tie in all

shoots requiring the one or the other. The fruit also

may be thinned in the same gradual way that we advised

the disbudding to be done ; reserving a good portion of

the fruit, however, until the " stoning" process be over,

when the principal danger of their dropping will be past.

Keep a sharp look-out for insects, which are quite as

likely to be clinging to potted plants that may be al-

lowed a lodging here, as the more legitimate crop of the

house.

Pineries.—lt is better in most cases to defer all im-
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portant changes here until milder weather, as, however
carefully the operations may be done, the going in and
out necessary to bring in fresh tan or other substances
lets in an amount of cold chilly air, from which it is dif-

ficult to save the plants if they be in the same house,
which they not unfrequently are, piled away in the paths,

shelves, &c. But while wo advise this v.ork to be de-
ferred, all other connected with the interior arrangements
of the house, in the shape of cleansing or dressing of

plants that may be allowed a place here (^part from the

proper occupants), may have every attention they re-

quire, and the same remedies applied in the way of mo-
di(ying the heat of the structures by moisture may als<o

be applied, while some little egress forvitiatid air may
be also tried similar to that recommended above for the

peach-house, only it rnu't be on a smaller scale ; and,
in cases where the pine structures are of a low kind, or
easily accessible from without, covering up at nights with
mats, oilcloth, or other covering, will save fire-heat to a
great extent, and be better for the plants too.

Cold Pits.— In these structures we presume many
of the intended ornaments of the flower-garden are
now stored away ; these, if at all touched with frost,

must be very gradually inured to the lightand air again,
as much mischief results in their being too suddenly
exposed to currents of mild air after their long con-
finement ; it is needless to urge on tiieir being well
covered up, as after some 18 degs. or 20 degs. of frost,

which has been felt in many places, the capability of
their "dwelling" to resist cold v/ill have been tested
tolerably well ; and if they have hitherto escaped un-
hurt, the same treatment will assuredly carry them
through all the changes tliat are likely to "happen
after this.

Kitchen and Fruit Garden.
The frost and snow have come in good stead to retard

the blooming of such wall-trees as shewed symptoms
of it during the latter part of the mild weather, while
but little harm is done so long as they are not ex-
panded. Keep a sharp look-out to the Gooseberry
and Currant trees, which are likely to suffer at this

season by small birds (especially bullfinches), picking
out tlie young buds. We have seen almost all the
trees in a garden spoiled in a day, or at most two
days, by these audacious depredators. In the kitchen
garden take all advantage of the weather to dig and
wheel where wanted ; only do not diai in the snow, be-
cause, whatever benefit it may confer on the ground by
lying there and melting, it certainly does harm by
being dug in. Cover up and protect Peas and other
tender crops that it may be prudent to save against
the vicissitudes of the season, and examine carefully
all stores tiiat may be put away. This latter duty
may be as well done on wet or stormy days.

Flower Garden.
The necessary stand-still observed here while tlie

snow lies on the ground must be exchanged for one of
great activity when it becomes fine and more settled
weather, and all outstanding work must be finished
forthwitli

; but while it remains severe, prosecute all
inside work that has a bearing on this as well as other
departments ; for it certainly lias a tendency to for-
ward the whole when the most advantageous time is

taken to prosecute the duties reciuired by each ; so
that, although all departments will require increased
attention hereafter, jet, if anything can be done now
to relieve the pressure then, that operaticm ou^ht at
once to be done by the collective force, regardless of
the duties which each holds as its peculiar " own."
But we will return to this subject in another chapter,
and leave this for the present, hoping (no doubt, like
many of our readers) that the present show of winter

will continue with us until it finally takes its departure

for the season, and not return after an absence of a

week or two, when the advancing vegetation will ren-

der its visit unpopular.— J. R.

CHICKENS-GAPES-PIP.
Poultry is now an acknowledged item in the live stock of a

farm, and, in the general race of improvtmeiit, is coming in

for its legitimate share of cousideratiou and progress. The
yoiiug of poultry is r.ot difficult of production, but theh rearing

presents difiiculties of no ordinary character. Tiie principal

disease incident to the early stages of their growth is gapes or

pip. It is known by their opening their mouths very widely,

as if something were sticking in their throats and choking

them. When hungry they take up a bit of food, b>it the sore-

ness iu the neck prevents their swallo .ung it ; they therefore

drop it out of their bills, and are consequently starved.

" M. A. '?.," Winchester, quoted by you, says the diicase is

generady very fatal : a neighbour of his lost 100 by it last

summer. Medicine is, he says, useless ; and his only cure is,

to cram the cliickens three or four times a day, which keeps up
their strength, and enables t.em in a short time to overcome

the disease.

Many years ago I saw a lot of chickens, some of which were

very severely affected by this disorder; and on informing an
old lady, the owner, she said she would go down and cure

them. She accordingly took up a starved and convulstd one,

and holding it in her left hand, its tail towards her little luiger,

its body in the middle of her hand, its head encirc'ed between
her fore-Singer and thumb, she took from an attendant a me-
dium blade of fresh grass, bent double so as to form a small

angle, and holding it in her right hand, she put down carefully

the arigle of the blade of grass with her right hand into the

middle of the throat of the chicken, and, when down towards

the extremity of the neck, she, gently pressing the angle (hut

not the side) of the blade against the neck of the chicken, drew
up the blade of grass, gently pressing the angle against the

chicken's neck, and brought up in the angle of the blade one
or more worms, about two inches in length, which she thus

extricated from the neck of the chicken. By repeating the

operation she brouijht up some more, and thus iustanter re-

lieved and cured the chicken. From this operation the cause

and cure of the disease are manifest, and by it I repeatedly cured

diseased chickens, and under my directions many parties cured

theirs, and on the appearance of gapes or pip, the operation

has been uniformly successful in extracting worms, and curing

the chickens.—M.—Mountview, Rathgar, Jan. 27, 1353.

—

Irish Fanners' Gazette.

EXTRAORDINARY SALE OF COCHIN CHINA
FOWLS.—Thursday, Feb. 10, the sale of the celebrated stock

of Cochin China fowls, the property of Thos. II. Potts, Esq.,

Kingswood Lodge, near Croydon, took pl.ics at the 15azaar,

Baker-street, Portman-square, by Mr. Strafford, and at-

tracted a numerous and highly respectable company of noble-

men and gentlemen from various parts of the kingdom. The
prices obtained area sufficient guarantee of the high estimation

in which they were held ; 121 birds realized the large sum of

£726 Is. 6d , being an average of £6 each bird, many of them
chickens oi.ly a few months old. The highest price was for

the cockerel " Sir Robert," £42, justly described in
the catalo;;ue as " matchless in forra and colour." This bird

won a first prize at the Great Metropolitan Exhibition of

Poultry and at Torquay ; and the cockerel " Wellington," also

a prize bird at those shows, sold for £28 73. The celebrated

imported hen purchased by Mr. Potts of Mr. Andrews (gene-

rally considered one of the best hens iu this country), although
ajied, sold for £30 153. A pullet from her at £22. The lien

102, sold for £23 2s. Other hens and pullets sold as high as

£13 133,, £13, £12 los., £11 lis, £11, £]0 10s., £10, and
several others brought similar prices. In the following

day's sale there were some fine Dcji kings, tlie property of Mr.
Lewry, of the same stock as the birds shown by him at the

recent metropolitan show, and which obtained several prizes.

These also brought good prices; and we hope the result of

these sales may give a stimulus to the improvemeut of our
domestic fowl.
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AGRICULTURAL REPORTS.
GENERAL AGRICULTURAL REPORT FOR

FEBRUARY.
Notwithstanding that very little progress has been

made either in ploughing or sowing, owing to the

severity of the weather, agricultural affairs are in a

more satisfactory state than when we last wrote.

It is true that, up to the present time, not more than

one-half of the wheats have been sown, upon the

heavy lands ; but on light soils, most of the grain

has been got in. The plants at one period exhibited

a most unpromising appearance, arising from the

continuous rains and the saturated condition of the

soil. The late sharp frosts have completely checked

premature exuberance ; and the heavy falls of snow,

whilst they have protected the wheats from the chil-

ling effects of the north-easterly winds, are calcu-

lated to have a most beneficial effect upon the land.

The return of seasonable weather has been produc-

tive of an improved sample of wheat. In most of

the forward districts, the condition of that grain,

both in stack and in granary, was unusually inferior;

but within the past few weeks a decided improve-

ment has taken place in itj consequently, the value

of most kinds has advanced in proportion to their

milling properties. Although somewhat large in-

roads have been made upon last year's crop, the

supplies at this time in the hands of the farmers

are undoubtedly good. The demand for wheat may
be considered steady ; nevertheless, the rise in the

quotations has been trifling. Owing to the immense
quantities of malt liquors forwarded to Australia,

malting barley has been in active request, and really

fine parcels have realized 39s. per quarter. In

the value of other grain very little alteration has

taken place.

The unusually high prices of food in Australia,

if we except those of beef and mutton, have induced

several parties in the metropolis to ship flour to

Port Phihp, Sidney, &c. During the month, about

10,000 cwt. have been exported, chiefly the produce

of the ^United States. In addition to the flour,

about 5,000 quaiters of oats have been forwarded

to the same destination.

The cattle trade has continued in a healthy state.

In London, as well as in the provincial districts, the

quotations of beef, mutton, and veal have risen to

some extent, with every prospect of a farther ad-

vance in them. From Holland we have advices

stating that immense numbers of beasts and sheep
are in process of fattening, for shipment to England;
that disease is by no means common ; and further,

that the stock about to be forwarded will be of a

much heavier weight than usual.

The wool trade has been rather excited. Both
English and Colonial qualities have risen fully id.

per lb., and large quantities of the former have

changed hands for shipment to the Continent and

the United States. It may be remarked that the

continental clothiers are now preferring English to

Sidney wool— owing, we presume, to the great dif-

ference in price, and the keen competition on the

part of the home-manufacturers to obtain colonial

parcels suited to their respective wants. Tlie pubhc

sales have passed off remarkably well, and nearly

the whole of the supply offered (about 35,000 bales)

has been taken for home use.

There has been rather more doing in hay and

straw, the prices of which have shown a tendency

to advance. Meadow hay has reahzed £2 15s. to

£4 10s.; clover do., £3 15s. to £5 ; and straw, £1

4s. to £1 13s. per load. The last cut of meadow hay

is proving good.

Generally speaking, the provision trade has con-

tinued active. Fine new-milk Dorset butters have

sold in the Metropolis as high as 114s. per cwt.;

bacon has been in request ; whilst barrel beef and

pork have risen fully 10s. The Australian shipping

has taken off unusually large quantities. The car-

rot and turnip crops having proved large, and of

very fine quality, the winter stock of hay has been

found lai'ger than some parties have had occasion for.

As regards potatoes, we may observe that their con-

dition has continued very inferior ; hence, really

good qualities have reahzed 150s. per ton. From
abroad, the imports have amounted to about 6,000

tons, chiefly from Calais, Dunkirk, and Rouen.

In Ireland and Scotland, the trade with fat stock,

corn, &c., has been tolerably firm; and in some in-

stances prices have slightly advanced. The stocks

of grain on hand are represented as seasonably

large. In the Scotch grazing districts, beasts have

fattened remarkably well ; and we perceive that the

supplies forwarded to the south have exceeded those

of some former seasons to some extent.

REVIEW OF THE CAITLE TR.\DE
DURING THE PAST MONTH.

The present position of the cattle trade is calcu-

lated to have considerable influence upon value for

some time hence. In former impressions, we have

alluded to what may be fairly termed the false po-

sition of the graziers, and condemned the until

lately persevered in system of disposing of stock

in a half-fat state, and frequently of an age which

has never adaquately repaid either the producers or
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butchers. The system, as we long since predicted

would be the case, is now telling upon us. In

nearly the whole of the markets held since we last

wrote, but more especially in Smithfield, the sup-

plies of sheep on offer have been unusually small,

and for the most part in very middling condition.

The consequence is that prices have continued to

rise, with every prospect of a further improvement

in them as the season advances. The free-trade

party are, of course, perfectly satisfied with what

they term the truth of the principles they have so

long advocated ; but the fact is, free trade has pro-

duced the present state of things ; in other words,

it induced numbers of flock-masters, shortly after

the passing of the tariiF, and when the quotations

were unusually low and unremunerative, to sell

largely at almost any quotations, in order to pay

their way. The consequence is that great inroads

have been made upon the supplies of sheep in the

country, and some difficulty is experienced in

meeting the present increased consumption. We
believe we are correct in stating that a smaller

number of sheep is to be met with on almost every

farm in England than during the past ten years.

Of course every effort is being made by those im-

mediately interested to meet the requirements of

the trade. Oil-cake is being largely consumed in

most quarters, and the imports from the continent

continue good and of improved weight ; but the

rapid extension of our commercial operations, and

the increased employment thus afforded our arti-

zans and others, together with the rise in the rates

of wages, seem to forbid any supposition that

prices can recede below their present level. As re-

gards beasts, the deficiency in the supplies is not

so apparent ; nevertheless it is quite clear that there

is every chance of a good and profitable return to

their owners, especially as very few serious cases

of disease have presented themselves for some

time past.

The rearing of calves in Essex and Surrey

appears to be almost wholly neglected, notwith-

standing that the prices of veal have been tolerably

remunerative. The metropolitan demand is now
almost wholly met by dealers in the west of Eng-

land, and by the Dutch graziers. The pork trade

has not received that stimulus which might have

been expected from the rise in the value of beef,

mutton, and veal ; nevertheless the quotations have

ruled firm.

The abundant supplies of food for winter use

have been of great service to the stock, nearly the

whole of which has been confined in yards and

closes, owing to the tender condition of the soil,

and the heavy falls of snow. The turnip and beet

crops have turned out remarkably fine. The lamb-

ing season, up to the present time, has not been

very satisfactory. In some districts the losses

have been severe ; but, generally speaking, they
have not exceeded many former years. The de-

mand for English wool, both for home and foreign

use, having improved, the value of sheep skins has
been on the advance, and heavy polled have sold

as high as 10s. each.

The total supplies of stock exhibited in Smith-
field have been as follows :-

Beasts.

Cows .

,

Sheep

.

Calves.

Pigs .

Head.
19,308

470
86,910
2,098

2,420

COMPARISON OP SUPPLIES.

Feb. Feb. Feb. Feb.

1849. 1850. 1851. 1852.
Beasts 17,139 16,727 17,393 18,797
Cows 617 445 324 433
Sheep.... 81,050 80,l60 91,568 95,306
Calves .. 1,240 998 1,381 1,503

Pigs 1,247 1,819 2,340 2,439

The bullock supplies have been thus derived :
—

Head.
Norfolk, Suffolk, &c 8,950
Other parts of England 2,300
Scotland 3,100

The prices of beef have ruled from 2s. 8d. to

4s. 2d.; mutton, 3s. lOd. to 5s. 2d.; veal, 33. 2d.

to 4s. lOd. ; pork, 2s. lOd. to 4s. per 8lbs., to sink
the offals. The few lambs on offer have realized

4s. 6d. to 5s. per 8lbs.

COMPARATIVE PRICES.

Feb. 1849. Feb. 1850.
s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

Beef from .... 2 8 to 3 8 2 8 to 3 8

Mutton 3 0to4 6 3 0to4 6
Veal 3 8 to 5 8 3 to 3 10
Pork 3 4 to 4 6 3 2 to 4

Feb. 1851. Feb. 1852.
s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

Beef from, ...24to38 2 2 to 3 8

Mutton ...3 4 to 4 6 2 8 to 4 4
Veal 3 Oto4 3 0to4 2

Pork 2 10 to 4 2 6 to 3 10

An unusually wide margin has existed between
the value of sheep in and out of the wool, the

diflference being not less than one shiUing per stone

;

that is to say. Downs in the wool have sold at

5s. 2d., out of the wool 4s. 2d. per Slbs.

The annexed imports of foreign stock have been
reported into London :

—

Head.
Beasts 2,034
Sheep 8,862
Lambs 10
Calves 1,482

Pigs 45

Total 12,433

Corresponding month in 1852 .... 9,123
Do. do. 1851 11,828 Z
Do. do. 1850 .... 3,880
Do. do. 1849 5,642
Do. do. 1848 3,546
Do. do. 1847 .... 3,946
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Several Importations have "taken place at the

outports, amongst which we have observed the

arrival of 140 oxen from Spain, at Southampton.
Newgate and Leadenhall markets have been sea-

sonably well supplied with country-killed meat

;

yet the general demand has ruled steady, and
prices have had an upward tendency. Beef has

sold at from 2s. 6d. to 3s. 6d. ; mutton, 3s. 4d. to

4s. 6d. J
veal, 2s. 8d. to 4s. 8d. ; pork, 2s. 8d. to

4s. per 8lbs., by the carcass.

REVIEW OF THE CORN TRADE
DURING THE MONTH OF FEBRUARY.

From the end of October till the close of January

we had almost constant wet weather, causing ex-

tensive inundations in many parts of the country,

and rendering it impossible to finish wheat sowing

at the accustomed period. Since the commence-

ment of the present month the weather has under-

gone a complete change. At first we had slight

night-frosts, and ploughing and sowing, so long

delayed, were actively resumed : a considerable

quantity of work was consequently done by the

middle of the month ; but subsequently the frost

increased in intensity, and field labours were again

interfered with ; but the alteration from wet to dry

frosty weather must have proved highly beneficial.

Since we last addressed our readers M'e have con-

tinued our inquiries with a view to ascertain as

nearly as possible the breadth of land under wheat

culture ; and we are inclined to think that the es-

timate we then ventured to give was not far from

correct, viz., that owing to the extreme v/etness of

the autumn and early part of the winter, about one-

fourth of the land intended for this grain had not

been seeded at the end of January. The proba-

bility of a higher range of prices than we have been

accustomed to of late years will no doubt stimulate

growers to extra exertion, and cause a good deal of

wheat to be sown in spring ; and it is therefore pos-

sible that the total breadth of land under this crop

may, after all, not fall materially short of what it

would have been if the seed time in autumn had

proved less inauspicious. There will, however,

still be the disadvantage which naturally attaches

to spring sowing— the crop is rarely as productive

as that raised from seed committed to the soil at the

regular period ; and it is besides more susceptible

of injury from various causes. It is yet too early

to say much as to what may have been the

effect of so much rain on the seed in the ground
;

on well-drained lands it may have received no

positive injury, but in many localities it must have

suffered ; and we think there are suflScient grounds

to view the future, as far as the next wheat harvest

is concerned, with some apprehension. Under
these circumstances, and with the positive know-

ledge that the last crop in this country was greatly

inferior in quality, and somewhat deficient in quan-

tity, to the produce of good average years, it is not

by any means surprising that the prevailing im-

pression should be in favour of a higher range of

prices. Still the trade has since the beginning of

the present year taken quite a different turn to what

was expected. Throughout January business was

very dull, and the value of wheat gradually gave

way at all the principal markets in the kingdom, till

3s. to 4s. per qr. of the advance established in

November last was lost. Latterly, a firmer tone

has been assumed by holders, and about half of the

decline has again been recovered ; this has, how-

ever, been accomplished with much difficulty, pur-

chasers having acted throughout with the utmost

caution. The primary cause of the want of con-

fidence has unquestionably been the imcertainty

felt as to the capabilities of foreign countries to

furnish supplies.

Since the commencement of free-trade in corn,

the arrivals from abroad have been on so liberal a

scale as always to exceed what has been for the time

needed, and this has naturally led to the belief that,

however great our wants may prove, adequate sup-

plies will be forthcoming. Whether this theory

will prove correct during the ensuing summer
remains to be seen ; but for the present, at all

events, we are not likely to be overwhelmed with

supphes. The autumn shipments from the Baltic,

so long delayed by contrary wmds, reached us in

January. The quantity did not, on arrival, prove

quite so large as expected ; and most of the factors

receiving the same, thinking favourably of the

future course of the trade, preferred landing to

forcing sales from on board ship. The northern

ports of Europe are nov/ closed by ice, and no
further consignments from that quarter can be ex-

pected to reach us till May. Of the late arrivals, a

considerable proportion has already gone into con-

sumption, and that remaining is in general in firm

hands. In France and the nearer ports in the

Mediterranean, from whence immediate shipments

would be practicable, prices are relatively higher

than in our markets, and the quantity likely to be

derived from thence will not be large. We have

therefore only the Black Sea ports and America to

depend on for supplies during the next two months.

The quantity of wheat on passage from Southern

Russia, ligypt, &c., is variously estimated : the best
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authorities reckon it at about 500,000 (jrs. This

quantity is not very large when we consider that the

average importations into the United Kingdom of

foreign wheat have amounted per month for a long

time past to 400,000 to 500,000 qrs. Respecting

the probable supply of flour from America there is

no very accurate dataj but the fact that the imports

from thence have latterly lost money, and that there

is at present no margin for profit on consignments

from the other side of the Atlantic to England, may
lead to the conclusion that no very great quantity

will in the first instance reach us from thence. We
are tlierefore inclined to think that our growers

have less to apprehend from foreign competition

during the next two or three months than has been

the case at any previous period for a long time past,

and we certainly anticipate some improvement

during that interval in the value of wheat. How
quotations may range subsequently it is at present

impossible to foresee—much will depend on the cha-

racter of the season ; if it should hereafter be dis-

covered that the extraordinary weather experienced

during the autumn and winter had done serious

mischief to the wheat plant, even large importations

from abroad might fail to prevent prices rising;

but we trust that this may not prove the case, as

we consider that a large home produce is the only

chance our farmers have of competing with the

foreign growers.

The hope entertained, in consequence of the

decrease in the virulence of the potato disease for

some years past, that the disorder was gradually

disappearing, has proved fallacious. The loss last

autumn is now admitted on all hands to have been

greater than in any preceding; season except the

fatal year 1846. The scarcity of this root suflS-

ciently proves the fact : as a general article of food

it has long been beyond the reach of the poorer

classes, and the consumption of bread has increased

pi-oportionately ; we are therefore inclined to think

that greater inroads have been made in the last

crop of wheat than is usually the case at the cor-

responding period of the year; indeed this appears

also to be borne out by the extent of the deliveries

from the growers, which have ever since harvest

been on a liberal scale. The increase in the con-

sumption is further proved by the fact, that with

large imports from abroad, stocks of foreign wheat

and flour, in the warehouses at all the leading ports

in the kingdom, have diminished. Ireland has

been compelled to draw large supplies of bread-

stuffs from this side of the channel ; and by far

the greater projiortion of the wheat, and nearly

the whole of the Indian corn, which has been re-

ceived from ports east of Gibraltar, has been taken

for Irish account.

Business at Mark-lane has not been particu-

larly active at any period since we last addressed

our readers. There has not been the slightest

disposition to enter into speculative investments

;

and those who have bought for consumption have

declined to purchase more of any article than they

needed for immediate use. The feeling has been

all along in favour of an improvement; but this

impression has not been sufficiently strong to

induce buyers to act freely.

The arrivals of wheat coastwise into the port of

London have not been large, having scarcely ave-

raged 4,000 qrs. per v.-eek. The greater propor-

tion of the supply has come to hand in indifferent

condition, notv/ithstanding the prevalence of frosty

weather. To this circumstance may be attributed

in some measure the extreme caution which the

millers have exercised in making purchases. The
value of really fine dry wheat has crept up Is. per

qv., in some cases perhaps a little more ; but prices

in general have undergone too slight a change to

warrant alteration in quotations. The principal

town millers have lately taken so little English

wheat off' the market as to lead to the beliel that

their stocks must have become reduced into a very

narrow compass, and though it is quite possible

that the change which has taken place in the

weather since the 22nd inst. may have the effect

of shaking the slight tendency to advance which

prices exhibited on Monday, still the prevaihng

opinion is that unless supplies increase materially

our quotations will not give way.

We have not received much wheat from Lincoln-

shire, Cambridgeshire, and that neighbourhood;

supplies from thence having been directed to the

northern markets, where better prices have been

obtained than could have been reahzed at Mark-

lane.

Since the close of last month only 23,000 qrs.

of wheat have arrived from abroad in the port of

London, and the wind having during the greater

part of the time been as favourable as could be

desired for vessels from the northern continental

ports, it is plain that all shipped previous to the

setting-in of the frost must have reached our shores.

We may consequently calculate with tolerable cer-

tainty on short supplies from that quarter for

several weeks to come. This has tended to render

holders of granaried samples very firm, and they

have manifested a decided disposition to raise their

pretensions. Purchasers, on the other hand, have

been exceedingly loath to give credit to the reported

probability of short suppHes, and have acted as if

they had no intention or desire to add materially to

their stocks. Business has therefore been more

firm than brisk, and sellers have experienced great

diflficulty in obtaining any advance on previous

prices. Our market has been visited from time to
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time by country millers, but they have confined

their operations to a narrow circle : this has also

been the case with the town trade ; and we cannot

report a single day during the entire month on

which the sale has been extensive. The prices

which needy buyers have had to pay have, how-

ever, been a trifle higher the last week or two than

those previously current; and holders seem to

reckon with as much confidence as ever on some

further improvement.

Very few arrivals have taken place off the coast,

of cargoes of Black Sea and Mediterranean wheat,

since our last : the knowledge that a large fleet of

vessels must be pretty close at hand has acted as a

check to speculation, and the operations in this

branch of business have been of less importance

than usual. Cargoes on passage have been offered

more pressingly than they were last month, and

buyers have had the turn in their favour. The
Greek merchants, who have the trade with the

Black Sea almost exclusively in their hands, appear

determined to afford buyers all the facilities

possible ; and there are several highly-respectable

firms in London willing to contract to deliver certain

qualities of wheat, at a given time and given price,

on receiving a deposit from the buyer, allowing the

latter the option of taking the goods or not, as he

may feel disposed, on condition that if the buyer

should consider it best not to let the wheat come
forward, the deposit-money is to become the pro-

perty of the seller. This is quite a new feature in

the trade, and will no doubt have its attractions

for speculators, who can thus limit their loss,

whilst they have the chance of the profit a rising

market might give.

The sale of flour has increased in extent

since the end of last month. All through January
the London bakers bought very sparingly, and
allowed their stocks to run somewhat low. The
increased firmness which the wheat market has

since assumed has induced a better demand, but

no alteration has taken place in the top price.

Country flour has gradually crept up about Is. per

sack from the lowest point of depression, owing to

short supphes. The receipts of this article from

America have been quite trifling ; but having pre-

viously a fair quantity in warehouse, which holders

have been rather anxious to realize, buyers have

experienced no difficulty in purchasing at previous

prices, say for sweet Western Canal, Ohio, &c.,

26s. to 27s., and fine Baltimore 27s. to 28s. per

barrel. Of sour flour, some rather large sales have
been made at 24s. per barrel— a price at which it

could certainly not be imported.

The supply of English barley has scarcely suf-

ficed to satisfy the demand. A very large propor-

tion of what has come to hand has consisted of

secondary and ordinary qualities ; really fine

malting parcels have been 'very scarce, and have

consequently commanded full terms, 36s. to 37s.

having been readily paid, and in some cases as

much as 38s. per qr. The common descriptions

have been relatively cheaper, but the value of the

latter has, on the whole, had a tendency to advance.

In the early part of the month a few thousand

quarters of this grain were received from foreign

ports, principally Danish, hardly good enough for

maltsters or distillers, but excellent for grinding

purposes. For good heavy parcels 28s. to 29s. per

qr. has been paid for grinding, and these rates are

still obtainable.

No actual alteration has taken place in the value

of malt, but buyers have found it difficult to secure

the finer descriptions at previous prices.

The last week in January, and the first in the

present month, we received very liberal supplies of

foreign oats; since then, however, the receipts

from abroad have been exceedingly small. The
arrivals coastwise have throughout been on a very

moderate scale. The same dulness which we have

had to notice for several consecutive months has

continued to prevail in the oat trade, and one

would be almost inclined to think that the con-

sumption of the metropolis must have decreased.

The principal dealers have, at all events, manifested

no inclination to purchase largely, and former

terms have barely been supported. Scotch oats of

capital quality, weighing 41 to 42 lbs. per bushel,

have been sold at 20s. to 22s., Irish at correspond-

ing rates, and foreign feed at all kinds of prices,

from 16s. up to 22s. per qr., according to quality.

Those who bought Russian oats at 20s. 6d. per qr.

two or three months ago, in expectation of a rise,

have never had a chance to re-sell, the price being

now just the same as then.

Beans have, notwithstanding the frost and mode-

rate supplies, moved off sparingly, and very good

new pigeon were offered on Monday at 36s. per qr.

Egyptian beans have remained perfectly stationary

in value, with a retail demand.

The frost caused a slightly increased consump-
tion of peas ; but the inquiry for this article has

not at any period of the month been active. On
Monday last fine boilers were obtainable at 40s. to

42s., and other sorts at proportionate rates, with

more sellers than buyers.

There has been less doing in floating cargoes of

Indian corn than usual; there was a temporary

revival in the demand about the middle of the

month, without, however, leading to much business

;

and during the last eight or ten days, increased

anxiety has been shown by sellers to realize.

The arrivals off the coast have been small, but

there have been plenty of offers of cargoes on pas-
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sage, or to be shipped in spring. The tendency of

prices has, on the whole, been downwards, and the

turn has been decidedly in favour of the buyer.

The tone of the grain trade abroad has, as usual,

been materially influenced by the advices from

hence. The dulness which prevailed here in

January, and the greater part of this month, has

led to a similar state of inactivity at the leading

continental markets ; still, holders there seem to

cherish the notion that Great Britain will sooner or

later require extensive supplies, and prices have

consequently been tolerably well maintained.

An immense fall of snow took place about the

middle of the month, in all the northern parts of

Europe, causing the roads to become blocked up,

and interfering with the transit of supplies of grain

from the rural districts to the consuming towns.

The frost has been sufficiently severe to cover the

various rivers and harbours with ice, and by the

latest reports from the Baltic we learn that a com-

plete stop had been put to shipments of corn. The

season is, however, now so far advanced that it is

scarcely to be expected that the impediment will be

of long duration ; still we cannot calculate on con-

signments reaching this country from the Baltic

ports much before May. Prices in that quarter

have been quite as well supported as on this side,

and the recent firmness in the wheat trade in Lon-

don and some of the Yorkshire markets appears

to have sufficed to impart renewed confidence to

holders abroad. Stocks do not seem to be by

any means heavy there, and it is certain that it

would require but little encouragement to cause

sellers to raise their pretensions.

Letters from Danzig, of the 19th inst., state that

the somewhat improved tone of the London ad-

vices had occasioned a small advance in prices of

wheat, and the finer kinds of high-mixed were

not then obtainable below 51s. to 53s. per qr.

These are high prices, and as freights are likely to

be high at the opening of the navigation, it will

certainly not pay to import from thence if quota-

tions do not improve here.

The same may be said respecting the Lower

Baltic ports ;
prices are everywhere higher than in

the English markets, and the chances are that

those who import will do so at a loss. Good wheat

has not been sold at any period of the month at

Rostock below 44s., and the latest quotations from

thence are 45s. to 46s. for 6li to 62lbs. quality,

free on board in spring.

At Wismar, Griefswald, Anclam, and other

ports from which similar qualities of wheat are im-

ported, prices are equally high. What the rate of

freight may be cannot be said at present—proba-

bly 3s. 6d. to 4s. 6d. per qr. This, added to the

price on board, insurance, and other charges, will

bring the cost here some shilhngs per qr. above

the present value of the article. This state of

things is not encouraging for importers ; still we
have no doubt that the surplus stocks will find

their way to this country ; it has been so in every

preceding season since our ports have been open,

and there is certainly more ground at present for

believing that England will need larger supplies

than has been the case on any previous occasion

for some time past.

At the near continental ports quotations have

been very steadily supported since we last ad-

dressed our readers; indeed, the tendency has

during the last fortnight been upwards at Ham-
burg, and at Rotterdam and Amsterdam.

We have similar accounts from France. Early

in the month there were some prospects of supplies

of flour reaching us from the latter country ; but

the late rise there, and the dulness which has cha-

racterized the trade the last few days, will, we think,

prevent shipments being made to England.

At most of the Mediterranean ports prices of

wheat are relatively higher than at places nearer

home; hence the advices from that quarter possess

little interest.

In the Black Sea a calm appears to have suc-

ceeded to the previous activity, and at Odessa,

Galatz, and Ibraila, business was quiet, according

to the most recently-received reports.

The latest accounts from America report a re-

vival in the demand for flour ; and at New York

rather large purchases appear to have been made
about the close of January, for shipment to Great

Britain ; and we may reckon upon receiving a fair

quantity of bread-stuflFs from the other side of the

Atlantic so soon as we shall have experienced an

interval of westerly wind.

CURRENCY PER IMPERIAL MEASURE.
ShilUnj^s per Quarter

Wheat, Essex and Kent, white, new. . 43 to 47 fine up to 52
Ditto ditto old ..44 52 „ 53
Ditto ditto red, new 42 45 „ 47
Ditto ditto old 44 48 „ 52
Norfolk, Lincoln, &Yorksh., red.. 42 47 „ 52
Ditto ditto new 37 44 „ 46
Ditto ditto white new, none „ —
Ditto ditto old none „ —

Barley, malting, new 30 32
Chevalier 35 38
Distilling 28 30
Grinding 26 28

Malt.Esscx, Norfolk, and Suffolk, new 54 55 extra 58
Ditto ditto old 52 54 „ 56

Oats, English feed 16 19 fine 21
Ditto Potato 19 21 extra 23

Rye 28 30 old 28 30
BEANS.Mazagan 33 34 „ 31 35

Ticks 34 36 „ 36 38
Harrow 35 37 „ 37 39
Pigeon 36 40 „ 40 44

Peas, white boilers 38 42 „ 37 40
Flour, town made, per sack of 280 lbs. — — „ 41 46

Households, Town 40s. Country — — „ 36 40
Norfolk and Suffolk, ex-ship .... — — „ 34 35
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FOREIGN GRAIN.
Shillings per Quarter

Wheat, Dantzic, mixed. . 46 to 47 high mixed 49 51 extra 57
Konigsberg 45 47 „ 48 50 „ 51

Rostock, new 48 50 fine old 47 49 „ 53
Pomera.,Meckbg.,andUckermk.,red 46 48 extra 48 50

Silesian „ 44 46 white 46 48
Danish and Holstem „ 42 44 „ 44 46

Rhine and Belgium „ 42 45 old 45 49

French „ 42 44 white 43 47

Odessa, St. Petersburg and Riga. , 37 39 fine 41 43

Barley, grinding 26 28

Distillmg 27 30
Malting none — —

Oats, Dutch, brew, and Polands 19 22
Feed 18 21

Danish and Swedish feed 19 21

Stralsimd 19
Russian.

23
20 21

20French 18

Beans, Friesland and Holsteiii 32 35

Konigsberg 34 37
Egyptian 30 32

Peas, feeding 35 36 fine boilers 38 40
Indian Corn, white 32 35 yellow 32 35

Flour, French, per sack 36
American, sour per barrel 23

fine 38 42
sweet 26 28

I M P E R I

A

For the
Wheat.

s. d.

46
Week Ending
Jan. 8, 1853.

Jan. 15, 1853.

Jan. 22, 1353.

Jan. 29, 1853. .
' 46

Feb. 5,1852..! 46
Feb. 12, 1853. .

_

45
Aggregate average,

of last six weeks 45
Comparative avge.

same time last year 39
Duties ' 1

L AVERAGES.
LAST Six Weeks.
Barley. Oats. Rye. Beans
s. d.

,
s. d. ; s. d. s. d.

45 10
45 8

29 8 18 6 (29 1 34
29 10 18 7 30 8 34

13 7 32 5;34 11

18 7 32 2i34 9

18 7 31 11 34 7

18 5130 1134 10

13 6 31 2 34 9

28 4 18 4 28 9 28

10 10 10 10

Peas.

s. d.

32 5

30 7

31 9

31 10

31 5

31 9

31 8

COMPARATIVE PRICES AND QUANTITIES
OF CORN.

Averages from last Friday's Averages from the correspond
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PLATE I.

A NORTH DEVON OX,
THE TROPERTY OF THE EARL OF LEICESTER, HOLKHAM, NORFOLK ;

For which the first prize of twenty-five sovereigns was awarded in Chiss 2, at the Smithfield Club
Cattle Show, December 1852; the EaVl of Leicester also taking the silver medal as the breeder. This ox
was bred at Holkham. His sire was " Barton," a highly-bred pure North Devon bull, from the cele-

brated herd of Mr. George Turner, of Barton, near Exeter; his dara a very favourite cow in the

Holkham Dairy, and the parent of many excellent animals. He had a very great aptitude to fatten,

and was not put up until many weeks after several others that were far behind hira when the show day
arrived.

PLATE II.

LEVITY,
A BROOD MARE, THE PROPERTY OF J. C. COCKERELL, ESQ.

Levity, a brown mare, bred by Mr. G. Walker in 1831, was got by Chateau Margaux, out of Helga
(bred by Sir C. Bunbury in 1816) by Smolensko; her dam by Stamford, out of sister to Spadille, by
Highflyer.

Chateau Margaux, bred by Lord Egremont in 1822, was by Whalebone, out of Wasp (sister to

Scorpion) by Gohanna. He was sent to Virginia, United States, in 1834.

Levity threw her first foal, Almeade, in 1839.

Queen Elizabeth, the filly at her foot, was one of the last of the stock of Mr. Theobald's celebrated

Camel. She was foaled in 1843, and is now in Mr. Bruhl's stud.

PEAT CHARCOAL: ITS PECULIAR APPLICABILITY.

BY J. TOWERS, MEMBER U.A.S., H.S. OF LONDON, ETC.

The serious epidemic which prevailed in and

around Croydon, during the late autumn, and

attained its utmost virulence in the Christmas

week (coincidently. strange to say, with the highest

How of the insidious river Bourn), attracted my
serious attention to the chemical qualities of car-

bonized peat, generally termed " ])eat charcoal."

Great efforts have been made, by some parties, to

cast a slur upon the sanitary measures adoi)ted by

our Local Board of Health, in order to carry oft'

the sewage drainage of the town and its extensive

suburbs, and to conduct a large portion of this

offensive matter to an erection called a filterer,

made with a view of separating its fluids from the

HUM c solid matters, which it was hoped might jirove

to tlie farmers a most valuable manure, ecpial. or

little inferior, to fine imported guano.

OLD SERIES.-!

The deposit thus existing in the filterer has be-

come the cause of much oft'ence to those who be-

lieve that fermenting sewage tends by its foul

odour to produce disease and epidemic fever.

Whatever may be the exciting or jiroximate cause,

certain it is that malaria, such as has been known

for centuries to ])roduce agues and fevers, frequently

exists without emitting any sensible foul odour

;

whereas it is frequently a fact that there are certain

offensive trades, and localities wholly independent of

such trades, wherein thousands of persons con-

stantly reside, and yet remain unaffected by any

specific disease whatsoever. The weather has been

altogether ])eculiar during the greater ])art of the

late summer, autumn, and winter; and therefore,

dismissing the attempt to discover causes, but con-

sidering that foul odour and oft'ensive smells are

U 'VOL. XXXVI!!.—No. 4.
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unqualified nuisances, and bearing in recollection

the laudits bestowed by Mr. Jasper Rogers— the

apostle of peat and its corrective qualities, when
applied to sewage—no sooner had I ascertained

that peat was extensively used in our filterer, than

I hastened to obtain a supply of the article suffi-

cient in quantity to furnish the means of carrying

through a series of analyses, which could scarcely

fail to discover every quality that might be availa-

ble as a deodorising disinfectant.

Some time ago Dr. Anderson, chemist to the

Highland Society, wrote a very instructive article,

which appeared in its Transactions {Journal of
Agi-icuhure, March, 1851). Of this, some notice

was taken in " The Farmers' Magazine," October 1,

1852 ; and, therefore, 1 shall not now recapitulate

further than to state that Dr. Anderson proved by
conclusive evidence that peat-charcoal is unable

to absorb or fix ammonia, and therefore could be

of no avail either in retaining the ammonia which
exists in sewage, or effecting its combination with

the solid portions left in the filterer. Now, ammo-
nia has long been esteemed one of the best ferti-

lizers, as the fruitful source of nitrogen ; while its

fixation by all loamy earths, adequate to bring a

cerial or even a ttmiip crop to perfection, has been
proved by every recent ex])eriment on the absorbent

powers of sound loams. Peat-charcoal, therefore,

permits all the ammoniacal fluid of urine to pass

through it, leaving the solid portions to remain
comparatively effete and worthless. As a de-

odoriser of the foulest and most foetid manure, I

fully admit its efliciency; and in this admission Dr.

Anderson also concurs. Therefore it now becomes

a duty to give some account of the following pro-

cesses, which have enabled me to ascertain, to a

certain extent, what result may be anticipated from
a judicious use of peat-carbon, as apphed for pur-

poses of agriculture.

First then, when a body of it, in a filtering

vessel, is repeatedly washed with simple rain-

water, till several ounces of clear and pellucid

droppings are collected, the fluid is found so

hard as instantly to curdle a spirituous solution of

Castile soap. Though void of smell, its taste is

heavy and peculiar ; and when tested by nitrate or

acitate of baryta, it yields abundance of barytic

sulphate. Nitrate of silver throws down the curd-

like muriate of tliat metal, and the presence of

much lime is proved by oxalate of ammonia. These
simple experiments proved the compound nature
of this carbon ; but they led to still further

curious results, for the same portion that had
thus been deprived of its constituents soluble in

water effectually deodorised many ounces of

foetid and urinous manure poured upon, and then
stirred into, the surface of peat in filter; while a com-

parative experiment with fresh dry peat in another

filter, and a like quantity of the foul manure, pro-

duced several ounces of clear filtrate, abounding

with lime, sulphuric and hydrocloric acid ; and in

addition, the yellow granular platino chloride of

ammonia, demonstrative of the non-retention of

that volatile alkali by peat carbon. Pure liquid

ammonia (spec, gravity about 0.97) poured in

liberal quantity upon a surface of dry peat, and

left for a time to penetrate to nearly its entire depth,

was not deprived of its ammoniacal pungency.

Upon adding clear rain-water till drops fell into

the receiving-vessel, the fluid thus filtrated retained

every quality of the original ammoniacal liquor

;

thus proving the correctness of Dr. Anderson's

first-reported experiment upon Scotch peat-char-

coal. Experiments with foul putrid urine are in

progress, but not so advanced as to claim other

notice than that of the deodorising power of peat,

and the absorbtion of the organic and colouring

principle of the urine.

The season for potato-planting is come. Eight

entire seasons have elapsed since that valuable

tuber was first assailed by the epidemic termed

'•the murrain and potato-rot." This disease ap-

pears to be really on the decline, since the quality

and keeping of the tubers on sale during the win-

ter have proved the fallacy of autumnal alarmists,

and also that the loss of the haulm, in and after

August, affords no certain criterion of final decay

in the stores. Were those winter depositaries free

from damp, of a low but equable temperature, and

the potatoes surrounded with carbonaceous sub-

stance, in place of those vegetable putrescent mat-

ters which promote and keep up the processes of

exhaustion and decay, a complete cure might be

rationally anticipated. However, it is admitted on

all hands that a light, open, rather sandy earth, is

most favourable to the potato. Witness the "Agri-

culture of Cornwall," in the Royal Agricultural

Journal, vol. vi., alluded to in the Mark Lane

Express of March 14th last. Mr, Cuthill, the

successful grower of the ash-leaved, and more

recently of the new variety named the Lapston

kidney, has urgently recommended wood and coal

ashes, charcoal, and other carbonized matters, in

planting, as having proved their efficacy in warding

off disease. As I have discovered the potency and

invariable success of the peat-charcoal used here

in destroying the foul odour and flavour resulting

from putrescent fermentation, I would strongly

urge, that, without any exception, every early or

late variety of potato be surrounded in the furrows

with charcoal of wood or peat, before covering them

with earth. And here again I must regret the high

price that the manufacturers of Irish peat have im-

posed upon their article, and which amounts to
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almost a prohibition of its use in the great way.

Let no one suppose, however, that the security

from disease would depend upon the absorption of

ammonia ; but rather by checking the progress of

decay, and absorbing the elements of putrescence,

as those become developed.

—

March \^th.

METEOROLOGY; ITS CONNECTION WITH AGRICULTURE.
BY CUTHBERT W. JOHNSON, ESa., F.R.S.

I propose in this paper to confine my observations

to the effect of climate on the composition of the

seed of wheat. I select one plant only for exami-

nation, because it will simplify the subject, and

confine our attention more usefully to our object.

We are all aware that the wheat plant can only

be cultivated in countries possessing a certain mean
temperature, and e^-en in these only at at a certain

elevation above the level of the sea. It cannot

be successfully cultivated so far north as rye,

nor on such high lands. In England, an ele-

vation of 1,000 feet above the sea prevents the

cultivation of wheat. In the south of France,

in a warmer climate, it is found at 1,800 feet.

But temperature is not the only influencing cause

;

the moisture of the climate materially affects the

composition of the whe'.it produced. We all are

aware that the quality of the wheat grown in

Ireland, and in the northern portion of our own
island, is not so "dry" as that of the south and

east of England. The same remark apphes to the

varying quality of the wheat produced in wet and

in dry seasons. The very record of our rain-

gauges, and the analysis of rain water, would lead

us to this conclusion. Let us note the amount of

the rain which fell at the Royal Observatory at

Greenwich in the lasf twenty years. The following

is the record, a copy of which 1 owe to the obliging

communication of Mr. Glashier :

—

Years.

1832
1833
1834
1835
1836
1837
1838
1839
1840
1841
1842

Inches.
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grown in ditFerent English and foreign soils, and in

different English districts ; and although much of

the results thus obtained must not not be regarded
as a perfectly conclusive data in leading us to certain

conclusions, yet something useful may perhaps be

gleaned from the examination of these numerous
varieties, subjected to analysis by Professor Way
and Mr. Ogston {Jour. Roy. Agri. Soc, vii., 598).

The following tables, then, give the variety of

wheat, the soil on which it was grown, the place,

and the per-centage of water which each contained,

on the retentive and on the dry soils.

ENGLISH.

Hoptoun .

.

Ditto

April

White spring

Bristol red.

.

Clover red .

.

Red chaff

Dantzic.

Piper's thick-

set.

White chaff

.

Hoptoun .

.

Spalding .

.

13 Creeping

Talavera. . .

.

White wheat
Talavera. . .

.

Creeping .

.

Creeping .

.

19 Creeping

20 Talavera..

21

Red Bri-

tannia.

Red

25 Creeping .

.

26 Creeping ..

27 Creeping .

.

29 Red straw .

.

30 Hoptoun ..

31 Hoptoun ..

38 Hoptoun ..

39 Hoptoun ..

40 Hoptoun .,

41 Hoptoun .

.

42 HoDtoun ,.

43 Red straw .

.

44 Red straw

white.

45 Ditto ditto

46 Ditto ditto

Stone hrash

and clay.

Stone brash

calcareous.

Ditto ditto

Calc. clay

Brash and
clay calc.

Ditto ditto

Ditto ditco

Ditto ditto

Ditto ditto

Ditto ditto

Stone brash

calc.

Clay sand
and grit.

Ditto ditto

Ditto ditto

Calc. loam
Ditto ditto

Hazel loam

Heavy tough
clay.

Tough clay

Free clay

loam.

Strong

Weak clay

loam.

Weak sandy
clay.

Red' clay
Clay and
sand.

Ditto ditto

liOam

Ditto

Chalk

Siliceous sand

Stiff clay

Sandy
Clay
Siliceous

Siliceous

sandy loam.

Ditto ditto

'Calcareous

IClayej^. loam

Cirencester

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

SUpho, N. R.
Yorkshire.

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Sir John
Johnstone's.

Harkness

Suffield

Horwood.N.R,
Yorkshire.

Ditto

Ditto

Scalby, N. R.

Yorkshire.

Harkness
Ditto

Ditto

Waldrou,
Dorset.

Ditto

Ditto

Whitfield.

Gloucestersh.

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Water per

cent, in the

Seed from the

Adhc-
Light.

12.0

11.0

11.5

13.0

13.5

12.0

12.5

13.0

11.5

13.0

12.0

11.5

11.0
I

11.25|

9.5
1

11.5

11.5

12.0

12.5 i

12.0

12.5

11.5

11.0

sive.

11.0

11.5

11.0

125

13.5

11.5

11.0

13.0

13.0

12.0

12.0

FOREIGN.

34 French France
35 Egyptian 'Egypt

Odessa Polish |Poland{60
37 Marianople
57 Rostock
58 Spanish wheat
59 Dantzic
60 Ditto

61 Ditto

62 Rostock

Turkey,
Russia

'

Spain
Poland
Ditto

Ditto

Russia

WATER.

Per cent.

11.0

10.0

a^moiilll-O
10.0

*^'n.5
13.0

11.0

10.0

12.0

10.0

It is noticeable that the mean per-centage of

water in these varieties of wheat was

—
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ON THE APPLICATION OF NITROGEN TO THE SOIL.

Mr. Thomas Garnett, of Clitheroe, grows wheat

year after year on the same land. In 1850, in

1851, and in 1S52 he grew wheat, wheat, wheat.

Nay,more,he produced on this same land 40 bushels

of wheat per acre the first year, 50 bushels the

second year, and a little over CO bushels the third.

If he goes on in this ratio, he will soon rival the

Patriarch Isaac, who sowed and reaped in the same

year " an hundredfold." Mr. Lawes tried growing

wheat year after year until the land stopped at 1

5

l)ushels per acre, which was the natural produce of

the soil, aided only by the manures of nature. The

Lois Weedon system goes on with large produc-

tions and no manure. But Mr. Garnett adopts a

more rational proceeding. Starting oft' with land,

no doubt, of first-rate quality, capable of growing

five quarters of wheat per acre, he manures it well

with night-soil and coal-ashes—how much he puts

on we do not know; nor does he, perhaps, for he is

near a manufacturing town—but to this he adds

only two cwt. of salt and two cwt. of nitrate of soda

per acre ! Doubtless his land is so rich as to be

liable to be followed by mildew if guano is used,

or nitrate, even, in the spring—so he has been

dabbling with these, it seems, also—and therefore

he applies them in the autumn, so that " the over

luxuriance is dissipated long before the wheat is

ready to shoot, and the result is highly beneficial."

Now, to those sceptics who are still so old-

fashioned as to entertain the practical notion that

manure is yet necessary to grow crops, and not to

the more credulous believers in the Lois Weedon

system of growing several crops per annum totally

without manure, we would address a few observations

on the two recognized modes of applying nitrogen

to the soil—either as ammonia, or as a nitrate.

In the first case, it is simply the gas in combina-

tion with hydrogen, and, in most of its forms, easily

either dissolved or volatilized ; in the other, it is

not only combined with another gas—oxygen—and

held in pretty close affinity as an acid, but also

united with a base of some alkali, as a soda, or

a potash, involving a much more complex mode of

re-solution into the original elements, if, indeed,

either solution, evaporation, or re-solution is neces-

sary to fit either the one or the other for vegetable

sustenance.

'' Every farmer knows that a nitrate will often

^wonderfully revive a dying wheat plant. It will fre-

fjuently recover, and apparently restore, a crop for

which the wireworm was charged as the destroyer.

It will turn into the most luxuriant green the

brownest pasture. Some ask, what matter whether

our grass grows green or brown, if we have

no more of it ? and in several instances we have

applied it without one atom of success, especially

to turnips.

Vastly difterent, however, are some trials. Those

in V/indsor Park, under the direction of His

Royal Highness Prince Albert, showed a produce,

on high undrained meadow land, of 29 cwt. 2 qrs.

per acre, dressed with two cwt. of nitrate of soda

per acre, against 8 cwt. undressed, and a balance

in favour of the apphcation of £3 lis. Sd. Then,

again, on low-lying meadow. His Royal Highness

had produced, by the same top dressing, 25 cwt.

per acre, against 9 cwt. per acre undressed, and a

balance in favour of the dressing of £2 13s. 4d.

True, the dressings of the same quantities of guano

were more favourable, as might easily have been

anticipated; but we may well expect to hear of the

whole park being dressed with the one or the other,

so great is the profit of either application.

On corn, the results obtained are very surprising.

Mr. Pusey gives the probable increase in produce

of corn on land in good condition, by an applica-

tion of nitrate of soda, at six bushels per acre, per

cwt. of the nitrate ; and on land out of condition,

as much as eight bushels. He adduces several

instances of this, and shows that on

—

Barley, the Hon. H. "Wilson

obtained an increase of . . . . 14 bushels.

Wheat, Mr. Calvert obtained

an increase of > , . 12 bushels.

Oats, Mr. Newman obtained

an increase of. 20 bushels per

acre by the application of 1 cwt. of nitrate of soda

;

while on Rye Mr. Fleming obtained an increase of

12 bushels per acre, by the application of l| cwt.

of the same material.

As a reviver of a crop failing from one cause or

another, Mr. Pusey quotes a most valuable case.

He had a field of early barley cut off" by the frost

last spring. The field was ten acres, and to this

the small quantity of 42lbs. per acre of nitrate of

soda was applied, with 84lbs. of salt, which soon

changed the colour to a beautiful green ; but one plot

was left undressed, for the sake of experiment. At

harvest, the dressed barley was six inches taller

than the undressed strip (about half an acre), and

the result was, that the dressed produced 47

bushels per acre, the undressed only 40 bushels

—

an increase of 7 bushels of barley per acre, at a
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cost of six shillings and fourpence ! Furthermore,
the sample was worth two shillings per quarter

extra from the dressed than from the undressed

land.

The essential and practical difference between

ammoniacal dressings and applications of nitrates

are the following:— Little variation seems to exist

as to the absolute power of the plants to appropriate

the one or the other. Ammonia, if apphed as a

top dressing, as it always must be to grass land

and growing corn, will lose much by evapora-

tion and volatilization in some of its forms most
usually applied. Hence you must be almost

morally certain of rain before its application. In a

dry season, it seems nearly useless as a top-dress-

ing, as when rain does come, it finds most of it

escaped into the atmosphere. The nitrates may
be applied in a dry season, because a dry atmo-

sphere rather preserves than wastes them ; they

neither volatilize nor evai)orate to any appreciable

extent; while a wet season may possibly wash them

down too rapidly. Then, again, there is much risk

of a top dressing, especially to wheat. It often, ou

highly farmed land at least, produces rank

luxuriance and lodging, if not mildew. Practice

seems to show that an addition of salt with the

nitrate vi'ill have the effect of stiffening and

brightening the straw, and so acting as a remedy

for this defect.

Whatever may be the relative value of the

nitrates and guano, we cannot but rejoice at the

probabihty pointed out of the cheapening of the

former, as it will doubtless tend to the reducing of

the price of the latter, for it appears abundantly

clear that the English farmers are paying one

million per annum to the Peruvian monopolists.

LANDLORD AND TENANT.—IMPROVED METHODS OF CULTIVATION.—VALUE
OF LABOUR.—ADJUSTMENT OF RENT.—LAND AGENTS.

It is fortunate for agriculture that its concerns

are now taken out of the dominion of party politics.

Improved methods of cultivation, which will enable

landlords and tenants to meet low prices— if indeed

there are to be low prices—by increasing produce

or by diminishing the cost of cultivation, may now
be freely discussed on their own merits. They may
now be considered without endangering the return

of one gentleman to Parhament, or excluding an-

other from the Treasury benches.

The present more healthy state of feeling is

evinced by the altered tone of speeches at agricultu-

ral meetings. Landlords, who had long been ac-

customed to inculcate on their tenants the doctrine

that without a restoration of protective duties it

would be impossible for them to pay any rent, are

now reading them lessons on the importance of

draining, marling, and irrigation, and are expati-

ating on the merits of guano and of superphosphate

of Hme. The market value of liquid manure and
of agricultural chemistry has lisen at least fifty per

cent, among those who heretofore ridiculed " science

and all that sort of thing." All this is very grati-

fying to the friends of progress. It must be owned,

however, that landlords appear to be now running
almost from one extreme to another. Are they not

proclaiming that such improvements will supersede

the necessity for reducing rents in proportion to

altered prices brought about by legislative changes ?

Landlords are now referring tenants to their own
exertions as the means of extrication from their pre-

sent difficulties ; and they are exhorting them to

make permanent improvements, which however are

the duty of the owner rather than the occupier of

the soil. The agricultural waggon is bemired; and

they are willing enough to perform the part of the

waggoner in the fable, by whipping the horses

;

but they do not generally manifest sufficient in-

clination to put their own shoulder to the wheel,

by reducing rents. The important truth, that the

farmer is justly entitled to a reduction of rent pro-

portioned to the altered value of agricultural pro-

duce caused by legislative changes, is kept too much
out of sight ; together with another truth, equally

important—that if the tenant undertake improve-

ments which ought to be made by the landlord, he

is entitled to such a term in the land at such a

price as shall return him the capital expended in

effecting the improvement, together with remune-

ration for an outlay which will probably double the

value of the land at the expiration of the terra.

The remedy for excessive rents for the future is

in the hands of the farmer himself. It consists in

caution and circumspection in taking land, and a

rigid adherence to a determination not to give for it

one farthing more of money-rent than it is worth

at present prices. If others bid more for it than

it is worth, let them have it. But what, it may be

asked, are farmers to do, if they give up their oc-

cupations and allow their land to be taken—in

Irish phrase—over their heads, or, to speak more

correctly, from under their feet ? That is a question

which we will endeavour to answer hereafter. At

present we merely reiterate our advice to those

about to take land, not to engage to give a higher

rent for it than, on calculation, they find it to be
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worth at present prices, and with such expenses of

cultivation as they may now reasonably exjiect.

Let them not be cajoled to look on Australian gold

as a substitute for protection. Let them not be

dazzled by visions of a revolution in prices, arising

from a deprtciation in the value of gold to such an

extent that land now worth twenty shillings an acre

is to become of twice or thrice that value during

the next fourteen or twenty years. No great alter-

ation in prices, as we have endeavoured in former

articles to prove, is likely to arise from this cause.

Should it arise, it will be very gradual in its effects,

and will not alter the relative position of any class,

unless bound by fixed money engagements, because

it will raise the price of all which they buy, just as

much as it will raise the price of all which they

sell.

An increased value of labour, however, must

enter into the calculations of every one about to

take land. The extent to which free trade will re-

duce the price of agricultural produce, on the ave-

rage of years, is a question of which we have not

yet obtained a complete solution. Perhaps it may
not turn out to be so great as many suppose. That

free trade has not reduced the wages of labour is

certain. When the depreciation in the value of

agricultural produce was the greatest, the money
wages of agricultural labour had not fallen more

than ten per cent., while the price of bread, which

forms the chief portion of the labourers' food, was

reduced twenty per cent. This advance of wages,

for such it virtually was, was not the result of emi-

gration. The Enghsh exodus had not then com-

menced. That from Ireland was in progress ; but

so far from having relieved the pressure of popula-

tion on the labour market, it had aggravated it by

causing a large influx of Irish labourers of the

poorest class, who were destitute of the means of

crossing the Atlantic. The absence of the periodical

swarms of Irish reapers had scarcely begun to pro-

duce any effect on agricultural wages till the harvest

of 1851. It was only in 1852 that emigration to

the Australian gold fields commenced from Eng-

land. Scarcely a year ago, agricultural labourers,

starving or maintained by the poor-rates, consti-

tuted one of the nightmares which haunted the

dreams of some of us. Now the tables are turned,

and we hear from all quarters of a scarcity of la-

bourers. Even Wiltshire witnesses the marvellous

phenomenon of a strike among that class for an ad-

vance of wages from seven shillings a week to nine

shillings. Till the Australian diggings shall be ex-

hausted—and, considering their vast area, they are

not likely to be exhausted during the currency of

an agricultural lease, or until wages in this country

and in Australia shall so nearly approach a level

that the difference will leave little inducement to

sever the ties of home and kindred, in order to

obtain it on the o|)posite side of the globe— the

stream of emigration will continue to flow with in-

creased volume and accelerated velocity. Labour is

now about to have its day. The farmer about to take

land must therefore calculate not only the difterence

between the present and the Act of Parliament prices

of produce, but must frame his estimate on an in-

creased and an increasing value of labour. This

increase will not be confined to mere farm labour :

it will extend to the wages of the smith, the wheel-

wright, the harness-maker, and all artificers and

labourers employed by the farmer and by the

tradesmen with whom the farmer deals. All this

will increase the cost of production. Rent is, or

ought to be, the surplus produce, after defraying

the cost of cultivation, together with a moderate

remuneration to the tenant for his skill, capital, and

industry. Rents, therefore, must be affected in pro-

portion to the advance in wages, as well as in pro-

portion to the reduced price of produce. If land

of a given quality be worth a rent of 20s. an acre,

with the price of wheat ranging between 40s. and

50s. per quarter, and other agricultural produce at

proportionate prices, wages being 10s. a week, what

rent will it be worth, agricultural produce remaining

at these prices and labour advancing to 20s. a week ?

These are both probable contingencies, and this is

the calculation which all who are about to take land

must now carefully consider.

On estimating the difference in rent for land of

similar quality, which has been rendered necessary

by free-trade prices, and by the advance of wages

which free trade and emigration have produced and

are producing, the landlord will be ready to claim

some set-off for improvements in cultivation, and

for diminished poor's-rates. When we talk of

poor's-rates, however, it must not be supposed that

they, any more than rent, form part of the cost of

production ; they are a rent-charge on the land,

borne ultimately by the landlord, just as much as

the landlord's property-tax, which the tenant ad-

vances, handing in the receipt as money on the

rent day.

There is no mistake more prevalent among

farmers than the belief that tithes and poor-

rates are parts of the expense of cultivation.

They are both parts of the rent : the farmer has

three landlords—the church, the poor, and the

landowner- who stan;^, as to j)riority of claim, in

the order in which we have placed them. The

rent-charges of the church and the poor must be

satisfied before all other claims, except those of the

crown for quit-rents. Till they have been paid, the

owner of the soil cannot touch one farthing of the

surplus produce, which remains after defraying the

cost of cultivation, and remunerating the tenant
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for his skill, capilal, and industry. Abolish tithes

and i)oor's-rates, and the land would let for so

much more rent. If any farmer doubt this, let

him look around him at the land which is tithe-

free and extra-parochial, and see if it does not let

for the amount paid for rent, tithe, and poor-rates,

on land of similar quality in the same nei}j;hbour-

hood, which is subject to the two latter charges.

'J'he only way in which the tenant is affected by
the j)oor-rates, is when from unforeseen circum-

stances they exceed, or fall short of the average on

which they were calculated when he hired his land.

Before offering any rent, he ascertains their

average amount, or if he omit to do so, neglects

it to his own wrong. If from peculiar circum-

stances, they fall below the average, they become,

to the extent of the diminution, a deduction from
the cost of cultivation ; and until his rent shall be

raised in proportion, they add to his profits.

Some further set-off will be also claimed by
the landlord, arising from improved methods
of cultivation, the value of which has been fully

established within the last ten or fifteen years.

In making this allowance, no improvements are to

be taken into account which are not already

established in practice, or that have been proved to

be suited to the locality. The tenant is not to be
expected at present to distribute liquid manure by
the steam engine and underground pipes, with Mr.
Kennedy, Mr. Mechi, and some five or six other

such experimentalists ; no more than he is called

ujjon to grow wheat on the plan of Mr. Smith of

Weedon.

There are, however, two classes of farmers,

and if the tenant belong to that class who
think that draining injures their land — if he
will not wage war with docks, couch, and
thistles, because his land breeds them -if he pre-

fers the manure of cattle half-starved on straw to

that of beasts fattened on turnips and purchased
food—if he suffers the rain to wash the best part

of his manure into the nearest stream—if he will

persist in ploughing his land with more than two
horses, when two horses are sufficient— if he will

use waggons instead of one-horse carts, and spend
his money on a pampered show team fatter than
his oxen, and decked out in gay harness and
jingling bells—if he prefers thrashing by the flail

to thrashing by steam—if he prides himself on
adhering to the good old-fashioned implements,
and rejecting all mechanical contrivances for the

abridgment of labour—if he thinks it better to

sow turnips broad-cast than to drill them— to sow
three bushels of wheat where one and a-half or
two would not only suflice, but yield a larger re-

turn—if he thinks it better to let his sheep tread

their turnips into the mire than to give them

cut, and in troughs—if he thinks it better to let

his burses waste half their hay under their feet, by

pulling it out of racks, ins<ead of cutting it into

manger food— of course he has a right to do as he

likes with his own; but he cannot expect his landlord

to pay for these vagaries, because farmer Slowman
chooses to indulge in them, and to stand still while

the rest of the world is in motion. The landlord

cannot be expected to consider them part of the

necessary expenses of cultivation, any more than

the hounds and hunters of farmer Harkforward,

whose extravagance is the constant theme of the

other's denunciation. It is no excuse for the latter

that he keeps to the good old ways of his father

and grandfather. Our grandfathers did many
things which their grandsons have wisely eschewed.

But if a grandson has occasion to go from the.

south of England to York, and he chooses to

walk, or to travel on horseback, or to make the

journey in a stage-coach or a broad-wheeled wag-

gon—that is to say, if he can find a specimen of

either of those venerable locomotives still in

existence, his grandfather did so before him,

and, of course, in this land of liberty there is

nothing to prevent him from doing the same

;

but he must not be surprised if those who travel

by steamboat or by railway reach the end of

the journey in shorter time and at less expense.

Neither must the farmer, who will persist in obso-

lete practices, be surprised if he is outbid for land by

some experienced farmer from a better-farmed and

more highly-cultivated district—or by some pupil

from an Agricultural Society, who has added to the

science gained there the practical knowledge ob-

tained by five years spent under a farmer in such

a district. He must not be astonished if he is out-

bid by some sub-contractor who has made money on

a railway—some lucky navvie returned from the dig-

gings—some wealthy country shop-keeper, of agri-

cultural origin, who knows something about farming,

though not quite so much, perhaps, as the character

we have sketched—some innkeeper or coach-master,

who in these railroad days finds coaching no longer

profitable—some guard, or coachman, or commer-

cial traveller, who, in their journeys through dif-

ferent agricultural districts, have observed the

demarcation in the j)ractice of each, and the relative

success of its results. Among all these competi-

tors, the experienced farmer and the agricultural

pupil must have decidedly the advantage ; and

with respect to the rest, so long as the old me-

thods of cultivation were the best agricultural

practices known, the grandson's " practice," and

his " having been bred on the land," might give

him some advantage; but as regards the new prac-

tices, he has almost as much to learn as the least

agricultural of those who will be bidding against
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him for land which he wishes to take or to retake.

Some of ihciu will come to their new occupation

with the knowledge of heing better calculators and

accountants, and liaving a greater command of

capital.

He, therefore, who is about to make a fresh

agreement for land, must calculate, on the one

hand, on prices somewhat lower than those which

he has been taught to consider the only remunera-

tive scale, and that accompanied by a higher rate of

labour. On the other hand, the landlord will Ije

sure to claim a set-oft' for diminished poor-rates, and

for the increased value which well-established im-

provements in cultivation have given to land. The

.iiifterence between these opposing elements may be

difticult to determine, and the calculation may be

intricate ; but it must be made by every prudent

man, be he landlord or tenant. The farmer who

is determined not to attend to the improvements

wiiich we ha\e enumerated m.ay as well retire

from farming altogether; for they are rapidly

;. spreading, and those who adopt them will infallibly

undersell those who reject them, or will be able to

])ay a higher rent for land of the same quality.

Not only is British agriculture exposed to unre-

stricted competition with foreigners; the stand-still

British agriculture has to contend with the go-

ahead British agriculture. In the same market,

and at the same time, there cannot be two prices

for the same commodities of equal quahty, and

the price of every commodity will ultimately be

regulated by the cost of producing it.

We must be understood with some limitation

when we said in a former article, that the farmer,

who has made up his mind not to adopt the modern

improvements which we enumerated, all being

sanctioned by the experience of many years,

and now rapidly spreading among practical

men, would do well to abandon farming altogether.

We should have said that he would do well to

" dechne the farming business," as the advertise-

ments have it, unless he can meet with a landowner

of a congenial' spirit with his own, or a landowner

whose property is managed by an agent of the

same stamp, which we fear in many cases will

not be difficult. The Slowmans belong to a family

as numerous as it is ancient; they are by no

means confined to the tenant class—many of them

are extensive landowners ; and among managers

of landed property, those of another name must,

not unfrequently, be regarded as constituting ex-

ceptions to a general rule.

These gentlemen detest innovations, whether

in science, politics, or agiiculture. They abhor rail-

ways and steam as much as they hate and despise

spinning jennies. They delight in six-acre fields

surrounded by fences a peich wide, and well

stocked with trees. They like them not only be-

cause they look on the preservation of game as

among the first duties of a country gentleman,

and because they find it advantageous to feed game

and grow timber at the tenant's expense, but be-

cause they consider hedgerows ornamental and

characteristic of English scenery. When in a

very patriotic mood, moreover, they regard them

as one of our best national defences, constituting

so many entrenchments against an invading army.

They delight, also, in straggling farmsteads, which

have grown up during centuries by the addition

of a barn here, and a cart-lodge or cattle-shed

there, erected without any discoverable plan,

unless that of throwing every possible impedi-

ment in the way of the proper management

of the manure, and the economical performance

of the work of the farm yard. They prefer

these straggling ill-arranged buildings, situated

as far as possible from the centre of the farm,

to the modern, compact, well-placed farmstead, with

its one small barn, its tall chimney, and its steam-

thrashing machine, all so arranged as to secure the

utmost economy of labour in the feeding of cattle

and the conversion of crops. They prefer the in-

ferior buildings, not merely because the erection of

better would involve the necessity of an incon-

venient outlay of money, but because they are

more picturesque, and because there are classical

and poetical associations connected with the "rustic

sound of the flail " which will never attach to the

thrashing machine. These are tastes which gentle-

men have certainly a right to gratify, like a taste for

Elizabethan architecture, or carved oak furniture,

or any other usage of the middle ages now so much

in vogue—even to the strewing, if they will, of their

ancestral halls with rushes instead of carpets. All

riders of hobbies, however, must pay for riding

them ; and gentlemen who luxuriate in mediaeval

homesteads, and mediceval methods of cultivation,

must pay for their hobby by letting their land

to such tenants at mediajval rents. In defence

of these landlords, however, we must in fairness

admit that too many of our modern improvers ap-

pear to regard ugliness as an essential ingredient

of utihty, and to aim at making their improvements

as repulsive as possible to the eye of taste. We
have seen estates cleared of timber to the extent

of deformity, when a more moderate clearance

judiciously conducted, would have improved the

beauty of the landscape, quite as much as it im-

proved the value of the land, and would have left

it not so very bare of shelter. We knew these

clearers to be honest enthusiasts, guilty of no

error but that of being destitute of taste.

We have seen farm-houses and farm-buildings

erected on the most improved principles replete
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with every convenience, in which the manufacture of

manure and of beef could be carried on with all the

systematic economy possible; the exterior of these

buildings, however, was so tasteless as to render

them a complete eyesore from the windows of the

mansion. No wonder then if many landowners,

who came to inspect the model with a view to the

improvement of their own property, turned away

from it in disgust, and were happy to avail them-

selves of any excuse for not disfiguring their es-

tates with anything so hideous. And yet, if the

minds which planned these buildings had not par-

taken quite so much of the utilitarian cast, but

had studied the graces a little more, they might

have been made, with scarcely any additional

expense, as ornamental as they were useful; and

might even have had a touch of the mediaeval

impressed on them, without which nothing will go

down at the present time.

If Mr. Barry or vSir Joseph Paxton would take

one of the most approved of these modern home-

steds in hand, and, by a slight alteration of the

elevation, could give it a dash of the antique and

picturesque, we know of few things which would

more advance the cause of progress as regards

agricultural buildings— always excepting the dis-

covery of means by which landowners might be

provided at an easy rate with funds for their

erection.

From tenants and landlords of this description

let us now pass to the like among land-agents.

Land-agents have a more powerful and extensive

influence for good or for evil than either landlords

or tenants, since landlords rarely trouble them-

selves with the management of their own property,

A good agent acts as a corrective to the defects of

both ; a bad one aggravates them. There is no

employment which requires a higher range of qua-

lifications, and a greater amount of varied and

extensive knowledge, practical and scientific ; and

yet there are few in which they are more disregarded.

There are doubtless many, very many excellent

managers of landed property, who by their ex-

ample exercise a salutary influence on neighbour-

ing estates, as well as on those under their

immediate care. But taken as a class, many
are unqualified for the duties which they have

to perform. The majority are auctioneers and

lawyers. The remainder are a motley group

classed under the general name of practical men

;

because, having had practice in one calling, they

are supposed to have an intuitive practical know-

ledge of any other, and because being destitute of

any scientific qualifications they denounce science.

Among them we generally find pet-tenants,

coachmen, grooms, butlers, and game-keepers,

advanced to the post chiefly in consequence of the

facilities which they enjoyed for gaining the ear of

their employers, and their adroitness in availing

themselves of the advantage.

There is no reason why country auctioneers and
attorneys should not know something of farming,
nor why they should not know more of agricul-

ture than the mere local practice of their own
immediate neighbourhood. There is, moreover,

no cause why, possessing such knowledge, they

should not make as good managers of landed

property as most of those entrusted with that

office, provided the sales of the one, and the

writs and latitats of the other, do not occupy too

much of their time and thoughts. But this is a

knowledge they rarely possess. They consider

their duties confined to the receiving of rents,

giving receipts to those tenants who pay, and dis-

training on those who do not ; rendering accounts

properly vouched, and handing over the money to

their employer without misappropriation. These
are important parts of the duty of a land-agent

;

but they are not the whole. Questions of repairs,

drainage, deviation from the antiquated rotations

prescribed by musty leases, will be perpetually

arising. The advice of some favourite among the

tenants is then called in, and paid for by being
allowed to hold land at a lower rent than his fel-

lows. This man, the creature of local custom,
cannot be expected to approve of any system of
cultivation better than his own. Agents, therefore,

who themselves know but little of agriculture,

naturally dislike improvement, because it involves

questions which they do not understand. The
lawyer is, moreover, the follower of precedent. His
covenants for the farming of 1853 have been trans-

mitted from lease to lease since 1553, and are

generally guarded by the saving clause, that the cul-

tivation shall be according to the custom of the

country. Under such management the Slowman
tenants flourish most, and to such estates they

should resort. Intricacies in the laws afiecting real

property, and the fatal connexion which subsists

between the land and electioneering, have thrown
the management of estates too much into the hands
of the legal profession. It will be well indeed for

landlords and tenants when these gentlemen shall

be confined to their proper sphere, that of legal

adviser, and when the duties of land-agent shall

be executed by persons qualified for it by special

education.
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MPROVEMENT OF THE SOIL.—CLAY VERSUS MOOR LAND,

The wide-spreading disposition which now exists

to lay out capital in the improvement of the soil is

worth a little investigation. Whether is it more
profitable to improve nearly worn-out clay land, or

is it a more promising speculation to the capitalist

to take uncultivated moorland, and commence de

novo i* Taking the worst class of low-lying, thin-

soiled, tenacious, waxy clay, and setting it against

moorland containing a considerable proi)ortion of

sand with the clay, and in a climate and elevation

not unsuited to the cereals, the question is readily

answered. The sandy moor will buy the fee

simple before the clay will pay a rental.

We will here give an outline of the comparative

cost. Assuming the outfall to be in each case

similar—though this will seldom happen, for

moorland is generally higher lying than the

surrounding district, whereas clay is usually more
or less in a basin—but, admitting them to be the

same, we may thus state the outlay. Draining the

clay land, at the present cost of labour, can never

be set down at less than five pounds per acre.

The tenacious clays we indicate, require frequent

drains, and they must also be of considerable

depth. At the depth of from three to four feet

there are usually natural concretes of stones and

gravel, set as tenaciously as they were left by the

flood which deposited them. To get work like this

executed at four feet deep will cost from lOd. to

12d. per rod, and the outlay cannot be less than five

pounds per acre throughout the farm. Then assume

the landowner has to put the soil in the condition

fit for the tenant entering favourably, and if not, if

the tenant has to find his own capital to complete

the improvements, it will be at a sacrifice of rental

more than proportionate. Furthermore assume that

the fallov/ing by the landlord follows, and no less

than twenty-five to thirty shillings per acre will be

the cost of this process. Then it will require an

application of some kind of extraneous manure.

Guano v/ill produce the most immediate eflfect

;

but, as ultimate improvement is the object, and as

fresh unoxidized clay is brought up from the

drains, lime v/ill be necessary, to get it into a state

of permanent fertiUty and pulverization. Three

tons per acre, at the least, will be necessary, and

this, at an average cost of nine shillings per ton,

mth an additional 2s. ud. per ton for carting, will

make an average of 348. 6d. per acre before the

land is fit to sow down to crop.

The expenses, then, are as follow ;

—

£ s. d.

Draining 5 per acre.

Ploughing &c 110
Liming and application 1 14 G „

Making a cost per acre of. ... £8 4 G „

Take moorland covered with heather and gorse

in varying proportions. Sandy surface, with clay

below, usually four to five feet of sand, and a small

superstratum of vegetable matter, but quite inert.

The drainage of this land is a matter widely

different from that of clay ; if free from stones, a

great advantage will be gained ; if stony, these will

have to be taken out. The draining of sands of

five feet deep, when the water runs between the

sand and the clay, as is universally the case, is a

matter by no means formidable, and three pounds

per acre will in general be a sum very near the

mark it will cost. Then comes the paring and
burning ; amongst heath roots, not a very easy or

cheap process ; set it down at 35s. per acre.

Spreading the clay which comes out of the drains,

33. per acre. Ploughing up, 7s, per acre. Guano,

three hundred weight, at 9s. 6d., and four bushels

of dissolved bones, at 4s. per bushel, and you have

the active ashes—the stimulating manure—with

the mixed soil ; and a crop of turnips will be the

result. In the next autumn a claying may be

given, if that taken out of the drains is not suffi-

cient, say 100 loads in addition, at one ton per load,

and 6d. per ton for carting and spreading. The
cost of the reclamation of the moor will, therefore,

be as under:

—

£ s. d.

Draining 3 per acre.

Paring and burning 1 15 ,,

Spreading clay 3 „
Ploughing 7 „
Guano 1 8 6 „
Dissolved bones 16 „

Total £7 9 6

But if the claying be added, it will be £9 19s. 6d.

per acre.

And what may then be the probable return in

four years? Assume the clay to produce 25

bushels of wheat, to carry four sheep per acre as

seed.s, and to grow Ah quarters of oats per acre, the

sandy moor will grow six quarters of oats, will

carry as many sheep in seeds, and will produce 30

bushels of maslin per acre, or of wheat, if oilcake

has been eaten with the turnips, in which case
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their value is not reckoned—the ^Ib. of cake per

sheep per day assumed to be. given to them when
high cultivation is the aim. The balance would

stand thus :
—

Clay.

Twenty-five bushels of wheat, at 6s.

Four sheep, twenty weeks, at 4d. .

,

Four and half quarters oats, at 20s.

Cost of improvements

,

£
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we do not know a better manure for turnips than

decomposed couch if saturated with a little tank li-

quor, and we have seen very fair turnips grown
with decomposed couch alone. In the state first

mentioned wo have tried it with success against

town-dung, and have no doubt, if it were collected

and carefully put by, it would be a valuable

auxiliary to the waste manures of the farm ; but it

would be the second year before it would be safe to

apply a plant whose vital powers are so extensive

and tenacious.

There are three or four conditions in which it

does not appear to thrive, and these we cannot help

noticing anterior to the investigation. It appears,

nevertheless, to possess strong assimilative powers
;

for on soils too poor for wheat or oats it will be the

most luxuriant; and when both co-exist in a soil

decidedly unequal to the production of both, the

couch will eat out the corn.

These powers seem to come into oj)eration

soon after harvest in a still more vigorous degree

;

for it seeds at harvest, and, unlike the wheat jjlant,

continues to live under ground, spreading ten thou-

sand filaments in every direction. Now though it

prefers a i)orous soil, still it must have rout-hold,

and if disturbed in Autumn immediately after

harvest, it never makes much head-way. To
scarify therefore below the roots after harvest, even

if nothing more is done, stops their progress, de-

stroys many during the winter frosts and materially

assists the cleaning in the spring. Hoeing in sum-

mer or even horsehoeing seems to be of no use

whatever, but is generally the reverse : it divides

and trans{)lants the roots in a thousand pieces.

Perhaps the only way to eradicate couch is to grow

fewer crops of corn. If the seeds, instead of being

sown with wheat or oats, be broken up, and grown

as bastard fallow in the second year of their growth

after Midsummer—a time when they are of little

real use as food for the stock—the enemy may not

only be arrested, but almost extirpated, and the soil

will be free from those crops which foster the shed-

ding of the seed of the couch ; a state of things indis-

pensable to the eradication of the weed from the soil.

We hope the hints thrown out on the natural his-

tory of this well known but little investigated

enemy of the farmer may assist the professor's

analytical researches. - {jv/ jfiriw ; nojjYr. :

"':1 Isomfr: br-nf' :•

DISEASE IN SHEEP.
The great losses of the lambing ewes, which we

hear of from all sides, are, at a ])eriod when wool is

scarce and mutton dear, objects of anxious soh-

citude. That there would be much rot amongst

them, to be visible only at the time when the

system became taxed by the parturient and

lactiferous symptoms, was what we were all along

led to expect. That there would be death amongst

the flocks to a very serious extent we have stated

in previous articles; but that, independently of

these two causes, there should be great fatality

amongst lambing ewes—a large per-centage of those

which have lambed up to the present time having

died either after or in that process —was what we
had no correct means of calculating upon. The
subject was last week brought before the Royal

Agricultural Society by Mr. Fisher Hobbs ; and

the opinion given by Professor Simonds was, that

the unfavourable weather in the autumn and winter

had impoverished the supply of blood, leaving the

system in a state too feeble to rally under the

combined influences of weakness and exertion and

low fever : that inflammatory action or simple weak-

ness was the cause of such sad disasters in sheep-

feeding as we are Unhappily su!)jected to during the

present season.

The first symptom of the disease is heaviness

or stupor. The ears begin to droop; the animal

refuses its food, and becomes rather listless than

apparently ill. Sometimes nasal running com-
mences; sometimes it is absent, but diarrhoea

sets in. This disappears ; a slightly feverish

symptom follows ; the ears get cold, the bowels

very sluggish, the animal staggers—not the acute

giddiness of the sturdy, but an apathetic tremb-

ling, propping feebleness, and ultimately inflam-

mation either of the lungs, brain, or bowels

sets in weakness and death. This is one class of

symptoms. Another is, that the ewe will lamb

;

she will seem as if she were getting over the season

pretty well, only she will be weak ; in twelve to

twenty-four hours she will be feeble and tottering;

her milk will flow badly ; and she will begin to

neglect her lamb— a symptom, as the shepherd

knows, generally terminating fatally.

The cause of the disease is doubtless, as the

Professor says, *' atmospheric influence acting on

the general functions of the body, producing un-

healthy secretions, and resulting in a vitiated state

of the whole mass of the blood in the system, and

functional derangement of the brain ; there being

also a deficiency of blood, while the ewes require

at the time of parturition not only a healthy circu-

lating mass of such fluid, but a larger amount
of it."

To cure is a ])vecarious case. Prevention is

now late to adopt. The evaporation from a con-

stantly wet skin ; the exposure to the cold east and
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north blasts, with this predisposed system ; the

wet dirty state of all the food ; the constant damp
and cold state of the ground ; all tend to render

the sheep less capable of withstanding the severity

of a storm which afterwards sets in, diminishing

the ready supply of that all important—turnips.

And the scanty crop of these also has been too

much a cause of great stinting and diminution of

the supply.

The resources of the farmers now are but ex-

tremely small. The increasing wants of the lamb

will more than counterbalance the extra food we
can give, while we must aim at saving life—in giving

very nourishing food, we must be careful of over

stimulating the enfeebled stomach and bowels.

Turnip-tops and cabbages should be avoided ; nor

should the ewes be put in too grassy pastures. We
would recommend a daily allowance of a gill of

spht peas and as much crushed or even .vhole oats,

with chopped hay when the grass is deficient, or

cut Swede roots with the tops removed. Let them

have constant access to salt; not mixed in the food,

but allowing them to use it at their pleasure as their

wants may require. House as many of them at

night as possible ;* and where no fit houses are at

hand, make temporary sheds of hurdles and long

straw, and cover with the latter material, without

imtying the battins.

AVe recollect a very small Leicester ewe we
had, which had three lambs at one year old,

and three lambs each year for three years after-

wards ; and she always had an attack of this

feeble state as a result of parturition, and,

though the best of mothers, would stand carelessly

by grating her teeth, and half-neglecting her lambs.

We immediately commenced a system of cordials.

The following was our first prescription :—Two
ounces of onions boiled in a pint of water for fifteen

minutes, strain, and given. This kept the bowels

healthy, and gently stimulated the stomach. Every

two hours we gave one pint of water in which an

ounce of flour had been boiled, and so made into

gruel with two glasses of good-bodied port wine.

When she seemed in pain, we added a dose of

laudanum. We have given a quarter-of-an-ounce

in such cases with advantage, and the ewes which

require the dose will hold their mouths for it like

young birds for their food.

When constipation has set in, the onion gruel

and ginger will be useful. When the diarrhoea

is at work, the flour-gruel and port wine mixture

may be tried ; but all may possibly fail, and

a change to regular and liberal food, with fair shelter,

will be of more use in prevention than a thousand

remedies.

Where there are no turnips, a little linseed may
be crushed with the peas, and given with chafi^ to

advantage. It is by no means a bad plan to have

a net hung up, with fine sweet hay, for the ewes to

amuse themselves ad libitum. The cattle will readily

eat all they may leave, and fresh hay should be

given every morning. A liberal and judicious

diet is the best chance of the shepherd saving the

life of his flock.

AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS AND INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION.

It is stated, with authority, that two subjects of

considerable importance to the agricultural interest

now engage the attention of her Majesty's ministers

—agricultural statistics, and industrial education.

On each of these we have a few remarks to offer,

commencing with industrial education.

Besides the rumoured appointment of a Minister

of Education—the office to be filled by Lord John
;

Russell—there is the more certain announcement
!

that a Department of Practical Science is to be
,

established, in connection with the Board of Trade,

similar to the Department of Practical Art, and

that Dr. Playfair is to be secretary to the one, as

Mr. Henry Cole is to the other. It is further

announced that Dr. Playfau" is to be inspector of

the local establishments for scientific education,

which are springing up in the manufacturing dis-

tricts, and a better appointment could scarcely be

made. Simultaneously with this movement, a change

is announced in the constitution of that institution

in Jermyn-street which rejoices at present in the

triple title of School of Mines, Museum of Prac-

tical Geology, and Oflfiice of the Geological Survey.

The control of that estabUshment is to be trans-

ferred from the Board of Works to the Board of

Trade, and it is to receive the more comprehensive,

but more compact, title of the College of Practical

Science. What it may have done to promote the

art of mining we know not; but for that of agricul-

ture it has done nothing, because it has attempted

nothing. We presume, however, that, when re-

organized, one of its objects will be to promote the

education of the agricultural class in those sciences

which have the greatest connection with their

industrial pursuits. This can only be accomplished

by means of local institutions. Farmers cannot be

expected to send their sons to study in Jermyn-

street, St. James's. That locality is admirably

suited to officers in the army and navy, to the

younger branches of the aristocracy, and to
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country gentlemen about town. All these may
there obtain much useful knowledge during hours

which might be worse employed than in its

library, its laboratory, and at its lectures. Far-

mers, however, must have local schools of science

or none. Let us consider, then, what the require-

ments of agriculture are, in regard to scientific

education, and how they may be supplied by

means of local institutions.

In the first place, as to what agriculture does

not want in the way of education. It does not want

the Latin and Greek of the old grammar schools

with which most counties abound, and which

have, in many instances, fallen into disuse, partly

from misappropriation of their funds, partly from per-

severance in a course of education unsuited to the

wants and habits of the age. Neither does it want

schools with farms attached to teach the practice

of farming. The continental nations have taken

the lead of us in industrial education. We may,

therefore, benefit by their example, and take

warning from their errors. One of these has

been found to consist in attempting to teach the

practice of any art at school or college. It is only

to be learned from actual business in the office,

the manufactory, the mine, or the farm. The

education of the young farmer should consist, like

that of the civil engineer, of two portions—the one

scientific, the other practical. The scientific should

precede the practical portion. At school he should

be thoroughly grounded in those sciences which

are applicable to his profession. Having completed

that part of his education, he should then spend

five or six years as pupil with a practical farmer,

just as the engineer, on leavirg school, spends a

like term of pupilage in the office of some eminent

civil engineer. On the farm, he will be taught the

l)ractice of agriculture as it at present exists, and

will learn how to apply his science. His science

will enable him to trace the reasons of operations

which are now performed from mere routine, with-

out regard to varying conditions. It will teach

him to discover what is sound in existing practices,

and should be retained—what is defective, and

should be corrected. Where it requires improve-

ment, his science will guide him in devising the

best mode of improving it. The sum of all know-
ledge is that we know nothing ; and the more
science he possesses the less liable wiU he be to

jump at conclusions. The farm on which he

learns his practice may be that of his father, or of a

stranger, in one of our most advanced districts.

If we suppose his scientific education completed at

the age of nineteen or twenty, his pupilage to prac-

tice will have expired quite as soon as it will be

desirable for him to set up in business for himself.

In many instances, it will be sooner than his

father, who may have a large family will be able to

take a farm for him. The interval may be employed

advantageously in acting as paid assistant to an

eminent farmer in another county, and thus seeing

something of the practice of more than one district,

or as bailiflf to some landowner. From that post he

will, in all prabability, rise to that of steward

;

and, having entered on that occupation, will have

little inclination to quit it to become a tenant

farmer.

There will thus be raised up for landowners a

superior grade of land-agents to those into whose

hands the management of landed property gene-

rally falls. That profession will be transferred

from the class of lawyers to that of the tenant

farmers. Our friend the Farmer will have one son

provided for, without being obliged to borrow

money to stock a farm for him. Nor is this all.

The scientific education which these provincial

schools should afltbrd will qualify the pupil for

other pursuits than those of agriculture, and will

establish more intimate relations between the

farming, the manufacturing, and the scientific

classes. Some sons of farmers will carry their

science to the manufacturing, others to the scientific

market, which will be both extended and improved.

The latter will become professors in the new

schools and colleges, and teach science in their own
counties to a new generation of farmers; will

not that be a proud day at market and fair for the

father of the learned professor ! Then will many a

farm-house be pointed out hereafter as the birth-

place of new Herschels, Faradays, and Davys.

Then will the silly warfare between practice and

science cease. Then will " practice with science"

become something more than a mere name in agri-

culture. At present they too frequently resemble

two v.ild pointers, coupled together, but pulling in

opposite directions.

ST. GERMANS FARMERS' CLUB.

In the present age an extensive cultivation of green crops

seems to be indispensable, and in order to carry this ont succeas-

fuUy, good artificial niamires appear to be equally so. That

great adulterations in manure have taken place is a fact too

well known to be denied ; that such adulterations cause con-

siderable loss to the farmer and the community at large is a

truth equally clear, consequent on the deficient production of

the crop. It therefore behoves the cultivators of the soil, when

so many manures are introduced, to be careful and persevering

in their efforts to procure a genuine article, and to give the

utmost encouragement to those manufacturers who produce

the best manure.

The members of this cUib having heard of an advertisement

ia the Mark Lane Express, inserted by a company at

Newcastle upou-Tyue, who professed to make a manure deno-

minated " Ammoniacal Guai;o," which they would test againat
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any other mauiire in the kiiigdom for £100, ami as proof of

tliiir siucerily offered any farmers' club a ton of the same as a

present, in order to make a fair trial, tiiought this open and

generous otfer on the part of the company demanded their

utmost attention.

They therefore claimed a portion of the manure, convened a

meeting of the club, and drew up rules for testing the guano

against several other artificial manures, which was done in the

fairest manner possible upon six different farms within the dis-

trict of the club, and the crop was carefully weighed in

December, 1852.

It should be stated that the trial was made under two very

great disadvantages, viz., from the manure arriving late in the

season, and the land being unusually dry.

The following are the results :

—

On Landrake farm, ia the occupation of Mr. Peter Palmer ;

the turnips (Scotch yellows) being all sown on the 27th of

July, 1852, and weighed 20th of December, 1852 :—

Manufacturer and
Manure.

Price Price , Weight of
j

Weight of
per per Bulbs

\
Tops

Ton. Acre. per Aero.
|

per Acre.

The Newcastle-on- £ s. £ s. d. jts. ct. qr. Ib.its. ct. qr. lb.

Tyne Manure Co.'s
i

l

j

Ammon acalGuanol 8 10 I 5 6 il8 17 le ! 6 7 IG

Mr.Lawes'Superphos-l
;

phate
;
8 10 I 5 6 13 11 120,6 224

Mr. Cridland's ditto . 7 10 il 1 18 4 1 4 ! 6 12 3 12

Mr. Purser's ditto ..: 7 'o 19 6 16 4 1 4 6 8 2 8

In this case one-half of the ammoniacal guauo was sown

broadcast, and the other half in the drill ; the cultivator fear-

ing, if the whole were put in the drill, whether it might not

destroy vegetation.

On Cutcrew farm, in the occupation of Mr. William Stephens,

the kind of turnip was White Norfolk, sown on the 26th of

July, and weighed on the 20th of December.

JMr. XorriiiRton's Su-
perphosphate

The NewcastlC'on-
Tyne Mnnure Co.'s

Ammoniacal Guano
Mr. Purser's Super-
phosphate

7 10

8 10

7

•2 5 4

2 2 9

6 15 2 24

2 4 14
2 10

The crop in this case succeeds seed, Trifolium incarnatum,

on plain land. The committee of the club consider Mr. Nor-

rington's manure takes precedence here, from being placed on

a better and more sheltered part of the field.

Ou Miuard farm, in the occupation of Mr. William George

Vesper : White Norfolk turnips were used in this case also,

being sown on the 24th of July, and weighed on the 20th of

December.

Mr. Norrington's Sii- |
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ON BREEDS OF SHEEP FOR DIFFERENT LOCALITIES.

BY JOHN DONALDSON,

AUTHOR 01- IKIZE KSSAY 'ON THE CULTIVATION
EOYAL AGRICULTURAL

The ocis is a genus of animals belonj^ing to the

class Mammalia, order Rnmiiiaiiiin, nnd family

Carironitia, or hollow-horned ; the horns belong to

the tribe Capr'uUr, i)ersistent, and ])laced on an os-

seus nucleus— the horns arc often wanting. The
common sheep is the ovis aries, and has many
varieties.

It is supposed that the sheep was the first animal

domesticated for the use of man. The oldest re-

cords are very unsatisfactory with regard to the

existence of sheep in Britain. Julius C'eesar never

alludes in the most distant manner to the sheep or

the employment of its wool, when he describes the

habits and employments of the inhabitants of Bri-

tain. But the conquerors soon turned their attention

to the improvement of the country, and established

a woollen manufactory at Winchester, which pro-

duced cloths that equalled any other in the Roman
Empire.

The sheep stands in the highest class of utility to

the wants of the human race. The flesh forms a

very delicate and nutritious food, and the wool or

hairy covering of the animal is manufactured into

clothing of many kinds and qualities. Its habits

are hardy, and it requires less care in the point of

domesticated shelter, and is managed with less trou-

ble than the other animals of the farm, at every

stage of its existence. ^Yhen beneficial alterations are

effected in the arable culture of land, the improve-

ment of the domesticated animals very speedily

follows—a larger quantity of food is produced, and

ofbetter quality, which never fails to communicate to

the animals the impressions which the articles that

are eaten have received from the soil. And when this

never-failing consequence is attended with the ne-

cessary selection in the breeding of the animals, the

most valuable result is obtained, of carcases altered

in form, quality of flesh imjjroved, an early maturity,

the wool rendered more fine, and a very valuable

identification of the animal with the soil on which

it has been produced. In the very rapid and exten-

sive improvements which took place in every point

of British agriculture dm'ing the last century, the

domesticated animals partook very largely of the

vast alterations that happened throughout the whole

circle of husbandry. The sheep being one of the

most valuable, and being adapted for every locahty

in the British Isles, the animal met with much atten-

tion, and was quickly raised to a well-deserved

eminence in ths scale of refined animal organization.

AND VALUE OF UNDERWOOD," AWARDED BY THE
SOCIETY Ol' ENGLAND.

Soil or climate exert an all-powerful influence on the

character of the animals which inhalnt the geogra-

phical i)oyition ; and much care is required in

assorting the qualities that may suit the circum-

stances of the locality. These circumstances will

ever determine the eligibility of any organization to

be placed under their influence. If this influence

be not duly estimated and acted upon, the very

worst results will happen, and the forms of life will

be most injuriously altered, if not wholly destroyed.

Every kind of life is very sensible to external im-

pressions, and the character is fixed on every pro-

duction of growth by their resistless sway. The
persistent qualities are imprinted by their efficacy,

and if some few changing quahties occasionally ap-

pear, they do not affect those of a greater magnitude,

and which never depart. In all such cases, nature

has shown the way; and it only remains to follow

her paths, and mark the turnings and observe the

stops.

The different localities in which sheep are used

in Britain may be ])laced under four heads—the

lowland situation, the lower highland, and the up-

per highland grounds, and the highest elevations

or the Alpine range. In these diftcreiit elevations,

nature has been found to place the various kinds

and degrees of animal and vegetable life. The low

grounds are universally the most fertile— the soil is

alluvial, deep, and warm ; and being aided by a cor-

responding warmth of temperature, it produces an

herbage that is rich, juicy and succulent. This

herbage being consumed by quadrupeds, it com-

municates to the bodies and to the dispositions of

the animals the same quahties of largeness of

bulk, and of a heavy temperament. It very natu-

rally imparts a sluggishness of disposition, and a

disinclination to wander, as the food is abundant and

easily gathered. It also produces an early maturity

of growth, and consequently a shorter period of

existence. The flesh of these hastily produced ani-

mals is flabby in its nature and loose in the texture,

and wants the rigorous firmness that is derived from

air and exercise. The wool is of the finest quality,

as the improvement of it from a state of hair is not

so sensible as the flesh to the accompanying influ-

ences that aflfect the quality. It is long in the staple

and abundant in the quantity. Under the name of

low grounds are comprehended all the best improved

lands that are placed within the range of moderate

elevation.

X
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The lower highland grounds comprehend the

higher cultivated lands, with a portion of the best

natural pastures. This locality leads from the low
situations to the more elevated grounds, and is the

first step in ascending from the warm pastures to

the more bleak exposures. The food is more scanty

and of an inferior quality as to juicy bulk, and con-

sequently requires animals of a smaller size, and

more capable of exertion. The soil is not so rich as

the lowlands, and the herbage is more scanty; the

animal is quicker and more active, and produces

less wool. But the quality of the flesh and the

wool isnotlessened from the reduction of the size

of the body; for though the food is altered in the

most succulent points, the essences that constitute

the refined quality are more concentrated, and tend

to produce flesh of a more dehcate fibre and a firmer

texture. The wool is similarly affected, and is ren-

dered shorter and somewhat more crisp, but little or

nothing diminished in value. In both situations

that have been mentioned, the supply of winter food

is understood to be ample and of the first-rate

quality.

The third locahty is the upper highland grounds,
where little winter food is given on account of the

small extent of cultivation, and where the rigour of

the climate is very considerable. The steep forma-
tion of the grounds, and the bleak exposure, require

an animal of an active undaunted nature ; and the

herbage being scanty and poor in quality would not
support an animal of heavy carcase and lazy habits.

This situation is tenanted by a small animal that is

active, brisk and lively, and which can wander in

search of its food without enfeebhng the body and
ruining the constitution. The wool becomes more
hairy by reason of the coldness of the exposure and
the wiry nature of the food—the natural functions

are deferred and prolonged, and the maturity is

postponed. The flesh is more concentrated and
hardened—the fibre is attenuated and the juice is

sweetened.

The fourth and last locahty is the highest moun-
tain range, consisting of snowy tops and alpine

valleys, where snow and tempests prevail through-
out the greater part of the year. Nature has also

provided this sterile region with inhabitants that are

suited to the rigour of its natural qualities—the
sheep browses the scanty herbage, and the winged
inhabitant picks the few seeds and insects that are

found on the barren ground. The few animals that

live in these high latitudes are slow in growth, and
small in bulk, hardy in constitution and coarse in

the hairy covering. The flesh is delicate in the fibre,

and sweet in the juice.

Nature having assorted the kinds and natures of
animals to each particular soil and chmate, it remains
for the care of man to improve the condition of each

species in providing a better maintenance, and in

altering the nature of the animal by an alien admix-

ture of blood which is not so far unlike or different in

qualities as to unfit the progeny for the circum-

stances of the situation. Our knov.-ledge of the

breeds of sheep that exist in the different localities

amounts to the knowing that they were found on

the ground ; and beyond that bare fact, nothing is

known whence they came oi how they acquired the

distinctive qualities. The present improvements

know only one case of alteration by the admission

of alien blood, and that mixture was not very dis-

tant nor unlike in appearance and qualities. The

other beneficial alterations have been made by using

the native elements and providing a better mainte-

nance for the improved progeny, which has been

produced by breeding from the best forms. The
more elevated situations do not admit of any im-

provement in the animals by change or by a fresh

introduction, and a mixture with the better breeds

would be wholly unsuitable to the circumstances of

the locality.

The rich herbage of the lowland grounds, and

the artificial grasses of the cultivated lands that are

best in quality, maintain animals that are large in

bulk, heavy in carcase, forward in growth, and

rich in flesh and wool. The food being abundant

and easily obtained, and the situation being warm,

the necessity is not imposed upon the animal, of

wandering in search of its meat or of seeking for shel-

ter: the propensity is created and indulged of living

at ease, and of producing the qualities of excellence

at an early age. To suit these purposes under the

existing circumstances, no breed of sheep has yet

been found equal to the improved " Leicester

"

which was got from the natural elements that were

found in the localities of richness and warmth, and

by improving on the accidental productions of na-

ture, which show a superiority over the general

standard of the articles of its variety. By acting on

the unerring maxim that " like produce like," and

the no less necessary maxim of providing an ample

maintenance for the feeding of the improved produc-

tions, any breed of animals may be improved, and

also assisted, by being intermingled with the blood

of a near alliance of similar quahties, but superior

or different on some communicable point or points,

and which may be further improved by the circum-

stances of the situation. This point demands the

chief consideration in breeding animals— viz., that

qualities be not introduced that are above the power

of being supported by the situation, and where de-

generacy must happen in place of improvement.

It may be truly said, that no quahties are in existence

which the best lands are unable to support. In that

case it remains to intermix and blend the qualities in

order to produce a form that possesses a greater
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number of points of excellence than were previously

obtained by the casual and unrestricted intercourse

of the sexes. On this principle, the Leicester sheep

have reached their i)resent excellence, and have

maintained the superiority against every competitor

yet brought against them. The body is formed to

produce much weight in little compass, being cylin-

drically square, compact, and firm. The offal is light

and proportionally small, which is the first point in

any kind of improved breeding. At the same time, the

intestinal organs are not reduced below the power of

performing the necessary functions. The pelt is thin,

gelatinous, and resilient, and affords a ready promo-

tion to every enlargement. The bone is fine, yet ca-

pable of carrying much weight of flesh. The head is

small—the eye pert and lively, and the ear agile and

quick in motion. No part of the animal body shows

more clearly the refinement of the organization than

the visual nerve : if it be quick and piercing, the

other parts will be seen to be fine and attenuated ;

if it be dull and sluggish, the component parts will

be found to be coarse and heavy. The back of the

Leicester sheep is straight and broad, and affords

ample room for lateral extension and the curvature

of the ribs. The chest is broad and roomy, and

allows the ample play of the lungs in acting the flux

and reflux of life. The refinement of the whole

constitutional organs induce the rapid growth and

early maturity of the different parts, which tendency

is very powerfully assisted by the circumstances of

the situation. The wool or the hairy covering of

the animal is equally improved with the body, and

constitutes not the least valuable part of the improved

animal. The fibre is fine and long, the quantity

is large, and the fleece is the foremost in estimation

for the most valuable application of wool. No other

long wool exceeds it in value.

The conformation and the disposition of the im-

proved Leicester sheep are exactly what the situation

requires ; a valuable carcase suitable to the rich-

ness of the locality, and the speedy arrival of the

value at the tangible point. The refinement of the

different parts of the organization naturally en-

courages and produces the early maturity, and the

propensity is encouraged and supported by the

forward qualities of the aliment by which the ani-

mal is supported. The disposition of the animal,

though it inclines to ease and quietude, is not

thoroughly incapable of exertion; on the other

hand, its activity is fully equal to the circumstances

of the locality in which it is most properly placed,

on the lew natural pastures, and the best cultivated

lands. A lighter breed of the animal is found to

be very suitable on all lands where clovers are

sown, and in moderately cold latitudes. The ani-

mal is by no means dehcate, as is by some sup-

posed, when the breeding produces a thick coat

of wool, and a vigour of constitution. The very

thin pelts that are now frequently seen are unfit

for any but the very richest and wannest localities.

In directing the sexual intercourse, very great care

must be used that the constitution be not debili-

tated, nor the body enfeebled by breeding from

two near aflSnities ; for whatever may be said on

the contrary side, the truth shows that the above

results do haj)pen from the joining of a close con-

sanguinity. Of all points in the nature of animal

life, none is more necessary than a vigour of con-

stitution, in order that every functional organ is

capable of performing the part that nature has

assigned to it. The most valuable food loses its

worth in being given to an animal whose intestinal

organs are destitute of the necessary action to

decompose and assimilate the elements of its com-

position. This vigour becomes more necessary

according to the quality of the food, as it is rich,

or poor, succulent or wiry. Quiet and rest en-

courage the secretion of fat; but some exertion is

required to stimulate the necessary action of the

organic functions.

It is a fixed law of nature, that all organized

bodies that grow rapidly, and quickly attain the

full size, are short-lived ; and the texture of the

organic elements is more tender and softer in the

consistency than the other bodies whose growth

is slower, and the age more lengthened. In ani-

mal bodies the flesh is more loose and flabby, and

the fat is less connected with the fibre. It is un-

deniable, that in proportion as animals are im-

proved in quality, and rendered finer in the orga-

nization, they require food of a better quality, and

also a more favourable exposure. The external

circumstances must correspond with the refine-

ments that are effected on the living mechanism.

The chief recommendation of the Leicester

sheep is a great beauty and fulness of form, which

contains in the same dimensions a greater weight

than any other breed of sheep ; a propensity to fatten

almost unequalled, and an early maturity of growth

that quickly fetches a remunerative value, and a

very great diminution in the proportion of offal to

the size of the animal. These three properties

constitute, in the full possession, the points that

form the greatest possible attainments in the value

of animals.

The Leicester breed of sheep are poUed or with-

out horns ; head, long and small, tapering towards

the muzzle, and projecting forwards; the eyes

are prominent, quick, and lively, but with a quiet

placid expression ; ears, long and thin, standing

backwards, and quick in motion; the neck, full

and broad at the shoulders, and gradually tapering

to the head. The breast, broad and full; shoul-

ders, broad and round, and no hollow behind

X 2
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them
J aim, fleshy down to the knee ; bones of the

legs, small and bare of wool; chest and barrel,

deep and round; ribs, circular from the spine;

back, straight from the root of the tail to the root

of the ears
; quarters and thighs, wide and full

;

legs, moderately long
; pelt, fine and moderately

thin, soft and elastic, and covered with fine wool

of medium length. It is precisely the form of a

sheep that must be provided with an abundance
of food, and is not required to travel far, or to

make much exertion in gathering it. It is there-

fore placed on the very best lands that produce

natural pastures, or that are in cultivation and

yield artificial grasses. The more hardy species

of the breed will thrive under much meaner cir-

cumstances both of soil and climate, where the

cultivation is good, and where the attention to the

animal is proportionate. An abundance of food

is most essential in every case.

The animal arrives at maturity in two years,

when the female drops lamb, and the castrated

males are fit for sale in a fatted state. They may
be disposed of either before or after the second

fleece is shorn ; in the former case the animal will

be turnip-fed during wiirter ; and after they are

clipped, the summer's grass will be the means of

fattening the carcass. The average weight that is

most generally saleable is ISlbs. per quarter, vary-

ing from 15 to 20lbs. Summer-fed animals will

reach a much greater weight, 20 to 30lbs. per

quarter ; but large weights are not liked, nor are

they so generally useful; the quality is coarser,

and the fat lies in lumps and clusters, and un-

palatable to many tastes. Quick maturities are all

of them liable to the objection of the unequal mix-

ture of fat and lean, and of the flesh being more
loose and less firm than that of slower advance-

ment. And hence the propriety of being used at

an early period, before the faulty parts attain a dis-

agreeable pre-eminence. This objection is very

much removed by not allowing the age of the

Leicester sheep to much exceed the clipping of the

second fleece. At that time, the precocious growth
has not arrived at the full development of the ob-

jectionable parts that attend the early maturity of

the system. These faults are wholly borne down
by the value of the more forward advancements.

The second locality for sheep is the lower high-

land grounds, comprehending the higher cultivated

lands, and occasionally with a portion of natural

pastures. These grounds are steep in the forma-

tion, and are poorer in the quality of the soil than

the last-mentioned locality ; the exposure is some-
what colder, and the herbage is more scanty. But
if the cultivation be good, and the soil be of a

medium quality, and the aspect be moderately

bleak, the close-wooUed hardy variety of the Leices-

ter breed will be very suitable, even though it re-

quire a very considerable attention in providing

the requisite quantity and quality of food—turnips

and clovers are essential.

In the southern counties of England, the forma-

tion is chiefly " chalk," rising into high hills that

are covered with a short grateful herbage, which is

generally sweet from all the calcareous substances

on which it grows. These grounds require a clever

animal, that is capable of climbing the sides of

the hills, and of wandering in search of the food

which grows more sparingly tlian on the rich low-

land grounds. Accordingly there was found on

these downs, or grassy hills, a breed of sheep that

had been adapted by the continuation of nature's

usage to the circumstances of the locality, smaller

in bulk than the lowland productions, more deli-

cate in the fibre, slower in growth, and the wool

shorter and less in quality. These qualities have

been all impressed by the external circumstances

to which the organization of the body is exposed.

The improvements in arable culture soon afforded

a better maintenance, by which the size was some-

what increased, and the other qualities corres-

pondingly brought forward. The animal received

the name of the " Southdown" breed from the

locality where they were found and improved, and

are now well known over the United Kingdom.

The animal is smaller than the Leicester breed,

and fitted for more exertion. It is consequently

adaj)ted for grounds where the food is scarcer, and

requires labour to be gathered. It is short-woolled

and hornless ; the face is black, or of a black dun

colour; body, short, round, and compact; legs, of

a medium length, and moderately fine in the bone;

breast, wide, deep, and projecting forwards, indi-

cating a good constitution, and a disposition to

thrive ; twist, particularly full ; head, small ; eye,

full and bright, but not prominent; belly, well

covered with wool, which comes down to the knee

and to the hock; the wool short, close, curled, and

fine, and free from any jjrojecting fibres. It fetches

the highest price of short wools.

The Southdown sheep is hardier than the Leices-

ter breed, and adapted for a greater variety of soils

and situations. It is patient of short keep, and of

thick stocking on the ground ; the maturity has

been made early, and the flesh possesses a quality

in the fibre, and in the juice and flavour, that is

equalled by few, and excelled by no animal in

Britain. The improvements that have been made
in the shape and qualities of the animal have pro-

ceeded from using the natural progeny in the best

specimens, and without any mixture of foreign

blood ; the sheep is consequently purely indigenous,

and the honest inhabitant of the soil. Inthelocali-

ties of the second quality, the Southdown sheep
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holds the first place ; and it is yet undecided how
far it is inferior, if at all, to the Leicester breed, on
the very best grounds in Britain. The treatment

of the animal, in point of food and exposure, has

l)roduced at least two varieties ; the one is improved
to a degree that suits the best lands in the king-
dom; but it is still confined mostly to the elevated

grounds of the dry formations of South Britain,

where the herbage is short and sweet, whether it

be cultivated or natural. The coarser variety is

used on the more inferior grounds, where the grass

is less abundant and grateful, and where the winter

food is more scanty. This animal is adapted for

the purpose of folding on the land ; and in some
peculiar situations very great benefits are obtained

from the custom.

For the situations now mentioned, the Southdown
sheep is preferable to the Leicester breed ; the ani-

mal is smaller, and more active in climbing declivi-

ties and in gathering a more scanty food ; the wool

is of equal value, and the quality of the flesh is su-

perior. It is adapted for a greater extent and
variety of situations, comprehending the whole cir-

cle of cultivated grounds from the very first-rate

quality to an altitude that forbids the use of lowland

sheep.

The third locality that was mentioned is included

in the range of the highest cultivation of crops and

the grassy pastures that extend to the beginning of

the Alpine range. This elevation exists all over

Scotland, and the north and west of England, some-

times accompanied with a portion of cultivated

grounds, and very often with none at all. This

position of pasture grounds requires an animal of a

medium quality between the sheep of the lowlands

and the goat-like climber of the snowy regions ; and

it has been most admirably found in the "Cheviot

"

breed—so called from the hills of that name, which

separate England and Scotland, and where the ani-

mal was found, and yet lives, in the original purity.

The beast is hornless and wholly white in colour ;

eye, prominent and lively ; countenance, open and

pleasing ; ear large, and distant from the eye ; back,

straight; ribs round, and quarters well propor-

tioned ; legs, clean and small-boned ; pelt thin, and

very thickly covered with short fine wool. The
thighs are well covered with muscle and wool down
to the knee ; and although the wool be rather coarse

on the thigh, the quantity very amply com-

pensates for the want of quality. The maturity is

complete at the age of 3 years, when the weight

varies from 12 to 18 lbs. per quarter. The flesh is

of the first-rate quality.

This animal forms one of the most valuable breeds

of sheep in Britain. It is very patient of wetness

and resists much cold, and thrives in all situations

where the grazing and shelter are in any way

tolerable. And when it is transported to im-

proved situations, no animal is more profitable, as

it fattens quickly, and the wool and flesh bring

the highest price. It has been introduced with

much success upon the hills of Wales and of the

north of Scotland, where the elevations are not the

very stormiest, and where a valley pasturage is

joined with the range of hills. The circumstance

of some winter keep being given, has yielded

a superior variety of the animal which inhabits the

lowland range, and is well qualified to be fattened

on the best lands in Britain. A cross-bred animal

of much value, is got from the Leicester ram and

the Cheviot ewe, in which both the wool and the

flesh are much improved. This advantage very con-

veniently occurs in the last year of the breeding

from the ewes, and before they are fattened for sale.

Thus it is seen that the " Cheviot " breed of sheep

are capable of being applied to many useful pur-

poses, than which no greater recommendation can

be possessed by any article, either animate or

inanimate.

The fourth and last locality that was mentioned,

is the highest elevation of mountainous tracts that

are found in Scotland and in Wales, and where

snows and tempests almost universally prevail.

Nature has not left even these inhospitable regions

unpeopled or untenanted— sheep were found there

as well as on the richest lowlands, and are seen to

be impressed with the permanent marks of the ex-

ternal influences to which the organization is ex-

posed. A black-faced horned breed of sheep was

found over the whole of Scotland, and in the north-

west counties of England, altered in some cases into

varieties wanting horns, and the bodies being

dun in colour, and the faces mottled. They have

ever lived in the greatest purity on the Lammermuir
hills of the south of Scotland, and in the coun-

ty of Selkirk, both of which situations are not

far removed from the native land of the Cheviot

breed, to which they are as dissimilar as can be

imagined. How two breeds so very unlike to each

other came to inhabit two districts so near in situ-

ation, neither history nor tradition has attempted to

explain.

This animal is mostly horned, more or less spiral

in form ; the female is most frequently without

horns. The faces and legs are black, or sometimes

mottled—eyes, wild and fierce. The wool is open

and long, coarse and shaggy. The hard crispy

feeling of the wool lessens its value. The mutton

is of the first-rate quality, being unequalled in colour

and in flavour. It is always best in quality when
fed on the mountain ; the wild and restless nature

of the animal renders it very imfit to be fattened in

a lowland enclosed country. Much of it is sent in

carcase to London by steamboat, and to other large
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towns. The only fault, with the butcher, is the thin-

ness of the fore- shoulder.

The crossing of this sheep with any other breed

has wholly failed, but the original animal has been

very much improved by judicious selection. The
best maturity is the age of 4 years, when the average

weight will be about iGlbs per quarter. The wool

is small in quantity, hairy and coarse, and of little

value J but the flesh is excellent, tender and juicy,

and resembling venison in the black colour which

it assumes. It is much relished by amateurs in

animal flesh.

This breed yet holds the undisputed possession

of the highest alpine pasturage on the mountains

of Scotland. The Cheviot breed approaches to the

footof the heathy range, and there stops : it thrives

on all green and comparatively low grounds, but

cannot advance beyond these limits. And no other

breed has yet been found to progress so far and
invade the territory of the original tenants—an ani-

mal capable of resisting the number and the power
of the external influences of the locahty will be
very rare if at all to be found, and to raise a new
breed from any existing elements to suit the very

pecuhar circumstances will be a very difficult, if

not a hopeless attempt and very remote from the

lowland situation, where the opposing circum-

stances are fewer in number, and less virulent in

their nature. In such cases, the sure way to im-

provement is by working on the existing materials

by means of using the best parts for the purposed
of reproduction.

The mountains of North and South Wales have
been occupied from time immemorial by a small

hardy race of sheep, differing only in the one
point, in the northern animals being mostly polled,

and in the south they are mostly horned. But both
kinds are often intermixed, and many are found
varying in colour between a dirty white and a per-

fect black. The head is small; neck long, erect,

and delicate ; the fore-quarters light, with narrow
breasts and shoiilders ; the sides flat; the back
and loins narrow ; the legs slight and long. The
animals possess much agility, and a very unquiet
habit, and are very troublesome when confined in

enclosures. The fleece seldom weighs above 2lbs.

;

itiscoarseinquaUty,and bringsavery inferior price.

The mutton is uncommonly fine ; delicate in fibre,

rich in flavour ; it always commands a higher
price, and a large quantity of it is sent to London.
From the irreclaimable disposition to wander, and
other causes, the breeding of the genuine Welsh
sheep has never been pursued in England, and
they are still confined to their native mountains,
where no other breed has been yet found that is so
well adapted to the climate and the herbage. In
the situations which possess a valley pasturage

along with a midway mountain range, the Cheviot

breed has been introduced, and successfully ; but,

on the highest mountains, and on the unmixed

al])ine range, the aboriginal breed yet most firmly

hold their ground. The animals may be very much
improved in quahty by a judicious selection in

breeding from the best forms ; though it is ques-

tionable if any increase in the size of the carcass

would be advisable. The wethers require full four

years to arrive at maturity, and then weigh 40 to

50lbs. at an average. The mutton is much best

in quality when fed on the mountains.

There are some other breeds of sheep in Eng-

land—the Cotswold, Dorset, and Ryland—but not

possessed of any superior excellence to entitle

them to a separate notice. In the case of heavy

sheep, the Leicester breed supersede all others ;

and the Southdown sheep, in the several varieties,

is very applicable to all situations extending from

the very best lowland and cultivated grounds, to

the commencement of the best hilly pastures.

From that point the Cheviot breed occupies the

ground to the foot of the highest alpine range,

where the black-faced Scotch breed and the small

Welsh sheep retain the undisputed possession.

In improving any Ijreed of animals, or in pro-

ducing a new breed from the consorting of ele-

ments that are dissimilar, and which will retain

the permanent qualities, the diflference in the natu-

ral properties must not be very great, or the gap

will be much too wide, and may never be filled up

so as to produce a beneficial meeting of the ex-

tremes of separation. Animals that are bred on

the ground possess a most prodigious advantage

over any foreign introduction, and it requires a

very considerable time to reconcile and inure the

constitution of animal life to the circumstances of

external influence. The latter power very often

proves too strong to be withstood by the organiza-

tion of the elemental structure, and totally destroys

the hopes that were entertained of a beneficial

change. The failures of new introductions that

have been made, either in the whole animal, or

by bringing forward more refined elements in a

definite degree, have arisen from the ignorance and

neglect of the considerations that are due to the

obstacles which will be met, and the influences

which will occur. The Leicester sheep has been

produced by consorting elements that were exposed

to similar afl^ections, and which v/hen joined and

mutually refined were capable of withstanding

the circumstances under which they would be used

in the same situations. The Southdown breed has

been got by using the best elements of the native

locality without any foreign blood ; and in propor-

tion as the animal was improved, the maintenance

was also changed into a greater supply and of bet-
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ter quality by means of the improvements in arable

cultivation. It is a fixed law that animals which

are improved in quality require a corresponding

degree of better maintenance, and this truth should

always be strictly borne in mind in the attempts

to improve the structure of animals. If the food

be deficient in quantity and quality, the properties

of the animals will tend to accommodate them-

selves to the quality of the nutriment, and the

tendency will be further aided by the external

agency of the exposure. These most certain

truths will ever direct the success or the failure of

the introduction of the Leicester or Southdown
sheep in to any strange locality. Constant wetness,

rather than cold, is pernicious to sheep, and more
so than the food that is eaten. This property of

the climate is the chief consideration, and the next

is the capability of the soil to produce the necessary

food. If these two elements do not exist in the

necessary degree, the attempt should not be made.

The localities of the Cheviot, Black-faced, and

Welsh breeds of sheep, do not admit the introduc-

tion of any foreign elements of better quahty,

which are wholly alien to the circumstances of the

situation. They would dwindle into insignificance,

and speedily disappear altogether. The only im-

provement is to be made by choosing the best

qualities for the purpose of perpetuating in the

progeny, and which accident will ever produce in

every succession of organized life. These refine-

ments are the offspring of the locality, are inured

to its influences, and are capable of living under its

laws. But even in this case there is a danger of

overstepping the power of the nutriment to support

the improved organism, and very considerable

judgment is required in operating in this way, as

the situation does not admit the aliment being im-

proved by cultivation. But very considerable im-

provements may be effected before that point of

discrimination be attained.

MINERAL AND OTHER MANURES: THEIR ACTION AND VALUE.

BY C. L. FLINT.

It has been found that the functions of vegetation

correspond in some respects with those of animal

growth. Plants may be said to require food ; and

they have all the organs necessary to assimilate it.

The tender fibres of the root absorb the sap or the

juices on which vegetable growth depends. The

stems convey these juices to the light and the air.

The leaves are the lungs, as requisite to the healthy

development of the plant as the roots themselves.

And these analogies might, with truth, be carried

even farther.

To cultivate, is only to assist the plant in obtain-

ing its food by furnishing to it such substances as its

composition requires, and the intelligent cultivator

adapts these substances to the wants of the parti-

lar plant which is the object of his care. By the

same process—the analysis of the plant—we learn

in what the relative fertility of any soil consists, for

it is obvious that the fertility of any soil must be

relative to the plant we wish to raise in it ; that is,

what would be found to be a fertile soil for many
plants, might be wanting in the substances which

many other plants require.

We could not arrive, in our inquiries, at any va-

luable practical results without first knowing the

constituent parts of the plants themselves, and the

composition of the arable soil which forms the sur-

face of the earth, and in which these plants take

root. It will be well, therefore, to devote this paper

to a brief statement of them, even though they may
be already known to most readers.

The constituents of plants and of the soil have

sometimes been divided by scientific men into or-

ganic and inorganic. The organic matter of the

plants is that which can be destroyed by fire, and

which cannot by any artificial means be reproduced

or imitated in the precise forms in which it appears

in the growth of plants. It is the result of chemical

processes which are constantly taking place in na-

ture. So far as it exists in the soil, it is of a dark

colour,consistingof decayed vegetationandof decay-

ing animal and vegetable manures that are applied

to the soil. Besides furnishing ammonia, carbonic

acid, &c., its colour retains greater heat, and thus

stimulates the process of vegetation. By far the

largest part of the weight of every plant is made up

of this organic matter, amounting, in most cases, to

more than 90, sometimes to more than 99 per cent.

It consists of four chemical elements—carbon, and

the three gases hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen.

From these with the aid of a few inorganic sub-

stances are made all the infinite variety of plants

and flowers which cover and adorn the whole sur-

face of the globe. Hydrogen and oxygen exist in

sufficient abundance in all soils, as well as in the at-

mosphere. Carbon (better known as charcoal,

soot coke, or bone black) enters in the shape of

carbonic acid gas through the leaves and roots of

plants. It forms an exceedingly small per cent, of

the weight of the air, which is 79 nitrogen and 21

oxygen. It is supplied in considerable quantities

by decaying animal and vegetable matter. From its
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great weight compared with the other parts of the

air, it rests much upon the surface of the earth,

ready to be taken up by the plant. It is found in

the ashes of plants. Burning and decay, indeed,

are processes precisely similar, except that the one

requires a greater length of time. The results are

the same, so far as any fertilizing properties are

generated. Potash and soda readily combine with

carbon, and enter the roots in the form of a gas.

These alkalies exist in great quantities in many soils;

and where they do not, we shall see how they may
be profitably added. Nor should this organic con-

stituent be considered unimportant, since it forms

a very large portion of all the most valuable produc-

tions of the farm. In one thousand parts of hay,

for instance, four hundred and fifty-eight are carbon
j

while in oats the proportion is still greater, being

507 in a thousand.

The inorganic matter of plants, on the other hand,

is found in the ashes, or in that part of the plant which

is left after burning, and which can be artificially

made. It consists of a mineral substance, such as

sihca (sand), alumina (clay), hme, potassa, soda,

magnesia, &c. It is to these mineral substances,

which can be artificially supplied, that our attention

at present will be chiefly directed. And the intelli-

gent farmer will not scorn to study and apply these

to increase the fertility of his soil.

One great purpose which these earths and alkalies

serve, is to give strength to the stalk of the plant.

Add an amount, however great, of vegetable or

animal manures to the soil, yet the change of these

into inorganic matter cannot be eifected without tlie

aid of inorganic substances. If the soil wants these,

the seeds may grow, but they cannot arrive at ma-
tiu'ity, or attain to a perfect devolopment. In some
soils nature has provided them in almost inexhaus-

tible quantities ; but on most arable land a successive

croppin-g will exhaust them, leaving the soil in an

inferior condition unless they are artificially mixed

with it. The most direct way of doing this is to

apply the mineral substances, such as ashes, lime,

gypsum, &c.

If we observe the croji on a rich and deep alluvial

soil wanting in potash, lime, or sand, we find it very

rank or weak. The grain is not well filled out.

We say it " runs to stalk," and both the stalk and

the ear suflfer from the want of inorganic matter in

the form of mineral manure, to give it strength.

The amount of decayed vegetable matter, in pro-

portion to the inorganic mineral substances, is too

great. Let these be added, and the crop will be in-

creased in quantity and value. On a soil of an

opposite character, composed of lime or clay, or in

which these predominate, we find the crop strong

and healthy, but small in size and quantity. The
inference is that vegetable and animal manures are

wanted in greater quantities, while neither of the

mineral manures may be needed.

Plants then have the power of taking up inorganic

substances, and of retaining some and rejecting

others. And it will be our object in these investi-

gations to point out those substances adapted to

assist particular plants, and the most judicious

application of them. And whatever may be said,

will not be the deductions of theory alone, but the

result of experiments which we ourselves have made,

or which have come directly under our own obser-

vation.

And first of ashes, which are the inorganic matter

of plants. It is well known that the ashes of various

substances differ widely both in quality and quantity.

Wood ashes, for instance, are far less in quantity in

proportion to the weight before burning, than peat

or coal ashes, while both science and experience

have shown that the former are of far greater value

in the soil than the latter. The reason is that they

contain a larger amount of alkalies, which are indis-

pensable in all soils. And further, the ashes of

hard wood are far more valuable than those of soft.

The ashes of the beech tree are more powerful than

those of the pine, since they are richer in lime,

potash, alumina, and sulphuric and phosphoric acids.

The quantity of potash is also very different at the

various stages at the growth of plants, being greater

when they are young and vigorous, and decreasing

as they flower and come to maturity. Different sub-

stances also a])pear in the fruit and stalk of plants.

I f we give back to the soil from which it was taken

the ashes of the stalk of the cereals, as wheat for in-

stance, we leturn nearly all the lime, the phosphoric

acid, and the silica, while the soda and the ])otash

would not be restored. This is an important fact

for the farmer to remember, for the plant must

always have such substances as are found in

its ashes, and if these are wanting in the soil the

growth of the plant is greatly obstructed. The

return to the soil, therefore, of such substances only

as are found in part of the plant might not be suf-

ficient to prevent an ultimate exhaustion of the soil.

ASHES.

Having premised thus much upon the nature of

soils and of plants, we come next, in our investiga-

tions, to the practical question whether the results

of experiment, and observation of the various appli-

cations, in the nature of food for })lants, correspond

with the deductions of science and theory. And
first of ashes, or the carbonate of potassa, of which

we have already spoken generally.

The value of ashes as a manure has long been

known to the chemist, but it is only recently that

the attention of New England farmers has been

called to it in such a way as to lead them to try the

experiments proposed. Now we know whole neigh-
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bourhoods in whicb not a bushel of ashes would be

sold by one who has a rood of land to cultivate ;

wliere any farmer would rather buy at fourteen cents

a bushel, than to sell at the same price.

Many plants require a certain amount of potash,

and it is as indispensable to them as common salt

is to an animal. A soil may be rich in aramonia-

cal manures. It may be black from the great quan-

tity of vegetable and animal substances which have

been applied to it in successiveyears, and yet if des-

titute of potash, it will not produce, with success or

profit, any of the plants whose ashes abound in the

salts of potassa. These plants may flourish even

for years in the same soil without the artificial appli-

cation of potash, owing to the large amount origin-

ally contained in it. But it requires only the exer-

cise of common sense to see that a system of culture

which did not return the substances so largely taken

up by these plants to the soil, would be an exhaus-

tive and selfish system. It often happens,

where this system has been followed for years, till

the land is said to be old and worn out, that the

judicious application of potash in some form or other

will revive and fertilize it.

It was for the purpose of testing the truth ot this

statement, that we made a series of experiments and

observations during the present season with ashes,

leached and unleached, as well as with coal ashes.

The applications were made on land under gar-

den cultivation, as well as on grass and pasture land.

The nature of the season is fresh in the minds of

every one. If not unusually dry, the drought com-

menced at a time peculiarly unfavourable, to top dres-

sings of all kinds. The soil was a dry sandy loam,

exceedingly porous, which bed been richly supplied

with animal and vegetable manures, till it might be

said to have been literally sated with them.

We would suggest, in passing, that one of the

best modes of treatment for such gardens would be

to take ofl^" some two or three inches of the surface

as soon as the vegetables are removed in the autumn,

and fill in with a stifler clay soil. By this means,

the seeds of weeds and the eggs of many a vermin

would be removed, while the soil taken away would

be valuable to spread on the pasture, and that ap-

plied serve to modify the loamy and too porous soil

of the garden.

It may be admitted generally, that a garden soil

should be light and porous, so far as to enable it to

absorb the dews of night, and admit the free circu-

lation of the air; but it will often be found that such

soils have no retentive qualities, so that whatever

moisture accumulates at night rapidly evaporates.

And here is where the eflect of ashes will be most

immediate and perceptible. Ashes serve to retain

the moisture as well as to supply the plant with

some of its most indispensable ingredients.

On the soil which has been described, leached

ashes were applied in the proportion of about a hun-

dred and fifty bushels to the acre, slightly covered

beneath the surface. The result fully justified the

expectations which had been raised ; for while many
gardens were parched up and almost ruined, the

portions of the one in question to which the ashes

were applied continued to look green and to produce

with luxuriance throughout the summer.

The effect on the potatoes was particularly noticed.

They suffered none from the disease, but came out

very fair and beautiful. With those the ashes were

applied in the hill, a small shovel-full of barn yard

manure and an equal quantity of coal ashes in one

case, and wood ashes in another. Both experiments

succeeded. Wood ashes are undoubtedly better so

far as any nourishment which they supply to the

plant is considered. The potato may be called a

potassa plant. A very large proportion of the ashes

of the potato is composed of the salts of potassa.

This is also the case with turnips and the grape vine.

By the application of potash in the shape of ashes

or otherwise any soil would produce potatoes or tur-

nips many years in succession without suffering

any diminution in fertility. In two or three instancea

which have come under our observation, both this

season and last, coal ashes were used in the hill

with potatoes, and in each instance with the highest

advantage. The potatoes showed no signs of disease;

while in fields next adjoining, there were seen the

effects of the rust. We do not suggest the want of

potash in the soil as the cause of the potato disease,

but would recommend the free use of ashes as a

manure for this plant.

Anthracite coal ashes contain carbonate of lime

alumina, and oxide of iron. The amount of potash

in them is very small, but we think that experience

has sufHciently shown that they are worth saving.

The question is often asked whether leached,

ashes are as valuable as unleached. For potatoes,

turnips, wheat, and a few other plants, they undoubt-

edly are not. But for the soil permanently, and for

most plants like clover, peas, &c., they are perhaps

even more valuable. The lime added in leaching

repays, to a great extent, the loss of the alkalies. So

that through the unleached produce the most im-

mediate powerful effect, the leached will be found

in the end more economical. The great amount of

carbonate of lime which they contain, makes them

particularly valuable for clover and grass lands.

Clover, it should be recollected, is a lime plant ; and

it will not flourish in a soil in which the lime is

wholly or partially exhausted. It often happens,

therefore, that where clover once grew and has run

out, an apphcation of leached ashes has caused it to

come in and grow with great luxuriance, and this too

without the use of any seed . Hence the great utility
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of leached ashes on pasture and on mowing lands.

The greater part of the weight of the ashes of clo-

ver is composed of lime salts, and without the arti-

ficial application of these to the soil, they soon

become exhausted and other grasses come instead

of clover. Add the carbonate of limein leached ashes,

and the clover will continue to flourish, where it al-

ready grows, and will come into soils where it did

not grow before. The pea is another lime plant, and

it will be found very unwise to try to cultivate it on

the same spot many successive years without the

application of lime, either in its clear state, or, which

is perhaps better, in leached ashes;

As a top dressing on light soils leached ashes mil

be found, all things considered, superior to most

other manures. For while they generally increase

the crop of grass one half, and often much more,

they cannot be said to exhaust the soil. Nor is the

expense so great as to be a very great objection to

this use. They are worth more on the soils, which

we have described, at seven dollars a leach (which

contains a hundred bushels) than the manure at the

stable at four and five dollars a cord, which is the

ordinary price.

On soils of a stiff clay character, leached ashes

will not be found to operate so well. Such soils do

not need ashes as a retainer of moisture. The ani-

mal and vegetable manures will be found more va-

luable for them. But in the compost with muck and

peat earth they will serve an admirable purpose.

They neutralize the acids, which always exist in such

substances, and thus make a valuable compound of

what would otherwise be of comparatively little value

if apphed fresh.

The farmer should not conclude that if the ashes

have no very perceptible effect the first season, they

will therefore produce none at all. If the stalk of

the plant is not more rank with ashes applied, than

its neighbour without, the ear may be longer, better

filled or heavier. If the pasture is of a very thin

soil, gravelly, or covering a ledge, a drought may
be so excessive as to parch it up, in spite of a rich

application of ashes ; but it would not follow thatthe

ashes were of no value on such a place. When suffi-

cient moisture comes within reach, the ashes will

find it, and apply it to the use of the clover and the

other grasses. The valuable properties of ashes are

not, like those of some other applications, dissipated

and lost in the air. They are the essential inorganic

elements of plants, and if once applied they remain

till taken up and used in some shape or other by

the processes of vegetable growth. Let no one think,

then, if no immediate effect is perceptible, that

money has been misspent and lost. In due season

he will reap, if he faint not.—C.L.F.—Boston Jour-

nal of Agriculture.

ON PLOUGHING.

The subject brought under discussion, at the

meeting of the Mid-Lothian Agricultural Society

on November last, was Ploughing, which was

introduced by Mr. Melvin, Bonniugton, who said

:

It seems fit and proper that this Society, holding

as it does, an annual ploughing match, should devote

one quarterly meeting to a discussion of the subject

of ploughing in its various bearings ; for in these days,

when so much is spoken about tlie science of the ai't

of agriculture, the move humble but equally impor-

tant mechanical operations are apt to ])e overlooked.

It is more, therefore, for the purpose of stirring up

thought and gaining information, that I have volun-

teered to introduce the subject of ploughing, than

from having tlie power or the ability to communicate

fresh facts to the moetiug. Without, therefore, pro-

ceeding to discuss the question whether Triptolemus

was the inventor of this operation, or tlie sow as

JethroTnll asserts, nor detailing from the works on

agriculture the history of the improvements effected

on this implement, I would merely mention that this

district was early sappUed with the Dutch or Roth-

erham plough ; the Earl of Stair, when resident at

Newliston, more than 100 years ago, having

sent a smith called Dalzell to England, for

MELVIN.

the purpose of learning the construction of

that implement, which then had been recent-

ly introduced, as it is beUeved, from Holland.

Small long afterwards adopted, this plough as the

model on which he wrought his improvements. I

shall now proceed to consider what is the use of

ploughing. The chief object of this operation is pul-

verization of the soil, and the destructidu of

weeds which may iufest the crops it is desired to

grow on it. There seem to be different opinions as

to how this implement is to effect the desired pul-

verization, one class, the largest, maintaining that the

action of the plough ought to be merely preparative,

that the fiu-row-slice should be clearly and truly cut,

smoothly raised by the mould, and placed, with as

slight an alteration in its form as possible, m the de-

sired position. The others say, that as pulverization

is the object, the furrow-slice should be thoroughly

broken, and thereafter left completely unconsolidated,

as that the air and moistm-e may penetrate freely

through it. Let us examine shortly these two views.

It is generally allowed that the perfection of pulver-

ization is produced by digging. Now if we examine

the manner in which the gardener digs his land in

autumn or winter, we shall see that with his spade
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clear and bright he goes deep, aud turns up the soil,

lifts it a certain height, and impacts it together by its-

own weight, leaving the spitfu.l undivided, with

so much surface exposed to the air as the nature of

the soil will allow. He does not set about cutting it

into small portions, or minutely dividing it, but leaves

the rest to the weather. The plough cannot imitate

the whole of this process. Whether in the course

of time, with the soil clear of stones, steam power

may work some giant spade or grubber-cultivator, it

is not for me to speculate on; but in the meantime,

it is the plough we have to do with ; and I maintain

that the object to be gained by the use of that im-

plement is to turn over, aud place at the angle of

greatest exposure, the greatest amount of soil with

the least expenditure of power. Any plough, there-

fore, that breaks the furrow, and has not the power of

again forming the soil turned over into the angle

of greatest exposure, is defective. When land is

ploughed during winter, and the plough made to break

the furrow thoroughly, what, I ask, is its condition

in spring ? "Why, the surface is thorouglily battered

and flattened, affording nothing for the air to act on,

nor cover for the seed. It being capable of demon-

stration that when soil is turned over by the plough,

if the furrow-slice is laid at an angle of 45 degrees,

the greatest amount of surface is presented ; should

the slices, therefore, not be laid in a uniform manner

—should they be ragged, open, and broken—there

must therefore be a loss of exposed surface. The

only cases where immediate pulverization is desii-able

in ploughing, is for green crop in spring, or the work-

ing of summer fallow. If people will persist in

ploughing land when it is too wet, we must confess

that there the smooth system of ploughing may not

prove advantageous ; but this is no reason why it

should not be practised where the soil is in a proper

state for working ; besides, it is an undoubted fact,

that in ploughing lea for oats, the more closely the

furrow-slices are closed, grasses put under, and the

more thoroughly they are impacted together, the

better the chance of a good crop following ; hence

the reason for the use of the furrow-presser, where

the operation of the plough produces loose open pul-

verized work, and the requisite consolidation cannot

be otherwise obtained. Having now stated my view

as to the subject of pulverization, I shall allude to

the form of tie fuiTOw-slice. I am well aware that I

need not expect an unanimous approval of the views

1 hold upon this subject ; for I still adhere to the old-

fashioned notions, that the most proper shape of fur-

row is that of a rectangle, say 9 by 6 inches, or 10 by 7

inches; and the plough which most truly and smoothly

cuts, bfts, turns, and closes a furrow of these dimen-

sions, is the one I approve of. I am also aware that in

theploughingof lea, another shape of furrow is the one

which obtains most favour in the eyes of many of the

members, viz., a furrow of say 8 inches broad, 6 deep

in the land side, and 4i or 5 in the fuiTOw side ; and

I must confess that as this form of furrow has been

advocated, and is practised by the l)est and most ac-

complished ploughmen who contend for victory at our

annual match, aud as those members of the Society

who themselves have bestowed the most attention to

the construction and work of the plough countenance

and support this system, my daring to raise a voice

against the practice may be looked upon as some-

what presumptuous, and I may meet with a reception

which those sometimes got, who put their fingers in-

to other people's broth. Be tliis as it may, the system,

however powerfully it may be supported, seems to

me most pernicious in its results, and the sooner it is

departed from the better. Its strongest advocates

recommend it only in lea ; and the reasons assigned

for its adoption are, that considerably more furrows

can be ]mt into a ridge, and by turning up the thick

edge of the furrow the plough puts each furrow per-

fectly close to the former one, preventing the seed

from falling to the bottom, and being covered deep,

and also that by raising a high crest or shoulder more

cover is afforded for the seed, less harrowing is re-

quired, a more regular braird of grain is had, and the

crop is more uniform and ripens evenly. These, no

doubt, are all great advantages, provided that this

form of ploughing secures them. We deny, in the

first place, that it does ; and, in the second, we assert

that in the attempt to effect this form of furrow

weighty evils arise. For, in order that the plough

may cut stich a furrow, it is requisite that it should

be trimmed in a particular manner. Very few of our

blacksmiths know how, and still fewer of the plough-

men know the precise shape the sock should have, or

the required twist in the coulter to make it cut imder

;

and the fact, which is common to all ploughs, viz.,

that each requires to be tempered in a manner pecu-

liar to itself, aggravates the evil ; as greater skill is

needed to discover the right working trim of the im-

plement, and thereafter adapt the cut to the raising

and turning powers of tlie mould. The consequence

is that a few only of the more skilful, handy, and dex-

terous of the ploughmen, can attain to a certain know-

ledge of how to set their irons. The great majority

vaiuly strive to imitate them, but rarely succeed, and

all the Avhile are making much inferior work to what

they would if they had devoted the same attention to

turning a furrow not so sharp in its apex, but in

reality of better proportions than the other. But

the mischief does not end here ; for, deny it as you

may, let the judges at a match decide that a furrow

cut thick on one side, aud thin on the other, is the

best, and it is no ea>y matter to prevent all kinds of

land being ploughed in the same manner, to the mani-

fest injury of all true cultivation. Are the supposed

advantages of such a fun-ow at all commensurate with
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these heavy drawbacks ? We think not ; for, in the

first place, a furrow 8 by 6 and 4^ contains mucli less

soil than one 9 by ; and a pair of horses can easily

enough draw that, it contaiuing 5± inches of soil, the

other only 43. Should the horses not walk faster in

the one case than the other, there must be the loss

of one-fifth the time. Then does the turning up the

thick side of the furrow allow of the several furrows

being impacted more closely together ? We think

sufficient consolidation can be affected by a proper

form of mouldboard. Docs the high shoulder or crest

afford more cover for the seed than oue set up at an

angle of 45 degrees ? Mr. Slight, in the first edition

of the Book of the Farm, has most satisfactorily shown

that it does not ; and I would desire all the admirers

of high-shoulder ploughing to read his very clear and

convincing remarks. Then as to uniformity of crop

and regularity in ripening—the best specimens of

tliiskindof ploughing do no doubt afford these results;

but 1 maintain that these results are arrived at in

spite of the faults which are inherent in the mode, and

that it is the equality and regularity of the work which

produce them and have not the slightest hesitation

in stating that if the same skill and the same perse-

verance had been expended in producmg rectangular-

shaped furrow-slices, and closing them in a proper

manner, far superior results would have l)een arrived

at ; for it is either unnecessary to do more than put a

fine finish on the surface, or it is a mistake to allow a

portion of the active soil to be unmoved on the sub-

soil. Of the various reports of the superior produce

of land ploughed with a high-crested furrow—there

can be no doubt that several such are known, such as

the one from Mellersteiu, by George Baillie, Esq., in

the "Kelso Mail" of July 1844, the Union Agri-

cultural Society's match being held there, and Thomas

Kerr the winner. It was found that the land ploughed

by him afforded nearly 2 bolls more oats per acre,

than did the lots adjoining. But this is by no means a

fair comparison, for the conditions were not the same.

In Kerr's mode of ploughing, sowing, the forcing of a

shoulder, there were none of the drawbacks such as

square-cut furrow-slices, standing on end with wide

open seams, or shaky loose Avork; besides, in theclosing

furrows of his ridges, the least possible space was left

without a covering of soil, so that the wliole gi-ound

may be said to have had soil enough for growing acrop.

Then, as to the report of Mr. Allen, Clifton, in regard

to this Society's match on his farm, the winter before

last, when between the three best-ploughed ridges

and the worst, there was a difference of 2 bolls per

acre—I have only to say that, in my opinion, a better

illustration could not be found of the evils of the

high-crested or shouldered system, for the work
which gained the 3rd prize was not highly forced ; it

was equal, regular, and the closing furrows of the

ridges were well taken up, while the worst was just

the complete failure of an attempt to force highly,

but being practised by a man who did not understand

the setting of the irons and the temper of the plough

;

and the work done was ill-turned, unequally cut,

loose, open, and rugged, while the closing fuiTOWS

were so widely takeu out, that more than 1 foot and

a-half of surface was nearly bared of soil. Now I am
sorry to say, that work of this description is too com-

mon ; and until our ploughs are constructed on a prin-

ciple which shall enable the great body of the plough-

men to make true and sufficient work, I do not hope

to see it remedied. Before proceeding to the examin-

ation of the mode of working of the various ploughs

used here, I shall make a few remarks on the changes

which modern cultivation has produced on the soil.

Draining, certainly, has altered the texture of the soil

exceedingly, and the old hollow mouldboards are very

ill-fitted for ploughing many of the stubbles ; for a

portion of the earth gets lodged upon them, and there

it adheres; while in place of the furrow slipping

smoothly over the polished metal surface, it receives

ample enough pulverization by being rubbed aside on

the compacted earth lying on the mould. To remedy

this state of matters, full-breasted barrelled moulds

were framed ; but these being kept very short, did

not work to expectation : although decidedly better

than old concave ones, a longer shape is now needed.

Then, again, it is not considered necessary to give a

green crop the same number ofploughingsas former-

ly, and the grubber is now much more used in spring,

which fact renders it essential that the fewer furrows

the soil gets should be the more effectively done ; for

gainsay it who may, after a good many years' experi-

ence of the grubber when less used than now, I can

assert that deeper ploughing is required to counter-

act the binding effect which that operation has on

most soils. It therefore appears to me, that all stub-

ble land intended for green crops should be more

deeply ploughed than it is at present ; and to do this,

two horses on most soils are not sufficient, as eight

inches is all the depth that can be turned with them

without oppression ; and it seems essential that three

be yoked to the plough, so that a depth of 10 inches

may be reached, and soil or subsoil tuinied up that

depth ; and with two three-horse ploughs, and one

with two horses to begin and finish each furrow, fully

as much work will be done as with four two-horse

ones. I am much in favour of having four horses put

into a plough of etronger and larger proportions than

the two-horse one ; but working in this way, either

more strength must be kept on the farm, or the labour

falls behind. Should all the land at the commence-

ment of each rotation have received a deeply cut and

truly-turned furrow, a lesser depth will be sufficient

afterwards ; and a furrow-slice measuring C)h inches

seems to mc enough for the seed-furrow, after pota-

toes or turnip, or lea or hay stubble. In ploughing a
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furrow or that dcptli, and 9 inches or 'J^ broud, i find

thai by the dynamouietcr, the liorscs must exert a

force of J-l cwt.—au ample cnougli drau<;lit for two

horses. Yor these reasons, 1 am therefore inclined

to advocate the use of two descriptions of ploughs on

each farm—the one for stubble, of which there may

be either one or two, accortling to the extent of larger

dimensions, and fitted for turning a 10 or 11 inch

furrow, while the two-horse plough ought to be con-

structed for a Gi inch one. With these remarks I

shall now consider the various kinds of ploughs, and

here we have seen that the Dutch or Rotterdam

plough early superseded the old Scotch plough in this

(juarter. Small's again were never great favourites

here, and early gave place to Wilkic's, which were

again supplanted by Mr. Cumiingham's. This gen-

tleman devoted much time and thought to their con-

struction, and he succeeded in framing a mouldboard,

which Nvas almost universally used in this county.

The most of the matches were gained by ploughs

bearing it ; and until the county match at Duudas,

it was considered the first. Borrowman's plough,

after that, was tried by several people. It again has

given place to Ponton's ; and Mr. Cunningham, al-

though retired from the business of farming, is still

as devoted as ever to the iuiprovemcnt of the plough;

and, with the advantage of leisure, he is employing it

iu the adaptati(m of the mouldboard to the require-

ments of the soil in the present day. All of these

more recently constructed ploughs act more or less

on the principle of raising a high shoulder aud leaving

a heel. On that ground they appear to me to have

originated iu an erroneous idea of what constitutes

true ploughing. The English ploughs, on the other

hand, although not formed for taking so deep a fur-

row in general as our Scotch ploughs, are not con-

structed for tlic purpose of raising a high crest, but

with their straight coulters aud broad shares, cut the

furrow fairly out, while they possess ample power

in the mould to give the furrows sufficient consolida-

tion. iUthough I have seen the ploughs of several

English makers at work, including Ransome's, the

only one I have in my possession is Busby's of Bc-

dale, which gained a medal at the Great Exhibition,

and also the first prize, for deep ploughing, at the

English Society's last meeting. It is most ingeniously

constructed, and, apart altogether from the wheels

with which it is supplied, there is much about it

which could afford hints to the Scotch makers. Of

course, as it works on a different principle from

that of the plough used here, and has no pretensions

to set up a high-crested or shouldered furrows, I do

not expect that it will meet with much favour. But

I am not without the hope that furrows cut in a

rectangular form will again prevail, and that long con-

vex mouldboards will get into fashion. Already

Ponton's Perth prize plougli is said to be ih feet

long, from the point of the share to the backmost part

of the mould, which exceeds that of Busby's by 2

inches ; and it is pleasing to observe that the deduc-

tions from true science arc not often wrong, for in

the description of the formation of the mould-

board, in the " Book of the Parm, " by Mr.

Slight, already referred to, a mould very

similarly constructed, was worked on Howard's

])loughs. The mould of Busby's has much of the same

shape, but is on the whole of a more beautifvd form,

and the curves arc as fine as those of the wave line.

It appears to me that the mouldboard of Busby's

plough is well worthy of attention for general appli-

cation, because it carries far less earth along with it.

After trying it in all weathers and states of soil, I

find that, although not invariably, it generally throws

off the soil smoothly and sweetly, and it does so when
the earth adheres firmly on the moulds in common
use. In comparing the draught of my swing plough

with this one, I find comparatively little difi'erence,

and what there is, is in favour of Busby, but it

weighs 7 stones (it weighs 2f cwt.) more than they

do, and appears to me needlessly weighty in the beam.

The stilts arc rather short, however. The soil of

England, for which it has been constructed, contains

none of those boulder stones so frequent here; neither

are there any trap rocks just under the surface there.

Of course, its cast-iron share will hardly go a round

without breaking; but by making it of malleable ii'on,

it can be made to work pretty well, although I must
confess, I regret exceedingly that cast-iron shares

will not do here, for an immense amount of running

to the smiths would have been saved, as well as much
expense and many quarrels. Those shares, being har-

dened on the under side, are always sharp, and always

preserve the proper form for cutting the under sur-

face of the furrow, and the fancy or ignorance of the

ploughman or smith can make no alteration on them.

The existence of rock or stones will also interfere

with the proper working of this plough ; but this may
be got over by some alteration in the relative pro-

portion of the parts, as the stilts are too short to give

the ploughman full command over it, and the beam
rather too long perhaps for hand-turning, or quick

work. In regard to the wheels, I conceive that in

the ploughing of lea, or wherever there is a firm sur-

face for them to work on, they are of advantage in

equalizing the draught ; but where the surface soil is

in any way soft, or when they sink, they then act as

a clog, although when tried by the dynamometer in

ploughing bean stubble, wliich had been grubbed and
soft after rain, the draught was only slightly greater

than with the swing ploughs. In the ploughing of

lea they are of great use, as the whole ridge can be

ploughed with furrows exactly similar in size aud

shape, and they permit of the furrows being more
thoroughly cousoUdatcd, aud furrow-pressing dis-
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pensed with. Tliis plough is capiibie of tumiug as

deep a furrow as those iu common use, and the work
M^liich it makes, when lield by inferior ploughmen, is

equal to the work of average men with our own
ploughs, besides that uo labour has been expended

on the mere appearance of being justly cut, finely

turned, and smoothly closed. On the wliole, I am
not disappointed in Busby's plough, and have not the

least doubt that, either in whole or in part, it will

prove a valuable contribution from the sister country.

I trust that, in arguing for a plough of a more perfect

fonn, it will not be understood that I do not desi-

derate skill in the ploughmen ; for the most skilful

workman will always be able to make the most of his

implement, of whatever description it is. But this

I do regret, that so little has been done to instruct

the ploughmen of the district in its construction and

management. A smith, for instance, does the work
of three or four farmers ; one of thern attends closely

in the smith's, when his ploughs require repair ; he

knows their temper and what they need, and a few

directions to the smith maintain the implements in

good working trim. Another seldom attends to his

ploughs ; liis men direct the smith, and yet fail to

make good work. The master quarrels with the men,

the men the smith, and recrimination goes on, which

may, perhaps, end by the master telling the smith

that if he gets the first-mentioned farmer's ploughs

right he cares nothing for his. Such like scenes fre-

quently occur : can nothing be done to spread among
the young smiths and ploughmen more correct ideas

regarding the make, repair, andworking of the plough ?

A mighty fuss was made some time ago, and it has

been again revived, of the benefits to be derived from

teaching chemistry in country schools. Of the chil-

dren attending them, it is not likely that more than

one in twenty may be benefited much by it. But

surely some nifc-matiou could be conveyed regarding

the elementary principles of mechanics ; and if this

was the case, the young smiths, wrights, and plough-

men, as well as farmers' sons, would be iu a more

hopeful condition for acquiring a knowledge of the

principles of the implements and tools with which

they labour ; and a simple treatise on the mode of

construction and manner of use of the various ploughs

now wrought would afford a ready reference when in

difliculties, and would form a subject for study in the

long winter evenings. Strange to say, hoM-ever, that

notwithstanding the flood of knowledge iu the way
of books with which the agricultural mind has been

satui-ated, no one has thought of enlightening the

humble, but deserving ploughmen, by publishing a

cheap, short, practical treatise, on the principles, con-

structioD, and mode of using the plough. Such a

work would form a far more suitable gift at plough-

ing matches than the whips and hammers we now
hear of. To be complete, such a work shoidd contain

directions for the management, giudance, and mode

of yoking horses into the plough. EsceUeut plough-

men have said, that no young men will ever excel un-

less they try to learn, from those proficient iu the

art, the mode of tempering their ploughs, and unless

they study iu the evenings such plans as may enable

them the next day to make superior work ; and that

the reason why so few excel is, tliat they will not

give themselves up to sufliciently active thought, and

tlie resolute determination to learn from the best

workmen. With such a work at their command, there

would then be no excuse for not kuovt^ing enough of

the principles by which their implements are to be

guided ; and with a clear and distinct description of

what constitutes good ploughing, and the rules by

which it isto be judged, a superior kind of work would

soon become visible, and fewer of those horse-mur-

dering implements called ploughs, with their heads,

socks, and coulters twisted into the land, and their

beams turned away from it, would be seen.

The following letter was then read from Mr. Cuu-

uingham, late of Harelaw :

—

"After the conversation I had with you last Wed-
nesday, regarding the proper mode of ploughing, I

shall endeavour to give you my practice for the last

twenty years, previous to the year 18^7. When I

began to plough stubble in the autumn, I gave every

man his measure of 10 inches on his ploughstaff to

regulate his depth; the feather of the sock placed so

as to cut the furrow level in the bottom ; and it is

my opinion that all stubble and fallow should be

ploughed as level iu the bottom of the furrow as pos-

sible ; but when I came to plough lea for a seed fur-

row, I had a spare sock for every plough gently raised

in the feather, to cut the furrow from half-an-inch,

to one and a-half inches, thinned in the off side of

the furrow, and by doing this you can plough the lea

8 inches wide, and 6 inches thick in the shoulder.

This kind of ploughing puts 27 furrows into an 18

foot ridge, and by turning up the thick edge of the

furrow, it enables the plough to put it perfectly close

together, preventing the seed from falling to the bot-

tom of the furrow and being covered too deep. This

kind of ploughing takes less seed, less harrowing, and

brairds sooner and more regularly, and ripens sooner

and more regularly, and produces a fine sample of

corn, and in my opinion gives more produce. About
the beginning of the present century, I held my fa-

ther's plough. The plough then used was called SmaU's

plough, and with it, we could not put more than from

20 to 21 furrows in the ridge of 18 feet, and, in my
opinion, it is the narrow ploughing that gives the best

return. (In mentioning Mr. SmaU's name, I mean
no disrespect, as he was amongst the first and great-

est improvers of the plough ; it was our own fault,

perhaps, that we could not plough so narrow with

his, not knowing how to set the irons.) I think the
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more equally the seed is distributed over the surruce

of the land the better ; for iustauce, where the laud

is tlioroughly drained, and the seed intended to be

put in with a drill, and wlien you do not intend to

hoe, in place of the rows being ten inehes, I woidd

have them only five inehes asunder : the more the

grains can be separated the better, as they will have

less contention with their neighbours about their

food. I may be wrong, but I think it might be worth

a trial on a small scale. Have we not seen ten or

twelve cattle put into a court to winter on straw,

and say half turnip ; and have we not seen probably

the one-half the strongest thrive well, and the other

half make little or no improvement, from their being

knocked about by then- stronger neighbours, and de-

prived of their- equal share of food ? And so it is -with

wide ploughing and drilliug—the ploughing about 10

inches, and the diillhig from 10 to 12 inches wide.

This brings too many of the seeds together, and the

fibres struggle and ride over one another in search of

food ; and like the bullocks, the strongest shoots

take the lead, and distress their weaker brethren, and

make a very unequal sample of grain. I may mention,

when holding my father's plough, and the laud hap-

pened to be dirty, he made us plough it as thin as pos-

sible ; he said that the dirt was easier taken out, when

thin ploughed. However, when 1 came to plough on

my own account, I ploughed the stubble dirty or not

dii-ty, as deep as two horses coirld manage it j as I

thought, if you did not go below the dirt at first, you

could not do it so well afterwards. I am an advocate

for a general plough, and not for stubble and lea

ploughs, as I find it quite possible, with a well con-

structed plough, and a spare set of irons, to plough

aU kinds of land capable of being ploughed with two

horses. I would at least strongly recommend two

shares for every plough ; one great advantage from

having two shares is, when ploughing lea, you may
have at the same time, a piece of turnip land to plough

up, and the lea sock being too high set in the feather

for ploughing that kind of laud, put on your stubble

sock, and all is right. There is much depending upon

yoking the horses to the plough ; the draught for the

plough horses should be at least two inches higher

than for the cart, the chains should be short, just room

enough for the horses to step freely, without the swin-

gle trees touching their heels ; there should not be

too much space between the master tree and muzzle.

The reason is obvious, the farther you remove the

horses from the plough the worse it is to draw. The

back bands should be suspended over the horses' backs

about six inches before the hookbones, and shordd

carry a very little, just to show the chain a little bent

to where they are attached. The best tempered horse

should be put in the near side, their heads tied well

back, say as far as the backhand, and a rein should

be used for each horse ; however, the less use the

l)loughman makes of them the better. The horses

should be guided more by the word than by the rein.

When the driver gets fairly acquainted with his horses

he will have very little use for tiie reins, or even the

land horse tied in, as he will be more ready than

when tied in, particularly after the lea is ploughed.

I have seen the horses so racked and tied together,

that the one could not move one inch before the other.

Such conduct should be put a stop to at ouce, or

you will ivm a risk of having your horses completely

spoiled. The canny way is the best. There is not

one horse out of twenty, but will do more with kind

usage than harsh treatment. To become a good

ploughman, he must also be a good horseman ; he

must time them in everything, time them in their

language ; he must not speak too often to them, yet

he must be heard; time them in their meat, and

groom well. The more he and they get acquainted

with one another the more work they will do with

more ease to themselves and more advantage to their

master.

Mr. Walkee, Kilpunt, said that he was in favour

of the forcing system in lea, as it was only for one

crop that that sort of furrow was intended ; and he

thought that a much closer seam was obtained by

having the furrow cut one inch thicker on the one

side than the other, and the laud was ploughed in a

more workmanlike mode than in the manner spoken

of by Mr. Melvin. He thought tliat Mr. Allan's ex.

periment referred to, supported the high shouldered

system of ploughing.

Mr. Davidson, Townhead, agreed with much con-

tained in Mr. Mclvin's remarks, and also with most

of Mr. Cunningham's ; but he also disagreed with

part of both. He was of opinion that of the three

ploughs—viz., Small's or the East-Lothian, Cunning-

ham's or the Mid-Lothian, Wilkie's or the Lanark-

shire—that each was the best for the several districts

;

and he maintained that Cunningham's was decidedly

the most efficient for this district. He also was in

favour of a high-shouldered furrow for lea, although

he by no means advocated the extreme form of fur-

row. In the ploughing of stubble, he found Cunning-

ham's plough quite efiicicut, and he was at present

turning over a furrow ten inches deep with it. The

Small's plough he thought was a very inferior imple-

ment for this quarter, although it might be best in

East-Lothian ; if all land was dry, loose, and in high

cidtivation, such a plough might do, and then the

crop could be drilled in rows, eight or nine inches

apart. He was satisfied that ploughing matches, al-

though attended with disadvantages, were on the

whole of great use, as they had encouraged a spirit of

emulation among the men, and had improved the

general style of work in the district ; and he beHeved

that such comparative trials as had been made by

Mr. Allan ought to be prosecuted, and the results
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ascertained from the plaiu and high- aliouldered sys-

tems.

Mr. Allan, Clifton, said that tlic results of the

trial )iiade by Iiini had the ctfcct of convincing his

ploughmen that the idea which existed, viz., that be-

tween tbe best description of ploughing, and that of

a good strong furrow, was a mistake. And although

he did not maintain that sneh a ditferenec was found

coustautly, yet he considered that far too little atten-

tion had been paid to the encouragement of the best

kind of work. He certainly agreed, if the furrows

could be properly closed without forcing, that it was

decidedly preferable to do without it ; and from what

he had seen of the working of Busby's plough,

he would be very glad to have all his lea turned over

iu such a manner, as it did its work well; for although

the shoulder was not so high, the furrows were all

alike well closed, and so compactly placed toge-

ther, that you could tread upon them without dis-

placing them in the least, lie was in favour of

further comparative trials being made for the purpose

of testing the merits of the various systems, at the

Society's ensuing ploughing inatch.

Mr. M'Lagan expressed a hojie that something

practical would result from this evening's discussion,

for there could not have been a more important sub-

ject brought before the meeting than ploughing,

which is the foundation of all the farmer's operations

in the field. He suggested, therefore, that as the

annual ploughing match of the Association woidd soon

be held in the district, a committee shoidd be ap-

pointed to make observations on the difierent kinds

of ploughs brought forward for competition on the

day of the match, &c.; and also to superintend

the weighing of the crop grown on dift'ercut ridges,

which had been ploughed by ploughs differing iu con-

struction, and by men considered by the judges of

the day to possess different degrees of excellence iu

ploughing. He was quite aware that the office of the

committee would be no sinecure, as many things

would have to be taken into account, such as the qua-

lity of the soil on the various ridges, before they can

come to any useful decision. He agreed generally

with the remarks made by Mr. Melvin as to adopting

that kind of plough which would cut, turn over, and

close a good rectangular furrow. It admits of both

mathematical demonstration and arithmetical calcu-

lation, that more soil can be turned over and exposed

to the air by a rectangular furrow, nine inches in

•width and six inches iu depth, than by any other

furrow. Tiie jilougli which will raise, turn over, and

expose to the air, the greatest amount of soil, with

the least expense of labour, is the one which wc should

adopt for all practical purposes. No doubt we can-

not always adhere rigidly to the size and form of fur-

row mentioned above, in practice ; hence he agreed

with Mr. Davidson, that in the thin clays of this dis-

trict, the best plough for a lea furrow is the Cun-

ningham or Currie plough. And no little credit is duo

to Mr. Cuunmgham, for the sagacity and perseverance

which he has shown iu adapting his implement totiic

soil of his farm, and that of his neighbours. What
we want now is that the same sagacity and perseve-

rance should be manifested by some other person hi

adapting the plough to the altered circumstances of

agricidture. All these lands are now being improved,

changed iu many of their properties, and subjected

to a management different altogether from what tliey

were formerly, and requiring, therefore, a difierent

class of implements for working them. For instance,

while the Currie plough did well enough in turning

over and pressing a shouldered furrow on lea, in thin

clay soils, iu their uudraincd state, it is found quite

insufficient to give a good strong stubble, or cross fur-

row, in the green crop break, after the laud is drained,

without great oppression to the horses. Now that

the growth of green crops is extended, there is the

greater need of a plough, which will enable us to

work the land thoroughly, with as little expense of

hosre-flesh as possible. And this necessity is the

more urgent ; for, as Mr. Melvin has well said, from

the extended use of the grubber at present, we re-

quire to go with the plough below the grubber, which

has the effect of firming the land. He had often re-

marked, that in East-Lotliiau they were enabled to

plough much deeper than mc do, with more apparent

ease to the horses ; though, from what he had seen

lately, he was iueliucd to think that the mouldboard of

the East-Lothian plough was too short to enable it to

press the furrow sufficiently, when it was brought to

plough stiff lea.

The Chairman stated, that into the subject of dis-

cussion he woidd not enter, but that one remark

which fell from Mr. Melvin, regarding the education

of the ploughmen, met with his approval. He thought

the higher the standard of that education they re-

ceived was, the better for their employers ; and he

called on the tenantry to assist iu this, and also

to apply to their landlords for better houses for

them.
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AGRICULTURAL BIOGRAPHY.
(Conlinucd from page 113

J

CXXVin.-DossiE, ir67.

Robert Dossie, Esq., wrote " Memoirs of agri-

culture, and otiier economical arts ;" London,
J 767, 3 vols., Svo., price 15s. The autlior seems

to have been a scientific person, and published

several works relating to chemistrj'. The book
of memoirs is dedicated to the King, and the con-

tents relate wholly to the rewards and premiums

given by societies to the inventors of any design,

or a success in manufacture. Much discussion

was made on the comparative merits of the broad-

cast and drill-sowing of grains and root crops

;

the turnip-rooted cabbage and burnet were intro-

duced, and coleseed was extensively used. The
culture of turnips, parsnips, and beans, is e.xten-

si vely agitated, and the drilling of lucerne. Ploughs

and cai-ts are brought forward, and the merits

settled. The information is altogether contained

in the form of letters, which do not bespeak the

learned arrangement that is necessary. But much
useful matter is found in the three volumes.

CXXIX.—Weston, 1767.

Richard Weston, Esq., of Kensington Gore,

near London, was a literary person, but his chief

attention was turned to agriculture and gardening.

He wrote " Tracts on agriculture and gardening,

with a chronological catalogue of English authors

on agriculture and gardening;" London, 1767,

Svo. The notices of agriculture contain a list of

manures, among which no new substance is men-
tioned. Various methods of feeding and fattening

of fowls, geese, ducks, and turkeys ; a method of

suckHng calves ; and the improvement of barren

lands by trees.

The catalogue of authors is very valuable, and
affords a chief authority in the compilation of this

biography. It extends to the year 1772. Weston
published some works on gardening and planting,

which are esteemed. No memorials remain of his

individual station in society, or professional life.

CXXX.—Hunter, 1769.

Alexander Hunter, M.D., F.R.S., London and
Edinburgh, was born at Edinburgh, in 1738 ; prac-

tised as a physician at Gaiiisborough, at Beverley,

and finally at York, where he died in 1809. He
wrote some professional tracts, and republished

Evelyn's "Silva and Terra." He wrote

Outlines of agriculture, addressed to Sir

John Sinclair, Bart., President of the Board of

v^griculture;" York, 1795, 8vo., 5s. "A new ;ne-

thod of raising wheat for a series of years on the

same land;" York, 1796, 4to., 6s. " Georgical

essays, in which the food of plants is particularly

considered, several new composts recommended,

and other important articles of husbandry explained

upon the principles of vegetation by a society

instituted in the north of England, for the improve-

ment of agriculture ; London, 1769,4 volumes,

octavo.

" ITie method of raising wheat continuously on
the same land" is not found in the libraries of the

British Museum, and the ignorance remains how
it was proposed to effect this yet to be attained

purpose. " The outlines of agriculture" consist

of 38 octavo pages, which are bound in a volume

of tracts. The matter relates entirely to the prin-

ciples of life both in the animal and vegetable

world, and contains much scientific truth.

" The georgical essays" form two small octavo

volumes, being four divisions bound into two

books. The contents are :

—

VOL. J.

Essay 1 . On the rise and progress of agriculture.

2. On the nourishment of vegetables.

3. On a rich and cheap compost.

4. On vegetation, and the analogy between plants

and animals.

5. On steeps.

6. On the roots of wheat.

7. On vegetation, and the motion of the sap.

8. On the oil compost.

9. On a new method of cultivating weak arable lands.

VOL, II.

Essay 1. On the study of nature.

2. On the rise and ascent of vapours,

3. On the Siberian barley.

4. On potatoes.

5. On turnips.

6. On a new kind of manure.

7. On carrots, and their use in fattening hogs.

8. On the time of sowing.

9. On the oil compost.

VOL. III.

Essay 1. On the connection between botany and

agriculture.

2. On the nature and properties of marl.

3. On drill sowing.

4. On manures and their operation.

5. On top-dressings.

6. On the different qualities of rain which fall at

different heights over the same sj)Ot of ground.

Y
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VOL. IV.

Essay 1. On the juice of carrots.

2. On the culture of potatoes.

3. On the analogy between plants and animals.

4. On experiments.

5. On the sexes of plants.

6. On a cheap and expeditious method of draining

land.

7. On the orchis root.

These essays have ever engaged a very well

deserved reputation, both with practical and scien-

tific men. The subjects are concisely treated, and

the language is neat and appropriate. Hunter
with his essays, and Randall with his Semi-Vir-

gilian husbandry, constitute a very large ascent in

the progress of enlightened agriculture. The drill-

husbandry was at that time coming into opera-

tion, and was warmly advocated by both writers,

and even not unfairly understood by them. Every

kind of learning was rapidly moving forward, and
agriculture did not escape the propulsion.

CXXXI.—Peters, 17/0.

Matthew Peters wrote " The national or rational

farmer, a treatise on agriculture and tillage;" Lon-
don, 1770, 8vo., price 2s. 6d. " Winter Riches, or

a miscellany of rudiments, directions, and obser-

vations necessary for the laborious farmer, on a

new vegetable system of agriculture;" London,

1771, 8vo., price 3s. 6d. Weston ascribes another

book to Peters, called " De re rustica, or the re-

pository;" 2 vols., price 12s.

None of the above-mentioned works are found in

the libraries of the British Museum ; but our re-

search discovered " Agriculture, or the good hus-

bandman;" by Matthew Peters, author of the
" Rational farmer," and of " Winter riches."

This work has escaped the notice of all the lists

of books and writers in the Bibliotheca Britannica,

Weston and Loudon. The other writings of

Peters' are the same in every list; only Weston
gives one more than the other catalogues. The
"Agriculture" is a thin octavo volume, of 195

pages, and is dedicated to the Duke of Leinster,

as the author wrote in, or belonged, to Ireland.

It treats politics, commercial subjects, enclosing of

common grounds, heaths, chases, and forests

;

culture of potatoes, wheat, and barley; manures,

natural and artificial ; lucern, sainfoin, blights

;

depopulation and monopolizing ; tillage and pas-

ture; kinds of wheats and barleys. The matter

is very heterogeneous and mixedly treated ; but
the author had jiossessed a large store of sound
information on all practical matters. He is loud
in the praise of turnips, and of the drill- culture.

He was famihar with the potato, which had a

warm approbation. Frequent references are made

to the other works.—" Rational farmer," and
" Winter riches," which causes a regret that they

are not found. Our opinion places this author

among the best writers of the time.

CXXXII.

—

Pennington, 1770.

W. Pennington, wrote " Reflections on the

various advantages resulting from the draining,

enclosing, and allotting of large commons, and

common fields;" London, 1770, 8vo., Is. The
essay occupies "^ octavo pages, and argues very

strongly the great advantages of enclosing all

lands that are ca])able of cultivation, both for the

purposes of tillage and pasture. It is a very useful

tract on the subject.

CXXXIIL- Comber, 1771.

Thomas Comber, L.L.D., rector of Buckworth

and Morborne, in the county of Huntingdon, died

1778, wrote " Real improvements in agriculture,"

(on the principles of A. Young, Esq.) ; recom-

mended to accompany improvements of the rents,

in a letter to the al^lermen of Huntipgdon ; to which

is added a letter to Dr. Hunter, Physician, in York,

concerning the rickets in sheep; London, 1771,

8vo., price Is. 6d. The book contains 83 octavo

pages, in which the author touches many points of

practice, and suggests better modes of proceeding.

He thinks oxen are vastly preferable to horses for

farm work, as the animals live on coarser food, and

the ruminant process makes any food of whatever

quaUty to be good nutrition. This book added

little to agricultural progression.

CXXXIV.—Millar, 1772.

Francis Millar wrote "The husbandman's

directory;" 1772, 12mo., price 2s. The Bibli-

otheca Britannica makes this statement, but the

author or the book are not noticed in any other

list of authors, or books on agricultural subjects.

The names are placed here on the above authority.

CXXXV.-Jacob, 1773.

Joseph Jacob wrote " Observations on the struc-

ture and draught of wheel carriages ;" London,

1773, 4to., price 6s. " Animadversions on the use

of broad wheels, and the preservation of the public

roads;" London, 1774, 4to., price Is. 6d. Only

the first-mentioned book is found in the libraries of

the British Museum ; it is a thin quarto of 99 pages,

in 4 parts— of the draught of carriages in general

;

of the structure and draught of wheel carriages in

particular; of the construction of various carriages

for different purposes ; of some improvements that

are or might be made in the structure of wheel

carriages. Illustrations are given, but no very

particularly valuable demonstration is contained in

the book.
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CXXXVI.—Varls, 1774.

C. Varls, Esq., wrote "A new system of hus-

bandry;" London, 1774,3 vols., Svo., i)nce 15s.

This is the fourth edition, the three former having

been chiefly sold by subscription, and by the author

and his agents. " Schemes offered to the perusal and
consideration of the legislature, freeholders, and the

public in general;" London 1775, 8vo., price 3s. A
mass of very sound and useful information is con-

tained in the " System of husbandry," but is most
confusedly arranged and very mixedly detailed.

Potatoes and turnipswere now well known, drilled,

and the latter consumed on the ground. On
manures nothing new is added ; but the directions

for the application of the substances are very en-

lightened and soundly practical. The author had
possessed large acquirements on the matters of

husbandry, but lost much of the value from the

want of a systematic treatment.

CXXXVII.—Kent, 1774.

Nathaniel Kent, of Fulham, Middlesex, wrote
" Hints to gentlemen of landed property;" London,

1774, Svo., price 5s. " General view of the agricul-

ture of the county of Norfolk, with observations on

the means of its improvement; drawn up for the

Board of Agriculture and internal improvement,with

additional remarks from several respectable gentle-

men and farmers, &c." Norwich, 1796, Svo, price

5s. " Accounts of the improvem.ents made on the

farm in the Great Park of His Majesty the King, at

Windsor." Nicholson's Journal, III., 428, 1799.

The Norfolk survey has always been reckoned

one of the best that issued from the Board of Agri-

culture, being very comprehensive, and justly and

acutely remarked. The hints on landed property

foi'm a book of 2S6 octavo pages, and discusses in

a very neat manner the general routine of farming

as then performed, with many valuable suggestions

of future practice. The author puts a heavy value

on labourers' cottages, and gives designs of dwel-

Ungs that have not been exceeded in the present

times. His hints to landed proprietors are valuable,

to grant equitable leases of land, in order that the soil

may become useful to others as well as to them-

selves, and diffuse as much good to society as possi-

ble. On the subject of game, the author advises

lenity, forbearance, and confidence ; the farmers are

the best guardians of it, and will do the duty much
better than any gamekeeper. This author must

have been a very enlightened person.

CXXXVIII.—RiNGSTED, 1774.

Josiah Ringsted, Esq, wrote "The cattle keepers'

assistant ; or genuine directions for country gentle-

men, sportsmen, farmers, graziers, &c.," London,

1774, 8vo., Is. 6d. " The Farmer," comprehend-

ing the most interesting objects, beneficial practices

in the culture of wheat, rye, barley, oats, buckwheat,

&c.; London, 179G, Svo., price- 2s. 6d. These

names are not found in the national library : our

authority comes from the Bibliotheca Britarnica

alone.

CXXXIX.—Anderson, 1775.

James Anderson, LL.D., was born at Hermiston,

a village near Edinburgh, in 1739, of very respect-

able parents, where his ancestors had long held a

farm in that locality. His education was chiefly the

result of his own exertions. He lost liis father when

he was only fifteen years old, and he managed the

farm at that early time of life. After making every

study within his reach, he removed to Aberdeen

shire, where for twenty years he managed a hitherto

uncultivated tract of ground in 1300 acres, which he

svibsequently let for a life annuity. He removed to

Edinburgh, projected the North British Fisheries,

and was employed by government to survey the

coast of Scotland. He commenced " The Bee " a

periodical that was ably supported, but fell by rea-

son of political intermeddlings. The author re-

moved to London in 1797, and led a very domesti-

cated life, chiefly employed in writing and gardening,

till he died in 1808.

The works of Anderson are many— the agricul-

tural ones are as follow :
" Essays relating to

agriculture and rural affairs ;" Edinburgh, 1775,

8vo.; 1777, Svo.; London, 1776, 3 vols., 8vo.; Lon-

don, 1800, 3 vols., Svo. "Miscellaneous thoughts on

planting and training timber trees, by Agricola ;"

Edinburgh, 1777, 8vo. " An enquiry into the

causes that have hitherto retarded the advancement

of agriculture in Europe, with hints for removing

the circumstances that have chiefly obstructed

its progress;" Edinburgh, 1779, 4to., price

3s. " An account of the present state of the

Hebrides, and Western coasts of Scotland, with

hints for encouraging the fisheries, and promoting

other improvements in these countries ; being the

substance of a report to the Lords of the Treasury;"

Edinburgh, 1785, Svo., illustrated with a geogra-

jihical map. " A practical treatise on peat moss,

considered in its natural state, fitted for affording

fuel, or as susceptible of being converted into mould

capable of yielding abundant crops of useful pro-

duce, with full directions for converting and culti-

vating it as a soil;" Edinburgh, 1794, Svo., price 4s.

" A general view of the agricultural and rural eco-

nomy of the county of Aberdeen, with observa-

tions on the means of its improvement ; chiefly

drawn up for the Board of Agriculture," in two

parts ; Edinburgh, 1794, Svo. " A practical treatfse

on draining bogs and swampy grounds with cursory

remarks on the originality of Elkington's mode of

draining ;" London, 1 798, 8vo., price 6s. " Recrea-

tions in agriculture, natural history, arts, and mis-

Y 2
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cellaneous literature;" London 1799-1802, 6 vols.,

8vo, price £3 7s. " A description of a patent hot-

house, which operates chiefly by the heat of the

sun, and other subjects, without the aid of flues,

or tan bark, or steam, for the purpose of heating it
;"

London, 1804, 12mo., price 4s. 6d.

The Recreations in agriculture and arts occupy six

stout [octavo volumes, to which the introduction is a

most rationallysystematic arrangement of the several

objects that must engage the agricultural enquiry

;

as vegetation in general, soils, impoverishing mat-

ters, manures, obstructions to agriculture, opera-

tions by art, by nature, extirpation of weeds,

inclosures, fences, implements, disquisitions on
vegetables, on animals, cultivation of crops, or-

chards, fruits, timber trees, live stock, considera-

tions on the different kinds, on the general manage-
ment of an arable farm, of a grass farm, of an

unimproved farm, general disquisitions on the

management of land, on farm buildings, on fuel, on

accidents, diseases of crops, of animals, on the wea-

ther, on the obstacles to agriculture, its claim as an

object of taste and recreation.

The varieties of sheep have a long discussion,

and also Gothic architecture, with the various kinds

of cattle and the dairy. The construction of carts

is not forgotten, with the waggon, and the harness

for the farm horse. The culture of potatoes, and
the best kinds of thern, arc much required, and
various experiments recorded. A most excellent

article appears in vol. 6, on the management of

clay soils. Tithes, and the migration of the her-

ring, are largely considered. In these volumes,

scientific, practical, and literary matters are most
agreeably blended, and form a truly rational "re-

creation."

"The survey of the county of Aberdeen" is a

volume of 181 octavo pages, describing the county

in its rivers, mountains, soil, agriculture, and
manufactures. The author everywhere exhibits a cor-

rect knowledge, along with temperate observations.
" The enquiry of obstacles to agriculture" occu-

pies 72 quarto pages ; attributing the chief impedi-
ment to be the want of attention to the particular

subject, and to the want of a Georgical Society with
a monthly journal. The arguments are very just,

and cogently applied.

" The essay on peat moss" is an octavo volume
of 233 octavo pages, describing moss as fuel, and
when converted into mould. The reasoning is

ingenious ; but all disquisitions on moss, where it

exists in the purest condition, and in knowing that
the substance is useless for cultivation, and the
climates under which mosses lie, render wholly
abortive every attempt of alteration. The case is

very different with mossy earths, or moorish soils,

Which freely admit cultivation.

" The account of the Hebrides, or the western

islands of Scotland," forms a thick volume of

452 octavo pages, wherein are contained much
sound sense, and very plausible suggestions. But,

as in the case of peat moss, the natural circum-

stances of soil and climate will baffle all the exer-

tions of human intellect; and recent trials have

proved the inefficacy of the most benevolent inten-

tions, and the power of exjienditure. The uprise

of such countries must be slow, very gradual, and

in a strict ratio with circumstances.

" The treatise on draining bogs" fills 308 octavo

pages, showing very much enlightened judgment

on the part of the author, though he might at once

have seen the fallacy of Mr. Elkington's mode of

draining, except in some few peculiar cases.

The writings of James Anderson everywhere

exhibit a mind of no common calibre, that was

able to enjoy the refinements of science without

allowing its deductions to overheat the fancy and

betray the judgment, leading astray the intellect

from the sober 'maxims of practical truth. He
enjoyed the beaming lights of science, but never

in one instance allowed its dazzle to dim the vision

of operative knowledge. A singular exception

was formed by his character on this point ; either

the scientific man leaves the roads of practice, and

loses himself among untrodden pathways ; or the

practitioner will walk only upon the old beaten

tracks, and finds no new roads that lead to emi-

nence and advantage. Our author did neither, but

choosing and being able to grasp the happy

medium, he gratified himself, and enlightened the

world with lucubrations that comprehended both

kinds of knowledge, and thus explored a fountain

that flows an everlasting issue of benefit to the

human race.

Anderson's views of commercial regulations and

social policy were most liberal and enlightened,

and would have stamped his name with excellence

in any age or nation which had given him birth.

His ideas on these points form an era of very

great advancement in agricultural progress.

CXL.

—

Donaldson, 1775.

William Donaldson, Esq., acted for some time

as secretary to thegovernmentof Jamaica,andwrote
" Agriculture considered as a moral and political

duty, in a series of letters inscribed to his Ma-
jesty;" 1775, Svo., price 3s. ()d. The book is a

thin octavo of 202 pages, and places agriculture

as the first temporal idea that possessed the human
mind, and that the study of it was prosecuted in

the university of nature. The earth was the first

legible volume which was imfolded by nature for

the exercise of the human mind, from which have

sprung all the blessings of this world. The au-

thor reprobates large farms, either arable or graz-
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ing, and discourages the enclosing of commons ;

dreads giving farmers any political intluence, and

advises a legislative enactment that oxen perform

all the labours of cultivation, and that horses be

abandoned. The letters are wholly retrospective

and argumentative, and bring forward no new plan

of comprehension, or make any suggestion of im-

portance.

CXLI.—Barron, 1775.

William Barron, F.R.S.E., was Professor of

Logic and Belles Letters, in the university of St.

Andrew's, Scotland. He wrote " Essays on the

mechanical principles of the plough ;" Edinburgh,

1775, Svo. This book is not found in the lil)raries

of the British Museum, and the name is here en-

tered on the authority of the Bibliotheca Britan-

nica, and Loudon's list of authors. The logical

works of the author are found in the Museum.

CXLIL -Harrison, 1775.

Gustavus Harrison, Esq., wrote "Agriculture

delineated, or the farmer's complete guide ;" being

a treatise on lands in general ; London, 1775, 8vo.,

price 5s. The name of the autTior nor the book is

found in the libraries of the British Museum, and

the use of them in this place rests on the authority

of the Bibliotheca Britannica, and Loudon's list of

authors. Weston has ceased to aid our enquiry,

g^ his catalogue ended in 1772.

CXLHI.-HoME, 1775.

Henry Home, Lord Kames, among the Judicial

Lords of Scotland, an eminent lawyer, philoso-

pher, and critic, was born at Kames, in Berwick-

shire, 1696. He was descended from an ancient

and honourable family, the ancestors of which had

sprung from the family of the Earls of Home.
Our author was early bred to the law, and had little

or no patrimony on which to depend. His activity,

industry, and exertions were called into action at

an early period of life, to which circumstance he

ever aftenvards attributed the eminence which he

attained. His initiatory education was derived

from a domestic tutor.

Home's ambition quickly led him to look above

the inferior station of his profession, and he studied

hard to qualify himself for the highest standing.

His pursuit embraced the natural sciences, logic,

ethics, and metaphysics, of which last branch he

became very proficient. He was called to the bar

in 1724, but not shining in oratory, he did not en-

gage much practice as a pleader. The first speci-

mens from his pen quickly procured a reputation,

which enlarged his practice and stamped his name

as a profound and scientific lawyer. He enjoyed

the friendship, and held the correspondence of the

leading characters of the day. In 1 752, he was ap-

pointed a Lord of Justice, and took the title of his

native place, and in 17G3 he was one of the judges

of the Supreme Criminal Tribunal, in Scotland.

In town he was an active and industrious lawyer

and judge; in the country he was a judicious and

scientific farmer on the paternal estate, which came

into his hands in a very ruined and unproductive

condition. He wrote and published largely.

In 1766 he received an inheritance by his wife,

in the estate of Blair Drummond, which furnished

him with ample means of displaying his taste and

skill in devising and executing improvements on

lands and pleasure grounds. His ideas were that

"in points of morality, the people upon landed

estates are trusted by Providence to the owner's

care, and that the jjroprietor is accountable for the

management of them to the Great God, who is the

creator of both." He published an essay on fla.\;

husbandry, and took an active part in all country

undertakings. In pursuance of the patriotic wish

to improve the agriculture of his country, he pub-

lished, in 1766, "The gentleman farmer," written

when he was eighty years of age. His physical

strength now declined, but the mental powers

showed no sensible decay; he gradually sunk to

his death in 1782, in the eighty-seventh year of

his age.

The hterary merits of Lord Kames have enjoyed

a large approbation, though not without the usual

share of controversy. His agricultural work is an

octavo volume of 438 pages, in two parts ; the first

part, in 14 chapters, treating ort—

•

Chap. I. Instruments of husbandry: 1. The

plough. 2. The brake or drag-harrow. 3. The

harrow. 4. The roller. 5. The fanner.

Chap. II. Farm cattle and carriages : 1.

Farm-horses. 2. Farm oxen. 3. Breeding horse*

and horned cattle. 4. Wheel-carriages.

Chap. III. Farm offices.

Chap. IV. Preparing land for cropping :

1. Obstructions to cropping. 2. Bringing into

culture barren lands. 3. Forming ridges. 4. Clear-

ing ground of weeds.

Chap. V. Culture of plants for food: Sect.

1. Plants cultivated for fruit.— 1. Wheat and rye;

2. Oats; 3. Barley; 4. Beans; 5. Peas. Sect. 2.

Plants cultivated for roots— 1. Turnips; 2. Pota-

toes; 3. Carrots and parsnips. Sect. 3. Plants

cultivated for leaves.

Chap, VI. Culture of grass.

Chap. VII. Rotation of crops.

Chap. VIII. Reaping hay and corn crops,

and storing them up for use.

Chap. IX. Feeding farm cattle: 1. Green

food. 2. Dry food. 3. Feeding for the butcher.

4. The store cattle. 5. Rules for buying and selling

cattle and corn.

Chap. X. Culture of other plants of a farm ;
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Sect. I. Forest trees— 1, Trees from seed ; 2. Cut-

tings, layers, and suckers; 3. Soil proper for trees ;

4. Climate; 5. Time of planting; 6. Manner of

planting; 7. Pruning; 8. Wood proper for the

instruments of husbandry. Sect. 2. Flax, Sect.

3. Hops.

Chap. XI. Manures.

Chap, XII. Fences.

Chap. XIII. The proper size of a farm, and

the useful accommodations it ought to have.

Chap. XIV. What a corn farm ought to yield

in rent.

PART II.

Chap. I. Preliminary observations. 1. Elec-

tive attraction and repulsion. 2. Faculty of plants

in accommodation. 3. Change of food and of

species.

Chap. II. Food of plants and fertility of soil.

Chap, III, Means of fertilizing soils. 1.

Ploughing. 2. Manures.

APPENDIX.

Art. 1. Imperfections of Scotch farming. 2. A
board for improving agriculture. 3. General lease

for a corn farm. 4. .Plants and animals compared.

5. Propagation of plants.

Lord Karnes had attained a practical knowledge

of agriculture very much beyond the acquisition

which his social position could be expected to afford.

He advocates the lease of land to be not under

twenty years in duration ; and as kings are fettered

in the exercise of power, so farmers must be con-

fined in their use of the soil ; but in an easy way,

not compulsory, but hindering to do some few

things of evident damage to the land, of easy com
pliance on the ])art of the farmer, and to his own

individual advantage. His ideas on this vital pomt

are most enhghtened and dignified. On manures

the notice is short, being confined to farm-yard

dung, lime, and marls. He avoids any disquisi-

tion on the nature of lime, or its action on the soil

;

but advises it be used in a hot pulverized condition,

and intimately mixed with the land in a finely com-

minuted state. The notice of farm buildings is

short, and offers little to be told : fences are simi-

larly treated. The plough and harrow of Scotland

are dehneated in nearly the same form as now

used ; a chain is fixed below the beam, forming

the chain ploughs of that country, which are yet

adopted. The author argues strongly in favour of

oxen over horses in farm work, and wondered at

the blindness of men who were unable to see the

advantage, and that horses were daily superseding

the ox. The reader wonders more that his largely

comprehensive mind and strong sagacity of judg-

ment were unable to see that nature, in the mus-

cular formation of the two animals, has incontesti-

bly decided the preference of the horse for farming

purposes, and that the growing adoption of the

animal over the ox proceeded from the most con-

vincing proofs of superiority. Such is the force of

pre-conceived opinions over the strongest exertions

of human intellect : the author saw the advantage

of leases, but failed with respect of the quick

horse and the sluggish ox. The book, howeve'r,

possesses much merit, and shows a large progress

being made on agricultural subjects. In our

opinion. Lord Kames was behind James Anderson

both in the views of social policy, and regarding the

connection of agriculture with other branches of

physical learning.

(To he continued.)

ON SOME OF THE DISEASES OF CATTLE, THEIR PECJULIARITIES,
AND TREATMENT.

At a monthly sectional meeting of the Royal

Dublin Society, Dr. Toler read the following

paper :

—

DISEASES OF CATTLE.

Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen—Having for some
years closely observed the habits and diseases of

cattle, particularly during the prevalence o/ different

diseases, I intend laying before this Society the

result of my experience, in the hope that it may
prove interesting, and perhaps useful, to some
gentlemen present, who are themselves in the ])os-

session of valuable stock.

First, then, I shall describe two cases of death in

valuable cows, from rare and uncommon causes;
secondly, I shall make some observations upon the

mouth and foot distemper ; thirdly, the pleuro-pneu-

monia, or chest disease, which proved so fatal

;

fourthly, a peculiar affection, resembling the pleuro-

pneumonic disease in many part ars which
I believe has been frequently mistaken for it ; and
lastly, I shall glance at the management of young
calves, with an account of their diseases and treat-

ment.

I bought a fine four-year-old cow in the spring

of the year, in tolerable condition, for the purpose
of fattening her ; she appeared quite healthy, but
thinner than usual. I placed her upon good pas-

ture, and watched the progress of her improvement.
After a month, not finding her improving, I changed
her to my best pasture, but found she would not
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put up flesh ; her hide was quite loose and sleek ;

she ruminated hut only partially, and much less

than other cows ; her evacuations were quite natural;

her lungs and heart sound : so that her continued

state of leanness was quite a mystery to me. One
day the herd brought her home, and said she was ill;

she had ceased to ruminate, but there was no other

indication of sickness. After a short time the ab-

domen became enormously swollen, and medicine

given by the mouth returned back again ; injections

freed the bowels, but still the swollen state of the

stomach continued until she died. On opening her

stomach, I found the upper orifice completely oc-

cluded by a round, flat stone, about one inch iu

circumference ; a groove had been formed

for about three-fourths of its circumference

in the lining membrane of the sesophagus

or food passage, in a slanting direction and

I imagine it had been there for a long time, but

from some cause it passed downwards, shutting up

the orifice of the stomach like a valve. The other

case was much similar to the last in its symptoms

;

the animal continued thin for some time, when she

ceased ruminating, bowels became confined, and

she appeared to have some stomach disease ; pur-

gatives acted, and the bowels were brought round,

but still she continued thin, her skin remaining

sleek and not hide-bound, when one morning I was

fhformed she was dead. On opening her stomach

I found the heel of a brogue imbedded in matter,

with a long nail passing upwards through the sto-

mach and midriff; I traced it up into the substance

of the heart, where it had entered about half an inch,

its transit being covered with purulent matter.

It may be said, these cases must be inevitably

fatal ; and what is the use of detaihng them ? Now
I think there is very great utility in doing so ; for

this reason, that I think by minute examination of

symptoms similar ones might be detected and dis-

tinguished from disease, and the possessor might

be enabled to send her to the shambles in time, so

as to turn her to some advantage. There was one

thing remarkable in both of them, that the skin

remained sleek and loose. Now, in all diseases of

cattle, the skin becomes roughened, or what the

common people call " the hair staring," and the

animal becomes hide-bound. In these cases rumin-

ation was performed, and the functions of the bowels

and urinary organs were healthy up to a short period

before death. In both cases the continued lean-

ness was the only remarkable symptom.

Secondly, the epizootic, which has for centuries

visited this country periodically, or mouth disease,

generally attacks cattle in the spring of the year,

after a cold and severe easterly wind. The first

time I noticed it, I was surprised to find a number

of my heifers, which I was feeding on straw, moping

about the yard, shaking their heads, as if wishing

to get rid of something in their mouth, the saliva

flowing away, their eyes red and watery, and on

attempting to take their food, dropping it from

their mouths untouched. In a few days, I found

they become quite tender on the feet ; and on ex-

amination, I found a series of small ulcers breaking

out between the hoof and hair. On carefully open-

ing their mouths, I found their gums, roof of the

mouth, and palate, denuded in spots of mucous

membrane, and the tongue generally covered with

blisters ; if things were permitted to go on, the ani-

mal soon became feverish, and wasted away ; so that,

before the disease exhausted itself, the animal was

reduced to the greatest degree of debility, and put

back a long time in her fattening. I considered it

as a local disease, and concluded, if I cut short the

disease at once, before fever set in, that the animal

would be quickly restored to health. I had the

animal carefully held, and the tongue cautiously

pulled out of the mouth, and then by means of a

piece of sponge tied on a stick I carefully applied

a strong solution of sulphate of zinc and burnt

alum to the abraded surfaces, two or three times

daily ; it succeeded beyond my most sanguine ex-

pectations, and the animals were feeding on straw

in a few hours after, and no fever ensued. If the

feet were ulcerated, I applied an ointment of sul-

phate zinc and copper, mth tar and lard, which

rapidly healed them. Great caution must be used

in holding the tongue, as I have known more

than one case, where it was laid hold of with

violence, and pulled out, when the entire skin of

the tongue came away in the hand, leaving the

tongue raw and uncovered. One case proved fatal

from this cause. It is very remarkable, that about

the same time from fifteen to twenty patients used

to come to me daily, at my dispensary, with stoma-

titis, or a disease precisely similar to that I have de-

scribed in the mouths of cattle. And, when it bad

existed for a few days, a considerable degree of irri-

tative fever accompanied it, the patients not having

slept for nights, with the burning sensation of the

mouth. It was easily cured by the application of a

strong solution of caustic two or three times. I think

this proves that the disease is attributable to a vi-

tiated state of the atmosphere.

Thirdly :—Now sir, I shall describe a much more

formidable disease, and one which has caused the

ruin of many graziers ; I allude to the chest

disease, or pleuro-pneumonia, which has been

known for centuries in this country. You walk

out among your stock, and you find a heifer isolated

from the rest ; she does not feed, her head is drooped

and so is her tail. When you go up to her you find

her eye is languid, she breathes hurriedly, and more

by the abdominal than pectoreal muscles; she
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has a short cou,^h or grunt, and this symptom
I look u[)on as characteristic of the disease, as I

never saw a case of pleuro -pneumonia, where the

animal did not make a noise between a grunt and
a cough ; she is hide-bound, with the hair staring

;

she slowly moves away from you, attempts to eat,

but cuts no grass ; she does not ruminate ; if you
percuss or strike her ribs, you will find the sound
clear, generally on the light side; but when you
strike the left, you find it quite dull over the region

of the heart, up two-thirds of the ribs, and then

towards the back bone; you will, perhaps, find

respiration natural; on placing your earover this dull

region you will detect a crackling sound. In most
cases the disease rapidly runs its course; the heart

becomes involved, and one or both lungs become
a series of abcesses ; the animal will not feed, she

breathes now entirely by the abdominal muscles,

the ribs remaining almost fixed ; she protrudes her
tongue, which becomes swollen, and before death,

throws out the broken-up structure of the lung with

quantities of matter. In all the cases I have examin-
ed I have found the heart soHdified and of a yellow

colour, and having its bag, or investing membrane,
closely adhering to it, and that I look upon as the

principal reason the disease proves so fatal. In one
heifer I treated from the commencement, I at once
detected the disease ; I bled and blistered her, but
the second day I found the heart became enlarged

;

every second day, for a fortninght, I took a small

quantity of blood from her, I gave her mercury, and
each time I checked the disease ; but after three

weeks she died, and I found the heart solid and
yellow, adhering to its investing membrane, and the

left lung completely destroyed by abcesses, the right

being perfectly sound. I believe, in many cases, the

disease may be cured by small doses of tartar emetic
and turpentine (half a wine-glass full), three times
a day, in a half-a-pint of cold water, blistering, and
a seton promptly passed through the dewlap. I

came to the conclusion, after treating a few cases,

never to do so again, but the moment they become
affected to send them away; for two reasons : —first

because they are so long recovering, and afterwards

fattening, that they will not remunerate you for

their keep; and secondly, they are sure to infect your
entire stock, if they are placed among them. I have
known, where many cases were permitted to run
their course or treated on the land, that pasture to

produce the disease in cattle placed upon it for two
or three years afterwards. There can be no doubt
of its being highly infectious. A friend of mine had
a bull ; he took the disease, and by energetic means
recovered. In about a month after he was recover-

ed, seven heifers broke into the field where he was,
and before the herd could drive them away, he had
risen on three of them, four remaining uncovered by.

him. In a few days the three heifers he had risen

upon took the disease, and died of it, the other four

remaining quite healthy. Now, I think that esta-

blishes the infectious nature of the disease, and the

urgent necessity of parting the animal affected at

once, the first loss being the least.

Fourthly :-—A gentleman having heard that his

neighbour had some cases of distemper, goes out

after dinner, of a summer's evening, accompanied

by his herd, to inspect his stock. On going into

the field he perceives, perhaps, one of liis best hei-

fers isolated from the rest, standing with head and

tail drooped, her tongue perhaps a Uttle protruded,

the saliva running from her mouth, her eye wild,

(and this is the peculiar sympto<n), a short frequent

cough, respiration rapid, and in every way the ani-

mal appears in great distress. If he be a generous

man, he will tell his herd to takeher home, kill her,

and divide her among the poor of the neighbour-

hood ; or, if he cannot afford that, or imagines he

cannot, which amounts to the same thing, he will

tell him to take her oil' to the neighbouring town,

in the cool of the night, and sell her for what he

can get; or he may imagine himself a great doctor,

and he will have her driven home, have her bled and

blistered on both sides a roll of thread as thick as

three fingers i)assed through her dewlap, have her

purged and clystered. In the morning, when he

comes out, he finds her very lank and exhausted*;

he drives her out, she drinks greedily, and vora-

ciously devours the grass. The herd cries out

—

" Your honour's a great doctor entirely ; you have

cured the beast, but sure you had the learning

for it." Well, the animal had no distemper what-

ever : then you will ask what ailed her ? why, sir, she

simply swallowed a snail. Now, I can assure you,

this is not an imaginary case. The first instance,

in which it occurred, I ordered my herd to take her

off at once, during the night, to the next town, and

sell her for what she might bring ; he went to bed

and slept rather long, and when he got up to take

her off, he found her quite well. I watched the

next case, and remained with her three or four

hours, until at last she coughed up a snail, when she

appeared quite well. I believe it is only with some

cows that snails produce this great sickness.

Milk abcess, or inflamed elder, is a very dis-

agreeable affection to graziers ; for it goes on to ab-

scess : the animal is often months before she

recovers. In every case I have had, I cured the

disease in a couple of days, by means of friction

with linseed-oil, and constant and continued stuping

and poulticing with scalded bran. The great secret

is to be unremitting in the applications, until the

disease yields ; and if you do not see to it yourself,

herds will seldom take the trouble. Should a cow
turn out a bad milker, it is often a great object to
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dry lier at once for fattening : I never failed in drying

them in a few days, and have frequently never

taken any milk from them after calving, but dried

them at once, by the administration of a strin-

gent internally, and the application of tar-oil,

tnrpentine, vinegar, and linseed oil, to the elder.

Should any gentleman present desire it, I will feel

but too happy in giving him the exact proportions I

have found successful in every case.

Lastlv, I shall make a few remarks upon the

management of calves and iheir diseases. For some
years graziers and gentlemen have imported well-

bred calves from Liverpool, at a heavy expense ; and
I have known a gentleman get over twenty, and lose

fourteen or fifteen of them in one fortnight. A few

days after arriving, they begin to droop, are seized

with a purging of a thin, white discharge ; they re-

fuse their milk, and arc very soon run down. Now,
that is an inflammation of the alimentary canal,

brought on by their getting bad miik, and at irre-

gular hours, and from exposure to cold on their

passage over. I had some so effected myself. I

at once placed them in a warm, dry place, and gave

them small quantities of boiled milk, with rhubarb

in it, every three or four hours, and 1 succeeded in

saving every one of them.

Another cause of death in calves is, from their

not being muzzled when born, or soon after, and

the muzzles kept on for three weeks or a month,

until the animal begins to ruminate. 1 lost several

fine calves when about a week or a fortnight old :

they would refuse their milk, bowels become con-

fined, and die in a couple of days ; and, on opening

their stomach, I always found a hard ball of coagu-

lated milk, and a piece of hair, or a straw, or a piece

of rag, invariably formed the nucleus of it. I after-

wards had them muzzled ; and for the first day or

tv.'o after birth, I had some salt]and lukewarm water

mixed with their milk, and I never lost another

from that cause. The sun often kills calves, when
they are placed under its influence at an early period

of their existence. You jjut out a calf, a few days

old, about twelve o'clock in the day ; it lies down,

with a scorching sun shining upon it. You come

back in a couple of hours, and find it extended a

full length ; the eyes are dull, and it appears quite

stupid and lethargic ; if you put it standing, it falls

down again, and will continue in that state till it

dies. In every case I found the milk had formed

a large, coagualated ball in the stomach. By keep-

ing them in till the cool of the evening, I never lost

another from that cause.

Another very fatal disease is what is called black-

leg, which is a rapid form of mortification, seizing

upon the thigh and loins of the calf. You see the

animal has a halt, or drags the hind leg a little. On
feeling the thigh and loin, you at once perceive a

crackling sensation under the skin in the cellular

structure. Extensive incisions is the only remedy
I ever found successful; and they must be made
early, and extend a little into the sound flesh, and
be dressed with warm turjientine dressings, that

nature may be enabled to throw oft' the dead mass
by means of the living. I have no doubt the disease

is highly infectious ; so that the calf should be
buried the moment it dies, away from the rest, as 1

have seen convincing proofs of its infectious na-

ture.

I shall not trespass further upon the patience of

the Society than while I relate a case of malforma-

tion which it is as well to be aware of. I had two

beautiful twin calves, which the first day api)eared

quite healthy and lively; but the day after their

birth, I perceived one of them lying on the ground,

its feet extended out, its abdomen quite swollen, and
its tail extended. The first thing I examined, was
whether the bowels were right ; I found its dung
quite natural ; but on a close examination, I found

a strong membrane completely excluded the vagina,

and passed up, so as to cover the urinary canal. I

at once passed a gravel director from above down,

and divided the membrane ; the animal immediately

passed a great quantity of urine, perfectly recovered,

and I sold her after for a good price.

I beg to return the members present my best

thanks for the patient and kind hearing they have

given me, and beg to add, that I have merely stated

what I have seen myself, and the result of my own
practice.

Lotion useful in Mouth Disease.—Take sulphate

of zinc ] oz., burnt alum 3 oz., vinegar 1 pint;

mix them together.

Ointment for Feet.—The feet should first be well

washed with soft soap, in a solution ofcommon tar,

and then the following ointment applied twice daily;

Take sulphate of copper 1 oz., sulphate of zinc

J-
oz. ; to be rubbed down, when powdered, with 1

lb. lard and J lb. tar.

For drying a Cow.—The following draught to be

given the cow after milking her in the morning :

—

Take alum, roche alum, turmeric, of each 1 oz.

;

dragon's blood, ^ oz. Mix them in a quart of skim

milk.

Linament for rubbiny Elder.—Every second day,

two or three times. Take oil of tar, spirit of tur-

pentine, vinegar, linseed oil, of each one naggin,

and mix. John Toler, M.D.,

Fellow of the Royal College of Surgeons,

Ireland ; Member of the Dublin Society,

and Acting Member on the Agricultural

Committee, and Agricultural Museum
Committee.

66, Blessington-street, Dublin.

After reading the above valuable paper, a discus-
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sion ensued on several points connected with the

treatment of cattle labouring under disease, in which

the Chairman, Dr. Harrison, Mr. Dycer, and other

gentlemen, took part ; and a vote of thanks was

passed to Dr. Toler for his very useful and practical

communication.

CHIPPENHAM HUNDRED FARMERS' CLUB.
The January meeting was held on Wednesday the 26th of

January, 1353, when, iu consequence of the President having

undertaken to introduce a subject for the consideration of the

meeting, the chair was occupied by Mr. Edward Little. The

subject was

—

THE PROSPECT OF THE BRITISH AGRICULTURIST.

After some prefatory observations, Mr. T. Little said :

—

The settlement of the question of Protection must be of ad-

vantage to tenants, as they will be enabled to make their cal-

culations with more certainty before entering on a farm ; and

it will be their own fault if they carry on business without a

lease, or agreement, framed according to the altered circum-

stances of the times. The liberal manner in which many laud-

lords have met the depressed times—either by a reduction of

rent, or by making improvements on their estates, by draining,

or putting up convenient buildings—has encouraged tenants

to keep on their farms in hope of better times. The discovery

of gold in one of our colonies, and in California, has made that

article become plentiful ; the consequence is that a stimulus

has been given to trade and commerce which must eventually

extend to agriculture ; in fact, its benefit is alrtady felt in the

better demand for most of the articles of farm produce. Al-

though there is hkely to be great benefit from large importa-

tions of gold into this country, the inducement for the lower

classes to emigrate will shorten the supply of labour ; and it

is likely that higher prices mu3t be given to labourers, more

particularly where the country is thinly populated. Tne pro-

bability at no distant time of the substitution of direct for in-

direct taxation, or the removal of the duties on those articles

of subsistence which now affect the poor man—such as tea,

malt, sugar, &c.—will be of benefit to the farmer ; for if these

articles were cheaper the poor man would have more money

left to buy meat, cheese, or butter. As regards the malt-tax,

opinions vary as to the good that would result from its re-

moval ; but I thiuk there is no question about its increasing

the consumption of barley. If beer could be brewed at

nearly half the price it is at present, I believe a good

deal more would be drunk, and people who now have a

little as a luxury would drink it as a common bever-

age. I have yet to learn that one of the principal articles

of farm produce taxed at the rate of 75 per cent, can

be a benefit to the producer of that article. The continual

failure in the potato crop increases the consumption of wheat.

The poor man and his family half subsisted on potatoes for-

merly ; but now they are used very sparingly, and the price

is become too high for many to be purchased. If the next

year should prove to be as bad for potatoes as the last, people

will be discouraged from planting them in this part of the

country. The improvement iu farming implements, and the

application of steam-power to thrashing corn, is a great advan-

tage to the farmer ; he is now enabled to get his com quick

into the market, and have an opportuuity, if a rise in prices

Bhould take place, to benefit by it. Another advantage of the

steam-engine is, the ticks can be thrashed in the field, which

is a great convenience where the ricks are a long way from the

bai-D, or where the barns are small. I have endeavoured to

state a few reasons why the prospects of the British agricultu-

rists are better than they have been ; but these prospects I

consider to have been made better by purely accidental circum-

stances—namely, the plentiful supply of gold, as before alluded

to. As corn in some seasons was very low in price under pro-

tection, so it is not unlikely that with free-trade it may be high

in price ; with bad harvests, such as last year, and a bad yield

of wheat, the supply will fall short, and prices advance ; but

with fine harvests, and an abundant yield, prices will be very

low. The supply of foreign grain iuto this comitry will be

always attended with uncertainty ; any rupture on the conti-

nent may cause foreign ports to be blockaded, and supplies of

com, when most needed, may be shut out. At the present

time, the freight from so near a port as Marseilles is Ss. per

qr., and that, with the Is. per qr. duty, is more than the agri-

culturists would have gladly accepted as a protective duty a

short time since. The most shrewd calculator would be now

puzzled to say what amount of foreign corn would be required

before another hai-vest, or what the price of wheat per qr. may

be ; and if Mr. Caird could be successful in obtaining a return

of agricultural statistics which he so much advocates, even

then I doubt if any advantage would be gained,

for if the stock of corn was found to be short, speculation

would be on the alert to take advantage of this circumstance ;

and on the other hand, if the stock was plentiful, the markets

would become depressed in consequence. The application of

artificial manures to the growth of turnips, aud an improved

system of drill husbandry, is an advantage compared to what

it was a few years ago, before the invention of the turnip drill

for putting in manures. A piece of turnips may now be

grown at about the same expense as carting a dressing of pot

dung from some distance. I would here offer two or three re-

marks on a subject which may be of benefit, particularly to

the young farmer about to commence business. In the first

place I would advise him not to be too sanguine as to the

yield of his crops, or calculate too high a price for his corn,

for the uncertainty of the season, aud the variable state of onr

markets, will often disappoint him. I would recommend a

moderate outlay in implements ; it is now a great temptation

to a young man starting in the farming business, with a well-

lined purse, to purchase scarifiers, drills, horse-hoes, &c., but

they are verj- expensive, and require to be kept in the dry.

Good drills and thrashing machines can be now hired at a mo-

del ate rate, and it is better to hire than have the expense of

keeping too mauy implements in order. I would advise not

tjo expensive system of farming. Allow gentlemen of the

Mechi school to make experiments, and if they succeed then

they may be carried out. I think there is not much to fear

for farmers occupying light stock farms where turnips can be

grown, and sheep fed on them during the winter, but heavy

wheat lands will be attended with difficulty, On the whole, I
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consider tlmt a farmer may, by diligence and strict economy,

make a liveliliood ; but as to making a large fortune, such in-

stances will be very rare.

The Chairman having invited discussion,

Mr. T. C. ScoiT said he coincided with a great deal of what

had been advanced by the author of the paper. Had the ques-

tion of Protection been sooner settled, he believed they would

have had an adjustment as to rates, tithes, &c. ; but so many

arrangements had sprung up in the interval between landlord

and tenant, that he apprehended the question would now be

surrounded with some difficulty. He believed, however, that

as the tenants had, during the last few years, to submit to

serious disadvantages, no good landlord would be disposed to

take advantage of them if future seasons should be more pros-

perous. As to a repeal of the malt tax, no doubt a greater

consumption would increase the price of barley ; but they must

bear in mind that while we had the duty there was an entire

would also have an influx of foreign barley. He thought that

Mr. Little had depreciated the value of statistics : in his (Mr.

Scott's) opinion, if tliey w ere accurately obtained, they would

be of great value to tlie farmer, as they would enable him to

put himself in a better position with reference to the consumer.

Mr. T. Little said there would be great difficulty in ob-

taining accurate returns, and if false they would be worse than

useless. At present the farmer was generally guided by the

quantity of ricks he saw in riding through the country.

Mr. Scott then adverted to the pressure of the income tax

on the English farmer, and remarked that while in England

the agriculturist had to pay on a rental of £300, in Scotland,

owing to the exertions of a deputation, no one had to pay on a

less rental than £450. Then returning to the subject of an

adjustment of rentals, he handed in the following table, con-

taining his views of what was fair and equitable between land-

lord and tenant :

—

prohibition of foreign malt j and if they repealed the tax, they

Mode of Regulating Farm Rents.—Suppose the basis of the calculation to be. Wheat at

563. per quarter, and the Rent 30s. per acre.

For Reduction of Rents per Acre :

—

Wheat, per qr ... . 66s. 573. Od. 463. Od. 45.'. Od. 448. 438. Od. 423. Od. 4l8. Od. 40s.

Deduct per cent. . . — 2^ 5 71 10 12i 15 17i 20

Rents, per acre . . SOs. 293. 3d. 283. 6d. 27s. 9d. 273. 263. 3a. 25s. 6d. 243. 9d. 24s.

Wheat, per qr..

.

Add per cent. .

.

Rents, per acre

For Increase of Rents per Acre :

—

6l3. Od. 62s. Od. 63s. Od. 64s. 603. Od.

2i 5 7i 10 Ui
303. 9d. 31s. 6d. 323. 3d. 33s. 33s. 9d.

66s. Od. 67s. Od. 68s.

15 17i 20
34s. 6d. 35s. 3d. 363.

A Rental of say £100 per Annum would fluctuate thus:—
Wheat, per qr ... . 56s. 473. Od. 463. Od. 45s. Od. 44s. 43s. Od. 42s. Od. 41s. Od. 40s.

Deduct per cent. . . — 2^ 5 74 10 12i 15 17i 20

Rents £100 £97 lOs. £95 £92 103. £90 £88 10s. £85 £82 10s. £80

Wheat, per qr . . . . 56s. 6I3. Od. 62s. Od.

Add per cent — 2h 5

Rents £100 £102' lOs. £105

633. Od. 64s. 60s. Od. 66s. OJ. 673. Od. 683.

7i 10 12i 15 17i 20
£107 lOs. £110 £112 lOs. £115 £117 IO3. £120

In conclusion, Mr. Scott adverted to the pressure of local

taxation and the evils of the present law of settlement, and

expressed his opinion that though it would be an exception to

the rule of unrestricted competition, yet he believed it would

be generally recognized by those in authority—that it would

be wise to have a prohibitory duty on the importation of fat

stock. At present the continent sent us a large number of

half-fat animals ; but if we could be permitted to feed all the

cattle in England, it would lead to the production of one-third

more manure, and thereby conduce to better crops, while the

increase of the cost of meat would be so trifling that it would

not be felt by the consumer.

The Chairman said he had no doubt that the prospects of

the agriculturist were much improved, not so much from the

settlement of the question of free trade cr protection as from

the great discovery of the age—the gold fields of Australia

;

this had afforded an impetus to manufacturers, given employ-

ment to labour, and tended to augment the value of farm pro-

d.ice. But he warned them not to place too much reliance on

present prices, because a bad harvest had had much to do with

it ; and he greatly feared that small crops at good prices would

scarcely balance good crops at less prices.

Mr. Wiltshire stated that he had not a good sack of

wheat out of his whole harvest.

The following resolution was then carried unanimously :

" That from the settlement of the long agitated question of

Protection and Free-trade, the British farmer will now be the

better enabled to make his arrangements in taking his farm
;

and, in consequence of the great activity in all branches of ma-

nufactures of this country, and the great discovery of the age,

'the gold fields of Australia,' the present prospects of the

British agriculturist are much more favourable than for some

years past ; but, at the same time, the meeting is of opinion

that it would not be wise to place too great reliance on the

present prices in making calculations for the future, as the late

imfavourable harvest and subsequent wet season have had

much influence upon the present comparatively high prices of

many articles of agricultural produce."

At the termination of the ordiuary business, the members

of the club, to the number of thirty and upwarJs, sat down to

a substantial supper, provided by the landlord of the " Bell."

This deviation from the usual practice was o«iug to the fact

that the evening had been fixed for the

PRESENTATION OF A TESTIMONIAL TO
MR. THOS. SCOTT,

a gentleman who for the last three years has acted as the

agent of Joseph Neeld, Esq., M.P., and who ou leaving for the

purpose of establishing himself as an estate and land agent

in the metropolis, carries with him the esteem and friendship

of t'ue entire neighbourhood. As soon as his resolution was

made known to his friends, a committee was formed for the

purpose of concerting measures for presenting him with son)e

permanent token of their high " appreciation of his services
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in assisting to establish and support the club ; for having

giveu his time and experience ia instructing them in the

theory and practice of draining, and for having carried out the

most extensive practical drainage operations ever undertaken

in this district ; as well as for his devotion to the improve-

ment and advancement of agriculture generally." Mr. Scott's

friends also wished emphatically " to add their testimony to

the unremitting zeal with which he has assisted in carrying

out the philanthropic views of Joseph Neeld Esq., for the in-

terest and lasting benefit of the town of Chippenham." No
sooner were the plans matured than subscriptions were eagerly

offered, and we observed that foremost on the list was the

Hame of Joseph Neeld, Esq., for a sum which very plainly

evinced his high appreciation of the abilities and character of

Mr. Scott. A sub -committee consisting of Messrs. T. and E.

Little, with the secretary, was then appointed to select and

purchase a suitable piece of plate, and we are free to confess

tiiat their choice was not less creditable to their own taste

and discernment thau the skill and enterprise of the Messrs.

Payn, of Bath, by whom it was supplied. The testimonial

consisted of a substantial and extremely elegant silver inkstand,

with a costly salver of the same material. The inkstand, to

our taste, was singularly beautiful, and presented a very

charming adaptation of the Egyptian style of ornament. On
the ceulral sarcophagus were the initials T. S. ingeniously com-

bined in a very characteristic monogram ; whilst on the base

was the following dedication, very beautifully engraved :

—

Prcseuled

(with a Salver),

To Mr. Thomas Scott,

B) the Members of the Chippenham Hundred Farmers' Club,

As a mark of friendly esteem
For his great exertions in Establishing the Chib,

As well as for the devotion of his tiiiie

To tlie improvement and advancement of

-Agriculture in the Neighbourhood.
1853.

On the removal of the cloth, Mr. T. Little, as President of

the Club, consecutively proposed the healths of the Queen,

Pruice Albert, the Prince of Wales, the rest of the royal family,

and tlie Army and Navy.

The Ch.\irman said he now proceeded to that which con-

stituted the more immediate business of the evening ; and he

had only to regret that the task which now devolved on him

had not fallen into abler hands ; for on occasions like the pre-

sent it was generally expected that the individual entrusted

with the performance of the duty would discharge it in a

suitable manner. He regretted that he could not command
eloquence commensurate with the occasion, but what he

wanted in words he would endeavour to make up by good

feeling and good w'll. (Applause.) About three years ago

this club was established owing to circumstances of a purely

accidental character. He believed it was known to them all

that his (Mr. Little's) late brother Robert having met several

gentlemen after business connected with ths receipt of some

rents, a conversation ensued which resulted in the establish-

ment of this club, which since its formation had been tolerably

successful. At their first or second meeting Mr. Scott ga^e

them a lecture on draining,* and he (the Chairman) thought

every one who heard it would agree that it was one of the most

masterly productions on the subject that was ever brought

out ; it combined all the theoretical part of the matter, with

* Published in The Farmer's Magasine for February, 1851.

its plain, practical working out. On other occasions gentle-

men had brought forward plain practical remarks, but Mr.

Scott had given the finishing touch which none but a maa of

experience and education could impart, and they had felt very

grateful for his assistance. The very handsome manner in

which Mr. Neeld had headed this subscription fully testified to

his appreciation of hie abilities ; and he (the president) thought

he could say with the utmost degree of truth, that no one

could have worked harder to carry out the system of drainage

which they owed to the enterprise of Mr. Neeld. And now

(said the president) I don't know thit 1 need offer any further

observations ; I therefore at once proceed to present to you,

Mr. Scott, this testimonial, intended as an expression of our

esteem and friendship, accompanied by the hearty ijvishes of

every member of this club for your health, happiness, and

prosperity in your profession. (Cheers, and three times three).

Mr. Scott rose, amid very cordial cheering, to return

thanks. He could assure them that whether or not on any

former occasion he had been wanting in language to give ex-

pression to his thoughts, he not only felt it difficult but abso-

lutely impossible to express his feelings on the present occasion.

He never was placed in a more embarrassing position. It was

impossible for him even now to look on their handsome testi-

monial without deep emotion, and it would hereafter be still

more impossible to revert in memory to the circumstances

connected with its presentation without feelings to which

words could not give utterance. In the first place he never

anticipated anything like this at their hands ; and in the second,

he felt that he did not deserve it. They were aware that he

came amongst them in dark and dreary times, when the farmer

was struggling with difficulties, such as he hoped he would

never have to do again, and when no one could, with confi-

dence, point to anything good for him "looming in the future."

In these circumstances it was extremely difficult to decide what

to do ; but having acquainted himself with the position and

requirements of the tenantry, he laid his views before Mr.

Neeld, and in every thing savouring of improvement he had

beenseconded with the utmost liberality. (Cheers.) Believing,

as he did, that without a good understanding on all sides, it

was impossible that a landlord should enjoy his property, or a

tenant keep up his confidence, he had always done his best to

promote and establish it. The chairman in his very kind re-

marks had been pleased to advert to the interest he had taken

in bringing forward the subject of drainage as a topic for con-

sideration by the members of the club ; but although the sub-

ject had cost him a good deal of reflection and labour, he was

fully compensated by tlie spirit in which his observations were

received. But he (Mr. Scott) did not tell them that ever since

he was 17 years of age he had been farming in the Lothians
;

or that, after having had the benefit of the tuition of

Mr. Smith of Deanston, he went to Cheshire and was,

for two consecutive years, the successful competitor for the

drainage medal offered by the Manchester and Liverpool

Agricultural Association, and that it was only by an acci-

dent that on the latter occasion the medal was not placed

round his neck by the then Lord Stanley, the late Prime

Minister. He had no hesitation in telling them that what had

been done in the Lothians was fallacious in principle. On the

theory and practice of drainage he adapted himself to the times
;

as these were not stationary, he endeavoured to advance with

them ; and he referred with satisfaction to tlie fact that dur-

ing the period of his connection with Mr. Neeld the following
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extensive system of drainage had beeu carried out on his

estates iu 1850-51-52—

Number of farms drained 34

Uuantity of pipes used 2,430,000

Number of miles drained 456
Acreage 1,715

Expenditure £5,501

He (Mr. Scott) was also happy to inform them that since the

late rains he bad had the whole course of this drainage in-

spected by competent and experienced persons, who had found

the drains perfect in every respect—a result which was not

more satisfactory to the tenantry than to lift own feelings.

Tlie next thing he had to touch upon was the improvement of

stock, which, with the concurrence of Mr. Neeld, he had sought

to effect. And here he was not going to assume any merit to

himself beyond a certain amount of zeal which induced him to

go to his friends and neighbours far and near ; and if this were

the proper time and place he might mention the names of

many persons who had given him the most valuable assistance

iu this important matter, and some of whom had travelled

hundreds of miles for the purpose of raising and elevating the

chara;ter of the stock of this district. The next thing to which

he directed his attention was the Chippenham market; and in

this he thought he was fully justified, because he could not

fail to observe that the tenants must derive benefit from the

great facilities there afforded fur the transaction of business,

and the increased traffic thus produced. With regard to the

Chippenham Agricultural Association he had undoubtedly

felt much interest ; but the la'e Mr. Robert Little was so able

a secretary that all he (Mr. Scott) could do was mainly to as-

sist in carrying out his suggestions and afford any assistance

of which he was capable. The next subject to which he wished

to refer, was the Iliriug Fairs which had been recently estab-

lished in this district with such signal success. He knew that

the-e had been run down, as if they bore a resemblance to the

slave markets of Constantinople; and though in the abstract

some objection might be urged to them, yet they were neces-

sary etils, and being such it was a matter of great moment to

see that they were conducted with the greatest regard to mo-

rality and order. Apropos to this, he had recently met with

a description of a Christmas Hiring Fair in a town on the

west coast of Scotland. The scene, said the writer, was some-

what of an animatii!g nature. The mirth and good feeling

that prevailed amongst the masters and servants were conside-

rably enlivened by the performance of two pipers, who, in

their zealous rivalry to outstrip each other, turned out their

budget of tunes in endless variety. As the shades of even-

ing, however, began to close in, the streets became deserted ;

but in proportion almost as this was the case, the innkeepers

and tavern keepers began to reap a rich harvest, and a general

scene of dissipation wound up the business of the day.

Now he begged them to compare this state of things with that

which presented itself at Chippenham, where the hiring fairs

were conducted under the superintendence of the clergy, sup-

ported by the countenance and assistance of the ladies and

gentry of the neighbourhood. It required no remark to render

it evident that, so long as fairs of this kind existed, it was ex-

tremely creditable to all persons that they should be conducted

in the manner which had been latterly done at Chippenham,

with the warm and active concurrence of Mr. Neeld. After

adverting in feeling terms to the loss which the club and

neighbourhood had sustained in the death of their late re-

spected president (Mr. Robert Little), Mr. Scott proceeded to

comment in terms of high admiration upon several papers

which hid been read by members of the club, and after paying

a well merited compliment to the liberality with which his

views had been seconded by Mr. Neeld, whenever he was con-

vinced of the wisdom of his recommendation, he concluded as

follows :—I shall still study to retain your good opinions and

esteem, and have no fear that your future actions will belie

your uniform hospitality and kindness whilst among you. I

can therefore say " farewell." with some degree of confidence

that the day is far distant when

Lightly you'll speak of the friend who is gone.

Or e'er iu liis absence upbraid him ;

Then little he'll reck, while his name may live on.

With the good friends that Wiltshire has made him.

(Loud and continued applause).

The health of the president (Mr. T. Little) was then pro-

posed by Mr. Scott, warmly received by the company, and very

happily acknowledged by the subject of the toast. To this

succeeded the health of Mr. Caleb Painter, the treasurer and

secretary, who in replying to the very cordial reception which

was given to his health, said he was amply rewarded for any

exertions he had made by the success which continued to

attend the club. In conclusion, Mr. Painter proposed the

health of the new members, coupled with the health of Mr.

Cail. Several other toasts, including the health of the Editor

I of the Wiltshire County Mirror, were afterwards given from

! the Chair, and the proceedings were characterized throughout

by the utmost harmony and cordiality.

A FEW WORDS ON THE POLITICS OF AGRICULTURE.

BY A PKACTICAL FAKJIER.

Agricultufcd Protection,. — British agriculture

has from time immemorial received encourageraeut

and protection from the legislature of these realms,

in one way or another. Legislative enactments to pro-

mote the prosperity of agriculture are of very early

date : the first we read of is in the reign of our

Edward VI. At several subsequent periods encou-

ragement was given, by permitting the exportation of

wheat when the price was unremunerative at home,

i. e., in 1562, when the price fell to 10s. per qr. ; in

1593, when the price fell to 20s.; and in 1023, to

32s. per qr. : and protection was given by the act of

1663, imposing a duty of 5s. 4d. per qr., under ce^

tain regulations. And tlius encouragement and pro-

tection were continued to agriculture up to the year

1816. Sometimes it was by bounties upon exportation,

sometimes by prohibiting importation, and again lat-

terly by the imposition of duties upon importation

;

and this under various regulations fiom time to time.

Of course, during this very lengthened period, many
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interests sprung up, and became settled, in con-

nexion with the land and landed proprietors of the

kingdom. The land became the mainstay ; and by

the encouragement given to its agriculture, it was

made to bear all the principal bm-deus of the coun-

try. Nearly all the taxes, the tithes, and the rates

were derived from the land. It was made to provide

for the support of the government <3i the country, the

religious instruction of its inhabitants, dSi^ the main-

tenance of its poor. Nor do we offer any grave ob-

jections to these impositions at this early period

:

there was no other feasible resource. The land—the

inalienable, uuexportable land—was made to sup-

port, and to be the safeguard of the whole system or

regimen of government economy ; and it was there-

fore fostered, encouraged, and guarded accordingly

by the government. If a burden was put upon it,

provision was made to enable it to be borne ; and as

additional burdens were in one shape or other laid

on, so additional provision, by legislative enactments

or otherwise, was made for its support. Land at

every period met with aid corresponding with its re-

quirements, and there was no resource so reasonably

adapted for taxation as this fundamental staple of

the country—the land ; and so long as provision was

made—so long as means were given to enable it to

bear and pay all demands upon it, no one had much

reasonable ground of complaint. Moreover, accord-

ing to modern notions—and we think the version

right in itself—it is the consumer wlio pays for all !

Does he ? " Stop a bit !" Yes ; the consumer pays

all ! The consumer pays the taxes, tithes, and rates

derivable from land—when he voluntarily taxes liim-

self for that purpose ; not otherwise. He has, how-

ever, latterly, by misrepresentation, violent outciy,

outrageous threatening, &c., contrived to evade the

tax. We used to pay for him in the good palmy

days of Protection, nor did we care how much we

had to pay both for him and for ourselves, provided

we could arrange the account fairly between us, and

had the means given us to do it. But how is it now ?

Why, just this. The consumer goes to the cheapest

market ; and if John Bull's yeomanry can't supply him

as cheaply as theFrenchman, American, Turk, Pole, or

any one else, they may just sell what they grow, and

pay these said imposts themselves ; for he don't want

their produce, and he is determined, notwithstand-

ing, to leave these matters of payment to them. At

all events he won't pay tithes, and but a trifle or so

of the other two. Is this co7isumer to keep up his

income, pay one-third less for his food and clothing,

and shirk payment of his fail- share of pubhc bur-

dens ? Is the land to be burdened with all these

payments when the means of payment are taken

away ? Gross injustice

!

Tithes.—Tithes are impositions upon the land for

the purpose of providing religious instruction for the

inhabitants of the country ; and they have, like the

taxes, and for the very same reasons, been a burden

upon the land from time immemorial. The first ac-

count wc have, according to our reading, is the gift

by Offa (we believe, one of the early kings of East

Anglia) of the tithes of his kingdom to the church,

as an expiation for having perpetrated the crimes of

incest and murder. Subsequently, when the many

petty kingdoms into which this country was divided

became united, under one monarch, and when, as

Blackstone says, at the first establishment of paro-

chial clergy, the titlies of " the parish wei-e distri-

buted in a fourfold division; one for the use of the

bishop, another for maintaining the fabric of the

church, a third for the poor, and a fourth to provide

for the incumbent—when the sees of the bishops be-

came otherwise amply endowed, they were prohibited

from demanding their usual sliare, and the division

was in three parts only" {Blackstone^s Commentaries).

By degrees, however lamentable, the clergy of

those days, in conjunction with the suppression of

the monasteries, caused the absorption of the whole;

and very soon afterwai-ds the legislature were com-

pelled to make separate provision for the relief of

the poor ; and in consequence the well-known act of

the 53rd of Elizabeth became the law of the land

—

the basis of England's poor-laws. Great modifica-

tions and changes have constantly been made in the

system of taxation, for carrying on the machine of

government, in accordance with the altered position

of the country ; and as the growth of other interests

and the prosperity of its inhabitants enabled them

to share the national burdens, many and varied have

been the imposition of taxes ; as witness, the cus-

toms, the excise, the post-office, the stamps, and ,

many like sources of revenue ; still it was relieving

the land to a very great extent, by distributing the

burdens more equally over the whole community.

But that worst of all burdens—that dead weight

upon agricultural progress, upon the enei'gy, skill,

and industry of the occupiers of the soil—the bur-

den of tithe remained the same, till it became so

intolerable, so unbearable, that immediate alteration

was found to be imperatively necessary. Accord-

ingly it was changed ; it was converted into a charge

upon the rent ; by wliich change we verily believe the

clergy derive a greater and more certain income than

heretofore. It was a boon to the improving occu-

pier, though to the bad one an evil : better for him

to pay tithe in kind rather than a rent-charge upon

bad farming. Tithe, then, is now commuted for a

rent-charge upon the land—a charge upon the rental

of the kingdom ; but it is in fact essentially the

same, as respects the amount to be raised, as before
;

and, what is more, it is the only department in the

state subject to such exclusive taxation. Land is

still made, though under another name, to pay for—
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to provide for the religious instruction of all the other

classes of the commuuity, powerful and populous as

they now arc. \Yc say cin})hafically this is wrong.

"VVhy arc the many millions employed in the various

departments of industry into which the capital and

energies of the inhabitants of this great country have

subdivided them, to require the laud, the soil of the

country, to provide them with religious instructors ?

to pay for their instruction ? This might be feasible,

perhaps right, in " the olden time ;" but it cannot be

so now. All classes, then, must and ought to con-

tribute their proportionate share, and the payment

of this impost must be apportioned in accordance

(as we have before stated in reference to taxation)

with the altered position and requirements of the

country. We again say, most emphatically, that it

is unjust to tax exclusively the broad acres of this

kingdom to pay instructors to teach those who have

no other connexion with land than as consumers of

its produce. We say that jmpulatioH, and not land,

should now form the basis of taxation for the sup-

port of religious teachers ; if, indeed, such tax is to

continue. We say it is monstrously unjust to oblige

one class to contribute such immense sums for the

benefit of the remaining classes. If this is not class

legislation, what is ?

The Poors Rate, the Highway Kate, the County

Rate, the Church Rate, are all impositions on the

land in a higher proportion than is fair and equit-

able. It is upon the actual value to rent—rateable

value—that such imposts are levied. This includes

all property (except religious aud charitable houses)

standing on the soil : these, according to their rateable

value, are subject to the tax. This mode of taxation for

the support of the " aged and infirm poor" might have

been correct in the time of Elizabeth, but what an

alteration in the relative position aud circumstances

of the country since that period ! What was the

state of the shipping interest, the trading interest,

the manufacturing interest, the commercial interest,

the mining, railway, aud other interests, at that early

period ? These comparatively are of recent origin

—

the mode 'of levying rates substantially the same.

The proportion employed on the land in these days

is not excessive, probably uot a moiety; and yet it

is called upon to contribute above three-fourths of

the whole amount required to maintain the pauper-

ised population. Why are the occupiers of land to

be called upon to support the decayed saUor or the

pauperised manufacturing labourer, artisan, journey-

man, clerk, porter, and the like ? The members of

these vast and important interests employ an im-

mense number of workmen, from whose labour they

derive astonishing wealth ; and yet, as a class, they

are comparatively exempt from their support when

worn out in their service ; they contributing merely

in just such proportion as their dwelling-houses or

their places of business may be worth to rent : the

rest is thrown upon the land. This, we again say,

is wrong. Equity demands that each class shall bear

its proportion of this burden also. We re-

peat, that the basis of taxation is wrong on this

point. W^e think the impost should be partly thrown

upon land, partly upon income, and that proportion-

ately. Land might be regidated by the rental as at

present, and by being more widely extended in its

operation. We would adopt union ratings instead

oi parochial; ships we would assess according to

value or tonnage ; manufacturing, trading, commer-

cial, and other like interests, in like manner, to

the number of workmen or hands employed by

individuals engaged therein, or upon the amount

paid to labourers, or for work done.

Highway Rate.—The same general reasons would

apply to this rate, as also to the county and church

rates, why laud should not form the only basis of

taxation. So far as these relate to the roads, it is

just aud equitable for those who make most use of

them that they should contribute most towards re-

pairing them. Great economy woidd arise in the

management of parochial roads by throwing them

into convenient districts, and placing them under

intelligent superintendence : the roads would be

better kept, aud these district officers might readily

be placed uuder the direction of local boards, or, if

it could be so arranged, imder control of the board

of guardians.

County Rate.—The great complaint here is that

the rate-payers have no control over the expendi-

ture. This, and the basis of taxation

—

land—is also

wrong. Here the principal outlay is for the main-

tenance of police, prisons, and prisoners ; which,

being for the benefit of the morals of the commu-

nity, and not for the land, we think population should

form the basis of taxation, aud that a number of

rate-payers from each union should be elected to act

in conjunction with the magistracy as a county

board ; this board to have the control of the county

rate, and the management of the pecuniary affairs of

the comity. The elected members should at least

equal in number the magistracy, and possess equal

votes aud authority at their meetings.

Church Rate.—This is a very unpopular and ob-

noxious tax. We say, throw it at once on the Con-

solidated Fund, and thus get rid of this little vexa-

tious impost, which in most respects stands in the

same category as tithes—as an impost for the support

of religion, chiefly derived from the land.

Having noticed the great charges or taxes on the

land, we now come to the taxes on its products.

The Mall Tux : The Hop Duty.—These taxes, ac-

cording to modern notions of political economy, must

be quite an anomaly. Taxes upon food are becoming

every day more unpalatable ; and although 6eer, the
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common beverage of the poor, may not be called

food, yet it comes so near it that we wouder that

advocates of this class don't more insist upon the

abolition of all taxes tending to enhance its price.

It is not only a tax upon the people's beverage

—

their drink—but it is also a tax upon the agriculture

of these realms to a vast amount. It fetters the

workman, it fetters the farmer, it fetters the trader.

The truly hard-working man requires a wholesome

stimulant; for his heer he pays four times its natural

price, and is almost debarred by the ]jrice of malt

and hops from being his own brewer. 'Tis only the

opulent farmer that can advantageously grow hops

;

the payment of duty and expenses of cultivation are

far beyond the means of many farmers. It also dis-

courages the culture of barley ; it is only the barley

of best quality and weight that wiU pay for malting,

and this kind can only be grown in a few favom-ed

districts, on the best barley lands. Inferior barleys,

for the most part, are not worth the cost of culture,

and are therefore discarded as a crop on soils capable

of producing good common qualities. If freed from

the malt tax, these sorts would be malted, and come

into more general use for brewing and cattle feeding :

this would lead to extensive growth and great cou-

siunption. It fetters trade : none but men of capital

can with much advantage carry on business either

as hop-merchants, maltsters, or brewers. Reduce

or abolish these taxes, and these merchants will in-

crease and many vast monopolies be done away

with.

Instead of a few, we fear we have made too many

words upon our politics ; we must therefore reserve

our observations upon those restrictions which pre-

vent the culture of some products, and the beneficial

application of others, as tobacco, beet-root, &c., &c.

We would, in conclusion, urge our readers to make

every constitutional effort to remove all unequal, and

consequently unjust burdens from the land. All

protection and encouragement being withheld, and

the community having refused longer to tax them-

selves as consumers, to enable the class of agricultu-

rists to bear the general biurdeus of the country, and

to pay the unequal taxation imposed upon them,

makes it imperative upon them (the consumers) to

reduce or abolish every oppressive tax—oppressive

because unequal. If the grand aim of the present

day be realized, in making this country the great

workshop or emporium of the world, its primitive

and rural character, now on the wane, will be entirely

changed. We therefore emphatically say, that as this

change proceeds—as the new order of things dis-

places the old—so must the old basis of general

taxation, the primitive soil of the country, give place

to a new one, which ought to be founded

upon the wealth and riches of the connuuuity, from

whatsoever souice it may arise. Our remedy for

existing evils lies in the proper adjustment and

equalization of the builhen of taxation, including

taxes for the support of government, taxes for the

support of the church, of the poor, of the county

expenditui-e, and repairs of highways. Our panacea

for agricultural distress, or rather for advancing its

prosperity, lies in the abolition of all taxes pressing

peculiarly ujjon agricidture, such as the malt tax and

hop duties, and in the removal of all restrictions

upon the sale and transfer of land, upon its culture,

and upon the cultivation of any and every crop, or

upon the riiode of its adaptation for use.

MR. HODGES' PLAN FOR REDUCING THE
HOP DUTY.

I feel confidence in recommendiug the adoption of tlie mode

of relief contained in the accompanying bill. This plan will

ensure £15,000 a-year revenue, without expense in collection

beyond the ordinary per-ceutage, without difficulty and without

complaint. The defence of the measure will be found in the

Parliamentary return, showing the wretched shifts to which

every former government has been obliged to resort, in order

to get this duty, since 1819; and wliich must this year again

be repeated, for the farmers, owing to the impossibility of

sowing their wheat, will be in the deepest distress. There is

also every rational expectation of a failure in the crop of hops,

so that the large sum owing for the last year's duty can only

be obtained generally by the excise pressing for levy warrants,

which has already commenced.

By limiting the amount of both English and Foreign duty

(so long as any duty is to be paid) to that originally fixed by

the government of Queen Anne, and which continued with

scarcely any beyond a fractional alteration, until Mr. Pitt laid

on the war duty in 1803, during the time of the paper cur-

rency, the recurrence to an old precedent will bespeak its

justification; and the granting an option to the English

planter of compounding for hii hop duty at the rate of £3 per

acre will be almost universally adopted, and thus save the

country the expense of collection, as the parochial collectors

will assess and charge the parties, and collect the amount when

the other taxes are collected ; thus giving the benefit of a

known and fixed charge, and by so doing also at the same time

extinguishing that species of gambling, which the present

mode of charging the hop duty has created to a sad extent.

You will easily perceive the necessity for the provision in clause

5 in the bill, where the duty on the crop of the present year

,

is not to be charged at all. The reason is, that the very ^
great majority of the planters will avail themselves of the per-

mission to compound, and in order to do so they will be

required to declare their intention to the parish collector,

within two months after the passing of the Act, and conse-

quently will be required by the said collector in the spring of

1854 to pay the first moiety of the composition along with

the other taxes ; so that unless the present duty on the crop

of this year, which there is every probability will be a smalj

one, be excused, the planter would have to pay in 1854 two

duties for the same crop, viz., that by " weight " and that by

"composition." The only variation in the provisioiis of the

Act of Anne that I would suggest, is to allow the importer of
*

foreign hops the same time to pay his duty as the Act allovra
'

the English grower, viz , six months. '*
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LONDON FARMER'S CLUB.

"THE MOST ECONOMICAL AND BEST METHODS OF BREEDING AND KEEPING CART HORSES."

The monthly meeting of the members of the London

Farmers' Club was held on Monday, March 7th, at the

Club House, Blackfriars, Mr. Tretheway in the chair.

The subject for discussion being " The most economical

and best methods of breeding and keeping cart horses."

The Chairman said the question appearing on the card

for consideration, was one of those purely practical ones

to which it behoved the tenant farmer to direct his at-

tention in a pre-eminent degree ; and he had great

pleasure in introducing to them Mr. N. G. Barthropp,

himself a most successful breeder of horses, who had

kindly undertaken to open the discussion upon the

subject.

Mr. N. G. Barthropp, of Cretingham Rookery,

Woodbridge, Suffolk, said, I hope you will allow me to

explain the circumstance which causes me to appear be-

fore you this evening, in December last I received a cir-

cular from the secretary, asking if I would attend the

annual club dinner, and containing a request from the

committee that members would suggest any subject they

might think desirable for discussion for the ensuing year,

and as I had occasion to propose a new member, I wrote

to Mr. Corbet for that purpose, and said I thought it

would be very desirable if some member of the club

would bring forward as a subject for discussion, " The

best and most economical way of keeping cart horses."

I little dreamed that I should be called on to do anything

in the matter, but, to my surprise, a few weeks after-

wards I received a letter from Mr. Corbet, informing me
that the subject stood in my name for introduction

(Hear). This being the case, I had no alternative but to

collect a few facts relative to the subject, and I have now
to crave your indulgence for the imperfect manner in

which I may introduce it. In treating of the first part

of the subject—" The best and most economical method

of breeding cart horses," I am not aware that I can

suggest any new ideas to you. Although I believe the

same system ought to be pursued in breeding every de-

scription of cart horse, I can only state what is the

custom of breeders in my own county, and with the

breed of cart horses that I believe is almost universally

admitted to be the best for agricultural purposes, as wit-

nessed by their great success when exhibited at the

meetings of the Royal Agricultural Society, where of

course they are put in competition with horses from all

parts of England (Hear, hear). It is the custom with

most of the farmers in East Suffolk to breed a few foals

every year. The mares are generally put to the horse

about the first week in the month of April, as at that

time the stallions begin what is called " the season,"

which lasts 12 or 13 weeks. Now, as it ought to be the

object of every breeder to breed the most valuable animal

that he can, it is greatly to be regretted that they do not

pay more attention in selecting horses for their mares,

instead of, as is too often the case, pursuing that

" penny wise and pound foolish" system" of putting

all their mares to one horse, which is perhaps an inferior

animal, merely for the sake of saving trouble and a little

expense, not taking into consideration the relative form of

the mare and the horse, and judging whether they suit

each other—a system which is almost certain to result

in disappointment (Hear, hear). It is most important

to get brood mares free from all natural defects, and to

be very careful about the pedigree not only of the mare,

but also of the sire ; for on the principle that " like

begets like," if you breed from mares showing any ten-

dency to hereditary disease, even if it does not show

itself in the first generation, it is almost certain to do

so hereafter. With reference to stallions, I think some

allowance must be granted to them, for however desir-

able it is to breed from a perfect animal, it would still

be unwise to reject a well-bred and well-formed bores

for some trifling blemish, which may have been brought

on by the treatment to which he has been subjected.

As it generally happens that the entire colt is obliged to

be confined before he is two years old in a small yard

and stable, where he is fed high, with little or no exercise

until he is old enough to travel, to prepare him for this

it is the almost necessary but absurd fashion to load his

frame with as much fat as can possibly be put on ; he is

then taken, laden with fat, and made to travel from

twelve to sixteen miles a day, and to cover any number

of mares that can be procured. Under this treatment, it

cannot be wondered at that the legs, &c., occasionally

give way. It is usual on some farms to work the mares

during the time that the foal is upon them, in which case

it is necessary to give both mare and foal corn, so that

there is not much gained by the plan, although at inter-

vals during the turnip-sowing season it may be very de-

sirable to render every horse available for work ; still as

a general rule I object to working the mares during the

time they are suckling their foals (Hear, hear). The

time for weaning is generally in September, from which

period until it is turned out to grass the following spring

the foal should have not less than a quarter of a peck of

oats per diem, in addition to other food, such as carrots,

swedes, mangold, &c. If the weather be fine in the

autumn, foals will do remarkably well during the month

of October, and even later, upon good upland after-

grass, or on a maiden layer, provided they can be

brought home at night to a yard and shed ; for it is

most important that all young animals should, for the

Z
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first year at any rate, h&ve good dry, warm lodgings.

The following summer the colts should have good

grass, and if it is thought desirable to get them fit for

work the ensuing spring, when they will be two years

old, it may be done by good feeding through the winter;

if not, mangold or swedes, cut with Gardner's turnip

cutter, and mixed with cut chaff, is the most economical

food for them. They may then go out to grass again,

and be fit to work (two coUs doing the work of one

horse) either at Michaelmas, to assist in the autumn
cultivation and wheat sowing, or they may be allowed to

run till they are three years old, when they certainly

ought no longer to be idle (Hear, hear). The colt at

three years old is generally thought fit to take his regu-

lar work upon the farm ; but considerable discretion is

required in apportioning his work so as to prevent a

possibility of his being overdone or knocked up ; as I

believe it is the fact that a horse that is thoroughly

knocked up, as a young one, is nearly certain to remain

a slug all his life (Hear, hear). Having thus stated

my views as to what I consider the best plan of

breeding and rearing the cart-horse, the next point

to be considered is, how he can be best and most

economically fed ; and here it is that I feel my
inability to perform satisfactorily the task I have

undertaken. The question involves many considerations,

and must greatly depend upon the nature of the soil, the

situation of the farm, whether it lies well together, or

whether it lies stragtjing about ; also upon the system

of cultivation that is pursued. These contingencies, as

well as others, must regulate in a great measure the

number of horses to be kept. I have ever found the

greatest care required in apportioning the horses to

their labour ; and I believe that more injury is done to

a horse by one excessive day's work, than by twelve

months' work that he is quite equal or superior to. In

fact, horses and their keep form such a heavy item in

the expenditure of a farm, that too much attention can-

not be paid to spare the former, and economise the

latter (Hear). And now arises the question, " What is

economy." Most certainly not starvation, or keeping

the horse below his work ; but rather on the contrary,

to keep him well, and above his work. This can only

be done by constant and regular good feeding. I have

ever found that I could not adopt the short or low feed-

ing system for a limited period without repenting, and

that it cost me more to restore the animal to a good state

of condition than if I had continued liberal feeding; and

by that means have kept him in better condition through

his work, and have had the additional pleasure of seeing

him look well all the time. When stover is so plentiful

that it can be allowed ad libitum, I consider one bushel

of be^ns (equal to five pecks of meal) a good allowance

for a bor=e per week. This, mixed with chaff", afl'ords a

good and substantial bait, twice a day ; but when hay
or stover is cut into chaff, cither with or without straw,

and given with the corn, care should be taken that it is

clean and wholesome, or the horse may be induced to

eat with corn what he would otherwise refuse, and

vfhich may be very prejudicial to him. When wheat or

barley chaff is given with corn, it is absolutely necessary

that it should be well sifted. To do this effectually, I

have frequently had it sifted with a large sieve, the same

bottom as the baiting-sieve, previously to its being put

into the chaff-bin ; thus preventing at a small cost the

ill eff'ects that might else arise from the carelessness or

negligence of the horsemen in not properly sifting the

chaff. The feeding horses with roots is economical and

judicious, whether Swede turnips, mangold, or carrots :

either of them cut with Gardner's turnip-cutter, and

mixed with chaff, spares the clover greatly, and improves

the health of the animal. Here, perhaps, I may mention

a fact that is, I think, but seldom noticed ; viz., sup-

posing 34 tons of mangold to be grown per acre, then,

according to some tables published by the late Rev. W.
L. Rham, one-fifth of an acre, or thereabouts, would

produce as much nutritive matter as an acre of hay,

supposing the produce to be two tons. The relative

value these roots bear for feeding purposes is, in my
opinion, swedes good, mangold better, carrots best.

Some persons object to giving beet-root to mares

that are in foal; I can only say that I have in-

variably done so, without any ill effects arising from

its use. It is almost mvaluable food for horses as

spring and summer advances ; but I have had no

experience in feeding horses with carrots, as my land

is not adapted to their growth. I believe, however,

it is the opinion of many practical men, that

they are dear food for bullocks, though they are the

cheapest food that can be given to horses. When
stover is short, indeed at any other time, the following

is a cheap and valuable addition to horse keep : linseed

or linseed meal boiled in water until it becomes a mu-

cilage, and poured over as much chaff as it will saturate.

The following involves less trouble, and perhaps answers

as well : steep one pint of linseed in two gallons of water,

for 48 hours, and then pour the mucilage over suflicient

chaff to absorb it ; any description of chaff will do, but

bean straw is the most nutritious, which may easily be

cut nto chaff when the beans have been mown. I am
borne out in the statement that bean straw is more nu-

tritious than any other by the before-mentioned tables,

which show that 140 lbs. of bean straw is equal to 100 lbs.

of hay, whereas 374 lbs. of wheat straw is required to

supply the same amount of nutritive matter. The soiling

of horses in yards and sheds during summer is now

generally adopted ; and there is undoubtedly great saving

in thus consuming green crops, whilst a large quantity of

valuable manure is made. Where the practice is not

pursued it is in consequence of there not being a suc-

cession of crops to mow. On most heavy land farms

tares are sown at intervals to ensure, if possible, a suc-

cession of food, until the second crop of clover comes to

the scythe. Sometimes rye or oats are sown with the

tares to keep them off the ground and from rotting, and

indeed I have seen a very useful piece of green food pro-

duced by having a small piece of rye sown by itself, to

cut up with dry food for perhaps a fortnight before the
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rye nnd tares are ready to consume. Lucerne corjes

ea ly iti spring, and very opportunely between the dif-

ferent crops for soiling, when there is any land on the

farm suitable to its growth. Or perhaps Italian rye grass

may be preferable, as it will grow on almost every soil,

nnd it certainly produces a very large quantity of food.

The natural pastures are sometimes mown for soiling

horses in the yard ; but with this food they certainly re-

quire a full allowance of corn. Low meadows should be

mown early for soiling purposes, when the second cut

will be very nutritious, and horses will do better on it,

and couaume the second cutting with more relish than

the first ; but care must be tuken to save up the grass

(which can be done on low meadows) so as always to

have a succession of young sweet grass to mow. Strict

attention is here necessary, as stock will net eat this tle-

fcriplion of grass in its green state, when it has stood

too long. Another point relative to the health of the

horse, which requires the master's watchful eye, is that

his lodging is good, as it is of the utmost importance

that be should be kept clean and diy. In my neigh-

bourhood the cart horse is too often obliged .to make out

with open yards. When this is the case, the liquid

manure should be led by drains into a tank, or light

earth should be placed at the bottom of the yard to

absorb it. A shed in the yard is of little general good,

as two or three of the horses are sure to be masters over

the others, so that if they attempt to get under cover,

they only get kicked or driven out again, and I

think nothing can be worse for a horse than to be

tuiiied out into an open yard during the wet

nights in winter after a hard day's work. So

desirable, indeed, do I feel it to be that no water should

be allowed to fall on a horse's back after his day's work

is done, that I venture to assert that a horse in a loose

box or good covered yard would do better with four

pecks of corn a week, than with five or six pecks if ex-

posed to the vicissitudes of our climate in an open yard

(Hear, hear). Having made these general remarks as

to the feeding of cart-horses. I will conclude by giving

you the system pursued by a friend of mine who has

paid great attention to the subject. He has come to

the conclusion that it is better, taking everything into

consideration, to keep a small number of well-fed

horses, than a large number upon inferior food. There

is less outlay for horses, harness, &c. ; fewer men are

required to work them ; there is no excuse for a small

day's work being done, if the horses are well fed and in

good condition ; besides which, if the horses are in good

condition, the men naturally take a pride in attending

to them, which they will not do if they are poor. His

farm consists of 480 acres of arable ; all heavy land, and

heavy mixed soil. He keeps 19 horses, that are selected

with a view to hardihood and activity, and he finds that

large horses do not last so long as horses of a medium
size

; in fact, he says, "Above all I dislike a large horse,

even if he could pull a castle down at a slow pace." In

the following scale the provender is charged at an

average price of beans at 32s. per qr., oats 24s. per qr.,

hay at £i 10s. per ton, and beetroot or swedes at 2d.

per bush. After harvest the horses arc put upon full

feed for September, October, November, and half of

December, and the allowance per week is —
s. d. £ s. d.

5

1 G
3 6

8

Bc'.ins, 5 pecks at Is.

Oats, 2 pecks at 9d. .

Hay, 1 cwt
Root, 4 bush, at 2a. .

10 15 weeks.. 8

Half December, January, and February :

—

3. d.

Beans, 3 pecks 3

Hav, 1 cwt 3 6

Roots, 4 bush 8

7 2.. 9 weeks

,

Half February, March, April, and May :

—

8. d.

Beans, 5 pecks , 5

Oats, 2 pecks 1 6

Hay, 1 cwt 3 6

Roots, 4 bush 8

Juue :

—

Bea;is, 5 pecks

Oats, 2 pecks.

.

Grass or tares

July and August

:

Beans, 3 pecks

Clover, grass, or tares

10 8

s. d.

5

1 6

2

s. d.

3
3

6

15 weeks

,

4 weeks

,

2 14

So that the cost of each horse for the year is ... . £23 12 6

Mr. Thomas was sure the gentlemen present felt par-

ticularly obliged to Mr. Barthropp for the interesting

paper he had just read to them. It contained a great

deal of very useful information, and he thought it was

calculated to be of much service to those tenant-farmers

who were in the habit of breeding cart-horses. At the

same time they must not allow the remarks of an indi-

vidual member of the club to go forth as the general

opinion of the meeting at large. He could very well

conceive that Mr. Barthropp had an idea that the Suffolk

breed of horses was superior to any other breed in

England. He himself had thought so for many years,

and perhaps still thought so to some extent. Never-

theless, in practice he found, although the breeders of

this sort of horse had been successful competitors at the

exhibitions of the Royal Agricultural Society, the

feeling that the Suffolk horse was superior to any-

other kind of breed of cart-horse was confined to a

rather small and limited district of country. At all

events, so far as he was concerned, he had spared no

pains or expense in order to obtain the best breed of

Suffolk cart-horses he could meet with. Early in life

he purchased four of the finest cart-mares belonging

to the late Sir Bethell Codrington, and was very

successful in breeding from them. On entering upon

his present occupation, seeing the estate of the late

Lord Huntingfield advertised for sale, he attended the

sale, and bought the four best of 40 mares upon the

z 2
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estate ; and the same day gave a commission to his

friend Mr. Barker, of Badwell Ashe, to send him two

of the best mares of the same breed he could find, and

for which he paid 70 guineas. Now, although he (Mr.

Thomas) was convinced of the excellency of the stock

raised from these animals, yet he could not get his

Bedfordshire friends to think anj thing of them; and

when he sent their progeny to Bedford Cattle Show,

they were pooh-poohed, and any colt or filly, with great

Harrylegs, carried away the £'10 prize from them. In

fact, it was utterly impossible to convince people in

Bedfordshire that anything good in the shape of a

horse could come out of Suffolk (a laugh). Now, he

did not say so himself ; but he must admit that, on a

fair trial of hard work, the Suffolk cart horses were a

tender description of horse ; and that they could not,

upon the same amount of food, do the same work, or

carry the same quantity of flesh that other horses

would. He spoke against his inclination, because his

inclinations were in favour of the Suffolk breed ; but

his farm was a farm with steep hills and land hard to

be worked in the valleys, and he did not find that the

horse-keepers, who had other breeds of horses as well

as the Suffolk in their charge, could keep the latter in

anything like the same condition as the former, if they

did the same amount of work. And he must say he was
sorry for it, inasmuch as it went against an old pre-

judice of his. As to the breeding of foals, he quite

agreed with Mr. Barthropp, that it was necessary to be

particularly careful in selecting their mares. In

no description of farming stock, whether cattle or sheep,

were the progeny so sure to inherit the defects or good
points of their sires and dams as in horses. (Hear, hear).

It was observable in a most extraordinary degree

(Hear). Generally speaking, he was accustomed to

breed about four foals a-year ; and it v^as remarkable

that any peculiarity in the breed—a crooked leg, a bad-

shaped hock or loin in the marc, for instance—was
almost as certain to exhibit itself in the progeny as for

day to succeed the night. He felt, therefore, that he
could not too strongly impress upon the minds of those
who might read in the journals which recorded the pro-
ceedings of the club an account of what had taken place

to-night, the necessity of selecting the best mares to

breed from (Hear). Some years ago, being at the time
a very young farmer, he was anxious to save the mares
in foal all the labour he could, and in the process he
generally lost about half the number of foals that are

dropped in the course of the year. But during the last

fifteen or sixteen years he had made it an invariable rule

to work every mare in foal, though gently and carefully,

up to the last moment before foaling. And from the
period of adopting that practice, though the mares were
frequently taken out of the chains in the field for the
purpose of foaling, he had never lost either mare or foal
(Hear, hear). This proved to him that gentle, prudent
exercise was conducive to the health of a mare heavy in
foal. After foaling of course the case was very dif-

fereiit ; and there was no doubt, if the mare should be

spared from work, it would be a great advantage both to

her and the foal. His own rule was to give his mares

rest in the interval from the foaling until the colt was

weaned. During the first winter it was his custom to

keep foals in small paddocks of four or five acres,

with sheds in them ; allowing them, as recommended

by Mr. Barthropp, a quarter of a peck of oats, and cut

stover ad Hbitum. And the better this valuable portion

of a farm -stock could be kept during the first winter, the

better would they come to the collar when two years

old. He wished his friends in Bedfordshire would look

with some degree of favour on the Suffolk s, which were

certainly a very pleasant breed to work with a flat light

land ; but it was a fact that in that county they were

not approved of.

A Member asked what, in Bedfordshire, was consi-

dered the best sort of horse.

Mr. Thomas : Why, the large Harry-legged colts

which they bought at Rugby fair. At five years old

these fetched 60 guineas a-piece, whereas he could not

sell his Suffolks for more than 30 guineas a-piece.

Mr. W. F. HoBBS : The last remark which had fallen

from Mr. Thomas convinced him that that gentleman

had not taken the right animal at starting. If he could

not obtain more than £30 for a Suffolk gelding in high

condition, surely there must have been something wrong

at the beginning ; he could not have bred the animals

rightly, or could not have managed them in the best

manner for bringing them to market in proper trim.

Otherwise he (Mr. Hobbs) did not know where he did

go to obtain a Suffolk gelding at that price in the present

day. In a common way, the Suffolk gelding made from

thirty to fifty guineas, and good mares about the same

amount. And for breeding purposes it was notorious

there was no description of cart mares so valuable as the

Suffolk. The demand for them was a pretty conclusive

proof of their value. He (Mr. Hobbs), like Mr. Thomas,

had started in favour of this breed of horses. At first,

however, he hesitated whether it were better to take the

Suffolk or the Clydesdale. In the north of England,

and parts of Scotland, he found that the Clydesdales

were a very useful breed, very active, and perhaps ex-

celling many Suffolk horses. But then there was a want

of constitution about them, and a want of character,

which convinced him that proper attention had not been

paid to their breeding; some for instance were brown

with white legs, others black with white legs, and

others again all grey. In fact, he could not dis-

cover in any district of the country, and scarcely in a

single team, a general uniformity of character. After

travelling through the north, therefore, and returning to

the eastern counties, he resolved to breed the Suffolk

horse, on account of its uniform character and constitu-

tion ; and experience had taught him that, where proper

attention was paid to them, the Suffolk horses, on ac-

count of their activity, were the best for agricultural

purposes in the kingdom. One point of importance to

the English farmer was, whether or not he should breed

the dray horse for agricultural purposes and sale. It was
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certainly a very expensive horse to keep, and was liable

to many diseases, some of which had been inherent in the

breed for generations. Now, whether farmers should,

for agricultural purposes, breed that enormous animal

which had been more the fancy of the London brewers

and draymen than anything else, was a question for

farmers themselves to decide. For his part he thought

they should breed horses suited to their own require-

ments rather than for the purposes of the brewers

—

horses that would come to early maturity, possessed

hardy constitutions, were free from disease, and were

long-lived. He believed the heavy dray-horse, the

coarse-legged Lincolnshire and North Warwickshire

breed were worn out at twelve years old ; but when he

went into Suffolk, he found in the stables there and at

work animals from twenty to twenty-five years old;

some he had seen which had attained twenty-eight, and

in one or two instances thirty years of age. Now in

many of the large breweries, such as Hanbury's, when
their horses reached their twelfth year, they weredeemed

of no further use, and as worn-out animals were shot.

Moreover, he understood they were seldom able to stand

the wear and tear of the paved streets of London even to

that age (Hear). He did not mean to say that the Suffolk

horse was perfect. On the contrary, there was still much
room for improving the breed. Many years ago they

were crossed with a foreign breed, for the purpose of in-

creasing their size ; and it succeeded in that respect for a

time, bu! eventually had injured many of their points.

Still there were a few pure-bred Suffolk to be found in

that county, and he must say that Mr. Barthropp's stock

was amongst them. That gentleman had been the

most successful exhibitor of Suffolk horses, and had

always kept an eye to size, at the same time he did not

forget the symmetry and the quality of the animals ; and

he (Mr. Hobbs) felt deeply obliged to him for the valu-

able paper he had communicated to the club that even-

ing (Hear, hear). In process of time, he was satisfied

that the horse that possessed great powers in less com-

pass than that which was now used by the London

brewers would become the fashionable horse in their

establishment. One point in the Suffolk horse pecu-

liarly worthy of notice, was its greater freedom from

disease than the other breeds of cart-horse. Whether

that circumstance arose from the climate in which the

animal was bred, or the attention paid to it by the

breeders of East Suffolk, certainly he had found, from

personal observation, it was less liable to diseases than

any other breed he had met with (Hear, hear). And
for agricultural purposes, we had nothing superior in the

kingdom (Hear). He hoped farmers woiil ' pay more

attention to their breed of horses in future. It was im-

portant that they should look at the activity of the

animal. The roads of the country were everywhere be-

coming greatly improved, the implements for draught

were very much reduced in weight, and ihey would there-

fore do well to attend to that particular point (Hear).

In going through the Lothians he did not find a single

horse employed in agriculture that was reined up. It

was too often the case in this country that the horses

were trained to walk the pace of the men, instead of the

men walking the pace of the horses (Hear, hear). That

system was very injurious to the animal; it spoilt his

temper, and took away his muscle. Nothing on a farm,

he believed, would pay them better than the good breed-

ing and proper care of horses. He quite agreed with

Mr. Barthropp that it was better to have a few horses,

and keep them well and always ready for work, than to

have a great number below par. The proper manage-

ment of cart-horses was worthy of special attention, and

derived increased influence from the circumstance that

machinery was now so extensively applied to agricul-

ture. He could not conceive how a farmer cultivating

one hundred acres of arable land could do with less than

four horses, which could not be properly kept at a less

cost than 10s. per week, or £26 per annum ; and he

believed that that item of expenditure was quite ec^ual,

generally, to the cost of manual labour. That showed

how important this subject was, and that the committee

had done well in setting it down for discussion.

Mr. Thomas explained : His remarks applied, he

said, especially to Bedfordshire. He had little doubt

that his breed of horses would in Suffolk occupy a very

respectable position ; but in Bedfordshire, from the very

fact of his breeding Suffolk horses, he was nowhere

(laughter).

Mr. Shearer had an impression that a vast number

of Suffolk horses might be sold at a high price for heavy

broughams, and other carriages of the same description ;

and in that way the breeding of them might prove as

profitable to agriculturists as the sale of them for dray

work.

Mr, Tattersall thought the opinions put forward

by Mr. Barthropp were those at which all would arrive

who went into the matter. The great point as regarded

breeding was, to get the finest mare that could be ob-

tained, whether they were breeding race-horses or cart-

horses. In the present day it was necessary to go rather

for activity than for size or weight ; it was the active

animal which would best enable them to meet the com-

petition of the times (Hear, hear). If the brewer said

he must have a horse of a ton weight, such an animal

must of course be bred ; but a light, active animal would

best suit their own purposes. The same rule applied to

the breeding of cart-horses as to the breeding of other

descriptions of horses. He believed that for all pur-

poses the thorough-bred horse was the best. With re-

gard to the keeping of horses, there could be but one

rule. Every animal ought to be kept as well as possi-

ble, especially for the first two or three years of his life ;

and the keep of a horse was all but thrown away if he

were not well kept at an early period (Hear, hearj. In

the paddocks, near Hampton Court, he had observed

horses which stood fifteen hands high at a year old dis-

playing as much muscle at that age as many animals

showed at two or three years old (Hear, hear). By a

proper system of keeping horses two objects were

secured : the animal was brought up to the highest
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point within the shortest period, and the manure s^hicli

came from him was most beneficial to the land. Acti-

vity, however, was the great quality which they should

endeavour to secure in cart-horses.

Mr. Wood said he had come there solely to learn.

He was perfectly aware how far his county (Sussex) was

behind other counties generally, and particularly as to

its breed of horses. He believed the cart-horses in use

in that district were for tha most part brought from

Rugby fair (laughter) : instead of having colts to breed

and feed for the London market they h:jid the refuse of

Rugby (laughter). The custom in Sussex was not to

work horses in pairs, but in a line. He ha.! tried during

the last year to get his horses out of that system, and to

work them in pairs, and in the most scientific mode

;

but he was sorry to say that he had made the experiment

to his cost. Although his land was thoroughly drained,

the horses had trodden as deep as the plough extended

;

and he regretted to state that he had been a loser by his

attempt to alter his system. He had by the scheme lost

a great part of his wheat season ; and whereas he ought

to have sown 150 acres, he had, in fact, sown only about

50. He was obliged, therefore, to go back to the old

method. He really did not know how to get his horses

to work in pairs, and steadily at the same time. He was

surprised that more had not been said with regard to

the feeding of horses. That was a subject oa whicli

most persons needed instruction. He had heard it

stated that it was very advantageous to chop all the

food ; and having an opportunity of doing that at little

expense, by means of water power, he was particularly

desirous of information on that point. He had recently

crushed oats for his horses. There was a tradition in

Sussex that beans used to the extent which Mr. Barthropp

recommended tended to make horses hampery, so that

they required bleeding (Hear, hear). Beans, when given

in large quantities, had, he believed, the effect of over-

heating the blood, and subjecting them to diseases in the

legs. He had heard of a plan of feeding horses by
means of a shoot ; a trap- door being opened and the

horse feeding himself. If that plan would answer, it

was very desirable to adopt it ; for men were too often

negligent, and would not take the trouble to feed horses

properly. It was very difficult to ascertain what plan

was best on the whole. At one time he adopted the

scheme of having a feeder to look after a dozen horses,

and he must say that his horses never looked so well as

at that pericd. The man had nothing else to do but feed

horses. In this case much depended on the carter. In

reference to a horse which was hard worked, he thought

they could not do wrong in preparing its food, with the

exception, perhaps, of beans, which tlie animal did not

grind so much as oats. With regard to breeding, it

was, in his county, very difficult to get good mares. He
agreed with Mr. Tattersall that almost everything de-

pended on the dam. In Sussex very little attention was
paid either to the form of animals or the breed. If

they were horses, that was enough ; little care was exhi-

bited with regard to the description. As to the Suffolk

horses, those which he had seen at the agri>mllural shows

appeared exceedingly good, on the whole ; but he could

not discover in their legs that strength and stability

which he desired to see (Hear, hear). He confessed

he was not prepossessed in favour of the Suffolk cart-

horses. The horses which he saw in Clydesdale pleased

him better, because they had more weight in their hind

quarters, and, generally speaking, stood firmer on their

legs. He had been surprised at not seeiug more of the

Clydesdale horses at the agricultural shov/s, for compared

with them many of the Suffolk horses were, ia his

opinion, hideous animals. (Laughter).

Mr. Thomas explained. lie had always found that

horses which were kept at night in the stable did more

work, and were in better condition, than those which

were left exposed.

Mr. Shearer said the Hampshire farmers would be

very much obliged by any improvement, which could be

made in their horses, which at present were very de-

fective.

The Chairman said, before calling upon the gentle-

man who ititrodaced the subject to reply, he wished to

make one or two remarks ; though be came there, not

with the idea of speaking, but simply to listen. In the

first place, he wished to confirm what Mr. Thoa.as had

said with regard to the Suffolk horses, and the other

breeds of horses in Bedfordshire. He knew that Mr.

Thomas had been an advocate for Suffolk horses, and had

bred them himself to a considerable extent. He v»as one of

the largest breeders, if not the largest, in the county ;

he (the Chairman) frequently saw his team on the road,

and it always appeared to him in very high condition,

and he had always understood from him that his horses

performed a great deal of work. But he also knew that

when INIr, Thomas's horses entered the Bedfordshire

shoR-yard they seldom obtained a prize. In fact, the

feeling in that county was, as Mr. Thomas had stated,

against Suffolk horses. He was not surprised that so much

had been said with regard to breeds : it was natural that

such a discussion should elicit a great deal on that point,

and he could not consider what had been said at all irre-

levant. Still, ho confessed he w?s surprised and disap-

pointed that so little had been said with regard to keep.

It was important to ascertain whether it was best to keep

horses on oats or on beans, or whether there should be a

mixture of the two. His own experience on the subject

tended to show that it was best to have some of each ;

and if there were facilities on the farm for cutting the

chaff, he would recommend that, having himself found

the benefit of it. He did not feel competent to enter

into the subject any further that evening, but it was one

which deserved their best attention.

Mr. Barthropp then replied. He said he regretted

that the discussion had turned almost entirely on the value

ofdifferentbreedsof horses, while little had been said with

regard to the feeding of them. It was information on the

latter point that he had chiefly designed to elicit. In the

observations with which he opened the question be had

suggested various modes of feeding which he thought
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might be advantageously adopted either in part or as a

whole. I\ir. ThomaS, wha spoke in terras of disapjloiut-

ment of Suffolk horses, was rather unfortunate in pur-

chasing animals which had belonged to the late Lord

Iluntingfield ; for although his lordship was notoriously

Oiie of the best cattle and sheep growers in the country,

it was equally notorious that he had bad horses. For

several years he was absent from the estate, and during

that period those who managed it got an inferior de-

scription of animals, which were sold in 1844. It was,

he presumed, at the sale in that year that Mr. Thomas

made his purchase.

Mr. Thomas said it was in September, 1835 ; he

then bought four mares.

Mr. Barthropp continued. A gentleman had re-

marked that the Suffolk horses appeared welUadapted

for Brougham*. That reminded him that on the clay

lauds of Suffolk large hor.-es were not found to perform

so much work as the smaller and active ones ; and he

believed that the latter would on the whole be found the

most useful to agriculturists.

On the motion of Mr. Hobbs, seconded by Mr.

Tattersall, the folloviring resolution was agreed to :

—*' That in breeding cart horses the greatest attention

should be paid to the relative merits of the sire and dam,

endeavouring to remedy the defects of the one by the good

qualities of the other ; and that true economy is best

consulted by generous feeding and good housing, thus

keeping the animal up to the work required of him."

Votes of thanks were given respectively tc Mr.

Barthropp and to the Chairman, which terminated the

proceedings.

UPON FEEDING CATTLE WITH ROOT CROPS.

Sir,—In reply to one of your correspondents, who

made inquiry as to the mode of feeding bullocks and

other animals, I beg to state that I have little to add

beyond what I communicated in my lecture delivered at

the London Farmers' Club upon the " Economy of

Farming," the details of which I will now offer. The

mangold wurzels, or Swede turnips, are plucked (not

sliced) with a machine constructed by myself, of which

many are now in use in this district, and consists of a

revolving cylinder, into which hooks are inserted, acting

against a row of knives to facilitate the operation,

and which plucks the roots of Swede or other

turnips, and mangold wurzel, into small pieces

from the size of an egg downwards, thus avoiding

the sharp edges produced by turnip slicers, and

preventing the choking of the animals, as well as

facilitating the readily mixing them with the cut chaff.

The latter is cut into Hinch lengths, in the proportion

of one part ofhay to three parts of straw, and is moistened

by an application of linseed meal that has been pre-

viously steeped forty-eight hours in cold water, in the

proportion of lilbs. to 2lbs. for each bullock, to which

is added 41bs. of barley-meal, sprinkled in the chaff. The

morning meal is prepared the evening previous, by mix-

ing one bushel of the plucked roots with about two

bushels of cut chaff, prepared as above ; and in the

morning the evening meal is prepared in the same way;

If it is found the bullocks will eat more, it can be in-

creased by adding chaff only, or with a further admix-

ture of the roots. The advantages of this mode of

feeding will, upon experiment being made, become

at once apparent. The bullocks will thrive faster,

and will never be relaxed, as is too frequently

the case when fed upon the roots by themselves,

and the quantity of the latter per diem may be exactly

apportioned. They will also eat the chaff cut from

straw without hay, if found desirable. But when fed

upon the roots alone, they will not rest satisfied until

they have had their fill, and then will refuse chaff cut

from straw altogether. The stomach of ruminating ani-

mals is larger than that of other animals, and requires to

be filled before they will lie down to rest ; and the large

quantity of roots they will consume (if allowed to be fed

without restriction) becomes absolutely injurious to

them, whilst 50 per cent, mere will be consumed with

less benefit to the animals.

If oilcake is bruised and steeped in the same way, it

will be found more beneficial than when given alone, and

the whole of the nutritive properties will become ex-

tracted, as will be at once perceived by the difference of

the manure; but the latter, of course, will at the same

time not be so valuable.

With store stock one bushel of roots with cut chaff is

sufficient, and one or more pounds of linseed meal per

diem may, if required, be added ; but if an attempt be

made to keep them upon one bushel of roots, given

separately, they will pine after more, and remain con-

stantly restless and dissatisfied. The vegetable food

may also be "marshalled to meet the jaws," and an

exact calculation made of the extent of time they may be

required to last.

I am, sir, your obedient servant,

Writtle, March 14. Robt. Baker,

—Mark Lane Express.
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EXPERIMENTS ON TOP-DRESSING GRASS LAND IN WINDSOR GREAT PARK.
COMMUNICATED BY ORDER OF H. B. H. THE PRINCE ALBERT.

The land marked I. in the annexed table was en-

closed from open pasture and cropped for hay, for

the first time. The land had received during

the winter about twelve loads per acre of deer-pen

manure, valued at 2s. per load. This manure
seemed never to have produced any effect, in con-

sequence of the long drought succeeding its appU-

cation ; and though its value ought to be stated

against the crop, when considered generally, it has

not been taken into account in the subjoined state-

ment, which is intended to show a comparison
between land under two artificial manures, and land

of the same description without them.

The land marked II. was a portion of a meadow,
which has long been cropped for hay every year.

This land received no other treatment than the ap-

plication of the artificial manures.

From this statement the. benefit resulting from
liberal top-dressing of grass is apparent. The after-

math on all the top-dressed land was also superior

to that on the rest of the field, but no difference

could be seen betwixt the two sorts experimented
with. On the application of guano there seems to

be considerably the greatest profit ; but as experi-

ments have been tried in other localities in which
the nitrate of soda has had the superiority, the ex-

planation of the difference in the efiects produced
must be sought for in some peculiarity of the soil.

In both the following cases, the soil and subsoil

consist of clay, not very tenacious.

It is believed that the difference in the produce
of the dressed and the undressed land is greater
than may be expected in ordinary seasons, in

consequence of the weather and other circum-
stances having been exceedingly favourable for
the application of the manures. No rain had
fallen, and tliere had been constant drying easterly

winds from February till the 22nd May, the day of
apphcation, and consequently the grass had made
no growth whatever. The manures, therefore, on
being applied, came immediately into contact with
tbe roots, and on the 26th May genial rains com-
menced, which continued almost without interrup-

tion till the day of cutting. The surrounding grass
seemed never to make a start all the season, which
the sraallness of the crop will show, while the top-
dressed land improved daily.

F. H. Seymour, Deputy Ranger.

W, Menzies, Deputy Surveyor.

Windsor Great Park,

Oct. 22, 1852.
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ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.
A Weekly Council was held at the Society's House

in Hanover Square, on Wednesday, the 23rd of

February
;
present : Colonel Challoner, Trustee, in the

chair; Mr. Evelyn Denison, M.P., Mr. Druce, Mr.

Gadesden, Mr. Brandreth Gibbs, Mr. Fisher Hobbs,

Srr. Majendie, Mr. Mainwaring Paine, Mr. T. W. Po-

cock, M. Eugene Risler (of the late Agricultural Estab-

lishment of Versailles), Mr. Rowlandson, Prof. Simonds,

Mr. Simpson, Mr. Augustus Smith, Mr. H. A. Smith,

and Mr. Reynolds Solly.

Cabbage Cultivation.—Mr. James A. Legard,

of Lenton Hall, near Nottingham, favoured the Coun-

cil with the following account of his management of the

Cabbage crop.

The great difficulty I found in producing a good Cabbage

consisted mainly in the uncertainty of being able to get good

seed or good plants. They varied so much in quality, that it

was impossible to place any dependence upon them. It there-

fore occurred to me some four or five years ago to turn my
attention to improving the character of my Cabbages. With

this view, I selected the stocks of the best plants, when

they had arrived at maturity, for seed; choosing those

of the closest texture, with the least disposition to burst

or run to seed, and with short stems. The stocks were re-

moved to the garden, and the seed collected the following

J ear. I have done this for several years, each year se-

lecting still the best; till, at last, my crop has become

almost uniform in its character and excellence. The

Cabbages were last year grown in the same field and by

the side of my Yellow-Globe Mangolds, sown 30 inches apart

in the rows, and produced nearly 30 tons to the acre, without

tops and bottoms. The soil was strong loam, not clay ; the

manure, eight one hoise cart-loads of good farm-yard manure

and two loads of gas-lime to the acre, put on early in the

spring, after a Wheat-stubble, which was sheared, and the long

stubble ploughed in in the autumn, to keep the land hollow

and exposed as much as possible to the atmosphere during the

winter. The land was twice ploughed, with the ordinary

amount of cleaning aud hoeing, and the estimated cost of the

Mangold was 5s. Gd. per ton. The Cabbage stocks were

planted in the garden for seed on the 26th Oct , 18S0. The

seed was cut the 4th July, and sown in the seed-bed the 25th

August, 1851. The plants were pricked out from the seed-

bed the 25th September, 1851, aud planted out in the field

the last week in April, 1852. The weather being very dry at

that time, they were watered with liquid manure from the

farm-yard three times, at intervals of five or six days. They

were planted at a yard apart. I will here mention a piece of

economy, which is practised at no cost, in the mode of plant-

ing. The usual mode of planting a yard apart is to set the

plants in rows one yard from each other, the plants being a

yard apart in the rows, and planted alternately ; but by this

method, as plants grow in circles and not in squares, there is

a loss of space. The plants should stand at the angles of a

connected series of equilateral angles ; and this mode of plant-

ing is applicable as well to trees and all hrge plants, the perpen-

dicular drawn from the vortex of such a triangle to the middle

of the opposite side, representing the distance between the

rows, while the hypotheuuse (or either of the other two

sides) will represent the required distance between each

plant, such perpendicular and hypothenuse bearing to each

other, in round numbers, the proportional lengths of 7 and S

resi ectively. If for instance it is required to set plants 4 feet

apart, they must be that distance from each other in the

rows, but only 3^ feet between the rows ; by which means

about one-eighth of the laud is saved, and an acre of land is

made to grow 5,445 plants at a yard apart, instead of 4,840

planted in the usual way. My crop last year was exceedingly

level. I took an equal quantity of the largest and smallest

Cabbages, and weighed them; they weighed from 2 libs, to

351bs., the average being 291b3., and this, with 5,445 plants

on the acre, gives the enormous weight of upwards of 70 tons.

I should mention, however, ttiat not having a sufficient number

of Cabbages, I planted by the side of these other Cabbages,

obtained from a nurseryman, which certainly did not average

a third of the weight above stated, but were very irregular in

quality and size, run to tops, burst at the heart, and made but

a very moderate crop, so that I attribute the whole advantage

I gained to that care in the selection aud management which

was given at so little or no cost. My neighbour, Mr. Paget,

whose opinion on all questions in practical agriculture carries

the highest authority, finds it essential to put the manure into

land a long time before the Cabbages are planted, if possible

in the autumn ; mine weie manured in the spring, but the

manure was comparatively stale. The plants should not be

kept long enough in the seed-bed to draw one another, because

it makes them stalky, and the sap-vessels are restricted in

size, as a short-stalked Cabbage will always be found to be a

thick-stalked one.

Mr. Fisher Hobbs favoured the Council with a state-

ment of the successful manner in which the cattle Cab-

bage was cultivated in the eastern counties. He had

himself found it a most invaluable green food for his

stock. He considered, however, that it was a particu-

lar point to sow the seed in the year previous to the

one in which the crop was required : he had constantly

found such plants very superior to spring-raised seed.

He sowed the Drumhead variety in August, transplanted

it in November, and planted it out in the field in April,

each plant ai a yard apart. He had also several acres

constantly under cultivation with early Cabbages, such as

the early York, Sugar-loaf, large Devonshire Paignton,

and large late York ; and he could obtain from his Cab-

bage crops not only fresh nutriment for his stock through

the harvest, but by care in the succession he could if

he liked obtain for them from the same source an

abundant supply of green food up to Christmas.

He had also early Yorks planted in November, which

in May would be ready, and of sufficiently fine quality

to send to Covent Garden. He had not found it

necessary to make the selection of plants referred to

by Mr, Legard, having never been disappointed in the
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seed supplied him by Messrs. Thomas Gibbs and Co.,

the seedspjcu to the Society, which he Lad constantly

found to be of first-rate quality.— Colonel Challoncr

could fully conlirm Mr. Fisher liobbs's testimony to

the value of this green crop. Since he had hurdled

his pigs during summer in the cool, shady places of his

woods, and supplied them with water and cabbages,

they had not only lost that tendency to deterioration

which he had previously observed in them, but on the

contrary had increased one-third in value. He had

been led to adopt this mode of management from

having witnessed, during his residence in Italy, the

striking effects of that pasturing of herds of swine in

the Chestnut groves of Sorrento, to which he had

alluded on a former occasion when the same subject

was under the consideration of the Council.—Mr.

Mainwaring Paine agreed with Mr. Fisher Hobbs that

there appeared no necessity to make a selection of

plants for the purpose of ensuring good Cabbage crops.

He had himself obtained his seed from the same source

as Mr, Hobbs, and could bear his testimony to its excel-

lent quality. He had from 20 to 30 acres planted with

Drumhead Cabbage, from seeds sown at different times

for the purpose of ensuring a succession in the supply.

He found it admirably suited for his pigs, sheep, and

oxen. Many of his Cabbages were found, on trial, to

weigh SOlbs. each.

Rape CULTIVATION for Oil.—Mr. William Bro-

therton, of Wandssvorth, Surrey, favoured the Council

with a communication, strongly urging on the attention

of the members the increasing value of Kape as an

agricultural crop, in a commercial point of view, for the

purpose of yielJiug seeds from which could be obtained

tliat supply of oil which the increasing demands of

machinery on the one hand, and the decreasing or un-

certain amount of olive and other foreign oils, on the

other, rendered so essentially important at the present

time. He supported his opinion on this subject by

numerical details, and pointed out the serious obstacle

to the ciiltivation in question, occasioned by the pro-

hibitory clause inserted in many leases expressly inter-

dicting, or in a great measure limiting, its adoption,

under the impression of its exhausting nature.— Mr.

Rowlandson stated to the Council the results of his own

experience connected with the Rape- cultivation iu Lin-

colnshire. He condemned the waste occasioned by

burning the refuse of this crop, which gave, on decom-

position, to the atmosphere what ought, as well as those

fiXL'd substances which were left in the ashes, lo be given

back to the soil. He knew few crops less impoverishing

than Rape, provided the stalks were rotted and applied

to the land ; it might, on the contrary, be made by judi-

cious management exceedingly profitable as manure ; but

in Lincolnshire they did not nurse these things, although

he believed they reckoned the Eape crop better for

them than wheat. The mere abstraction of the oil from

the seeds would not of itself, he thought, exhaust the

amount of fertility, if the other constituents of the plant

were but returned in various shapes back into the land.

With regard to the oil, although depreciated by its colour

and odour, it was used extensively for preparing inferior

cloths, and for the purpose of lighting ; olive oil was we-l

known to be adulterated with it.— Colonel Challoner re-

marked that he grew the Gold-of- Pleasure Flax with great

advantage on his land, which seemed peculiarly adapted

lo its cultivation ; while from Linseed, he could not get

back out of the ground one quarter of the seed he i>ut

into it for sowing. He put the straw into his boxes with

the cattle, and found that it made a litter much superior

as n.anure to that obtained from common straw ; the

seed he gave in winter to his bullocks and milch cows.

—

Mr. Druce, of Eynsham, stated that he found Rape

better on ttrong arable land than Tares. He had a crop

of 20 acres of it every year. He sovred for it in April,

and it came up in about ten weeks, when he soiled his

cattle with it, and afterwards ploughed-in the roots. He
only sowed the dwarf Rape. He considered feeding off

with rape as the best preparation for wheat on strong

land.— Mr. Majendie had observed at Caen and Rouen

that in November they sowed Colza after wheat, and

that the plants in the following summer were trans,

planted in the most simple manner by merely turning a

farrow.—M. Eugene Risler favoured the members with

a statement of his own experience on the continent con-

nected with the subject of Rape cultivation. The Rape,

he observed, required a fertile soil, from which it ex-

tracted a large amount of manuring matter. It was,

however, considered by the majority of farmers in

northern France, in Belgium, and in Mecklenburgh and

other parts of Germany, as the most profitable crop for

their rotations. He believed that this favourable opi-

nion arose from the estimate of the following circum-

stances : 1. The price of Rapeseed on the continent. 2.

The high value of Rape-cake for fattening cattle, in the

same manner as the Linseed-cake in England. 3. The

use of Rape straw for the purpose of litter. When the

farmers sold their seeds to the oil- crusher, they gene-

rally made it a condition of the contract that the cakes

left after the extraction of the oil should be returned

to them. The straw, he remarked, being very porou?,

absorbed with great facility the liquid manure with

which it came in contact ; but being a hard litter, if not

already broken, it was, before employment for that pur-

pose, spread out in the farm -yard ar.d trodden by the

cattle, and then carried into the stables, generally form-

ing the first or lowest bed of the litter, over which a

layer of Wheat- straw litter was placed. The cultivation

of Rape, he stated, required a soil more strong than

light, a loamy one being that which was best suited for

the purpose. The rotation was generally the following

one:— 1. Turnip or Beet, well manured; 2. Oats or

Barley; 3. Clover or Grass; 4. Generally Rape-seed,

with a half-manuring; 5. Wheat, which succeeded very

well after Rape. In Mecklenburg the Grass was kept

till May, and once pastured by sheep before being

ploughed in. In strong soib, a half-fallow between

Midsummer and autumn was considered as a requisite

means ior cleaning the land. The Rape was sometimes
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first ?.'"«'ii lUiring June in a nursery, and planted out in

the field during August; one acre of such nurseiy-

ground being sufficient to furnish plants for five acres

of field-planting. At other times, the Rape was in the

first instance sown in the field v-hcre it was to form the

crop ; it being, however, in this case, sown in the month

of July, In some years the first method succeeded the

best, and in others the second, according to the tempera-

ture ; but in a farm of any considerable extent, it was

found convenient, for the distribution of labour, to cul-

tivate one portion of the crop on the first of these plans.

Th3 seeds were generally drilled in. He then referred to

the great injury inflicted on the Rape crop by insects in

the early part of the spring of the following year ; the

only escape from which appeared to arise from planting

the Rape in well-manured ground, so that the develop-

ment of the plants from such amount of fertility might

be more rapid than the destruction effected by the in-

sects.—Colonel Challoner threw out the suggestion whe-

ther there was any reason to suppose that the insects in

question were peculiar to the Rape crop, or merely

transferred to it from the Grass which had been previ-

ously ploughed up.—M. Risler then proceeded to state

that the harvest of the Rape crop was the first harvest

in the year, and occurred in June ; it was often difficult,

however, in dry weather, to get in this crop, in conse-

quence of the pods becoming very rapidly dried up, and

shedding their seed before the whole could be gathered

in ; a loss of produce thus taking place in the seed,

which being left on the ground, only interfered as a weed

with the ensuing Wheat crop. For these reasons it was

found best not to sow all theRupe at ouce, but portions

only of it in succession, so that maturity might ensue at

different times ; also, when the seeds had not become

entirely black, but only brown on one side, to cut the

plants with a sickle as early as po.'^sible in the morning,

but not during the heat of the day ; allowing the crop

when thus cut to lie on the field for a few days, until

the seeds had fully ripened, a little rain in the case of

Rape, or in that of Oats, being rather beneficial than

otherwise. The Rape, when thus ripe, was either carried

home in waggons lined with rick cloth ; or, as in

France and Belgium was oftener the case, threshed out

in the fields, by being spread over cloths placed on

the ground to receive the seed, andbeat with short wooden

ods.—Mr. Fisher Hobbs remarked, that he cultivated

for particular purposes three different varieties of Rape,

namely, an early dwarf Rape obtained for him by his

bailiff from Dorsetshire, the common Rape, and the

Irish Rape. For early feed, he preferred a mixture of

the dwarf Rape with an early variety of Turnip ; this

he sowed in the first week in May, and in ten weeks got

very excellent food for fat sheep, which being fed off, the

land was ploughed, and the season not too late for

fowing a green-top yellow Scotch Turnip he had met

with in the Lothians, and which gave him a very good

crop of roots ready for use in November.— Captain

Stanley Carr was the first contributor who communicated

to the Society a statement of the management of the

Rape crop in Mecklenburg, a district in North Germany

situated in the same latitud3 as Yorkshire, with a

climate, however, warmer and drier in summer, bat

colder in winter. He had remarked thirteen years

ago in his Prize Essay (Journal, I.^ 125) : " WheM
the laud has a sufficient proportion of clay, RapB
seed is sown broadcast in the end of July or

beginning oi August ; this crop is greatly benefited

the following spring by dusting gypsum over it,

about lOOibs. to the English acre. In July the seed

is ripe, and as the weather is generally fine, is trodden

out by horses, very expeditiously, on large canvas sheets

in the field. The oil of this seed, when purified, is

without smell, gives a brilliant clear-burning flame, and

is universally usrd all over Germany, in the saloon and

the cottage. The value of the crop is very precariou?,

because it is subject to so many contingencies ; the

turnip-fly, slug, and caterpillar make war upon it when
young, and when in flwwer a small beetle (llaltica

ncmorum) often eats away the blosoom bud, or lays its

minute larvae in the petals, ultimately furnishing every

pod with a maggot, which either eats the seed away, or,

forcing the pod open when nearly ripe, causes it to fall

out. When spared all these calamities, it is, however,

a very remunerating crop, worth from £10 to £20 an

acre, especially if there is a foreign demand. The straw

is generally burned, and the ashes scattered over the

field ; it is sometimes sold to the soapboilers, who value

it highly. Two furrows are then given for wheat, sown

broadcast in September."

The Council having ordered their usual acknowledg-

ments for the communications then made to them, ad-

journed to their monthly meeting on the 2nd of March.

A Monthly Council was held at the Society's

House in Hanover-square, on Wednesday, the 2nd

of March. The following Members of Council and

Governors of the Society were present:—Mr. Pusey,

Trustee, in the chair; Lord Camoys, Hon. Robert

Henry Clive, M.P., Sir John Villiers Shelley, Bart
,

M.P., Sir Thomas Dyke Acland, Bart., M.P., Sir John

V. B. Johnstone, Bart., M.P., Sir Montague Cholmcly,

Bart., Sir Robert Price, Bart., M.P., Mr, Raymond
Barker, Mr. Barnett, Captain Stanley Carr, Mr. W. G.

Cavendish, Colonel Challoner, Mr. Crosskill, Mr.

Evelyn Denison, M.P., Mr. Garrett, Mr. Brandrcti'i

Gibbs, Mr. Grantham, Mr. Hammond, Mr. Fisher

Hobbs, Mr. Hornsby, Mr. Hudson of Castleacre, Mr.

Lawes, Mr. Mainwaring Paine, Professor SimonJs,

Mr. Simpson, Mr. Slaney, Mr. Crompton Stansfield,

M.P., Mr. Thompson, Captain Vyncr, Professor Way,
and Mr. Wilson of Stowlangtoft.

Finances.—Mr. Raymond Barker presented to the

Council the report of the Finance Committee, from

which it appeai'ed that the current cash-balance in the

hands of the bankers, including the Gloucester subscrip-

tion and special composition-balance, v/as ^3,572. He
also laid before the members detailed balance-sheets

connected with the different departments of the Society's

country meeting held last year at Lewes.

Lkcturk on Flax.—Mr. Pnsey reported the re-

commcnd;ition of the Journal Committee, that Professor
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Wilson's offer to deliver a lecture before the members,
" On the treatment and application, agricultural as well

as technical, of Flax," should be accepted, and that

the proposed lecture should be delivered in the Council-

room of the Society on Wednesday, the 13th of April

next, at 12 o'clock at noon. This recommendation was

adopted by the Council.

Fines for Non-Exhibition. — Col. Challoner,

chairman of the Fines' Committee, presented the fol-

lowing report to the Council on the subject of the fines

connected with non- exhibition at the Lewes meeting :

—

The Fines Committee beg to report as follows :

—

1. That they have examined all the pleas transmitted in

excuse for the noa-payraent of fees claimed, and have com-

pared the various points set forth, with the exemptions

stated in the rule ; instructing the Secretary to inform

the parties whose pleas are disallowed that they will be

required to pay the fines stipulated.

2. That the Secretary be directed by the Council to address

a second application to those parties who have neither

paid the fines to which they are liable, nor have replied

to the circular letter already addressed to them, inform-

ing them that if payment is not made by that day

fortnight, their respective cases will be placed in the

hands of the solicitors, requesting the recovery of the

fines in question, by usual process in the Westminster

County Court.

The Report was unanimously adopted by the Counci'.

Farm Poultry.—Mr. Fisher Hobbs, Chairman of

the Farm Poultry Committee, reported to the Council

the unanimous recommendation of the Committee, after

deliberate consideration, that the Council should adopt,

without alteration, the schedule of prizes for improving

the breed of farm poultry, suggested by the Society's

thi"ee judges in that department at the Lewes meeting

last year, namely, the Hon. and Rev. Stephen Willoughby

Lawley, of Escrick ; Mr. Thomas Barber Wright, of

Birmingham ; and Mr. John Baily, of London. These

gentlemen, in their report to the Council, make the fol-

lowing remarks on the schedule proposed—" We have

conferred together on a poultry prize-list, which we
consider suitable for the Gloucester Meeting of the

Royal Agricultural Society of England. The list trans-

mitted to the Council has our unanimous approval, and

it has, we beg to assure the Council, been very carefully

considered by us. It is strictly practicable ; no longer

than is absolutely necessary ; and well calculated, as we

think, to stimulate farmers to improve the stock of their

poultry-yards, an object which the Society has given

evidence already that it is anxious to support. The ar-

rangements required in the show-yard will be very

simple ; and the prize-list now submitted will not have

reference, like the more extended shows at Birmingham,

to feather and other properties, but will be of a different

character, being intended to encourage the breeding of

those varieties which are most valuable for the table, or

the supply of eggs. Independently of any other con-

sideration, it would be much better for the farmer to

keep a pure breed, instead of a lot of miserable crosses
;

and the pure-bred birds arrive much earlier at maturity,

as the value of live birds of a distinct breed is much
greater than that of mongrels." The Council adopted

the schedule proposed by the judges, and recommended

by the committee ; ordering their best thanks to be

transmitted to the judges for the favour of their report,

and the trouble they had kindly taken on this subject.

The schedule in question is divided into 13 classes, com-

prising 45 prizes, amounting in value to £^108.

Generation of Steam.— Colonel Challoner, chair-

man of the Implement Committee, reported to the

Council the recommendation of that committee, that the

Society should have a portable steam-boiler for the pur-

pose of generating steam for the trial of the fixed engines

at its country meetings. The contract for the con-

struction of such boiler, and its requisite fittings, to be

offered by public notice to the tender of engineers,

agreeably with detailed specifications to be drawn out by

the committee, with the aid and under the advice of the

consulting-engineer of the Society. The Council adopted

this recommendation.

Gloucester Meeting.—The following report from

the General Gloucester Committee was received and

adopted :

—

The General Gloucester Committee beg to make the

following report of their proceedings since the last

monthly meeting of the Council:

—

1. They have elected Mr. Raymond Barker, the Vice-Chair-

man of their Committee, to preside over their meetings

in the absence of the Earl of Ducie, their chairman.

2. They have, agreeably with the reference of the Council,

provided the land requested by the Rev. Samuel Smith,

for illustration to the members, at the Gloucester

meeting, of the system of cultivation practised by him

at Lois-Weedon, in Northamptonshire.

3. They have made the requisite arrangements with Mr.

Jones, the Secretary of the Gloucester Local Com-

mittee, for the supply of Wheat and Barley in the

stiaw, for the trial of implements and macliinery.

4. They have instructed Mr. Henry Manning, the con-

tractor of Works to the Society, in the prosecution of

the several works connected with the meeting, and they

lay before the Council his report on tiiat subject.

Certificates.—On the motion of Mr. Brandreth

Gibbs, a committee was appointed, consisting of the

stewards of the cattle-yard, Mr. Fisher Hobbs and Mr.

Brandreth, to revise and recommend some improvements

in the form of the certificates sent in for live stock.

Vale Sheep.—Mr. Holland, of Dumbleton Hall,

Evesham, placed at the disposal of the Council the sum
of ^^50, as the amount of further prizes for sheep bred

in the district of the Society's Country Meeting at

Gloucester, in July next. The Council ordered their

best thanks to Mr. Holland for this instance of his libe-

rality, and Lis desire to promote the objects of the

Society at their Gloucester meeting ; referring his com-
munication and offer to the General Gloucester Com-
mittee, to decide how far the present prize- list would

admit of Mr. Holland's wishes being carried into effect.

Drains : Cottagers' Well and Pump.— Mr.
Slaney regretted to find that the implement prize- sheet

had been finally closed at the previous monthly Council,

and its distribution made ; otherwise he should have

been glad to renew his offer of a prize for a plough to

fill in the soil cast out of drains. He hoped, however,
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to offer it again in time for next year's meeting : in the

meantime he trusted the attention of implement-makers

would continue to be directed to the invention of so

useful an implement. He took that opportunity of

giving notice, that he should make a statement at a

future Council Meeting, connected with the construction

of a cheap well and pump for cottagers, on a new

principle, and which he had found to answer remark-

ably well.

The Council adjourned to their weekly meeting on

Wednesday, 9th March.

A Weekly Council was held at the Society's House,

in Hanover-square, on Wednesday, the 9th March.

Present: Lord Ashburton, President; Hon. John

Jcrvis Carnegie, Mr. Barugh Almack, Mr. Raymond

Barker, Mr. H. Raymond Barker, Dr. Calvert, Mr. W.

G. Cavendish, Colonel Challoner, Mr. Dyer, Mr. C. C.

Ferard, Mr. Gadesden, Mr. Brandreth Gibbs, Mr.

Fisher Hobbs, Mr. K. G. Key, Mr. Majendie, Mr.

W. Napier, Mr. Mainwaring Paine, Mr. Pocock, Mr.

Powell, M. Risler of Versailles, Mr. Rowlandson, Pro-

fessor Simonds, Mr. Augustus Smith, Mr. Reynolds

Solly, and Captain Vyner.

Dartmoor Barley.—Mr. G. W. Fowler, of Dart-

moor, transmitted to the Council a sample of his Barley,

grown at 1,100 feet above the level of the sea, on land

which four years ago was dotted over with large granite

rocks. It was sown about the middle of March last

year, after a crop of Swedes, which were all carted off.

He thought the yield would be about 5 qrs. per acre.

White Belgian Carrots.—Mr. Edward Smith,

of Isabel Mead, Harbledown, near Canterbury, favoured

the Council with the following account of his cultivation

of the White Belgian Carrot.

I beg to offer a few remarks on the cultivation of the White

Belgian Carrot, and the system I have followed for several

years in Wales upon a poor stony shallow soil scarcely six

inches deep. I plough the land early after harvest, either

Wheat, Barley, or Oat stubble, and iu November, if dry wea-

ther, balk or ridge up the land to remain for the winter.

About the middle of April, if the ground will work well, har-

row and pick off all the Couch or Grass, and again strike out

the furrows from 20 to 24 inches apart, and haul or cart iu

the balks about 20 loads of dung, and cover in the same as

for Turnips. I have found this plan answer so well that I

have adopted it in preference to the usual way of putting the

dung on either in the autumn or spring, and ploughing it in,

and have always found the Carrots free from scab, and quite

straight, afd have had far better crops. Upon the ridge I

draw with a small hoe a shallow furrow, and sow the seed by

hand, with a tin two feet long made like a funuel. I have had

a much better plant by sowing by hand, which amply pays for

the extra expense. The seed is then covered in by a boy fol-

lowing with a rake. I find from the middle of April until the

first week in May the best time for sowing the seed. I do

not approve of too early sowing, as the young plants are apt to

be cut off by the spring frost, and much stunted and injured,

and never appear to thrive so well after. I find about 41bs. of

seed sufficient for an acre, and I wet the seed a week befr.re

sowing, mixed with a httle sand. As soon as the Carrots

appear above the ground, so as to be seen in the rows, I take

advantage in dry weather to hoe between the drills, to give air

to the plants. When the Carrots come out into second leaf,

and to be clearly seen from the weeds, 1 have boys to pull the

weeds in the rows by hand twice before I thin any of the

Carrots, as it gives an opportunity of seeing where they shoidd

be left. I leave the Carrots about 4 or 5 inches apart, and

never allow the hoe between the plants, as they can be much

better done by hand, and without injury. I do not use the

horse-hoe until the Carrots get up strong, as the earth is apt

to fall upon the crown. I have found by taking the earth

from the Carrots after they are about half grown they have

been much larger. I usually commence digging the roots about

the middle of November, and I lay them in lumps about 40

bushels on the field, or cart them oif into clamps and put a

good covering of straw first and well thatched afterwards. I

find they are better left without earth, unless very sharp frost.

I have had the white Carrot keep in this way up to the middle

of May, and have been quite sound ai.d as good as when first

put in, which is a great advantage in the spring for sheep and

other stock, when the Swede Turnip is not so good late in the

season. I think the white CaiTot might be grown with much
success on many soils, in addition to the Swede, as there is

sometimes a failure in oue where there may not be iu the

other.

Guttapercha Tubing.—Mr. Key, of Newgate-

street, stated that he had taken the earliest opportunity,

as a member of the Society, of submitting to the notice

of the Council an essential improvement just effected in

the manufacture of elastic tubing for the purposes of

raising water by suction and distributing liquid manure

over the surface of land. This improvement consisted

in the peculiar form given to the surface of the tubing,

which, instead of being that of a revolving plane of

uniform diameter, as in the case of ordinary glass or

metallic tubing, was recurved throughout its length, by

the introduction of a spiral process of alternate convex

elevations and concave depressions. l\Ir. Key exhibited

to the members a specimen of the plane tubing two

inches in diameter and two yards long, which was found

to admit of only a very slight flexure, and on being for-

cibly bent into a rectangular shape, it became doubled

up at the angle like the inner bend of the elbow-joint,

its internal diameter being considerably contracted, and

its value as a conduit for liquid almost entirely de-

stroyed. He then produced gutta-percha tubing, of the

same diameter and length, but of the improved spirally-

grooved shape ; and this specimen, unlike the former

one, was found to possess perfect flexibility and uniform

curvature in every contortion to which it was subjected,

leaving the internal bore of the tubing unaffected by

such circumstance. Mr. Key further explained that the

recurved shape of the tubing conferred upon it great

power of resistance against lateral pressure ; and that

among the immediate purposes to which such elastic

waterproof piping was applicable, he might refer to the

suctions and deliveries of portable manure-pumps and

fire-engines. It might be made of any diameter or

length, and formed in the first instance into either lon-

gitudinal or fixed angular tubes, and it admitted of

being most easily repaired by a common labourer when-

ever a flaw was discovered or an injury sustained.—Mr.

Mainwaring Paine stated that he had made trial of the

principal means proposed for the suction and delivery of
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liquid iraiiare, but he had found none so ofTectual as

those wliich this improvement furnished for the purposes

in question ; the tubes were less liable to be out of

order, and when they were so the simplest opplication

in the hands of a common workman was necessary to

render them again effective. He had also found that by

the application of Urwin's lift and force pump he could

convert this flexible tubing into siphons, by means of

wliich water or other liquors could easily bo raised to

diiTc-rent altitudes, or conveyed in continuous flow from

a higher to a lower level over walls, turnpike roads, or

other intervening eminences. The drainage from his

live stock was received into tanks, and the liquid manure

distributed, by tubing in lengths of 350 yards from each

f-irrn centre, over his grass, hops, and other crops.—The
President remarked that every facility afforded for the

distribution of liquid manure was a subject of interest

and importance to the practical agriculturist.

Poultry Dung.—Mr. Toilet, of Betley Hall, Staf-

fordshire, called the attention of the Council to the great

importance of collecting and preserving the valuable

manure furnished by poultry. The following is an ex-

tract from the letter with which he favoured the Council

at this meeting:—
" Keeping a large number of Cochin China Fowls, I began,

in the autumn of last year, to ccllect the duug of my poultry

yard, and aDi now possessed of two or three tons of it. The

poultry are fed with a regular proportion of animal food,

Hemp-seed also being a considerable psrt of their diet, together

with corn of the best quaUty. I thought the dung produced

migiit compete with the deposits of the sea-birds in the South

Sea Islands. It is collected twice a-week, and is secured from

the wet by being put into sugar hogsheads. Being convinced

of the importance of the Society's objects in endeavouring to

obta'n new supplies of gusuo, and also to discover such sub-

stitutes for it as would in a great measure render us in:'epen-

dent of foreign supplies, I shall do everything in my power to

promote these objects. I am therefore putting myself in com-

munication with Professor Way, the consulting chemist to the

Society, in order to procure an analysis of the poultry manure

thus collected iu my mauagenieut of the Shanghae poultry.

The result of this analysis will show how far this practice is

likely to become a braccli of our rural economy. The col-

lection of the manure is effected at a trifling expense, and

the health aad cleanliness of the poultry are thereby greatly

promoted."

Welsh Farming.—The Rev. Thomas Williams, of

Tir-y-Cwm, in Glamorganshire, having favoured the

Council with various suggestions connected with the

determination of prizes for the South Wales district,

the following extracts from that correspondence, having

a general interest connected with the ensuing Country

Meeting of the Society, to be held at Gloucester, in the

middle of July next, were read to the members at this

weekly meeting of the Council :

—

General Character.—South Wales labours under many dis-

advantages winch militate against good farming as it is con-

ducted in England and the lowlands of Scotland, among the

principal of which may be cited a humid aud uucertani climate,

much unenclosed, common land, absenteeism, inefficient agents

(who, with a few exceptions, are attorneys), and a language in

wliich no useful knowledge is propagated. With such obstacles,

it is not surprismg that we are, generaUy speakuig, very far

behind England and Scollansl. The soil iu most of the coun-

ties is a stiff, adhesive, and iu the mineral district compiisiug

nearly the half of South Wales, a ferruginous elay. In Breck-

nockshire, Monmouthshire, and psrt of Carmarthenshire, the

old red sand-stone predominates; Cardiganshire and Radnor-

shire are on the slate formation. About five-sixths of the

country is either mountain unenclosed or consists of hilly

farms, with a right of grazing on the adjoining mountains. On
the sea-coast there is a brrder cf better land, ar.d many dis-

tricts vrell cultivated, the whole country being inteisectel by

narrow valleys, the rivers and sidcs of which are here fertile.

On account of these circumstances of a humid climate, undu-

lating surface, with hills and valleys dovetailed into each other,

and a stiff clay soil, I am decidedly of opinion that South

Wales ia eminently constituted for breeding stock and dairy

farming; particularly the former, for stocking the hrgc dis-

tricts of unenclosed mountains, ranging from 1,000 to 2,500

feet above the level of the sea. Adjoining this farm, situated

at an elevation of SOO feet, rises one of these ranges, which is

14 miles by S, and highest elevation 2,600 feet ; on this, to

which the cattle of my farms have a right of gracing, my stock

feed from the middle of April to the middle of November. I

keep all the enclosed land iu hay, excepting about 40 acres,

which I plough lor the sake of turnips aad oat-straw, to help

out the hay; and I force the aftergrass with manure, in order

to have a good supply of grass after the stock come from the

mountains.

Cattle.—Tiie stock of the country is inferior to those of tlie

three principal classes to which the Royal Agricultural Society

of England gives prizes at its Annual Country Meetings ; I

do not think that either the Hereford or the short-horn breed

flourish here as they do in more inland districts. I have ob-

served that they all degenerate. The Devons have not had so

fair a trial ; but, were I to change my stock, I would prefer in

this country animah of that breed to either short-horns or

Herefords. There are only two local breeds of cattle in South

Wales, the brown Glamorgans and the black Pembrokes. Iu

the lowlands adjoining the coast these animals are large, with

many good points, more resembling the Devons in make and

character than any other cattle, and both no doubt originally

derived from the same stock. Good representations of them

have been given in the Farmers' Series, published by the So-

ciety for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge. I would take the

liberty of suggesting that the Royal Agricultural Society of

England should eucourage the improvement of these breeds.

His Majesty King George the Third preferred the Glamorgans

to any other cattle, and sent his bailiff every spring to select

stock from them for Windsor. The farming of the countr>- is

not sufficiently advanced to support Herefords or short-horns

in anything like the perfection to which they attain in England,

I know, however, that it may be said, that there are Herefords

in some parts of Brecknockshire equal to any animals of th.it

breed in other parts of the kingdom : there is, indeed, on the

banks of the Wye and the Usk, a small district of excellent

land where first-rate cattle are bred, but I have not seen such

animals anywhere else in our districts. The Glamorgans and

Pembrokes have always contended for superiority, and both

are favourites in the English grazing couuties; the opportunity

of the meeting at Gloucester might, by bringing the best

animals of the two breeds into competition, decide for that

occasion their respective merits. An inferior description of the

same cattle is the stock of the hills, which by inferiority of

keep and inclemency of climate, has degenerated from the

character of the lowland cattle. I have always thought the

cattle of the western highlands best suited for the mountainous

districts of Wales, and I have known them to succeed in cases
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>vheTe ihey have Lceu tried. I v.oiild sti.^^cst a prize for the

cattle bv-st adapted for the hills of "Wales, being bred in the

district.

WeM Ponies.—The Principality srenerally, and South

Wales in particular, has always I believe been celebrated for

its breed of ponies ; and it is extraordinary that the breed

has not degenerated, as no care or attention is devoted to

these Valuable animals. They rnu will on the mountains,

nobody taking the trouble to select a stallion : they take

their cV.ance. I have for some years paid much attention to

the Wtish pony, being of opiuion that animals of this breed

will pay more on the same keep than either cattle or sheep ;

cud no ponies can be imported from the Baltic, America, or

the Mediterranean. Double the number of ponies can be kept

longer on the same number of acres ou the hills than in the

case of catile; there is always a ready sale, and many thou-

sands are annually exported to other countries. A year-old

pony is worth more thsn a yearling mountain-steer. I have

given a priz.?, and promised to continue it for throe years, at

the Brecon Agricultural Society, for the best true-bred Welsh

mountain pony stallion and mare. There is a great difference

Letwesn a Welsh pony and a small horse ; in law, anything

r.ot exceeding 13 hands high is a "pony;" but the Welsh

pony is evidently a thorough-bred one, with handsome small

head, clean sinewy legs, without more hair on them than an

Engli-h blood-horse. A small cob, such as is called a pony

iu England, could not live on our hil's, the steep sides of

which can only be trodden securely by a genuine Welsh ponj-,

a goat, or wild sheep ; his courage and activity enable him to

brave the storms, and the rugged and almost perpendicular

sides of the high hills, where he is sure to be found during

the summer months. The Welsh pony will become more

valuable every year, as the improvement of roads has made

it as easy for him to drag a farmer's wife, &c., &c., to market,

as it was a few years ago for one of the plough horses to ac-

complish the same task. Possessing bills so extensive, and

in a climate so wet and variable, where Grass flourishes, but

where corn staiTes, this breeding of Welsh ponies, if pursued

with proper and moderate attention, would form tlie most

lucrative branch of farming in this part of the kingdom ; all

that is required is, a good selection of stallions and better

winter keep. At present the pony only gets what he can

pick up, and that is easily to be obtained iu that neglected

but valuable food Gorse. On one of my farms I feed every

winter 40 ponies and 20 head of cattle on bniised Gorse and

straw, a food which I also give instead of Oats to my cart-

horses. I intend, should my life be spared, to have enough

Gorse in a few years to maintain 100 ponies during the winter

months. I hope that the Royal Agricultural Society of Eng-

lanil, which has already directed piblic attention to this sub-

ject by its prizes for Essays on the cultivation of Gorse and

machinery to effect the due bruising of the plant, will continue

to encourage its cultivation ; and by its prizes at Gloucester,

tlis improvement of that most neglected but valuable animal

the Welsh pony.

Condition of Competition for Ponies.—1 beg to suggest that

the prizes for ponies should be so defined that only those

ponies that are bred on such high mountains as our Welsh

ponies are, shall be qualified to compete. Of course, the mo-

tive for giviag prizes for ponies is to encourage the breed of

such animals as can support the climate, and keep in tolerable

condition on heath and such coarse grasses as grow on moun-

tains 2,000 feet above the level of the sea, and on such ground

and ia such a climate as deer-stalkers would expect to find a

stag in the Highlands of Scotland. Unless such condition is

ma !e, a^-.y horse—a Mn.^ll Arab or ihiodcciiiia Su.Toili punch

—

can compete ; aud as such ponies, under ccrtiiin circumstances,

are iii themselves valuable, the judges might award the prizes

to ponies of tiiis class, though such would iu the dog-days ba

starved on the mountains where our Wclih mountain-ponies

thrive even through the wiiiter, excepting when the snow is

too deep. All my ponies have been during the whole of last

month (February) on some heath-land more than 1,000 feet

above the sea, having noT and then a mouthful of hay and

chopped gorse supplied to them ; and I have seen some of our

ponies that have not been oflf the hills, nor had a morsel given

to them, during the winter. Wliere Highland deer can live,

so can the Welsh ponies ; not so, however, can the English

dwarf cobs, w^iich, though valuable to carry an alderman of

15 or 16 stoce four miles an hour, are accidental abortions. I

saw one of these some time ago carrying an elderly Daniel

Lambe't, and of course he was v/orth a mint of money to such

an owner ; but if a stallion of that kind were offered to me
gratis, I would not accept him, as I know I should be under

the necessity of carrying food to Mm, whilst our leal Welsh

mountain-pony goes in search of his. In conclusion, I trust

that such entries will be required as may exclude all crosses,

accidental dwarf cobs, and duodecimo punches.

Sheep.—The Welsh farmer is fonder of his sheep than any-

thing else ; because, as he will tell you, " they give him no

trouble." He turns them out on the hills ia May, where they

roam at pleasure. About the 20th June there is a grand day :

the hills being divided by brooks into districts, on each of

which there is a large fold surrounded by small ones, each

owner having a right to that part of the hill who possesses one

of the smaller ones ; no sooner are the sheep in the large fold

than every sheep-owner rushes after them, and seizes thoee

sheep which have his own ear-mark, and throws each of them

over the wall into the smaller fold, from whence they are taken

to the river and washed ; being shorn the next day, as the

shepherds are obliged to watch these wild creatures night aud

day and prevent their being off, as otherwise they would as-

suredly be, to their accustomed haunts ; when turned loose

tliey soon find their way again to the hills. The farmers have

two or three of these gatherings during the summer, and they

are regarded as high holidays. There is no preparation made

for the winter ; nor, as the hills are generally commons, ara

parts preserved for the winter, as is the case in Scotland. The

lambs are sent for the first winter to be wintered near the sea-

coast, the farmers there taking them in to graze the stubbles

and hedge-banks at a charge of about 23. 6d. each. I think it

may be considered that there are only two breeds of hill sheep

in Wales, namely, the Radnor Forest sheep, and that generally

known as the Welsh sheep. The former is larger, has finer

wool and more of it, is tamer, and requires more attention

than the Welsh sheep, on which account this very good moun-

tain sheep has not travelled southward iu the Principality.

Some years ago I introduced some black-faced Highland sheep

into South Wales, but I found the unwillingness for change,

even as I conceived for the better, too great to establish the

new breed in the district. As I am myself also, I trust

(although not prejudiced against improvement, from whatever

quarter it may come), a true Cyraro, I shall feel proud and

happy to find that any suggestions of mine may have contri-

buted to the carrying out of those objects of the Royal Agri-

cultural Society, at its Gloucester meeting, that have special

reference to the improvement of the husbandry of the Society's

• South-Wales District."

Mortality among Ewes.—Mr. Fisher Hobbs took

that opportunity of calling the attention of the members
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to the extensive losses taking place during the last few-

weeks among the flocks of lambing ewes in Cambridge-

shire and other parts of the country. He reminded the

members of the veterinary privileges they enjoyed, on

the one hand of making application through the Secre-

tary, to the veterinary committee of the Society, and of

the aid, ou the other, they had it in their power to be •

stow in promoting the general good of the community

by sending to the Royal Veterinary College, either alive

or dead, such animals as had become affected with dis-

ease, and enabling the Professor of Cattle Pathology in

that establishment to investigate more closely and satis-

factorily the exact character of diseases occurring from

time to time among the live-stock of farmers. The

printed list of the privileges he referred to, and the

schedule to be filled in on making application for pro-

fessional aid, were to be obtained on addressing a

letter to the Secretary of the Society. A year or two

ago Mr. Hobbs's own pigs were seized with a fatal

distemper, connected with ulcerated sore-throat and

fever, and he believed that he shauld soon have lost

the whole of his stock of pigs upon one farm,

had it not been for the timely arrival of Profes-

sor Simonds, to whom he professionally applied under

those circumstances, and who at once ascertained on the

spot the cause of the malady in question, and advised such

measures to be taken as prevented the further loss of a

single animal. Seeing that gentleman then present, he

desired to inquire of him his opinion on the nature of

the prevailing malady among lambing ewes.— Professor

Simonds stated that the disease to which Mr. Fisher

Hobbs had alluded was dependent on atmospheric in-

fluence acting on the general functions of the body,

producing unhealthy secretions, and resulting in a vi-

tiated state of the whole mass of the blood in the system,

and functional derangement of the brain ; there was

also a deficiency of blood, while the ewes, at the time

of parturition (especially in the case of twin lambs),

required not only a healthy circulating mass of such

fluid, but a larger amount of it. The premonitory

symptoms were—loss of appetite, diarrhoea succeeded

by constipation or torpid state of the bowels, vertigo or

dizziness, with that want of nervous energy which

superinduced a stupidity or apathy in the animal, lead-

ing it to wander about vacantly, and only to eat its food

when such was actually placed within its mouth. He
recommended that the animals should be supplied with

vegetables of a less succulent character than ordinary,

and that an increase should be made in the use of such

food as contains a large amount of nitrogenous matter,

such as crushed corn and chopped hay, with a little

linseed, but no bran. He pointed out the importance

of careful attention being paid to the secretions of the

animals, as it was through the excretory parts of the

body that the disorder was most likely to be carried off.

He regretted the difficulty that existed in getting farmers

to supply the Royal Veterinary College with animals.

He had applied to a veterinary surgeon in Norfolk to

procure "subjects" for the purpose of investigation,

but he had not yet been able to induce a single farmer to

comply with his request. If those members of the

Society who would kindly aid in these inquiries would

communicate with the College, an arrangement as to

expense of carriage, keep (in the case of living animals),

&c., could always be made. He further remarked that

in many diseases where causes had been long in opera-

tion, immediate benefit could not be immediately ex-

pected in diminishing the extent of disease, but preven-

tive measures might in all eases be taken, and by

investigation into the cause of disease practice would be

modified by an increasing knowledge of such cause. He
had found the Leicester sheep bear up better against the

prevailing disease than the downs, but for reasons un-

connected with the circumstance of short or long wool.

—

Lord Ashburton expressed his willingness at once to

take measures, on his own part, as well as on that of his

tenants whom he hoped to induce to join with him in this

important object, that Professor Simonds should be sup-

plied with animals for the purposes of his observation

and investigation.—The Hon. J. J. Carnegie, Mr. Ray-

mond Barker, and Dr. Calvert also favoured the Council

with remarks on this subject.

The Council then ordered their usual acknowledg-

ments for the various communications submitted to

them at that meeting ; and adjourned to 12 o'clock on

Wednesday next, when Professor Way would deliver be-

fore them and such other members of the Society as

would favour them with their attendance, his lecture on

recent discoveries connected with the absorption of am-
monia by certain mineral substances.

NEW MEMBERS.
The Earl Somers, of Eastnor Castle, Herefordshire,

was elected a Governor of the Society.

The following new Members were elected :
—

Washbourn, William, Mayor of Gloucester >,

Collins, Henry, Duffryu, Newport, Monmouthshire ,4
Fawcett, H. H. Tudar Villas, Peckham, Surrey

Hopper, Wilham Cuthbert, Rectory, Wells, Norfolk s

Walker, D. M., Gloucester

Evaus, John, Altycadno, Carmarthen
Collin, George, Nettswell Bury, Harlow, Essex
Walker, George, Newbold Grange, Rugby, Warwickshire
Downing, John, Gloucester

Perry, Frederick Charles, Dunston, Penkridge, Staffordshire

Watton, George B., the Hall Farm, Longdon, Shrewsbury
Stedman, Wilham, Bedston Hall, Ludlow, Salop

Brice, Samuel B. R., Spain's Hall, Finchingfield, Essex
Kendall, John, Gloucester .,v

Wilson, Edward B., Poet's Corner, Westminster ,^
Crompton, George, Drayton Grove, Old Brompton
Paterson, Richard, Leesons, Chiselhurst, Kent '*

Young, George, 27, Mark Laue, London »*•

Whitear, R. B., Martyr-Worthy, Winchester .!>»

Williams, Edward, Celyn, Northop, Fhntshire ;^.

Ferrabee, James, Phcenix Iron Works, Stroud
Crump, Joseph, Woolershill, Tewkesbury, Gloucestershire

Wilson, William, Ashbocking, Ipswich, Suffolk

Morley, John, Broughton Lodge, Manchester
Impey, Robert, Street, Glastonbury, Somerset
Heath, Douglas Denon, Kitlands, Dorking, Surrey

Milward, Rev. Henry, Paultou Vicarage, Bristol

Ferrabee, Henry, Phoenix Iron Works, Stroud *
Snowdoii, Thomas, Middlesborough-on-Tees, Durham '«'

Reed, J., Uckington, Cheltenham, Gloucestershire

Knowles, James, Earl's Court, Old Brompton
Maude, William Edward, Harrington Street, Liverpool

Peile, Thomas Williamson, Repton School, Staffordshire

David, Edward, Fairwater House, Cardiff, Glamorganshire"*-'*

Forde, Matthew, Manor House, MaghuU, Ormskirk -«««
Jones, E. J., Bramton, Hereford .amtmm
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Gillett, Thomas, Kilkenny, Witucy, Oson
Cater, J. W., West Lodge, Barnct, llertfonlsliire

Cuff, J. U., 10, Sniithfield Market, Loudon
Fawcett, A., Ri^gsvilla, Kiltucau, Ireland

Evans, E. Middleton, Llwynbarricd, Rkayader, Radnorshire
Lawrence, Thomas, Churchdown, Gloucester
Hnmphrey, TIiouiks, Pershore, Worcestershire

Calthorp, Johu, Staiihoe Hall, Rougham, Norfolk
Bowly, Samuel, Gloucester

Sleuart, William, jun., Kempston,' Bedford
Duncalf, G. H., Newport, Salop
Perry, William, Cbolsiry, Leominster
Blake, Ethclstoue H., Remyle, Letterfrack, County Galway
Darby, Abraham, High Sheriff of the County of Bucks
Hughes, Hugh, Kinuiell Park, Denbigh
Hnmberston, Philip, Stapleton, Chester
Lea, John Whecley, Worcester
Whitehead, Jeffcry, R. A. College, Cirencester

Euruiss, Edward, jun., Endcliffe Place, Sheffield.

At the Weekly Council, held on Wednesday. March
16, Lord Ashburton, President, in the chair, Professor
Way, the Consulting-Chemist of the Society, delivered

before the Governors and Members his lecture on the

discovery of a natural source of " soluble silica," on the

property of Mr. \Vaiuwaring Paine, at Farnham, in

Surrey, and of its agricultural application in reference to

Professor Way's former investigations and deductions,

as published in the Journal of the Society. Remarks
on points connected with this discovery were offered to

the Meeting by Lord Ashburton, Colonel Challoner,

Colonel Le Couteur, Mr. Paine, Mr. Nesbit, Mr. Row-
landson, and Dr. Calvert.

At the request of the Journal Committee, Professor
Way was desired to prepare, with as little loss of time as

possible, a complete detail of the facts and bearings of

this discovery, in order that it might at once be printed

for the information of the Members in the Journal of

the Society, which would this half year be brought out
at an earlier date than usual. The thanks of the meet-
ing were then moved by Lord Camoys, seconded by Col.

Challoner, and passed unanimously, to Professor Way
and Mr. Mainwaring Paine, for the kind trouble they
had taken in bringing this subject before the Society.

On the motion of Mr. Raymond Barker, seconded
by Col. Challoner, the Meetings of the Council were
adjourned, over Easter, to Wednesday, April 6th.

CORNISH POTATO CULTURE.
The cultivation of this root forms a very considerable part

of the business of farmers in some districts, particularly those

residing at Penzance, the Lizard, and on the banks of the Looe

and Tamar. The soil and climate of Cornwall are peculiarly

adaoted to the growth of the potato, the land being generally

dry, light, and friable, and the climate moist and mild. An
old lay pasture is preferred, which is well reduced by plough-

ing, tormenting, harrowing, and rolhng, until it is brought to

a fine tilth ; it is then manured with dung or seaweed, and

latterly guano. This crop being generally considered to be a

fallow crop, most farmers pay considerable attention to the

weeding, hoeing, and banking. The kinds of potatoes are

numeron', but their names being provincial would not be

known in other localities ; we have, however, two kinds which

are known in the London market by the names of the

' Cornish R^ds' and the ' Early Kidney.' The cultivation of

the last kind is exclusively confined to the Penzance district,

and they are raised sufficiently early to compete with the forced

pjtatoes of the London market. From 12,000 to 1.5,000

bushels of the early kidneys are sent annually to the eastern

markets.

In the parishes bordering on the Looe great quantities of

potatoes are grown for the London market. In si me of the

parishes which adjoin the cliffs and the river, where seaweed

can be obtained at a small expense, the greater portion of the

land intended for a wheat crop is first planted to potatoes.

The preparation for the last-named crop commences in the

months of January and February, by carting out the accumu-

lated soil from the hedges into small heaps : if this should not

prove sufficient, furrows are ploughed up across the field, and

the soil also added to that wl.ich the hedge grips produced.

On these ' bottoms' of earth, dung from the farm-yard, sea-

weed, and sand are deposited and mixed together. The quan-

tity of dung and weed amounts generally to about 25 cart

loads per acre ; sand from 12 to 14 loads. The lay is then

partly skimmed, the one portion being tnrnel over on that

which remains, and is called ' turning to rot.' After it has

been ' to rot' for two or three months, it is harrowed down

fine, and if any couch appears it is buvaed ; but burning is not

generally liked for potatoes, it being considered that the ashes

cause the potato to be of a soapy close nature. The manure is

spread as the potatoes are planted, which is done by ploughing

a furrow, into which the sets arc dropped by women and chil-

dren. A man follows, and pushes in the manure on the sets

with the back of a rate ; the plough returns, and covers the

whole with another furrow. Two small furrows are then

ploughed without any sets, which gives place sufficient between

the rows of potatoes. When the field, or a given portion thereof,

is planted, the land is harrowed down fine, which completes

the work. The potatoes are taken up as soon as they are

ripe, by men, women, and boys, with an implement called the

' digger,' having three prongs like a dung fork, only turned

downwards instead of looking forward, as those of that imple-

ment. The price for ' digging' the potatoes varies from ISs.

to 203. an acre, the produce averaging from 240 to 300 Win-

chester bushels of 8 gallons per acre, which in the season will

fetch at the ship's side from £18 to £20 per acre. As soon aft

the land is clean of potatoes the wheat is sown, after which a

barley crop too often follows, without any other manure being

applied to the land than that for the potato crop. The potato

tillage is an enticing one at first view, promising as it does a

fair profit ; but since no manure is made by the crop, no por-

tion of it being consumed on the farm, there is no provision

made for another year's cropping beyond the seaweed occa-

sionally to be obtained at the seaside.

Of the Early Kidney the planting commences the latter

end of October, and continues until Christmas. Lay is best

adapted for the purpose, which is turned down in a peculiar

manner by hand labour, and a good tilth obtained on the sur-

face by the dexterous hand of the workman. The manure used

is generally seaweed. The ' sets' are placed in the drill, a little

earth thrown on them, and the seaweed placed over the whole.

A better plan is to place a little rotten stable duug between

the earth and seaweed. The early potatoes are not banked-up,

but merely hoed, aud this not after the middle of March.

They are grown on the growan (granite) soils, but the mo t

extensive breadth is on the greenstone rocks, where they inter-

sect the slate in the fine sheltered districts near Penzance

;

1000 acres of which, it is said, yield a rental of £10,000.

A few of the potatoes are taken up early in April, and

these are worth Is. 3d. per lb. on the spot (occasionally 23. 6d.

per lb.) These are not obtained by digging up the entire

plant, but by carefully examining the root with the hand, and

pulling off such tubers as may be suflicieL't'y large : the root

is then covered up again. The potatoes are full grown about

the middle of May. — Journal of the Royal Agricultural

Societv of England.
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SEED TIME.

The puiss of the country begiriH to beat high on
the subject of seed-time— a season second to none
in the calendar in point of interest, harvest ex-

cepted—and from the dependence of a bountiful
harvest itself upon a propitious seed-time, it were
difficult to say which of the two is often the most
exciting to the farmer ; for Winter never departs the
country withoutleavingbehindhimhisown dark train

of consequences, involving agriculture in many trj'--

ing difficulties, out of which it requires no ordinary
amountof ingenuity to extricate herself; andthewin-
ter just gone has left an unusually long train, owing
to the heavy inundations experienced since autumn.
Fickle Spring, with her thousand characteristic vi-

cissitudes, is, at the moment we are writing, whis-
pering into the ear hopes and fears with an im-
portunate degree of rapidity, so embarrassing as to
baffle the most energetic mind from arriving at

practical conclusions. Heavy rains consolidate the
ground. Ground so consolidated excludes the
free circulation of the atmosphere from conveying
to the roots of plants moisture and its soothing in-

fluence over night during the burning months of
summer; hence, both plants, and the soil on which
they grow, become parched. Mildew follows, with
a sad succession of insects, nursing their devastating
swarms. But it were an endless task to enumerate
the grievances of the farmer thus standing, as it

were, in his barn-door, with his sacks of well-
selected seed, ready for sowing, behind him, his
hands thrust to the bottom of his vest pockets,
with a troubled eye surveying the contending ele-

ments of heaven, as they angrily sweep in volumi-
nous masses from one side of the hemisphere to
the other, in adverse and opposite directions, as
we have stood many an anxious day. But there is

no finding time and the seasons thus standing still

;

for they roll on, ahke regardless of the weather as of
the hopes and fears of the farmer, and now demand
that every province in the kingdom take up the
subject of seed-time as a practical question. For
both ends of the day are fast stretching out in
length; birds are beginning to sing, buds to ex-
pand and blossom, lambs to dance, while dry and
well-drained soils are becoming more and more in-
viting, and in many of our southern provinces
have called forth the sower; and when once begun,
the tidings of seed-time fly like good news along
the wires of the telegraph faster than time itself,

diffusing its emulous spirit in rural districts.

A dry seed bed is one of the cardinal points in
successful practice—well worth the waiting for eight
or ten days, if it were only certain at the expiration
of such period ; but in this lies one of the greatest
perplexities of the farmer, for eight or ten days be-
hind is often half a crop lost. Hence the well-
known maxim—"Never lose a sowing-tid when
once it has been got"—a maxim which has been
carried so far, that we have known some old-school
folks begin to sow on a certain day, if fair above,
let the season below be what it mav. Both

the extremes—of waiting too long for a good
tilth, and sowing too soon in a bad one—are equally

reprehensible ; the grand question being to catch

the golden mean between the two.

Much depends upon the weather immediately
after sowing. If the ground has been sufficiently

dry to carry the teams without poaching or pud-
dling it, and if sowing is succeeded by a few days
of fine weather, so as to afford the heat of the sun
and influence of the atmosphere time to neutralize

that peculiar adhesiveness of the particles of the

generality of soils so well known to farmers when
fresh harrowed, and also to allow those particles

time to settle among themselves in a sufficiently

porous state, so as to admit of the phenomenon of

evaporation without cracking, and the free and
healthy circulation of the atmosphere among the

expanding roots of plants, carrying off at the same
time their insensible perspiration, containing gases

noxious to vitality when confined, in the same
manner as we ourselves experience a confined at-

mosphere to breathe in— if these conditions, we
say, are realized, then an ordinary dry bed for the

seed may not unfrequently be found more propi-

tious than the driest and finest one, when succeeded

by heavy rains immediately aftei' the seed has heen
placed in it ; for the injurious effects of such, and
consequences following, are well known. Nume-
rous instances have occurred, where newly-sown
barley and other spring crops on heavy clay lands,

thus overtaken by rain, have been reploughed and
sown a second time; and we have known occasions

of a third sowing—for all the extra expense of seed

and labour—turn out a more profitable crop than

that on fields of equal quality of soils only sown
once.

Some soils acquire a degree of acidity, if allowed

to be but a very short time in a consolidated and
moist state. Hence the rationale of spring-

fallowing by ploughing, harrowing, rolling, &c.,

as the ground requires, so as to bring it to a

healthy state by neutralizing its acidity, acquired

during winter or since last exposed to the influence

of the sun and atmosphere. Hence, also, the ra-

tionale of the practice of not breaking heavy clay-

lands to a very fine mould, by rolling and clod-

crushing, for spring corn crops, but of leaving

them in a state of disintegration more like road
metal than fine garden-mould, because that, when
left in this state, they are found not to run to-

gether so easily as when broken down and pul-

verized more finely ; while, on the contrary, they

are less liable to crack and suffer from drought
during the scorching months of summer.
The fecundity of the harvest-field is greatly de-

pendent upon the healthy state of the plants during

their infancy, such as wheat-corn, for instance; for

the ears of wheat are very early developed in em-
biyo, and, unless the jilant receives an ample sup-

ply of the daily necessaries of life, and is otherwise

fostered according to its early wants at this pe-
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riod of life, maturity can never be expectct], for

the harvest-field not unfrcquently yields many
more empty gfrains than full ones in every ear,

while many ears as often return little but chaff.

Autumn-sown corn may lie for the winter months
in an inactive state, making no progress in growth

;

but after this season of the year arrives, there is no
staying the progress of Nature, for onward she

wll move for harvest, with a firmness of step and
determination peculiar to herself, performing with

undeviating purpose the providence of the Great
Ruler of all things. Farmers may dream of

fine to-morrows and sunny harvest-scenes; but
the present is her time, and she never allows it to

pass unembraced. If, on the other hand, the plant

receives an ample supply of food, and is success-

fully attended to, at this early period of growth,
harvest will not only present full ears, but an abun-
dant supply of them, the soil having tillered in

the most prolific manner.

Of all our modern improvements, that of

thorough draining is perhaps the most important
in seed-time ; not merely because superfluous
water is removed from the soil, carrying with it

aciduous matter injurious to vegetation, but also

because it admits of the successful introduction of
different and cheaper modesof culture. For instance,

the use of the grubber and scarifier has almost su-

perseded the old practice of spring fallowing by
frequent ploughings, rolling and harrowing, and,
in many cases, summer fallowing itself; the heaviest

clays, in the latter case, growing fine swedes and
mangold. We know some heavy clay farms where
six horses, with the aid of a steam-engine for

thrashing, do the work better than ten horses for-

merly did—a saving of labour, tear and wear, in

horses and keep, of no mean importance, to say
nothing of the difference in the value of the crops.

Farmers have long been familiar with the fact, that

when winter frosts pierce to any great depth in the
soil, one good crop may be had after autumn
ploughing only a stubble furrow, and even after

turnips without ploughing at all—harrowing the
loose surface soil created by the frost being all that

is necessary ; but, in these cases, the subsequent
crops never turned out so favourably, unless the
lands were fallowed the next year. Artificial

grasses, for example, and crop succeeding them in

the ordinary four-course shift, never did well ; conse-
quently, the system was condemned as an exhausting
one, because theacidity of the soil could not becoun-
teracted under it, even when the crop after the

grasses was followed by an expensive summer
fallow; but thorough draining has triumphed over
ail these diflSculties by the removal of acid matter,

and the consequent result produced of a radical

change in the constitution of the soil, so that it can
now be worked successfully by the scarifier leaving

the fine mould created on the surface by the frost

of winter fit for the growth of mangold-wurzel
and swedes. If the scarifier is kept going so as

thoroughly to loosen and break the bottom soil

when" between, theiceland the dry," an it is sometimes
provinciaily termed, the v/hole soil may be brought
tpra fine turni]) tilth ; more moisture may be re-

tained in it for starting vegetation than could have
been got under the old system in dry years—a re-

sult not the least imjjortant in the art of successful

turnip growing. A heavy crop of roots may also

be got, instead of naked fallow ; and the land in

autumn, when those are harvested, may be left in

a better state for wheat or other crop—the differences

incalculable in value. From time immemorial the

Chinese have been in the practice of subsoilingand
cultivating the finely-pulverized surface soil with
the hoe ; the principal feature in their agriculture,

which has gained for it three-fouiths of all the

merit it possesses ; a practice, although rudely car-

ried out, and defective for the want of drainage on
many soils, is yet based upon sound principles;

illustrating, in a very forcible manner, the value of

a solid foundation to successful agriculture. One
pecuhar advantage of the surface system is that

the fine particles of earth are not so liable to run
together after heavy showers of rain, but always

form a sweet and healthy seed bed for all kinds of

grain.

Heavy crops may be got, under the surface sys-

tem, from soils of a very sterile and unsound cha-

racter, if a liberal application of manure is properly

incorporated with a few inches of the surface soil,

when otherwise little could be reaped but weeds in

harvest. The following example will illustrate this

proposition :

—

A field of about 33 acres of level alluvial soil,

unsound in quality from the presence of some
deleterious acid substances in it, was laid down in

turnips in 1840. The land was undrained, burnt

up in summer, but very wet during winter ; and as

soon as sheep could be placed upon it, in spring

1841, the whole crop—rather a light one—was
eaten off" the ground. Previous to the sheep being

put upon it there was a fine mould f ;r a few inches

in depth over the surface, and the effect of the

trampling their droppings in it was to consolidate

the whole like a malt tloor, conferring upon the

field a very unpromising appearance, which made
both the servants on the farm, as well as the neigh-

bouring farmers, smile at the new-fangled system

thus introduced by a scientific and practical man
from the south, on a soil liable to be rent in fissures,

and literally burnt into bricks during summer. The
adjoining farmer was even so taken by surprise as

to discredit the statement of his servants, and con-

sequently after night-fall visited the field then being

ploughed, to satisfy himself if his neighbour was
in reality compos mentis or not. His neighbour,

however, was always more than able to defend him-
self, so that as yet none ventured to call his practice

in question, for fear of getting across the fingers.

Moreover, one thing desejving of special notice

was somewhat in his favour; for three-fourths of

the field had hitherto never yielded anything in

harvest but sow-thistles for corn—a change which
norland farmers did not like any more than

southern. It grew turnips and other green crops,

but corn '" segged." But although the treading of

the sheep consoUdated the whole, so that the ground
rung below the foot, so to speak, like rock, yet the

mixtiu-e of fine mould and droppings was easily

separated from that on which it was incumbent by
the plough, in cakes of about an inch in thickness,

and the whole field was ploughed this depth, the

ploughs keeping close up to the sheep nets. When

2 A 2
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newly ploughed the field had ceilainly rather a for-

bidding appearance— enough to startle honest rus-
ticity—for the cakes split hke ice, bounding from
the share and mouldboard in all positions, some
being turned over flat, and others standing on their

edges at various angles with the surface. The
cakes themselves, however, had a healthy appear-
ance, while they were evidently subject to the roller

and harrows. The whole field was sown with
barley, broadcast, which came away beautifully,

turning out the most prolific crop in the district

;

exemplifying, in a very forcible manner, the truth
of the proposition above enunciated.
The case of the ploughman ought never to be

overlooked in seed-time, for invariably he encoun-
ters either stones, clods, dust, or adhesive soils.

Plodding after the harrows among tenacious clays

in bad weather is no joke. Those of our readers
who have seen tlie American walking along the
ceiling of the room with his head downwards, and
who understand the difficulties which Yankee has
to overcome, may form a tolerably good idea of the

position of the ploughman. The pressure of the

atmosphere is equal in both cases, other things

being equal ; and other things this year are not so

different as farmers would wish. '1 here is no one
has more reason to hail the many blessings which
thorough drainage and fine weather confer upon
the seed time than the honest, plodding, industrious

rustic behind the harrows. Those who behold him
urging on his team, if they cannot acquiesce in the

soundness of our conclusion, have only to join

him for a single yoking, when they will fahly coni-

prehend it. ;,.j

M
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X
On the Importance of Collecting the Agricultural Statistics of Great Britain and Ireland,

AND their great VALUE IN REGULATING AND EdUALISING THE MARKETS OF EuROPE AND AMERICA.

THE STATISTICS OF AGRICULTURE.
DY A PKACTICAL FAUMER,

The Mark Lane 'Express has hitherto wisely
abstained from the discussion of general politics,

but it has with its best energies, judgment, and
ability continuaUy advocated and strenuously aided
in can-ying out that line of politics (agricultural
politics) which tended most to uphold and advance
the prosperity of British agriculture ; and its pages
are ever open to suggestions, having for their object
its improvement and progress. Having this in
view, we wish to say a few words upon the import-
ance of collecting the statistics of British agricul-
ture.

The British empire is unquestionably at the head
of the nations of the earth. It stands pre-eminently
above all others in many ways ; but for our present
purpose we only take the pre-eminence of the
mother countries. Great Britain and Ireland, and
we say they are first in their agriculture, first in
their manufactures, their trade, and their commerce.
These latter are in a great measure guided, and
their prosperity advanced, by a system of statistics

founded and upheld for their benefit ; but agricul-
ture is left entirely to its own resources. To us it

does seem peculiarly strange and inconsistent that
a country so great in its agriculture as to command
the direction of the markets of the world, should
be without adequate information on this point. We
have a large population unceasingly engaged in
enhancing the country's greatness by indefatigable
industry and perseverance; but we are without any
correct knowledge of the means by which the popu-
lation is to be fed, and we know but little in reality
of the probable amount of food produced for its

support. To carry out this principle in private
life would be most inconsistent : every head of a
family is necessitated to look to his means of
support, and arrange his aflfairs accordingly. The
inhabitants of this country are but as one large
family, and their requirements ought to be ascer-
tained and provided for in the surest and best way.

Statistical information of various kinds are col-

lected for the regulation of other matters. Statistics

of railway travelling and of accidents ; statistics of

education, of criminals, lunacy, condition of the

poor, births, marriages, deaths—of postage, dura-
tion of hfe, yes, even to drunkenness : these are

known, and many others; and yet that which is of
far greater importance— the resources of the nation

in its supply of food for the support of the people

of these kingdoms is almost unknown. It is so

neglected that but a very imperfect knowledge
indeed is obtained, and that knowledge often lead-

ing to great errors, and the most fearful results :

as in Ireland, in 1840-7, when thousands upon
thousands perished ! One trembles at the thought.

This ought not to be.

It behoves our legislators to look well to these

things. It is a fearful thing to throw away human
life through ignorance. What a wonderful advan-
tage this knowledge would have been to the Irish

population of those years, had any fair account of

the corn and potato crops been taken, and the pro-

bable deficiency estimated. What timely provision

might have been made—what suffering and death

averted ! It is imperatively the duty of Govern-
ment to ascertain the probable amount of food pro-

duced annually in this country; it is the store for

the yearly wants of the people. It is also indispen-

sably requisite for the guidance of all parties

engaged in those trades which provide food for the

people ; it will rule their business transactions ; it

will tend much towards equalizing prices through-

out the year; it will guide the producer and con-

sumer, the buyer and seller; merchants and dealers

would be more surely guided ; the markets would
be supplied with more regularity. The require-

ments of the country being known throughout the

world, provision to meet it would soon become a

customary business in different quarters of the

globe, and be acted upon according to their facili-
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ties of transit. The home supply would at all

times suffice for the winter and spring months, the

continent would first follow, and America conclude
the year. These, again, would be guided by a

knowledge of our wants. If the British crops are

good and plentiful, our wants will be trifling, and
in such proportion will they be supplied : absence
of demand here will drive our usual supplies to

other markets, and in this way, too, our markets
will be further regulated, and prices rendered more
eqnable and assimilating.

There is no reason why such great fluctuations

in the price of corn should so continually occur as

is the case now. It is mainly attributable to the

absence of correct information. At present all are

in ignorance, all act in ignorance, all are alike spe-

culators; and this speculation is continual. No
one pretends to know what supplies are to come
in—there is no certainty in the corn trade—mer-
chants, millers, farmers, dealers, are alike ignorant,

and buy and sell in ignorance of the actual state of

the home supphes. Everybody acts in accordance
with their own impressions or r.ecessities—the rich

keej) and the needy sell, both in ignorance : but
let the probable produce of the country be fairly

ascertained and condensed into a tabular form, and
diffused, it becomes an admitted truth by which all

may in some measure be guided—a degree of sta-

bihty and certainly is given to the trade—there are

data upon which to act—and not merely the mar-
kets of this country are influenced, but those in

every country usually contributing to supply us.

That eminent American statesman, the late Daniel
"Webster, in the course of the splendid sj)eech he
deUvered at the meetmg of the Royal Agricultural

Society of England, at Oxford, said, " That the

variation of a single shilling in the price of a quar-
ter of Wheat in England was felt on the western
shores of the great Atlantic, and had a sensible in-

fluence in the far far west of America and every
quai-ter of the world." If such is the rule which
Great Britain has over the markets of the world,

what a forcible argument is it to induce her by
every possible means to attempt its safe and better

regulation

!

This is further urged upon us when we con-
sider the astonishing facilities afforded for commu-
nication by the electric telegra])h. The state of

markets here will soon be made known to the chief

towns of Europe during the very hours of business
— Mark-lane prices known at Paris, Paris prices

known at Mark-lane, all in the same hour. This,

under a free-tiade economy, is no small thing ; it

is of vast importance. The markets of Europe
will be regulated daily by British prices, and the

great basis upon which this is founded is the know-
ledge of the state and prospects of the British

farmer.

^ Prices here are again ruled by our facilities of

.^AiUvay traflic. No sooner is a demand created

-jihan it is met; country merchants from distant

districts constantly attend the leading markets, and
take instant advantage of any favourable change,

however slight. This of itself regulates the market
to a certain extent. The same remarks will apply
to the meat and wool trades. The English far-

mers are «o\v pretty generally turning their atten-

tion to the production of meat and wool, as for the

present being moi'e profitable than grain ; but to

proceed in utter ignorance of the quantity pro-

duced, or likely to be produced, will render these

trades as uncertain as that in corn. The great

probabihty is that in a very few years, if we con-

tinue in ignorance, this extended attempt to in-

crease the supply of the animal food of the country

will prove very unprofitable ; but if a yearly account

is taken, the rate of increase will soon be shown,

and by this will they be guided, the trade rendered

safe and stable, and the same influence will be ex-

erted on the production of animal food throughout

the continent as in that of grain. All will be regu-

lated by the British market, and that market based

upon correct information as to the supply necessary

for the wants of the British public.

"We need not stay to point out the way to collect

this information, the means are so ample. The
" machinery" only requires to be put in motion

;

to us it is immaterial. Mr. Milner Gibson's plan

of 1847 is good—viz., through the registrars of the

poor-law unions, by means of printed forms, &c.,

filled up by occupiers ; county returns are suggested

through an appointed officer, aided by the usual

parochial officers ; the board of guardians, others

say, would do well ; district enumerators, say

others, at a price for each return ; and many, many
more schemes have we seen. What is done in

India, in America, in France, in Holland, in Bel-

gium, and elsewhere, can be done in Great Britain,

PREPARATION OF FOOD FOR STOCK.

Sir,—I am much indebted to Mr. Baker, of Writtle, and

" Safe Progress," for replies to my inquiry respecting a ma-

chine for preparing roots for mixing with hay or straw chaff,

&c., a3 food for stock. I am not at all sceptical as to the merits

of the system itself, but ou the contrary have a strong opinion

in its favour. But I confess I am a little sceptical as to the

advantage which the machines possess that are respectively re-

commended by Mr. Baker and " Safe Progress," and which, as

I am given to understand, " pluck" or tear the roots into pieces

from the size of a bean to an egg ; but whether a sparrow's or

a pigeon's egg I am not informed.

I believe there are at least four machines which have been

publicly recommended, for tlie purpose of preparing roots for

mixing with dry chaff; namely, Mr. Baker's, which "plucks"

the roots in irregular shaped pieces, from the size of an egg

downwards ; Mr. Harwood's, of Stonhara, made by Ransome

and Sims, which cuts into pieces the size of a bean ; Mr.

Bushe's, of Glencairn.Lismore, Ireland, which cuts iu slices half-

au-inch wide and the thickness of a shilling ; and Moody's

cutter, which cuts into strips, by means of gouge-shaped knives,

I of an inch wide by ^ to ^ inch in thickness, and manufac-

tured by Carson, of Warminster. Now not having proved

the value of either of the above machines practically, and being

anxious to introduce on my farm, the machine that would best

answer the purpose intended, which I take to be that which

will best prepare the roots for intimate admixture with dry

chaff, T shall esteem it a favour if either of your correspondents

will favour me with the advantages they obtain in practice, in

the use of machines which "pluck" the roots into irregular

pieces, to other machines which cut into tliin narrow slips, with

almost mathematical correctness.

I am, Mr. Editor, youra faithfully,

Vule o/Kennetl, March IQth. . . .;,.,, ,,. ,Cujztiv^5^|,.

,
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ON THE NECESSITY OF A MORE INTIMATE CONNEXION BETWEEN THE
LONDON AND LOCAL FARMERS' CLUBS.

To THE Chairmen, Vice-Chairmen, Secretaries, and other Members of the

Local Farmers' Clubs throughout the United Kingdom.

Gentlemen,—I make no apology for address-

ing you in the present position of our affairs, but

proceed at once to the undertaking.

When it became ap])arent— througli the medium
of Mr. Young's letter to his Grace the Duke of

Richmond—that the dissolution of the National

Association was at hand, expressions loud and deep

were heard, that a rallying point in London fn-

agriculturists would be greatly required.

Participating in this view myself, I ventured, on
Monday, the 7th February—in the course of intro-

ducing the subject for that evening's discussion,

at the London Farmers' Club—to bring the ques-

tion ])rominently before the meeting, by recom-
mending, in connection v.'ith agricultural statistics,

the re-establishment of the Roard of Agriculture,

believing that such an institution would form an
efficient link between agriculturists and the legis-

lature.

I was, moreover, actuated by a desire to see the

still important interests of agriculture emancipated
from the thraldom of the Board of Trade.

I am, however, bound to confess, that although

the gentlemen present (I believe unanim.ously) ad-

mitted that a common centre—where the influence

and power of the whole agricultural body would be
united in one bond—would be of incalculable

benefit, yet they doul)ted the projiriety of resusci-

tating the Board of Agricultsu-e, but thought the

London Farmers' Club, in connexion with the

local clubs, would form the best basis for that

purpose.

Seeing so large a majority, comprising much in-

fluence, talent, and experience, so decidedly in

favour of the latter proposition, I at once conceded
my own opinion, and have with much cordiality

adopted what appeared to be the wish of others :

and it is on this important question—the union of

farmers' clubs—that I now address you.
It is, I imagine, quite unnecessary to point out

to you that commercial men of all grades have their

Chambers of Commerce, &c., and shipovvners their

associations, where are discussed, not only ques-
tions of practical utility connected with their re-

spective professions, but politics, both general and
local ; whilst agriculturists have only their Agricul-
tural Associations with their annual, and Farmers'
Clubs with their quarterly, or, at the most, monthly
meetings during the winter season, where politics

of all descriptions are most scrupulously prohibited
by a stringent rule, although I admit that of late I

have been delighted to witness the violation of those
absurd restrictions.

And why this exclusion of all political subjects ?

Surely it cannot ^^ argued that farmers in the
middle of the nme teenth century are too igaorant,

to understand their own position, or to comprehend

political questions which bear on their own in-

terests ?

In my judgment, then, the sooner such vexatious

rules, as regards agricultural politics at least, are

expunged, the better.

Apologising for this digression into which I have

been betrayed, allow me, as a very humble but ar-

dent advocate for concentrating our forces, to im-
press upon you the absolute necessity of at once

adopting such measures as will facilitate our perfect

combination ; and for carrying this scheme into

successful operation, the union of the London and
local farmers' clubs appears to offer the most effi-

cient means.
I certainly do labour under a deeply-rooted con-

viction that the benefits which might be expected

to flow from such an arrangement, if energetically

carried into eft'ect, would be manifold and important.

Permit me here to state that the Winchester and the

Botley and South Hants Farmers' Clubs are each
taking steps to effect an union with the London
Farmers' Club ; for without combination no effec-

tive co-operation can ever be accomphshed.

In January, 184 7, the London Farmers' Club
issued circulars to all the local clubs, pro-

posing a more " intimate connexion," and prescrib-

mg rulos for carrying that project into execution,

to which I beg to draw your especial attention.

For the information, however, of such as are un-
acquainted with their provisions, I will transcribe

the rules of admission verbatim :

(copy.)

First—That every club payiug the annual subscription of

one guinea, with the eiitrance-ffe of another guinea on j'iuing,

have the right of deputing any one of its members to attend

all or any of our discussion meetings ; the said member having

for the time all tlie privileges ol an actual member of tiie club.

Second—That, to prevent confiiaioii, and the adaiissiou of

persons not entitled, tlie member tt he deputed l)e chosen at

an authorized meeting of your club, and that his name and
ad'kess be sent to me by the secretary previous to tiie day
upon which our discussion takes place.

' Henky Corbet,
Loudon Farmers' Club. Secretary.

Although I am addressing you entirely on my
own responsibility, yet I beg to state that the reso-

lution of the London club, proposing the admis-
sion of deputies from the local clubs, stands in full

efficiency, and that the members generally would
hail with satisfaction the prospect of a more
" intimate connexion," cannot for one moment be
doubted.
One of the most important results of this union

would be, that it would form the most effectual

means of any at present in existence of ascertaining

the opinion of the whole agricultural body upon
any question at is.sue, and of which M.P.'s might
with propriety avail themselvesi v . 'ivh !u-:
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And mi^ht it not form the most efficient machi-
nery for collecting agricultural statistics, believing

that some of the most practical and intelligent

farmers are generally connected with farmers'

clubs ?

Whilst I am very desirous to establish this pro-

ject, and most emphatically call upon all true

friends of the cultivators of the soil to assist in the

movement, yet, believe me, I should be one of the

last persons in the world to advocate a step which

would lead to the conversion of farmers' clubs into

political unions.

Feeling that I may with safety leave this question

in your hands, I am, gentlemen, with unfeigned

respect, and best wishes for the cause I so ardently

espouse.

Your very faithful and obedient servant,

Samuel Cheetham.
Totton, Southampton,
March Is/, 1853.

WAGES
It may not be known to many of my readers that

within the past month there has been a strike

amongst the labourers of Wiltshire. Although by
no means partial to such disturbances to the equi-

librium of trade, I can perceive that at times they
are very significant. If farmers in some quarters

combine to miJerpay their labourers, the labourers

may naturally enough be expected likewise com-
bining to refuse to \vork upon other than fair

terms. If it is expected that a man, with a wife

and children to maintain, can do so in an honest
manner upon 7s. per week, the farmers must surely

be chargeable with either culpable neglect, or reck-

less indifterence. They have either not sufficiently

regarded the circumstances of their labourers, or

they have been very careless about them.

There is a theory abroad in some quarters, to

the effect that the interest of the master is the inte-

rest of the servant, and that the interest of the ser-

vant is the interest of the master, and we have heard

as a sentiment for after-dinner discussion that
" Property has its duties as well as its rights."

These are very pleasant matters to think and talk

about. They serve to bring friends together, and
to elicit an immense amount of latent benevolence
of language. Practically they are too often but
mere myths. The fear that they would lead men
from their legitimate station, and break down the

barriers that separate the classes, is not unfrequently

expressed. There are exceptions to the rule, and
I would that these exceptions might become the

rule : ours might then justly claim the designation

of golden days.

But the Wiltshire farmers — could they be

blamed ? Did they not obey the economical law in

paying no more than the labour they requii'ed was
worth in the market ? They could obtain men of

all kinds for Is. •2d. a day : why should they give

Is. 6d. or Is. 8d. ? Yes, why? There is no rea-

son, save the labourer's refusal to work, that should

cause the farmer to increase the rate of wages, un-

less he is a man with a simply human heart, and

humane feelings. In this case he will probably

think of diminished strength and lowered morals ;

and provided he is a wise man, he will consider the

ill consequences of such a state of things upon cul-

tivation.

The labourers in question " demand a rise of 2s.

per week -from 7s. to 9s.— together with the sig-

nificant and encouraging request that their wages

shall be paid on a Friday, instead of a Saturday

night."

To adhere to a rate of wages now, that was not

thought exorbitant three years ago, is absolutely

unfair : and I must say that I sympathise with the

men who resist the endeavour. It is the more un-

fair if the rate of wages bear any near relation to

the price of produce, because the price of the staple

produce of our farms has certainly increased. But
it does not wholly depend upon this cause. Supply

and demand are now the regulating principle, and
the effect of this principle has been much more ap-

parent since the encouragement of manufacture and

the time of the Modern Exodus.

In the map which Mr. Caird prefixes to his

work, entitled " English Agriculture," we are as-

tonished to find a wages division line running from

east to west, and cutting our island into two dis-

tinct portions ; the one being characterized by a

low, and the other by a high rate of wages. This

line curtails Lincolnshire, halves Leicestershire,

beheads Warwickshire, cuts Shropshire in twain,

and loses itself in the Irish Channel. The average

of the counties north of this line is 37 per cent,

higher than those to the south. For the sake of

clearness, I give the averages thus

—

Average of all northern counties .... lis. 6d.

Average of all southern counties. ... 8s. 5d.

Average of the whole 9s. 6d.

Now what does this difference between north and

south mean ? It means that there is a greater de-

mand for labour in the north than in the south.

And the reason of this ? It hes in the fact of the

stimulus given to labour, by manufacturing, and

mining enterprise. These districts have absorbed

an immense amount of labour from the agricultu-

ral districts, and offer advantages to the families of

those who are now starving in Wiltshire, Dorset,

and elsewhere, which the law of settlement preoents

them from accepting. In the absence of agricul-

tural statistics, likewise, this truth is not known ;

and if it were published the labourers would be little

the wiser, because many of them cannot read !

In 1770 the price of labour in Cumberland was

6s. G(l., in the West Riding 6s., in Lancashire 6s.

6d., in each of which counties it has increased fully

100 per cent. ; while the increase in the southern

counties, mentioned by Young, is under 14 per

cent. The average wages in 1770, in the northern
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counties visited by Young, were 6s. 9d., and of the

southern counties 7s. 6d.

Manufacturing? and mining enterprise is clearly

in favour of the farm labourer, and, upon a com-
mon sense view of the matter, I should conclude of

the farmer also.

It will be as well to look at the effect this low
wage system has upon the labourer with respect to

his work.

It is sufficiently evident, without the aid of me-
dical or other statistics, that a man with children

dependent upon him, earning 7s. a week, cannot live.

He may exist, but he cannot live : I mean that he
is not in a fit state to yjerform the functions and
duties proper to life. His physical, mental, spiri-

tual, moral ability— all is stunted. A feeble mind
within a feeble body, it is impossible that he can
work well. Probably he does his best : but what
a meagre thing is best under such circumstances !

Look at the evidence contained in the " Report
on the Employment of Women and Children in

Agriculture." which will throw a useful light here.

Dr. Greenup, M.D., when examined before the

committee, says, in answer to the question whether
the work is detrimental to health, " Not at all.

Here the poor do not suffer from work ; the dis-

eases I see arise almost all from want of proper
food and clothing. Four out of five who apply

to me suffer from complaints traceable to their

food being insufficient in quantity and not good
enough in quality." In reply to the question,
" What is the food of the agricultural labourers

in your neighbourhood?" he states that "pota-
toes and bread form the principal food, and that

butchers' meat is never touched." Again, " Do
you attribute the low diet you have spoken of to

the smallness of the wages, or to other causes ?"

" The wages are certainly insufficient. Even where
there are only two children it requires good manage-
ment to keep them decently out of 8s. a-week.
Take any standard of comparison you please.

Perhaps the fairest is the cost of the paupers' food
in the imion workhouses, where the articles are

generally such as form the poor man's food athome

—

bacon, bread, and potatoes, without beer or other

luxury—and where the quantity is supposed to be
absolutely necessary to keep the inmates in health.

If the labourer has not so much food as the pauper,
he ought to have. In our union the cost of each
individual, taking the average of men, women, and
children, is Is. 6d. weekly for food only ; and buying
by tender, we buy at least ten percent, cheaper than
the labouring man can. Without considering this,

apply such scale to the poor man's family. A man,
his wife, and two children will require, if properly
fed, 6s. weekly; then rent, at least Is,; and fuel

will nearly swallow up the remainder. But there
are yet many things to provide—soap and candles,
clothes, and shoes. Shoes to a poor man are a
serious expense; a good strong pair will last a
year, and these will cost 12s, When I reckon up
these things in detail, I am always more and more
astounded how the labourers continue to live at all."

Again, " Is the health of the labouring classes af-

fected by other things besides the insufficiency of
diet ?" " Yes ; the want of proper clothing and
fuel is much felt, and is the cause of much sick-

ness. Personal cleanliness is neglected; the cot-

tages are generally ill-ventilated and frequently

damp. But all these matters, though in themselves

of importance, are but secondary in comparison to

the great evil—insufficiency of food."

Farmers, is this quite according to your notions

of justice or of good sownA YioXicy—the iiidependent

labourer worse fed than the pauper ! What in-

ducement do you offer to the honest, manly
labourer, struggling against poverty ? Charity

!

tell me not of charity, I pray ; but speak some-
what of justice. The charity that runs out in coal

clubs, benefit societies, and that vaunts itself in

long subscription lists for blanket distributions, is

thoughtless and inconsistent. Give the man the

just price of his work, so that he may supply him-

self; and teach him thus the good lesson of relying

upon his own efforts for his own support, rather than

the bad one of considering society his legitimatefall-

bach.

Mrs. Wilshire, the wife of a farm-labourer, near

Calne, Wilts, makes the following deposition before

the committee :

"We never see butchers' meat; our food is

principally potatoes, with bread. We eat about six

gallons of bread a-week. Sometimes, when cheap,

we buy half a-pound of butter a-week ; but most
frequently fat, whicii we use with potatoes to give

them a flavour. Our neighbour, the Rev.

Mr. Guthrie, gives us a little milk. We lay out

2q:d. a-week in tea, chiefly to let my husband have
a comfortable breakfast on the Sunday, the only

day he breakfasts at home, and as it is the only

thing I indulge in. Our common drink is burnt-

crust tea. We also buy about half a-pound of

sugar a-week. We never know what it is to get

enough to eat ; at the end of the meal the children

would always eat more. Of bread there is never

enough ; the children are always asking for more
at every meal. I then say, ' You don't want your
father to go to prison, do you ?' The eldest child

some time ago had a swelling in his throat ; I don't

know what the doctors called it, but they said he

must live better, and the guardians allowed 2s.

a-week for meat for several weeks, and after that a

smaller sum for bread, and the child got well. Two
or three years ago my husband was employed by a

farmer who was a liberal man, and had ]0s. a-week ;

the extra 2s, did a great service, it paid rent and
firing. We have never killed a pig for ourselves,"

There is abundance of such evidence as that I

have already extracted from the report, which all

goes to prove the same thing ; and this state of

things I must in fairness say is not confined to

Wilts, nor to Dorset,

My space is now filled ; but I will furnish other

cases as strong as those already quoted, on another

occasion.

What is the cost of all this— 1st, to the farmer
;

2nd, to the parish ; 3rd, to the county ?

Sad ! sad thought ! The labourer is robbed of
his independence ; and when society has made him a

pauper and a criminal, lo ! behold ! then does she

stoop to put a bed beneath him, and to place food

before him. Justice, my friend, is the better part

of Benevolence

!

[One word in justice to the Wiltshire Farmer. Tlie action of
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the present law of settlement is ratbev his misfortune than

his fault ; tlie same may be said of liis not having mines
;uid manufactories to carry off the surplus laboiur. We are

afraid that both master and man are in some degree the

nctims of circumstance.

—

Ed. F.M.]

i No. II.

• I can imagine that some one who Las read my pre-

ceding letter is sayin^, "But you have said uothing

about tlie earnings of the women and children." Of
the children, it is only the elder ones that can earn

their own food ; and the parents have to bear the

exclusive burden of their support for several years

before they can maintain themselves. And the ques-

tion of whether it is right and politic for children to

be thrust out in the fields, destitute of education, is

one that I design hereafter to consider in all its

bearings. It is an injustice to the child—it is a

WTong to the community.
As to the women, wliat right have tbey in the

fields ? Snrely their legitimate place is home. One
woman giving evidence before the committee, to

which I have already referred, says :
" I have been

married twenty-five years, and have worked all that

time in the fields in tlie sprmg, and at hay-time and
harvest. Sometimes the children have prevented

my going out. I have had 8d. a day in the spring

for weeding, turnip-hoeing, &c. ; lOd. a day for hay

making; and Is. a day for harvest work. I do not

think a great deal is got by a mother of a family

going out to work
;
periiaps she has to hire a girl to

look after her children, and there is a great waste of

victuals and spoUmg of things. And then working
in the fields makes people eat so much more : I know
it was so with me always. I often say, there is not

fourpeuce got in the year by my working out."

Another woman confii-ms this statement. She
says :

" I think it a much better thing for mothers

to be at home with their cldldren ; they are much
better taken care of, and other things go on better.

I have always left my children to themselves, and,

God be praised ! uothing has ever happened to them;

though I have thought it dangerous. I have many a

time come home, and have thought it a mercy to find

nothing has happened to them. Bad accidents often

happen. It would be much better if mothers could

be at home, but they must work."

Yes, here is the secret
—

" f//ey musi work." It is

certainly the duty of the child, under such circum-

stances,' to earn bd. or id. a day ; it is likewi.^e the

duty of the wife to earn her 8d. or lOd. a day. But we
come back to the old question—Is it right, is it politic

that this duty should be imposed ? Is it judicious

of the farmer, in order to save a present comparative

modicum, to saddle himself with an ultimate serious ex-

pense ? These children—left to themselves, without

any control over their conduct the whole day, and

without instruction or example of any kind—what
becomes of them ? Does any one seriously expect

to see such neglected creatures turn out good work-

men, or creditable characters ? The attention of the
'~ farmer should be directed to the children of the

^rfebourer, as well as to the labourer himself, lie de-

fj' pends upon theni for the success of his future plans

of improved cultivation. Some manufacturers set a

good example in this respect. They regard the

children of their workpeople as though they were a

part of the raw material they have to work up ; or, in

better taste, suppose I say that they bestow not less

care in thus seeming an iulelligcut and uiformed set

of M'orkmen, than they do in improving and perfect-

ing their machmery. One master thus estimates the

value of his efforts in this direction. •

Thomas Ashton, Esq., of Hyde, Cheshire, in evi-

dence taken by Mr. Chadwick on the education of

artizans, in answer to the question—"Have you, as

a landlord and capitalist, thought it worth while to

go to any expense in the education of the work-

people ?"—says: "Yes, I have; I have provided

schooling, at my own expense, iovjioe hundred."

A. B., another employer of labour, who had paid

similar attention to the education, the dwellings of

workpeople, and tlieir amusements, who employed
about eight hundred, and at his own expense pro-

vided schooling for upwards of two hundred, stated

that at first the expenditure in schooling was chiefly

given from a desire to make the workpeople happy
;

" but," said he, "we have found that, had it all been

done simphj as an inve&tment of capital, it would have

been a highlyprofitable one. I would not, as apecuniary

speculation, consent to take less than £7,000 for my
set of workmen, upwards of eight hundred, in ex-

change for the uneducated and uncultivated work-
men of another manufacturer opposite. We find the

steadiness of the men induces steadiness of work,

and comparative certainty in the quantity and qua-

lity of the produce." Speaking of the recreation

which he had provided for the workpeople, he said :

" Thou mayst think it strange for one of my per-

suasion (he is one of the Society of rrieuds), but

it is true, I have paid for a big drum and some horns,

to give them mii'th after their hours of labour." In
this manufactory the cotton spinners who hire chil-

di-cu aspiecers higldy preferred and competed for the

eluldren educated at the infant schools ; when asked

the reason, one of them replied, "Because they learn

better, and require less beatiu"-."

To a certain extent, also, the husband is a suf-

ferer through his wife's absence from home. There

is not the same order in the cottage, nor the same
attention paid to his comforts, as when she remains

at home all day. On returning from her labour she

has to look after her children, and her husband may
have to wait for his supper. He comes home, per-

haps tired and wet ; finds his wife has just arrived

before him ; there is no fire, no supper*, no comfort,

and he goes to the beer-shop. Let those of my
readers who think this no common case go amongst
the labourers as much as I have done, and discover

the truth for themselves. In conclusion, then,

the evidence and common sense are decidedly in

favour of allowing woman to keep her place, and of

enabling parents to give their children some years of

education. With respect to the latter point, expe-

rience leads me to advocate the adoption of a course

of training partly intellectual and partly industrial.

I have said, however, that I shall discuss tliis im-

portant question hereafter.

Very much has been well said and well written

latterly concerning the benefits of travel. They can

scarcely be oven-ated. The actual observation of

men and things, affords a man more sound knowledge,

than all the books in his Ubrary. Of the truths that

pass before him he collects, compares, generalizes.
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abstiacts, and judges for himself. Whether right

or wrong, the exercise of the miad upon llio vital

and buburdiuatc questions of hi'c must be higiily iu-

vigoratiug aud ennobling ; and it is noticeable that a

traveller ever returns from Ids wanderings with

enlarged notions, and more liberalized views than he

possessed before he packed his carpet-bag. One
may pretty well go round the globe now with only

a carpet-bag. Some people talk about the poetry

of the " old iron hammer ;" how it has beaten

out the grand foundations of civilization and riveted

the beams thereof, and made fast its well-wi'onght

girders ; and how its musical tinkle is the key-note

of all human improvement. Aud this is all true

enough. But who can number the varietv of the

pleasant associations aroused by the a visible sign

of improvement when farmers are seen shouldering

well-packed carpet-bags, and sallying forth between
liay-time and harvest, with intent to learn what is

domg in the world. I advise any farmer v/lio may
be now giving his men 7, 8, 9, or even 10 shillings

a-week, to go northward, aud he will be astonished

with the work that is done by the labourers who
are receiving 12 and 11 sluUiugs a-week, whose
boards are well sup'plied with bacon aud moor-

land mutton. The amazement of the southern far-

mers would be great to behold what men, liv-

ing in this free manner, can get tlu'ough with, in

the way of piece-work. They seem to be a totally

different race of beings to what we find lower down.
Depend upon it, that the man who half starves his

labourers does a terrible injiu-y to himself, to view
the matter only in this light. With theii- wages,

men's value will rise. Where is there such a labour-

saving machine as a healthy brain? Watch the under-

fed labourer, with dim senses, feeble wits, dragging
gait, irritable tempei", short memory, and perverse will.

If 2s. or 3s. a-week extra will convert such a being

into a strong, healthy, robust, satisfied man—a man
anxious to turn out the greatest quantity of work in

the shortest time and in the best manner, one whole-

some to look upon, rearing a family m a creditable

manner—then, I ask, is not the change worth the

outlay ? Is it not worth to the farmer, to the parish,

to the country ?

Unmarried men are in more request in certain

parts as farm labourers than married men. The
weekly sum that the one has to divide amongst many,
the other appropriates to supply his own personal

wants. The single men, therefore, are stronger aud
more active, wliile the married men are voted drones.

With better wages and more nourishment they would
become miniature steam engines, working their mas-
ters' will by auticipatiou. I will attempt to show,

in another letter, how this low-wage system affects

more directly the farmer and the labom-er.

Upon recapitulation, we shall see that we have
arrived at this conclusion—That work may be bought
just as anything else may be purchased : he who
wishes to obtain good work must pay a good price

;

whilst he who gives a less wage must be satisfied with
work less in quantity aud worse iu quality.

No. III.

THE EQUITABLE WAGE PRINCIPLE V. THE LAW OF
SUPPLY AND DEMAND.

My readers will allow me to make a shght

detour fi-om the direct path by which I promised to

lead them to certain conelusious, as I desire to con-

sider more fully the bearings of the subject before

us, to the end tiiat these our conclusions may be
the more just and determinate.

Much time and ingenuity have been expended by
political economists iu discussing the wage law, and
as yet scarcely any one is determined about it, in-

volving as it does so many impossibilities and incon-

gruities.

Young gentlemen first awakening to the mysteries

of the wage system, and finding themselves puzzled,

ask petulantly, " But what regulates wages ?" The
invariable reply is, " Supply and demand, to be sure

;

what else do you think ?"

Any one acquainted with the world will coincide

with me, when I say, that legality and morality, jus-

tice and equity, are totally different things. A man
may be morally right aud legally wrong. Under this

condition of affairs one becomes sceptical. I feel

myself beginning to suspect a great many antiquated

notions as false, although they are plausibly dressed

in the garb of truth and sincerity. Amongst other

things that arouse my suspicion is this law of supply

and demand. Mind, I do not disbelieve its exist-

ence and operation; but, though it has acquired the

title of a law, I dispute its eqidty, and therefore its

beneficial action. I am aware that it is recognized

on all hands, and that he who shall attempt to attack

it may be stigmatised as a " political blasphemer."

But until the injustice of the principle is exposed,

there can be no hope for the labouring man.

According to Mr. Stewart Mill, production is gene-

rally a joint aflair; one partv contributing the mate-

rials, tools, shelter, food, ancl superintendence neces-

sary for the due performance of the work, aud the

other contributing the work itself. In other words,

production is a partnership between the man of

money and the man of muscles, in which the monied
man agrees to advance to the working man his share

of the produce in the form of wages. Wages should

then depend upon the share of the produce justly

accruing to the working man. But here follows the

inquiry, " What regulates the share of the produce

justly accruing to the working man ?" Every kind-

hearted man amongst us knows full well how this is

determined, for who has not seen with infiuite pain

the continual struggle between these two contri-

butors as to how much the one can extort from the

other, and how little the other can be starved into

accepting ? This is called the law of supply aud
demand; or, the relation between population and
capital; and, as a popular writer says, "is about as

just a means of decidmg what is essentially a point

of simple equity, as a standing army is of settling

the rights of nations. Neither numbers nor power
have any connexion whatever with a matter of ab-

stract justice."

JMuch resort is had in the present day to pictures

as a means of conveying information. Desiring, for

the sake of clearness, to illustrate this law of supply

and demand, I find instances, more numerous than I

know what to do with, ready to my hand. I look*

over the Reports of Commissioners upon all kinds of

employments, aud I seek information from other

authentic sources, aud always with the same result

;

for I find they all directly or indirectly give evidence
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of the oppressive and tyranuous natiu-e of the law.

Althoiigli a great quaulity of evidence from the rural

districts is before mc, for the sake of eliauge, aud

to show that I am by no means desirous of vaunting

one class against another, but simply of helping the

poor, I shall confine my quotations prineipalJy to

the investigations of Mr. Mayhew. Mjr aim is to

bespeak the sympathy of masters for theii* labourers

generally ; and 1 hope, by leading the farmers round

to a ditl'orent point of view, I may be able to point

out silently their own position Avitli respect to their

labourers, under the pecuUar influence of a new light.

In this I am aware that I yield somewhat to the very

prevalent prejudice against operating upon the beam
at home in favour of tlie mo^e abroad; or that which
is more offended by the vice of opium smoking in

China, than the vice of gin drinking in England. 1

yield here, however, oiily to gain my point else-

where ; and of course my readers will allow conces-

sion for concession.

Let us begin. There are two direct means of
" economising labour'" : 1st, by making the work-

men do more work for the same pay (and this is

technically called '• driving") ; 2nd, by making them
do the same work for less pay (a process termed
" grindiny"). To enforce these systems there arc

long-hour masters, strapping masters, sweaters,

middle-men, yacgers, and contractors—a goodly

staff, which has given rise to some "odious compa-
risons" between the women of America and the

women of England. Concerning slop workers

:

"The labom- of the men," says Mr. Mayhew,
" who depend entuely on the ' slaughter-houses'

"

(comuionly so called from the " cutting" trade prac-

tised in them) " for the purchase of their articles, is

usually seven days a week, the year through. That
is, seven days—^i'or Sunday work is all but universal

—each of 13 hours, or 91 hours in all; while the

established hours in the ' honourable trade' are six

days a week, each of 10 hours, or 60 hours in all."

The experience of a chair maker :

" I work from six every morning to nine at night:

some work till tea. My breakfast at eight stops me for

ten minutes ; my dinner takes me twenty minutes, at

the outside ; and my tea five minutes. All the rest of

the time I'm slaving at my bench. Altogether I labour

14 J hoars every day, and I must work on Sundays—at

least 40 Sundays in the year. This gives me more than

90 hours a week for my work, and there's hundreds

labour as bard as I do just for a crust."

The east end turners commonly labour IS hours

a day.

From Mr. Mayhew's letters to the Morning Chro-

nicle I give the words of a "chamber mastei-" work-

ing for the cheap shoe trade :

" From people being obliged to work twice the hours

they once did work, or that in reason they ought to work,

a glut of hands is the consequence, and the masters are

led to make reductions in the wages. They take advan-

tage of our poverty and lower wages so as to undersell

each other, and command business. My daughters have

to work fifteen hours a day, that we may make a bare

living. They seem to have no spirit nor animation in

them ; in fact, such very hard work takes the youth out

of them. They have no time to enjoy their youth."

The following is an illustration of the " strapping

system." " Kever in all my life," says Mr. Mayhew,
"had I seeE so sad au instance of over-work. He

gave the account after a heavy day's work, and was
so fatigued that lu; euuhl scarcely rest in his seat."
" I work at what is called a ' strapping shop.' I call

' strapping' doing as much work as a human being or a
horse possibly can in a day ; and that without any hang-
ing on the collar, but with the foreman's eyes constantly
fixed upon you, from si.\ o'clock in the morning to six

at night. The shop in which I work is for all the world
like a prison ; the silent system is as strictly carried out
there as in a model gaol. If a man was to ask any com-
mon question ol his neighbour, except it was connected
with his trade, he would be discharged, there and then.
If a journeyman makes the least mistake, he is packed
off just the same. The amount of work one's forced to

get through is positively awful ; if he can't do a plenty
of it, he don't &top long where I am. No one would
think it possible to get so much out of blood and bones.
No slaves work like we do. At some of the shops thc-

foreman keeps continually walking about with his eye
on all the men at once ; at others he is perched up high,

so that he can have the whole of the men under his eye
together. Since I knew the trade a man doesfour times
the ivork that he did formerty. What's worse than all,

the men are every one striving one against another.
Each is trying to get through the work quici<er than his

neighbours. Four or five men are set to the same job,

so that they may be all pitted against one anotht r ; and
then away they go, every one striving his hardest, for

fear that the others should get finished first. They are

all tearing away, from the first thing in the morning to

the last at night, and when time comes to knock off,

they are ready to drop. It was hours after I got home
last night before I got a wink of sleep ; the soles of my
feet were on fire, and my arms ached to that degree that

I could scarcely lift my hand to my head. We mustn't
let our employers know we don't sleep a' nights, else

they'd be certain we couldn't do enough for them, and
we'd get the sack. So, tired as we may be, we are

obliged to look lively, somehow or other, at the shop of

a morning. Some men are done up at such work

—

quite old men and grey, with spectacles on, by the time
they are forty. I have seen fine strong men of thirty-

six come in there, and be bent double in two or three

years. We are used, for all the world, like cab and
omnibus horses : directly they've had all the work out
of us, we are turned off. As for Sunday, it's literally

a day of rest with us—v/e lie in bed all day. When I'm
done and flung by, of course I must starve."

Of " family work" Mr. Mayhew says :
" It has

the worst possible effect upon the trade. There are

between 300 and 400 'chamber masters' in the 'slop'

shoe trade (a chamber master is one who works at

home with his wife and childi-en, finding his own
materials). The wife cuts out the work for the

binders, the husband does the knife work, the chil-

dren sow with uncommon rapidity. The husband,

when the work is finished, at night goes out witli it.

He returns, sometimes having sold his work at cost

price, or not cleared Is. 6d. for the day's labour of

himself aud family. The shopkeepers aud ware-

houses tliiuk the poor fellow fair prey, and buy the

work at their own price. How can he refuse ?

—

are not his children waiting for their supper at

home ?"

Here is the statement of a worker at "fancy
cabinet" work

:

" The most on us has got large families. We put the

children to work as soon as we can. My little girl began
about six, and eight or nine is the usual age. The small

masters mostly marry when they are turned of 20. You
see our trade'g coming to such a pass, that unless a maa
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has children to help him he can't live at all. I've

worked more than a month together, and the longest

night's rest I've had has been an hour and a- quarter ;

aye, and I've been up three nights a week besides, I've

had my children lying ill, an' been obliged to wait on
them into the bargain. You sec we couldn't live if it

wasn't for the labour of our children ; though it makes
'em—poor little things !—old people long afore they are

grow'd up." "Why, I stood," said tiie wife, " with

my child, only ten years of age, from four o'clock on

Friday morning till ten minutes past seven in the even-

ing, without a bit to eat or drink. I never sat down a

minute from the time I began till I finished my work,

and then I went out to sell what I had done. I walked

all the way from here (Shoreditch) down to the Low-
ther Arcade to get rid of the articles." Here she burst

into a violent flood of tears, saying, " Oh ! Sir, it is

hard to be obliged to labourfrom morning till night as

we do, all of us, little ones and all, and yet not be able

to live by it either."

If these touching pictures teach us nothing of the

evil effects of the law of supply aud demand, it were

in vain to proceed. In order to complete the sub-

ject, however, I must recur to certain other evidence

relative to the contract system, which is one of the

main features of the law under discussion ; and this

will be better left till another week.

The cases in which the earnings of the parents are

insufficient, under good management, to support

their families in comfort, are' painfully frequent.

Besides the rural dislricts (for we must not forget

the main object of this inquiry), they abound in the

coal districts of England and Wales, in calico print-

ing, and in manj^ branches of metaUic manufactures,

&c. Nothing save the actual pressure of want would
drive tlie operative to extract subsistence from the

hard-earned wages of his children.

Here we behold the law of supply and demand in

operation ; and not alone here, but in the working
of the " sweating system," which, by introducing

the work of women and children in the phace of

men's, sets wives competing in the struggle for

daily bread against husbands, and children of the

same family against themselves. We witness, in

fact, one continued and deadly struggle between the

two contributors to production, as to hoio much the

one can extort from the other, aud how little the,

other can be starved into accepting. F. H. S.

THE SEASON IS UNPHOPITIOUS: WHAT SHOULD FARMERS DO?

It has been my pleasure for some time, as a con-

tributor to tlie Mad- Lane Exirress, to render the best

aid I am able towards promoting the progress of

British agriculture, being anxious to prevent im-

proper management on the one hand, and to advance

improvement on the other.

It is with much diffidence I usually address my
readers, and have hitherto adopted writing in tlic

plural number lest the personal pronoun I should

appear too egotistic, and savour ot aggrandisement

:

whereas my humble wish is to give such practical aid

as my experience has taught me to be desirable, and in

a manner least open to censure or animadversion. I

purpose in future, however, to drop the plural number,
and write simply as " u practicalfanner.''' My wish,

in this paper, is to call attention to the course of

management which a farmer should adopt in this

most uupropitious season.

In many parts of the country scarcely any wheat
has been put in : nearly all the heavy clay lands have

yet to be sown. The unexampled rains which oc-

curred in November so saturated these clays, that it

became requisite to replough them, and lay them up
for frost. None, however, came; but, more rain

falling, caused them to set or run together as before.

Most farmers were led to hope for dry frosts in the

latter part of December. In this they were dis-

appointed ; and, although the weather was sufficiently

fine to permit many holders of mild loams to finish

their autumn sowing, yet there was no hope for the

el;iy linul farmers, and but a partial respite for others;

consequently, mucli remains to be done.

The question, therefore, is, What should farmers

now do ? The late very ttnseasouable weather has

prevented winter sowing. All wheat crops now sown
are liable to many vicissitudes, and the product is

most uncertain ; blight and mildew are almost sure

to attack them. The quick and over-abimdant

growth of straw prevents the healthy formation and

maturing of the grain. I have seldom known it

answer to sow wheat in March ; even the spring

varieties on good soils often prove of little value *

they become heavy, and get laid.
'

As a practical farmer, I will say once for all, that

it is very hazardous to sow wheat at this season of

the year :—however, it may be quite requisite on some
holdings : and of these I would observe, be cautious

and patient—cautious in the choice of the variety

of wheat, aud patient in pittting it in. Do not sow
until the laud is in a good state of preparation. One
of the best crops of wheat I ever heard of in the

course of my experience, was a crop of, the old-

bearded spring wheat. It was sown on the 21st of

May, yielded five qrs. per acre, and was sold in

1814 (I think) at £8 per qr. I shall not certainly

guarantee the price, but I think it probable that

something like the produce may be very generally

obtained.

The old-bearded spring wheat : This I recommend
as the best for late spruig sowing. I have sown it

as a change in the rotation, instead of oats ; and it

is a good crop on which to sow seeds—I think pre-

ferable to either oats or barley. The next varieties

I should reconunend are the white and red Talavera

wheats. The white is most valuable. I have grown
it with profit on late spring sowing. I believe most
of the Mediterranean or the Cape wheats would do
well. Any variety possessing early maturity will do

best : and many such are professedly sold. It is to

this point I urge caution. We have in various

districts the April wheat, the thirteen weeks' wheat

;

and other similar varieties. In every district fanners

profess to have " sorts of wheat," producing good
crops in a short time. I hope tliey may be found
correct.

Should it, ho-wever, suit the occupier to relinquish
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wheat sowing for ouce, I bulicvc lie will liiul he
can appropriaie his land to a better profit. The cul-

tivation of bcaus, peas, barley, oats, or rye will pay

him belter. Potatoes, again, may advantageously be

introduced. Flax, also, in many instances, might

tal^c the place of beans, peas, or oats ; and, as flax-

luiils are iu course of crcetiou here and there, and
railways form means of ready transit, it may prove

a profitable crop. MaJiufacturers -will .i^-enerally give

from £9 io £11 per acre for it upon delivery, or they

will give from £3 to £1 per ton for the straw. The
seed will readily make 7s. per bushel. A good crop

will produce from 20 to 21 bushels of seed, and

2i tons of straw. The expense of cultivation to

delivering the whole produce is about £3 per acre.

It shoixld be sown between the middle of April and
middle of May, at 2.} bush, to the acre. It may be

asked, will the landlord permit this r I do not stop

to inquire ; he must be a queer one to refuse under

such circumstances.

It may not be amiss to suggest that these crops

are not always the most profitable. A good and

early crop of rape or turnips is occasionally very

1^'
valuable. 1 had a small piece two yeaTs'tigo : it xy^s

ready to stock iu the early part of July. The,nwmber
of sheep fed thereon was astonishing. Many farmers
in the Cambridge and lluni ingdoushire i'cn& sow-

rape for early feeding, and with great success. Iti,*

may also be desirable to put more of tlicse 'laiids

under fallow :—thus good and early crops of mangold-
wurzcl, cabbages, or Swedish turnips may be ob-

tained.

The fattening of stock is fast becoming more
profitable than the growth of corn ; and, if the ac-

cidental missing of a com crop shoidd lead to a
really favourable change from corn cultivation to

stock feeding, the present unpropitious season may
prove benelicial. The potato disease is likely to

secure a lasting advantage to the Irish population,

now the worst has passed. I hope better things for

the Ens I believe the present high price of stock

razing andwill induce large importations both for gr.'

slaughtering, as also the extension of breeding in

this country. I therefore suggest the cultivation of

more green crops for the ensuing winter, instead of

an uncertain crop of com.

IMPORTANT COMPENSATION CASE.—DAM AGE S £18,000.

The true position of the agriculturist is one that

has even yet to be properly established. Com-
pared with other classes and professions he has

anything but that recognised standing so generally

allowed to them. The tradesman settles himself

in his shop, with the full conviction that the

slightest impediment to the fair conduct of his

business will be amply compensated. The
professional man forms his connection under

quite as strong a security. We have been

long taught to feel that the rights of these

citizens must not be invaded with impunity.

The means they may have employed to extend

and develop to the greatest degree the labour of

their vocation must, and will, always be regarded

as clearly a part of their own property. Were it

not so—were there not some such sense and practice

of justice to fall back upon—industry and ability

would lack their grandest inducements. No man
could make the most of his power and oppor-

tunity if he felt anything like a doubt as to who
might reap where he alone had sown. Few men
have greater need for full satisfaction on this

point than the working farmers of the country,

and few in reality enjoy it in so small a degree. It

is not our purpose here to place, or attempt to

place, the tiller of the soil in antagonism to those

with whom he has chiefly and most directly to

deal. Rather let us see how he is treated by the

rest of the world. Simply, then, as the creature of

circumstance. He may rest for a while, perhaps,

and arrange his wares to the best advantage for a

market ; but he must " move on" again at the

shortest of notice. And there is little cause, either

to delay such a notice, should it be to the con-

venience or profit of any one to issue it. His

actual losses or contemplated profits are commonly
reckoned by the very mildest of metres. It may
and does no doubt sound serious enough to knock

a tradesman's shop over his ears, but a mere farmer

may be routed wholly or partially at very httle cost

to any one but himself. " He has only to go and
do a great deal better somewhere else than even he

did here."

We do not say with whom lies the chief

fault; but so it is. Any interruption or inter-

ference with the business of farming is rarely

met in the same spirit of liberality, or of even due

sense of right, that is accorded to other pursuits.

We have a striking instance of this in the follow-

ing case which we have thought it only proper

to report at length. It is what is commonly
called a " compensation case" to estimate the real

value of what is as well known as " accommodation
land." The parties to the suit it will be seen are

Mr. Eve as plaintiff, and the Victoria Dock
Company as defendant. The former it seems

made what was considered a very exor-

bitant demand for some marsh land the

company had the power to take from him for their

own use. They were advised to resist, and they

did so. Had Mr. Eve been a market-gardener, or

a pleasure-ground pubUchouse-keeper, or a ship-

builder or a timber-merchant, or of any such a

calling that might require room and space for the

carrying out of his business, we have little doubt

but the company would have much sooner

reconciled themselves to the assumed " exorbi-

tancy" of his claim. Unfortunately, however,

it was professed on no better grounds

than the injury he would suffer as a

farmer and grazier. In this humble character

the land now taken nolens volens from him was of

especial service. It was indeed to him, in the

fullest sense of the term, "accommodation land,"

By the use of it he could always command the

best market, and make the most of those animals

in the selection and management of which he was
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generally admitted to have achieved some well-

merited distinction. In the words of one witness,
" as a grazier he stands first."

With then some character and some business, if

only as a farmer and grazier, ?^Ir. Eve makes a

claim, to which the Company considerately respond

with an offer of one-half ! They know the class

they have to deal with, and how much attention is

I'kely to be paid to any such kind of compensation

as that they have in this instance to make. Well

advised and well satisfied as to the strength of their

position, the Company adhere firmly to their own
terms. Strange to say, the farmer and grazier

stands as manfully to his ; and so " this

present claim," to adopt the very qualified

language of the Solicitor-General, " the most
outrageous, grossest, and extra\'agant, was sub-

mitted to a jury." The result must be the best

commentary. Mr. Eve put his compensation at

twenty thousand pounds—the Company, " well

advised" as they were, put it at ten ; and a

special jury, after viewing the land, settled it

at eighteen thousand pounds. Mr. Eve thus

obtaining within a tithe of what he first asked, and
on which he was complimented, as being outrage-

ous, exorbitant, and gross in the highest degree.

We congratulate Mr. Eve on the spirit he has

displayed and the victory he has achieved. Had
he been in any way a weaker man, we should most
probably have still wanted the moral of that lesson

his determination has afforded us. It comes all

the more grateful for the need there was for it.

Had this been the case of almost any other business

man, we are very much inclined to believe it

would never have been suffered to go
before a jury. As it is, we gain one step

more towards the proper position and condition of

the English farmer—one in which his rights

will be respected, and his own maintained as

clearly and indubitably as those of his neighbour.

We have not, we repeat, quitearrived atthisasyet;

but it must be our own fault if we do not speedily

reach the summit.
The name of Mr. Eve must be already familiar to

many of our readers. This is not the first good
cause he has fought in, although his efforts

have not so far been always attended with the same
success. He it was, who, acting on the experience

of many years, and totally regardless of anything

but that his sense of right and humanity dictated,

so boldly denounced and so forcibly portrayed the

abominations of Smithfield market — that very

market, which, as will be found, he could reach

under such peculiar advantages ; but which he has,

nevertheless, opposed, with a regard only for the

public good, that must eventually end in another

triumph.

(Before Deputy Sheriff T. M. Gefp, Esa., and
A Special Jury.)

Eve and the Victoria Dock Company.

This was a v/i it of inquiry to assess the damages which
W. William Eve. North Ockenden, fanner and grazier,

was entitled to receive frou. tlie Victoria Dock Com-
pany, for certaiii land, &c., required by the latter.

Sir Frederick Thesiger and Mr. Tindal Atkinson,

instructed by Mr. B. W. Rawlings, of Romford and

Fiu-; ivarh-iiu), nppcatcd fjr the claitcaat, and the

Attorney-Gpneral and Mr. Bovill, instructed by Messrs.

JBurchell and Parsons, of Parliament-street, represented

the Company.
The jury having viewed the property which was the

subject of the inquiry, and returned to the Swan Hotel,

at Stratford,

Sir Frederick Thesiger objected to Mr. Sannderp,

of Woodford, being sworn upon the jury, on the ground
thst he had m^ide some observations upon the cise,

whirh he (Sir Frederick) wo«ld rather not repeat.

The Attorney-General apprehended that it was
nothing but pcri'ectly fair and natural that while the

gentlemen were discharging the duty of viewing the pro-

perty, tliey should center together.

Mr. Saunders wished to know what he had said.

He believed he (Sir Frederick) was very unjust.

Sir Frederick.—Pray, sir, don't say that I am
unjust, for I know of nothing beyond what has been

communicated to me.
The Deputy-Sheriff here intimated that Mr.

Saunders had better retire ; and the following gentle-

men of the county were then sworn as the jury, viz.,

George De Home Vaizey,of Halstead, Esq. (Foreman);

David Thomas Magan, of Leytonstone, merchant;
John Goslin, of Bradford-s'.r?et, Bonking, merchant

;

William Hugh Rankin, Bran-hills, Great Stanibridge,

merchant; Robert Ellington Greenwood, Halstead,

banker ; John Sampsor Piggott, Langford, merchant

;

John Knowles Salford-hill, Woodford, merchant;
James Bateson Ricnards, Woodford, merchant ; George
Horatio Wilkinson, Stratford, merchant ; Andrew
Caldicott, Junior, Woodford, merchant; Frederick

Pupard, Upton-place, West Ham, merchant ; and
AViiliam Palmer, of Woodford, merchant.

Sir Frederick Thesiger observed that this was
a case of very considerable importance to Mr.
Eve, the claimant, and he was only appre-
hensive, in the discharge of las (luty to him, that he would
not be able to present it to the jury in a proper light, and that

his interests might he thereby prejudiced. He hoped they

would consider that what he was about to say was nitrely iu-

troduciory, in order to prepare their raiuds and enable them to

come to a proper conclusion upon the evidence which would
be brought before thera. He was happy to s!iy that their

duties would be very mncli lessened by the advantage they

had had of having a private view beforehand, and he shonld

not attempt to prejudice their minds by any remarks of liis

own. They were all aware that Mr. Eve had been compelled

to come before them and seek compensation from this com-
pany. It would no doubt be said, that wiien this dock was
constructed it woidd be of very considerable advai.tage to the

public ; and undoubtedly it rnii^ht be assumed that ti;e Legis-

lature would never have sanctioned this Act o! Parliament,

unless the public were to derive great bei\efit3 snd advantages.

But, on the other hand, he i.eed hardly say that, if the public

advantage h^d been alone consulted, the company would not
have appeared before the jury tliat day. The Dock Company
was a private company of gentlemen, seeking their own indi-

vidual interests, and they had obtained an Act conferring

upou them some enormous pov, era. If Mr. Eve had been al-

lowed to remain in the uudisiurbed possession of his

land, he would have oblaiued iu the course of a few
years a much larger amount for it than he could
hope to receive under the present circumstances. The
company obtained their Act in. 1848, but nothing was settled

until 1850, aud Mr. Eve was then required to send in his

claim, aud he did so, ct £20,000. The company, however, did

nothing on that occasion, and he (Sir Frederick) need hardly

s.?y that, as a farmer, Mr. Eve was considerably crippled in

his operations. After the lapse of some time he urged the com-
pany to come to somesetiieraent, and after considerable dtlay,

lie received a letter offering him .£10,500. Tiie jury would ob-

serve that there was a great discrepancy in the two amrmnts,

and he should call before them a number of witnesses showing
that Mr. Eve's estimate was a correct one, and he anticipated

that the company, in seeking to reduce this claim, would caU
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before tbem some of the luany geutlciieii of al-.ilil.v ;iiui i xpc-

rience which they always had at tlitir commaiul. li" imy
failed to do that, he was sure the observations of counsel, how-
ever ingeiiiou3 and eloquent, would have but little wei,e;ht

against the evidence of the claimant's witnesses, lie should

state that Mr. Eve was a farmer, at North Ocl<enden, in this

county, where he occupied land to the extent of 1,000 acres;

he was also in possession of some marshland at West Ham, to

the eKteot of some 62 acres, iu two plots, of about 40 snd 20
odd. The niarah-lands were in the very highest state of cultiva-

tiou, and, as grazing-lands, were of the veiy best quality. The
mode iu which he (arried on his operaticus were these: he

was in the habit of purchasinp; lean cattle iu the autumn, and
taking them to his farm at Ockeoden, and iu the following

spring they were brought to West Ham, where lie was enabled

to fatten Them much sooner than any other farmer in the neigh-

bourhood, and send them to Smithfiekl, where they fetched

high prices. If Mr. Eve had not those grazing-lands, but

only his farm, he would have been compelled to send them to

market a distaixe of 24 or 25 miles; and if the prices wcro

low, he woidd have been obhged to have disposed of the beasts

at a sarriticc, or must have driven them back to his farm.

Instoai of this, the marsh-lands enabled him, from the

proximity of Smithfield, to send up au agent to market and
report to him the rise or fall in prices, and, if the niaikets

were good, he had only to send bis cattle a distance of four or

five miles, and thereby derive great advantages. Now, unless

equally good land in the neighbourhood could be found for Mr.
Eve, the whole of his farming-business would be serio\isly in-

terrupted and completely disorganized. Mr. Eve was not

only the owner, but also the occupier, of those lands, and
therefore he was entitled to receive compcnsaticu in bolh

characters; just in the same F.aya?, if he let the land to a

grazier, he would be entitled to compensation for the rent

which the grazier would pay him. Evidence would be clearly and
distinctly given that, ks occupier, he had been deriving a benefit

of £5 per acre from this marsh-land ; and if Mr. Eve was to be

merely compensated by giving him the bare value of grazing

land a very greit iujviry would be inflicted upon him, because

the price of lar.d in this immediate neighbourhood had latterly

increased to a very e,\traordinary value. One of the causes

was the construction of the North Woolwich Railway, and the

geutlf men coni.ccted with that railway were also conterned in

the Dock Company, and being sharp-sighted and far-seeing

gentlemen, they purchased a quantity of land which rnns by

the siilc of the railway for about three miles, and which he

was told the jury were not permitted to go upon.
The Attorney General.—They must pay toll. It is a

private road, and the companies arc qiite distinct from the

Dock Company.
Sir Frederick Tiiesiger resumed.—He was told that

for a considerable period no toll had been taken, and that it

had only been opportunely revived for t!\:3 obvious purpose of

deteriorating the value of the elaimsul's land iu the eyes of

the jury, but he thought they might have been spared the toll

at all event?. The railway gentlemen having completed their

line, sold the land which they bad purdi .sed at £1 and £2
per acre to the Eastern Cuunties Railway Company in some
instances for £500 per acre, in another for £700, and in one

case he believed they obtained the enormous sum of above

£1000 per acre. These far-seeing gentlemen finding that the

investment of capital iu land was highly productive, formed

themselves into a Woolwich Land Improvement Company,
and set about erecting the PaviUon Hotel and pleasure

grounds and other buildings thereon ; and it certainly seemed
very singular that they should not have constructed the Docks
out of the land so purchased, but they thought that, instead

of appropriating their own lands to that purpose, they would

get hold of other people's land at their own low prices, and

sell it again at improved amounts, which it would be sure to

fetch in consequence of the impetus given to trade and com
merce by the docks and railway. The Dock Company de-

rived under their Act of Parliament certainly the most

extraordinary powers. They were empowered to take land

la the neighbourhood, to t!io extent of two hundred acres,

for the purpose of grazing lean cattle thereon, which they

might import into this country to the detriment of all the

graziers in the neighbourhood. There was nothing to prevent

their applying those 200 acres to budding purposes, and there-

fore it was perfectly clear that they possess not only the com-
pnlsory powers to take Mr. Eve's or any other person's land.

init lU:\i they coulii aUo apply it to any purpose they thought
fit. He should be able to show them that Mr. Eve had been
offered £350 per acre, and that would amount to more than he
claimed. He should show that that was an inadequate sum,
and t'lat persons in the neighbourhood had refused it. That the
Company bad asked £o00 per acre, and he should be able to
establish that f«ct. Since the formation of the railway a
compute town had sprung up in the neighbourhood ; that a
factory had been erected by Mr. Wearc, in which 1,000 or 2,000
hands were employed ; that houses were built, and that the
moment they were built they were occupied, and that there

was an increasing and constant demand for houses. He thought
he might say that it would be both unjust and unfair to take

this land from Mr. Eve, and compensate him for it as merely
agricultural laud, and which might reduce the value he was en-

titled to receive by one-half of that amount which, under all

the existing circumstances, he ought to be paid. He should

mention to the jury that since Mr. Eve's claim bad been sent

in, it had been discovered that under the surface of the laud

there was a layer of very valuable brick earth, and au agent of

the Company required that trial holes should be made, Now,
what had the Company to do with anything beneath the sur-

face if they were going to buy the land for grazing purposes
only ? But it struck the Company that it was most important
to ascertain whether or not the land contained brick earth for

the purpose of constructing their docks. Well, upon the ex-

periment being tried, they found that there was a layer of brick

earth four or five feet deep, and beneath that some peat which
would beValuable to them for the purpose of burning their bricks.

He found by advertiseraetit that the Company would require

to be furnished to their contractors 20 millions of bricks for the

purpose of constructins their docks. The jury would observe

that this was an actual property, the same as a coal or copper
mine, as the brick earth v.ns found upon the premises. 'The

Company, therefore, had no right to say that they would only

pay Mr. Eve for the surface of the land. The jury wou'd also

observe that taking awaj the brick earth would uot destroy

the value of the land, for it would be just as valuable for

building purposes after they had received 2s. 6d. a thousand or

so foi royally on taking away the brirk earth. They were
bound to compensate Mr. Eve for the value of his laud accord-

ing to all the purposes for which it would be applicable under
the existing circumstances of the case. He had presented to

them this case in these different forms, and he now asked the

jury with great confidence if Mr. Eve was not entitled to com-
pensation in the different ways in which be (Sir Frederick)

had submitted his claim to them. He should call witnesses

who would state that as agricultural land it was worth as sur-

face rent £5 per acre, and the jury woidd not think that exor-

bitant when he told them that Mr. Beswick paid him £12 per

acre for five acres, snd had also laid out a consiJerable sum iu

improvements on it. In dealing with Mr. Eve's right as the

owner of this property, they would find it had been calculated

at £10,134 ; and as it had now become quite as usual as com-
pensation cases themselves, the jury would have to add 25 per

cent, for compulsory sale, which would make the claim amount
to £12,667 lOs. 6d. The jury would also have to compensate
him for his life interest and net annual profit on the land, which,

with other items, made the claim £17,300 9s. lOd. There
was also another point for their consideration, and that

was the improving value of the land. One gentleman
would be called before them who would prove it was £100
per acre, which would make £6,000 odd; and it would
be for the jury to judge if the land remained in Mr. Eve's

possession, and considering the increasing value of it for

building purposes, whether (his was not fair and reasonable.

There was another item for the consideration of the jury,

and to which there was some objection, and that was, the

damage which would be done to the farmers at North Ocken-
den. By the taking away of these waste lands by the company
Mr. Eve would sustain a loss and injury in his pursuits at

Ockendeu as a necessary consequence. Let the jury suppose
that this company had taken in the neighourhood of Londou a
steelyard which they meant to employ iu carrying on these

docks. Now, if they were deprived of that steelyard, would
they not be entitled to receive compensation, when they could
prove it was necessary for the purpose of carrying ou these

operations ? He would say, therefore, that the Company were
bound to compensate the claimant for any damage done to his

farm at North Ockeuden ; because Ibis farming operations

would be completely interrupted and disorganized, He takes
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thaf loss at 5^. per acre, at 12.^ years' purchase, which

aiiio.iiited to £2,500. Then aiiotlier item, for whicli he

claimed compensation was, that he woTild be for some time a

loser by the non-employment of his capital, and that was taken

at £500. He would refer the jury to a case which was tried

at Hull, and in which the jury gave £300 for the probable

damage which the party would sustain by not being able to

continne his business. That case was taken before the Court

at Westminster, but the verdict of the jury was sustained. The

total amount of the claim which the witnesses would establish

before them was £26,110 16s. lOd,, and which Mr. Eve now
asked at their hands. He would now proceed to call before

tl:em several gentlemen of high character, and who were

competent to form a correct judgment on the estimates laid

before them. He did not know what course the Company in-

tended to pursue on this occasion ; but he knew that the usual

course which was practised was to rely upon a powerful and

ingenious speech of counsel ; but the jury would hardly be

sntisfied with that, unless they had an opportunity of judging

by evidence, and by evidence alone, whether the opinions and

calculations which the claimant's witnesses had formed were

correct ones.

The Attorney Gener.\l was understood to intimate that

he should call witnesses.

Sir FredekickTiiesiger said hewasobligedtohis learned

friend. He was quite sure, in a case of such importance, the

Company would not be content to make a blind offer, with-

out consulting and relying upon the judgment and responsibi-

lities of the respectable surveyors by whom they were sur-

rounded.
Mr. Richard Joseph Ireland examined ; I am a market-

gardener, grazier, and farmer, and also a valuer of land, in

the neighbourhood of Plaistow. I have been engaged in farm-

ing all my life. I have had my attention directed to Mr.
Eve's land. It is equal to any land in the level, aud superior

to a great portion. I considsr the land worth £5 per acre at

the present time. An acre would fatten two small beasts and
five sheep. The beasts could be purchased at £12 the two,

and the five sheep for 27s. After being fattened on that land,

the beasts would make 10 gs. each, and the sheep 35s. each.

I should put down the profit for grazing purposes at £5 per

acre. It is a very great advantage to Mr. Eve to be able to

send his cattle to Smithfield several times in one day. I know
he has done so. The value of the land in the neighbourhood

has greatly increased, in consequence of the railway, and the

land taken for building purposes and for the Dock Company.
Several applications have been made to me for land during

the last two years.

Cross-examined by the Attorney-General : I have been a

valuer only a short time—a few months. I farm twelve acres

of marsh-land myself, about a quarter of a mile from Mr.
Eve's. I have got, altogether, about 60 acres in the Marsh.

Some of it lies a very little distance from the Docks, and

some near the Barking-road. About 20 acres are my own.

I let to others between 30 and 40 acres, which 1 farm from

other people. It is not all good land in the Marsh. Some is

very inferior to mine. I farm 108 acres of the Company, and
pay them £400 a-year, which includes the buildings upou it.

I let a little under four acres at £3 per acre. I don't know
that that is compensation land (a laugh). I mean to pledge

my credit that Mr. Eve's land is equal to any in the Marsh. I

do not know the Winchester College Land in the marsh. I am
notaware that the Woolwich Land Company have now as much
as 200 acres to let in the Marsh. More than twelve months
ago land was sold in the Marsh at £115 per acre. A great

many buildings have been erected lately—Mr. Ware's for

instance, that is in the Marsli. The old road which ran iuto

the Marsh was the Old Manor-road, and was sometimes in a

very bad state. I have known for the last two years a gate

being up and toll taken for a short period. I believe it is

open DOW.
Mr. Charles Sturgeon examined.—I am a farmer, aud

know Mr. Eve's land. It is of very good quality, and he is in

the habit, I believe, of manuring it highly. Mr. Eve sends

cittle from the favn\ at North Ockeuden to graze in the

Marshes, and when fattened they are sent to Smithfield. It

is a great advantage in my opinion to have land so near the

market to which cattle are sent. Mr. Eve's land is better than

the generality of the others in the Marshes. I paid £5 5s.

per acre for 15 acres in the Marshes in 1846-7.

Cross-examined.—I carry on business at Grays and South

Ockcndon. My farm ot Ockeuden is 668 acres, and at Grays

about 550. The latter is chiefly upland, and the former low

meadow land. My land did not pay rates and taxes in the

Marshes. I do not know that the outgoings amount to 26s.

per acre. Thev v ere included in the £5 5s. I gave up the

land in the i\Iarshes because T took land at Grays, and found

that it wanted a good deal of money to stock, and that I could

keep mine at home. There is a great deal of laud farmed at

Ockenden without persons having land at the Marshes. I

think Mr. Eve does more than any other person to his land ;

he uses gnano, bone-dust, and other high manures, which
must cost him £1 per acre.

Re-examined.
—

"There are marsh lands all the way to

Plaistow; but the further you go away from this neighbour-

hood the less valuable thev become.

Richard Gosling examined.—I am j\Ir. Eve's Marsh
looker, and have been so for 19 years. This witness merely

confirmed the preceding ones.

Mr. Richard Stevens, of Nazeir.g Farm, and cattle-

dealer, examined.—It is a great advantage to Mr. Eve to be

able to ascertain the market prices before sending his cattle

for sale. I have known his cattle to be driven to market in

the middle of the day. If he had resided a distance from the

market he must have taken the chances of the market, or driven

the cattle back again. I consider it is a very great advantage

to a farmer at Ockenden to have these lauds. I know of no
other land equally good and so near to the markets as these.

Cross-examined.—I don't know that a great many changes

have taken place among the marsh graziers" within the last

few years. Some changes have taken place from the importa-

tion of cattle. The value of the marsh and its proximity to

the metropolis is always calculated and taken in as an element

in settling the account of rent. I don't know that graziers

have made any particular losses in these marshes. A great

deal depends upon management and the seasons.

By Sir F. 'Tiiesiger.— I have known Eve to have made
a great deal by taking down to the marshes lean beasts. As
a grazier he stands first. In my opinion he is second to none.

Mr. Allen proved taking some earth out of the land be-

longing to Mr. Eve—he supposed it to be brick earth. It

was similar to clay, and he gave it to his man Harding.

Arthur Harding proved that he took the clay to Mr.
Coulson at Highgate.—The latter, on being sworn, said. The
earth I received from Harding, I made into the brick pro-

duced. I burnt it in a kiln instead of a clamp. If I had had
greater conveniences, I could have made a superior brick to

this, because I could not regidate or temper it well.

The Foreman of the Jury.—His brick is very light.

AVitness.—That is because I could not mis other things

with it.

What do you mean by that—other soil from other land ?

Witness.—By raising Thames sand with it, which can be

got close by.

Examination in chief resumed.—I have taken the royalty

at 2s. 6d. per 1,000 bricks, aud on an average of ten millions

per year, it would take twenty-nine years to exhaust the brick

earth, which is sis feet deep from the surface. I have ca'-

culated that after allowing two acres tor ditches, &c., the land

would yield 4,810,000 bricks per acre, and that the royalty-

would be £3,569.

Cross-examined.—I know that they make bricks at Cowley

;

I have been there to value them. The royalty there is only

Is. 6d. per thousand; but that is different, as the carriage is

more difficult. I know there is a canal there—that there is a

ferry, although I cannot get to it but through the Woolwich
Land Company's private road. If I could not get through

that road, I suppose I could down the Manor-read—that is

not very bad. The cost of bringing up bricks from Cowley to

London is 63. to the river Thames, and 4s. 6d. to Camden
Town. We could take the bricks from this part to the creeks

on the river Lea. The river Lea is not three miles off, nor

two-and-a-half, in my opinion. I should have to pay for

Thames sand to mix with the bricks; I have paid 7s. for it,

but could get it here at 2?. I thought the Woolwich Land
Company's road would have been one way of getting bricks,

but you cannot shut us out altogether (a laugh).

The Attorney-General.—But you know you must not

use this road without paying us for it. It cost us altogether

£30,000.
Witness.—I should have been very glad to have made it for

£15,000 (a laugh). ' '^ •' '^ *-• -^^"-' " -"'-*
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The Attorxey-Gjbnkral.—What quaulity ol saud would
you have put in this brick ?

Witness.—I don't ought to tell you my judgment
(laughter).

[The learned counsel here desired the witness to break the

brick, which lie did, and the operation created cousiJcrable

mirth from the fuar whicli was evinced by the members of tlic

bar at the flying frsjcmenta.]

The Attorney-General.—And you say this brick is as

aiiiud inside as out. Why it puts me in mind of the cigars,

which arc sometimes bought and filled with a very dilTercut

material from the outside (laughter).

Cross-examiiialion continued.—We want a dry and high at-

mosphere for drying bricks. A marsh is advantageous, be-

cause it is dry in summer ; and we want good level ground.
The Attorney Gk.neral.—And there is no other level, 1

suppose, but this marsh ?

Cross-examination continued.—I should burn the bricks

with ashes and breeze. That must come from London, and
would incur a small cost, accordins to what you say. I am
quite coulidcnt that if I put ashes over the peat it would sus-

tain the weight of the bricks. 1 should use part of the peat

only for biurniug Ihe bricks with. The marsh having water is

not a disadtantage in makuig bricks. I could go down six

feet of the brick-earlh without being swamped by the ditches

and drains. When the trial-holes were dug they filled with
water, but that is always the case almost.

Re-examined by Sir Frederick Thesiger.—I have had 35
years' experience as a brickmaker. I was applied to by Mr.
Deane. If the bricks are burnt iu clamps they will be a better

colour than the one produced. By putting Thames sand with

them it makes them heavier. I have no doubt whatever that

Mr. Eve's land is good for the purpose of making bricks.

By the Jury.—The weight of a brick would depend upon
the quality of the earth of which it is made.
Mr. JouxTuLLOCH Fisher examined.—I am an auctioneer

and surveyor at Plaistow, and have been so for three years.

I have been a builder and surveyor for 14 years before that.

I used to employ, on an average, about 120 hands as a builder.

I have also been largely engaged in surveying and valuing of

land. I know the marsh lands. On the 4th of May and 29th
of July last I sold some marsh land; on the 4th of May
four acres near the North Woolwich road. They averaged

aboiit £800 per acre, after deducting the quantity of land

in the road and the making the roads. The other portion

realized £990 per acre for two acres adjoining the four acres, and
the other lot, comprising au acre and an eighth, realized £1,220.
I was authorized to expend £10,000 in the purchase of land

and houses, for the purpose of re-selling them. I applied to

the North Woolwich Land Company, ar d stated that I wished
land with a river frontage, for which I was to pay £750 an
acre, and for any in the North Woolwich road at £(100 per

acre, with the proviso that I should take the whole, and that

there should be no severance. The company had land all

down this road. I am now superintending seventeen houses

down the Woolwich road, and the moment they were finished

I had persons after them, who paid deposits immediately.

They were all let as soon as up, many of them before they

were finished. I made an offer to Eve, on behalf of Messrs.

Westwood and Bailey, to pay him £350 per acre for twenty
acre^ of his land, but it was refuse J. It was a voluntary offer

on my part, and was made in September last. I think his land

is quite as advautagtously situated as the company's at £600
per acre.

Juror -. In making that offer, did you take into considera-

tion that you should have access over the Company's road?

Witness: I intended to purchase two plots of the Company's
land, and thereby amalgamate those purchases with Eve's,

which would have given me a right of way over the whole.

The Attor.ney-Ge.nekal ; But the company you are

speaking of h a distinct company from the Dock Company,
with different directors and sbareholHcrs.

Sir F. Thesiger : But supposing this company to buy
Mr. Eve's land, would it be worth £350 pr r acre to them ?

Witness : Yes ; and I have no doubt they would ask £600
for it when they got it.

The witness then went into a minute calculation of the

value of the brick earth, and arrived at the result that the

claimant was entitled to £17,o90 os. 2d. present money for

his interest therein, £3,084 10s. 7d. for grazing and surface

rental, £80 per acre for the fee simple after the excavations,

and 25 per ceut.for compulsory sale, which gave a gtaud total,

after deducting outgoings, of £28,e3;2 18s. 7d.

Sir F. TiiESiGER.—Why do you add 25 per ccut. for com-
pulsory sale?

Witness.—I have done so because I find that a Committee
of the House of Lords

—

The Attorney-General.—Oh, stop ! stop !

Witness.—Well, I thought that a Committee of the House
of Lords was a pretty good authority.

By Sir F. Thbsigkk.—It is usual to add 25 per cent, for

compulsory sales. I have no doubt very goad briiks could be

made from this land. I know Howard's wharf very well.

There is access to the River Thames from his wharf. I was

employed last year to take brick earth from the marshes. I

did not at that time know Mr. Eve's contained brick earth.

I was then employed by Mr. I'errin. I offered £5 surface

rental and 2.s. Cd. royalty. Thelainl 1 offered that for belonged

to Peters and Eieuch, and was not so good as Eve's, because

there was a long cartage over the iron bridge, and it was a

greater distance from the water. There has been a great de-

mand ior bricks iu this neighbourhood for some time. I have

no doubt that Eve could get what I have stated from a brick-

maker.
Sir F. Thesiger here addressed some gentlemen opposite,

and said he hoped they would not sit there grinning and

making grimaces, but behave with decorum as became wit-

nesses.

The Attouney-Genekal.—They are not witnesses yet,

and when they are I hope and believe they will conduct them-

selves with propriety.

Sir F. Thesiger.—I hope they will conduct themselves

with decorum without being called as witnesses.

The Attorney-General.—They have their backs to the

jury, and cannot be seen.

Sir F. Thesiger.—I hope they will not set their backs up

(a laugh).

The Attorney-General.—If anything would make them
set their backs up, it is such atrocious wit as that (laughter).

Cross-examined.—The four acres I sold is close to Mr.

Mare's factory. I believe he employs over 2,000 men, and

buildings were required for those men and others iu the neigh-

bourhood. The character of those buildings are six room
cottages, let for £20 per year.

The Attorney-General.—Is there anything but open

land between the public-house and Mace's factory and the 40
and 20 acres belonging to Eve, of which you have been

speaking ?

Witness.—Nothing.
And that I believe is three-quarters of a mile and lialf a mile

distant from these two plots of 40 and 20 acres? Yes,

aud unless I could get access to the new road from Stratford

to North Woolwich by the southeast side of the railroad, 1

would not have given what I have stated for it. The Dock
Company have taken a quantity of land, which has of course

increased the value of grazing land, and I am now instructed

by a gentleman at Plaistow to give the same price for laud

which the railway paid him, viz., £165 an acre. His name is

French, and he is a cattle-salesman and grazier. I am not

confined as to purchasing any reasonable quantity of land. I

have frequently known 23. 6d. and 3s. given for royalty on

bricks. That was not for royalty on bricks to be made in

the immediate neighbourhood, and used there, but for bricks

for sales. I think the brick earth on Mr. Eve's land would

require chalk and sand and clay to be mixed v. ith it to maiie

good bricks. If [access could not be obtained to the river by

the new road, the chalk must be got from the river Lea, and

that of course would add to the cost of making the bricks. In

my j\idgmeut this is a good clay for the purpose of making

good bricks.

The .\ttornly-General.—Do I understand you that

you would give him all the opportunities of making bricks, aud
then 25 per cent, for compulsory sale?

Witness.—I do not give him all the advantages I might, as

I have not made an estimate of his cost for making up hia

land for grazing purposes. I have heard Mr. Heath paid £100
an acre for his Lnd in the marshes.

Re-examineJ.—Mr. Whittaker paid £100 (more or less) some
years ago. Since then, the value of land has greatly increased.

No douU it will be required for building manufactories aud

houses. No ground can be obtaiued further up the river equal

t'j this. .. .„. :, i . .,., ,
... ._. . .., "
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?,rr. Simon Howard, glass mAtnifaclmcr, on llic iian'sa of

the Thames, examined.—I employ a number ol workmen. 1

paid £450 an acre for my land, and have a right of way over
the road by the side of the railway. I am willing to give Mr.
Eve permission to (ome to my wharf: he has applied to me,
and I told him so.

Cross-examined.—I am not aware that my right of road is

on the south-side of the railway, and that I am only allowed to

go over the north-side until the other is completed. I obtained
my right from the North Woolwich Land Company. The laud

I bought has a right of frontage to the river. I have no land
in the marshes.

Ke-examined.—We have made a road from the railv.'ay which
leads us right up to our works. I never paid toll on the road
which runs by the railway.

Mr. George Prickett examined —I am a laud surveyor
and valuer at Highgate. I have been in business for forty years,

and have known the marsh lands for many years. I was in

treaty for the sale of some trust lauds, which were in Chancery,
and sold them to the Company. They were freehold and copy-
hold, and I got £210 per acre for them all rouud. They were
fettered w^ith trusts ; and Mr. Eve's lands are more valuable,

because he can sell it when and to whom he pleases. I con-
sider the fair price for Mr. Eve's freehold land would be £300
per acre—that would give £16,050 ; and the copyhold of 3^
acres would come to about £1,800, making £17,850 for the
surface. That is for the owner's interest only, and is without
reference to the occupiers or the brick earth.

Cross-examiued.—I put the land at £300 per acre, because
I consider if it was untouched by the Company I could get
that for it for building purposes. There are now plenty of

factories and houses building there where persons never thought
of builiing a house before. They are certainly on the other
side of the railway, but the Prince Regent road from Silva's

wharf was always a public road until the Company shut it up.
The usual price of land for agricultural purposes is £2 10s.,

£2 15s., and £3 per acre. I do not think the wall and other
rates of the marsh lands are 25s. or 26s. per acre. The value
of marsh laud has gone down within the last ten years.

Re-examined.—Although the value has gone down for agri-

cultural purposes, it has gone up for building purposes. Taking
the ground at £3 per acre for agricultural purposes is no cri-

terion of its value for building purposes. I have sold land at

£350 per acre for building purposes, and £400 for other pur-
poses.

By the Attorney-General.—The land I refer to is at
Hornsey. I sold sixteen acres of a triangular form to the New
River Company, to enable them to enlarge their reservoir. The
other was at Mount Pleasant, Hornsey. I dou't know what it

was wanted for, nor anybody else ; it was bought by a Quaker,
and they never ask or answer any questions (a laugh). I

never sold any land in the marshes. In the heart of the marshes
there is no building going on whatever.

Mr. William Ponsford examined.—I have been em-
ployed by the Eastern Counties Railway Company as their
land valuer for ten years. I have known this land for that
period. It was at first determined to have a railway from
Stratford to the river Thames, to be called the Thames Junc-
tion Railway. I valued the land then, and there is no question
its value has since increased. Land which the Eastern
Counties paid £700 per acre for has realized £1,000. The
population in this neighbourhood has increased as fast as the
houses have been built. I have seen Mr. Eve's lands, and
they are the best cultivated. The fair price for them—allow-
ifig 25 per cent, for compulsory sale, £5 per acre for loss sus-
tained at the Ockenden Farm, and £500 for probable loss in
seeking new investment-would be £26,110 16s. 5d. I have
made my calculations upou the basis of the premium tables of
the Northampton, Carlisle, Equitable, and Goverument
Annuities on the life of a person aged 50 years. The witness
went into another calculation ns to the value of Mr. Eve's in-
terest in the brick-earth, &c., and which resulted in his fixing
the amount of his claim at £29,451.

Cross-examined.—I was not concerned in the disposal of the
property for £1,000 to the Eastern Counties Railway. It was
at Bow Creek, with a river frontage, forming the river wall. I
do not know that a person paid £36 per year under a long
lease. I think the company paid £700 an acre for additional
land which they required for their station. I do not know that
no land produces so low a sum for the purchase money in pre*
portion to the rent paid as marsh hnd.

The Attorney-General.—Then I will supply you with

the reason. The stock may be easily removed, and then the

owner has no security for his rent. Don't you know, that

when the land is let upon lease, it is usual to deduct the occu-

pier's interest ? Now, suppose Eve had let this land upon
lease for 17 years, would you not deduct the tenant's interest

instead of adding it on ?

Witness.—If you had to dispossess the lessee you would
have to pay him his money. I have assumed the value of the

tenant's interest at £5 per year beyond the rental. I was told

the outgoings were certainly within £1 per acre.

Now, if a man was 21 years of age, should you calculate his

interest according to the premium-tables you have referred to,

and give hira 25 per cent, interest for compulsory sale ? Yes,

I should.

And at what number of years should you average the period

of his life ? I should give him 39 years.

You are enunciating a principle which in all sincerity I de-

clare I never heard of before in my life. Now, sir, tell me
whether in estimating this sort of thing you have taken into

your calculation whether the party is of hale, sound, and
bodily health, or in delicate health, with a tendency to con-

sumption? I should be no judge, probably, of that; but I

can tell you the state of Mr. Eve's health. Of course in

other cases some allowance would be made.
Did you ever know an instance in the whole course of your

experieuce, where the owner and occupier is the same person,

that the interest of the owner was calculated upou the life of

the occupier ? I never knew of such a case as this before.

No, nor I ; but did you ever know any case of compensa-

tion being paid to an owner and occupier which was founded
on the proposition you have laid down ? No, I never have.

Cross examination continued.—In fixing the Royalty at

23. 6d. per 1,000 bricks, I have taken no pains to inquire about

Louden what is paid ; but I know 3s. per 1,000 is paid at

Breutwood. I have discussed these matters with other sur-

veyors. I met them at Mr. Rawlings' office, for the purpose
of having a consultation with them. My estimate was not

then made. There was no difference as to principle. I sug-

gested this proposition of the life of a tenant.

By Sir F. Thesiger.—I should value the owner's interest

upon the life of the tenant aud ou the rent, and after that the

perpetuity ; aud I should value the tenant's interest upou the

profits of his occupation, and in doing so should deduct the

rent he paid.

The Foreman said the Jury perfectly understood the principle.

Mr. George Alfred Deane examined.—I am architect

and surveyor to Prince Albert, Lord Leicester, and Lord
Harris, and am now farming about 500 acres for Lord Harris

in the Isle of Sheppy. I am in the habit of being consulted

by His Royal Highness about the Royal Farm at Windsor.
I know Mr. Eve's farm at North Ockenden. He is in the

habit of farming a great quantity of stock, and I consider his

judgment second to no man's. I am sure his farming opera-

tions will be considerably crippled by his deprivation of his

marshes. He is enabled at present to keep a large quantity

of stock at Ockenden. One of the chief essentials in farming

is to keep up a large quantity of stock, as it is productive of

luxuriant crops and roots from the manure. I know from Earl
Fitz William

—

Sir F. Thesiger.—I am afraid we cannot speak of other
cases. Be so good as confine yourself to the present.

Witness.—I know the value of land in the marshes. It has
become very valuable iu consequence of the erection of the

pavilion and pleasure-gardens at North Woolwich. I have
purchased land iu the neighbourhood at a profit of 50 per
cent. I made an offer of £400 per acre to French for some
on behalf of the Conservative Land Society. The fair value of

Mr. Eve's laud is £350 per acre ; aid I have advised him not
to take less. I feel perfectly satisfied that if he was allowed

to retain it for a few years he would get a much larger sum.
I made a calculation of the value of the brick-earth, and am of

opinion he is fairly entitled to receive £25,474. The offer for

the land belonging to Mr. French, which I made on behalf of

the Conservative Land Society, is near the iron bridge. I was
also instructed to purchase Mr. Eve's lands, and I offered him
£350 per acre, but he refused it.

Cross-examined.—The whole ]of the land in the marshes is

accommodation land. I let about an acre to the public-house,

and received £1 per acre for it as accommodation land.

Sir F. Thesiger called for the claim sent in, which waa
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admitted. The learned Couusel said that that was the claim-,

aut's case.

The Attorney-General then rose to address the Jury,

aud observed that, notwithstaudiug his learned friend had
eudeavouced to drive him to call witnesses for the purpose of

glossing over any observations he uiij,'ht make, aud thereby

leave his friend's witnesses unprotected, he did not think it

was necessary to do more on behalf of (he company which he

represented than to leave the case where it stood, lie must
say the present claim was the most outrageous, grossest, aud
extravagant one that was ever submitted to a jury. Of all

the cases of the kind that had ever come under his notice,

and they had been numerous, he had never heard of one so

ridiculous and preposterous. They had seen the place. The
company were quite satisfied to meet Mr. Eve on the principle

of taking the laud as agricultural laud. They were also willing

to give him fair and full compensation, because they were
taking it forcibly from him ; although it was required, as his

learned friend had said, not for the benefit of the company
alone, but for the benefit of the public. They all knew the

great advantages which these public undertakings conferred,

aud the iucreasing prosperity which railways aud docka be-

stowed upon the neighbourhoods whence they came. They
wete like the rivers, which irrigate and nourish the lauds

through which they passed. They brought additional public

conveniences, comforts, and pubhc advantages. He had no
ground of complaint to make on behalf of the company for

the way in which the case had been opened, but his friend

had told the jury that the company were bound to take

the advice of their exparieuced and responsible advisers.

They hari Joue so before they made an oflfer which was
to be the basis of litigation. Tlieir own interest and
sound policy influenced thera to make an offer tliat was
fair and reasonable ; for, in case of failure, they had to pay
the claimaut's as well as their own expences. Now, the

offer the Company had made Mr. Eve was £10,500, and the
question before the jury was, whether that was a just and
reasonable one ? Let them see what this marsh was worth as

applicable to grazing purposes ; let them go by steps— first,

what was he entitle! to for rental ? aud next, what for com-
pulsory sale ? They would faid, in the end, that all the data
and wonderful calculations which had been put before them
came to the same result. This was not a question of a small

isolated marsh ; but it was compensation for 61 acres out of

2,000 acres. It was very true, that in one particular isolated

spot they found that as much as £12 per acre was paid as

rental for land adjoining a public-house, which was used as a
garden aud pleasure-grounds, for persons to drink their ale and
smoke their pipes in ; but, taking the value of these 61 acres

at £5 per acre, and the outgoings at £1 —which he believed

were much more—the utmost stretchable value of the land

would he £ 1 per acre. Then, what ought Mr. Eve to rcccivi- V

'i'he Company took it at oO years' purchase, but his witnesses

took it at 33 ; a.though it was difiicult to divine why they

3ho\ild put on the odd three years, aa it had always been cus-

tomary to take such laud at 30 years' purchase. They should

hear in raind that the value of such lands had not increased,

in consequence of the increased accommodation by land and

sea, the heavy consignments of dead meat from Scotland, and

tlie large importations of cattle from foreign countries. The

graziers could now put their fat hearts on the rail and send

them up to market, and do not want the accommodation they

formerly did. To tell him, therefore, that £4 an acre was not

an abundant price for this as agricultural land was absurd,

and such statements could only be recei'. ed as coming from

prejudiced and interested witnesses. As to the compensation

to be paid for the compulsory sale, no Company had a right

to tell a man to turn out—every subject of the realm had a

right to say " Pay me something for the invasion of my rights."

He would say, therefore, on this point, give 'Sir. Eve twenty

per cent. ; and the Company, in order to convince the jury

that they were inclined to act with the greatest liberality, be-

fore coming into court they had considered what he was en-

titled to receive for his interest as an occupier. Now,
although the railways had gone on for more than twenty

years, and cases of this description had occupied the attention

of juries in every county, he woidd undertake to say that so

monstrous and preposterous a proposition was never heard of

before to-day by any living human being, as Mr. Ponsford had

had the unblushing effrontery to make. The Company pro-

posed to give full, fair, and ample value in hard cash, plus the

injury for compulsory sale, so that Mr. Kve could go into the

market and purchase another estate forthwith ; and yet they

were told they were to pay him for the employment of his

capital, perhaps with greater, if not cqijal, advantage, in

another place.—The learned Counsel then at great length

dissected the evidence of the witnesses seriatim—ridiculed the

notion of converting these miasmatic and filthy swamps into

habitations for human beings, and called upon the jury to

throw aside all the unsubstantial exaggerations and amplifica-

tions which had been grafted upon the facts, and by their

verdict protect the company from the extortion which was

sought to be practised upon them.

The Learned Deputy Sheriff briefly samraed up, aud

the jury, after an absence of above an hour, returned into

court, with a verdict for the claimant. Damages, £18,000.

The inquiry excited the most intense interest in the neigh-

bourhood, and the court was inconveniently thronged through-

out the protracted proceedings by anxious listeners, who signi-

fied their approval of the verdict by applauding the jury at the

termination.

CALENDAR OF AGRICULTURE
The sowing of all grain crops must now be

finished as fast as possible, and also lucerne and

flax seed. Finish the preparation of grass meadow
groimds. Sow vetches and grass seeds on wheat

stubbles and barley tilths. The surface of winter

wheats will be rough and stale. Harrow it before

sowing the grass seeds, and again after the seeds

are sown, and roll with a heavy weight.

Get prepared as quickly as possible the green

crop lands ; and towards the end of the month sow

beetroot in drills well dunged, and 28 inches apart.

Steep the seeds in solutions and lees, and dry with

quicklime. Plant potatoes in drills 30 inches apart,

and well-dunged with farmyard manure in a half

rotted state ;use strong sets, newly cut; very moist

manure and in a laige quantity ; cover the drills

quickly, and roll them down. Before the land is

drilled, use quicklime at the rate of 200 bushels

an acre, and spread it evenly, and harrow it into

the soil immediately; or strew the hot cinders

evenly over the ground, and the subsequent work-

ings of the land will mi.x the lime, which will be

powdered by the dampness of the soil. This new

mode requires an earher application than the old

method ; but it must be very beneficial to the land,

by reason of the damp and moist exhalations that

will be evolved by the dissolution of the hme-

shells.

Early crops will now require both horse and

hand-hoeing, as carrots, lucerne, wheat, beans, and

peas.

Paring and burning land will now proceed

2 u 2
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vii^orously ; burn the soda luuderately to a black

torrified mass ; as in that state it will contain most

carbonaceous matter. It is the best method yet

known for bringing into cultivation all lands that

contain much fibrous, inert, and ligneous matter.

Burn, for application by the drop-drill, rough

earthy and vegetable substances found on road

sides and ditch banks ; also moss, and all com-

bustible substances. The ashes will raise good

crops of turnips.

Rye and watered meadows, winter barley and

vetches, will now be ready for soiling cattle in the

yards, and for being consumed on the ground by

ewes and lambs. The food is best used by being

cut and put into racks, and the racks moved regu-

larly over the mown ground.

Fold the sheep nightly on the" cleaned space,

allowing in the fold two square yards to each ani-

mal, and two nights in one place. All bare

grounds and inferior grass land may be much im-

proved by folding the sheep upon the surface.

The lambing season will now draw to a close.

"When beetroot and cabbages fail as food for the

ewes, use oats and bruised oil-cake mixed, and a

portion of salt. Remove the stronger lambs to the

pasture field.

Attend to the milch cows, and the suckling of

the calves. Give the former an ample alloxfante

of juicy food, natural or prepared ; to the latter as

much milk as they can take. When begun to be

weaned, at the end of 16 weeks, give them in

racks, in the calf pens, young vetches, bruised

cakes, bean and barley meals boiled, and linseed

jellies. Give them a lump of chalk and of rock-

salt to lick. The latter substance will quicken the

action of the digestive organs, and the former will

correct the crude acidities of the stomach.

The last remaining fatting bullocks will be sold

during this month. Use oil-cake in finishing the

animals. The most backward in condition will go

to grass.

The season of curing bacon being over, all pigs

on hand must go on for summer stores, and come

in for early winter fattening. The earliest fat lambs

will now come in for sale.

During wet weather, carry all the dung from the

cattle-yards to the heaps in the fields, and litter the

yards afresh for the summer soiling of cattle and

horses.

Prepare by ploughing, harrowing, and roll-

ing, the fallows for green crops, keeping most

forward the portion to be sown with Swedish

turnips next month. Plough clay lands for wheat

fallow.

CALENDAR OF HORTICULTURE,
General Remarks.

As the old weather does not seem inclined yet to

leave us, the means so often recoiHuiended to avert its

evils must be put in requisition ; for as tlie spring ad-
vances, the inability of plants to endure cold increases.

It is tlierefore important to preserve tbc bloom of fruit

trees and the foliage or stems of tender plants from its

virulence, by such means as will afford them the
shelter they need ; and in order to do this effectually,

and without injury to the plants protected, the cover-
ing-up materials must be so contrived as to be removed
easily in the day-time. In a spring so unusually
severe as this has been, and up to the time we write

—

the 24th—promises to be, many operations will neces-
sarily be delayed a whole month. Cauliflowers that
have been under hand-glasses all winter are yet un-
able to endure the cold without them ; while planting-
out such things has been out of the question in many
places at the usual period. All we can do is to urge
patience and carefulness, and when the time comes,
assiduity, on the part ofour readers ; at the same time
impressing on them the importance of getting all work
done that the season will allow, and otlier work will

follow in due order when the weather becomes more
favourable.

Conservatory,
The increased daylight, as well as the growth ofmany

plants stationed here,mustbemet by theirbeing allowed
a liberal quantity of water, as well to promote a humid
atmosphere as applied to the roots. At the same time,
the former must not be charged with it so as to assume
the character of steam, otherwise plants in bloom will

suffer accordingly. But even these will benefit by a

certain amount of humidity. Means must be adopted
for obtaining that, in order to counteract the tendency
that fire-heat has to rob the leaves of those juices they

cannot well spare, and consequently prepare them for

that inroad of diseases which disfigure thttri ?o much,
and encourage those pests of the insect tribe, of

which the " red spider " is a type. Air must also be
admitted in more abundance than heretofore as the

season advances. Remove Azaleas and Camellias to a

warm close house if that can be done, in order to pro-

mote their growth, as well as to allow room for other

plants taking their place, of which there will now be

abundance. Take care, also, to remove all other plants

as soon as they show signs of decaying beauty.

Other Plant Houses. "

It would be improper to give like directions for t^c

management of all the plants which are occasionally

inmates of the conservatory, because the tender and
delicate stove-V)lant, as well as the robust hardy one,

is alike placed there, as the case may be. Therefore,

in the stove, we say, keep up a more moist heat than
heretofore, and re-pot all plants requiring it, just prior

to their commencing their summer growth. As an
example of this class we may mention the old, but ever

useful Lagerstrsemia indicD, which, being partly

shrubby and deciduous, maybe treated in winter much
like a Fuchsia. Set it into some cool place for some
months ; when brought out again, let the top be pruned
in, and the plant shaken out of its pot, and most of the

soil removed, the roots pruned, and the plant put info

a pot much less than its original one, and when placed

on a hot-bed, with a good circulation of fresh aifj it

will keep the top- shoots from getting too weakly. The
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plant will speedily grow, and will want re-pottinsf once
or twice during the summer, and early in October
will form one of the most attractive features of the

Ii0th5use, Analogous to this there are a great number
aof our most ornamental stove-plants ; and all of them
;,Lavc more or less a period of growth and one of rest,

and must be treated accordingly. Different from this

is the mode of treating the denizens of our ordinary
plant-houses, whicli simply require protection during
.^clement weather. To these the heat and close humid
jj^tmcsphereof the stove would speedily prove death, or

\vhat would beequally unfortunate, cause a weak, spindly
growtli of wood, incapable of producing a vigorous
bloom. It is here that a free circulation of air,

amounting to an almost total exjjosure, is required, so

as to solidify the growth that takes place, and liarden

tliem so as to enable them to endure the changes our
climate is subject to. Heaths and Epaorises require
an elevated stage, wliere the air may circulate freely

amongst the pots they are growing in, as It does on
their naiivc heights j while they are impatient of the
fire-heats our ordinary conservatory plants are treated

to, in order to save the stove plants placed there.

Houses of sucii plants as these, therefore, require all

tiie air that can be admitted ; even its sharpness does
them little harm ; and whatever may be said of the
evils of " cold currents " elsewhere, in the " Heath-
Iiouse " they are useful rather than otherwise. Let
tliem, thcrefoie, have it in abundance : at the same
time, those plants which have been blooming during
winter had better be partly cut back, and the old
blooms picked ofi', and the plants re-potted if they
want it—taking care, in cutting back the Epaciis, to do
so more severely than to any of the Heath tribe, as it

blooms only on tlie shoots of the previous season, and
then it hardly allows of being trained to any particular

shape ; so that it is advisable to cut tliem with a view of
the young shoots forming a nice compact head, with-
out much artificial training or tying in.

Pinery.—Fruit now ripening must have all the
snnsliinc possible, and water must be entirely withheld,
except in the form of a humid atmosphere, which is to

a certain extent admissible, in order to keep up the
growth of suckers, wiih which we supp( se the plant
to be surrounded, and wliich we expect will be wanted
for Inture plants. Water may now, however, be more
freely administered to all successional plants that are in

a growing state; and even tiie nursery ones

—

i.e.,

those merely the offspring of wh:it in gardening
phnise are called " Gill-suckers " (a small side-shoot

at (he base of the fruit), may likewise liave an ad-
ditional supply of water as the lengthening of the days
and other things tend to have a drying effect. Occa-
sional syringing will also be necessary ; but heavy
deluges of water filling the centre of the plant, at

t\mes M'hen evaporation is tardy, are both at variance

„]Hrith the laws ot nature and successful practice.

br. Vinery.—Tyintr up, thinning, and the other routine

work recommended in the late calendar.^, will be all

required still in the various houses as they succeed each
other. In the earliest ones, or those progressing to a

-ripening condition, less water and more air will be

njneeded, in order to hasten this process, with a due
yjcegSird to the quality of the produce as well. See that

Yifehe houses intended for the latest crop are not too

djl)ueh crowded with plants, for whose welfare it not

3£BMfiequently happens that a less amount of air, and
biiOfresponding increase of warmtli, has brought the

silfines to a state of forwardness uncalled for in the

,i|?Osition their crop is expected to occupy, whicli is to

cut fruit at Ciiristmas and after. If these have not
liitherto been subjected to a full exposure, give them
ail tlie air that can be administered prior to their

bursting their buds, and tliey will of their own accord

come into use without the aid of fire-heat, provided

the border and other things be what they ought.

Peach House.— S>\r'mge, tie-in, and thin, as recom-

mended last week ; and where the house is partially

filled with other things, let them be removed as soon

as possible. Keep up a healthy atmosphere, with a

minimum heat of 50 deg. by night, advancing to 70

or 80 deg. by day. Water the borders when needed,

and the paths, &c., may frequently be sprinkled, to

keep up a nice humid heat, so necessary to keep away

the " red spider."

Cucumbers and Melons.— \liW\erio the season has

been very adverse for these ; but wc hope to have fine

weatl>er soon, as, notwithstanding the cold we have

had, we have also had it dull and gloomy as well, thus

denying these tender plants the cheering influence of

sunshine, so necessary to their well-being. Keep up

linings to beds in action, and prepare dung. Sow more

seed. Pot plants off, requiring it ; and do all other

needful work for the welfare of the future crops which

may be wanted ; and do not neglect the progressing

ones by delaying the filling-in of additional soil, and

the other things requisite to their welfare.

Flower Garden.
The frosts have been serviceable in pulverizing and

mellowing down the beds that had been dug ; so that

we may reasonably hope for a less quantity of iiisects

and other vermin than is usual after a mild winter.

Continue the covering to Tea and other tender Roses,

and other plants preserved thus far, and keep on pro-

pagating all plants wanted for the future, as, be

assured, the lack of plants in that department will be

less easily made up where it is no longer possible to

substitute hardy ones for them, they being by reason

of the severity of the season scarce likewise.

Kitchen Garden.
Continue to plant, sow, and dig as recommended in

former calendars, all of which operations may have

been retarded by the weather; and after the frosts or

heavy rains of the spring may be expected to be oyer,

let the garden-walks everj where have a good rolling,

adding fresh gravel, if necessary, and there is every

likelihood of their looking well the whole of the sea-

son. A mass of work will now require doing, all or

most of which is of a kind well known to every one,

and which want of space prevents our enlarging on

here. Suffice it to say, that most kitchen-garden

vegetables require now to be sown, others planted out,

and severiil ones— as Peas and Beans— sown earlier

staked ; and, in fact, there is scarce an occupant

of the kitchen-garden but which requires a something

done towards producing it at this important period.

N.

IMPORTANT SALE OF BARK.—At the sale of the Go-

vernment bark in the different Royal Forests, which took place

on Thursday, the 3rd iust., at the Auction Mart in London,

the prices ruled from £2 to £3 17s. 6d. There were two or

three lots unsold. Of the six lots in the Forest of Dean, two

brought £2 17s. 6d., three £3 lOs., and one £3 123. 6d. Tlie

plan of ricking is not thought by those in the trade to have

been successful.

AUSTRALIAN WOOL.—We have been favoured with

the following extract from a private correspoudeuce, dated

Syduey, 18th Dec.:—"I should thiuk that only abouL

one-fourth part of the wool has arrived this season that

there was at the same time last year, and high prices have

been paid for it. There is no doubt but there must be a great

falling off in the export of wool from this colony and Port

philip ; and although there has been so large an influx of

userso into the colony, labourers are getting as high wages as

before."—Leeds Mercury.
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AGRICULTURAL REPORTS
GENERAL AGRICULTURAL REPORT FOR

MARCH.
Notwithstanding that the weather during the

greater portion of the month has been very severe

for the time of year, and that several rather heavy

falls of snow have taken place, a fair amount of

out-door labour has been performed. Still, how-

ever, field work is decidedly backward; and we

regret to state that large breadths of land origi-

nally intended to be sown with wheat have not yet

received the seed-furrow. This is much to be

regretted, as it is ])ossible that the aggregate yield

will be comparatively small, without being pro-

ductive of any material rise in the quotations to

compensate the farmers for the trouble and incon-

venience to which they have been lately put. The

various markets have exhibited but moderate sup-

plies of home-ground wheats ; yet, owing to the

continuous arrivals of foreign grain and flour, the

corn trade has been in a very inactive state. In

the general quotations no material change has

taken place, although it is evident, from the large

quantities of wheat disposed of, that consumption

has been considerably in excess of some former

seasons. The great scarcity and high value of po-

tatoes have, of course, tended to give firmness to

the demand in some localities ; but we have had to

report large arrivals of that root from France, from

which country about 3,300 tons have been re-

ported, and which have, to an extent, tended to

check the quotations of English and Scotch quali-

ties, which have been mostly exhibited in very

middhng condition. Fine malting barley has sold

steadily at full quotations ; but the value of grind-

ing and distilling sorts has not been supported.

In the early part of the month, about 4,000 brls. of

flour were forwarded from London to Australia.

The shipments, owing to the fall in prices at

Sydney and Port Philip, have since been almost

wholly discontinued, although it is possible that

they will be again resumed should the next advices

be of an encouraging nature.

The stocks of guano in London, and at the

various outports, have become much reduced. The

demand having imjjroved to some extent, prices

have been on the advance, Peruvian qualities

having produced from £9 5s. to, in some instances,

£10 per ton. The quantity on passage to England

is variously estimated at from 35,000 to 40.000

tons. In most other manures a full average busi-

ness has been transacted. The value of linseed-

cakes has fluctuated; arising, chiefly, from the

imports of seed having come to hand somewhat

earlier than was at one time anticipated. However,

prices have no doubt seen their lowest point, as the

consumption of cake is now large.

The wool trade still continues in a very healthy

state; English qualities in particular have com-

manded very great attention, not only for home

use, but likewise for continental purposes. We
understand that several large parcels have changed

hands for shipment to the United States, where

they are likely to come into competition with some

of the Yorkshire woollen fabrics. It is possible

that the quotations may yet go higher, as Enghsh

wool is now largely mixed with colonial quahties

in the production of goods. The Sydney ships

lately reported have brought very moderate sup-

plies of the article; although we learn that the

whole of the last clip in Australia had been secured

in the best possible condition, and without much

additional outlay.

The markets for the sale of hay and straw have

been somewhat active, and prices have had an up-

ward tendency. The best meadow hay has realized

£*4 12s., the best clover £5 5s., and the best straw

£1 16s. per load. On the whole the tallow mar-

ket has ruled steady, although the supply has been

equal to the demand. The rise in prices has been

from 6d. to 9d. per cwt., and the stock of foreign

in London at the close of the month was only

33,580 casks. Tlie cattle trade has ruled very

firm, and prices have been on the advance. Store

sheep are likely to rule high during the whole of

the present year. At present they are worth nearly

as much as those fit for slaughtering purposes. The

few fairs held of late have passed off" briskly.

The butter market has continued to improve,

notwithstanding that the supplies of Irish and

foreign parcels have been on the increase. Fine

weekly Dorset parcels have sold at from 104s. to

I06s. per cwt. In Ireland and Scotland the cattle

trade has been in a very healthy state, and prices

have participated in the advance obtained in the

London market. The shipments to England have

increased to some extent, yet the supplies of stock

have continued extensive. The great facilities

aflTorded by railway communication have induced

the graziers in the northern parts of Scotland to

forward more than their usual supplies of beasts.
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REVIEW OF THE CATTLE TRADE
DURLNG THE PAST MONTH.

The immense amount of consumption in the me-
tropolis and in the manufacturing districts, added
to the unusually small supplies of sheep on offer,

has been productive of much activity in the de-

mand for each kind of fat stock, the prices of which

have had a further upward tendency ; indeed, this

has been by far the dearest month we have had to

report for a considerable period. We ourselves

are in no way surprised at the present state of our

markets, as we long since predicted that at no dis-

tant day the quotations would be on the advance—
the result of the foolishly-adhered-to system of

disposing of animals prematurely aged, and thereby

destroying the numerical strength of the various

flocks in the leading agricultural districts. The
principal reason assigned in favour of early slaugh-

tering has been the fact that two-year-old sheep,

when disposed of, have paid the flockmasters better

than those of three or four years old. It is true

that in many instances they have produced an im-
mediate profit; but we have no hesitation whatever
in saying that, sooner or later, the system will be-

come worn out, especially if the markets should

continue high, and the breeders be in a position to

withhold a portion of their supplies. What is the

future i)rospect as regards jtrices ? That the total

quantity of sheep in England is much smaller than
for a series of years past, does not admit of a

doubt ; and further, that whatever may be the

amount of production in Holland — looking, of

course, to the extent of the importations in most
previous seasons—no material influence can possi-

bly be exercised upon value. We have here re-

ferred more particularly to sheep ; but, as regards

beasts, calves, and pigs, we are fully impressed
with the opinion that the currencies have seen their

highest range for the present.

In several parts of the country most of the tur-

nips have now been consumed, but the stock of

hay is tolerably good ; yet the latter article has im-
proved in price, with every prospect of a further

rise in it. The lambing season has passed off

somewhat unfavourably. In some quarters heavy
losses have been sustained, yet they do not appear
to have exceeded those of 1851,

From our returns, it will be perceived that the

importations of foreign stock have been in excess
of the same period in 1852, whilst we may intimate

that their general weight and condition have mate-
rially improved. Not the slightest difficulty has
been met with in effecting sales ; in point of fact,

foreign stock almost invariably produces more
money in Smithfield and elsewhere than animals of
a similar quality bred in this country. The cause
is obvious, viz., the immense quantity of loose fat

carried by both beasts and' Mieep/ and which','^ a

matter of course, renders them so much more

valuable to the butchers. Letters from Holland

state that very large supplies of stock are being in

course of preparation for the English markets;

hence it is most likely that the importations this

year will be on a very extensive scale. It is pretty

generally understood that we shall have several im-

ports from Spain, but the heavy expenses of freight

have as yet left a serious loss to the importers.

The arrivals during the month have been as under

;

Head.
Beasts 2,281
Sheep 7,384
Lambs 55
Calves 1,147
Pigs 17

Total.. . 10,884

In the corresponding period in 1852, we re-

ceived 6,747; in 1851,8,381 ; in 1850, G,004 ; in

1849, 8,034; and in 1848, 4,421 head.

The total supplies of stock shown in Smith-

field have been as follows :

—

Head. .

Beasts 19,228
Cows 360
Sheep and lambs 85,680
Calves 1,614

Pigs 2,780

COMPARISON OF SUPPLIES.

March, March, March,
1850. 1851. 1852.

Beasts 16,715 16,040 18,699
Cows 506 314 448
Sheep and lambs. . 95,480 85,920 100,465
Calves 1,321 1,236 1,280
Pigs ., 1,881 2,184 2,629

From Norfolk, Suffolk, Essex, and Cambridge-

shire, about 8,000 Scots and shorthorns have been

received. The arrivals from other parts of Eng-
land have amounted to 3,000 shorthorns, Herefords,

runts, Devons, &c. ; and from Scotland, 2,270

horned and polled Scots. The remainder of the

supplies have been derived from abroad and the

neighbourhood of the metropolis.

The highest and lowest prices paid have been as

follows :

—

Per 8lbs., to sink the offal.

s. d. s. d.

Beef, from 2 8 to 4 4

Mutton 3 10 to 5 4
Lamb 5 4 to 6 6
Veal 3 4 to 4 8

Pork 2 10 to- ;4 V^ i;, .,,>

COMPARISON OF PRICES^ir Mjl! 'n: '

March, 1850. March, 1851. March, 1852.
s d. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

Beef 2 4 to 3 8 2 4 to 3 10 2 4 to 3 8
Mutton .... 2 8 to 4 4 2 10 to 4 8 2 6 Jo 4 4
Lamb .... 5 to 6 5 to 6 4 8 to 5
Veal 3 to 3 10 3 0lo4 3 4 to 4 6
Pork 3 0to4 3 0to4 2 6to8 10
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FuU average supplies of each kind of meat have

been received up to Newgate and Leadenhall from

Scotland and various parts of England ; never-

theless, the general demand has ruled steadj', at

full quotations :

—

J saojtBhJPer Slbs., by the carcass.

-^y,-, -: iT s. d. s. d.
' Beef, from 2 8 to 3 8

Mutton 3 6 to 4 8

Lamb 5 2 to G 2

Veal ..i. .;w>;..i;. • 3 4 to 4 6
Pork .^^dinonuodSii. S to 4 2

An important feature in connection with the

trade may be here particularly alluded to. We refer

to the great rise which has taken place in the value

of hides, skins, and wool. The advance has, of

course, tended to improve the trade; whilst

butchers in general have given the preference to

sheep in the wool, under the impression that there

has been every prospect of higher currencies, in

which they have not been disappointed. Polled

sheep skins have reahzed lis. Gd., and shearlings

Is. 4d.to Is. Gd. each.

REVIEW OF THE CORN TRADE
DURING THE MONTH OF MARCH.

Dnring the period which has elapsed since we
last addressed our readers, nothing has transpired

to alter materially the view we then rook of the

probal)le future range of the grain trade. The
northern ])orts of Europe have remained closed by

ice, and the opening of the shipping season in the

Baltic is likely to prove later than it has been for

some years past. 'I'he absence of supphes from

thence has however been little if at all felt, owing

to the liberal receipts of wheat, Indian corn, &c.,

from the Black Sea and Mediterranean, and of flour

from America, France, and Spain. The expected

rise in prices of bread-stuflTs has consequently not

taken place ; indeed, the tendency has, on the

whole, been rather the other way. The best in-

formed authorities appear to be uncertain how to

act, and all parties have throughout the month con-

ducted their operations with extreme caution. Sup-

plies thus far have fully kept pace with the con-

sumptive demand, and those who were the most

sanguine in the commencement of the year regarding

high prices have lost confidence in their own pre-

dictions. Circumstances have meanwhile occurred

of a nature to strengthen rather than weaken the

impression that the value of wheat may yet rise

considerably. Owing to the extraordinary cha-

racter of the season, it has been impossible to bring

up the arrears of work, and the breadth of land

sown with spring wheat has thus far been com-

paratively trifling. That sown in autumn is esti-

mated to have been at least one-fourth short. The

season is now so far advanced, that there is little

prospect of this very serious deficiency being made

good by spring sowings, and the probability is there-

fore that the next crop will be one of the smallest in

• -quantity we have had for many years past, even if

gthe smumer and autumn should prove propitious.

tSuch a state of things would formerly have sufficed

1^1
to have given an impetus to trade; but, under ex-

isting regulations, it has been found that prices are

not dependent on the productiveness or short-

coming of our own crops, so much as on the

extent of the foreign supplies ; and merchants and

speculators have therefore become very timid in

their operations. The chances for and against a

rise may be summed up as follows : Notwithstanding

large foreign arrivals, and free dehveries of wheat

1 )m our own growers, since harvest, consumption

] ^s nearly kept pace with supply. Stocks of old

wheat in farmers' hands were larger last autumn

than was at that time supposed to be the case. This

has been proved by the appearance of a portion of

old at many of the provincial markets week after

week, up to a very recent period. At length, how-

ever, the gro\vth of 1851 appears to be exhausted,

and we are decidedly of opinion that a larger pro-

portion of crop 1852 has passed into consumption

than is usually the case six months after harvest.

Farmers therefore, we are inclined to think, hold

less wheat altogether than in ordinary years at the

close of March. This is, of course, to a certain

extent sunnise, it being impossible to obtain

authentic information on this important point. The

same, we are sorry to say, is the case in regard to

stocks of foreign wheat ; for after it has paid duty

no further oflficial account is kept of dehveries or

stocks. Careful inquiries among the granary

keepers and warehousemen at the various ports

enable us, however, to come to something like an

approximation; and our conviction is, that previous

to the late arrivals from the Black Sea, stocks had

become reduced into a narrow compass, and even

now we do not consider them large, but we are

approaching a period of the year when sup-

plies from abroad usually increase. It is there-

fore quite possible that sufl'icient may come forward

to prevent the indifferent result of the last wheat

harvest in this country and the extensive loss of

potatoes being felt ; matters may therefore remain

quiet enough, if nothing should occur to create un-
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easiness in regard to the crop on the ground. The

weather during the ensuing summer must, after all,

decide whether we are to have a rise or not ; but

the position of affairs is such, that anything

threatening mischief would be likely to have great

influence, more especially as the foreign corn mer-

chants are perfectly aware that we cannot do with-

out large and regular supplies, and are sensitively

alive to everything which may take place to give

them a chance of obtaining more remunerating

prices. The probabilities are, in our opinion, more

in favour of a moderate rise than any decline ; fur-

ther than this, we are not disposed to venture on an

opinion.

Though winter set |in very late, hardly any frost

having been experienced up to the close of

January, the weather has since then been suffi-

ciently severe, and as lately as the night of the 25th

the thermometer marked 8 deg. to 10 deg. of frost.

We had, however, an interval of very mild, almost

summer weather from the 1 ] th to the 13th inst.; and

there is some danger that this short period of

warmth, followed as it was immediately after by
sharp frost, may have done mischief. Though the

hardness of the ground has interfered (more or less)

with spring tillage, a considerable amount of work
has been done ; but it is likely to be late before the

whole is accomplished, A portion of the land

originally intended for wheat will no doubt be sown
with Lent corn ; and the probability is, that quite

the usual quantity of barley will be grown, as that

has of late years been one of the best paying crops

to the English farmer. There is not the same in-

ducement to sow oats; still we are disposed to think

that the shortness of the breadth of wheat will cause

a somewhat increased cultivation of other articles,

potatoes included.

We have been at considerable pains to collect

information in regard to the aspect of the wheat
plant, and are happy to say that, taking into ac-

count the unfavourable seed time, and the trying at-

mospheric changes to which it has since been

exposed, the accounts are, on the whole, of a satis-

factory character.

With regard to the future supplies of foreign

wheat, much will depend on the extent of induce-

ment which prices may afford. That the rise which

took place in November last caused considerable

purchases to be made in the interior of Germany,

Russia, &c., by merchants at the various shipping

ports, cannot by doubted ; and a larger quantity

will consequently be collected together at the dif-

ferent points from which we usually draw the bulk

of our supplies than would have been the case if

there had been no cause to believe that Great

Britain would be likely to require large importations.

The purchases then made were, however, entered

into at high prices, and it would not pay to consign

at present. The wheat bought abroad during the

winter months on British account will, no doubt,

come forward whatever may be the state of affairs

herej but comparatively few bond fide consignments

are likely to be made by foreigners, until some

margin offers for profit. The political involvement

at present existing in reference to Turkey might, if

not speedily arranged, interfere with supplies from

the Black Sea ; this is, however, a contingency

which ought to be regarded only in the hght of a

possibility. That the stocks of bread-stuffs

abroad are sufficiently ample to furnish us

with supplies to make good any deficiency

likely to be experienced between this and next har-

vest cannot be doubted— it will only be a question

of price. Our wants could be easily supplied, even

if they should prove greater than there is reason to

believe they will, provided we are prepared to pay

;

but let it once become evident that we stand in real

need, and foreign merchants will, like all other

commercial men, make the most of their advan-

tage.

Business at Mark Lane has been very quiet

throughout the month ; and though the arrivals of

most articles into the port of London have been on

a moderate scale, purchasers have in general been

enabled to obtain all they have required, at some-

what reduced prices. The supply of English wheat

has been small, and has been principally from the

near counties — Essex, Kent, and Suffolk. The fre-

quent changes which have taken place in the wea-

ther have acted injuriously on the condition, and

this circumstance has naturally caused extra care and

caution in making purchases. The very best qua-

lities have not varied in value, such having been

sought after ; but all other descriptions have moved
off slowly, though offered on relatively lower terms

than the finer kinds. Prices were quoted Is. per

qr. lower for the general runs on the 7th inst., and

a further depreciation to the like extent took place

on that day week. On the 21st inst. there was

some improvement in the condition, and the down-

ward movement was consequently checked ; since

then there has been no quotable change. Opinion

appears at present to incline to the belief that the

point of the greatest depression has been passed ;

but this has been the case on several previous occa-

sions since the commencement of the year, without

having been followed by any marked rise. The
principal millers are evidently afraid to hold much
stock, owing to the very inferior quality of the new

wheat, and the consequent danger of flour manu- •

factured of the same going out of condition, in case

the weather should set in warm. They would there-

fore not be benefited by any rise in prices ; and if
is, and has all along been, their policy to prevent aij^^
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advance. Foreign wheat has come sparingly to

hand at this j)ort, considering the magnitude o^

the arrivals oti' the coast; altogether only 21,000

qrs. have been reported since the close of Feb-

ruary up to the 'iCth instant. There has conse-

quently been no particular pressure on the market,

and the downward tendency of prices of Eng-

lish during the first fortnight in the month

failed to influence the value of the finer kinds of

foreign. There has, however, been no inclination

to enter into speculative investments ; the country

demand has been on a strictly retail scale, and the

local millers have declined purchasing bej'ond what

they have needed for immediate use. The trans-

actions have therefore been unimportant; but even

in this position of aftairs, stocks in granaiy have

undergone a diminution, and are certainly far from

heavy at present. Though so small a proportion

of the wheat arrived oil' the coast from the Black

Sea and Mediterranean has found its way to Lon-

don, the greater part of the cargoes has been sold

in our market. The trade in grain with the Black

Sea is rapidly rising in importance ; this branch of

business is almost exclusively in the hands of

Greek houses established in the metropolis, and

most of the contracts are closed here, though the

destination of the cargoes may be the channel ports,

Ireland, or Scotland. From the 27th of February

up to the present time about 140 vessels, wheat-

laden, have arrived off Falmouth and Uueenstown.

This large supply has had less influence on prices

than might have been expected, and the sales re-

cently made have been at rates only about 2s. per

qr. below those current previous to the arrival of

the fleet. Nearly the whole has been disposed of

:

for Polish Odessa prices have ranged from 3Ss. Gd.

up to 41s., according to quality; and the finer

descriptions, such as Marianopoli and Berdianski,

have brought 42s. to 44s. per qr., cost and freight.

There are still a good many cargoes on passage,

but the market, having stood the brunt of the great

supply, is not likely to be depressed by what may
follow.

About the middle of the month, when the

wheat trade was most influenced by the large Black

Sea arrivals, the principal millers manifested a dis-

position to lower the top price of town-made flour,

but the matter was not finally agreed upon ; since

then they appear to have come to a determination

to let it remain as it has been for several months

past, viz., 46s. per sack. That the receipt of rather

large supphes from foreign countries has interfered

materially with home-manufactured flour cannot be

doubted; and country millers have felt the influence

even more than town trade. Households have

given way fully Is. per sack since the close of last

month, and have moved oflT slowly at the abate-

ment. Fine French flour may be quoted 3Gs. to

38s., and superior Spanish 40s. up to 42s. per sack.

American has receded Is. to 2s. per brl. Balti-

more has in some cases been forced off at the low

price of 25s. 6d. per brl., but could not now be had

at that figure.

The supplies of English barley hardly kejit pace

with the demand in the early part of the month,

and the best malting samples commanded extreme

rates—say 3Cs. to 38s. per qr. Latterly the malt-

sters have purchased less freely, and the quantity

brought forward having at the same time increased,

a reaction to the extent of Is. per qr. has taken

place. This decline occurred on the 21st inst., and

the demand has not improved since then. Distil-

ling barley has scarcely varied in value, and nearly

all that has been brought forward has been placed.

The arrivals of this grain from abroad have been

confined to a few cargoes from Egypt. The mar-

ket has become quite bare of good heavy grinding

samples ; and though the season is now nearly over,

and the consumption usually falls oft" at this period

of the year, still thus far prices have been very

firmly supported, good Danish and similar sorts

being worth 28s. to 29s. per qr.

Malt was in lively request till within the last week

or ten days ; the inquiry has since somewhat slacked,

l)ut v/e consider prices quite as high as they were

at the close of last month.

The total arrival of oats into the port of London

during the four weeks ending the 26th inst. has

amounted to only 47,000 qrs. ; and of this quantity

32,000 qrs. have been from Ireland. Considering

that stocks were previously low, and that the con-

sumption of the metropolis is at least 20,000 qrs.

per week, it is difficult to account for the want of

activity by which the trade has been characterized

throughout the month. The probability is, that

the large dealers may for once have been rather out

in their calculations, and they may yet have to be-

come buyers on a bare market. They did not

reckon on the frost lasting so long as it has, and

exjjected that supplies to some extent would have

reached us ere this from the near continental ports.

They seem now determined to hold off" as long as

possible, but factors know perfectly well how they

are situated, and will, if they have the opportunity,

avail themselves of the advantage. Thus far, how-

ever, business has remained in a very dull state;

and not only has no advance been established, but

the tendency of prices has actually been the

other way. The first Monday in the month

(7th instant) found some pressing sellers of

Irish ; and where it was necessary to clear ves-

sels coming on demurrage a decline of 6d. per

quarter was submitted to. Very good qualities,

weighing 40lbs. per bush., were on that occasion
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old at 20s. per qr. Since then the anxiety to

realize has decreased ; but the disposition to buy
has not increased, and it has consequently been

impossible to recover the reduction which took

place in the commencement of the month. At
present good Scotch feed, 4 libs, weight, might be

purchased at 21s., Irish at from 19s. to 21s., and

foreign feed at rates ranging from 18s. to 2 Is. per

qr., according to quality. The market has become
very bare of the finer kinds of foreign feed, and no

addition can be expected to be made to the same
for at least a month. We may perhaps receive a

few small cargoes from Dutch ports somewhat
sooner, but no supplies of consequence can reach

us till the end of April or the beginning of May.
Scarcely any change has taken place in the value

ofEnghsh beans; the quantity brought forward

has been small, the demand far from active, and
quotations are almost precisely as they were when
we last addressed our readers. Several cargoes of

Egyptian beans have arrived during the month off

the coast, and some of these have been ordered

round to London, the effect of which has been

some decline in their value, and at present floating

cargoes might be bought at 27s. Gd. per qr., cost,

freight, and insurance.

Notwithstanding the protracted froit, the inquiry

for peas has been far from active, and prices have

undergone little or no improvement, 40s. per qr.

being still an extreme quotation for white boilers.

Particular qualities suitable for seed have brought
relatively high prices, and there is yet a good
demand for sowing.

Floating cargoes of Indian corn were rather

pressingly offered in the early part of the month,
but those arrived off the coast have been cleared off

with less difficulty than was anticipated ; and within

the last week or two sellers have manifested a dis-

position to raise their pretensions. There are now
few arrived-cargoes unsold, and 32s. per qr. has
recently been paid for fine Galatz.

Tlie remainder of our space we propose to de-

vote to a short notice of the state of affairs at some
of the princii)al foreign markets.

We have already stated that the weather has

during the greater part of the month been exceed-

ingly severe over the whole of northern Europe

;

and the most [recently received advices from
the Baltic inform us that up to that period the

rivers and harbours continued frozen up. The
ice is described as so thick and firm as to resist the

effects of the mid-day sun; and, as the mercury
had fallen regularly each night many degrees below
freezing point, it was calculated that it would re-

quire at least a week of rapidjhaw to make any im-
pression on the frozen water.

The latest letters from Danzig state that the pro-

babilities were that it would be impossible to com-

mence shipments from thence before the middle of

April ; and the accounts from the Lower Baltic

ports are to the same effect. Should this prove to

be the case, no supplies of consequence would

reach us for a month or six weeks ; and we think

our granaried stocks of fine wheat will by that time

have become reduced into a very narrow compass.

At Danzig the ^quantity of wheat is estimated to

amount to about 160,000 qrs,, of which probably

two-thirds, or perhaps three- fourths, may be of

suitable quality for shipment to England. Holders

had not shown much disposition to give way in

prices, the finer kinds more especially had been

held with great firmness. The finest high-mixed

had not been offered below 50s., mixed at from

4.3s. up to 46s., and damp ordinary kinds of mixed

and red were quoted from 40s. to 42s. per qr. free

on board in spring. The vessels in port had not

been offered at a less freight than 4s. Gd. per qr.

to London and the east coast.

At Konigsberg wheat was rather easier to buy
about the middle of the month, but the most recent

accounts from thence state that a rally had siibse-

quently taken place. The opening of the shipping

season is likely to be even later there than at Danzig.

The arrivals from the interior had been short,

owing partly to the immense quantity of snow
which had fallen,"many of the roads having become
completely blocked up thereby.

At Stettin the fluctuations in prices have been

considerable during the month. In the early part

sellers seemed very anxious to enter into contracts

for spring delivery, and business to a large

extent was done at relatively lower jirices than

those current at neighbouring markets. These

contracts were in many cases made by parties who
were not in actual possession of the wheat, and

who calcidated on being able to procure it at lower

prices before the time for shipment should arrive.

Subsequently supplies fell off, and those who had

made forward sales began to think they had acted

somewhat prematurely ; the effect of this was an

improved demand, and by the latest accounts it

appears that the decline which occurred in the

early part of the month had been fully recovered.

At Rostock prices have not varied materially.

Stocks there are not particularly heavy, and the

greater portion being held by parties who have paid

pretty high prices for the same, and entertain a

good opinion of the future course of the trade,

there have been no anxious sellers. The lowest

price at which fine wheat has been offered there

has been 44s, per qr. free on board in spring ; and

advices of the 21st inst. state that few sellers were

inclined to enter into further contracts at that

figure. ,.
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Hambu/g letters of the iMh hist, report some

abatement in tbe severity of tbe frost ; the naviga-

tion of the Elbe was, ^however, so much impeded

by ice as to be only practicable for steamers. The
quantity of wheat bought there for English account

during the month has been small, and the trade

altogether quiet. Upland wheat, weighing only

605lbs. per bush., had not been offered below

4-ls. 6d., and for good quahties from the Lower

Baltic ports 43s. 6d. to 45s. perqr. had been asked.

^' In the Dutch markets prices have rather given

way, though the supplies brought forward have not

been by any means large.

In France flour receded more or less in value in

the early part of the month, but recently the de-

pression has again been recovered. A few parcels

of flour have been shipped from that country to our

markets ; but as these have almost invariably left a

loss, the consignments to England are not likely to

be continued unless prices rise here.

From Marseilles a considerable quantity of flour

is said to be on passage; this will, we fear, on

arrival, give a very unsatisfactory account for the

shippers.

The advices from the Mediterranean generally

are of but little interest, and prices of wheat being

relatively higher there than in the Baltic, hardly

any purchases have been made of late in that quar-

ter on British account.

The tone of the accounts from the Black Sea

ports has become more subdued of late, owing to

the less-encouraging reports from hence.

Letters from Galatz, of the 7th inst., state that

the stock of wheat had been reduced to about

60,000 qrs. ; and at Ibraila only 20,000 qrs. of

good shipping quality remained on hand. Prices

at the former place ranged from 24s. to 25s., and

at the latter from 22s. 6d. to 23s. 6d. per qr. free

on board. Freights were high, 14s. 3d. to 14s.

lOd. per qr., with a gratuity for arrived ships.

Vessels on the passage out might have been char-

tered Is. to Is. 6d. per qr. cheaper.

From America we have advices of recent dates.

The continued dull accounts from this side had

had considerable effect, and prices of flour began to

give way early in the month ; after, however, a de-

cline of about 50 cents per brl. the demand had

ihad revived. The latest quotations from New York

range, for good brands of States flour from 4 d.

75 c. to 5 d. per brl. Shipments from thence to

England had been rather considerable, and from

the 1st to 8th of March 42,000 brls. had been ex-

i^ported. Freights to England had given way, char-

ters having been closed for Liverpool at 2s. per

British v'essels, and 2s. 3d. to 2s. 6d. per brl. per

American ships.

CURRENCY PER IMPERIAL MEASURE.
Shillings per (iusrtur

Wheat, Essex and Kent, white, new. . 43 to 47 fine up to 52
Ditto ditto old ..44 52 „ 59
Ditto ditto red, new 42 45 „ 47
Ditto ditto old .... 44 48 „ 52
Norfolk, Lincoln, feYorksh., red.. 42 47 „ 52
Ditto ditto new 37 44 „ 46
Ditto ditto white new, none „ —
Ditto ditto old none „ —

Barley, malting, new. .30 32 ... . Chevalier. . 32 37
Distilling . . 28 30 Grinding. . 26 29

MALT.Essex, Norfolk, and Suffolk, new 54 55 extra 58
Ditto ditto old 52 54 „ 56
Kingston,Ware,andtownmade,new59 60 „ 63
Ditto ditto old 57 59 „ 61

Oats, EngUsh feed. . 17 21 Potato. . 20 21
Scotch feed.. 20s. 6d. 25 Potato.. 23 27
Irish feed, white 17 19 fine 21
Ditto, black 16 17 fine 19

Rye 28 30old28 30
BEANS.Mazagan 33 34 „ 3t 35

Ticks 34 36 „ 36 38
Harrow 35 37 „ 37 39
Pigeon 36 40 „ 40 44

Peas, wliite boilers 37 40. . Maple 33 36. . Grey 30 35
Flour, town made, per sack of 280 lbs. — — „ 41 46

Households, Town 40s. Country — — „ 36 40
Norfolk and Suffolk, ex-ship — — „ 34 35

FOREIGN GRAIN.
Shillings per Quarter

Wheat, Dantzic, mixed. . 46 to 47 high mixed 49 51extra57
Konigsberg 45 47 „ 48 50 „ 51
Rostock, new 48 50 fine old 47 49 , 53
Pomera.,Meckbg.,andUckermk.,red 46 48 extra 48 50
Silesian „ 44 46 white 46 48
Danish and Holstein „ 42 44 „ 44 46
Rhine and Belgium , 42 45 old 45 49
French , 42 44white43 47
Odessa, St. Petersburg and Riga. . 37 39 fine 41 43

Barley, grinduig 24 28 Distilling.. 27 30
Malting none — —

Oats, Dutch, brew, and Polands 19s., 21s. 6d. Feed 17s. 6d. 19

Danish and Swedish feed 19 20. . Stralsund. . 19 22
Russian 20 21 French.. 18 20

Beans, Friesland and Holstein 32 35
Konigsberg . . 34 37 Egyptian . . 30 32

Peas, feeding 35 36 fine boilers 38 40
Indian Corn, white 32 35 yellow 32 35

Flour, French, per sack 36 38 fine 38 40
American, sour per barrel 22 23 sweet 24 27

MPERIAL AVERAGES.
For the last Six Weeks.
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PRICES OF SEEDS.
BRITISH SEEDS.

Liuseed (per qr.). . sowing 54s. to 58s. ; crusliiug 45s. to 50s.

Linseed Cakes (per ton) £8 Os. to £9 10s.

Rapeseed (per last) new £22 to £23, fine £24, old £21 to £24
Ditto Cake (per ton) £4 10s. to £5 Os,

Cloverseed (per cwt.) 44s. to 64s.

Mustard (per bushel) new, white 7s. to 9s., brown 7s. to 9s.

Corianiler (per cwt.) old 9s. to 1 2a.

Canary (per qr.) 40s. to 42g

Tares, Winter (nominal). . Spring, per bush, 5s. 6d. to 6s. 6d.

Carraway (per cwt.) new 46s. to 47s. ; fine 48s.

Turnip, white (per bush.) Swede (nominal.)

Trefoil (per cwt.) .26s. to SOs.

Cow Grass (per qr.) (nominal) . . 00s. to 00s.

FOREIGN SEEDS &c
Linseed (per qr.). . . . Baltic, 43s. to 46s. ; Odessa, 45s. to 49s.

Tiinseed Cake (per ton) £7 10s. to £9 10s.

Rape Cake (per ton) £4 10s. to £5 Os.

Henipseed, small, (per qr.) 38s. to 42s., Do. Dutch, 40s. to 44s.

Tares (per qr.) old, small 25s. to 30s., large 30s. to 32s.

Rye Grass (per qr.) , 28s. to 35s.

Coriander (per cwt,) (none) 00s. to 00s.

Clover, red (duty 5s. per cwt.) 40s. to 64s.

Ditto, white (duty 5s. per cwt.) 52s. to 70s.

HOP MARKET.
BOROUGH, Monday, March 28.

The business doing is inconsiderable in amount, but prices

are maintained with firmness. The stock in hand of last year's

hops is exceedingly small.

Sussex Pockets . 95s. to 115s.

Weald of Rents 100s. „ 120s.

Mid and East Kents 112s. „ 160s.

POTATO MARKETS^
SOUTHWARK, WATERSIDE, Monday, March 28.

During the past week, the arrivals both coastwise and
foreign have been limited; and owing to the severity of

the frosts, very few have come by rail, and a slight ad-

vance upoQ last week's quotations has been obtained.

The following are this day's quotations :

—

York Regents .... per ion 110s. to 160s.

Lincolnshire ditto ,..,.. 90s. „ 130s.

Scotch ditto 100s. „ 130s.

Ditto Reds 90s. „ 105s.

French whites IflOs. „ 115s.

BOROUGH AND SPITALFIELDS.
The supplies of all kinds of Potatoes on sale in these

markets continue limited, and in very middling con-
dition. Owing, however, to the present high rates, the

demand is in a sluggish state at our quotations. The
imports last week were— 95 tons from Rouen, 135 do.

from Dunkirk, 118 do. from Calais, and 4 bags from
Rotterdam.

York Regents 1 15s. <o 155s. per ton.

Lincolnshire do 95s. to 125s. „
Scotch do 95s. <o 120s. „
Foreign 95s. to UOs. „

ENGLISH BUTTER MARKET.
Monday, March 28.

We note a good trade at previous prices, but con-
fidently look for lower rates when mild weather comes.

Dorset, fine, new weekly 104s. to 106s. per cwt.

Do. middling 90s. to 96s. „ „
Fresh, per dos. lb 10s. to 12s. 6d.

PRICES FO BUTTER, CHEESE, HAMS, &c.
tutter,percmt. s. s. s, i

Frieslantl ! 02«o 1 04
Kiel 100 102
Dorset nem 108 112
Carloto] , 96 100
Watcrford .. ,, 90 94
Cork „ 88 94
Limerick „ 84 90

SHoo „ 82 94
Fresh, i)er doz.. 11 IS

Cheese,percwt.C?ieshire 56 to 74
Chcdder 60 74
Double Gloucester GO 68
Single do. . . 54 62

Hams, York, new .... 84 94
Westmoreland... 80 90
Irish 66 78

Bacon, Wiltshire,green 64 68
Walerford 62 66

WOOL MARKETS.
BRITISH WOOL.

London, March 28.—The continuous advance iu the value

of colonial wools at public sale, the rapid extension of our ex-

port trade, and the prospect of a limited clip for the present

year, arising from the shortness of stock in the coiuitry, have

rendered this market one of primary importance to the farmer. Iu

addition to the large quantities lately disposed of for home use,

we have had heavy shipments of the article to France and Bel-

gium, where it is worked up into low fabrics so generally worn

by the peasantry. In the week just concluded, 90,0001bs. have

been shipped to tlie continent, and other parcels are about to

follow ; hence, many of the holders are anticipating further en-

hanced rates, notwithstanding that shearing has now com-

menced in several parts of the coimtry, and that, consequently,

the supply will shortly be on the increase. Looking to the fact

that the arrivals of foreign and colonial wool are not likely to

exceed the demand—although the latest advices from Australia

state the whole of the new clip had been secured in good con-

dition—we see very little prospect of any decline iu the q>io-

tatious, especially as English wools are now more extensively

used in the manufacturing districts than for a scries of years

past. South Down hoggets, half-bred ditto, and Kent and

Leicester fleeces, are particularly firm.

Current Prices.
s. d. s. d.

South Down Hoggets 1 3^ to 1 5^
Half-bred ditto 1 3^ — 1 4^
Ewes, clothing 11 — 1 2i
Kent fleeces 1 H — 1 2^
Combing skins 10 — 13
Flannel wool Oil — 14
Blanket wool 7 — 1

Leicester fleeces 11 — 12^
LEEDS, March 24.— Sales of wool this week have been to

a considerable extent, and prices continue to have au upward

tendency.

LIVERPOOL, March 26.

Scotch.—There is nothing new to report in any kind of

Scotch ; the stocks of all sorts are light, consequently transac-

tions are necessarily limited.

Foreign.—There is a steady demand for all kinds of wool

at very full rates.

FOREIGN WOOL.
The market is firm.

The statistics of live stock, published at Sydney for eight

years to the end oi 1851, state:

—

''Applying to the increase of sheep the same test as that

supplied to the increase of horned cattle, the results are aS

follows :

—

Last four years

—

Increase per table 2,220,000

Slaughtered for tallow 375,000

Exported 38,000

Total

Last four years

—

Increase per table . .

.

SIauj;htere(l for tallow

Exported

Total

2,633,000

2.909,000

" So that the increase of the last four years was only about

a quarter of a million above that of the previous four.

" The ratios of sheep to each hundred persons of the po-

pulation, were

—

In 1846 3,178

In 1851 3,951
" It would thus appear that while the consumption of beef

in the colony has about kept pace with the increase of cattle,

the cousumptiou of mutton is still considerably below the in-

crease of sheep."

Printed by Rogerson and Tuxford, 246, Strand, London.
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PLATE I.

A SHORT.HORNED BULL.
"GARRICK" (11507).

Red and white, calved September 19, 1849, bred by Charles Towneley, Esq., M.P.,TowneleyPark,

near Burnley, Lancashire, the property of Messrs, Neil, Black, and Co., Port Philip, Australia
; got by

Gay Lad (91-41^, dam (Lavinia) by Prince Ernest (4818), g. d. (Lady Anne) by Ganthorpe (2049), g. g.

d. by Rockingham (2550), g. g. g. d. by Bulmer (17<30), g. g. g. g. d. by Don Juan (1923).

The following are the prizes obtained by this bull :—In 1850 he obtained a prize at the Bury Agri-

cultural Meeting j in 1851, the first prize of £20 as the best yearUng bull, at the Yorkshire Agricultural

Society's Meeting, held at Burlington ; also the first prize of £20 as the best yearling bull, at the Royal

Agricultural Improvement Society of Ireland, held at DubUn ; and also the first prize of £10 as the best

yearling bull, at the Royal North Lancashire Agricultural Society, held at Lancaster, and was shortly

afterwards sold to go to Austraha.

PLATE II.

COCHIN CHINA FOWL (BUFFS),

PRIZE BIRDS, THE PROPERTY OF THOMAS STURGEON, ESQ., .MANOR HOUSE, GRAYS, ESSEX.

BY " A BREEDER."

The Times, before the Easter holydays, declared more like some live thing to tend and protect; and
that excitement was nowhere to l)e found but these facts opening, as they do, so wide a field to

among the cultivators of Cochin China fowls ; and,
|

competition and its consequent rivalry, must ex-

without question, there is some there. Let anyone
;
plain the sending of a pen of birds two or three

but look back four short years, and then, to- hundred miles to take a fort3''-shilling prize : as well

morrow, or any following day, glance at the adver-
;
as individual birds realizing as many pounds at our

tising columns of the before-mentioned authority, constantly recurring sales. The origin of all this

and he will be convinced that a fresh subject of may be dated no further back than the introduction

interest has arisen, a fashion been set, and a new, of the Cochin China fowl ; their pecuharities seem
and not altogether ungrateful object for the expen- to have attracted, and their great docility and va-

diture of our time, money, and attention discovered, luable qualities to have riveted a pleased attention.

This is poultry keeping, in itself a relaxation, Pul)lic opinion, that stamps the value on every-

amusement, or jiursuit, that now seems to embrace thing, whether it be the yard of cloth, or the pby-

all classes. Any one can keep a fowl, that has a yard sician's or the lawyer's services, seems to have
<^ ft. by 12 ft. ; most of \;s likeuur eggs and chickens declared in favour of the Cochins as a breed.

OLD SERIES] 2 C [VOL. XXXVIII.—No. 5.
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Difference ofopinion undoubtedly exists ; but that of

the many-tongued cannot be mistaken, nor indeed

of the tribe, of that race,that is most esteemed. For

three successive years has Mr. Sturgeon's stock car-

ried off the principal honours at Birmingham, the

greatest of our poultry gatherings ; and, although

he has been found taking at the same meeting second

and third prizes, he has never, either there or else-

where, taken a second but when he got the first.

Among his beautiful birds have we looked for our

illustration of the Cochin China fowl. Eggs in

winter—and in profusion too—carcasses of lOlbs.,

a hardihood unequalled, tame and confiding in their

habits, and never straying — certainly all these

points combined form strong grounds for a fa-

vourable opinion, quite irrespective of the ease

and advantage attending a disposition of the sur-

plus stock.

For " points " in detail, we cannot do better than

refer to the new Poultry Book ; and as that

authority takes two numbers to do justice to this

fashionable subject, we must be content with ad-

vising our friends to look forward to the time when
these birds shall be tried by their intrinsic merits ;

and, in their purchases, to insist on form, size, and

consequent weight, coupled with the short leg and
neck pecuhar to the true breed, in preference to

mere colour, which some now seem alone to

regard.

I have kept Cochin China fowls (I cannot yet

accede to the change of name, and call them
Shanghaes, until I see a much better reason

than has yet been given) for a length of time,

quite sufficient to enable me to speak of their

qualities ; and, as I have other sorts, I can bear

my testimony also to their comparative merits.

For those whose space is limited they are un-

doubtedly the birds ; they are quiet and homely to

a degree ; mine will feed out of my hand, and fre-

quently pick from the dog's pans. Any fence,

moreover, will confine them, so little do they appear

desirous of straying.

But I agree with those who contend that the

true test is which breed possesses most advantages

combined with fewest demerits ; and here I contend

that my Cochin friends have it hollow. Do
you want new-laid eggs in the winter months, when
they are scarce and dear ? I know of no hens so

likely to supply you. Are you desirous of rearing

chickens ? The Cochins are the best of mothers,
and their progeny the easiest to rear of any breed
I know. And when the time comes for putting
them upon the table, is it no advantage that one

should weigh as much as the couple of olden

times ?

These, in a few words, are the results of my ex-

perience of the Cochins, looked at merely as a

farm-yard fowl. Some persons will contend that

a Dorking Capon is a better table fowl. It may
be that he boils whiter, or even shows a plumper

breast; still I doubt if he supplies more of juicy

and wholesome meat. But, supposing that for this

one quality the Dorking has the call in the London
markets, when you get him there— does this coun-

terbalance the eggs in winter, the extra number of

chickens, and the hardihood of the race ?

We are to look at the question as one of kind

against kind ; and " for all properties," I av«r

without fear of contradiction, that the farmer who
rears good Cochins for their mere produce to sell

for food, will make more profit of them than of any

other known variety.

To the amateur, who rears his poultry partly for

use and partly for amusement and ornament, there is

nothing, in my opinion, to compare with them.

The qualities I have before alluded to will alone

gain for them the favour of those whose premises

are confined, but who yet wish to have them occu-

pied by such stock as they can support. At first

sight, I readily admit that the Cochins, more espe-

cially the growing chickens, are not so pleasing to

the eye as some other varieties ; but the singularity

of their appearance wears off upon acquaintance,

and bearing rather a recommendation than other-

wise, from the contrast. I do not mean those

gaunt, gawky brutes, sometimes called Cochins,

and which were first called Shanghaes ; but the

neat, squat, short-legged build of true Cochin

fowl, such as Mr. Sturgeon has exhibited, and

which have carried home the prizes to Grays from

every quarter of the kingdom.

I have said nothing of the relative value in the

market of this and other kinds at the present day

;

but to farmers and amateurs, those poultry-breeders

who are not above disposing, after supplying them-

selves and their friends, of their surplus stock, with

the view " to reduce the price of corn," there can

be no question which is the most profitable of all

known races of fowl.

I may add that I myself came to the considera-

tion of this question with a strong bias in favour

of the Spanish, which I have kept in their purity

for many years ; but I have really been compelled

to arrive at the conclusion thatthe Cochins, whether

for the farmer or the fancier, are, for all purposes,

the " birds of the day."
, ^^^^
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^Bm II

THE TURNIP PLANT.

BY CUTHBERT W. JOHNSON, ESQ., F.R.S.

I can perhaps hardly address myself on this

occasion to any theme of more immediate interest

to my readers, than to the growth of the turnip

plant. When these observations indeed are read

by the English farmer, the commencement of swede

sowing will be close at hand. To promote the

growth of these, to lay the foundation of more

luxuriant and heavier crops, is surely then a ques-

tion of peculiar interest to the agriculturist at the

present season of the year.

It is with the same object, that of gathering

practical knowledge as to the profitable growth of

turnips, that the Lockerbie Farmers' Club have

now for the last few years systematically pursued

their valuable labours in the district of Annandale.

The report of their experience in the unfavour-

able turnip season of 1832 will be found in the

present volume of the Transactions of the Highland

Society, p. 545 ; and that practical detail will well

repay the young English farmer, for a careful and

repeated study, although, as the club truly remark

in their report, the results of their enquiries will be

of more interest to the farmers of the district,

acquainted with the localities and soils of each

farm, than it can be to strangers. For the infor-

mation of those unconnected with Annandale, it may
be proper to mention that the district in which

these trials and weighings were made, extends about

25 miles in length along the valley of the Annan,

in elevations from 100 to 800 feet above sea-level,

the farms inspected being mostly between 200 and

400 feet, though this yeai' several of the best crops

are from 600 to 700 feet above the level of the sea.

The examinations were made on about 32 farms,

and the average weight in tons and cwts. per

imperial acre

follows :
—

Swedes
Yellow
Common

for the

1849.

21.16

20.2

22.7

four last crops were as
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Every lb. of nitrogen in the form of d.

ammonia, or nitric acid, may be estimated
at 8

] lb. of nitrogen, in the form of r,itro-

genized matter, at 6

Organic matters, free from nitrogen, 1 8 lbs.,

at
, 1

Salts of potash 1 lb., at 1

or potash separately 1 lb., at U
Salts of soda 9 lbs., at 1

Phosphate of hme lib., at J
or phosphoric acid separately 1 lb., at. . 1

1

Gypsum 6 lbs., at 1

Lime 12 lbs., at 1

For all practical purposes, the determination of the

value of the remainder of the substances which are

usually indicated in the analysis of artificial manures,

such as oxide of iron, alumina, silica, &c., may be

entirely neglected. To aid the young farmer to

apply this, the following table gives the amount in

lbs. of the nitrogen, phosphoric acid, and lime, in

1000 lbs. of bone-dust, fresh cow or horse dung,

and dry straw-

Nitrogen
Phosphoric] Aeid
Lime

Dung
I

Straw.

4
I

4

3 2

4 4

Bone Dust
50

240
330

Bone-dust thus contains about 12 times more
forcing substances, and 80 to 100 times more grain-

forming materials, than dry straw or the excrements

of cattle. There is no doubt that hone-dust is

the best application, where immediate bene-

fit is chiefly regarded. In Saxony 1 cwt. of

bone-dust is estimated to be equivalent to 25 or 30

cwt. of farm-yard manure ; but even in this finely

divided state, the full benefit which they are capable

of affording is not realized in the first year. Ex-
perience has shown that the benefit of such bones

in a soil which is neither too retentive nor too loose

lasts for about four years, and amounts in the

First year to 25 to 30 per cent.

Second „ 25 to 30 „
Third „ 20 to 25 „
Fourth „ 10 to ] 5 „

The slowness with which the entire bone dissolves

is shown by the analysis of some Roman bones

buried near to Cirencester, probably 1500 years

since. In the following table, column I. gives

substances found in 100 parts, of II. the lower jaw
of an ox ; III. the molar tooth of an ox ; IV., the

tusk of a boar ; V., the thigh bone of a man

—

IV. 1 V.
18.12 3.62

81.88.
I

8G.38

Professor Anderson has been engaged in another
important branch of the enquiry, viz., on the com-
position of the turnip grown on different soils, and
with different manures. In the following table.

I.
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pounds i V.v the fibre, sugar, &c.; and VI., the

nitrogen found in these dift'erently manured turnips.

No analysis was made of Nos. 4 and 3, as the gain

was not equal to the cost of the manures—
I.
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Buperpbospbate arc much the aaiue iu number aa last year, but

it is worthy of mention that their quality is contiuually im-

proving—a circumstance which is undoubtedly due to the

increased intelligence of the manufacturers of artificial ma-

nures, and the eagerness with which they now avail themselves

of the aid of experienced chemists. In affording every advice

and assistance in my power to manure-makers, who are desirous

of producing good manures, I believe that I am indirectly but

materially promoting the objects of the Society, and the in-

terests of the agricultural community. Since the last annual

report a second paper " On the Absorptive Power of Soils" has

been published in the Journal of the Society. The object of

this paper was to explain the cause of the phenomena which

had previously been brought under notice in relation to this

question, and nothing has since occurred to shake my confi-

dence in the correctness of the explanation then given. Dur-

ing the last year I have made a good many experiments in

relation to the action of lime on soils, and more especially in

reference to the power of acquiring increased fertility by culti-

vation, and benefiting, in a higher degree, from the application

of manure, which, I believe, lime imparts to soils. These expe-

riments, which also involve the question of the absorption of

ammonia from the air by soils, are most interesting, and likely

to suggest many practical improvements. They are not yet,

however, in a state sufficiently advanced for publication, and

with the sanction of the Committee I purpose to continue the

investigation during the coming year. The Committee are

aware that at a late meeting of the Society an account was

given by me of the discovery which, in conjunction with Mr.

Paine, I had lately made, of a large and apparently inexhaust-

ible supply cf soluble silica in the lower beds of the chalk

formation in Surrey. The examination of the different ttrata

containing this mineral has occupied very much time and

attention ; and although, in the nature of things, such a dis-

covery, as it was not anticipated, could not have been recom-

mended by the Committee as a subject of investigation, I feel

sure that its prosecution will receive the full sanction ; and I

may be allowed to point to it as a striking instance of the

policy of the course which the Committee has adopted, cf

allowing to the chemists of the Society a discretionary power

in following out those subjects which may from time to time

present themselves as well worthy of attention. It is hoped

that this source of available silica will ultimately prove

the means of accomplishing the production of the double sili-

cates for agricultural use ; and it has already been made to

combine with lime so readily and inexpensively as to produce

an exceedingly cheap compound. It must be left to expe-

rience to decide whether the silicate of lime so formed will be

of any value in practical agriculture ; but should it be found,

as there is great reason to hope it may, that the compound,

when applied to light land, possesses the property of strength-

ening the straw of Wheat, and of rendering the use of guano
and other powerful manures more admissible and less uncer-

tain for this crop, a most important step in the right direction

will have been made, and the ultimate results of the discovery

in question can hardly be foreseen. I have been requested by
the Chairman of the Journal Committee to prepare for publi-

cation a detailed account of this investigation, which will con-
sequently appear in the forthcoming number of the Society's

Journal. The Committee will see that, although much has
already been accomplished, much still remains to be done in

working out the connections of these interesting subjects; and
inasmuch as the chemistry of soils with which they are all |

intimately connected ia at once both the most important and

the most obscure of all the questions requiring investigation,

I do not hesitate to recommend that they should be carried

foi'ward till nothing remains to be learnt concerning them.

At the same time I would suggest that as the examination of

the waters of agricuUuml drainage is likely to throw light on

these questions, it should be added to the list of subjects re-

commended for investigation. I shall be happy to give two

more lectures before the members of the Society in the present

season, and the subjects which occur to me as likely to be

interesting and useful are—1st, The different methods pro-

posed or available for saving the sewerage and other excre-

mentitious matter of towns for agricultural use; 2nd, The

comparative nutritive value of the natural and artificial

grasses.

The Council adopted this report, and arranged that

Professor Way's first lecture should be delivered to the

Governors and Members in the Council-Room of the

Society, on Wednesday, the 11th of May next; and the

second lecture on Wednesday, the 15th of June; to

commence in each case at the usual hour of 12.

CEaTiFicATES OF Entry.—Mr. Milward, Chairman

of the Certificate Committee, submitted to the Council

the nevr forms of entry for live stock at the country

meetings of the Society ; which were approved and

adopted by the Council.

Ponies.—Mr. Fisher Hobbs having called the

attention of the Council to the size of ponies qualified

to compete for the Society's prizes at the Gloucester

meeting ; it was carried on the motion of Mr. Lawrence,

that such ponies should not exceed the height of 13i

hands.

Gloucester Meeting.—Mr. Raymond Barker,

Vice-Chairman of the General Gloucester Committee,

reported to the Council the following statement of the

proceedings of the Committee, in connexion with the

preparations for the Society's ensuing country meeting,

to be held at Gloucester, in the middle of July next.

1. That the extent of ground originally assigned for the

show-yard be increased by the addition of tliree adjoining

acres, and that the expense of levelling and draining such extra

ground be borne by the Society.

2. That the attention of the Local Committee be called to

the importance of making such arrangements, on the part of

the authorities of Gloucester, iu reference to tolls of every

kind, that would otherwise be levied on exhibitors proceeding

to the show-ground, as may lead to a satisfactory result at

the time of the meeting.

3. That the question of accepting the offer of a supply of

steam generated at works nearly adjoining the show-ground,

and easily to be conveyed into the trial yard, be referred to the

Implement Committee of the Society.;

4. That the contractor's offer for the supply of hurdles be

accepted.

5. That Mr. Druce, of Eynsham, be requested to favour the

Society by undertaking to value between the Society and Mr.

Jones, as to the price to be paid for Wheat, Vetches, Clover,

Hay, Straw, and other supplies required in the cattle and

implement yards.

C. That Mr. Holland's liberal offer of £50, for the institu-

tion of prizes at the Gloucester meeting for Yi^e sh^p, be
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retpectt'ully decliued, in cousequcuce of the committee's not

being able to make such an arrangenvcut of the proposed prizes,

consistently with the Society's priie-sheet, as would fully meet

Mr, Holland's object in desiring to institute such a class of

prizes.

7. That the Secretary be directed to make the usual appli-

cation to the various railway companies throughout the king-

dom, in favour of the Society's exhibitors proceeding with their

implements and live stock to and from the Gloucester meeting.

8. That the pavilion for the great dinner of the Society be

erected in the Spa Gardens.

This report was adopted by the Council ; and Mr.

Druce, as one of their members, expressed the pleasure

it would give him to act as the valuing referee between

the Society and Mr. Jone?, as proposed by the Com-

mittee.

Secretary.—On the motion of Mr. Pusey, seconded

by Mr. Fisher Hobbs, and supported by Mr. Thompson,

Colonel Challoner, and Lord Chichester, the following

resolution was passed by the Council unanimously :

—

" That on account of the Secretary's long, faithful, and

efficient services, his salary be raised by £'100 a year :

and that the first payment of the increased salary com-

mence in May next."

The President having informed the Secretary, on his

return to the Council Room, of the great pleasure it

gave him to communicate to him this unanimous reso-

lution, the Secretary expressed to his lordship and the

Council his deep and grateful sense of this most grati-

fying mark of their kindness and generous consideration

towards him.

Agricultural Statistics.—The President informed

the Council, that having been summoned by that depart-

ment of her Majesty's Government forming the Board

of Trade, to an interview on the subject of Agricultural

Statistics, he had thought it to be his official duty as

President, accompanied by the Secretary of the Society,

who had been also summoned, to attend such interview

accordingly, for the purpose simply of receiving from

tite Board of Trade, and communicating to the Council,

any request made to him on that important su'rject,

leaving it to the Council to decide, whether the Society

as a body, or only its members in their individual capa-

city, could consistently with its constitution take any

distinct measures in promoting the collection of such

statistical information.

The Council agreed that as such measures were not

simply connected with the improvement of practical

agriculture, but had a direct bearing on prospective

legislation in Parliament, the Society could not by the

following stringent condition of its charter entertain

their discussion or promotion :

"And know ye further, that in granting this our Royal

Charter to the said Royal Agricultural Society of Eng-

land, we do hereby declare it to be our full and entire will

and pleasure that we extend our Royal protection to its

national objects, under the condition that a principle of

its constitution shall be the total exclusion of all ques-

tions at its meetings, or in its proceedings, of a political

tendency, or having reference to measures pending, or to

be brought forward, in either of our tlousea of Parlia-

ment ; which no resolution, bye-law, or other enactment

of the said body politic and corporate, shall on any account

or pretence whatever be at any time allowed to infringe."

Country Meeting of 1854.—The Town Clerk of

Lincoln attended the Council on the part of the Mayor

and Corporation of that city, with a meir.orial and other

documents connected with the Country Meeting of the

Society to be held in 1854, at some place within the

district comprised of the counties of Leicester, Lincoln,

Nottingham, and Rutland.

The Earl of Yarborough transmitted a memorial on

the part of the Lincolnshire Agricultural Society, of

which his lordship is the President, in favour of the city

of Lincoln as the place of such meeting.

These documents were referred to an Inspection

Committee, consisting of Mr. Raymond Barker, Mr.

Fisher Hobbs, Mr. Brandreth Gibbs, and Mr. Milward,

with a request that they would pay a personal visit to

the localities proposed, and report at the next Monthly

Council on their capabilities for the purposes of the

Society.

Offer of Prizes.—On the motion of Mr. Fisher

Hobbs, seconded by Mr. Pusey, the Council resolved

:

That in future no private offer of a prize for the Country

Meeting of any year shall be taken into consideration

by the Council, after the first Wednesday in the month

of February of such year of meeting.

Guano,—The Duke of Richmond favoured the Coun-

cil by transmitting to them a communication addressed

to his Grace by the Duke of Newcastle, H.M, Principal

Secretary of State for the Colonies, enclosing letters

from his Excellency Sir Henry Young, Lieutenant-

Governor of South Australia, and Mr. Herschel Bab-

bage, mineral and geological surveyor to the Crown in

that dependency, on the subject of a research for guano

and other manuring substances, undertaken by the late

Government at the request of the Duke of Richmond,

and in consequence of which circular letters were trans-

mitted last year from the Foreign, Colonial, and Admi-

ralty Departments, urging their respective officers in

every part of the globe to exert themselves in the disco-

very of valuable manures. These communications were

the first return to such circular inquiry.

On the motion of Mr. Brandreth Gibbs, the best

thanks of the Council were voted to the Duke of Rich-

mond for the favour of these communications, which

were referred by the Council to the Guano and Chemical

Committees of the Society.

Geological Mapping.—Mr. Trimmer having com-

pleted his geological map, on a large scale, of the estate

of Sir Charles Elton, Bart., in Somersetshire, had the

leave of the Council to submit it to the inspection of the

Council, and explain its construction and advantages in

an agricultural and mineral point of view, on Wednes-

day, the 20th of April, at 12 o'clock.

The Council then adjourned to their weekly meeting

on Wednesday, the 13th of April, when Prof. Wilson

would deliver a lecture on Flax.
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A Weekly Council was held at the Society's House,

on Wednesday, the 13th of April. Trescnt ; Lord

Ashburton, President, in tlie chair ; Earl of Essex, Earl

of Lucan, Lord Berners, Hon. R. H. Clive, M.P. ; Sir

Robert Price, Bart., M.P. ; Mr. B. Almaclc, Mr.
Bethell, Mr. Bullen, Colonel Challoner, Mr. James
Chapman, Mr. E. Davy, Mr. Festing, Mr, Foley, M.P. ;

Mr. Freeland, Mr. Frere, Mr. Gadesden, Mr. Brandreth

Gibbs, Rev. L. Vernon Harcourt, Mr. Fisher Hobbs,

Mr. Holland, Mr. Kirkwood (Flax- Commissioner from

Canada), Mr, Paine, air. Risler (of Versailles), Mr,
Rowlandson, Prof. Sewell, Mr. Slaney, Mr. Smith (St.

Albans), Dr. Somerset, Mr. Spencer Stanhope, Mr.
Crompton Stansfield, and Prof. Way.

LECTURE ON FLAX.

Professor John Wilson (late Principal of the Royal

Agricultural College, Cirencester) delivered a lecture on

the treatment and application, agricultural and techni-

cal, of Flax.

He gave an interesting statement of the botanical cha-

racter and geographical distribution of the Flax plant,

and of references made to it and its manufacture into

cloth by sacred and profane writers from the earliest

period, particularly ciMng the opinion of Virgil, on its

cultivation, and the details given by Pliny of the Flax-

fibre imported into Italy from Egypt. Prof. Wilson

then stated the successive measures adopted, from the

year 1172 to the middle of the last century, (or com-

pelling farmers to cultivate Flax, and public rewards since

held out for inducing attention to the perfection of its

manufacture. He proceeded to enumerate the various soils

and the general conditions of the rotations connected with

Flax cultivation, and especially to dwell on the necessity

of deep cultivation, fine tilth of surface, and ready

supply of manuring matter for the plant. He con-

sidered sandy loams and alluvial soils the best for

amount of crop and fineness of fibre, and the crop best

grown after Grass, Corn, root-crops. He entered into a

full statement of the constitution of the flax-straw, and

its treatment by the dry mechanical or the moist

chemical process. He enumerated the various attempts

at mechanical separation of the fibre, from 1812 to the

present time, and the peculiarities of the several plans

adopted at various times in this country and the con-

tinent for removing the glutinous matter by means of

fermentation, chemical solution, and the application of

hot water or steam, without fermentation. He stated

the decided advantages possessed by the latter new
modes over the old systems, not only in saving of ex-

pense in time and labour, but in the removal of the

glutinous matter in an innoxious form adapted at once
to be mixed with the woody matter, and used as food
.for cattle. He concluded his lecture by describing in

detail the plan of Watts, by means of which steam was
passed upwards, in its state of vapour, through a mass
of flax-straw, and, being cooled by a refrigerator, form-
ing the top of the vessel, was sent downwards back

again through the straw, carrying with it, in solution,

the glutinous matter from the fibre ; and the improve-

ment made on this plan by Buchanan, who, by means

of alternate pressure and condensation of steam, forced

forwards and backwards through the mass of flax-straw

successive bodies of warm water, at such a temperature

as not to coagulate the vegetable albumen contained in

the plant. The action of this last process was shown

successfully by an elegant experiment in glass vessels,

which, as the spirit-lamp was applied or withdrawn,

continued its automatic process of the propulsion and

retraction of fluid through the straw during the continu-

ance of the lecture. Professor Wilson exhibited to

members various samples of flax-straw in its original

state, and prepared by the above processes for scutching,

as well as of manufactured articles in various stages of

preparation. He also submitted to the members

striking diagrams of the machinery referred to, and ta-

bular statements of the analysis and value of different

parts of the plant and of the glutinous liquor obtained

from the straw, and beautiful coloured drawings, of na-

tural size, of the varieties of flax, and diff'erent portions

of the plant. He also entered into details connected

with the commercial value of Buchanan's system, and

with its adoption with advantage in farming districts.

On the motion of Mr. Slaney, seconded by Mr. Fisher

Hobbs, the best thanks of the meeting were offered to

Prof. Wilson for the very interesting lecture he had de-

livered to the members on that occasion.—This was the

first lecture on Flax Mr. Hobbs had heard that would

induce him to grow that crop ; for he could understand

that with a boiler and a few other vessels, any farmer,

by the means proposed, might economically reduce his

Flax-straw into a state ready for scutching by the ma-

nufacturer.—Mr. Stansfield had grown Flax, but could

not obtain a remunerative price for the straw.—Mr.

Davy feared the machinery proposed would not prove

so economical as that by which the mechanical process

was carried out. He exhibited some fine samples of

Flax produced without any application of moisture. He
thought the oil ought not to be carried off from the

straw, but to remain in it, and confer that soft flexibility

which those samples had in which such oleaginous mat-

ter was left.—Mr. Slaney thought the cost to farmers

would be high.—Mr. Bullen thought the proposed plan

peculiarly applicable to ordinary machinery, to the

steam apparatus in ordinary use in large and well-

appointed farms : if so, this plan would prove a great

boon to the producer of the raw material, whose great

object was to be able to render the Flax as portable as

possible. Transport of it was, to him, a vital ques-

tion.—Professor Wilson stated that a machine of this

kind, erected at an expense of i^500, would turn out

three tons of Flax straw a day ready for the scutcher
;

and that a machine at ^250, one ton a day. These

machines were too powerful for individual farmers, and
were intended for given districts of certain circuit in ex-

tept, Mnder whiQii.circumst^pjis the price of maclun»j
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TTould siak iuto au average item of comparative insig-

aificance.

Professor Wilson was requested by the Journal Com-

mittee of the Society to prepare, by the 1st of May next,

a complete detail of this lecture for the pages of tlie

Journal; in order that the information then furn'shed

by him to the Society might, with as little delay as

possible, be given in a complete state to the members at

large of the Society, through that medium.

The Council then adjourned to their weekly meeting

on Wednesday, the 20th of April, when a Report would

be read on the progress of the Claussen process of treating

Flax-fibre, and an explanation given by Mr. Trimmer of

his recent geological and mineral survey of the estate of

Sir Charles Elton, Bart., in Somersetshire.

A Wkekly Councii- was held at the Society's

house, in Hanover-square, on Wednesday, the 20th of

April : present, Lord Ashburton, President, in the

Chair, Hon. R. H. Clive, M.P., Right Hon. James

Grattan, Mr, Amos, Mr. Raymond Barker, Mr.

Burton, jnn., Rev. Thomas Cator, Colonel Challoner,

Mr. J. C. Clark, Mr. Capel Cure, Mr. Dyer, Mr.

Gadesden, Mr. Garrett, Mr. Brandreth Gibbs, Colonel

Hall, M.P., Mr. Fisher Hobbs, Mr. Hornsby, Mr.

Jones, Mr. W. Long, Mr. Majendie, Mr. Manning,

Mr. A. Murray, Mr. Nesbit, Mr. Mainwaring Paine,

Mr. Pocock, Professor Sewell, Mr. Slaney, Mr. Rey-

nolds Solly, Mr. Spencer Stanhope, Mr. Thompson

(Moat Hall), Mr. Hampden Turner, Captain Henry

Vyner, Mr. Wade, and Professor Way.

Maps of Estates.—Mr. Trimmer, of Wilmington,

near Dartford, submitted to the inspection of the

Council the two maps on a large scale he had recently

completed, of a portion of the estate of Sir Charles

Elton, Bart., in Somersetshire, agreeably with an offer

he made in his lecture delivered before the Society last

year on "Agricultural Geology," to undertake gra-

tuitously the construction of such a survey, in order

that his views on the connexion between agriculture

and geology, in its practical bearings, might be more

distinctly understood by the members. He preceded

his explanation of these maps by a statement of

the progress of his operations, in endeavouring to

impress upon the agricultural community the im-

portance of this connexion, and in carrying out

practically his views on this subject. He gave a

sketch of the history of geological mapping, and

defined the different objects respectively, of the general

geologist, and the mineralogist, and the farmer, with

which maps of any area of country would be consulted

for their practical guidance. The two maps of about

300 acres r.f the unleased portion of Sir Charles Elton's

estate near Clevedoa, prepared by Mr. Trimmer, and

then submitted by him to the members in juxtaposition

with the Ordnance survey, were of two characters : the

first, which Mr. Trimmer compared to the bony

"ikdetoo of a given district, represented the denuded

geological formations, as in ordinary geological maps ;

the second, which Mr. Trimmer compared to a skeleton

clothed with muscle and integument, represented the

actual surface-soils and subsoils of such district, with-

out reference to the great geological masses of rock on

which they rested. He entered into a minute detail

of the mode in which the various formations or soils

were distinguished by him by particular colours and

marks on the maps in question, and of the very simple

means and cheap rate of producing similar maps of any

district throughout the country. He also pointed out the

various advantages which such a survey would possess

in determining the best mode of obtaining a supply of

water at any given point, and ascertaining the relative

value of different series of rocks for road, lime, and

cement making, and for building and other purposes.

He hoped that the land-surveyors would at once

apply themselves to a study of surface-geology; an

inquiry new in its origin, and which he had himself

had the pleasure of first developing in his prize essay in

the 12th volume of the Society's Journal.—Mr. Wm.
liOng stated, that for several years he resided in that part

of the country, and had many opportunities of observing

its geological features. He admitted that the proposed

plan of mapping estates was a move in the right direction;

at the same time, that whilst considerable difficulties

would often occur in other districts, that delineated by

the maps produced was one of such striking and re-

markable geological character, that the peculiar features

of it were easily described. It was also a line of country

so rich and fertile, that the occupants of the soil rarely

followed any particular course of cultivation, but crop

after crop followed in succession, and they trusted more

to the excellence of the soil than the experience of agri-

culture. An experiment had been made on the Wroxall

hills, immediately adjoining the property described by his

friend, Mr. Thomas Kington, some few years since,

under the able superintendence of Mr. Webb Hall, and

having adopted the improved course of cultivation, ad-

mirable results followed ; and it therefore went to prove

that if on inferior lands in that district ample returns

were produced, how much greater would be the benefit

to those occupying the richer soils in the valleys, if by a

knowledge of an improved system of science adapted to

agriculture, by the scheme of mapping now suggested,

the varied phenomena of geographical features were

illustrated ! — Mr. Hampden Turner favoured the

Council with remarks on the extent to which

such mapping had been carried by Mr. Trim-

mer; Mr. Raymond Barker, on the importance

of ascertaining, before erecting buildings, the possi-

bility of obtaining a due supply of water at a moderate

rate ; and Mr. Slaney, on the great interest and import-

ance of such surveys as those now submitted by Mr.

Trimmer, to all owners of land, especially, as had

been remarked, in guiding their operations in search of

water, and in directing their cuts in drainage. He had

himself suffered great loss, and a friend of his a still

greater one, in attempting to sink wells to a great depth
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in order to obtain a supply of water, all of which would

have been prevented had they been in possession of such

structural knowledge of their estates as those data fur-

nished by Mr. Trimmer would have supplied, and at so

economical a rate of charge as about a shilling an acre.

The best thanks of the Council were then voted to Mr.

Trimmer for the kind trouble he had taken in introdu-

cing to the inspection of the Members those interesting

surveys, on the motion of Mr. Raymond Barter,

seconded by Mr. Gadesden ; who remarked, that he

trusted all proprietors of estates would give effect to this

important object, and place themselves at once in pos-

session of the quantities and qualities of the various soils

of which their property consists.

Communications were read from Mr. M'Dermott,

giving an account of the successful progress made, both

in this country and on the continent, in the establish-

ment of Flax works on the Chevalier Claussen's prin-

ciple ; from Mr. Rodwell, of Alderton Hall, inclosing a

letter from his bailiff on the result of his experience in

feeding stock with hay in its chopped and whole state

;

from Mr. Hunt, of Vine Farm, Basingstoke, on the trial

of ploughs : for all which the usual acknowledgments

were ordered.

The Council adjourned to Wednesday, the 27th of

April, when Mr. Slaney will give a statement of his

experience on the construction of wtUs and pumps for

the use of cottagers.

NEW MEMBERS.
The following new members were elected :

—

Bayly, William, Bretwell, Burnham, Bucks

Beau, Joseph, jun., Spittle, Kendal, Westmoreland

Bell, Captain Henry, Chalfont Lodge, Cheltenham

Birkin, Richard, Apaley House, Nottingham

Blunt, Francis C, Tooting, Surrey

Blyth, John, Stan ford-le hope, Essex

Budd, J. Palmer, Ysta-la-fera, Swansea

Chadwick, E., Grimston Park, Tadcaster, Yorkshire

Chandler, Thomas, Haresfield, Gloucester

Cobley, Walter, Wootton-under-Edge, Gloucestershire

Coldicote, William, Over-Norton, Oxfordshire

Corfield, C. L,, Windlesham Hall, Bagshot, Surrey

Davies, William Keville, Croft Castle, Leomiuater

De Porquet, Ij. F., Fairkytes, Hornchurch, Essex

Downs, Henry, Manor House, Basingstoke, Hants

Driiikrow, John Wm., Tipthorpe House, Driffield, Yorkshire

Edwards, P. N., Brinsop Court, Hereford

Eyres, Capt. Harry, R.A., C.B., Knockwood Park, Tenterden

Farnworth, John Kay, Alderley Edge, Wilraslow, Cheshire

Gillett, John, Minster-Lovel, V/ituey, Oxon

Griffin, Edward, Wolverhampton, Staffordshire

Gwyn, Wm. Edward, Pilrhotb, Carmarthen

Hall, John, Bretfortou, Evesham, Worcestershire

Halsey, Thomas, Whitminster, Gloucester

Herbert, Rev. John, Leigh Parsonage, Reigate, Surrey

Hussey, Phineas Fowke, Wyrley Grove, Walsall, Staffordshire

Leoming, Dan, Little Blackwood House, Halifax.

Myddeltou, Robert, Gwanynog, Denbigh

Napier, Hon. William, 1, Lower Belgrave Street

Parsons, Henry, Haulhury, Crewherne, Somersetsliire

Randolph, Captain Charles Wilson, Grenadier Guards

Rea, Edward, 115, Wardour Street, Soho

Rowland, John, Neath, Glamorganshire

Ruddingbam, John, Guiting Grange, Stow, Gloucestershire

Sessions, Jesse, Norfolk House, Spa, Gloucester

Smith, John, Parton Court, Churchdown, Gloucester

Thynne, Fred. George, Fleaford Lodge, Guildford, Surrey

Vevers, John Brace, York Hill Court, Ledbury, Herefordshire

Williams, Geo. Griffiths, Cwmcynglin, Aberystwith, Cardigan

Wilson, John, Pershore, Worcestershire.

WATER-DUILLING.

This subject, or one closely coixueeted witli it, has

recently, ou two occasions, l)een particularly dwelt

upon in the Mark Lane E.rpi-ess. It is quite correct,

as stated in the important article that appears iu the

paper of Monday, the ] 8th iust., that the authority

of that able and zealous patron of agriculture, Mr.

Pusey, is fully sufficient of itself to stamp import-

ance upon any practical subject ou the broad scale.

But there are many minor circumstances which,

though they exist only in the garden, may be ad-

duced as irrefragable evidences in favour of a prin-

ciple sound and trustworthy in itself. It is well

known to gardeners that there are certain seasons of

limited extent, when vegetable seeds require to be

sown; such are particularly the broad-leaved or

prickly spinach, winter coleworts, and spring cab-

bage. The season for the first and last of these oc-

curs in August, almost to a week. Tsow (as in 184:7)

the weather then is often dry, even to parching. I

have frequently urged a practice, which I again ear-

nestly recommend, and that is, the sites being ar-

ranged, to thoroughly wet and soak with a fine rose

pot the entire space to be seeded ; to do this before

sunset, and cover with mats all night and the fol-

lowing day till late in the afternoon, then to repeat

the watering and covering, and so on for three suc-

cessive days ; on the fourth, to draw the drills, water-

ing along the course of each, and immediately to sow
the seeds, and cover with fine screened earth. This

preparation and care will cli'ectually secure the ger-

mination of every good seed. The processes are

much to be preferred to any artificial soaking of the

seed itself ; and as to the attempt to raise seeds iu

dry ground during parching summers, trusting to

superficial watering, it is perfectly futile. Ou some

occasions, where liquid phosphate of lime is required,

and occasionally guano, the drills may be so mois-

tened ; but the strength should be much reduced by

soft pond or river water.

Croydon. J. ToWEaS;-'''^
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A FEW SUGGESTIONS FOR THE MONTH OF MAY
GRAZING,

As this is the principal mouth for stockiug pastures,

I offer two or three remarks. Be cautious to stock

according to the quality of your land ; do not put

young stock upon good laud or upon luxuriant pas-

turage. You must use the same precaution relative

to all kinds of stock in a low state or lean condition.

Good land, to be profitably grazed, must be supplied

with good stock, or, at least, stock in good health

and fair condition; otherwise you must assuredly

expect loss from scouring, indigestion, or becoming

hoven. Lean stock should be put upon land of in-

ferior quality ; and as they improve in condition they

maybe removed to better pasturage, and so continued

progressively.

Sheep Lands.—Ho graze sheep lauds profitably they

should be stocked in proportion of one young steer

or heifer to twelve sheep ; these will keep the pas-

ture or grass young, and the steers will prevent

roughness in the pasturage. I consider three ewes

with their lambs equal to five sheep, and also three

cows or heifers suckling their calves about an equi-

valent to five young steers. Sheep pastures should

be kept well eaten down, but not too bare. Sheep

delight in frequent feediugs, and will generally choose

a sweet level spot where the grass is youug. An old

grazing rule is, "*Have yoiu- pasture twelve days' old

for your ox, and twenty-four hours' for your sheep."

Sheeji.—By all means suit your sheep to your pas-

ture, and to the locality and climate. Mountain

sheep to mountain pastures ; lowland sheep to low-

land pastures. This is a general rule. The varieties

of sheep are so numerous I can scarcely touch

upon that subject here, but I would say that, as rail-

ways have offered such ready access to distant dis-

tricts, the grazier is unpardonable who does not look

out for the very best and most suitable in each va-

riety. South Lincolnshire graziers, in dear seasons,

will sometimes go up to Westmoreland for sheep to

graze in their admirable pastures. This is not in

good judgment, but it shows what may be done

through railway communication. Experience teaches

wisdom on these points, as well as others. The Lin-

cohishire graziers have for several years gradually

increased their number of half-bred sheep, which

have of course so far displaced Long-wools and Lei-

cesters. The Half-bred in general favour is a cross

from the Leicester or Long-wool ram and the Down
ewe, They are quick feeders, and come to early

maturity, mostly being fed ofi' in eighteen mouths,

yielding about six pounds of wool and from 80 to

90 lbs. of mutton, of a quality nearly equal to the

best Southdown. Besides this, lauds of first quality

will fatten one per acre more of the Half-bred sheep

than of heavy Long-wools ; and nearly in the same

proportion do they excel the large Leicesters. My
own prepossession is in favour of the best breeds of

Long-wool sheep for good lowland pastures ; they

produce in eigliteen months about 10 lbs. of wool

and 100 to 110 lbs. of mutton, nearly equal in quality

to the Half-bred, and more saleable, as being more in

accordance with the requirements of the labouring

population ; and the wool has latterly realized nearly

the same price, and from corresponding causes. The

Cotswolds I cannot believe well qiialified for the

bleak highland pastures where they are chiefly found;

they may do well in the marshes of Somersetshire,

but the Cotswold Hills M'ould be more profitably

grazed with smaller sheep. A stranger, in passing

over these hills, cannot fail to be struck with the

paucity in the numbers of sheep which he sees graz-

ing in the fields ; finer animals he cannot behold, but

they look more like stragglers than flocks actually

grazing. I should much prefer Southdowns, Hamp-

sliire Downs, or the Half-breds ; nor should I be very

fastidious as to the precise cross : lu-st-rate animals

are produced from the CotsAvold ram and the Down
ewes : but to persist in grazing these immense sheep

on such poor pasturage, and at such an elevation,

does appear to me decidedly wrong : it is not suiting

the animal to the pasture. The pure Southdown

sheep appears to be in great favour in the eastern,

south-eastern, and southern parts of the kingdom

:

they are unquestionably a most valuable breed of

sheep, and admirably adapted for elevated downs and

for folding purposes. They travel with such facility

that every nook and corner in their pasture is speedily

searched in quest of food ; they (as a herd) are in

this particular at a fault. They are more restless

than the larger breeds of sheep, and their habit is to

herd more together; this is injurious to the pasturage,

and prevents their rapid fattening : a mild, docile

animal will acquire fat much faster than the wilder

or more timid one. The Leicester sheep, in this re-

spect, excels the Southdown ; he is in general a lazy,

docile creature, and his business appears to be to

accumulate fat, which he does more quickly accom-
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plish to a greater extent than almost any other breed.

But it is fat. I hke a fair proportion of lean flesh,
j

and in this particular the best Long-wools excel the I

Leicesters ; and as they will produce more wool and
;

a greater weight of mutton from the same extent of i

pasturage, they are to be preferred. The Leicester
j

breed of sheep partakes of a large degree of favour
1

amongst the midland counties' graziers, and they are
|

exceedingly well adapted to t heii- sweet and beautifid I

pastui'es. The small breed of Leicesters is mostly
I

grazed, in these counties; and as they "go off"
I

quickly, the lands are soon ready to take in the breed-
!

ing stock from the grass seeds. I think in public i

favour this kind or variety—" the small Leicester"—
!

stands as high as any ; but the gradation is such that

it is a difficult case to adjudge whete the &mall' Lei--

cester breed stops, and the large Leicester begins.^

For the smaller variety I should go into Bedfordshire,

Northamptonshire, and adjoining counties ; for the

larger vaiicty I should visit Rutlandshire, North Liu-

colushire, and East Yorkshire.

I have noticed some of the best breeds of sheep^

for fattenmg, For breeding purposes others might,

be advantageously included. The Dorsets stand first

for early lambs ; the Exmoors are good l)reeders, and

will live anyn-here ; the old Norfolks are good suck-

lers, but are now seldom seen ; the Romney Marsh

sheep, or Kents, are good breeders and hai-dy, but

possess ill-formed frames, and are slow feeders.

P. F.
-

THE PROSPECTS OF AGRICULTURE, AS POURTRAYED IN A JOURNEY OF
ONE THOUSAND MILES THROUGH THE PROVINCES. /\°! ^'r"^"

(by our own correspondent.)

A railway journey of a thousand miles through the Euston Station for Edinburgh ; from Edinburgh, per

provinces must always prove to the farmer a source , Scottish Central, for Montrose on the 11th; from this

of valuable information at any season of the year, la'tter place we made an inland tour of some twenty

more especially in seed-time or harvest. No doubt

the time allowed for the examination of individual fields

and farms is short ; yet to the traveller of long experi-

ence, and previously acquainted with the soil and agri-

culture of the various districts through which he is

passing, general conclusions may be arrived at, by no

means unsatisfactory. True it is that there are many

miles, via Brechin and Fearn, on the 12th ; on the 13th

arrived at Aberdeen ; from whence we also took an

inland tour per coach, returning the following day to

Montrose and succeeding one to Edinburgh, where we

remained over Saturday and Sunday, leaving for Berwick

on Monday evening, the 18th instant ; on Tuesday we

got to Newcastle ; and on the following day returned

exceptionable cases, where second questions arise— home. We were thus absent from the evening of the

questions which would require a return to the field

before a satisfactory solution could be arrived at ; while

in exceptionable seasons like the present, cases of this

kind multiply, and equally true it is that no such

return can be made : still such is the activity of the

mind, that judgment on passing scenes is generally

awarded with a greater velocity than that with which

the engine sweeps along the "iron-way" with its devoted

train, so that when these exceptionable cases burst upon

the eye, eagerly catching them in advance and following

them until they are lost in the distance behind, many
more questions are started and answered than could well

be imagined by parties unacquainted with circumstances

of the kind. It is singular with what rapidity previous

crops and management observed on former occasions,

together with the present state of things, are disposed of

by the mind, so as to account satisfactorily for circum-

stances not in keeping with those around them. Indeed,

exceptions of this kind only tend to make the journey

more interesting to the agriculturist than it otherwise

would be. Returned from such a journey, a cursory

glance at the contents of our note-book may not be with-

out interest to our readers generally.

As to dates and distances, we left the metropolis on

the evening of the 9th instant per mail-train from

9th to the evening of the 20th, an intferval during which

vegetation has made considerable progress in the Surrey

suburbs of the metropolis where we reside, and hence has

no doubt made similar advances in the districts through

which we have passed, unless where checked by coun-

teracting causes—circumstances which must be borne in

mind subsequently, in the perusal of our peregrinations
;

and the whole distance travelled, it will be also per-

ceived, amounts to nearly 1,200 miles, about 200 of

which were gone over under night—or from Surrey to

near Preston—leaving nearly 1,000 miles under daylight

through the different provinces in the above route,

subject to observation.

Throughout the whole of the above journey we have

much pleasure in premising that our report of the crops

and general prospects of the country is favourable gene-

rally speaking, much more so than we expected it would

have been under existing circumstances : for we travelled

the same road in January, and from the state we then

found the country in, did not expect that vegetation

could have made the same progress, or that the lands

—many of them then several feet under water, others

washed away as it were, or covered with drifted material,

while the general breadth of them was so battered and

consolidated as to exclude the cheering warmth of th
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6UQ and influence of the atmosphere—could have so far

recovered as to render them now subject to the plough,

clodcrusher, and harrow. There were very few soils in-

deed sufficiently drained to carry off the whole of the

heavy rains which fell during the past season. We have

often had occasion to notice the impropriety of placing

drains at great distances asunder, because of their greater

depth ; and the past season has more than confirmed

our previous experience. Drainage is certainly the grand

improvement of the age, but it is one nevertheless but

very indifferently understood, from the fact of parties

being led astray by an empty-pocket-view of the subject,

80 to speak. What the country obviously wants at pre-

sent is a statistical view of the increase of produce arising

from drainage and all our other agricultural improve-

ments ; for whenever any approximation has been made

to science in the carrying out of those improvements,

such as drainage, crops of every kind not only look well,

but promising in a flattering degree > so that when the

contrary is experienced it has to be attributed to the

slovenly state of practice and the want of agricultural

progress. Vegetal ion has no doubt been slow since the

severe frosts of March gave way, but it is more sure on

that account, being less liable to be affected by the sud-

den transitions of temperature to which it is always

subject at this season of the year ; while, on the other

hand, many wet soils have not dried so fast as the im-

patience of many farmers has loudly demanded ; but

we question very much if such farmers have lost anything

by the slow drying of their wet, adhesive soils. We
rather apprehend that had they experienced the contrary,

a severe drought, the present season is just what they

would have demanded ; so that taking an impartial view

of circumstances as they really exist, all parties have

good reason to be thankful for the propitiousness of the

present month, and its adaptation to the peculiar wants

of the season. Looking back on the many fields which

we have so lately passed, we can point out many instances

where the rain, which is falling freely to-day (22nd),

will do harm ; but such cases are exceptions from

the general rule ; for in the vast majority it will do

good, not only to vegetation, but also to fallow-iands, by

rendering them more easily pulverized for green-crops.

Indeed, without such an auxiliary, it would be difficult to

conceive the possibility of growing green -crops on many
soils. No doubt, where improper drainage, or no drain-

age at all, exists, an excess of rain at the present season

would soon do harm ; but where efiicient drainage exists,

there is little danger to be apprehended.

1 From Preston to Lancashire grass appears more than

willing to grow, and vegetation of every kind to advance

on all lands comparatively dry. Wheat looks much
better than could be expected in this climate, even on

soils the reverse of dry. Spring sowing has only com-

menced on the drier description of soils ; while the oppo-

site are too wet to carry the teams. There is a vast

extent of wet grass lands in this province producing

little but rushes and other aquatic plants, especially after

getting to Garstang, and lands burdened with an useless

amount of antiquated fences. Where these have been

removed, as they have been about some gentlemen's

seats, and the lands otherwise improved, how green,

fresh, and promising the landscape appears!—presenting

a singular contrast with those under the old style man-

agement in question. Ewes and their followers rather

looking poorly. Efficient drainage, deep cultivation with

plenty of guano and bone-dust, are capable of effecting

an entire revolution for the better in the husbandry of

this district. From Lancashire to Kendal things are in

a similar state ; and from Kendal to Penrith, ditto, with

but a few exceptions, occasioned by diversity of soil,

elevation, and management. About Penrith things look

extremely well, taking every thing into account, and bid

fair for an abundant harvest along both banks of the

river onwards to Carlisle. After passing Carlisle, we
soon get among the " glens" and mountains of the sister-

country, still more wildly picturesque than those of Cum-
berland we have just emerged from. Annandale and Cly-

desdale appear to have suffered less from the peculiar

inclemency of the season than the more level provinces

of the south, owing, no doubt, to the rapidity with which

heavy rains are removed. In both, the season is rather

late, but yet promising. The elevated parts of this

district are naturally late, but we hardly think the dif.

ference so great as we have seen on some former occa-

sions. From the river Clyde to West Calder the country

is poor, or rather perhaps capable of great improvement.

Farmers are busy sowing oats—the principal crop ; but

much of the land is yet too wet for seed. From Mid-
calder to Edinburgh both the country and season are dif-

ferent. With the exception of small plots for barley,

from which the turnips are only being removed or eaten

off by sheep, the sowing of corn is nearly finished ; and

farmers are busy rolling, putting in potatoes, and pre-

paring the lands for other green-crops. Young grass and

winter wheats both look fresh and green, while the braird

of spring sown corn is coming away beautifully. Before en-

tering Edinburgh we cannot help noticing the slovenly state

of some farm buildings, conferring upon the county

generally an appearance, in the eye of a railway traveller

unacquainted with it, which it does not deserve—an ap-

pearance which says little for the intelligence of the

farmers of Mid-Lothian, were it applicable to their

different homesteads generally—a conclusion the reverse

of which, we are happy to say, is true, although some
amateur travellers from this country have arrived some-

what hastily at it. Exceptions so conspicuously situated

certainly demand the immediate application of the

pruning hook.

After leaving Edinburgh for the north, things appeared

to be suffering more from the cold, blasting winds, es-

pecially in West Lothian and Stirlingshire ; for where

young plants enjoyed the shelter of plantations or fences

they were considerably further advanced, the difference

between the length of the sheltered and unsheltered

amounting to from one to two inches. Upon the whole,

however, things looked fresh, green, and promising, on

all soils comparatively dry ; while com -seed time wa«
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far advanced under favourable circumstances. In the

Carse of Stirling vegetation had not made great pro-

gress, but was fairly started, fresh, and promising ;

and although the fallows appeared heavy to work, they

were submitting to the influence of the harrows and

roller. The Inches of Perth were remarkably green

and promising, and so were the young grasses and winter

wheats generally, so far as we could see, on both banks

of the Tay, more so than in the Carse of Stirling. The

fallows were equally hard to work. Between Stirling

and Perth (the carse lands excepted) vegetation, although

rather later than usual, was yet far from unpromising,

especially about Auchterarder. Considerable damage

has been sustained in this district from rivers and moun-
tain torrents overflowing their banks ; but where lands

have not suffeied from circumstances of this kind, or

otherwise from imperfect drainage, farmers had made

considerable progress in getting into the ground their

oats and barley, the principal white crops cultivated.

Much here has to be done in the straightening and em-

banking of rivers and their tributaries ; and although this

may be said to be the birth place of furrow draining, from

its proximity to Deanston, and the early attempts made

to follow the example of the late Mr. Smith, much has

yet to be done before the work is properly completed.

What we have just said of things between Stirling and

Perth we have now to say of things between Perth and

Montrose onwards to Aberdeen, with this addition, that

we are still proceeding northwards into a naturally

colder, later, and less congenial climate. Vegetation,

however, although somewhat later than usual, is yet not

much behind an average state of health and forwardness

at this season. While the calamities of winter will soon

be got over, if the weather continues anything like favour-

able, one of the greatest losses sustained in Forfarshire,

Kincardineshire, and Aberdeenshire has been the poach-

ing of the lands in carting off turnips or eating them off

by sheep. Since the introduction of guano and bone-

dust the growth of turnips and the feeding of cattle and

sheep have been prosecuted in these three counties with

more than ordinary success. In them probably more of

the produce of the soil is converted into butchers' meat

than is to be found in any other three provinces of the

kingdom ; for although less corn is consumed than in

some of our English counties, less is grown in propor-

tion to the grass and other cultivated crops ; while these,

and almost the whole of the straw, is eaten by cattle,

little going to the dunghill. Strathmore and Aberdeen-

shire have long been famed for the fine fat oxen they

send to Smithfield ; and the Grampian districts of For-

farshire and Kincardineshire, forming the northern bar-

rier of " the great Strath," or valley, for its fine heavy

breed of blackfaced sheep, yielding mutton of the finest

quality perhaps in the kingdom, and often not much in-

ferior in weight to some of our heavy English breeds,

mutton which is keenly bought up by Edinburgh and

Glasgow. Between Brechin and Fearn we passed some

fine examples of this breed. Our journey in this direc-

tion was an extremely ^interesting one, extending con-

siderably beyond the parish church of Fearn, situated at

the confines of the Grampians. In crossing the base of

the hill, rising abruptly beyond the church, we passed

over drifted snow several feet in depth ; while the ravines

on the sides of the hills more elevated were full of it,

presenting a striking contrast with the black heath,

giving to them a striped appearance, suggesting oftener

than once, as we neared the end of our journey, the

wild hyperbole of " the Grampians bleaching their

linen." The wind was boisterous, and bitterly cold in

the extreme, less than half way up the hill sides. Fre-

quent showers of snow and hail fell during the day,

while the tops of the higher hills were, for the most part,

literally capped with clouds of snow. Towards the hot-

tom of the glens birds were singing their happiest love

strains, buds expanding, and vegetation progressing at a

rapid pace generally. But our limits will not permit us

to notice the animal, vegetable, and mineral productions

of this fertile and enchanting district, which had been
visited only the day before by an ex-Lord Mayor of

London. For this purpose we must entertain the

pleasure of a second visit. In Aberdeenshire seedtime
was about half over, in Strathmore rather farther ad-
vanced. In both districts we have seen things looking
worse at this season of the year, and less said about it

than at present. From Edinburgh to Berwick farmers
were making the most of a good seed time In East
Lothian things had suffered less from frosty winds than in

West Lothian, and hence were looking fresher, greener,

and further advanced—a state of things usually ex-
perienced. Things are, no doubt, later than they other-

wise would have been had a different month of March
been experienced, but at present there is nothing which
affords farmers any occasion to grumble save their own
shortcomings; and, in this far-famed district, these are

farther between than in some others we passed through.

Between Edinburgh and Dunbar there are few excep-
tions ; crops generally promising, and also lambs. Be-
tween Dunbar and Berwick things are not so promising,
generally speaking; it is seldom or never that they are

so. The soil and climate are different, requiring a larger

investment of capital in draining and manuring before an
approximation can be made to equality. There are,

however, some exceptionble spots not far behind. About
Tweedmouth, our note-book says—" fine fields, in good
order, and looking well ;" but further on, towards New-
castl'?, such a rule forms the exception, a good deal of
suffering being sustained from (he wetness of the season.

At the same time, things are looking better than we ex-
pected to find them ; while the freshness and verdure of
the exceptional examples illustrate in a very forcible

manner how far art can triumph over such casualties

by means of drainage and other improvements. Between
Newcastle and York things are more promising ; still a

very heavy loss is sustained from the want of proper
drainage. Water must be more quickly removed from
the fields; and before this can be done, not only must
the fields be closely drained, but rivers and their tribu-

taries must be straightened and deepened, so as to re-

move with the least delay the water from the arterial

drainage of the fields themselves. There is along this

line a wide diversity of the system of farming, with as

wide a diversity in the prospects of the harvest ; some
farms being farmed in a superior manner, equal to any
in the kingdom, while others are old style in every re-

spect—the latter proving eyesores as to the general

appearance of the county, like the slovenly homesteads
of Mid-Lothian. From York to Doncaster, and on-
wards to Retford, we may say ditto—with this proviso,
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that we are rapidly proceeding southwards, although

progress ia vegetation is not keeping pace with the degree

of latitude ; but from Retford to Peterborough greater

progress has been made. We here enter upon a

different kind of soil—one which has sustained less in-

jury from the wetness of the season, and hence is warmer.

The hedgerows now begin to appear green at a distance
;

the mtadows aftbrd a better bite— cattle are being turned

out to grass, &c. The cold clays of Huntingdon are not

80 flattering. Vegetation, however, appears willing to

advance ; wheat, seeds, and winter tares, in some cases,

are much spotted, but blanks may yet fill up under ordi-

nary weather. Things on the green sand and chalk

soils are much more promising ; on the London clays,

about equal on the uplands. Things in the valley of the

Uuse have not wholly overcome inundations of early

spring and winter, and are behind the Essex and Kent
marshes.

Such is a very cursory glance, retrospectively, over a

journey of a thousand miles among our provinces during the

last ten days. The severe weather of March everywhere

experienced has checked the progress of vegetation in a

greater degree in the south than in the north, so that

there is not that difference between provinces which is

generally to be setn at this season of the year ; conse-

quently, if a dry early summer ensues, the southern

provinces may suffer, and also the extra wet lands of the

north ; otherwise little loss, comparatively speaking, may
be sustained. The general prospects of the north are

flattering.

WAGE S. — No. IV.

THE EQUIT.UiLE -WAGi; rRINCirLE l\ THE LAW OF SUPPLY AND I)EiU>;D.

I have uoAv to dii-ect attention to the operation

of the law of supply and demand, with respect to the

contract sj'stem ; and with the same end in view as

stated in my last letter, I wish to furnish some illus-
'

trations. A picture is often more effective than an

explanation, in the same manner as example is supe-

rior to precept.

I might serve my purpose here by giving some
;

scenes from a novel called "Alton Locke;" but as

they might be deemed fictitious I will go to other

sources. "Would that they were fictitious ! but they i

who have penetrated the surface of London life know
them to be fearfully true. One's blood runs cold at ^

the bare imagination of them. I

The middle-man system is essential to the contract ;

system. When a quantity of work, usually paid for I

by the piece, is put out in one " lump," it is frc-
'

quently the case that the master will contract Math

one workman for the execution of the whole, giving

him a certain price for the job in the lump. If this

work consists of distinct operations, retjuiring divi-

sion of labour, the contracting workman .seeks help,

and seeks it where he pleases: here is then a middle-

man. He may hand over the contract to a second

trading operative, and then we shall have a second

middle-man. Master and middle-man have each his

own interest to look after, and his own profit to se-

cure, and with one general result

—

loH-er ^mgen to

the icorhiien. The greater the number of these mid-

dlemen the greater the reduction of wages, for they

scheme and trade upon the labour of tiieir fellows.

The following account was fumshed to Mr. ^layhew

by the foremafl to a large speculative builder :
—

" The way in which the work is done is mostly by

letting and sub-letting. The masters usually prefer to

let work, because it takes all the trouble off their hands.

They know what they are to get for the job, and of

course they let it as much under that figure as they can ;

all of which is clear gain, without the least trouble. How
the work is done, or by whom, it's no matter to them,

so long as they make what they want of the job, and

have no bother about it. Some of our largest builders

are taking to this plan ; and a party who used to have

one of the largest shops in London has, within the last

three years, clScharged all the men in his employ (he

had 200 at least), and has now merely an office, and

none but clerks and accountants in his pay. He has

taken to letting his work out, instead of doing it at home.

The parties to whom the work is let by the speculative

builders are generally working men, and these men in

their turn look out for other working men, who will take

the job cheaper than they will. And so I leave you, sir,

and the public to judge what the party who really exe-

cutes the work gets for his labour, and what is the qua-

lity of the work he is likely to put into it. The specu-

lating builder employs an overlooker to see that the work
is done sufficiently well to pass the surveyor—that's

all he cares about. Whether it's done by thieves or

drunkards, or boys, it's no matter to him. Thus the

first contractor has scarcely any trouble whatsoever ; he

merely engages a gentleman, who rides about in a gig, to

see that what is done is likely to pass muster. The sub-

contractor has a little more trouble ; and so it goes on as

it gets down. Of course I need not tell you that the

first contractor, who does the least work, gets the most

of all ; while the poor wretch of a working man, who
positively executes the job, is obliged to slave away
every hour, night after night, to get a bare living out of

it. And this is the contract system."
_

The difference in estimates sent in for public or

other buildings is amaz;iug, and to the uninitiated it ia

a matter of perplexity. In the case of a church to

j

be erected, one estimate is perhaps £500, and an-

other £3,000 ! If we extend our examination we
come to the truth that there are two distinctions in

trades—namely, the " honourable trade," doing work

1

in first-rate style, and paying the "honourable" rate

I of wages; and the "under-working," "scamping,"
' "under-letting," or "slop" trade, bent upon secur-

I
ing the work, and living at the expense of the poor

operatives.

Before the Select Committee on Army and Navy
' Appointments, Mr. Pearcc, the army clothier, gave

the following evidence :

—

" When the contract for soldiers' great coats was

opened, Mr. Maberlytook it at the same price (13s.),

in December, 1808 : this shows the effect of wild com-
petition. In February following, Esdailes' house, who
were accoutrement makers, and not clothiers, got know-
ledge of what was Mr. Maberly's price, and they ten-

dered at r2s. G^d., a month afterwards. It was evi-

dently then a struggle for the price, and how the quality

the Uast good could pass. Mr. Maberly did not like

to be outbidden by Esdailes (Esdailes stopped subse-

quently), and Mr. Maberly bid 12s. 6d, three months

after, and Mr. Dixon bid again, and got the contract for

lis. 3d., in October: and in December of that year

another tender took place, and Messrs. A. and D. Cock
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took it at lis. 5^d., and they snbseqitenllii bmhe In

this way it went on changing bands. Presently, although
it was calculated that the great coat was to wear four

years, it was found that those gre(d coats were so ivfe-

rior in qnalifi/ that they wore only two years."

Mr. SIkuv, another army clotliicr, ;i gcutlciimu

much alive to the evils of the contract system to the

under-paid and over-worked operatives of his trade,

addressed a letter to tlie chairman of the committee
ill question. The following arc extracts from it :

—

" My Lord, my object more particularly is to request

your Lordship will submit to the committee, as an evi-

dence 0/ the evils of contracts, the great coat sent here-

with, made similar to those supplied to the army; and
I would respectively appeal to them as men, gentlemen,

as Christians, whether five-pence, the price now being

given to poor females for making up tlioso coats, is a

fair and just price for sis, seven, and eight hours' work.
. . . . My Lord, the misery amongst the worli-

people is most distressing—of a mass of people, willing

to work, who cannot obtain it, and of a mass, especially

women, most iniquitously paid for their labour, who are

in a state of oppression disgraceful to the legislature,

the government, the church, and the consuming public.

. . . . I would therefore humbly and earnestly call

upon your Lordship to recommend an immediate stop to

be put to the system of contracting now pursued by the

different government departments, as being one of false

economy, as a system 7nost oppressive to the poor,
and being most injurious in every way to the best in-

terests of the country Some of the men
will tell you they are tired of life. Last week Ifound
one man making a country police coat, who said Ids

wife and child were out begging .'"

I shall rest satisfied vi-ith adding another iaslaucc

only to those already adduced. It tells against the

law in question as far as it is known to operate in

the rural districts. My authority is the Keport on
the Employment of Women and Children in Agri-

culture, and the object of my displeasure is the gang
system.

Caslleacre, in Norfolk, is what is called an " open"
parish

—

i. e., it is in the hands of a considerable

number of proprietors. The parishes that surround
it are " close"

—

i. e., owned by one or two men. In
these latter no new cottages are built, and the old

ones are allowed to fall into ruin, m order to prevent
the increase of birth settlements, and to keep down
the poor's rates. The population gradually expelled
from these parishes is forced elsewhere, and the
resting place is usually Castleacre. From two causes—viz., the excess of labovirers in Castleacre, and the
defect of them in the neighbouring i)arishes~sprang
the gang system of employment. There arc gang-
masters who reside m Castleacre. To these the
farmers apply, and get their work done " well,

quickly, and very cheaply." "And so the system
spreads by degrees," says Mr. Denison, one of the
commissioners, '•throudiout Castleacre itself, and
over all the neighbouniood ; and as it proved very
beneficial to the employer, more labourers were con-
tinually cither driven or drawn to Castleacre, in

order to get work in the gangs, till at length the
parish has become to use the expression of a gang-
master) 'the coop of all the scrapings in the county.'
If a man or woman do anything wrong, they come
here; and they think, by getting among them here,

they are safe." This system is directly advantageous
to til c ewj^/oyer, "because he gets his work'done

quickly, etleetually, and very cheaply ;"—and to the

(jan(f-master, " because it makes him a master, in-

stead of a labourer," because it gives hiin local

power and patronage, and '' because it enables him
to make money, not only as gang-master, but as

vendor of necessaries to the members of gangs."

This system is disadvantageous to the employed,
" because it is a mode of getting out of them the

greatest possible amount of labour in a given time,

for the smallest amount of pay ; for as the gang-
master contracts to do a job by the piece, he makes
his gang work as hard by compulsion, as they would
do freely, were they working by the piece on their

own account ; while in reality they are no more than

day labourers, receiving day labourers' wages. The
farmer thus gets his work done as (piickly as though
it were done by the piece ; the gang-master gets tlic

extra profit which the labourers usually derive from
piece-work ; meanwhile the labourer undergoes all

the toil of piece-work, without any of its extra com-
pensation." It is disadvantageous with respect to

children, who have to walk far, and work beyond
their strength. It is disadvantageous to the cha-

racter of the women who work in these gangs (for

the sexes are mixed), many, alas ! becoming pros-

titutes. It is disadvantageous in that it thi-ows the

M'hole labouring popidation into the power of the

gang-master, who, if he be a brutal, hard man, illus-

trates the proverb that no tyranny is so grinding as

that of " a poor man, who op]iresseth the poor."
" He has neither the will nor the power to mend
much their condition ; he may, on the other hand,

exact any amount of toil from them, on any condi-

tions he pleases." Of one of the gang-masters, a

woman giving evidence, says
—

" He keeps a flour

shop, and forces all his gang to deal with him," &c.

The chief gang-master has four or five overseers; he
has 100 people in his employ (here is the middle-man
system with a vengeance !) ;

" boys and girls work
together, and it's my belief that it's the ruin of

them : they never settle to anytliiiig after it." But
I need not go on to give extracts from the evidence

against this miserable system, furnished by farmers,

clergymen, and labouring people in the neighbour-

hoocl. Its vicious tendencies arc borne upon the face

of it. The advantages and disadvantages of its ope-

ration, to the one class and to the other, apply equally

to the system as we have seen it developed in the

trades' populations. I see no good in legislating to

counteract tliis state of things. The attention of

the public and masters generally must be drawn to

it, and sympathy should be brought into direct con-

tact. An interest must be evinced by the capitalist

in the workpeople greater even than that evinced in

the quality and the quantity of their ivorlc. The
responsibility of that man is great who breaks asunder
the kindly ties that bind together man and man, in

one eoumion brotherhood, and lives and acts and pur-

sues his selfish money-getting course, regardless of

the wants of the poor (who help to build up his for-

tune), or the cries of the fatherless ! Oh ! the vast

heartless sacrifices that arc daily and hourly of-

fered up, of human blood and human tears, to the

great god Gold, which we have set up in our
streets and market-places ! How true is the Divine
proverb, "He Ihat maketh haste to be ricli shall not
Ibe innocent

!"
E. W. S.
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SHEARING OF FAT SHEEP FOR SMITH FIELD
Very heavy com])hiints are now being made by both

salesmen and butchers about the early shearing of fat

sheep for Smithfield. It is not for the want of the wool

that complaints are raised, bul because the sheep them-

selves suffer from the extreme coldness and wetness of

the season. Mutton killed in the wool is worth more

money than mutton killed out of it ; and the value of

the mutton is not only depreciated in quality, but also in

quantity, for the daily waste upon a naked sheep in cold

wet weather is much greater than that upon the sheep I

well clothed in its wool. Although sheep endure a high

degree of cold when dry, as they often experience in

elevated situations during winter, without suffering much,

it is only because nature has made ample provision for

contingencies of this kind ; but remove the provision

which nature has made, and there is perhaps none of the

domesticated animals so liable to suffer from cold as the

sheep, especially in wet weather, owing to its excitable

and nervous disposition. Moreover, the deterioration of

quantity and quality is not the only consequence which

the practice involves, for it also increases the commercial

value of sheep sold in their wool bydiminishing the sup-

ply of the best quality of mutton offered in the market,

while it has a counter-tendency to lower the value of in-

ferior qualities by increasing the supply. For instance,

for the last few weeks (see Mark Lane Eupress of the

14th and 21st of March) it has been estimated that about

one-fourth of the sheep on sale were out of their wool,

or about 5,000 weekly, including the two market-days,

which number few of the principal butchers having a

family trade would look at. Hence, the keen scramble

among them for the best lots in th.^ir wool, owing to the

general supply being short ; while another class of

butchers have not experienced the short supply of mutton

so much as they otherwise would have done, because the

5,000 shorn sheep have been added to their supply. In

short, the subject becomes more and more important the

further we advance in it, demanding specific con-

sideration, according to the various interests of the several

parties involved.

The farmer is the first party whose interest demands

specific consideration ; and the superior quality of the

wool is, doubtless, the basis of his theory—he can get

so much more for the wool when shorn than can the

butcher for it upon the skin ; and the difference in these

piping times of economy is a profit worth the looking

after. What this diflerence actually is, we have not been

able satisfactorily to ascertain, although no little inquiry

has been made. Indeed, in cases of this kind, when op-

posite interests are involved, it is no easy matter getting

at the facts with sufficient accuracy on which to found a

stable superstructure ; for butchers who buy in the wool

say that the prices in the Smithfield reports are much
under the truth, i. e., that they are paying more money

than is reported, while the quotations for sheep out of

the wool are the reverse, the butchers' prices being con-

siderably less than the nportcd prices. Granting,

however, for the sake of argument, that the above is

correct, it does not follow that the theory of the farmer

is erroneous on that account ; for, from time imme-

morial, it has been an authenticated fact, that wool shorn

from the back of the live sheep is of more value than

when shorn from its dead skin, owing to the effect pro-

duced on the alimentary system by death, arising from

the instantaneous stoppage of the circulation. And,

besides this, the wool suffers from being incorporated

with foreign substances of various kinds while in the

lairs, market, slaughter-house, &c.,all tending not only

to deteriorate its quality, but to increase the expense of

washing and bringing it to market in a profitable state.

The interest of the butcher who buys shorn sheep at

this season of the year is a simple affair when separated

and considered by itself—being merely a plain question

in commerce— foi he is a practical man guided by ex-

perience in all the departments of the trade ; so that if

he gives a halfpenny too much this week, he just balances

his account by placing it on the opposite side of his

ledger next week. Customers generally speak their

minds freely ; and as his belong for the most part to the

ready-money class, who look for the full of their hand,

with a passable appearance at little money, success

depends entirely upon turning the penny so as to keep

the balance on the right side of the ledger. There is no

speculation with him : so long as he has plenty of thick

meat on his stall for little money, he will always find it

surrounded with customers. Now, dropping the butcher-

meat view of the question, and taking up the items of

skin and wool only, the prices which he at present

realizes for these are for pelts or skins without wool,

from Is. to Is. 6d., or,, on an average. Is. 3d. ; a very

high price be it observed—6d being a more common
figure for them when newly-shorn ; and for the skin with

the wool on, from 5s. 6d, to 10s. 6d., or, on an average,

8s. per skin. So that an allowance of 6s. 9d. is made for

the wool, or about Is. l^d. per lb., supposing the fleece

to weigh 6 lbs. He gives Gs. 9d. less for the shorn sheep

than for the sheep in its wool, and gets 6s. 9d. less for

the skin, and is a gainer by the transaction—having

less capital invested in trade ; for for every six sheep he

could buy in the wool, he can buy perhaps seven out of

the wool. There is a greater difference, however, between

the shorn and unshorn sheep than 6s. 9d. ; for, even

according to the Smithfield report, where the

difference is said to be too little, it amounts to

Is. per stone of 8 lbs.; and probably eight stones

are nearer the average weight of sheep than six and

three-quarters. Now, if we take eight stones as the

average weight, it will give a difference of 8s. in the

price 0/ the sheep, and, as the pelt is included in both

cases, it consequently follows that this difference must

either be accounted for in the value of the wool or

decrease in the weight or quality of mutton. We have

2 D
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Been that the dilFereuce allowed for the former is Gs. Dtl.

(a very higli price), and therefore there must be a defal-

cation in the latter two of Is. 3d, (the value of the pelt),

or about 21bs. of mutton—a defalcation which will sub-

sequently be shown to be a long way under the truth.

The market value of shorn sheep is also affected, as has

already been shown, owing to the increase which takes

place in the supply of that quality to which they belong,
and the reduction of price decreases in a less ratio than

the increase of supply, owing to the greater advance
which takes place in the price of the best quality of

mutton in the wool, because this advance induces many
to look to articles of a more inferior quality than that to

which they have been accustomed, increasing thus the
demand for shorn sheep mutton—a conclusion somewhat
against the objection of some butchers, the price of
mutton out of the wool being reported in the newspapers
above what it actually realises to the seller.

The interest of the butcher, who has got a family
trade to control, as about the west end of the metropolis,
is a more critical question ; for at all seasons and under
all circumstances, the demand of his customers is of a
choice and select character, especially at this season of

the year, when parliament is, generally assembled, and
therefore his supply must be accordingly. It is only

the choice parts that he can dispose of at any time ; and
when he buys live sheep or bullocks, the inferior parts

have not unfrequently to be consigned to the dead-meat
market, to be purchased by those whose trade comprises

a cheaper and inferior article. Fineness of flavour,

grain, and quality generally, are things which he must
never lose sight of. The butcher who sells the low-

priced inferior article may often get rid of a bad joint

without experiencing any unfavourable consequences

from it. What is common is seldom much thought of

;

and from the perishable character of butcher-meat, and
the liabilities of all parties to mistakes, butchers get into

the familiar knack of not unfrequently fathering their

own mistakes upon their customers. But a more guarded
and dignified policy must characterise the commerce of

the family butcher ; for the palming off a bad joint, or

anything inferior, would be to him the sacrifice of a

whole establishment. In short, what his customers
want he must have, cost what it will ; while they are
generally as particular about the price as any one.
One of her Majesty's butchers in the west end told us,

that if he had the offer of two sheep, the one in the

wool at lOd. per lb., and the other out of it at Gd. per
lb., that he must take the former at lOd., if he should
not get more than 9d. for it ; that he has frequently of
late had to submit to transactions of this kind, and
hence is obliged to charge a higher per-centage on bis

meat generally throughout the year for profit than he
otherwise would do ; and that were it not that a good
supply is generally to be found in the dead-meat market
at this season of the year, he would have greater diffi-

culty in supplying his customers with the proper quality
—for from Newgate market he gets a very large pro-
portion of his present supply for his principal families.

Such were the statements of the butcher— statements
amply corroborated by inquiries subsequently made, A
private hotel- keeper, for instance, whose house is visited

by a very large circle of our nobility aud gentry—liitti-

self long in service, one of the most eminent and suc-

cessful cooks which England has to boast of—told us

that so essentially necessary was it to attend to economy

of price on the one hand, and first-rate quality on the

other, that if he did not get from his butcher a supply

suitable to his demand, he would attend Newgate market

himself : and that on several occasions he had got Welsh

mutton direct from its native mountains, of the proper

flavour and quality to which he knew individual families

had been accustomed. The interest of this class of

butchers, therefore, may be more easily imagined than

described.

Such is the interest of the farmer and the two classes

of butchers above noticed; but it is the public interest

which will best elucidate the subject. In all ages England

has been called upon to protect her interest in wool and

butcher-meat, and she may again be called upon for

legislative interference ; for the progress which modern

science is making has its own peculiar demands, while

butchers and farmers are not the most willing to join in

the march of improvement. Under the head of Wool,

in her Majesty's statute-books of the realm, there is a

longer list of statutes than under any other article, and

modern reform may add to its length. In the days of

Edward III,, it was enacted, that " In every county there

shall be assigned two great and good men to hear and

determine offences." At this period it appears that

farmers had been in the habit of selling their wool before

it was shorn, probably for exportation and to evade

taxes ; for the 4 Edward IV, c, 4, provides, that

" Whereas by subtle bargains made in buying of

wools, before that the sheep that bear the same be

shorn, the cloth-makers of this realm can well nigh find

none to be sold, to the great grief of them which have

been accustomed to have their living by the means of

making cloth," &c,, &,c., a statute confirmed by the 37

Henry VIII. c, 15, sec. 4, which declares that agree-

ments for wool unshorn shall be void, except by clothiers,

&c. But although farmers and butchers are still unfor-

tunately sticklers to many old customs, unwilling to join

frankly in the progress of chemical and mechanical im-

provement, yet agricultural science is obviously entering

upon a new era of its existence, which may demand a

freedom of action from the legislature which it does not

enjoy in the marketing of its produce, being subjected

to the close-borough habits of antiquated times, so that

farmers may yet shear their own fat sheep, and sell their

own wool and mutton to the best advantage—a result

not obtained at present for the want of the necessary

means.

The interest of the public is briefly this—that farmers

send to market their wool and mutton of the best quality

and largest quantity grown. Neither wool nor mutton

should be allowed to suffer depreciation at the hands of

either the seller or buyer ; but, on the contrary, the

wool should be sold of equal value which it possesses on

the back of the sheep before it leaves its sheep-walk,

pastures, or pen at home for market, taking into account

the economy of labour in shearing, while the economy

of mutton and offal should be similar.

It will readily be granted that no one can shear the
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sKeep so economically as the farmer, or dispose of the

wool to better advantage. To advance argument in sup-

port of this proposition would be superfluous; for the

shepherd has always got his sheep-shears and stool be-

side him, while the farmer can also dispose of the wool

of his fat sheep along with his general clip without in-

curring any extra expense. The economy of wool there-

fore, in the wool department of the subject, is a settled

question ; and it is one which must ever command the

highest respect, as it has done in all ages, where sheep

husbandry is followed.

To preserve the quality and quantity of the mutton,

therefore, is the grand problem for solution, so as to

silence the complaints of the butchers and satisfy the de-

mands of the public. " To find out the seat of the dis-

ease," it is said, "is to effect half a cure;" and in

accordance with this maxim, before attempting to pre-

scribe a remedy, the effects produced on the mutton by

shearing in cold weather, or even exposing newly-shorn

sheep to the burning rays of a summer's sun, will be

briefly glanced at.

In elevated sheep-walks, as in Scotland and Wales,

flocks generally take a sufficiency of exercise to keep up

the circulation of the system during the rigours of

winter ; and the activity which they manifest so long as

they are masters of the storm is very conspicuous, but

the moment they are overcome they are the most help-

less creatures imaginable, requiring no ordinary exertion

on the part of shepherds to keep them in motion. If

caught by the tempest, they are driven before it in spite

of almost all opposition, allowing themselves to be

sweepedover precipices with indifference to consequences.

If any degree of shelter can be obtained, they imme-

diately embrace it with equal indifference to conse-

quences. If it is a dry snow storm, they will endure it

for a considerable length of time ; but if sleet, so as to

wet theii' skins, they soon sink under it ; and if taken

and slaughtered in those cases they never bleed well,

from a half to two-thirds of the blood remaining in the

system, and sometimes more. Such is the condition of the

sheep when in its natural state ; but when fed artificially

it loses much of its natural characteristics, and ia much
more easily conquered by the adverse extremes of

weather. The Southdown, for instance, one of the most

lively and active of our breeds, although it will endure

with little injury very severe storms on its native downs,

is yet easily overcome when taken up and fed for the

butcher. When newly shorn, its mutton is easily in-

jured by both cold and heat during the extremes of

winter and summer, owing to the inactive state into

which it gets— its whole system becoming torpid during

winter, and broiled during summer. On its native pas-

tures it flies for shelter from the blasting influence of the

former and scorching sunbeams of the latter to some rock,

stone, tree, fence, or the like ; but when driven to the

market, it will stand exposed, with its back arched, to the

piercing winds of winter and spring, and its panting sides

to the full blaze of summer, with a listless indifference

to either very interesting. Hence the consequences

which follow. To expect that a sheep would die well

under either of these circumstances would be madness

in the extreme. If shorn several days before being

sent to market, the farmer may give it the benefit of a

good sheltered hovel, or it may have been fattened under

cover, as many sheep now are in pens ; under either of

which circumstances it may jostle and jump about,

breathing quicker, and consuming more food, to keep

up the heat of the body, but at the same time losing

some 21bs. daily of weight in very cold weather, such as

the present week experiences ; and when sent to Smith-

field, stand in a state of torpid stupor, pitiful to behold,

as we beheld many of this breed standing yestesday

(Good Friday), and also on the Monday preceding.

When killed, it may stand the weight it had when newly

shorn, the loss being counterbalanced by imperfect

bleeding; but what is the quality? To parties who

have no knowledge of better, it may appear fine thick

meat ; but its flavour would not be relished, we are

afraid, among some of the families of the west-end,

whose judgment is different. Imperfect bleeding, how-

ever, is not the principal injury which the mutton sus-

tains, for the whole system is not unfrequently in a high

state of fever, with a heavy discharge from the nostrils,

while the weakly lungs of flat-sided sheep are less or

more affected. Moreover, from the cold closing the

pores of the skin, the secretion of the yolk is checked ;

hence this pungent article is also mixed with the meat

along with other substances discharged from the pores

of the skin when in a healthy state. It is no wonder,

therefore, that her Majesty's purveyors prefer

giving tenpence for mutton in the wool to sixpence

for mutton out of it, for the reason is very ob-

vious : frosted or sunburnt mutton can never be

relished.

Sheep in the wool, however, have their own calamities

to experience in Smithfield, and all our other live stock

markets, for fat stock at this season of the year, as well

as sheep out of the wool ; for the warmth and weight of

their fleeces often drench them in perspiration to a very

exhausting degree, and, although such may not injure

the mutton so much as cold, yet it has an injurious influ-

ence upon the quantity and quality of it, as well as upon

the wool ; for the perspiration is often considerable, the

fleece being as wet as if the sheep had been newly

washed, so that a diminution of weight to the extent of

several pounds must be experienced, while the degree of

excitement which always accompanies such a state of

perspiration must affect the quality. In extreme cold

weather, again, such as the present week, they not un-

frequently suffer from cold after such drenchings, the

transition being so sudden as to prove very injurious to

the meat.

Such is the compound malady under which our pre-

sent system of marketing fat sheep labours, so to speak,

and the remedy which we now prescribe is of a three-

fold character. First, as soon as the fat sheep can be

shorn successfully, shear it; then slaughter immediately,

and consign to the dead-meat market, which secures not

only wool and meat of the best quality and greatest

quantity, but also an invaluable source of manure in the

offal, worth probably more than the wool and pelt

together in the generaUty of cases—-a source at present

shamefully neglected, for the farmer not only gives away

the offal (the skin and tallow excepted) for almost

2 B 2
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nolhing, but that very offal, the very essence of manure,

becomes a source of pestilence to all our large towns
from putrefaction in the common sewers and about

slaughter-houses. About 100,000 tons of manure is

thus annually wasted in the metropolis alone, and pro-

bably six times as much in the provinces ; so that what

would enrich the country to the extent of many mil-

lions annually in the increase of produce, is thus the

most baneful source of poverty to all our large towns.

But besides the offal, the increase of the value of wool

and mutton would be considerable ; for mutton, which

has stood the ordeal of the railway and Smithfield, with

its separate system of lairage and slaughter-houses scat-

tered over the almost boundless superficies of an over-

grown metropolis, can never have the same flavour as

mutton killed, cooled, and set in the pure atmosphere

of the country, in the most healthy state, being free from
cold, heat, or any of the exciting and injurious causes

already noticed . Experience has already taught butchers

the soundness of this conclusion, for they almost unani-

mously admit that the choicest pieces are got from New-
gate Market, which they invariably attend, some of them
every morning, to our knowledge, at a very early hour.

The hotel keeper already referred to told us that when
he went himself to select any choice piece, whether beef

or mutton, it was invariably cut from a carcase or quar-

ter from Newgate Market, slaughtered in the country.

In short, facts like these speak for themselves, deducing

conclusions easily understood by practical minds.

Secondly. The next remedy prescribed is for farmers

to shear their fat sheep as formerly, and then to provide

artificial clothing to be worn afterwards during the

period of marketing until slaughtered. We do not see

any reason why fat sheep should not be clothed as well

as dogs and horses ; and we have no doubt that the

orders of butchers and farmers would be punctually

attended to at " The World's Pharos " by E. Moses
and Son, and quadrupeds as successfully and economi-

cally fitted and protected from the extremes of weather

as bipeds now are.

There are, no doubt, many objections which could be

started against the reduction of such a proposition to

practice, objections which could as easily be refuted as

stated. What is the novelty, we should like to know,

which some old-fashioned folks will not object to ? The

very idea of sheep-jackets itself is enough to stumble

the intellect of many an honest farmer, butcher, or

salesman, who cannot see progress beyond the present

system of Smithfield.

Thirdly. Let fat sheep be sent to market in the wool.

Let the construction of the market be such as is recom-

mended in " Blackie's Cycloptedia of Agriculture," un-

der the article " Smithfield," where the animals are

conveyed by railway into the area of the market, housed

in well ventilated pens, and there sold, being fed prior to

the hour of sale by the farmer, and subsequently until

taken out to public slaughter-houses adjoining to be

slaughtered by the butcher ; let them be shorn imme-

diately prior to being taken out to be slaughtered ; and

let the offal be farmed with the same regard to manurial

economy as stated under the first remedy. In short the

treatment of the mutton, wool, and offal is the same in

every respect under the first and third remedy ; the

principal difference in practice which would be expe-

rienced being the purity of the atmosphere, and less

nervous excitement of the sheep in favour of the former—

a very important difference, as every one who has had

any experience in feeding and slaughtering for private

families will readily perceive.

Such is the subject involved in the shearing of fat

sheep for Smithfield at this inclement season of the year,

and also exposing newly-shorn sheep to the broiling sun

of summer, with the several remedies presented to ob-

viate the evils complained of. The subject, it will be

perceived, involves not only the economy of wool and

mutton, but also of the offal as manure ; and hence is

levelled against our present system of commerce in live

fat-stock, altogether pointing to the carcase trade as the

more economical system for all parties, a system greatly

on the increase. ' B.

NECESSITY FOR AN ANNUAL GOVERNMENT SURVEY OF THE PRODUCE OF
THE SOIL OF GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND.

lu the early part of last year we drew the atteution of our

readers to the importance of having au annual goverument-

survey of the produce of the soil of these kingdoms; and as

the question seems now to have attracted more of the atten-

tion of the public, we purpose again to recapitulate our argu-

ments on the subject, as there are few questions of more im-

portance to the proper regulation of commerce.

When it is considered that the value of au average harvest

has beeu estimated by M'CuUoch at upwards 120 millions

sterliug, so far back as in the year 1846, some idea may be
formed of its magnitude.

This 120 millions sterling was then apportioned as follows :

—

I" Wheat 1 8,225,000 qrs. valued at £34,591,784
Oats and rye . . 20,869,049 „ „ „ 20,869,049
Barley 7,940,476 „ „ „ 10,502,499
Beans and peas 1,735,715 „ „ „ 2,430,000

48,770,240

Ireland, 1,400,000 acres potatoes,

at £8 £1 1,200,000

England and Scotland, 4,400,000

acres, with potatoes, turnips, and

clover 30,000,000

Other crops and gardens

-41,200,000

10,310,000

£120,683,332

Taking the above estimate as our basis, although a con-

siderable increase has taken place since then in all except po-

tatoes, is it not a matter of vital moment to know whether the

crops have yielded an average, or ^th, ^th, or ^rd short of an

average? If the deficiency is even but |th, we find that the

country has to sustain a loss of upwards of fifteen miUions

sterling ! But if it amounts to jrd, as it has frequently done,

the enormous loss of 40 millions sterling has to be sustained;

nor does the loss even stop here, for large sums of money are
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required, amounting probably to fifty or sixty millions, to pay

for additional supplies of foreign grain, diaiinishiiig the money

circulation in tlie country by so much, draining the Bank of

England of her gold; and, as a consequence, disorganizing our

monetary system.

At the present moment, what reliable data have we for esti-

mating the proJuce of the last harvest in these kingdoms ?

We have certainly seen estimates of the produce, but these

have generally been drawn up by parties more or less conoected

with the corn trade, from reports furnished to them by persons

also closely interested in the question, and they cannot there-

fore be relied upon with that confidence which should pertain

to a question of such vital moment.

I^t us suppose a case in which the estimates formed of a

crop turned out to be too favourable, and that we found our-

selves suddenly deficient bi the supply of food, what resources

have we to depend upon ? Certainly the vorld is now open

to us, and supplies can be procured for the mere expenses of

transit ; but still we should have something more certain, some-

thing more tangible within ourselves to fall liack upon in case

of need, for it will be readily admitted tliat ifforeign countries

saw we were really in want, tliei/ would make its pay very

dearly for our supplies.

During the old system of the sliding scale there was alwajs

a large quantity of grain remaining under bond, besides large

stocks held in granary by the trade ; but now the case is very

different: the nominal duty of Is. per qr. is paid upon all

foreign grain as soon as it arrives, and both millers and dealers

seem afraid, nuder the present system, to bold more than will

suflice for a few weeks' demand. The consumption of bread-

stuffs has so enormously increased within the last few years,

owing to the increased prosperity of the country generally,

that even with a full average harvest in these kingdoms, a

large supply of foreign grain is necessary to make up the defi-

ciency.

Tlie following table of the corn, meal, and flour (reduced to

quarters) imported into Great Britain in the following years,

will give gome idea of our present consumption :

—

In 1846 the total quarters imported were 6,536,777

1847 „ ., 13,196,059

1848r 92e;nB-j,i.r „ 9,182,338

I849.=y» f. -=»,- „ 12,001,848

1850 „ „ 10,473,253

1851 „ „ 11,073,171

1852 „ „ 9,550,200

Thus it will be seen that, although the harvest of 1851 was

considered a productive one, particularly as regards wheat, we

required a supply of nearly ten millions of foreign food, in

addition to the produce from our own crop, to keep the price

of breadstuffs within moderate bounds.

The consumption of the various kinds of corn grown on the

soil of the United Kingdom in the year 1846 (exclusive of

seed) was thus divided by M'Culloch :

—

1. Consumed by man. Qrs.

OOi Wheat 15.000.000
0*^' ' Oats, rye, and maslin (a mixture of rye and
~

wheat) 13,700,000

Barley, for malting, food, &c 6,000,000

Beans and peas, as meal .

.

.

.

.

.

700,000
-0',

9(1
• 35,400.000

ne 2. Consumed by the lower animals.

arit Corn (principally oats) used iu the feeding

ZY of horses and other animals, in distilla-

,9i. tion, manufacturing, &c 18,000,000

"Total consumed by man and the lower animals. . 53,400,000

It is to be observed that the above calculation is of course

exclusive of the 0,536,777 qrs. imported in 1846, and also of

seed, of which from seven to nine million of qrs. are annually

sown ; so that we may fairly reckon the total annual consump-

tion of the United Kingdom at little less than seventy millions

of qrs. at the present moment. We submit, then, that it is a

matter of the utmost importance to the commercial interests

of the country to know, as correctly as possible, the quantity

of breadstuffs available at home to meet this extraordinary

consumption. No snbjeel is more deserving of the serious and

immediate attention of the Government. We are indeed really

surprised that a regulation of such moment, and which lias

been in existence for years in other nations of much less im-

portance than our own, should have been overlooked for so

long a period.

If we are not mistaken, the establishment of the police force

iu every town, district, and barony in the United Kingdom,

presents a machinery almost ready made, for procuring the

proposed information; and it wiU readily be admitted, we

should hope even by the police themselves, that they have am|,le

time for prosecuting such an inquiry in an efficient manner.

Already in Ireland we have had a system of " taking stock,"

such as we have indicated, in existence for some years; but

o'Wing to the great length of time that expires before its

publication, its utility as a guide to our supplies of food is iu a

great measure destroyed.

To insure as great a degree of correctness as possible, it

would be necessary, we should imagine, to make the returns

compulsory upon farmers, and to adopt such measures as will

inaure faithful reports. We should be sorry to think that our

agriculturists would require compulsion in the matter, or that

they would be capable of giving any information which would

defeat the object in view. We have no such idea ; but in a'l

cases of the kind it is of course necessary to guard against the

caprices of individuals.

So long as the present uncertainty as to our home produce

supplies continues, so long will both millers and dealers, under

the system of free-trade, be afraid to hold any quantity of grain

on hand ; and the country will consequently be deprived of

the four to five millions of qrs. of grain it used to have, as a

corps de reserve, under the old regime, and which quantity, at

the very least, we consider absolutely necessary as an available

stock in case of any sudden or unlooked-for emergency occur-

ring.—Belfast Mercantile Journal.

EDUCATED WHEAT.—A singular discovery has been

made in France, by a M. Fabre, an humble gardener of Ayde

but of some local note as a botanist. The herb agilops, here-

tofore considered as worse than useless, grows abundantly ou

the shores of the Mediterranean. It produces a species of

grain resembling wheat in form, but much smaller. In the

year 1839, M. Fabre sowed a quantity of this grain, and he

was struck by observing that the produce of it seemed to bear

a close affinity to wheat. That produce he sowed the next

year, and the yield was still more like wheat. He went on

sowing the yield in this way year after year, and each year

found a marked improvement iu the produce, until at last he

had the satisfaction of getting as fine a crop of wheat, and of

as good quality, as could wish to be seen. At first he pro-

duced his crops in a garden, but his latter sowings were made

broadcast in an open field. Thus, then, a wild and mischievous

herb, which is particularly destructive to barley crops, can be

educated into excellent wheat,—Literary Gazette.
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AGRICULTURAL BIOGRAPHY
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CXLIV.—A Farmer, 1775.

This author wrote " Essays relating to Agricul-

ture and rural affairs," in two parts, illustrated with

copperplates ; Edinburgh, 1775, 8vo. This work

is in five essays, which form a volume of 472 octavo

pages of much variety of matter : as, enclosures

and fences ; embanking rivers; draining bogs ;

sowing grass seeds ; pastures; fattening of animals;

food of beasts ; grasses and legumes. The essays

were written by the persuasion of Dr. John Gregory

of Edinburgh, and were finished after his decease
;

a varied knowledge is shown, but no practical ad-

vancement was promoted.

CXLV.

—

The Scots Farmer, 1775.

This name wrote " Select, essays on agriculture,

adapted to the soil and climate of Scotland ;" Edin-

burgh, 2 vols., 8vo., 1775, This work comprises

two octavo volumes of above 600 pages each, and

comprehends avery large mass of most useful matter.

Almost every farming subject is treated and eluci-

dated, and a very sound practical opinion is sub-

joined to every discussion. The arrangement might

have been more commodious, and the form of

letters omitted, which always defaces essayistical

matters. The preface and dedication being none,

the author's position in society is unknown beyond
the above designation.

CXLVI.-Hales, 1775.

Hales wrote " Completebodyof husbandry, con-

taining rules for performing in the most profitable

manner, the whole business of the farmer and the

country gentleman;" 4 vols., price £l Is. This

work was advertised by John Bell, Edinburgh, who
published the work of Lord Karnes; but no other

notice of the book can be found. The most probable

author would seem to be " Dr. Hales," a celebrated

person in physiology and natural history, who lived

over the time of the advertisement of the work ; but

the Bibliotheca Britannica does not contain a book
of that title among the works of that author. The
libraries of the British Museum do not possess any
book of that title, and Loudon's catalogue mentions
no author of that name. Some tv»'o or three anony-
mous tracts on agriculture have intentionally slipped
our notice ; but no work is omitted that has an
author's name attached, and the authority is always
given, whence the notice is derived.

CXLVII.-Clarke, 1775.

Cuthbert Clarke, lecturer in experimental philo-

sophy, wrote " The true theory and practice of

husbandry, deduced from philosophical researches

and experience." To which is added "A compen-

dium of mechanics;" illustrated with plates, Lon-

don, 1775, 4to., price 10s. 6d. The author pub-

lished a book on weights and measures, which was

of repute at the time.

The dedication of the book on husbandry is dated

from Durham, and addressed to the proprietors and

occupiers of land. The intention is avowed to

resolve the hitherto varied art of husbandry into

a science, and to do so with propriety and clearness.

The first section of the theory of agriculture very

curiously introduces into the middle of it the form

of cash accounts in ledger and general receipt books.

Then follow the forms of receipts, bills, and the

promissory notes, and common bills of parcel. The

curvilinear shape of ploughed ridges of land are very

correctly delineated, and the position of the furrow

slices is very exact. A general conversation is

managed between two speakers, " Philosophus and

Agricola," who discuss the common topics of far-

ming in an enlightened manner. A form of a lease

rs given, along with the expenditure and receipts on

an arable farm of 300 acres. The second part of

the work, on mechanics, delineates some forms of

ploughs; but nothing new, or very worthy of

notice. The Rotherham plough is shown with

straight handles.

CXLVIIL—Ellis, 1770.

John Ehis, F.R.S., an eminent naturalist, was

born in London about the year 1710 ; died in 1771.

He wrote " A treatise on cattle," showing the most

approved method of breeding, rearing, and fitting

for use horses, asses, mules, horned cattle, sheep,

goats, and swine; London, 1776, 8vo., price Os.

This work is not found in the National Library along

with othei works of the author, who wrote largely

on natural history. The Bibliotheca Britannica

makes the general statement.

CXLIX.—Marshall, 1778,

William Marshall was a native of Yorkshire,

and brought up to trade : the year of his birth has

not been stated. He was some years in the West
Indies as a planter, and returned in 1775, when he

took a farm in Surrey. In 1780, hev.'as agent in

Norfolk, on the landed estate of Sir Harbord Har-

bord, which employment he resigned in 1 784, and

settled at Stattbrd, busily occupied in arranging and

printing the works he had long been preparing.
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From this time, or from 1786 to 1808, he resided

mostly in Clement's Inn, London, during the win-

ters, and travelled during the summers in difterent

parts of the country. He finally rehired, in 1 SOS, to

his native vale of Cleveland in Yorkshire, where he

purchased a large estate, and died there in 1819, at

a very advanced age.

The works of Marshall are as follow :
—"Minutes

of agriculture, made on a farm of 300 acres of various

soils, near Croydon, Surrey." To which is added,

a digest, wherein the minutes are systemized and

amplified, and elucidated by drawings of new im-

plements, farm-yard. Sec. The whole being pub-

lished as the sketch of the actual business of a farm,

as hints to the cxj)erienced agriculturist, as a check

to the present false spirit of farming, and

as an overture to scientific agriculture ; London,

1778, 4to., price l2s. " Experiments and observa-

tions concerning agriculture and the weather ;"

London, 1778, 4to., price 7s. 6d. "The rural

economy of Norfolk, comprising the management

of landed estates, and the present practice of hus-

bandry in that county;" London, 17SS, 2 vols.,

Svo., price 12s. "The rural economy of Glouces-

tershire, including its dairy ; together with the dairy

management of North Wiltshire, and the manage-

ment of the orchards and fruit liquors in Hereford-

shire and Gloucestershire;" Gloucester, 1789, 2

vols., 8vo., price 12s. "Rural economy of the

Midland counties, including the management of

live stock in Leicester and its environs ; together

with minutes on agriculture and planting in the

district of the Midland section;" London, 1790, 2

vols., 8vo., price I4s. "A review of the landscape,

a didactic poem : and also an essay on the pic-

turesque, together with practical remarks on rural

ornament ;" London, 1793, Svo., price 5s. " Rural

economy of the west of England, including Devon-

shire, parts of Somersetshire, Dorsetshire, and

Cornwall;" London, 1796, 2 vols., Svo., price 12s.

"A practical treatise on planting and ornamental

gardening ;" Svo. " Planting and rural ornament,"

being a second edition of the preceding work, with

large additions ; London, 1796, 2 vols. 8vo. Third

edition improved 180S. "The rural economy of the

southern counties of England, comprehending Kent,

Surrey, Sussex, the Isle of "Wight, the chalk hills

of Wiltshire, Hampshire, &c., and including the

culture and management of hops in the district of

Maidstone, Canterbury, and Farnham ;" London,

1796, 2 vols., 8vo., price 12s. To a second edition

in 1 798, was added "A sketch of the vale of London,

and an outlime of the rural economy, proposals for

a rural institute or college of agriculture, and other

branches of rural economy;" London, 1793, 8vo.,

price Is. 6d. " On the appropi'iation and enclosure

of commonable and intermixed lands, with heads

of a hill for the purpose ; together with remarks on

the outline of a bill by a committee of the House of

Lords for the same purpose ;" London, 1801, 8vo.,

price 28. 6d. "An elementary and practical treatise

on the landed property of England, containing the

purchase and improvement of landed estates ;"

London, 1806, 4to., price 42s. "Treatise on the

management of landed estates"— a general work

for the use of professional men, being an abridg-

ment of the former; London, 1806, 8vo., price

10s. 6d. "A review of the reports of the Board of

Agriculture from the northern departments of

England;" London,'; 1808, 8vo., price 12s. "A
review of the reports of the Board of Agriculture

from the western dapartments of England;" Lon-

don, 1809, 8vo., price 12s. "A review of the reports

of the Board of Agriculture, from the eastern de-

partments of England ;" London, 1812, 8vo., price

12s. " Review and complete abstract of the reports

to the Board of Agriculture from the midland

departments of England ;" London, 1815, Svo. "A
review and complete abstract of the reports to the

Board of Agriculture from the southern and penin-

sular departments of England;" 1817, price 19s.

"A review and complete abstract of the reports to

the Board of Agriculture from the several depart-

ments of England ;" 1817, 5 vols., Svo., price 60s.

" Of the black canker caterpillar, which destroys

the turnips in Norfolk;" Phil., Trans,, Lib. XV,

386, 1783.

William Marshall had but httle education, of

which the want was supplied by a mind of no com-

mon strength and energy. He adhered to purpose

with an invincible obstinacy, and an imperturbable

steadiness ; nothing could divert him from the plan

which he originally laid down, that of collecting and

condensing the agricultural practice of the different

counties of England, with a general work on landed

property ; another on " Agriculture," which he

did not live to complete, and a rural institute. The

boards and societies which have succeeded do not

realize the latter idea. It has yet to be done.

The writings of Marshall are very valuable, and

as an author he must be preferred to Arthur Young.

The matter is better arranged, and his practical know-

ledge was more correct: condensation was his object,

as the want of it scattered the materials of Young.

It is quite true, that compression is more powerful

than expansion, and that condensation is desirable;

but to abridge everything requires that an author

sees everything, which is an attainment probably

far removed from human reach. A certain degree

of expansion is required in order to convey the

meaning in the full force : if it be too diffused,«t

loses power; and if too confined, the opjiortunity

of action is not conferred. Both Young and Mar-

shall were inferior to James Anderson in the coni»
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prehensive grasp of the subject, which caught the

essence, and let go the grossness, and looked at the

object from a point of view that was divested of the

crotchets and adventitious appurtenances which

perplex and encumber almost every mind that at-

tempts to delineate any practical application.

As a rational observer and practical compiler

Marshall was most decidedly superior to Young.

The georgical element of the human race was

very strong in Marshall, and it had a more correct

development with him than was manifested by

TuU or Young, or by any agriculturist that had

preceded him. Almost every human being

dirties his fingers with the soil in some sha])e or

form ; if the hand does not actually touch the soil,

the eye observes, the mind ruminates, and the pen

is used to communicate the ideas that arise on the

use of the ground. Almost no profession has de-

barred its votaries from giving aid to agriculture :

the lawyer has dofted his wig, the clergyman has

laid aside his gown, and the sons of medicine have

neglected the jar and the pestle, in order to contri-

bute a mite to farther the good cause. And agricul-

ture has been much indebted to their efforts.

CL.—Forbes, 1778.

Francis Forbes, Gent, wrote "The extensive prac-

tice of the new husbandry exemplified on various

sorts of land for a course of years ; and the impor-

tance of that husbandry to Britain, shown from long

experience of several eminent husbandmen ;" Lon-
don, 1778, 8vo., price 9s. " The improvement of

waste lands; viz., wet moory lands ; land near rivers

and running waters; peat land; and propagating oak

and growing timber upon neglected and waste lands ;

London, 1778, 8vo., price 9s.

Only the last mentioned work is found in the

library of the British Museum. It is an octavo

volume 210 pages, and is mostly composed of spe-

culative projects, as canals, plantations of oaks and
osiers, the cultivation of hemp, and other exotic

ideas. The practical part is nothing. The author

seems to have been a small landed proprietor.

CLI.—Wight, 1778.

Andrew Wight wrote " The present state of the

husbandry in Scotland;" Edinburgh, 1778, 1790,

6 vols., Svo. This work is formed from reports

made to the commissioners of annexed estates, who
were appointed to observe and report the progress of

improvements on the allotted grounds. The author
had compiled the work, or had travelled as an in-

spector ; his name is not attached to the book itself,

but has the title in every catalogue and library.

The contents are valuable, and contain a mass of

most useful information. Threshing machines were
then used.

CLII.—Black, i778/"ti''ri!«J-' «§"'

James Black, of Mordon, Surrey, w'Mk^^'&iiW-
vations on the tillage of the earth, and on the theory

of instruments adapted to this end;" London, 1778,

8vo., price 5s. The name of this author is not

otherwise known. The book is a thin quarto of 40

pages, treating on ploughs, exhausting crops, soils,

labouring cattle, and cultivation of waste lands. A
long dissertation on the relative advantages of horses

and oxen as beasts of draught, the prime cost and

maintenance of each animal, is hardly able to establish

the ox as superior to the horse, which seems to be

the object of the calculation. The sketches of im-

plements are little worth. -

h

CLIIL—BoswELL, 1780,

George Boswell, a landed proprietor of Glouces-

tershire, wrote " Treatise on watering meadows,

wherein are shown the many advantages arising from

that mode of practice, particularly on coarse, boggy,

or barren lands ;" with four copperplates. London,

1780, 1793, Svo., price 2s. 6d. The book is a thin

octavo of 108 pages, with a dedication to the Earl

of Ilchester, dated Piddletown, Dorset, March 25,

1779. The chapters are fourteen :—L On land

capable of being flooded. IL An explanation of

the terms, principles, and instruments, used in

watering meadows. III. General description of

water meadows. IV. A meadow watered regularly

from a stream running through it. V. A meadow
irregularly watered, the stream passing by the side

of it. VI. A meadow watered by a head main taken

out of the river a considerable distance above it.

VII. Planning a meadow of eight acres, an actual

survey. VIII. The execution, or manual part of the

work. IX. Description of wares and sluices. X.

The various erections in water meadows. XI. Land

floods. XII. Repairing the works. XIII. Water-

ing the meadows. XIV. Haymaking.

The jjlates show the watering of meadows in

regular ridges, and also in irregular formations of

ground, where the canals of water are guided by

the inequalities. The essay possesses much merit,

and has not been surpassed by the usage of the

present time.

CLIV.—Trussler, 1780.

Rev. John Trussler, LL.D. of Cobhara, Sun-ey,

a singular literary character and compiler, was born

in London, 1735; died in 1815. He wrote largely

on history, chronology, law, romances, and humour-

ous subjects. He published on gardening, and also

" Practical husbandry, or the art of farming with a

certainty of gain, as practised by judicious farmers

in this country, the result of experience and long

observation." In this work is contained all the

knowledge^ necessary in the plain business of farm-
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ing, unincumbered with theory, speculation, or

expecijnental enquiry; also a number of estimates

of the expenses anil profits of diiierent crops in the

common way, taken from minutes kept ; and a

variety of useful remarks, not to be met within any

books of agriculture, together with directions for

measuring timber.

The above statement is the title- page of an octavo

book of IGO pages, which is bound with other short

works on agriculture. In 21 chapters, there are

mentioned, soils, the team, wheat, barley, oats,

buckwheat, beans, peas, tares, turnips, clover,

course of crops, profits of an arable and grass farm,

ploughing and harrowing, weeding, hedging and

ditching, threshing, manuring, miscellaneous ob-

servations, price of labour, on measuring timber.

The net profit of an acre of wheat is stated to be

£2 10s., and the produce of the grain at 21 quarters ;

barley yields 4 quarters, and the profit is £3 3s. Gd.;

oats produce 4 quarters, and the profit is £1 19s.

lOd.; the produce of buckwheat is the same, and

the profit is £2 IQs. id.; beans yield 3^ quarters,

and the profit is £l 13s.; peas yield 3 quarters, and

the profit is £1 Ss.; tares yield yield 2 quarters, and

the profit is lis. 4d.; and from a crop of hay £1 9s.

Gd. A ton of turnips is valued at about 30s.; an

acre of clover is worth 3js., when fed with swine at

£11 9s. Gd., by hurdling £6 Gs. lOd.; an acre of hay

£1 7s. 9d. The course cf crops is not scientific in

having oats after \\heat, and turnip fallow after the

smothering crop of peas. A farm of 150 acres

leaves a profit of £379, and an acre of meadow about

£1 lis. The cost of threshing grains differs a little

from the present prices.

The list of manures gives no addition of any not-

able substance. Meadows are advised to be mown
and grazed alternately; an acre of turnips will win-

ter eight sheep, and 2J acres of grass. A long list

is given of the prices of job work, and of daily

labour.

This short treatise shows a very correct practical

knowledge, and much sober sense. The calcula-

tions are just, and founded on experience : no

animals are mentioned.

CLV.--Halvburton, 1782.

William Halyburtoa, D.D., wrote " Georgics," in

a series of letters to a friend ; P^dinburgh, 1782, Svo,

price 6s. This notice is taken from the Bibliotheca

Britannica, in which alone th? name of the author is

found. It is therefore not known if the book was

in prose or poetry, if it related to the works of cul-

^ij;atjpn of land, or toother georgical performances.

aiemiB") CLVL—Raley, 1782.

-"WilHam Raley, student in physic and botany, in

Barmby upon the Moor, near Pocklington, York-

shire, wrote "A treatise on the management of

potatoes, or a new method of preventing and remov-
ing the disorders thereof, called curled tops ; with

remarks on the usual treatment and a])plication of

potatoes;" London, 1782, 3vo., price 3s.

This essay occupies 43 octavo pages, and attri-

butes the curl top to several causes :— as, low damp
grounds ; want of change of seed ; too often plant-

ing on one j)lace ; and to the sets being too small.

This treatise was followed by an essay on the right

management ofpotatoes, which differs little from the

previous work. The author recommends various

preventives, which deserves notice.

CLVII.-TWAMLEY, 1784.

Josiah Twamley wrote " Dairying exemplified ;"

or the business of cheesemaking laid down from

approved rules, collected from the most experienced

dairywomen of several counties, digested under

various heads ; from a series of observations, during

thirty years' practice in the cheese trade. With
the most approved mode of making butter, and a

dissertation on pine-apples : Warwick, 1784,

Svo, 2s. The book occupies 142 octavo pages in

one continued essay, without chapters or divisions.

There is shown very much sound knowledge of the

subject, and many judicious suggestions.

CLVIII.-TURNER, 1784.

Mr. Nicholas Turner, of Bignor, Sussex, wrote

"An essay on draining and improving peatbogs, in

which their nature and properties are considered ;"

London, 1764, 8vo., price 5s. The book is an oc-

tavo of 86 pages, discussing the origin of peat, its

nature, and qualities in different situations. Tlie

expense of improvements is stated, the value of the

returned crops, and the profits. It appears the

author had never seen any true moss, but only

reckoned upon mossy earths, and borrowed many
statements from doubtful authorities. But his views

are clearly stated, and very justly expressed.

CLIX.—Cooke, 1784.

James Cooke, inventor of a new drill machine,

wiote " Drill husbandry perfected;" 1784, 12mo,

This book is not found in the libraries of the British

Museum, and the author is not placed in Loudon's

list of authors. The above notice is taken from the

Bibliotheca Britannica, which is the sole authority

for the insertion of the name. But it occurs to our

memory that the work had been seen by ourselves,

though nothing more can be recollected of it.

CLX.—Small, 1784.

James Small wrote "Treatise on ploughs and

wheel carriages;" Edinbui'gh, 1784, 8vo. He held

a small farm in Roxburghshire, whence he removed

to the vicinity of Edinburgh, and became a noted

machinist. He made great improvements on the

Rotherham plough, and the mould board which he
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devised and attached has not been much altered in

that country, and is yet knox^-n by his name.

The hbraries of the British Museum do not possess

Small's treatise; but Loudon's hst of authors joins

Tsnth the Bibliotheca Britannica, in giving the above

statement of the author and the book.

CLXL—Stoxe, 1785.

Thomas Stone was a land'surveyor in Gray's Inn,

London, and land agent to the Duke of Bedford

;

died at Paris in 1815. He wrote "An essay on

agriculture, with a view to inform gentlemen of

landed projierty whether their estates are managed

to the greatest advantage;" London, 17Sj, Svo., Gs.

" Suggestions for rendering the inclosure ofcommon

fields and waste lands a source of population and

riches;" London, 1787, 8vo., price is. 6d. "Gene-

ral view ofthe agriculture of the county of Hunting-

don ;" London, 1793, 4to. " General view of the

agriculture of the county of Bedford;" London,

1794, 4to. "General view of the agriculture ofthe

comity of Lincoln;" London, 1794, 4to. " A re-

view of the corrected agricultural survey of Lin-

colnshire, by Arthur Young Esq.; with an address

to the Board of Agriculture, and a letter to its

Secretary ; and remarks on the recent pubhcation

of John Lord Somerville, on the subject of inclo-

sures;" London, 1800, Svo., price 8s. "'A letter

on the drainage of the east, west, and wild moor

fens, addressed to the proprietors of marshes in-

Lincolnshire ;" London, 1800, Svo.
,
price Is. "Let

ter on the intended drainings and inclosures of the

moor fens in the county of Lincoln ;" ISOO,

The essay on agriculture, which was probably the

most valuableof Stone's professional works, does not

appear in the hbraries of the British Museum, nor do

the letters on draining of the fens. The three county

surveys are short statements ofthe farming, foUov/ed

with suggestions for its improvement. The survey

of Lincoln fiUs 105 pages of quarto size. The sug-

gestions on inclosures fills 86 octavo pages, which

argue strongly in favour of enclosing, and confute

the opposite statements in detail. Stone had been

a person of a rational attainment, and very sound

judgment. Though he had never practised farming,

his views are very enlightened, and deductions

correct.

CLXIL—Young, 1786.

David Young, of Perth, wrote "National improve-

ments in agriculture;" in 27 essays, Edinburgh,

1786, Svo., price 5s. "Agriculture the primary in-

terest of Britain;" Edinburgh, 1788, Svo., price

6s. This statement appears in the Bibliotheca

Britannica, and Loudon's list of authors quotes

the fir.st work, and omits the second. The hbraries

of the British Museum do not possess a book or

author of the name.

CLXIII.—CuLLEY, 1786. ;n£

George Culley wrote " Observations on live stocKi'

containing hints for choosing and improving the

best breeds of the most useful kinds of domestic

animals;" London, 1780, Svo,, price 3s. "General

view of the agriculture of Northumberland ;" along

with J. Bailey. The name of Culley in three bro-

thers emigrated from the county of Durham into

Northumberland, and rented the farm of Fenton,

near Wooler, in 1 767. By introducing the improved

Leicester sheep, and adopting the driU cultivation

of turnips on these very favourable soils, and pro-

pitious climate, their fortune was rapidly extended

;

the border farm of Wark was long the scene oftheir

operations, which ended in amassing a patrirftony

of landed estates to their posterity. Much activity

and energy were displayed by the Culleys, which

under less favourable circumstances might not

have been so successful; but still great merit is due

to the name, which yet exists in that county. The

treatise on live stock has ever been very justly es-

teemed, and the county survey .shows an enhghtened

mind: George Culley died in 1813, aged 79.

CLXIV.—Winter, 1787.

George Winter, a practical agriculturist, wrote

"Anew and compendious system of husbandry;

containing the mechanical, chemical, and philoso-

phical elements[of agriculture;" Bristol, 1787, 1797,

8vo., price 9s. The author was member of several

learned societies, and writes the dedication of his

book to the Duke of Beaufort from Charlton, Glou-

cestershire. The work is an octavo volume of 349

pages in 12 chapters on properties of different soils ;

the properties of manures, and their effects ; the most

advantageous method of applying manures on dif-

ferent soils ; the improvement oflands ; advantages

of the drill over the old husbandrj' ; a new culture

shown, that is preferable to the old ; exjieriments on

different grains; experiments on turnips, with a

cure of the fly ; on fruit trees and flowers ; on fat-

tening hogs ; on a drill machine ; analysis of soils

and manures. The author had possessed a supe-

rior mind, and a very enlightened understanding,

though the work is far from being a compendious

treatise on agriculture. Not half the points are

touched at all, and some are nothing advanced ; the

drilhng of crops is much advocated, and the large

use of manures. A drill machine of 6 coulters is de-

lineated, which shows the foundation of the modem
implements. The author concludes "that a judi-

cious application of manures, with a proper course

of crops, and a thorough tillage, are the chief and

grand secrets of agriculture."

CLXV.—Ley, 1787. ^d

Charles Ley, land surveyor, wrote "Tbe nobl^J
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man, gentleman, land steward, and surveyor's com-

})lete guide;" in wliicli is described every circum-

&tance relative to the proper management of estates ;

corai)rehending the office and duty of a land steward,

in all its parts, with some useful hints to surveyors;

also the current ])rices of estates throughout the

kingdom, by which any gentleman or steward may
ascertain the exact value of any estate, whether in

fee, coj)y, or leasehold, London, 17S7, 8vo., jjrice

3s. Gd.

The abo\'e statement appears in the Bibliotheca

Britannica, and in Loudon's catalogue of authors

;

but the name of Charles Ley, or of tlie book, is

not found in the libraries of the British Museum.

CLXVL—Adam, l7S9.

James Adam, Esq., wrote " Practical essays on

agriculture ; containing an account of soils, and

the manner of correcting them ; an account of the

culture of all field ])lants ; also on the management

of grass lands; with observations on enclosui-es,

fences, farms, and farmhouses;" London, 1789, 2

vols., 8vo., price 12s. The hbraries of the British

Museum do not jiossess this book, and no author

of that name, on agricultural subjects ; the authority

for its insertion rests in the Bibliotheca Britannica,

and on Loudon's list of authors. The absence of

this work, and of the last mentioned author, is to be

regretted, as the titles show something respectable,

and agriculture was making very rapid strides. Our
search could hardly miss the books, if written in the

catalogue.

CLXVIL—Falconer, 1789.

Wilham Falconer, M.D., F.R.S., was physician

to the General Hospital, Bath. He wrote many
professional works, which were much esteemed;

and " An essay on the preservation of the health of

persons engaged in agriculture, and on the cure of

diseases incident to that way of life;" London, 1789,

8vo., price Is. 6d. This book may not be reckoned

an agricultural work ; but the tools of action in any

proceeding require an equal care with the modes

and results of operations, and consequently demand

a similar consideration. Living organisms claim

the precedence of inert materials, and the cure

is more heavy, and the value greater.

Falconer's essay forms a thin octavo vclume of

38 pages of continued writing, without any division.

The author discusses the employment of rural la-

bourers, their diet, accommodation, and medical

treatment. After describing the most common
diseases and the necessary prescriptions, the author

advises that all parish clergymen be so far educated

in the medical art, as to prescribe in all cases of

moderate affection, and that the professional man
be fetched when the disease exceeds mediocrity.

This arrangement would imply an increase of salary

from the landed pro})erty of the parish, as all ser-

vices would be gratis. The benevolent justice of tlie

intention admits no doubt, and a hope is expressed

that the arrangement may soon be made. It is just,

it is fair, it is equitable, nay it is imperative that

labour be maintained in competence and comfort,

by the fruits of its own exertions.

CLXVIIL—Wright, 1789.

Rev. Thomas Wright, Rector of Auld, in North

-

am])tonshire, wi'ote "Account of the advantages

and method of watering meadows by art, as prac-

tised in Gloucestershire;" London, 1789, 8 vo., price

Is. (3d, " The art of floating land, as it is practised

in the county of Gloucester, shown to be preferable

to any other method in use in this country ; with

minute and plain directions, and three descriptive

plates;" London, 1789, price 3s. 6d. " On the for-

mation and management of floated meadows, with

cori'ections of errors found in the treatises of Messrs.

Davis, Marshall, Boswell, Young, and Smith, on
the subject of floating;" 1800, 8vo., price 6s.

Only one of the above mentioned woiks is found
in the hbraries of the British Museum—"The art of

floating land," which forms a thin octavo of 95 pages,

with three plates of float-work. The writings of

this author have always been favourably reported

and justly esteemed. The author writes on the

title-page, "Thomas Wright," author of Large farms

recommended. This work is not noticed in any
other place, and seems to have escaped the research

even of the Bibliotheca Britannica,

CLXIX.-CuRTis, 1790,

William Curtis, an eminent botanist, was born in

Hampshire in 174G—died in 1798. He was author

of several botanical works, during the time of his

being lecturer at the Apothecaries' Garden in Chel-

sea, and is known as the founder of the Botanical

Magazine. He wrote " Practical observations on
the British grasses, best adapted to the laying down
and improving meadows and pastures ;" 8vo, This

is a very useful volume, containing the portraits

and characters of the best grass plants, with the

use and practical management. No subsequent

work has over done the merits of the book in the

small compass it contains. The portraits are true

in the likeness, and correct in the execution,

CLXX.—Clarke, 1792.

Charles Clarke v/rote "Treatise on the earth,

called gypsum ; with an account of its extraordinary

effects as a manure, cheap and more productive to

vegetation than any hitherto made use of;" London,

1792, 8vo., price Is. Gd. The name of this author

ajipears only in the Bi])liotheca Britannica, from

which the above notice is taken ; Loudon's

list of authors does not print the name, and the
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work is not found ia the libraries of the British

Museum. It may be contained in some volume of

tracts, in which many similar treatises are combined

to form a book. But the price being stated might

infer a separate publication; probably in the

first place, and afterwards joined with others.

CLXXL—May, 1792.

Thomas May wrote " Minutes of agriculture, and

the description of machines and implements of hus-

bandry, in reply to Mr. Cooke's annotations ; Lon-

don, 1792, Svo. The Bibliotheca Britannicais the

sole authority for the name of this writer, which

does not appear in any other list or catalogue.

CLXXII.—HuTTON, 1792.

James Hutton wrote " Principles and practice of

agriculture" 2 vols., Svo. This writer may be Dr.

Hutton, the author of "The theory of the earth,"

whose works appear in every list of authors and

library of books ; but no notice is made of the above

work. It is frequently advertised by booksellers of

the lower degree.

CLXXIII.—Frazer, 1793.

Robert Frazer, Esq., A.M. wrote " General view

of the agriculture of the county of Devon ; with

observations on the means of improvement ;" Lon-

don, 1792, 4to. " General view of the agriculture

and mineralogy, present state and circumstances of

the coimty of Wicklow ; with observations on the

means of improvement, drawn up for the Dublin

Society;" Dublin, 1801, Svo. "Gleanings in Ire-

land, particularly respecting its agriculture, mines,

and fisheries ;" London, 1802, Svo., price 3s. "A let-

ter on the most effectual means for the improvement

of the coasts and western islands of Scotland, and

the e.xtension of the fisheries ;" London, 1803, 8vo.,

5s. " General view of the county of Cornwall, with

observations on the means of its improvement, drawn

up for the consideration of the Board of Agricul-

ture;" 4to., London, 1794. These reports are well

performed, and contain each about 70 quarto pages;

Wicklow is by itself in a volume of 200 octavo

pages. It is very sensibly written, and prospec-

tively moderate.

CLXXIV.

—

Society of Gentlemen, 1793.

This title wrete "The complete farmer, or a

general dictionary of husbandry in all its branches;"

London, folio, 1793. This dictionary contains the

letters of the alphabet in the matters of agricul-

ture, with many plates of implements, machines, and

cereal plants. The book of this date is called the

fourth edition ; but the previous ones had escaped

notice. The work is very creditable, and the authors

belonged to a society for encouraging arts, manu-
facture§,,^d c,o;pftn[iprce,

,
The article on paring and

burning, called " burn-baking, " is very sound and

enlightened.

CLXXV.-Baird, 1793.
'

Thomas Baird wrote " General view of the agrir

culture of the county of Middlesex, with observa-

tions on the means of its improvement ; drawn up

for the consideration of the Board of Agriculture

and internal improvement;" London, 4to., 1793.

This report occupies 5 1 quarto pages, and is with-

out embellishments of any kind. The matter is

well arranged, and very sensibly expressed. It was

the first report of the county of Middlesex, and was

followed by those of Foot and Middleton.

CLXXVL—Don ALDSON, 1 794.
-^'^oh^^

James Donaldson, of Dundee, land surveyor,

wrote "View of the Carse of Gowrie, in Perthshire;"

London, 1794, 4to. " General view of the agricul-

ture of the county of Nairn;" London, 1794, 4to.

"General view of the agriculture of Elgin and

Moray." "General view of the agriculture of the

counties of Perth, Banfi", Northampton, and Kin-

cardine;" London, 1794, 4to. " Modern agricul-

ture ; or the present state of agriculture in Great

Britain;" Edinburgh, 6 vols., Svo., 1793-6.

Nothing is known of this author, except the above

designation ; the last-mentioned work is not found

in the National Library, which contains the county

reports. The author writes himself agent for the

Earl of Panmure, and treats the subjects that come

under his view in a very judicious and enlightened

manner.

CLXXVII.—Swayne, 1794.

G. Swayne, A.M., vicar of Pucklechurch, Glou-

cestershire, wrote " Gramina pascua, or a collection

of the specimens of the common pasture grasses,

arranged in the order of their flowering, and accom-

panied with their English and Linnean names, as

likewise with familiar descriptions and remarks ;"

London, 1790, 9 pages and 4 plates, price 10s.

This notice is contained in Loudon's list of authors,

and in the Bibliotheca Britannica; but the work is

not found in the National Library. No opinion has

been^known of its merit, and it may not have reached

any celebrity.

CLXXVIIL—Sinclair, 1794.

Right Hon. Sir John Sinclair, Bart., LL.D.,

M.P., founder and president of the Board of Agri-

culture, was born at Thurso Castle, in the county of

Caithness, in the year 1754. He was the son of

George Sinclair, of Ulster, heritable sheriff of Caith-

ness, the representative of a very old and nobly

descended family, that is originally from France.

It came to England with William the Conqueror,

passed into Scotland, and founded all the Scotch

'bandadi
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families of Sinclair. The Ulster branch is one of

the oldest from the parent stem.

The subject of this memoir, when he was 17" years

old, lost his father, when his minority and edu-

cation were superintended by his mother, Lady
Janet Sutherland, who seems to have been a lady

of very uncommon management. The son was

sent to the High School of Edinburgh, and at the

proper age attended the colleges of Edinburgh,

Glasgow, and Oxford. This varied education very

much improved his observant mind, and he ever

afterwards acknowledged the benefits of the change.

He early indulged in hterary composition, and before

he was sixteen had sent some effusions to the

]>eriodicals of the day. He returned to his native

country from Oxford, and studied law—not profes-

sionally, but to gain an acquaintance with the

national institutions. In 1775, he became a member
of the faculty of advocates, and was afterwards

called to the English bar. The circle of his acquain-

tance was thus increased, but no attachment was

formed to the legal profession. He journeyed

through France with an invalid brother, and was

elected Member of Parliament in 1780, for his native

county, and sat in the House of Commons for 30

years. In 1786, he ajiplied for and obtained a

baronetage as heir and representative of Sir George

Sinclair, of Cly th, with descent to heirs male with

the intervention of females ; a very remarkable dis-

tinction, and scarcely has a parallel.

Sir John Sinclair early enUsted under the banner

of Pitt, to whom he adhered and supported in every

occasion. He became a warm party politician, a

zealous agriculturist, and a very active general

statist. His writings were conBned to letters and

pamphlets on political and financial matters, which

had the passing reputation that attaches to the pro-

ductions. He made a journey of 7,500 miles over

northern Europe, and collected much information

on the condition of the northern kingdoms, and

made many valuable friendships with eminent per-

sonages of the day, In 1787, he commenced rural

improver on his own estates, which have ended in

giving a new physiognomy to the county of Caith-

ness. The estate comprehended 100,000 acres of

neglected lands, not very rich naturally, and let in

the hands of small tenants, who held in mixed lands,

and huddled a cropping of it for a bare existence.

He established farms of a moderate extent to suit

the amounts of capital that could be obtained, and

was obliged to expend his own money freely on loan

or in promissorj' obligations of no mentioned date.

The social circumstances favoured these operations,

and the continued advance in the value of agricul-

tural produce rendered successful every attempt to

improve the soil. The realizations were great ; a

moral stale of the tenantry was largely improved.
Cheviot sheep were introduced, and added much to

the value of mutton and wool. The yearly produce
of one estate was raised from £282 to £8,000, and
when sold, it brought £40,000. Everywhere a rude
civilization was civilized, and the country improved,
without being depopulated.

The public roads did not escape notice ; and Go-
vernment was interested in the undertaking by the

exertions of the county member. Plantations of

trees were largely done, and the fisheries were pro-

vided with villages, which continue in a thriving

condition to this day. Money was advanced to

private persons to engage in the fishing trade, and
public aid was procured for the building of harbours.

The idea, or rather the necessity of a consuming
population, did not escape the grasp of thought,

and new towns were planned and old ones repaired.

A society was established for the improvement of
wool, in the Western highlands and isles, which
did much good.

In 1791, the idea occurred of the statistical ac-

count of Scotland, which was done by the clergy-

man of each parish, and was finished in seven years.

This was a Herculean task, and cost much labour

and perseverance ; but it amply repaid every exer-

tion by the vast mass of information it conveyed on
general statistics. In 1 793, the plan was circulated

for establishing a Board of Agriculture, and after

some little opposition, a yearly grant of £3,000 was
obtained, and a charter from the Crown, and also

the privilege of franking, in order to save the enor-

mous expense of postage in the necessary commu-
nications. The extensive and very useful labours

of this Board are well known ; each county in the

kingdom was surveyed by competent persons, and
a large and interesting correspondence was esta-

blished. The communications were collected and
published in volumes, which added very much to

the utility of the establishment. Sir John Sinclair

strongly advocated a bill of general enclosure, and
partly succeeded ; he wrote much on finance, taxa-

tion, and revenue. He corresponded with many
eminent men over the world, and was consulted by
foreign governments on agricultural subjects, to

whom he ever recommended experimental farms.

He continued an unceasing labour on various sub-

jects, till his death in 1835.

The agricultural works of Sir John Sinclair are

as follow :—" The statistical account of Scotland,

drawn up from the communications of the ministers

of the different parishes ;" Edinburgh, 1790-1798,
12 vols., 8vo. "Communications to the Board of
Agriculture on subjects relating to husbandry and
internal improvement;" London, 1797, 4to. "En-
quiry into the nature and causes of the blight, rust.

rental of £300 very soon rose above £1600, and the
| and mildew;" 1800, Svo. " General view of the
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agriciiltui-e of the Northern counties and islands of

Scotland." "An account of the systems of hus-

bandry adopted in the most improved districts of

Scotland ; with some observations on the improve-

ments of which they are susceptible ;" Edinburgh,

1808, 8vo. " On oil as a manure." "An enquiry

into the culture and use of the potato ;" Code of

Agriculture, 1 vol., 8vo. " Report on the subject

of Shetland wool ;" London, Svo. " The agriculture

of the Netherlands ;" 180G, Svo. "Account of the

origin of the Board of Agriculture, and its pro-

gress during the first three years ;" London,

1798, 4to.

Sir John Sinclair spent an active life, of a more
than ordinary duration, in promoting the welfare

of mankind. He spared no expense, no bodily

labour, and no mental exertion, in order to advance

the object in view, and few persons ever ])ursued an

occupation with more ardent zeal or more perse-

vering industry. The gigantic exertions of indivi-

dual minds have ever done more to adorn, improve,

and dignify the human race, than any collection of

men or classes ; the short space of one life does

more general good than generations of regular

tendency. No man ever lived who has done more

for agriculture than the subject of our memoir, or

in a greater variety of ways for the advancement of

its knowledge. For upwards of half-a-century, the

subject was ui)perniost in his mind, in relation to

some particular branch of its bearings ; the general

purpose of increasing the fertility of the earth's

surface, was never slipped or allowed to be out

of view. His name must ever be regarded as a

great benefactor of the human race, and one whose
fame is confined to no time or country. No pillar,

no stone, no bust, commemorates his services ; he

is his own monument, which he erected by his ser-

vices and exertions. This is true, but may not be

just and generous.

With some very few exceptions, Sir John Sinclair

was a strict politician of the anti-liberal school, and

firmly believed that agriculture as an art could not

live, and far less be advanced and flourish, unless

protected by artificial regulations and fiscal

exactions. With this propensity in himself, and a

keener bias in Arthur Young, who was secretary to

the Board of Agriculture, that institution became

a political debating club, from which Government

withdrew the yearly grant of £3,000, and consum-

mated its overthrow. The idea is not yet extinct in

the world, that one being or thing must live on the

depressed condition of another. The crotchets of

Sir John Sinclair were not greater than of many
others, whose general views were much less correct,

and not nearly so profound. He often thought

deeply, and generally opined well.

THE OUT-GOING VERSUS THE IN-COMING TENANT.

BY A PRACTICAL FARMER.

I have no desire to revive a discussion on

tenant-right ; all that can be said upon that subject

has been repeatedly brought forward during the

past seven years, at nearly every gathering of agri-

culturists, and it has been almost forced upon the

legislature ; so that a landlord's and tenant's dif-

ferences might be settled by law. For my part, I

think tenants may make proper covenants to se-

cure to themselves their own rights as tenants

;

and no prudent tenant will take a farm for any

lengthened period without stipulating for an allow-

ance for " unexhausted improvements ;" indeed,

he has no security otherwise for his extra outlay.

No reasonable landlord could object to this ; but

if a landlord is to pay a compensation for all per-

manent improvements, whether authorised by him

or not, it becomes quite another thing,

I have known cases where such has been stipu-

lated, and the result has been very unfavourable to

the landlord ; so much so as to prove a bar to re-

letting the farm : the demand for permanent improve-

ments to be paid by the landlord amounting to large

sums, and those to be repaid by the in-coming tenant

so heavy as to preclude re-letting, excejit under a

fair valuation, I wish to correct this, and to see

a fair and equitable system established for valu-

ations, as between out-going and in-coming tenants,

throughout the country ; being anxious to protect

all parties against injustice, and believing that an

uniform system or order of valuation might prevail

in every part of the country, as it would lead to great

improvements.

Why should the in-coming tenant pay from

10s. to 12s. per acre for ploughing, when half

the sum would suffice if the ploughing was per-

formed by the best implement, and in the most

economical manner ? Why should he pay for bare

fallows, when a good crop of turnips might have

readily been obtained, and have been far more

valuable to him and the land too ? Why should

he pay for dressings and half-dressings, of which he

knows nothing, and can seldom perceive that they

have been done, when the manure would have been

far better in heap, to be used at pleasure, or applied

in accordance with his own ideas of improved ma-

nagement? Why should he be called upon to pay
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large sums, in accordance willi " llie customary
mode of valuation," witliout in any way receiving an

equivalent for his money ? This is wrong. It does

not accord with ray ideas of an imjiroved agriculture,

or rather improved management—im])roved appli-

ances—improved economy in the various applica-

tions of modern practices, having for their object

the lessening of expense. And yet most of the valua-

tions, as between "out" and " in" tenants, are based

upon custom, instead of modern agriculture.

I have lately had two cases under my own cogni-

zance : the one, a farm of nearly 380 acres in a

northern county—the tenant-right on which did not

exceed £-2S0 ; the other, a farm of 92 acres in a

southern county—the tenant-right of which farm

was estimated by two eminent valuers, and ex-

ceeded £460. The proportions of grass and arable

were much alike, and the jjroduce in hay and straw,

&c., taken at their worth, exceeded considerably

that on the larger farm. It included also more than

150 acres of growing wheat, 50 acres thereof being

bare-fallowed for wheat, besides the usual plough-

ings and cartings ; whereas the smaller farm had

not one acre of wheat sown, and nothing whatever

done in labour beyond what was effected in the

larger farm. The only difference was in a few acres

(not exceeding live) of undei'wood uncut, and which

was scarcely strong enough to make into hurdles.

Now these were both valued according to the custom

prevailing in these counties; the great items in the

southern county being for ploughings, harrowings,

rolhngs, dressings, and half-dressings.

Another case I might name. A respectable and

industrious man in a southern county had saved

£400; he thought himself riot enough to take a

farm suited to his capital; one offered; valuers were

appointed, and on these being presented to him, he

found, to his utter astonishment, that his whole

capital was sunk in the valuation. The result was,

that he became an embarrassed man. This subject

deserves the most serious consideration of the

whole agricultural body, and, looking at its great

importance, I earnestly beg the attention of the

press and the public to it.

1 think landlords and tenants are alike vastly

interested in this question. Valuers ought no

longer to adhere to, or be tied down to any custom.

Much depends upon them ; they, therefore, as a

class, ought to ascertain the best practice of agri-

culture, and value in accordance with such prac-

tice, regardless of the customary mode of valuation

in any particular district.

If the northern county farmer can cultivate his

farm at far less cost than the southern, the sooner

the latter is taught the same practice the better. I

know that such a valuation would soon teach him

to look abroad : -he would speedily try economy

in everyway;—to draw a plough far better adapted

for cultivation, his four horses would give ])lace to

two ;—his bare fallows to good croj)S of turnips ;

—

his grazing lands to the fattening of cattle and sheep,

instead of hay ;—his straw would be converted into

good dung, rather than sold off, never to be re-

placed.

THE PROFIT OF BREEDING POULTRY.—This is a

branch of agricultural economy which has been too much neg-

lected. Its profits have been overlooked ; scarcely taken into

account among the items of farming revenue ; but treated

rather as a matter of pin-money for the wives and daughters of

the farmers. Where the rearing of poultry has been seriously

taken up as a business question, with a view to income and ex-

penditure, the profits, as compared with the capitiil employed

have been immense. We have before us the balance-sheet of

a cottager, who, living by the road side, found space to keep a

number of chickens and turkeys, mainly for breeding. The

following is last year's return :
—

PRODUCK. £ s. d.

33 turkeys, estimated present value 4s. each 10 12

.30 ditto, second hatch, at Is 110
20 couples of fowls, at 23. 6d 2 10

12 ditto, young, but safe, at la 12

Eggs.... 8

£15 12

COST.

211bs. of rice, at l^d 3

8 bushels of barley, 28s 18
8 ditto of tail wheat 12

2 loads of ^barley raking, set down to carry old

stock through winter 1 10

3 13

In favour of poultry, and to pay labour 1 1 19

£15 12

The trouble attending poulti-y-rcariug is exceedingly slight, as

compared with that required by other stock. They are hardy,

generally healthful, if the ncc-:ssary conditions of cleanliness

be attended to, and to a great extent they are capable of

shifting for themselves, and picking up a large portion of their

own living from what, but for them, would be wasted and

worthless ; and if they occasionally break bounds and become

trespassers, they compensate for it by the timely destruction

of a myriad of iusects and grubs and caterpillars, which,

suffered to remain, would have done infinitely more mischief

than their devourets. Both fowls and eggs, moreover, readily

find a sale, at remunerative prices, throughout the year. The

subject is one which deserves attention—not from amateurs

alone, but from practical men, looking to adequate compensa-

tion for their labour, skill, enterprise, and outlay. The exist-

ing " mania" will naturally, in the ordinary course of things,

soon die out ; but the taste for poultry will survive, and an

increased supply and improvement in the breed, adding deli-

cacy and flavour to the luxurj', will inevitably extend the de-

mand, and maintain prices at a remunerative rate.—South

Eastern Gazette.
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AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS.

One of the standing charges against the tenant-

farmer has been his assumed reluctance to enter on

any detail as to the nature and extent of his busi-

ness. AVe should think such a prejudice was by this

time pretty well worn out. Consider the number of

pen-and-ink gentlemen that within the last few

years have done him the honour to call on him.

The proclaimed " commissioners" and " own re-

porters," that have followed one on the heels of

another, all alike intent on getting at the bottom

of this mysterious pursuit; and requiring board,

lodging, and information with the air and con-

fidence of a royal command. Seldom, if ever,

either, were these demands refused. To the credit

of the working farmers of this country let it thus

be recorded. Well aware that these said commis-

sioners too often came with anything but a friendly

bias, still did they lead the way round to explain

their plans and furnish their results ; waiting pa-

tiently enough to be shown up, in the course of

a day or two, as the very models of sloth and ex-

ploded systems. " Our own reporter" generally

wrote " with a purpose," and it is but justice to

add that he as generally kept it in view.

Tliere is an opportunity now for the farmer be-

coming his own reporter. If it so please him, he

himself may furnish those returns so really requi-

site for a government to have, and of so much im-

portance to the producing classes of this kingdom.

With statistics of almost every other kind at our

fingers' ends, we have none either comprehensive

or correct enough to be of any use in the pursuits

of agriculture. We have still to depend on the

well-worded report of the gentleman who " writes

with a purpose." It sounds somewhat strange

that it should be so, but yet so it is. One might

almost suppose that the Government would have

long since been alive to the advantage of having

some such information at their command. The
difficulty, however, of obtaining it may have stayed

ministry after ministry from attempting to do so.

Without the cordial co-operation of the farmer.

Agricultural Statistics can be of but little re-

liable value ; and certainly, so far, there has been

but little such assistance proflfered.

Plainly the subject, until a very recent period,

has engaged anything but the attention it deserved.

Perhaps the most important consideration ever

given to it by the agricultural community was at

the London Farmers' Club, so far back as the close

of the year 1846. The question, as then asked by
Mr. Shaw, was as to the necessity of obtaining an

accurate system of agricultural statistics. And to

this there was but one answer, embodied in the fol-

lowing series of resolutions, proposed by that gen-

tleman on the subject, and passed with the unani-

mous consent of the meeting :

—

" That, in the opinion of this meeting, an accurate system

of agricultural statistics would be highly beneficial

:

" First, because it would show how far the British soil was

capable of producing a sufficient supply of food to meet the

demands of the population.

" Secondly, that it would show the aunual increase ia the

amount of agricidtural produce.

" Thirdly, that in seasons cf deficient harvests it would indi-

cate the probable amount of deficiency, and thus prevent undue

speculation in foreign grain, to the injury as well of the farmer

as of the importer.

" Fourthly, that it would enable both the lanJlurd and tenant

to form an opinion whether there was a growing demand, and

thereby determine to make an outlay in improvements to meet

it ; and,

" Fifthly, that in the case of failure of crops, as of the

potato crop in the last two years, the deficiency might be

readily ascertained, and consequently the amount of food re-

quired to replace the deficiency more easily and promptly

provided."

Still the point made but little progress. It was

taken up by one or two only of the local clubs, and

then gradually suftered to die away. It comes

again now, however, with more promise than

ever; and at least with a trial insured. In

another column will be found an article

from a Scotch paper, detailing the plan on

which this experiment will be made in the

North. Government supplies the funds, and the

Highland Society arranges and directs the ma-

chinery. Here, after all, is the great difficulty.

Unanimous enough as to the end to be obtained,

the London Club differed almost man from man as

to the means of arriving at it, and closed their dis-

cussion without recommending the adoption of any

system for the collection. The Scotch method has

undoubtedly been wel' considered, and if the far-

mers themselves will only act up to it, must be

efficient. Of the thica counties selected, Rox-

burgh, we are told, " is to be divided into seven

districts, the county of Haddington into six dis-

tricts, and the county of Sutherland into four dis-

tricts. Each district will be composed of a certain

number of contiguous parishes, as like as possible

in their agricultural features and products.

" An ' Enumerator ' has already been named

for each district. In each parish of his district the

Enumerator has a correspondent. This staff conr.'

sists of farmers of standing and influence.
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" The enumerators furnisli tin- St-ciclary of tlic

Highland Society with lists of the occuj)iers of land

in their districts. The necessary number of sche-

dules are to be enclosed and addressed in the Se-

cretary's office, and sent en viasse to the enume-
rators for distribution. Each packet will contain a

specimen of a complete schedule in print, and a

printed letter of instructions, signed by the enu-

merator.

' The schedule shows the occupant's name and

address, the total and the arable acreage of his

farm, the acreage under ditierent crops, the acreage

not under crop, and the stock. The crops enume-

rated are wheat, barley, oats, rye, beans and peas,

vetches, turnips, potatoes, mangold, carrots, cab-

bage, hay, alternate grasses, improved permanent

grass enclosures, irrigated meadows. Land not in

crop—bare fallow, sheep walks, woods, waste.

Stock—horses, milk cows, other cattle, ewes, we-

thers (tups are to be returned along with the

wethers ; where sheep form the staple of the farm,

a schedule exclusively applicable to sheep is to be

issued), swine.

"The schedule will be deUvered to occupants

by the 10th of May, and is to be completed and

returned to the enumerators of the several districts

on or before the 20th of that month, by which time

farmers can pretty correctly estimate the extent of

green crops still to be sown.
" The returns will be checked and tabulated in

the office of the Highland Society, and lodged by
the Secretary with the Board of Trade.

" So far the returns exhibit only acres and

stock ; they afford no indication of annual produce,

and, indeed, contain nothing beyond what a land-

lord already knows. It is not intended to put any

direct questions to the farmer in reference to pro-

duction, nor vnW the enquiry in any way expose

the produce of a single farm, while it is hoped that

it will afford the means of correctly arriving at that

of a county.

"

We quite agree with our northern friend, from

whose columns we take these particulars, as to the

safety with which the returns may be made. We
believe, too, that there is every confidence as to the

successful issue of the experiment ; and more than

this

—

that it will be much better done in the north

than it icill he in the south—where a similar trial is

about to be entered on.

There is a fair challenge enough for us here, and

we only trust the collection will be set about with

as much spirit and earnestness as it has already

been taken np there. We shall have the advantage

of their plan in drawing out our own ; but still, we

repeat, all must de])end on the co-operation afforded

by the farmers themselves. We are ready to be-

lieve that they have grown out of those confined

views so naturally associated with their calling,

and that they will sec the necessity and benefit of

having their position only fairly represented. It

will be a disgrace to us, indeed, should the offer

now made be not received in a manner warm enough

to warrant the adojKion of an annual and general

return of Agricultural Statistics.

It has been suggested by the Gardeners^ Chronicle

that the experiment here should be confided to the

London Farmers' Clul), with which society cer-

tainly rests the merit of having first called attention

to the subject. Could the general embodiment

and assistance of the local clubs be depended on,

there would be no better or more appropriate

machinery devised than that the farmers' clubs,

with the London one at their head, might supply.

But unfortunately many of the district clubs have

little more than a name yet remaining, and many a

district has not even this sign of one attached to

it. It is a question with us whether the different

boards of guardians would not supply the defi-

ciency, and furnish the most efficient enumerators

and committee men. Mr. Baker of Writtle, we
would observe, suggested their use at the meeting

in 'forty-six, to which we have already referred.

As it is, we believe the experiment with us is

confided to the Royal Agricultural Society of Eng-

land, and that Norfolk and Devon are the counties

selected for it. We have only to hope that they

will all prove worthy of the trust placed in them.

We shall watch their proceedings with an interest

which is sure to be shared by the country gene-

rally.

The following from the " Edinburgh EA-ening

Courant" gives the full j)articulars of the system

about to be adopted by the Highland Society, and

from which we have quoted above:—
" It is with much pleasure that we lay before our

readers the following communication from the Board of

Trade to the Highland and Agricultural Society of J-'cot-

land, announcing that the Government will defray the

expense of the patriotic experiment about to be made

by the society, in the collection of the agricultural

statistics of the counties of Roxburgh, Haddington, and

Sutherland :

—

"Office of Committee of Privy Couicil for Trade,

Whitehall, March 23, 1853.

" Sir,—I am directed by the Lords of the Committee of

Privy Council for Trade to acquaint you, for the information of

the Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland, that their

lordships have had under their attentive consideration the pro-

posal submitted to them by the society, for collecting, in the

course of the present season, the agricultural statistics of

the three coi.nties of Roxburgh, Haddington, and Sutherland,

provi^led that the expense of doing so shall be defrayed by her

Majesty's Government, and which expense the society, in the

letter transmitted to my lords, by its president, the Duke of

Roxburghe, on the 10th of December last, guaranteed not to

2 E
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exceed a maximum of £900, at the same time that it was

stated by the society that £700 would probably be found suf-

ficient for the purpoae.

" Their lordships direct me to inform you that, having ob-

tained the necessary Treasury sanction, they are now prepared

to guarautee the payment of such sura (not exceeding in

any case the above-mentioned amount of nine hundred

pounds) as may be found necessary in order to ensure iu the

three counties specified the satisfactory execution of the task

which the Highland Society proposes to undertake, in the

manner explained in the written communications addressed by

it to this board, and in the conferences which have taken place

between my lords and the society on the subject. Their lord-

ships trust that the Highland Society will conduct the inquiry

with the utmost regard to economy that is consistent with the

attainment of the objects had in view.

" jMy lords are desirous, in conclusion, of taking this oppor-

tunity of expressing the sense entertained by them of the dis •

interested spirit with which a society, so distinguished for its

exertions in promoting the cause of agriculture in Scotland as

the Highland Society, has undertaken the responsible and

laborious task of making the proposed experiment, which my
lords trust may, by the success attending it, show the practi-

cability of collecting complete and authentic returns of the

agricultural statistics of the whole of Scotland.
' I am, sir, your obedient servant,

" J. Hall Maxwell, Esq." " James Booth.

We may add, in reference to the way in which the in-

quiry is to be conducted, that the county of Roxburgh

is to be divided into seven districts, the county of Had-

dington into six districts, and the county of Sutherland

into four districts. Each district will be composed of a

certain number of contiguous parishes, as like as possi-

ble in their agricultural features and products.

An " Enumerator" has already been named for each

district. In each parish of his district the enumerator

has a correspondent. This staff consists of farmers of

standing and influence.

The enumerators furnish the Secretary of the High-

land Society vrith lists of the occupiers of land in their

districts. The necessary number of schedules are to be

enclosed and addressed in the Secretary's office, and sent

en masse to the enumerators for distribution. Each

packet will contain a specimen of a complete schedule

in print, and a printed letter of instructions signed by

the enumerator.

The schedule shows the occupant's name and address,

the total and the arable acreage of his farm, the ac i

under different crops, the acreage not under crop, and

the stock. The crops enumerated are—wheat, barley,

oats, rye, beans and peas, vetches, turnips, potatoes,

mangold, carrots, cabbage, hay, alternate grasses, im-

proved permanent grass enclosures, irrigated meadows.

Land not in crop—bare fallow, sheep walks, woods,

waste. Stock—horses, milk cows, other cattle, ewes,

wethers (tups are to be returned along with the wethers

;

where sheep form the staple of the farm, a schedule ex-

clusively applicable to sheep is to be issued), swine.

The schedule will be delivered to occupants by the

10th of May, and is to be completed and returned to the

enumerators of the several districts on or before the

20th of that month, by which time farmers can pretty

correctly estimate the extent of green crops still to be

sown.

The returns will be checked and tabulated in the office

of the Highland Society, and lodged by the Secretary

with the Board of Trade.

So far the returns exhibit only acres and stock ; they

afford no indication of annual produce, and, indeed,

contain nothing beyond what a landlord already knows.

It is not intended to put any direct questions to the far-

mer in reference to production, nor will the inquiry in

any way expose the produce of a single farm, while it is

hoped that it will afford the means of correctly arriving

at that of a county.

The process will be this. The Secretary having tabu-

lated and abstracted the returns, reports to the enume-

rator of a district the number of acres of each

description of crop sown. The enumerator and his com-

mittee, consisting of a farmer from each parish of the

district, meet immediately before harvest, and compare

notes with each other as to its probable prospects ; they

meet again after the harvest, and determine the number

of bushels of the different grains, tons of the different

roots, &c., &c., which may be assumed as the fair aver-

age produce, per acre, throughout the district in question,

for crop 1853. In like manner, the ewe and the wether

stock, returned in May, afford the means of estimating

the wool, while the yield of lambs can be correctly cal-

culated by that portion of the ewe stock which the

district committee will know to have been bred from.

Finally, milch cows will enable dairy produce to be

judged of.

The district averages will be reported to the Secretary,

and, when put together, they will enable him to exhibit

the gross produce of a county.

It is gratifying to be able to state that there is every

prospect of this important experiment being successfully

conducted in Scotland. The farmers have responded to

the appeal of the Highland Society in a manner which

reflects the highest credit on their enlightened views and

public spirit. We believe, indeed, that the Secretary

has had no difficulty in completing his staff in the dif-

ferent counties from among farmers whose names are a

sufficient guarantee for the success of the inquiry. Such

a result is the more to be desired, as we observe, from

the English newspapers, that a similar experiment is to

be instituted in certain counties of England. We know

not what machinery is there to be put in operation, but

we confidently believe that it will not prove more efficient

than that of which the Highland Society has been enabled

to avail itself.

WOOL AT THE RIVER PLATE.—Smce leaving Buenos

Ayres my way has been through sheep-farms. Indeed, the

whole couatry, taking that city has a centre, and describing a

semi-cu-cle with a radius of thirty leagues, is one vast sheep-

walk. Experience has proved that sheep-farmmg is an ex-

tremely profitable occupation ; and, as soon as the population

is sufficiently increased, the quantity of wool that will be

shipped from the River Plate must produce a very sensible

effect upon the prices in Europe.—MacCanu's Argentine Pro-
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^^^'^jj THE PERMANENT IMPRO
^3df OF INFERIOR
' When we cast the eye across the different provinces of

iiie United Kingdom, and compare the quantity of land

under aration with the quantity of land under permanent

pasture or grass and in a natural state, and when we take

into consideration the vast extent of grass lands lying in

a state of wildness, so to speak, unfit for either rearing

or feeding oxen or sheep with profit, when we fur-

ther consider how much could be done in the way of

permanent improvements by means of draining, sub-

soiling, and manuring, we are driven to the necessity of

lamenting the little progress which art has made in the

amelioration of the British soil. To expect agricultural

prosperity under such a state of things is hopeless indeed;

for the produce of lands lying in such a state cannot

enter into competition with the produce of the grass

lands of the continent of Europe and the boundless

prairies of America, which finds its way into the British

market almost with equal facility and cheapness.

The reason why so much of the country is lying in this

comparatively wild state, occupied by ant-hills, rushes,

and a long list of inferior plants, is of a three-fold cha-

racter. In the first place, the modern system of furrow-

draining— the only mode of draining capable of con-

quering such soils—together with subsoiling and arti -

ficial manuring, is only of very recent date ; and prior to

the introduction of this new system, the cultivation of

such lands left but little profit to the farmer. In the

second place, the little profit which such lands did

yield was consumed by the tithe proctor ; and in the

third place, the better description of arable lands yielded

a sufficiency almost of bread corn without the lands in

question. During the last century, "or instance, although

there was always less or more corn annually imported,

there was at the same time a bounty paid on exported

corn, with a counter balancing exportation from first to

last, nearly equal to the imports. The population of

Great Britain at the commencement of the present century

was only about 10,000,000, while in 1850 it was

21,000,000, or about double; hence the difference of

the daily wants of the two periods, and the claims which

these have on the British soil for bread. Up to a recent

period, again grumbling at the ravages of the tithe

proctor was the common theme of every province of

England, checking the progress of improvement as the

winter frosts check the progress of vegetation. But tithes

are now commuted, leaving the agricultural mind free to

expand, as it were, like the vegetable kingdom under the

propitious influence of spring ; while chemistry and

mechanics have effected an entire revolution within the

last few years in the mode of cultivation. Changes so

great demand a corresponding change in the permanent

improvement of the country, and the management of

the grass lands in question.

Such being the state of the country, the best plan of

breaking up inferior grass lands to aration, becomes a

VEMENT AND MANAGEMENT
GRASS LAND.
very important practical question—one on which we

shall offer a few observations very briefly.

As in all other cases, details in practice will very much

depend upon soil, climate, and similar circumstances

;

yet, a general sort of theory may be enunciated in drain-

age, ai'ration, and manuring. In the generality of cases,

for instance, grass lands of the description in question

contain an excess of water during winter, while they are

subject to scorching by drought during summer. Some-

times, they are soaked in water all the year over, either

from springs or capillary action. Hence efficient drain-

age is the first step to be taken in the permanent im-

provement of such soils. Such soils, again, are generally

in a sour or aciduous and consolidated state, not only

excluding the free circulation of the atmosphere so es-

sential to the health of plants, but also preventing their

roots from spreading in search of food, while that food

is impregnated with poisonous matter. Hence deep cul-

tivation, or the proper loosening of the soil, is the second

step to be taken in the permanent improvement of it.

The last division of such a theory involves the conversion

of the vegetable matter which such a soil contains into

the food of the cultivated plant:, sach as corn and green

crops the produce of aration ; and such a soil not

uufrequently contains a very large amount of vegetable

matter, of a woody and coarse character, by no means

easily reduced to manure. Hence the reduction to

practice of the latter proposition is often the most dif-

ficult of the three—one which gives rise to a greater

amount of speculation than either of the former two,

not excepting drainage itself, on which so much has been

said and written.

Inattention to facts—or perhaps, more strictly speak-

ing, an oversight of the nature of facts of the simplest

kind, together with the use of ambiguous phraseology,

has given rise to much of that diversity of opinion which

has been publicly manifested on the subject of draining.

For instance, how often do wo hear the advocates of

deep and shallow draining, in their controversies, argue

—the former that deep drains draw better than shallow

ones, and therefore admit of being placed farther

asunder ; an argument which is met by a flat contradic*

tion as to fact by their opponents, for, say they, drains

four feet deep will not draw at all in some stiff, tenacious

soils, more especially in moist climates. Now, in this

example, parties overlook the fact that the points at issue

are settled ones long ago in the science of hydraulics. In

both cases, for instance, the depth of the drain is the

diameter of the draining pipes, supposini? such to be

used ; and the pores of the soil which surround them

may be considered tributaries to the same, so that the

disputed depth of the drain, or depth of soil above the

pipes, forms part of the length of the drain, being part

of the distance which the water has to flow. Now, it

not unfrequently occurs that both parties are draining

2 E 2
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with pipes of equal diameter ; hence, it might he abkcd,

about what do they differ ? Again, the expression,

"drawing," or "sucking," is an erroneous one; for it

is a well-known fact in science that sucking-in water or

any other fluid is the creation of a vacuum, into which

such fluid flows by the laws of atmosplieric pressure, of

which the common pump furnishes a familiar example

Now, pipes are not in a state of vacuity ; hence the fal-

lacy of the expression. The simple fact is, that water

percolates through the soil into the pipe by gravitation;

so that the question at issue is—whether will most water

percolate through a soil four feet in deptii or through

a soil two-and-a half feet in depth ? " Whether will a

thick skin or a thin defend the best"—a question

settled long ago in favour of shallow drains ; for experi-

ments have proved a thousand times over that short

pipes discharge more water than long ones, other things

being equal. It may now be said that other things are

not equal—that the greater depth of soil above the

drains will communicate a greater pressure, and hence

discharge ; but such an objection not only supposes an

imperfect state of drainage, from the pipes being too

small, but also a state of things not existing in practice ;

for if the pipe discharges the whole of the water at the

bottom of the field or outlet into the main drain, it is

obvious no such pressure as that contemplated can take

place towards the upper portion of the field, where the

pipe can only be about half full, and even less than that

above the middle of the field.

The depth at which drains should be placed in the soil

should depend upon its porosity ; and in tenacious clay

soils, usually termed impervious, upon the depth to

which they are cracked or rent in fissures by the sun in

summer. And the distance between drains will be regulated

by similar data. Soils will only admit a certain quan-

tity of water through them in a given time, and the dis-

tance between drains ought always to be such as to allow

the greatest flood to percolate freely into them ; hence

the distance between becomes one of those practical

questions which should always be settled by experiment

:

no one should trust such an important practical ques-

tion to mere opinion. Generally speaking, drains are

placed too far asunder, so that during the winter months
water stagnates in the soil, and not unfrequently may be

seen in a rainy day flowing in the furrows. Hence the ad-

vantages of proper drainage are unknown in such cases.

Were parties to be guided by experiments, as we pro-

pose, instead of mere theoretical—often conflicting —
opinions, losses of this kind would be avoided.

The fallacy of the two arbitrary depths of 21 feet and

4 feet advanced by the shallow and deep draining

systems, may be thus briefly exposed. If, for instance,

water will only percolate 2i feet perpendicularly, by
what law of matter do we arrive at the conclusion that

it will percolate horizontally some 9 or 10 feet ? and
vice versa, if it will percolate horizontally 9 feet, what
is to prevent it from percolating perpendicularly 4 feet ?

Again, all soils become more dense and compact the

deeper we dig in them, and hence will discharge less

water through a given area to the drains the deeper

the pipes are placed; hence the greater the depth at

which drains are placed, the less should be the distance

between them—a conclusion which will be corroborated

by experiments as suggested, however opposed to the

fire-side notions ofmany it may be; for a narrow pipe and

a long pipe will never discharge so much water as a

wider and shorter one. In short, the soundness of the

conclusion is already a settled question in hydraulics.

The proper drainage of clayey soils can never be

effected unless they are subsoiled, or loosened to a consi-

derable depth below the plough furrow ; and even soils

which are not clayey require subsoiling, in order to

break various incrustations or pans between the soil and

subsoil, so as to allow the roots of plants to descend in

search of food without injury. Old grass-lands of an

inferior kind not only require loosening, to allow the

free percolation of the water to the drains, and the roots

of plants to descend in search of food ; but also for the

purpose of allowing a free circulation of the atmosphere

to support vegetation, and the washing out of the soil

poisonous salts. When such lands are first broken up,

they have not unfrequently a bluish colour and a sour

smell, in consequence of the presence of such salts ; but

if properly drained, subsoiled, and manured, they soon

assume a healthy, rich, and mellow appearance. It is

often wonderful what the effect of a single season will

produce. After draining, trenching, and liming, we

have seen very blue shale tlays become tich mellow

loams in one season ; and a bluish clayey gravel incum-

bent on shale and wacke, full of the roots of aquatic

plants, yielding pasture not worth more than five

shillings per acre, converted into a rich black garden-

like mould, yielding from thirty to forty tons of turnips,

and about seventeen tons of potatoes. The example was

in Ireland, where climate is no doubt singularly favour-

able to both these crops ; still the effect produced was

the same. In England we have had similar examples

on the cold Oxford clay soils of Huntingdonshire ; only

in the latter examples lime was not used. In short,

whatever be the nature of the soil, plants will not luxu-

riate in it unless it be of considerable depth.

Old inferior grass-lands are generally covered with a

coarse sward, composed of the roots of plants difficult to

rot, so as to support vegetation when newly ploughed ;

hence the various plans adopted in practice so as to

obviate the difllculties here experienced, such as paring

and burning, various modes of trenching, the lazy-bed

system of Ireland, &c., &c.

The former of these, viz., paring and burning, is

perhaps the most common method, but by no means the

best on that account; for, as was stated in a former

number in reply to Qujesitor, it involves the theory of

burning the stackyard for the sake of the ashes. Were

it possible to make charcoal in the open air, the theory

would be a plausible one ; but this being absolutely im-

possible, the result is very opposite. We stated for-

merly that we burnt more vegetable matter in one season

in paring and burning, in the county of Huntingdon, than

the stackyard contained after harvest many times over.

Part of one field was carted into a large compost-heap,

and when rotted made rich compost ; and we often

wished afterwards that we had tried the experiment of

mixing the sods collected from the paring-plough with

urine, guano, lime, &c, and applied the different com-
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posts in competition with the burnt ashes, and on the

pared soil after trenching and after subsoiling. One

great objection to paring and burning is that the work

can only be perfonned at a season of the year too late,

often, to get the lands properly prepared for either corn

or green crops ; but the plan of collecting the sods and

rotting them in compost hills on the field, would allow

the paring-plough to be yoked during the early

part of the winter season, and the lands turned

up to the pulverising influence of the weather

;

than which nothing is of more importance to

soils of the kind in question, generally speaking.

If subjected to such a course, and the compost applied

in seed time, there cannot be a doubt but that very heavy

crops of turnips, potatoes, or the like, would be realized.

We once broke up a small piece of old grass ground in

squaring off a field— a light friable gravel, so unpro-

mising that we did not think it worth the ploughing for

oats the previous year. Rolling, harrowing, and grub-

bing, brought the whole of the sward to the surface. As

the drills were being opened, the small sods were raked

into the bottom of them ; a little farm-yard manure was

then put over the sods, the whole covered in and sown,

and the extra crop of turnips was worth more than the

corn crop of the adjoining lands the previous year.

Turnips require a deep, sweet soil, and never do well

after paring and burning sour tenacious clayey soils of

any kind. Rape and the like are the only green crops

which can be successfully grown in such cases. When
oats are sown, the straw is bulky, but corn deficient

;

and we always found land that had been pared and burnt

sooner exhausted than when otherwise treated.

The coarse, woody sward may be rotted by trenching
;

a work which may be performed in various ways, and

which has this advantage over either paring and burn-

ing, or ploughing—that it loosens the subsoil at the

same time, and eflects the most perfect state of drainage.

This work may be performed by two ploughs, the one

following the other; and it should always be performed

at as early a period of winter as possible, so as to

gain the i'uU effect of the weather. It is, however, more

commonly performed by the spade. The sward may be

turned to the bottom of the trench, and a thin spit of the

subsoil thrown on the top of it. This is the more com-

mon way. But we have turned over the bottom spit,

and then turned the top spit of the next trench on it

;

and we have also placed the top spit in the bottom of the

trench, with the green sward uppermost, thrown over

the grassy sward a little farm-yard manure, planted sets

of potatoes, and then placed the bottom spit on the top

of the whole with great success. Instead of farm-yard

manure, guano, or other artificial manure, may be used

with equal success. If the subsoil is a tenacious clay,

beans and peas may be dibbled in : and when the work

has been performed at an early season, the potato sets

will also have to be dibbled. Turnips may also be sown ;

but we were always as successful with this crop by turn-

ing the sward to the bottom of the trench—a plan

which has this advantage, that it effects the highest de-

gree of drainage, and washing'of any injurious salts which

the soil may contain from it during winter. Peaty subsoils

—such as those mentioned by " Quaesitor"—if sound,

might be very profitably placed over the sward, as

above stated for potatoes. The great objection to

trenching is the turning up of unsound subsoils ; but

evils of this kind are of much less magnitude than is

generally supposed, and may be got over by chemical

means very easily. We shall return, on an early day, to

this important topic a little more in detail, treating the

several heads separately, meantime shall be glad to hear

from our readers the result of their experience, or any

observation they have to make. B.

LONDON FARMER'S CLUB.

'the construction of farm buildings, the best mode of housing and feeding

cattle, and the prevention of waste in manure."

The usual monthly meeting took place on Monday,

April 4, at the Club House, Blackfriars, Mr. Trethcwy

in the Chair. Subject for discussion—"The construction

of farm buildings, the best mode of housing and feed-

ing cattle, and the prevention of waste in manure."

The Chairman said he was very glad that there was

about to be introduced such an important subject as the

building of new homesteads. That subject was origi-

nally fixed to be|introduced by Mr. Bradshaw, of Knowle,

Cranley, Guildford ; but that gentleman being precluded

from attending by a severe domestic affliction, Mr.

CheflSns had been kind enough to come forward at a very

short notice, and he had no doubt that he would treat it

in an excellent manner. Certainly, if they might judge

from the appearance of the models which stood before

them—referring to some models on the table—a very

interesting discussion might be anticipated. Before sit-

ting down, he wished to observe, in compliance with the

wish of the Secretary, that at the request of Mr. Ran-

some an alteration had been made in the arrangements

for May and June ; Mr. Ransome's request having been

kindly acceded to by Mr. Hobbs. It was originally

arranged that Mr. Ransome should introduce, on the

2nd of May, the subject of " The comparative advantages

of the application of fixed and portable steam-engines to

agricultural purposes ;" and that Mr. Hobbs should, on

the 6th of June, bring forward the subject of the diffi-

culties which attend the transfer of land. It was now

determined that the order should be reversed : Mr.

Hobbs would introduce his subject on the 2nd of May,

and Mr. Ransome would succeed Mr. Hobbs on the 6lh

of June, each gentleman taking his respective topic.
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Mr. Cheffins thea rose, and said—Our chairman

has explained to you the circumstances which have ren-

dered it necessary for me to occupy I\lr. Bradshaw's

place to open the discussion of this evening ; and I

need therefore say nothing more on that point, except

to beg your favourable consideration while I endeavour

in the best way I can to set before you Mr. B.'s views

and opinions on the construction of farm buildings, in

doing which I shall be greatly assisted by referring you

to this plan of his new homestead, which I am about to

describe to you to-night. It is at all times sufficiently a

task to stand up before this club to maintain any princi-

pies or opinions, however strongly one may feel them ; but

the difficulty is much increased when, as in my case, I

am but the mouthpiece or exponent of the opinions and

prmciples of another. I have cheerfully accepted the

task of explaining Mr. B.'s plan, not only to oblige him
and the committee, but because I think it really worth

the attention of the club ; and again bespeaking your in-

dulgence, I will proceed at once to the duty I have un-

dertaken. In asking your attention to the subject which

has been placed upon the card for discussion to-night, I

feel that I ought in the outset to state, most distinctly,

that it is not sought to claim for the plan I am about to

explain to you the merit of much novelty or originality.

This plan, and the homestead it correctly prefigures, are

but the practical embodiment of those improved forms

and modes of construction which have for some years

past been before the public, and which have been (twice,

I believe) submitted to the members of this club in their

monthly discussions—once, in a general form, by myself

in 1845, and more recently, in a special discussion on

covered homesteads, by my friend Mr. Beadel, in 1851.

And while it includes, not the most new, but the most
useful improvements in construction, it has distinct and
marked reference to those important advances in this

great era of farming economy, towards which science,

developed by practice and endorsed by experience, is

daily leading the thoughtful and observant agriculturist.

This plan is essentially practical ; it is not the produc-

tion of some good-natured theorist, whose philanthropy

in holding out his lamp to enlighten the world-behind

farmer we ought at least to acknowledge, if we do not

sufficiently value it ; it is not even Jjie production of a

professional man—it is a simple practical adaptation of

the best and most popular improvements in farm archi-

tecture, which in this case have been brought to bear in

the enlargement and remodelling of an existing home-
stead. Mr. Bradshaw is his own architect, and will be
his own clerk of works and contractor ; and this state-

ment will, I think, give additional interest to

the following description of his plan. Perhaps I may
as well here give a shght sketch of the property
on which this plan is about to be carried out. Knowle
is an estate of about 600 acres, of which about 150 are

park and pasture, .50 acres in pleasure grounds and
woods, and about 400 acres arable ; it is mixed loam and
clay, and is good wheat md turnip land, and the whole
of it has been thoroughly drained, some three feet deep.

some sLx feet, but the greater part about four feet six

inches deep. The residence and park are towards the

north end, and there are three sets of farm buildings—
two of which Mr. Bradshaw is about to remove to the

site of the third, and there construct out of the old

materials of the whole, the homestead as shown on the

plan, which will be well placed nearly in the centre of

the arable land. The plan consists, generally, of three

yards, which are enclosed and divided by the difierent

buildings. It occupies a space of about 330 feet by

rather more than 100 feet. In describing a farm yard,

it has been usual to begin with the barn, but this building

is not now so prominently important as it used to be ;

however, for custom's sake, we will commence with it

here. The barn in this plan is SO feet long by 20 feet

wide. It is two stoiies in height ; the upper one being

the threshing floor, on which will be placed the threshing

machine, the cbaif-cutter, the corn and bean mill, and

other mechanical appliances, to be driven by an eight-

horse power steam, engine, which will be placed in a con-

venient position to supply all the motive power required

for the different operations in the farm homestead. An

eight-horse engine, with suitable boiler, will work up to

12-horses if required. The lower part of the barn will

be used in preparing the food for the horses, bullocks, and

pigs, for which purpose the spare steam will be employed

when the engine is at rest. A granary will adjoin the

bam, on a level with the upper floor, and the space

beneath it will contain coals for the engine and a place

for small stores. Right and left of the threshing floor,

but on the level of the ground, are two smaller barns,

each 30 by 20 feet, one for wheat straw and the other

for barley and oat straw, both of which will communicate

with the cattle sheds, the stables, and the piggeries and

stock yards. The upper floor of the barn and part of

the lower floor will be filled with the first wheat that is

carted in harvest, which will be at once threshed out, and

the space again occupied with that produce which will be

most required for the stock in winter. The remaining

corn will be brought to the barn from the rickyard in

trucks, on a tramway^ without the necessity of horse

labour ; and the roof of the barn will be extended over

the tramway, to afford shelter for two waggons, loaded

with corn, either for the stack or the market. A yard

for turnips and roots will adjoin the west side of the barn.

It will be partly covered by a lean-to roof suspended

from the barn, and a light tramway will also be laid down

to convey the roots from the rick yard to the root shed,

and thence to the turnip cutter in the lower part of the

barn. The stables are placed opposite the barn on the

north side of the central yard ; each will contain seven

horses, without stalls or lofts over, but in each

will be an enclosure for provender, and, being of

good width, the harness will hang on the walls behind

the horses. The stables will be well lighted from the

roof, well ventilated, and thoroughly drained. Suffi-

cient warmth and perfect ventilation will be particularly

cared for, both being so essential to the health and

good condition of the horse. Between the stables, but
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under the same roof, is the entrance from the waggon

yard, but entirely separate from it by close gates or

doors. Two ranges of buildings, each 80 feet by 18 feet,

extend between the bam and stables, and enclose the

central or feeding yard. Each will contain 20 or more

fatting beasts or milch cows. The feeding trough (which

is without divisions) will be filled from a gangway or

passage in front of the beasts ; water will be plentifully

supplied to them, and the trough will be sluiced or

washed out every morning. The animals will stand on

boards, and the space behind, with the gangway and the

passages outside the building, will be asphalted, with

drains to the manure tank. These buildings will be en-

tirely closed, with every provision for light and air; but

I will just observe here, that the " cow shedding" (as it is

termed) in the midland and northern districts is invari-

ably open in front, with a dwarf wall or gates to keep

out pigs. Sec. Stalls or standings, about 5 feet 6 in. wide,

each to hold two cows or beasts, are also in universal

use, and I tried in vain on three or four farms, which I

have lately repaired, to introduce the neckstrap and

double chains, which have so long been adopted in the

southern counties. "We now come to the manure tank,

that most important feature in modern farming, the re-

ceptacle as well as the source of nearly all the produce

on a farm. It will occupy the centre of the middle yard,

and will be 60 feet long, 20 feet wide, and 9 feet deep,

i. e., 6 feet in the ground, and three feet out. It will be

bricked and cemented, or asphalted to the level of the

ground. A stout kerb or brick arches will support the

open flooring and pens of the piggeries, which will be

covered by a light slated roof on oak or iron pillars.

These pens are intended for fatting and store pigs, and

their dung will drop into the tank through the spaces of

the flooring. Pigeons will also be encouraged to buOd

under the roof over the piggeries. The drains from the

stables, the slaughter-house, and the beast houses will

run into the tank, and the dung from the stables and cow

and bullock sheds will be daily brought into and spread

over it. The tank will be emptied with carts, by an in-

clined plane or slope at the north end, through the en-

trance to the waggon yard, which will be covered over

with moveable planks when not in use. The yard at the

north end of the homestead will be about CO feet by 50

feet. It will be entirely enclosed by buildings, com-

prising, successively, a slaughter-house, nag stable, or

loose box ; workshops for carpenters, smiths, and wheel-

wrights ; stowage for guano and other artificial manures

;

men's room, tool house and office or counting-house, with

sheds for six waggons and carts, and standings for the

larger implements. These sheds will be enclosed with

open gates, four or five feet high, and the yard can then

be u«ed for soiling the horses in summer on green crops,

if that system should be adopted. In this yard, which is

intended to be the principal entrance to the homestead,

the workmen will assemble in the morning to receive

their orders for the day : here, also, there will be a room

for their meals, when they are about home, and here

heir employer or his bailiff will attend to settle with

them on pay-day. The south yards are principaUy in-

tended for young stock, or at times for sheep. A shed

with feeding troughs is provided next the barn, close to

the turnip-cutter and stearaing-house, and under the

shed at the east end will be six piggeries for breeding

sows ; these will be sunk from 18 inches to 2 feet into

the ground, for making the manure on a modified box

system. Accommodation is also here provided for a

bull, and an enclosed yard, in which is the engine-house,

connects this shed and these yards with the straw-barn.

The rick-yard will be on the west side of the buildings,

and will adjoin the two principal roads on the farm. It

will be open to the south, and be well sheltered by trees

on the north and west. The corn stacks will be long

and narrow, and, with the root clamps, will be arranged

with reference to the tramways, so that they may be

removed to the barn and the turnip house with as little

labour as possible. I have already mentioned that this

homestead will be built of old materials : it is obvious,

therefore, that I need not say much about its construc-

tion, except, generally, that the several buildings will be

of brick, and tiled or slated ; they will be lofty and

unusually roomy, for both space and material in this

case are almost unlimited. All eaves water will be con-

veyed to drains or the adjoining pond, from whence the

steam-engine will fill a large cistern or tank, placed suf-

ficiontly high in the wheat-straw barn to supply water at

will to every part of the premises. I am not much

acquainted with the systems of farming and feeding

which Mr. Bradshaw at present pursues, or those he in-

tends to adopt on his new homestead, and I have not

thought it necessary to inquire much about them. I have

this morning, however, received a letter from Mr.

Bradshaw, containing some information on these points,

which I will presently read to you. My attention has

been chiefly directed to the buildings, and, on carefully

considering their capabilities and arrangements, I am

convinced that any of the distinct systems or modes of

farming which have been so warmly insisted upon

by their respective advocates may be thoroughly

and efficiently carried out on these premises, for most of

the prominent features in the best known systems will be

found here, or may be introduced without inconvenience ;

and I think a very few words will serve to show that

these premises include every element necessary for a com-

plete farm establishment. We have an elevated site, a

sheltered aspect, good roads, and plenty of water. The

buildings are divided into three distinct portions : to the

northern yard are confined all the operations connected

with the actual cultivation of the land and the general

management of the farm ; the central yard and buildings

may be termed the manufactory of beef and pork ; and

in the capacious manure tank we see the spring and

source of future crops. The threshing-floor and barn-

kitchen (a most appropriate and significant term), by

the active agency of steam, provide for the due prepara-

tion of all the produce of the farm—each sort to its sepa-

rate use, either for market or stock-feeding ; while the

southern yardg are, as it were, a rurgery fo-- rearing and
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bringing forward young stock. Tliis description , though
it may seem somewhat fanciful, is at least truthful ; and
it points out those conveniences and accommodations
which this plan contains, and which every intelligent

agriculturist is glad to combine in his homestead. In

the letter of Mr. Bradshaw, to which I just now referred,

he says—" In presenting a set of farm buildings to a body
of practical men, like the members of the Farmers' Club,

I think it would be desirable to accompany it with some
statement of the system intended to be carried out in

cultivating the land, as on this must mainly depend the

requirements of any homestead. I will therefore say a

few words on the mode I mean to pursue, and leave you
to use the account as you may deem proper. My rota-

tion is a four and six- course one—viz., 80 acres swedes

and turnips, 80 barley and oats, 40 red clover and 40
white ditto, with Indian rye-grass to stand two or three

years ; 80 wheat, 40 acres second year's seeds. Forty

acres of the seeds are to be treated thus :—Late in the

autumn of the second year 20 acres, or a little less, will

be broken up ten inches deep for mangold, to be followed

by wheat ; the other twenty acres to be broken up the

endof June the third year, and made a bastard fallow

for wheat. You will observe, that this system gives a

large amount of green food for stock. Red clover comes
once in ten years, always followed by wheat ; the second

cut of clover is given to sheep with their turnips. Forty

head of cattle, two-year-olds, will be purchased
in the spring, and put on the grass land in the park
until September, when they will be tied up, and drawn
out about January, or disposed of when ready for the

butcher ; other 40 two-year-olds or two years and six

months, will be purchased in the autumn, put in yards,

and follow the former in the feeding stalls as they are

removed. These will be ready about June ; they will

be fed on swedes as long as they last, and after on man-
gold. Great crops of mangold may be grown without
farm-yard manure, drilled three feet apart, by this ma-
nagement : two cwt. of guano, half cwt. of nitrate of
soda, the land only once ploughed before Christmas. I

ought to say a word respecting the advantages of the
manure tank. The urine falling into the tank gives a
certain quantum of moisture, preventing fermentation.
It may be carted out at any moment required : this is

of great importance, my preparation for swedes being to
clear my stubbles as soon after harvest as possible, to
carry out my manure on the land before Christmas, and
plough it in ten inches deep. In the spring I grub and
harrow, but never plough again ; by this means moisture
is obtained in the land, a fine seed-bed is obtained, and
at far less labour. A few acres of tares will be grown on
the farm for feeding horses in the spring. My average
swedes will be 20 tons per acre of bulbs : I have grown
more. I drill 27 inches apart, and intend this year to
try some 30 inches. The above remarks I have put
down as they occurred to me-make what use you like
of them," I have now gone through the whole of the
plan, and have, as far as I have been able, fully explained
every part of it. It is not, as I said before, wished to
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claim for it any superiority 6li 'atrjr ortc' patticttlai* tfelflf;

Mr. Bradshaw's chief object in bringing it under the

notice of the club has been to show what a proprietor

may and can do of himself, and a practical knowledge of

a farmer's wants and requirements in this age of pro-

gress has enabled him to project a homestead which will

be both creditable to him in its design and most pro-

fitable to him in his occupation of it. If other gentle-

men should be induced from his success to follow his

example, he will feel (and I am sure I shall) fully repaid

for the time and attention which have been necessary to

bring this subject properly before you. For myself, I

beg to thank you for the patient hearing you have given

me, and I shall be most ready to give any further expla-

nation of the plan, or supply any omission in my de-

scription of it, which any gentleman present may re-

quire (applause).

Mr. Cheffins illustrated the above essay by frequent

references to a plan of the new homestead on the Knowle

estate, the property of Mr. Bradshaw ; but the paper

read will probably enable most practical farmers to com-

prehend the general construction, arrangement, and situ-

ation of the buildings.

A Member inquired whether he was correct in sup-

posing that the pig-sties were over the tank.

Mr. Cheffins : Yes, with a lattice floor.

The Member : Would not that be unhealthy for the

pigs ?

Mr. Cheffins said it was not so considered, and it

had been adopted extensively in the neighbourhood by

practical men.

Mr. Baker said all present would, he was sure,

agree with him, that Mr. Cheffins had introduced the

subject in a clear and lucid manner. The basis of the

plan and at rangement of the buildings described to them

was that which was termed by Mechi " the tank sys-

tem," that was to say, boarded bottoms to the build-

ings, and the conveyance of the liquid manure through

them to a tank, from which it would afterwards be taken

and transferred to the land. Before they entered fully

into a discussion on the subject, they should consider

how far the system was better than any other which had

been propounded to them by vaiious persons who had

endeavoured to enlighten them with regard to it. There

were three modes to which the attention of farmers had

of late years been particularly directed : first, the covered

home-stall system ; secondly, the box-feeding system,

by which every animal was confined to its own peculiar

portion of the building, and places were sank in the

ground to contain the manure which the animal made ;

and thirdly was the system combining that introduced

by Mr. Mechi—the liquid-manure system. Mr. Chef-

fins, who had dealt with the last-mentioned system, had

not given them a full description of the mode in which

the manure was to be applied. There were various

periods during which liquid-manure might be applied

with advantage to the land. But when the ground was

saturated with water, as had been the case for the

last six or eight months, it was almost impossible to carry
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out that system, because the soil, being full of moisture,

was n t capable of absorbing more even in the shape of

manure ; and whatever quantity might be supplied would

be carried oft' by the rains. These considerations were

very important to farmers desirous of entering on a

course of improvement, and who for that purpose were

adopting new methods. Now all new methods should

combine not only economy and utility in the

adaptation of the buildings, but economy in the applica-

tion of the manure after it had been manufactured.

This must always depend upon circumstances ; for some

farms wire so situated, and produced such an abund-

ance of straw, that it was very difficult to convert the

straw into good manure at all. On the other hand, on

some farms they were obliged to resort to covered

buildings, or the box system, because they did not pro-

duce straw enough. Another system, which had long

been pursued, and would continue to be pursued until

landlords acquired spirit enough to erect buildings for

the use of their tenants, was the open-yard system,

which, after all, might be as well as any other, if proper

shed-room were provided, and au efficient method

adopted of conveying the superabundant water under-

ground, so as not to have too great an amount of mois-

ture in the yard at one time. He had always deemed it

essential that farm-buildings should be so constructed

that the farmer could from his residence command a

view of all the premises ; for if the eye of the master

were not constantly upon the men and stock, things

would go wrong, and his residence might as well be a

mile off (Hear, hear). To accomplish this object, how-

ever, there appeared to be no provision in Mr.

Cheffins's plan ; and this hint might, perhaps, induce

him so far to alter it as to secure this desirable end, at

least to a certain extent. The next desideratum was

that the farm-buildings should be so constructed as to

preserve the animals from cold winds on the north, and

admit the sun and air on the south. By the plan of

Mr. Cheffins, the same provision was made on the

north as on the south—on the west as on the cast.

Again, he thought it best that the waggon-lodge should

have no connection with the farm-buildings. There

was this objection to having it within the area of the

farm-buildings : person.s were constantly passing to

and fro ; the gates were, therefore, liable to be left un-

fastened, and the cattle to trespass, and injure the im-

plements. Then, with regaid to the tank, and the

liquid system

—

Mr. Cheffins : Mr. Brad-haw did not intend to

follow the liquid system in any way ; he was quite cer-

tain that he would have straw ;iiid manure enough with-

out doing so.

Mr. Baker : Then the strart- must be put into the

tank.

SiMr. Cheffins : In tlie shape of dung.

! Mr. Baker : If the raaniires were made in the ordi-

nary way, of course they would be carted in the ordinary

way. He could not see the policy of putting the piggery

over the tank ; that he thought was a great objection.

At uU times a great deal of effluvia arose from decompo-

sing manure ; besides, pigs required warmth as well as

cleanliness, and here there would be an admission of air

under them, which must prove injurious. As to carting

out the manure from the tank from time to time, to pre-

vent fermentation, that was the very opposite of the

course which should be followed ; for it was said that

until ammonia was engendered in manure the applica-

tion of the manure to the land was less beneficial than it

would otherwise be. Consequently, if one tank were

made to receive the deposits of the cattle, another should

be constructed to which those deposits might from time

to time be removed, and in which they might ferment

and become fit to be applied to the land. He believed

that the covered yard system had every advantage in re-

spect of enabling them to produce the largest quantity

of farm -yard manure at the least possible expense ; but

then it must be well constructed, and sufficient regard

must be paid to ventilation—a matter which, by-the-bye,

was not often attended to. All the covered yards he had

yet seen— with the single exception, perhaps, of Mr.

Cook's, of Semer— were defective in this respect. In

the case of one covered yard which he had inspected, he

was told by Ihe men that the bullocks did

not go on as well as in the old open yard
;

they seemed not to feed as well as previously,

and this was attributed to the circumstance of the

animals being kept so very close. That yard was of ex-

cellent construction, but it was entirely covered in, and

there were only a few apeitures made in the tiles for the

air to escape ; consequently there was not that free cir-

culation of air which the animals required. Then, also,

the dung accumulated had entered into fermentation,

and a large amount of ammonia, for which there was no

sufficient escape, was generated under the animals' noses.

This objection applied with equal force to covered boxes

where there was not a good supply of fresh air. For his

part, then, he thought if there were abundant sheds about

a yard, of sufficient dimensions to allow of oxen being

stalled therein, or of the animals sheltering themselves in

inclement weather, animals would do just as well in an

open yard as In any other. And if such a yard were so

constructed as to preserve all the animal deposits, and to

convey away the rain so that no part of the deposits

would be washed by it from the yard, nothing would be

lost. True, the manure would not be so highly concen-

trated—true, it would be diluted ; but to counterbalance

this they would have three loads instead of two.

Mr. HoBBS (who produced the model of a covered

homestall, which is now in extensive use on the estate of

Lord Somers— this model having been forwarded to him

by Mr. Oakley, his lordship's agent) said — He had seen

covered homestalls in other parts of thekingdom,but never

any so economically and successfully carried out as this,

for which Mr. Oakley admitted that he was much indebted

to that able architect, Mr. Diiy, of Worcester. He (Wr.

Hobbs) could not state its exact cost, but it was in pre-

paration to come before the country through the Journal

of i fie Royal Agricultural Society oj Evyland; and he
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believed it would then be shown that landlords might erect

a covered homestall of this description at from 10 to 12

per cent, less than they could erect premises of the ordi-

nary character, in which the old system of having a

number of party walls was carried out. He had watched

the effects of the plan on Lord Somers' estate for the last

12 months. When he first went down be believed there

were only six covered homestalls on the estate, and then

the general complaint among the tenants was that the

buildings were too cold on account ot the draughts of air.

But this year he found that in the openings to the south,

which were formerly gates, sliding doors bad been

introduced, by which they were enabled to regulate the

temperature at discretion ; and he thought that now, in

respect of the regulation of the temperature, and the

prevention of waste in manure, the objects most desir-

able in farm buildings were fully carried out by this

covered homestall. There was one point, however, in

which he thought it was defective. He agreed with Mr.

Baker that the premises should be so situated that the

master could command a view of them from his own

residence. But by this plan the gran?.ry was ia a dif-

ferent position from that in which he would like to see

it ; though this, he believed, might be easily altered.

One important feature in the plan was, that there was

abundance of room for corn to be stacked, and which

might afterwards be used as straw-barns. It was neces-

sary that the cost of farm -buildings should be reduced

as much as possible ; and this plan was, in his opinion,

calculated to eff'ect that object. It did not involve the

expense of liquid manure -tanks, the system adopted

being to cut the straw for litter from four to six inches

in length, which, upon being strewed about, absorbed

the liquid, and thus a great savuig was made in carting

the dung.

A Member : There is no steam-engine.

Mr. HoBBS : No, but there is a place for one. The

plan has been very much approved of both by architects

and practical farmers.

The Chairman : What were the walls composed of?

Mr. HoBBS : Of biick ; the roofs tiled or slated.

Mr. Jackson then explained the model of a covered

homestead on a dairy farm in bis occupation in Che-

shire, in which provision was made for 9G milch cows,

2 bulls, a cart stable, and a nag stable. The arrange-

ments appeared very simple, which Mr. Jackson ob-

served was their chief merit. The cost was stated by

Mr. Jacksan to be less than that of any other plan with

which he had compared it.

Mr. Nesbit, for the prevention of waste in manure,

advocated the system of making compost heaps of alter-

nate layers of calcareous marl and farm -yard dung. If

these, he said, were turned over every three months, de-

composition would ensue; the ammonia given out by

the manure would act upon the carbonate of lime, and

thus would be formed nitrate of lime, which was quite as

valuable an agent in manure as nitrate of soda. For the

purpose of obtaining an equable temperature in the

covered homestead, and preventing too much cold in

winter and too much heat in summer, he recommended

thatching underneath the roof ; while he condemned the

system of ventilation by draughts. Whatever might be

said in favour of high walls for farm buildings, he must

say one word on behalf of the primitive structures made

of a few sticks thatched with straw, six or eight inches

in thickness, and lined with sedge or bop bines. The

advantage of such an arrangement was, that it allowed

the wind to penetrate by a thousand interstices instead

of one. There was coolness in summer, and warmth in

winter ; and ventilation was carried on without any

draught.

Mr. Baker thought the great objection to both slates

and tiles was their too great heat in summer and their

excessive coolness in winter. This evil he had remedied

to a certain extent, and at a small expense, by strongly

pugging the pantiles.

Mr. HoBBS remarked that, practically, the home-

stalls erected on Lord Somers's estate had answered

well in every respect. The advantages were several.

They were economical ; they were the best preservative

of manure ; and, above all, the temperature of the air

could be so regulated, that the cattle would not require

so much food, while at the same time they fattened

faster than by any other method. The interior could

be adapted alike to summer and winter feeding ; and

they might bring in a hundred calves or beasts, and let

them run together in one yard, if they pleased, or, if

they preferred it, have them placed in separate boxes.

Mr. Paine, of Hampshire, said he was of opinion

that, if farm -buildings were properly spouted round,

for the purpose of carrying off the rain, there would be

no necessity, taking the country in general, for covering

in the yards. On farms where little straw was pro-

duced, the system of covering might possibly be advan-

tageous ; but in his own county he had often seen a

machine employed in thrashing wheat for three or four

days, and even a week, together, the farm-yard being

knee-deep in straw. If the system of covered yards

existed there, a considerable period would, he appre-

hended, elapse before that straw was converted into ma-

nure. He concurred in Mr. feaker's remarks with

regard to pigsties. The drier and cleaner pigs were

kept, the better ; but if they sank a hole under the stye

and allowed the manure to accumulate there, though

they might keep the sow, they would, he feared, soon

lose the pigs. His objection to the plan shown by Mr.

Hobbs was, that it represented one continued shed from

end to end. If an infectious disease broke out among

the cattle under such circumstances, serious inconve-

nience and loss might be expected to ensue. Such a

disease as the influenza in one of these covered yards,

with five or six hundred head of cattle in it, would spread

much more rapidly than where the sheds were divided

by party svalls. The plan which had been suggested, of

putting something under the slates or tiles, was no

doubt attended with great advantage. Nearly the whole

of the buildings on one of his farms were slated, and

very often in summer the slates were hot enough on the
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inside to blister the hand. On such occasions he had

seen the cattle so exhausted that the men were obliged to

turn them into the open air. He thought, therefore,

that if the rafters were lathed on the inside as well as

next the slates, and thatched between, it would keep

out the heat in summer and the cold in winter more

effectually, perhaps, than the method of pugging sug-

gested by Mr. Baker.

IMr. Baker hud tried that system ; but was obliged

to take off the thatch, on account of the rats getting

into it.

Mr. Shearer said that, at the Bishopstoke new

cheese market, they first placed a set of laths under the

rafters, then laid thereon a thick coat of well-drawn

straw, nailing on the top of the rafters other laths, and

slating upon them in the usual way. In the building

so covered in, the cheeses were preserved iu capital

condition ; and the roofing was found to answer ad-

mirably.

Mr. AiCHESON admitted that, if they wanted a very

neat farm-stead, they must have something like the

model of that which had been adopted on the estate of

Earl Somers, and the model of which they then had be-

fore them upon the table. But he, for his part, felt

obliged to Mr. Nesbit for having pointed out to them a

method by which they could introduce a cheaper system,

and erect buildings where the ventilation would be as

good, and the beasts would do better than in the close

buildings of which they had heard so much. He (Mr.

A.) had himself tested the advantages of a similar plan

to that described by Mr. Nesbit, in Sussex, having con-

structed buildings, the sides of which were composed of

eight-feet faggots closely placed together, and v,'ell se-

cured with clay, and the tiles lined in a manner not dis-

similar to the plan mentioned by Mr. Slierer as having

been adopted at the Bishopstoke cheese fair,

Mr. HoBBs would be glad to know if any gentleman

present, who had buildings with roofs of that descrip-

tion on his farm, had been able to insure them against

fire. Should incendiarism increase as it had done of

late, he believed that, in the course of a few years, no

office in the kingdom would insure thatched buildings.

He could not for one moment allow the faggot and clay

wall to compete with the plan he had recommended.

Mr. Parson expressed himself disappointed at the

paucity of the information elicited during the present

discussion. As to Mr. Bradshaw's farm, he knew it

well. That gentleman himself was a second Mechi.

He came to the fair, and talked much of his improve-

ments, but was never able to produce his accounts, and

show the balance of profit or loss resulting from bis

system.

Mr. Spearixg, with reference to the observations of

Mr. Hobbs, as to insurance, said, that if existing com-

panies refused to insure thatched buildings, the farmers

themselves ought to establish a fire insurance of their

own.

Mr. Shearer said he had beard it stated that a great

deal might be done for the poorer landlords and tenant

farmers by the erection of temporary buildings made of

iron. He was sorry to find there was no gentleman

present connected with the iron trade to throw out some

suggestions on that point, which he thought was one well

deserving consideration (Hear, hear).

Mr, Cheffins, in reply, said he was not responsible

for Mr. Bradshaw'.s plan, or for its defects or advantages.

All that he had undertaken was to explain the details of

the plan, not to advocate it, though he could do so most

sincerely. Nor did he feel himself called upon to notice

the personal reflections on Mr. Bradshaw which had

been made, as that gentleman was quite competent to

defend himself, and would no doubt find a fitting op-

portunity to do so. Mr. Baker had objected to the tank,

that it did not provide for the transmission of the liquid

manure. The ansvi^or to that was, that Mr. Bradshaw

did not intend to use manure in a liquid form, but pro-

posed to cart it out in a solid state from the tank.

He quite concurred in the necessity of the premises

being so arranged that the farmer could have them all

under his eye ; and whenever it was practicable, either

in alterations or a new homestead, it was a principle he

carefully carried out. He admitted that Mr. Bradshaw's

plan did not possess this advantage ; but the one ex-

hibited by Mr. Hobbs, and that produced by Mr. Jack-

son, were equally deficient in this respect : indeed where

the systems of covered homestalls or box-feeding were

introduced on any large scale, it was almost impossible

to effect that object. Notwithstanding Mr. Baker's

objection, he could assure him that the sun would have

full command of the buildings on the southern and

western sides, while the north and east winds would be

shut out by plantations and a row of fine elms.

A vote of thanks having been passed to Mr. Cheffins

for the paper he had read, it was moved and seconded

—

" That after the variety of systems advocated this even-

ing, the club will not undertake to recommend any one

in particular ; the great point being to adapt the build-

ings to the occupation they maj be erected on—soil,

climate, and situation being carefully cimsidercd." The

resolution was agreed to, and the discussion terminated.

CHICORY.
We observe some doubts are still expressed as to the inten-

tion of the Government with regard to the sale of coffee and

chicory. After the publication of the late Treasury minute

there ought to be none. The worst part, perhaps, of he former

regulations was, that they were not acted upon by the Go-

vernment ; aud it is, therefore, less a matter of surprise that

people should entertain a doubt if the last minute will be en-

forced. But any doubt on this head, which we observe still

exists, sliould be at an end after the explanation which re-

cently took place in the House of Commons. Mr. ITastie put

the following question to the Chancellor of the Exchequer :

—

" If it is to be clearly understood, under the terms of the late

Treasury minute, relating to the sale of coffee and chicory,

that it will be considered a breach of the hw to sell coffee
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without any label of description, except in a pure and un-

mixed state ; aud that, if coffee so sold without being labelled

shall prove to be mixed witli chicory, or, whether labelled or

not, shall prove to be mixed with any other extraneous sub-

stance, the party selling it will be liable to prosecution ; and,

if in case of information being laid of a breach of the law, the

proper authorities will prosecute the offenders ?"

To this Mr. Gladstone replied in distinct terms :—1. That

it will be a breach of the law to sell coffee without any label,

except in a pure state ; 2, that if coffee so sold, without being

labelled, shall prove to be mixed with chicory, or whether la-

belled or not, shall prove to be mixed with any other extra-

neous substance, the patty selling it will be liable to prosecu-

tion ; and 3, that in case of information being laid of a breach

of the law, the authorities will prosecute the offenders.

We understand that strict instructions have been given to

enforce the regulations now made, with the view of interfering

as little with trade as possible.—Economist.

AGRICULTURAL AND INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION

We said, in a former article, that the education

of the farmer should he both scientific and prac-

tical, and that the two branches ought to be con-

ducted separately. Let us now examine a little

more in detail the nature of the scientific education

required. In its earlier staples, it must be that

given in a first-rate mathematical and commercial

school, combined with something more. It should

comprise arithmetic, geometry, algebra, trigo-

nometry, and conic sections, and their application

to book-keeping and mensuration, together with

instruction in the art of drawing, particularly of

plan-drawing, and the acquisition of the elements

of botany, chemistry, and geology. This may be

considered the course of the lower school. If the

education of the farmer ended there, it would be a

great improvement on that which the majority of

the middle classes receive at present. But it

should not end there. We ought to have, and

with a little energy and management we might

have, in every county several of these lower

schools, and one central higher school, or college,

in which the students should attend lectures, and

pass e.xaminations in physics or natural phy-

losophy. This will include mechanics, pneu-

matics, hydrostatics, and hydrauhcs. And what

benefit, asks Mr. Practical, will the farmer derive

from such knowledge as that? What good is

there in farmers knowing more than their land-

lords? From mechanics, the farmer learns the

true principles on which his ploughs, carts, and

other machines sliould be constructed to economise

power in the working of them : it will aid him in

making a selection amidst the perplexing variety

of implements which meet his eye at an agri-

cultural exhibition. Pneumatics will instruct him

in the weight and pressure of the atmosphere, and

how it is affected by change of temperature. It will

teach him how the column of mercury is balanced in

the barometer, and that of water in the pump. It

will lead him to researches in meteorology, to

observations on the heat and the cold, the rain and

the dew, and other atmospheric changes, which

exercise such important influence on the produce

of his fields. Who is brought in contact with the

works of Nature so constantly, and at so many

points, as the farmer? Who has such op-

portunities of observing, if he had learnt how to

observe? From hydrostatics and hydrauhcs,

again, he will learn the weight and pressure of

fluids at rest, and their velocities when in motion,

and will escape many serious errors, in his attempts

to embank his lands against the sea, or a river, or

even in an undertaking apparently so simple as the

straightening of a brook, or the under-draining of

his fields.

Besides this, the farmer should possess some

knowledge of the anatomy of the domestic

animals of the farm, and some acquaintance with

veterinary medicine. His horses and kine will

then be rescued from the hands of the farrier and

the cow-leech, who will no longer levy black mail

on him for putting them to a sudden, or a

hngering, death. A horse with a dislocated joint

will no longer be treated for the yellows, nor dosed

with a drink of which the prince of village farriers

boasted, that he put into it "all the jimcracks as

ever he could think of," on the principle that

some of them must do good, and then repeated a

dose of the same, in a diflferent form, on the

principle that "they two meets in the middle."

Should the pupil's taste lead him to follow

veterinary surgery as a profession, in preference to

the cultivation of a farm, Dowell will have another

son off his hands. The county college ought to

have a laboratory, and there the young farmer

should spend some time in the practice of

chemical analysis. A small amount of this know-

ledge will enable him to detect adulterations in

guano, and those other chemical manures which

the land now swallows indiscriminately to the

value of millions annually. The very existence of

a provincial laboratory, and the knowledge that

there are chemists among farmers, has been found

sufl!icient, in some districts, to knock up the trade

of the fraudulent manure dealer, or to banish him

to others, where practice reigns "alone, in her

glory," and spurns the aid of science. , . '
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Skill in chemical analysis will enable the faiuier

to discover luaoy cheap sources of manure now
disregarded; and the study of vegetable phy-

siology, such as it is at present, by those who will

have so many opportunities of observing facts and

conducting experiments, cannot fail to add to our

knowledge in that department of science, and to

lead to great improvements in practice, as regards

the use of manures.

Chemistry is a fascinating ])ursuit ; and it may
be that the pupil will be tempted to choose it as a

profession, instead of farming. So much the

better. There will be another of the younger

sons provided for. There will have arisen

among the farming body a consulting chemist, in

whom, as one of themselves, they can have

confidence, and who will be able to solve many
questions wliich those well know how to propose

who have not carried their chemical studies beyond

the lower school, and have learned enough of

chemistry to respect instead of despising it. " I

paid fifty pounds," said an assistant in a chemical

laboratory, " for instruction in chemical analysis,

with the intention of turning it to account as a

farmer, and it was the best fifty pounds I ever laid

out. It led me to give up farming, and to obtain

the situation which 1 now fill." Perhaps another

of our friend's family will quit farming, to be-

come a manufacturer of chemical manures, and

to make an honest fortune by it.

In the course of study here proposed, if we

except the laboratory practice, and the veterinary

ssrgery, there is nothing which is not mastered by

every boy before he enters the office of a civil

engineer, and by every cadet at Woolwich or

Addiscorabe, before he receives a commission in

the artillery and engineers, and goes to the field,

that he may add practice to his science in the art

of war.

If we except the veterinary surgery, there is

nothing in the course of instruction which is ex-

clusively adapted to agriculture—nothing that will

not be equally advantageous to the sons of manu-

facturers and shop-keepers. All classes, therefore,

are interested in the establishment of provincial

schools of practical science. Established they will

be, in all districts where there is a mixed agricul-

tural, manufacturing, mining, and commercial

population. If they are not established in districts

purely agricultural, it mil be because the agricul-

tural body do not desire it. Wherever they are

established, we may venture to predict that the

families of those farmers will get on best in the

world who are most forward in availing themselves

of the advantages which they will afford.

If schools and colleges of practical science

be confined to the manufacturing and commercial

districts, it will be because the purely agricultural

districts set their faces against them. An illustra-

tion ef this repugnance to instruction in science,

on the part of the agricultural body, may be drawn

from North America, as described by Professor

Johnston, in his notes on that country. Nowhere

hsLve greater efforts been made for the instruction

of the masses of the people than in the State of

New York. Free schools, common to all, are there

supported partly by the State and partly by local

taxation. The total amount levied for this purpose

amounts to tenpence a-head on the population.

Tenpence a-head on the population of the United

Kingdom would produce £1,250,000 per annum.

But the money is raised in America by a tax upon

property. Converting this into an income-tax, it

would average 1 ^ per cent, ; that average being

very unequally divided, and falling with greater

pressure on the poor than on the rich districts,

and amounting in some of the former to as much
as nearly 5 per cent. An income-tax of li per

cent, in this country, levied like ours, and with our

exemptions, would produce £2,400,000 annually.

Such is the value attached in America to the edu-

cation of the masses ; and such are the sacrifices

made that they may receive it free.

Let us now see what they do in America in the

matter of agricultural education. American agri-

culture is of the rude exhausting kind formerly

prevalent in this country, and on which the first

inroads began to be made with us something more

than a century ago.

As a natural consequence the State of New York

no longer grows wheat enough for its own consump-

tion, but derives much of its supplies from the

western states. The necessity for improvements in

cultivation is therefore felt, and they are beginning

to be adopted. A large portion of the House of

Representatives consists of farmers, and liberal

grants are made to the State Agricultural Society,

to be expended in premiums, public exhibitions,

&c., for the encouragement of agriculture. Through

this society grants of money are made to the local

societies. The local societies report to the central

society, which, in its turn, makes an annual report

to the legislature, of their transactions and of the

manner in which the public money has been ex-

pended. This report, a thick octavo volume, printed

at the expense of the State, is distributed gratui-

tously to the extent of 16,000 copies. It is described

as abounding in excellent matter, and as having

diffused by its extensive circulation much valuable

knowledge among the reading community, together

with a taste for systematic instruction in matters

relating to agriculture. One manifestation of this

taste is evinced by a proposal for the establishment

of an agricultural college, to be supported by the
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State. When Professor Johnston was in America

it had been under discussion two years, had been

favourably received by committees, and was ex-

pected to pass in 1851. We believe it is still under

discussion. The opponents of the measure were

the farmers : all other classes in the legislature

were willing to vote the public money for the im-

provement of the staple interest of the country.

The farmers refused to accept the grant, on the

ground that the knowledge proposed to be given

in the school was not required, and that its appli-

cation to the soil would be of doubtful benefit.

"In a country," says Professor Johnston, "where

it is part of the democratic faith that every man is

fitted to fill any public office, without any special

instruction, and where, as a natural consequence,

the quack doctor and the educated physician re-

ceive equal encouragement in their professional

inusuits, we might ascribe to this general senti-

ment of the people the opposition of the rural

classes to the special education of their sons in

those branches of knowledge which throw light

on the art by which they live. But the op-

position of a similar kind, which has been

in so many ways and on so many occasions

exhibited amongst ourselves, is a proof that there

is something in the habit of mind common to the

cultivators on both sides of the Atlantic which

makes it difficult to convince them that anything

whichthey havebeen accustomed to dohasbeen done

in a wrong way ; or that by any other way which

you can describe the same thing could be done

cheaper, sooner, better, or with more profitable re-

sults."

One objection to the plan, was that one central

college did not accord with American notions of

the propriety of distributing the offices and patro-

nage of the state by rotation among its different dis-

tricts. A scheme was therefore advocated, witha view

of concihating all parties, for ten or twelve smaller

colleges, distributed over the different counties of

the State. Professor Johnston considers that as re-

gards America much might be said in favour of

local colleges, in subordination to a well organized

central college, provided the central establishment

were first in active operation, in order to

train up men qualified to direct and pre-

side over them. In this country — where

there are so much better opportunities of learn-

ing good practice than in America, and where

special instruction in agriculture is not wanted so

much as cheap instruction in the sciences applica-

ble to agriculture, in common with other industrial

pursuits—we are convinced that the moi"e local

schools of practical science are multiplied the better.

There will be no difficulty in finding men compe-

tent to preside over them, provided the central

governing body be not composed of a clique, but

shall include men of eminence in every department

of the sciences which are to be taught, and in the

practice to which that science is to be applied.

Although the farming interest in the legislature

of New York have manifested so much repugnance

to the education of their sons in the sciences bear-

ing on agriculture, the legislature has been ex-

tremely liberal in its patronage of science, and in

the expenditure of money for objects which, to popu-

lar estimation, rarely appear likely to make an equi-

valent utilitarian return. A patriotic feeling of the

fame which accrues to their country from such

works, and a rivalry between the legislatures of the

diff'erent states to outdo one another in whatever

relates to improvement in social progress, are con-

sidered by Professor Johnston to be the governing

motives. Whatever the motives, their result has

been the great work—the " Natural History of

New York"—of which sixteen volumes have been

published, and four more have to appear, the

expense of the whole survey amounting to about

£115,000. The published volumes comprise two

on the botany of the state, five on its zoology, four

on its geology, one on its mineralogy, one on its

palaeontology, and three on its agriculture.

In all grand schemes we come sooner or later to

questions of finance ; we shall, therefore, request

our readers to assist us in forming a committee of

ways and means for the establishment of local

schools of practical science which shall be useful

to the agricultural, as well as to other classes.

This will be found, we believe, not so difficult a

question as it may appear at first sight. Let the

people of this wealthy country once be convinced

that such institutions will be advantageous, and

there will be no lack of funds. A vast amount of

money is now applied, or applicable, to industrial

education, which is in some degree wasted for want

of being systematically employed. If directed into

proper channels with more unity of plan, it might,

with some addition, be able to accomplish a large

portion of the work required.

In the first place we have the Government ex-

penditure for industrial education. It is spending

for this purpose in the United Kingdom no less

than £38,680 per annum, exclusive of the support

of the Irish colleges established by Sir Robert Peel.

The items are— 1. The establishment in Jerrayn-

street, which spends on the School of Mines £800,

on the Museum of Practical Geology £5,275, on

the Geological Survey, including that of Ireland,

£5,500— total, £11,575. 2. The Department of

Practical Art costs £17,920, including the local

Schools of Design. 3. For Ireland the Government

expends on the Industrial Museum, under Sir

Robert Kane, £3,348, and on the Dublin Society
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£6,340. The cost of its support of the j)rovinci;il

colleges in that country we have not at hand ; hut

this is certain, that between the national schools

and the provincial colleges the people of Ireland are

})rovided with much better means of education in

practical science than the people of England. We
are not aware of the amount of scientific expendi-

ture by the Government in Scotland. If that coun-

try receives but little, it does not get its share ; and

considering how it has been treated in the matter

of the Ordnance survey, and how long it was silent

under that treatment, we shall l)egin to suspect

that our northern neighbours are losing some of

that acumen in money matters for which they have

hitherto enjoyed the re{)utation. In the matter of

metropolitan museums there is much want of sys-

tem. We have lately seen the authorities of the

Tower and the British Museum bidding against

each other for the same suit of ancient armour. In

the Museum of Practical Geology there is much
which has a very remote connection with geology.

The statues, for instance—the historic collection of

l)orcelain, of glass, and of painting in enamel, are

more appropriate to the Museum of Practical Art

at Marlborough House. The bronze tools and

weapons and the golden ornaments from the Irish

bogs should be among the antiquities in the

British Museum. On the other hand, the collec-

tion of fossils, minerals, and shells of the latter

would be a valuable acquisition to an establish-

ment where geology and mineralogy are taught

;

and as its museum is open three days in the week

as gratuitously as the British Museum, the mere

sight-seeing part of the public would have little

reason to complain of the removal.

Then, again, most of the science which is taught

at the late School of Mines, now the College of

Practical Science, is taught in the London Univer-

sity and King's College. In the provinces we have

long had the universities of Durham and the col-

leges of Lampeter and St. Bees. They are chiefly

frequented by divinity students. If they do not

teach practical science to the neighbouring agricul-

tural, mining, manufacturing, and commercial po-

jiulation, why do they not ? If it is for want of

funds, would it not be more economical for the

Government to aid them, and to found new insti-

tutions ?

Besides the Government expenditure, there is

that of a multitude of establishments for the pro-

motion of science and practice supported by volun-

tary contributions. There are a host of athenaeums,

mechanics' institutes, agricultural associations, and

farmers' clubs. A few of these are, and all of them

might be made, available for instruction in practi-

cal science, if remodelled and put under the respon-

sible control of some central superintending body,

on which science and practice should be duly

reiacsented.

Among them, they must be raising enormous

sums. Then there is the chemical department

of the Royal Agricultural Society. Its laboratory

is chiefly one of research. It is educational only

so far as regards any young men who may be ad-

mitted as pupils and assistants. As a laboratory

of research and instruction it might be rendered

more efficient with more extended means. It

is in every way worthy of Government aid, un-

less the society prefer being perfectly independent.

The same may be said of the Veterinary College,

and the like of the Cirencester Agricultural College,

on which we have before remarked. In the manu-

facturing districts a growing desire for industrial

education is evinced by the establishment of Owen's

College at Manchester, and the Pottery School of

Art. Lastly, there are the funds of our venerable free

schools, so far as they can be made available. An-

cient statutes and founders' wills are delicate things

to deal with, but an Act of Parliament can even

deal with them. If they prescribed a particular

course of study, it was because no other was then

in existence. Most of those institutions were

founded at a time when they could teach nothing

but Latin and Greek and the ancient geometry, be-

cause there was nothing else to teach. Bacon and

Newton and natural philosophy had then no exist-

ence ; chemistry and astronomy had not burst

from the shells of alchemy and judicial astrology.

If the founders were prescribing a course of educa-

tion now, designed to enable youths of limited

means to earn an honest livelihood, they would

doubtless have included instruction in every branch

of useful knowlege. By adherence to the letter

rather than the spirit of the statutes, the benevolent

intentions of the founders have been rendered nu-

gatory. In many instances the free schools which

they established have sunk into total oblivion, and

their funds have been misappropriated by various

bodies, sole and corporate. In others there exists

a schoolmaster without a schoolhouse, or both

without scholars, because there is now no demand

in the neighbourhood for the kind of instruction

prescribed. Some of the most flourishing of these

establishments have deviated widely from the sta-

tutes and founders' intentions, and have become

either boarding schools of the " private genteel "

order, or public schools in which the sons of the

higher classes are prepared for the universities and

the learned professions, but from which every pos-

sible pains is taken to drive the day boys—those

for whose behoof they were founded—the youth of

the immediate neighbourhood, to whom an indus-

trial education would now be of inestimable advan-

tage.
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We would propose, then, thai every large town,

in which its inhabitants and those of the vicinity

may feel sufficiently desirous of industrial educa-

tion, should erect a suitable building. The Go-

vernment should provide and pay the lecturers, and

receive payment from the students, as at the Jermyn

Street College. As a preliminary, a searching

inquiry should be made respecting the endowments

for educational purposes existing in the neighbour-

hood, and how applied. Wherever practicable, the

new establishment should be engrafted on the old.

The charges for instruction should be moderate ; in

no instance should it be gratuitous, except in the

form of exhibitions, as rewards for proficiency, like

those attached to the Jermyn-street establishment

by Prince Albert, from the funds of the Duchy of

Cornwall. In every county there should be a labo-

ratory for instruction in analysis, and there the

higher school or college should be established.

The laboratory establishment must be stationary.

The lectures at the schools might—at any rate, in

the first instance—be delivered by peripatetic phi-

losophers. We might have lecturers in Eyre as

well as itinerant Judges, taking their respective

circuits. The professors of the Jermyn-street Col-

lege might take the home circuit, and lecture to the

country round London. Their session lasts about

four months : they would therefore suffice for three

other estabhshments— Norwich, York, Durham,
Newcastle, Birmingham, Manchester, Bristol, Exe-

ter, with many other seats of the varied industry of

England, might be centres of instruction for other

districts. Oxford and Cambridge would, we have

no doubt, readily contribute their share in diffusing

over the surrounding country some of the know-

ledge which they possess. Education in the sciences

applicable to the arts would be thus placed within

the reach of all those who may deem it worth pay-

ing for, at an easy rate. It would be forced upon

none who think the) can do better without it.

BROAD CLOVE 11 v. COW GRASS.

As the time is at hand for sowing artificial

grasses, I wish to impress upon the cidtivators of

these grasses the iinportauce of the above subject,

and beg their atteulion to a few extracts bearing

upon it, with tlic view of directing their course at

the present seed time :

—

Sir H. Davy.—" The broad-leaved cultivated clover

(Trifolium pratense)—at the time the seed is ripe, the

produce from a rich clayey loam is

—

Grass 49,005 lbs. per acre.

Hay 12,251 „
Nutritive matter 1,914 ,,

"

Sinclair.—" The cow grass (Trifolium medium)—
at the time of flowering the produce from a rich black

loam is

—

Grass 20,418 lbs. per acre.

" The broad-leaved cultivated clover (Trifolium pra-

tense), at the time of flowering, affords of nutritive

matter, from the produce of one acre of a clayey loam,

1,861 lbs. ; from the produce of lattermath, taken at

two different times, 930 lbs. Total, 2,791 lbs. per acre

in one year.

" The cow grass (Trifolium medium) affords of nu-

tritive matter, from the produce at the time of flower-

ing, 717 lbs.; from the produce of the lattermath, at

two different cuttings, 670 lbs. Total, 1,387 lbs. per

acre in one year.

" The weight of nutritive matter, in which the pro-

duce of one acre of the broad-leaved cultivated clover

exceeds that of cow grass, is 1,404 lbs. per acre in one

year.

" In regard to produce, therefore, the biennial rooted

clover is superior to the perennial, in the proportion of

nearly 2 to 1.",^. ,. ,,,->? : , ?
i

The distinguishing characteristics of the two va-

rieties appear to be this :—The broad clover has a

somewhat spinclle-shaped root, with but few fibres,

grows more u[)right, has fewer hairs on the stem and

leaves, thrives luxuriantly, stem generally hollow or

pipey, broad leaves, and reddish-purple flowers ; the

cow grass has a somewhat creeping root, tlic stem

grows zigzag and loss globular than the clover, and

is solid or pithy, with a narrower leaf, which with the

flowers have a paler hue : it comes into flower from

twelve to fourteen days later than the clover.

The chemical analyses do not vary much—not
sufficiently so to cause the general adoption of

alternately cultivating broad clover and cow grass.

For instance—
Broad Clover. Cow Grass.

Silica........ 59 .63

Lime 22.62 24.56

Magnesia 4.08 4.52

Potash ...36.45 34.72 :>m

Carbonicacid 23.47 25.51 -jf

Phosphoric acid ».. 6.71 5.41

Sulphuric aci.l ........ 1.85 1.08

Dried ash 9.56 7.97

I hope these short extracts v/ill sufficiently show the

superiority of the broad red clover over the marie or

cow grass, and they will prevent the latter from

being so much cultivated as a substitute for the

former. Cow grass is, in fact, only adapted for per-

manent pastures, and never ouglit to be cultivated

in the ordinary routine of business, except when re-

quired for seed. It is, indeed, very inferior to the

broad clover for a single year's service. Broad clover
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is a bicnninl plant, cow grass a perennial one : the

former will die in the third year, the latter never.

I was induced, in the spring of ISoJ, to sow coav

grass instead of broad clover, being told it was be-

coming a general practice where the land was liable

to clover sickness ; that if T had less herbage T

should have more hay, and also better food for my
stock. I sowed 32 acres of it, and my plant was

good, bnt the difference in prodiicc astonished me.

My clover crops were generally so heavy as to re-

quire veiy frequently two cuts with the scythe before

making one swathe, but here was no trouble to my
men, and my stacks of hay presented a sorry figure.

My experience is very decisive : I cannot estimate my
crop at two-thirds my usual produce.

As to its being a preventive against clover sick-

ness, if I may so put it, I have very grave doubts.

It appears in all its leading features to be one and

the same plant : its chemical extractions from both

the soil and the atmosphere arc nearly the same; its

roots are rather creeping in character (as such, it

gains no access to deeper-laid food for its sustenance

than the clover) ; its yield of hay is certainly propor-

tionately greater ; it will not dry away so much ; but

then the produce in grass is so much less that it

by no means compensates. Again : if the produce

(as Mr. Sinclair states) is nearly double that of cow
grass, what a large amount of food is gained ! what

manure ! and if fed ofl", instead of mown, what -a

valuable return to the soil ! There is no artificial

grass equally productive, or so well adapted for grazing;

and its succulence can be readily corrected by giving

the stock a small allowance of beans, peas, or barley.

The better course is to allow the crop to obtain a

fair gi-owth, and not to feed it off too close : both

cattle and sheep will then thrive fast upon it.

The proper time of sowing is from the middle of

March to the middle of May.

The quantity of seed should vary according to the

soil, season, and mode of putting it in. If sown

broadcast, about 14 lbs. per acre ; if drilled, about

10 lbs. per acre of good seed is sufficient.

The soil should in all cases, and under whatever

crop, be so prepared as to have the requisite quan-

tity of loose soil to cover in the seed on being lightly

harrowed. It may be prepared by hoeing, harrow-

ing, rolling, &C.J &c. It is desirable to drill between

the rows of corn, which is constantly done after

wheat-hoeing. If the land is light or soil loose, the

seed will frequently after a good shower of rain grow

well without being harrowed or roUed-in. Rolling,

however, is generally preferable on light soils. P. F.

IRISH PEAT CHARCOAL.
While we do not wish to be thought amongst those

who condemn the Irish peat charcoal as thoroughly

useless, and as a manure, or as a vehicle for manure
quite worthless, neither can we go the length of

those who claim for it virtues anc properties of an

unparalleled character. That it is valuable—nay,
as a deodorant, invaluable—those who have seen the

experiments at the urinals of the York railway

station, where the utmost sweetness prevails in the

hottest and closest weather, and have compared it

with the state of almost any other water or air-tight

plans adopted at other stations, will not readily

deny. That the matter detained is of a valuable

manurial character, no one who has the slightest

knowledge of vegetable chemistry can for a moment
doubt. But if we carry it further—if we consider

this kind of charcoal as anything more than

finely pulverized material of the same kind, as com-
prehending the long list of materials some time ago
given as constituents of the Irish peat, we shall,

how true soever the fact might be, find ourselves

under a delusion.

Admitting the Irish peat to be richer than other

peat in valuable mineral matters —in pyroligneous,

sulphuric, and other acids— the very act of char-

ring will do much to dissipate these materials, if

not altogether destroy them.

And then, such is the durability—the almost in-

destructibility, we had nearly said — of charcoal,

that we hardly see how any plant could long be

benefited by the mineral constituents of the ash of

this element, being locked up in the form which it

seems fire is almost necessary to disintegrate.

The " Revue Horticole" contains some startling

facts as to the effect of charcoal on flowers.—Roses

of a faded colour. The experimentalist covered the

earth in the pot with pulverized charcoal about

half-an-inch deep. In a few days the flower bloomed a

beautiful and hvely colour. He took away the char-

coal, and put fresh earth. Next spring the flowers

were again pale and discoloured. He applied char-

coal as before, and the deep rosy red colour was

again established. Violets and petunias the writer

also found had their colours intensified by the ap-

plication of the charcoal. Mr. Cuthill, of Camber-

well, a great advocate of the peat charcoal, proves

it to be useful as a manure either alone, mixed, or

saturated with drainage. Mr. Burnell testifies to

Its use on strawberries, cabbages, and peas and

beans. Mr. Hepburn, of Lycoming, U. S., says it

much improves the texture of the American soils,

and describes it as one of the " cheapest and most

efficacious of manures."

To come to its effects more in an agricultural

2 F
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point of view, Mr. Hunter's expcriincnls with

potatoes are of a highly satisfactory character. He
planted them — Yorkshire Regents — with 20

tons per imperial acre of fresh horse dung, and

added several mixtures. Without any application

but the manure, the crop was 15 tons 13 cwt. 47 lbs.

per acre. With 2^ cwt. of wood charcoal, 25 tons

13 cwt. 44 lbs. per acre. In several other experi-

ments with lime, salt, &c., improvements in the

crop took place, but in no case to the same extent

as with the addition of the charcoal.

Mr. Hudson's experiments (of Castle Acre) will

always have great weight with agriculturists as com-

ing from one of the best farmers in England. The

whole land had ten three-horse cartloads of farm-

yard manure per acre, and to this he added rape-

cake on one lot, Swede-turnip manure on another,

peat charcoal saturated with urine on a third, and

peat-charcoal with night-soil on a fourth.

The following was the result in tons per acre :

—

Rape cake 20 tons.

Swede manure. 23 „ 11 cwt.

Peat urinated 23 „ 11 ,,

Peat uight-soiled 21 „

The cost of the peat charcoal dressing was hardly

one-half the amount of either of the other appli-

cations.

On the same side with these results of a tho-

roughly practical man are those of the scientific L.

V. Harcourt.

He tried how far manures would help him to

increase the produce of his soil, having the field

first manured with 15 loads of farm-yard dung.

He made several additions afterwards—Peruvian

guano in varying quantities, muriate, sulphate and

phosphate of ammonia, and peat charcoal saturated

with night-soil. We select from the latter the results

produced by one hundred weight of each per acre

added to the soil, as compared with the land ad-

joining without application, and showing the profit

or loss of the course pursued.

1 cwt. of Peruvian guano produced 42 bush. I

4 gals, per acre > loss Ss. 9d
Without it, 41 bush. 2 gals, per acre J

1 cwt. Muriate of ammonia, 45 bush l
j ^ 7,

^

Without it, 43 bush. 1 gal J

1 cwt. Phosphate of ammonia, 50 bush 1 , ^ „-,

V/ithout it. 41 bush. 7 gals J
'°'' ^'' ^'*-

1 cwt. of peat charcoal and night-soil, 45 bush. "I ^.. no„ < 1

Without it, 41 bush. 2 gals.. I P'^"^* ^-'- ^^-

Now it is impossible not to see the very extra-

ordinary state of things indicated in the above

statements. While the ammonia in both its states

increased the produce 2 bushels per acre, the night-

soiled peat charcoal increased it 4 ])Hshcls per acre,

but the ammonia combined with phosphoric acid

enhanced it 8 bushels per acre ; so that the latter

manure had by far the most power over the soil

ill promoting its productiveness. Still, the com-

parative cheapness of the application of the saturated

peat charcoal, made that by far the most profitable ;

for, while the cost of the greatest increase amounted

to five shillings and sixpence more than its value,

the addition of four bushels per acre at so slight a

cost made the absolute profit almost into a rent

—

say, one pound two shillings and sixpence. Mr.

Harcourt ascribes the effect not to the inorganic

particles of the night-soil which the charcoal might

have taken up, but to " the carbonic acid being

combined with ammonia and absorbed by the char-

coal, and preserved from the loss to which it is sub-

jected by its volatility."

The experiments of the Yorkshire Agricultural

Society, made in 1850, show that while peat charcoal

alone is almost worthless, yet, saturated with its

weight of urine, it will increase turnips as com-

pared with nothing. Thus

—

Tons. cwt. qr.

In Mr. Charnock's case .... 3 13 1

,, Mr. Craykes' 8 9 3.
„ Mr. Linton's 13
„ Mr. Stevenson's 4 6 7

„ Mr. Thompson's 6 3 7

Nevertheless it abundantly pro\es that this is an

increase not at all suflScient, as against no manure,

to warrant saturated peat charcoal being used

alone, or in any other way than as an auxiliary to

other apphcations. For, if we take five tons or

even ten as the natural produce of a field, it is clear

that the ratio of these increases will not make

the result an average or profitable crop of turnips.

GREAT SALE OF POULTRY. —Another sale took

place at Baker-street on the 14th ult., by Mr. Strafford. The

birds were the property of Mr. Fox, of Skinner-street, and

comprised Cochin-China, Spanish, and Poland fowls. Many of

the birds were very good, but they were not brought up in such

fine condition as were those of Messrs. Punchard and Potts.

The high estimation in which Mr. Andrews's breed is held will

be seen by those who have the opportunity of seeing a priced

catalogue ; a hen bred by that gentleman. No. 36, made 15/.

153.; a cock, "Captain," 27/.; a hen. No. 48, 18/. 18s.;

another. No. 50, 16/. 16s.; No. 51, 10/. IDs. ; No. 52, 18/.

10s. With the exception of No. 45, a cock, 43/., these were

the principal prices realized. It is matter of doubt whether

the result, as a whole, does not indicate decline in the value of

these birds. They had been carefully selected, and many of

them bought at great, almost unlimited prices, and yet the

average was not four- and-a-half guineas per head. This would

have been a large, almost an incredible sum a few years since,

but it is not equal to what we have seen in the last three

months. 135 lots made 029/. 7s. Spanish appear to be rising

ill estimation ; 25 lots went for 105/. 14s, ; three hens sold for

30/. 10s., and one cock 12/. The Polauds were several of them

very meritorious bird.s, but found little favour ; 16 lots made

but 17/. Is. ; certainly not more than one-third of their value,

if estimated by the result of previous sales.
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DRAINAGE OF THE TEST AND ANTON VALLEYS,

In the whole range of agricultural improvement,

none is so essentially requisite as thorough drain-

age ; while none, again, is heset with so man}', or

at least such serious difficulties of attainment.

The lai'ge outlay that must be provided—the
one of the many systems to be selected for

operation—and the really efficient performance of

the work entered upon—all press weightily enough
on the attention of the improving landlord. But
even these are not all. A man may build, fell

timber, level hedgerows—all within the ring of his

own fence, and all entirely on his own account.

In entering on the drainage of his property, how-
ever, he but seldom can take the same independent

position. His neighbours must be consulted, and,

if possible, associated with him in the undertaking;

for on their co-operation may often rest the perfect

realization of his intentions.

But neighbours, unhappily, cannot always be

depended on, even in the pursuit of an object of

mutual benefit. The display of a wrong colour at

the election, the rumoured assault on a cock phea-
sant, or the suspected " turn-out" of a vixen, may
stay for years and years the carrying out of a work
that would tend to individual gain as well as to

public advantage. Coupling these with the diffi-

culties we have already referred to, it is by no means
astonishing to find so much of the land in this

country still but imperfectly drained. They are

difficulties, nevertheless, that must be overcome

;

while the services of a stranger may often effect

that which the best of neighbours might fail to

accomplish. If there be any such stranger, with

means, knowledge, and inclination to back his

proffered assistance, it is our duty to notice, if not

indeed to welcome him.

We have been led into these remarks from read-

ing an account of an important meetmg lately held

at Romsey, in Hampshire, and over which Lord
Palmerston presided. The object was to receive a

report from the "Land Drainage Company"' on the

proposed drainage by this body of the Test and
Anton Valleys. We regret we have not space for

the report itself, which certainly strikes us as almost

unnecessarily prolix and elongated. It is, how-
ever, carefully prepared and soundly considered;

ajid we may cull from it the design and the result,

so far, of the Company's efforts in the county of

Hants. Despite the encouragement of many in-

rtuential landlords, the want of thorough co-opera-

tion is yet the grand difficulty. It is thus acknow-
ledged in the opening of the report

:

" Tlie survey, embracing the whole of the united

valleys from Whitchurch and Andover to Redbridge, has

necessarily included the properties of many proprietors

who have not yet notified their assent, and the time and

expense bestowed on the preparation of the details have

been consequently very considerable, and extended by

the prevailing wet weather of the la;t four months.

"The total area comprised within the survey is

12,1G3 acres ; while the extent of lands belonging to

proprietors assenting to the survey is less than 5,000

acres; and of this portion not more than 1,882 will

be directly benefited by the operations at present pro-

posed."

The design was unquestionably a grand one ; we
are sorry to see it, as yet, so little appreciated. Un-
fortunately, too, it is not the drones only who
suffer from their apathy. In the very next para-

graph, we find that—
" The situation of some of the lands of the assenting

proprietors included in the survey is so circumstanced

as to make it expedient to defer their improvement ; for

instance, we found the extent of these lands in certain

districts so small compared with that of proprietors

who had not signified their assents, that we have deemed
it too expensive to deal with them. We refer, par-

ticularly, to lands near Redbridge, and near Stock-

bridge ; in the latter of which instances a most remark-
able advantage might be gained by giving veat to the

water which now stagnates in the land above Stock-

bridge—a town built upon one of the natural bars or

weirs of the Valley, by a direct cut across Stockbridge-

street into the Marsh Lake below the town. Here is

an area of 314 acres susceptible of becoming as profit-

able as any land in the valleys."

i It is not our purpose to go into any analysis of

j

the system determined on ; still we are glad to see

I from the following, that any further co-operation

! from other landowners, at present standing aloof,

! will be provided for in the operations commenced
independently of them. In the areas already por-

tioned out it has been determined

—

" I. To select such points of discharge or outfalls as

shall afford capabilities of draining the land of each area

to the full depth prescribed, independently of any other

area.

"II. To fix the boundaries of each drainage area so

that its pre- determination may i.ot offer any obstacle to

the extension of the system of operation as the works of

improvement proceed, and other landowners fall into

the general plan."

As far as we have had an opportunity of studying

the project, we are inclined to consider it a most
healthy and politic one. The Company appears to

possess every power for carrying out their plans

;

2 F 2
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and the " black mark'''' will surely rest against the

names of those proprietors who refuse to avail

themselves of this means for " bringing the land to

its best uses." We might of course expect to find

none but friends and supporters at the meeting in

question ; Mr. Denton, however, the engineer pre-

sent, was closely questioned by Sir John Barker

Mill, and other gentlemen, and the result was an

unanimous expression in favour of the plan being

persevered with.

We should wish it to be distinctly understood

that we have no desire nor temptation to puff" the

Land Drainage Company. We simply call attention

to a scheme emanating from them, that promises

much for one of the first of agricultural improve-

ments. They have selected a district, too, where

some such aid as that they proffer is evidently

much wanted. Result as it may, the mtention is at

least a good one ; though, so far, scarcely as suc-

cessful as its merits would seem to us to deserve.

AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS,
It is surely worth a nation's enquiry to know its own

agricultural resources. British agriculture has no right

to be represented by a candle placed under a bushel, for

science is neither ashamed of herself, nor of the result of

her labours when applied to the soil, any more than to

the manufacture and commerce of its produce ; and

those who cannot see the value of agricultural statistics

to the public generally, as well as the farmer in-

dividually, with the progress of agricultural science in-

volved, are blind to one of the most important propo-

sitions of the age.

The progress of things demands many corresponding

changes of the political systems and practices of our

forefathers, and, among others, the progress of agricul-

tural science demands agricultural statistics. If we cast

the eye across Her Majesty's Statute Books of the

Realm, we shall there perceive the strugglings which

science has had in all ages in her progress onwards in

the march of improvement, owing to the stubborn cha -

racter of the field through which she has had to drive

her team, from its being covered with dense forests of

thorns and thistles luxuriating on its soil. Indeed, the

complaints of farmers have in all times been familiar in

the ears of the British Parliament, alike when her sena-

tors are under one roof at St, Stephen's, as when they

were under the more distinguished patronage of St

George, St. Andrew, and St. Patrick, as the representa-

tives of three distinct nations. At one period, for in-

stance, we find the English farmer selling his wool on

his sheep's back before it was shorn—the butcher selling

his beef and mutton at so much per joint, leg, or lump,

without regard to weight, and so forth. In such a bar-

barous state of things it was natural for commerce to

complain, and her complaints to reach the ears of the

parliament, when it was enacted that wool and butchers'

meat, &c., must be sold at the King's beam and staple.

Similar innovations were made with regard to the other

daily necessaries of Ufe, so that farmers and others

grumbled sadly for a time ; but experience has long ago

reconciled them to the progress of science and the pro-

priety of those changes which commerce then effected.

In the reign of Henry VII. statute was even found

necessary to enforce the cultivation of the soil and the

breaking up of grass lands to tillage, and the same sub-

ject appears to have engrossed the attention of the legis-

lature during the reigns of the two succeeding monarchs.

During the reign of Henry VIII., however, a more

elevated subject engaged the attention of commerce, for

heritable things are now placed in the scales and found

wanting—the lease of the tenant was found insecure.

" The evils of voiding leases" was eorely experienced in

all the provinces of England ; hence statutory provision

was made that " lessees might enjoy their farms."

Leases made by landlords were declared valid against

their heirs and successors, provided they were of ordi-

nary duration, and for fair rents in cases of entails.

From the days of Henry VIII. up to the commencement

of the present century, the management of entails and

church lands underwent various modifications. From

1800 to 1840, " Subletting of lands," " Recovery of

possession of lands unlawfully held by tenants," " More

effectual securing of rents," against " The granting of

leases to joint tenants," and the " Subdivision of com-

mon lands," are respectively the subjects of statutory

interference ; and from 1840 to 1853 the permanent im-

provement of the soil engrosses attention. In Scotland

circumstances were of a kindred character at these dif-

ferent periods, a few instances being rather in advance

of this country as to the march of improvement ; while

in Ireland the reverse has always been experienced.

[

In the days of Henry VIII, , for instance, things

I were in a barbarous state in the sister country ;
for,

' in 1534, statute was found necessary to abolish the

I practice of demanding sheaves of corn in harvest,

because it afforded "lasers" an opportunity of

stealing under night from the field. At this period

it was customary to effeet the separation of the corn

from the straw by burning the latter, and then winnow-

ing the ashes from the former, which was thus parched

after the manner of the parched corn of the ancient He-

brews, noticed by the inspired writers. Horses were

also yoked to the plough and harness by their tails, the

! hair being allowed to grow long for the purpose. That

such a practice would naturally increase the muscular

\

action and strength of the tail, under fair management,

I

is but reasonable to suppose ; but even granting this

—

with the full strength of Celtic habit, always strong in

the highest degree on things patriarchial—still the very

idea of a dozen Irish parvons tugging and writhing in a

j

plough so yoked, with half-a-dozen bare bony sons of

I the Green Isle in right good earnest urging on the team

I with jili^^ral, allowance^ of the^jernacular bro^ue^and
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shillelali, is rather calculated to excite merriment to mo-
dern minds than to convey any adequate knowledge of

the modus operandi of such a practice or results flowing

from it. But conceding the full force of ^the argument

here involved, the fact cannot be questioned that the 10

and 11 ofCharlesI.jCap. 15, and 10 and 11 of Charles!.,

cap. 17, abolishing—the former the practice of plough-

ing and harrowing by the tail and pulling the wool from

the backs of living sheep, and the latter the burning of

the straw in the separation of the corn from it—were

looked upon by many a faithful follower of St. Patrick

as grievous and wanton innovations on their rights,

efl'ected not for tlie purpose of advancing science and the

progress of improvement in Ireland, but to gratify the

new-fangled notions of heretic England, through whose

dominant influence they were introduced. It was very

natural, we say, for Irish farmers in those simple times

to conclude that the flowing tail of a three-year-old

horse, gelding, or mare, was a natural appendage for the

purpose of drawing the plough, harrows, &c. ; and that

to prohibit the use of Nature's own gifts, as Nature

herself ordains, was an heretic innovation which could

not succeed well. And it may be very natural for some

modem farmers to conclude, that for landlords to know
exactly the number of bushels in a stack-yard in these

crooked and selfish times which the over-crowded pro-

vinces of the United Kingdom now experience, does not

augur well for their interest ; but modern sticklers and

old habits may experience an agreeable disappointment,

as Irish farmers did in the abolition of the practices of

their forefathers in the days of King Charles. For

although it must always be admitted that prejudice is

directly as the obtuseness of intellect, yet its natural

character is common to all ages ; and certain it is that

Irish farmers have long ago got over the above innova-

tions, and that nobler subjects now engross their minds.

We here allude to tenant-right and the permanent im-

provement of the soil. It is rather a singular coincidence,

that the Scotch farmer should have received what has

generally, by way of distinction, been termed his first

tenant-right in 1449, the English farmer in 1550, and the

Irish farmer in 1634, making about a century between

each of the United Kingdoms, and that Ireland should

now, in 1853, appear before the legislature the foremost

in the march of improvement.

From this hasty ramble over the past five centuries, it

will readily be perceived thc.t the whole is divided into a

series of periods, each comprising its own progressive

improvement; the first involving principally the duties

and obligations of the tenant, and the last the duties

and obligations of the landlord—progressive improve-

ments which may be thus briefly recapitulated: First,

^fbere is the rude state of the ordinary operations of

husbandry, agricultural and commercial ; old prac-

tices are abolished, and improved ones enforced

by statute. Second, no sooner is one evil

knocked down than another rears its head in

the shape of tenant's tenure ; so that Parliament

makes provision that farmers shall " enjoy their farms."

^^ird, a new era of things, so to speak, commences

"with the present century. The three Parliaments are

now under one roof. Science places the permanent im-

provement of the British soil in the scales, and finds it

wanting ; but the public ear is not yet prepared to listen

to measures so sweeping as her propositions involve.

Parliament itself must first be reformed. Hence, the

period is one of feudal cxperimentality, if we may ixse

the phrase. Hitherto, tenants had done everything, and

landlords comparatively little, towards the permanent

improvement of the soil. It was beneath the dignity

of the latter to enter a drain or ditch ; and, therefore,

feudal means must be resorted to, to carry into practice

the propositions of science. Hence, Parliament pro-

vides improving leases, Montgomery statutes, common-

enclosure bills, and what not—but to no purpose ; for

science is inexorable, holds up her infallible scales until

conviction reaches the public heart. And Fourth, and

lastly, from the Land's End to John o' Groats,

furrow-drainage, with similar improvements of a per-

manent kind, is the general theme—one in which all

join, and in which even the landlord himself is heard

the loudest. Science is now respected as the help-mate

of practice, and her maternal authority acknowledged,

throughout the provinces. Farmers know well that all

is hurly-burly and confusion in- doors when the

" missus" is from home; and so is it in the field, in

the absence of science. The principal barrier which is

now experienced in the way of progress is the heavy

chains of feudal times, which shackle the landlord.

Parliament, however, ever willing and ever powerful in

emergencies of this kind, grants a Government loan on

redeeming interest. The experiment is crowned with

success in Ireland, in England, and in Scotland. Old

notions and practicas, to which parties had so fondly

clung for generations, as the only stay of the farmer,

are repudiatingly thrown aside, while all eyes are

eagerly turned towards the triumphant progress of

science. Such is brieily the past; and although the

future looms somewhat heavily in the distance, through

the telescopes of some individuals, yet, generally speak-

ing, the dawn of a better day begins to brighten tlie

provinces.

Flattering, however, as may be the general prospects

of the country in every department, science is, never-

theless, anything but satisfied with the progress she her-

self has made in agriculture—alike in the permanent

improvement of the soil as the husbandry of its annual

products. Landlords and tenants may, perhaps, justly

conclude that they have done great things of late ; but

she avers that both lag behind in the march of improve-

ment, the most that can be said of them being that they

now manifest a laudable willingness to go a-head in the

right direction, " hand-in-glove" togethei-—a flattering

tale, which history has never bad the honour of telling

before. Landlords and tenants, we repeat, never, in

the history of British agriculture, for all that has been

done, manifested a willingness to listen to the proposi-

tions of science so unanimously as they now do, and to

reduce those propositions to practice, to the best of

their abilities. Both parties are now satisfied that more

capital must be chemically and mechanically invested in

land, before general prosperity can be enjoyed, and that
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they can only compete successfully with foreign

agriculture through superior mechanical and che-

mical means, and a more economical subdivision of

labour.

Before more capital can be successfully, or even

safely, invested in land, the rights of landlords and

tenants must undergo legislative revisal ; and the

only solid foundation on which a thorough re-

formation of those rights can be based is agri-

cultural statistics, for, before more capital can be

safely invested either in the permanent improvement

of the soil or the annual operations of tillage, the

increase of produce which such an investment will pro-

duce must first be ascertained ; and before this increase

itself can be ascertained, the present amount must be

known ; hence the statistical conclusion at which we
arrive. Now, the soundness of the theory, that the land-

lord and tenant should each receive a certain proportion

of the produce according to their respective capitals in-

vested, has generally been conceded to as sound ; but,

before those propositions can be received by each, tlie

total produce itself must be first known ; hence the sta-

tistical conclusion at which we again arrive. So that

agricultural statistics is therefore a solid foundation, or

rather it should be said, to do justice to the subject, the

only solid foundation on which the rights of the landlord

and tenant can be based, so as to enable them to invest

the greatest amount of capital in the most judicious

manner, and, by so doing, obtain annually from the soil

its maximum amount of produce—the grand result

which science has in view.

In addition,therefore, to the five propositions enunciated

by Mr. Shaw, at the London Farmers' Club, in 1846,

the following two, of still greater importance to agricul-

ture, may be adduced, viz.

—

First. Agricultural statistics would enable landlords

and tenants profitably to invest a larger amount of capital

in the permanent improvement and annual cultivation of

the soil than they otherwise could do ; affording to

capitalists, where loans had to be negociated, a sufficient

guarantee for the interest of their money.

Second. Agricultural statistics would enable landlords

and tenants to settle, or rather control, the important

question of" tenant-rig/it" on sound principles, in ac-

cordance with the laws of financial science, satisfactory

to both parties.

It will thus be perceived, that the statistical experi-

ment about to be carried out in five of our provinces,

under the patronage and support of the Government,

and the Highland Society of Scotland, (the Royal Agri-

cultural Society of England being precluded by their

charter, as at present constituted, from discussing any

question of a political or semi-political character,) is one

of no ordinary importance to both landlords and tenants ;

and that, therefore, instead of throwing any opposition in

the way, or even suspiciously putting an unwilling

shoulder to the task, both should join heart and soul in

the faithful performance of it.

ON ECONOMICAL MODES OF FATTING STOCK.

Sir,—Although the eastern counties of England con-

tinue to be the great producers of meat to the metro-

polis, yet other counties, more celebrated for breeding,

run them closer in grazing than formerly, and foreigners

begin to profit by the example of Englishmen, and send

us fat as well as lean stock.

Formerly there was a greater division between the

fatting and breeding districts, and the choicest stock

was consigned, as it were, direct from the breeders'

hands to the graziers', arriving direct to them from a dis-

tance of perhaps several hundred miles. Now all this

is altered : the breeders understand and practise the

art of fattening nearly, if not quite, as well as the

eastern graziers. They pick out the choicest of their

flocks and herds for their own purposes, and the rest,

sold to dealers, are picked and culled in their passage

from fair to fair, till at last only the refuse—often, from

their long journeys, infected with lung or foot disease

—

reach the eastern graziers' hands, and are sold to him at

a high price.

Now, the remedy for this is not that the eastern

graziers should immediately alter their system, and be- I

come breeders of stock on a large scale ; for this would i

take time, and could not be so well and cheaply prac-
\

tised as on the extensive pasture grounds and mountain

tracts of the present breeding districts : but the proper 1

mode would be for neighbouring farmers to unite toge-
i

ther—few or many, according to circumstances and the

size of their farms—and send accredited agents to pur-

chase choice stock of the original breeders ; such stock

to be forwarded direct to the fatting district, there either

to be sold by auction among the purchasers, and the

profits or losses shared between them ; or the stock

divided in any other way that might seem fair and

equitable.

Such a plan, generally practised, would put the

grazing counties more on an equality with the breeding

than they are at present.

The custom of making a double use of expensive

cattle food—that of fatting in the first instance, and of

producing first-rate manure — seems to have almost

originated in the eastern grazing districts. I mean the

modes by which expensive and richly-constituted food

is given to animals as much to improve the quality of

the manure and the fertility of the soil, as to rapidly

fatten the animal, and where the profit of such expen-

sive food is calculated quite as much on the increase of

the crops arising from the manure as from the fat sup-

plied by the food.

And that this is the natural and most healthy mode of

supplying fertility is evident, for we obtain a double

benefit—to the animal and to the crops. What has

once been devoured and found wholesome for stock,

cannot, even in its excrementitious state, be a poison to
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them
; while guano aiul ihc chemical manures, as super-

phosphate, &c., are in themselves a rank poison, and
have been found, either from impregnating the roots

grown from them, or from undissolved particles adhering

to the bulb or its fangs, in many instances to have had
very prejudicial effects—especially upon sheep.

But I intended making this paper an article on more
economically fatting stock.

^V -^"'^ t<^ ^^gi" ""itli bullocks. Although corn and cake
roughly crushed are given with excellent effect, yet the

'cooking food increases the rapidity of fattening, and in-

corporates the different ingredients better together.

Cooking may be either steaming or boiling. The first

is the best plan when roots arc to be operated upon, as

they contain a sufficient quantity of water in themselves
;

or when chaff, either of straw or of seed-stalks, is to be
softened and improved by the process.

Layers of chaff are placed in large wooden boxes, and
thickly sprinkled with barley or bean-meal, and thinly

with linseed-meal ; this, with a small quantity of salt

added, forms excellent food. I have seen it practised on
a farm where a fixed steam-engine was used, the steam
being released at high-pressure and conveyed in pipes
for a considerable distance without being cooled.

But boiling, in a general way, answers every purpose
;

is more easily understood by common labourers, less

dangerous, and quite as economical.

The best mode is to use a double set of iron boilers

(with tubs to hold the cooked food), holding—say 100
gallons each, with sufficient stock fatting to keep them
constantly going, and to consume quickly all that is

cooked, so that the coppers never cool and the cooked
material never turns sour; for although a species of

sourness, as I shall afterwards show, is useful in fattening

both oxen and hogs, yet that stale, mouldy sourness
arising from over-kept food is very injurious, as pro-
ducing griping, disrelish of food, and purging.

Mr. Warnes has shown us some excellent modes of

cooking linseed, and other compound food; I shall,

therefore, only give a few which I think would prove
useful.

No. 1. Fill a hundred-gallon copper two-thirds with
water ; then, as a due mixture of mucilaginous, oleagi-

nous, and saccharine particles go to form a rapidly fat-

tening food, put in one bushel of finely-ground rape-

cake and one bushel of saccharine cake— that is, cake
made from rice or meal, in which the saccharine principle

is developed by means of sulphuric acid, a starch-sugar

in fact—then, when dissolved, and the water boiling

hot, sprinkle in four bushels of bean or pea and four

bushels of barleymeal. Give while slightly warm ; the

quantity, about twenty- eight pounds each day, mixed
with chaff. Add to the water half-a-pound of carbonate

of soda. This neutralizes the bitter of the rape-cake,

and prevents the compound turning sour.

2. Steep eight bushels of barley till the saccharine

principle shows itself. Fill the copper half full of water
;

dissolve two bushels of crushed linseed, and add the

barley.

3. A foreign mode, where cooking is not employed,
but the fermentative principle instead. In finishing

bullocks in Limousin, France, they give with turnip?,

for the last three weeks, a drink made of rye flour

mixed with water to the consistence »( a paste, and

left three, four, or five days to ferment and become

sour. This is diluted with water, and thickened to a

certain degree with hay cut into chaff. This the oxen

drink. A large ox consumes about twenty-two pounds

of rye a-day, always given sour ; and some add a leaven

to ensure this sourness.

4. Linseed-cake crushed fine, soaked in cold water

till dissolved (twelve hours are sufficient), and then well

mixed with dry chaff, working the ingredients well

together. This is not so good a method as that of

cooking, but it is less troublesome.

Hogs.—In fatting hogs, we should recollect that

they are partly carnivorous as well as herbivorous, and

that oily food will hasten their fatting as well as bul-

locks; but while for bullocks we use the oil of plants,

for hogs we use with advantage animal food.

No. 1. Fill the copper two-thirds with water ; let it

boil ; then add twenty-five to fifty pounds of tallow-

chandler's greaves (beginning and finishing their fatten-

ing with the less quantity) ; fill up with barley-meal

—

well working it with a brewer's rudder. Give while

warm. It will take six or seven bushels of meal to a

hundred-gallon copper to make the food as thick as it

ought to be given.

2. IfBlackhall's apparatus for steaming bones for

manure is in use on the farm, then take the grease and

gelatine produced by it from bone, and use in a similar

way ; or boil down any animal that dies from acci-

dent—not real disease (hundreds of sheep die in the

lambing season) into soup, it will require a great deal of

boiling to make the flesh drop off the bones ; or take

the fleshy portion of the Buenos Ayres animal manure,

as being originally from healthy oxen, the refuse from

their tallow dried in the sun ; or fresh blood from the

butchers ; or the dried blood sometimes sold as manure
;

or fish, if near the sea ; or whale blubber, the refuse of

train oil if able to obtain it—these are all good fatteners

if mixed with sufficient vegetable matter to correct their

lusciousness ; and if the animal part is wholly left out

for a short time before selling the fat hog, there can be

no objection to the diet. Then mix equal quantities of

brewer's grains and ground buckwheat together—the

first supplies mucilage, the last starch—and boil in the

proportion of 5 of the vegetable to 1 of the animal.

3. Take equal quantities of parsnips and potatoes

:

pulp them up with a pulping machine ; they will then

require very little boiling, and will incorporate with one.

sixth animal matter (this last must have been pre-

viously dissolved in as little water as possible) ; mix
them together, and add as much meal as will bring them
to a proper consistence. As all roots contain much
water, very little extra liquid will be required in boiling.

Fatting fowls on a large scale might also form a pro-

fitable part of the farmer's business. Chickens, ducks,

and geese may all be fattened on the hog mixtures ; and

suppose 500 chickens put up to fatten at once, and a

fresh stock got in every six weeks or two months, the
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returns would not be inconsiderable. Collecting and
buying up the fowls lean, by means of higglers, and then

selling them by commission in London, when fat, would
be the means of doing this ; and it would probably be a

more profitable mode than that of breeding poultry.

Nourishing food, warmth, darkness and quiet are indis-

pensable. In winter warmth might be given by pipes

leading from the boiling copjiers. The food also should

be given warm, and the poultry not be disturbed, or

much light admitted to them except at feeding time.

ON GROWING TURNIPS.

From bullocks and hogs down to poultry, the prioci-

ple should be to buy in lean stock, fatten as quickly as

possible, sell out directly when fat, and buy in fresh

ones to fatten, so as to keep up a constant process of

fattening and selling. By proper means I have no doubt

but that three lots of bullocks, or four lots of hogs, or

eight or ten successive lots of poultry might be fattened

in a year's time ; which would be a far more rapid modle

of turning monej' than breeding animals, or even thjnl

any kind of cropping. "W."^

/ ! ^fJoanBJnBlaai

BENEFICIAL INFLUENCE OF LIQUID MANURE, ^i*

The beneficial influence of drilling manure in a

liquid state was first mooted in the public journals

of this country in 1844. Ten years before that

period, the first inventor of a chemical seed manure,

strongly urged the drilling of manure in the state

of liquid. We well remember his saying in one of

bis letters at the time, that " Plants can no more

live without water than animals;" and such, he

went on to show, was the state of the land at turnip

time, that the plants were left to shift almost for

themselves, and that not a fair opportunity was

given them to take up their food with the most

favourable prospect of nourishment. But for years

before—nay, we had almost said for centuries—the

Dutch have gone on, not only using liquid manure,

but converting the rape-cake and other artificial

manures they used into liquid, in order, in that

form, io apply them to the land.

The application of liquid was first suggested in

practice in this country by the dissolving of bones

in sulphuric acid. The Morayshire Farmers' Club

appointed a committee to examine the experiments

made by candidates for the premiums offered for

the growth of turnips by new manures in 18 i3.

The experiment of the Duke of Richmond, where

two bushels of bone-dust were mixed with four

hundred gallons of water per acre produced two tons

above the average of any other application. Mr.

D. D. Manson, of Spynie, showed an increase of

nearly two tons per acre, obtained by diluting the

manure with fifty gallons of water to one of the

manure. Mr. G. M'William realized great advan-

tages from the application in a liquid state ; and

the subsequent experiments of the Duke of Rich-

mond, in 1844, on the barley which followed the

turnips, showed but little inferior, if at all, from

the cases where the manure had been applied in a

dry state—not more than as a field varies, in one part

from another.

But we were certainly not prepared for the

astounding details given by Philip Pusey, Esq.,

in his recent article ; and indeed they seem to

have astonished himself. Now he has oflfered a

prize for the best liquid manure drill, to set the

minds both of implement improvers and of agricul-

turists generally to work on the subject. AVe

much admired the construction of a liquid manure

drill—the first we saw exhibited at York, at the

Royal Agricultural Society's show there; but we
are informed that the acid decomposes the iron-

work so rapidly, that it soon wears out under appli-

cation of that acid to the land.

Might not glass be adopted, or even lead, in some
of the working parts, so as to obviate this difficulty ?

The acid has by far less corroding effect on the,

last-named metal than on tin or iron. ,

Mr. Pusey's experiment is well worth recording.

He tried water or liquid drilling against dry; and

the result was that the latter i-equired six horses,

while the former needed only four— the latter occu-

pied seven men and two boys, while the former

required only two of each.

His turnips told up, however, wonderfully. The
same quantity of superphosphate of lime was ap-

plied to the one as to the other. Certainly, there was

a difference of five days in the sowing ; and although

this may seem a small matter in itself, still it will

make a serious difference in point of value and

weight of crop ; which was increased by the fact of

its occurring so late in July; although that, perhaps,

is not a point so very important in Berkshire a? „it

would be further north. MrirGm
The produce of the turnips! ,„, , . -A-^

water drilled was. ... I . | ^^^ *«"« P"' ''"^' ""

Drilled dry 6^ „
^'^

Difference 7 „

Now, we think with Mr. Pusey, that there is a

double advantage in this. The dryness of a season

is often the cause of losing a crop, either through

waiting until rain falls, or from a want of proper

and rapid germination ; while the water drill will

at once set drought at defiance, and thus do more

to supply a plant for the land than all other means
put together. It will also push on the plant in its

early stages, and thus increase the chances of thS

crop in a very great degree. ;j
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-'But the maia advantage we talce it, to be arising

from the nature of the phosphoric acid itself. To
riiix it with aslies is, we fear, again to lock it up in

the alkalies from which it has been driven, or partly

driven by the sulphuric acid, thus reducing the

treatment with acid into a mere disintegration

of particles. But, so long as it is amply diluted

with water, it comes into immediate contact with the

soil in that precise spot where the plants require

the food, and thus affords to the turnips the supply

instantaneously.

Then, there is Mr. Pusey's own suggestion, that

the manure will be more minutely diftused, so that

each rootlet may have it to feed upon the more

readily.

We are inclined to think that there are seasons

when the growing of a turnip crop or roots may de-

pend upon the possession of a water drill, especially

in the midland and southern counties, where

moisture is so deficient both in the soil and in the

atmosphere. And when the land is parched, as it

sometimes is in those counties, it maybe worth while

trying whether the drill may not advantageously

be employed in icaterimj the ridges with a little very

weak guano water. The idea of loatering a field

may seem at first sight to be a wild and impracticable

recommendation ; but the adoption of a water drill

will at once remove the apparent difficulty. Two
men with the drill, or even one with two boys

carting water, and diflfusing an ounce of guano per

gallon, will be an array not very formidable ; and

these will do at least twelve acres per day, or pos-

sibly twenty. We hope to see the experiment

tried, for turnips sometimes suffer from drought to

aa immense extent in dry districts.

'The experiments abo\e referred to, on the

use of superphosphate of lime for turnips, in

the dry and in the Hquid form, have a more im-

portant significance than appears on the surface.

They open—we should rather say settle—the whole

question of what we shall do with the liquid

manure of our towns. The advocates of those views,

which have so long been inculcated in the reports

of the Central Board of Health, have gained a

powerful ally in Mr. Pusey. There are few names

which will carry greater weight among practical agri-

culturists. He is no reckless innovator, no visionary

enthusiast, no rash experimentalist. No one has more

frequently impressed on the farmers the almost su-

perfluous caution against yielding too ready an ear

to the suggestions of science, and against adopting

them till verified by repeated experiment. No one

deals more tenderly with ancient prejudices, or

pays a greater deference to established usages.

There are some who may think this deference al-

most excessive in one who is justly proud of the

vast improvements in agriculture which have been

effected through the medium of the Royal Agri-

cultural Society and its waXw^^Aq Journal ; because,

every one of those improvements has been a

victory—often hardly contested—over some local

practice or time-honoured usage. On the other

iiand, there is no one, who, when he has seen

reason for a change of practice, adopts it more un-

reservedly, and defends it with greater skill and bold-

ness. The testimony of Mr. Pusey in favour of

manure in the liquid form is the more valuable,

because he has become a convert from oppo-

site opinions. When the Duke of Richmond,

acting on Liebig's suggestion, dissolved bones

in sulphuric acid, and sprinkled the soil with

the solution, Mr. Pusey deemed the dry method of

application so much more suited to the practice of

British agriculture, that he devised a very ingenious

method of reducing bones to powder by fermentation

with soil or ashes, &c., thus obtaining an approach

to that minute state of division, which is one—but

only one—of the advantages of using them in so-

lution. Still more recently, in his admirable

little work on the progress of English agri-

culture during the last ten years, we find

him declaring liquid manure to be a pretty

plaything, but solid manure to be the thing for real

farming. We find him also demurring to the idea of

the " burly English farmer washing his cow's bed"

after the fashion of the ^rit^/e-making peasants of

Switzerland, Mr. Pusey, however, has for some

time been a strenuous advocate for irrigation, by

means of catch-water meadows, which is in effect

rather liquid manuring than irrigation ; because

the supply of water available for the water-meadows

which he has formed at Pusey is so small, that in

summer it is not more than sufficient to damj) the

soil by penetrating it to the depth of about six

inches. This water, however, dissolves the sohd

droppings of the cattle which lie upon the surface,

and it i-eceives the drainage of several houses and

farmsteads. At Pusey Lodge Farm, moreover,

when about to irrigate, they cut the solid manure

out of the channel in the farm-yard ; and the

sluices being drawn from above, the manure from

the yards is draining into the channel all the

time the water is passing through, and is found to

have a very beneficial effect—running at first quite

coloured, but after a time becoming clear, and dilu-

ting the acridity of the first washings. Mr. Lee,

the engineer of the Board of Health, in describing

this beautiful process, as he calls it, for converting

solid manui'e into the liquid state, says that though

the cost of irrigation in this case is greater than that

of fertilizing by iron pipes, and flexible hose, and

jet pipe, it is the most economical instance he has

met with in England, Scotland, or Wales, of irrl-
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gation by open gutters and surface shedding. As

to its results, Mr. Pusey himself declares, that

small as the outlay has been, and recently as it has

been made, it has doubled the assessment of the

land to the income-tax, adding, even in these bad

times, a pound an acre, and that he has no reason

to complain.

These, then, are the results of practice at Pusey :

1—A much smaller stream of water than would be

useful for mere irrigation produces wonderful effects

upon grass lands, by means of farm-yard and other

manure dissolved in it. 2—Superphosphate of Ume,

dissolved in water and apphed by the water-drill to

arable land, produces better crops of turnips than

when applied in the dry form by the dust-drill. 3

—

The water-drill furnishes a cheaper mode of appli-

cation than the dust-drill. 4—Mr. Pusey states

that the farmers of Wiltshire find it advantageous

to cart water two miles, in order to dissolve their

superphosphate and distribute it by the water-drill.

Let us apply these facts to the sewage of towns.

In that we have a vast supply of phosphates and

other salts of great and tried manuring powers,

ready dissolved to our hand. Shall we, at consi-

derable expense, reduce them to the dry form, in

order that they may be carted into the coimtry,

and then, re-dissolved in water, carted two miles ?

Is there any cheaper method of conveying these

salts to the country than in bags, on carts and wag-

gons ? and of conveying water, than by horses in

water-carts? Is there any cheaper mode of distri-

buting them over the land than by means of the

water-drill ? Hydraulic engineers tell us that there

is ; and, in a matter so foreign to the established

practice of agriculture, they must be deemed higher

authority than the most experienced farmer. They

know the diameter of cyhnder, the length of piston-

stroke, the number of strokes per minute, and the con-

sumption of coal per hour, which will raise a given

weight of water a given height. They Know the cost

of an iron main necessary to convey that quantity of

water a given distance, and the cost of the branch-

pipes and apparatus necessary to distribute it over

a given area. They tell us that the cheapest mode
of convejnng sohd matter a distance of twenty or

thirty miles is in suspension in water, through iron

pipes, into which it is forced by steam-power; and

that the cheapest mode of distributing it over the

farm is by the same means. On the first point,

they can appeal to the long experience of the water

companies in bringing water from a distance for

the supply of towns, and the cheap rate at which

they can afford to sell it. On the latter point, they

can appeal to the successful results of experiments

which have been going on for some years, on se-

veral farms in England and Scotland, on the dis-

tribution of the manure of the farm by the steam-

engine, and by pipes and hose, after being reduced

to the liquid form. The only advantage which the

water-drill has over this ultimately cheaper mode
of distribution is, that it does not require capital to

be sunk on plant to the amount of four or five

pounds an 'acre—an amount inconvenient to most

landlords and tenants. Let them, however, mani-

fest a disposition to avail themselves of the assist-

ance of capitalists in supplying them in this way

with the manure of towns, dissolved in water ; and

they may obtaui it, for an annual payment, which,

including interest on capital, and repayment of

principal, purchase of manure, and the working

expenses of distribution, would be less than the

mere cost of filling, carting, and spreading the

solid manure of their own catt'e, according to

their present practice.

EXPERIMENTS ON SUMMER SOILING.

The question of soiling animals in summer, as

compared with depasturage in the field, is, as May-

day approaches, a topic not altogether devoid of

interest.

That more stock can be kept on the same area of

land by soiling—we had almost said double the

quantity—there can be no doubt. That the manure

of house-fed animals is of far more value than when

dropped in the field—that the cattle will keep healthy

for a long period, with air, cleanliness, and proper

shelter, provided they are regularly fed, without

much exercise, is also abundantly proved. And these

are all strong reasons, it would appear, for soiling;

but there is the trouble and expense. A man, horse,

and cart, are not kept going without considerable

outlay; and the manure is also more costly to re-

1

move than if it were dropped in the field. There is

i
a wide difference, moreover, between summer and

j
winter soiling. In the latter the men and carts are

less employed, and the cost is very much reduced

;

but in the former the active demands of the farm

usually require all the energies of the farmer, and

he can seldom afford to lose a hand from his labour

and a horse from his team.

The most recent evidences we have on sumraei^

soiling are the experiments of Mr. Templeton, of

Clanbo3'e, in Ireland, and Mr. Adam, of Rana, in

Scotland; and they are certainly, on the whole,

both in favour of the practice of summer soiling.

The latter gentleman selected three lots of cattle ;

I
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the first were depasturcLl out of doors, and left to

shift for themselves ; the second were tied up and

curried dally ; while the third lot had with their

grass a regular allowance of linseed-cake and oats.

In amount the green food consumed by the three

lots is very strikingly different

—

The first consumed 3 acres 2 roods 6 perches.

The second „ 1 „ 2 „ 35^ „

The third „ 1 „ 2 „ 35.^ „

The two latter lots were cut two and three times,

and consequently the land was considerably econo-

mized. But we cannot say the experiment was a

fair one ; for one and a-half cwt. of guano was

added per acre to the two last plots of land after

the first cutting, which, in fact, rendered the com-

parison of the land altogether worthless.

The relative value of the different animals only

was estimated, and it is singular enough the in-

crease of value in the first lot, consuming the pro-

duce of 3.^ acres of land, was only estimated at

about £2 Is. each. There must have been some

sad mismanagement of them, or some accident,

otherwise the difference could not have been so

little for summer depasturage.

The increased Aalue of the second lot was more

by OS. only than the first ; so that the main saving

here was in the food. The third increased £0 5s.

each, showing that the two first lots had either had

food insufficient in quantity or of indifferent qua-

lity. The experiment really does not seem to settle

at all the point in dispute, further than as regards

the saving of the land, and hence is neither satis-

factory nor conclusive.

Mr. Templeton's experiments are of a very care-

ful and scientific kind, and remind us more of

those of Mr. Lawes. He gave the live weight of

each individual animal, eighteen in all, and the

varied mcrease of weight at different periods,

through which we shall not travel, but simply give

the general results. Part of the lots had grass

only, part had cake. Taking the grass-fed animals

first : Galloway Scots were commenced with on the

24th of April, and all kept alike till the I7th May,

when they were fed on Itahan rye-grass. The lot

No. 2 were fed in boxes or hammels, with a small

yard, having grass only. Another, No. 4, were

tied by the head, and had the same allowance. A
third. No. 6, were depastured in the field. The

result on the 5th of February—eight months after

the commencement of the experiment—was the fol-

lowing increase :

—

Cwt. qrs. lbs.

Haramel or box-fed 9 2

Tied by the neck |7 2

Depastured in the field ^ .... 5 3

But cake was also given to corresponding lots

under each and similar circumstances. The re-

sults of these were as follow :

—

Cwt. qrs. lbs.

Hammel or box-fed, with

9 lbs. cake 11 1

Tied by the neck, ditto ditto 9 1

Depastured with cake, ditto 10 2 o

Here we find a little difference in the scale, and

somewhat more in favour of liberty with ample

food, than over-confinement. The combination of

the two experiments absolutely places depasturing

in the fields and tying by the neck in the same

position.

For if we combine the whole of the experiments,

we find that

—

Cwt. qrs. lbs.

The hammel or box-fed in-

creased 20 3

The stall-fed 10 3

The depastured ,,16 1

The experiment being made with Galloways,

however, it is not quite fair to stall-feeding, as the

whole of the Scottish breeds of cattle prefer a

greater or less amount of liberty ; and we know

that one of the gentlemen who so often carries

away the prize at Smithfield with his Highland

cattle, and who feeds large munbers for the Christ-

mas market at Smithfield, always prefers allowing

them yards, and a large amount of liberty, with a

great deal of exposure, rather than keeping them in

confinement.

Taking the last experiment of Mr. Templeton,

we have, however, a very large difference between

the box-fed and the depastured animals. A dif-

ference of upwards of five stone per animal, taking

it only at 6s. per stone, is £1 10s.; and this

certainly will pay for a great deal of trouble, when

there are animals suflficient to keep a man con-

stantly at work.

But the soiUng system is one very impoverishing

to the land ; and unless it is well kept up by artificial

means, it cannot be sustained for any lengthened

period, without serious deterioration to the fertility

of the soil.

We think, however, where the grass land is in-

ferior, and has to be kept up by artificial means,

the soiling is the best system; but in rich alluvial

pastures, which will fatten a beast on an acre in

summer, the man would be little better than insane

who would attempt to soil his animals.
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WHAT COURSE OUGHT FAUMERS, INDIVIDUALLY AND COLLECTIVELli<fTQiuPUR-

SUE, UNDER THE ALTERED CIRCUMSTANCES IN WHICH THEY ARE PLACifcB ?"

The above question underwent a discussion at the

London Earmers' Club, on Monday, the 7tli of Feb-

ruary last, but, so far as I could discover, with no

very satisfactory result. I am disposed to view the

efforts of this club to enlighten their brethren with

more than ordinary favour, and shall at all times

rejoice in their success. I know something of the

difficulties to be overcome, and do not at all times

expect their discussions to meet with unqualified

approval. On the question before us I think the

agricultural public—the " farmers, individually and

collectively"—will not be great gainers. Nothing

new, or even novel, was produced, and much of

what was said had but little reference to the " course

farmers ought to piu'sue." I wish the discussion bad

taken a more practical bearing, and that some of

the new theories had been tried by practical tests
;

or, rather, that they had been examined in a more

practical way. Poor Mr. Mechi and his fai-ming, as

usual, came before them ; Mr. Caird and high farm-

ing was also alluded to, and in no commendable

spirit. This is all very well, but it is not quite

worthy of the standing which I wish to see the

London Farmers' Club occupying. I want them to

lead us onward. Wc are not content with common

topics— common-places ; no, nor plain, practical,

business-like discussions. I think modern agricul-

ture must be greatly, very greatly extended, and in

many ways—yes, many hitherto unheard-of ways;

and I should have been pleased to witness tbe Club

take up some new course—break ground afresh

—

even at the risk of failure. We are assured that

something out of the usual course of husbandry must

be adopted, or farmers cannot, as a class, keep their

position ; and it is to this point I desire to call atten-

tion.

I acknowledge the great importance of the

leading topics proposed to the agricultural body with

the view of promoting progress : high farming—ex-

tended education—economy in labour—deep drain-

ing—improved machinery—improved culture—arti-

ficial manures—cultivation of more root-crops, fibre-

crops, &c., and the like, are recommended to tenants;

cheap tiansfer of laud— liberal covenants—improved

farmsteads—equitable tenant-right —long and im-

proving leases, to landlords ; alteration of the law of

settlement, aud education, to labourers ; and to all,

aBolition of the malt tax aud hop duties—the col-

lection of agricultural statistics—equalization of

taxation—transfer of rent-charge to consolidated

fund—union ratings ; these, and many other minor

topics, are advocated by agricultural improvers. All

are requisite if agriculture is to keep progressing—
if fairly dealt with.

I again ask. What are farmers to do ?—Can

nothing be devised for their own adoption ?—Can
any alteration be made in their farming operations

and business procedure likely to turn to good ac-

count?—I should have been better pleased with

a discussion on these points. Much also might have

been suggested of a truly good practical nature,

which a farmer could at once fall in with, and be

benefited by. The maj ority of farmers desire to know

what to adopt, and what to avoid, in modem theories,

as applied to agriculture ; and I know of no body

of men to whom I would rather look for direction

on these matters than the London Farmers' Club.

They must not however treat subjects lightly.

What are farmers to do under their altered cir-

cumstances? I cannot satisfactorily answer the ques-

tion, but wiU suggest a few things for their considera-

tion, with the view of reducing them to practice if

1st. Combination to help each other.—Is the district

in which you farm one well qualified to grow

flax? Then, join together in erecting a flax

mill, with all necessary apparatus for economi-

cally making the best of the crop.

Will it grow beetroot of good quality ? Then

join in the manufacture of beet-root sugar : the

refuse is a very valuable food for stock.

Will it grow good crops of potatoes ? Sell the

sound ones, aud joiu in fitting up apparatus for

the manufacture of starch from the diseased

ones : the refuse is capital food for pigs.

Will it grow good crops of mustard, rape, or otlier

oleaginous seeds ? Then join in erecting an oil-

mill. You have your cake for food or manure,

your mustard aud oil for sale.

Will it grow wood, chicory, or ultimately even

tobacco ? Then join in mills and machinery

for making the most of these crops.

Do you want cheap artificial manures ? Then joiu

in fitting up appliances in every neighbouring

town for deodorizing its sewage.

I need not carry combinations further. It is oli-

vious to what an unUmited extent, under judicious

regulations and management, they might go. ,

2nd. Individual effort to mahe thefarm most prjor

ductive.—Js the district in which you farm
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merely qnalitied to yield the ordinary grain and

root crops, and these, it may be, arc oidy to be

obtained by good culture and at great cost?

I have uot room to particularize the various

soils, but, as a" general rule, I would observe, be

not too solicitous to grow many grain crops.

Grow abundant root crops : 10 tons of mangolds,

ox 30 tons of turnips, or cabbages, or potatoes,
\

&C., eaten off with grain, will fatten more stock ;

— i. e., produce more profit in meat—than any i

corn crop, and yield lai-ge supplies of manure. I

In your grazing, romnu'nce your fattening process

early in life ; keep all the stock you can, and

supply them with your pulse and much of your

barley crops. You will make more profit of

your crops in this way, besides retaining this

part of your produce in manure

.

Keep none other than profitable stock : be it of

whatsoever kind, ycur farmsteads and other

appliances for fattening and shelter should be

as roomy, convenient, and plentiful as pos-

sible. P. F.

A NEW RAT TRAP.

Ar^<^

We give our readers this month the representa-

tion of a rat-trap, which, we believe, is the most

perfect known. The advantages of this mode are

that it is always ready, obviating all necessity of

visiting that part of it frequented by rats, and

which, in the use of traps, soon renders them shy

and suspicious. The animal is ^aken out of the

trap at one place away from the one where he gets

in, and this place is so distant that his drowning

creates no alarm to the others. The mode was

found so effectual by the inventor, that he turned

rats loose, marked, on a wager that he would re-

take them—which he did in a few days after. In

fact, the sagacity of the animal is no security

against this trap.

The mode of putting it into operation is, to se-

lect some out-house, not in use, which can be

locked against children and others who would be

liable to cause disturbance. A pile of old logs and

hmbs is made, forming a road and harbour for

them in the house leading to the passage a, which

is a board laid flat horizontally, in the middle of

which is the fall i, in cut No, 2, which gives way
to them as indicated at b, in cut No. 1. C is a box

made with smooth converging sides, to preclude

the possibility of climbing out ; rf is a passage way
leading some distance out through the wall of the

building in which the box c and the pile of logs

are. The wall or partition should be at d, as shown
in the cut; e is a barrel or larger cask containing

some water, with a small shelf made to turn under

a small weight, as indicated in the cut at .r. Just

above this shelf is a small hole in the side of the

cask, as shown at z, to encourage the rat to jump
from the end of the passage way, d. The cask is

sunk partly in the earth.

The plan is to make the place in the house as

inviting to rats as possible, by quietude, and also

by 'strewing straw and occasional wheat ears

about the trap, and to get them thoroughly baifed

before trying to catch them. For this purpose, the

falling floor i (No. 2), turning on a pivot at A i
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should be so constructed that they will be obliged

to cross it to get at the bait, and should be fastened

until they become thoroughly accustomed to it. The

bait ought not to be put upon it, but strewn care-

lessly about and beyond it, as shown by the wheat-

sheaf /. Upon the right construction of this fall-

ing floor depends mainly the success of the plan.

It is made with a weight (Z) sufficient to bring it

at once to its level after having been thrown down,

as shown in the dotted line in No. 2. At the end

it partly rests upon a sort of knob, so as to be suf-

ficient to bear a little pressure ; for a rat always

tries any suspicious place with his fore feet, like a

cat; but when he gets on it, it must give way

under him. I'he rat thus precipitated to the bot-

tom of the box e, follows the passage d to the cask

e, and observing a shelf with a little light on the op-

posite side of the cask, he leaps on it and is dropped

at once into the water, while the shelf returns to

its place ready for another. The whole operation

of the trap—if well made— is silent and sure. The

farmer has only to go to the cask outside the buil-

ding and take out the dead rats daily. For bait,

light coloured malt scented with oil of carraway is

the best bait that can be used.

N.B. The falling floor may be 3 or 4 inches

wide, and 12 or 15 inches long.

CULTIVATION OF PASTURE LAND,
The season reminds us of the necessity of saying

a word for the much neglected grass land. The
majority of parties, who take the utmost pains with

their tillage, seem to think that their grass is a dif-

ferent matter, and that it may very well take care of

itself. Nor is it often better treated when first laid

down. Land is by far too frequently first-cropped

as long as it will produce seed again, and then

laid down to become permanent pasture. Great

credit is taken if the land is made summer-fallow

before the close of the corn-cropping; but too

often a fallow crop is also taken, to protect the

seeds, for fear they should grow too luxuriantly.

Others take greater care. They grow no crop of

corn ; they pay a high price for well selected and

cai'efully grown grass-seeds, and, possibly, they

sow the land in fine mechanical condition ; still

they are sometimes disappointed, and blame the

seedsman if they do not find his finer grasses grow

as plentifully or luxuriantly as they could wish.

The fact is, the wonder ought to be that any should

grow at all.

Sometimes grass land is taken out, to improve

and lay down again to pasture. But the process

adopted is one of depletion, and not of nutrition.

They crop away with corn so long as crops are

obtainable, and then take great credit if the land

gets a dose of lime when it is laid down to grass.

And often the grass, after the improvement, is

worse than that which preceded—carries less stock,

and maintains them in a manner far inferior to what

it did before.

The old grass land of the farm is seldom acted

fairly by. It must give up all, and receive nothing

in return. If it is mown, a little rotten chaflF, or

waste scrapings, is a liberal allowance. If not, it

is considered that no manure is necessary. Though
milking cattle and store stock are depastured upon

it, and carry all oflf year after year, no addition

of manure of any value is ir.ade to the soil for

this serious abstraction. In rich alluvial feeding

pastures it is unnecessary, but where store cattle

of any kind are depastured the land must

inevitably deteriorate.

To begin with the beginning, land to lay down

with grass should be as carefully prepared as for

any other green crop ; the one being permanent

however, and the other only temporary, the

greater care should be taken of the preparation

;

this being is of more consequence than seeds.

There are always natural grass-seeds in every soil,

lying ready for germination and growth as soon as

the manurial or feeding elements of the soil are ready

for their development. On this principle it is that

a dressing of mountain lime will bring into action

seeds of white clover where a white clover plant

was never known to have existed before. So

on a very rich stubble, on almost any soil, there

will be found the finest grasses growing in rich

luxuriance, after the corn crop is taken oflf, without

a single seed being sown. In like manner, one

year will bring a vast smother of trefoil on land

where none was ever sown.

Hence, to be rich—to have abundance of phos-

phoric acid in a free state—to have a full supply of

ammoniacal matter, are of more importance than

being particular to a shade in the selection of grasses.

It is only a question of time. If the land be rich and

fertile, there will be found a growth of the finest

grasses which are adapted to the soil, and these

will soon eat out those which are more or less un-

suitable.

So in improving a pasture ; it is not always ne-

cessary to take it out into tillage. If hide-bound,

a good heavy loaming, a few fresh seeds, and a

compost dressing will soon recover it. If mossy,

the moss will soon disappear before good cultiva-

tion. It is nature's covering for land too poor to
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grow grass; and on stoiio walls, rocks, and
similar places, the moss apjiears for simply the

same reason— it is a covering preparatory to the

proluction of more nutrient material.

Rushes and similar plants, due to the prevalence

of stagnant water, are to he disposed of in another

way, namely, by proper and efficient drainage.

But a ready mode of transferring pasture from
one field to another has been adopted, and not

without success. A field, properly levelled and

prepai-ed, has had a cover of turf or sods, ])ared

some two and a-half inches thick, and so placed

iipon it, at a cost not exceeding fifty shillings per

acre, including cartage; this has been slightly

manured and well rolled, an advantage to the turf,

and a rapid accession of permanent grass pasture

to the arable. This is a mode far preferable to that

of inoculation. Grass will be had at a much
earlier period, and, if well followed up by dressings

of manure, it will soon become a pasture as

permanent in appearance as if it had been lying

in that state for ages. In fact, it will have acquired

the age of its surface.
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ror giass-lanu, it is not always necessary to

apply farmyard manure. Guano will have the

most powerful and speedy effects on a pasture, if

applied before rain. If that does not pretty

rapidly follow, there will be great loss by the

application. Bones produce a wonderful eflfect on

the Cheshire pastures— denuded of their phos-

phorus by the cheese sold away from the farms,

which it so supplies; but the majority of clay

grass-lands will require the bones to be dissolved

before any very striking effect can be produced.

The light land grass— the greatest difficulty of all,

which the Scotchman would say ought always to

be converted into arable, and only allowed to lay

down for two or three years—may be dressed with

a compost of clay and dissolved bones with the

greatest advantage. If the house bones of most of

our farmers were from time to time to be put in an

earthenware jar half full of sulphuric acid, and this

poured from time to time on a heap of clay, a vast

quantity of the most valuable manure would be

made from materials at present wasted.

THE SHEEP-ITS IMPORTANCE, VARIETIES, MANAGEMENT, AND DISEASES,

BY AGRICOLA.

^rhe sheep competition to which our agricul-

turists are exposed in consequence of the Repeal

of the Corn-laws, has naturally awakened in them

a spirit of enquiry as to the best means of meeting

it, and led them to consider whether any, and what

improvement can be effected in our system of far-

ming economy, whereby a fair return may be

realized for the capital invested in the soil. The
experience of late years has fully proved that the

sheet anchor of the cultivator is the green crop

system ; crops to be converted into manure by

the depasturing of cattle and sheep, alternating

between those of corn and pulse. The most im-

portant consideration which presents itself, is the

best mode of converting them, and the animals

most fitted to accomplish it.

It will require but a small knowledge of the

science of agriculture to convince the general

reader, that in reference to at least three-fourths of

the arable lands of this kingdom, the sheep stands

forth as the most prominent, indispensable agent

for that purpose. The ox and the swine are most

useful auxiliaries to the farmer's home manure

heap, as also may be stall-fed sheep on a small

scale ; but on our large farms, on the thin poor

soils, varying in size from five hundred to two

thousand acres each, it must be obvious that the

j

system of shed-feeding to a large extent, is

altogether incompatible with the course of hus-

bandry required to be practised on such description

of soils, and that there is no other animal, which,

without detriment to itself, or injury to the land,

can perform that essential part of good farming

on hght porous soils, the consumption of the food,

and consequent conversion into manure on the

field which produces it. Nor can the manure in

the shape of grasses or other green crops, be so

effectively carried from one part of the farm to

another, as by these animated manure carts.

In estimating the value of the sheep to the arable

land farmer, its capacity for this purpose must
ever be considered; without its aid in this particu-

lar, two-thirds of the annual corn crops must be

manured at much greater cost than at present, and

the unbroken Downs, whose herbage is through

this agency now carried into the cultivated bottoms,

would be comparatively, but so much profitless

waste ; and when wc take into account the almost

incalcalable importance of the growth of wool to

this island of manufacturers—when we reflect that

with the advances of civilization, the tastes and

habits of a peo])le become more refined and deli-

cate—and when we are daily witnessing the fact

that the demand for the coarser food of our fore*
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fathers is rapidly declining, and that mutton above

all other meat, has the call of the market as the

substitute—it must, we think, be admitted, that

the sheep, in a national point of view, claims our

first and greatest attention in the list of live stock,

both in breeding and general management. Time
was, and that of no distant date, when sheep hus-

bandry was a secondary consideration] not to go

farther back than the commencement of the present

century, we find the price of corn so extravagantly

high, that every available acre was devoted to its

growth, and the land already in tillage forced be-

yond the limits of production, consistent with

good farming, and a general enclosure of all sheep-

walks considered capable of bearing corn, was at

the same time effected. With wheat at from 80s.

to 132s. per quarter, little room was left for the

sheep on arable lands
;
just so many as positive

necessity, or stringent covenants, compelled the

tenant to keep, were to be found, but little atten-

tion was paid to them—it was enough so that it

was of the sheep kind, nd matter what its form or

qualities. In too many instances nothing further

was regarded than its capacity to live on half a

supply of food, to scramble over the widely ex-

tended farm, and devour the weeds which a scourg-

ing course of cropping had engendered in the

stubbles, and to assist in consolidating the then

fresh-broken Down, by the process termed treading,

which consisted in driving the flock in a compact
body several times in succession on such lands

newly sown with wheat. These were the chief pur-

poses for which sheep on arable lands were then

used ; but soon after the close of the war in 1815,

a new era seems to have arisen in sheep breeding

;

gradually the price of corn became less remunera-
tive ; periodically the laws regulating its importa-

tion were altered and modified ; population rapidly

increased ; manufactures and commerce, under the

fostering influence of universal peace, began to ex-

tend, and the demand for wool exceeded the

supply; every encouragement existed to induce

the agricultural world to turn its more particular

attention to this branch of its business, inde-

l)endently of the absolute necessity which existed

of adopting a system of husbandry, by which the

soil, exhausted by a ceaseless repetition of corn

crops, might be restored to its former fertility.

To provide for the extra supply of sheep which
these combined circumstances called into existence,

no other alternative remained but to commence
the alternate system of cropping, viz., green crops

intervening between each crop of corn, which until

now had only been practised by a few of the more
enlightened of the farmers, and before the adop-
tion of which the practice of fattening mutton on
arable [land was to be found only in exceptional

cases, where the bold minds of the " few " had

ventured to break through the trammels with which

custom had surrounded them, and make isolated,

yet scarcely recognised experiments of a system,

now in our day universally prevailing. "With the

improvement of the means, more attention began

to be paid to the animal to be fed ; the ill-shaped,

carelessly bred sheep, with which the country

abounded, gave way to one of more synt)metrical

proportions, whose carcase formed a better foun-

dation whence to raise the superstructure of

mutton and wool, in less time, and with far more

profitable results ; the encouragement which the

then few owners of good animals received in the

great and increasing demand for them, stimulated

other enterprising spirits to enter the field of com-

petition, and from that hour the improvement of

British sheep has gone rapidly forward, until it

has reached a point of excellence nearly allied to

perfection, and certainly unapproached by any

other country in the world.

As our present purpose is to confine ourselves

to the history of the modern sheep, and to the

varieties which experience has proved to be best

adapted to the requirements of the present day,

we shall select from the general schedule of the

breeds those descriptions most in favour with

breeders and graziers, giving as faithful and im-

partial a selection of the characteristics of each as

possible, and the particular position it is destined

to occupy in our system of mixed husbandry. In

this list may be placed the Southdown, the Leices-

ter, the Cotswold, the Dorset, the Somerset, the

Hampshire-down.

Amongst the finer qualities, the Southdown

holds the foremost rank, and in noticing its pre-

sent high position it would be an injustice to omit

the names of breeders who have so eminently

contributed by their skill and perseverance to raise

it to its present excellence. The first acknowledged

great improver we find in the person of the late

Mr. Ellman, of Glynde, Sussex, father of the

respected family now resident in that county.

From a sheep which Arthur Young, writing in

1776, describes as "thin-chinned, low fore-quarters,

and rising back-bone," three most important and

unsightly failings, that gentlemen succeeded in

producing a straight-backed, well-proportioned,

kindly animal, well marked in colour, with a fleece,

originally light, much increased in weight. Upon
this foundation it is no detriment to the fame of

Mr. Ellman to observe, that modern breeders have

still further improved, by attaining greater size,

more aptitude to fatten, with a still heavier fleece,

with greater length of staple. Among others of

celebrity, we find the flocks of Mr. Jonas Webb,
of Babraham, Cambridge, Mr. Sainsbury, of Wilt-
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shire, Messrs. Grantham, aiul the Duke of Rich-

mond occupying the foremost ranks. The

improved breed is now fit for the butcher a year

earlier than formerly. Where the taste of the

epicure is to be consulted, old mutton required,

i^arks to be grazed, or on arable lands of dry soil

in a warm locality— these sheep may be kept to

greater advantage than any others ; they are also

l)articularly adapted for folding, travelling long

distances without injury, making a close bite on
short herbage, but in the winter season are not so

good proof against wet and dirt on strong soils in

exposed situations.

The Leicester, for grazing purposes, on rich

pastures, where no folding is required, the tempe-

rature warm, and when weight of carcase with

early maturity are in view, is perhaps to be preferred

to all others, especially when we remember that it

has partaken of an equal share with other breeds

of the improvements of the day ; for we no longer

find them as in the days of Bakewell, beautiful

indeed in symmetry and high in blood, but too often

like so many rolling tallow tubs, fit more for the

chandler's than the butcher's shop, and jmrtly

covered with a fleece of wool only two-thirds of its

present weight. There is now a better intermixture

of muscle or lean meat with the fat, by which the

quality of the mutton is much improved, and the

fleece is a third heavier, without having suffered

any deterioration in quality.

The third class we have enumerated, the Cots-

wolds, in former days were of a large yet rather

coarse-grained carcase, with a very heavy fleece of

wool, possessing a good proportion of lean, more
hardy than the Leicester, by judicious crossing

with which they have been much improved—arriv-

ing earher at maturity, yielding a fleece of finer

quahty, scarcely diminished in weight, and adapted

to the same purposes to which the Leicesters alone

had hitherto been devoted, with the additional ad-

vantage of retaining with the cross their original

hardier nature. The produce of the cross is styled

the " improved Cotswolds," bred chiefly in Oxford-
shire and Gloucestershire, from the hills of which
latter country they derive their name. Acclimated

on this elevated part of the kingdom and feeding on
pasture far inferior to the rich herbage on which

the Leicesters are in the habit of grazing, it was
to be expected that they would be characterized by
a disposition to improve when removed into

warmer soils and fuller keep. We have known
them wintered on the arable soils of Hampshire,

in the open air, with hay and turnips only, become
superfluously fat, while other breeds fed on the

same food, side by side, have barely sustained them-

.selve? in store condition.

But in appreciating the merits of the dittlrent

varieties as connected with the green crop system

on arable land, we must take into consideration

their aptitude to fulfil the purposes required of them.

In describing the character of the Hampsliire

Down, which also prevails over a great part of

\Yiltshire, we must bear this point continually in

mind :—These counties, from their open fields and

system of farming, are peculiarly adapted for store

or breeding ewes, and the rearing of such a de-

scription of lamb as will suit the feeders who come

to their great fairs in the summer for the purpose

of purchasing, with the view of bringing them

out the following spring as well-fattened mutton

for the London market. The aim, therefore, of

the Hampshire and Wiltshire breeders is to com-

bine size, quahty, aptitude to arrive at early

maturity, and a heavy fleece, of good quality, with

a constitution sufficiently hardy to undergo the

process of consuming the green crops and folding

on the ground where they grow, thereby leaving

a full dressing for the crop of corn which is to

follow. Now it will be at once apparent, that the

task of forming, as it were, an animal in which

shall be combined the necessary qualities for these

several purposes, requires the soundest judgment

and constant care, and is attended with many difii-

culties. The better points of different breeds

require to be fused into one mould ; this daring

exploit—for daring it was declared to be by a pub-

lic bigotted to old customs, and prejudiced against

the smallest deviation from the beaten tract of their

ancestors, has been made with signal success, by

many of the more enhghtened flock-masters of

these counties.

They saw population had so gained on the heels

of production, that a greater weight of meat was

unusually required to be grown; that simul-

taneously with increase of number of sheep, they

bethought themselves that to improve the symme-

try, increase the aptitude to fatten, and to arrive at

heavier weights, with the same food, might be

quite as economical a mode of supplying the in-

creasing demand, as to effect it solely by the

increase of numbers. They had before their eyes

the parent breeds of the matchless Southdowns,

Leicesters, aud improved Cotswolds ; these, in

their separate state, were unfitted for the system of

arable land farming, as well as for the description

of carcase which has the " call" in the market at

the present day ; to meet the requirements of both,

an amalgamation was decided on, and the result, a

carcase of mutton exhibiting the early maturity of

the Leicesters, the muscle or rich lean of the Cots-

wold, and the superior grain of the Down; a car-

case "ripe" at fourteen months old, instead of

three or four years as formerly. From this admix-

ture, assisted by the original Hampshire breed,

2 G
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'.vlilch was founded about the middle of the present

century, on (the then prevaiUng breed of the

country), the old horned ewe and Sussex ram, the

present new Hampshire breed was formed. No
long pedigree of what is called purity of blood

can be claimed by any Hampshire flock-master;

but he has the satisfaction of knowing that it is the

cross which he has made that constitutes the value

of his stock ; for neither of the parent breeds

from which he derived it, can claim comparison

with hi.s own, for the union of qualities necessary

to form the most useful, and best adapted sheep

for the profitable consumption of his green crops,

or so satisfactorily to meet the demands of the

consumers of mutton or of wool. Nor has he any
cause to doubt but that by the same judicious

selection which has immortalized the name of a

Bakewell, an Ellman, or a Webb, he may perpetuate

the breed with a success equal to that he has ex-

perienced in producing it.

We have hitherto spoken only of those breeds

generally considered best adapted for the produc-

tion of mutton. Another most important branch

of sheep breeding is the rearing and fattening of

early lambs, for which purpose their are distinst

breeds especially fitted ; among these the Dorset-

shire and Somersetshire have long been pre-emi-

nent; nor can all the art of the flock-master avail

in imparting this valuable characteristic to any

other breed ; neither is there any other ewe capable

of forcing her progeny so quickly into the market

for slaughtering ; nor are these propensities the

consequence of any local circumstances, influenced,

as may be supposed, by rich, stimulating food. In

all situations these two varieties will be found to

drop their lambs three months before any other

breed, produce a great number of twins, and yield

a more abundant supply of milk ; and it is no
uncommon occurrence for a flock of Dorset ewes

to produce two crops of lambs in one year ; but

the practice is not to be recommended, as nature

becomes the sooner exhausted, and the value of

the ewe consequently deteriorated.

The lambs fall in October and November, and
when fed under cover are called house lamb, be-

coming, with good management, fit for the butcher

soon after Christmas, realizing a high price, and
being an article at that season of comparative

scarcity, and also from the delicate whiteness of

the flesh, of great luxury, it is eagerly purchased
by the wealthy, at from 10s. Sd.to 12s. the quarter

of about 9lbs. weight. Those fed in the open air

ai-e ready for Easter lambs, and keep up the supply
until the grass lamb of the Southdown and other

breeds comes in about the beginning of May. The
ewes of full age, so soon as the lambs are disposed

of, are kept on high feed for about ten We^tki faiti'^

then sent fat to market. (^'[^•;tiTi' hflfi

Contemporaneously with the higher value, th*^'^

study of the nature, habits, and usages of the'''

sheep engaged the attention of the flock-masteri'^

In its natural state, like all other animals unfettered ''^

by the hand of man, it enjoys uninterrupted health ;
'*

but the artificial methods of treating it, under our'^

modern system of agriculture, has rendered it
*

liable to casualties and diseases unknown on its

native pastures, which require the watchful care of

the shepherd to avert or remedy ; nor is it less

necessary to exercise this unremitting watchfulness

when aiming at successful and profitable breeding;

for without judicious management, and a thorough

knowledge of its habits, sheep will starve in the

midst of plenty, and their food, instead of being

profitably consumed, will be converted into a bane

and a poison. The period of the year, at which

we now write, that of yeaning, being the most im-

portant and anxious, through which the flock-

master has to lead his fleecy charge, we commence

our observations on " general management," by

considering the best method of dealing with ewes

great with lamb, taking the Southdowns and

Hampshire-downs first in order, which descriptions

are now dropping their lambs, and being more

under the influence of artificial management than

other breeds, are subject to greater losses, and

consequently require more care and attention at

this critical season.

One first and paramount object, never to be lost

sight of in sheep breeding, is to observe the happy"'

medium in the quantity of food, and strict regularity"

in supplying it, above all things avoiding sudderi'^

changes from low to high keep, or vice versa. A ''

breach of this rule, long experience teaches us, will

result in a greater mortality of the flock than any

other cause, and many of the diseases which were' -

unknown to our forefathers, but making oftentime'^

such fearful havoc in these days, may be traced to
"

their management, and the artificial system of feed-'"

ing, rather than to epidemic, or atmospheric

influences.

The first requirement to be secured at the com-

mencement of the yeaning season is a convenient

lambing-fold ; the construction of which should be

regulated by the strictest attention to cleanliness

and free ventilation. If the conveniences likely to

be wanted at this busy and important juncture are

not provided beforehand, the shepherd will have '^

but little time to attend to their provision when his'"

duties in the lambing fold actually begin. Should"^

the weather or other circumstances be then adverse

much greater labour and anxiety will be entailed ori'"

him, probably in addition to heavy losses. Shelter^

is of the first importance to the new-dropped lambs

;
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but it should be so secured as not to create a clobc

and unnatural warmth, which is as foreign to the

sheejj's natural atmosphere as it is prejudicial to its

health, and if (in the absence of actual disease) the

animal's respiration becomes quicker than usual-

evidenced by the heaving or "fetching" of the flank ;

the shepherd needs no other notice to warn him that

his temperature is too high, and must be lowered if

he would escape the mortaUty resulting from in-

flammatory disorders, the peculiar plague of the

sheep kind under modern treatment, and more

prevalent at yeaning time than any other, both in

dam and offspring. It is well, and indeed requisite,

to have well sheltered coops, or little stalls for the

weak or twin lambs, to be placed immediately on

their birth; but they should be constructed of more-

able materials, such as thatched hurdles, bundles of

straw, reeds, &c., so that they may be turned and

adapted to every shifting of the wind and storm.

It is the custom ofmost tlockmasters in Hampshire

and Wiltshire, to have their lambing fold in the

open field, near enough to the homestall to be ac-

cessible to the ceaseless visits of the master, whose

constant supervision is as necessary as the presence

of his shepherd ; for if lambs fall fast, much confu-

sion wUl prevail in spite of every precaution, more

especially should any of the numerous species of

moi'tality, to which even lambs of a few hours old

are liable, jjrevail. Ewes are sometimes unkindly

in taking to their young, more particularly if young,

and the labour protracted, are often short of milk

;

and if, under such circumstances, the weather be

rough and very cold, the mortality will keep jjace

with the production. Moreover, shepherds like

other mortals are fallible ; with a run of 'good luck',

all may go * merry as a marriage bell' whether he

sleep or wake ; but in a harassing, flurrying period,

when the labours are incessant, and excitement

great, night being (or ought to be) no resting time

for him, wearied in body and (as a good shepherd

will be interested in the fate of his flock) ])erhaps

depressed in spirits by losses or mischances, the

frequent presence of the master to such a man is

above all things necessary to cheer, encourage, and

assist him in his labours and anxiety, to steer his

woolly patients safely through the perilous hour of

nature's sorest trial.

The system of feeding the ewe flock at this time

is a matter for careful consideration at this season,

as also some little time previous to it. Unable to se-

lect for themselves, and subject to an artificial treat-

ment, as well as hviiig on artificial food, which even

oiu" green crops is allowed to be, as compared with

the natural pasturage of the sheep, every practical

method should be adopted which may as far as pos-

sible compensate for the loss of those natural herbs

which act medicinally as well as for food, and which

Providence has pnj\ iticd for all creatures and in itp^^

proper season, and to seek which an unerring in-,^

stinct is implanted by the seuue All-directing hand..^

Next to free access to the natural herbage, grass, a^^

due admixture of green and dry food seems to be
,

the most etfectual to keep the constitution in that

healthy state essential to the season of parturition
;

when turnips are plentiful we have always found it

beneficial to give half turnips and half hay ; for this

purpose the field proposed to be fed off should be

at a moderate distance from the lambing-fold, and

manured for the turnips with farm-yard manure,

which will permit of the stock being driven off, after

eating their pitching in the day time, and lying in

the more sheltered lambing-fold during the night,

the yard manure furnishing an ample dressing, with

which the sheep leave, during the time they are

feeding, for the following corn crop. It happens,

however, sometimes that it is impossible so to ar-

range that the ewes can have any turnips at this

time, in which case it is necessary to depend chiefly

on hay on all upland farms ; while thus fed, a small

supply of wholesome water is indispensable : the

practice of many people is to drive them to a pond

or river to drink, but to this plan there are many

serious objections ; having access to water only once

in the twenty-four hours, the ewes, urged l)y great

thirst, not only run to the drinking pool in too

great a hurry, and in too close a body, consistent

with their " delicate situation," but often drink to

repletion, overload the stomach with water, and

consequently weaken those powers which nature re-

quires to be vigorous and free at the time the lamb is

brought forth. When water must be given, it is far

preferable to place the fold in such a situation, that

the ewes may draw backward and forward to the

pond at any time when inclined to drink, and there

will then be no fear of over-gorging themselves.

Where this is not practicable, it should be drawn in

water carts, and given in troughs, taking care always

to keep up the supply ; the extra labour will be amjjly

repaid in the greater safety of the flock, as compared

with the risk incurred in daily driving them to

water.

Our former remark as to regularity of feeding

applies more particularly to this jieriod ;
great care

should be taken that no sudden flush of milk, the

sure consequence of higher feeding, should be given

to ewes immediatelypreceding the time of lambing;

we have known from one-third to one-half of the

finest lambs of a large flock die within 24 hours of

their birth, owing to a sudden and great increase

of milk, the effect of changing the keep from mild

meadow to rich clover hay ; and we have also known

the mortality as suddenly stopped, by turning the

ewes over grass land, thereby diminishing their ap-

petite for the hay, the cause of the wholesale fatality^

2 G 2
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v.hich consists of violent diarrhoea in the lamb,

terminating in inflammation of the bowels, vulgarly

termed " the scour,"— as to anj^ medicine being

effectual in checking the disease, it is utterly hope-

less at this tender age ; we have seen the strongest

lambs up, and sucking the mother within ten mi-

nutes of yeaning, with no symptoms of disease, dead

within twelve hours after ; we have seen them gam-

bolinground the fold of a moonlight night, hght, and

frolicsome as squirrels, and in the morning, at day-

break, picked up three or four out of a hundred, dead

andstitf, all from this fatal cause. That medicinemay
be prepared largely to benefit lambs of older growth,

we do not dispute ; and the experience of a quarter

of a century, founded on unremitting personal at-

tendance on the sheep fold, and the fairest trials of

every nostrum recommended, even by eminent

medical men, leads us unhesitatingly to declare our

conviction, that there is no cure to be hoped for at

this stage of the lamb's existence from medicine.

Preventive measures, such as we have recommended,

may be adopted ; but cure, when the disease is viru-

lent, there is none. This sometimes fearful scourge

is unknown to those descriptions of sheep which

constantly feed on grass, hence'an evident proof

that it is produced by our artificial system of sheep

husbandry.

The next great enemy the sheep breeder has to

encounter, is inflammation in the ewe after lambing;

tthe prevalence of this disorder depends very much
on the system of the animal : when it is too full of

blood, and consequently more susceptible of inflam-

mation, many severe losses are sustained fiom what

is commonly called " heaving "—whicli is endea-

vouring to get rid of a something which instinct

eaches her is not natural to her ; that something

ia the swelling of the organs employed in bringing

forth the lamb, under the irritating influence of

which she endeavours to expel it through the natural

course—these efforts, involuntary at the commence-;

ment, increase the mischief, and death is the never

failing termination. This complaint isalsofrequently

induced by an imperfect delivery. In this case a

medical practitioner, or the shepherd under his di-

rections, may sometimes relieve the patient; but the

breeder would do well to study all suggestions

for prevention rather than calculate on the success

of speculative nostrums.

The best agents employed internally by way of me-

dicine to the sheep are castor oil when a cleansing is

required, and laudanum when the system is sought

to be composed ; when after a severe labour, the

bowels become torpid or obstructed, we have given

with success two table-spoons-full of the former,

with from 43 to 60 drops of the latter; these two

medicinal agents appear to operate on the system

of the sheep ; but it is as nothing, to those who have

not witnessed it, to hear the little effect medicines

in general have on these animals. We have given

five ounces of salt to a sheep, and with a view of

being satisfied of its effects, shut it up in a horse

stall, with the bottom completely cleared out, so

that all effects might be visible. There was not

the least alteration in the action of the bowels, the

salts having no more power than so much water

;

there was no mistake about the quantity, for we
dissolved and administered them with our own
hands.

Having extended our article to an inconvenient

length, we must defer the consideration of the other

diseases, summer management, &c., to a future

opportunity.—Wiltshire County Mirror.

THE AGRICULTURAL DISTRICTS OF ENGLAND.

[from the times' commissioner.]

Dec. 23.

The position of the tenant farmers of England
next demands our attention. To show the progress

which has been made in the art of agriculture in

this country, it is not necessary to go Imck to any
authority of the last century for a description of the

processes then adopted. Every county presents

contrasts abundantly instructive, the most anti-

quated and most modern systems being found side by
side. The successful practices of one farm or one
county are unknown or unlieeded in the next. On
one side a hedge, in some counties, a plough with
five horses and two men, and on the other side of

the same hedge a plough with two horses and one
man, are domg precisely the same amount of work.
In adjoming fields may be seen a foul turnip crop
under 10 tons an acre, and a luxuriant one above

30. On neighbouring farms of similiar soil the

wheat crop may vary from 20 to 40 bushels an
acre, and most probably the man who grows 20
pays not less than 9s. for thrashing that quantity

by hand, while the other thrashes his 40 bushels by
steam for 3s. Cd.

In the preceding letters the details of good farm-

ing are given much more at length than mstauces

of the reverse, as it was from the first only that in-

struction could be drawn. This was from no want
of examples of antiquated farming; for if we spent

one day ia examining Sir John Conroy's farm at

Arborfield, ]\Ir. Hudson's at Castleacre, Mr. Beasley's

at Overstonc, or Lord Hatlicrtou'.s at Teddcsley,- we
were almost sure to be wandering on the next

through the mazes of frequent hedgerows, gazing at

five horses elaborately doing the work of two, ma-
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iiure siiffered to go to waste, cattle iusufficieutly

housed Hud fed, land uudraiucd and unproductive,

and fanucrs complaiuing, not without reasoUj of their

want of success. One day we learnt the processes

bj wliicli Mr. ITuxtablc economises labour, manure,
and food ; and tlic next we saw in operation an anti-

quated fanuinq; machine, precisely the same as Ai'thur

"ioung desci'ibed it 80 years ago, and worthy of the

days before the Conquest; manure treated as a

troublesome nuisance, and cattle wastnig their sub-

stance and their food by being kept starving in the

open fields in winter. The same day on which we
saw tlie steam engine of Mr. Thomas, of Lidlington,

in Bedfordshire, with M'liich he is enabled to thrash

his wheat crop for Id. a bushel, we found other

farmers paying four or five times as much for the

same operation, not so well done, by hand. On one
farm in Suffolk we have seen the laud prepared for

furnips by skim ploughing, scarifying, and one deep
furrow, at a cost not exceeding 25s. an acre; and on
another, of precisely the same kind of land, the farmer

was compelled by covenant to give his laird four or

five furrows, with repeated harrowing and rolling, to

effect the same object at more than double the cost.

Xor arc tlicsc small economies to be despised.

On the two corn crops of a four course rotation, the

different expense of thrashing by baud and by steam
will amouutto 8s. au acre, which being saved on the

half of the ploughed laud of the farm, is equivalent

to Is. an acre ou the whole of it; and that is equal,

in many cases, to a reduction of 20 per cent, in the

rent. The saving of seed which Sir Jolm Conroy
has effected by having his land iu such a high state

of cultivation, is, as compared with the average

quantity sown iu similiar districts of England, quite

equal to a saving of 10 per cent, on the common
rent of com lands. But this is a savmg of more
limited application, inasmuch as a very thin sown
crop is later iu ripening and more subject to mildew,

and, unless accompanied by the ^uost careful and
continued hoeing, more favourable to weeds, besides

being more easily affected by casualties of season,

all which arc serious objections in a moist or

northern climate.

It would be only repeating what has been much
better done by Mr. Pusey, in the 26th number of the
" Royal Agricultural Society's Journal," if we were

to draw into one view the savings which the modern
farmer can effect, by the use of improved machines,

cheaper feeding stuffs and manures, and more eco-

nomical and rational processes of husbandry. There

is scarcely a single county in which the reader of

these letters will not find some practice better than

his own, some process by which he may increase Ids

crops, or fatten his stock, at less expense than it has

hitherto cost him. Some coimties are much more
advanced than others, and accordingly present more
numerous examples for instruction; but the careful

student will find, iu the description of every county,

local practices which long experience has brought to

a high state of perfection. By combining with his

own what he learns of the best, and rejecting the

practices of the worst, he may establish for himself a

system of agriculture suited to his particular soil and

climate, founded on the experience of successful

practical men. He will find that the best farmers

have not attained success by blind adherence to a

given rotation, but by a constant adaptation of their

plans to the growing wants of the country, taking

advantage of railway or steam-boat communications
to cheapen the cost of transit to the best markers,

and of portable manures or cattle food to replace the

exhaustion caused by the increasing abstraction of

corn and stock from the farm.

The question, what is the best rotation of crops,

is so variously answered in these letters, that the

reader may have some difficulty in arriving at a

satisfactory conclusion. Tlie Norfolk, or four course

rotation, is undoubtedly the one most generally

approved ; but it is to its principle of alternate corn

and cattle crops, rather than to a strict adherence to

its original detail, that this approval is accorded. In

many cases we have inspected farms managed, on a

strict four course, to the highest pitch which the

land under that system would yield. Do what he

could, the farmer was unable to calculate with

certainty on the success of each crop in the course.

The clover failed, or the turnips were diseased. The
barley was too heavy and did not fill, or the wheat

lost root and proved thin. Farm as high as he could,

his unvarying routine of crops had exhausted some-

thing^ from his light soil which the aids at his com-

mand did not exactly replace. He drops the half of

the clover from the course and substitutes winter

beans. This succeeds, and he is tempted to his

again. Mangel is taken instead of a portion of try

turnips, and white or yellow turnips are grown where

swedes were before. In the next round the position

of these crops is reversed. His green crops now
flourish, and he turns his attention to the corn. He
finds that, by enriching his land, he improves the

wheat crop, but endangers the barley. He cannot

grow heavy crops of roots without manure, and he

knows that to feed his sheep with profit he must
hasten them forw^ard by the aid of corn and cake.

The land must, therefore, be enriched, and as with

such high condition the barley might be lost, he

sows the ground with wheat. Au excellent crop of

wheat reduces this condition sutficiently to admit of

a safe and productive barley crop, which costs him

nothing for manure, and very little for labour. But

in this' process of improvement the four course has

disappeared, and been replaced by a five, so arranged

that red clover, white clover and trefoil, winter beans,

and mangel, swedes, and turnips, are respectively

repeated on the same ground at no shorter intervals

than fifteen years. The course then stands thus :

—

1. One-third clover, one-third white clover and

trefoil, one-third winter beans.

2. Wheat.
3. One-third mangold, one-third swedes, one-third

tm-nips.

4. Wheat.
5. Barley.

And that in the course of time will, without doubt,

in its turn give place to another, under the guidance

of fui'ther experience. Near a large population,

where there is a demand for vegetables, and a supply

of street manure, the farmer may find himself better

paid by green crops than corn. Accordingly we
have found the most intelligent farmers iu sucii situ-

ations employ two-thirds of their land in growing

green crops, and one-tliird in corn. In the western

counties the climate exercises a powerful influence
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and the successful farmers of Laucasliire take two
coru crops and two green crops alternately. In
sliort, the detail is everywhere varied by the Judi-
cious agriculturist to suit the necessities and aclvan-

tages of the particular localit^^ when he is permitted
by his agreement and has sufficient skill to pursue a

rational system.

The reader will see that no one system or com-se
of husbandry is applicable to every situation. It

was not because the four course was aii alternation

of corn and cattle crops that it succeeded, though
that was itself a great improvement ; nor because it

produced regularity of system, though that is also

of much importance. Xor was it owing to the mere
treadiug of the land by the feet of the sheep, though
to that much of the success of the system used to

be attributed. It was because it was' a step in the

right direction, one of those groupings in the dark
by which the man of mere practice occasionally finds

the best path. Pursuing it \vithout the giiide of

science, it soon began to fail and lead him astray.

There was no virtue in the constant round of crops
or regularity of practice to compensate the increased

exhaustion occasioned by the sale of larger produce
without an equivalent return of manure. It was
because it so far fulfilled the, principle of keeping the

land dry, clean, and rich, that it was in any degree
successful.

On a full recognition of that principle rests our
future agricultural progress. The landlord and the

farmer must both recognise it in their dealings with
each other and with the laud. Crops which do not
pay the farmer do not suit his purpose, and to restrict

liim to the growth of such is both impolitic and ab-
surd. His business is to grow the heaviest crops
of the most remunerative kind his soil can be made
to carry, and, within certain limits of climate which
experience has now defined, the better he farms the
more capable his land becomes of growing the higher
qualities of grain, of supporting the most valuable
breeds of stock, and of oeing readily adapted to the
growth of any kind of agricultui'al produce which
railway facilities or increasing population may render
most remunerative. In this country the agricultui-al

improver cannot stand still. If he tries to do so, he
will soon fall into the list of obsolete men, being
passed by eager competitors, wdliug to seize the cur-
rent of events and turn them to their advantage.
The four course, or any other course when it has
served its lime, must expand itself to meet the in-

creasing requirements of the day, by appropriating to

itself the simultaneously enlarging resources of mo-
dern science and enterprise.

This naturally brings us to the statement of a
question which we have considered and discussed
with intelligent practical farmers in all parts of Eng-
land—security for the capital of tlie farmer, whether
under the designation of " Compensation for unex-
hausted Improvements," or, more briefly, " Tenant-
right." A tenant investing capital in land seldom
contemplates an immediate return. He does not
anticipate that a hrge expenditure in cleaning and
enriclung wom-out land will be all repaid to him
in the first crop. He lays the foundation for a series

of good crops, which in the aggregate he expects to
repay him with interest. If lie drains, makes fences,

or other improvements of a more permanent character.

a still longer period is requisite to compensate him.

But he must either be secured in the possession of

his farm for a certain period, sufiiciently long to

enable him to receive the benefits of his investment,

or have some precise agreement under which he is

to be repaid, in fixed proportions, for his outlay, if

his landlord should see fit to resume possession of

the farm. Without either the one or the other, an

improving tenant has no legal security for the capi-

tal he invests in the cultivation of another person's

land.

Yet the great proportion of English farms are

held on yearly tenure, wliich may be terminated at

any time by a six months' notice on either side. It

is a systeni preferred by the landlord as enabling him
to retaui a greater control over the land, and ac-

quiesced in by the tenants in consideration of easy

rents. During a period of high prices moderate

rents could be paid without the investment of much
capital by the tenant ; but low prices and universal

competition compel agricultural improvement. TTe

must either farm as well as our neighbours, or be

undersold by them. The investment of tenants'

capital, whether in money, skill, or industry, is now,

therefore, more than ever necessary to success. It

may be said, with perfect truth, that great agricul-

tural improvements have been luade and the most
entire confidence subsists between landlord and

tenant under this uncertain tenure. That tenants

do, in many instances, invest their capital largely

with no other security than their landlord's charac-

ter, we most willingly testify ; and the confidence

which subsists between the two classes in Eugland,

generally, is in the highest degree honourable to

both, in no country, perhaps, in the world does

the character of any class of men for fair and gene-

rous dealing stand higher than that of the great

body of English landlords. Yet there are excep-

tions, and these are unfortmiately becoming more
numerous. The son does not always inherit the

virtues of his father. Necessity or education may
make his views different. Family provisions and

allowances may leave him less to spend from the

same rental. The tenant, too, mixing more with

the world than he used to do, or being educated at a

more advanced period of its progress, begins to dis-

like the dependence impUcd in this relation. He
knows that he must invest his capital more freely

than heretofore in the cultivation of liis fai-m, and
in these days of change he feels that he is entitled

to ask some effective secuiity for its repayment.

That secm-ity he may obtain, either by being gua-

ranteed by lease in the possession of his farm for

such a number of years as will give time for his in-

vested capital to have full eifect and be returned to

him, or, if the landlord declines to give a lease, by
an agreement on a certain basis for compensation

for unexhausted improvements when either party

wishes to terminate the connection. One or other

of these alternatives the improving farmer is faii-ly

entitled to expect ; and for the reasons now to be

given we most strongly recommend the general

adoption of leases in preference to tenant-right.

The only counties in wliich the custom of tenant-

right is fully recognised are Surrey, Sussex, the "Weald

of Kent, Lincoln, North Notts, and part of the

West Riding. In these counties the custom has
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been so long in operation as to hfive become binding

in law, and tlicy afford us an opportunity of judging

whether the system lias worked so well in practice

as to justify its extension to all the other counties

of England. In each of these counties, except the

Weald of Kent, which we a))prehend to be much tlie

same as the contiguous tract in Surrey and Sussex,

we minutely examined the state of agricidture, and
the relations subsistmg between landlord and tenant,

as affected by this legalised custom, and our impres-

sion of each in its place, without reference to the

other, was narrated in our former letters. In the

wealds of Surrey and Sussex, where the custom is

most stringent, we foimd the state of agriculture ex-

tremely backward, tlie produce much below the ave-

rage of England, the tenants deeply embarrassed,

and the landlords receiving their low rents irregularly;

in fact, no men connected with the laud thriving

except the appraisers, who were in constant requisi-

tion to settle the disputed claims of outgoing and
entering tenants. We found both farmers and land-

lords complaining that the system led to much fraud

and chicanery, and that an entering tenant was
compelled by it to pay as much for bad as for good
farming ; that intelligent farmers were most desirous

that their landlords should buy up the tenant right,

and thus piit an end to it, and landlords in many
cases were doing so. In Lincolnshire and North
Notts we found the great improvement of agricul-

ture of late years attributed to the system of com-
pensation to outgoing tenants

; yet, on examining

the state of agriculture itself, it seemed to us, if not

inferior, certainly in no respect superior to the pro-

ficiency of the same class of farmers in West Nor-

folk, whose capital is not protected by any compen-
sation agreements, but by a 21 years' lease. The
indefiniteness of the "custom " was also much com-
plained of, and its constant liability to increase.

Frauds were beginning to creep into the system,

and landlords, for their owa protection, were obliged

to limit and deRue the custom by special agreement.

In the southern portion of the West Riding, where
tenant-right is very stringent, it is found to lead to

great fraud and abuse, there being instances of

" smart " men who make it their business to take a

farm, hold it for a year or two, and by " working up
to a quitting," as "^it is termed in Surrey, make a

considerable profit by the difference which their inge-

nuity and that of their appraiser enables them to

demand when they leave, as compared with what
they paid at their entry. Obsolete practices are

valued under this system at their original cost, so

that the plan of giving five furrows to a light soil,

in preparation for turnips, is perpetuated and must
be paid for, tho\igh under the modern system two
fui'rows on such land at the proper season are known
to be not merely more economical, but reaUy more
beneficial.

The amount of these valuations varies between

£3 and £5 an acre. A tenant entering to a farm

is thus obliged to pay over a large sum to his pre-

decessor, for operations in the direction and execu-

tion of which he has had no voice. There can be

no doubt whatever that any man would prefer to

spend his own money in making improvements ac-

cording to his own judgment ; but tlie advance of

so much capital, over and above the ordinary stock

of the farm, either requires tenants of more than

the means of ordinary farmers, or throws the land

into the hands oC men who, having expended the

larger portion of their ready money in paying for

their entry, are so hampered during their tenancj

as fo be vinable to do justice to their farms. It is

also obvious—for we arc bound to look at the ques-

tion as it affects both parties —that such a system

offers great facility for combination by tlie tenants

against their landlord. The owner of say 1,000

acres in such a district might find it very difiieult

to refuse the demands of his tenants, however un-

just, if during a period of agricultural depression

they offered him the alternative of getting his farnas

thrown on his hands, with a tenant-right to be paid

down amounting to four or five years' rental.
_

Without going further into the question, it must

be plain that it is not the interest of the landlords,

if the decision is left with them, to adopt this sys-

tem . To legalize it by act of parliament, so as to ren-

der its operation general over the kingdom, it would be

necessary to prove that it would promote the public

welfare. We have seen in the counties where it

exists that the agriculture is on the whole inferior

to that of other districts, and in no case, even under

the most favourable circumstances, superior to other

well-conditioned counties which do not possess this

tenant-right. In every county it has led to fraud

in a greater or less degree. It perpetuates bad 1ms-

baiid'y, by stereotyping costly practices which modern

improvements have rendered obsolete. It absorbs

the capital of the entering tenant, thus limiting his

means for future improvement. It unfairly de-

presses the letting value of land. Perhaps it may

be urged that we dwell or. the abuses rather than

on the fair and legitimate uses of the system. But

it is not easy to see where the line of demarcation

is to be drawn. The difficulty has already occurred

in Lincolnshire, where landlords find it necessary to

limit by special agreement the otherwise indefinite

and constantly widening objects which this custom

may be understood to embrace. With the best and

purest intention, a farmer may lay out £1,000 in

drainage or manures ; but if his investment turns

our disadvantageous, is it consistent with common

sense that he is to be at liberty to relieve himself

from the consequences of his own miscalculations

or imprudence by giving up his farm and demanding

reimbursement of the " unexhausted improvement

"

from his landlord ? The same principle, too, which

is applicable to the farmer in his buildings and his

farm might be equally claimed by the labourer in his

cottage, bis garden, and his allotment.

The practical working of tenant-right has led us

to the conviction (contrary, we admit, to our precon-

ceived opinions) that it is not desirable to extend

it, either legally or conventionally, to other parts of

the kingdom. However well it may look in theory,

we should find the honest and intelligent farmers of

other counties becoming disgusted with its frauds,

and, as the same class are now doing in Surrey,

North Notts, and the West Riding, demanding its

restriction, and recommending their landlords to buy

it up and get rid of it.

The wish for leases will increase when the tenant

at will discovers that security for his capital by

tenant-right is neither possible nor desirable. There
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is a very prevalent dislike to leases on tlie part of

the tenantry of England. To a considerable extent

this was occasioned by the nucertainty of the main-
tenance of protection previous to the free-trade

measures, but chiefly from the fact that there was
really less change of tenancy and a lower scale of

rent under a system of yearly tenure than under
lease. If a man improved his farm during a lease,

he was obliged to pay an increased rent, for it, in

consequence of that improvement, when he renewed
it for a second terra. If he held from year to year,

he either made no improvement, or, speaking gene-

rally, so little that the difference of produce from
year to year was so gradual and imperceptible that

lie kept nearly the whole advantage to hiniself. In
the one case there was a gradual progress, caused by
a greater exertion on the part of the tenant and a

larger outlay by the landlord, in the advantage of

which all parties participated ; in the other an en-

couragement to maintain things as they are, that

there might be no inducement on the part of the

landlord to raise the rent. But there are instances

in many counties, and jiarticularly in the noi'th and
west, of the tenant's unassisted improvements

during a lease having been taken very unfair advall^^*

tage of at its conclusion. The landlord's right ofio

! preference under the law of distraint has been re>^'T

j

peatedly urged to us as affording an emban-assed orit>

j

niconsiderate landlord gi'eat facility in thus oppressnoi

ing an improving tenant. In Northumberland weiq

j

have given examj)les which prove in the strougestia

manner that the injury sustained by the tenants by ,

bein"- induced, through unfair competition, to offer

exorbitant rents, never fails to reach the landlord in

I

the prostration of that class whose means have been

i

thus crippled, and who arc compelled to resign their

farms, wliich are then relet at greatly diminished

' rents. But a landlord with ordinary foresight must

; see that his interest is bound np in the permanent

;
improvement of his estate, not in a temporary and,

therefore, uncertain rise of rent. It is both his

duty and his interest to encourage mve and steady

progress ; and we have no hesitation in saying that,

;

in that respect, the system of yearly tenure has

j

proved itself in pi'actice, as it is in theory, inferior

I to that of leases with liberal covenants, when fairly.

j

and judiciously tried, as in the examples we hav^^

given at Ilolkham and at Woburn.

COMPENSATION CO U RT.—Stratford, March 30.

JJllujErf-

H ddi bed

jiijiw [lira

(Before T. M. Gepp, Esq., Deputy-Sheriff, 6. W, Bramwell, Esq., Q.C, Assessor, and a Special JuryOio ijiilanp

RAPHAEL AND THE VICTORIA LONDON DOCK COMPANY. „tj

act in 1850, aad Mr. Rapbael, the claimant, succeeded some,!

two years ago to some land which belonged to his uucle, Mr.

Alexander Raphael, as heir at law; he was desirous of retain-

ing possession of this property, being quite satisfied with its

present value, of the increasing value of laud in the neighbour-

hood, and of the ultimate advantages which most assuredly

would accrue. The company, however, required the laud in

order to carry out their project. He had read their Act of

Parliament, and it appeared to him to be very doubtful

whether they had a right to take it against the will of the

owner ; and certainly if they could do so they would be exer-

cising a very arbitrary power, which it would be well for the

jury to narrowly watch. The land consisted of 101 acres 1 rood

and 1 perch ; and the whole of the laud coloured red on the

plan before the jury was the property of the elaimaut. The

company did not propose to take the whole of it, but that por-

tion on the south side of the deviation line, which would give

rise to considerable injury by severance to the remaining por-

tion. The land was of a very valuable character, and he

doubted very much if they could find anywhere 200 acres of

land equal to this in value, whether used for grazing purposes,

or broken up and laid out iu plots for market gardens, or other

agricultural purposes. The land had been used by Mr.

Raphael, the claimant, and his uncle for grazing purposes ; but

in estimating its value the jury were to consider not only its

present productiveness, but what it would produce under the

most favourable circumstances if its natural and local advan-

tages were fully developed. There was a good hard road ad-

joining it, which led to the river, aud the facilities of carriage

both by land and water were highly advantageous. The land

itself was of such excellent quality, that it enabled parties who

This was an inquiry to assess the amount of compensation

which the claimant was entitled to receive from the above

company for 101 acres 1 rood and 1 perch of marsh laud at

East Ham, which they required for the construction of their

docks ; and also to ascertain the damage the claimant would

sustain by the severance of such land from his adjoining

property.

The claimint, Edward Raphael, Esq., resides at Ditton

Lodge, Surrey, and is the nephew of Alexander Raphael, Esq.,

formerly Sheriff of the City of London, from whom he

inherited the property. The family name is also familiar to

the public, in consequence of a gift of £10,000 to Cardinal

Wiseman, and an intended donation of £60,000 to the Catholic

Church, but which was not completed upon the death of Mr.

Raphael. The proceedings excited the greatest interest among

the gentry and farmers residing iu the neighbourhood, and the

jury, after meetmg at the Swan Inn, Stratford, adjourned, upon

their return from viewing the property, to the Assembly-room

of the Yorkshire Grey Hotel, which is a more commodious

building.

Mr. Serjeant Channell, with Mr.Tindal Atkinson, instructed

by Messrs. Bell, Steward, aud Lloyd, solicitors, of Lincoln's-

Inn-Fields, appeared for the Claimant; aud the Attorney-

General, with Mr. Bovil, instructed by Messrs. Burchall and

Parson, of Parliament-street, for the Company.

Mr. Serjeant Channell, observed, that he had the

honour of appearing before them on behalf of the

claimant, Mr. Edward Raphael, who was the owner of

considerable marsh lands in the parish of East Ham, and

101 acres of which were required by the Victoria

Dock Company. It appeared that the company obtained their
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rented it to bring their cattle into good coudition earlier than

other grajiieiJ, aud also gave them a coiumaud of the markets.

Tlieyconhlseud their cattle to Suiithfield by an exceedingly easy

drift, froitt its contiguity to the metropolia. If, therefore, he

looked It this land simply lor the purposes to which it was at

present applied, he entertained no donht that he should be

able to satisfy them that it was land of a very extraordinary

valne. They woidd, no doubl, be told that the company wore

about to construct certain docks, of considerable public utility;

but it was not because the undertaking proposed by themwai

one of a public character that the jury were to be at all chary

in dealing out to the claimant, whose land was to be taken

from him against his will, full, liberal, and ample compensa-

tion. The object of the company was not merely to construct

docks, but they were striving to take away the livelihood of

o'.her persons. They took powers under their act to import

foreign cattle ; and they said they would take the graziers'

lands, preserve their occupations, and secure to themselves all

the advantages arising from such avocations in future. He
wo\dd say that it was a most extended power, and was a power

which it was the duty of the jury to watch with jealousy. He
could not understand upon what principle—if there was any

principle at all in such a proceeding—that the company could

compulsorily take from this gentleman his land. The land

they proposed to take did not adjoin their docks, but was some

distance from them ; and therefore he doubted whether they

hid the power to take it. He trusted that the company would

call witnesses, who would tell the jury the description and

quality of this land, what had been given for similar land in

the same locality, aud what it had been sold for. If this pro-

perty was regarded as merely grazing laud, the claimant would

be entitled to receive a very large sum ; but that was not the

limit of his claim. The neighbourhood of late years had

been very much altered—the Land Improvement Company

had purchased considerable lands fronting the river, bringing a

connection with the Woolwich Docks, Arsenal, and the town

of Woolwich. Factories were being built, and a number of

houses in the course of erection, and this land presented capa-

bilities of a most important description. If it was retained for

grazmg purposes its value would be very much improved in

consequence of the diminution of land by the construction of

the docks and the railwaj^ aud the buildings that were going

on. Hs understood that it would fetch £5 per acre for grazing

purposes, and that if it was broken up and applied to market-

gardening it would produce a much larger rental. The soil

was of an alluvial kind, and it was not for the company to say

that, because the late Mr. Raphael, who was rolling in wealth,

had used it for grazing purposes only, that they were merely

bound to give compensation for it as agricultural land. He
should further show that the land contained a quantity of brick

earth, and that there were facilities in this neighbourhood for

carrying on extensive building operations, and no sooner was a

house built than it was taken. He would show that the brick

earth was five or sis feet in depth, and that sand, breeze, aud

other materials necessary for making- bricks could be obtained

at a small cost. He requested the jury to apply their minds

to the improvements of the past to guide them as to the value

of this land in future. He would show them the amount of

royalty and of surface rental that could be obtained for build-

ing purposes, and it would be that amount the claimant would

be entitled to receive, including the compensation for sever-

ance. At present he had a right of way over the Manor-road

to his upper lauds, but when the company took possession of

the 101 acres, his right of way from his lower to his upper

lands would ho destroyed ; aud the pitaeut access being cut

off, he would be compelled to go a distance of two

miles and more round to reach his upper lands ; and he de6ed

the Attorney-General to show that the severance would not

intlict considerable injury. The land which the company pro-

posed to take was the lower plot on the river-side of the line

of deviation south of the Thames ; and, under all the circum-

stances, he had uo doubt he should he able to show the jury

that IMr. Raphael was fairly entitled to receive the sum of

£43,000 from the company for the land which was demanded

of him.

Mr. John Crouch, of Parliament-street, Westminster,

and Cirencester, Gloucestershire, examined.—I am land-agent

for the Eatl of Eldon, and for Mr. Peacock, the member for

Harwich. I am also the partner of the surveyor to Earl Jersey.

I have been engaged for sixteen years in surveying. I have

gone carefully over Mr. Raphael's land, and made an estimate

of its value for agricultural purposes. I find the gross quantity

required by the company is 101 acres 1 rood 1 perch, from

which I have deducted for waste 3 acres 1 rood 1 perch,

leaving a iiett quantity of 98 acres of exceedingly rich grazing

land, which I have valued at 85s. per acre. In arriving at that,

I have deducted the tithes and other charges. I take it at 33

years' purchase, which gives £13,744 lOs. I next take for

compulsory sale 50 per cent., and that amounts to £6,872 Ss.

I claim, in addition for severance from the 04 acres of the

upper plot of land, £739 4s. I find that the land contains

brick-earth to a very considerable extent—I may say, large

extent—aud I take the value at £25,806. I suppose that there

is sufficient brick-earth to make 13 millions and-a-half of bricks

for 28 years annually,whicli,at a royalty of 23. 3d. per 1,000, will

amount to £1,518 per annum. The present value m money I

take to be £25,800. I take the total of bricks that can

be made to be 379 and a half millions, which gives £47,161

193. for the four items. From that total I deduct, for loss of

land consumed, and for contingent expenses, £7,450, making a

nett sum of £39,711 lOs. The reason I have added 50 per

cent, for compulsory sale is in consequence of everything in

the locality indicating a prospecti\e increasing value. I find

railways being constructed, factories being built, a number of

houses already built or in progress close at hand, good road

and river-communication ; the laud itself very available for

building purposes, building-allotments laid out, and everything

which indicates to my mind an increasing prospective value.

Cross-examined : I have not been accustomed to value land

in this immediate neighbourhood before ; but I have valued

land ten or twelve miles off, in Surrey, on the other side of the

water. I have also valued land at Chelmsford. The land I

valued in Surrey was 300 acres in extent. I never valued

marsh-land before. I do not know what this land is rented at.

I did not inquire, because the amount of rent paid is not a

criterion of its value. I have ascertained the rentals of other

land in the neighbourhood ; but that was after my valuation

was made. Messrs. Bell, Steward, and Lloyd employed me to

go over these lauds. The result of my experience is that more

than thirty years' purchase is what surveyors usually ask. I

have known more than thirty-three years' purchase asked.

The Attorney-General : Aud given ?

Witness : Ah ! that is another question. (A laugh.)

The Attorney-General : I believe it is your practice to

ask the highest price, and buy at the lowest ?

Cross-examination continued : Fifty per cent, for compul-
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sory sale is not the tip-top price that I have known to be

asked. I have not enquired as to whether this land is let to

several parties. I find that great damage will arise from se-

verance in this way. Mr. Eaphael kept a bailiff, who could

pass from one field to the other while superintending the

grazing. There is a farm-building on the land. It is more

than a hut. There is a room in it fitted up for the accommo-

dation of Mr. Raphael.

The Attorney-Genekal : Do I understand you that

your calculation is based upon the hypothesis that this earth

is capable of making good bricks ?

Witness : I am not a brick-maker ; but I have examined

the earth, and my opinion ha-j been confirmed by others—that

it is capable of making good bricks. I do not think 2s. 3d. is

a high value to put the royalty at. I have heard that the

royalty paid at Cowley is Ss., and that in the neighbourhood

of Croydon is 2s. 4d. I observed some buildings of a su-

perior character near the railway terminus. I did not observe

more than two factories. I do not know the whole extent of

the marshes. I will not undertake to say that there are not

thousands of acres of brick-earth. lu putting my estimate of

rental at £4 5s. per acre per annum, I took into considera-

tion that there is grass here both earlier and later than on

other land.

The Attorney-General : Why, are you aware that it is

under water for six months in the year? (Much laughter.)

Witness : I do not know that.

Re-examined : The building which has been facetiously

called a hut is a brick building.

The Assessor : I believe we have seen it, and therefore

you may leave the witness here. I thought it was a very good

farm house.

By the Assessor : The quantity of brick earth which might

be obtained regulates my estimate of its value. I suppose

the quantity of supply would regulate the price. I know,

from report, that the whole of the land from here to Southend

is not of the same description as this, and contains brick-

earth. It is upon the demand I have regulated the price, but

I cannot tell you the quantity that would be here required.

The Assessor : Then you know nothing about it. Why
do you conceive this to be the royalty at all ?

Witness : Because I consider it is a low royalty.

What has the compulsory sale to do with the increased

value of the land in the neighbourhood ? I put 50 per cent.

on the value of the land for compulsory sale in consequence of

its prospective improvement.

Do you think all these marshes have improved 50 per cent ?

—No.
Then why has this ?—Because of its situation.

By the Assessor : I have only estimated that it contains

50 acres of brick earth.

By the Attorney-General: I do not think that the

laud will be less adapted for building purposes after five or six

feet of brick-earth has been taken away. I think parties

might build without filling it in. I believe the present level

is ten feet below high-water mark, and I am told that low-

water mark is eighteen or twenty feet under the surface of the

laud.

Mr. Thomas Evans examined: I have been engaged for

many years as a practical farmer, and have occupied a con-

siderable portion of land on myown account for agricultural pur-

suits. I have been engaged all my life in agriculture. I was agent

for the late Messrs. Raphael between twenty and thirty years.

and have superintended the management of their land since

1844, when he became possessed of it. Since his death I have

acted for the present Mr. Raphael, the claimant. He has al-

together 202 acres. I know the road called the Manor-roa'di

which leads from East Ham down to the river. There is

access from the Manor-road to one portion of the land, and a

right of way to the other across the field between. The land

the company proposes to take is on the south side of the

deviation line. Tbe part to the north, which consists of 64

acres, is to be left, and the only road to approach it will be a

very circuitous one. The present distance from oue field to

the other is about 200 yards, and in the future it will be above

two miles, as they must go round by the Barking road. This

land was purchased in 1844 by Alexander Raphael, and by

agreement Mr. Lewis Raphael took the whole of the property

from his brother, allowing him 3 per cent, on the purchase. I

bought the stock, and acted for them. The upper portion was

occasionally let off. Mr. Lewis Raphael has been dead about

12 months, and it is now let to four tenants—Mr. Daniel

Maidwell 04 acres : he is a cattle salesman, and pays £234

per year; Mr. Joseph Goodchild 66 acres, for which he pays

£288 15s., minus £47 lOs. rates; the third tenant is Mr.

Joseph Gardiner, of Whitechapel, meat salesman, who gives

£77 per year for 23 acres : that is the very worst part of the

land, as it is near the reed shore : he pays rates and every

thing. Mr. Thomas Simons, butcher, of Leadenhall-market,

rents the fourth piece of 14 acres, for which he pays

£49 10s. per year, and all rates and taxes. I have found

this land the best I was ever connected with for grazing pur-

poses. I have known the land for 20 years, and never during

that period known it to be under water. There are horses now

on Goodchild's laud that have been there all the winter.

There is a greit advantage in being able to fatten cattle during

the winter. Great advantages also arise in this way : The

supply to Smithfield may always be ascertained on Sunday,

and it was my practice to send down for any quantity re-

quired. The expense of sending the cattle up was trifling, the

drift being short, and I was able to watch the turn of the

market, and take advantage either of shortness of supply or

of high prices. The land has been let at from 3 to 5 guineas

an acre, and therefore I have taken it on an average of 4

guineas. I have had more than 5 guineas for it in one or two

instances, but not latterly. I will not mislead the Jury ; in

those cases we have paid the rates. They amount to 16s. 6^d.

per acre >ipon the whole of the land This has always been

considered the best land in the neighbourhood for grazing

purposes. I have known many instances of grass-land being

broken up and applied to general agricultural purposes. I have

often recommended the old gentleman (Mr. A. Raphael) to

break up this land, but he had an insuperable objection to it.

I have also recommended the present Mr. Raphael to do so ;

but he says, " Let us see first whether the docks will come or

not, and then we will appropriate this estate." The elder Mr.

Raphael would not break up this land if you had given him

£1,000 per acre to do so. He was a very rich man, and had

his eccentricities, and like such men he indulged in them.

This land, if broken up, would fetch from £8 to £10 per acre

as market-gardens, and would easily let. There is no land like

it for market-gardens. I should describe it as an alluvial soil,

which has been accumulating for many ages, and

containing saline and other deposits, and it is a

particular kind of land, that is much sought after.

It is very advantageous for msrket-garJeus, as it abuts on a
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very good road, aud tliere is also access to it by the river

;

the produce could, therefore, be couveyed to market either by

tlie water or the road, but the w ater couveyance would be pre-

ferable, as it would be the clieapest. I have received a letter

from the agent of the North Woolwich Land Company, niakiuo;

me an offer to dispose of tliis laud for building purposes ; and

there is laud now allotted out for building in the neighbour-

hood. I have not observed that any houses are to let. I have

tested the earth, and find that under the sub-stratum of brick

earth there is a considerable portion of sand. I consider that

as market-garden ground it is worth £8 per acre. I value it

at that rate at thirty-three years' purchase, and I should be

very glad to invest a large sum of money for Mr. Raphael on

land similar to this.

Cross-examined.—Mr. Alexander Raphael died about two

years ago ; and the present occupier then came into possession

as heir-at-law, his uucle having died without a will. Mr. A.

Raphael purchased it iu 1844, by private contract, for £120 ppr

acre. The rents at that time were higher than at present, in

consequence of the depreciation of agricultural land generally.

In 1S44 I let 20 acres for £95, Mr. Raphael paying the ratee,

and 24 acres for £126. The 66 acres let to Mr. Goodchild

fetch £4 73. Gd. per acre, and we pay the rates. Mr. Edward

Raphael inherited the whole of his uncle's property at his

death. There was uo partition except about 2,000 acres iu

Kent, which Mr. Lewis Raphael—the other uncle, who has

since died—shared with him imder the lav/ of gavel-kiud, which

prevails iu that county. Mr. Raphael bought in July last, by

public auction, 18 acres of marsh land, and paid £150 per acre

for it ; and it is now let at £150 per acre to Mr. John French,

of Plaistow, sheep salesman. It was not then known that the

Dock Company were comhig here. The company have been

acting most cunningly (laughter) ; they have been pouncing

npon every bit of land they could for the last five years.

The Attorney-General.—Now take care. They have

only had their act since 1350.

Wituess.—Tiiey began before they got their act. I am

speaking of the Laud Company.

The Attorney-General.—Oh, but we are speaking to-

day of the Dock Company.

Witness.—Tliey are the same.

The Attorney-General.—Be careful, sir. I will prove

before this inquiry is over that you are speaking that which ia

false. Will you pledge your oath that they are the same ?

Witness.— I only know that the same agents and the same

persons came to me to make me offers for the land.

The Attorney-General.—What is the name?

Witness.—^Ir. Witticomb.

Cross-examination continued.—There is a public road to the

river by the side of the land in question. I am not speaking

of the value of this land merely as market-garden ground ; but

for the purpose of growing roots and other valuable produce.

I believe that since such large quantities of garden ground

round the metropolis have been taken for public works aud

buildings, the value of land for market-gardening has been

largely enhanced. I know one man who has been driven out

of his occupation three times ftom Hackney to Bow ; and now

that he was just cultivating a bit of marsh near Mr. Raphael's

the Dock Company had served him with notice that they re-

quired it. His name is Highbury. I cannot say whether or

not be broke up the ground smce the notice was served on

him, in order to make a claim upon the company.

The Assessor.—Do you know any land between Bow

Creek aud Barking Creek similar iu quality and quantity to

this, which has been couveited into market-gardens ?

Witness.—Yes, 1 do. Mr. Matthews, of Barking marshes.

Has it been successful V—Yes.

By the Assessor.—I know many hundreds of acres of

marsh laud, that have been cultivated as market-gardens at

Uoruchurch, Raiuliara, Dagenham, Grays, West Thurrock, and

other places in this county. They have brought immense

crops of corn aud potatoes for twenty or thirty years without

manure, aud I reasonably calculate, 1 think, that this will be

productive as land for agricultural purposes to grow roots,

turnips, potatoes, wurzel, swedes, aud other plants.

The Assessor —And, using it for that, is it worth £8

per acre ?

Witness.—Oh, certainly. A person would not hesitate, I

should think, to give £8 per acre, who can farm the land for

twenty or thirty years without using any manure.

Mr.TiiOMAS Matthews examined.— I reside at East Ham.

aud have been a farmer and market gardener for twenty years.

I farm 450 acres of upland, 400 of meadow land, aud from

seventy to eighty acres of marsh land. I have been over Mr.

Raphael's laud. I occupy laud in the immediate neighbour-

hood. I have no doubt Mr. Raphael's land would be applicable

for the purposes of market gardening. My opinion is that it

is worth £5 per acre for a long terra of years because it would

not require manure. It might be applied to growing wheat,

oats, turnips, potatoes, and other things. It would as grazing

laud graze three beasts and four sheep on every two acres. I

have grazed as many as that on land in my own occupation,

which is not so good as this. I cannot get land ou lease in

this level since there have been so many schemes of docks and

rails and land companies afloat (a laugh).

Cross-examined.—The abstraction of 800 acres of marsh by

the Dock Company will not improve the remaining portion

of Mr. Raphael's property. The value of land has decreased

of late, as grazing land, from 10s. to 30s, per acre, chiefly in

consequence of the importation of foreign cattle. 1 broke up

twelve acres into market land about six years ago, and about

six acres about three years ago. The ordinary rent of marsh

land is from £2 15s. to £3 5s. per acre. Miss Pearce lets

above 100 acres at £4 per acre. That was let about eight or

nine years ago, the tenant paying the rates.

The Assessor —Taking good upland and good marsh

land, which produces most ?

Witness.—My own impression is that marsh land produces

most. If you take the 5,000 acres of marsh laud in the level

of East Ham and Barking, and if you take the 2,000 acres of

upland in the parish of East Ham, you will find that the marsh

land produces the highest rate. There are many acres of upland

between this and Barking which have been broken up for

market gardens, although the occupiers have the marshes

lying below them, and have seen them for many years, and yet

not broken them up.

Re-examined.—There has been an increase in the price of

meat during the last year, in the face of the importation cf

foreign cattle. The value of this land is greatly enhanced iu

consequence of not requiring manure, which is expensive, from

the cost of carriage. Every load of manure put upon my
land costs me£l.

The Assessor.—Do you think that this ground is more

advantageous for building upon than the Isle of Dogs? Yes.

Why do you think so ?

Because the air is more salubrious (a iangb).
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The Assessor.~I perceive you are an iuhabitant of East

Ham ? Yes (renewed laughter).

Mr. William Boards, of Edmonton, farmer, examined

—I have heea acquainted with the Loudon markets for the

last thirty-five years. I went over for the purpose of looking

at Mr. Kaphael's laud, and I value the gross rental at £5 lOs.

per acre; that would include the charges payable by the

tenant, the landlord paying the rates. I put that value upon

it for grazing purposes. Looking at it for market-gardens and

agricultural purposes, I should put the gross rental at £8 per

acre, the landlord paying the rates.

Cross-examined.—I have made no inquiry what other persons

are paying in the neighbourhood.

A Witness proved the circuitous route which would have

to be taken by the claimant in order to reach his upper lands

after the severance of this land, and which was not disputed

by the company.

Mr. Thomas Colsonn sworn.—I have been a brick-

maker for the last thirty-five years, and reside at Highgate.

The usual surface-rent for brick-making is £5 per acre, with a

royalty of 2s. 6d. per 1,000. The brick-earth on this land is

6 feet deep and 9,680 cubic yards in extent, which is capable

of being made into 4,840,000 of bricks, and would produca

£605 per annum. .^\

At this stage of the proceedings, after it bad been arrangedi

to adjourn the inquiry until the following morning, the'

Attorney-General quitted the room, but returned in a few

minutes and announced that he was happy to say that the

jury would be spared any further time and trouble, as the

parties had agreed that the amount which the company shoidd

pay the claimant should be £20,000, viz., £19,250 for the

value of the 101a. lu. and 1p. of laud, and £750 for the in-

jury sustained by severance.

The verdict of the jury having been formally taken for that

amount, the proceedings terminated.

IMPORTANT DECISION TO CATTLE DEALERS.
NORTHAMPTON COUNTY COURT.

(Before J. W. Wing, Esq.)

watts V, THE LONDON AND NORTH WESTERN RAILWAY COMPANY.

This was an action to recover the value of a beast which was

alleged to have been killed by the negligence of the plahitiffs.

The case was tried before the following jury :

—

Mr. Charles Thomas Small, Hardingstone.

Mr. John Rice, Dallington.

Mr. Charles King, St. James's-end, Huston.

Mr. F. Underwood, Hardingstone.

Mr. T. Howes was for the prosecution, and Mr. Gitfaed,

liarrister-at-law, for the defence.

Mr. Howes opened the case. The action, he said, was

brought to recover the sum of £11, a loss sustained by the

plaintiff in consequence of a beast which had been sent by the

defendants' railway having been killed through the negligence

of the defendants' servants. On the 27th of November, the

plaintiff forwarded a number of cattle by train from Roade to

London. At Tring the drover who had them in charge ob-

served that one of them was down, and after several ineffectual

attempts to raise it, he told the guard that the truck must come

off. The guard, however, proceeded on to Watford, and when

the train arrived there the animal was dead, or so nearly so

that it was found expedient to cut its throat. Mr. Howes

having, at some length, enlarged upon the duty of the railway

in respect of its traffic, called the following witnesses in sup-

port of his case:—
J. Rogers : I am a drover for Mr. Watts. On Saturday,

the 27th of November, I went with some beasts to London.

When we got to Tring I observed that a bullock was down,

and two others were atop of it. I and the guard tried to get

it up, but not succeeding, I told the guard I would have the

truck unhooked. The guard said I must go back to the station-

master. I went back on one side of the train, and I expected

the guard was going on the other, but when 1 had got about

twenty yards I turned my head, and saw the train going on.

The guard had the green flag in his hand, which is the signal

for going on. I ran forward, and contrived to get into the

break. When we got to Watford the bullock was dead. We
cut its throat to make the most of it.

By Mr. Gjffard : I have been three years in Mr. Watts's

employ, and have taken cattle by train every week. I took no

ticket; the clerk always sends it on by the guard. I cannot

write.

Samuel King : I am a salesman, and was on the train on'

the day in question. I heard Rogers desire the truck to be

unloaded. 1 saw the beast down, and consider that it ought

to have been unloaded. I have had cattle taken off when they

were down.

By Mr. GiFFARD : Not at Tring. I never had a beast

down at Tring. It was at Weedon, after loading at Crick.

By Mr. Howes : The guard said there was an up and down

traiu due. The up train came about ten minutes after we ha I

got to Watford.
|,

Mr. Watts, the owner, stated that the dead beast fetched

£14; it would have fetched £25 if it had reached London

alive.

By Mr. Giffard: I have heard the terms upon which

cattle are sent. I have heard they were carried at the risk of

the owner, the company using every precaution ; but that they

were not at our risk when there was negligence on the part of

the company's servants. 1 never read the conditions. I never

heard the guard had the ticket. I never saw a ticket myself

1 used to sign the book, but I never read it. The counters

foils produced are signed by myself.
''

This was the case.

Mr. Giffard then opened the case for the del'ence. The

learned gentleman stated that at common law a carrier was liable

for the security of the articles he undertook to carry, under

whatever circumstances, and he therefore was in the habit of

charging rates of insurance rather than of carriage. But th 3

liability might be modified by special contract, and a ticket-

book which he should produce would show that for three years
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the pUiiititT Imd coustautly been aftixins liis signature to

tickets to ^liicli there was appended the contract conditions

under whicli the company undertook the carriage of cattle.

These conditions were, that the company should be exempt

from all liability arising from the risk of loading or wnloading,

from the cattle being suffocated or trampled upon, S:c. ; the

charge of conveyance being for tlie use of the waggon and the

locomotive, and not for insurance; that the cattle should be in

the care of a drover, who should for that purpose travel free,

and who should see for himself that the carriages were in a

suificient condition before they started. The particular ticket

refening to this transaction was not, it was true, signed by the

plaintiff; but that was because of a departure from the custom

which had originated in the convenience of the plaintiff him-

self, wlio employed a man who was unable to read and write.

The defendants being under a special contract, would not,

therefore, be liable, excepting on proof of gross, almost amount-

ing to wilful, negligence. Now, what were the facts ? When
the triin arrived at Tring the beast was discovered to be down ;

there was no cattle landing on the up line, and some delay took

place in the endeavour to get the animal up—an endeavour

which the guard assisted, although he was not bound to do so,

the cattle being in charge of the drover. The only question

was, whether it was better to go on to Watford, or to wait til^

the trains on the down line would enable them to cross, at the

risk of being run into by other trains which might in the in-

terim become due. It had been thought better to go on, a

decision which was strengthened by tlie opinion of a pas-

senger who himself had charge of cattle, and was accustomed to

travel with them. But suppose an error of judgment had been

committed. That was not gross negligence, the proof of

which was requisite to render the company liable. But he

could not admit that theic had ever been any such error of

judgment. Could they conceive anything more likely to cause

an accident than an attempt, on the duration of which it was im-

possible to calculate, either to unload on the line where there

wds no cattle siding, or to wait till the down line was clear ?

What would have been said if, that course having been fol-

lowed, a passenger train had run into tiie cattle train, and loss

of life had ensued ? Would it not have been declared to be

monstrous that human life should have been risked under such

circumstances, and that the first care of the company ought to

be the safety of their passengers? The learned gentleman

then called the following witnesses :

—

Blemaike Siiaw: lam station-master at Koade. The

ticket produced is the one given to the guard on the 26th of

November.

By Mr. Howes : It is not signed.

Joii>j Thomas, station-master at Blisworth, produced a

book containing the signatures of the plaintiff.

Thomas Harriso>- : I am a salesman in Leicestershire,

and am in the habit of travelling with cattle by train. I was

in the train on the 27th of November, v.ith Mr. Watts's man,

Spriggs, and the guard. Mr.Watts's man came at Tring and said

a beast was domi. He asked the guard to unload it. The

guard said there was no chance of unloadmg at present.

There was a luggage-train on the down Hue, and an up-train

expected every minute. The guard did all he could to get the

beast up. It is next to impossible to get cattle out, except

where there is a cattle siding. I have lost cattle myself in the

same way. I have no interest in the company. Undci allthe

circumstances of the case, I think it was not advisable to

attempt to unload at Tring. I said at the time they would

get to Watford as soon as they could unload there.

Thomas Bloomer : I was breaksmaii or guard to the

8.45 a.m. train from Rugby, on the 27th of November. We
were detained at Tring rather more than ten minutes. I gave

every assistance in ray power to get the beast up. 1 saw no

probability of unloading, in consequencB of the down line

being blocked up by two luggage-traius, and a passengers-

train in the rear, and the cattle lauding being on the down

line. In ray judgment the best course was to go on to

Watford. There were several cattle-dealers there besides IMr.

Watts's man. Several parties who had beasts down at the

same time, said the best course was to go on to Watford. We
went on as fast as we could. The up passenger-train passed

us at Tring. That was the cause of our stopping at Tring.

By his Honour: We were from 30 to 35 minutes goiug

from Tring to Watford. It would have taken us au hour, at

least, to get across to the landing side at Tring, in consequence

of the trains which blocked the down line.

This was the case for the defence.

Mr. Howes contended that the negligence of the company
had been proved by the defence itself. They could not get to

the cattle siding because the down line was blocked by two
!iigt;age-trauis and a passenger-train. What business had the

line to be so blocked '?

His Honour said there were two points for the consderation

of the Jury ; first, the terms upon which the carriage of the

cattle had been undertaken by the railway ; and secondly, tlie

state of the facts which occasioned the death of the animal

for which compensation was sought. It appeared that although

the particular ticket relating to this journey bad not been

S'gned, similar tickets had very frequently been signed by the

plrtintiff. Tiie Jury would consider whether, having previously

signed tickets upon which the conditions which they had
heard read were printed, the plaintiff continued to have his

catt'e conveyed under the conditions; or whether they weie

conveyed under the somewhat different understanding which

the plaintiff had himself stated. The liability of carriers

arose in two ways : as insurers, in which case they were liable

at all hazards ; and as bailees, in which case they would be

liable for negligence. It was not contended in this case that

the company were in the situation of insurers ; that tiiercfore

was out of the consideration of the Jury. But then it was

said they were liable as bailees, a liability which tlie learned

counsel had told them was limited, and could only arise in the

case of gross negligeuce. The Jury would have to say whe-

ther, if there was negligence, there was gross negligence. It

appeared by the evidence of the guard that the going on to

Watford was to be done, under the cii'cumstances, in less time

than the crossing to the cattle sid.ng. Those circumstances

were, that there were t-.vo goods trains and a passenger train

on the down line. Now, Mr. Howes said that was gross neg-

ligence. It was for them to determine whether it was so.

They would bear in mind that the company had not made a

contract to land the cattle at T:ing. Did the Jury think

there was an obligation upon them to keep their line clear so

as to enable them to get out a beast that might happen to be

down on any part of tlie line ? Mr. Howes seemed to think

they were ; but it seemed to him that such an obligation

would almost put a stop to the carrying of cattle at all. Cer-

tainly it implied an amount of expense which would inevitably

prevent their being carried at anything like the present rates.

However, that was a question fi.r the Jury. It was for them

to say whether or not the company had done what any pru-

dent man would have done in his own case. If they thought

that if the company had been carrying cattle for themselves,

they would have waited at Tring till they could get to the

cattle siding, or would have taken care that the down lite

should never be blocked up, they would find for the plaintiff.

If they did not think so— if they thought that the gaing on

to Watford was the best course, or might reasonably be sup-

posed by tlie guard to be the best coiiric, they would find for

the defendants.

The Jury, after a brief consultation, found for the defendants,

and his Honour allowed costs.
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ON THE AKTIIICIAL PRODUCTION OF FISH IX OUR RIVERS.

Not unconnected with the agriculture of the

country, and certainly not uninteresting to the

rural improver, are the wonderful discoveries just

brought to bear on the artificial production of fish

in our rivers. The whole subject seems to open
out a new source of profit to the speculator, of in-

terest to the naturalist, and of the increase of the

nation's food. The capture of salmon—brought
now to perfection so great, that our rivers are about
denuded of that prince of fishes—ceases to be
either skilful or surprising before the schemes in

operation for breeding that fish. Not only has it

been tested by the stocking of the French rivers

and streams of the Vosges, the Moselle, the Upper
and Lower Rhine, but the spawn has been suc-

cessfully transported to New Zealand.

A recent number of the Journal of the HighUind
and xlcjricultural Societij of Scotland attributes the

discovery of ihe jjlan to Mr. John Shaw, of Drum-
lanrig, so far back as 1833, and further j)roved by the

Rev. D. S. ^Yilliamson, ten years afterwards. But
the scientific world seems to have been still earlier

at worki for, in 1^64, Professor Jacobi, of Berlin,

discovered that the roe of fish was fecundated
after ejecticjn by the female ; and more, that the

roe and milt extracted even from dead fishes pos-
sessed the vital power, and even when dead two or
three days that this power is not lost. The Pro-
fessor also mentions how fish may be thus intro-

duced into new districts, and even carried to other
countries.

During the course of last summer, a small pam-
phlet, on the artificial production of fish was pub-
lished by Reeve and Co., which called particular

attention to the French adoption of the joint dis-

coveries of the German piofessor and the Scottish
gardener, in filling the French streams and rivers

with millions of fish of the most valuable kind.

Mr. Boccius last year undertook the arduous
task of transporting fecundated trout spawn to

New Zealand. Gravel was placed in large iron

boxes, with a supply of river water, in order to

effect the necessary change ; for in water totally

stagnant the fish will not be produced. Owing to

the warmth of the tropical atmosphere, in the

jouniey the young were jn-oduced Ijefore the ordi-

nary time. The usual period varies from 70 to

100 days, according to temperature; but in this

case, we believe Mr. Boccius found them produced

in about 42 days. 'I'he cftecl of a stream was ob-

l.iinol by constant (iroppim;- from a tank abov.'

the iron box ; the water in wiiich \v:5 -. we hclicvc.

purified by tke vaUsneria.

The originators of the French ])ractice were two

I

fishermen of the names of Gehin and Remy, of La

j
Bresse, who, finding the fish fail in their streams,

I

began to collect the spawn and apply the milt them-

I

selves, which they deposited in boxes or baskets

' full of holes, and placed them in situations of safety

!
in running streams. A French paper says, " Apply-

I
ing this operation, the year afterwards, to a great

i
number of fish, they obtained several thousand

' trout ; and, in a year or two more, the numbers

had literally increased to millions."

The French government considered the matter

of sufficient importance to take it up, and these

I

two fishermen were taken into its pay, and made

I

to apply the principle to the streams of the districts

1
we have mentioned. The same paper goes on to

say :
" They have done so with the most singular

success ; rivers and lakes, in which there were no

fish, now literally teem with them."

The plan is to be further encouraged. A com-

mission of savans is appointed to superintend the

process. Salmon, perch, tench, and even lobsters

are to be domesticufed—so far at least as being bred

and reared, out of tlie reach of their numerous

enemies.

Perhaps no animal will multiply so fast as the

fish. The tench produces 38,000 eggs, the

mackerel 540,000, the cod fish 1,357,000. The

herring produces also vast numbers, and, if only

2,000 of any one of these came to perfection, there

would be, in the second year, 12,000,000, in the

third 2,000,000,000. To protect only, therefore,

is to ensure the production of miUions of fishes ;

but how any fish now happens to escape their ene-

mies, natural and artificial, seems positively more

wonderful than tlieir jiowers of production.

The breeders of fish artificially in this country

are, Mr. Boccius, Mr. Gurney of Carshalton, and

Mr. Young, of Lochshin. What should hinder the

plan being tried by the landed proprietors near the

sides of all the rivers in this and the sister king-

dom r and especially why not try to introduce the

salmon into rivers where it has not yet been found?

Mr. Shaw appears certainly to have been the first to

show the i)arr and the smoult to be only stages

of the salmon ; and to prove that by the con-

struction of side jionds, with a small stream run-

ning over them, with suflieient water to keep them

covered, but not to be loo deep, so as to favour

the development of the spawn witli as much ra-

|)idit V as possible, the work will Itc done. The small

fish will thus be preserved from their lafi/cr enemies

uiitil lliey have an opiiorlunity of shifting better
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for themselves, and vast supplies willbe aflxnded

to the sea, to return again, either to the same spot,

or most certainly to the same river, in another

year. The grisle, or young salmon of from 2 \ to

3 lbs. weight, has been sent to market, the spawn

from which they have come having only been de-

posited in the preceding October or November,

three months of this to be allowed for hatching

—

and often a longer period. A grisle, v.'eighing Gibs.

in the montlr of February after spawning, has, in

its return from the sea in September, weighed

ISlbs.j and, according to Jessie, a salmon fry of

April will in June weigh 4 lbs., and in August

6 lbs.

Taking the rapid growth, the immense powers

of reproduction, and the command v/nich the arti-

ficial production seems to have upon the fish, we

hardly know a subject of greater national impor-

tance than the encouragement of these invaluable

experiments—if so they can now be called, after

success so abundant.

We would strongly urge, the thorough investiga-

tion of the subject, and the construction of breed-

ing-ponds near the heads of our principal rivers,

properly secured. The experiment has interest in

itself enough to repay the trouble—for expense

there seems to be but little—and, if Jacohibe right,

almost every purchaser of a male and female sal-

mon has the power of putting the process into

operation. Might not the Royal Agricultural

Society of England investigate this subject with

l/rotit and advantage both to landlord and tenant ?

ON THE VALUE OF SWEDE TURNIP
TOPS AS PROVED IN LINCOLN-
SHIRE NEARLY A HALF CENTURY
BACK.
TO THE EDITOR 01' THE MARK-LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—For the iufonuatiou of your readers, I will first show

what weight of Swede tops can aud has beeu produced per

acre. I beg to iuforin you that I was at Mr. Bull's, at Castle-

thorpe, Bucks, on the 23rd of August last, and I saw upou his

highly managed farm the most fruitful piece of Swede turnips

I had seen. The bottoms were large aud fine, and the tops

were remarkably strong : I never saw stronger—so much so,

that Mr. Bull's youngest son and myself cut off several of the

middle-sized tops, aud the said tops weighed upon an average

l^lbs. each. The turnips benig planted 21 inches from row to

row, and set out 10 iuclies from turnip to turnip in the row, each

turnip takingup210 square inches, at which rate there would be

26,136 turnips upon an acre; and the tops weighing l^bs. each,

there would be a trifle over llh tons per acre of tops, whicli is the

weight per acre of an average crop of rape or coleseed. Ought

such a weight of fine tops to rot on the ground? In North

Lincolnshire, for upwards of 50 years, I have known large

farmers, just 'after Michaelmas, break off the front teeth of

their vUl.ev! (Ml,,, just above the gum, with large pincers By

piitjing the pincers hsrd, the teeth will break off like glass,^

witl-.out any pain to the sheep. The c^es are llien put on tie-

Swede turnips to eat off the tops before other sheep whi*

have their turnips cnt for them. The said ewes, with brokSR-

teeth, cannot eat the bottoms, and they very so -)n gnt Wil

enough, upou tops only, for Smithfield market. Mr. Dinvsoftjl

of Albury Hall, near War.', Herts, hal a lot of loug-wooUe*;

ewes, Liucolus, iu Smithfield, 21st Marc'i last, sold by Me?sr9.t

Eland and Son out of their wool, or shorn, at 53s. each, fti

upon Swede lops only. When Mr. Dawson lived at Withcall,

near Louth, Lincolnshire, he occupied about 3,000 aci-es of

land, and boarded and lodged 34 ploughmen in his liouse, and

grew from 500 to 600 acres of turnips yearly, aud put 1,500

ewes, yearly to the ram. Not only Mr. Dawson, but his

father, who occupied the land before him, broke off the front

teetli of Ids old ewes, and fed them upou turnip tops, which

produced a great weight of mutton upon tops only, which

tops, in many counties, woidd have rotted upon the laud be-

fore tlie young tops or sprouts appeared. Aud Mr. Dawsou

follows the same system of feeding ewes upon Swede tops only

upon the Albury Hall estate, which he purchased iu Hertford-

shire. Yours obediently,

Vaiixhall, Sutrey, April 13. S. A.

SWEDE TURNIPS.
Sir,—In your agricidtural journal of last Monday, iu which

there is al\\ays so much useful and profitable information to

the cultivators of the soil, to keep pace with the times, yoi\r

correspondent, signed "A Yorkshireman," wishes to be

informed " the greatest weight of Swede turnips known to be

grown in England per acre, when topped, tailed, aud well

cleaned ; also stating the distance drilled from row to row,

and when thinned out from turnip to turnip iu the row, to

produce the greatest quantity per acre." I beg to inform the

Yorkshire gentleman that I have known a little over 40 tons

per acre grown when topped, tailed, and well cleaned. But a

great deal depends upon the season as well as high farming.

I consider it an even bet that, with high farming, a fanner may

grow 40 tons per acre once in seven years, but 30 tons per

acre are nearer the mark than 40 upon an average of seven

years. It is known to many farmers in Warwickshire, as well

as many others, that the Earl of Aylesford, within this last

seven years, upou Merridon Heath, near Coventry, grew 40

tons of Swede tm-nips per acre upon 7 acres, and 36 tons per

acre upon 11 acres, planted 28 inclics from row to row, and 10

inches from turnip to turnip iu the row. Each turnip taking

up 280 square inches if planted regularly, there would be

22,402 turnips, which at 31bs. each only is 30 tons 61b.s. per

acre, at 41bs. each turnip upon an average is 40 tons 8ibs. per

acre. This was upon land let by the noble earl a few years

back at under 5s. per acre. Mr. Walker Hardwicke, of Dyke,

near Bouru, Lincolnshire, has grown upon his own estate 38

tons per acre ; and 40 tons per acre have been grown at Bourn

;

nay, and 40 ton? per acre upon a single acre in Stamford field,

Liiicohishire. by :\lr. Woolstan, and the said 40 tons were sold

by weight, to go off the land when topped, tailed, and well

cleaned. Mr. Bull, of Castlethor-pe, Bucks, grew, last year,

38 tons of Swedes per acre, after being a little blighted. i^Ir.

Bull's turnips were planted 24 iuches from row to row, and

set out 10 inches from turnip to turnip iu the row. At that

late, each turnip taking up 240 square iuches, theic would be,

if planted regidarly, 26,136 turnips, and 38 tons peis acre, aud

divided by the number of turnips, 26,136, is only 3^1bs. eadi
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turuip to make up 38 tons per acre. The heaviest crop of

Swede <umips I saw last year was upon a farm near Woburn,
Beilfordfhire, occupied by Mr. Redman, and rented of the

Duke of Bedford, iii a close of Swedes of about 10 or 12 acres,

plantfd about 27 inches from row to row, and about 12 inches

from turnip to turnip in tlie row, each tnruip taking up 321
mche*. At that rate, an acre, if planted regularly, would be

19,360 tiiinipa. This tine crop was not weighed, but estimated

by first-rate judges at a little over 40 tons per acre. :Many of

the said turnips weighed 91bs., lOlbs., lllbs., 121b3., and some
as much as 131bs. each, when topped, tailed, and well (leaned;

and Jlr. Redman's 40 tons per acre, divided by 19,3G0

turnips, averages 411)8. lOoz. each turuip. These turnips

were grown upon some poor saudy laud, but highly fanned,

and the turnips exceedingly well managed, upon the London
market garden system—people continually employed to keep

them free from weeds, &c. Of course a great expense upon
them iu labour. Tliey were planted in the beginning of May,
about three weeks before Mr. Bull planted his. It is plain

to grow Swedes to a Tery large size you require the whole
summer for them to come to their full growth, and a gardener
and a boy in the month of May, occupied putting in see& or

plants where required to make up a full crop, as a small

average for turnip, if planted regularly, will produce 40 tons

per acre. Swedes, to be transplanted in May, the seed should

be sown in the beginning of April, in a warm, well sheltered

garden. 1 have known swede seed sown the 1st of April, and
transplanted in May, that has produced turnips to weigh 8, 9,

and lO'.bs. each. S. a,

Vauxhall, Surrey, April 19.

oALE OF SHORTHORNED CATTLE, &c.

On Wednesday last, the 20th April, the sale of the entire

herd of shorthorns, consisting of 42 head of bulls, cows, and
heifers, the property of Burrell Fuller, Esq., of Holcomb, near

Dorking, were submitted to public competition under the able

suijerintendence of Mr. Strafford, of London. The sale was
attended by several distinguished breeders from various parts

of the kingdom, as well aa by some gentlemen from the

United States, and a goodly number of gentlemen and farmers

of the district. The prices realized fully prove the estimation

m which the stock were held: the highest price was 115
guineas for a two-years-old heifer, " Buttercup," bred by Harvey
Combe, Esq., Cobham Park, Surrey, and bought by Mr.
Fuller, when a calf, at his last sale ; she was now purchased
by Mr. Alexander, from Keutuck)', United States. This
gentleman was also the buyer of a fine bull, " Lord John," at

70 guineas, and several other animals ; and we heard it re-

marked that he has visited most of the celebrated herds in the

kingdom, from several of which he has purchased the best

specimens he could secure, and will probably export the finest

lot of cattle ever sent out at one time by any single individual,

and vre wish him all the success his spirited and patriotic con-

duct deserves. Several other bulls, cows, and heifers realized

good prices—as " \'ictoria'' 6.j guineas ; her calf, " Alberta,"

only a few weeks old, sold for 28 guineas ; "Mab" 54 guineas

;

" Molly Bawii, " 8 years old, 48 guineas ; her calf, " Kath-
leen Bawu,' 6 months old, sold for 46 guineas; "The Car-

dinal,' 42 guineas ;
" Koh-i-iioor," 1 year old, for 35 guineas

;

" Betsey Piig," 35 guineas; "Songstress," 35 guineas;
" Sarah Gamp.' 32 guineas ;

' Maid ]\Iarion," 31 guineas

;

" Nightuigale," 34 guineas ;
" Nann," 30 guineas ;

" Hol-

comb," 30 guineas; the others also brought good prices.

Total amount of the sale, including a few Southdown tegs and

two young colts, was upwards «.£ £1,550. Mr. Fuller seemed

highly gratified with the result of the sale, and although we
believe the coutily of Surrey cannot boast of either cattle or

sheep as native animals, and by many only considered fit to

carry the latter description of stock, yet here we see a heifer

bred and reared in tlie county that would do credit to any part

of the country ; and the same remark maybe applied to the

general stock, which were produced in a fine healthy condition,

alike creditable both to Mr Fuller and his bailiff, Mr. Luca?,

and we hope the success which has atteuded the introduction

of this valuable description cf cattle into this part of Surrey,

may induce other gentlemen to follow so good an esamp'c. In

conclusion we may add, that the general arrangements of the

sale were good, aud that the company were entertained by Mr,
Fuller with his usual hospitality.—(From a Correspondent.)

ANSWERS TO AGRICULTURAL QUERIES.
OLD GRASS LAND.

TO THK EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.
Sir,—We have broken up old grass lands of various kinds,

iu various provinces of the kingdom, aud would not recom-

mend paring and burning a thin alluvial soil only five inches

in depth, incumbent on boggy peat or any other subsoil ; and
we fear it is too late in the season for any other practice by
" Quajsitor." Had the seventy acres been ploughed up early iu

winter, so as to have got the pulverizing and consolidating

influence of the weather, and then oats sown along with a
small dose of guano-mixture or other artificial manure, for the
two-fold purpose of supplyingfood for theyoungplants,and pro-
moting the decomposition of the effete vegetable matter peculiar

iu all lauds of this kind, comparative success might have
attended the practice ; but we fear that so late as this it

would bs impossible to get the fallows into a consolidated form
to undergo decomposition, or a mould sufficient to cover seed
and guano, however actively the harrows and roller might be
kept going. Much, however, depends upon the soil. We have
ploughed as late as this, and succeeded ; but we have oftener

seen failures—almost no crop at all.

Paring and burning old grass lands is a very exhausting
system, involving the theory of burning the stack-yard for the

sake of the ashes. We were very forcibly struck with this idea

in 1846, in Huntingdonabire, where we pared and burned to a
large extent, and where tha incendiary burning of stack-yards

was severely experienced at that period. In order to test the

amount of vegetable matter burnt, we ascertained how much
one square yard contained, aud found it amounted to several

times our employer's stack-yard— a large one. We shall return

to the subject hi a different column of the paper soon.

A CORKESPONDENT.

Sib,—In answer to "Qusesitor" respectiug ploughing up
his old grass land, I should say, by all means pare and burn
it, sow it with coleseed, and then take a crop of oats ; the

ashes acting as a stimulant to the coleseed, an abundant crop

of this will at once ease tlie laud of much of that superabundant

rankness and tendeiioy to mildew which all new land is subject

to. Yours, &c..

One who has tried it.

Sir,—In reply to your correspondeut, " Qusesitor," on the

breaking up of grass land, I would suggest to bim the pro-

priety of paling and hiu-uing the surface, then sowing a green
crop, and afterwards sowing oats. From " Quaisitor's" de-

scription of the soil, I should consider that he would be liable to

2 H 2
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injury from wireworms, grubs, &c., if he was ouly to plough

and sow oats on the land this spring ; and I have no doubt the

increased produce of the succeeding white crops, after the

pariug and burning, would more than repay the extra expense

attendant upon the burning and breast-ploughing. It is only

on thin dry soils, that grow a flue description of grass, that it

is safe to dispense with burning the surface ; but iu all cases

where the surface grows a rough coarse herbage, and the sub-

soil moist and peaty, paring and burning should always be

adopted. Would suggest to " Quresitor" that when he has

got his grass laud into tillage, not to work the willing horse

too hard by a repetition of succeeding white straw crops.

I remain, your obedient servant,

Wm. Bearn.
llandley Farm, Towcester, March 24.

Sir,—Last year I ploughed up a very old meadow of four

acres, producing little or nothing in the shape of grass, the soil

being gravelly and hot, burnt up in the summer, and wet and

swampy iu winter. It was broken up in February, and planted

with potatoes; the crop was takeu up in July, the field was

then harrowed dowu, and the ground levelled. I sowed it with

hay and cloverseed, and inoculated it with turf, which was

taken up from a common, and pulverized in one of Mary Wed-
lake's grass-tearing machines ; the turf was planted in rows

six inches apart, and last October, notwithstanding the dry

weather of the two preceding months, I fed it off, having a con-

siderable quantity of feed on it, sufficient for my tluree horses

until the end of January. I have now shut it up, for the pur-

pose of mating hay of it in June, proving, without the shadow

of a doubt, the possibility of making a new meadow within

twelve ajonths. I remain, sir, respectfully,

Yours very obediently,

Fenwick de PORaUET..
Falrkyles, Hornchurc/i.

P.S.—Any of your readers who may be sceptical may see

the meadow iu this parish, at Little Longstons, near my resi-

dence.

CALENDAR OF AGRICULTURE
The planting of beet and potatoes must now be

quickly finished, if any remain to be done from last

month. Horse and hand-hoe all drilled crops;

allow not a single weed to be seen.

Turn over the hea])s of winter-prepared dung,

and the fermentation will readily commence; and

during its progress lay it in the drills of the land ;

reverse the drills, and sow the seeds of Swedish

turnips immediately. Much benefit is derived by

bringing the seed into near and immediate contact

with the fermenting dung. In the first place, sow

ruta baga, then Laing's and Matson's hybrids, and

follow with Aberdeen yellows. In dry weather,

roll the drills immediately ; in moist, showery

weather, it may not be required.

Plant cabbages, kohl rabi, savoys, and winter

brocolies from'the seedbeds, on drills 2 i feet apart, and

the plants two feet distant along the drills. Apply

wet, half-rotten dung in abundance, on strong lands

that are too stiff for turnips, and dibble the plants

in the wettest weather in which work can be per-

formed, as they require much moisture. Fill up all

blanks with fresh plants, in order to produce an

even crop. Sow early turnips for ah early crop,

as tankards and whites ; and sow rape, to be eaten

on the ground, as preparatory for wheat.

Pare and burn rough lands in the surface, and

spread the ashes, to be cooled. Prepare, without one

moment's intermission, the fallows for green crops,

and also clay land fallows for wheat.

Stall-fed cattle will now be disposed of—the fat

ones to the butcher ; and the leaner will go to the

pasture fields, to he fattened on grass. Put the

milch cows to grass in a home field of permanent
pasture, adjacent and convenient, provided with

water and shelter, and improved by frequent top-

dressing, and the sowing of clovers and strong

perennial grasses. The oldest calves may go to the

grass paddock ; and if the herbage be scanty, they

must have a help in clovers and vetches given them

in racks. A shelter shed and a supply of fresh

water are indispensable.

The latest lambs will now require much atten-

tion. Give them the best grass on the farm, in

order to raise them to an equality with the fore-

most. Nothing more clearly shows the good

management of animals than an equality both in

the breeding and condition.

The ewes and lambs that are eating the early

vetches and rye must have fresh food every two days.

Begin the soihng of horses and cattle in the yards
;

mind the milch cows also, if the pasture be not

abundant. Feed the store i)igs with clovers and

vetches, and give ample littering to all animals.

As the early soiling green crops are consumed,

plough the land for turnips.

Put mares to the stallion, and geld colts, though

this operation may be more safely performed the

previous autumn.

Finish the sowing of grass seeds on barley tilths.

Sow by machine, and cover by light harrowing and

heavy rolling.

Dig hop plantations, and tie the bine to the poles.

Shut up watered meadows for hay.

Wash sheep by hand, in a clear running stream J

and, for ])reventing the maggot fly, sprinkle the

animal from head to tail, from a dredging box, with

a mixture of hellebore root-powder and of black

brimstone, jib. to 1 ^Ib.

Weed young quicksets, but do not expo-se the

roots too much to the sun's rays in dry situation^.

Rather leave the weeds to moisten the roots, pro-

vided the upward growlh be iiol flopped.
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^Cibsrii s'^it - General Rem.vuk?.
-flooW:«i&exce|>t tbelato period at, T>hiclim<st of our
'tender fruits t-.xpandtd tlieir Ijlossoms, and tlie injury
done to sundry plants wliich liad stood tlie last three
or four winters, as well as the deficiency of Broccoli
and some other things, there does not stem to be any
very marked difference between tiie state of things in

general at the present period and that which we usually
meet with at the same time of the year. Nature
is so accommodating in all her movements, that what-
ever severities we are now and then made to feel are
usually compensated in another way ; and though we
have the usual long list of complaints of injury done
to plants, the unkind working of the soil, and other
misfortunes—and in our own department we could make
outagoodly list of such grievances— yet we are inclined

to believe that the presentseason holds out a full share
of promise as regards the future. Yet our gardening
friends wiil have all felt the effects of the long delay
of ordinary out-door work, so as to have had their

"hands full" lately. However, the busy time will be got
over, and the work which the winter's rain retarded
will be more rapidly done, when long, fine days present
themselves to do it in.

jj^j,
COXSEKV.VXORY.

^^- I^othing must be allowed to mar the gaiety prevail-
ing here. The choice of plants capable of ornamenting
this house is so large, that a fastidious public is apt to

reject all but the most gay and fine. It is therefore

important not to introduce any plant likely to injure
the appearance of the whole, but to select only the
best of e.ich section. More air will now be required,
and if the weather become warm and sunny, shading
will have to be resorted to, provided that a more natu-
ral shade dees not exist in the shape of creepers ; the
latter, however, will occasionally require trimming and
tying in, and where that is the case it is better to do it

pretty close, as the rapid growth which takes place
now will speedily enable them to recover their appear-
ance

; but some creepers showing blossom at their

terminal points ought not to be too much cut away.
Of this class is the beautiful Tecoma jasminoides

;

while with Pas.siflora edulis, and similar plants, the
knife may be used with more freedom. This plant is

excellently adapted for covering an unsightly wall or

other offensive object; for it grows so quickly, is easily

trained, and its fine shining foliaaie so fully compen-
sat-es for the paucity of its flowers, that we are always
ready to forgive its faults in this particular, and place

it in the first rank as a conservatory creeper. Many
jplants will now be in full bloom which require a

jpeculiar treatment afterwards ; for instance, Herbaceous
'Calceolarias, of good promising varieties, must either

Tie cut down while in their prince, or but little after it,

otherwise the chances are that the plants wiil die after

ripening seed, for it rarely happens that a plant will

eiii/'j-a .eisiicrjii^rf' caCM v.i'i

HORTICULTURE.
ripen seed and live. Cinerarias are much the same,
and however cruel it may appear to cut a beautiful

plant down at a time when it is most wanted, yet it is

important to do so, if the perpetuation of the kind be

desired. Seed should be saved of both these plant.«,

only from the very best sorts; and to prevent the con-

tamination of these, let every inferior flower be at onco
expelled from the house where seed is intended to he

saved.

]

Otukr PL.A.NT Houses
I will require air in greater abundance, with a propor-

tionate supply of water. Although the latter is more
likely to do harm by being overdone than the former,

I

yet it must be administered rather liberally when the
i weather sets in dry and sunny. Hard-wooded plants

!
will in many instances want potting during the

i
progress of their growth, and propagation of the

j

various kinds must also be attended to when addi-

j

tional plants are wanted ; in fact, it is advisable

!
to propagate a few of each kind every year,

iu order that you may be able to throw away any

j

overgrown or unsightly ones. Keep all insects away,
and plants going out of flower will require pruning
back ia many instances, in order to be more compact
specimens. Heaths and Epacrises will now require

air both day and night; and everything calculated to

encourage mildew must be removed from the house
where they are placed. Shrubby plants—as Veronicas,

Fuchsias, &c., will require plenty of loom ; and the
soft wooded ones—as Geraniums and Calceolarias, if

intended for exhibition, also. The latter will want
additional pot- room as the season advances, and occa-
sionally liquid-manure will be beneficial.

FoRciNCr Department.
Vinery.—Admit more air, and keep the house drier

as the fruit ripens ; and such moisture as it may be
necessary to give for the welfare of the plants had
better be applied early in the morning. As the fruit

ripens, less fire heat will be required—in fact, it may
be entirely dispensed with when the fruit is ripe; but
usually the anxiety to have ripe fruit overcomes all

other considerations, and fires are continued long after

the welfare of the plants forbids their use. Thin the

berries, and tie up the shoots of the later houses ; and
to the latest, just breaking, pay some attention, other-

wise the shoot is apt to get too far advanced, and in a

wrong place, ere the error be detected.

Pinert/.—See to the advancing stems of fruit, that

they do not bend to one side; if they should, stakes

and lying up must be resorted to. Put in all suckers

of Pines that may be at hand, and give the whole
frequent syringing, excepting such as may be in flower;

but even these will take no harm by a gentle damping
now and then, provided it be done carefully and with-

out violence : and this occasional syringing may con-

i tlnue after watering at the root has ceased, which
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must be jirioi- lu lUe imil cluiugiiig colour. Give occa-

sional watering with liquid-maaurc to such plants as

would seem to have fully occupied the pols or spaces
allotted them, and give air more abundantly than

heretofore.

Peach house.— Let the directions yiven in the

last few weeks be carried out ; admitting, of course,

more air as the season advances. The stoning period

is always a critical one with the Peach ; after that is

perfected, give the fruit a final thinning ; and, after

tying up all shoots requiring it, let the whole have a
good syringing, and let this be repeated every night, to

keep away the red spider and other enemies.

Cucumbers and Melons.—The long season of dull

weather in the early part of the mouth has been sadly
against the latter of these setting their fruit well, so
that we hear of many complaints ; but where hot-

water, or some other mode of heating than hot-dung
has been adopted, the difficulty of getting the fruit to

set is much lessened. Thinning the shoots and stop-
ping them is about all that can be done to induce them
to set well, and being particular as to the due pro-
portion of air and water they receive.

Flower Garden.
The near approach of the bedding-out serson increases

the amount of care necessary here, as it often happens
that every inch of spare glass and every snug corner gets

filled with plants all ready atd waiting for the fine

weather allowing them to be planted outside. If there

be many plants in small pots, and completely bound,
much good will be done by turning them out upon a

nice south border under a wall, mixing some leafy mou'd
with the earth they are planted in ; this, however will

Only do with such plants as are completely pot-bound.
Dig over and prepare the beds for final planting, and get

everything in readiness, so that when the proper time

does arrive there may be no delay in getting them put
in. It will also be advisable to consider which plants

are to occupy the respective beds ; and ascertain if there

be the requisite number of each, allowing in all cases a

few to meet contingencies. The common bordera may

now be raked over, if not done before, and some of the

common annuals may be sown in patches where wanted

to flower. If the weather should keep dry, late-planted

shrubs or late put-down turf will want watering, and

any hardy herbaceous plants not yet planted may now be

done, though certaicly at a disadvantage ; while cuttings

of many things may be put in, as Double Wallflowers,

Chrysanthemums, Sweet Williams, &c. And as soon

as the Heartsease makes sufficient firm growth to ad-

mit of slips being taken otf, these may be put in likewise.

Kitchen and Hardy Fruit Garden.

Successional crops of Peas, Beans, Cauliflowers, Let-

tuces, and many other things, may be put in, and the

earlier ones attended to according to their different

wants. Weeds will now be making their appearance,

and must be destroyed at once. Vacant ground, from

which Broccoli, &c., has been cut away, must now be

dug, and well manured at the same time ; it will come

in for Peas and other crops, or a part of it may be

planted with Potatoes. Remove the covering from Sea-

kail, and dig the ground, except such parts as have re-

cently been covered up with sand, ashes, or other

material, to blanch the stems without forcing. Let all

advancing crops have every encouragement in the shape

of stirring the ground, &c., and weed and thin such

seedlings as require it, always bearing in mind the trite

saying a northern nurseryman used to impress on his

pupils as he sent them forth to office of trust—that to

sow thick, thin in time, and keep on good terms with

the cook, was the best of all methods to make things go

on comfortably. Without venturing any remark on the

latter charge, we certainly advise the two first being re-

garded as permanent laws ; and when the devastation of

insects or other marauders leave little to thin, a propel'

distribution of those remaining is often sufficient to meet

the wants of the case. D.

AGRICULTURAL REPORTS
GENERAL AGRICULTURAL REPORT FOR

APRIL.
For the time of year, the weather during nearly

the whole of this month has been extremely cold

and ungenial, consequently by no means favour-

able to aoriculture in f^'eneral. As might therefore

be expected, the crops have made very little pro-
,

gress in any part of the United Kingdom ; never-
]

theless, our accounts having reference to the
!

appearance of the young wheats are tolerably satis- '

factory. In most quarters they are described as

looking strong and healthy, with very few losses of

plant. When we consider that the breadth of

land under wheat culture this season is nearly, or

quite, one-fourth less than in the preceding year,

the intelligence to which we have just referred must

be regarded with interest. Unfavourable periods

for the sowing of grain are too frequently attended

with heavy future losses ; and even supposing that

the acreable return should prove large, it is clear

that the total growth will be under an average.

Much of the land originally intended for heavy

wheats has been turned to other purposes, and we

need scarcely observe that, ever since the latter

end of October, the farmer has had great difficulties

to contend with. At one period, for several con-

secutive weeks, he was unable to get upon the

land, such was its saturated condition; hence,

out-door labours were wholly suspended, e.vcept

indeed upon some light soils. We are nov/ feeling

the effects of the backwardness of several matters

connected witli farming ; and many paities appear
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to he of opinion that the value of most kinds of

produce will, as a consequence, be enhanced. It is

tolerably clear that we have seen the lowest point

as' regards the value of wheat .; but we are by no

means sanguine that any important rise will take

place in it, as we must not lose sight of the fact

that prices abroad, arising from the pressure of

supply, are calculated to operate against all specu-

lation. The stocks of wheal at this time on hand

are tolerably e:stensive, and we have observed a

decided improvement in the general condition of

the samples lately disposed of in our leading mar-

kets. Those of barley are far from extensive, but

certainly larger than at the same time in 1852. As
regards beans and peas, very few stacks are to be

met with in any quarter. To meet the necessary

consumption between this and the close of harvest

operations, large imports will be necessary.

Notwithstanding that the arrivals of stock from

the continent have been on a liberal scale, our fat

cattle markets have continued somewhat active, and

prices have been on the advance. That we have been

correct in our previous impressions with regard to

the value of meat, is evident from the present

state of the trade ; and we may further observe

that there is every probability of prices ruling above

their present level, for the all-important reason

that the supply of sheep in the United Kingdom
is decidedly small, and that consumption is pro-

gressing at a rapid rate. The general health of the

stock has continued good ; but we perceive that

in several quarters the winter supply of food is

nearly exhausted. In the early part of the month,

there was an active demand for Unseed and rape-

cakes at very full prices ; but the supj)lies having

since materially increased, the rise in the quotations

has not been supported. The imports of linseed

ha-\-e not exceeded former seasons, arising from the

high rates demanded by the growers in Egypt, and

the extensive speculation carried on in that country

by several of the leading English houses.

It is pretty generally understood that notwith-

. landing the numerous failures of last year, a

large additional breadth of land has been planted

with potatoes. The present high rates — say from

95s. to iGos. per ton—offer great inducements to

the growers ; but should the present crop prove a

heavy one, it is most probable that the quotations

will rule low. On the continent, the supplies are

still large; and in some of the French ports fair

average samples may be purchased at 70s. to 75s.

per ton. The imports have, therefore, been some-

what extensive, they having amounted to upwards

of 3,C00 tons during the month ; whilst from our

own districts the arrivals have increased to some
extentj although their quality haw proved in-

ferior.

The guano market has been in an exoitcd state.

Tlie whole of the stock of Peruvian in first hands

has been exhausted ; hence small parcels have

found buyers at from £ll to .€12 per ton. Th«8G

prices have induced shipments from Belgium ;
5'et

numerous orders have remained unfulfilled. The

hay and straw markets have continued very firm,

and prices have been fully supported. We under-

stand that the supplies now on hand are com-

paratively small.

Owing to the proposed abolition of the Soap

Duties, the tallow trade has ruled active, and prices

have improved from Is. Gd. to 2s. per cwt. The

arrivals from the Colonies have fallen off, compared

with some previous years.

As regards the article of wool, we may intimate

that the trade for all descriptions has 'continued

active. Prices of English have improved, and

several large parcels have changed hands for ship-

ment to Belgium. This year's chp is expected to

be small.

In Ireland and Scotland the corn trade has been

devoid of animation.

REVIEW OF THE CATTLE TRADE
DURING THE PAST MONTH.

The comparatively small supplies of sheep exhi-

bited in most of our leading cattle markets, espe-

cially in Smithfield, added to the rapid increase in

the consumption of all kinds of meat, have had

their usual effect upon value. Since we last wrote,

an extensive business has been transacted in each

description of stock, and prices have had an up-

ward tendency. It is just possible that present

high rates may have the effect of checking the de-

mand ; but we must bear in mind that the working

classes, almost generally, are fully employed, and in

the receipt of higher wages than for a series of years

past; hence, so far as our judgment carries us,

there is a greater prospect of an advance than a

decline in present rates. It may be safely pre-

sumed that Smithfield has considerable influence

over the whole of the local markets, and that,

during the summer months, Newgate and Leaden-

hall will be very scantily supplied from tlie pro-

vinces ; consequently, the metropolis mu.t derive

its supply almost solely from the live markets.

Taking it for granted that the available number of

sheep in most districts is unusually small—and in

this opinion we are borne out by most of our agri-

cultural friends—it is highly proljable that a large

portion of the stock will be withheld during the

period above referred to.

In the Mark Lane Express oi t]i.e ^ti^x^X^aij^^eavs
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fui 'My written lettei un the subject uf the ghear-

infif of fat sheep for Smithfield; and in which, for

very obvious reasoiiS^ the impolicy of sliearing

sheep in cold weather is very properly urged. The
writer justly observes that "mutton killed in the

wool is worth more money than mutton killed out
of it, because the value of the mutton is not only
depreciated in quality, but also in quantity; for the

daily waste upon a naked sheep in cold weather is

much greater than that ujjon the sheep well clothed
in its wool." These observations were never more
exemphfied than during the last two months; and
we must say that if graziers in general did but
consider the losses to which they have been subject

from premature shearing, they vrould speedily aban-
don the system altogether. Xow it is a well-known
fact that salesmen have much less diHiculty in sell-

ing sheep in the woo! than out of it, for the reasons

stated above. It is true that, of late, butchers have
derived considerable advantage from jiurchasing

woolled sheep, as the market for skins has been on
the advance, almost weekly; hence raucli competi-
tion has been observed for them. But^ supp'osing

that no shorn sheep had been brought forward up
to this time, such is the exten.sivc nature of the

demand for English wool -a demand, by the way,
that can scarcely be met—there is every reason to

know that prices would have been from Is. to -Js.

per head higher than they are now, much labour
would liave been saved, and the jjricc of the wool
been returned with the \-alue of the live carcass.

The writer goes on to observe—" Butchers who buy
in the wool say that (he i)rices in the Smithfield
reports are much under the truth— f. f\, that

they are paying more money than is rei)orted

;

while the quotations for sheep out of the
wool are the reverse, the butchers' prices being
considerably less than the reported prices." These
remarks require close attention. In the first place
it is evidently the duty of a reporter not to over-
strain matters ; in other words, it is essentially

necessary that he should know something about fat

stock, and have the best sources of information, to
be enabled to do justice to all parties : and, in the
second, to strike fair average ])rices, so as to show
the actual state of the trade. Doubtless, salesmen
and butchers frequently ditler as respects the dead
weights of stock, and it is possible that both parties

may be sometimes mistaken on this important
point

; but the great difference between the value
of sheep in the wool and those shorn—amounting
to one shilling per 8lbs,—has solely arisen from
causes to which we have already referred, viz., the
increased price of wool, and the high value of
skins.

The imjiorts of foreign stock into Loudon have
"been extensive for the time of j'ear, or as follows :

I'PLIES.
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LTPhiKj^tM Bl«JkL; WD LUWEK LAKPIGANSIURE.
Many comiuutd [ilanting potatops even through the frost, and

strange to say, it lias not affected their growth, as they are

showhig above ground iu many places. Oats which were sown
at the same time are coming up well and look very promising.

Precaution against injury to young potatoes has been taken by

covering the plants with straw, which has had the desired

effect. The change in our markets is most surprising ; farmers

some short time hack were not asked the price of their produce

when exposed for sa]e at market ; now, not an article of pro-

duce but fetches extreme prices-—Young pigs eleven weeks
old sell as high as 15s. each, and other stock iii proportion.

Places on high elevation are to this time (April 23) very backt

ward in pisture, indeed but few places are yet forward but

such as are well sheltered from the keen wind and well kep-

from sheep and cattle. Corn is not very much behind last

year; sowing will be over about the end of this month in al-

most all places lierc. Potatu planting is nearly over now.

A\ inter com is looking well, and we hear of no complaints.

Clovers of la.-^t year are looking remarkably well. We have

some fine showers, but the weather is not very warm yet. It

is surprising that although of the potatoes that were pitted

for keeping, many rotted, yet, young potatoes were produced

in the earth from the rotten ones. The weather is now fine,

and vegetation very forward, and all corn and other seeds that

were grounded are coming up fast. But we have not heard the

curkooyet.—^Apri! 33.

DUMFRIES.
Up till Friday last the weather continued dry and cold, a

withering wind blowing from the east, and checking even the

slight vegetation which had accompanied the advent of the

middle of April. Since Friday, when the wind veered to the

south, where or in the west it has since continued, the air has

been decidedly milder, though still tOD eld at night ; occa-

sionally sbght showers have fallen, and though the sun has

been generally veiled by cloiuU, considerable stimulus has been

given to vegetation, and the pasture fields have made welcome

and obvious progress. In sheltered situations the thorn hedges

and larch trees are assuming the livery of spring ; the yellow

primrose expands its flowers on the mossy banks ; and the

flowering currant shows its beautiful pink clusters in abun-

dance, tempting the bees to labour, which they yet perform

but languidly. In the arable land a great deal of work has

been done, for which, with all in drawbacks, the mouth of

April has hitherto teen very favourable, and in this locality

oat sowing has been nearly concluded, and potato planting

more than half accomplished ; while, generally, the seed has

been deposited in excellent order. Much will, of course, de-

pend upon the character of the summer, but undoubtedly the

spring has been an unusually late one, and an extra amount of

solar heat will be necessary to bring the harvest in point of

time, at least up to an «\etrtj,c, At a pu'u! uf thiif it'^RJ^ be ;

mentioned, that one of the most active farmers iu lower Nitha- /
dale had not sown a single oat-field until after April had com-/^
meuced—a circumstance without a parallel iu his reniembraiicfe,

which now extends over a Icn'glhctied series of ycira. The

lambing season has now nearly ccucl'.nted in the fiarks, is well

advanced on the braes, and commenced amoug the hills last

week. Though on many farms park ewes and lambs have

thriven well and doubles been common, on others, especially

on the colder lands, the loss oi both has been considerable ;

some breeders having suffered very severely indeed. From

the braes the accounts are equally conflicting ; from the glens,

which centre at Minuyhive, we learn that the season has been

favourable hitherto, the lambs average in number, and few

dying; while on the other hand, from a somewhat high region

in middle Annaiidale, we have the following note :—" My
shepherd tells n-.e this morning that he does not remember a

worse lambing season for hill stock. Allowing a little for ex-

aggeration, I must still conclude that the season has been, and
'

is very unpropitious. There is no spring yet in the grass, and

my crop of lambs will certainly be under the average." Last

week we had an oppottmiily of conversing with various exten-

sive flockmasters, whose hiraels roam over the Dumfries-shire

highlands, aud, though they all confessed to regarding the ap-

proaching season with considerable anxiety, they were more

hopeful than could have been expected, looking to the low con-

dition to which so many ewes have been reduced. Save here

aud there, where a heavy wreath still defies the sun and

showers of April, the snow has disappeared from the hills ; the

grasses had begun to come away at last, and by the time we

write must have improved considerably. But, indeed, scarce

as food is, a sudden rush of vegetation is by no means desir-

able, as being apt to superinduce disease in the ewes, the w eak-

ening eflects of which they are not at present in a condition to

stand. The letting of grass parks will be general this week,

and growing weather has come barely in time to give the fields

an appearance of greenness. The rates given last year were

unusually high, but the greatest prices at present current for

stock will have a tendency to lessen the demand for keep. A
fcv: roups have already taken place in this neighbourhood ; in

some instances the lets realized were rather less than last year,

while in others, again, they were fully maintained. From

Anuandale we have the following information on this subject

:

The grass parks on the beautiful and highly improved property

of Rosebaiik, in the vicinity of Lockerby, extending to 50

acret, were let recently for no less than £200—a portion of

which was young grass. The parks at Ladyward maintained

fully last year's prices, averaging £3 10s. 9d. per acre. The

parka at Caitlemilk and underwood were let at higher rates

than last year. At Woodhouse, yesterday, there was an ex-

cellent let at higher rates than last season ; and some medium

half-bred hogs made 363. 6d.

—

Dumfries Courier.

REVIEW OF THE CORN TRADE
DURING THE MONTH OF APRIL.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer has at length

brought his budget before the House of Commons.

We are not about to ]jass an opinion on its various

details, but we cannot heli) remarking that the

position of the oAvners and occupiers of land— cer-

tainly one of the most, if not the most important

interest—receive no notice. The two preceding

governments, that under the ])remiership of Lord

John Russell and that headed by the Earl of

Derby, acknowledged and deplored the injury

which farmers and landowners had sustained by

the new commercial legislation ; and the latter
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endeavouied in some way io afford relief lo

a body who have been made to suffer by a

])olicy deemed to work benelieiariy for the rest of

the community. Mr. Gladstone proposes no re-

medial measures whatever ; indeed, he contemplates

obtaining an increased resource from the land, in

the shape of legacy duty. It is not very probable,

therefore, that his government will meet with much
support from members representing agricultural

counties.

We have no intention of trenching further on

our space, in reference to this matter : our agricul-

tural friends must judge for themselves how far they

are likely to be benefited by the proposed new

measures.

The weather during tlie first three weeks in the

month now about to terminate was auspicuous for

field lal)ours, and the utmost activity i)revailed.

Some of the land intended to have been sown with

wheat in the autumn, but which was then flooded

and afterwards frozen too hard to aliow ofanything

being done v.'ith the same till towards the latter

part of March, has, so soon as it could be brought

into tolerable condition, been seeded with the corn

for which it had been originally designed ; but in

many cases, farmers have deemed it too hazardous

to put in wheat so late, and the land has conse-

quently been devoted to other purposes. The
entire breadth is certainly short of average years

—

how far short cannot be very accurately estimated,

but the best authorities compute it at 15 to 20 per

cent, below the usual average. The autumn-sown

wheat is generally described as healthy in appear-

ance : of that lately committed to the soil little can

at present be said, as it has hardly as yet appeared

above ground. The sowing of Lent corn was not

generally commenced till considerably after the

accustomed time; since the latter part of March,

the weather has, however, been very favourable : the

drying winds in the early part ofthe present month
absorbed much of the superfluous moisture, and

field labours were not once checked till the 22nd
inst., by which time the greater part ofthe seed had

been got in. .Lately we have had heavy rain, which

has rendered the land too wet to be advantageously

worked, and where sowing was not previously com-

pleted, finther delay has been the consequence.

The rain in other respects must be regarded as hkely

to prove beneficial ; and should it be followed by
increased heat, vegetation v/ouldberaiiidly brought

forward.

The lone of the grain trade was excessively dull

in the beginning of the month ; and though a slight

improvement has occurred within the last eight or

ten days, still there ai^pears to be a great want of

confidence in regard to the future. The fact is

that the extent of the foreign impoi'tations have

upset all previous calculations? and it becomes more

and more evident that prices in this country must in

future depend more on the opinion entertained abroad

as to what the growers there may consider remunera-

ting rates, than on the result of our own crops.

The supplies from the Black Sea ports increase;,

steadily from year to year, and it is plain that the

resources of Southern Russia as a producing

country are not yet I'uUy developed. The pressure

which has been felt since the commencement of the

present j'ear has been principally caused by the ex-

tent ofthe arrivals from the quarter alluded to, by far

the greater portion ofthe importations hanngbeen

from ports east of Gibraltar. From the Baltic and

other Northern European ports, comparatively little

corn has reached us the last three months; but we

have had liberal receipts of flour from America,

Fiance, and Spain. Under these circumstances

the indifferent result of the last harvest in Great

Britain lias not been followed by the effects anti- I

cipated, and those who calculated on high prices
j

have met with disappointment; indeed, since the
j

close of 1852 the tendency has been constantly !

downwards. As a proof, howevei, that the inferiority

of the quality of our own crop was not exaggerated,

we may direct attention to the fact that good

serviceable millers' wheat has been scarce for months

past; and the ordinary qualities having been unfit

for use without a large mixture of foreign, the stocks

of the latter have been so extensively drawn upon^

that very little good Baltic wheat now remains in

granary, and our present resources are confined

almost wholly to Black Sea sorts, which oar millers

do not like, but are now obliged to use. To this

state of things we attribute the slight improvement

which has taken place in the tone ofthe trade, within

the last week or two. There has certainly been no

speculation, but the consumption has been and

is likely to continue lai'ge ; and unless we are again

inundated with foreign supplies, a moderate rise

does not appear improbable, even though the seasons

should prove propitious, and the crops on the

ground progress favourably. At the same time we
EQUst admit that our confidence is not very great

:

at the present moment there are upwards of a score of

large cargoes of Black Sea wheat off" Falmouth and.

Queenstown, undisposed of; and shipments from- '

the Baltic, as well as from some of the near conti-

nental ports, on rather a liberal scale, have beei

commenced. Good wheat will no doubt oontinu.

to be wanted ; but the arrival at any time of more

than may be immediately required will suffice, in

the absence of anything like a speculative feeling,-.tQ!

cause a temporary pressure.
, v.>3u'

Stocks of English barley are evidently exliauste^i

in all parts of the kingdom: this grain has tbrougfepi

out commanded relatively better prices than wheat.
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^vhich hci9 encouraged farmery to cultivate it some-

what more extensively this season than usual ; and

where the land is adapted for its growth, it has been

substituted for wheat. The seed demand has l)een

active this month ; and though many of the maltsters

have finished tlieir purchases some time ago, fine

quahties of barley have, up to the present period,

commanded very full terms at the principal con-

suminjr toMns, as well as at most of the markets

in the agricultural districts.

Oats, beans, and peas have scarcely varied in value.

Of the former article, stocks are very small on this

side of the channel, but in Ireland a fair portion of

the last abundant crop still remains on hand ; whe-

ther any great quantity will however be sent to

Blngland appears doubtful, the consumption of

oatmeal being larger than usual, owing to the scar-

city of potatoes.

We shall now proceed to give our usual retrospect

of the transactions which have taken place at Mark
Lane during the month. The neighbouring farmers

having been busily engaged in the fields, the sup-

plies of most kinds of home-grown corn have been

on a very moderate scale. The arrivals of wheat

coastwise into the port of London have hardly

averaged 3,000 qrs. per week, and the receiirts per

rail have also been small. The dry weather in the

early part of the month had u beneficial effect on

the condition, and the samples from Essex and

Kent have in general come to hand in rather better

order than before. The millers have, however, acted

with so much caution as to render it impossible to

estabhsh any advance; indeed a decline of Is. ]5er

qr. had to be submitted to, on the 1 Ithinst., which

reduction has been only partially recovered since

then. The supplies from Lincolnshire and Cam-
bridgeshire have fallen off materially, the east coast

shippers having directed their \vh.eat to the northern

markets in preference to London. Within the last

fortnight a few hundred quarters of red Kentish

wheat have actually been brought here for shipment

To Wakefieltl, being the first piu'chase of the kind

for that destination since the beginning of the year.

Quotations at present are much the same as they

were at the close of March. Our millers do not hold

any stocks of importance, and should the country de-

maud increase, they might e.x])erience some difficulty

in obtaining a sufficiency of fresh wheat to keep their

mills going.

A very large proportion of the 76,23.5 (jnar-

ters of foreign wheat received has been from the

Black Sea and Mediterranean. These sorts have

been very difficult of disposal ; and importers have

been forced to land, it having been impossible to sell

largely from on board ship. Whilst Baltic qualities

have, in consequence of their scarcity, rather im-

proved than receded in value, southern wheats have

been offered in vain at a leduction vt in, to 2s. per

qr. The fact is, that the London millers are not by

any means partial to these descriptions, which are

better adapted for the juovincial markets, where

colour is not so much thought of a.s in the metropo-

lis. Arrived cargoes of Polish Odessa wheat might

nov.' be bought at 38s. to 40s. per qr., duty paid ; and

cargoes oflFthe coast have lately been offered at 36s.

to 37s. per qr,, cost and freight, without meeting

with much attention. The finer kinds, such as

Marianople and Berdianski, which a month ago

were worth 44s. to 45s., are now obtainable at 42s.

to 43s. per qr., and other descriptions at propor-

tionate rates. There are between twenty and thirty

large cargoes off' the coast undisposed of. There

has been no disposition to buy Baltic wheat free on

board ; and comparatively little has been done in

this branch of business during the month, though

some of the offers from that quarter have been

rather tempting. The Danzig merchants have not

been pressing sellers ; l)ut from some of the lower

ports there have been offers at prices which would

almost leave a small margin for profit on present

quotations. The check which the dull state of

things here is calculated to give to ship-

ments from foreign ports may have its in-

fluence hereafter, inasmuch as it will cause

the supjtlies in the first instance to be considerably

less than they would have been if our markets had

held out more inducement to consign.

The value of town-manufactured flour has under-

gone no change since our last ; the sale has been

materially interfered Vv'ith by the pi'essure of foreign

on the market. An attempt has been made to

establish sales of the latter by public auction, but

has not succeeded, the bids having been deemed so

unsatisfactory that the whole put up was bought-

in. In addition to 39,534 barrels from America,

wc have received lt),813 sacks from European

ports, principally those of France and Spain. Im-

portations of Spanish flour may be considered as a

new feature. The quality of this flour is very fine,

and stands quite as high in the estimation of buyers

as the best French. Some is worth as much as

40s. to 42s. per sack, being only a few shillings

below the top jiricc of London whites. American

flour was very pressingly offered in the early part

of the month. Sour was in some instances sold as

low as 21s., and good brands at 23s, to 24i?. per

l)rl. W^ithin the last week or two a better demand

has sprung up, and a slight disposition has been

shown to buy the article to hold over.

English barley has come to hand very sparingly,

and notwithstanding the advanced period of the

season, the inquiry for this grain has been tolerably

active. The coldness of the weather has probably

induced the maltsters to work later than they would
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liavc done if thc'temjieratuic luul been higher.

Tliere has, at all events, been no difficulty in

placing fine qualities, and even the commoner sorts

have met with a fair share of attention. The

prices previouslj' cuiTent have consequently been

well supported ; and we consider this grain quite

as dear as it was when we last addressed om-

readers. Good foreign barley for grinding has

likewise been in fair request; the stock of Danish

and similar kinds in granary has been nearly ex-

hausted, and the few small lots which have reached

us from near continental ports have been placed

easily at rates fully equal to those current at the

close of last month.

The arrivals of Egyptian barley have been toler-

ably good; but the extreme scarcity of other

descriptions has rendered the sale less difficult than

it might otherwise have been, and 22s. to 23s. per

qr. has been obtained for cargoes in good condi-

tion.

The scarcity of fine barley has naturally in-

fluenced the value of malt, and superior samjiles

of the latter have commanded high prices. This
does not, however, seem to have lessened the con-

sumption, and we believe that the stocks in brewers'

hands are not larger than usual at the correspond-

ing period of the season.

The arrivals of oats coastmse into the port of

London have been very small, and the total quan-

tity received from all quarters, including foreign,

during the four weeks ending the 23rd inst. has

amounted to only 64,878 qrs. This gives an average

supply of 16,200 (p-s. i)er week, whilst the con-

sumption of the metropolis is at from 22 to 25,000

qrs. })er week. The deficiency has been partly

made good by supplies received by the different

railways; still rather serious inroads have been
made on the stocks in dealers' hands, and the mar-
ket has become bare of good corn. Purchasers

have confined their operations to as narrow limits

as their immediate and pressing wants have allowed,

and the trade, though firm, has not at any period

of the month been active. In this position of

affairs, factors have been unable to establish any
advance, and quotations remain very nearly the

same as when we last addressed our readers. Of
English oats there are scarcely any lemaining ; of

Scotch we have still some quantity in granary,

and it is difficult to exceed 22s. per qr. for good
feed. Irish are more plentiful than other sorts,

and range in value from I7s.up to 21s., according to

weight and shape. Russian feed oats have moved
off in retail at 20s. to 21s., Danish and Swedish at

similarterm.s, and Dutch Polands and brews at 19s.

to 21s. per qr. The unwillingness which the large

dealers have exhibited tobuy,maybe attributed to the

knowledge that a fair supply is on passage from the

near continentcd jiorts jJtutslotksbavenoTvkscome

so closely worked up, that it may be questioned

whether the expected arrivals, when they do

come to hand, will cause any decline in prices.

The latest accounts from Holland infonn us that

the shipments for England would not be impor-

tant local buyers, having paid more for the article

than had been offered by the export houses.

The supplies of home-grown beans, though small,

have proved about equal to the demand, and quo-

tations have undergone little or no change since

our last. A few cargoes of Egyptian beans have come

to hand, but sellers have remained firm, and the arti-

cle has not been offered below 26s, 6d. to 27s. per

qr. cost and freight. For parcels in granary, 29s.

to 30s. has been demanded, at which there has been

a moderate sale. The operations in peas have been

on a strictly retail scale, and no alteration requiring

notice has taken place in prices.

Though the arrivals of Indian corn off the coast

have been considerable during the last two or three

months, a steady demand on Irish account has pre-

vented anything like jiressurc being felt ; indeed,

of late the enquiry has outstripped the supply, and

the tendency of i)rices has, within the last week or

two, been decidedly upwards, 32s. to 33s. per qr.

cost and freight having been paid for arrived car-

goes of Galatz, and corresponding rates for other

descriptions. Indian corn is evidently j)rogressing

steadily in favour as an article of food in Ireland,

and the annual consumption is likely to increase.

The remainder of our space we must devote to

a short notice of the position of affairs (up to the

time of our latest advices) at the different foreign

markets, the direct influence which prices abroad

now have on those at home rendering it important

that those connected with the corn trade, whether

as producers or consumers, should be kept regu-

larly informed of the changes which from time to

time occur in other |)arts of the world.

The opinion we ventured to express last month,

as to the period we deemed it probable the naA^iga-

tion of the northern rivers and harbours would

remain closed by ice, has proved correct. Some
of the Lower Baltic ports became free about the

middle of the month; but letters from Danzig,

Konigsberg. &c., of as recent a date as the 22nd,

state that the harbours were not then quite free

from ice. So late an opening of the navigation

has not occurred for some years past, and the

spring shipments will consequently be delayed con-

siderably beyond the usual period. Some of our

correspondents express apprehension as to what

effect may have been produced on the seeds in the

ground by so protracted a winter, more especially

as the changes in the temperature have been very

great. At one time there was a rapid thaw, and
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an interval of comparatively warm weather, suffi-

cient to stimulate vegetation ; this having been

Ksucceeded by severe frost, it is certainly not un-

reasonable to suppose that some mischief may have

resulted therefrom.

Under these circumstances, foreign merchants

have not been much disposed to lower their pre-

tensions ; and though the tendency of prices has

on the whole been downwards at several of the

principal ports, the decline has not been sufficient

to lower quotations in proportion to ours, and at

present there is no margin for profit on shipments

to England. The latest reports from Danzig state'

the really fine high-mixed wheat, weighing 61 2 to

(32lbs. per bushel, was still worth there 46s. per qr.

free on board. The lower descriptions were rela-

tively cheajier, as only a small proportion of the

stock consisted of the former; fine high-mixed,

weighing 61 i lbs. might have been bought at 44s.,

and good mixed at 60lbs. 43s. per qr. free on

board.

At Konigsberg, on the 2 1st inst., the harbour

was still covered with ice. Moderate supplies of

wheat had been brought forward, but there

had been no disposition to press sales.

For good and fine qualities in granary, holders

had continued to ask full prices, say 46s. for supe-

rior high-mixed weighing 62lbs., 4-2s. for good

mixed 61 albs., and the same price for 62lbs. red.

Freights were much the same as before, say 4s. 3d.

per qr. for London or Hull.

From Stettin we learn that holders of wheat,

who had in the early part of the month been a

good deal influenced by the very dull accounts

from hence, had regained confidence, and prices

recovered Is. to 2s. per qr. from the lowest point

of depression. Rather considerable purchases

have been made at that port on British account

during the winter, and it was estimated that when
these should have been despatched, the

stock will not be heavy. Of the (juantity bought

there, only a comparatively small proportion is

stated to be for London, many of the cargoes being

destined for Leeds, HuU, and some for Scotland.

Quotations were, on the 22nd inst., for good

6lilbs. red 40s., and for fine 62lbs. white Polish

43s. to 44s. per qr. free on board. At Rostock,

prices have been well supjjorted throughout the

winter, the wheat shipped from thence continuing

to hold the high place in the estimation of our

millers which it has so long commanded. Stocks

are reported to be only moderate there, more espe-

cially of fine qualities, and the very best samples

could not, according to the latest advices, have

been put on board below 44s., whilst good Gii to

G2lbs. parcels had sold at equal to 42s. to 4 3s. per

:qr. free on board

.

At Stralsund, in the neighbourhood of which

place a similar quality of wheat is produced, prices

were not quite so high, as our buyers invariably

give the preference to shipments from Rostock.

Taking the Lower Baltic ports generally, good
heavy red wheat may be said to range in value

from 42s. to 43s. per qr.

The river Elbe became navigable for steamboats

about the middle of the month, and subsequently

sailing vessels have managed to get away.

A few parcels of wheat shipped by the steamers

have been received from Hamburg here and also

at Hull— the quality only moderate. The latest

quotations from thence are, for red Upland, weigh-

ing naturally 58ilbs. per bushel, but made up 60lbs.,

42s. 3d., and Marks wheat of GOilbs. 43s. 3d. perqr.

free on board . From out- ports there had been few

ofters ; barley had rather receded in value, but oats

had met a lively sale at previous prices.

At some of the Dutch markets wheat de-

cHned several shillings per qr. the first fort-

night in April, and this reduction has since

been only partially recovered. The quality of last

year's wheat in that country is even worse than

our own, and there is consequently little induce-

ment to buy there except at very low rates. The

new white Zealand, brought to Rotterdam for sale,

has ranged in weight from 56 to 59lbs. per bushel,

and the few lots which have been shipped to Lon-

don have come to hand in very soft condition,

being damp and badly sprouted. Such wheat has

been sold at Rotterdam for 34s. to 36s. per qr. free

on board, and even at these low prices has left no

margin for profit.

In Belgium good wheat is beginning to get very

scarce, and it is deemed probable that that coun-

try may have to import from Germany &c,

France has thus far shown no signs of want,

and it would therefore appear that the last crop

proved better than was estimated at harvest time.

During the month the supplies brought forward at

the different French markets have been in excess

of the demand, and prices have consequently tended

downwards. At Pans, flour receded 1 f. per sack

three consecutive weeks. Many appear, however,

still to question whether stocks may not run short

there during the summer.

From the Mediterranean we have nothing of

much interest to communicate. At Marseilles

stocks of Black Sea wheat are stated to be short,

and Polish Odessa and similar sorts are relatively

dearer there than in the British markets. In Italy

the weather appears to ha\e been rather unseason-

able, but it was deemed loo early to say much about

the proljablc result of the crops. At Leghorn,

Trieste, &c., jnices of wheat have not varied mate-

rially since our last monthly notice.
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The latest advices from the Black Sea state that a

large fleet of vessels had arrived out, and the ne-

cessity to provide cargo :s for the bame had caused

an active enquiry for wheat at the principal ports.

Galatz letters of the Tth April state that nearly the

whole of the available stocks had been cleared off,

and that previous prices had been well maintained.

Further supplies on rather a liberal scale were,

however, expected from the interior, or quotations

would probably have sone higher. Galatz wheat

was then worth 248. 6d. to 258. 6d., and Ibraila

23s. 6d. to 24s. 6d. per qr. free on board. Freight

to the United Kingdom by British vessels had de-

clined to 12s. 3d., and foreign ships had been

offered at 12s. per qr.

From America we have letters of lecent dates.

The stocks at the principal ports on the coast

were not considered heavy, and though the export

demand had not been particularly active, jirevious

prices had been well maintained ; indeed, at New
York the tendency had been upwards, and quota-

tions were higher there on the 7th April than at

the date of sailing of the previous steamer.

New Orleans letters, of the 2nd inst., state that

the dull account from hence had had a good deal

of effect, and flour had become easier to buy after

the receipt of the English letters. Quotations were

then for fair qualities of flour I7s. to 18s. At

these rates, a good many purchases had been made

for shipment to England, and ship room had been

engaged for about 10,000 barrels, at 5s. per barrel

for Liverpool.

CURRENCY PER IMPERIAL MEASURE.
Shillings per Qi;arter

42 to 47 fine up to

44 52
"42 45

44 48
42 47
37 44

Wheat, Essex and Kent, white, uew.

Ditto ditto old .

Ditto ditto red, new. . .

Ditto ditto old ...

Norfolk, Lincoln, & Yorksh., red.

Ditto ditto uew . . .

Ditto ditto wliite uew, none

Ditto ditto old none

Bakley, malting, uew. . HO ."2 Chevalier.

Distillmg . . 28 30 Grinding

Malt, Essex, Norfolk, and Suffolk, uew 54 55

Ditto ditto old 52 54
Kingstou.Ware, and town made,new 59 60

Ditto lUtto old 57 59

Oats, English feed. . 17 21 Potato

Scotch feed . . 20s. 6d. 25 Potato.

Irish feed, white 17 19

Ditto, black 16

Rye 28

Beans, Mazagau 33
Ticks 34
Harrow 35

32
, 27

extra

20
23

fine

17 fine

30 old 28

34 „ 34

36 „ 36
37 „ 37

Pigeon 36 40 „ 40

Peas, white boilers 37 4u. . Maple 33 36. . Grey 30

Ploue, town wade, per sack of 280 lbs. — — „ 39

Households, Tovmi 403. Country — — „ 35

Norfolk and Suffolk, ex-ship .... — — „ 32

FOREIGN GEAIN,
ShiUmgi ptr Quarter

Wni,Ai,Daut8ic,mixed. . 46to47 highmised 49 51extta57
Konigsberg 45 47 „ 48 50
Rostock, new 48 50 fine ohi 47 49 , 53
Pomera.,Meckbg.,audUckermk.,red46 48 extra 48 50
Silesiau „ 44 46 white 46 48
Danish and llolsteiu „ 42 44 „ 44 46
Rhine and Belgium „ 42 45 old 45 49
French „ 42 44 white 43 47
Odessa, St. Petersburg and Riga. . 37 39 fine 41 43

B.\kli;y, griuduig 24 23 Distilling. . 27 30
Malting none — —

Oats, Dutch, brew, and Polands 19s ,2lL~.6d. Feedl7s.6d. 19

Danish and Swedish feed 19 20. . Stralsund. . 19 22
Russian 20 21 French., 18 20

Beans, Friesland and Holstein 32 35
Konigsberg . . 34 "7

Peas, feeding 35

Indian Corn, white 32

I'lour, French, per sack .... 34
American, sour per barrel 21

Egyptian . . 30

36 fine boilers 38

35 yeUow 32

37 fine 37
23 sweet 24

40

MPERIAL AVERAGES.
For the last Six Weeks.

VMieat.

Wkkk Ending : s. d.

March 12, 1853..

Mai-chl9,1852..
March26,1853.

.

April 2,1853..
Apnl 9,1853..
April 16, 1S53.

.

Aggregate average
i

of last six weeks 44 11

Comparative avge.
\

same time last year 41 11 i

Duties 1 oi

44 10

Barley.

s. d.

31 9

31 9
31 10
31 6
31 4
.31 11

31 8

29 10
1 0.

Oats. Rye. Beans Peas.

s. d. 3. d. s. d.l s. (].

18 6 30 9|34 4 32 9

18 10 30 10 34 232 11

18 9 33 34 3|S2 6

19 30 5 34 8 32 5

18 9 31 10 34 5'32 10
19 29 10 34 3 33 7

18 10 31 134 4j 10

19 7t31 10|30 1129 8

1 0, 1 O! 1 o; 1

COMPARATIVE PRICES AND QUANTITIES
OF CORN.

Averages from last Friday's ' Averages from the correspond-
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FO^IGN SEEDS <tr

Linseed (per qr.). . . . Baltic, 438. to 463. ; Odessa, 45s. to 498

linseed Cake (per toiO £7 10s. to £9 10s

Rape Cake (per ton) £4 10s. to £5 Os

Hempseed, small, (per qr.) 38s. to 42s., Do. Batch, 40s. to 42s

Tares (per qr.) old, small oOs. to 3Gs., large 36s. to 42s

Rre &ra?s (pet qr.) 2Ss. to oSs.

Coriander (per cwt,) 12s. to lis.

Cldrer.red (duty 3s. per cwt.) 468. to 53s

Ditto, white (duty 5s. per cwt.) 52s. to 683.

HOP MARKET.
BOROUGH, Monday, April 25.

We have a small inquiry for the better class of Hops,
at about late rates.

Mid mid East Keuts llos. „ 160*.

Weald ofKents llUs. „ 126s.

Sussex ]()5«. to 120i\

CHICORY.
Saturday, April 23.

Notvvitlistanding tliat the stocks in the hands of tlie dealers

arc comparatively limited, the demand for both English and
foreign Chicory is in a slusrgish state. Prices, however, are

well supported. At least; two-ihirds of the supply in the

metropolis are in the bauds of large holders. We are without

any foreign arrivals.

Per ton.
Foreign root {d.2>.)£ S.

Harlingen 81
Bngliah root {free)

Guenigei/ IS 10

i'orh 14

£ s. £ s.

Roasted i5" ground
English 37
Foreign 46
Guernsey 40

l.-i 15
16

Vutj/ on all Coffee and roasted Chicory imported, 3d. jfcr lb.;

on Chicory Hoot £21 per ton.

POTATO MARKETS.
SOUTHWARK, WATERSIDE, Monday, April 25.

During the past week this market has been fully sup-
plied, both coastwise and by rail, and many parcels being
left unsold from the previous week, has caused a further

decline in prices, and very dull trade.

The following are this day's quotations :

—

York Regents .... per ion 100«. to 160s.

Lincolnshire dillo 90s. „ 120s.

Scotch ditto 100s. „ 120s.

Ditto Reds 80s. „ 90s.

French ichites 80s. „ 100s.

BOROUGH AND SPITALFIELDS.

The imports of Potatoes into London last week wore
seasonably good, viz., 451 tons from Rouen, 33 from
Gravelines, 46 from Dunkirk, 28 from Erguy, 66 from
Nantes, 210 from Rotterdam, 45 from Calais, 10 from
Bordeaux, 72 from Pont L'Abbe, and 54 from Jersey.

The demand for all kinds is iu a very inactive state.

Present rates as follows :

York Regents Was. to 165s. per Ion.

Lincolnshire do 100s. <o 123s. „
Scotch do 100s. /o 125s. „
Foreign 90s. to 110s. „

COUNTRY POTATO MARKETS.—Leeds, April 19 :

Potatoes, of which there was a fair supply, were sold wholesale

at Is. 4d. to Is. 47|d., and retail at Is. Sd. to Is. 6d. per 211b8.—Manciie.ster, April 19: Potatoes, 148. to 1 83. Gil. per

2521b?.

BARK.
IJiujUfh Tn:r .. p,r loud o/45 cwi.£l\
Coppice ,, 18
Mimosa per ton '.)

Vnlonia .. 14

COVE.NT GARDEN MARKET.
Saturday, Ai'iul 23.

The snpplieii of AVgetables are iniproviiis:, bii*; still they are

no more thau suflicieut for the demand. A few forced Peaches

have made their appearance during the wetk. Ilolhouse

Grapes have uot altered in price since our last report, aud the

same may be said of Pineapples. Forced Strawberries fetch

from 9d. to Is. 6d. an ounce. Cob aud other Nuts bring fair

prices. The supply from the Continent of Green Peas, new
Potatoes, Horn Carrots, Asparagus, Radishes, Globe Arti-

chokes, Endive, aud Lettuces, is still considerable, and the

various articles are excellent in quality. Both Seakale and
Khnbarb are pretty abundant. Potatoes are dear. Mush-
rooms are scane. Cut flowers consist of Hyacinths, Primulas,

Tulips, Roses, Cyclamens, Mignonette, Ciucraria?, and Ca-

mellias.

FRUIT.

Pineapples, per Ih., 8s. to 12s. ' Oranges, Hev., p. lC0,7s.<o!4s.

O'nipcgtltothotisetp.ll/.lOs.tolSs. Lemons, lur doz.. Is. to 2s.

Sfr<nvl>frries,perox.,9d.toJs.6d. Almonds, per peck, 5s.

Apples,dvs.,p. bush., 10s. to \os. '

,, sweet, per lb., 2s. to 3s.

„ hitchen,do.,6s.to'.is. \ Nuts, Barcelona, 2>er bush.,Ws.
Oranges, per doz., \s. to is. 1 „ Cobs, 120s.

Chestnuts, per bush., 8s. to aOs.

VEGETABLES.
Cabbages, per doz., l.<. to 2s.

Brussels Sprouts, per hj. sieve,

2s. to 3s.

Broccoli, 2>er doz., 2s. to As.

Greens, per doz., is. to 6s.

FrenchBeans, i)er 100, Xs.to'is.

Asimraus, j). bundle, 5s. to I Os.

Scahale,p. bskt., '2s. tois. 6d.

Rhubarb. i>. bun.,6d. to 1 s.

Potatoes, 2>er ton, 85s. to 150*\

,, 2}er cwl.,5s.to9g.

„ 2'er bush., 2s. 6(7. to 5s.

T urni2)S 2)cr doz., Ss. lo 4s.

Cucumbers, each, Gd. to 2s. Gd.

Cilery, 2>. bundle, 9d. to Is. Gd.

Carrots, 2}er doz., 6s. to Ss.

S)inaoh, pef sieve, 2s. to 3s.

Onions, 2)ir bushel, 4s. to 5s.

,, Spanish,per doz.,^s.to 5s.

Beet, per doz., Is. to \s. Gd-

Leehs, per bunch, 3d. to id.
Shallots, 2>er lb., Gd. to M.
Gar'ic, per lb., Gd. to 8d.
Lettuce, Cab., 2). doz.,Gd.to\s.Gd.

„ Cos, per score. Is. to 2s.

Radishes, 2)er doz., 2s. to 2s.6<f.

Endive, per score, 2s. Gd. to 8s.
Small Salads,p. pun., Qd. to 3d.
Horseradish, p. bundSc, \s.to3s.

Mushrooms, 2>.2wtt., Is.6rf. to is
Sorrel, p. hf. sieve, Gd. to Is.

Articholtes, Jer.,do., ]s.tols.Gd.
Fennel, i)e,r bitiich, '2d. to 3d.
Savory, 2>er bunch, '2d. to 3d.
Thyme, 2>er bunch, 2rf. to Sd.
Parsley, 2'. <loz. bunchs.3s.tu5s.
Mint, green,per bunch,Cd.to9d,
Basil, 2>er buncli. Is.

Marjoram, do.. Is.

Watcrcrcss,p.\2bun.,9d.to\M.

ENGLISH BUTTER MARKET.
Monday, April 25.

We still note a good trade in Butter, and prices are

maintained.

Dorset, fine weekly l()2s. lo 104s. per cwt.

Do. middling 88s. lo 96s. „ „
Fresh, per doz. lb 10s. lo 12s.

PRICES OF BUTTER,
Butter, lyer cwt. s s.

Friesland 98<olOO
Kiel to 10
Dorset «<•«; 100 100

Carloiv ,, 92 96
Waterford .. „ 90 di

Corn „ 90 96
Limerick ,

86 94

Sligo „ SO 94
Fresh, 2icr doz.. 11 18

CHEESE, HAMS, &c.

Cheese,i)ercwt. Cheshire 60 to98
Chedder 60 80
Double Gloucester 60 68
Single do. ..54 62

Hums, i'orh, new ... . 84 04
Westmoreland. ..80 £0
Irish 66 78

Bacon, Wiltshire,green 68
Waterford 62 66

BELFAST, (Friday last.)—Butter : Shipping price, 93s.

to 1023. per cwt. ; firkins and crocks, lOid. to 10i|d. per lb.

Bacon, 563. to 58*. ; Haras, prime, TOs. to 74s.; second qua-

lity, 60s. to 643 per cwt. ; mess Pork, 8O3. to 90s. per brl.

Irish Lard, in bladders, 66s. to "Os. ; kegs or firkins, 64s. per

cwt.
Dried Hams, Mess Pork

per cwt.
s. d. s. d

Butter.
April . 2»'i' cwt.

14. s. d. s. d.

1849 70 86 4a .50

1850 78 84 3S 40
1S,5I 86 90 4:; 44
1852 74 78 , 42 o 40
1853' 93 102 56 58

per cwt. per brl

.

s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.
68 75 77 80 »

68 70 76 77
60 62 CO 02
56 Ul) 67 « 70
70 74 80 90
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THE FAKMEE'S MAGAZINE.

JUNE, 1853.

PLATE I.

HEREFORD OX,

THE PROPERTY OF MR. JOHN MAYDWELL, OF ASHSTEAD, SURREY.

The subject of our first plate, is a Hereford ox, which obtained the first prize of £25, in class 6,

at the Smithfield Club Cattle Show, in December last. It was a remarkably fine animal, and purchased

by Mr. Bannister of Threadneedle-street. The carcass weighed 184 stone 4 lbs., the fat amounting to

21 stone 6 lbs. (8lbs. to the stone).

PLATE II.

SONGSTRESS,
BRED BY AND THE PROPERTY OF MR. JOHN SCOTT, OF MALTON, YORKSHIRE.

Songstress, a celebrated mare, was got by Irish Birdcatcher out of Cyprian by Partizan. She is a

light yellow bay mare, with white ticks over her, standing fifteen hands three and a-half inches high ;

she has rather a plain head, as well as a straightish neck, but with good shoulders, and is very deep in

her brisket and girth : she has immense ribs and barrel, good back, a little short and drooping from the

hip to the tail, which is set on low ; she has powerful arms, and fair-sized bone, with not over large

thighs, not very good-looking hocks. Taken altogether, however. Songstress is a remarkably fine

mare, as all are fain to admit who have seen her.

SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME: ITS PREPARATION FROM THE
MINERAL PHOSPHATE OF LIME.

BY CUTHBERT W. JOHNSON, ESQ., F.R.S.

On a former occasion, I had an opportunity of

tracing the first introduction of this salt as a ma-

nure, and such a detail can hardly fail to be en-

couraging to every friend of agriculture. The slow

and cautious way in which bones were first em-
ployed, uncrushed and unfermented, afford instruc-

tive evidence how laboriously and slowly that

farmer must conduct his experiments, who is

OLD SERIES.]

merely feeling his way in tedious trials, unaided by

chemistry or a knowledge of what others have done

in a similar direction,

The introduction of bones as a fertihzer well

illustrates the truth of this conclusion. The first

considerable employment of bones as a manure

was about the year 1775, when General St. Leger

spread, in a roughly broken state o ver some pas-

2 I [VOL. XSXVm.—No. 6.
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ttu-es, those which had been long accumxUating

around his foxhound kennels. When General

St. Leger made this trial, he no doubt acted on
the persuasion that the grease of the bones formed
their most valuable fertihzing portion; and this

erroneous conviction long continued to be the gene-

ral opinion of the English farmer.

Jlore than a century, however, before General

St. Leger's time, one English farmer had evidently

the sagacity to suspect that there was something

else in bones besides the oily portion which was
useful as a manure.

Writing in the year 1609, John Worlidge, in his

'"Mystery of husbandry," remarked, (chap.v, sec 5,)
" All marrow bones, fish bones, horn, or shavings

of horn, or liquors wherein flesh or fish have lain,

or any other thing whatsoever that hath any oily-

ness or fatness in it, is useful in husbanding lands.

It were not much labour to try whether the bones
of horses or other beasts, whereof there are great

quantities at some dog kennels, being burnt in

heaps with some small addition of fuel, would be
of good effect to be laid on lands." From this, the

earliest suggestion of which I am aware, of the

agricultural value of the more earthy portion of

bones, to the time wh^n I again suggested the

same truth, an interval of more than a century and a

half occurred. It was in the year 18 34, in a little essay

on the value of crushed bones, p. 6, that I remarked

:

"There is yet another source from whence the

phosphate of lime might be obtained in large quan-
tities for the use of the farmer, viz., the fossil bones
or native phosphate of lime, which is found in

various districts of this country in very considera-

ble quantities, and would only require crushing or

powdering to render it nearly as useful to the far-

mer as the recent bones ; for, that the cartilage or

oily matter of the bone does not constitute the chief

fertilizing quality, is shown by the fact that the

farmers who use bone dust will as readily employ
that which has first been used, and all its fatty

proportion extracted by the preparers of cart

grease, as they will the unused fresh bones. The
mineral substance, called the apatite, found in the

Cornish tin mines, is nothing but phosphate of
lime; 100 parts being composed of—

Phosphoric acid 45
Lime .. .. .. ., 55

— 100

The phosphate of lime is also found in many
parts of the north of England, Hungary, and in
immense beds in Spanish Estremadura, where it is

said to be so common in many places, that the
peasants make their walls and fences of it. 100
parts of this substance, called by mineralogists the
phosphorite, contain

—

Phosphoric acid and lime ,b. ^floti-v/ ^S^^dfijor^

Carbonic acid . . . .: ^mH vwHol h smo^z
Muriatic acid .. .. ., {. 4siibp-^ liRsl

Fluoric acid vboi^^ib eis

Silica .2 .,,fi

Oxide of iron 1

— 100
,

f

Ten 3'-ears more elapsed before any practical

efforts were made to enquire into the truth of the

facts thus suggested ; when the inquiry as to the

quantity in which this native phosphate of Spain

exists having engaged the attention of the lloyal

Agricultural Society of England, Dr. Daubeny and

Captain Widrington were induced, in 1843, to

make a voyage into Spain to examine it. {Jour.

R.A.S., vol. v., p. 405). They found the phos-

phorite rock existing in large masses, a short dis-

tance from Logroson, a considerable village, about

seven Spanish leagues to the south-east of Truxillo,

in Estremadura. It forms " a rock varying from

7 to 16 feet in breadth, traceable for nearly two

miles along the ground, and extending into the

earth to a great, though as yet an unascertained,

depth." Some specimens, analyzed by these use-

fully-employed voyagers, consisted, per cent., of—

Silica
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ficially, is wholly destitute of organic matter, it

seems to follow that the more valuable portion at

least of what is applied to the land, when bones

are scattered over it, is the phosphate of lime, and

not, as some have supposed, the oil or gelatine,"

The conclusion to which we are thus led is sup-

ported by the exptriments of Sir Harry Verney on

the use of the phosphorite as a manure. The soil

to which he applied it was a heavy sandy loam,

resting on a clayey suljsoil ; the ground was sown

with mangel wurzel in 1844, whose seeds, through

the extreme drought of the summer, did not vege-

tate sutficiently for any satisfactory result to be

obtained. In April, 1S45, the ground was sown

with Chevalier barley, with the following result

{Ibid, vol. vi,, p, 333; Johnson's Modern Ayri-

cultural Improvements, p. 120) :

—

Manme per acre,

cwt. qrs.

18

tons,

Soil, simple .

.

Burnt bones .

.

Unburnt bones

Pigeon's dung

Spanish phosphorite

and sulphuric acid IS

Spanish phosphorite

alone 18

Superphosphate of

lime . , . . . 1 5

Stable-yard dung . . 20

IS

Produce.

5. bnsh.pks.

6 2

It was just before this period, that the use of

superphosphate of lime, first suggested by Profes-

sor Liebig, began to attract the attention of the

farmer. The first intimation cf this discovery was

published by this great German chemist in 1839 ;

and in 1841, we find Mr. Fleming of Borrochan

using it successfully; then came its use in 1842 by

the members of the Morayshire Farmers' Club

;

and the same year Mr. E. Lawes and Sir James

Murray took out their patents for the manufacture

of the same salt. My readers must not, however,

suppose that the use of the mineral phosphate of

lime, in the manufacture of superphosphate of lime,

was a concurrent circumstance with the introduc-

tion of the latter salt as a fertilizer. Two or three

years elapsed before Professor Henslow first pointed

out the existence of the pseudo-coprolites, which

abound in phosphate of lime in the Suffolk Crag,

and suggested their employment in the preparation

of the superphosphate.

,
Other sources of supply have since ],>een disco-

.vered, in Amerira and in England; such as amidst

the green sand and, chalk strata of Farnham, in

Surrey, by IVofessor Way and Mr. Paine, and in

the fossil remains of the chalk of the back of the

Isle of Wight, by Mr. Nesbit. The following

was the result of

aminations

—

Substances

analjzeJ

Cast of turrihte

contained

Cast of ammonite
Small spongite no-

dule

Small spongite no-

dule

Cast of ammonite
Cast of ammonite
Cast of turrilite,

.

Green calcareous

sand immediately

encasing ditto .

.

Small nodule , , .

.

Green sand, or has-

sock, in which the

fossils occur. . ,

,

of Mr. Nesbit's ex-

tqial

taJ03
tons of

bone?.

Tons.

90
103

114

103

95
93
127

409
108

Ins;l.

matter.
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report then gives the result of the various applica-

tions of manures to turnips, in the season of 1852-

53. From these I select the amount of the dressings

and the crop in tons, per imperial acre, on four

farms.

Farm

Broadchapel
Hillside

Shaw
Halleathe

Yards of
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thart the farina of the oat supplies more nourishment

of the muscle, hone, anil blood of man, than any
otlier known vegetable," The oat flour may be

used as gruel, and also in the preparation of arrow-

root, puddings of the lightest and finest quality,
\

pancakes, manna, tapioca, &c, I

The parcels were received here on Thursday,
|

May 12, and on the following day a pudding, i

according to the given direction, was made with

two table-spoonfuls of the flour. It was sufficient

for five persons—thus proving the fact of " a small

quantity being requisite for the purpose."

I am given to understand tliat the oat is to a

certain extent kiln-dried, then husked, and ground

into flour. The process is yet in its infancy; but

however worthy and excellent as a placehit, it will

never attain a prominent position till produced in

quantity sufficient (and at s. price) to become fer-

mented bread, as a substitute for wheat in loaves,

at a time of deficiency or failure of crop.—May 13.

WEEDS AND WEEDING.
OF

-SHORT SKETCHES
AGRICULTURE.

OF THE WEEDS

The month of May is the period when most weeds

make their appearance amongst our corn crops, and

at tliis time they demand the prompt and diligent

attention of every cleanly farmer ; for it is only by

persevering effort—untiring and continuous-—that

such pests are to be eradicated.

Mr. Sinclair, in his essay on the " ATeeds of Agri-

culture," extracted chiefly from Mr. Holditch's

pamphlet (whose plan of classification he adopts),

places them thus

:

1st. Weeds which infest samples of corn :

2ud. Fallow weeds

;

3rd, Rampant weeds ; and

4th. Weeds which never rise into the sickle.

The first class which infest the sample are—1,

Darnel ; 2, Drank ; 3, Cockle ; 4, Tares ; 5, Melilot

;

6, Wild Oats
; 7, Hariff ; 8, Crow Needles ; 9, Black

Bindweed ; 10, Snake-weed ; 11, Charlock Seeds; 12,

Horse Gold.

The second class, or fallow weeds, hard to be got

rid of, are— 1, Couch ; 2, Rest-harrow ; 3, Saw-wort

(common way-thistle) ; 4, Curled Dock ; 5, Tall, oat-

like soft grass ; G, Colts'-foot ; 7, Corn Bindweed ;

?, Corn ilint ; 9, Surface Twitch ; 10, Black Grass;

besides Wild Carrot, Hedge Parsley, Common Fools'

Parsley, Spingel or Fennel, Common Knot Grass,

and Great Round-headed Garlic.

Tlie third class, those which principally encumber

the soil, whose roots are annual, and whose seeds

pass the sieve— 1, Charlock; 2, Corn Poppy; 3,

Bluebottle ; 4, Mayweed ; 5, Corn Marigold.

The fourth class, or weeds called Underlmgs, such

as never rise in the crop nor come into the sickle

—

1, Groundsel; 2, Annual Meadow-Grass; 3, Chick-

weed; 4, Shepherd's Purse; 5, Spurry; G, Camo-

mile Feverfew; 7, Fat Hen; 8, Common Corn Salad;

9, Fhiweed; 10, Common Fumitory; 11, Sand Mus-

tard.

These, then, arc the principal weeds which infest

our arable lauds. To describe them fully would far

exceed my bounds, but I will put them in tabular

form, and add other common names, as I find them

to be known by in various districts of the kingdom.

I also add a few othe]:s.

Darnel—Drunken Darnel, Ray, Doit, Rye Bromc-

gi-ass.

Drank—Drauk, Tall Brome-grass, Ray.

Cockle— Corn-Campion, Corn-Cockle.

Meblot—Common Mehlot Clover.

Tares—Smooth Tare, Hairy-tine Tare, Wild Tares,

Strangle Tare.

Wild Oats—Bearded Wild Oats, Haver.

Hariff—Goose - Tongue, Cleavers, Goose Grass,

Whip-Tongue.
Crow Needles—Shepherd's Needle, Venus's Comb,

Needle Chervil, Beggars' Needle.

Black Bindweed — Climbing Buckwheat, Climbing

Arsmart, Bearbiud, Bindweed, Hopweed.

Snakeweed—Pale Persicaria, Arsmart, Willow-

weed,

Charlock—Runch, Wild Mustard, Chadloek, Corn-

Call.

Horse-Gold— Corn Butter-Cup, Frogwort.

Rest-Harrow—Cammock, Petty-Whin, Ground-

Furze.

Couch—Twitch, Couch-Grass, Quoitch.

Saw-Wort—Common Thistle.

Curled Dock—Common Dock, Dock, Field-

Sorrel.

Tall, oat-like, soft Grass—Knotted Twitch.

Colts'-Foot—Foals'-Foot.

Corn Bindweed—Small Bindweed.

Wild Can'ot—Common Carrot, Dill.

Hedge Parsley— Dill, Hemlock, Kecks.

Common Fools' Parsley—Lesser Hemlock.

Spingel, or Fennel—Common Fennel.

Corn Mint—Horse Peppermint.

Surface Twitch—Small Creeping Bent, Red Robin,

Spiu-ious Florin.

Common Knot-Grass—Wire-Weed, Red Robin.
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Black Grass—Black Bent, Spear Grass, Slender

Toxtail Grass.

Great Round-headed Garlic—Ramson's Crow Gar-

lic.

Corn Poppy—Red Po])py, Canker-Weed, Red
Weed, Corn Rose, Cop Rose, Head-work, Red
Mailkes.

Bluebottle— Knap-Weed, Corn Flower, Hurt-

Sickle, Hard-Head, Horse Knot.

May-weed - Maker, Stinking Camomile.

Corn Marigold—In Scotland, Yellow Govrans,

Quils, Gools ; Kent, Yellow Bottle; Norfolk, Buddie;

Midland Counties, Golds, Goulds, Gowls ; North of

England, Gowlans, Goldens, Gules, Golden Ox-eye.

Groundsel. N.B. One plant is said to produce

2,0S0 seeds.

Sow Thistle. N.B. One plant is said to produce

11,0-10 seeds.

Dandelion. N.B. One plant is said to produce

2,700 seeds.

Chickweed—Common Stitc]iwort.

Shepherds' Purse.

Camomile Feverfew—Wild Camomile.

Fat Hen—Goose-Fcot, Lambs' Quarters, Wild
Spinach, Mountain Spinach, Mails.

Common Corn Salad—Lambs' Lettuce.

Flixweed.

Common Fumitory.

Sand Mustard—Isle of Thanet Stink-Weed.

Martail—Toad Pipe, Puddock Pipe, Horse-Tail.

Earlh Nut—Goose Grass.

Having enumerated most of the common weeds

usually infesting our arable lands, I will in my next

paper endeavour to give some account of the growth

and habits of several of them ; believing that a closer

iutimacy with their character will have its influence

in deterrmg many cultivators from giving them
quarter, even in the slightest degree. Carelessness

on this point is very reprehensible, and very perni-

cious to good farming. My chief object is to point

out the evil ; I need not dwell for a moment to point

out the innumerab'e courses to be pursued to cifect

their extirpation—the implements, tools, and ap-

pliances are so manifold. I may give a few hints

in passuig, but the energy and capital of the

farmer only want applying, and that, as I have
said above, untiringly and continuous. Not a weed
must be allowed to east its seed. Look at the sow
thistle, for instance ; or the groundsel or dandelion.

OtLers, again, when plucked in the bud—as goldmgs,

poppies, charlocks, docks, &c.—will ripen tlieii- seeds

as they lie on the ground. Colts'-foot, again, ripens

its seeds so early that they are generally " blowing
all over the farm" before the farmer is aware of their

existence.

The farmer's life must necessarily be a busy and
anxious one: his cares never cease— Ju's judgment

is in constant requisition ; from early dawn to the

close of day his mind is engaged to promote the

well-being of his stock (for every animal is an

object of his care) or the prosperity of his crops, to

which he has now to add much that is mercantile in

its character. A^erily the life of a farmer is not that

state of bliss for which many a hard-worked trader

sighs for.

In my last paper I enumerated and gave the

common names of most of the weeds usually infesting

arable lands ; and in this I propose to describe very

concisely the character and habits of some of the

most pernicious of them, with a few hints in passing

as to the best mode to be pursued for ensiu-ing their

destruction.

1st. Coltsfoot.—This is the first weed seen after

winter. It makes its appeai-ance in very early

spring; and we see its yellow Dandelioii-\oo\.\-ag

flowers about our fallow and wheat lands long before

any leaves show themselves. It soon ripens its

seeds ; and, as they possess a downy top, or cap,

they are readily taken up by the wind, and freely

distributed over the farm, with disastrous effects.

The roots also increase very rapidly, particularly if

the flower is allowed to remain, and the leaves to

show themselves and expand : they shoot out

horizontally and to a great extent, and also penetrate

to a great depth, which renders this weed one of the

most pernicious we have, and hardest to eradicate.

HixTS :—It should never be allowed to ripen its

seeds : these should be eaten off with sheep where

practicable, and in other cases cut off by hoe or

destroyed by early ploughing. The roots may, by

deep ploughing, good forking, and perfect subsoil

drainage, be got rid of. The deep ploughing should

precede the fallowing. The fallowing should be

continuous during the season, never allowing the

soil to rest long enough for the root to appear on the

surface. Ridge culture, with frequent horsc-hociugs,

does much to retard its progress : late band-hoeing

in good corn crops is very beneficial. It delights in

strong damp rich loam.

2ud. liarjff.—This is a very pernicious weed on

all good loams, light loams, and light porous soils,

but seldom found on strong clays. It is an annual,

and is propagated by its seeds, which are very hardy.

The plant is a long thin trailer, with tough wiry

stems, and leaves branching out at intervals, eight

in number, in a whorl, and shaped like a goose's

tongue, from which it no doubt derives one of its

many names : they are rough and fringed with

prickles. It is a scrambling climbing weed, and
seldom fails to make its way through the thickest

masses of foliage. The seeds are round and very

rough : they attach themselves very readily to flannel

screens, .by which means corn may be cleansed from

tliem, which makes it almost unpardonable for a
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farmetto sbw tlietii. Hints: The seeds should be

encoui-agtd, by sheleton ploughing and harrowing, io

vegetate in tlie aiitninn, before the winter j)loughiug,

which will generally destroy them. Those left to

grow in ihe spring are hard to get rid of : they grow

at first very slowly ; but as the plant gathers strength,

it expands and climbs up rapidly on all sides, and

unless active measures are resorted to, soon obtains

serious hold and drags down the crop. Weeders

either drag it up by hand or with long toothed rakes,

and it sometimes in heavy crops becomes necessai"y

to resort to th.c horse-rake to " comb" the crop. It

is easily mastered by constant cai'e and effort.

3rd. Corn Bind-weed.—This is a weed very similar

in its injurious effects to harilT: it climbs up the

stems of corn, and drags down the crop ; it grows

freely upon the same soils. It penetrates to a great

depth, and is very difficult to eradicate. The stems

and tendrils are very wiry and strong, run to a great

length, and attach themselves tenaciously to every-

thing M'ithiu reach. The roots are numerous, hardy,

and penetrate to a very great depth, so as to render

it almost impossible to kiU them. The seed is tri-

angular, of a brown colour, smooth, and retains its

vitality a A-ery long time. Hints : Deep ploughing

immediate and continuous fallowing (as in coltsfoot)'

is the surest way of extirpation : even if it is ex-

tended to two seasons, it must be got rid of.

4th. Common Bock.—This is a very hardy and in-

jurious weed, and its productive powers are so great

as to render it the worst weed we have infesting our

clover crops ; and its seeds are so nearly the size of

red clover seeds, as to render them incapable of

separation : they are, however, easily distinguishable

being of triangular shape and bright brown colour.

The roots are perenaial and most tenacious of life,

for if pulled up and left on moist soil, they soon

attach themselves to it again, and grow prosperously.

HiXTS : Encourage the growth of seeds (see

harilFj. For eradicating roots, see coltsfoot, &c.

It is unpardonable neglect on the part of clover-seed

growcjs to allow docks to produce their seeds

with the clover : they ought by all means to be

taken out.

5th. Corn Marigold—Goldings.—This is such a

pernicious weed, that the Danes have a law to oblige

farmers to extirpate it ; and rewards are often

offered in Prussia for every corn marigold that is

plucked up and destroyed. It is M'ell known in

almost every part of the kingdom, and is found

amongst all crops. Though a mere annual, it is

destroyed with much difficulty. It multiplies very

rapidly, and soon overspreads the farm, and frequently

grows so thick and strong as to prevent the progress of

the corn crop. The seeds, or grains, are veryhardy^

rather large, flat, rough, and angular; they germi-

nate late, and grow slowly ; but when the weather is

warm they gather strength so fast, and branch away

with such rapidity and vigour, as to defy all

resistance, and unless weeding is speedily resorted

to, they will " absorb all the nutritive matter con-

tained in the atmosphere as well as in the soil ;" and

when pulled, their vitality is so great, that they will

frequently continue to grow, and will ripen their

seeds if thrown together in a heap. The seeds will

pass through the bodies of animals uninjiu-ed, and it

is thus propagated by the dung. The plant itself

will attain the height of four feet on good soils. It

produces a large yellow daisy-looking flower, yielding

many of them, and great alnindance of seeds.

HiXTS : Encourage the growth of the seeds in the

autumn by skeleton ploughing and harrowing, after-

wards plough. In the spring, resort to constant

hand-pulling, never allowing a seed to ripen. When
the laud is overrun, fallowing (as above) must take

place, and then they wiU seldom \k, destroyed in one

season, even if most assiduously followed up. Every

farmer ought most carefully to avoid sowing them with

his seed corn. It is such a pest that every caution

should be taken to prevent its introduction into new

districts.

Cth. Charlock—WiU Mustard.—This is a highly

injurious weed, and is one generally known: it

flourishes surprisingly on good soils, and wofuUy

infests most moderate ill-farmed soils. It is an

annual, and there are four varieties of it, though the

Wild Mustard is that most commonly known. The

seeds are very tenacious of life : if not exposed to

atmospheric influence, they will remain in all their

vitality for many years buried in the soil : if, un-

fortunately, they arc allowed to ripen in a crop, they

may be collected and sold to oil crushers as rape.

HiXTS : This plant may be readily cxtii-patcd

:

nothing so effectual as constant pulling before it

ripens its seeds, and it is seldom any other plan

answers. Fallowing, &c., &c., as above, is necessary ;

but these small round seeds roll into worm-holes

and crevices everywhere, so that fallowing will not

destroy them.

7th. Corn Popp^,— On all dry, sandy, or gravelly

soils, and upon light neglected loams, this is a very

obnoxious weed. Its bright scarlet flower, in the

spring, is seen at a great distance ; and it gi'ows

very rapidly, requiring the quickest attention to

prevent its injurious effect upon the crop. The

seeds are small, and like the charlock, possess a great

vitality ; they will lie for ages in the laud uninjured.

There is a peculiarity in the growth of these weetls :

if the corn crop on soils subject to these pests is got

in on a loose, friable, open soil, and it so continues

porous, poppies and charlocks arc certain to appear;

but if they are, by the season or the culture, ren-

dered close and compact, they will seldom be seen;

hence "a poppy year," or "a cliarlock year."
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Hints : Great pains should be taken in the weeding,

and great care that no seeds go along with the

manure. This weed is more neglected by farmers

CHEMICAL AND MECHANICAL
IMPORTANCE TO

Of late years a very prominent section of the public

mind, so to speak, has opposed itself to the theory of

patents, treating with contempt the idea of invention as

a distinct subdivision of labour and property, by which

the inventor is to gain a livelihood. Invention is even

looked upon by not a few of this class as an unfortunate

sort of craziness—a diseased state of mind, as it were,

fiom which all sober, sensible, and industrious people

may safely say—" Gpod Lord, deliver us." And be it

observed, that grave conclusions of this kind are not the

offspring of hasty opinion, but are based upon no less

broad a foundation than the inventor's own misfortunes.

" The majority of inventors lose money by their patents,

while not a few ruin themselves." Hence the conclusion.

There is no department of the body-politic in which

this opposition to patents runs higher than in agriculture,

for our aristocracy are strongly tinctured with it, while

our farmers are scarcely anything behind them. Indeed,

so strongly does the notion prevail, that one is tempted

to ask—What have patents to do with agriculture ?

Would not landlords and tenants be better without

them ? Would not rents be higher and better paid, and

the profits of the farmer at the same time somewhat

larger ? Would not the crazy inventor himself be then

highly respected and patronized, while misfortune's brood

would be far from his door ?

The days were when such questions might have been

fairly entertained ; but those days are now gone, and no

more in keeping with the spirit of the age and the pro-

gress of science, than would the feudal notions of our

Norman forefathers, were they to rise up and join issue

with the present state of things. The different members
of society must now learn to bear each his own burden

upon his own shoulders, and each reap the fruit of his own
talents and industry. A mendicant dependence upon the

generosity of another is no longer a safe horse to ride

the world with. One must have an honest calling of his

own—eating his own bread in the sweat of his own brow
;

and such is the state of competition in the labour

market, that subdivisions of employments or manipu-

lations in every art must be organized with the greatest

care. " The Jack-of-all-trades is" truly now " a

master in none." In short, each must professionally

cultivate his own peculiar talent in the highest degree.

How then, it may be asked, do we account for the

inventor's misfortunes—the grave facts from which the

above conclusions are deduced ? If inventors must live

by their profession, they have certainly yet much to

learn in the way of cultivating their talents before success

crown their labours

!

A man's misfortunes seldom or ever militate against

than most others, which is decidedly wrong, as none

propagate more freely. To effect its destruction see

as above, coltsfoot, harifi", &'c., &e. - - - P; l-.---
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SCIENCE — ITS PROGRESS AKiiJ

AGRICULTURE.

the existence of his profession. His professional duties

may be good and honourable—yea, absolutely necessary

—yet his misfortunes many, but easily accounted for ; as

in the case of the inventor and many others. For ex-

ample :

—

Very few landlords make fortunes of their patents or

estates any more than inventors. Indeed, it may safely

be said, without giving offence, that many of them are

in debt. Are we therefore to conclude that the profes-

sion of the landlord is a delusion ! that his patent is a

national calamity ! that it should be tossed to the winds?

and that he himself should rely upon the generosity of

his tenants—taking what rents they are annually pleased

to give '!

The proposition would certainly be calculated to silence

a vast amount of grumbling now experienced among

farmers about bad times. There might, no doubt, be

exceptions, who would grumble on still ; but this would

be the general rule ; at the same time, we need hardly

waste words on the question of those landlords who have

so undignifiedly given their countenance, and even sup-

port to its parallel, to try the experiment of its reduction

to practice. " Do as you tcould be done by" however

is a golden maxim.

It is much to be regretted that inventors cannot receive

a fair recompence for their labours, considering their

importance to the public, and the check which the op-

posite gives to the progress of science. The reason of

this unfortunate state of things is of a four-fold cha-

racter. 1st.—Ignorance of the nature and real value of

inventions. 2nd.—Adverse interests involved. 3rd.

—

Consequent expense of their reduction to practice, in-

cluding patents, and, 4th.—Lukewarmness of the public

towards the interest of its members, with a natural ten-

dency and proneness to tread in the footsteps of bye-

gone times.

1st.—Invention is progress in chemistry or mechanics.

Every new discovery in agriculture, or the management

of live stock, or daily produce, is an invention—the

subject of a patent. Not a single step can be made in

advance without its aid. Old-fashioned folks may jog

on, in the footsteps of their forefathers ; doing as they

did, though not feeling as they felt ; because of the

altered circumstances in which they have to strive (for

life ever has been, and ever will be, a struggle), and the

difference in the relation between them and the other

members of society and the world, and therefore com-

plaining as they journey on, while echo reverberates from

the four quarters of heaven

—

bad times. So distressing

have circumstances been of late, ihat commiseration

with the sufferers was publicly made from the Throne,

J
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Now, the real cause of all the embarrassments and misery

experienced on this occasion, and not yet got over, is the

want of invention—progress in the chemical and me-
chanical sciences, that source to which the eye of every

intelligent landlord and tenant is now turned for succour.

Hence, there is no profession which ought to be culti-

vated with greater zeal by British agriculture at present

than invention, and no labours fostered with greater care

than those of the genius whose inventions bear upon

the general resources of the British soil.

Such being the nature and value of invention, it un-

fortunately cannot be denied that too much ignorance

has hitherto prevailed as to its proper cultivation in con-

nection with agriculture. Witness, for instance, the

case of the reaping machine, invented and reduced to a

state of perfection, comparatively speaking, half a cen-

tury ago by poor Ogle, a national schoolmaster at

Alnwick, who died, we believe, in penury ! While those

who joined him in his praiseworthy efforts were obliged

to emigrate to America, carrying with them a model of

the Alnwick reaper, to seek the patronage of a more in-

telligent agricultural body. Of the reception which the

invention met with in the New World, the Great Exhi-

bition of 1851 told us with a practical plainness which

carried conviction to the heart of every farmer in the

kingdom, and which, so long as time remains, will stand

a stigma upon the agricultural character of the last half

century. Numerous other examples might be quoted,

where the English farmer has turned his back upon the

services of the inventor ; but suffice it to say that, gene-

rally speaking, he has fallen a long way behind the

other arts in the march of chemical and mechanical im-

provement ; and although there is now a little humming

or buzzing in the hive, it will take active wings before

they overtake those a-head of them—for once behind

in the harvest field, it is no easy matter getting up again.

2nd.—Adverse interests are of various kinds. For

example, inventors not unfrequently think more of

their inventions than they are worth ; so that their

charges, or patent revenues, interfere with the profits of

the implement maker, manure manufacturer, and the

farmer. A new tool always requires a little time before

tha workman gets fully master of it ; and sometimes

when it falls into the hands of a whimsical and awk-

ward fellow, it gets a bad name, undeservedly. Newly

invented things have a tendency to reduce the value of

the old-fashioned ; and in agriculture, after they do take

the market, the old fetch almost nothing ; so that far-

mers, partly from an unwillingness to throw aside half-

worn things, and partly from a want of capital, seldom

purchase the newly-patented. Half the period of the

patent is often allowed to pass over, and probably three

quarters, before it is embraced, and even those who do so

at this period are few and far between ; for in not a few

provinces there is a sort of public odium attached to the

followers of novelty, which is evaded with a degree of

superstitious fear not very easily described, much less

satisfactorily accounted for. Again, there is always a

great amount of competition among rival patents. Two
ploughs, for instance, are so nearly upon a par— this

being..tjie„,^es^„^n .tbk.,KiP.4,,Pi,soil, and that on, thatj

while soils arc so diversitied, that practice has its own
difficulties iu making the best selection ; and to add to

the embarrassments of the farmer on these occasions, such

is the genius of invention, that there is always something

better than either of the two rivals about to make its

appearance. Vendors have always a stock of old things

on hand to dispose of, at tempting little money ; and this

is another of those adverse things which inventions have

to experience. Next comes the uncertainty of tenure.

Half the farmers of England are uncertain of their tenan-

cies to-morrow, so that it would be useless for them to

embrace patents to-day which are only calculated to

raise the rent of to-morrow. Hence the general conclu-

sion.

Such are a few of the many adversities which patents

have to encounter on their introduction to the world.

It would be an endless task to enumerate the whole,

much more to furnish working details for illustration.

3rd.—Besides the increase of expense which opposi-

tion of the above kind gives rise to, the expenses at the

Patent Office and courts at Westminster, together with

the reduction of the invention at first to practice, have

hitherto exceeded the average value of patents. All the

Blue Book evidence given before Parliament proves this.

For example, for the sake of argument and illustration,

the whole of the expenses connected with the Patent

Office, law courts, and simple reduction of the invention

to practice incurred by the inventor before the sealing

of his patent may be set down at ^500— a sum which

rather falls short than exceeds the average. Of this

sum, about £400 was devoured by the Patent Office

alone! Now all the evidence before Parliament went to

showthat the majorityofinventors, after having paid away

this sum, were never able to get it in again. They couid

never bring up the debtor side of their ledger account to

show a balance in favour of their patents—the balance

being always on the wrong side. Some of the patents,

it is true, turned out failures ; but the great majority

uniformly returned something, although not enough to

defray the above expenses. Hence the obvious conclu-

sion at which we have arrived.

The Patent Office appears to think that the impression

of its seal enhances the value of the thing patented, but

this is a serious mistake ; for the patented thing just

requires so much more steam to drive it by the expense

of the patent, so to speak. Indeed, such is the pecu-

liar notions of many landlords and farmers, and their

aversion to everything in the shape of monopoly, that

they will actually embrace more cheerfully and sooner

the non-patented thing than the patented—the things

themselves being otherwise equal in merit.

The expense at the New Patent Office is about half

that at the old, or i;200 — with this difference, that a

patent is obtainable for from £iO to £50, including

specifications and patent agents' fees, the balance being

payable at two subsequent periods of the fourteen years :

a feature in the late statute which connects it with the

pillory—the graduated scale of payments being nothing

less in practice than a screw in the hands of the Patent

Office for forcing from the pockets of inventors a

larger revenue more successfully than it^otherwise could
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have done ; for if an invention is only vcorth £200—
a sum certainly the average value of inventions in con

nection with agricultnre—then the patentee may receive

dming the first term £40, during the second

jf60, and during the last .€100. Such being

the state of his accounts, it may be fairly asked

where is his own profit for the benefits he has conferred

on agriculture ? or, what the benefits of the graduated

scale to him ? An invention worth to farmers several

thousands annually, when fully embraced, would not

realize for the inventor much above i.200 ; and before it

even fetched this sum it must be attended with some

popularity, as w^ell as patronage, from the great. Hence

the position of the inventor.

The enormous charges and stamp duties at the Patent

Office form a heavy tax upon the progress of chemical

and mechanical science in connection with the arts,

especially agiiculture—a tax the most unprincipled of

all the taxes in the Chancellor's Budget, and which, there-

fore, ought to be repealed or reduced to Is. for stamp

duty, as is now proposed, for leases, with some £b as

the items of office expenses. If fnimers in America,

where labour is generally more expensive than in this

country, can obtain a patent for ^£"5, why should the

English farmer pay £200 ? Why place a millstone of

this kind upon his neck, and then demand of him to

keep pace with his transatlantic neighbours in the march

of chemical and mechanical improvement ? Farmers

are everywhere turning their attention to progress in

tiiose sciences, as has already been said; and nothing

c,(in be more unjust than to fleece them thus ia the

Patent Office, whenever they make a discovery. The

days were when the inventions of the villein were the

property of his chief, like the wool on his sheep's back
;

hut those days are happily gone, for the farmer is now

free, and his inventions are his own property : but

wiih the change which has taken place new duties de-

volve upon h;m. His relation is not only different with

society and the world in general, but with his own
fumily. lie has not only to make provision for the

latter, but the former look up to him as the principal

party on whom the improvement and proper cultivation

of the soil depend. They accuse him, and that justly

too, of having fallen behind in the march of chemical

and mechanical improvements. But is he, after all,

honestly to blame ? Has he received the necessary en-

couragement to advance ? Is it the duty of the English

fc-rmer to toil all day in the field for the landlord, and

spend his early mornings and evenings late in upholding

an exorbitant Patent Office ? In short, are we not

justified in laying the backward slate of those sciences in

conneclion v/ith agriculture at the door of the Patent

Office ? The facts stated in a previous paragraph ob-

viously answer in the affirmative.

4i.h.—The last of the causes adduced, which prevents

the fair remuneration of the inventor, and the consequent

greatest possible progress of science, is a lukewarm state

of the public mind, with a proneness to plod in the foot-

steps of antiquated times. It has already been admitted

that not a few of the landed interest not only extend a

ro'd indifference towards inventions, but an aversion to

the theory of patents altogether ; and their clinging to

antiquated practice is a proposition too often enunciated

to require comment. Apart from the plea of expenses

already noticed, there is no zeal msnifested among far-

mers, generally speaking,' tn encourage useful inventions

by rewarding the labours of the inventor. Clnbs are

form.ed for every other purpose but the carrying ont of

agricultural patents in a manner the most conducive to

themselves and their owners. A farmer's son has got

a good education, has made some proficiency in

chemistry and mechanics, has made an important dis.

covery worth some i.100,000 annually to his country-

it is the only property he has. His father is in what is

termed apparently fair circumstances, but pays a long

rent, and the only fortune he has been able to give to

his family is a good education. His son very naturally

proposes taking out a patent, but the transaction is

looked upon as ignoble by the craft, especially the

higher branches of it ; it is more honourable, according

to their peculiar notions, to give away this property and

rely upon the generosity of the receivers ! His school-

fellow, young Mr. So-and-so, has taken out a patent ;

hut there is no joint co operation among farmers to

carry it out to their own benefit and the benefit of the

inventor. " He has got a patent," say they, " and that

will take care of him." So he is left to ponder over tlie

impression of the great seal and its value in agriculture,

minus £"200 for his patent, £100 for experiment.", and

as much for advertisements, ail to no purpose. My lord

is out with his hounds, his tenants follow after ; and there

is no one left to think of progress in chemistry and

mechanics. The young farmer and his patent is ever

the jest of the field. Entail laws however stringent,

leases however long, with game laws, and a long list

of protectives, are all lauded to the skies. But for a

discovery in agricultural science there is no protection

whatever—none ! To break up an entailed estate, and

divide the proceeds of sale among farmers, and then rely

upon their generosity, v.ould be tenfold worse than pro-

digality unpardonable; but for the young farmer to give

away his estate, and depend upon the generosity of land-

lords, is a transaction—oh, how noble ! Such, generous

reader, is that blind selfishness whicli the march of im-

provement has lately brought to light in the agricultural

world. To find out the seat of the disease, it is said, is

to effect half a cure ; and now that this discovery has

been made, the issue is more than flattering.

The proprietj'-—nay, the necessity—of progress in

science will appear tlie more obvious if we take a cur-

sory glance at the chemical and mechanical position and

prospects of British and American agriculture in the

commercial world; for these will show that it is not

enough merely to carry out the most improved practice

now known, because that is only bringing up the rear to

the van while the van itself is in danger. Ingenuity must

give birth to new theories, and those must be reduced to

practice, before the resources of British agriculture can

be successfully developed. Our observations—although

confined, for the sake of brevity, to America—will yet

be found applicable to our colonies of the southern

hemisphere, and not a few European states; -
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Chemistry on the one hand has satisfactorily shown
that the British soil, from time iinmeinorial, has becu

lahouring uuder that most serious of all complaints—

coNsuMi'TioN ; and what renders the discovery the

more interesting is the fact that it was made about the

same time by our transatlantic neighbours, and that

doctors in both countries have arrived at identically the

same conclusion, each prescribing an abundance of cheap

guano as the cure. Both have discovered that there is

a larger amount of animal, vegetable, and mineral sub-

stances annually removed from the soil by cropping than

is rcftarcd again by manuring, and that eventually it

must sink under such a system ; hence the reason why
both have prescribed that the balance be restored in the

shape of artificial manures. In both countries, however,

the price of artificial manures is so high, in comparison

with that of produce, as to prevent the successful appli-

cation of the balance. An advance has lately taken place

in ihi! price of produce, it is true ; but such can never

counterbalance a deficiency of weight. Nothing can be

more hopeless than to rely upon the efficacy of such a

theory ; for under it the deficiency of weight would

annually be growing greater and greater, other things

being the same, so that the price would have to increase

proportionally. Hence the ultimate conclusion such a

theory would involve us in—viz., the lowest possible

amount of produce with the corresponding highest price :

a bubhel of wheat, for instance, for a bushel of gold, than

which scarcely anything can be more absurd. Even

pranting that the English farmer should rely upon such

a system, the American farmer will not—a fact which

will compel the former to think more favourably of che-

mistry, as will subseciuently be shown.

Bui although there is a considerable degree of chemi-

cal identity between English and American agriculture,

yet there is a very great diversity of circumstances con-

nected therewith not unworthy c f notice. Hitherto the

practice of the latter has been that of the old " out- field

and in-field" systom of the former. Tlie virgin soil, for

instance, when first broken up from the prairie or forest,

was cropped year after year successively, so long as the

produce defrayed the expense of culture; when this

failed it was thrown down in grass, in which state

it was allowed to lie for a few years, when it was

again subjected to the plough. Under this antiquated

system experience has ultimately shown that the amount

of produce at each succeeding upbrcak has been growing

less and less, although scarcely perceptible at first. It

was long thought by the farmers of the old .States t^iat

tlwir fertile valleys, such as the Mohawk and Hudson,

were inexhaustible; but the statistical facts of the Ame-

rican Patent Office have exploded such a theory, for

lands which at first yielded upwards of 30 and 40 bushs.

per acre barely now yield 10 bushs,, while 300 lbs. of

guano applied restores fertility, a result which has

brought them to the conviction '• that something can be

learned from books as well as from practice." Hence

the change which is fast taking place not only in the

.Sta'.es, but in Canada also, where the same practice is

ffiUdvTcd. Farmers are everywhere adopting the alter-

nate system of husbandry, feedingof stock, and economy

of manures. Not only are they making themselves ac-

quainted with the agricultural literature of this country,

but iire also cxaminiMg it^ pra;;tice and iaiiiorthig its

best breeds of cattle ; while the Commissioners of

Patents at Washington have applied to Congress for the

means, and are holding out very flattering prospects to

inventors for the discovery of arlilieiul manures. The

sewage matter of Washington, and the otlier American

towns, is no longer to be allowed to run to waste—rocks

of phosphate of lime to remain below the surface of the

S(jil. In short, the Americans are straining every nerve

to bring the manurial resources of their boundless em-

piie to bear upon its exhausted and long-neglected arable

lands ; and of the issue being successful, there ctmnot

be a doubt in the mind of any one acquainted with the

genius and persevering industry of the people.

It need hardly be said that the position of the Eng-

lish farmer duiing the past half century has been very

different from the above ; for, however imperfect may

have been his practice, and susceptible of improvement,

it cannot be questioned that during this period he has

been a long way ahead of his transatlantic neighbour as

to chemical science in connection with agriculture. He
has, for instance, reaped the benefits of the alternate

system of manuring and cropping. He has had the

most improved breeds of cattle and sheep in the world

for working up the non-marketable produce of the soil

into butcher-meat and dairy produce, and also the best

markets ; while the theory and practice of artificial ma-

nuring have been zealously advocated by him from the

days of Sir Humphrey Davy downwards—advantages of

no ordinary value. Prospectively, however, parties arc

entering upon a new chemical career apparently as yet

somewhat different, for her Majesty's Commissioners of

Patents are treating the English farmer less liberally

than his opponent is treated. With them agricultural

chemistry has not yet become a practical question of

progress and tenant-right. A feudal spirit unfor-

tunately still characterises the patent laws of England.

In the mechanical world the past and present position

of English and American agriculture is equally, if not

more, diversified than in the chemical ; while future

prospects arc greatly more against the former, owing to

the influence of emigration on the labour market.

Hitherto the American farmer has not only sustained a

heavy loss for the want of proper roads, railroads, inland

navigation, drainage, irrigation works, and various other

mechanical agents, together with the non-economy of

manure already noticed, but he has also been paying at

the same time double the price for labour. At the pre-

sent moment the difference in this latter respect alone

cannot be estimated at less than £50,000,000 annually

against him, in favour of the English farmer. No doubt

the latter has a greater load of taxes to bear ; fo that, at

the present, parties, after all, may stand upon a com-

parative level ; but t\\o prospects before them are very

different, for the English farmer is obviously entering

the !ace.ground with bis rival, wearing this millstone

about his neck, while wages are rising, and must inevita-

bly continue to do so until they attain the American level,

for independently of the late discovrries of gold jn the
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northern and southern hemispheres, which liave proved

so attractive, our colonies, including the United States,

have now attained to such a degree of civilization from

the growth of society, and the progress of the arts and

sciences, that emigration has within the last few years

become a new theory in the minds of our labouring po-

pulation. The many associations which formerly bound

the rustic heart to the land of its nativity are fast disap-

pearing with the superstitious notions of bygone times.

Intellect is expanding with the progress of education,

taking a more comprehensive view of the various iields

of the world as the handiwork of one omniscient and

omnipresent Creator, so that the tide of emigration must

continue to flow from the shores of the mother country

with unabated efflux. It is obviously a work of provi-

dence, and who can stay it ? Hence the conclusion. Jn

many provinces a considerable increase of wages has

already taken place, but fortunately it has been counter-

balanced by a corresponding reduction of poor-rates ;

but for farther increase—an increase which may soon

exceed the whole rental of the soil—there is no counter-

acting provision of this kind to be expected. The only

source to which the British farmer can look for relief is

a greater abridgment of labour by machinery. Hitherto

farmers have had to contend with poor-rates and an idle

pauper population, whose interest, or rather influence,

was diametrically opposite to such an abridgment of

labour. The rustics of Alnwick, for instance, threatened

to burn Ogle and his invaluable reaper if he persevered

in its reduction to practice ; and how many incendiary

fires have blazed in the provinces for similar reasons we

need not enumerate. All these things have been against

the English farmer making progress in mechanical sci-

ence. But those days are now happily gone, leaving

him free to act, but imperatively calling upon him at the

same time to tax his ingenuity so as to abridge labour

by every available means, performing at the same time

a greater amount of it. For this purpose manual and

horse-power must both be succeeded by steam ; the iron

sinews of Birmingham must be brought to bear upon the

cultivation of the soil— the husbandry of its produce

and manufacture for market. But while he is thus

called upon to progress in mechanical science, it is ob-

viously the duty of government to remove every obstacle

out of his way, and to allow him fair remuneration for

the benefits his ingenuity confers upon his country.

Such are the position and prospects of the agriculture

of the two greatest and most intelligent states in the

world—the one importing and the other exporting agri-

cultural produce—a commercial relation which must ever

give rise to a spirit of emulation among their farmers, in

chemical and mechanical science, so long as it exists be-

tween them, ruinous to those who fall behind in the

march of improvement. As yet the English farmer hiis

many advantages over his opponent, but these are fast

disappearing ; while he is subject, directly and indi-

rectly, to many oppressive and antiquated burdens and
customs, from which it is no easy matter disentangling

himself and establishing his tenant-right on a solid foun-

dation with his landlord and the public, who have

hitherto reaped the lion's share of the benefits arising

from his ingenuity, either as to the permanent improve-

ment of the soil, or economy of labour by implements

and machinery of an improved kind for its ordinary cul-

tivation and management ; for produce has been con-

tinually falling in price, while rents have been rising

—

facts which speak for themselves. On the other hand,

retrospectively viewed, the American farmer has got

over the barbarous stage of colonial enterprize, so to

speak ; while, prospectively, a brighter view opens up

before him. His land has been exhausted, it is true

;

but it is grateful for manure, 3 cwt. of guano increasing

its produce from 10 to 30 bushels per acre. Railroads

and steam navigation, again, have brought his boundless

fields to the threshold of Mark Lane. Labour is high,

but rather decreasing than increasing, compensation

for mechanical ingenuity being enjoyed by patents on

easy terms. " The inventive genius of mechanics,'

says Mr. Rottiers, in the Report of the Commis-

sioners of Patents on Agriculture at Washington, for

1849, " by improving the various implements of

husbandry, has done much for the tillers of the soil.

Their newly-invented horse-powers, their thrashers and

separators, their seed-sowers and grain- crushers, and

other valuable machines, do much to expedite the

labours of the farm ; and the time is fast approaching

when the husbandman will have more leisure for mental

cultivation, so that the science of farming will be much

better understood than it now is. The products of the

land, instead of being lessened, under an improved

system of tillage will constantly be increased ; and the

tiller of the soil, fully satisfied with his vocation, will

bless Providence that made him a farmer."

At the present moment, therefore, the prospects of

English and American agriculture are very diff'erent

;

and the difference is obviously such as to demand, not

only the prompt attention of English landlords and

tenants, but the timely consideration of the legislature

also, for if a difficulty was experienced in competiag

with the American farmer under protection prices and

cheap labour, coupled with the many disadvantages

under which he laboured, what must he feel under

free-trade prices, when those disadvantages are removed,

and when labour is advancing in the home market ?

The answer is obvious.

A revision of stamp duties is now being made, which

aff"ords Government an opportunity of making that alte-

ration in the patent laws formerly suggested, so as to

bring the expense of a patent to the American level—an

alteration which would secure to the English farmer

that tenant-right to compensation for the chemical and

mechanical improvements which his inventions confer

upon his country, as now enjoyed by the American

farmer, and also foster with equal care the progress of

those sciences generally. The present is certainly not

the time for English agriculture to fall behind, and least

of all for her landlords to neglect the opportunity now
afforded them of making that provision for an advance

of wages which the progress of science demands ; for, ,,

unless that progress is made, rents must inevitably fallr,

to the American level. In Canada-west lands, clearaj,

and yielding 25 to 30 bushels of wheat per acre, can be
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rented for 6s. 6d., or a dollar and a-half. Are English

landlords prepared for such a change ? Neither is it the

time for farmers to be silent, for they are now generally-

agreed as to the principle of tenant-right, and principle

is all that we are advocating at present. Now a tenant-

right is neither more nor less than a patent for che-

mical and mechanical improvements, at the expiry of a

definite term— it is a private patent between a landlord

and tenant ; whereas her Majesty's letters patent is a

public tenant-right—a patent for chemical and mecha-

nical improvements conferred upon the public— so that

every advocate of tenant-right is bound in principle to

support the question at issue.

In order the better to be understood, on a question

where principle is involved, let us illustrate it by the

following example—viz. :

"A tenant's private patent is worth £i,000, at the

expiry of his lease. On the execution of his lease, or

entry to his farm, in the absence of a written lease, he

would have to pay, according to the late patent laws,

^400, and by the present about half that sum, by way
of stamp duty ; so that he only pockets ^£"'800 for his

patent, minus the interest on the advance, for his land-

lord will not give him £1,200 for his improvements,

because he has paid £200 at the Stamp Office. But if^

on the other hand, his chemical and mechanical im-

provements are only worth £200, then the Stamp

Office takes the whole ; so that he loses the interest on

the advance for the improvement of his landlord's

estate. Hence the obvious conclusion that the tenant

ought to pay a nominal tax only to the Stamp Office—

a conclusion at which the American Congress has long

ago arrived relative to public patents, and the English

Legislature relative to private ones ; and we do not see

why it should not extend the principle to public patents

also, for the practice (principle it cannot be called) of

taxing a man for conferring a public benefit on his

country is out of date.

Two or three objections to our proposition require

briefly to be answered.

1. " Public patents," it is said, " ought to be self-

supporting, and, therefore, pay the whole of the ex-

penses at the Patent Office."

The soundness of the theory is admitted. The fal-

lacy of the practice lies in the Patent Office saddling the

wrong horse ; for a public patent is a public patent,

representing an invention now the property of the

public, upon which it confers the benefit—the patentee

only getting a small per-centage of it—and for whose

interest the patent was issued, and not the private

interest of the patentee. Hence, it is the public which

ought to pay the expenses of the Patent Office, not the

inventor ; and the public is well able to do so, for all

useful patents increase the resources of the country,

and hence its revenue. The present revenue of Ihe

country amounts to about one-fourth the value of its

agricultural produce ; and if farmers can abridge labour,

and increase t^e produce equivalent to £50,000,000 an-

nually, which is possible by chemical and mechanical

means, and which the progress of science in America

may soon call upon them to do, it is very evident that

tlic revenue at the same time must directly and indi-

rectly be increased several millions also.

2. " Patents should be taxed by way of legacy duty."

This is fallacious ; for it supposes an invention a suc-

cession, whereas it is a creation. Now, a landlord is

not taxed when he increases the value of his property

by draining or building houses, &c. Those who advance

this objection overlook the fact that the property of

the public patentee is very unjustly iivice taxed.

3. " Cheap patents would give rise to a multiplicity

of them, many of which would be useless, and conse-

quently stand in the way of future progress in chemical

and mechanical science."

These are not the times for farmers objecting to cheap

patents on the Cr. side of their accounts, much less to

a multiplicity of good things resulting from them on

the opposite side of the ledger. The fallacy of the pro-

position is in the expression useless, there being no such

thing in existence ; for the admission of an unsuccessful

invention standing in the way of a subsequent inventor

taking out a patent proves it to be useful, more so pro-

bably than its owner contemplated ; and hence he has

a right to its value. Statute is here at fault for not making

provision that such cases be settled by arbitration or

jury, as proposed by the Society of Arts. Many
examples of this kind now exist, so that expenses are no

safeguard whatever against unsuccessful patents standing

in the way of future progress.

Many other objections might be statted, and as easily

refuted, did our limits admit. Instead of our propo-

sition suffering from objections like the above, it comes

out of such a fire, like the gold of the refiner, more and

more pure the oftener it is tried.

In these observations on the progress and importance

of chemical and mechanical science to agriculture, we

have been drawn further into a patent law view of the

subject than at first was contemplated. The tenant-

right question, the transfer of land question, the Peru-

vian quano question, and many other questions now
engaging the attention of the agricultural public, re-

solve themselves into chemical and mechanical improve-

ments in connection with the soil ; but they do not

embrace the whole of the subject, for they only provide

for private landlord-rights and tenant-rights—making no

provision whatever for public ones. We intended to

have confined ourselves to this latter branch of the sub-

ject, taking a tenant-right view of it, so to speak, but

soon found ourselves located on that isolated ground

where farmers are unfortunately too often found dis-

cussing their own interests apart from those of the other

arts and branches of industry, as if they could do with-

out railroads, steam-engines, and the like. Then came

the Chancellor of the Exchequer's budget, with the re-

vision of the stamp-duties and the prominent item of

£200 for a farmer's public tenant-right or landlord's

patent, while it is probably only worth £100—the pre-

sent patent laws making no provision for the " widow's

mite," but only for the rich man's offering. Necessity,

not to mention self-interest, has compelled &nr manu-

facturing and commercial towns to talk of cheap patents

and public museums for inventions for cultivating the
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progress of chemical and rneclianical science—a theory

long ago supported by the farmers of the New World

;

and we recommend it to the serious consideration of our

own rural provinces : it is worthy of their notice.

Since writing the above, we have seen the valuable

communication of C***** in l?st week's number, and

hope the attention of the Royal Agricultural Society of

England will be favourably turned to it ; further, that the

Highland Society cf Scotland, the Irish Societies, the

London Farmers' Club, &c., &c,, will not stand aloof

from the interest of the farmer: at present, when an

opportunity is afforded of settling this branch of his

Tenant-right, especially as the Budget balances all rather

against him. B.

PATENTS APPLICABLE TO AGRICUL-
TURAL PURPOSES.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—Your correspondent B******, in your number
of May 16th, has drawn the attention of your readers

to the subject of patents, particularly those applicable

to agricultural purposes.

It has often occurred to me that the Royal Agricul-

tural and some other of our leading societies might

greatly benefit agriculture by examining Eome of the

many patents that are now lying dormant for want of

being fairly started ; and if upon examination some

were found to combine principles greatly required by

the agricultural interest, then let the society vote a por-

tion of their funds for the purpose of giving a fair trial

to these inventions, or of aiding the patentees in per-

fecting their machinery, &c. Suppose, for instance,

that the society were to vote an annual sum of £"'200 or

£'300 to such a purpose ; then let it be agreed that,

whatever machinery is made at the expense of the

society shall be sold, and the money to go to the fund for

assisting patentees ; or in the case of inventions not in-

volving machinery, let it be agreed that some equivalent

be returned to the society out of the proceeds, sufficient

merely to remunerate the society. I believe this would

tend far more to the improvement of agricultural ma-
chinery, and the bringing out of new inventions, than

the custom now followed, v'z., that of giving some
£2,000 or £3,000 for prizes, a great portion of which

is given year after year to the same inventions.

I would not advise that the society should purchase

or take out, or enable others to take out patents ; but

that it should (having well examined into the nature

of one or more patents, if any of them were considered

likely to benefit agriculture), either through its own
engineer or through the medium of the patentees, bring

the inventions to a fair trial.

It is all very well to say, Let the patentees bring out

their invention ; if a good one, we wil! award them a £50
prize, and we think that sufficient. But, sir, this is not
sufficient. A patentee has probably expended all his

means in bringing the invention to a certain point. He
may have a working model, and have paid for his patent,

but is not able to complete a machine that is capable of

practically demonstrating his principle. Well, he ad-

vertises for assistance. Possibly he is offered £100 for

the invention, possibly not that. Again he tries to get

a company to take it up ; but this also, after much ex-

pense and loss of time, fails. He, then, perhaps, gives

it up altogether, or goes to some of the leading imple-

ment maker?. Well, it may interfere with some patent

of theirs, or might throw much of their existing ma-

chinery and stock out of use. Of course, they will not

try it, or set up an opposition to themselves ; and so it

comes to pass that the invention is lost.

But, again, there may be an invention which is of

very doubtful success, but one that, if brought to per-

fection, and found to act, would be most beneficial to

agriculture. No private individual will advance money

to speculate on the chance, much less any implement

makers or men in business. Here is a case in which I

think the society should step in and defray the expenses

of the experiment.

There are, to my own knowledge, at this moment

several useful inventions lying idle for want of means to

construct the first set of machinery for the society's

show at Gloucester, and which will probably never come

into use without some such assistance as I have sug-

gested.

A sub-committee of the Royal Agricultural Society,

with power to select one or more patents to be experi-

mented on each year, would meet the question, as far as

one could reasonably expect.

May 20. c*****.

PROGRESS AND PROSPECTS OF THE
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL IMPROVE-
MENT SOCIETY OF IRELAND.

Those, as will be seen from the proceedings of the last half-

yearly meeting, are highly promising. There can be no doubt

of the accuracy of this opinion, as it is borne out by the con-

densed Report of the Couucil, which was adopted by the half-

yearly meeting of subscribers of Friday last.

That meeting was numerously and influentially attended by

subscribers ; and the fact that members came up from the

far west of Connaiight, from Limerick, and Kerry, to attend it,

shows what increased anxiety is felt by the public in the

society's proceeduigs and welfare; while the unanimous ap-

proval of the Report, and the various resolutions of the coimcil,

by such a meeting, must satisfy any reasonable person that the

council, its committee, and office-bearers possess the confidence

of the public.

The increase of members since January, 1852, will this year

add £450 to the income of the society, thus enabling the

council not only to defray any extra outlay for the society's

Journal, but also to furnish the committee for the trial of im-

plements in the Great Exhibition with the £200 voted by the

council at the half-yearly meeting. This trial— conducted, as

we are satisfied it will be, in a fair and efficient manner during

the progress of the Exhibition—wil! confer a great bofu on the

agricultural pub'.ic, aud redound to the hoi; our and advantage

of this society, which originated the scheme, and who will ma-

ture and work it out, at a vast amount of trouble, and no small

exprusc.

These trials, in connection with the Great Exhibition, aud
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iiie vast cpucourse of visitors who will be iu Dublin this siira-

mer from all parts of Irelaud, will, wc expect, afford the active

friends of the society a most favourable opportunity of adding

a great many new members to their list ; while the cattle show

at Killarney may also be converted into a powerful auxiliary

for working out this object, so desirable and useful in itself.

The comfortable accommodation of the Irish Farmers' Club

and reading-rooms, and the interest attached to the monthly

evening discussion, of the council, combined \rith the preceding

consideraticns, give good reason for hoping that the society

will, ill the summer and autumn of 1853, obtain greatly in-

creased confidence and pecuniary support.

THE TOWXLEY CHALLEXGi: CUP.

Mr. Towuley's handsome offer of a 50?. Ciiallcuge Cup, to be

competed for by tenant farmers, is warmly noticed in the pub-

lished minutes of the society. This gentleman's liberal con-

duct cannot foil to excite a keen and improving rivalry, credit-

able to him and useful to the Irish breeders of stock ; and

when we say that, in addition to the gift of this cup, we have

good reason to believe that whenever Mr, Townley may be so

fortunate as to carry off permanently the good old Purcel

pledge, he is likely to replace it with one of not less value.

Surely such conduct calls for the most grateful acknowledg-

ments of the Irish Society and the Irish people.

Referring then to these proceedings, and especially to the

Eeport, we say the society has progressed, is progressing, and

has good reason to hope for an enlarged share of future pros-

perity. To the public we say—increase your confidence and

pecimiary aid, and you will vastly augment the society's power

to advance Pgricultural improvements in Ireland, thereby in-

creasing the social amelioration of the Irish people.

FALKIRK TRYST.

The earliest trace obtainable of this leading market is in

1701. In 1772 the number of cattle exposed there for sale

amounted to 24,000 :—

'• By the year 1812, the number of cattle exposed for sale

had increased so much, that Dr. Graham, the agriculturist, in-

forms us that at the August tryst, about 6,000 head of black

cattle were exhibited ; at the September tryst, fully 15,000

cattle, and the same number of sheep ; and at the October

tryst, the number averaged from 30,000 to 40,000 cattle, and

25,000 sheep. 'It appears,' says this writer, 'that there are

annually exhibited at the trysts above 50,000 black cattle, to-

gether with about 40,000 sheep. Taking the former at the

moderate average rate of £8, and the latter at that of 15s.

each, the value of the whole will amount to £4.30,000. An
intelligent friend, who lives near the spot, calculated that

50,000 black cattle are exposed to sale at the last two trysts

alone ; and he estimates, on good grounds, that the total value

of the cattle bought and sold at these trysts must amount to

half a million sterling.' Within the last forty years, the busi-

ness has immensely increased, and at a single tryst there is

now a larger number of sheep and cattle than at all the three

in Dr. Graham's day. At last October (1852) tryst, which

was one of the largest that have ever taken place, there were

probably not fewer than 80,000 cattle, and 120,000 sheep, not

including between 20,000 and 30,000 sheep sold before the

market. The tryst of the previous October was about the

same size, and there were as many cattle, at any rate,

though perhaps not so many sheep. For some years previous

to the two last, a falling off had been noticed, but this was no

doubt owing to a duluess o! trade, which seems now, for-

tunately, to have passed away. Good times have once more

returned to the sheep farmer and the cattle-grazier, and wiih

them the trysts have revived to all the activity which they

manifested some eight or ten years ago. The ordy permanent

loss has been in fat cattle, which are now pent to London

direct by steam conveyance.for the feeding districts on the

cast coast, instead of being brought to the trysts. But it is

chiefly as a market for young grazing beasts and sheep that

Falkirk Tryst is celebrated, and in these kinds of stock an in-

crease rather than a falling off may be anticipated, as the

capabilities of the islands become more developed. Meau-.vhile,

let us endeavour to estimate the amount of business at present

transacted. The following may be taken as a near approxima-

tion to the nunibers and prices of cattle, sheep, and horses for

the last two years. In the absence of any exact account, the

following estimate of the niimbers has been formed, with the

assistance of the most competent judges, while the prices have

been calculated from correct averages of the different

markets :

—

AUGUST.

30,000 cattle at £5 a-head £150,000

1,000 horses at £15 „ 15,000

SEPTEMBEK.
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was stocked with 22,000 slieep, and, like his neighbour Mr.

Kennedy, the tenant can ride twenty-five miles on his own

farm. But the patriarch of Scotch sheep-farmers and cattle-

graziers is Mr. John Cameron of Corrychoillie, who can boast

of having brought a greater quantity of stock to Falkirk Tryst

than any man living ; and no wonder, for, besides the extent of

his flocks and herds, he has attended the market for nearly
j

half a century. His transactions are not now so great as they

were, but at one time Mr. Cameron used to institute a com- !

parison, not very far out of the way as regards the numbers iu

either case, between the Duke of Wellington marshalling liis

army at Waterloo, and his own achievements in leading his

sheep and cattle to Falkirk Tryst. Mr. John Paterson of

Skinnet, whose death we observe recorded in the newspapers

within the last few weeks, was another leading sheep-farmer,

and one whose prosperity was entirely ow iug to his own in-

dustry and perseverance. He commenced the world without a

shilling, and before he retired from business he had nearly

sixty miles of sheep-walks in the county of Sutherland alone.

In a recent work on the wonders of the southern hemisphere.

we read of a Mt. Jecly, who, besides an estate of 50,000 acres,

has ' hundreds of thousands of acres of pasture rented from

the crown, 25,000 sheep, 3,000 cattle, and some 300 horses.'

This is a very tolerable establishment, certainly ; but, about a

dozen years ago, Corrychoille—by which name Mr. Cameron

is well known throughout the country—sent more sheep and

cattle to Falkirk, iu the course of a single season, than Jlr.

Jecly possesses altogether. Of course, these great sheep-

farmers cannot be present to superintend all their own farming

operations, like the agriculturists of the Lowlands, but the

sheepwalks do not require the ever-watchful oversight which is

essential on an arable farm. A steady shepherd can do all

that a master can do, and the care of the flocks may be much

more safely intrusted to him than the management of any

other business to a deputy. It is this which makes it possible

and profitable for one individual to hold farms in diff'erent

parts of the country ; and the practice is, accordingly, very

general, and is necessarily followed by all the leading farmers,

many of whom reside in the Lowlands, and do not visit their

farms oftener than once or twice a-year.—/%</'« Instructor.

ECONOMICAL MODES OF FATTING STOCK.—No

Hogs.—Arthur Young, the celebrated agriculturist,

made, about seventy years back, several experiments to

test the most profitable mode of fattening hogs. He
found potatoes given raw, whole peas, peas crushed and

given dry, and beans both whole and crushed, alike un-

profitable. The mode that succeeded best with him was

one he had never tried before—that of keeping the food

till sour before being given. He observes, " Ilog-cisterns

for keeping wash are common in Suffolk, and it is re-

markable that the hogs thrive greatly on it when many

months old aiid quite sour ; tried the circumstance in

fattening, peas, barley, and beans to flour, in the pro-

portion of 25 bushels barley, 181 peas, and 5^ beans;

mixed them with water till rather thicker than milk
;

four bushels of corn, which make about five of meal, ap-

peared to be a proper quantity for a vessel that holds

100 gallons ; filled it up with water, and stirred it thrice

a day with a rudder till sour, and during use."

In one experiment, 4 hogs, a cross between a Chinese

boar and Berkshire sow (the most profitable breed that

A.Young was acquainted with), eat 17 bushels of barley

soured, and gave a profit of.£11 8s. 9d. besides the manure.

A.. Young observes on this method " that the barley

or peas should be very dry and good, that they may be

ground quite to flour. If they break coarse, the meal

does not mix well with the water, which is an essential

point. I have tried it of various degrees of thickness

—

from thin cream to a thick hodge-podge ; but I think it

does best when it is the thickness of common cream

—

that is, five bushels of meal to one hundred gallons of

water. Much attention should be used in stirring before

the hogs are fed, that it may be equally thick ; otherwise

much meal will be left at the bottom, and more water

must be added."

This mode, so highly advocated by Young, is now
practised rather generally ; still it may prove novel to

some of your readers.

A correspondent of Arthur Young's describes the only

mode in which potatoes can be applied profitably in

fattening—that of cooking them, which renders the

root more digestible, and deprives it of its deleterious

properties ; and then of mixing some other substance

with it, abounding in ingredients in which the potato

(itself principally starch) is deficient.

Three large hogs were fattened with a mixture formed

of 32 bushels of potatoes (BOlbs. to the bushel), 1 cwt.

of bran, and 5 bushels tail barley.

"The potatoes were clean washed, and boiled in a

furnace ; they were taken out hot and beat to a mummy,
and at this instant the bran and ground barley added, in

the proportion of about 122lbs. of the latter to one

bushel of potatoes. This is the general practice of this

county (Hampshire), and potatoes are not supposed to

answer for fattening hogs in any other way. The hogs

were finished up with 16 bushels of peas."

Although potatoes are more nutritious than any other

roots or tubers— containing one-fourth of their weight

in solid matter, while Swede turnips contain less than

one-tenth, white turnips one-fourteenth, mangold one-

tenth, carrot one-sixth, and parsnip one-fifth—yet at

the present price they are decidedly dearer than corn for

feeding, as in these the proportions of organic matter

and water are reversed; and barley, beans, and peas

contain only one-sixth to one-eighth of water. Thus

barley-meal at 4s. a bushel would be quite as cheap as

potatoes at Is. ; and unless potatoes can be afforded at

the latter price, they will be a dear and unprofitable

food. But probably the real cattle potatoes— as the

Yam, the Ox- noble, the red and yellow Cluster, and

the Rohan—could be grown at this price ; crops affected

with the disease could be purchased for even less money

per sack, and preserved—if boiled, mashed, and well

sprinkled with salt in air-tight cisterns—for a con-

siderable time. Small refuse-potatoes, and those left

over at the close of the season, could be often purchased

at a very low price. W.
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AGRICULTURAL BIOGRAPHY
(Continued from page 406.^

CLXXIX.—Elstobb, 1794.

W. Elstobb, engineer, wrote " Historical account

of the great level of the fens, called Bedford level,

and other fens, marshes, and lowlands in the king-

dom, and other places;" Lynn, 1794, 8vo. This

work occupies 276 octavo pages, and is not in

boards. It was followed by a philosophical treatise

on rivers, by the same author, and both works were

duly esteemed at the same time.

CLXXX.—Maxwell, 1794.

George Maxwell of Hetton, near Stilton, wrote

"General view of the agriculture of the county of

Huntingdon, and observations on the means of its

improvement ; with an appendix, containing an

account of the advantages to be derived from an

improved outfall at the port of Lynn, and answers

to the supposed objections. Drawn up for the con-

sideration of the Board of Agriculture and internal

improvement;" London, 1794, 4to. This report

occupies 47 quarto pages, and the book has escaped

the notice of Mr. Loudon, and also the Bibliotheca

Britannica. The ideas are short and meagre, and

correspondingly expressed.

CLXXXL—Granger, 1794,

Joseph Granger, land-surveyor, Heugh, near

Durham, wrote " General View of the Agriculture

of the County of Durham, particularly that part of

it extending from the Tyne to the Tees, with obser-

vations on the means of its improvement, drawn

up for the consideration of the Board of Agricul-

ture, and internal improvement;" London, 1 7 9*,

4to. This work fills 74 quarto pages, and was at

the time of publication reckoned a good per-

formance. Mr. Granger wrote very truly on the

subject.

CLXXXIL—AValker, 1794.

D. Walker, No. 14, Upper Marylebone Street,

London ; wrote " General new of the agriculture

of the county of Hertford, with observations on the

means of its improvement; drawn up for the con-

sideration of the Board of Agriculture and internal

improvement;" London, 1794, 4to. This work
fills 80 quarto pages, the matter is well arranged,

and suitably expressed. There is nothing new, or

any better [performance that deserves a special

notice.

CLXXXIIL—Bailey, 1794.

Mr. John Bailey, of Chillingham, wrote " General

view of the agriculture of the county of Northum-

berland, with observations on the means of its

improvement. Drawn up for the consideration of

the Board of Agriculture and internal improve-

ment;" London 1794, 4to. Mr. George Culley, who
has been already noticed, was joined with Mr. Bailey

in this performance. The book occupies 63 quarto

pages, and has ever been reckoned one of the best

of the many reports that were sent to the Board.

The enlightened views it contains are seldom

printed.

Mr. Bailey was originally from Durham, and

lived at Chillingham as land-agent to the Earl of

Tankerville. He was a person of very superior abili-

ties, and became an extensive agent for the noblemen

of that country. His practical agriculture was first-

rate, and the mechanical turn of his mind much
advanced the perfection of the threshing implement,

and the double drill turnip-seed sowing machine.

Mr. Bailey's family were eminent as himself, and

are not yet extinct in that county. He wrote

" General view of the agriculture of the county of

Durham, with observations on the means of its

improvement. Drawn up for the consideration of

the Board of Agriculture and internal improve-

ment ;" London, 1811, 8vo., " General view of

the agriculture of the county of Cumberland;" 8vo.

CLXXXIV.—Rennie, 1794.

George Rennie wrote " General view of the agri-

culture of the West Riding of Yorkshire," by

Messrs Rennie, Brown, and Shireff"; London, 1794,

4to. This work fills 140 quarto pages, and the

performance has much repute. The three authors

were eminent names. Mr. Rennie was an East-

Lothian farmer, and became proprietor of Phantasie

near Dunbar, on which his son acted a conspicuous

part in varied agriculture. Our present notice was

a well-educated practitioner, on whom it showed

the attendant eflfects.

CLXXXV.-Shirreff, 1794.

John ShirreflP, of Captain Head, near Haddington,

Scotland, wrote " General view of the agriculture of

the West Riding of Yorkshire," along with Messrs,

Rennie and Brown; and "General view of the

agriculture of the Orkney Islands, with observations

on the means of their improvement ; drawn up for

the Board of Agriculture;" Edinburgh, 1304, Svo.

" Method of stacking turnips to preserve them

2 K
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through the winter ;" Nicholson's Journal, xiii.,

268, 1806. Mr. Shirreff was a noted agriculturist,

and his posterity yet uphold the reputation which

he earned.

CLXXXVI.—Brown, 1794.

Robert Brown farmed at Markle, near Hadding-

ton, in the county of East Lothian, and has left

behind him a name of no common professional

stature. He was the son ofJohn Brown, a respect-

able merchant in the village of Linton,Preston Kirk,

East-Lothian, where Robert was born, 27th August,

1756 ; and baptized on the 2nd September there-

after. The house of his father, and in which it is

believed the subject of this notice was born, is still

standing on the east side of the market place or

square of the village ; a large modern and new
lodging-house, built of the red sandstone of the

district, and certainly the largest and most respect-

able in the place.

Robert was one of a numerous family, and having

shown a taste for farming, was placed in the farm

of West Fortune, in his native parish ; which he

possessed for nineteen years. Having left this, he

became tenant of the farm of Markle mthin a mile

and a-half or two miles of the place of his birth.

This is a beautiful agricultural farm, lying in the

heart of a beautiful district, and forms as it were a

basin round the small but neat farm house, which

stands nearly in its centre; now surrounded by
trees and shrubs, and separated by its garden from

a public road, and looking to the south.

This farm he managed with great skill and indus-

try, and, the times being favourable, with great

benefit to himself. East Lothian was then celebrated

for its farming, as it is still, but at that time also

for a band of eminently successful farmers. With
many, or most of these, Mr. Brown was not only

acquainted, but on terms of habitual friendship;

and they included, among others, Rennie of Phanta-

sie, brother of the late eminent engineer Sir John
Rennie, and himself almost as well known in his

hne ; Mr. Andrew Howden, of Lawhead, also a

most successful farmer, and respectable though
brief writer on farming subjects, &c. Living and
conversing with such men, Mr. Brown could hardly

have been a bad farmer ; for it is well known they

are not sparing in their observations on the manage-
ment of one another. But Mr. Brown soon took a

lead, even among these ; he also very early began
to write upon agriculture, as well as to practise it,

and for fifteen years (it is believed) conducted "The
Edinburgh Farmer's Magazine," a publication of

the greatest value in its day.

When the Edinburgh Encyclopfedia began to be

pubhshed, Mr. Brown was selected to write the

article "Agriculture," and which forms a clear and

valuable treatise upon that subject. lleafEerw^fds

enlarged and improved even this, into a system of

rural economy, in two considerable volumes octavo.

The correctness of this treatise, and the esteem it

gained, may be collected from a passage in a letter

to himself, from one of his brother farmers ;
" Ex-

cept the bible, I think your book is the best in the

world :" and doubtless no writings had then

appeared of equal importance on this subject, or

which more tended to its improvement.

Occupied in the literary labours we have indicated,

and in the diligent cultivation and management of

his farm, Mr. Brown continued to reside at Markle,

till within a very few years of his death ; every year

adding to his fortune from both sources, until in

the end it was very considerable. At last his wife,

the companion of many years, having died in the

autumn of 1828, he removed to the house of his

son Alexander, then farmer at Drylaw Hill, still

nearer Linton. This also is a neat little residence,

as most of the East Lothian farmsteads are; stand-

ing pleasantly on a slight eminence, as its name

imports, but sheltered by a higher eminence behind,

and embowered and secluded by trees ; and here

Mr. Brown died, 14th February, 1831, in his 76th

year.

Mr. Brown was early married to a Miss Dudgeon,

styled "of Drem," but only the daughter of the

farmer of that place ; and this is only introduced to

remark that the families of farmers often con-

tinue to farm the same spots so long, that they seem

nearly equally hereditary with those of the landlord.

By her he had 14 children, 12 of whom arrived at

the estate of men and women, and many still

survive.

There is no portrait of Mr. Brown, nor even any

perfect cast ; but when these remarks were first

drawn up, his son Major Brown was in life, and re-

siding where his father died ; he was said very much

to resemble him. In that case, his features must

have been small, the nose inclined to aquiline, and

the aspect altogether very gentlemanly and mild and

pleasing. He was of middle size, stout and active,

and with a wonderfully retentive memory. He was

so celebrated for this, as to be able to perform the feat

of re]5eating a column or two of advertisements,

without stumbling, if only once or twice read over

to him. He appears to have been a pleasing and

instructive companion, a kind and just father and

head of a family, a good friend, and charitable

to the indigent and deserving. One man, who was

alive a few years ago in his 84th year, had been in

his service for 32 years ; and one anecdote at least

is important, as showing that his judgment was

equal to his kindness. When the savings' banks

were instituted, he encouraged his servants to adopt

the habit of depositing ; and to several who could
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plead large families in e.vcuse for the absence of

means, he gave £5, that they also might begui.

When Mr. Brown entered his farm of Markle, a

great portion of it had been in ley for a long period.

To preserve turf-land is still considered good farm-

ing in England, and up to this period had been so

in Scotland. Mr. Brown took a very different view of

this matter, naturally considering such management
as next to losing the land. He in consequence broke
up every furrow that had ever been cultivated, and
added as much more as he could ; in short, showed
no mercy to whins or to brooms, rushes, stones, or

any other accustomed cause of waste. He rooted

all out, and turned the space into regularly culti-

vated land, and the wonder now is, that this had

been delayed so long.

It had also up to that period been considered of

little consequence to cut corn crops low. It was
held that what was not obtained for fodder went for

manure ; and so it does, but when from the effects

of wind and weather it is no longer useful for

anything. Mr. Brown not only insisted upon care-

ful cutting on his own farm, but was at pains to

record his experience for the benefit of others,

and showed, in a way that could not be doubted,

that by carefully cutting his crops, he added 15s,

an acre to his gains.

It is unnecessary to say more to show that Mr.

Brown was a sensible and excellent man and mem-
ber of society, and a good and practical farmer, as

well as a vigorous thinker and writer upon farming,

and that in all things he practised what he preached.

Not only therefore is his own memory respected,

but his own children are respected for him.

He was buried at Prestonkirk, in the church-yard

of his native parish; close by the pathway, on the

north-east corner of the church, and soon had a

monument raised to his memory. It was an upright

stone, fitted into a pedestal by sockets, and being

of sandstone, had been broken and blown down at

the period of collecting the materials for this

memoir. But it was lying by the church-wall, and

bore this inscription :
—

" He was an affectionate friend,

And kind and exemplary christian.

And always forward to assist those

Less successful than himself."

ALSO,
IN GRATEFUL. REMEMBRANCE OF

JANE DUDGEON,
HIS BELOVED SPOU-SE,

WHO DIED 27th SEPTEMBER, 1828, AGED 69.

THIS ME:M0RIAL to PARENTS JUSTLY REVERED,
IS ERECTED BY

THETR AFFECTIONATE CHILDREN.
1839.

This monumtut was almost as handsome as

could well be erected by the family, without the

appearance of ostentation ; but considering the

importance of Mr, Brown's writings in their day,

wc think a monument of a very different description

should have been erected to him at the public ex-

pense.

But the family of Sir John Sinclair have been

left in like manner to pay their tribute to his

memory, notwithstanding his colossal and almost

unspeakably useful labours for the pubhc, and his

very great sacrifices of fortune in the same cause.

Why these things should be, while miserable con-

veners of counties, but noblemen, receive expensive

monuments, we cannot say. We believe the family

of Sir John Sinclair have added the inscription first

given by the family of another worthy, in similar

circumstances :

—

"non patria, non imperator, sed uxor et

liberi mcerentes posuere."

And at least they were entitled to do so ; but

what cares the world for such things ? Its attentions

and neglects are equally casual and inconsequential

;

and the works of these men will outlive any ordi-

nary monument.

It should not be uninteresting to state that the east,

which was at the same time the back-wall of the little

school-house, where Mr. Brown and his compeers

the Kennies received their education, now forms part

of a garden wall, immediately on the road side near

the church, and close on the brink of the Tyne;

which here runs calm and clear, at the depth of 20

feet beneath a precipitous and wooded bank on the

one side, and bordered by a rich flat haugh on the

other, and on both sides adorned by trees. It is a

scene for a landscape painter, but it has produced

none ; or for a rural poet, though it has produced

neither. On the fiat haugh however, in the immediate

neighbourhood of the river, is a rustic hamlet, were

once lived Andrew Meikle, the mill-wright, the ill re-

quited inventor of the fanners and thrashing machine

and, it must not be forgotten, the first instructor of

Sir John Rennie. In his subsequent struggles

Meikle was assisted both by the Kennies and Mr.

Brown; but in the meantime they were merely

scholars, in the small school-house that overlooked

his residence.

It may be permitted to add, that though there is

little doubt Meikle invented, and with great thought

and perseverance worked out, lioth the fanners and

thrashing machine, the Chinese had anticipated

Meikle in the fanners at least. In the exhibition

of Chinese arts and architecture, &c,, &c,, that

lately shed instruction and delight over the

country to many thousands, the fanners appeared

in a very simple state, and as a tea-sorter. It

2 K 2
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appears to be used for separating the coarse and
fine teas, while the thrashing machine is an adapt-

tation of the principles of the flax-mill.

The back window at which these young men
doubtless often sat, and which thus let in so much
light on the world, was only 2 feet high by 15 or

16 inches wide, and is now built up; but it will be

recognisable while the wall stands, and we hope
will never be looked upon but with respect.

" Salve, parens merentium ! et vale
!"

" Parent of merit, hail ! and fare thee well
!"

Mr. Brown's works have been translated into the

French and German languages, and he is quoted

by all continental writers as an authority. During
his life, many foreigners of the highest rank called

to see him ; for in every country but this, literary

merit is recognised and honoured.

The main informant of these particulars was Mr.
Andrew Howden, Lawhead, for many years a friend

and admirer of Mr. Brown, and who died only lately

in his 83rd year. He was at his death the oldest

and perhaps the last of the great race of farmers,

who during the last sixty years had accelerated the

progress of their science so much.
Law means hill, and Lawhead of course means

the top of the hill. Upon such a spot Mr. Howden's
very pretty farm-house is situated, close by the

humbler but still respectable house in which he
was born. He remembered well, that when he was a

boy, the hill-head was quite unsheltered ; and
therefore immediately behind the house, he was
accustomed, among other things, to cut whins for

the oven.

The farm steading is now completely sheltered,

and where whins grew is now a rich and beautifully

sheltered garden ; and in a glen immediately ad-

joining, on the north, and which was then covered
with heath and stone, and with a plashy brook
running through it in winter, is now a rich and
crowded orchard, and it may be added a well stocked
apiary,

" These works are thine, all-powerful shelter ! thine
The fruits and flowers, with the now genial clime."

From this eminence, Mr. Howden while he lived

could look down on a larger space of agricultural

wealth and continuous rural beauty, than perhaps

any other man in the kingdom ; and thinking of

himself and his late companions, could have said

with truth, " fecimus ipsi !" " we have made it
!"

He also has left a considerable and prosperous
family; and though there was no aflfectation of

splendour in his house, royalty itself might have
sat down with pleasure, in bis neat and comfortable

apartments, and at his well served table.

To see indeed, the glory of her reign.

The happy, pious, and industrious swain.

Mr. Brown was a professional practitioner in

farming of the very first class of the art. The two

volumes on " Rural aS'airs " stand on high ground,

and he assisted in collating county reports along

with the eminent names of Rennie, Bailey, and

ShirrefF. His apprehension was no less just than

his judgment was correct, and though he acted

under very favourable circumstances as to soil and

climate, his allowance for altered circumstances

showed a largeness of mind that does not always

attend a single merit. His name must ever be

placed among the foremost of agricultural writers.

CLXXXVn.—Vancouver, 1794..'^^"^.

Charles Vancouver, Esq., land valuer, wrote " Ge-

neral view of the agriculture in the county of Essex,

with observations on the means of its improvement

;

drawn up for the consideration of the Board of Agri-

culture and internal improvement;" London, 1794,

4to. " General view of the agriculture of the county

of Devon, with observations on the means ofits im-

provement ;" London, 1807, 8vo. " General view of

the agriculture of Hampshire and the Isle of Wight,

with observations on the means ofits improvement

;

drawn up for the Board of Agriculture;" 1811,

Svo. These reports are done in a superior manner,

and a neatly coloured map accompanies each county.

CLXXXVIII.—Lebrocq, 1794.

Philip Lebrocq, M.A., and curate of Ealing, wrote

" Outlines of a plan for improving the tract of land

called the New Forest;" London, 1794, Svo. This

notice appears in Loudon's list of authors, and in

the Bibliotheca Britannica, but the book is not

found in the National Library. One work of our

author is found, entitled, "Methods of planting,

trimming, and managing all kinds of fruit trees and

vines." Lebrocq wrote " On the management of

the poor, and the payment of the national debt."

His writings do not seem to have attracted any no-

tice, and the name has noeulogium attached.

CLXXXIX.—Claridge, 1794.

John Claridge, of Craigs' Court, London, wrote
" General view of the agriculture of the county of

Dorset;" London, 1/94, 4to. This book occupies

49 quarto pages, and seems judiciously performed.

CXC.-Griggs, 1794.

Messrs. Griggs, of Hill house, near Kelvedon,

Essex, wrote " Genei-al view of the agriculture of

the county of Essex, with observations on

the means of its improvement ; drawn up for the

consideration of the Board of Agriculture and

internal improvement ;" London, 1794, 4to. This

is a short report of 26 octavo pages, and is seldom

noticed. But the information seems to be suffi-

ciently correct, and the remarks are judicious.
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m f^""r"*-^cXCI,—Turner, 1/94.

. George Turner, of Dowdeswell, wTOte " General

view of the agriculture of the county of Gloucester,

,ivith observations on the means of its improvement;

drawn up for the consideration of the Board of Agri-

.culture and internal improvement;" London, 1794,

.4to. This report fills 57 quarto pages, without any

embellishments. The common topics are handled

and discussed.

CXCIL—Driver, 1794.

Abraham and William Driver, of Kent Road,

Surrey, agents and land surveyors, wrote " General

view of the agriculture of the county of Hants, with

observations on the means of its improvement

;

drawn up for the consideration of the Board of

Agriculture and internal improvement ;" London,

1794, 4to. The report fills 44 octavo pages, and

claims no particular notice.

CXCIIL—Warner, 1794.

The Rev. Mr. Warner wrote " General view of

the agriculture of the Isle of Wight, with observa-

tions on the means of its improvement." This short

report is without date, and forms part of a quarto

volume with other reports.

CXCIV.—Pitt, 1794.

William Pitt, of Pendeford, near Wolverhampton,

wrote " General view of the agriculture of the county

of Staflford, with observations on the means of its

improvement ; drawn up for the Board of Agricul-

ture ;" London, 1794, 8vo, " General view of the

county of Leicester, with that of Rutland, by Richard

Parkinson;" London, 1809, Svo. " General view of

the agriculture of Northamptonshire;" London,

1809, 8vo. The report of the county of Stafford

contains a neatly coloured map, and occupies 168

quarto pages. It is a well arranged work and a

useful reference. The county of Northampton forms

an octavo book of 320 pages, with a coloured

map. The counties of Leicester and Rutland form

a thick octavo volume, with coloured maps, and de-

signs of houses and cottages ; implements also are

delineated. The name of this author has always

been very favourably considered in the agricultural

world, and our opinion agrees.

CXCV.—RoBSON, 1794.

James Robson wrote " General view of the agri-

culture of the county of Argyle, and of the western

part of the county of Inverness ;" London, 1794,

4to. This work occupies 58 quarto pages, and is

J

a yerj mtidiocre production.

sirfT .oJi- ,jGXCVI.—Leatham, 1794.

Isaac Leatham, of Barton, near Malton, Yorkshire,

wrote " General view of the agriculture of the East

Riding of Yorkshire, with observations on the

means of its improvement ; drawn up for the con-

sideration of the Board of Agriculture and internal

improvement;" London, 1794, 4to. The work

occupies 03 quarto pages, and is illustrated with

plans of houses and farmeries.

CXCVIL—FULLARTON, 1794.

Col. FuUarton, of FuUarton, wrote " General view

of the county of Ayr, with observations on the

means of its improvement ; drawn up for the con-

sideration of the Board of Agriculture and internal

improvement ;" London, 1794, 4to. The work fills

94 quarto pages, and is one of the best of the Scotch

surveys.

CXCVIIL—TuKE, 1794.

Mr. Tuke, Junior, land surveyor, Lincroft, near

York, wrote " General view of the agriculture of the

North Riding of Yorkshire ; drawn up for the Board

of Agriculture ;" London, 1794, 4to, The work

fills 123 quarto pages, and was printed in 1800, with

1 5 plates, in an octavo form. The report possessed

a merit at the time.

CXCIX.—Clark, 1794.

John Clark, F.S.A., land surveyor, Builth, Bre-

conshire, wrote " General view of the agriculture of

the county of Brecknock, with observations on the

means of its improvement ; drawn up for the consi-

deration of the Board of Agriculture ;",London, 1794,

Svo. " General view of the agriculture of the county

of Radnor ;" London, 1 794, 4to. " General view

of the agriculture of the county of Hereford;"

London, 1794, 4to. " An enquiry into the nature

and value of landed property." Mr. Clark died at

Pembroke, in 1807. He wrote on other subjects :

" On the Caledonian bards," and " The poems of

Ossian," which are not now found, nor is the

"Enquiry into the natureof landed property." The

three county reports are in quarto size, of 55, 41,

and 79 pages, and are managed in a superior style.

CC—Lloyd, 1794.

Thomas Lloyd, Esq., and Rev. Mr. Turner, wrote

" General view of the county of Cardigan, with

observations on the means of its improvement

;

drawn up for the Board of Agriculture and internal

Improvement ;" London, 1794, 4to. The work

fills 37 quarto pages, and is concisely and neatly

executed. Very improving experiments are recorded

and further attainments pointed out.

CCL—Hassall, 1794.

Charles Hassall wrote "General view of the

agriculture of the county of Carmarthen, with

observations on the means of its improvement;

drawn up for the consideration of the Board of

Agriculture and internal Improvement;" London,

1794, 4to. "General view of the agriculture of
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the county of Pembroke ;" 1794, 4to. These re-

ports occupy 63 and 52 pages of quarto size, and

present nothing of particular notice.

ecu.— Kay, 1794.

George Kay wrote "• General view of the agricul-

ture of North AVales—Anglesey, Carnarvonshire,

Merionethshire, and Denbighshire ;" London, 1794,

4to. These reports are short, only 16 pages in

some cases, and consequently can convey but liltle

information, yet they rank with others without dis-

credit. The name of the author had wholly escaped

Mr. Loudon's list, and also the Bibhotheca Britan-

nica, as no notice occurs of it, nor of the last writer,

Charles Hassall.

CCIIL—Roger, 1794.

Rev. Mr. Roger wrote " General view of the

agriculture of the county of Angus or Forfar, for

the consideration of the Board of Agriculture ;"

London, 1794, 4to. The report is only of 31 pages,

and contains valuable matter in a small compass.

CCIV.—Lowe, 1794.

Alexander Lowe wrote "General view of the

agriculture of the county of Berwick, with observa-

tions on the means of its improvement ; drawn up

for the consideration of the Board of Agriculture

and internal Improvement;"' London, 1794, 4to.

This report fills 90 quarto pages, of very great merit,

as ever has been acknowledged. A geological map of

the county accompanies the report, and figures of

several implements of uncommon structure. Mr.
Lowe was a person of noted talent.

CCV.—Bruce, 1794.

Arthur Bruce, secretary to the Natural History

Society of Edinburgh, wrote " General view of the

agriculture of the county of Berwick, with observa-

tions on the means of its improvement; drawn up
for the consideration of the Board of Agriculture

and internal Improvement." This work is printed

as an appendix to the former work by Lowe, and
occupies 46 quarto pages. The two reports together

form a work that was not equalled in the whole

number of county surveys.

CCVI.-BoYS, 1794.

John Boys, farmer at Betshanger, near Deal,

wrote, " General view of the agriculture of the

county of Kent, with observations on the means of

its improvement ; drawn up for the consideration

of the Board of Agriculture and internal Improve-
ment;" London, 1794, 4to. This report occupies

107 octavo pages, and general opinion has ever
given it the palm of county reports of agriculture,

for soundness of judgment and enlightened prac-

tical views.

CCVII.—Holt, 1794.

John Holt, of Walton, near Liverpool, wrote

" General view of the agriculture of the county of

Lancaster, with observations on the means of its

improvement ; drawn up for the consideration of

the Board of Agriculture and internal Improve-

ment ;" London, 1794, 4to. This report fills 114

quarto pages, and has the county mapped in colours.

It is a very respectable performance.

CCVIII.—Monk, 1794.

John Monk, (late of the 19th Light Dragoons,)

of Bears Combe, near Kingsbridge, Devon, wrote

" General view of the county of Leicester, with

obsen-ations on the means of its improvement ;

drawn up for the consideration of the Board of

Agriculture and internal Improvement ;" London,

1794, 4to. This report occupies 75 quarto pages,

and is illustrated with drawingsjof several imple-

ments. The merit is ordinary.

CCIX.—Foot, 1794.

Peter Foot, land surveyor. Dean-street, Soho,

wrote " General view of the agriculture of the county

of Middlesex, with observations on the means of its

improvement ; drawn up for the consideration of

the Board of Agriculture and internal Improve-

ment;" London, 1794, 4to. This view fills 9"2

quarto pages, and was always reckoned a superior

work.

CCX.-Fox, 1794.

Mr. John Fox wrote " General view of the agri-

culture of the county of Monmouth, with observa-

tions on the means of its improvement ; drawn up

for the consideration of the Board of Agriculture

and internal Improvement;" London, 1794, 4to.

This report fills 43 quarto pages of the customary

matter in those days.

CCXL—Pearce, 1794.

William Pearce wrote " General \'iew of the agri-

culture of Berkshire;" London, 1794, 8vo. The

work fills 74 quarto pages, and is illustrated with

engravings of ploughs and cottage dwellings.

The royal farms at Windsor are described. No
other notice of this author occurs in any place.

CCXII.—Amos, 1794.

William Amos, of Brothertoft, near Boston, Lin-

colnshire, wrote " The theory and practice of the

drill husbandry, founded upon philosophical prin-

ciples and confirmed by experience ;" with 9 plates.

London, 1790, 4to. "Minutes of agriculture and

planting, illustrated with specimens of eight sorts

of the best, and two sorts of the worst natural

grasses, and with accurate drawings and descrip-
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tions of practical machines, on seven copperplates,

&c;" London, 1S04 and 1810, 4to. "Essays on

agricultural mechanics, from communications to

the Board of Agriculture;" London, 1810, 8vo.

The works ofAmos have ever been very deservedly

esteemed. The drill husbandry is most justly placed

on the true grounds of superiority, and full direc-

tions are given on every point of use and preparation.

Thebookis aquarto volume of244pages, embellished

with drawings of machines and the sectional parts.

The author carried his drilling hobby to an extreme

;

hoed every crop, as oats and peas, and may have

bid farewell to discretion on that point ; but his

views are very just.

" The minutes of agriculture and planting

"

form a quarto volume of 92 pages, with drawings

cf several implements, and dried specimens of many

grass plants. On this subject the author shows

a good botanical kno.vledge, and also of vegetable

phj'siology. The "essays on agricultural machines"

fill 32 octavo pages, with drawings of implements.

The author shows a very accurate knowledge of the

two-horse swing plough, which is neatly deUneated

with the horses attached. The whole works exhibit

a very superior mind employing an enlightened

practical knowledge.

CCXIIL—Adams, 1794.

James Adams, Esq., wrote " Practical essays on

agriculture;" 1794, 2 vols., 8vo., price 14s. This

statement rests on the authority of the Bibliotheca

Britannica, as the author is not noticed in Loudon's

list of authors, nor in the catalogue of the National

Library.

CCXIV.-Wedge, 1794.

Mr. Thomas Wedge wrote " General view of the

agriculture of the County Palatine of Chester, with

observations on the means of its improvement ;

drawn up for the consideration of the Board of

Agriculture and internal Improvement ;" London,

1794, 4to. This work fills 87 quarto pages of the

usual matter, with an appendix on the poor laws.

The subject is concisely treated, but nothing new

or comprehensively enlarged is promulgated, nor

much thought expressed. Our research found the

work in George IV's library, in the British Museum,

and is not noticed in any catalogue of authors and

books.

CCXV.—Wedge, 1794.

Mr. John Wedge wrote " General view of the

agriculture of the county of Warwick, with obser-

vations on the means of its improvement ; drawn

up for the consideration of the Board of Agriculture

and internal Improvement;" London, 1794, 4to.

The work fills 60 octavo pages, with a long appen-

dix on draining land by boring, on the plan

of Mr. Elkington. This book was discovered, as

the last, in George IV's library ; no notice of it is

found elsewhere.

CCXVL—BisHTON, 1794.

I. Bishton of Kilsal, Shropshire, wrote " General

view of the agriculture of the county of Salop, with

observations on the means of its improvement

;

drawn up for the consideration of the Board of

Agriculture and internal Improvement;" London,

1794, 4to. The book occupies 38 quarto pages, and

seems to be one of the meanest county reports.

CCXVII.--BROWN, 1794.

Thomas Brown of Luton, in Bedfordshire, wrote

" General view of the agriculture of the county of

Derby, with observations on its improvement

;

drawn up for the consideration of the Board of

Agriculture and internal Improvement;" London,

1794, 4to. This work fills 72 quarto pages,

embellished with a plan of a dairy farm building,

and a geological map of the very interesting geo-

graphy of that county. The plough of Derbyshire

is delineated, along with scythes and rakes for

cutting and gathering the crops of grain.

CCXVIII.-POMEROY, 1794.

William Thomas Pomeroy of Fairway, near

Honiton, in Devonshire, wrote " General view of

the agriculture of the county of Worcester, with

observations on the means of its improvement;

drawn up for the Board of Agriculture and internal

Improvement;" London, 1794, 4to. This work

contains 94 quarto pages of well arranged matter,

containing information superior to the general

reports.

CCXIX.-Davis, 1794.

Thomas Davis, Longleat, Wilts, wrote " General

view of the agriculture of the county of Wilts, with

observations on the means of its improvement ;

drawn up for the consideration of the Board of

Agriculture and internal Improvement ;" London,

1794, 4to. This author was land-steward to the

Marquis of Bath, and a person of superior acquire-

ments. The present work occupies 1G3 quarto

pages, without any embellishments, except a plain

map of the county, and has always been reckoned

one of the best county reports. The heads of

matter are numerous, and the details are well

entered and explained.

CCXX.—Crutchley, 1794.

John Crutchley, of Burley, in the county of Rut-

land, wrote " General view of the agriculture of the

county of Rutland, with observations on the means

of its improvement ; drawn up for the consideration

of the Board of Agriculture and internal Improve-
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merit i" London, 1795, 4to, This book occupies

only 3 i quaito pages, and has been little noticed.

CCXXI.—Malcolm, 1794.

Mr. Jacob Malcolm and Mr. William James of

Stockwtll, near Clapham, wrote " General view of

the agriculture of the county of Surrey, with

observations on the means of its improvement

;

drawn up for the consideration of the Board of

Agriculture and internal Improvement ;" London,
1794. 4to. There are 95 quarto pages in this work
of very useful and varied matter, not very methodi-

cally arranged, but handsomely expressed. Two
portraits are given of a horse-hoe, and of a turnpike

road, with raised footpaths at the sides. The
observations are peculiarly valuable on common
lands, and the general impediments to agriculture.

CCXXII.-Davis, 1794.

Richard Davis, of Lewknor, in the county of

Oxford, topographer to His Majesty, wrote " Ge-
neral view of the agriculture of the county of Oxford,

with observations on the means of its improvement;
drawn up for the consideration of the Board of

Agriculture and internal Improvement;" London,
1794, 4to. This is a very meagre report of 39
quarto pages, and was little noticed.

CCXXIIL— Hepburn, 1794.

George Buchan Hepburn Esq., of Sraeaton^

wrote " General view of the agriculture and rural

economy of East Lothian, with observations on the

means of its improvement ; drawn up for the con-

sideration of the Board of Agriculture and internal

Improvement;" London, 1794, 4to. This r port

occupies 157 quarto pages, and was always reckoned

one of the best of the many county vieWSi th^fcfwtsrfi

received by the Board of Agriculture^!; <v. ;;;>( lo

CCXXIV.—Rmbertson, 1794, !"

George Robertson, farmer at Granton, near Edin-

burgh, wrote " General view of the agriculture of

the county of Mid-Lothian, with observations on

the means of its improvement ; drawn up for the

consideration of the Board of Agriculture and

internal Improvement;" London, 1794, 4to. This

report occupies 106 quarto pages, and enjoyed a

good reputation both in matter and style. Two
appendices contain very useful notices of the dairy

and gardens.

CCXXV.-Trotter, 1794.

James Trotter, farmer at Newton, county ofWest
Lothian, wrote " General view of the agriculture of

the said county, with observations on the means of

its improvement ; drawn up for the consideration

of the Board of Agriculture and internal Improve-

ment j" Edinburgh, 1794, 4to. This report occu-

pies only 38 quarto pages, but the matter is most

intelligent and well arranged.

CCXXVL—Robertson, 1794.

James Robertson, D.D., minister of Callander, in

the county of Perth, wrote " General view of the

Southern districts of the county of Perth, with

observations on the means of its improvement ;

drawn up for the consideration of the Board of

Agriculture and internal Improvement;" London,

1794, 4to. This report occupies 140 quarto pages,

and was always noted for the very superior propo-

sals of improvements in general husbandry. The
opinion seems to have been well founded

NEW TIMBER TREE-THE DEODAR.
It appears that we are to have a new timber tree,

and a new nurse for our timber trees. We learn

from several articles which have recently appeared

in the columns of a contemporary, that doubts are

entertained by some botanists whether the deodar

is anything more than a mere variety of the cedar

of Lebanon. These doubts, however, are not partici-

pated in by the Editor. At any rate, he considers that

if the deodar and the cedar are only varieties of the

same species, there is sufficient distinctness between
them for their timber to be of very diiferent qualities.

This is an important economical question, if the

deodar is to be naturalised in England ; and it

seems that a ton weight of the seed has been placed

by the East India Company at the disposal of the

Government, and that it has been distributed

among four eminent nurserymen, who are to

raise it, in order to its being planted out in the

royal forests. Great advantages are anticipated

from this tree as a nurse, instead of the Scotch pine

and the larch. Against the former it is justly

alleged that its foliage is so dense as to intercept

the light and air from the deciduous trees planted

in company with it. The benefits of shelter from

gales of wind which it confers during one stage of

their growth are thus neutralised by its obstructing

proper ventilation at another. Its poles, moreover,

are of little value. The poles of the larch, on the

contrary, are very saleable; while its pyramidal

form and light foliage do not interfere with the free

'

circulation of air; but then these very circum-'

stances incapacitate it, in a great measure, from

affording that degree of shelter which is sought to
,

be attained by the system of nurse-planting. It« ,.
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ttalMlity -to the rot, which has made its appearance

of late in this once fuvouriti; exotic timber tree,

neutrahses the advaiita-res arising from the marl^et-

ability of its poles. The deodar, on the contrary,

is extolled as combining the rapid growth and

pfraceful form of the larch with the evergreen habit

of the Scotch pine. It is therefore hoped that it

will furnish our planters with an excellent nurse for

their oaks, while a host of Indian travellers are

cited to prove the excellence of its timber.

We confess to havinggreat doubts, founded on ex-

tensive observation, respecting the policy of mixing

any of the conifers with the oak as nurses, where the

production of large tind)er is the object in view,

whatever advantages may be derived from the

nursing system when rapid growth and pictorial

effect are to be produced in ornamental planting.

We believe that the British oak has not degene-

rated since the time when it sprang up sponta-

neously in our forests, unprotected except by the

holly in its earlier stages, and in more advanced

growth by deciduous trees hke itself. In those

parts of the New Forest which are of natural

growth, the beech is the constant companion of the

finest oaks. The same association has been noticed

by Shelley, in the " Forest of Windsor" :

" The oak,

Extending its immense and knotty arras.

Embraces the light beech."

The beech aflfords shelter enough, and not too

much. It springs up like a weed ; and all that is

required is that it should be watched, lest from its

more rapid growth it should overpower the oak.

One reason of the difficulty now experienced in

raising oak in situations where we have evidence in

our bogs of the former existence of the finest tim-

ber, arises from the smallness of the scale on which

plantations are made. In the modern plantations

of the New Forest, as well as in those natural

masses of wood that have grown up spontaneously,

the cutting effects of the blast do not extend more

than a few yards from the outskirts. The larch

likewise has been raised in far more elevated and

exposed situations, on the mountains of Blair Athol,

simply by planting in large masses. These, then,

appear to be the secrets of successful planting—to

plant in large masses, to plant thickly, and to thin

in good time, thinning moderately and regularly.

If conifers are to be planted to break the force of

prevaiUng winds, it is better that they should form

separate belts than that they should be intermixed

with the oaks.

The question whether the oak should be trans-

planted or raised from the acorn where it is to

grow, depends very much on the purposes for
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which it is raised. In the early stages of growth,

perhaps transplanted oaks may do the best, and
may yield as good small timber as the untrans-

planted saplings, and much trouble and disappoint-

ment may be avoided in the outset arising from the

ravages of rooks and various kinds of vermin.

But the superiority of an old " rook-planted" oak is

well known to woodmen ; and if naval timber is

worth growing, it is surely worth a little extra

trouble and expense in its infancy.

We do not enter on the questions whether it is

better, in the present state of this country, that we
should raise the timber for our navy or import it

—

whether a sufficient supply can or cannot be ob-

tained without keeping up public forests for the

purpose—and whether, if our timber is to be of

home growth, we can depend upon obtaining a

sufficiency from private estates. What is certain

is, that the royal forests have for a long time con-

tributed very little timber to our dockyards, and

that the growth of oak for sale has been a very un-

profitable speculation in the hands of the Govern-

ment. We doubt whether the growth of the deodar

will be found more remunerative, under the same
management ; at all events, it is desirable that it

should not be introduced extensively into our

forests merely on the evidence of travellers as to

the quality of the timber. Why not bring a few

loads of it to England for trial ? The experiment

of bringing timber from Cashmere may be costly,

but it might save money eventually. It would be

far more expensive to plant a large quantity of these

trees, and to find, after the lapse of a hundred or

hundred and fifty years, that we had made a mis-

take. Great expectations were formed at one time

as to the value of larch for ship-building. Where
are they now ? The oak and the beech, however,

still stand their ground in our forests.

A French market-gardener, M. Felix Lansezeur,

who has volunteered to publish some secrets relative to

the use of guano, which have been of great value to

himself, in order, as he says, to prevent England getting

ahead of France in tlie growth of plants, makes the

following statement, on which we leave our readers to

form their own opinion :
—" An important observation,

which I must not forget to mention, is, that the effect

of guano on plants placed in the shade is not merely

negative, but appears to be even injurious. Plants in

this condition liave become languishing after its use.

The sun is here an Indispensable auxiliary. Hence, it

is when it begins to be powerful that the use of the

mixture in question (guano and water) should be com-

menced, and discontinued in the beginning of Sep-

tember." ...,,,,0. :.).aiui. ,.-v! ^40A.
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AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS

Whatever may be the evils of the hop-tax, it

possesses this advantage—it furnishes us with

trustworthy statistics respecting that article of

agricultural produce. An equally correct know-

ledge of the annual produce of other crops, and

of the yearly consumption of meat, butter, cheese,

&c,, would be advantageous alike to producers and

consumers. To be useful, however, statistics

should be accurate ; and to ensure accuracy, it will

be necessary to proceed cautiously, neither trying

too much in the outset, nor attempting anything

which will excite the opposition of the tenant far-

mers, or fail to receive their cordial co-operation.

It would be a great point gained, to obtain cor-

rect returns of the extent of land under each

description of crop. From these, and an extended

system of corn returns, it would be possible, with

time and patience, to extract a knowledge of the

average produce of different districts, for a succes-

sion of years, and its progressive increase or dimi-

nution, without trespassing on the privacy of indi-

vidual transactions.

Farmers have long complained of the insuffi-

ciency of the present corn returns, as affecting

them injuriously in the adjustment of the tithe

commutation ; more stringent provisions for the

enforcement of such returns would therefore be

acceptable to them. A comparison of the sales

of each description of grain, and the area cropped

with it during preceding years, together with a

knowledge of the extent of land sown with it for

the current year, would enable those interested in

the adjustment of the supply to the demand,

whether as producers, importers, or consumers, to

arrive at more trustworthy conclusions, on which

to base their operations, than could be derived from

estimates of the produce of the growing crops.

Such estimates, made by the most experienced va-

luers, are little better than mere guesses, and are

liable to great derangements within a short time,

from changes in the weather. We should have

more faith in returns, could they be obtained,

of the cubic contents of the stacks of each de-

scription of corn taken immediately after harvest.

With respect to animals, returns of the numbers

of the stock existing in any district might as easily

be obtained as returns of the land under each

crop; and returns of sales from the hve and

dead markets, and from fairs might also be ren-

dered imperative. Much valuable information re-

specting the fluctuations in the sources of supply

for particular districts would be gained, if railways

'L+nijoo [di at
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and road trusts were bound to furnish returns of

the number of animals conveyed along their lines,

or paying toll at their gates.

The most complete information of all, would be

that obtained by returns from the farmers, of their

annual produce ; but to obtain this would be nearly

impossible. They are not yet prepared for a com-

pulsory enactment of this kind, and probably never

will be.

The case of the United States, so often appealed

to, in proof of the facility with which agricultural

statistics may be obtained under the most popular

form of government, is not in point. The British

and American farmers are in a very different posi-

tion. The American farmer is his own landlord,

and has no fears that a return of his crops will

lead to the raising of his rent.

The agricultural statistics of the United States

have, till recently, been collected by the Board of

Commissioners of Patents. The power of granting

patents is a right of the Federal Government ; and a

Commission of Patents, with a Museum of models of

Inventions, has for some time existed at Washing-

ton. The report of this Board to Congress, printed

for general distribution, had gradually been made to

embrace nearly the whole range of rural affairs,

both practical and theoretical, in addition to de-

scriptions of new machinery and patent processes,

and had thus become the more valuable to statists

and rural economists than to mechanics. This

incongruity, combined with the importance and

practical nature of the agricultural part of the report,

and the paramount importance of agriculture

among the industrial occupations of the States, has

led to the appointment of a separate agricultural

board, which will occupy itself with everything

connected with the present condition and improve-

ment of the numerous departmentsof rural industry,

which flourish imder the various climates and on

the various soils of that extended territory, or

which may be capable of being introduced into it. It

will embrace the political economy, the statistics, the

theory and the practice, of all the rural arts.

A museum of implements and seeds ; a depot of

foreign seeds for general distribution ; a chemist

and a laboratory of research, together with a literary

officer well acquainted with practical agriculture, to

digest and methodise the matter contributed by

others for the report, will constitute the establish-

ment, which will be under the immediate direction

of the Secretary of State. '

'

It will effect, in point of fact, that which is done
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in this country by the Royal Agricultural Societies

of England and Ireland, and the Highland Society

of Scotland, for the practice of agriculture, combined

with what the government will do in the matter of

statistics through the Board of Trade, and in the

matter of agricultural education through its depart-

ment of the College of Practical Science—that is to

say, unless the interestsof so important a branch of

national industry as agriculture are to be as much
neglected at that establishment as they have been

hitherto.

There is reason, however, to believe that the

American agricultural statistics are not the most

accurate in the world, as res])ects the grain pro-

ducing powers of the country. Tlieyhave consisted,

hitherto, chiefly of returns of the estimated produce

of growing crops sent in from the different States
;

and if they at all approached to correctness, the

grain exported from the United States ought to be

much larger than it is. The Patent Office returns,

for instance, estimated the produce of the State of

Michigan for 1847 at 8,000,000 bushels of wheat;

whereas the report of the authorities of the State

reported the actual produce for 1S48 at no more

than 3,700,000 bushels.

These estimates may be considered in a great

measure as the returns of the farmers themselves ;

and the position of the American farmer as a land-

owner is attended with many circumstances which

have a tendency to produce exaggerated estimates

of jiroduce. They increase his importance and

raise his credit in his own neighbourhood ; they

add to the market value of his land when he wants

to sell it ; and a large portion of the cultivators of

America, particularly in the new States, are men
who reclaim wild lands, exhaust their produc-

tiveness by hard crojjping, sell them for what they

can get, or abandon them to a state of nature, and
then plunge again into the forest to reclaim

more. There would be none of these tenden-

cies to exaggeration in this country : the bias

would be in the opposite direction. But,

knowing how uncertain such estimates are, and
that the farmer himself knows little about the yield

of his crops till he has thrashed a considerable portion

of them, we should say—if we are to have a system

of Agricultural Statistics in this country, let them
be collected by the Government ; let us have

nothing to do with estimates of growing crops,

but let us have accurate returns of the land under

each description of crop, and endeavour to arrive

circuitously at the average yield, not of farms,

but of districts, through district returns of actual

sales.

ON THE CONSTRUCTION OF COTTAGES FOR THE
AGRICULTURAL LABOURER.

We are glad to observe that, generally, amongst

landed proprietors, greater attention is being

paid to the proper principles of constructing cot-

tages for the agricultural labourer than heretofore.

While almost universal and deserved reprobation

has visited the holes, rather than dwellings, of the

court and alley population of our great towns, and

the cellar inhabitants of others, huddled together as

they are in darkness, in close, stenching, filthy, un-

drained rooms, called dwellings, until now less

notice has been taken of the low, ill-lighted, ill-

drained, ill-ventilated cottages of the agricultural

labourer. But the reason is obvious : the latter is

always a healthy man, compared with the former.

He lives in the open air, and has that blessed stimu-

lus applied to every pore of his skin ; exposed often

by throwing off his coat while working, he has

abundant perspiration, and almost always fresh,

clear spring-water, which more than compensate

for the ill-arranged, small, and unsuitable dwelling.

But he, and his wife and children, happily tenant it

only few hours of the day ; they bask, or work, or

play, as the case may be, under the canopy of

heaven, cheered and warmed by the genial rays of

the sun.

These are reasons why little attention has until

of late been paid to the cottages of the labouring

classes in the agricultural districts ; they are

mostly old, and often nearly untenantable. But
we are happy to see that some of the great land-

owners, such as the Dukes of Bedford and North-

umberland, and several others, are taking up the

subject in good earnest ; and one of these noblemen

has ordered, we are informed, the erection of some

two hundred and fifty on his estates.

But it is not large proprietors alone who know
how to erect excellent cottages. We were agreea-

bly surprised on visiting the location called by the

uneuphonious name of Snig's End, to find even

there some of the cheapest and best arranged cot-

tages in the kingdom, with one story only—the

ground floor; well lighted, well ventilated, well

arranged with every convenience, and yet erected so

cheaply as to be deserving of being taken as models

by the architect of the most lordly proprietor. We
have not, on the whole, seen them surpassed. The
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centre part of the' c'Sit&^h Wkl the living room of

the family, well fitted with oven and range, well

lighted, and amply ventilated both by the door and

the large windows, which could be opened as far as

half their area. On each side of this were the two

wings, so to speak, of the dwelling, which consisted

of two lodging rooms, equally well lighted, and ad-

mirably ventilated. Behind the living room was a

lean-to, to be used either as a scullery or dairy, ac-

cording to the requirements of the occupant. This

had a door nearly opposite the out door, and a

window opposite to that, so that when both doors

and one window were opened the whole would be

thoroughly and speedily ventilated by a proper

draught. There were two or three useful closets,

and the houses had ample drainage provision,

possessing at the same time the means of detaining

the manurial part of the residuum of the house.

The conveniences were situate out of sight, and far

from the windows—being, in fact, eligibly placed

below the side of the bedroom, where it had no win-

dow. A still greater advantage was the amazing

cheapness of these houses. We are afraid to say that

about £50 each was represented to us as their cost

:

but it must be observed that all the materials were

got on the estate, and all manufactured in large

quantities. There was clay for bricks, quarries for

slate, kilns for lime, and the larch plantations

afforded timber for the houses ; but how many of

our large landed proprietors have similar facilities

if they would but use them !

We have not seen much more judiciously ar-

ranged cottages, of a still better class, than those we

had the pleasure of looking over, erected by Heaton

Clarke, Esq., of ElUngthorpe, near Boroughbridge;

whose well-managed farm deserves to have labour-

ers who reside in respectable and comfortable

dwellings. There is more accommodation than in

the Snig's End Cottages—having two stories, more

lodging and washing conveniences, and bed-rooms

sufficiently lofty, airy, and well-hghted to make

them pleasant and healthy. A well-arranged plan

gives a large amount of healthy accommodation in

a small space. The lodging rooms, though some-

what small in area, were really large because lofty;

and it struck us what great comfort there seemed

to be for any one of the labourers who might be

confined to his bed or out of health, so as to be

quiet and separate.

We cannot but reprobate the disposition of archi*

tects of the present day in making cottages for

agricultural labourers fanciful and expensive. We
think health, space, light, ventilation, and drainage

far beyond the mere pleasing of the eye. This

often deters a proprietor from beginning. He has

estimates of £lOO each for agricultural cottages,

the rent of which he cannot charge above £3 lOs.

or £4 per annum. If he could build three for what

two would cost, he might do so; but nothing more
than useless, and even fantastic ornaments, we are

persuaded, keep many proprietors from doing a little

year after year in amending their labourers' resi-

dences.

Mr. Clarke's cottages are built just to steer be-

tween the two extremes; they are neither highly

ornamented nor erected without regard to appear-

ance. They are extremely neat, and even pretty

;

but their ornaments are not of that kind involving

great cost, and more is aimed at in imparting light

by a larger window—as shown by an elevation of

the roof—the ornamental being in fact made sub-

servient to comfort, and not vice versd, as is too

often the case. They are colonized without crowd-

ing, being joined together in pairs, having the

advantage of mutual assistance, without too close

proximity.

The cleanliness, health, and even moral condi-

tion of the agricultural labourer is too much bound

up with a better class of dwellings than, we lament

to think, they usually possess, not to render the

question one of practical interest to all improvers

of their estates, throughout the United Kingdom.

RAISING TURNIPS ON CLAY LANDS.

Observation has marked the evidence, and ex-

perience has confirmed the fact, that the small

seeds of vegetable life require, in which to indulge

their peculiar nature and habits, a correspondingly

small quantity of a finely comminuted earthy pul-

verization, which seems essential to act the part of

cherishing and supporting the germination and

tender condition of the plant. In this uppermost

layer of earth, which is produced by various causes.

fibrous roots creep horizontally, for the purpose of

collecting nutriment ; and tap roots descend into

the firm ground underneath for the same purpose,

after having acquired the necessary strength from

the encouragement of the fine pulverization.

Observation has also seen that any finely cottf-

minuted earth is the most friendly to vegetation

when first used, after a concealment from exposure

to the effects of waste by evaporation and abduc-
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tion caused by the natural elements; also the

fertility and total destruction of weeds on the

ground where the ricks of hay or corn have stood,

and of old fences and foundations of houses

;

which aU aiise from the fresh contact of external

elements that have been long separated. When a

rock, log of wood, or any substantial body, lies

upon a grassy surface, all vegetation dies below it,

and a strong growth protrudes at the sides of the

body. A decomposition takes place underneath

the substance, which is reached by the roots of the

grass plants at the sides ; and, as food is received

in some way or other by the roots of plants, the

growth is promoted, as is seen in every case of a

covering to the ground. The amazing vegetable

growth in snowy countries, as in Russia and Siberia,

arises from the sheltered covering of the ground

so long by the deep snows ; and the farmers in

Scotland expect good crops after a winter of heavy

snows, which arises from the same cause. The
ashes of paring and burning have been spread on

the unploughed surface of the ground ; the turnip

seed has been sown among the ashes, and the crop

of vegetables has been equal to that grown on the

contiguous land that was ploughed and harrowed

in the usual way. The tap root descends without

difficulty into the unmoved soil, after the growth is

encouraged by the ashes. The seeds of turnips,

dropped by accident on any line earth on the sides

of banks and roads, show a very vigorous growth,

and a bulb would be produced if the due encou-

ragement were given.

In accordance with the above undeniable evi-

dences, it is proposed, by imitating nature, to raise

turnips on clay lands that are hitherto reckoned

whoUybeyond the possibility of being made to grow

the turnip plants ; to produce a fine mould on the

surface, wth which to mix an equally fine manure,

and in which to sow the turnip seed, allowing the

tap to descend in its own way, as has been before

mentioned. The land must be covered on the au-

tumnal stubble in sufficient thickness to prevent

the access of light to encourage weeds, and to kill

the vegetable life of every kind—which is more

completely effected than by any fallowing of the

land by means of the smothering exclusion of light

and heat. The covering would be lifted in March,

when the surface of the ground will be scarified

to the depth of two or three inches, by means of

a one-horse implement of a light weight, and with

three tines or coulters with a triangular apex. The

covering being relaid will remain till the middle of

May, when the removal will permit the land to be

again scarified and mixed with the fine manures,

as guano and bones, or farm yard dung that is fine

in the excrements and short in the straw, from the

latjt^r^
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into short lengths for the

purpose of litter. The scarifying is done length-

wise and crosswise, and repeated till a most minute

and intimate mixture be effected of the soil and
manure, which must be pulverized till the process

fails to produce any further reduction. The
covering is again replaced, and removed in June,

when the turnip seed is sown in rows by means of

a machine with lengthened coulters, covered by a

bush harrow, and protected by a rolling across the

ground. The damp exhalations from the covered

surface will produce a strong and rapid growth of

vegetation, which will seek downwards by the roots

in order to extend itself, and answer the purpose

of nature. This result is seen from every expo-

sure of earth that has been concealed ; fresh ele-

ments are engendered, which spring into action

immediately on coming into contact with atmos-

pheric bodies. The moisture has been kept in the

ground by the covering, which, by long overlap-

pings at the joints, receives the rains to be spread

over the surface underneath ; and that element,

along with the strongest heat of summer, will pro-

duce a very vigorous and lasting vegetation, which

will be pushed forward by dung, moisture, heat,

and earth. The amazing vegetable profusion of

the tropical regions arises from the great quantity

of moisture acted upon by the powerful heat of

the sun. It is here imitated. The benefit conferred

upon land by green crops, as turnips and potatoes,

arises in a large degree from the ground being

covered by the broad succulent leaves which pro-

tect the surface, exclude drought and the rays of

the sun, retain moisture, and promote a decompo-

sition underneath the shade. This effect never

fails to succeed.

The rows of turnips are scuflflled in the intervals,

thinned in the plants, and the land cleared of weeds

in the usual way. The crop of roots will be drawn

from the field for use in the homeyards, if the land

be too wet, after frequent draining, to permit sheep

to consume the vegetables on the ground ; the

land, even the very wetest clays, being gathered into

ridges of twelve feet, and a drain placed in every

furrow, and the ridges always kept in the same
position, will, it is presumed, be placed in a condi-

tion to allow the benefit of sheep in the consump-

tion of the crop. This privilege will be a vast ac-

quisition ; the liquid and solid excrements of the

animals are mixed with the top soil in the most inti-

mate manner, by the trampling of the narrow-

pointed hoofs of the sheep, and the temperature

of the ground is raised by the warmth derived

from the bodies of the animals that repose for rest

on the surface.

Wheat will be sown as a grain crop on clay lands,

after the turnips ; and, if experience shows that

the tilth of the turnip crop is not deep enpugh for
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the growth of the plant, the land may be ploughed

by one furrow, and the wheat sown upon it. The
drill machine will require the surface to be harrowed

previous to the sowing ; the broadcast way is done

on the fresh furrow. But it may be supposed that

the depth of tilth which has favoured the growth

of the tap root of the turnip will be sufficient for

the fibrous root of the wheat, which creeps along

the surface, and does not descend into the ground,

and that the wheat may be grown on the scarified

surface of the land after the crop of turnips is re-

moved. In that case the land would never be

ploughed, but yield the products to the action of

covering and scarifying. This theory is not at all

beyond entertainment, but must be tested by ex-

perience ; the growing of turnips is certain by the

previous-mentioned method.

Clay possesses the anomalous quahty of con-

tracting by heat, and is one of the lowest con-

ductors of caloric. To turn up with the plough,

and expose to draught such a viscous and repel-

lent earth, is exactly to defeat the intended purpose

of cultivation, which is to procure some quantity

of pulverization in which the seeds of plants may
germinate and grow. In the present way of fal-

lowing for wheat, the whole summer is required to

yield a pulverization suitable to the seed of wheat,

and which soon relapses into the original viscous

mass. The operations of life are on the surface

of the earth, and every hving organization is the

joint production of atmospheric and terrestrial ele-

ments that are constantly in contact, and whetted

by an unceasing application. It may be very

reasonably supposed that the uppermost layer of

the surface of the ground is best adapted to the

action of atmospheric agents, from having been

exposed to the presence and to the use of the ele-

ments. It has been humified, aerified, and im-

proved by cultivation, and must be much prefera-

ble to the underlying bodies, which are ditferently

composed and rejiellent in nature. Hence the pro-

priety of using only the top part of the soil foi' tllfi.

purposes of cultivation. s-fifOBxa

The very minute pulverization of the surfac*;

soil is extended to the laying on, as top-dressing to

young wheats in March, the farmyard dung which

is now used on the fallows in August or Septem-

ber. In the early spring of the year, the land will

not admit the cartage of the dung, and moveable

railways of timber will be required, on which light

iron waggons will convey the dung that is placed

in them at the ends of the field. From the wag-

gons, the dung can be thrown on both sides into

heaps, which will cover a common ridge breadth

on each side of the railway, and is, without delay,

spread very evenly and regularly over the surface

of the ground in the most minute fragments which

hand labour can produce. Having sufl^ered the

vicissitudes of the weather in rains and droughts,

the manure will be friable ; and the surface being

well harrowed, the winter tilth of the soil and the

minute fragments of the dung will be blended into

a very finely comminuted mass of mixed ingre-

dients, which will form an excellent top-dressing

to the wheat, and a bed to the seeds of grasses such

as they have never yet received. The bush-harrow

will cover the grass seeds, and a heavy roller closes

and cements the process.

This method is founded on the principle of a

minute i3ulverization of the earth, and of surface

action on the ground. All such and similar con-

ceptions arise from the ideas of Jethro Tull, whose

genius was genuine, and seldom or never went to

bed. Genl. Beatson advanced to the minute scari-

fying of the surface of clay lands without plough-

ing, and our idea extends to covering the surface,

in order to mollify the harsh clay and soften the

pulverization.

ASSYRIAN AGRICULTURE, FROM THE SCULPTURES OF NINEVEH
AND THE WORKS OF AUSTEN HENRY LAYARD, ESQ.

The discoveries of Austen Henry Layard, Esq.,

ia the ruins of Nineveh and Babylon, and his labours

generally in the East, of which such favourable notice

has been taken by the press, are not without interest

to the agricultural reader, inasmuch as the ancient and

modern agriculture of the East is depicted with a faith-

fulness scarcely to be met with by any other writer
;

while the sculptures exhumed and sent to the British

Museum represent horses, camels, mules, oxen, sheep,

goats, elephants, &c., &c., with a life-like simplicity

which almost transports one backwards into the patri-

archal days of Noah himself, to ruminate over the primi-

tive breeds of our domestic animals. When we examine

the rude sculptures of Carthage, Phoenicia, Egypt, and

Persepolis, of a later date, and compare them with the

earhest productions of Nineveh, we are almost driven to

the conclusion that the artistic perfection of the ante-

diluvian world is exemphfied in the sculptures of the

latter — that Noah or some of his sons had learned to

handle the sculptor's chisel in the old world, and that

they had taught their offspring the art at a very early

date in the new, but that subsequent to their dispersion

on the confusion of language, this art degenerated iii

common with the others, continuing to do so, so long as
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the Kabif^ of the people were pastoral, aiul that with the

growth of cities and empires it again revived ; but, be

that as it may, one thing enhances the interest felt in the

examination of these stupendous relics (for such many
of them are), which have survived the wreck of ages

—

the coincidence of the facts and scenes which they pour-

tray with the oriental history of the Bible ; for, accord-

ing as progress is made in deciphering or mastering the

cuneiform inscriptions on these sculptures, so is the

scripture testimony of the sacred writers confirmed.

These sculptures are nothing less than the illustrated

historical records of the kingdom of Nineveh ; and al-

though much mythological matter is introduced, yet

more respect is had to the simple historical facts of the

case than is met with in the annals of India and China,

and other oriental states, where the truth is often so

distorted as to render it impossible to be recognised.

Such being the case, there cannot be a doubt but that

the sculpture records of Nineveh were open to the

literati and schools of the age ; and whether they had

been seen by Moses or not, it is more than probable,

from the commercial intercourse between Nineveh,

Babylon, and Egypt, which then existed, that his

teachers were familiar with them or similar ones, so that,

independent of the power of inspiration under which he

wrote, he was not only learned in all the wisdom of the

Egyptians, but also in that of the Assyrians and Baby-

lonians, being master of their language and letters, as

we find the Jews at a subsequent period were ; and

hence, humanly speaking, qualified to give that graphic

description of private life found in his writings, such as

of the patriarchs Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Job, &c., &c.,

and accounts of public transactions such as the ransack-

ing of cities—the slaughter of the kings by Abraham,

for instance, among whom we find Amrophel, king of

Shinur, who had carried away his nephew Lot, with the

women and people of the other conquered states. " And

they took all the goods of Sodom and Gomorrah, and all

their victuals, and departed," we are told by the in-

spired penman; but Abram " brought bask all the

goods, and also brought again his brother Lot and his

goods, and the woman also, and the people." Compare

this with the capture of Ziklag by the Amalekites (1

Sam. XXX.), with the women, goods, flocks, and herds

recaptured by David, and then compare both with the

sculptured records of Nineveh ; and how close is the

coincidence of facts and systems chronicled by them !

Of the cuneiform alphabet of Nineveh few are

versant ; but of the scenes pourtrayed by the sculptures

none can plead entire ignorance, who are familiar with

their bibles, however involved they may be with mytho-

logical notions. At the same time, the generality have

rather been taken by surprise at the artistic perfection

of the works, and the life-representing faithfulness with

which they are executed, although in conformity with

the conventional rules of an apparently long-established

and arbitrary school. The principal scenes pourtrayed

by the sculptures are of a warlike, hunting, and national

character ; but, from the simplicity of the military

tactics of the times, and the comparatively uniloim

character of oriental life generally, an acquaintance with

sacred and other history enables one to supply many a

blank which a knowledge of private life and the various

other branches of industry requires ; and although

manufacture and commerce had obviously made consi-

derable progress at the period embraced by the sculp-

tures, as is evident from the embroidered robes and state

equipage generally, yet the wealth of the country was

unquestionably its agricultural produce, for the booty

of captured cities is always composed of captives, with

flocks and herds, &c., as in the case of Sodom and

Gomorrah above noticed ; and although these captured

cities were not cities of Assyria, yet the booty which

they yielded became its wealth. In corroboration of

this, the wealth of Job may be mentioned, which con-

sisted of 7,000 sheep, 3,000 camels, 500 yoke of oxen,

500 she-asses, and very great household or husbandry,

as it reads in the margin; so that " this man was the

greatest of all the men in the east." The wealth of

Bethuel and Laban, of Mesopotamia, may also be men-

tioned as consisting of the same. Again, in the language

of Rabshekeh, the captain of the King of Assyria,

at a later date, the wealth of Assyria is represented by

" a land of corn and wine—a land of bread and vine-

yards—a land of oUve oil and of honey:" and at a

later period still, "Herodotus," says Mr. Layard,

"alludes to the extreme fertility of Assyria, and to its

rich harvests of corn, the seed producing, according to

his account, two or three hundred-fold. The blades of

wheat and barley grew to full four fingers in breadth ;

and such was the general richness of Babylonia, that it

supplied the Persian King and his vast army with sub-

sistence for four months in the year, whilst the rest of

the Persian dominions furi»ished provisions for the

other eight, and this, too, after the country was reduced

to a dependency." Of the special importance attached

to agriculture by the inhabitants of ancient Nineveh,

and the value of its agricultural produce, there cannot,

therefore, be a doubt.

The plains of the Euphrates and the Tigris with their

cities were, however, pre-eminently famed as a "land

of traffic and city of merchants." Both Babylon and

Nineveh were trading cities at a very early period ; and

not only commercial, but manufacturing also—their

situation between the eastern and western divisions of

the human family, which had taken place consequent

upon their dispersion over the face of the globe, being

extremely favourable to this, more especially owing to

the warlike and unsettled spirit of the age, working

within fenced cities being safer than working in the open

fields ; and, besides this, the agriculture of Assyria and

Babylon on the banks of those rivers was always ex-

perienced to be a laborious work, one the laborious-

ness of which was increasing rather than decreasing,

owing to the sinking of the waters of both in their beds,

or deepening of their channels ; while, on the other hand,

the increasing populations of the east and west facilitated

the labours of commerce, so to speak, rendering her
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profits more easily acquired. Hence, it was natural for

the agriculture of both to decline, and their commerce to

progress, until the latter was swamped by nautical com-

munication via the Cape of Good Hope. Railway

communication to the East Indies, so often mooted in

this country, may restore prosperity to commerce ; and

steam and machinery applied to the irrigation of the

soil, and the general resources of the country, may also

restore agriculture and manufactures to that elevated

position which they occupied when these stupenduons

prodigies of art—the winged bulls and lions of Nineveh

—were called into existence. Art has triumphed over

many difficulties in England ; and it were impossible to

say what obstacles may not be overcome on the plains of

the Euphrates and Tigris, were the prophetic destinies

of Mahomet and his devoted children finally accom-

plished. Until then, probability is against the prospects

of progress ; but, in these revolutionary times, it is diffi-

cult to say what an hour may bring forth.

These plains were subject to periodical inundations

analogous to the banks of the Nile, in Egypt ; but

it does not appear that the same warping system

of husbandry was followed, at least as the general

practice of the country. On the contrary, stupen-

dous embankments were raised, to prevent the rivers

overflowing the adjacent fields ; and even lakes of great

area formed, into which flood waters might flow

;

while canals were formed for the purpose of irrigation

during the scorching months of summer, a practice still

followed. History informs us that the immediate suc-

cessors of Nimrod and Asshur did much towards the

efTectual drainage of the lands on both rivers, then

swampy fens, although now a scorched and parched

waste in many places ; and the embankments and canals

necessary for such a work are doubtless those seen to this

day, and noted by all travellers who have visited this in-

teresting: country. From the writings of Herodotus,

quoted by Mr. Layard, it appears that under the practice

of irrigation, sesame and millet had grown in former

times to an incredible height, such that the historian says

he dares not mention it. Millet is almost the only cereal

crop figured upon the sculptures; vines and palms ap-

pear in abundance. But many of the vegetable repre-

sentations are too conventional to the rules of the

Assyrian school to enable one to say what they are.

The different breeds of the domesticated animals are

perhaps the most interesting of the Assyrian sculptures

to the English farmer ; for these obviously form a link,

as it were, in the history of his own live stock. It is no

more than reasonable to suppose that the selection which

Noah had in the ark was a good one ; and the repre-

sentation of the Assyrian horse, and its hybrid the

mule, shows that the artist was neither ignorant of

symmetry or blood, and that the breed at this period

had not degenerated far from its original purity and

type. The delineation of the horse — whether in

or out of harness, in the war or hunting-chariot,

in the saddle, or being groomed in its stall, feeding at

the manger, or drinking at the watering-trough—swim-

ming a river, or sc.iling a hill, or charging the enemy

—

is faithful, and would have done justice to our Great

Exhibition of 1851. The horse does not appear to have

been used for agricultural purposes, or us a beast of

burden to commerce. Mr. Layard suggests the idea

that there may be two breeds or species of oxen repre-

sented—the buff"alo, and European or straight-backed

ox ; but we have some difficulty in concurring with this

suggestion, for the difference in the shape, or rather

position, of the horn does not appear sufficient grounds

for concluding that either of the two represent the buf-

falo, the head and horns of which are very different

from those of the straight-backed and humped oxen ;

and the sculptors of Nineveh appear to have been more

than ordinary good masters of representing the horns

of all the animals sculptui'ed, to have erred in this.

With them the horn was a personal appendage. The

peculiar bend of the horn forwards is always accom-

panied with the expression of anger, technically termed

among farmers " setting," as if to push with the horn

;

so that this forward bend may indicate the power of the

animal, and danger to be apprehended from it. The

captive ox who leads the van appears unwilling to leave

its native city, and disposed to prevent the enemy,

whom it may be supposed to meet, from entering, or the

bent horn may symbolize even subjection. We have

more difficulty in settling the question as to whether the

high shoulder, or rather hump upon it immediately be-

hind the yoke when the animal is in harness, is not in-

tended to represent the humped or Indian ox. The

body of the ox otherwise does not much resemble the

Indian ox of modern times ; but here this breed has so

degenerated that it is difficult to say what was its ori-

ginal type. In the Egyptian gallery both the straight

and humped -backed species are obviously figured ; and

there cannot be a doubt that the Assyrians, at the date

of the sculptures, were familiar with both. On the

other hand, art is so conventional that the high shoulder

may indicate strength, and an adaptation for the yoke.

There are two species of sheep—the fat-rumped or

broad-tailed of the east, and our common species. There

are also several kinds of goats, known by the difference

of their horn. Both the single and double-bunched

camel is sculptured. The elephant and rhinoceros also

appear—the former subject to man, the latter mytho-

logically—along with the sacred bull, still venerated in

the east by the Brahmins, and the large Indian antelope,

on the obelisk. The sea and river scenes abound with

fish—crocodiles, turtles, crabs, shells, &c., &c. Of

birds the vulture or eagle, ostrich and partridge, are

sculptured, with other small birds not easily recognised.

The cart sculptured is a square sort of box, resting on

two wheels, with a pole in front. The wheels have fel-

loes and eight spokes each, and the oxen are yoked to

the pole by means of yokes on their necks or shoulders,

as already stated, similar to what was common fifty years

ago among ourselves, and is even still in use ui tbe

mother country and in her colonies. Alluding to the

plough and such- like in^truments, Mr. Layard says :
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" The only representation of our agricultural implement

yet found in Assyria or Babylonia is that of a plough,

on a black stone, from the ruins opposite Mosul, now
in the possession of the Earl of Aberdeen. It some-

what resembles that now in common use."

Of wild animals, the lion, the bull, the stag, the ga-

zelle, ibex, and hare are sculptured. The former two

are royal game, and the hunting scenes of both occupy i

a very prominent place, and are finely sculptured. It is

aid that the kings of Nineveh had parks, in which the
!

wild bull and lion were kept for sport, but such was not

their natural habitat ; hence the existence of the wild

bull on the plains of the Tigris at this early period be-

comes an interesting question in the history of our Euro-

pean ox, to which it obviously belonged in a domesti-

cated state in the ark ; for it is a well authenticated fact

that the wild ox is not a distinct species. In the ark

there were only the male and female of all unclean

animals, but of clean seven ; so that the different mem-
bers of the bovian family, when they left it for the plains

of Ararat, would form a pretty large herd—more than

the immediate wants of the human family would require,

along with the camels and sheep, which would also sup-

ply milk and otherwise administer to their wants. It

would therefore appear that, in journeying eastwards for

the plains of Shinar, Noah and his family, with their

flocks and herds, kept the southern side of the hills from

whence the Tigris and Rs'tnbiitariiEs'looli'thevr rise, and

not the northern, from whence the tributaries of the

Euphrates descended ; that they had not proceeded far,

when some individual bulls and cows of the straight-

backed European ox separated themselves from the com-

mon herd—probably along with some individuals of this

buffalo and bisontine families— and soon became wild, as

they naturally would do when left to defend themselves

from the attacks of beasts of prey, which doubtless hung

upon their rear ; and that after the dispersion from Babel,

when Asshur returned backwards and founded Nineveh,

they were found in the adjacent country—inviting game

for royally in those barbarous times. There is some-

thing more than the sunny side of the hills which

screened the valleys of the Tigris and its tributaries from

the north and north-west, in favour of the idea of the

route of the primitive family from Ararat to the plains

of Shinar ; for the Tigris and its tributaries were much

more rapid-running streams than the Euphrates and its

tributaries, embracing at the same time a less area of the

country. Hence the country would be more dry and

healthy for both man and beast. No doubt, after de-

scending as far as the site of Nineveh, the plains of the

Tigris would be in a very marshy state ; but here they

had the champagne country between it and the Euphrates

to spread over.

B.

LONDON FARMER'S CLUB

"on the many difficulties which oppose the transfer of land, and the improve-

ments THAT WOULD RESULT FROM FACILITATING THE PROCESS."

The usual monthly meeting took place on Monday,

May 2, at the Club-house, Blackfriars : Mr. Trethewy in

the chair. The discussion, introduced by Mr. W. Fisher

Hobbs, was, " On the many difficulties which oppose

the transfer of land, and the improvements that would

result from facilitating the process."

The Chairman, after adverting to the arrangement

announced at the last meeting, by which it was settled

that the subjects of Mr. Hobbs and Mr. Ransome were

to be reversed in point of time, observed that the ques-

tion to be discussed that evening was one which might

perhaps be viewed by some as belonging more imme-

diately to landlords ; but, for his own part, he could

scarcely distinguish between what affected the interests

of the landlord and what concerned those of the tenant,

so entirely did thoy appear to him to be bound up to-

gether. He had no doubt that Mr. Hobbs would take

an enlarged view of the subject, and treat it in its most

important bearings.

Mr. Fisher Hobbs said : I have to address you this

evening " On the many difficulties which oppose the

transfer of land, and the improvements that would result

from facilitating the process." It may appear, upon the

first consideration of the subject, that the transfer of land

is rather a landlord's than a tenant's question. I am
quite ready to allow that it is one in which the former

is more particularly concerned ; the interests of both,

however, are so intimately associated, that any point

touching on the management or disposal of lauded pro-

perty can scarcely tell on the one without having some

effect on the position of the other. It will be my duty

to-night to endeavour to place the subject before you in

such a light as I consider it becomes this club to view

it. In doing this I should wish to observe, that if in

discussing this question I may happen at all to direct

my observations against the present position of land-

owners, it must be understood that I speak with no bias

against the English country gentlemen, but rather on

the conviction that an alteration is required which would

work as much to their benefit as it would to th;!t of

their tenantry and the country at large. It appears to

me that we are gradually progressing to that greater

completion of a system in which, up to the present time,

we, as agriculturists, have no' had our share of the ad-

vantages. Day by day, step by step, from one govern-

ment to another, and from one Chancellor of the Exche-

2 L
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qucr to his successor, do we learn that tlie principles of

free trade are those which are to direct us. If, then,

we must have free trade, let us have it fully carried

out, and not the one-sided system it is at present. It

seems only consistent that if we are to have free

trade in the produce, we should have it in the land

itself. To the farmer the land is simply the raw mate-

rial ; and it is only common justice that he should be

able to procure it on the easiest and most advantageous

terms. This can never be accomplished without a strong

demonstration on the part of the agricultural body. On
this very night, and perhaps at this very hour, the

Legislature is passing a measure which can scarcely fail

to have a prejudicial effect, and be a further tax upon
landed property (Hear, hear). In other countries, such

as France, Belgium, and Prussia, land is almost as

marketable a commodity as stock in the funds ; its dis-

posal is simple and economical ; with us, on the other

hand, we are told it takes occasionally months, or even

years, to effect a transfer on. In an excellent pamphlet,

addressed by Mr. Sewell, a respectable solicitor, to Lord
Worsley, now the Earl of Yarborough, " On the Bur-
dens of Land," in 1846, I find these words :—

" Every material transaction must be proved, at however
remote a date, and hotvever difficult to trace. The compUance
with all the requisites of an over-scrupulous purchaser fre-

quently occupies a very long time. I have known, not months
or weeks, but years consumed in the inquiry. For wliat

amount of evidence may be accepted of particular facts, as of

the deaths of parties, the discharge of debts and incumbrances,

and the like, is altogether a question of discretion."

The question that naturally arises here is. How is

this ? Plainly, then, it must be admitted that these

difficulties are but some further remains of that feudal

system under which this country was once placed—when,

in fact, the chief care was to make land not a marketable

commodity. It must be confessed that since that period,

what with the law of entail, and the many settlements

made upon a property, we have done everything to

further the views entertained at that early age, and so

gradually arrived at the most efficient means for pre-

venting anything like facility of transfer : these are found

in the elaborate and complicated titles with which estates

are now saddled. Mr. Stewart, the eminent barrister,

who is well known as a good authority, aptly enough

designates this as " the root of the evil ;" and I cannot

do better than give you his account of the abstract of

title which it is necessary to make on the transfer of

landed property :

—

" How unwise then is this policy, unwise to all, depreciating

the value of land in the hands of those who own it, and ex-

cludmg the great body of purchasers from the market. That this

is practically the present state of the case I shall now proceed

to prove. And here I must enter a little more into detail. It

is impossible to prescribe the proper remedy until we know the

exact nature of the disease. I wish, therefore, to trace the

history of a sale of land, and to see what is the cause, as now
conducted, of the expense, the delay, and the insecurity which

at present attend it. I shall go then at once to what I con-

sider the root of the evil and give you some account of what

is called the ahslracl of lit Jc, of which most of you have heard.

And here you must again carefully distinguish between

the theory and the practice of the law in this respect.

Nothing, by the theory of our law, is more rapid, more instan-

taneous, than the passing of land from one person to another.

If I, being the owner of laud, write the following words, 'I

grant, in cousideration of £ , all my land in such a parish

and county, to John Thomas and his heirs,' and this is sealed

and given to John Thomas, it is a perfect conveyance of the

fee simple; and if properly stamped as a deed, it is evidence to

all the world, and if it was not sealed it would be enforced

against the seller in a court of Equity. But the practice of

the law will not allow these simple transactions. It says—No

!

before I can sell to John Thomas, either by private contract or

by public auction, I must deliver him what is called an abstract

of title. Now what is this ? An abstract of title is au ab-

breviated account of the deeds, wills, and other documents in

the possession of the seller. The importance of this document

is exceedingly great to both parties, (. c. to seller and buyer;

it discovers, if properly drawn, the exact state of the title ; if

flaws exist, it must therefore discover these. On the other

hand, the purchaser has thus notice of fhem, and if he does

not discover them in time, on his h nust rest the conse-

quences."

This puts us, more perhaps than any other transaction,

in the hands of lawyers. If now you do sell or buy,

you trust simply to their word, and are in fact entirely

at their mercy. They examine the deeds, which are

frequently ponderous, and of course prepare copies.

Then, perhaps, an omission or mistake is made. And
when we come to consider the mijsa of words employed,

the only wonder is there are not more. Then, I say,

some blunder of a lawyer's clerk may lead us into a

Chancery-suit as long and as expensive—provided only

the estate will afford it—as that which followed the

fortunes of Bleak House and the Jaundyces. I said

just now that deeds are frequently ponderous. To show

that I do not make this statement without foundation, I

beg to read the following extract from a private letter :

—

" As an instance of the length and expense of conveyances

being occasioned by family settlements, I may mention that

Mr. —— and myself having purchased, last year, a small

estate at , part of the settled estates of the family,

our conveyance exceeds three-hundred foUos in length ; and

you may naturally suppose that we should not have a longer

conveyance than we could help, the expense coming out of our

own pockets. On the other hand, I have made a conveyance

of laud at for a sovereign, stamp included."

Any gentleman in the room, who was at all acquainted

with conveyancing, need not be informed how heavy

was the charge for three-hundred folios. (Hear, hear.)

I am speaking here, gentlemen, as you may suppose,

not altogether on my own authority, or (as I am happy to

say) on my own experience. Mr. Stewart, in his excel-

lent work " On the Difficulties and Dangers now attend-

ing the Transfer of Land," says :

—

" Now one word here : I am entering somewhat into the

mysteries of the art, although I am telling you very little that

you may not find elsewhere in print. I need not say that

neither on the present occasion nor on any other occasion have

I wished to throw the slightest imputation on any branch of

the profession of the law : it is the system only, of which I com-
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plain ; nay, if I had any doubt of the honesty and integrity of

,1 the profession of the law, and more especially o< the attorneys

and solicitors, it would be removed when I find in my own

knowledge so very few instances exist of the abuse of the great

powers of acting improperly with respect to the preparation of

these abstracts. For look how extensive these powers are. In

the first place, there may obviously be suppression of deeds.

The Real Property Commissioners, as I have already men-

tioned, show the numerous opportunities which exist for this

'suppression, observing that a person who has entered into a

contract of purchase is compellable to fulfil his contract, unless

he can object to the title shown ; the possible existence of

documents nnprodnced not being a ground of defence. Now
then we have, in this respect, three fertile sources of danger

and insecurity let in upon every abstract—accident, mistake,

and fraud ; accident may mislay, mistake may blunder, fraud

may suppress. But we will pass this over, and let us suppose

that none of these causes interfering, there is an intention of

giving on the face of the abstract all the deeds and documents

relating to the title. These documents are abstracted on the

one hand, and are compared with the original documents by

the solicitor of the purchaser on the other. I need not tell

you how important a duty this is, how necessary it is that the

persons who perform it should not only be careful and honest,

but competent to do this duty efficiently. The omission of

three words, the addition of three words in a certain part of a

deed, may alter entirely the position of the parties in West-

minster Hall, and determine whether their remedy be in a

court of law or in a court of equity. The omission or altera-

tion of one word may be of most material consequence in the

construction of an intricate deed or will."

I think this is in itself enough to call for some reform . lam
only surprised that matters have been suffered to remain

so long in the state they are ; and can but account for it

by supposing that few of us know the risks we run, or

the dangers that follow us, when we make that most

curious of all bargains—a purchase of landed property.

We are promised that law proceedings—those of the

Court of Chancery more especially—shall be simplified

and shortened, and suits there no longer remain the

same abuses they have been. It does appear to me,

however, that to accomplish this reform you must neces-

sarily take some similar steps in regard to the transfer of

landed property. Could a man clearly understand his

own rights, not half those actions would ever be brought

;

and the funds now wasted in this or that court be

beneficially employed in the improvem.ent of that soil

from which they are chiefly derived. If you are going

to shorten and simplify suits arising out of the ownership

of land, you must in the first place, I should say, sim-

plify and shorten the titles on which such lands are held.

Here, in simplifying titles, I expect is the grand diffi-

culty, but surely not an invincible one. From what I

can gather, by making myself acquainted with the best

authorities on the subject, many of our best lawyers

themselves consider such a plan as a short simple title

not only desirable but practicable. I may quote here a

letter to the Lord High Chancellor of England from a

conveyancing barrister, entitled " Shall we Simplify

our Titles?"—
" There must be something unsound in the law when per-

sons of ordmary intellect and education cannot be made to

understand it. 1 think I may assume the following to be lu-

disputable facts ; and at all events their truth will be made

abundantly evident in the course of this letter :—1st. That

the complication of titles is the chief cause both of insecurity

and expense in the transfer of land. 2dly. That the most ob-

vious ffioilc of lessening this evil in, by narrowing as much as

possible the inquiries which it is necessary to make before

pui chasing estates; and 3rdly. That this complication arises

mainly from the power possessed by landowners in this country

of settling their estates on their families, and, for that pur-

pose, of creating partial interests therein."

They admit the necessity while they advise the remedy,

which might be by registration courts, with index and

maps, to which the Tithe Commission would materially

assist. In fact, I may say that the subject of a map suited

for that purpose is at the present time under the consider,

ation of the Government. I cannot do better here than

offer to your notice the opinion of Mr. Stewart as to the

establishment of some such court as I have referred to,

as well as the support his recommendation receives in a

pamphlet lately published, " On Law Reform and the

Transfer of Land," by a Right Honourable—I can only

regret that the author gives us no further clue to his

identity. Mr. Stewart says

—

" I propose the estabUshment of a register of all the lands

in this country, which is to he divided into districts for this

purpose, of a smaller or greater extent as may be thought

most advisable. My own idea is, that these districts should

follow pretty much the boundaries of the districts of the

county courts, and that the officers of those courts, as well as

the present registrars of births, should to some extent be

available for carrying on the functions of the register. I would

establish a register in each of these districts, but I do not

propose that it should be compulsory on any owner of pro-

perty to register his land until some transaction respecting it

took place. I would accompany the establishment of the

register by the taking of an accurate map of the whole lands in

every district, which should be identified in all its particulars by

numbers, but which, as to boundaries or ownership, should not

be evidence until acted on, and when acted on be only evidence

against the person who so acted on it, but not as against any

one else."

And the anonymous Right Honourable

—

" A pubhc office or department should accordingly be estab-

lished, which might be called the Laud Transfer Office; and

every future transfer of land, in order to be valid and effectual,

should be made in such office. Books should he kept in the

office, w ith a printed form of transfer on each page. The form

of transfer should not be longer than the form of transfer of

Government stock in the books kept at the Bank of England.

No trust whatever should appear on such transfer.

" A map should accompany every transfer, and such map,

for the purpose of identification, should be signed and wit-

nessed at the same time as the transfer, and the transfer should

refer to such map. The map should be either annexed to the

page opposite the transfer, or, if more convenient, all the maps

might be bound up in a volume, to correspond by an outward

number, or letter, with the volume in which the transfers were

made. The trace of the land conveyed should be made on a

copy of the Ordnance survey map in those counties in which

the survey has been completed ; and as the accuracy of these

maps would be a matter of general importance, it would be

proper that they should, in all cases, be traced or made

2 L 2
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by surveyors who sbould be officers of the Laud Transfer Office,

and who should he appointed for certain districts."

Hitherto, we have rather referred to freeholds, but

many other kinds of property are equally embarrassed

and complicated ; as, for instance., copyholds, leaseholds,

church lands, leases for lives, &c. With respect to

copyhold, my views have been so recently expressed in

the discussion I opened here on this subject, that it will

be quite unnecessary for me to go into any detail upon

it. I think it right, however, to say that the act to

facilitate the Enfranchisement of Copyholds, which was

reluctantly brought forward by Earl St. Leonards, and

passed during the last Session, if not altogether in-

operative, will do but little to effect this object. (Hear,

hear). Touching leaseholds, church lands, &c., I find

the following evidence given by Mr. John Houghton,

before the Committee on Agricultural Customs :

—

" If you understand the legal part of the question, you will

see that that [the power of carrying over a contract] would

enable a person to bind his successor, a power which the law

does not give him ? Yes, exactly ; and, as I have said, a great

deal of good would be done iu this country if a measure of

that description could be passed. I know, and I find it from

experience, that landowners have regretted that they have not

had the power ; they have said, ' I have only a life interest in

this property, and I have no money ; I should be glad to do

something if I could for you, but I cannot ;' therefore the Le-

gislature should step in to give the tenant the power of

carrying these improvements out. I had a case the other day

;

it was that of an old lady of seventy-five : the case is exactly

similar to the one I have mentioned. The tenant said, 'I have

no power whatever to do anything ; as soon as the breath has

gone out of the old lady, the property goes into an entirely

different channel ; I cannot do it, and she will not do it ; I

cannot lie dry in my bed.' And as to the rest of his premises

also, they were iu a state of dilapidation ; they were actually

tumbling down. Those are instances where I think the plan

that I have suggested would work, and it is the same with the

buildings. I very frequently go into a district, and I see that

the buildings are all in a state of dilapidation. I had a case the

other day : I was looking over the estate of an old lady, who
has died since, at the age of eighty-eight ; and as to the

buildings, I never saw such a scene. The tenant said, ' We can-

not do anything, and she will not;' and the thing went on
until it was a sort of wreck altogether. Supposing this power
had been sanctioned by the Legislature, all parties would have

consented to do what was requisite ; no one would have ob-

jected ; the tenant would have given the notice, and the old

lady would not have raised any objection to it, and the tribunal

would have seen it was a beneficial outlay ; they would merely

have signed this notice to say it should have been done. I

have thought, as I have said, that the Board of Guardians

would be a very good tribunal for the district.

" It being in evidence before this Committee, by a barrister,

that he could not do so without the consent of the mortgagee,

are you prepared to give an opinion adver.'!e to that legal opinion?

I should say that it would depend very much upon what the

terms of that mortgage were ; if the mortgagee had the power

of entering into possession, and if he should not enter into any

agreement, he could not do it."

Mr. Ramsay's examination, again, is as follows :—
" Does any difficulty occur in your knowledge in the counties

of Durham or Northumberland from parties not having the

fee simple of the laud being unable to give lestees to tpa§»it?(f

Yes, many cases. .,;,

" Would it be an advantage to the country generally tbi(t

persons upon such disability should be able to secure the

tenant at the eud of the term ? Yes, it would be au advantage

to the landlord in possession, and also au advantage to the land-

lord that succeeded. ,./

" And also to the tenant ? Yes, and to the tenant also ; it

would ensure that land to be as well farmed under sucli regu-

lation as property where there was a full power to grant a

lease ; tenant-right would apply particularly to that.

" Then would it be an advantage that power should be given

to parties having limited interest in land to do that under

certain regulations, the same as if they had the fee simple ?

That is self-evident."

I am afraid it unfortunately does so happen, that we

have many, I think I may venture to say, a large pro-

portion of landed estates in the kingdom in this en-

cumbered position, with neither the means to effect their

own improvements, nor to secure others who may be

willing to do them. In Messrs. Shaw and Corbet's

" Digest of the Evidence on Agricultural Customs," I

find the Committee thus stating their opinion with regard

to the Law of Entail :

—

"That it seems very desirable to yonr Committee that

estates under settlement should be endowed with every prac-

ticable privilege (or their advantage which is attached to abso-

lute properly ; and that persons having limited estates, in

addition to the ordinary leasing powers generally conferred on

them, should be enabled, under proper precautions, to enter

into stipulations of the nature of those above referred to, which

at present it appears they cannot do.

"That the power to enter into such stipulations, binding on

subsequent interests, might be advantageously made a general

incident to leasing powers of land in settlement, by the aid of

Parliament ; and also be conferred on persons having certain

limited interests in land."

And the evidence adduced fully warrants them in this.

Mr. Stewart, whom I have already quoted is a high

authority on all matters relating to the tenure of land,

says, I find, in page 166 of the same work (Digest of

Customs)—
" Are there any landowners, or persons standing in the re-

lation of landowners, who are by law incapacitated from

binding themselves and successors to remunerate their tenants

at the termination of their tenancy for temporary, durable, or

permanent improvements ? I should say a large class indeed.

" Supposing he sells the estate, can the tenant recover ? I

do not think he could: the question is this, supposing a person

enters into a contract, as being seised iu fee-simple, with a

tenant, that he would be responsible for the improvements'

and then he sells the estate, how far would that obligation affect

the fee- simple that he sells? I conceive that it would not

affect it, unless there was some agreement, or some under-

standing ; if the tenant had this agreement endorsed on the

title-deeds, or in such way that notice could be given of it,

there might be some question raised then.

" In the case of a landlord selling an estate, having entered

into an agreement with the tenant for improvements, and the

landlord becoming insolvent, would the tenant have any power

of recovery against the estate of the landlord .' The case I

understand to be this : a person bemg seised in fee-simple

enters into a contract with a tenant for the restitution of im-
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proTcmeuts, and he subsequently sells the estate, and becomes

insolvent ; there is no notice to the purchaser of this contract

at all; of course the purchaser takes the estate free from the

obligation, and the tenant has no remedy except so far as the

assets of the vendor are concerned.

"In fact, no man can bind his estate beyond his interest in

it? No.

"And if he attempts to bind it beyond his interest in it

thai contract fails, and custom takes the character of the law?

Yes."

Mr. Caird, the Times Commissioner, appears to have

been equally struck with the necessity for some altera-

tion, for he makes the easier transfer of land the first

and greatest recommendation in his much discussed letter

of January last, as inserted in the F«»'mer'A' Magazine for

February. With your permission, I will quote from him

:

" The suggestions with which my letters closed in 1851, and
whicli the experience of another year has greatly strengthened,

are these :— Facilitate the transfer of laud ; render it mote

easily available as a fund of credit : give a partial power of

sale, under sufficient safeguards, to the owners of settled

estates ; encourage leases with liberal covenants ; alter the

law of settlement, and extend the labourers' opportunities of

receiving education ; and collect agricultural statistics.

" To most of these measures Parliament has now given its

sanction, for Ireland. The entire prostration of that country

was needed to convince the Legislature of the impolicy of

perpetuating encumbered property in the hands of owners who

liad all the responsibilities of that position without the means

of discharging them. The same necessity has not arisen in

this country, but in many quarters it is more imminent than

is supposed. Nor are just and beneficial measures to be post-

poned merely because injurious practices which exist have not

yet become ruinous. The frustration of land improvement in

a country with hmited surface is a positive evil which it con-

cerns the Legislature to remove.

" Since the report by the committee of the Lords in 1816,

the most important recommendation of which was ' the im-

provement of the lav.' of real properly, the simplification of

titles and of the forms of conveyance, and the establishment of

some effective system for the registration of deed?,' repeated

attempts have been made to fiicilitate the transfer of land.

The expenses, including stamps, upon a sale of £50 value were

proved before that committee to amount to 30 per cent., upon

a s^a'.e of £100 value to 15 per cent., upon a sale of £600 value

to 7 J per cent., and upon £1,500 to 5 per cent. The difficulty

and expense of raising money on landed security, and of

transferring the mortgage, are also very great, and both circum-

stances are found seriously to diminish the marketable value

of real property, and to hinder it from becoming a favourite

subject for investment, except for men of large fortune. It

would be a waste of space to dilate on the public and private

disadvantages thus occasioned, for they are acknowledged by

all who have studied the subject, and seriously felt by those

who are affected by it. But, besides this, much of the land

of England— a far greater proportion of it than is generally

believed—is in the possession of tenants for life so heavily

burdened with settlement encumbrances, that they have not

the means of improving the land which they are obliged to

hold."

\i it a matter of any wonder, then, that in such a state

of circumstances we find land undrained, or at the best

partially or imperfectly drained I—buildings equally in-

efficient ?—the very foundation of agricultural improve-

ment so wofully neglected ? And yet, on the other

hand, consider the amount of money that would be ra-

pidly poured in on us for such employment, were there

only some easier channel for it to flow in. I might

extend these observations to a much greater length ; I

think, however, I have said sufficient to show the general

injury which all classes suffer, more or less, from the

lamentable manner in which much of the land of this

kingdom is hampered and charged—(cheers)—conse-

quently fettering landlords from granting conditions to

their tenants, which might not only be an advantage to

both, but also a national benefit. As for the farmer, the

first considerations for him should be liberty of action,

as well as a confidence in the landlord he holds under :

he can enjoy neither of these to anything like that extent

he should, under such a system as that I have endea-

voured to pourtray to you. Encouragement and assist*

ance can be little expected from any man, himself in a

comparatively powerless position. It may be said that

this position is more or less a necessity. The principle

upon which the Government of this country is conducted

may of itself demand that certain property should be

insured to those who from their rank take a prominent

share in that Government. I should regret to utter one

word that might be supposed to tell against such, for I

really believe the reform contemplated would tend as

much to their advantage as it would to that of other

branches of the State. I have now, gentlemen, endea-

voured, to the hest of my ability, to bring this impor-

tant subject before the members of the London Farmers'

Club. In doing so, you must know that I have had no

professional experience, but offer these observations in

my own position as an owner and occupier of land. It

is a question, I am aware, that is beset with many diffi-

culties ; but the more I have studied it the more I am

convinced that much may be done to facilitate the transfer

of land without in any way interfering with the jtist

rights of property, or at all endangering that form of

Government under which we have so long continued.

In conclusion I shall, in accordance with a jilun I have

hitherto pursued at these discussions, when I have had

the honour of introducing a subject, offer the following

resolutions for your consideration; cither to adopt, im-

prove, or reject, as you may think best :

—

1. That the difficulties attending the transfer of land

have generally become so many and embarrassing as to

demand the serious attention of the legislature, with a

view to removing them.

2, That the effect of these difficulties is in the highest

degree injurious :— to the oicners of the land, who, en-

cumbered with them, can seldom make the most of their

property ; to the cultivators of it, who are thus too often

denied that aid and encouragement in the way of perma-

nent improvements—such as buildings and draining

—

that should properly come from the landlord ; and to the

public at large, who are consequently deprived of those

opportunities for investment, and the advantages of in-

creased production, they would otherwise enjoy.
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3. That the first and most direct means for removing
these difficulties would be the improvement of the law of

real property, the simplification of titles and forms of

conveyance, together with the establishment of some
effective system for the registration of deeds (cheers).

Mr. AcTo>f said, he had long thought that, as agri-

culture progressed, inroads must be made on the laws

relating to real property. Notwithstanding the reports,

however, which had been issued by various committees,

it was remarkable that nothing had yet been done towards

either the simplification of titles or the establishment of

agricultural statistics. (Hear, hear.) They had the

authority of the present Chancellor of the Exchequer
for saying that the measure upon which so much stress

had been laid would not shorten conveyances by a single

line. (Hear, hear.) As the law stood, it was still

necessary to go back for the last twenty years, and to

state the whole of the incidents which had arisen during
that period

; and in some instances, so bulky did the

abstracts become, that a hackney coach would scarcely

contain them (laughter). It should, however, be stated

in justice, that the fault did not rest entirely with the

lawyers
: this state of things generally arose from pru-

dence in one party and imprudence in another. Hence
was it that, in the language of a conveyancer, in whose
office he had spent a portion of his life, it was necessary

to tell the whole family story in the deeds. In any alte-

ration which might be made care must be taken to main-
tain inviolate the rights of property. No one, however,
could peruse Shaw and Corbet's" Digest of Agricultural

Customs," which was a very good epitome of the whole
subject, without coming to the conclusion that the tenant

for life should have more power than he possessed at

present. The freeholder could already do whatever was
necessary for his own interest and that of his tenants, but
the power of the tenant for life was most injuriously

restricted, and his position called for legislative inter-

ference.

iMr. Pyle, President of the Winchester Farmers'
Club, said the great obstacle to the registration of deeds

appeared to be, that landed proprietors did not wish to

have it known to what extent their estates were mort-
gaged (Hear, hear). Although he perfectly agreed with
all that Mr. Hobbs had said on the subject, yet he con-
tended, as he had always done, that justice must be done
to landowners before they could be expected to do all

that was required for the benefit of occupiers. Now he
maintained that all land should be placed in such a po-
sition that the capabilities of the soil could be fully de-

veloped— (Hear, hear)—without injury to the pro-
prietors, the cost of permanent improvements being
charged upon entailed estates. All life and copyhold,
and renewable leaseholds, should, in his opinion, be
enfranchised by a fixed annual payment, charged upon
such estates, estimated in accordance with the average
of receipts for the last seven years—similar to the com-
mutations in lieu of tithes. This system would give the

lessees security to improve to any extent they pleased,

and they then could safely grant their tenants compen-

sation at the time of quitting. It wovdd also enable the

tenant-farmers to vote conscientiously, and without the

fear of sustaining any loss, by receiving six months'

notice to quit (Hear, hear). He could not agree with

Mr. Hobbs, that there should be a local registration

court (Hear, hear). No man would like all his neigh-

bours to have the opportunity of becoming acquainted

with his exact position ; although it was generally pretty

well known in every locality whether a particular estate

was mortgaged or not (laughter). He thought the dis-

cussion introduced by Mr. Hobbs must have a bene-

ficial tendency, and saw no reason why a system of

registration should not be established which would ren-

der the transfer of lands as easy as that of money in the

funds (Hear, hear).

Mr. Nesbit said, looking at the subject, not as a

lawyer, but with the eye of common sense, it certainly

appeared to him that there could be no serious difficulty

in effecting a vast improvement in the whole system of

transfer (Hear, hear). A man who had ^10,000 might

invest it in the Funds, have his name properly enrolled at

the Bank of England, receive the dividends, and ulti-

mately transfer his interest without the slightest obstruc-

tion (Hear, hear) ; nor, he apprehended, was there

any difficulty in raising money on such securities to the

extent of their value, even though they should form the

subject of a marriage settlement. Now, if such were the

case with regard to the funds, why should there not be a

national system of registration for land ? and why should

there not be written across the back of the deed any

debts which might have been incurred by the possessor

(Hear, hear)? He was now speaking with reference to

the principles of common sense, and setting aside, as it

were, previous legislation and feudal relics. No doubt

the matter was surrounded with difficulties, but they

were not to be turned aside from a desirable object on

that ground (cheers). It was evident that obstacles to

the transfer of landed property must proportionately

diminish its value, and therefore lessen the amount of

rent which it would pay ("No, no"). The fewer

charges there were on any property, the lower, evidently,

must be its value (Hear, hear). Looking at the subject

generally, he thought it most desirable that common
sense should be consulted, with a view to an alteration

which would render the transfer of land easier and less

expensive. The question was a most important one,

and there could be no doubt that the object would soon

be accomplished, if they could but get rid of the law-

yers (laughter).

Mr. Sidney said the first point to be settled in such

a discussion was whether or not there was a grievance,

and that he thought had already been decided in the

affirmative. The operation of the present system was

most injurious to agriculture. He had himself known
instances in which a farm had been let to a tenant at a

reduced rent in consideration of his taking it in bad

condition. What was that but a premium on bad
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farming" (Hear, hear)? Another lesult of the system

was that it had actually led to the formation of a society

for manufacturing titles (Cries of " Oh"). He could

assure them that he was stating a fact. There was a

company in existence which, by means of an arrange-

ment with the owner, would take possession of an

estate, and after clearing the title of all difficulties and

obstructions, offer it for sale in its new character. If

such a power could be exercised in the case of one par-

ticular estate, why should not similar facilities be ex-

tended to all the estates in the kingdom (Hear, hear) .'

Such was the present state of things that sixty per cent.,

he believed, of the estates of this country were what

lawyers termed "good to hold but bad to sell." One

great source of mischief was, that many families tried to

hold more land than they could conveniently (Hear,

hear) ; and he believed many of the noblest families in

the kingdom were eaten up by the pride of appearing

what they were not. The remedy for this evil was to

abolish secresy with regard to titles. They had no right

to blame the lawyers in this matter. Were the doctors

allowed to give them all manner of diseases in order that

they might afterwards cure them, they could not reason-

ably expect to be very healthy (laughter). They must

make up their minds either to abandon secresy with

respect to landed property, so that any one who took

the trouble might know the exact position in which it

stood, or to have something of a struggle with that body

who had a vested interest in the present expensive sys-

tem. It was not for the Club to point out a remedy ; it

was their business first to convince themselves of the

grievance, and then to press it forward in such a manner

as to compel the legislature to pass some measure to

remedy it. No time was more propitious than the pre-

sent ; the agricultural interest wfre now in a position to

hi listened to ; and as this was a grievance which affected

every part of the community except lawyers, he believed

that if they all pulled together they would succeed in

effecting some good. He would conclude by saying, he

did not think anything could better promote and sustain

the spirit by which agriculturists should be animated

than the taking up such general subjects as the one under

discussion.

Mr. Shearer mentioned that, in his neighbourhood,

an enclosure was being made, the valuer of which, who
had authority to sell portions to pay expenses, could

give a title ; by which he sold the land as absolute free-

hold on an ordinary sheet of letter paper ; the legislature

(he believed) not even requiring the document to be

stamped ; while other parties, who had a right over the

enclosure, not only had their allotments made to them

as copyhold inheritance land, but had it subdivided into

as many portions as there were quit-rents to pay,

which of course occasioned a great deal of trouble and

expense.

Mr. Ramsey could only wish that the simplicity

with which his friend, Mr. Nesbit, would manage

the transfer of land was as practicable as it was

desirable. He, however, as well as the gentleman

who had thought proper to introduce it, had admitted

that it was surrounded by almost insurmountable

difficulties ; that the law was so complex and diversified

in its operations, and the transfer of land burdened

in so many ways, that he did not know how to get rid

of them. He (Mr. Ramsey) did not find fault with

lawyers for making what they could out of these matters

;

for it was a fact that farmers and everyone else did the

best they could for themselves (laughter). Nothing

could be more desirable than the proposals of Mr. Hobbs

;

but there were certain encumbrances about them, certain

rules and regulations to go through in carrying them

out, because there must be security. Now, people were

apt to think a title containing but few words, of no

value. This feeling was so engrafted into men's minds

that it indeed required all the attention that could pos-

sibly be given to it ; still, when he recollected the many

difficult things which had been accomplished, he did not

despair of any efforts in that direction being successful

(Hear, hear). It was well known that some titles could

be got in a very simple way ; but there were others which

would always be encumbered. The registration of deeds

was a subject which had been very much thought of in

this country. In Scotland there was a registration-

office where any one might see a deed for a shilling,

though he believed the plan did not work quite so well

there as had been expected. He thought they were

highly indebted to Mr. Hobbs for bringing forward the

subject of the evening, and believed the Club had risen

in their estimation from their seeing a subject of so much

importance brought forward by one of their best mem-

bers (Hear, hear). It was a great thing that there was a

man amongst them with sufficient courage to broach such

a subject ; five or six years ago it could not have been

done (Hear, hear). He wished to see the Farmers' Club

much extended ; he did not approve of farmers calling

out to governments and landlords to help them in their

misery. He wanted no help, and hoped the other mem-

bers did not require any; but they wanted " the sinews

of war"—(laughter)—they wanted extension. Let the

landlords come and join them, for surely they could not

be afraid of the truth ; and let the members of the Club

be trebled in number (Hear, hear). He considered that

the time was come when they must give up some of their

trifling arguments, and stand by their guns ; and depend

upon it if they fired them right they would have a good

effect (laughter).

Mr. Baker thought there were some points in the

question that had not been touched. He always viewed

it as a landlords' question, to a very great extent; but

still there were points in it which very much affected the

tenant. One was, that owing to the difficulty in the

transfer of land, there was just as much expense in

transferring the minutest portion of the estate as in

transferring the whole of it, except the cost of the

stamps. If that was not the case, we should not see

one man's field lying opposite another man's homestead.

If there was a ready and easy mode of exchanging or

transferring land, all this might be remedied ; and he
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believed a quarter of the cost of cultivation would thus

be saved (Hear, hear). It was not uncommon to see

his neighbour carting his manure two miles beyond his

farm ; while he (Mr. Baker) had to carry his as far past

his neighbour's in another direction. Tlie present sys-

tem of carrying out the copyhold also very much affected

the tenure of land—and this in various ways. Thus, in

the c'.se of waste land, which could not be obtained

without very great difficulty and expense. He now

wanted to enclose a portion for fencing, but the cost

of doing so would bs four times as much as the land is

worth ; and because he could not use wasle soil for ma-

nuring purposes without great expense, he was obliged

to cart lime from a long distance. There was in his dis-

trict a powerful lord of the manor, and a powerful court,

and they granted away the land, taking the lion's share

for themselves, and giving the copyholders a very mean

proportion. So that the land was all passing from the

persons entitled to the herbage, whilst there was not one

man who had the courage to hold up a finger against it,

or to enter a lawsuit against the lord of the manor (Hear,

hear). By reason of the^e strips of land not being

easily conveyed, the labourers were driven to villages and

towns, where they ought not to be for the advantage of

the farmer. If small pieces of land could be obtained

in the places most convenient for labourers' cottages, it

would be a most considerable advantage ; but now the

transfer would cost more than the cottages themselves;

consequently, the labourers were compelled to live in

places where they had to walk two or three miles, morn-

ing and evening, to their work. These were some of the

advantages which would result from an alteration of the

present system. He thought the Club was now in a

position to draw attention to their proceedings : in fact,

alterations which had first been agitated within those

walls had become in some instances beneficial law, and

in others were tending rapidly in that direction.

Mr. Bennett adverted to the great difference

between the value of copyholds even in the same coun-

ties, and said he was convinced that the subject was of

as much importance to landlords as to tenants.

Mr. HoBBS, in replying, said it tvas most gratifying

to find that the paper he had read had met with so

much approbation. He could only say that it would

give him greater encouragement on future occasions

to render his humble aid in support of the club.

He had nut treated at any length the subject of

copyholds, although it was a great grievance, having

within the last twelve months gone into the subject

fully. The united feeling which had been expressed' that

evening gave him an assurance that the matter would

not rest there. Something more would be done he had

no doubt -if not by that club, yet by another body, who

watched their discussions and opinions perhaps more

closely than they were aware ("Hear, hear). Mr. Acton

had mentioned a bill which had lately been brought into

the House of Commons by Mr. Drummond and Mr.

Headlam. He had that bill, " to facilitate the sale and

purchase of land," in his hand, and he was happy to say

it coincided with his views. He (Mr. Hobbs) had in his

possession the report of the Committee on agricultural

burdens which sat in the House of Lords in the year

1846. That committee consisted of the most in-

fluential landed proprietors and law lords in the king-

dom ; and it was a most extraordinary thing that

this committee, contrary to its other proceedings,

were all agreed respecting the transfer of land. It

might not be out of place if he read to the meeting their

remarks :
" The committee earnestly request the atten-

tion of the house to the important evidence of Mr.

Stewart on the evidence proceeding from the length of

deeds connected with real property ; and while the com-

mittee acknowledge the benefit of the act passed last ses-

sion, they are anxious to impress on the house the necessity

of a thorough revision of the whole subject of conveyanc-

ing, and a disuse of the present prolix, expensive, and

vexatious system. The committee have received evidence

on the advantages of a registration of deeds in Scotland

and Ireland, and on the great facilities afforded by

means of a similar method of dealing with real property

in foreign states. The committee, however, limit them-

selves to the expression of their opinion, that a registry

of title to all real luoperty is essential to the success of

any attempt to simplify the system of conveyancing.

* * * * jn conclusion, we recapitulate some of

these recommend-jtions : first that the improvement of

tbe law of real property, the simplification of titles and

of the forms of conveyance, and the establishment of

some efl'ective system for the registration of deeds,
, He

(Mr. Hobbs) could only say that he hoped that would

be the commencement of better times for the Farmers'

Club. There seemed a good feeling manifested to co-

operate and pull together for the future (Hear, hear).

Mr. Ilobbs concluded by reading the resolutions.

The ivsolutious were moved by Mr. Chcffins, seconded

by Mr. Ramsey, and carried unanimously.

A vote of thanks to Mr. Hobbs and the Chairman

having been passed, the proceedings terminated.

ON LIME.
Many have been the controversies on the subject

of lime. It has been gravely argued whether it

acts mechanically only, or chemically, or whether

it combines both ; whether it has any actual specific

action on plants themselves, or whether it merely

renders the soil in some way or other better calcu-

lated to produce a crop. On all hands, it seems
however to be admitted that it is demonstrated to be

beneficial on all kinds of laud, those long worn out

with cropping, as well as newly taken out of grass
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or of inoor ; and it is generally now allowed that

even on limestone soils a dressing of the land with

fresh burnt lime may be of the greatest advantage.

Hence it appears as if there was some material

in fresh lime which was absent in that which is

effete ; and this has caused a series of minute inqui-

ries to be made, which have opened out a great

variety of curious facts connected with the ai)plica-

tion of that peculiar substance.

It may be observed, when speaking of limestones,

that those which were always considered the purest

were those that had the largest amount of carbonate

of lime. Those nearest purity were admitted to be

agriculturally the best ; while those impure, oolitic

limestones, containing as much as from 20 to 30

per cent, of sand or magnesia, had necessarily a

lower agricultural value. Now as regards sand and

magnesia, there is perhaps no doubt but the esti-

mate was right ; but with some classes of hmestone

the greatest amount of imj)urity may nevertheless

constitute the value of the lime.

The mountain limestone, for instance, contains

organic remains, in considerable quantities, and

hence, as may lie expected, has a greater or smaller

per-centage of phosphoric acid ; while the amount
of sandy, or waste matter indeed of any kind, is

very inconsiderable. The miscellaneous impujities

of limestone were generally classed by three or foiu-

together. We have several analyses now before us,

and they run, oxides of iron and manganese—or

sulphuric acid and common salt—but all per-

haps less in quantity than one ])er cent, when
added together. Professor Johnston showed by

analyi^is that the Brampton limestone contained

about one-third per cent, of phosphate of lime, and

in pursuing his researches further, discovered that

the Carluke limestone contained as much phosphate

of lime as from 1.14 to 1.48 percent.; one and

a-lialf per cent, being in the most favourable spe-

cimens j a large amount of bone-earth—equivalent,

in fact, in a dressing of four tons per acre, to some
thirty pounds of bone-earth, or upwards of two

stones per acre— as much as is often drilled in the

shape of superphosphate for the turnip crop.

But it is not this alone, but other substances

which recent discoveries show to be equally useful

to the soil, and equally necessary to crops, that are

found in our impure limestones. They were found

by Professor Johnston to contain not only traces

(as they had before been described) of sulphuric acid,

but considerable per-centages.

The Cockermouth lime contained 0.22 per cent.

of sulphuric acid, or equivalent to 0.38 per cent.

of burnt gypsum. The Brampton lime contained

0.30, per cent of sulphuric acid, or equivalent

to 0,'31 per cent, of gypsum; and the Kilnhead

contained exactly the same quantity; while the

Carluke lime contained 0.85 per cent., or equi-

valent to 1.45 per cent, of burnt gypsum. A
dressing therefore of 4 or 5 tons will give an applica-

cationof gypsum equal to 45 tosay55lbs. per acre.

Other limestones seem to contain the same material

in hitherto unsuspected quantities. It occurred in

the Silurian limestones, in quantities varying from

0.37 to 0.4 1 per cent.; in the cai'boniferous, from 0.62

to 1 .08 per cent.; and even in the magnesian, from

0.39 to 0.50 per cent.

Yet recent discoveries open out the value of

silicate of lime in a new light. Is all the silica in

the lime leal impurity after all ? May it not be a

part, and a very important component, of its value ?

Professor Johnston seems almost to have shadowed

in outline the idea subsequently more fully deve-

loped ; for he speaks, in his work on lime, p. 250,

of a gelatinous silicate of lime ; and there gives the

absolute quantities of the material in the three lime-

stones to be—in the

Cockermouth. . . . 4.92 per cent.

Brampton 2.16 „

Kilnhead 3.39

Now must we suppose the caustic magnesia to be

always injurious ? There are doubtless states

of the soil, when it may be of the greatest ad-

vantage. In cases where the turnips are subject to

the disease called " fingers-and-toes," it is known,

especially in combination with salt, to be highly

serviceable in forming a partial at least, if not a

total antidote to the disease, be it produced from

what it may ; while in peat soils, it may be applied

with impunity in very large quantities.

To peat, indeed, it is often advantageous not only

to apply the more caustic lime—the magnesian,

but to api)ly it in the hydrate state, and before the

slow action of the atmosphere on this variety of lime

has produced its carbonising influence.

Lampadius showed how quickly lime would dis-

appear from a soil. Saturated until it held 1.19

per cent . of its whole bulk, which soil had year after

year given tl; e following results :

The second year it contained only 0.89 per cent.

The third 0.52 „
The fourth 0.24 „

So rapidly does lime disappear, washing down-
wards, as most farmers think, by the action of the

plough and of water ; but carried off, no doubt, as

extensively in the crops we cultivate. In conclu-

sion, for all farmers lime is a valuable auxiliary ;

but a greater amount of attention is required to

ascertain the exact constituents of the peculiar

description of lime to be used by them.
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A REVIEW OF THE FIVE LANDLORD AND TENANT BILLS FOR IRELAND, AS

ORIGINALLY BROUGHT INTO PARLIAMENT DURING THE ADMINISTRATION
OF THE LATE GOVERNMENT.

In a former number we alluded to the fact

that Ireland, although nearly a century behind the

United Kingdom in acknowledging the rights of the

tenant, was now exerting her energies more inde-

fatigably than either to procure a fair and final settle-

ment of the question. In corroboration of this, we

have now to state that during the present session of

parliament no fewer than five bills have been intro-

duced, connected with the subject. Four of these were

introduced by the previous Administration, and

ordered to be printed by the House of Commons, on

the 22nd of November ; and the fifth, introduced by

Serjeant Shee, on the 25th of that month. Of the four

government bills, one is con amove in favour of the

landloi<I, and the others are in favour of the tenant.

Tliey liave obviously been prepared with great cai-e,and

were introduced by the Attorney-General and Solicitor-

General for Ireland, and Lord Naas ; and their re-

spective titles and objects are—1st, Land Improvement

Bill, " To facilitate the improvement of landed pro-

perty in Ireland by owners of settled estates;" 2nd,

Tenant's Improvements Compensation Bill, " To

provide compensation for improvements made by

tenants in Ireland/' 3rd, Leasing Powers Bill, "To
consolidate and amend the laws relating to leasing

powers in Ireland ;" and 4th, Landlord and Tenant

Bill, " To consolidate and amend the laws relating to

landlord and tenant in Ireland." The title of Sergeant

Shee's bill is simply, " Tenant-Right Bill," and its

object is " To provide for the better securing of and

regulating the custom of tenant-right, as practised in

the Province of Ulster, and to secure compensation to

improving tenants who may not make claim under

the said custom, and to limit the power of erection in

certain cases."

Such are the five measures in question. When they

have passed the Legislature, and become statute, either

conjointly or separately, we shall again revert to them,

noticing the alterations made, and their adaptation to

the objects they have in view. In the meantime, from

the government changes which have taken place, it is no

more than fair to glance at the originals.

The first of these bills—the landlords'—is now be-

fore the Lords ; and our readers will recollect that the

other four—the tenants' bills—were read a second

time, and referred to a Select Committee in the Com-
mon?, during the administration of the late Govern-

ment immediately before lis resignation; and that it

fill to the present Government to appoint the Com-
mittee, and carry out the order of the house. A
Committee was duly appointed ; and from the im-

portance of the subject and its comprehensive character

on the one side, and the conflicting opinions of

members of the Committee on the other, it was pro-

phesied at the time of its appointment that the

M.P.'s would have nought else to do during the re-

mainder of the session but _" kick in their coffins."

But the Leasing Powers Bill has made its appearance

again in the house ; and so will, it is hoped, the others

during this week.

1st.—The Landlord's Bill is based upon the bene-

ficial working of the 10 Vic. c. 32, under the super-

intendence of the Board of Works, passed in 1847

—

"for the improvement of the estates of proprietors

having partial and limited interests in the same, by

means of public money advanced for that purpose,"

and also upon several other statutes of a prior date, for

similar purposes; but under the expensive and ob-

jectionable superintendence of the Court of Chancery

in Ireland. The present bill is more liberal in many

respects than its predecessors, making provision that

proprietors under limitations and restrictions by settle-

ments and wills may improve their estates with their

own or borrowed money, under the superintendence

of the Commissioners of Public Works in Ireland, as

by the bill of 1847 ; while the class of improvements

are more extensive, being as follows, viz. ;

—

1. " The drainage of lands by any such means as

the Commissioners shall approve.

2. " Irrigation or warping of land.

3. " Embanking of land from the sea, or tidal

waters, or rivers, in a permanent manner.

4. " Enclosing or fencing any land, or improving

the fences, drains, streams, or water-courses

of the land.

5. " Reclaiming of waste and other lands.

6. " Making farm-roads.

7. " Clearing land of rocks and stones.

8. " Erection of farm-houses and buildings.

9. " Erection of buildings suitable to scutch-raills

for flax, and the formation of water- courses

and weirs necessary for providing water-

power for the same, not, however, including

any machinery for such mills.''

Estates can only be burdened with a rent-charge for

twenty-two years, of six and a half per cent, on the in-

vestment redeeming interest, the schedules being the

same as in the bill of 1847. In many respects the two

measures are similar; and therefore we shall only

further notice their shortcomings at present.

The principal objection to the bill is its limited cha-

racter— its making no provision for the almost un.-,,

limited variations experienced in practice. For

example, the 23rd section states that " No authoriza-

tion of any expenditure to be made under the

provisions of this act shall be given for any sum or
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sums exceeding in the wliole Jour years' clear annual

value of the lands intended to be improved, after

deducting all public taxes, charges, and assessments,

head-rent, chief and quit-rent, and tithe rent-charge."

Lawyers have always manifested a very great ab-

horrence to burdening entailed estates; and this is

obviously the old song of not allowing the burden to

exceed four years' rent. It is certainly making pro-

vision for the vrorst, which is always a wise and

prudent maxim; but, unfortunately, the Improver of

his country is in this case taken up before he has fallen,

for if the tenant of such lands is to be charged 6J per

cent., as is proposed by subsequent sections—such

being the whole amount of the redeeming interest at

which the money is to be borrowed or invested—then

it may be fairly asked, what is the encumbrance

efFected upon the estate ? and what the difference of

rent at the expiry of the twenty-two years ? In

point of fact, as we shall show at some length in a

subsequent article, improvements of ihe kind contem-

plated, as well as many others, if judicially executed,

'nstead of being a burden upon succeeding heirs of

entail, are a very great acquisition, inasmuch as they

enable tenants to pay their old rents more easily.

Indeed, unless such improvements take place, heirs of

entail cannot get their present rents. Hence the ob-

vious conclusion, and the absurdity of the limitation

in question.

Again, there are thousands of acres not worth 5s.

per acre, or even the half of that, capable of great im-

provement—an improvement which such a clause

obviously excludes. We invested £2(i per acre in

Ireland, during the few years we were in it, in la ds

not worth 10s. per acre, which, instead of 65 per cent,

returned from 25 to 50, and where four times the

yearly rent or value of the land would not have

returned 6| per cent., or any per-centage at all.

Indeed £Q per acre had previously been tried and

turned out a complete failure, the whole investment

being lost. There is nothing more short-sighted than

half-done work in any department of agriculture; and

the clause in question is only suited for high-rented

land easily improved.

The arbitrary term of twenty-two years, with its

equally arbitrary per-centage, is also not suited for the

varied examples of practice. The profits of the

farmer are seriously afi'ected by the late revolution

which has taken place in the price of produce and

labour; and therefore, if money can be borrowed

cheaper than formerly, or at 2^ to 3 per cent.—the

redeeming interest and length of term ought to cor-

respond with his profits, which in many cases demand
a longer term than twenty-two years, with a corres-

ponding reduction in the redeeming interest.

It may be enunciated as a general rule, that where

the improvement returns or enables the farmer to pay

redeeming interest, the investment should be made;
and that where such is not the case, the improvement

is no improvement, so to speak, and that the amount
of redeeming interest be a matter of mutual agreement

between the landlord and tenant, subject to arbitration

or settlement by the Board of Works only when
parties differ.

There is a still greater class of objections to

the limited nature of the bill than those above noticed,

inasmuch as it makes no provision for progress in

chemical improvement in agriculture, its provisions

being almost, if not entirely, limited to mechanics.

It is not easily accounting for such an omission as

this, unless it be admitted that chemistry has not yet

been introduced into court ! Of the above sum of

£20 invested by us, £10 were in the shape of chemi-

cals (lime and manure), and they were better worth

6i per cent, to the farmer, than the other £10 in

mechanicals. ''Muck is the mother of meal" in

court and out of court ; and if the soil is deficient of

manurial element, to bring it up to its highest degree

of fertihty, at which it ought always to be kept—

a

defect generally experienced—the investment of capi-

tal in mechanical improvements only may be lost

money thrown away. Hence the obvious conclusion.

To make no provision for that class of improvements

which alone increases the produce, and enables the

soil to yitld the redeeming interest, is therefore a very

serious omission.

The second bill—to provide compensation for im-

provements made by tenants—is far from what its

title would lead tenants to expect. Tenants are to

receive compensation for five classes of improvements :

1. Farm-buildings; 2. Reclaiming waste land; 3.

Drainage; 4. Clcctring lands of rocks, &c. ; and 5.

Boundary and internal fences. Thirty-one years*

undisturbed possession is to be considered as compen-
sation for Class 1 ; twenty-one years for Class 2 ; and
seven years for 3, 4, and 5. A specification and esti-

mate of intended improvements have to be served on
the landlord, and a duplicate lodged with the Clerk

of the Peace, with expenses of advertisement by the

tenant ; after which he may commence the work, if

the landlord does not do so himself—which is optional;

or if the Commissioners of Public Works do not refuse

to authorize it. If he commence the work, it must
be finished within three years, when he will receive a

certificate of completion if it has been properly

executed. The currency of the above compensation

period commences " one year next after the date of

the lodgment with the Clerk of the Peace of the plan

specification," &c., and if at the expiry of his lease

this tern: has not expired, the tenant will be paid

proportionally for his investment. If, for instance, he

invests £7 per acre in draining, and there remains one

year unexpired, he will then receive £1, provided he

pays 5s. per acre of rent ; but if he only pays 2s. 6d,,

then he cannot receive more than 10s. The limit of
four years' annual value coming here into operation as

in the last bill, and so on for the other classes. No
tenant is to be entitled to compensation if the landlord

continues the tenancy ; and if the landlord does not

pay the amount of compensation due, the tenant may
retain possession.

The bill also makes provision that tenants shall

receive payment for crops in the ground, tillages and

maaHre, which it may have received during the last
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six months of his lease; also for straw, hay, manure,

and growing underwood left on the farm.

" Tenants in lieu of emblements shall continue to

hold their farms until arrival of the next Gale-day after

the determination of his interest." Landlords have

the option of taking at valuation fixtures erected by

the tenant for agriculture or trade— failing which, the

latter may remove them.

Such is a cursory glance at the principal provisions

of this bill, the preamble of which is so flattering for

the tenant. It is subject to all the objections brought

against the first bill, and therefore we need not do

more than refer to them, while it is subject to a worse

charge—Me grossest injustice towards tenants, for

tenants have a full right to all the benefits arising

from their own cai)ital invested in the cultivation or im-

provement of the soil during the currency of their leases.

To deny them this right by statute is (to use strong but

plain language) little better than confiiscation. It is the

duty of Irish landlords to execute all the five classes

of improvements specified by the bill. Hence it only

provides that Irish tenants receive Irish pay for doing

the work of Irish landlords. This is graphic, but

literally true. Moreover, as the landlord bill allows

landlords a redeeming term of twenty-two years for

draining instead of seven, as proposed for the tenant,

and 65 per cent,, or indeed any increase of rent which

the Commissioners may award upon the tenant, it is

not the most profitable lands to drain that will fall to

the latter to be performed. Indeed, he is a penniless

landlord who will leave even 6^ per cent, itself to the

tenant ; so that the bill, if it does pass into law, will

in all likelihood be a dead letter on the statute-book.

Tiie sound practice is for Irish landlords to perform

their own agricultural duties themselves ; failing

which, it shall be competent for the tenant to do so at

the expense of their properties, in terms of their own
statute, so that a single clause, added to the landlord's

bill—had it been a perfect one—enabling the tenant

to perforin his improvements where he failed to do so

himself, is all that the tenant requires for compensa-

tion. We cannot see the propriety of one law for tUo

landlord, and another and a very different law for the

tenant, when there is one work and one only to perform.

Leasing Powers Bill,—This is a most important

measure. Many landlords cannot grant leases as they

otherwise would do, owing to entails, &c.; and the

bill not only makes provision for duration, but also

compensation from heirs in succession. Agricultural

leases may be granted for thirty-one years ; improve-

ment of waste, bog, &c., sixty-one years; mining,

forty- one ; building, ninety-nine; and public, nine

hundred and ninety-nine. For each of those classes

covenants are prescribed, and various provisions

made.

The periods of compensation binding on successions

are for agricultural buildings, forty-six years; re-

claiming of waste land, twenty-five years ; farm-roads,

ten years ; drainage and irrigation, ten years; clearing

of rocks and stones, seven years; fences, seven years
;

marling-, hming, claying, &c., five years ; manuring

and all other improvements not specified, two years.

This bill has been reprinted, with the amendments
of the Select Committee, and is referred to a Com-
mittee of the House on the 11th instant, by which

time we hope the others will also make their appear-

ance, and that the government will then divulge its

own measures, as promised by Lord John Russell at

the opening of the session, who announced that "The
Lord Chancellor will state in a few days what are the

measures he proposes to bring in for the improvement

of the law—more especially with regard to the tenure

of land in Ireland " (we quote from the Times' report

of Feb. 11). The alterations made in this bill by the

Select Committee are not what the peculiar interest of

parties—especially the tenant—at present demands.

We shall soon return to the subject in adifierent form.

The Landlord and Tenant Bill is a long document

of fifty pages, besides some six pages of indices ;

altogether it is a measure prepared with great care

and labour from the statutes of the past two hundred

years, embracing ''Contract of tenancy," "Assign-

ment," " Sub-letting,'' " Registry of leasehold in-

terests and evidence," " Rights and reservations,"

" Prevention of waste, and law of repairs," "Cove-
nants and conditions," " Actions for rent," " Distress

for rent," " Ejectment for non-payment of rent,"

" Ejectment for overholding," " Ejectment for deserted

tenements," " Ejectment in other cases," and " Gene-

ral provisions ;" so that from its comprehensive

character we cannot on the present occasion glance

at even the merits of its provisions. That the Law of

landlord and tenant requires rsvision, there cannot

be a doubt, and the sooner that this is eflTected

so much the better ; is a proposition equally true ; but

that the present bill will efl'ect this improvement is a

very difl^erent question. Much is said in its favour on

the one hand, and very heavy charges brought against"

it on the other.
"^

The Tenant Right Bill of the hon. member for

Kilkenny (Sergeant Shee) has reference to the Ulster

custom, of which our readers have heard so much. It

is a custom wholly one-sided, being in favour of the

tenant only, landlords having no resource against the

tenant for the exhaustion of the soil, and tear and

ivcar of the subject let, in the absence of stipulation
;

but were compensation to become a legal question, the

opposite would be established, to the ruin of many a

poor tenant in Ulster. The exodus, advance of wages,

reduction of the price of produce, progress in ma-

chinery and chemistry, twofold expenses of houses,

fences, and roads on small farms, compared with those

on large, and the stimulus which such gives to the

consolidation of small farms, nre all against the Ulster

system, and cannot fail to be experienced in the march

on which landlords and tenants are now setting out,

as a millstone about its neck. ,j

Such is a very cursory and imperfect glance at the,

five bills in question. That they declare progress,

cannot be questioned. That they fall short of the"

wants of the tenant is but too true. Chemistry fs

wanting, and this is a great necessity ; and equally de-'^

fective is the subdivision of labour in agriculture y-

still it is encouraging to be making progress.
'
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'»tI beg my readers to allow mc, before proceediug

with this letter, to recapitulate slightly.

I have said, giving Mr. Stewart j\Iill as my autho-

rity, that productiou is generally a joint affair; one

party contributing the materials, tools, shelter, food,

and superintendence neccssaiy for the due perform-

ance of the work, and the other doing the work

itself.

T have said also that production is thus a part-

nership affair between the man of money and the

man of muscles, in which the monied man agrees to

advance to the working man his share of the pro-

duce in the form of wages.

These I maintain to be the simple elements of the

labour question ; and however much the great capi-

talist may scorn the notion of the partnership sub-

sisting between himself and his hired workman, it is

not the less true for all that ; and it is to his shame

and confusion if he practically denies it.

But how is the share of the produce ^MS^^y accru-

ing to the working man regulated ^ Does the law

of supply and demand regulate it ? If you say it

does, then the instances I have brought before you

of the evil effects of this law, and of its direful ope-

ration wherever it is enforced (and that is nearly

everywhere) have signally failed. Backed by all the

evidence I can procure, I maintain that the law of

supply and demand fixes a wage, but not a just wage;

it docs not enact for the working man that share of

the produce jMs^^y accruing to him. I have adverted,

in Letter III., to the frequent disagreement between

legal and moral right ; it seems clearly enough to

obtain here, for we behold law at variance with jus-

tice.

Now this fundamental contract, based upon that

sense of justice which naturally underlies and solidi-

fies all the relations of men, is violated. I here

attack the wage principle as it works in the present

day generally. In place of the original compact, I

see a new law established, by which the necessities

of the labouring man—instead of equity—are made

to determine the value of his work. This law,

taking no heed of the result—that is to say, whether

the value of the materials upon which the workman

has exercised his skill has been doubled or increased

even a hundredfold by the operation—says that the

proportion of the wealth which is to come to the

labourer, is to be regulated by no other principle than

what the capitalist can induce or force him, by chi-
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THE LAW OF SUPPLY AND DEMAND.

cauery or starvation, into accepting. To quote a

solitary instance, " the padlock that is made for a

halfpenny is sold for a shilling."

It does us good to stop now and then, during the

hurried march of life, and the absorbing struggle for

life, in order to look back at the " old times." Whilst
there is much that wc would on no account revive,

necessarily attendant upon a state of semi-barbarism,

there is much of simple equity that distinguished

the dealings of our forefathers, and gave spirit and
stability to their laws ; much of a beautiful spirit of

mutuality and brotherhood, that sheds an occasional

ray upon those early days, together with a stern

grand species of rectitude and moral independence,

that gives a name and a character to our country,

which we may well desire fully to regam, to con-

serve, and to transmit.

True property has the idea of mutuality attached

inseparably to it.

Of old, several men would join together, and agree
witli one man that he should look after certain of

their interests for them, while they would in return

look after certain of his interests for him. This was
the relation of homagers, and mutuality was the

essence of relation. This spirit of mutuality per-

vades our whole constitution, so far as it rests upon
the common law—mutual obligation, mutual respon-

sibility. Tiie common law provides that it should

be so between individuals and neighbours, between
the ministerial office and those he is head over, be-

tween the crown and the subject ; and the fact of

the stability of the common law may be easily traced

to its foundation upon this essential principle of

human nature. Centralization disowns tliis prin-

ciple, and the best motives and powers of man lie

crushed therefore beneath its sway ; and the nation

that thus loses this mutuality of spirit loses its main
strength—independence. Its individuahty—is it not

weakness, stagnation," despotism, crime ? yea, a blot

upon the map of the world !

Bracton, quoting from this common law (Bracton
de Legibus, lib. xi, c. 35, § 2), says with peculiar

significance that homage is the bond by which " any
man is held and bound to guarantee, defend, and
maintain his tenant against all men ; and, on the

other hand, by which the latter is bound himself to

render due service thereof. Thus homage is con-

tracted at the will of each, as well lord as tenant

;

and, on the other hand, it is dissolved at the will of

either, for nothing is so agreeable to natural equity
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as that evcrytliiiig sliould be able to be loosed by the

same means as it is first bound by." And Glanville

says (Glanville de Legibus, lib. ix., c. 4) tbat " as

much as the man owes to his lord for the sake of

homage, so much the lord owes to him for the sake

of lordship."

But we find a different state of things brought

about by our Norman conquerors. They established

the feudal system, with its despotism and slavery.

The workmen during this period were all villeins

;

either " villeins in gi-oss," performing the lowest

household duties, or " villeins regardant," attached

to the soil, and being specially engaged in agricul-

ture. The services rendered by them were either

ai'bitrary—that is to say, dependent on the mere will

of their lord, which constituted a state of " pure

villeinage"—or certain and defined, which constituted

privileged villeinage, or " villeinage socage" ; but in

either case the person and property of the villein

belonged entirely to the lord, /or the labourers were

incapable of acquiring anything for themselves.

The legal disabilities under which men then la-

boured have, it is true, been removed ; but care has

not been taken that the loro^ig shall not be perpetu-

ated ; how else can we account for the dependent

condition of the workmen ?

When the villeinage system of labour was aban-

doned, there arose another, called the " hireling sys-

tem," by which " the compulsory villein of old was

changed into the voluntary bondsman ; the serf into

the servant"*—the sole distinction being, that for the

sake of a small pittance over and above his subsist-

ence (and often not that), the workman was made to

part with all right to participate in the wealth he

created, for so long as he continue the servant of
his master.

And who that looks round about him can fail to

see this identical system in force now ? The work-

men are hirelings, bartering their services for a little

present subsistence, and deprived from participation

in the riches they produce.

To those of my readers who may object to the

ground I take, so far as to say. The labourer has no

right to any such share as you mention, I attempt

no reply ; but to those who maintain that the law of

supply and demand accords to him the just share of

the produce, I hope to address my next letter.

No. VI.

Upon referring to history, and consulting the

spirit of the old Saxon laws, we come to the con-

clusion that we have lost much of what was admii-able,

and retained much of what was vicious. In great

* The term " compulsory villein" reminds me of the ex-

pression lately used by President Pearce to designate slavery.

Yielding to the refined sentiment of the age he is pleased to

ceiQ it inwluntary servitude .'

f

measure we have lost or over-looked the mutuality

of interest that was formerly enjoined, and to a cer-

tain degree, practised, and held fast to the slavery

of the feudal system, or, in other words, justified

pure villeinage, " the wrong of which consisted," as

I stated in the last letter, " in depriving the labourer

of the property he inherently possessed in his

labour." I supposed at the conclusion of Letter V.,

that my readers made two objections to my line of

remark : 1st, " That the labourer has no right to

any such share of the produce as has been men-

tioned," of which I shall take no notice ; and 2ndly,

" That he does obtain his fair share of the produce,"

to which I intend now to reply.

It does not seem possible to consider the law of

supply and demand (and no other law is recognised

as regulating wages) capable of adjudging 9. fair

share of the produce accruing to the labourer, seeing

that it pays no regard to the value of snch work,

but accords remuneration to the work-people only

from a sum arbitrarily set aside by employers. The

law in question makes wages to depend upon the

wage fund : justice would instantly declare that they

should depend upon the produce fund.

The elements of production are of three kinds :

—

1st, labour ; 2nd, instruments, buildings, shops, &c.

;

and 3rd, materials. To provide for all these there

must, of course, be a fund, Istly, for the maintenance

of labourers ; a fund, Sndly, for the purchase of

machinery and implements ; and, a fimd, Srdly, to

furnish the materials for work. Beyond this there

is the produce fund, which is identical with the in-

creased value that a workman, by the exercise of his

skill, gives to the materials on which he operates.

This may be called a profit fund. I will at present

speak of the material fund and the wage fund only*

into which two the three may be reduced.

There exists considerable difference between poli-

tical economists as to the theory of wages, and the

pivot upon which they balance. " Universally

then," says James Mill and the school that he leads,

" we may afiirm that, other things remaining the same,

if the ratio which capital and population bear to one

another remain the same, wages will remain the same

;

if the ratio which capital bears to population in-

crease, wages will rise ; if the ratio which population

bears to capital increase, wages will fall." Coker,

the authority of a more modern school, considers the

rate of wages to be simply the ratio of remuneration

of the labourer to the quantity of work perfonned

by him, or, in other words, that the wage law is

simply this—that the rate of wages is proportional

to the quantity of work, considered in connexion

with the quantity of pay. The gross quantity of

work to be done, divided by the number of hands to

do it, gives us the average quantity of work accruing

to each workman ; and the gross sum devoted to the
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pajmeiit for such work, divided again by tlic number
of hands, gives us the average remuneration of each

workman. The ratio of the quantity of work done

to tlie amount of money received in remuneration

for it, is the rate of wages, or the given amount of

pay for the given amount of labour. This is very

different from the law of supply and demand,
" which," to borrow the words of a recent writer on

tliis subject, " says that the rate of wages is deter-

mined by the quantity of work to be done, and the

number of hands to do it ; whereas, tlie relation of

the hands to do the work can but regulate one of the

necessary conditions, viz., the average amount of

loork accruing to each labourer. The above law is,

moreover, very different from the other form of tlie

wage law of the economists, which declares that the

rate of wages is determined by the proportion

between the laboui'ing population, and the amount

of capital devoted to the remuneration of them, for

this can but regulate the average amount of income

accruing to each labourer," Among the economists,

all idea of work seems to be discarded from the

question; though to every one of simple appre-

hension it must be manifest, that wages remaining

the same, and work being doubled, the remuneration

for labour must be decreased one half ; and it is thus

impossible to come to a right imderstanding of the

case, unless the quantity of labour is allowed to enter

into the proposition. Suppose two millions and a-

half sterUug to be the sum annually expended by the

nretropolitan tailors upon the purchase of cloth, and

tliat there are in London 23,000 operative tailors

engaged upon these materials ; each operative

would thus have £100 worth of cloth to work up.

With this information, the law of supply and demand

would stop. It could teach us no more, because it

has nothing to do avowedly with the fmd out of

which labourers arc paid. Let us presume that the

gross amount paid to these London operative tailors

is one million and a-quarter : there being 25,000 in

umnber, each would receive, on an average, £50.

Still the rate of wages is not determined fully. The

following formula will, however, possibly give it

:

as £100 (the value of cloth trusted to each operative

in the course of the year) is to £50 (the sum he

receives for working it into garments), so is ] Os. to

£1 ; which is the rate at which he is paid for making

up every sovereign's worth of cloth. A simple ex-

ample in the rule-of-three will serve our purpose

here, and give distinctness to foregoing remarks.

Estimate the capital of the country at £1,000,000,

and allowing £500,000 to be spent upon materials,

£500,000 will consequently remain to pay for work-

ing up those materials into articles of food and use :

then £500,000 : £500,000, : : £1 : £1, or the rate

of wages will be 20s. for every 20s. worth of materials

worked upon. If out of tliis capital £750,000

is devoted to materials, only £250,000 is left for

labour, and the result is as follows : as £750,000 is

to £250,000, so is £3 to £1, being a lessening of

wages I on every 20s. worth of material made up.

Viewed in this way, the rate of wages must simply

mean the sum received for so much work :
" the

ratio of the remuneration to the taljour" according

to Coker, and not to the numtjer of people. I felt

obliged to set this question at rest before I could go

on, or I should not have given so much space to the

consideration of it. It is necessary to my after-

conclusions, however, that the present ground sliould

be clearly apprehended ; for if I am wrong, I stand

more easily corrected ; and if right, my readers are

sensibly assisted. E. R. S.

ON DRAINING
Frequent draining being devised and executed

for the purpose of collecting and carrying away

from the land the excess of moisture that stag-

nates upon the surface and is injurious to vegeta-

tion, two very especial provisions are required for

the complete advantage being developed ; viz., that

the water reaches the top of the drains in the least

possible time, and that it is with equal quickness

conveyed into the drains through the covering that

is laid over the materials with which the cavity is

.filled. After all that has been spoken and written

on the subject of draining, the two purposes may
never be better eflfected than by the practice of his

Grace the Duke of Portland, on his landed estates

in England and the west of Scotland. The land

is laid into ridges of 14 or 15 feet, and kept in

the same position ; a drain is placed in each furrow,

a tile in the bottom, and over it some straw, or an

inverted grass turf. The continued gathering by

the plough of the ridges in the same position

forms a convexity which throws the water to the

drain, and the shallow covering over the cavity

transmits the water, without delay, to the convey-

ing channel. The most viscous and obdurate clays

will require to be ridged in 12 feet distant ; medium

clays at 15 feet, and alluvial clays, as in East

Lothian, and over Scotland, at 18 feet. Beyond

that width, the soils are not clay fallows, but

porous and mixed alluviums, which may be

drained in 24 feet. In the latter cases, a cross or
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blant drainage may be suitable ; but all clay lantls

that require summer fallowing arc much best

drained in the furrows, as above-mentioned ; and

such is our opinion, after having wandered over

every phase of the draining world.

The depth of drains may be averaged at 2| feet

for all soils and circumstances. Such was the

opinion of the late Mr. Smith, of Deanston, ex-

pressed in a private conversation to the writer of

this notice. The Duke of Portland says, that " in

all purely clay soils, the drains cannot be too shal-

low, provided they are not disturbed." No greater

truth has ever been uttered on the subject; the

covering of the materials below the j)lough furrow

may not exceed two or three inches, in order to

filtrate easily the water that comes into the furrow.

The Duke's opinion must pass as an incontroverti-

ble truism on draining clay lands. The depth of 2^

feet will receive the surface water as above directed,

and will intercept the water that may rise to the

surface in permeable strata, and water will run in

a drain 2 i feet below ground as harmlessly to the

surface ground as at the depth of 20 feet, or any

other number. And it is hardly to be credited

that any permeable stratum that throws water to

the surface will run longitudinally between the

drains, without crossing the line and being inter-

cepted. This position cannot be received.

The arrangement between landlord and tenant

for the execution of draining has never been so

equitably made as by the Duke of Portland. His

Grace provides all materials, and employs his own
workmen to execute the drainage ; the farmer all

cartage required, and the straw, turf, or loose

materials for coveting. The farmer pays 5s. for

every drained acre, along with his half-yearly rent,

which refunds his Grace in 3 or 3h per cent, for

the outlay ; the essential purpose is obtained of all

permanent doings being performed by the land-

owner, who has the very just satisfaction of the

work being properly executed, and durably to con-

tinue for future benefit. This is a very important

consideration in the joint purposes between land-

lord and tenant. The Duke of Portland's arrange-

ments and calculations on such subjects are never

disturbed by any subsequent evanescent theories,

but remain fixed as rocks at the bottom of the sea,

that are not lifted up and down by tides.

When land is drained in a state of grass, there

will be fresh matters in the soil for decomposition,

and then the liberal application of calcareous sub-

stances becomes highly desirable. It has been

admitted, in all ages of the world, that the draining

of marshes, and of stagnant waters, is highly con-

ducive to health and salubrity ; and we may very

reasonably suppose that the frequent draining of

wet lands, though performed on a smaller scale.

will oputatc in a similar manner. If carries a*#ay

or prevents the generation of the j)estilential

miasmata that originate in distempered and

poisonous bodies ; and lime arrests the noxious

effluvia that tend to rise, more or less, from every

soil, at certain seasons of the year, and decomposes

them, or causes their elements to assume new
forms of chemical combination, in which they no

longer exert the same injurious influence on animal

life. How beautiful a consequence of agricultural

skill, that the health of the community should be

promoted by the same methods which most largely

increase the produce of the land ! Can it be

doubted that the all-benevolent Creator of the

world places this consequence so plainly before

mankind as a stimulus to further and more general

improvement—to the application of other know-

ledge, still, to the amelioration of the soil ? What
a noble employment for the mind of man ! By
the use of his reason, his energies, and his capital,

he affords, in the first place, employment for his

fellow-creatures, then an increase of food and

health to the human race, and, lastly, a remu-

neration for himself. What more can his heart

desire ? There is nothing wanting to satisfy either

the selfish or philanthropic mind. A very heavy

and unextinguishable responsibility rests on those

persons who possess the means and the power of

conferring such invaluable benefits on the human
race, and who continue ignorant and unwilling, or

incapable of action, in spite of the proofs of science,

and the sanctions of experience. Under the Avide

expanse of heaven, there is not, and cannot be, a

more gratifying employment than the improving

the condition of the human race; and as the physi-

cal condition must ever precede the moral, the im-

provement of which we are now treating must

claim a prominent place among the agencies that

may be employed in effecting that object. There

is a wide difference between the employment now

mentioned, and the fooleries that so much engage

the attention of mankind—that degrade the intel-

lect, vitiate the morals, and debilitate the body of

man. Here is employment, food, and health to be

derived from a source the most rational under

heaven—from the cultivation of the earth, which

is the inalienable patrimony of the human race.

It is not a httle surprising that any draining

should remain unperformed, the proofs of the

beneficial eflfects being so many, so strong and un-

deniable. The results are not confined to the

individual who performs the business of draining :

they swell into national importance, and claim the

attention of the philosopher and the statesman, as

well as of the cultivator and owner of the soil.

Every interest must give way to the general in-

terest. But here is no opposition, or any jarring
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coMtentio&; for every party i% beneHted, and the the nation enjoys a dimate improved and tsalubri-

general f^ood i)roinotec]. 'I'he lahourcv rtnds em- fied by the jjroccos, and an increase of food, the

ployment, and the farmer obtains an increase of essential element of life, on the regular and ample

produce, and the landowner gets bis i)roperty im- ! supply of which the i)rosperity of any social corn-

proved iii value, and a remuneration for his capital; ' munity almost wholly depends.

CLO\ER vSICKNESS,

What can we do to ameliorate clover sickness ? is a

(juestion which has now almost ceased to be asked,

because the answer is usually considered as hopeless.

Tlie cause is, we are quite safe in saying, still enve-

loped in obscurity. Of the many theories set up,

there are none which will bear a strictly scientific

investigation ; and as the chief food of the turnip, or

that at least which it principally is found in practice

to need supplying, is that which it contains in its

composition—in a very small degree— the phospho-

ric acid : so it is not unlikely that the cause of the

failure of clover will be found to depend on some

material being wanted, so small in quantity pos-

sibly as scarcely to be jierceptible to ordinary

chemical tests.

Ever since the days of Sir Humphrey Davy, there

has been a vague indefinite idea that it was a want

of gypsura in the soil, which caused the failure of

the broad or red clover. He described that material,

if we rightly recollect, as the bones of the plant;

and many have been the dressings of gypsum which

have been bestowed in a variety of shapes, with a

view to test its efficiency in this particular.

Another class of writers suggest the loose light

sandy state of the soil as the cause of the disease,

and allege that owing to this mechanical state of the

land the root becomes liable to be thrown out in the

spring, and that the failure is thus attributable to

its mechanical rather than to its chemical condition.

AVith this view, rolling and consolidation are

recommended, and we must admit that the land

most subject to clover sickness is that which ap-

pears the loosest and the lightest, and so far seems

to favour the theory; but if strong clay were

never subject to the disease, it would be a more
consistent theory than we are sorry to say it is, for

we can point to thousands of acres of strong land

where the clover is as subject to go oft' as in any

other kind of soil in existence.

A third class of chemists maintain it to be owing

to the want of soluble alkalies, such as potass, in the

soil; and they endeavour to show by analysis that

soils where clovers go off are possessed of less of this

material in that condition than neighbouring fields

not subject to this visitation.

There are many other instances abroad, and

some lending to the Decandollean theory of

poisonojis exudations ; but all agree that it is- im-

[)0ssible to grow red clover for two or three four-

years' courses, and that it is very difficult to obtain

it even at intervals of eight years. And yet, contrary

to all 2)lausible theories hitherto stated, it is found in

Scotland that a five or six-course system is more

favourable to the red clover than a four course ; in

other words, a system of husbandry, where the land

lies under clover for three years out of the six, or for

six years out of the twelve, is more favourable

for the growth of clover, than if it were grown one

year out of the four or three years out of the twelve.

We have found, in the course of our own ex-

perience, that a crop of tares introduced to a four-

course rotation, and cut green or dried for fodder,

to produce an effect decidedly favourable to the

clover, and have in the next rotation grown the red

clover most successfully.

Again, we have ourselves given the gypsum a

complete trial. Selecting that part of a field well

known to be clover sick, we sowed some four hun-

dredweight i)er aci'e with the barley and seeds, so

as to give it a full opportunity of being amalgamated

with the soil, and being in a state fit for assimilation

for the clover the succeeding spring. The crop,

however, went off" as ])ertinaciously as ever. The

more scientific have advised sowing in the clover

itself, during the time when there was dew ui)on

the plant. This we adopted in a beautiful clover

field where we knew the latent tendency existed

;

but the result was, that not one particle of difference

could be perceived on the i)lants, or on the field

where the dressing had been given, and the parts

where it had been omitted.

Still we think we have almost arrived at a point

where we may venture at least to hold out hope to

the culti\-ator that the plant, or at least its prototype,

may not be altogether lost.

Since we ha\'e persevered in applying dissolved

bones— and not bones dissolved, or converted more
])roperly into partial superphosphate, and then re-

converted into simple divided phosphate by the

admixture of ashes, but dried and subdivided by

the admixture of saw dust or some similar sub-

stance—we ha\e found the red clover keep better

hold of the soil. On lands where this has been

applied three times in due course, or in twelve yeaM,^

\\\' ha\o litllo difticnUy in growing what we .<inw.

instead— vi/.., the perennial cloNcr or cow grass;

2 M
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a plant of ttie same value in every way as the red

clover, and which has a somewhat more tenacious

hold on the ground than the red clover in its

biennial form.

We pretend not to say what may be the cause of

all this. It may be we get better turnips and have

more consolidation ; it may be that the phosphoric

acid or the ammoniacal matter is more plentiful

;

or it may be that there is more sulphuric acid in the

soil—we will not, however, vouch for this beinp; the

case ; but we should hke to hear if the practice of

others at all bears out our own, for we now calculate

upon a crop of cow-grass once in eight years, and

are not disappointed.

ON ADVENTITIOUS AIDS TO PROMOTE THE SPEEDY GROWTH
OF THE TURNIP PLANT.

As the period approaches for putting in the turnip

crop, I will venture to offer a few suggestions

relative to the use of artificial aids to promote the

speedy growth of the plant, so that it may be forced

into rough leaf as early as possible, aud thus in a great

neasurebe placed out of danger from the turnip fly;

as also, by being greatly stimulated thereby, it soon

darts its young fibrous roots downward in search of

the rich food supplied by . the fold-yard manure,

which, I think, ought in all cases to be applied to

the production of this crop. The following artificial

manures are, however, weU adapted for this pur-

pose :
—

Peruvian guano mixed with loam, ashe^, or com-

post.

Bone-dust mixed with partially decomposed fold-

yard manure, fine loam, or similar substances.

Superphosphate of lime well mixed with ditto.

E.ape cake, ditto, ditto.

Putrid substances, ditto, ditto.

Horse and pig dung, ditto, ditto.

Pigeon and poultry dung, ditto, ditto.

Night soil, ditto, ditto.

Sewage manure deodorized and dried, ditto, ditto.

The two latter manures require especial notice : they

are very valuable under proper management aud ap-

plication. I deeply regret that so little attention is

paid to ensure then- collection for the use of agri-

culture. I know that several companies have been

formed, and are in course of formation, not only in

London but also in the provinces, for this purpose ;

still they do not meet with that countenance from

the more enlightened portion of the agricultural com-

munity which they deserve, being looked upon with

suspicion, very slow progress is made.

I have before me a prospectus for the formation of a

London company, which states that the cost of produc-

ing the dry manure will not be more than 25s. per ton,

and that the addition of phosphate of hme, &c., will

not exceed 15s. per ton ; so that we have a highly

fertilizing manure, collected from London sewage,

perfectly deodorized, and enriched by the addition of

'phosphates, for the cost of 40s. per ton. It is

further stated " that the sewage flows into a suc-

cession of reservoirs, and is deodorized immediately,

in an air-tight vessel. The water is discharged clean

and clear, aud the residuum converted, by means of

the patent desiccating process, into a perfectly dry

guano. The operation of purifying commences im-

mediately, and is complete in forty-eight hours ; aud

every offensive and noxious smell is fixed and

precipitated with the residuum." I took an oppor-

tunity offered me to visit the premises connected

with the prospectus given me. I found them in

Puddle Dock ; and the appliances, which are of the

simplest kind, certainly effected every transition of

the sewage into an inodorous, dry guano, portable in

bags, exactly like foreign guano ; and I was told

that with the addition of about 20 per cent of phos-

phate of lime it is quite equal to the best Peru-

vian in its fertilizing qualities. On this point I

shall not offer an opinion ; but this I do assert, that

it is a very valuable manure, can be offered to the

agricultural interest at a very cheap rate, and is con-

sequently well worthy of their attention. The

patentee of the deodorizing process assured me that

he only wanted the company to be formed of intelli-

gent agriculturists, to whom he should be willing at

any time to relinquish his patent, and its corres-

ponding advantages, upon the most liberal terms

;

reserving to himself, however, the department of

engineer to the company. The sewage he has se-

cured, by lease of twenty-one years from the City

of London, are those flowing into the Thames

by Puddle Dock, Paul's Wharf, the Dowgate, and

Lower Thames-street sewers, with all their various

branches, capable of producing daily upwards of

thirty tons of dry residuum ready for immediate use

;

so that from this one source alone, we have a supply

of about 10,000 tons of home-made guano, nearly

equal to the best Peruvian.

I wish this could be carried on throughout the

metropolis, and all provincial towns ; what an im-

mense resource w^ould thus be opened to us ! quite

sufficient, I presume, for our immediate wants, or

at all events for the purpose of application to the

turnip plant, which is the principal object I have in

view while writing this short article. ""^"'''' ^^^ '
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Tlie turnip plant m its early stage is teudcr, tiud

subject to the attacks of numerous enemies. As a

cuUivator of many years' stauding, 1 have invariably

found the best remedy against these attacks is to

iiaye the soil in the most perfecily pulverized state

)to which I can possibly bring it. The Swede turnip

I always grow on ridges from 24 to 27 inclies ajiart,

manured with from 12 to IG loads of fold-yard dung,

the seed drilled in with some of the adventitious aids

in manures enumerated above. Mangel wurzel I

put in as the swedes ; but the common varieties of

turnip I put in on the flat, still adhering to drilling

composts of some kind. The cheapest I make is

composed of a collection of night soil, pig manure,

pigeons' and poultry dung, dead animals, and other

similar substances : this I mix with virgin loam, de-

cayed leaves, roots, or vegetable matter, keeping

them from year to year as I require them ; which

mixtm-e is generally drilled in with ashes made from

sods collected around the fields, twitch, and the like,

and the proportion drilled is 4 bushels of the " col-

lection" (before mixing) to 40 bushels of ashes and

compost per acre. In the whole of my experiments

I can say I do not recollect a failure since I adopted

this course of management, which has now extended

over a period of nearly thii-ty years ; and my aver-

age growth throughout would exceed sixty acres

annually.

A word, and only a word, to "Looker on" : my ob-

ject is solely to advance the prosperity of British agri-

culturists. If in my humble way I cull forth animad-

versions, I wish they may never be taken up in a

more ungenerous spirit than by "Looker on." I

cannot see that I "reach beyond the realms of

truism : read Mr. Caird's speech at Wigtown, April

19th. " One who has Guided the Plough" must also

have a word in reply. I regret my time will not per-

mit me to go iuto discussions. I would not enter

upon a farm under an unreasonable landlord, without

compensation clauses certainly. If by improved ap-

pliances (ploughs) I can plough laud at os. or Gs. per

acre, why should I pay 10s. or 12s.? Perhaps my

case may seem unreasonable ; but thousands of light

lauds are ploughed at that rate, and I believe charged

the higher suras. I must say I discard bare fallows.

If I could not profitably grow turnips or rape, I would

put iu a green crop for manure. I think incoming

tenants are often called upon to pay for improper

management, of which laying manures in large heaps

would be one. I want an equitable system through-

out the kingdom, and your strictures will, 1 hope,

aid me in its establishment. P. F.

WHAT ARE THE PRLXCIPLES ON WHICH LAND SHOULD BE VALUED?

What are the principles on which land should be

valued ? The Ordnance survey of Ireland is the

best public survey ever made in any country, if we

except that of India, now in progress. It was

undertaken on a larger scale than that of England,

that it might serve as the basis for a general valua-

tion of the country ; and that valuation, made under

the direction of Mr. Griffith, as Chief Commissioner,

and commonly called " Griffith's valuation," is the

most systematic with which we are acquainted. It

is far superior to most of the valuations of parishes

and estates made in England by individual pro-

prietors, independently, and too often on no system

whatever.

We do not mean, however, to assert that the

Irish valuation is perfect, and that our land-agents

and land-valuers could not improve upon it, as well

as upon their own practice in the art of valuing

land, if they would only apply themselves to the task.

In Ireland the government is expected to do almost

everything for both landlords and tenants, even, as

we heard an Irishman once observe, to the milking

of their cows ; and the general valuation was under-

taken by the government, in consequence of loud

and repeated complaints of the unequal assessment

of the county rates, which are the heaviest, and

were till of late almost the only impost borne by

the land in Ireland.

The two most important elements in the valuation

of land are its quality or capabiUty of producing,

and the price of the crops which it produces, 1 he

former may be considered the most permanent,

being affected chiefly l>y improvements in agricul-

ture : the latter is fluctuating, and depends upon a

variety of causes. In order to insure uniformity in

the latter respect, so that the relative value of lands

should be the same in the same county, or in dif-

ferent and distant counties, though made at different

and distant times, the legislature fixed a scale of

prices for wheat, barley, oats, potatoes, beef, mutton,

and pork, as the standard for the valuation ; all

valuations to be given as ifthe standard prices were

the actual prices at the time the valuation was made.

Supposing the intrinsic quality of the land, therefore,

once accurately determined at those prices, the value

according to the government valuation would be

capable of easy reduction to the actual value, at

any time, by a comparison of the standard prices

with the actual prices ; and the only other correc-

tions required would be for increased productiveness

arising from improved methods of cultivation, from

additional facilities for conveying produce to market

2 M 2
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afforded by roads, canals, and railways, or from a

redistribution of the centres of population. It is

to the means employed for determining the quality of

the land, to which we shall confine ourselves on the

present occasion. The Chief Commissioner was

empowered by the Act to appoint valuers, or, as they

are called in Ireland, valuators, who were required

to be conversant with, and professionally employed

in valuing lands and houses, or in the case of towns,

in valuing houses only. The Ordnance six-inch

maps of the district to be valued, were placed in

their hands; and they were required to lay down on

them the different qualities of land, to designate

them by numbers, and to enter in their field book,

on the spot, the value which they assigned to each

number at the standard prices. For the purposes

of this valuation, the Ordnance survey of Ireland

was made on the scale of six inches to a mile, or

V3>\ chains to an inch. The boundaries laid down
on those maps are the public divisions of counties,

baronies, parishes, and townlands. The county

rates are levied on the townlands. Townlands are

a smaller pubhc division than any we have in Eng-

land ; and though, in Ireland, most townlands contain

many occupiers, they seldom exceed the size of an

ordinary English farm, and are frequently even

smaller. Besides these territorial boundaries, the

Ordnance maps frequently show the princii)al

field-fences, all bogs, lakes, rivers, plantations,

gardens, houses, ancient forts, and other remark-

able objects, which data, with occasional measure-

ments, are sufficient to enable the valuer to mark
on the map any particular ])oint or line which he

may require, in order to divide a townland into any

) e<juired number of portions, each representing a

difference in the quality or value of the land.

In a copy of instructions to the valuers which is

now before us, it is recommended that on cultivated

lands valuation lots should rarely contain more
than thirty acres, and never exceed fifty acres

except under peculiar circumstances; and that even
in the case of lands of nearly the same value, small
divisions should be used in preference to larger

lots, as likely to give more accurate results. To
determine the quality of the land, the valuers were
directed to ascertain the depth and composition of

the soil and subsoil by digging. These were to be
the principal grounds on which they were to form
their judgment of the value.

The appearance of the crops (add the instructions)

will frequently lead the valuator to put a high
price on light or bad land highly manured, which
would be unjust, as it is the intrinsic, and not the

temporary value of the land, which is to be ascer-

tained. On the other hand, they are directed to

pay particular attention to the quahty of the herbage
on i)asture lands, and to observe on tillage lands

the prevalent indigenous plants, as frequietltly

indicating a i)articular (juality of soil and subsoil,

not to be distinguished by digging alone. Uf low

flat, and usually wet and cold lands, which have

either never been tilled, or not tilled for many years,

but are usually mown, it is directed that they shall

be valued not solely according to the appearance

of the soil when turned up, but partly by it, ami

partly by the quality of the natural vegetation ;

because when examined by digging, they sometimes

manifest so cold and unfniitful an appearance as

might cause them to be rated at less than their

actual worth as compared with the adjoining uijlands.

The valuers were required to enter in their field-

books a short but clear description of the nature of

the soil and subsoil of each valuation lot ; and, in

order that precisely the same meaning should be

attached by them all to the same descriptive word,

a certain classification of soils was adopted.

The classification of soils laid down by Mr.

Griffith, in his instructions to those who are

employed on the general valuation of Ireland.

He arranges soils under four principal heads,

as argillaceous, siliceous, calcareous, and peaty.

The argillaceous soils are subdivided into clays,

clay loams, and argillaceous alluvial. Clay is the

l)redominating ingredient in these soils, Lut

they differ in the colour as well as })roportion of

the clay which enters into their comjjosition.

Soils consisting of blue or yellow tenacious clay,

upon a retentive subsoil, are ranked as nearly

unfit for tillage, but capable of improvement when

on an open subsoil. If they contain a due ad-

mixture—but we are not told how much— of sand,

lime, and vegetable matter, they constitute good

wheat soils ; and where the climate is favourable,

are classed as the most producti^'e. A stiff clay,

by a judicious mixture of sand, lime, and organic

matter, may become, we are told, a rich loam after

long cultivation. A strong clayey loam is de-

scribed as containing about one-third, sometimes

more, of clay, with sand, lime, and animal or vege-

table matter, sand being the predominant ingre-

dient. A friable clayey loam contains less clay

and more sand, and these are more perfectly mixed.

We cannot see why loamy soils do not in this

arrangement constitute a fifth class intermediate

between the argillaceous and the siliceous; but

though such a definition is given of the composi-

tion of loams, we are told in the instructions that

the term is to be understood as comprehending

"soils of a fine tilth, which are composed chiefly

of argillaceous and siliceous earth, and which do

not form clods when jjloughed in wet weather."

According to our view, a certain amount of co-

herence, wlien wet, is a characteristic of even

sandy loams, which distinguishes them froan sand.
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''Siliceody soils ai-c subilivided by Mr. Griffith

into sandy, gravelly, slaty, and rocky. Sandy soils

are described as giving all the gradations from an

open sandy loam to pure sand ; and as varying

much in their value, according to the quality of the

sand. In gravelly soils, coarse sand and gravel

predominate : with a sufficient admixture of loam

—here again we require to be informed of the pro-

portion—they usually produce excellent corn crops.

Slaty soils occur on the sides of mountains com-

posed of slate rocks, whereby cultivated portions

of the slaty substratum become mixed with the

soil. Rocky soils contain fragments of siliceous

rock on a rubbly substratum of the same : when
the rock is limestone, they are classed with cal-

careous soils.

The sul)division made of calcareous soils is into

limestone soils, limestone gravel soils, and marls.

Limestone soils consist of finely-pulverized lime-

stone : they are by no means common, and consti-

tute the best grazing grounds. In limestone

gravel soils, calcareous gravel or coarse calcareous

sand forms the prevaihng ingredient. Marly soils

are defined as consisting of clayey marl—that is,

of clay mixed with calcareous matter, and of white

or shell marl. This last is only found at the bottom

of lakes, sluggish rivers, and small bogs. It con-

stitutes beds, twenty feet thick, on the banks of the

Shannon.

Of peat soils there are two divisions, viz., moory

soils and peaty soils. Moory soils are distin-

guished from the foregoing varieties by their

containing more or less peaty matter, and assuming

the appearance of a black or dark brown friable

earth. When the peaty marter amounts to one-

fourth, and the remainder consists of earthy matter,

they are usually productive, particularly where the

substratum consists of clay or clayey gravel. The

quality deteriorates with the increase of the peaty

matter. When it amounts to one-half, good crops

are not obtained without frequent manuring. Peat

soils are composed wholly of vegetable matter,

without any intermixture of earth. When the bog

is shallow, the residuum produced by burning

consists of red or yellow ashes, varying in weight

from one-twelfth to one-eighth of the original

weight. In deep bogs, the ashes produced by

burning the surface are usually light and

white, and do not exceed one-eighteenth part

of the original weight of the bog. They

are pronounced as of httle value for manure, and

peat soils are to be considered valuable in pro-

portion to the production of red or yellow ashes.

Such is the classification of soils adopted on the

general valuation of Ireland. They are accompa-

nied by explanatory terms, directed to be used in

the field book in describirjg the difi'erent varieties.

Tlie following are the definitions of these terms

:

aS"///^"— soils containing a large proportion, say one-

half or more, of tenacious clay : they crack in

dry weather, and ferm large and hard clods when

ploughed in wet weather. Friable—the soil is

loose and open. Strouff—the soil contains a

considerable proportion (how much?) of clay, and

has some tendency to form clods. Deep—soil?

exceeding ten inches. Shalloio—less than 8 inches.

D/-y/—the soil is friable, the subsoil porous ;
there

are no springs. Wet—the soil and subsoil are both

tenacious, or springs are numerous. Sharp—

a

moderate proportion (undefined) of gravel or small

stones. Fine, or so/f— there is no gravel, but the

soil consists chiefly of very fine sand or soft hght

earth. CoW—the soil rests on a tenacious clay,

and has a tendency, when in pasture, to produce

rushes and aquatic plants. JVorw—soils which

have been run out with hard cropping. Poor-
land of naturally bad quality. Hungry—fioWs con-

taining a considerable proportion of gravel ov coarse

sand, resting on a gravelly subsoil ; manure pro-

duces little effect on them.

The colours of soils, as brown, yellow, black,

red, are also to be introduced into the field book

;

as well as, where applicable, the words steep, level,

shrubby, rocky, exposed.

The valuers are directed to divide soils, with re-

ference to their value, into five classes. A, prime

land; B, medium land; C, poor, or clayey, or

shallow, or strong arable; D, cultivated moors or

bogs; E, natural pastures or bogs.

Prime soils are sub -divided into—A 1, superior

arable, strong, deep, rich, either alluvial or upland,

and clear of waste springs or other imperfections ;

A 2, the same, intermixed with spots of wet or

moory land, which have been deducted and valued

at a lower price ; A 3, superior arable, not so strong

or deep as the foregoing, or rather steep or ex-

posed.

Medium soils, B, are divided into—B 1, good

medium soils, or inferior alluvial land of an even

quaUty ; B 2, the same mixed with moory or light

hilly spots, deducted into the valuation ; B 3, me-

dium land of even quality, but rather steep, rocky,

or exposed to injurious winds.

Poor land, C—C 1, rather shallow, cold, mixed,

or steep; inferior land; C 2, cold, or shallow, or

gravelly, or mixed, or steep, or poor, or worn

land ; bad land, C 3, very shallow, or wet, or cold,

or worn, or sandy soils, with porous subsoil, or

high, or steep, or very strong (very bad land).

Cultivated moors or bogs, D, are thus sub-

divided—D 1, a good moory soil, well drained on

good subsoil; D 2, medium moory soil, well

drained, and in good condition ; 1) 3, poor moory

bog, or arable, wet or unmixed with earth.
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Natural pastures—E 1, green, shrubby, or rocky,

or steep lowland pasture, green pasturable moun-
tain, with spots of rocks or heath interspersed; E
2, good heathy mountain, with green pasture

through the heath ; E 3, good heathy pasture, wilh

spots of green pasture intermixed; E 4, heathy

pasture, high and remote, or cut-away bog, partly

pasturable; E 5, red bog, or coarse, high, remote
mountain.

The letters affixed to the different quahties and
values of soils are intended to guide the valuers on
selecting the proper class for each soil ; they are

not, however, entered on the map, or in the field

book. Instead of this, a full and clear description

is given, so as to be easily understood by any per-

son who may have occasion to read it ; it is written

in the book against each lot.

With regard to local circumstances affecting the

value of land, the commissioner directed that all

lands should be valued as if in an ordinary situation

;

and that per-centage, additions, or deductions

should be made for deviations from that ordinary

value as the case may require.

Land in an ordinary situation is defined to be all

varieties of land which may be considered on a

medium situation—that is, from three to five miles

from a principal market town, having a fair road to

market, not particularly sheltered or exposed; not

very conveniently situated with respect to fuel, lime,

or other manures ; not remarkably level or hilly,

and whose greatest elevation above the sea does not

exceed three hundred feet. Deductions from this

value are for greater elevation, for steepnei^s, expo-

sure to injurious winds, different varieties of soil in

small patches in the same field, bad fences, and ill-

shaped fields, and, lastly, bad roads. Additions

are to be made for greater vicinity to limestone

quarries, to sea manure, or turbary; for good
roads, for goodness of climate, including shelter

from injurious winds, and, above all, vicinity

to cities and towns.

It has been asserted that a landowner, well

known in the agricultural world, declared he could

let his land by a geological map which showed
nothing but the rock formations, and excluded the

superficial deposits. If this was the case, his

estates must have been peculiarly circumstanced.

If there are many who, misled by such authority,

have adopted this opinion, they would do well to

bear in mind one fact connected with the general

valuation of Ireland, namely, that the Commis-
sioner of Valuation is an eminent geologist, and
that he has made no such attempt. He has now
some companions in Ireland in that field of re-

search, but he long stood alone as the Irish geolo-

gist. He constructed the first geological map of

Ireland, just as Smith constructed the first of Eng-

land and Wales. He has laid down extensive areas

as occupied by the different varieties of unstratified

and stratified rocks. There are the districts of

granite, of mica-slate, and basalt. There are the

districts of Silurian slates, old red sandstone, car-

boniferous limestone, and coal measures ; but not

one word can we find, in the instructions to the

valuers, about regulating the value of land by those

formations, or by the geological map of the Com-
missioner. Ireland, like England, is extensively

overspread with the superficial deposits. From the

great extent of that unbroken sheet of carboniferous

limestone which occupies all the central parts of

the island, the influence of the superficial deposits

on the soil ought to be less than in England,

because the effect of the transporting agencies which

produced them would merely be to drift fragments

of limestone from the north over the southern por-

tion of the great limestone district. In England,

where there is no such large unbroken area of one

rock, the rock formations should exercise a greater

influence on the soil, and they define the agricul-

tural character of a district to a certain extent ; this,

however, is only whilst we confine ourselves to

general views. The moment we enter into details

that character becomes so modified by the super-

ficial deposits, that on every rock, or group of

rocks, designated by one colour on an agricultural

map, a great variety of soils are found, of very dif-

ferent composition, and of very different values.

The points to which the valuers in Ireland have

been directed by a geologist to direct their atten-

tion belong rather to the geology of the surface

than to that of the substrata. They are directed to

ascertain, by diggmg, the depth and composition,

and the nature of the subsoil, whether porous or

retentive, and the only geological characters noticed

in the rocks are whether they are argillaceous, cal-

careous, or siliceous, without reference to the part

of the series to which they belong. Besides these

conditions which affect the quantity of the produce,

there are others which affect its value when raised,

such as vicinity and accessibility of markets.

It has been found necessary to direct the valuers

to discard from their minds, in the first instance

the standard prices of the Act, and to value the land

as if they were acting for a liberal landlord about

to let it to solvent tenants on a lease, say for twenty-

one years, at the current prices. The adjusrment

of this value to the standard scale is a subsequent

operation. That scale was founded on the average

prices of agricultural produce throughout the prin-

cipal maritime markets of Ireland during a period

when prices were low. In an explanation of the

system, drawn up by the commissioner in 1844, it

is stated, that at that time the act prices were found

to be one-eighth, or 2s. 6d. in the pound below the
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current prices. For this reason, in order to bring

the primary valuation to the scale of the Act, '2s. 6d.

in the pound is deducted for land in the maritime

districts in an ordinary situation, that is, for land

within eight miles of a good market and seaport.

On the other hand, an addition of Is. in the pound

is made as the distance diminishes, on account of

superior advantages of situation, arising from facili-

ties for procuring manure and vicinity to markets.

At a distance of only four miles 1 s. in the pound is

added ; and this addition becomes proportionally

greater as the town is approached, the addition

being 8s. 6d. in the pound within two miles, 14s.

in the pound at one mile, 26s. in the pound at half

a mile, and 40s. in the pound for gardens close to

the town : so that land which in an ordinary

situation as to distance would have been valued

at 20s. the statute acre, is raised to 60s.

when close to a maritime town of, say 70,000

inhabitants. Additions, though on a more mode-

rate scale, are made as smaller towns and

villages are approached, according to principles and

tables, for distance and population, drawn-up to

assist, but not absolutely to limit, the judgment of

the valuers.

For land in the interior larger deductions are

made in the first instance, in order to adjust the

primary valuation to the Act prices, than in the ma-
ritime districts. Prices in the former have been

found to be generally from Is. to Is. 6d. in the

pound lower than in the latter. Therefore, where

2s. 6d. in the pound would be deducted under this

head in the maritime districts, 4s. in the pound
would be deducted for land in an ordinary situation,

as to elevation and exposure and distance— say,

about four miles from a market-town in the in-

terior. Deductions varying from 2s. to 5s. in the

pound, and, in some cases, as much as 10s. are

made for unfavourable conditions of exposure and
elevation.

But one of ihe most important circumstances

affecting the local value of land is, the state

of agriculture in different districts. The ground-
work of the primary valuation is the gross

value of the estimated produce according to the

system of cultivation which prevails in the neigh-

bourhood. In this respect, considerable variations

are observed in diflferent districts, although the

prices of agricultural produce may be nearly the

same. The produce, for instance, of 100 acres of

land, as cultivated by ordinary farmers, in the coun-

ties of Roscommon, Mayo, and Galway, is less, by
about fifty per cent., than the value of produce

raised from soils of similar quality and depth (the

italics are Mr. Griffith's) as farmed in the counties

of Down, Armagh, and Antrim; and hence, though

the local prices of agricultural produce do not differ

more than seven or eight ]ier cent, between the

western and the eastern counties, the value of land

varies fully one-half, owing to the difference in the

established methods of cultivation. Nevertheless,

the farmers of the western counties—that is the

worst farmers—who pay 20s. an acre for their land,

are not nearly so well off as those of the eastern

counties, who pay 30s. per acre for land of similar

quality and general circumstances.

The value set upon land, under this general

valuation, is proportioned to the value of the pro-

duce, according to the following scale :
—

T^ . ,

.

Value per Proportiou
Description,

g^.^ J,,, of produce.

Usual pro-

portion

where land

is let higli.

Arable 20a. to SOs. \ i

Ditto 10s.— 20s. 1 k

Ditto under lOs. i 1

Pasture land 20s.— 303. \ |
Mountain pasture ^^ h

The proportion, says Mr. Griffith, which rent

should bear to the produce of good arable land has

usually been set down, in Scotland, at one-third,

and for inferior land at one-fourth ; and taking this

as the key, it would appear that what I call high

rents would be considered as fair, or even moderate,

in many parts of Scotland, But we must take into

account the imperfect state of agriculture in our

most improved districts as compared with the

Lothians, Berwickshire, and Roxburghshire; and

if the labour be the same, and the produce much

less, the rent should be reduced in proportion, to

cover the extra cost of production. The same

argument is apphcable, but in an increased ratio, to

poor and undrained land, where agriculture is in a

backward state, and accordingly such reductions

have been made.

Land of the same quality and circumstances in

the same locality, though badly farmed, is valued at

the same rate as similar land well farmed, clean,

and in good order ; but all permanent improve-

ments, such as drains, good fences, and good roads,

are taken into consideration. Land which is clean,

and in a high state of cultivation, may by bad cul-

tivation and hard cropping be deteriorated in a few

years. It is therefore considered unjust that in a

permanent valuation for public purposes land

should be rated high, solely on account of its being

well cultivated at the time the valuation was made;

and, on the other hand, it is considered that land of

a good quality which has not run out should not

be valued quite so low as its present condition

would appear to require,
:^
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TRADE OF LIVERPOOL.
"The aunual average productian of all sorts of corn in the

United Kingdom has been estimated, by competent persons,

at rather mure than 00,000,000 quarters in quantity, and

£80,000,000 in val\.\?."—Bifiif/nrfiile Poole'.t Statistics of Com-

Ireland produces nearly one-fourth of the entire quan-

tity of corn grown in the United Kingdom, and the

annual returns of agricultural produce issued from the

office of Public Works in Dublin refloct great credit on

those who compile them. It is much to be regretted

that Parliament has never authorized similar returns to

be made up in England, Scotland, and Wales ; such in-

formation being of the utmost importance both to our

rural and commercial community.

Yet, notwithstanding the proximity of Ireland, we

scarcely receive in the port of Liverpool 5 per cent, of

the gross agricultural products from the Emerald Isle,

our supplies being chiefly obtained from the Baltic and

the Black Sea when in bulk, and from the United States

and France when in the manufactured state, packed
;

beside our domestic arrivals, both coastwise and by in-

land communications, from Lynn, Wisbeach, Ipswich,

Yarmouth, Lowestoft, and other little ports on the east

coast of England, the Lowlands and west coast of Scot-

land, and North Wales.

Oats and oatmeal are by much the largest aiticles of

export from Ireland, then follow wheat and wheat-flour ;

the quantities of all other descriptions of grain being

comparatively inconsiderable. The annual average

amount, weight, and value of grain, and the produce of

grain, imported from Ireland into Liverpool during

eight years, as extracted from the last oflicial report to

Parliament, appear as follow.— Virle Commercial Tariff'

Appendices, page 106,

the catalogues of the brokers. Mr. Robert Procter has

been in the habit of publishing approximate statements,

extracted from the Bill of Entry, and has kindly fur-

nished me with the following synopsis for the twelve

months ending 30th September, 1852, of the import^

into Liverpool and re-exports therefrom, doring this

period, viz. :

—

,

TOTAL IMPORTS. *" f-M ,\mVL .0 t

Wheat, English qrs.

Irish „

Foreign „
Colonial „

Tons.

549,193 109,838

20,030
21,780

475.799
31,584

Flour, English sacks

Irish

Foreign

Ditto brh.

Colonial „

Oats, English and Irish qrs

Foreign

4,574
33,408

141,597
930.453

75,055

1,185.087 122,998

22.431

iinca,tuoh
' 208^ 29.808

OaVmeaC Friglish and Irish .... loads 277.312 29,712

Barley, English and Irish qrs. 35.528

Foreign..i.iAi;»,irt.v..4.... „ 23,396;

•.iii«ib.dn
—-

11,785

Description. Quantity. Weight.

Qrs., &c.

Oats, qrs 255,255

Oatmeal, loads 288,990

Wheat, qrs 133,167

Flour, loads 177,013

Barley, qrs 12.553

Malt ditto 3,915

Beans ditto 4,595

Peas ditto 402

Kyt" ditto. 373

Tons.

36,465
30,963
26,633
22,126

2,092

919
80
75

Value.

£
262,608

377,230
339,022
381,182
19,556

10,706

8,574

724
614

Total 119,842 £1.400,216

but these figures represent only about one-fourth of

the total annual average imports of grain from all places

into the port of Liverpool ; and it is difficult to obtain

the statistics correctly, because no authentic records

exist. The Customs Bill of Entry can only be a partial

one, inasmuch as numbers of roasting vessels, laden

with corn, are reported as with cargoes of " Sundry

British gooils," which are, consequently, excluded from

Beans, English and Irish qrs.

Fo):pjgn^.,,.vw^^^•^••

:ii;>iB3 gsiaaBsm si:

--' pi JBrfw§ninn

Peas, British... J. .i ielissi . r . . qra.

Foreign ., ..j,,:,..^. ,. ..

Indian Corn, foreign qrs.

Indian Cornmeal, foreign brls.

TOTAL EXPORTS.

Flour brls.

Indian Corn qrs.

Wheat
Beans .,

Indian Cornmeal „
Barley ,.

Oats „
Peas

13.139

118.336

131,475 26,295

Balance»v.^^^ ^y,

.

Strange as it may appear, yet almost the -whole of

these re-exports were made to Ireland, which has become

a corn-importing as well as an exporting co\mtry,
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-Vcooiiliiig (,0 (lie Licrrjttiof Metcantile Gazette, the

following were the imports of com into Liverpool ilurini;

the last year, ending 31st December, 1852 :

—

1.^,) ...JEvoip Ireland. Coastwis?. Europe. U. States. Canada

"VTheat, qrs. . . 4,982 9,410 19t;,905 371,988 20,879
dais.' „ ..202,567 16.933 22,922 — —
»Hileyi-i'4,' ,,11,148 17.019 20,071 — —
5flSW» ^^ ... 4,563 5,720 116,223 — —
Peas. „ .. 1,369 603 7,675 2,811 6.428

Malt, „ .. 4,657 43.698 — _ _
Meal, loads ..350,262 2,413 901 117 —
Flour, saeks,&c. 21,177 1,832 129,279 829,138 51,890
Indian corn, qrs. 689 — 84,476 120,120 —
T. C. Meal, brls. _ — _ 200 —

TOTALS.

Wheat, quarters 604,164 = 120,833 tons.

Oats, „ 242,422 = 34,632 ,.

Barley, , 48.238 =- 9,647 „
Beans, „ 126,506 = 25,301 „
Peas, „ 18,883 = 3,778 „
Malt, , 48,355 = C,044 „

Meal, loads 353,693 -= 37,895 „
eionr.sacks 1.033,316 = 103,331 „
Indian Corn, quarters . . 205,285 =- 41,05/ „
Indian Corn Meal, harreh 200 = 20 „

Total 382,538 tons.

Still, even these figures are only an approximation to

the absolute imports. The railroad communications

from the eastern counties of England having recently

become more perfect, large quantities of flour, malt,

barley, and other grain, have been brought this way into

Liverpool for consumption, which is rather a new feature

in the trade, and r.ot comprehended in any return ; nor

is any of the corn grown in the neighbourhood of Liver-

pool, and sold to the millers of the district, registered in

any way whatever.

A society has, however, just been formed, called,

"The Association of the Liverpool Corn Trade," the

object of which is to promote measures calculated to

benefit it, by more clearly dtiining what is meant by the

usual terra " custom of the trade" ; by constituting

a tribunal of reference, before which disputes may be

carried for an amicable adjustment ; by adopting measures

for reducing the heavy charges attending the landing,

warehousing, and shipping of corn, and by collecting

correct statistical information.

Owing to the total absence of any ordinary accommo-

dation for the corn trade, Liverpool is probably one of

the most neglected seaports by the proper authorities, in

this respect, of any in the kingdom. First of all, the

vessels on arrival are generally berthed in the refuge for

the destitute, stern on to the north or south quays of

the George's, Canning, Salthouse, &c.. Docks, where

there is neither shed nor covering of any description

;

the owners, or consignees of the corn, send their own

long stages and short sack stands, the latter shaped like

hour-glasses, from which the most miserable-looking

beings. injftginable, called corn-porters, run,, by relajs,

with sacks upon their backs, in the most primitive man-

ner, until the last man reaches the place of deposit—

a

warehouse.

Compare this mode of doing business with that trans-

acted on the Thames or the Humber, where the vessels

unload their cargoes direct into the granaries, and from

which the grain can, by means of long shoots, be re-

shipped or reloaded into smaller craft, at a very trifling

expense. Look at Hull, Goole, Wakefield, and other

ports on the east coast, where the railways are laid right

into the granaries, as they ought to be, upon the dock

quays, enabling the corn-merchants there to forward

their grain westward into the manufacturing districts at

the smallest reasonable cost for such porterage and other

charges.

Then, why should Liverpool remain so backward ?

Why are not arrangements made for convenient grana-

ries to be erected on the east side of the. new Wapping

Docks, and connected with the London and North-

western Railway ? Even the existing traffic would fully

justify such proceeding, as the entire trade, if properly

summed up, there is very little doubt, amounts to an

average of 10,000 tons in weight weekly, equivalent to

i;5,000,000 in value annually.

This extensive and important business is carried on

by upwards of 100 brokers and factors, denominated

corn-merchants, the most of whom make advances on

receipts of a bill of lading to the extent of two-thirds or

more of the ordinary marketable value of the corn, and

sell it generally soon after arrival, either on speculation

or to the millers in the neighbourhood : it being esti-

mated that nearly one-third of the whole remains for

consumption in the town of Liverpool ; above one-third

is forwarded into the adjacent manufacturing districts
;

and one-third is re-exported.

The chief maikets wherein sales are eftected from

Liverpool are those of Manchester, Preston, Blackburn,

Warrington, Bolton, &c. Occasionally small lots of

grain, and large lots of barrel flour, are sent into Staf-

fordshire and Warwickshire, and the latter have even

been sent as far as London by railway. But to supply

those markets from Liverpool is an exceptional case,

and not the general rule ; as they are principally sup-

plied from the eastern counties of England and imports

into the port of London.

No extensive branch of commerce at this great port

is carried on in so loose a manner, and at so great an

expense, as the corn trade. The charges for potterage,

turning, and cartage, are greater, perhaps, oh an average,

than at any other seaport, with the exception of London.

The following table shows, at a glance, the comparative

average expenses, which, independent of duty and com-

mission (which are fixed charges), an importer into

each port incurs, when his produce is sold, ex ship, and

when warehoused, held three months, and then sold and

delivered.,
. . , ., , „. .. ... „- ,,„-,,,,,
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" Gentlemen," said he, " I shall not attempt to tell

you anything about the merely practical part of

our business, although it is said you have a good

deal to learn yet. If you will only walk, into some
of our friends' shops here, I have no doubt they

can tell you a good deal more about it than ever I

could."

We have no wish to undervalue the services of

such enthusiasts; though when insisting on the

common adoption of their practical improvements,

they too often jump at conclusions essentially im-

practical—at least under the present state of cir-

cumstances. Like the little lady who wondered

people should starve when there were buns to

be had for a penny a-piece, they cannot understand

why everybody has not land on the best tenure, in

the best condition, and with every encouragement

to make the best of it. They assume a foundation

which is an exception rather than a rule, and then

proceed to build up a structure, the very basis of

which is as yet anything but completed. Still, this

farmers' friend— the theorist who preaches practice

—does good in bis generation. Example has often

a double duty, and we may learn from it to avoid

quite as easily as to imitate.

Our other Farmers' Friend promises, we think, to

be far more useful, providing only he will play his

part as spiritedly as the one we have just sketched.

We take him to be better acquainted with the case,

and to have more real sympathy with the wants of

those he advocates. This farmers' friend, in a

word, is, or ought to be, the farmer himself. Step

by step are the farmers coming to view their posi-

tion in its true light, and to see how much depends

upon their own exertions. We say this as the

looming of a general, quite as much as of an

individual eflFort. Where theory takes one grand

point for granted, practice puis its case on

the assumption of another. We will assume it is

admitted that the cultivators of the soil know their

own business—that they are keenly alive to the im-

provements in progress—that they have advanced

considerably of late years : all this is easy of proof

and, we will proceed to say, they would go much
further were there only a fair opportunity allowed

for their doing so. The farmer then looks at

the basis of the structure as the first con-

sideration. Only clear the path for him, and

he will follow it out. From the reports of various

agricultural meetings we may gather there must

be something radically wrong at the bottom still;

many a serious impediment yet to be removed be-

fore we can take our fair share in that " progress"

the world calls so loudly for. " I don't want to know
how to grow turnips, or feed cattle," said the repre-

sentative of a local farmers' club the other day;

" what I want to know is, how I am to get rid of

those burdens which prevent me growing and feed-

ing them as I could wish. That 's what we ought

to go for, in the first place."

And this, beyond a doubt, is what they must go

for, before they can feel themselves properly

"righted," or in a position to start fair under that

new system they have now to submit to. The re-

cognition of this said system is, at least, attended

with the one advantage—that it has served to re-

move much of that false delicacy which so long

prevented farmers speaking out on their own
condition. Other classes might press their

wants on the attention of the Legislature, but

the " No Politics" cry we alluded to a few weeks

since was the bar here. It would appear to be such

no longer. From a circular notice sent ua we find

that on Saturday next the following subject will be

brought before the members of tlie Winchester

Farmers' Club :
—" The Advantages arising to

Agriculturists generally from Political Discussions

at Farmers' Clubs."

This certainly reads bold enough, but we have no

wish to quarrel with the wording of it. It is evident

that to effect anything, farmers must discuss

farmers' politics—always, as we hope, with that

temper and discretion which will command respect

while they ensure attention. The " Wmchester" is

now one of the most active of the local clubs ; and

numbering, as it does, many very able men
among its members, we shall watch with more than

ordinary interest the result of the meeting in ques-

tion.

CULTIVATION OF WATER-CRESS ON DRY
LAND.— It is not generally known that this univer-

sally esteemed addition to the essentials of the

break fast-table, for which we are in the habit of

paying daily pence which, in the course of time,

amount to a considerable sum, to itinerant vendors,

may be grown by any one who can command a i'cw

yards of earth in a situation not fully exposed to the

sun. A few plants may be procured from any of their

natural habitats, and placed in the ground, where they

will soon begin to grow. Of course it is absolutely

necessary to keep the new plantation perfectly .'haded

for a time, and if it can bealwa\s thus kept all the

better. Plentiful supplies of water at all times when
rain is not abundant ave also essential; but it is a

mere fancy to suppose that a running stream is wanted.

The plant may grow better in such a situation—pro-

bably it does; but that it is not necessary I have had

the fullest proof, having seen water-cresses as lux-

uriant, or nearly so, as any that could be gathered in

ditches and brooks, grown on a damp, shady border

in a kitclien-garden. Perhaps they were not quite so

tender and delicate, but still their quality was such

as to leave no room for complaint,

—

Viator.
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A Weeklv CoTTNCir. was held at the Society's

House, in Hanover-square, on Wednesday, the 27th

April
; present, Lord Ashburton, Pi-esident, in the chair

;

LordBerners, Hon. R. H. Clive, M. P., Sir John V.

B. Johnstone, Bart., M.P., Sir Montague Cholmeley,

Bart., Mr. Raymond Barker, Mr. II. Raymond Barker,

Mr. Bermingham, Mr. BuUen, Mr. D. Burton, Jun.,

Rev. Thomas Cator, Colonel Challoner, Mr. Capel Cure,

Mr. Dyer, Mr. Fisher Hobbs, Mr. Hyett, Mr. Majen-

die, Mr. Manning, M. J. Chalmers Morton, Mr. Paget

(Ruddington Grange), Mr. Paine, Mr. Parkins, Mr.

Pocock, Professor Simonds, Mr. Slaney, Mr. Reynolds

Solly, Mr. Spencer Stanhope, Mr. Crompton Stans-

field. Captain Henry Vyner, Professor Way, and Mr.

II. W. White.

Cottagers' Wells and Pumps.—Mr. Slaney, of

Walford Manor, Salop, favoured the Council with the

results of his experience in obtaining convenient supplies

of water for labourers' cottages, by very simple and in-

expensive, but effective means ; to the adoption of which

he had been led by becoming acquainted, during his

connection with successive sanitary commissions, with

the absolute necessity of an adequate supply of water

to the poor, within a moderate distance from their

homes. In some parts of that county such supply was

very indifferent, the cottages being far off from any well,

and the labourers having to go half a mile to a surface

spring : the consequence was, that they had to carry the

water to their houses day after day, with much trouble

and loss of time. The cost and cartage of bricks, and

the labour attending the construction of large draw-

wells of four feet in diameter, were obstacles alike to

the large and small farmers, that prevented such works

being carried out beyond certain limits, and executed in

those positions where only small supplies were required

by the isolated cottager. Dr. Johnson had remarked,

that whatever was done with trouble was seldom done at

all. Mr. Slaney, therefore, hoped that all persons who
had by experience ascertained simple and economical

means for promoting the convenience and improving the

condition of the labouring poor, would, like himself on

that occasion, venture to communicate their results,

which would then, by adoption, be rendered still further

practicable and advantageous to that deserving class.

In many of these cases only small supplies of water were

required at once ; and the springs, though only"sliallow,

had a sufficient interval of time allowed them to regain

their level. There were also many soils, not containing

stones or beds of rock, which were easily cut into, and

also at moderate depths yielded the supplies of water

thus required ; such soils were those of a sandy, marly,

clayey, or gravelly character ; and into these, wells might

^be^sunk to.^^^epth varying from three to seven or eight

^ ~" iidi lu aqraoq iadi g^ddmaca adS oJ Jnabi

ai ailsw srfj gniiinol idi aiabnil'^o bna alnamalqmi 9'<

VI.. U, JioBfli bs^9yao-j ad •^lisKd bluo-j ,noiJ39Ji!'

•^JS .Hal ari figiJodiJB bns jsanaqiia !I«m8

t^O'M'f. =*'!*S C I E T ^.:h Q..?,.,^jy5,|.^J^,fe

yards, at points conveniently situated for one or two cot-

tages, at a sum (including every expense of the pump
and the sinking of the well) not exceeding from £i 10s.

to £5. Mr. Slaney explained to the members, that the

spot for the well being selected, and a small circular space

dug round as a preliminary process into the ground, the

sinking of the well itself was commenced by making

a vertical opening a few feet deep by means of the ordi»

nary boring auger, or cylindric scoop, three inches in

diameter, which not only penetrated the ground, but

brought up the soil which it detached and enclosed.

An iron cylinder, half-an-inch thick in metal, five inches

clear in its internal diameter, and four feet in length,

having its lower circular end brought to a sharp bevilled

edge, to penetrate the ground, and a collar or rim of

wood, cordage, or some other soft substance, fixed over

its upper end to prevent vibration, was then placed

over the opening thus made, and driven down into the

ground by means of a heavy wooden mallet. The auger

was again employed to remove all the earth enclosed by

this iron cylinder ; and, in order to obtain a further

downward-passage for the cylinder, a tool was used to

loosen and clear away the earth from beneath its cutting

rim : this consisted of a rod with a cross-handle at its top,

and a projecting claw fixed at a right-angle to its lower

end ; so that on turning this tool round by its handle,

the claw turned also round, beneath and beyond the

sharp edge of the cylinder, which was again beat down

by the mallet and the earth removed by the auger. The

requisite number of successive cylinders were placed

one upon the other, and beaten down as the lower one

descended. The well in this manner was generally com-

pleted in a single day, provided all the preparations for it

had been duly made ; and its sides were encased from top

to bottom by the iron cylinders in question. The bottom

of the well was formed of a bed of gravel, shot down

when the water began to come to the depth of a foot,

and which acted as a filter for the ascending' water

:

and the lowest iron cylinder having a portion of its

sides pierced with small holes to admit a lateral supply

from the surrounding ground. The pump, with its

spout turned down and covered with a grating, and

its leaden pipe of half-inch to an inch bore, sup-

plied to Mr. Slaney by Caswell, of Snow Hill,

Wolverhampton, were then inserted, and the well-top

covered over as usual ; the lower end of the leaden

pipe, of globular shape, and pierced with holes, being

let down into the water immediately above the bed

of gravel. Mr. Slaney had found the expense of

such well and pump, about seven yards in depth, not

to exceed from £3 to i.5 ; and he understood that in

cases where a greater number were contracted for, the

expense might be still less. He thought 4^ wpuli ^be
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evident to the members that pumps of this nature, witli

the implements and cylinders for forming the wells in

question, could easily be conveyed in a cart at very

small expense ; and although he felt great confidence

in the success of the form of well he had then ventured

to describe, he made the communication in the hope

that such improvements might be suggested in its form

and structure as would tend to its still further economi-

cal manufacture and convenient adaptation to its purpose.

Mr. Slaney then referred to the conducting of water

from springs on higher grounds to lower positions by

means of tubular drain tiles. He also referred to the

great importance of draining well the site on which a

cottage is to be built, in order that the soil may have the

moisture well drawn out of it : this he thought particu-

larly advisable in the case of clay lands, the walls of the

houses on which continued for a long time to cxsude

moisture, or sweat damp : red sandstone as a building

material being also liable to produce this effect. This

exsudation, he remarked, might easily be prevented,

by inserting a slate above the first or second course of

masonry, and slanting a little beyond it, which cut off

the communication between the walls and the founda-

tions, and prevented the dampness from ascending.

He also alluded to the glazed tubes recommended by

the Climbing-boys Commission, in the construction of

chimneys, as leading to less accumulation of soot, and

effecting a better draught and consequent ventilation.

He also called the attention of the members to a simple

air-flue, which might at no expense be made in the

building of cottages at the back of the kitchen-fire,

by means of which warm air might be circulated

through the adjoining apartment, where clothes might

be dried, and also through the floors to the upper

rooms of the house. He concluded by hoping that these

suggestions would be received by the Council without

disfavour, and that they would tend, on further im-

provement, to that convenience and comfort to the

poorer classes in which the community generally

were all interested.—Lord Ashburton explained the

advantages and construction of the cheap clay ovens

used in Devonshire.—Colonel Challoner thanked Mr.

Slaney for the information he had given them, every

point connected with cottage economy being well de-

serving of attention. He had himself found his plumber's

bills so heavy every six months for the repairs of his

pump suckers, that he had been induced to try the cheap

cast-iron pumps made by Messrs. Warner ; and since

he had adopted them, he had not had a sixpence to pay

for repairs, the double action in the handle keeping the

sucker constantly in a vertical position, and preventing

its wearing out. He feared the lead pipe of Mr. Slaney's

pump would corrode. He referred to instances in which he

had known the lead become furred and eaten away in a few

months. He had found galvanized iron pipe at about 2s.

a yard the best for the purpose of conveying water. He
fully concurred with Mr. Slaney in the importance of the

foundations of cottages being thoroughly dry. The late

estimable Marquis of Downshire, one of their trustees,

being anxious on one occasion to erect a double cottage in

Ireland on a clay flat, where there had been no drainage,

consulted Colonel Challoner on the subject of the site,

when he advised his lordship not to sink foundations, but

to place the cottages on a raised truncated pyramid of dry

earth brought to the place, two feet six inches high,

with sloping sides ; and Lord Downshire had told him,

a little before his death, that no cottages on his estates

were so dry as those in question.—Mr. Hyett thought

the use of iron a great objection in pumps or conduits ;

he had himself been obliged to remove some iron pumps,

in consequence of the corrosion of the metal, and so

great an impregnation of the water as to occasion iron-

moulds on the clothes washed in it. Probably Mr. Slaney

had that result in view when he adopted lead as the metal

for his pipes—Mr. Slaney replied that, in the small wells

and pumps to which he had referred, the water was con-

stanlly removed, and not allowed to remain stagnant suffi-

ciently long to act upon the metal. He had not heard of

any complaint of such impregnation in his pump-water,

which was not used by the cottagers for washing, a pit or

pond being generally at hand, where there was a collection

of soft water. The leaden pipes in his well admitted of

being at any time easily drawn up and examined.

—

Professor Way had understood that the plan of Dr.

Smith, of Manchester, had been adopted in many

towns in Lancashire for coating iron. The tubes

were made red hot, and then dipped into a liquid bitu-

minous mixture, which gave them a strong and beau-

tiful coating of japan. With regard to metallic cor-

rosion in general, it might be stated that much of the

effect depended upon the particular kind of water and

the chemical agents it held in solution.—Lord Ashbur-

ton thought the friction of the borer would wear away the

internal varnish of the tube, but that such bituminous coat-

ings would be found very effective in the case of pipes for

simply retaining or conducting water.—Mr. Stansfield

considered that the Council were much obliged to Mr.

Slaney for the statements he had then made to them. The

late Mr. Gott, of Leeds, had made wells 400 feet deep,

and inserted cylinders of five or six feet diameter, to in.-

tercept the land-springs. Iron destroyed all the good

quality of water for domestic purposes. He had em-

ployed it in some cases ; the water however came out a

stream of red liquid, of a very injurious nature to plants.

Several trials had been made by the York and Leeds

Water Companies and others, of lining the pipes, and

also of correcting the quality of the water by means of

lime ; but these means were only of temporary benefit.

Every blacksmith knew how to varnish his iron work

with the gas tar in the hot coals of his fire; but that

protective covering soon wore off.—Mr. Hyett remarked

that the pipes in artesian wells were always made

of iron. The contamination of that metal only in-

terfered with washing clothes, while dissolved lead

interfered with the cooking purposes of water. Mr.

Mainwaring Paine had applied the drainage-water from

a few fields, to supply the wants of a village lying upon

another geological formation, at a very trifling cost to
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himself. The village contained about 60 or 70 houses.

The drained land lay upon the gault subsoil. The site

of the village was porous green sand, and the inhabitants

had to fetch water from the river, a distance of from

half a mile to a mile from their dwelling houses. Com-
mon drainage pipes were laid from the exits of the

drains to the valley ; and three small wells, from 8 to

10 feet deep, were dug, into which the pipes emptied

themselves. This simple plan, Mr. Paine remarked,

had given the whole village a plentiful supply of good

soft water ; and the whole cost to himself had been less

than £20, while the villagers considered this supply of

good water as a very great boon to them.

Mr. Paget and Professor Simonds communicated in-

formation connected with the inoculatory process carried

on in this country and abroad, with a view to subdue

the virulence of the symptoms of cattle labouring under

pleuro-pneumonia, in reference to the complete report

on this subject, in preparation for immediate publication

in the Society's Journal. Mr. Bailey Dentcm's plan of

model mapping, and Mr. Dumolo's paper on swamp

drainage, were referred for consideration to the weekly

council on the 25th of May.

The Council then ordered their usual acknowledgments

for the communications then made to them , and adjourned

to their monthly meeting on the 4th of May.

A Monthly Council was held at the Society's

house, in Hanover Square, on Wednesday, the 4th of

May. The following members of Council and Go-

vernors of the Society were present :—Lord Ashburton,

President, in the chair. Earl of Yarborough ; Lord

Southampton; Lord Bridport; Hon. R. H. Clive,

M.P. ; Sir Matthew White Ridley, Bart. ; Sir Charles

Lemon, Bart., M.P. ; Sir John V. B. Johnstone, Bart.,

M.P. ; Sir Robert Price, Bart., M.P. ; Mr. Raymond
Barker, Mr. C. Barnett, Mr. S. Bennett, Mr. H.

Blanshard, Mr. Brandreth, Mr. Burke, Mr. W. G.

Cavendish, Colonel Challoner, Mr. Crosskill, Mr.

Evelyn Denison (M.P.), Mr. Druce, Mr. Gadesden, Mr.

Garrett, Mr. Brandreth Gibbs, Mr. Grantham, Mr.

Hamond, Mr. Fisher Hobbs, Mr. Hornsby, Mr. Hud-

son (Castleacre), Mr. Kindpr, Mr. Lawes, Mr. C. Law-

rence, Mr. Milward, Mr. Mainwaring Paine, Mr. Silli-

fant, Mr. Simpson, Mr. Slaney, Mr. Crompton

Stansfield, Mr. C. Hampden Turner, Mr. Turner

(Barton), Captain Henry Vyner, Professor Way, Mr.

Jonas Webb, Mr. Wilson (Stowlangtoft), and Mr.

Woodward.

Finances.—Mr. Raymond Barker presented to the

Council the monthly report of the Finance Committee,

and the usual quarterly statements of the accounts of

the Si'ciety, from which it appeared that the general

current cash-balance in the hands of the bankers was

£3,300. This balance included the Gloucester sub-

scription, and £800 as the special balance on account

of life-compositions. The Council adopted the recom-

mendation of the committee that this special balance

should be invested as permanent capital in the purchase

of stock in the public funds. The Council also adopted

the recommendation of the committee, that the directors

of the county of Gloucester bank should be requested

to act as the local bankers of the Society during the

period of its ensuing country meeting.

Lincoln Meeting.—Mr. Raymond Barker, Mr.

Brandreth, Mr. Fisher Hobbs, Mr. Milward, and Mr.

Brandreth Gibbs, having been appointed by the Council

at the last Monthly Meeting to act as an Inspection

Committee for personally visiting the sites and accom-

modations offered to the Society for the purposes of the

country meeting of next year, the report of this com-

mittee was read, and the various localities exhibited to

the members on a large map and plans of the city of

Lincoln and its vicinity, furnished by the authorities.

The Right Worshipful the Mayor and the Town-Clerk

of Lincoln, accompanied by the Hon. A. Leslie Melville,

and Mr. Torr, the well-known agriculturist of tbst dis-

trict, then appeared before the Council as a deputation

representing the authjrities of the city, and the gentry

alid farmers of the county of Lincoln, for the purpose of

advocating the claims of that part of England for the

country meeting of the S ciety ; and the Earl of Yar-

borough, as President of the North Lincolnshire Agri-

cultural Society, supported the memorial sent in by that

body, strongly recommending such choice to be made

by the Council. These gentlemen respectively having

furnished to the members present every information re-

quired of them, they received from the President the

best acknowledgments of the Council for the kind trouble

they had taken in attending the meeting of that day. It

was then resolved unanimously, on the motion of Mr.

Raymond Barker, seconded by Mr. Fisher Hobbs, that

the City of Lincoln should be the place of the country

meeting of the Society for the year 1854 ; subject to the

standing condition, that in the course of a fortnight from

that day, the Mayor, on the part of the authorities of

that city, should enter into the usual agreement with the

Secretary of the ^'ociety, acting in the name and on the

behalf of the Council imder the powers of the Royal

Charter, that the offers and stipulations on which the

decision of the Council had been made should be

guaranteed under their hands respectively, and the seals

of their respective corporations.

Country Meeting of 1857.—The Council then

proceeded, according to established regulation, to de-

termine the district for the country meeting to be held

four years in advance ; and decided, on the motion of

Colonel Challoner, seconded by Mr. Milward, that such

district should be formed of the counties of Dorset,

Somerset, Wilts, and Hants.

Journal.—Mr. Pusey, Chairman of the Journal

Committee, reported that, should no unforeseen impe-

diments arise to retard the publication of the number of

the Journal now in the press, it would make its ap-

pearance early in June.

Steward of Implements.—On the motion of Mr.

Hamond, seconded by Mr. Brandreth Gibbs, Mr. Wil-

liam George Cavendish, of Burlington House, Picca-
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dilly, was appointed ttte isteward- elect of Implements at

the Gloucester Meeting.

Judges.—The Council decided that nominations by

members of the Society, made for Judges of Stock and

Implements for the Gloucester Meeting, should be

received up to the 23rJ inst., the day of the general

meeting ; and the whole list then printed for the inspec-

tion and remarks of any member of the Society, who
should make application to the secretary for a copy of

that list : the selection and appointment of such judges

being made by the Council at their Monthly Meeting on

the 1st of June—no exhibitor, however, of stock or im-

plements being allowed to vote.

Gloucester Meeting.—-Mr. Raymond Barker,

Vice-Chairman of the General Gloucester Committee,

reported the favourable progress of the works for the

ensuing country meeting, and a recommendation that

Wednesday, the 13th of July, should be the day on which

the Pavilion Dinner of tlic Society should take place.

Generation of Steam.— Colonel Challoner, Chair-

man of the Implement Committee, reported the active

measures taken by the committee for the construction of

a steam-boiler for supplying steam to work the fixed

engines at the Gloucestes Meeting ; and their full expec-

tation that each boiler would be completed in due time

to the satisfaction of the committee, and to that of the

consulting-engineer of the Society.

House-List.—The Council, in pursuance of the

terms of the bye-laws, agreed to the House- List of

Council to be recommended to the members at their en-

suing general meeting.

The President laid before the Council a letter ad-

dressed to his lordship by the Earl of Clarendon, en-

closing a communication from his Excellency the Count

Walewski, on the subject of the great exhibition of agri-

cultural and industrial product? to be held in Paris, in

May, 1855. A communication was also received from

Sweden, announcing that the great agricultural meeting

of that kingdom would be held en the 15th of August

next, at Lidkoping, and inviting members of the Society

to attend on the occasion, when guides, interpreters, and

every other facility would be afforded for their conve-

nience and accommodation.

The Council adjourned to their weekly meeting on

Wednesday, the 11th instant, when Professor Way
would deliver his lecture to the governors and membars,

on the chemical constitution of agricultural Grasses.

A Weekly Council was held at the Society's

House in Hanover Square, on Wednesday, the 11th of

May. Present : Colonel Challoner, Trustee, in the

chair ; Lord Camoys, Lord Bridport, Sir Matthew

White Ridley, Bart., Sir Charles Lemon, Bart., M. P.,

Mr. Raymond Barker, Mr. Bermingham, Mr. Bullen,

Mr. D. Burton, jun., Mr. Cavendish, Mr. Clarke

(Swakelys), Mr. John Glutton, Mr. Darnbrough, Dr.

Daubeny, Mr. Dyer, Mr. Edgington, Mr. Edwards,

Mr. Gadesden, Mr. Brandreth Gibbs, Mr. Fisher Hobbs,

Mr. Lawes Majendie, Mr. Manning, Mr. Dycc Nicol,

Mr. Odams, Mr. Parkins, Mr. Ramsay, Mr. Rovvlund-

son, Mr< Severn, Professor Simonds, Mr. Slaney, Mr.

Spencer Stanhope, Mr. Crompton Stansfield, Mr. Mar-

tin Sutton, Mr. R. Trench, Mr. Tunno, Captain Henry

Vyner, and Professor Way.

Natural and Artificial Grasses.— Professor

Way, consulting chemist of the Society, submitted to

the inspection of the members the tabular results he had

obtained, during the last three years, from his chemical

investigation into the relative nutritive value of the

natural and artificial Grasses. These results were given

in two tables, one of which contained 20 analyses of

natural Grasses, and the other 13 analyses of artificial

Grasses", and 7 analyses of weeds ; showing the propor-

tion of water in the fresh plant, and the relation of each

Grass in its dried and undried state to albuminous and

fatty matter. He gave a detailed statement of the valua-

ble investigations undertaken in 1824, at the expense of

the Duke of Bedford, and carried out by Mr. Sinclair,

under suggestions by Sir H. Davy, for the purpose

of ascertaining the composition and qualities of dif-

ferent Grasses, and the reason of their superior pro-

duce in particular cases. In these experiments the

test of nutritive value was supposed to consist in the

amount of soluble extractive matter obtained from

equal weights of the several specimens of Grass. It

was now, however, known that such extraction will

give but a very imperfect indication of nutritive value,

vegetable food being at the present day divided

into the nitrogenous class, including albuminous

and cheesy matter, the leguminous food of Peas,

&c. , and matter generally of an animal character ; and

the non-nitroffoious class, including starch, gum, sugar,

and fatty matter. In the first class, the nutritive sub-

stance is partly soluble and partly insoluble, the cheesy

and leguminous matter being only soluble under certain

circumstances ; in the second class, the nutritive sub-

stances are generally soluble. It was under these great

and contradistinguished divisions that the investigation

he had undertaken under the direction of the chemical

committee of the Society had been pursued. He offered

the results obtained simply as data on which inquiry

might proceed, not as exponents of any assumed theory

on the important question of the conversion of vegetable

food into animal substance, on which so many distin-

guished physiologists and chemists held different

opinions, and which, he thought, would receive its best

solution by cautious induction from incontrovertible

facts. He referred to the siliceous nature of the stems

of natural Grasses, and to the opposite character of

those of the artificial ones. He also cautioned the

members against too hasty a conclusion of the value of

produce from weight or bulk, which in many cases re-

sulted from the large proportion of water the plant con-

tained : he advised rather a consideration to be made of

the per-centage of dry solid matter obtained, as a surer

guide to such relative value. He cited and illustrated

cases of the deception that might arise from such esti-

mation of the value of a crop ; and entered into a de-
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tailed statement of the mode in which the Grasses liad

been collected by Mr. Bravender, and sent to him daily

iu closed tin cases ; leaving the full elucidation of these

details and his views generally on the subject to be given

in a paper he was preparing for the Journal of the

Society, to be published next month.— Col. Challoner

referred to the probable advantage of Professor Way 's

double silicates for Grass-lands, deficient in the siliceous

matter required for the natural Grasses.—Mr. Lawes

favoured the members with a statement of those deduc-

tions, connected with the feeding of animals on nitro-

genous and non-nitrogenous food, which he had drawn,

not from theoretical assumptions, but from actual experi-

ments on animals themselvei. He pointed out the

discrepancies arising in the present state of our know-

ledge, from the application of any assumed general rule

on this subject, to cases of feeding. This result did not

justify him in regarding nitrogen as an indispensable

agent in these cases ; if he made any assumption it

would be in favour of the non-nitrogenous compounds

constituting the food of animals, the nitrogenous being

thrown away or wasted, while the non-nitrogenous were

retained ; but, without assuming the peculiar function

of nitrogen in the animal economy, the truth in this, as

in other cases, might lie midway between the extremes,

and some relation hereafter be assigned between the

two classes of nitrogenous and carbonaceous food best

adapted for the purpose under each given circumstance.

He entered into very interesting details connected with

the striking results obtained by him in the course of his

experiments on the feeding of animals. These will be

given to the members in the pages of the new number of

the Society's Journal, now in the press.— Dr. Daubeny

remarked, that the results of Mr. Lawes's observations

upon the superiority of non-nitrogenized over nitro-

genized substances in feeding animals might be

accounted for on this simple principle, namely, that

the growth of an animal, beyond a certain point,

depended rather upon the increase of fat than ui)on the

increase of muscle. The production of the former

would be favoured most by administering starch, sugar,

and gum, and that of the latter by the albumen con-

tained in the plant ; conseciuently it must, he thought,

be bad economy to supply any animitl with a larger

amount of nitrogenized matter than was necessary for

making up the waste of muscle. He would also venture

to make another remark, in order to supply what

appeared to him an omission in Professor Way's very

able and useful communication, namely, that, according

to theory, the most profitable time for cutting the

natural Grasses would be just when the largest accumu-

lation of saccharine matter has already taken place.

This would be just at the time when the flower begins

to be developed, after which the secretions would

iindergo a continual diminution by being applied to the

perfecting of the seed, for the use of which Nature had

originally raised them up. lie concluded by observing

that these, like other theoretical suggestions, unist of

course be te ted by practice ; but he could not sit down

without expressing his opinion that the collection of such

data as those which Prof. Way had brought together in

tlie tables then hung up in the room would be of great

service in suggesting experiments which might eventually

lead to a more economical use of the Grasses employed

in agriculture.—Mr. Slaney then favoured the Council

with a very clear and striking statement of what he con-

sidered the points at issue in the controversies connected

with the great question of feeding animals. In fact he

considered it to be always highly advantageous to the

practical farmer when " doctors disagreed ;" for, in such

cases, there ensued that discussion of real fact, and

that gradual elimination of non-essential considerations,

which eventually led to a sounder knowledge on the sub-

ject. He referred to the different characters of the

artificial and natural Grasses, in respect to amount of

nitrogen contained in each, and to the statements of

Prof. Way and the experiments of Mr. Lawes, in refer-

ence to feeding-properties in each case. He could not,

however, help drawing a marked distinction between the

quality of bulk and fatness of an animal, and that

nervous development of muscle which conferred strength ;

and for each of these opposite effects, the different classes

of food he thought might be administered with great

advantage. He understood from Prof. Way that the

natural Grasses on which he experimented had not

been grown separately in plots, but taken indiscrimi-

nately from the pastures on which they had grown ; this,

Mr. Slaney thought, did not give an equal area of natural

Grass an equal chance of comparison with artificial

Grass, to which, by the tables, it appeared so much

inferior, because in the former case the natural pasture

would furnish a considerable proportion of weeds.—Mr.

Brandreth Gibbs pointed out, at the recjuest of the

members, the comparative permanence of the artificial

Grasses on which Professor Way had made his analyses.

—Mr. Rowlandson considered the annual value of

pastures to preponderate over that of the other branches

of husbandry. He complimented Professor Way on

the sterling results he had obtained in this investigation

of the Grasses : only those who knew the labour of ar-

riving by experiment at such results could fully estimate

it. He, however, perceived two omissions in the list,

which it would be well, at some future time, to supply

—

namely that of Timothy Grass and the Yarrow. The

value of the former was well known ; and although it

was not desirable to introduce too much of the latter in

light pastures, it was, generally speaking, a useful ad-

junct. He had for fourteen years made the cultivation

of Grasses an object of his study. He referred to the

selection animals made of particular Grasses. Cows, he

remarked, would eat the soft meadow Grass ; while

horses would starve before they would touch it. It

flowered, however, all the year round, and should enter

in a small proportion into every pasture, yielding, as it

did, as good a crop on poor land as any other Grass.

Science and practice, he added, would eventually be

found to meet ; their occasional divergence arose from

overlooking small but essential conditions. He fiiUy
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concurred with the observations of Dr. Daubeny and

Mr. Slaney : he agreed, liowever, with Mr. Lawes, to a

certain extent only, that the feeding or money-making

power of vegetable food was to be attributed to the

non-nitrogenous rather than to the nitrogenous com-

pounds. When in North Wales, a few years ago, he

was told that it was a well-known fact that, from cows

fed in pastures of Clover and Tares the cheese was al-

ways indifferent ; but that a dairywoman in one part of

the district made the best cheese from cows fed on no-

thing but Tares and Clover, some secret management

being alleged as the cause of her success. Mr. Row-

landson had afterwards an opportunity of meeting with

this dairywoman ; and he learned from her that the

secret of her success consisted in housing the cows, and

having the Tares and Clover cut and carried home to them

.

In this case, the cheese was always good ; while it was

always bad when the cows were fed in the field. This cir-

cumstance, he thought, partly explained the views both of

Prof. Way and Mr. Lawes. The exercise of the cows

fed on leguminous plants consumed the butter, and

eliminated a larger amount of cheesy matter through

the secretion of the milk, leaving the cheese poor in

butter ; while in the case of cows at rest in the house,

the butter was not consumed, but eliminated with the

milk, and passed into the cheese, which was accordingly

of richer quality. In the feeding of pigs, too, Mr.

Rowlandson did not consider either leguminous or

starchy food alone so profitable as when both were

mixed and given together. The quick-breathing power

of young lambs also required nitrogenous matter to

form part of their sustenance.

Mr. Ramsay, of Newcastle-on-Tyne, then moved the

best thanks of the meeting to Prof. Way, for his valu-

able and interesting statement. He could fully perceive

that the subject was one of the highest importance ; but

one also on the threshold of which we could only just

be said to have fairly entered. — Mr. Fisher Hobbs

seconded the resolution, remarking that there was no

branch of farming so little understood as that of the

management of natural and artificial grasses. He
hoped these inquiries of Professor Way would direct

attention to the subject, and lead to researches not only

into the properties of the grasses themselves, but also

into the adaptation of particular varieties for different

soils, in order that hereafter the grasses may be culti-

vated by farmers to greater advantage than they have

hitherto been done.— Colonel Challoner, in putting the

question from the chair, alluded to the modest manner

in which Professor Way, as a man of science, had sub-

mitted his investigations to the ordeal of practical cor-

roboration ; such a mode of procedure being as advan-

tageous to the Society as it was honourable to himself.

The Society ought not to be governed, in its endeavour

to be useful, either by the ipse dixit of the propounder

of abstract science, or by the statement of mere isolated

facts by the practical man ; but the two ought mutually

to lend aid and light to each other in advancing the
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cause of rational science, or that of sound economical

practice. The members, he considered, were also much

obliged to those gentlemen who had favoured the meet-

ing with the results of their experience on the subject

then brought forward. These weekly meetings of the

Council, open to all members of the Society, were not

intended to lead to the discussions of a debating society,

but to enable members interested in particular branches

of farming to compare their different opinions and prac-

tical results with each other, and with those scientific

principles which were from time to time enunciated by

the Professors of the Society. — The thanks of the

meeting were then unanimously voted to Prof. Way,

who acknowledged in suitable terms the compliment

paid him.

The Council adjourned to their next weekly meeting,

on the 18th of May.

A Weekly Meeting was held at the Society's

House, in Hanover Square, on Wednesday, the 18th of

May. Present: Mr. Raymond Barker, V.P., in the

chair; Lord Bridport, Mr. H. Allen, Mr. Caldecott,

Mr. Cavendish, Mr. Chadwick, C.B., Colonel Challoner,

Mr. T. T. Clarke, Mr. Dyer, Mr. Gadesden, Mr. Glegg,

Mr. Greenwood, Mr. Fisher Hobbs, Mr. W. Jones,

Mr. A. Murray, Mr. Paine, Mr. Pocock, Mr. Serjeant-

son, Professor Simonds, Mr. Spencer Stanhope, Mr. C.

Hampden Turner, Capt. H. Veyner, Professor Way, and

Mr. Wrench.

Peat-Charcoal for Sanitary Purposes.—Mr.

Towers, of Croydon, communicated to the Society his

details of a chemical examination he had made of the

alleged powers of peat-charcoal as a deodoriser, and his

conviction of its inefficacy to arrest the ammonia or

ammoniacal suits existing in water passed through it.

He was led to this examination by the " pestilence" with

which Croydon had been visited, and which had been

attributed to mismanagement in the accumulation and

removal of the sewerage matter of that place under new

regulations.

Mr. Chadwick said that happeniDg to make a call at the

Society's oflices, he had heard by chance of the paper to be

read on the so-called "Croydon Pestilence;" without going

into the merits of peat-charcoal, and its uses for deodorising

town manures, he begged leave to correct the fallacious as-

sumptions that Croydon had been a peculiarly healthy place,

and that the epidemic referred to had been peculiar to Croydon,

or that within the town it had been peculiar to the houses

where new works had been carried on. The disease was as

little peculiar to Croydon as the pleuro-pneumouia, which the

Society was so well aware had ravaged their stock, was pecuhar

to any one farm-stoading. The dyseuteric-fevcr, or epidemic,

had arisen soon after the unusually heavy falls of rain, and

most severely in districts where the surrounding land-drainage

as well as the house-drainage was bad. It had visited elevated

positions which could not be protected from the influence of

the bad land-drainage beneath them. The dysenteric and un-

usual choleraic types of fever had appeared after the unusual

wet in different parts of the country ; in several distant places

nearly simultaneously. A more severe visitation of the like type

of fever to that of Croydon, in the Malton Union, had been re-

ported upon by Dr. Laycock, of York ;
particularly severe visita-

tions of the same type had occurred in Leicestershire. In Surrey

2 N
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!!f tiicLs o"ci;ried nearly shnuUaueously in different parts of the
f umly ; in Crovdon it occurred in places of widely different con-

ditions—in h'nises occupied by pcreons of the best condition,

even before tho?e in the worst ; in parts of the town v, liich were
un 'rainrd ag we'l 2S in those where new worlcs were going' on.

Instf ad of Croydon being peculiarly health}', the fact was, it

h :'.ii been the least hciiltiiy in the county of Surrey, and whilst

in the nie'r poiis the deaths from zymotic or fermentative dis-

eases were 23 per cent, of the total deaths, in Croydon they
1'. ill, on an averag-e of seven years, been more than 26 per cnit.

;

and thouj;h a siiburbp.ntov.il, its general average mortality had
little ndvai.tage over the metropolis. Croydon had therefore

been more highly predispo=<ed—which state was well accounted
for by its extra amount of pools and cesspool matter; but in-

stead of suffering more than others, as alleged, it had suffered

much less than other places. At Oxted, for example, which
was a rural village nine miles distant, where there had been a

much lower average proportion of zymotic diseases, and there-

fore a proportionately less predisposition, 16 per cent, of the
population had been attaclced, whilst at Croydon 10 per cent,

(if the population had been attacked. Had the attacks at

Croydon been in proportion to the attacks in the more healthy
villages, there would have been a thousand more persons at-

tacked ; had tlie attacks been in proportion to its predisposi-

tion, as shown by the test—the previous rate of epidemic dis-

ease—the numbers of persons attacked would probably have
been double what they were, The local board had removed
about 2,000 cesspools and a large extent of open ponds and
ditches, wliich were uo better than cesspools. Upwards of

18,000 superficial f^et of evaporating cesspool matter had been
removed from within the town, and beneath the houses, to a

place of df-posit containing 1,000 feet of surface, one-eighth of

a mile from the town. That distant and reduced amoniit of

evaporating surface had been charged as the cause of the
epidemic, but it so happened that at its commencement the
wind was blowing in another direction. Moreover, lime—not
peat charcoal, he understood—was strewed upon the surface,

and so little warning did it ^ive by the smell that it was stated a
medical gentleman, mistaking the surface, which was under a
shed, for a whitened floor, had walked into the pool. When,
then, the rate of attacks in other places was regarded, which
had never been looked to, and the smount of predisposition

was considered, it would be seen that the evident reduction of
the amount of cesspool matter in the town lessened the pre-

vious predisposition, and had greatly reduced the attacks from
the vvide-spread epidemic causes. Had the works there been
better done, and the removal of these predisposing causes been
made in a more satisfactory and complete manner, the
attacks would, in all probability, have been proportionately
still less. When the main public works at Croydon
were opened, the members of the general Board emphatically
exhorted the local Board that that was only the first step,

and the least important one; and that everything depended on
the manuer in which the house-drainage and private improve-
ment works were performed. Unfortunately, the local Board
had delegated this most important work to private bricklayers,

and that, too, without the proper superintendence : the conse-
quence of which had been, that there had been a larger propor-
tion of inefficient and bad, as well as excessively expensive
work, than there ought to have been, and that much of the
proper benefit had been frustrated. On a close house-to-house
examination of all the cases where dea'h had occurred—100

—

it appeared that in only three were the works ascribed by the
inmates as having influenced the disease ; and there could be
no doubt that tley had done so, for, from the ignorant and
clumsy manner in which they had been performed, the cesspool

matter and evaporation, instead of being removed, had been
increased. A consultation of the experience in other places

would show that the complete removal of cesspool matter, by
combined works and water-closets connected with tubular
drains, had been attended with all the effects anticipated. But,
to advert to an agricultural point, he might state, that although
the refuse had been removed from near and beneath the habi-
tations at Croydon, it had been spread out upon land, in some
instances as a top-dressing, and in others by the method of the
v/ater meadows. The Council were aware of his objections on
purely agricultural grounds to these methods of applying ma-
nures, as being les? efficient and wasteful, as well as offensive.

The general Board of Health found ague in men, as farmers
found rot in sheep, attendant upon the common water meadow

with only plain water. In several of the Italian States, the use
of v/atcr meadows within six miles of cities was prohibited.

But the general Board of Health had no power to exteud
similar protection. The works, when completed srithin Croy-
don itself, would nevertheless be found to be well worth the

money they had cost, notwithstanding their defects; but how-
ever well the immediate site of the town might be drained, the

susceptible, the very young, and the aged would be still affected

by the ill-drained and ill-conditioned land surrounding the town
and out of their jurisdiction. The general Board had shewn that

however well the site of London itself might be drained, the

health of the population would still be affected by the con-

dition of the Essex marshes and the PJuuistead marshes
contiguous to the N.E. and S.E. portion of the housps, and
that after the prevalence of easterly winds, diseases, with

the type of the marsh disease, cases of ague, were scattered

amidst the population to the farthest portions of the inhabited

site. Yet it had been proved that all those marshes might,

by general measures, which had been prepared—but opposed
and frustrated—have been drained— as the fen districts in

Lincolnshire had been drained—by pumping, at an expense of

from o3. to Ss. only, per annum, as the Council were well

aware, with great advantage to the land; but to obtain that

benefit there was no power. It migl-.t be a topic to be sub-

mitted to the Society, the importance of extending the juris-

diction of local Boards', so as to bring as much of suburban
lands as practicable within general arrangements, affecting

land drainage, as by the substitution of tubular and covered

road drains, for open and common ditch drains, which he had
shown were dearer as well as less efficient.—A member of the

Council a kcd Mr. Chadwick whether it had been found that

the poor really used water-closets properly ?—Mr. Chadwick
was glad to have the opportiuiity of stating, that the expe-

rience of thtir use had been complete and satisfactory. There

were many who at first would use them as small dustbins, and
occasion stoppages; but frere were now whole towns and
villages, as well as blocks of l-.ousea, where every cesspool had
been removed, and where the water-closets substituted had
been used as well as they were in the houses of the higher

classes. In places where the water-closets had been con-

structed, as in some poorer districts in London, without water

properly applied, the poor fetched water and kept them clean.

Hi; would take the opportunity of stating a fact, which the

Society would be glad to hear, that in the model dwclhngs for

the labouring classes, the main improvements of which con-

sisted in the removal of the cesspools, the introduction of

better wafer supplies, more ventilation, and less crowding, the

health of the people had been strikingly improved. Ti'.ey had
been freed from epidemics, and the deaths hitherto had been
reduced to fourteen in a thousand—the general average being

twenty-three in a thousand, which was a far greater improve-

ment than under the most favourable circumstances they had
any right to expect. If the general rate of the mortality in

the metropolis were by the like works brought up to the

present rate of mortality in all the model dwellings, there

would be 2.5,000 deaths annually less than there now were ;

and if the general rate of mortality in England and Walea
were brought to a level, with the rate which prevailed,

amidst those improvements there would be 179,000 lives saved,

to supply the emigration drain of population.

Prof. Way remarked that he bad a good deal to say-

on this subject, which he would, however, reserve till

next month, when he should have to bring the question

generally of town sewerage, and its connection with

agriculture, before the consideration of the members

;

he would only remark on the present occasion that he

fully concurred with Mr. Towers' remarks on the ineffi-

cacy of charcoal to retain ammoniacal matter ; he had

in fact communicated to Mr. Towers this result of

experiment, long previously obtained by him in his

laboratory during his researches on the absorptive power

of soils for manure : charcoal would act like any other

Alter in arresting solid matter ; but a very slight amount

of putrid organic matter tainted water, and this taint
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miglit easily be removed, while the inodorous and
colourless liquid might contain much manuring matter.

He alluded to the periodical outbreaks of enormous

torrents of water, and the emission of pent-up gas

(probably carbonic acid gas), at diiFerent intervals of

time, from cavities under the chalk hills.—Mr. Ray-
mond Barker inquired the quality of this water, and ex-

plained the peculiarities of outbreaks down Henley

Hill.— Prof. Way replied that the water contained much
chalk held in solution by excess of carbonic acid.—Mr.

Paine alluded to the "swallow-holes " under the chalk

rocks in Surrey, which after thunder-storms gave vent

to immense quantities of water eight or ten times during

the year.—Mr. Gadesden referred to a similar occurrence

at Mardon Park.

Coating Irox Pipes.—Dr. Angus Smith, of Caven-

dish Street, Manchester, favoured the Council with the

following statement of his process for coating iron pipes

intended to convey water, with a substance which pro-

tected them from rusting, and had been recommended

by the Inspectors of the General Board of Health, and

adopted by the Committee of the Manchester Corpora-

tion Water-works, the Directors of the Water-works at

StocI;port, Macclesfield, Rugby, Ormskirk, Penrith,

and other towns :

—

'• As you ask me in what way I coat the iron pipes for water,

I senil a brief account of the process. There was and
there is still a strong feeling of t)ie value of soft water, and as

st!ch water cannot cover over the pipes with a coating of hme,
wiiich forms a protection from rust, a covering of some other

liiiid for the iron was very much desired. I patented a plan

which, if not perfect, has at least some advantages, and has

been already used to a considerable extent. The plan consists

simply in the use of certain products of the distillation of tar

Rnd pitch, of a certain tenacity. The materials must be chosen

by experienced persons, or some time will be lost in finding

the best. The pipes are cleaned, and are then heated in an

oven to the heat of boiling pitch. They are then immersed in

a vessel full of the melted pitch into which they are hoisted

by a crane. They are put in perpendicularly so as to allow

the pitch to run off smoothly, and are kept in about fifteen

minutes. When they are taken out they have a very smooth
surface, and may be severely hammered, so as to test their

strength, without in the least altering the coating. We prefer

before using this pitch to coat them over with some of the

later products of the distillation of tar or to mix these pro-

ducts with the pitch, increasing thereby its tenacity. The
pipes need not be first heated in the oven, but may be cleaned,

and at cnce immersed in the heated mixture. This heat must
be at least 300 deg. of Fahrenheit. I cannot well give my own
opinion of this process, as it will be supposed that I am pre-

judiced in its favour; I will give therefore the opinion of those

who have used it most, and refer to the engineer of the Man-
chester Waterworks, Mr. Bateman, and his assistants. When-
ever I have asked the opinion of the engineers who have used

it, I have received a favourable answer; and although con-

stantly urging objections against it, I am answered with the

assuraace of success. Some which have been down for fo\ir

years are now in excellent condition, I am told as good as at

first. 1 believe this is all I can say on the subject. I am really

unwilling to sound its praises, and the operation is too short

to admit of many words."

Mr. Chadwick expressed a high opinion of Dr. Angus

Smith's process, especially when applied to large pipes
;

for small pipes he was acquainted with another plan,

that of Mr. Brocklesby, M.P., which had stood the test

of twenty years' experience ; the following account had

been given of it :

—

Mode ofpreparing Casl-iron Pipes to resist the Action of

Hard jraler containing Mineral Acids of any Descripdon.—

When the iron-founder knocks the case out, it should be

done at the time the pipe has cooled down to what is a little

below red heat—called black heat; then with a long stall, and

mop of rags dipped in coal-tar, sponge the pipe through ;
or

what is better, first pour some tar iuto the pipes, also first

raking it round, and pass the sponge tl;rcugh, so as to ensure

the whole interior being well smeared and coated with t'lC

tar. lu the course of an hour or two, the tar will have be-

come hard as japan on a tea-tray. If the pipes are ccld be-

fore being so sponged, the founder may have a steam boiler,

and he has only to turn a jet of steam through the pipa till

heated up to 212 or 220 deg. Fahrenheit, and then proceed to

sponge the inside as above proposed, as he would sponge out

a cannon or a gun-barrel. When the iaside is so done,

sponge also the outside, as pipes laid down in some soils or

clajs perish as rapidly by outside corrosion as by the action of

hard water inside. The writer of this did many pipes thirty

years ago, which are still as black and smooth as the day they

were laid down.

Mr. Goddard, of 8, Somerset House, London, com-

municated an account of improvements made in the

reaping-machine by a Cornish millwright. Mr. Schott-

lander, of 3, St. George's-terrace, Dover-road, trans-

mitted an account of M. Schott's boring apparatus.

Mr. Beeve sent specimens of sugar from his White

Sibsian Beet-root.

The Council ordered their usual acknowledgments

for the communications then made to them, and ad-

journed to their Weekly Meeting on the 25th of May.

The half-yearly General Meeting was held at the

Society's House, in Hanover-square, on the 23rd May ;

Col. Challoner, Trustee, in the chair.

Before the proceedings commenced, the Secretary,

Mr. Hudson, read the bye-law relating to anniversary

elections.

The Chairman said, the first business on the pro-

gramme was the election of a President for the year

following the Gloucester meeting.

Mr. Raymond Barker said, he had had the honour,

on several occasions, of proposing a President for the

year ; and, in entering upon the task that morning, he

anticipated for bis proposal a favourable reception by

the meeting. The charter prescribed that no one should

be re-elected to the office of President until there had

been an interval of three years since his previous presi-

dency. Moreover, they had, in by-gone years, more

than once chosen a former President. Lord Spencer

and the Duke of Richmond had both been elected

twice ; and there was one gentleman, who preceded

half-a-dozen noblemen, by whom the office was held, in

successive years, whom he thought it would be a slight

-

to pass over then, especially as there could be no doubt

that he would discharge the duties of the office in the

most satisfactory manner. There was no one to whom

the Society was more indebted than to Mr. Pusey

(Hear, hear), not merely for his services in connexion

with the Journal, but also for bis advancement of every-

thing scientific and practical in agriculture. He was

convinced that Mr. Pusey would be highly gratified by

this compUment being paid to him. Freed as he now

2 N 2
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was from parliamentary engagements, lie had full time

to devote bis mind to those pursuits in connexion with

land, including drainage, and everything that had an

important bearing on the prosperity of agriculture, in

which he had hitherto been so distinguished ; and it

could not be doubted that, even for the public interest,

it would be impossible to make a better selection. Nest

year, the Society was going to Lincolnshire; and he

believed there was no member of the Society whom the

agriculturists of that county would be more delighted to

see presidingover its proceedings. Mr. Pusey had pub-

lished an interesting exposition of the agricultural re-

sources of that country, and had also taken a very

active and important part in the fen drainage. In

every point of view, he appeared peculiarly fitted for

the office of President ; and it was, therefore, with grei t

pleasure that he proposed him.

Mr. \V. Fisher Hobbs said he felt great pleasure in

seconding the nomination. There was, he believed, no

gentleman in the Society better qualified to fill the office

of President than Mr. Pusey. The great services which

he had rendered to the Society, both scientific and

practical, would fully justify the meeting in electing

him President for the ensuing year. Mr. Barker had

alluded to Mr. Pusey 's gi-eat labours in the cause of

agriculture. He was sure they all valued those labours

most highly; and he felt peculiar pleasure in the pro-

spect of his presiding at the meeting in Lincolnshire.

They all knew that, when he first took a brief survey

of that county, he entered anxiously and ably into all

the details of its husbandry ; and he was quite satisfied

that, now that he was likely to join the Society in its

visit to Lincolnshire, it would be his endeavour more

than ever to develope the superior farming of that great

agricultural county.

No other name having been proposed, the motion was

put from the chair, and carried unanimously.

The Earl of Romney proposed the re-election of the

trustees.

jNIr. Dyer seconded the motion, which was then put

and carried.

Mr. MiLWARD moved the re-election of the vice-

presidents.

The motion was seconded by the Earl of Romney,
and agreed to.

The Chairman said the next business was the election

of the general members of council. Papers had been

distributed in the meeting, containing the requisite number

of names ; but it was open to any gentleman present to

move a name instead of either of those in the list.

The Earlof Romney, Mr. Fisher Hobbs, and Mr. Dyer,

were then appointed scrutineers, to take the votes ; and

after a short interval, they reported that the printed

list had been adopted without any alteration.

The Secretary then read the following report :

—

REPORT.

The Council have to report that, since the last General

Meeting in December, 47 members have been lost to the

Society by death, and the names of \2>i other members

have been removed, on retirement or otherwise, from the

list ; while 170 new members have during the same pe-

riod been elected into the Society, which now consists of

90 Life Governors,

147 Annual Governors,

739 Life Members,

3928 Annual Members, and

19 Honorary Members

;

making a total of 4923 members.

The current cash-balance in the hands of the bankers,

at the commencement of the present month, was ,£3,300 ;

of which sum the Council ordered ,£800, on account of

life-compositions, to be invested in the public funds ; the

capital of the Society now being £'10,764.

The Council have the satisfaction of reporting, that the

great practical objects, for the development of which the

Society was originally founded, continue to receive a

powerful impulse through the communications in its

Journal ; the trial and exhibition of implements, show of

live-stock, and assemblage of farmers, at its country

meetings; the practical discusssions at its weekly coun-

cils ; and the personal co-operation of its members dis-

tributed throughout the kingdom. The two classes of

direct investigations instituted by the Society : 1 . for the

purpose of discovering new modes and conditions of che-

mical action in reference to animal, vegetable, and mineral

matter, and 2. for obtaining a more exact acquaintance

with the origin, nature, and treatment of diseases pre-

valent from time to time among the live-stock of far-

mers ; have been pursued with vigour by the professors

of the Society, and have already led to important results

in the one case, and to much valuable experience in the

other. Progressive knowledge in agriculture is like that

in every other art dependent on science for its advance-

ment; as its sphere of operation becomes more ex-

tended, and its indications more accurately defined,

it opens wider views of the application of those

new principles, which are founded on incontrovertible

facts, and have been deduced by the aid of science.

As instances, however, are constantly occurring of hasty

generalisations and illogical deductions, made in the ap-

plication of science to agricultural data, and of the very

different laws assigned, even by distinguished writers, to

explain the production of the same phenomena, the

Council recommend to the members of the Society a

strict adherence to that inductive process attendant on

the comparison and discussion of actual facts, which

regards abstract science as only the referee to be con-

sulted, or the prime-mover, whose subtle agency,

like that of steam or electricity, is only available for

practical objects, when its power is coerced, and its

action restrained within required limits. The invaluable

results which have already been obtained by such union

of practice with science, lead the Council to the well-

grounded expectation that still greater success will at-

tend the future operation of that combined influence in

promoting the cause of a sound and rational agricultural
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^economy. Tlie ensuing number of the Society's Jour-

^nal, now in the press, will contain the following,

_^mong other communications:—1. Prof. Way's Lec-

jtures before the Society, on bis discovery of a natural

source, in great abundance, of soluble silica, adapted

for the preparation of the double silicates, on which

he believes the absorptive power of certain soils for

manure to depend ; and on his analytical results of

investigations into the comparative nutritive value of

natural and artificial grasses and weeds. 2. Prof. Si-

mouds's report of expeiiments made in this country, by

direction of the Society, on animals affected with pleuro-

pneumonia ; and in which, by inoculation, according to

foreign practice, with a morbid fluid taken from diseased

lungs, the powerful counter-irritation of gangrenous

inflammation to a certain extent in the system, rather

than the production of pleuro-pneumonia itself, appears

under certain conditions either to have subdued the or-

dinary symptoms of that fatal malady, or to have been

in many cases the immediate cause of death. 3. Mr.

Lawes's continuation of his valuable experiments on the

of feeding animals. And, 4. Prof. Wilson's Lecture

before the Society, on the agricultural and technical

treatment of flax.

The Gloucester Meeting will be held in the middle of

July next. The entries of Implements, as will be seen

by the following tabular statement, are more numerous

than in former years, the area engaged for their exhibi-

tion amounting to 105,000 square feet, and the shedding

required being nearly a mile in length :

—

Year of
Meeting! Locality. Entries of Implements.

1839 ,

1S40,
1841 ,

1842 ,

1843 .

18i4 ,

1845 ,

1846 ,

1847 .

1848
1849
1850
1851
1S52,
1853 ,

.. Oxford

. . Cambridge

. . Liverpool

.. Bristol

. . Derby
, . . Soutbamptou
, . . Shrewsbury
, . . Newcastle

.

.

Northamptou , . .

.

, . . York
, . . Norwich
, .. Exeter

, .. 'Windsor

, . . Lewes
, .. , Gloucester

312
455
508
948
942
735

1321
1508
1882
1223

No exhibition of Implements.

1897
2032

The entries for live-stock will not close until the 1st

of June, but those already made indicate the probability

of a very large show in that department ; including,

from the peculiar situation of the place of meeting, an

interesting exhibition in the classes of Hereford, Devon,

and Welsh Cattle, Welsh Ponies, Sheep, Pigs, and farm-

poultry. The termination of several lines of railway at

the Gloucester station will prove highly favourable to

the convenient transit of goods and passengers from

every part of the country. The Council have made in-

creased preparations for the due trial of the implements

competing for the Prizes of the Society, and for the ex-

hibition of Thrashing Machines to be kept in motion

during the show, for the public display of their con-

struction and powers.

The Council have decided that the City of Lincoln

shall be the place for the Country Meeting of the So-

ciety next year ; and that the district for tlie Country

Meeting to be held four years in advance of the present

year, namely, in 1857, shall comprise the counties of

Dorset, Wilts, Somerset, and Hants.

The Council have the pleasure of remarking, in con-

clusion, that there never was an epoch in the history of

the Society, since the date of its formation, when its

practical objects were more fully recognised, than they

are at the present moment, by the spontaneous desire of

so many promoters of agricultural improvement of every

class in different parts of the kingdom to become en-

rolled as members on its list ; the number of new mem-

bers elected into the Society during the last five months

being nearly equal to the total number of those elected

during the whole of the previous year.

By order of the Council,

James Hudson, Secretary.

The Earl of Romney moved the adoption of the re-

port in the usual form.

The motion, having been seconded by Sir R. Throck-

morton, Bart., was agreed to unanimously.

Mr. Raymond Barker—in the room of Col. Austen,

Chairman of the Finance Committee, who was pre-

vented by indisposition from being present at the

meeting—presented the following balance-sheet for the

half year.

'''•'"''
'^'jtij£i"iii: to December 31st, 1852.

(ir. mm vW« hanv-
j^eceipts.

Balance at the Bankers', July 1, 1852 £2,822 19 6

Do. in the hands of the Secretary, July 1, 1852 14 16 8

Sale of Stock 1,248

Dividends
Life-Compositions of Members
Annual Subscriptious of Governors ....

Do. Members
Journal

Country Meetings

Permanent charges. . .

,

Taxes and Rates

Establishment

Postage and Carriage.

Advertisements

Journal

Chemical Grants ,

Do. Investigations

1,248
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auditors, and on the part of the Finance Committee by

himself and his friend Colonel Challoner. He was

happy also to be enabled to state that the society had in

a certain degree recovered its loss at its country meeting

last year—ii'SOO having been set apart to make up the

deficiency sustained at Lewes, v?here a meeting, com-

menced under the most hopeful circumstances, ended in

complete failure as regarded the receipts.

Mr. Druce moved a vote of thanks to the auditors

for their services.

Mr. HoBBS seconded the motion, and, in so doing,

sugc;ested that in future the meetings should be held at

12 o'clock, instead of 11, in order to ensure a fuller at-

tendance. He was glad to have learnt that the auditors

entirely approved of the mode in which the accounts

were kept. The society was much indebted to the

Secretary ofthe Society and to the Fiaance Committee for

the clear arrangement of the accounts ; and the statement

of Mr. Barker was very satisfactory.

Tiie motion was then agreed to.

The Chairman, in conveying the acknowledgments

of the meeting to Mr. Dyer, the only auditor present,

observed that, as an old member of the Finance Com-
mittee, he had often witnessed, not only the pains which

the auditors took to see that the accounts were properly

kept, but also their readiness to throw out hints to the

Finance Committee with the view of securing, if possible,

an improvement in the mode of keeping them. He felt

that the society had reason to be proud of the manner in

which its accounts were kept, and of the dihgence

of the auditors in examining them.

Mr. Dyer begged to acknowledge the vote on behalf

of himself and his colleagues, who, he was sure, would

be equally gratified with himself to receive such an ac-

knowledgment of their services.

The Chairman wished to observe, that he thought it

desirable that Mr. Hobbs's suggestion, in reference to

the hour for holding the meeting, should be followed in

the case of the summer meeting. (Hear, hear). The
winter meeting should still be held at 11, as many agri-

culturists were under the necessity of leaving town early

in the day.

Sir John Johnstone, Bart., M.P., moved a

vote of thanks to Professors Way and Wilson, for

their lectures during the past half year to the members
of the society. He felt the greatest possible pleasure

in proposing such a resolution. He had taken a very

active, though humble part, in endeavouring to in-

duce the society to spend a certain sum of money in

seeking to improve by means of lectures the

practice of agriculture ; and it was a great satisfaction

10 him to find that the labours of these gentlemen
hiid led to results which fully justified the outlay

that had been made : and no one could doubt that the

expenditure which had been incurred had not been made
in vain. (Hear, hear). That part of the report which
related to the application of science to agriculture

had been very skilfully drawn up, and presented the

matter in a very clear light. He regretted that during

the past year he had not been able to attend the lectures

so often as he could wish : but he knew sufficient about

the matter to justify his proposing this acknowledgment

of the services of the professors.

Sir Charles Lemon Bart., M. P., seconded themotion,

which was immediately adopted.

The Chairman said the agenda having been disposed

of, it now became his duty to ask whether any gentleman

present had any suggestion to make. By the charter of

the society the Council was the body charged with the

management of the funds of the society, and with the

general conduct of its affairs ; but at the same time it

was their duty to receive hints from members, and any

which were given always received due attention. As an

old member ofthe society, it had always afTordedhim great

pleasure to receive any suggestion for its improvement.

No one having responded to this invitation.

The Earl of Romney said he had now to propose

what he was sure would meet with a cordial reception,

namely, a vote of thanks to the Chairman. (Cheers).

They all knew with what interest Col. Challoner had

always watched over the proceedings of the society, and

how much they were indebted to him for the very im-

portant services which he had rendered. (Hear, hear.)

In reading that very valuable publication, the Journal of

the Society—a journal which no agriculturist could read

without deriving benefit from the perusal—they must

often have been struck with the many important hints

and observations which emanated from that gentleman ;

and both for his general interest in the prosperity of

agriculture, and for his conduct that day in the chair,

he was entitled to their best acknowledgments.

The motion was seconded by Mr. Druce, and having

been put by Mr. Raymond Barker, who temporarily oc-

cupied the chair for that purpose, was adopted by the

meeting.

Col. Challoner said he was extremely gratified to

find that the humble services which he had been enabled

to perform while endeavouring to carry out the objects

of the society were not unappreciated ; and he was the

more gratified at the expressions used by the noble Earl,

because he had not the honour of his lordship's ac-

quaintance. He really believed that the society had

been of great use to agriculture (Hear, hear). Few
societies in this country had had greater difiicullies to

contend with. Tlie suggestions made to the Council on

different subjects were so numerous, that they found

difficulty in separating the chaff from the corn ; and he

was quite sure that day by day the society was gaining

ground in the estimation of those who paid any attention

to its proceedings. One of the best proofs that the

state of public opinion was iu its favour was the con-

stant uniform flow of gentlemen who were desirous of

becoming members. It was true, on the other hand,

that many persons had retired from the society ; but

then they were not generally persons who were connected

with agriculture, but persons who had joined it for the
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sake of appearing, andTfjerha^B'of making a display, at

the country meetings. Many names, too, had been re-

tained of peisons who had for a long period done no-
thing towards supporting the sociely. It was difficult

to say when a gentleman's name should be erased ; and
there were persons, he was sorry to say, whose names
were continued years after they had ceased to support
the society either with their presence or their contribu-

tion. He was happy to say that the names of such
persons were being almost daily replaced by those of

gentlemen who manifested their interest in the society

both by their attendance and by the regularity with

which Ihey paid their subscriptions. Such a fact, in the

fifteenth year of the society's existence, was a strong

proof of public approbation. He would only repeat,

in conclusion, that he felt greatly indebted for the

honour which had been done him.

The meeting then separated.

N E AV MEMBERS.
The following new members were elected :

—

Clay, Patrick, New Waterhaugh, Berwick-on-Tweed
Cliffe, Henry, Gloucester
Craven, Thomas, Manningham, Bradford, Yorkshire

Frauklyu, William Norris, Northlands, HorsUaiu, SussexiihriB

Goodyear, John, Watford, Hertfordshire
<;„=,rr.;ff

Griffiths, John, The Weir, Hereford
""*

Gunter, Robert, Earl's Court, Old Bromptcn, Middlesex '

Harkes, William, Lostock, Knutsford, Cheshire
Hayes, Johu Higsou, Frodsham, Cheshire
Hitchman, John, M.D., Jlickleover, Derby
Higgina, Thomas, The Barton, Cirencester, Gloucestershire

Ingram, Joseph, Wigan, Lancashire

Jervoise, F., Rotherfield Park, Alton, Hauls
Mason, Captain George, Manor House, Yateley, Hants
Marriott, Thomas, Floore, Weedon, Northamptonshire

Matthews, Jamea, Bonlsdon, Newent, Gloucestershire

M'Dermott, Edward, South Terrace, Cambervrell

Melville, Alexander S. Leslie, Branstou Hall, Lincoln

Oliphant, Henry, Easton, Liuoolnshire

Pearce, William, Kinver Hill Farm, Stourbridge, Worcestersh.

Redwood, Isaac, Cae-Wern, Neath, Glamorganshire

Roberts, Wightwiok, Trethill, Sheviock, Cornwall

Robinson, Johu, Gloucester

Smith, Samuel, Upper Wells Farm, Brooksthorpe, Gloucester

Sutton, Martin Hope, Reading, Berkshire

Telfer, John, Cunning Park Farm, Ayr, Scotland

Timmis, Richard, Wolverhampton, Staffordshire

Trimmer, Joshua, Wilaiington, Dartford, Kent
White, Henry "William, Monar, Ross-shire, Scotland

Wormald, John, Brunswick House, Charltou-Kings, Chelten-

ham
Wright, Robert, Moore Farm, Taunton, Somersetshire

Muspratt, Sheridan, M,D,, Royal College of Chemistry,

Liverpool.

THE TURNIP CROP OF 1853,

Without, perhaps, any very great weight of evi-

dence, we have a foreboding sort of uneasy feel-

ing about the turnip crop of 1853. It is not merely

because the Spring has been cold and ungenial

;

not because we have snow at May-day, when swede-

sowing ought to be going on, or frost as intense

as February ; nor is it indeea because the turnip

fallows are only just stirred, and the cleaning

operations delayed and retarded by the extreme

pressure of Spring work ; nor, lastly, is it that the

manures have been washed out of the soils by the

almost deluge of Autumn and Winter—none

of these things, though in themselves unfavour-

able, are exactly what we mean ; but the yearly

visitation of the potato, the almost unmitigated

severity with which disease has year after year at-

tacked that plant, baffling the skill and research both

of the practical and the scientific, make us fear

that causes are in operation which may not impro-

bably be injurious to other plants.

The vine seems next to be the subject of attack,

and the failing vintages are further evidence that

some malign atmospheric influence is at work,

which makes us dread that the turnip, from its

artificial character, its great succulency, and its

txtenJed cultivation, may be the next object of

attack.

We do not think that turnips in general were pre-

served with so much ease this Spring and last, as

they ha^-e been on previous occasions. We stored

away swedes in fine condition, laid them dry and

sound in the Autumn of 1851, and expected as

usual that they v/ould come out sound in the Spring

of 1 852 ; but found vast numbers, not rotted in the

sense of fermentation and deca}', but preyed upon

and destroyed by a fungoid and dry decomposition.

We saw every single plant amongst our sv/edes

of the growth of 1852, which appeared to turn

brown and die, without any perceptible cause either

in the land, the season, or the plant ; and the white

turnips were even in worse condition.

The first indication of the disease was a stoppage

of the proper and vigorous growth of the tops.

The leaves seemed to draw up together towards one

focus, and^ to either stop growing altogether, or

waste so as to be much smaller than the rest, and

instead of lying gracefully around, to present a

peculiar prick-eared appearance. The circles

which unite the tops with the bulk then began to

grow transparent, and showed from belov/ a brown-

ish black, not unlike the character of the colour in

the potato disease, but of a blacker hue, and far

less inclining to brown. Then the tops began to

look a pale sickly green, and the rot apparently

had set m. The turnips then resembled externally

the following sketch (fig. 1)

:
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Fig. 1.

External appearance of a diseased turnip. A. A. A., de-
cay shown by semi-transparent brown shining tlirough the skin.

The root and lower part of the bulb appeared

healthy, and the disease looked as if confined to the

leaves and the neck. At this stage we were not able

to discover any insects, nor any indications of their

presence. We have seen something of the same
kind of tops presented by the gnawing ofa caterpillar

in the interior of the top, and so into the bulb—the

\a.YvseoH\ie Agrostis seffetum, and some allied species,

but in this case the exterior seemed perfectly healthy,

and the interior alone appeared to have originated

the disease. We have attempted to give in fig 2

the state of the turnip internally at this stage. The
tendency seemed to be to rot out the top and sever

it from the bulb altogether. The bulb of the turnip

was still sound, but the decay was rapidly spread-

ing ; the communication with the atmosphere
seemed to be altogether arrested. The figure below
is a section of a bulb in this stage.

*' Section of

decay.

Fig. 2.

diseased turnip. A. A A,, progress of the

The sounder parts ai^olningflie blackened de-

cayed portions were becoming divided by a sort of

semi diseased fissures, and thus spread rapidly over

the rest of the bulb. The figure below will give an

idea of the connexion between the sound antl the

diseased parts. loUBloooni abiis

Fig. 3.

Decayed portion magnified. A. A., portions of the turnip

represented in the foregoing figures.

The whole turnip was rotten before the external

appearance denoted it beyond the hne of semitrans-

parent black round the stem. In the latter stage

some insects were discernible, a variety of elongated

maggot—feeding, doubtless, on the decomposing

matter. What is very singular, the swede decayed

in a manner somewhat analogous, but instead of the

streak round the neck, the whole neck elongated,

the bulb became stringy, and dry exfoliations seemed

to take place inside the skin. We have attempted

to give an idea of these in Fig. 4, which represents

the interior structure of the swede quite dry and

lying over each other in layers as thin as paper.

Numerous centipedes and insects common to dry

decay were found to be present ; but the external

appearance of the plant little denoted any such

decay within, the leaves, though small and stunted,

remaining on the top after the whole internal struc-

ture was gone.

Fig. 4.

Dry exfoliations inside the swede.

Now, when we remember that acres of turnips

were totally lost by this disease, that in fields consi-

dered sound a large per-centage was found to be

diseased in this manner on mature examination, and

when we find that Mr. Ross inoculated four speci-

mens of sound turnips in Aberdeenshire, with the

matter taken from those already diseased, both at

the sides and at the top, and the result of the four

experiments was as follows, - ii itjc!— M.joi
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.^r, f„.„. .1. „i : Aberdeen Yellow.

Top inoculation G tenths diseased

:- Side inoculation 3 tenths diseased

as ewi^ ilrv White turnips.

3;fr(%ninbctilation 7 tenths diseased

Side inoculation 9 tenths diseased

—we think the tendency is to show that the com-

plaint is a diseased tissue rather than any visitation

of new insects, and the more uneasy do we feel

lest it be but the forerunner of a wider-spread

disease amongst our plants, arising, it may be,

from an artificial atmosphere, but more likely

from the efforts which culti^'ators are making

in removing the plants from their normal con-

dition.

We shall be glad to find that we are wrong ; but

we fear there may be more complaints of this disease

in the ensuing season, judging from previous

visitations of similar diseases.

In Scotland the tops of the turnip seem to be

affected with brownish spots. This we have not

seen in England, nor would it perhaps attract any

great amount of attention j but we shall feel it our

duty to watch any similar indication nevertheless.

We have heard complaints that the turnip sown

with guano had much more tendency to the disease

than others, and this we can readily understand—

the more you stimulate the plant, the more liable

to disease it will be.

We shall wait with considerable interest to see

whether the disease is one of the last peculiar season,

and so isolated and calculated to be lost ; or

whether it is one likely to attach to the organisation

of the plant, and be another difficulty in the way of

the cultivator.

TRANSFER OF LANDED PROPERTY.

It appears much easier to improve upon, than

utterly upset, a system to which habit has long

accustomed us. The one remedy would seem to

be attended with as much promise as the other

with danger. These dangers, too, of course in-

crease in direct proportion to the magnitude of the

measure we are dealing with. In, then, approach-

ing a subject that the experience of centuries has

taught us more or less to uphold, it becomes us to

touch on it with the most careful consideration and

forethought. A temporary abuse springing up out

of the hour, may be met and stopped with scarcely

ever too much promptitude and despatch. There

are other evils, however, that have so gradually

grown with, and clung to principles we have been

taught to respect, that it is difficult to destroy the

bad without at the same time injuring the good.

The land of this kingdom is proverbially beset

with difficulties of the character we allude to.

The law of primogeniture, upon which the

Government of the country is based, may to

some extent have to answer for them. It is,

or has been, the good and the evil growing

up together. Necessarily, part of our policy is to

ensure a becoming position to those to whom we

entrust the direction of our aflPairs. There is no

disguising the fact that, so long as we live under

the present form of Government, so long must the

settlement of estates be a necessity. This, of itself,

will always stay land from becoming that generally

marketable commodity some of us are inclined to

make it. We may improve—may weed out many

an evil that has been suffered to grow on too

long—but it is simply Utoi)ian to suppose that the

land generally, of a monarchical kingdom like

Great Britain, can ever be bought and sold like

stock in the funds, or goods in the street.

There is no mistake greater than asking too

much, notwithstanding what some of our authori-

ties may say to the contrary. A man that confines

his claims within the bounds of reason and possi-

bility has a right to expect attention and redress.

Let him, however, exceed these limits, and his de-

mand will commonly furnish of itself the answer

to it. In any movement, then, for facilitating the

transfer of Landed Property, let the extent of the

alteration we ask be grounded and tested by the

possibility of obtaining ic. Let temper and discre-

tion be our chief guides, and let us be as careful of

assailing the landowners with what a correspondent

of this day aptly terms " argumentative abuse," as

of importuning the Government for impracticable

reform.

We consider what we have %vritten, nothing short

of a compliment to those members of the agricultu-

ral world who have so lately turned their attention

to this important subject. By them it has, so far,

been considered with that spirit of moderation which

prompted nothing beyond a practicable remedy. As
we expected, too, the question has been taken up
in other quarters, though not always with the same

judicious moderation, but rather, it would seem,

chiefly as a means for " argvimentative abuse." We
regret this; while, at the same time, we trust it may
in no way turn our friends from the via media they

have adopted. The results, hitherto, of their delibe-

rations have struck right at the root of the evils so

long suffered to increase ; and the remedies they
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ask are as much in unison with the spirit of the age

as they promise to be effective in their operation.

And what are these remedies ? or what does the

spirit of the times point to ? Is it not to common
sense ordeals, and simplicity of action, with the

least expense and at the least trouble ? Let us but

enter our courts of law—where we shall have to

go on this very point—and mark there how useless

verbosity and needless charges are being succes-

sively abolished. Chancery is even to be stripped

of its terrors—its years of suspense and multitudes

of queries. And yet, strange to say, the very

matters out of which so many of these queries arise

are to go on just as they have gone. Grave lawyers

assure us that the deeds which convey property

from one to another can scarcely be shortened

a hne; and that the long complicated titles on

which estates are held will still have to be

looked into with the same curious appetite for

a flaw or an omission (!) Here still rests beyond

a doubt the perpetuation of that costly proceeding

which regulates the sale of transferable property

—which so cramps the efforts of both owners and

occupiers, and so generally deteriorates the value

of the commodity. We had hoped, from the pro-

gress of recent reforms, that our lawyers were

freeing themselves from the charge of selfishness

which the world has long been ready to make against

them. It would seem, alas ! that the character

our poets and dramatists have so conventionally

portrayed tliem in, is yet,^ more or less, applicable

;

in no case, perhaps, more so than in that we now
treat on. See how a writer, long since passed

away (Mandeville), sung on the abuses even then

in observance, as well as on the remedy the Farmers'

Club again advises :

—

" Tlie lawyers, of whose art the basis

Wa3 raising feuds and splitting cases,

Opposed all Reyisters, that cheats

Might make more work with dipt estates

;

As 'c'svere iiulawfal that one's owu ' losssi

Without a lawsuit should be known 1 ladliin

They put off hearings wilfully .y{ \q
To finger the refreshiug fee;

.
^^^

Aud to defeud a wicked cause

Examined and surveyed the laws, " '

'

As burglars shops and houses do.

To see where best th* y may break through,"

When we come to note how much " the lawyers"

have favoured other improvements, and how mu-ch

and how lately they have opposed this, we think

we have every reason for assuming that if there is

any blame it must be with them. The simphfica-

tion of titles and general registration of deeds are

both practicable measures. We have ample proof

already that they may be made to work well. These

are the first means the tenant farmers ask ; not for

themselves exactly, but rather for those with whom
they are so closely associated. Under any circum-

stances, we believe it would hardly be desirable that

the occupier or cultivator should at the same time be

the owner of the soil. The farmer has always quite

sufficient employment for his capital, without at-

tempting to encroach on the position of the landlord.

We are confident, indeed, that the farmers them-

selves do not for a moment aspire to anything

of the kind. We have, in fact, already ample evi-

dence to show how much improvement has been

impeded by the just " holding on" of small pro-

pi'ietors ; men whose whole capital was absorbed in

possession, and the claims arising out of it. The

farmers of this age show no poor ambition of the

kind. They have made no attack on the precedence

allowed to the landowners. All they ask is simply

to start fair ; with full security for what they may
accomplish, and due encouragement for that they

may attempt. In a word, to repeat what we have

already quoted, their endeavour is a laudable one

—

and may the lawyers, with whom after all the re-

dress chiefly rests, follow their example, and

—

" Make less work with dipt estates."

PERUVIAN OR SKINLESS BERE
The following letter from Read and Co., of Aberdeen,

which we extract from the Aberdeen Journal of the

IGtli inst., will be interesting to our readers :

—

Sir,—In attempting to improve the cereal products of any

district of ccuutry by the iutroJuctiou of hitherto unknown or

uncultivated varieties of grain, it will be found that numerous

obstacles lie in the way, Aud unless it can be satisfactorily

shown by a collection of facts illustrative of the greater pro-

dactivcnesa of these species, and the uses to which they can be

applied, the difficulty is increased still more. A few years ago

we had our attention re-uirected to what is now known as " Pe-

ruvian or Skinless Bere ;" and from observations and esperi-

mints since made, v/e are so convinced of its productiveness

and adaptability to our northern soil and cUmate, aud of its

snperiority to (lie usual kind cultivated for either milling- or

malting purposes, that, with your kindness, we shall lay before

your readers the facts we have ascertained regarding it. With

the view of rendering this necessarily short sketch as complete

as possible, it may be proper, first, to describe its

S]iecific Character and History.—Ear two and a-half to

three inches long, six-rowed, regular ; number of grains in each

ear varying from sixty to seventy-two ;
grains, pointed or an-

gular, and naked ; awns upright, about three and a-half

inches long, adhering to the under paleae or husk.

Introduced by the Earl of Lonsdale, in 1849 ; a friend of his

lordship's who had gone out and settled in Peru having sent

him over a quantity of it. In 1S50, Messrs. Lee, of Hammer-

smith, obtained the produce, and distributed it over the country

in small quantities. In its botanical characters we find it pre-

cisely identical with the llordcum ritjmno-liornstklium of Pro-
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fessor Low, as described iu hia " ElenieuU of Practical Agri-

culture," 4th ed., p. 347. It is also exactly similar to u kiud

of here obtained from tlie Cape of Good ilope, about tliirt)--Cve

years ago, and cultivated iu this country for eeveral seasons,

which, curiously enough, during the first year of its cultivation,

when the grain was ripe, dropped the awn ; but in the second

year it became quite persistent on the palese or husk, and that

character it afterwards retained permanently. It corresponds

also to the Siberian barley, described in " Miller's Gardeners'

Dictionary," introduced in 1768, but neglected from some nu-

Eccountable cause. It must be distinguished, however, [from a

four-rowed naked here or barley, which is inferior in several

esstnlial points.

Pioductii-eness.—The produce on the Earl of Lonsdale's

farm was enormous, being at the rate of ten quarters to the

acre, and the weight of the grain 63 lbs. per bushel. It was

grown on very light laud, of a black nature, and highly farmed.

Several agriculturists in this neighbourhood have also given us

satisfactory evidence on this point. Arthur Harvey, Esq., of

Tillygreig, writes us, that, " on 17th March, 1851, he had an

imperial acre sown down, broad cast, with 1^ bushels; but a

severe snow storm falling during night, previous to its being

properly harrowed in, it remained comparatively unprotected

for nearly three weeks, and he believes little more than the

half of the seed sown grew. Notwithstanding this, however,

the produce turned out to be three-andahalf quarters of

marketable grain, weighing 581bs. per bushel." The date of

reaping was lOlh September. In reference to this case, Mr.

Harvey farther writes, that " the bere tillered beautifully, with

fine strong straw standing nearly as high as Hopetoun oats,

which grew beside it, not a stalk falling. Many plants I

counted with 14 full heads, of 72 pickles each, on a single

atool." On a farm iu the Buchan district, three imperial acres

were sown down last season, with eight bushels, whicii pro-

duced a total return of seveutecn-and-a-half quarters, weighing

60 lbs. per bushel. Mr. Black, factor at Ellon Castle, also

tested its superior productiveness, by having it grown iu 1850,

on different farms on the Ellon estates ; and last season laid

down a Scotch acre, with 4 bushels, which realized a produce

of ten quarters, weighing fully 59 lbs. per bushel.

Use in. Malting.—Before making any experiment with it as

a malting grain, we considered it advisable to obtain from the

Commissioners of Inland Revenue a declaration respecting

the duty leviable, in order that maltsters might be relieved of

individual responsibility or risk. Our communicatiou was at

once attended to, and produced the following satisfactory docu-

ment :—
" Inland Revenue, Somerset House, London,

" December 18, 1852.

"Gentlemen,—lam directed to acquaint you that the

Board have very fully considered the question which you have

brought under their- notice, as to the rate of duty at which

malt made from the Peruvian grain—samples of which

you forwarded for their inspection—should be charged ; and

thit they are of opinion, founded on the reports of competent

P'lrscns, that the grain in question is a species of bere or bigg,

and that malt made from it iu Scotland and Ireland wiU be

chargeable only with the lower rate of duty.

"I am. Gentlemen, your obedient servant,

"(Signed) J. Clayton Freeling.
" Messrs. Benjamin Reid and Co., Aberdeen."

Since receiving this communication, we have had the malting

properties of the bere very satisfactorily tested through the as-

siatance of Mr. Eddie, brewer, Virginia-street. In conducting

liiis experiment, Mr. Eddie was auxious to prove, more imme-

dif.tely for his own satisfaction, whether, iu the use of Peruvian

bere for malting purposes, there would follow any advantage

over the common kiud. Accordingly, he employed four bushels

ofrsalt of fair average qualify, weighing 40 lbs. per bushel,

made from common here. The extract obtained, when examined

at a temperature of 60 deg., was 184 gallons of 21 lbs. density,

according to Allen's saccharometer. Mr. Eddie then employed,

with similar accuracy of manipulation, an equal bulk of malt

made from Peruvian bere. This malt weighed, however, 44 lbs.

per bushel, and the extract obtained, wheu examined at a

temperature of 60 deg., was precisely 184 gallons of 26 lbs.

density. The relative value, therefore, of the Peruvian bere,

over the common for brewing purposes, as calculated from the

difference arising out of each extract, is as 21 to 26, or fully

16 per cent. But, supposing weight for weight in place of

bulk for bulk of each kind of malt had been employed, a dif-

ference of fully 6 per cent, would have still resulted in favour

of the Peruvian bere. Again, if the Peruvian malt had been

used in distillation, its superiority would have been still more

apparent. As every 100 gallons of wurts of 5 lbs. density

gives oue gallon of proof spirits, the extract obtained from the

Peruvian malt, being 184 gallons of 26 lbs. density, would give

9 17-32nds gallons, or at the rate of fully 2^ gallons proof-

spirits for every bushel of malt. As a distiller has a short

process of malting, and would employ a large quantity at a

time, he would no doubt increase materially the amount of ex-

tract ; and hei;ce we understate the value of Peruvian bere for

distilling purposes, rather than overstate it. Mr. Eddie as-

sures us that the malt is excellent ; and his affirmation is

attested by other practical judges who have expressed to us

tlieir willingness to purchase tlris bere from the farmer, when

it is offered in sufficient quantity, and at a marketable price.

We bring forward one other additional proof out of many.

The original exporter of the grain, having established a brewery

in Peri!, tried its malting properties there, and, finding it good

for the purpose, ia now no longer under the necessity of im»

porting from England as he had hitherto done.

Use in Milling,— Several instances are known to us of its

having produced a superior quality of meal, v/ith a more profit-

able return in quantity than the common kind. In 1851, Mr.

Harvey of Tillygreig, milled half a quarter agaicst half a quar-

ter of other barley, and found the Peruvian to turn out weight

for weight more meal. At Ferryhill Mills, a quantity was also

recently milled. In this case, it yielded of excellent meal

92.55 per cent.; waste 7.45 per cent. Of pot-barley 64 per

ceat. ; dust 36 per cent. In " Miller's Gardener's Dictiouary,"

it is described as yielding 60.6 per cent, of flour equal to Lon-

don seconds ; 30.3 of a coarser sort ; and 9.1 per cent, of bran

superior to wheat. Tlie flour made excellent bread, both by

itself and when mixed with wheaten flour, aud was more reten-

tive of moisture than wheaten bread.

General Remarks.—It will be gathered from some of the

preceding statements that about three bushels of seed are

amply sufficient to sow an imperial acre. We may state, as

the result of experience, that, if sown too thickly, not merely

will the straw be diminished in bulk, but the grain produce

will also suffer proportionately in weight and quantity. In re-

gard to the mode and time of sowing, the usual methods

adopted in sowing common bere or barley may be followed

with every confidence. It has been found in most cases to

ripen rather earlier than either of the latter. In harvest time

it should be well looked to, and not allowed to get too ripe

before being cut down, as the straw, otherwise abundant aud

good, might become slightly brittle, and therefore of less value.

In directing public attention to this grein, wc have only fur-

ther to remark that, from the uniformly cousistent reports we

have had of its superior productiveuess, from the little trouble
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it gives in thrasliiag and dreaaing, from its value if used for

feeding, and from its having been proved by actual experiment

to be well adapted for all purposes to which bere or barley are

usually applied, we have no doubt, if accepted by the agricul-

turists of this quarter, it will prove itself a valuable cereal

auxiliary. Mr. Harvey of Tillygreig, whose agricultural expe-

rience is extensive, and whose opinion is therefore valuable,

writes to us the other day thus favourably of it
—" In respect

of produce of this, as tried against other barley. I have, both in

S T A T I

Sir,—I beg your insertion of my estimated production and
|

consumption of wheat and breadstuflfs of the United Kingdom,

in the total absence of any measures adopted by the present or

any previous Government, or other ways, compiled from the

authority of eminent statists and other valid sources.

I remain, sir, your most obedient servant,

James Sheppard, Corn Merchant.

Pelham-slreet, Neivark-on-Trent, Notts, May 20, 1853.

PRODUCE OF WHEAT.
Extent of land cultivated with wheat in the United King-

dom, twenty million statute acres ; and production of the same,

taken at a full average crop, equal to four imperial quarters

per acre ; and the population at the close of December of 1852

(emigration deducted) to the same period, 27,500,000*, and

the annual consumption of the same for 1853 is 23,750,000

qrs, of wheat and breadstuffs.

Deficiency

of the

consumption.

Urs. Qrs.

Estimated consumption of the popula-

tion for 1853, of wheat 23,750,000

Estimated produce of wheat crop for

1852 18,709,678 5,040,322

Estimated average importations of

wheal and breadstuflfs of the last six

years, required for 1852 ... , 8,177,757

Total deficiency to be provided for from the harvest

of 1852 to 1853 13,218,079
Deficiency of

consumption
yearly.

Qrs. Qrs. Qrs.

Estimated consumption of

the population for 1854,

of wheat 24,000,000

Estimated produce of

wheat, owing to the de-

ficiency in the planting

one-fourth seed in the

autumn and spring,

equal only to 15,000,000

One-fourth of seed not

planted 312,500 15.312,500 8,687,500

Estimated average impor-

tations of wheat and
breadstuffs of the last

six years, required for

1853 8,177,757

Total deficiency to be provided for from the harvest

of 1853 to 1854 16,865,257

* In the estimated consumption of 23,7.50,000 qrs. required for

the annual consumption, the poinilation of the islands in tlie

British seas, army, aiid navy, of 481,653 qrs.; also tlie wheat used
in starch and sizing in the manufactures o( linen, cotton, facking,

roperies, distilleries, &c., are not taken in the former deliciencj-,

which may amount collectively to one viillion more.

1851 and 1852, a larger proportion to the acre of Peruvian

than of other barley, in quarters; I have a weight per bushel

extra; I have equal bulk of straw; my grass offers better

where it grew ; it has been earlier ; it does not shake more

readily, though the awns being very brittle it is easily divested

of them when fully ripe, and which may cause the careless

observer to think it is apt to shed its seeds ; it is not apt to

lodge, and it is less trouble in dressing when brought into the

mill, requiring no hummelling." mi,u giss/i

Yi ,fa9)timb*

Ot 93n9Uft0f

,i :taj doaiS .JBSiiw lo

S T I C S. oiiJBiioqmi io Joirora*

If there is a full average crop of potatoes, however, in the

present year, two and a half million quarters of wheat must

be deducted from the deficiency above given for 1853, as the

produce of last season is estimated at only half an average

yield, a full average produce of sound and good potatoes, and

equal to five million quarters of wheat, in England, Wales,

and Scotland ; but it must be fully understood, in the event

of unpropitious weather from hence to the securing of harvest,

that the estimated deficiency in wheat of 16,865,257 qra. in

1853 will be increased proportionately.

The agricultural reports up to the present time of the wheat

crops, closing with April, state that the south of England ad-

mits only three-fourths of an average breadth of land to be

planted in the autumn and this spring ; east, one fourth; west,

one-third ; and north about one-fourth less than in average

seasons. The month closing with cold and ungeuial weather,

it may also be added that one-fourth of the present growing

crop of wheat has been planted to great disadvantage during

this spring, the land being in such a saturated state that the

drill would not work, and the wheat sown broadcast, which re-

sults in the crop at present being in an unclean state, and

cannot be properly cleaned, in which case the crops are ex-

pected only to yield at most two-thirds of an average crop,

inferior in quality, and greatly liable to mildew ; deficient in

weight, and inferior to autumn-planted.

It is stated, almost without exception, by practical tillers of

the soil, that unfavourable periods for the sowing or drilling

of wheats are invariably attended with heavy future losses,

and the results of spring-sown wheat are always very un-

certain, and a deficiency in produce and quality is to be appre-

hended ; and, although it is yet quite premature to hazard an

opinion as to crops generally, yet a report is strongly gaining

ground by experienced and practical farmers, that the defi-

ciency in the breadth of land planted in wheat this year is far

short of what they at one time expected, and the wealthiest are

holding back their supplies, being well assured wheat must

ultimately go dearer; and particularly as the periods for

hastening their supplies of wheat to market is past, bemg at

the present time fully prepared to meet May-day wages ; and

they think that wheat has seen the lowest point for the finest

qualities, and they also regard the present liberal supplies of

foreign wheat, flour, and breadstuffs as scarcely the average

proportionate part of the 8,177,757 qrs., and average of the

last six years' imports, and which is considered as absolutely

requisite to see into the new crop.

It is also to be noticed particularly, that, in consequence of

a free-trade in corn, and the immense imports of precious

metals, the great abundance of money, the unusual activity iti'

the manufacturing districts, the rapid increase in the exports,'

the advance of wages to artisans and labourers of all descrip^

tions in every department ot trade, the high price of meatj

scarcity and high price of potatoes and other vegetables, and
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the backward stute of vegetation geucrally, that au increased

demand for wheat and breadatulfs is by no means improbable,

until we are fully supplied with the new crop of potatoes,

peas, &c., &c., aud particularly ii Me are not well supplied

with foreign wheat, flour, and all breadstuffs, upon the extent

of which, and a favourable change in the crops of wheat gene-
;

rally, depend the prices of the future ; that an average yield

of wheat cannot now be is quite certain, and at least three
|

weeks more backward than average seasons ; but it must be '

admitted, if a fine harvest aud a genial one, it will have its full

influence to depress our prospects in the upward movements .

of wheat. Since the above ^ya3 written, I have received the

amount of importations from the 1st of January to the 9th of
'

May, the present year,' lrtt^l8l^4;'au^ywi't'houl going into de-

tail, it amounts for wheat and breadstuffs only to 1,601,106

qrs., and grain 265,508 qrs., collectively 1,866,614 qrs. I also

received, by this day's post, from the continent, a statement of

the stock of grain in warehouse, and the probable arrivals as

soon as the rivers are cleared of ice in the interior rivers of

Russia, &c. ; but, being given in foreign measures, I shall

defer forwarding the statement until reduced to the standard

of Great Britain, aud which will accompany other important

information as to the foreign corn trade. In conclusion, I beg

to remark that neither the stocks on hand of grain, or to come
forward during this summer, are so large as is generally

reported.

LAND: ITS POLITICAL ECONOMY
The tide of politics is evidently setting in stronger and

stronger against the feudal notions of our forefathers,

relative to Land and its Political Economy. Prior to

the free trade measures of 1846, and the blue-book in-

formation of that period as to the burdens upon land,

agricultural customs, &c., it was flowing, making slow

but certain progress. But since that period the land-

marks of the farmer have entirely disappeared, leaving

him to navigate the ocean on which he had launched his

barqne, subject to a thousand trade winds, monsoon^,

&c., &c., of which he has no experience. The change is

doubtless great, but not greater than what our fore-

fathers experienced when they first trusted to the com-

pass, bidding farewell to the high hills and promontories

which had so long guided them successfully in their

journeyings across the deep ; while the issue is no less

promising in the one case than it has been realized as

profitable in the other.

There cannot be a doubt but farmers will ultimately

triumph in that enquiry about land and its political

economy now agitated from one end of the kingdom to

the other, carrying everything before them ; for it is the

triumph of science over the dogmas of a barbarous and

illiterate age. It is just as possible to return to the

practice of the fourteenth century, as it is to stand still

in " Farmers' Politics^' at present. Hence the impro-

priety of their landlords standing so far aloof from them

as they are now doing ; and not only standing aloof, but

even throwing their own mortgages and incumbrances

upon their properties in the way of progress ! And
what renders this the more reprehensible is the fact that

the interests of the landlord and tenant are inseparably

connected ; indeed, the two parties are political members

of one body

—

the landlord and tenant system ; so that

there is no one who ought and will commiserate more

sincerely with the malady of the former, so long as it

wears a chronic character, than the latter ; but the mo-
ment it assumes an acute type, commiseration is then not

enough—amputation must be promptly submitted to, in

order to save the life of the patient. To sit still, on the

part of the farmer, in an emergency of this kind, would be

suicidal. After things get to this state, tears must give

way to the instrument of the surgeon. Duty and interest

both demand it alike of the landlord as the tenant, and

the latter is not the party to make the sacrifice here in-

volved.

The old saying, however, that " every one feels best

where his own shoe pinches him," is a true one ; and we
do not at all wonder at landlords being unwilling to sell

their encumbered estates, for they best feel their own
embarrassments, and cannot but perceive that much of
that argumentative abuse, so to speak, now being levelled

against them, is perfectly groundless, being without a

foundation. For example, they cannot but perceive that

the mere transfer of land is no guarantee to its improve-
ment ; while they themselves are equally good landlords

with many of their neighbours, who have their thousands

and tens of thousands in the public funds, and equally

respected by their tenants.

The case of the late M.P. for Kent, noticed in the

columns of this journal on the 9th, proves this latter con-
clusion relative to tenants, although we cannot speak
practically as to the management of Hempsted Park it-

self and estate. We can, however, point out hundreds
of encumbered estates better managed than as many not
encumbered, and estates lately transferred as badly
managed as they were previously. We also know pro-
perties sold which the sellers afterwards had good reason

to regret having taken the advice of their agents as to

doing so, because they could have redeemed them had
they acted as they ought to have done, and might have
done had they received timely advice ; and we believe

there is a very large area of the encumbered property in

Britain in this very state, which could easily be redeemed
if landlords would only take a proper view of domestic

economy and their own professional duties—a line of
policy which many are now manifesting a great anxiety

to follow. It is certainly humiliating to think of the

channel in which the rents of very many landed estates

flow, contrary to the wishes of their owners, after they
leave the pockets of the careworn tenants, whose industry-

gathers them from a neglected soil—a soil which would
soon redeem all the"debts upon it, were its rent spent as

it ought to be, as we ourselves could prove ; for, from
our limited experience in the improvement and cultiva-

tion of land during the last 30 years, we could point out
numerous estates in England, Ireland, and Scotland of

this kind, where debts would soon disappear from estates
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were their owners only free from the shackles of an an-

tiquated and oppressive law, and where neither the

interests of the country, much less the tenantry, demand
a change of proprietors, but where both loudly call for a

change of management.

On the other hand, it cannot be denied that very many
landlords have gone so far beyond their depth as to leave

no hopes whatever of redemption ; while experience

23oints to numerous examples, where transfers have been

followed by improved management. Hence the obvious

conclusion in favour of reformation of the law of transfer.

The sellers of encumbered estates are, however, not

the only parties who require an alteration in the law of

transfer of land, as Mr. Baker, at the London Farmers'

Club, justly pointed out ; for many crooked marches, de-

tached fields, and the like, to be met with on all proper-

ties, demand legislation. In this respect the majority of

English counties exhibit a very anomalous appearance,

affording a fruitful source of animadversion to all

travellers who have reverted to their subdivision into

farms and fields.

In selling and purchasing land at present, three evils

are experienced. First, there is the difficulty and ex-

pense of obtaining the titles ; second, there is the diffi-

culty of lending or borrowing money on land, from the

antiquated and even absurd character of all deeds and

forms connected with the same, and the manner such

operates upon the titles and transfer ; and third, there is

an expensive system of transfer afterwards.

Now, these are three very comprehensive and im-

portant subjects, distinct the one from the other, requir-

ing separate legislation for many reasons, and therefore

ought not to be jumbled together, as they generally arc

when brought before parliament or the public for dis-

cussion. Each requires an act of parliament by itself,

and to be publicly discussed by itself. If such were the

case, we hardly think there could exist such a diversity

of opinion on many points as there now does.

Again, the public has certainly a right to know who

are tlie owners of the soil. The tenant, for instance, has

a right to know who is his landlord, and therefore no

doubt should exist at any time as to his titles ; and be-

sides, the right of the public, the letting of land to

tenants, the payment of poor's rates and taxes, alike de-

mand that landlords establish their titles; for if the land-

lords' titles are bad, their leases are equally so. We would

therefore suggest that they be allowed to make good their

titles according to statute, within a certain period,

The principle on which statute should enforce this

national work is doubtless registration analogous to that

of funded and other property. On this point we believe

there are scarcely two opinions, so that argument is not

required. The registration of the whole, at first, would

be a work of some labour, but afterwards would be

easily controlled, and might be so, in the provinces, by

the sheriffs in many cases, so that a general registrar and

staff would only be required for the metropolis and some

of our other large towns, as the labour demanded. A
peculiar kind of scrip might be manufactured, termed
" land scrip," and given to landlords when they had re-

gistered. Along with the application for registration,

landlords would require to give in three plans of their

estates—one for the general office, one for the county

office, and the third to be returned along with the scrip.

And besides these plans, government might have general

county plans, on which the different landlords' estates

might appear in different colours, so as to make them the

more easily distinguished in matters of reference. But
further into details of this kind it is unnecessary for us

to enter at present.
,, ,

2. In borrowing and lending money on land, the pat-r

ties have respectively to consider what they give , what re-

ceive in security for the loan. The former generally says a

good deal more than is necessary about its value over and

above the loan he asks ; the latter, more accustomed to

business habits, confines himself to the rent, after de-

ducting public burdens, and as to how it tallies with the

interest he expects for his capital, leaving a sufficiently

broad margin to cover the solvency of tenants, with the

casualties to which rent is subject. The landlord

may boast of the fertility of the soil, its produce and

capabilities ; but with him rent is the landlord's interest

in it, and he invariably takes care to make sure of this,

future as well as present, until his capital is repaid.

Rent, however, although it may represent the land-

lord's interest in the soil, does not represent that of the

tenant, much less the public. The public interest is the

whole produce, estimated at upwards of £200,000,000

for the United Kingdom annually, of which rent does

not form one- fourth part. Hence the landlord's interest

is about one-fourth part that of the public, while even

this fractional part is subject to numerous burdens;

consequently the public has a right to control the mort-

gaging of land, so as not to interfere with its interest in

it, and this it can only do by statute.

The interest which the landlord has in the soil is not

only of a very limited character in the sense above

noticed, but also by its being subject to tear and wear,

for which heritable bonds seldom or never make any

provision. For example, the natural fertility of the soil

is subject to be exhausted by cropping, and houses,

fences, roads, drains, &c., to decay, requiring renewal

at the expiry of certain periods—conditions for which

heritable bonds make no provision directly, although a

margin is generally left sufiiciently broad to cover them,

as has already been noticed ; while, on the contrary, they

seldom fail to include any increase of rent superadded

to the rent-roll by an additional investment of capital,

either by increasing the natural fertility of the soil, or by

a more efficient system of houses, fences, roads, drains,

&c., or both, excluding thus the new investment from

the security of the increase of rent to which it is justly

entitled, and hence excluding the improvement of the

soil by borrowed capital, although that very improve-

ment would be in favour of the first lender. Primarily

the landlord may have invested ^£"10 per acre in reclaim-

ing the soil, building houses, erecting fences, and making

roads, while its natural fertility may be estimated at £10

more—or indicated by its yielding 30 bushels of wheat

or 20s. of rent—making his total investment of the value

of £'20 per acre, returning 20s., or five per cent. At

the period of the second investment—between tear and
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WSlT on Iionses, fences, and roads, and the exhaustion of

the soil by cropping—the original investment and value

may have fallen to £15, or even to £10, although 20s.

of rent may still be annually obtained from the tenant

;

and even this does not represent the loss of the tenant

and public, for the amount of produce may have now
fallen from 30 bushels to 20. By the second investment

of £7 10s. in draining, £2 10s. in houses, and ^^10 in

limo and manure per acre, the produce may be doubled,

or increased to 40 bushels and upwards per acre ; but

promising as may be the experiment.—equally flattering

to both landlord, tenant, and the public—yet the land-

lord, for the want of capital, is unable to extend the ex-

periment to the whole of his estate, so long as the

incumbrance remains upon it. Hence the position of

parties, and the object which statute has to effect.

In this case it may be said that the landlord has him-

self to blame, as the heritable bond ought and might

easily have made provision for the second investment.

Objections of this kind, however, are easily refuted, for

stipulation has no right to cover legal defects. The law

should be right in the absence of stipulation, which it is

very far from being in all cases between landlord or tenant-

rights. Statute should make provision that the benefits

arising from separate investments should respectively

belong to each, and that they might be given in security

accordingly, where the capitals had to be borrowed.

The legal machinery which the working of such a

statute would require must be similar to the last, and

therefore should be in the same office. Registration and

plans, with a separate set of books, would be required

to secure the lender's title and interest, as well as that

of the borrower and the public.

3. Such being the nature of the two first measures,

the sale and purchase of land would be of the simplest

kind. The land scrij) of freehold and unencumbered

lands might be sold like the scrip of the public funds.

\Vhere land was encumbered, provision might be made

that the purchaser, with consent of the landlord or seller,

pay the price into the hands of the registrar, from whom
he would receive his land scrip, with the number affixed

to his entry. This would secure to the seller the entire

control of his property prior to being sold, and at the

same time protect tlie interests of the other two parties

—the mortgagee and purchaser.

Such is a general outline of what would be required

for the registration of landed titles, mortgages of land,

and the sale and purchase of estates ; and we aver that

the more the subject is discussed the more will

public opinion be inclined to favour our suggestion of

settling the three propositions involved separately by

separate acts of parliament. That objections may be

brought against our theory is more than probable ; but

we do not anticipate any worthy of refutation. We have

not mentioned entailed estates, and others of a limited

kind, under the first head; but we would register the

whole under their respective designations. We have

suggested that sheriffs, in some counties, might con-

trol the whole ; but a revision might be made in the

collection of poor-rates and all taxes coniiccted with

land, bringing the whole into one office in every pro-

vince, along with the above duties of registration. The

several duties are of a kindred character, and could be

more efficiently and economically controlled in one office,

or under one roof, than separately ; while they would

require that the principal in every office be possessed of

a more extensive and practical knowledge of agriculture

and its improvements than the majority of sheriffs have

at present, because they are more of an agricultural than

a legal character; and this demand such a combination

would be the means of effecting.

But after the legal reforms in question have been ob-

tained, and desired transfers of land made, the advocates

of these measures, and benefits i-esulting from them, v;ill,

it is feared, be sadly disappointed ; for the theory enun-

ciated during the free-trade controversy of 1846 for the

relief of British agriculture, and subsequently echoed by-

Mr. Caird and many other agriculturo-political writers,

is very defective, and totally inadequate to meet the exi-

gencies of the landlord, the tenant, and labourer ; for no

provision is made for their surplus population, amount-

ing to about 200,000 annually. Hitherto we have suc-

ceeded in providing for our surplus in the manufacturing

and commercial world ; but this is no longer practicable.

Attention must be turned to our boundless colonies.

The labouring part of the population are beginning to feel

the benefits of the theory we have for the last ten years

been humbly advocating, and are at present contemplat-

ing. The total wages of the farm labourers of the United

Kingdom have only hitherto amounted to about from

£-10,000,000 to £50,000,000 ; in our colonies they

would amount to upwards of £100,000,000. Many
have been the complaints about extra taxes in competing

with the foreign farmer ; but the United States, our

greatest rival, pay more for labour— in addition to what

we pay—than all our taxes put together. In point of

fact, our labouring population have hitherto paid the

bulk of our taxes in the shape of a reduction of wages—
a fact which is nov/ beginning to stare both landlords

and tenants and manufacturers in the face ; for the gold-

diggings and Irish exodus have already reduced the

supply in the labour market, the benefits of which the

labouring classes are beginning to feel by an advance of

wages. Hence the conclusion :—the labour markets

are subject to the same laws of supply and demand ; for

Science has not one law for the rich and another for

the poor, as both will eventually experience, for there is

no partiality in her policy. ,
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NOTES ON BEES.
Having unfortunately just now a good deal of leisure,

if you will allow me space in your Journal, I will en-

deavour to call to mind a few observations made

last summer, and put them together for the amusement

of your readers. I have on former occasions brought

before them the labours of the honey bee, summing-

up at the end of the year the success which attended

such labours. This, however, I was prevented doing

last year. As far as 1 can recollect, the spring of

1852 was the worst, and the swarms the latest, I ever

knew. My first swarm did not come off till the 4th of

July. About Easter the old stocks had collected a con-

siderable quantity of honey, but afterwards it became

very much reduced. In ordinary seasons I never expect

the stock of honey to increase after July ; but last year

was an exception ; and although up to about the middle

of the month scarcely any had been collected since

Easter, 1 think I had more on the whole, from the same

quantity of bees, than I ever remember to have had be-

fore. It was remarkable that, while this accumulation

was going on, there were but very few flowers in the

neighbourhood ; and frequently have I walked through

the garden and pastures without seeing a single bee on

the flowers. From repeated observations I found that

nearly the whole of their store was collected from the

leaves of the large trees, of which there is no lack in this

neighbourhood. At this time there was an unusually

large quantity of honeydew, produced, as I suppose, by

the check which the trees had experienced from the un-

kindly weather at the time of their early growth. I have

on a former occasion stated that bees will often hang out

and refuse to work in the glasses, although there may be

abundance of food near them ; zmd will at once com-

mence work if the glasses are removed and a hive placed

in their stead. To test this again, I took part of the

glasses off a hive, and covered the remainder with a box

hive similar to the under one. The bees set to work,

and so arranged their combs as to build the glasses in.

I was aware that I should have some difficulty in taking

them ofi", but having counted the cost I let them proceed.

The time having arrived when I wished to see how mat-

ters stood, I proceeded to separate the two hives. True

enough, it was a difficult operation ; but I succeeded in

doing it, and managed to get rid of all the bees except

about as many as would fill a common hen's egg-shell.

These clung together, and so determined were they not

to quit, that I had to separate them by force, when I

found a queen in the middle ; and I have no doubt that

they were separate colonies working through the same

entrance, as the bottom stock never appeared to miss

the queen, nor could I prevail on her majesty to enter it.

On the 8th of July I was informed that some stray bees

had just then taken possession of a hollow tree : the

hole where they entered was about 30 feet from the

ground. This agrees with what I stated on the altitude

at which bees are usually found when they choose their

own habitation. I was anxious to possess them, and

having a glass hive which I use for amusement, I deter-

mined to dislodge them. This was a difficult task, and

took me the whole of the day till nearly dark, and then

it was quite uncertain if I possessed the queen, for I did

not see her during the whole of the time I was cm-

ployed. Having so far succeeded, when they had be-

come reconciled I took them home, and placed them in

the window of an upstairs room, where I could easily

observe their movements. In a few days I had the

satisfaction to see her majesty there, surveying the works

and laying eggs for the production of a young family.

I will just observe here that the progress of the inmates

of this hive are usually noted down one or more times

daily, for future reference ; but unfortunately I cannot

now tell where to lay my hand on the book—a circum-

stance I much regret, as what I am about to state will

lose much of its interest for want of the dates. Breed-

ing and storing went on well for a considerable time,

but, for some now forgotten reason, I omitted to visit

them for two or three days ; when, a friend wishing to

see her majesty, I opened the door of the room to gra-

tify his curiosity, and was much surprised at the dis-

cordant sounds which proceeded from the hive, instead

of that delightful harmony always observable in a thriving

stock of bees. In vain did we look for her majesty—all

was confusion and uproar—she had either abdicated her

throne, or death had made her his prey. The once loyal

subjects, formerly acting in concert with each other, and

regular in all their movements, now gave way to despair,

and seemed to vie with each other in the destruction of

that work which they had so cordially united to con-

struct. Devastation seemed now to be the order of the

day. Without a ruler or a guide—no one " greater

than the rest"—all appeared to go the wrong way,

nothing but want and ruin staring them in the face ; for

they had commenced unsealing their stores, as if resolved

to live well and easy while it lasted—none thinking it

worth his while to add to the stock. This went on for

two, or perhaps three days after I discovered it, when,

on a sudden, order was restored ; as if some cunning old

bee, not willing to give up all for lost till he was obliged,

had been examining every cell, till at length he had

found one containing larva apparently capable of being

worked up into some nobler form than that of a common

labourer—something worthy of more honour than the

general mass of the working classes—and having com-

municated it to the rest, they desisted from their work

of spoliation to try what might be done to save their

partly ruined home. From the time I first missed the

queen, I was often watching them to see what would be

the result, and when I perceived order was restored, I
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earnestly hoped to have the opportunity of seeing that

which I had only heard of before, viz., the transmuta- I

tion of a working to a queen bee. My hive is only wide

enough for one row of comb, so that I can easily per-

ceive all that is going on. In constructing a royal cell

it is commonly done on the edge of the comb, but here,

being only one comb, it could not, or, if it could, it
'

would have been useless, as there was no queen to de- 1

posit the egg. In order, therefore, to give it the appear-
j

ance of royalty, and make it commodious for what was

going on inside, it was necessary to construct it on the
:

flat surface, about the middle of the comb, over a cell I

from which was to issue the young princess. This was 1

difficult, as there was barely room between the comb and

the glass. Two cells vvere operated on at the same time,

but when it was ascertained that one was going on well

the other was abandoned. In due time the voung prin-

cess appeared. The temporary erections necessary to

convert a common cell into a royal one were demolished,

the works were repaired, and everything went on as

usual, except that the working bees appeared not to pay

so much respeet to the new as to the old queen. I

imagine that from the circumstances under which she

was created queen, she was incapacitated to become a

mother, and that the workers being aware of the fact,

paid her less attention. There appears to be some de-

parture from the common rule in destroying the royal

cell after the birthday, as in ordinary cases several are

to be found in the hive. It appears to have been quite

I

out of place here. Before I conclude, allow me to ask

1
two questions of those who are more experienced in such

matters than myself. Perhaps some will say, here is

:
plenty to convince any one that it is possible for the

I

working bees to change the larva of the worker into a

!

queen. I am not, however, quite so sure. I wish to

j

ask if there may not be eggs at all times in the breeding

season which would become queens, but that they are

]

destroyed if there is no need of them ? I also ask, what

i
would have been the fate of these bees the ensuing sum-

mer, in consequence of the new queen being barren, and

\
there being no drones in the hive ? I should have liked

;

to continue these experiments, but circumstances over

\ which I had no control obliged me to desist.

! F. J.

CALENDAR OF AGRICULTURE.
Sow turnips in quick succession ; finish the

sowing of swedes by the middle of the month, and

the turnip season, generally speaking, should end

with the month. In sowing turnips with artificial

manure, as hones, guano, ashes, bran, and rape-

dust, use Hornsby's drop drill, which sows two

rows and deposits at regular intervals of nine inches

the manure and the turnip seed mixed together;

this mixture secures a read/ food to the young
plants. Plough pared and burnt lands with a hght

furrow, and produce a fine tilth, by means of ample

harrowing, before sowing the seed towards the

end of the month. If the land be clayey and stiff,

sow on the furrow shce, well harrowed; if it be

loamy, reduce the land and drill it, which will pro-

duce a good commixture of the land and the ashes.

Sow rape and cole seed for winter food. Plough

lands from which winter tares have been consumed,

harrow it well, and sow the seeds in rows by means

of a machine with lengthened coulters to make ruts.

Sow in broadcast the headlands of the turnip fields,

and use short dung, as it is easily covered. Horse

and hand hoe beet-root, carrots, and parsnips :

allow not one single weed to be seen.

If the potato drills were not rolled after being

planted, they may be now harrowed ; plough deeply

the intervals of the drills, keep the scufflers and

hand-hoes constantly going, break all clods, and

pulverize the soil very deeply and freely. Fine

earths are essential to all root crops.

Continue the feeding, in the yards, of cows and

horses with clovers and vetches ; feed them amply,

provide abundant littering, and convey the liquid

to the tank.

Cut tall weeds from among the grain crops. Allow

not any weads to perfect seeds on pastures, by fences

or on roadsides. Many seeds are winged, and are

carried by the wind to a distance, and propagate

very rapidly.

Finish the shearing of sheep this month ; exa-

mine the animals closelj', as they pass through

hands at this time, in the mouth, the

shape, the quahty of the wool, and the whole

general appearance. An inspection of the animals

at this time, and the putting upon them distinctive

marks, will very much assist the sorting of them

for the tupping season in October.

Put mares to the stallion every fortnight. Wean
lambs by putting them at once beyond hearing the

bleat of the ewes, and give them the best grass on

the farm.

Hay cutting will commence this month. Ted

quickly behind the mowers, cock the grass, spread

it out, and cock it again, and carry it to the rick.

Employ plenty of hands, at least six to a mower.

Turn over clovers in the swathe without tedding, as

much shaking loses the leaves, which are the best

part of the plant. Put it into large cocks, which

may stand in the field for a time. When hay gets

damaged by rain, it may be very much re-

covered by mixing salt in the ricks, 30 lbs. to a

load.

2 o
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CALENDAR OF HORTICULTURE
General Remarks.

The late sudden chaoge from cold to corapiritively

warm and dry weather, by giving an impulse to vegeta-

tion, renders corresponding activity necessary on the

part of the cultivator of the soil. We, therefore, urge

on ouv readers to put forth all their strength, to keep

pace with the rapid progress which vegetation now
malies. Everything requiring sowing or transplanting

must be doue at the proper time and moment, other-

wise a loss which can never be made up may be sus-

tained. "Weeds, too, especially of the annual kinds,

speedily grow and ripen their seeds in dry weather, so

as to lay the foundation for a long course of after-

annoyance, which the exercise of a little ordinary in-

dustry might easily prevent.

CONSERTATORT.
Frequent damping the floors and other places will be

necessary here, in order to keep up that cool atmo-

sphere so grateful to the majority of plants here con-

gregated ; besides which, those now placed here will

require more than the ordinary amount of water : but

we must not be understood to advise that wholesale and

indiscriminate drenching which proves fatal to so many

things at this season. In fact, the active state that

most things are now in renders them more susceptible

of the various changes they are subjected to than at

other times ; and, consequently, hvrge doses of cold

water, when not wanted, are more than many plants

can bear. It is, therefore, important to bear in mind

that plants of the Heath and kindred tribes are more

likely to be injured by an improper application of water

at this season than if the same thing had been done in

February. The comparative state of repose which the

plant is in at that time enables it to endure the effect of

undue watering, certainly not without injury, but with

much less harm than if the same thing were done at

this more progressive season. The reason is obvious.

The pores or tissue of the plant being now in a condi-

tion to absorb so much of Vy-hat is presented to it,

become overcharged, when not allowed to consolidate

itself by those periods of partial dryness which ought to

intervene between watering. Now these periods ought

not to extend so far as to occasion any flagging on the

part of the plant, nor yet to cause the soil in which it is

grown to assume a perfectly dry condition. In addition

to frequently sprinkling the floors, &c., with water, let

all plants not in flower have a gentle syringing, which

must be so dexterously done as not to injure the

flowers, giving also due attention to general cleanliness
;

and let every appearance of insects be met by the reme-

dies we have before recommended for their extirpation.

The Pelargoniums will now be in flower, and will, con-

sequently, form an important feature in plant decora-

tion. Shading to a certain extent will be necessary, in

order to keep the plants in bloom any length of time
;

while the Calceolaria is still more impatient of bright

sunshine : and, in fact, all plants, being propelled on by

the influence of sunshine, are correspondingly delayed

by its being withheld. For this cause, therefore, all

plant-houses are generally more or kss shaded at the

time the bloom is in its prime.

Forcing Department.
Pities.— Occasional waterings with liquid manure will

be of service in encouraging the growth of the succcs-

sional plants, as well as in swelling the progressing fruit

;

but it must be withheld longbefore the latter approaches

ripeness ; and the last waterings such plants may have

must be of plain water alone ; for as the quality of the

fruit is much influenced by the food administered, it is

highly proper that the latter be of a pure and harmless

kind. But the growing plants may have it more abun-

dantly, and at the same time accompanied with frequent

syringings, which vail promote their health, and impait

to the atmosphere that grateful moisture which is to

essential to good cultivation.

Vinery.—The presence of sunshine will assist in

ripening grapes much more than fire and other artifici.l

appliances ; loss attention to the latter will therefore be

required. Keep, however, a watchful eye to the health

of the plants, and maintain the large leaves unimpaired.

Of course syringing cannot well be accomplished when

fruit is ripening, but a damp atmosphere will do much to

keep away red spider, while at this early season it is not

likely to be hurtful to the ripening fruit. Attend to the

later houses as recommended in former calendars.

Peach House.—Abundant admission of air is now

necessary, alike to Jkhe ripening fruit, if there be any

such, and also to those in a growing state. The later

crops may be thinned as they progress. On giving them

a final thinning after the stoning process is over,

syringe and water as before recommended, and let all

long shoots be tied in, &c., &c.

Framing Department.
Much attention is here required in the way of giving

and taking away air, and supplying the various oc-

cupants of the frame with water when required, &c.

Melons will also require stopping and thinning until

the necessary number of fruit be set ; after that, the

maintenance of the fru.t usually takes the whole energies

of the plant, so that but little useless bine is produced.

Water may be liberally given at this period, but with-

held entirely as the fruit approaches ripene-s. Cucum-

bers will require copious waterings ; and more air may

be admitted to them than to Melons.

Flower Garden.
The bedding- out season being about brought to a close,

collect a quantity of plants of each kind to act as a sort

of reserve, to replace such as may be lost by accidents ;

and these latter being placed in some suitable position,

may be kept in pots until wanted ; and if they be (as is

often the case) the refuse of the lot, time will be given

them to grow and strengthen, Many hardy herbacious

2 O 2
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plants will now afford cuttings or slips for propagation,

snch as the Alyssum sexatile, Phloxes, Heartsease,

double Wallflowers, Rockets, &c., which, by being now
put in, make excellent plants by the end of summer.
Propagate that most beautiful of all lately-imported

hardy plants—the Dielytra spectabilis—by cuttings,

which strike freely now ; and it is better to propagate a

few of every plant every year, in order to make up de-

ficiencies. Sow also Hollyhock seed, to flower another

season.

Hardy Fruit and Kitchen Garden.
Sow more Beans and Peas, as well as French Beans,

Scarlet Runners, besides the various small crops so

essential to keep successions of. Examine the beds of

Brocoli, and similar things, that they do not fall a prey

to the fly, slug, and other enemies ; and give all atten-

tion to other crops that may be coming up just now.

Plant out Lettuce and Cauliflowers as wanted ; and dig

any vacant ground as soon as it becomes ready, and

destroy all weeds as they appear, removing at the same

time all litter or other unsightly matter, so as to present

the growing crops to view, not only to the best ad-

vantage, but with the certainty of their doing well under

such culture. M.

SALE OF SHORT-HORNS AT BUSHY GROVE FARM, NEAR WATFORD.

On Thursday, the 5th May, this fine herd of cattle

was offered for public competition by that veteran
auctioneer, Mr. Wetherell, and produced prices which
must be highly satisfactory to the owner, Stewart Mar-
joiibanks, Esrj. The day proved very fine, the company
large and highly respectable, and it was easy to see

there were many buyers. The highest price realized

was for Rival, a two-year-old heifer, sold to Harvey
Combe, Esq., for 150 guineas, after a brisk competition.

Cows and Heifers.
Name of Animal. 'Purchaser. Price.

Dowager Queen, roao, calved Oct. 24, Gs.

1842 Rev. F. Thursby .

.

30
Songstress, red and white, calved in

1842 Mr. Hollingsworth 22
Raspberry, roan, calved Oct. 9, 1843 H.R.H. Prince Al-

bert 23
Victoria, roan, calved July ]5, 1843. Mr. Du Pre 37
Lucy, roan, calved August 18, 1845. Mr. Watson 30
Fairy, calved Feb. 16, 18J5 Mr. Hall 26
Cowslip, white, calvtd in March, 1845 Prince Albert .... 25
Caroline, roau, calved Feb. 17, 1846. Mr. Harvey Combe 51

Fanny Eliza, red and white, calved

May 8, 1816 Prince Albert ...

.

28
Patience, roan, calved July 26, 1846 Mr. Ross 20
Ruby, roan, calved in April, 1846 . . Mr. Faviell 34
Frosty, roan, calved in Sept., 1847. . Mr. Abbey 29
Agnes, roan, calved March 30, 1848. Mr. Hall 36
Aurora, roan, calved Nov. 29, 1843. . Mr. Mason 27
Azalea, white, calved Dec. 17, 1848. . Prince Albert 23
Abbess, roan, calved Dec. 18, 1848. . Mr. Abl:ey 22
Adonia, roan, calved 1848 Mr. Faviell 37
Cowslip Bell, roan, calved July 25,

1848 Mr. Lawford .... 23
Faiut-Heart, white, calved Match 2,

1848 Mr. Chamberlia .

.

25
Rennet, white, calved Dec. 28, 1848. Mr. Torr 40
Gertrude, roan, calved Sept. 26, 1849 Mr. Mason 27
Duchess 3rd, roan, calved in Sept.,

1849 Mr. Combe 60
Dotterel, roan, calved Feb. 2 4, 1819. Mr. Bodger 31
Novelty, roan, calved Aug. 23, 1849. Rev. F. Thursby.

.

24
Primrose, roan, calved in June, 1849 Mr. Longstaffe .. 41
Mary, roan, calved in Nov., 1819 .. Mr. Tanqueray .. 80
Minna, white, calved July 18, 1849. . Mr. Faviell 40
Flower, roan, calved in April, 1850. . Mr. Powell 28
Auagallis 2ud, roan, calved Jan. 19,

1850 Prince Albert .... 26
Mary Anne, roan, calved Jan. 27,

1850 Prince Albert ...

.

21
Dimity, white, calved Jan. 10, 1851. Mr. Crawley .... 50
Nonsuch 2nd, roan, calved Jan. 28,

185

1

Mr. PoweU 23
Sonnet, roan, calved Feb. 27, 1851.. Mr. Hall 30
Rival, roan, calved May 6, 1851. ... Mr. Combe 150
Dairy Mai J, roan, calved May 30,

1851 Mr. Longstaffe .

,

61
Anodyne, white, calved July 6, 1851 Mr. Gleiinister. ... 18
Annie, roan, calved July 11, 1841 . . Mr. Whittmgstall. 23

Name of Animal. Purchaser. Price.

Nettlp, white, calved July 13, 1351. . Mr. Harris 20
Nelly 2nd, roan, calved July 19, 1851 Mr. Powell 20
Careless 2nd, roan, ealved July 22,

1851 Mr. Whittingstali. 40
Flirt, roan, calved August 8, 1851. . Mr. Chamberhn . . 31
PetulanS white, calved Sept. 16, 1851 Prince Albert 24
Campsey, red, calved Oct. 20, 1851 . Mr. Crawley 36
Fuchsia, roan, calved Nov. 17, 1851 Mr. Lawford .... 23
Rose Gwynne, roan, calved Nov. 30,

1851 Lord Feversham . . 30
Minna Gwynne, white, calved Nov.

30, 1851 Dukeof Sutherlaud 20
Polly Gwynne, roan, calved Jan. 20,

1852 Prince Albert .... 35
Gracehil, roau, calved April 17, 1852 Prince Albeit .... 33
Lucy 2nd, roan, calved June 1, 1852 Mr. Watson 35
Delight, red and white, calved July 4,

1S52 Mr. Torr 30
Countess of Clarendon, red and white,

calved July 17, 1852 Mr. Lawford .... 25
Ada, roan, calved August 31, 1852. . Lord Feversham . . 28
Ma?gie Lauder, white, calved Feb. 7,

1853 Mr. Fowler 10
Australia, red and white, calved Feb.

8,1853 Mr. Tanqueray .. 14

Bulls.
Lord Foppington (10437), red and

white, calved :May, 1849 Prince Albert 53
Bates (11158), roan, calved June 15,

1849 Mr.Hall 34
Fox Maule, white, calved April 28,

1851 Mr. Harris 23
Caffre Jack, red, calved June 8, 1851 Mr. Fletcher 27
Sir Ronald, white, calved April 7,

1852 Prince Albert .... 40
The Fop, red and white, calved April

30,1852. Mr. Warrener . . . . 26
Daiiitie Davie, roan, calved June 25,

1852 Lord Durham . . . ., , 40
Berwickshire, roan, calved Dec. 16, 'i

1852 Mr.PowelLi..Uiy.ycll)

Heifer Calf. ^r, ?Ajish ad)
Violet, red and white, calved March -^ .

31,1853 Mr. Fowleif.?.'.f"l'4

Bull Calves. , <!;)^vf iji

Fun, roan, calved March 15, 1853. . Mr. Thomas Wilson 5
Paul Pry, roan, calved March 23, 1853 Mr. Fowler 9
Rustic, roan, calved March 28, 1853. Mr. Carringtou . . 31

Total amount of sale £2,191 7
Average of sixty-six head .... 33 4

A capital luncheon was provided. The arrangements
for the sale were excellent, and the fine condition in

which the cattle were kept excited general admiration,

and reflected the greatest credit upon the bailiff, Mr.
Tallant. The average of the .sixty-six head which were
sold exceeded £53 4s., significant enough of the high

estimation in which this herd was held.
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.5 Ju^lJie^farly part of the month, and indeed till

about the 15th, vegetation in general was in a very

backward state, arising from the long continuance

of cold weather, aided by sharp north-easterly

winds ; butj since the latter period, the temperature

has become milder and vegetative ; hence a great

improvement has been noticed in the appearance of

the crops. From nearly all parts of England we
liave received the gratifying intelligence that the

young wheats have wonderfully improved of late,

and that spring corn is looking remarkably well.

We regret, however, to have to confirm our pre-

viously-expressed opinions as regards the quantity

of land under wheat culture this season. The
falling-off' in it is certainly from 15 to 20 per cent,

compared with last year; consequently, we may
readily conclude that the aggregate growth will be

considerably less than in 1852. Many parties,

taking this statement as the basis of their calcula-

tions, have contended that prices will rapidly

advance shortly after the close of harvest ; but they

must bear in mind that there is now little or no

difficulty in procuring large supplies from abroad,

and at a moderate cost too, to check all appre-

hensions as to famine prices. The imports of

foreign grain having been or a very hberal scale, I dull, but we have no material change to notice in

much to be regretted ; yet we may observe that the

lambs which have made their appearance in the

London market have turned out extremely well,

both in point of weight and quality.

Some disappointment has been expressed at the

comparative inactivity in the demand for wool at

the colonial sales. The fact appears to be, that the

value of manufactured goods has not risen in pro-

portion to wool ; hence manufacturers in general

have come to the determination not to increase their

stocks, except at previous quotations, which, ^^e

may intimate, have been somewhat readily paid.

Owing to the want of adequate labour in Australia,

the greater portion of the wools now on offer are

in very low condition, and somewhat unsuited for

our market.

The stocks of home-grown potatoes are now
nearly exhausted, whilst the general quality of the

samples lately brought forward has proved very in-

ferior. The demand has continued in an inactive

state ; yet prices of selected qualities have ruled

high, viz., from 150s. to 1 70s. per ton. On the

continent the supplies have proved somewhat large,

and we have received from France and Holland

about 1,800 tons, which have reahzed from 85s. to

100s. per ton.

In Ireland and Scotland the corn trade has ruled

home-grown produce has been much neglected,

and prices of wheat have, consequently, fallen to

some extent. Barley, oats, beans, and peas have,

however, ruled steady.

The supply of wheat of last year's growth now
on hand appears to be greatly reduced, and mostly

of inferior quality ; whilst that of all spring corn is

unusually limited.

It is pretty generally understood that the crop of

hay will be a very large one. The appearances of

the fields are certainly favourable for a heavy first

cut ; in fact, it is likely to prove one of the largest

on record, should the weather prove fine.

The improved prospects of the agriculturists

have been productive of a very active demand for

guano; which article has been very scarce and

dear, parcels in second hands having realized £11

to £12 per ton. All other manures have com-

manded more attention, at very full prices.

. It is stated, on good authority, that the past has

•proved an unfavourable lambing season, and that

the losses have been^ seriously extensive. This is

prices. Both fat and store beasts and sheep have

commanded more attention, and the quotations

have ruled from 25 to 35 per cent, higher than last

year.

REVIEW OF THE CATTLE TRADE
DURING THE PAST MONTH.

Notwithstanding that the supplies of most kinds

of fat stock on offer in the leading cattle markets

have been considerably in excess of the previous

month, the general demand has continued in a most

healthv state, and prices have had an upward tenden-

cy. The value of most animals, both fat and lean, is

now much higher than it has been for several years

past ;
yet we see no reason to anticipate any mate-

rial decline in it; on the contrary, we are of opinion

that there is room for a farther advance. The

reason for this opinion is obvious. In the metro-

polis and in the large manufacturing districts the

artisans are well employed, and the rates of wages

comparatively high ; it follows, therefore, that
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consumption is increasing, even though the popu-
lation has been thinned by emigration. Again, it

is tolerably clear that the available supplies of live

food in the country are inadequate to our present

wants, and, further, that those wants cannot be met
by the foreigners, so as to have any serious effect

upon present quotations. It is clear that every

effort is being made by the Dntch graziers to

increase their exports to this country; but we
perceive that they are turning their serious attention

to the improvement of the breeds of both beasts

and sheep, in order to make them more suitable

for consumption in this country, and we doubt not

more profita])le to the shippers. Of late some very

excellent stock has arrived in London from the

Dutch coast, and which has sold at remunerative

prices ; whilst we perceive that there has been
much less anxiety shown to forward only such

kinds as are calculated to give a good return.

Weight and symmet/y are now being studied, and
unless the English graziers generally fall in with

these views, even the best portion of the trade will

be v/rested from them. Not that our native breeds

have been seriously deteriorated ; but it is evident

that there is great room for a considerable improve-

ment in them. For a lengthened period, we have

condemned the system of disposing of animals in a

half-fat state and of uni'ipe age, for the simple

reason that we have felt convinced that, at one
period or another, their general stamina would be-

come deteriorated, and that a comparative scarcity

of food would be the result. That we have not

been wrong in our judgment is evident from the

trade during the last two or three months. The
rapid advance in the value of store animals is cal-

culated to have a checking influence upon produc-
tion ; nevertheless, it may be assumed with safety,

that the grazing community has lost none of that

energy \vhich they have so long and worthily pos-

sessed.

The following are the imports of foreign stock

into the metropolis :

—

Head.
Beasts , 2,852

Sheep 8,150

Lambs 21

Calves
J

1,857

Pigs
, 127

Total 13,00^

During the corresponding period in 1852, they

amounted to 8,506 ; in 1851,9214 ; in 1850, 6,060 ;

in 1349,5,465; in 1848, 7,904; andin 1847, 6,275
head.

The total supplies exhibited in Smithfield have
been as under •

—

Head. '
-

Beasts 21,346
'"'

Cows 500

'

Sheep and lambs 122,250 -"'

Calves 2,041'
Pigs 2,700

COMPARATIVE SUPPLIES.

May, May, May, May,
1849. 1850. 1851. 1852.

,- 16,320 16,468 19,464 17,839
Cows 450 456 460 476
Sheep and.

.

lambs ... 115,340 128,910 133,362 118,034
Calves 1,555 1,740 1,855 2,393
Pigs 2,193 2,258 2,780 2,655

The arrivals of beasts from Norfolk, Suffolk,

Essex, and Cambridgeshire, have amounted to

10,100 Scots and shorthorns ; from other parts of

England, 2,800 of various breeds ; and from Scot-

land, 1,930 horned and polled Scotts—the re-

mainder of the supplies having been derived from
abroad and the neighbourhood of London.

COMPARATIVE PRICES IN SMITHFIELD.

May, 1850.

3. d. s. d.

Beef from . . 2 6 to 3 6

Mutton .... 2 10 to 4
Lamb 4 to 5 4
Veal 3 to 3 6

Pork 3 2 to 4

May, 1851.

i. d. s. d.

I 4 to 3 6

I 6 to 4

I 8 to 5 10

i to 3 8

I 8 to 3 8

Beef from
Mutton .

.

Lamb . . .

.

Veal
Pork ....

May, 1

!. d. s

I 4 to 3

I 6 to 3

2 to 5

1 to 4

! 4 to 3

852. May, 1853.

d.

to 4
4 to 4

to 6

10 to 5

to 4

d.

The demand for skins with the wool on, owing,

in some measure, to the inactivity with which the

colonial wool sales are progressing, has been less

active ; yet prices have ruled high, polled skins

having realized lis. each.

From most parts of the country welearn that the

health of the stock has continued good, although

in some districts the winter stocks of food have

been long since exhausted.

For the time of year, Newgate and Leadenliall

have been well supphed. Generally speaking, the

trade has ruled steady, at veiy full prices. Beef

has sold at from 2s. lOd. to 3s. lOd.; mutton,

3s. 6d. to 4s. 6d.; lamb, 4s. lOd. to 6s. 4d.; veal,

3s. lOd. to 4s. lOd.; pork, 3s. 4d. to 4s. 6d. per
8lbs. by the carcass.

NORTH EAST OF SCOTLAND.
The first and most important point to be noticed at

this season of the year is the advancement of vegetation

;

and on this head we can have no hesitation in reporting
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that everything is late. This has been occasioned, not

only by the long-continued snow-storm, which en-

croached far on the usual season of spring, but by the

cold and bleak weather, with frequent frosts of nights,

which has prevailed up to this date. Nevertheless, the

weatherhasforsoaie time been dry, and, consequently, the

laud has been in the best condition for working. Though

vegetation has been kept in check, all kinds of out-door

labour has proceeded apace. The land was in good

condition for receiving the seed during the greater part

of the month of April ; and, on the whole, the crop was

sown down—though at a later period than usual—under

favourable circumstances. This much in regard to the

crop this season is now evident : that it must either be

a light crop, or rather late. It can be made early only

by the prevalence of heat and drought to such an extent

as to lessen the bulk of the produce. If we have a fair

supply of moisture, even with a tolerably favourable

temperature during the summer, the harvest must be

later than it has usually been for some years pa-t. The

sowing of even the latest portions of the turnip fields

hining been completed some eight or ten days ago, we

arc now busy in preparing the turnip land. Potatoes

have generally been planted within the last ten days.

The extent of this crop will be less than usual. This

will arise partly from the short supply of tubers for

planting, and partly the doubts which the re-appearance

and universal prevalence of the disease last year oc-

casion as to the safety of the crop. The usual price at

which potatoes are now selling in most parts of this dis-

trict is from 2s. to 2s. 6d. per imperial bushel. This is

considerably more than double of what had wont to be

rtckoned a fair price in this part of the country. No
general scarcity of fodder has prevailed ; but the stack-

yards are very generally empty, or nearly so. Very

little, either of straw or grain, will remain to supplement

next year's crop. Straw is comraonly sold here by the

quarter ; that is, by the quantify of straw that yields

one quarter of grain- The limited quantities sold in

this way have brought from 6s. to 8s., or even 10s., per

quarter's straw ; the first-named price being what is

commonly reckoned about an average in ordinary

seasons. Many parties have, within the last few days,

sent their young cattle a-field ; and the whole stock must

now go to the grass very soon. There is scarcely, how-

ever, yet a bile for them ; and the coldness of the

weather is still more trying to cattle newly put out than

even the deficiency of herbage. Stock of all kinds

have for some time brought, and still continue to bring,

high prices. Grass fields have also, we believe, generally

speaking, let at high rents. The " feeing-markets," as

they are called, are held about this period in the various

districts of the country. Tliese markets are attended by

almost the entire body of the farm- servants in each dis-

trict, as well as by their masters, and agreements are

entered into for the next half-year. The usual wages

paid to good horsemen are from £6 to £S for the half-

year. The half-yearly terms are the 26th May (Whit

Sunday) and the 22nd November (Martinmas). The

continual changing of servants at these terms, and the ne-

cessity—which practice has established— of engaging

them at these feeing-markets, are, it must be confessed,

among the desagrcmens of our businrss. Nor are the

social relations and influences which these practices have

rendered prevalent at all favourable to the moral feelings

of either of the parties concerned, or calculated to pro-

mote that good understanding and those kindly feelings

which, for the interest of both parties, ought at all times

to subsist between master and servant. The weather

continues exceedingly unfavourable to the progress of

vegetation ; its progress may, indeed, at present be said

to be all but entirely arrested. To-day we have had a

fierce and cold drought, which, with frost of nights, is

withering every green thing.—May 16.

WEST OF CLARE, IRELAND.
The backwardness of vegetation noticed in my last

report still continues—increased, if not caused, by the

dry, harsh, easterly winds universally prevalent. As

yet, there is scarcely any growth of grass ; and, were it

not for the length of the days, one might fancy that it

was still March, instead of the proverbially genial month

of May. The young potato- stalks have suffered much
during the last fortnight from fro* ; but this is not calcu-

lated ultimately to injure the crop, if the season prove

otherwise favourable. The oat crop is coming up
slowly ; and the last of the barley is not yet got in.

Dairy-farmers, of whom there are a great many in this

district, are complaining loudly of the want of grass for

their milch cattle ; and many cows belonging to the

poorer ckss, which calved early in the spring, are now
losing their milk from the same cause. There is another

complaint, the scarcity of heifer-calves in propor-

tion to bull-calves, especially among cows calved within

the last month. This is discouraging at present, when

the demand and prices for stock of all descriptions ex-

ceed anything known since the fall of Buonaparte. In

fact, it is difi5cult to imagine how farmers propose to

make a suflBcient profit on the cattle for which they

are content to pay prices so far beyond the average.

No doubt, the quantity of stock in the country was very

considerably diminished during the late famine, as

large quantities had to be parted with at almost nominal

prices, to enable the sellers to procure the necessaries of

life at exorbitant rates ; and, further, the evictions,

deaths, and excessive emigration left a large proportion

of land, hitherto in tillage, upon the hands of the pro-

prietors. This land has been since let, in larger farms,

to new tenants, who, not finding tillage possible, from

the scarcity of labour, nor profitable, from the effects of

free trade, are compelled by the necessity of making

the rent, and induced by the high price of butter and

stock, to convert it into pasture. This in a great mea-

sure accounts for the extraordinary demand fur black

cattle ; but we cannot so easily account for the exor-

bitantly-high prices, and I much fear that many who
are now stocking farms will live to repent having so in-

vested their capital. Another change, of a similar

nature, has taken place in the letting value of land.

The increased value in the Encumbered Estates

Court is by no means in proportion to the increase ia

the yearly rents now readily offered for every farm that

becomes vacant. I know an instance myself in which

£2 15s. per Irish acre (equivalent to £\ ISs, IH-d. per
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statute acre) has been offered for by no means prime

land, within the last week ; and such is the desire to

obtain land at any price, that there are no less than six-

teen competitors for this farm. In a word, the

landed interest was never in a better state, in this part

of the country, than at present. The landlords are well

off, for their land is all let at well-paid rents ; and the

tenants are well off, because there is a constant demand,
at remunerative prices, for the description of produce

to which their attention is now chiefly directed. The
only drawback is found in the poor-rates, which are

still very high in some places, and must continue so

until the present inmates of the workhouses, who are

principally orphan children under fifteen years of age,

are suificiently grown to be able to earn their own live-

lihood. In no part of the kingdom will the benefits of

the Chancellor of the Exchequer's recent proposals be

so much felt as in the district of which I wl[^e. No
district suffered so much from the famine; consequently,

no district was so heavily burdened with the " consoli-

dated annuities ;" while there are so few tenant-farmers

paying the requisite #mount of rent, that the new
income-tax will be only known by hearsay among
them. Thus the relief afiForded by the abolition of the

" consolidated annuities" will be universally felt, while

the countervailing burden of the income-tax will be
comparatively unknown. To make this intelligible to

the English reader, I should perhaps explain that the

" consolidated annuities" were a charge upon the poor-

rates, which are paid, in the first instance, by the occu-

pying tenant, in every case where the net annual value

of his holding exceeds £4 ; and even rnere the annual

value is below this sum, if he have a lease, of the

amount so paid the tenant can deduct but one-half irom
the landlord, when paying his rent ; so that, if the

"consolidated annuities" were levied, one.half of the

entire amount should have been paid by the occupying
tenant. It will thus be seen at a glance what a boon
Mr. Gladstone has conferred upon the distressed dis-

tricts of Ireland. In fact, he has removed altogether

a crushing burden from the shoulders of the tillers of

the soil, and he has fixed a much lighter burden upon
the classes better able to pay it than the struggling

Irish peasant. I do not at all wish to comment upon
the income-tax per se. To do so is out of my province
in this report ; but I may express my gratification that

the introduction of that tax into Ireland should be
coupled with so signal an act of justice as the abolition

of the " consolidated annuities."—M. F. G.—May 16.

REVIEW.
THE POULTEY BOOK.

Orr and Co., Amen Corner, London.

The first part of this emiueutly practical as well as beauti-

fully illustrated work, is devoted to that very interesting, and
at the present time most attractive variety of the po\atry
family—the Cochin-China, or as the author demonstrates
it more correctly to be, the Shanghae breed; the second
part will complete this portion of the work. The Poultry
Book will comprise the "Characteristics. Management

Breeding, and Medical treatment of Poultry ; being the results

of personal observation and practice of the best breeders,

including Capt. W. W. Hornby, R.N., Edward Bond, Esq.,

Thomas Sturgeon, Esq., and Charles Punchard, Esq." It is

eJited by the Rev. W. Wingfield, Honorary Secretary of the

Cornwall Poultry Society, and G. W. Johnson, Esq., Honorary

Secretary of the Winchester Society for the Improvement of

Poultry. These names at once stamp the character of the

work as being first rate, and being coupled with the name of

Mr. Harrison Weir, who takes from hfe representations of the

most celebrated prize birds, and which are printed in colours

under bis superintendence, give promise of a something very

siipeiior to any work of the kind that has hitherto issued Iroai.

the press. Besides various well-executed wood engravings of

" Her Majesty's Poultry House at the Home Park," designs

of poultry yards, &c , vignettes of Mr. Punchard's partridge-

coloured Cochins, Mr. Fairleigh's (of Chevely Park) black

Shan^haes, Mr. Gilbert's (of Kensington) buff Cochins, we

huve in Part I. three very finely coloured eugiavings of Mr.

Sturgeon's prize birds, viz., a " white Shanghae cock," bred

by Mrs. Herbirt, a " buff Shanghae cock, ' Jerry,' " aud a buff

" Shanghae hen, ' the Queen.'
"

AGRICULTURAL QUERIES.
LINCOLNSHIRE WOOL AND MUTTON.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—As one pound of long wool is now worth about three

pounds of mutton, can any one of your practical farmers inform

me what is the weight of the heaviest fleece of wool ever cut from

a Lincolnshire sheep grown in one year? And what is the greatest

weight attained by a carcase of the same breed ? Perhaps

some of your friends in that county can inform me—taking a

whole flock of Lincolnshire sheep—how many twos, threes,

and fours there are to the tod, part breeding and part feeding

sheep ? or how many to the tod when all are feeduig sheep ?

—I mean heavy wool sheep, not half-bred Leicesters.

Br'ulgewaler, May 11. A Somersetshire Grazieu.

DIBBLING WHEAT.
Sir,—We are told that 1^ bushels of wheat are sufficient to

plant an acre of land. Can any of the parties who say so in-

form me how many grains there are in a bushel of wheat, im-

perial measure, that weighs 621bs.? If they can, I shall know

what distance to dibble wheat to take only 1| bushels per

acre.

Hereford, May 9- A Herefordshire Farmer.

Sir,—Seeing some excellent answers to inquiries about the

management of land, in your valuable paper, induces me to

inqaire of you, or of your correspondents, what treatment

would be the most advisable to about fifty acres of land, just

drained, and which used to be flooded about six mouths in the

year ? Any grass on it is bad, and only fit for litter. It has

a strong clayey subsoil, with marl near it. There is a bog in

the neighbourhood. Lime can be had reasonably. I want to

bring it into grass, and woidd break it up if necessary.

Your obedient servant,

Atldove, Ireland, May 20. A Beginner,, 7.,

ANSWERS TO AGRICULTURAL QUERIES.

MANGEL WURZEL WITH SPADE CULTIVATION.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—In your last Monday's journal " A Devonshire Far-
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mer" w ishes to kuow the market gardener of great tminence,

near the metropolis, who has grown SO tons of mangel wurzel

per acre, when topped, tailed, and well cleaned, the distance

from plant to plant, and the quantity of manure he uses per

acre, or whether, market gardener Uke, he had more crops than

one in a year. For the benefit of the readers of your journal,

I beg to inform the " Devonshire Farmer" that Mr. Charles

Bagley, of Fulham, a market gardener of the first magnitude,

within the last five years, has grown, and weighed publicly,

when topped, tailed, aud well cleaned, upwards of 80 tons of

ntiangel wurzel per acre, and sold it to the London cow-keepers

at 27s. per ton. I understand he grew about 7 acres of the

said mangel. He lays 100 tons of manure per acre per year;

and he plants upon the land that is for mangel, after Michael-

mas, cabbages, iu rows one foot asunder, being 43,560 cab-

bages upon an acre. Early in the spring, every other row of

cabbages, containing 21,780 upon an acre, is taken away, and

they are sold in bunches as greens, and a row of mangel wurzel

is planted in the place, by the side of 21,780 cabbages upon an

acre, being then a row of cabbages and a row of mangel ad-

joining the cabbages. The cabbages stand until they are fit for

market ; they are then taken away to make room for the

mangel, being one root of mangel in two square feet, alias 24

inches by 12 inches, or 288 square iuches for eaoh mangel

wurzel. Of course a market gardener of such great discern-

ment would not let a plant be wanting to make up a full crop

;

at that rate and management there is not a foot of ground lost,

very nnlike the crops of many farmers. This market gardener

occupies about 80 acres of land, a great part of it his own pro-

perty. I have known him in what they call the gathering

season pay £100 a week for labour ; and I have seen, not in

the busiest time, 50 men labourers leave the gardens to go to

dinner, and also with them 25 women, making together 75

people employed upon 80 acres ; aud I have seen them return

again after dinner. I have known this persevering market

gardener have two cropi in a year, besides a crop of mangel.

The first early row of cabbages being taken away, a row of

lettuces is planted where they stood, and the mangel wurzel is

planted after the last row of cabbages is taken away, getting

three crops in one year. There being 21,780 plants of mangel

in an acre, to produce 80 tons per acre the plants ought to

average 85 lbs. each, which amounts to a little over 80 tons

per acre.

A noble-minded, high-spirited, keen- sighted farmer, a pupil

of Mr. Bagley's, produced last year, in a midland county, yel-

low globe mangel, many roots of which weighed 16, 17, 18, 19,

and 20 lbs. each plant or root ; and I saw the said roots ex-

hibited in London last Christmas. Mr. Charles Bagley's 80

tons per acre were the long re t mangel. A great deal of use-

ful information may be gleaned by the farmers from market

gardeners near Jjondon, in producing green crops, filling up

vacancies, &s., &c.

Roots being the mainstay of good husbandry, it is by the

cultivation of them that the Norfolk farmer has spread his

fame throughout the world ; aud Lincoln Heath and the Wolds

in Lincolnshire the same ; all of which has struck thousands

with admiration and amazement to see hundreds of thousands

of tons of fine meat produced where only rabbits and vermin

existed before ; many howling wildernesses brought into fine

cultivation, now producing fine crops of corn, turnips, and

clover. Mr. Coke, the late Earl of Leicester, used to say the

more meat a ploughed farmer sent to Smithfield, the more

corn per acre he would be enabled to sell at Mark Lane.

Vauxhall, Surrey, S. A.

28171 April, 1853.

CROSSING SHEEP.

Sir,—Iu your paper of last Monday an "Eastern County

Farmer" asks, can any of your correspondents inform him

whether it would answer for half-bred ewes—between Leicestera

and Lincolns— to have put to them next Michaelmas for two

years Leicester rams, to follow them two years Down Rams, two

years Cotswold rams, and two years Lincoln rams, to get as

near as he can the Bakewell frame, the Southdown lean flesh,

the Cotswold size, and the Lincoln wool, or as much wool as

he can obtain by the said crossing, or whether such crossing

sheep has ever been practised? as he says he is en-

deavouring to produce more wool and meat per acre, and is not

nice about similarity, so long as he has plenty of weight of

wool and mntton—meaning profit. To be more plain, he in-

tends using Leicester rams, Down rams, Cotswold rams, and

Lincoln rams, each of them two years in eight.

I beg to inform the "Eastern County" gentleman that three

of the above crosses are in full practice in Buckintihamshire.

E. Greaves, Esq., a practical farmer and grazier, at Haversham,

near Newport Pagnel, Bucks, has used for a long time two

years Ijcicester rams, two years Southdown rams, and two years

Cotswold rams. By the above crossing, he keeps the Bakewell

barrel-form, plenty of the Down lean flesh, and sufficient size,

which he gains from the Cotswolds. They are very selling sheep

in Smithfield, being thick in their lean flesh and strong in their

constitutions. A dip of the Lincoln would add, in my opinion,

much to the weight of wool. Many of Mr. Greaves' sheep

have spotted faces and legs, which the London butchers like.

The following crossing I have proved to answer : One of

the old gigantic Norfolk horned rams, with a fine, long, thin,

clean head—a sheep that stood thirty-three iuches high—put

to large Leicester ewes ; upon his produce was put a Tecs-

water ram, with a fine, long, thin head ; upon whose produce

was put a barrel-formed Lincoln ram ; upon whose produce

was put a Leicester ram, with a good skin ; upon whose pro-

duce was put another barrel-formed Leicester-like Lincoln ram,

that cut 161bs. of wool. From this crossing came some very

extraordinary sheep—one, a ram, at three-shear cut 161bs. of

wool, when it was making 56s. a tod. Tliis ram weighed,

alive, 32 stone of Hlbs., and girthed, when naked, behind his

shoulders (in the narrowest part) 5 feet 10.^ inches, and stood

32^ iuches in height. A wether sheep, at three-shear, weighed

32i stone, alive, and girthed 5 feet 11 inches near his shoulders

when naked. Both sheep were exhibited at Lincoln, Peter-

borough October Fair, and Leicester, about the year 1819, aud

were fed near Boston, Lincolnshire. I give this merely to show

what judicious crossing will do. If the " Eastern County"

gentleman requires a great fleece, would it not be advisable to

take two dips of the Lincoln instead of one-fourth? Then he

would have two-fifths Lincoln. I am satisfied that some of

the best Bakewell Leicester rams that were ever bred have

been used in the county of Lincoln. About forty years back,

a Leicester ram was hired by four Lincolnshire breeders of Mr,

Buckley, of Normanton, at 1,000 guineas, which was used at

Mr. Duddiug, of Saxby, or Saxilby, near Lincoln. Mr.

Twynham, of Houghton, near Stockbndge, Hants, has been

seCL.nd to no man in crossing, for more than twenty years,

with Downs Cotswolds, and kept up his size, weight, and wools.

Ax Old Lincolnshire Grazier.

GUANO AND NITRATE OF SODA FOR WHEAT AND
GRASS.

Sir,—In reply to the query respecting guano, it has been

found generally successful in the numerous recorded experi-

ments as a top-dressing both for grass and wheat : 2 to 3 cwt.

an acre early in May. For wheat an equal weight of salt is
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useful, to check overgrowth and increase the measure and

weight of grain rather than straw. And though this is not re-

quired in grass, salt is still good in another way, namely, for

rendering the herbage sweet and tender and keeping down

nauseous weeds. It should be spread iu damp weather, to dif-

fuse it in the soil. I think salt should be used with guano

more generally than is yet the practice.

With respect to nitrate of soda the experiments are more

conflicting. Its strong tendency to rank vegetation has often

made it increase straw much more than grain, and it would be

wrong to apply it where the young wheat is already over-

grown from wet or other causes ; but in other cases it has

been successfully applied early this mouth, in damp weather,

about l^- cwt. per acre. As salt has just the contrary ten-

dency, increasing the grain and checking the straw, it is a good

corrective, weight for weight (i. e., 1 j cwt. of each). For all

green fodder crops nitrate of soda is unobjectionable, and the

juicy raiikuess of its pro.luce may be corrected by salt, in the

same quantities as above. A mixture of 1 cwt. nitrate of soda,

1 cwt. of gypsum, and 10 cwt. of wood ashes per acre, has

produced extraordinary effects on weak clover.

On root crops the experiments are discordant, though, upon

the whole, favourable. In all cases it should be applied in

damp weather, but uot in very heavy rain, lest its great solu-

bility should cause it to be washed down. How far it will pay

at the present high price is another consideration ; but if we

can get the crude nitrate, for which efforts are now making, it

will no doubt get into extensive employment.

I have delayed this a week, in the hope of a farmer's

answers rather thau those of a chemist; but the above are

founded upon the reports of seven years iu the Scotch and

English agricultural journals, except the general admixture of

salt, which is my own suggestion, it having been but partially

tried, so far as appears in the reports. J. Prodeaux.

MANGEL WURZEL.
Sir,—In reply to the query of my countryman, " A Devon-

shire Farmer," he will find, if memory serves me right, that

on writing to Mr. Charles Bagley, of Fulham, he can hear of

a produce exceeding 90 tons an acre of roots (manure, heavy

quantities of stable-dung), and that Mr. I?, was content with

that siujle crop that season ; though five successive crops in

the year are not unprecedented in Falhara gardening, which

is probably unrivalled in the worll. J. Pkideaux.

TWO-TEAE-OLD CART FILLIES.

Sin,—In reply to the inquiry of " A. W. R.F.," I beg to in-

form him that two-year-old cart fillies of a very large size and

a little tender in their constitutions are in a few instances put

to the horse in t!ie county cf York, as the owners of them con-

sider their bringing a foal is of more value than their labour

irom two J ears old to three and a half : of course they re-

quire better support whilst breeding and suckling the foal. It

may be considered as very little advantage by producing a foal

at three years old. A Yorkshireman.

IN-AND-IN BREEDING OF LEICESTER SHEEP.
AND CROSSING COTSWOLD EWES WITH
LEICESTER RAMS.
Sir,—In your Journal of last week, " A Yorkshireman"

wishes to be informed who is the most successful in-and-in

breeder of Leicester sheep in the kingdom. " I mean," says he,

" the person who has bred in-and-in the longest time, and

kept up the size, lean flesh, and the Bakewell barrel-form,

without degenerating." At the same time, the Yorkshire

gentleman bcfa to know who is the most successful breeder

iu crossing Leicesttra with Cots kvold sheep, to keep up the

size, weight, wool, and stamina that the first cross produced.

I beg to inform the Yorkshire gentleman that Mr. Valeu-

tine Barford, of Foscote, or Foscott, near Towcester, North-

amptonshire, has bred in-ard-in from his own flock— nay,

from the nearest affinities—for nearly fifty years ; and he has

kept up the size, lean flesh, pure Bakewell barrel-form,

stamina, vigour, and constitution, without degenerating. I

have known his sheep for 45 years, and they have not de-

creased in size; and I am satisfied they would come to

heavier weights now thau they would 45 years back. Mr.

Barford, being a ram-breeder of great eminence, would be

pleased to show his close-bred rams, fed without cake or corn,

to any one who disputes it. Mr. B. being a person of great

intelligence in breeding sheep, &c., a great deal of beneficial

information may be obtained from him iu breeding in-and-in

&c., being, I conceive, the most successful in-aud in breeder

of sheep, of any sort or kind, in the kingdom.

Some people say Mr. Barford's sheep are too little. The

Barfordians, alias Bakewellites, say, " Size has nothing to do

with profit. It is not what an animal makes, so much as what

it costs making. The most meat of t'le best quality per acre,

at the least expense per lb., is what every cultivator of land

ought to aim at." " Gigantic animals in a lean state," say

they, "take a gigantic quantity of food to fill them."

Aa to crossing little Leicester ewes with gigantic Cots-

wold rams, to increase the size—that is beginning at the

wrong end, because it sometimes causes a great loss in lamb-

ing, more especially with the youngest ewes. The better and

more successful way is to put gigantic Cotswold ewes to a

comphte Leicester ram, which has done, and will do,

wonders. As a proof, look at the Cotswold Bakewell-formed

sheep taking all the prizes for great sheep at the Royal Agri-

cultural show, ever since it began, because they keep the

Bakewell barrel-form, with the gigantic Cotswold size. As

a proof, Mr. Carpenter, v,h£n living near Chipping Norton,

bred aud fed a Bakewell-formed Cotswold ewe, the year the

Royal show was at Cambridge, that weighed 621b. per quarter.

Mr. Carpenter had previously hired Leicester rams of Mr.

Hewitt, of Dodford, Northamptonshire. Many years back,

the father of the celebrated Mr. Large, of Broadwell, bred and

fed a Cotswold sheep, slaughtered and exhibited at Warwick

by Mr. Kenrick, that weighed 751b. per quarter. Mr. Cother

has had Cotswold ewes of the pure Bakewell form, slaughtered

and exhibited at Banbury, that have weighed upwards of

601b. per qr. Mr. Hewer, two years back, had a two-shear

Cotswold sheep slaughtered and exhibited in Mr. Hardcastle's

shop, in King-street, Baker-street, at the time of the Christ-

mas cattle show, that weighed 78jlb. per qr. ; and at the

Christmas cattle-show, the following year, at Mr. Hardcastle's

shop, Mr. Cother had a three years and nine months old

male sheep exhibited, that weighed 841b. per quarter, or

33olh. the carcass.

It is plain the cross of the Leicester and Cotswold has worn
ever since the days of the founder of the new Leicester sheep

—

Mr. Bakewell, the great luminary, whose rays vivified every

branch of agriculture they fell upon.

The Yorkshire geiitleman may find, at Mr. Bull's, of Dray-

ton Lodge, near Banbury, some fine large Bakewell-formed

Cotswold rams—nay, aud at a host of other Cotswold ram
breeders, too numerous to mention, I have no doabt—as

good sheep as the breeders I have mentioned.

I have given you the weights of a few gigantic Cotswold

sheep, mixed with the Bakewell blood. But whether great or

small sheep are the most profitable, I leave that to the

judgment of the readers of your Journal.

I beg further to inform the Y'orkshire gentleman that great

information may be gleaned by taking monthly the Farmer's
Magiisine. S. A.

Vnuxhall, Smirti, May 4. 'O'lq inq/'
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REVIEW OF THE CORN TRADE
DURING THE MONTH OF MAY.

The weather has since our last been of a some-

what unusual character for the month of Maj'.

After a few fine warm days in the commencement,
the wind went to the eastward, and a considerable

quantity of cold rain and snow fell in different

parts of the kingdom ; subsequently the barometer

rose, and during the last fortnight we have had

a clear sky and bright sun. The days have been

hot, but the nights extremely cold; and on the

'21st instant the mercury sunk to freezing-point.

The drying east and north-east wind which has

prevailed has caused a rapid absorption of moisture,

and notwithstanding' the immense fall of rain early

in the spring, the surface of the ground has become

hard and dry. The weather, though, fine, cannot

be considered as having been favourable for vege-

tation, and the different kinds of grain ci'ops, grass,

&c., have not made so much progress as usual in

the month of May. The season is certainly back-

ward ; but this may perhaps not prove a dis-

advantage, as the wheat plant would be more

likely to have received injury from the cold nights

if it had been further advanced. We are sorry to

say, however, that the reports from the agricultural

districts are not of a very cheering character : all

that has been previously asserted regarding the

shortness of the breadth sown has been fully con-

firmed ; indeed, there is reason to believe that our

former estimate of 15 to 20 per cent. less than in

moderately good average years, will be found to be

rather under than over the mark. We commence,

therefore, with a very serious drau'back, and if all

the land sown should give a good acreable yield,

the produce would still be deficient. The weather

thus far has, however, been of a character to give

little encouragement to hope that the yield to the

acre will be satisfactory. In many districts the

j)lant is exceedingly thin on the ground, not having

tillered out well. The long continuance of cold

and wet in the spring, and the more recent east

winds, have imparted to the blade a yellowish

colour, which certainly does not denote health.

Very favourable weather in June and July might,

no doubt, do much to set matters right; but

judging from present appearance, the prospects

are not such as to lead to a very sanguine estimate

of the probable result of the wheat harvest. That

sown in the spring has not prospered well ; it was

generally got in too late, and neither March nor

April proved a genial month.

The sowing of barley and oats, and the planting

of beans and peas, were also delayed beyond the

usual period, owing to the saturated state of the

land in March. A considerable extent of work
was, however, completed in a tolerably satisfactory

manner in April. Until lately we heard of no
complaints respecting the Lent crops, but within

the last week or two the accounts have become less

favourable, and unless we have some warm rain,

mischief may result. Grass lands also stand in

need of moisture and increased warmth ; but we
are inchned to think that the grass crop would be

rather productive should these requisites to its

growth not be much longer withheld.

The foregoing remarks are the result of pretty

extensive observation and careful inquiries among
our agricultural friends ; but at this period of the

year changes are so speedily wrought by a few

fine days, that before what we are now writing

shall have met the eyes of our readers, circum-

stances may have occurred to alter the aspect of

affairs ; but at present the description of the state

of affairs will in the main, v/e think, prove tolerably

correct.

The grain trade has not been much influenced

by rumours favourable or unfavourable respecting

the crops. The foreign supplies have ruled the

markets, and these have been on a sufficiently

liberal scale to give a downward tendency to prices.

By the Mst official account, it appears that the

imports into the United Kingdom during the

month ending 5th May, amounted in the aggregate

to three-fourths of a million of quarters of grain

and pulse, and upwards of half & milUon of cwts.

of flour. Since then the supplies have been, we
are inclined to think, at nearly the same rate.

Scarcely a day has passed without arrivals off the

coast from the Black Sea and Mediterranean ports;

and during the last three weeks the receipts from

the Baltic and other Northern Continental ports

have been on a liberal scale. That prices should

therefore have given way, notwithstanding some

doubts as to the probable ultimate result of our

own harvest, cannot be much wondered at. London

has received more than its usual proportion of

these immense supplies, and the depression has

been greater in the metropolis than at the leading

provincial markets ; we shall further on give a

more detailed account of the transactions at Mark
Lane.
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That the inferiority of the quality of the hist

wheat crop was not exaggerated has been abun-

dantly proved. Very little wheat of home growth

has come forward, even up to the present time, in

fit condition to be manufactured into flour, without

a mixture of foreign ; and though the receipts of

the latter have (as shown above) been very large,

there has been no accumulation of stocks anywhere

except in London.

In the manufacturing districts consumption has

very nearly kept pace with supply, and the proba-

bihty IS that the metropolis will, after a while, have

to furnish the northern markets with foreign wheat

on rather an extensive scale. The trade altogether

may be said to be healthy; aud it is pretty plain

that any material decrease in the arrivals of bread-

stuffs would lead to an improvement in prices.

The result of the last crop and the prospects for

the next cannot be said to warrant the compara-

tively low rates at present current, but quotations

thus far have been kept down by importations from

abroad. It may, therefore, be worth while to de-

vote a short space to the consideration whether

these are likely to continue on the same liberal

scale. As the Black Sea has been the source which

has furnished a larger portion of the supply than

either America or the Baltic, we shall turn our at-

tention in the first instance to that quarter. That

there is no lack of wheat at Odessa, Galatz, Sec,

is certain; but by the most recent reports from

some of the Italian states, we learn that the crops of

wheat, &c., had suffered extensively from drought,

and the probability is that the Mediterranean will

need some of the surplus which the Black Sea would

othei'wise be in a position to furnish to England.

This may not greatly diminish the supply ; still it

will have some efTect. The political differences

existing between Russia and Turkey render it by

no means improbable that the former country may
proceed to hostilities, in which case supplies from

the Black Sea might be wholly cut oflF. This we

do not look upon as a likely occurrence ; but it is,

nevertheless, worthy of consideration. We believe

that the Black Sea could furnish supplies of suffi-

cient magnitude to have a considerable effect on

the future range of prices here ; but, as already

stated, there is a probability of a portion of the

same being required by other countries besides Eng-

land, and a possibihty of difficulties arising which

might interfere with the regular course of business

with that quarter.

We shall next turn to the Baltic. By the ac-

counts from thence it would appear that Danzig is

nearly the only port at which stocks of wheat to

any extent are held, and letters from thence state

that prices were comparatively higher in the in-

terior than at that place ; hence only small supplies

from Upper and Lower Poland were expected, an4

holders were consequently not inclined to con-

sign freely to Great Britain. Indeed, a notion ap-

pears to prevail very generally on the continent

that England will stand in need of larger supplies

than usual ; the foreign merchants are disposed to

speculate on this, but prefer keeping their goods

in their own possession, and wait patiently for the

anticipated demand.

From Stettin upwards of 110,000 qrs. of wheat

have been shipped since the opening of the navi-

gation (nearly all bought on British account during

the winter), leaving only about 50,000 to 60,000

qrs. in store.

At Rostock the quantity is still more unimpor-

tant ; and at many of the near continental ports,

including Hamburg, Rotterdam, and Antwerp, the

warehouses are almost empty.

If prices should rise here so as to offer a good

margin for profit on shipments, supplies would be

attracted from the interior of Russia, Prussia, &c.,

and we should no doubt receive all, or more than

required ; but we are inclined to think that present

rates will not draw very large supplies either from

the continent of Europe or from America. On the

whole, we are of opinion that the chances are more

in favour of a moderate advance than any reduc-

tion on the terms now current for wheat.

Business at Mark Lane has, nevertheless, re-

mained in an exceedingly dull state. The supplies

coastwise into the port of London have been small,

and the quantity brought forward by land-carriage

from the neighbouring counties by no means large.

Moderate, however, as have been the receipts, a

rather important decline has occurred since we last

addressed our readers. On the first Monday in the

month (2nd inst.) we had fine warm weather, with _i

rather a better display of wheat samples on the Essex

and Kent stands than previously. This caused a

kind of small panic, and a fall of Is. to 2s. per qr.

The weather subsequently became harsh and cold;

still the downward movement was not arrested

until the 23rd, a further decline of Is. on the

9th, and Is. to 2s. per qr. on the iGthinst., having

taken place. Since then the accounts from the

country respecting the somewhat doubtful ap-

pearance of the growing crop, and other cir-

cumstances, have restored some degree of confi-

dence; but up to this period (28th inst.) no part

of the reduction (amounting altogether to 4s. or

5s. per qr.) has been recovered.

The arrivals of foreign wheat have been liberal,

78,240 qrs. having been reported during the

month. Of this supply the greater portion has

been from northern ports. The fresh arrivals from

the Baltic brought good prices ; but when the re-

ceipts began to increase, the fall on English
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naturally influenced the value of foreign ; and we

consider that Silesian, Pomeranian, and similar

qualities of wheat, have given way about 4s. per qr,

from the highest point. The lowest sale was on

the 18th and 20th of the month, when good Stral-

sund wheat, weighing naturally about 61 lbs., but

which the sellerengaged to weigh up 62lbs.perbush.,

sold at 46s. per qr. Since then the pressure has dimi-

nished, and within the last week Mark Lane has

been visited by numerous buyers from various

parts of the kingdom, expecting to pick up bar-

gains. Finding, however, that holders were not in

general disposed to sell so low as before, busmess

has been a good deal checked ; still there are indi-

cations which lead us to believe that we shall have

an increased country demand next month, and that

our market will be relieved from the pressure under

which it has so long laboured. Black Sea wheat

on passage, as well as cargoes arrived off" the coast,

have receded in valift to about the same extent as

parcels on the spot. The demand for Ireland has

not been so active as it was earlier in the year

;

still the great bulk of the supply which has arrived

off Falmouth and Queenstown has been placed, a

portion having been taken for the Channel ports,

some quantity for Bristol and that neighbourhood,

and a considerable number of the vessels have been

ordered round to London. The prices last paid

have been 35s. for red Pohsh Odessa, 34s. to 35s.

for hard Taganrog and Berdianski, and 35s. 6d. per

qr., cost and freight, for soft Galatz. At these rates

it would hardly be possible to buy now, and there

are not many cargoes arrived off the coast undis-

posed of.

The top price of town-marmfactured flour has

not varied since our last ; the sale for the article

has been slow throughout the month, country

marks and foreign having been ofli'ered on rela-

tively lower terms. Norfolk household flour, which

was \/orth 33s. per sack at the close of April, has

since been sold at 32s., and in some cases as low

as 31s. 6d. per sack. This was about ten days ago;

holders have since become less anxious to sell. The

arrivals of flour from abroad have been tolerably

good, 8,910 sacks and 10,560 bi-ls. having been

received at this port. American barrels may at

present be quoted from 21s. 6d. up to 24s., accord-

ing to quality; and there is some disposition to buy

at these rates, to hold over.

The supplies of English barley have been so

insignificant in extent, and the demand of so retail

a character, that it has become a difficult matter to

estimate its exact value. Prices of the finer sorts

must be regarded as in a great measure nominal,

the maltsters having for some time past left oflf

work. Distilling and grinding sorts have been

influenced by the arrivals from abroad, and must

be quoted Is. to 2s. per qr. lower than at the close,

of last month. Foreign barley has come to hand

rather freely. The first cargoes which arrived

from Denmark and some of the Lower Baltic ports

were readily placed at remunerative rates ; 30s. up

to 32s. per qr. was paid in the beginning of the

month, but these prices were not long maintained,

and the decline since then may be fairly estimated

at 2s. to 3s. per qr. Opinion appears at present to

be rather in favour of a moderate rally, and the

article has certainly been held with greater firmness

during the last week or ten days. The quantity on

passage from the Danish islands is not, we beheve,

very large, and at many of the continental ports

prices are much too high, as compared with those

current here, to encourage consignments to Eng-

land : this, and the idea that the dry weather lately

experienced has not been favourable for this crop,

has rendered sellers more confident. Egyptian bar-

ley has, within the last week or two, met with some

attention, there being orders here for this article for

shipment to Belgium.

The transactions in malt have been on a retail

scale, but holders of the article have remained very

firm, and the finer quahties have not been offered

cheaper than before.

Supplies of English oats have nearly ceased to

come forward, and this grain seems to have become

very scarce in all parts of England. The London

market has nevertheless been abundantly provided,

a fair quantity having reached us from Ireland, and

the arrivals from abroad having been on a liberal

scale. The effect of this has been that prices have

gradually receded ; and the entire fall since the close

of last month has amounted to Is. 6d. to 2s. per

qr. The dealers have consequently been enabled

to get into stock on favourable terms ; and should

the foreign supplies now decrease (which is not im-

probable), they will be in a position to realize a fair

profit on their purchases. Sweet fresh Danish and

Swedish oats, such as were worth 20s. per qr. free

on board ship in the beginning of the month, have

lately been sold at IBs. 6d., and other sorts at cor-

responding rates. Within the last week the pres-

sure has not been so great, and we are disposed to

think that the lowest point has been passed.

Beans of home-growth have come to hand

sparingly, and though the demand has not at any

period of the month been active, the tendency of

prices has, on the whole, been upwards. The ar-

rivals from Alexandria have been moderate, and the

cargoes which have been received have been placed

without diflSculty at fully previous prices. For

Egyptian beans on passage 26s. to 26s. 6d. perqr.,

cost, freight, and insurance, has been paid within

the last week, and sellers now demand a small

advance on those rates.
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Since the cesftation of tha seed demand for peas,

A-ery little has been done in this article ; the sup-

plies have, however, been so trifling, that the few lots

which have from time to time come forward have

been placed at about former terms.

The inquiry for Indian corn has not been so

active as many anticipated a month ago would have

been the case, and its value has gradually receded.

The depression would probably have been greater

if the supplies had been large ; but this has not

been the case, and the receivers of the cargoes have

consequently given way in their pretensions very

reluctantly. The business in this article has been

chiefly on Irish account; the last sales were at 32s.

6d. per qr., cost and freight, for Galatz, and 30s.

per qr. for Salonica arrived off the coast, A more

active demand is confidently calculated on, as

the consumption is generally large at this period of

the year, when potatoes have become scarceand dear.

Though we have already made some allusion to

the state of the stocks at the principal foreign ports,

we deem it necessary, before concluding, to enter

a little more fully into this part of oui- subject.

The weather appears to have been very similar in

character over a great portion of northern Europe

to that experienced here—wet and cold in the early

])art of the year, and dry with east wind during the

present month. Spring sowing was delayed to an

unusually late period, and the accounts respecting

the crops are not of a favourable nature. Wheat is

said to be thin on the ground, and backward ; and

rye is reported to have suffered extensively in some

parts of Germany, as well as in Holland and

Belgium, from sharp night frosts.

At most of the Baltic ports quotations are

relatively higher than in the English market. At

Danzig equal to 51s. per qr., free on board, has been

recently paid for superior high-mi.\ed, and corres-

ponding rales for other descriptions— say, 48s. for

62 lbs. Upper Polish, and 46s. for Lower Polish

of the same weight.

Konigsburg letters, dated little more than a week

back, state that the sowing of spring corn had not

then been finished— the constant wet up to the end

of April having rendered field work very difficult.

The weather was then dr\-, but unusually cold,

and the season altogether exceedingly backward.

Holders of wheat had shown more disposition to

raise than to lower their pretensions, and an advance

of about 6d. per qr. had been established on the

finer qualities — the best high-mixed samples

weighing 62 lbs. per bush, being then worth 45s. 6d.,

and 62 lbs.red41s.6d.perqr., free on board. Freight

to London was 4s. 6d. per qr. for wheat. Hardly

any supplies of spring corn or pulse had come for-

ward. Peas were quoted at 33s. 9d., and beans 31s.

6d. to 32s. per qr., free on board.

The large shipments of wheat made from Stettin

to different ports in Great Britain in April and the

first fortnight in May have taken off nearly the

whole of the supplies received from the interior, and

the most recent accounts from thence state that

holders of parcels in warehouse had raised their

pretensions. It is quite evident that the Stettin

corn-merchants v/ould require little encouragement

to be induced to go extensively into wheat specu-

lations. The prices are already relatively higher

than those current here, and it would therefore not

pay to import from thence. Quotations of all

kinds of spring corn are also high there, and more

money had been paid for barley for local use

than the export houses had been in a position to

give.

Rostock letters, of the 24th inst., report a lively

demand for wheat, but the prices asked had been

too high to admit of the execution of the English

orders which had come to hand; for choice heavy

samples 45s. to 46s. per qr. free on board had been

asked.

At Stralsundj Greifswald, and Anclam, quota-

tions were not quite so high, and good qualities

might have been secured at those ports at from

42s. to 43s. per qr. free on board.

At most of the near continental ports, stocks of

wheat have been reduced into a very narrow com-

pass ; and the value of the article is even higher at

Hamburg, Rotterdam, Antwerp, and at the f)rin-

cipal ports in France, than in the Baltic. All this

is no doubt in a great measure attributable to the

belief that Great Britain will require extensive sup-

plies ; and if matters should remain quiet here, the

foreign merchants would no doubt, after a time,

have to lower their pretensions.

The most recent advices from the Mediterranean

speak very badly of the crops in some of the Italian

states. This, and the threatening position of poli-

tical affairs between Russia and Turkey, had caused

a considerable rise in wheat at Marseilles and some

of the other principal ports.

The latest accounts from the Black Sea state that

large supplies were expected down from the inte-

rior; and if the difficulties between Russia and

Turkey should pass over without war, we shall cer-

tainly receive large supplies from Odessa, Galatz,

and Ibraila.

We have advices of very recent dates from Ame-
rica. Stocks of flour had been considerably re-

duced at the leading ports by the spring shipments

to Great Britain ; and as supplies had not come for-

ward so liberally as expected, prices had gradually

tended upwards. The exports to Great Britain

were beginning to fall off, most of the orders re-

ceived having been limited too low to allow of their

execution.
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CURRENCY PER IMPERIAL MEASURE.
,-,

i
Shillings per Qusrter

Wheat, Essex and Kent, white, new. . 37 to 42 fine up to 47
^'" Ditto ditto old ..39 47 „ 54

bar. Ditto ditto red, new. ... 37 40 „ 43

1,,^ Ditto ditto old .... 39 43 „ 47

Norfolk, Lincoln, &Yorksh., red., 37 42 „ 47

Ditto ditto .new 32 39 „ 41

Ditto ditto wliite new, none „ —
Ditto ditto old none „ —

Barley, malting, new. . 30 32 ... . Chevalier. . 33 o7

Distilling .'. 27 29 Grinding. . 26 29

MajuT, Essex, Norfolk, and Sufifolk, new 54 55 extra 53
'^ Ditto ditto old 52 54 „ 56

ion Kingston,Ware,andtownmade,new59 60 „ 63

Ditto ditto old 57 59 „ 61

Oats, English feed.. 17 21 Potato.. 20 ^4

Scotch feed.. 21 25 Potato.. 23 27

Irish feed, white 17 19 fine 21

Ditto, black 16 17 fine 19

Rye 28 30 old 28 30

BEANS,Mazagan 33 34 „ 3i 35

Ticks 34 36 „ 36 38

Harrow 35 37 „ 37 39

Pigeon 36 40 „ 40 44

Peas, white boilers 37 40. . Maple 33 36. . Grey 30 35

Flour, to\ra made, per sack of 230 lbs. — — „ 39 44

Households, Town 40s. Country ~ — „ 35 38

Norfolk and Suffolk, ex-ship .... — ~ „ 32 33

FOREIGN GRAIN.
Shillings per Quarter

Wheat, Dantzic, mixed. . 44 to 45 high mixed 47 49extTa 55

. Konigsberg 43 45 „ 46 48 „ 49
Rostock, new 47 49 fine 49 „ 51

'' Pomera.,Meckbg.,andUckermk.,red 44 46 extra 46 48
Silesian „ 42 44 white 44 47
Danish and Holsteiu „ 40 42 „ 42 44
Rhine and Belgium „ 40 43 old 43 47
French „ 40 42 white 41 45
Odessa, St. Petersburg and Riga. . 35 37 fine 39 41

Barley, grindmg 26 28 Distilling. . 27 30
Malting none — —

Oats, Dutch, brew,andPoland3 19s., 21s. .. Feed .. 17 19
Danish and Swedish feed 18s. 19s. Stralsimd 19 21
Russian 20 21 French. . 18 20

Beans, Friesland and Holstein 32 35
Konigsberg . . 34 37 Egyptian . . 30 32

Peas, feeding 35 ;36 fine boilers 38 40
Indian Corn, white 32 35 yellow 32 35
Flour, French, per sack .... 34 37 fine 37 38

American, sour per barrel 20 22 sweet 23 25

IMPERIAL AVERAGES.
For the last Six Weeks.

Wheat. Barley. Oats. Rye. Beans i Peas.

Week Ending : s. d. I s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

AnrU 9, IS53.. 44 9
April 16, 1353... 44 10
April 23,1853.. 44 7
April 30,1833,

May 1853.. 44 6

May 14, 1853.. 44 7

Aggregate average'

of last six weeks 44 7
Comparative avge.

same time last year 40 11

Duties 1

31 4 18 9 31 10 34 5 32 10
31 11 19 0:29 10 34 3 33 7

31 5 19 0:27 3 34 9131 11

31 6 18 SJSO 35 3 33 3

31 4 19 0]30 7 35 2133 3

31 5 18 8 29 8 35 5 33 3

31 6:18 10,29 10^34 10133

6jl9 7J31 7,30 3i29
0,1 0,1 1 Ol 1

COMPARATIVE PRICES AND QUANTITIES
OF CORN.

&.verages from last Friday's Averages from the correspond-

ing Gazette in 1852. Av.

Wheat. .

.

Barley. .

.

Oats ...,

Rye
Beans ...

Peas ...

Gazette.

Qrs.

95,443

13,893

15,090
71

4,202

502

Av.
s. d.

Wheat. . .

.

Barley.. ..

18 8! Oats ....

29 SJRye
35 5 Beans . . .

.

33 31 Peas ....

Qrs.

94,297
13,486

16,875
102

4,667

461

d,

41 5

28 3
19 10
30
31

29 2

PRICES OF SEEDS.
BRITISH SEEDS.

linseed (per qr.). . sowing 54s. to 58s. ; crushing 45s. to SOs.

Linseed Cakes (per ton) £8 Os. to £9 1( 's.

Rapeseed (per last) new £22 to £23, fine £24, old £21 to £24
Ditto Cake (per ton) £4 lUs. to £5 Os.

Cloverseed (per cwt.) 44s. to 643.

Mustard (per bushel) new, white 7s. to 9s., brown 7s. to 9s.

Corian 'er (per cwt.) old 9s. to 12s.

Canary (per qr.) 40s. to 423.

Tares, Winter (nominal). . Spring, per bush, 4s. 6d. to 53. 6d.

Carraway (per cwt.) new 46s. to 473. ; fine 48s.

Turnip, white (per bush.) Swede (nominal.)

lYefoil (per cwt.) .233. to 28s.

Cow Grass (per qr.) (nominal) . . 00s. to 00s.

FOREIGN SEEDS &c
Linseed (per qr.). . . . Baltic, 43s. to 46s. ; Odessa, 45s. to 40s.

Linseed Cake (per ton) £7 10s. to £9 10s.

Rape Cake (per ton) £4 10s. to £5 Os.

Hempseed, small, (per qr.) 38s. to 42s., Do. Dutch, 40s. to 42g .

Tares (per qr.) old, small 30s. to 363., large 36s. to 42s.

Rye Grass (j)er qr.) 283. to 35?.

Coriander (per cwt,) 12s. to 14s.

Clover, red (duty 5s. per cwt.) 46s. to 533,

Ditto, white (duty 5s. per cwt.) 52s. to 683.

130s. to 170s.

110s. „ 130s.

100s. „ 130s.

90s. „ 100s.

70s. „ 80s.

HOP MARKET.
BOROUGH. Monday, May 23.

The improvement in our market noticed last week still

continues, and fine samples are difficult to obtain, even

at a further advance.
Mid and East Rents 120s. to 168s.

WealdofKents , 115s. „ 12f)S.

Sussex Pockets 112s. „ 126s.

POTATO MARKETS.
SOUTHWARK, WATERSIDE, Monday, May 23.

Daring the past week the supply has been small, but

the great change in the weather has caused the con-

sumption to fall off considerably.

The following are this day's quotations:

York Ref/ents .... per ion

Lincolnshire ditto ......
Scotch ditto

Ditto Reds
French whites

Rhenish ditto 80s. „ 90s.

BOROUGH AND SPITALFJELDS.
These markets are seasonably well supplied with

Potatoes as to quantity, but their general quality is

inferior. A full average business is doing at our quo-

tations. The imports last week were 444 sacks 79 tons

from Dunkirk, 365 tons from Rotterdam, and 150 do,

from Hambro'.
York Regents \Z5s. to \^Qs. per ton

Lincolnshire do 120s. to 140s. „
Scotch do 105s. to 135s. „
Foreign 90s. ^o 100s. „

COUNTRY POTATO MARKETS.—Leeds, May 17 :

We had a fair supply of potatoes, which were sold at Is. 3d.

to Is. 3id. per score of 21 lbs. wholesale, and Is. 4d. to Is. 5d.

retail. Manchester, May 17 : Potatoes, from 12s. 6d. to

I83. per 2521b. Sheffield, May 17 : Potatoes sold at from
133. to 17s. per load of 18 stone.

CHICORY.
Saturday, May 21.

Not the shghtest change has taken place in the value of
Chicory since our last report. We are without any arrivals

either from the continent or the channel islands ; nevertheless,

the supply is fully equal to the demand.
Per ton.

Toreignroot{d.p.)£ s. £ s.

Harlbigcn 31 32
English root {free)
Ouernsey 13 10 1.5 15

York 14 16

Dtity on all Coffee and roasted

£ s. £ s.

Roasted ($• ground
English 33 40
Foreign 46 48 10
Ouernsey 40 42

Chicory imported, 3d. per Ib.J
on Chicory Hoot £2\ per ton.
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Ex\GLISIl BUTTER MARKET.
Monday, May 23.

As anticipated by us this day week, a fall has taken
phee in the price of Butter, bat as yet not to the ex-

tent of 10s. per cwt.
Dorset, fine weekly 96j. to 98s. per cwt.

Bo. middling 84«. to 90s. „ „
Devon , 88s. to 96s. „ „
Fresh, per doz. lb 8s. <o 12s. *

PRICES or BUTTER., CHEESE, HAMS, &c.

'

Batter, per cwt.
Frlcsland ..

Kiel
Dorset nam
Carlom' ,,

Waterford .. „
Cork ,,

Limerick.... „
SUgo
Fresh, 2icr doz..

UOtolOi
I
C/icese,percwt.Cheshit'; 60 to9»

06
I

104
I

Cheilder '^0

Double Gloucester 60
Single do. . . 5

»

Hams, ¥ork,nero .,,. 81
Westmoreland. .. 80
Irish 6o

Bacon, Wilfshire,gree?i Sis

Waterford 6-2

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.
Saturday, May 21.

The weather having become favourable, Vegetables nre im-
proving both iu quality and quantit/. Forced Peaches make
their appearance, and there are also seen a few Nectarines.
Forced Strawberries fetch from 6d. to Js. an ounce. The
supply from the Continent of Peas, Potatoes, Carrots, Aspa-
ragus, Radishes, Artichokes, Endive, and Lettuces, is still

well kept Hp. Both Seakale and Rhubarb are abundant.
Young Carrots and Turnips fetch from Is. to 23. per bunch.
Old Potatoes are now chiefly confined to Regents. Frame
Potatoes fetch from Is. to 2s. per lb. Mushrooms are scarce.

Cut flowers consist of Pelargoniums, Primulas, Fuchsias,

Roses, Cyclamens, Mignonette, Cinerarias, Azaleas, and
Camellias.

FRUIT.
Grapes,hothouse,p.lb.6s. tol2s. ' Lemons, per doz.. Is. to 2s.

Peaches, per doz., 18s. fo 24«. I Oranges, 2)er doz., Is. to 2s.

Jfcctahims, lyer dox.,\is.to'Hs.\ „ Scr., p. 100,7s.<oI4j.
Stran:berries,peroz.,hd.to\s.<^d. Almonds, per peck, bs.

A2)ples,des.,p. bush., lus. to 15s. i ,, sweet, per lb., 2s. to 3s.

„ kitchen, do., &s. to Ms.
\
tfuts, Barcelona, i)er bush., 'iOs.

Pineapples, per lb., 8s. to 12s.

VEGETABLES.

Cabbages, per doz., Is. to is.

Broccoli, per doz., 2s. to 4s.

Greens, per doz., 2s. 6d. to is.

FrenchJicans,2}er 100, is.tois.

Asparaus, p. bundle, 2s. to 6s.

Seakale, p. bskt,, 2s. to 2s. 6rf.

Rhubarb, J}. bun.,Sd, toSd.
Potatoes, per ton, 85s. to 200s.

„ per cml., 5s. to Us.
., 2'er busk., 2s. 6d. to 6s.

Turnips per doz., 3s. to is.

Cucumbers, each, id. to Is. Qd.

Celery, p. bundle, 9rf. to Is. 6rf.

Carrots, per doz., Gs. to 8s.

S'rinach, per sieve, 2s. to 3s.

Onions, per bushel, 6s. to 10s.

Beet, 2)er doz.. Is. to Is. Od.
Leeks, per bunch, 3d. to id.
Shallots, tier lb., Gd. to 8d.

Tomatoes (for. )2> doz., 6s.toSs.

Garlic, per lb., 6d. to Sd.
Lettuce, Cab.,p. doz.,f)d.to\s.6d.

„ Cos,perscore,\s.to2s.
Badishes, 2>er doz.. Is. to 2s.

Endive, per score, 2s. 6d. to 8s.

Small Salads,p. pun., 2d. to -3d.

Horseradish, p. bundie, ls.«o3s.

Mushrooms, p. 2>ott ., }s.6d. to '2c

Sorrel, p. h/. sieve, 6d. to Is.

Artichokes, Jer.,do., ls.tols.6d.

Fennel, 2)er bunch, 2d. to 3d.
Savory , per bunch, 'Jd. to Sd.
Thyme, per bunch, id. to Sd.
Parsley, 2). doz. bunchs.,Ss.to5s.
Mint, green,per bunch,Sd,to6d.
Basil, jier bunch, Gd.
Marjoram, do., 9d.
Watercress, 2>.l2bun ., Sd.to]Od.

HIDE AND SKIN MARKETS.
s. d. s. d.

Market Hides, 56 to 64 lbs 2ito0 2^ per lb.

Do. 64 72Z6S 2| 3 „
Do. 72 80»J 3 3i „
Do. 80 86 lbs 3i "

Do. 88 mibs 3i
Horse Hides 5 6 6

CalfSkins, light 1 3
Do. full 5

PolledSheep 10 11

Kents 9 10

Half-breds 9 10

Downs 6 6 8

Shearlings 13 1

Lambs 2 8

4 „
each,

„
..

„

d.
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